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A. Data extraction tables: relevant recommendations, evidence statements and studies and coding 


Please note that studies cited in the evidence statements, and/or the “studies behind the statements” column, refer to references in the corresponding NICE evidence review that underpins each of the NICE public health 


guidance. The relevant evidence reviews, from which the evidence statements and studies have been drawn, are listed above each extraction table with hyperlinks to the relevant documents for reference. 


 


Evidence statements associated with relevant recommendations were first reviewed to identify relevant BCT taxonomy vocabulary. Where sufficient detail was provided one or more BCTs were coded in the data extraction table. Where this detail was 


lacking, information about the intervention components was reviewed from the evidence tables and coded in the data extraction table. If no specific information was available to code a BCT then the next level up, the BCT cluster, was coded. If no BCT or 


cluster was identifiable the intervention function (IF) was inferred from any explicit statement of the intended function of the intervention, or inferred from a broader description of the intervention. Please see the Bazian Coding Manual Version 6 (Appendix 


B), for full details of the BCT taxonomy, BCT clusters and intervention functions used. The number of items in each of the coding frames is given below and indicates the level of specificity in each of the coding structures. 


 


● BCT taxonomy code (89 items)  


● BCT clusters (groups individual BCTs into 16 clusters) 


● Intervention function (9 items) 


 


A full description of the 89 BCTs, 16 clusters and 9 intervention functions can be found in Appendix B 
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PH1 Brief interventions and referral for smoking cessation (2006) 


 


As described in the guidance. “Brief interventions involve opportunistic advice, discussion, negotiation or encouragement. They are commonly used in many areas of health promotion and are delivered by a range of primary and community care 


professionals. 


 


For smoking cessation, brief interventions typically take between 5 and 10 minutes and may include one or more of the following: 


● simple opportunistic advice to stop 


● an assessment of the patient’s commitment to quit 


● an offer of pharmacotherapy and/or behavioural support 


● provision of self-help material and referral to more intensive support such as the NHS Stop Smoking Services. 


 


The particular package that is provided will depend on a number of factors, including the individual’s willingness to quit, how acceptable they find the intervention on offer and the previous ways they have tried to quit.” 


 


Evidence review: http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11375/43949/43949.pdf  


Evidence table: http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11375/60739/60739.pdf  


 


This public health guidance document and underlying evidence review contributed to evidence statements 1 and 4 in Review 1. 


 


Relevant recommendations (R1-6)  Evidence statement Studies behind statement Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


R1: Everyone who smokes should be advised to quit, unless 


there are exceptional circumstances. People who are not 


ready to quit should be asked to consider the possibility and 


encouraged to seek help in the future. If an individual who 


smokes presents with a smoking-related disease, the cessation 


advice may be linked to their medical condition. (IDE)  


Inference derived from the evidence  Inference derived from the evidence  No studies were quoted for this evidence statement and so no 


behaviour change techniques could be coded. 


R2: People who smoke should be asked how interested they 


are in quitting. Advice to stop smoking should be sensitive to 


the individual's preferences, needs and circumstances: there 


is no evidence that the 'stages of change' model is more 


effective than any other approach.  


(Evidence statement 10 and IDE) 


Evidence statement 10 A moderately sized body of 


evidence [one 1+ systematic review] has not found a benefit 


of stage-matched over unmatched brief interventions. A 


moderately sized body of evidence has yielded conflicting 


results on the efficacy of stage-matched interventions 


compared with no intervention. 


One systematic review evaluated the effectiveness of 


interventions to promote smoking cessation based on the 


Stages of Change (SOC) approach (Riemsma et al. 2003 1+). It 


contained 23 RCTs, 4 from the UK. These included a variety of 


types of intervention including stage based advice or 


counselling and stage based self-help materials. 


Theory base: No evidence that “stages of change model” is 


more effective than any other approach. 


 


No behaviour change coding possible. 


R3: GPs should take the opportunity to advise all patients who 


smoke to quit when they attend a consultation. Those who 


want to stop should be offered a referral to an intensive 


support service (for example, NHS Stop Smoking Services). If 


they are unwilling or unable to accept this referral they 


should be offered pharmacotherapy, in line with NICE 


technology appraisal guidance no. 39, and additional support. 


The smoking status of those who are not ready to stop should 


be recorded and reviewed with the individual once a year, 


where possible.  


(Evidence statements 1 and 7)  


Evidence statement 1 A body of level 1+ evidence directly 


applicable to UK health care settings supports the efficacy 


of physician advice as a brief intervention for smoking 


cessation but this evidence preceded the introduction of 


NHS specialist smoking treatment services in the UK. 


Evidence for the efficacy of brief interventions from doctors 


was identified primarily from one systematic review 


(Lancaster and Stead 2004 1+) with additional supporting 


evidence from two further reviews of a similar body of 


research (Fiore et al. 2000 1++ West et al. 2000 1/4+).  


 


NB: Lancaster and Stead 2004 is a Cochrane review, the 


updated version is assessed up to date as of 13th Feb 2008.  


Advice was compared with no advice, more intensive 


intervention with less. Defined advice as verbal instructions 


from the physician with a 'stop smoking' message irrespective 


of whether or not information was provided about the 


harmful effects of smoking. Excluded advice + NRT or as part 


of mixed lifestyle interventions. 


Intervention: Advice from a medical practitioner   


Intervention Function 1 Education 



http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11375/43949/43949.pdf

http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11375/60739/60739.pdf

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/14651858.CD000165.pub3/abstract
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Relevant recommendations (R1-6)  Evidence statement Studies behind statement Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


Evidence statement 7 A body of level 1+ evidence directly 


applicable to the UK supports the efficacy of nicotine 


replacement therapy (NRT) as part of a brief intervention 


for smokers wishing to make a quit attempt. 


One review of nicotine replacement therapy for smoking 


cessation includes evidence on the effect of NRT delivered 


with minimal additional support from physicians or purchased 


over the counter (Silagy et al. 2004 [Cochrane]). This review 


identified 34 randomised trials of NRT prescribed with ‘low 


intensity’ support.  


 


NB: Silagy et al. 2004 was a Cochrane review, an updated 


version is now available and is assessed as up to date as of 


31 Oct 2007 


BCT4 Pharmacological support 


R4: Nurses in primary and community care should advise 


everyone who smokes to stop and refer them to an intensive 


support service (for example, NHS Stop Smoking Services). If 


they are unwilling or unable to accept this referral they 


should be offered pharmacotherapy, in line with NICE 


technology appraisal guidance no. 39 and additional support. 


Nurses who are trained NHS stop smoking counsellors may 


'refer' to themselves where appropriate. The smoking status of 


those who are not ready to stop should be recorded and 


reviewed with the individual once a year, where possible. 


(Evidence statements 2 and 7)  


Evidence statement 2 A body of level 1+ evidence directly 


applicable to the UK supports the efficacy of nurse 


structured advice as a brief intervention for smoking 


cessation in primary care and community settings. However, 


the primary focus of the contact in these studies was 


smoking, so these interventions are not brief opportunistic 


interventions made during routine care. In addition, poor 


uptake of invitations to contact nurses for assistance with 


smoking cessation was noted in some UK studies. There is 


insufficient evidence to say whether opportunistic advice 


increases quit rates. A moderately sized body of evidence 


failed to detect any effect of advice and interventions 


delivered by nurses as part of a health check. 


Evidence for the efficacy of brief interventions from nurses 


was based on one systematic review (Rice and Stead 2004). 


Meta-analysis of 6 trials, two of which were in UK, all primary 


care or community setting. Five additional studies included 


but not in meta-analysis. 


 


Three studies in primary care or outpatient settings found no 


effect of physiological feedback in the form of spirometry or 


carbon monoxide levels as an adjunct to a nursing 


intervention ([within Rice and Stead 2004] Sanders et al. 


1989*; Risser and Belcher 1990*; Hollis et al. 1993*). 


Intervention: Nurse brief intervention, not opportunistic. 


Intervention Function 1 Education: advise patients who smoke 


to quit. 


 


 


Evidence statement 7 - see above Evidence statement 7 - see above Evidence statement 7 - see above 


R5: All other health professionals, such as hospital clinicians, 


pharmacists and dentists, should refer people who smoke to 


an intensive support service (for example, NHS Stop Smoking 


Services). If the individual is unwilling or unable to accept this 


referral, practitioners with suitable training should offer a 


prescription of pharmacotherapy, in line with NICE technology 


appraisal guidance no. 39, and additional support. Those who 


are trained NHS stop smoking counsellors may 'refer' to 


themselves. The smoking status of those who are not ready to 


stop should be recorded in clinical records and reviewed with 


the individual once a year, where possible. 


(Evidence statements 1, 2, 7 and 27 and IDE) 


Evidence statement 27 There is insufficient evidence from 


direct comparisons to draw firm conclusions about the 


influence of the profession of a provider delivering a brief 


smoking cessation intervention, or the influence of features 


of the profession, on intervention effectiveness. 


 


 


Three meta-analyses indirectly estimated the influence that 


the profession of a practitioner has on intervention 


effectiveness (Fiore et al. 2000, Gorin and Heck, 2004, West 


et al. 2000). One meta-analysis (Mojica et al. 2004) also 


attempted to answer the question directly and found just one 


study (McDowell et al. 1985*) which directly compared several 


provider types providing a smoking cessation intervention. 


One review (Gorin and Heck 2004) and three trials (Stevens et 


al. 1993* (included in Rigotti et al. 2003) and Stevens et al. 


2000* (included in Rigotti et al. 2003), Katz et al. 2004a and b 


(reporting the same trial)) provided some information about 


possible characteristics of providers of brief interventions 


that may explain differential outcomes by provider type.  


No behaviour change coding possible. 


Evidence statement 1, 2 and 7 see above Evidence statement 1, 2 and 7 see above Evidence statement 1, 2 and 7 see above 


R6: Community workers should refer people who smoke to an 


intensive support service (for example, NHS Stop Smoking 


Services). Those who are trained NHS stop smoking counsellors 


may 'refer' to themselves.  


(Evidence statement 27, IDE)  


Evidence statement 27 see above 


 


Evidence statement 27 see above 


 


Evidence statement 27 see above 


 



http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/14651858.CD000146.pub3/abstract

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/14651858.CD000146.pub3/abstract
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PH2 Four commonly used methods to increase physical activity (2006) 


 


The four interventions covered in the guidance are listed below along with hyperlinks to their respective evidence reviews.  


● Brief interventions (BI) 


● Exercise referral schemes (ER) 


● Using pedometers (P) 


● Walking and cycling schemes (WC) 
 


The letter(s) in brackets correspond to the letters preceding each evidence statement in the table below to identify which evidence review is relevant to each evidence statement. Effectiveness was examined over three timescales: in the short term (6–12 


weeks); in the longer term (over 12 weeks) and over a very long timeframe (for example, over 1 year). 


 


This public health guidance document and underlying evidence review contributed to evidence statements 10 and 12 in Review 1. 


 


Relevant recommendations (1,2,5,6) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


R1: Primary care practitioners should take the 


opportunity, whenever possible, to identify inactive 


adults and advise them to aim for 30 minutes of 


moderate activity on 5 days of the week (or more)14. 


They should use their judgement to determine when 


this would be inappropriate (for example, because of 


medical conditions or personal circumstances). They 


should use a validated tool, such as the Department 


of Health’s forthcoming general practitioner physical 


activity questionnaire (GPPAQ), to identify inactive 


individuals. 


 


(Evidence statements BI.1, BI.2c, IDE) 


 
14The practitioner may be a GP or another 


professional with specific responsibility for providing 


encouragement or advice. This will depend on local 


conditions, professional interest and resources. 


Health trainers are likely to have a role in offering 


brief advice. ‘Inactive’ is used as shorthand for those 


failing to reach the CMO’s recommendation. ‘Advise’ 


is used as shorthand for ‘encourage, advise, discuss, 


negotiate’ 


Inference derived from the evidence  Not applicable No behaviour change coding possible. 


Evidence statement BI.1. There is evidence from 


controlled trials that brief interventions in primary care 


can be effective in producing moderate increases in 


physical activity in middle aged and older populations in 


the short term (two (1+) studies and one (1-) study); in 


the longer term (one (1++) study, one (2-) study and one 


(1-) study); and in the very long term (two (1++) studies 


and one (1-) study. The findings are potentially 


applicable to the UK, assuming appropriate adaptation. 


However, for the effect to be sustained at one year, the 


evidence suggests that several follow-up sessions over a 


period 3 to 6 months are required after the initial 


consultation episode. 


Evidence from eleven primary studies (6 individual RCTs, 2 cluster 


RCTs, and 3 controlled non-randomised trials) suggests that brief 


interventions in primary care to increase physical activity can have 


short, longer term or very long term effects. 


 


Six studies reported significant increases in physical activity 


outcomes: two (1++) studies (Elley et al., 2003; Petrella et al., 


2003); two (1+) studies (Harland et al., 1999; Swinburn et al., 1998); 


one (1-) study (Halbert et al., 2000) and one (2-) study (Bull and 


Jamrozik, 1998). Five reported no significant effect: one (1+) 


(Hillsdon et al., 2002) one (2+) (Smith et al., 2000); and two (2-) 


studies (Halbert et al., 2001; Naylor et al., 1999) and one (1-) study 


(Goldstein et al., 1999) 


 


 


Intervention: brief intervention 


 


Elley 2003 – brief oral and written advice (based on motivational 


interviewing) (Intervention Function 1 Education, Intervention 


Function 2 Persuasion) + three calls from exercise specialist (BCT3 


Social support (unspecified)) 


 


Petrella 2003 – No behaviour change coding possible. 


Harland 1999 – brief advice plus motivational interviews 


(Intervention Function 1 Education, Intervention Function 2 


Persuasion) 


 


Swinburn 1998 – brief verbal advice +written prescription 


(Intervention Function 1 Education) 


 


Halbert 2000 – advice pamphlet and physical activity plan for next 3 


months (BCT64 Action Planning, BCT34 Adding objects to the 


environment) 


 


Bull and Jamrozik, 1998 – brief verbal advice (Intervention Function 


1 Education). 


Evidence statement BI.2.c. Interventions aimed at older 


groups seem more effective. However, these were also 


the studies in which the interventions involved follow-up 


and it is therefore difficult to arrive at firm conclusions 


about whether this effect was linked to the age of the 


population or the design of the intervention. 


Two studies focussed on older populations (Halbert et al. 


2000;Petrella et al. 2003), three focussed on middle aged 


populations (Bull and Jamrozik 1998;Harland et al. 1999;Swinburn et 


al. 1998) and one involved both middle aged and older populations 


(Elley et al. 2003). The three studies with long term impacts tended 


to involve older populations (Elley et al. 2003; Halbert et al. 2000; 


Petrella et al. 2003). 


Subgroup older groups. 


See coding above. 



http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11373/43917/43917.pdf

http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11373/43926/43926.pdf

http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11373/43923/43923.pdf

http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11373/43928/43928.pdf
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Relevant recommendations (1,2,5,6) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


R2: When providing physical activity advice, primary 


care practitioners should take into account the 


individual’s needs, preferences and circumstances. 


They should agree goals with them. They should also 


provide written information about the benefits of 


activity and the local opportunities to be active. They 


should follow them up at appropriate intervals over a 


3 to 6 month period.  


 


(Evidence statements BI.2a, BI.2b) 


Evidence statement BI.2.a. A ‘written prescription’ 


outlining physical activity goals and/or step testing 


during the consultation may be useful adjuncts to verbal 


advice to increase physical activity. 


 


However, it is difficult to separate the relative 


contribution of these elements of the intervention from 


the impact of follow-up sessions after the initial 


consultation and studies that did not find significant 


effects also involved a ‘written prescription’. 


The six studies shown to have an effect (see above) varied according 


to what happened at the initial consultation and whether there was 


follow-up to reinforce advice to increase physical activity. 


 


Four studies involved a ‘written prescription’ in which the 


healthcare professional provided written goals during the 


consultation to increase physical activity (Elley et al. 2003 [++]; 


Halbert et al. 2000 [-]; Petrella et al. 2003 [++];Swinburn et al. 1998 


[+]). 


Intervention: Brief intervention with “written prescription” 


BCT62 Goal setting (behaviour)  


 


NB: Not enough detail to code BCT 67 Behavioural Contract as don’t 


know if written prescription was agreed with the person receiving it, 


or was just given to them like a form of advice. 


Evidence statement BI.2.b. Follow-up over an 


appropriate time period appears to be more important 


than the length of individual sessions. 


There were no clear correlations between effectiveness of 


intervention and length of the initial consultation. However, it is 


again notable that the three interventions with impacts over the 


very long term were those in which there was follow-up for several 


months after the initial intervention(Elley et al. 2003 [++]; Halbert 


et al. 2000 [-]; Petrella et al. 2003 [++]) 


No behaviour change coding possible for the effect of follow up vs. 


length of individual sessions. 


R5: Practitioners, policy makers and commissioners 


should only endorse exercise referral schemes to 


promote physical activity that are part of a properly 


designed and controlled research study to determine 


effectiveness. Measures should include intermediate 


outcomes such as knowledge, attitudes and skills, as 


well as measures of physical activity levels. 


Individuals should only be referred to schemes that 


are part of such a study.  


 


(Evidence statements ER.1, ER.2)  


Evidence statement ER.1. The evidence from two 


randomised controlled trials [1-] suggests that exercise 


referral schemes, involving a referral, either from or 


within primary care, can have positive effects on physical 


activity levels in the short term (6 to 12 weeks). 


Two studies (both [1-]) examined the short-term effects of an 


exercise referral scheme and both found a short-term positive effect 


on physical activity levels (Taylor et al. 1998; Halbert et al. 2000). 


Self-reported moderate physical activity levels increased by 102 


minutes per week in comparison to the control group in one study 


(Taylor et al. 1998) and by 1 walking session per week and 2 vigorous 


exercise sessions per week in the other study (Halbert et al. 2000). 


Intervention: exercise referral schemes 


 


Lamb 2002 [++] and Taylor 1998 [–]  


Intervention Function 1 Education: participants advised to do 


recommended amount of physical activity per week. 


 


Halbert 2000 [-] 3month physical activity plan pamphlet (BCT64 


Action planning) with self-monitoring of heart rate (BCT11 Self-


monitoring of outcomes). Also “individualised physical activity 


advice” (Intervention Function 1 Education) 


 


Evidence statement ER.2. However evidence from four 


trials (one 1++, three 1-) indicates that such referral 


schemes are ineffective in increasing physical activity 


levels in the longer term (over 12 weeks) or over a very 


long timeframe (over 1 year). 


Overall, evidence from the four RCT’s demonstrates that exercise 


referral schemes are ineffective in increasing physical activity levels 


in the longer term. The [1++] study by Lamb et al. (2002) found that 


the intervention had no effect on physical activity levels in the 


longer term. The remaining three [1-] studies showed equivocal 


results in the longer term: a positive effect (Halbert et al. 2000), no 


effect (Taylor et al. 1998) and inconsistent findings (Harrison et al. 


2005). 
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Relevant recommendations (1,2,5,6) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


R6: Practitioners, policy makers and commissioners 


should only endorse pedometers and walking and 


cycling schemes to promote physical activity that are 


part of a properly designed and controlled research 


study to determine effectiveness. Measures should 


include intermediate outcomes such as knowledge, 


attitude and skills, as well as measures of physical 


activity levels.  


 


(Evidence statement P.1, WC.1, WC.2) 


Evidence statement P.1. The evidence from four (1-) 


randomised controlled trials involving different target 


groups for the effectiveness of pedometer-based 


interventions aimed at increasing physical activity levels 


in the adult population is equivocal in both the short-


term (6-12 weeks) and longer term (12 weeks to one 


year). No evidence was found which examined 


effectiveness over one year (the longest follow up in the 


included studies was at 24 weeks). 


Three of the studies were conducted in a community based setting 


(DuVall et al. 2004, Moreau et al. 2001, Tudor-Locke et al. 2004) and 


one in a combination of a community and home-based setting 


(Talbot et al. 2003). All these RCTs examined the effectiveness of 


pedometers to increase physical activity levels in adults. Two 


studies reported assessments in the short term (6-12 weeks) (DuVall 


et al. 2004, Talbot et al. 2003) and three studies reported 


assessments in the long termer (over 12 weeks) (Talbot et al. 2003, 


Moreau et al. 2001, Tudor-Locke et al. 2004). 


Intervention: pedometers  


 


DuVall et al. 2004  BCT10 Self-monitoring of behaviour, BCT62 Goal 


setting (behaviour), BCT65 Review behaviour goal(s) 


 


Moreau et al. 2001 = BCT10 Self-monitoring of behaviour, BCT62 


Goal setting (behaviour) 


 


Tudor-Locke et al. 2004 = BCT8 Feedback on behaviour, BCT62 Goal 


setting (behaviour). 


 


Talbot et al. 2003 = BCT8 Feedback on behaviour 


BCT10 Self-monitoring of behaviour 


Walking programmes 


Evidence statement WC.1 The evidence from four 


primary studies (two individual RCTs (one 1++, one 1-), 1 


cluster RCT (1++), one delayed intervention study (2-)) 


for the effectiveness of community-based walking 


programmes in increasing physical activity is equivocal. 


The findings are applicable to similar interventions in the 


UK. 


The two (1++) studies of broadly similar interventions had conflicting 


results: one individual RCT (Lamb et al. 2002) found no increase in 


physical activity in the intervention group compared to the control 


(at six and 12 months), while the cluster RCT (Fisher and Li, 2004) 


found an increase in neighbourhood walking in the intervention 


group with an effect size of 0.2 at six months  


 


The two studies graded (–) quality also had conflicting results. One 


RCT (1-) (Hamdorf and Penhall, 1999) found an increase in physical 


activity and positive changes in resting and exercise heart rate at 6 


months. The delayed intervention controlled study (2-) (Macrae et 


al. 1996) found no change in energy expenditure among the 


intervention group compared to the control at 12 weeks. 


Intervention: walking schemes  


 


Lamb 2002 Intervention Function 1 Education - advice session, verbal 


and written advice 


 


Fisher and Li, 2004 (community level) 


 


Hamdorf and Penhall, 1999 (community level) 


 


Macrae et al. 1996 Accompanied walk program BCT Cluster 1 “Social 


Support” 


Evidence statement WC.2.There is no evidence about 


the effectiveness of community-based cycling 


programmes using a controlled research design. 


Evaluation reports from the grey literature show that 


these programmes are popular and well-received by 


participants, but there is little evidence of their impact 


on levels of cycling. 


No evidence Intervention: cycling schemes 


No behaviour change coding possible. 
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PH3 Prevention of sexually transmitted infections and under 18 conceptions (2007) 


 


Evidence reviews: 


● Evidence Briefing Update: HIV prevention: a review of reviews assessing the effectiveness of interventions to reduce the risk of sexual transmission (2006) 


● Evidence Briefing Update: Prevention of sexually transmitted infections (STIs): a review of reviews into the effectiveness of non-clinical interventions (2006) 


● Review 1 - Contraceptive advice and provision for the prevention of under 18 conceptions and STIs: a rapid review 


● Review 2 - Review of evidence for the effectiveness of screening for genital chlamydial infection in sexually active young women and men 


● Review 3 - Review of evidence for the effectiveness of partner notification for sexually transmitted infections including HIV 


 


This public health guidance document and underlying evidence review contributed to evidence statements 19 and 20 in Review 1. 


 


Relevant recommendations (1-3, 5,6) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


R1: Identify individuals at high risk of STIs using their 


sexual history. Opportunities for risk assessment may arise 


during consultations on contraception, pregnancy or 


abortion, and when carrying out a cervical smear test, 


offering an STI test or providing travel immunisation. Risk 


assessment could also be carried out during routine care or 


when a new patient registers.  


 


Have one to one structured discussions with individuals at 


high risk of STIs (if trained in sexual health), or arrange for 


these discussions to take place with a trained practitioner.  


 


(Evidence statement 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 2.20, 2.21, 2.26, 


2.29, IDE)  


See Recommendation 2 (R2). See R2 Intervention: one to one structured 


discussions (identifying high risk individuals 


is not an individual behaviour change 


intervention) 


Evidence statement 2.20. There is evidence from two (+) controlled trials (one 


randomised,17 one non-randomised18) that offering chlamydia testing in general practice 


increases the number of young women and men screened compared with usual care. This 


evidence applies to women and men under 30 years attending general practices. 


17 Senok et al. 2005 [+] 


18 Andersen et al. 2005 [+] 


 


Not applicable – uptake of screening, no 


behaviour change outcome such as use of 


condoms. 


Evidence statement 2.21. There is evidence from two (+) randomised controlled trials (one 


large,19 one small20) suggesting that changing systems of health service delivery can increase 


the numbers of teenage women screened opportunistically, and the number of chlamydia 


cases detected. This evidence applies to sexually active young women under 20 years 


attending general paediatric or teen clinics. 


19 Shafer et al. 2002 [+} 


20 Stevens-Simon et al. 2002 [+] 


 


Not applicable – health service delivery 


level, not individual. 


Evidence statement 2.26.Descriptive studies in general practice (two studies, one ++,24 one 


+25) suggest that offering GPs incentives might increase acceptance rates by patients. There 


were too few studies to be able to say anything about the effects of incentives on effective 


screening rates. 


24 Pimenta et al. 2003b [++] 


25 van den Hoek et al. 1999 [+] 


Not applicable – GP intervention, rather than 


directed at the individual at risk. 


Evidence statement 2.29. 


Data from one (+) randomised controlled trial,26 one (++) descriptive study,27 and three (+) 


descriptive studies31 (one + contradictory study32) show that less than half of women and men 


under 25 years attending general practice get screened for chlamydia because not all those 


who are eligible for screening are offered a test. 


26 Senok et al. 2005 [+] 


27, Pimenta et al. 2003b [++] 


31 Andersen et al. 2005 [+], Santer et al. 2000 [+] 


Tobin et al. 2001 [+] 


32 Heal et al. 2002 [+] 


 


Not applicable – about frequency of offering 


screening test. No behaviour change 


outcomes. 


 


R2: Have one to one structured discussions with individuals 


at high risk of STIs. The discussions should be structured on 


the basis of behaviour change theories. They should 


address factors that can help reduce risk-taking and 


improve self-efficacy and motivation. Ideally, each session 


should last at least 15–20 minutes. The number of sessions 


will depend on individual need. 


 


(Evidence statement 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, IDE)  


Evidence statement 1.1 (STIs including HIV) In summary the evidence on the effectiveness 


of one to one interventions for the prevention of STIs is mixed but on balance marginally 


supports the interventions. There is evidence from Project RESPECT a large (++) US study 


(Kamb et al., 1998) that both a two session and a four session one to one counselling 


intervention can reduce STIs in the long and very long term in heterosexuals, and from one 


(+) study that STIs in men can be reduced in the long term after one 90 minute session 


(Kalichman et al., 1996). However, the effect appears to decrease over time, with one study 


finding a reduction in effect after six months (Kamb et al., 1998). 


Kamb et al. 1998 (RESPECT) 


Kalichman et al. 1996 


Intervention: one to one structured 


discussions (interactive counselling) 


 


Kamb et al. 1998:  


BCT61 Problem solving  


BCT62 Goal setting (behaviour) 


BCT64 Action planning  


 


Kalichman et al. 1996: 



http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11377/43873/43873.pdf

http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11377/43873/43873.pdf

http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11377/43873/43873.pdf

http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11377/43875/43875.pdf

http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11377/43876/43876.pdf

http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11377/43876/43876.pdf

http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11377/43876/43876.pdf
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Relevant recommendations (1-3, 5,6) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


BCT23 Behavioural practice/rehearsal 


BCT36 Instructions on how to perform a 


behaviour 


BCT78 Information about health 


consequences 


Evidence Statement 1.2 In addition EXPLORE a large (++) US study of ten session one to one 


counselling for MSM found a 15.7% reduction in HIV infection but this was not statistically 


significant (EXPLORE 2004). The other studies found no statistically significant effect on STIs 


but may have been underpowered for this outcome. 


EXPLORE 2004 


  


Subgroup: MSM 


 


Evidence Statement 1.3 Interventions with adolescents (people aged 12-18) appeared to be 


particularly effective. A subgroup analysis of Project RESPECT (Bolu 2004) found a significant 


reduction in sexually transmitted infections with both the four and two session interventions 


versus a didactic control. Although this was the only study to show a statistically significant 


difference the general trend in this group of studies was towards a reduction in STIs. 


12 studies listed in Table 7 PH3 EvR1 


http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11377/4


3875/43875.pdf  


Bolu 2004 [++] (subgroup of Kamb 1998 Project 


RESPECT above) 


Subgroup: Adolescents particularly effective 


Kamb et al. 1998:  


BCT61 Problem solving  


BCT62 Goal setting (behaviour) 


BCT64 Action planning  


Evidence Statement 1.4 Twenty-five studies reported condom use, of which only eight 


showed a statistically significant increase in condom use in the intervention group compared 


to the control. However, overall there is weak evidence (that is it is mixed or conflicting but 


on balance marginally supports) that one to one STI/HIV prevention interventions can 


increase short and long-term condom use compared to control. Project RESPECT, a large good 


quality (++) US study found an increase in condom use in both the four and two session 


counselling intervention groups compared to a didactic control (Kamb 1998). However, 


several studies found the effect of an intervention appears to decrease, or disappear over 


time. Greater uniformity is needed in the way in which condom use is measured in studies. 


 


Twenty-five studies measured condom use; eight with adolescents, nine with the general 


population, two with MSM, one with prisoners, and three with drug users. The studies covered 


short, long and very long term condom use. Eleven studies reported consistent condom use as 


dichotomous data (e.g. always used a condom/ consistent condom use, 100% condom use) and 


this is summarised in forest plots in figures 4 and 5 


Kamb 1998  


 


25 studies listed in Table 8 PH3 EvR1 and figures 4 


and 5. 


http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11377/4


3875/43875.pdf  


Kamb et al. 1998:  


BCT61 Problem solving  


BCT62 Goal setting (behaviour) 


BCT64 Action planning  


 


R3: Help patients with an STI to get their partners tested 


and treated (partner notification), when necessary. This 


support should be tailored to meet the patient's individual 


needs.  


 


If necessary, refer patients to a specialist with 


responsibility for partner notification. (Partner notification 


may be undertaken by the health professional or by the 


patient.) 


 


Provide the patient and their partners with infection-


specific information, including advice about possible re-


infection. For chlamydia infection, also consider providing 


a home sampling kit.  


 


Evidence statement 3.1 


There is evidence from four large randomised controlled trials10 (two +; two –) that patient-


delivered partner therapy plus additional information for partners reduces persistent or 


recurrent infections in women and men diagnosed with gonorrhoea or C. trachomatis by 


approximately 5% compared to patient referral (either minimal or supplemented by contact 


card).  


 


 


Golden et al. 2005 (+) (Packets to be delivered to 


partners by index patient (content: antibiotics; 


drug information; condoms; study personal 


contact info; brochure about STDs; info that care 


for STDs is free) 


Kissinger et al. 2005 (–); (packages similar to 


above plus number of a nurse for questions) 


Kissinger et al. 1998 (-); (Antibiotics) 


Schillinger et al. 2003 (+) (index patients give out 


advise and give treatment packages) 


Intervention: partner therapy plus additional 


information 


 


Intervention Function 1 Education– index 


patients giving advice to partners 


BCT3 Social support (unspecified) – nurse 


social support 


BCT4 Pharmacological support  - antibiotics 


 


Evidence statement 3.2 


There is evidence from one large randomised controlled trial12 (–) that patient referral 


supplemented by additional information about infection for index patients and partner(s) 


reduces persistent or recurrent infections in men 


12  Kissinger et al. 2005 (-) Intervention: patient referral supplemented 


by additional information 


 


Intervention Function 1 Education: Advice 


from index partner to go to health care 



http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11377/43875/43875.pdf

http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11377/43875/43875.pdf

http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11377/43875/43875.pdf

http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11377/43875/43875.pdf
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Relevant recommendations (1-3, 5,6) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


(Evidence statement 3.1, 3.2, 3.8, 3.16, IDE)  facility 


BCT78 Information about health 


consequences 


Evidence statement 3.8 


There is weak evidence from two randomised controlled trials20 (both –) that giving index 


patients diagnosed with C. trachomatis sampling kits for their partner(s) can increase the 


number of partners who get tested when compared to getting the partner(s) to visit their 


doctor for testing. 


20 Andersen et al. 1998, Ostergaard et al. 2003 BCT34 Adding objects to the environment 


Evidence statement 3.16 


There is evidence from one randomised controlled trial25 (++) that patient referral for 


patients with chlamydia conducted in general practice is at least as effective in terms of 


partners who get treated when compared to referring patients to a specialist health service. 


23 Low et al. 2005 No behaviour change coding possible. For 


intervention mode of delivery. 


R5: Where appropriate, provide one to one sexual health 


advice on:  


● how to prevent and/or get tested for STIs and how to 


prevent unwanted pregnancies 


● all methods of reversible contraception, including 


long-acting reversible contraception (LARC) (in line 


with NICE clinical guideline 30) 


● how to get and use emergency contraception 


● other reproductive issues and concerns. 


 


Provide supporting information on the above in an 


appropriate format.  


 


(Evidence statement 1.3, 1.4, 1.18, 1.19, IDE)  


Evidence statement 1.3 see above Evidence statement 1.3 see above See above 


Evidence statement 1.4 see above Evidence statement 1.4 see above See above 


Evidence Statement 1.18 (Clinic based contraception care) One (-)RCT and one (2+) non 


randomised controlled study evaluated contraception advice and support in a clinic based 


setting (Shlay 2003 (-), Winter 1991 (2+)). One (Winter 1991) found a significant reduction in 


pregnancies and the other (Shlay 2003) showed a trend towards a reduction in the 


intervention group compared to control but this was not significant. In summary although only 


four studies showed a statistically significant reduction in pregnancy (O’Sullivan 1992(-), Olds 


2002(+), Olds 2004(+), Winter 1991(2+)) the general trend was towards a reduction. 


Therefore, there appears to be evidence that one to one interventions with adolescents can 


reduce pregnancies. Multi-session nurse home visiting appears particularly effective, 


especially with low-income disadvantaged women (Olds 1997, Olds 2002, Olds 2004). 


However, more research, is needed in this area with a focus on the under 18s and studies 


powered to detect a change in pregnancies. 


Evidence review for evidence tables: 


http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11377/4


3875/43875.pdf 


 


Shlay 2003  


Winter 1991 


Intervention: clinic based one to one sexual 


health advice 


 


Intervention Function 1 Education - provide 


advice 


BCT34 Adding objects to the environment – 


contraception - condoms and contraceptive 


drugs 


BCT4 Pharmacological support - 


contraceptive drugs 


 


Evidence Statement 1.19 (Contraceptive use) Seven studies reported contraception use. 


This was measured in various different ways, including oral contraception, emergency 


contraception and condom use. Four studies showed a statistically significant effect on 


contraception use. Two increased oral contraceptive use. These were a (++) RCT (Quinlivan 


2003) and a (+) RCT (Danielson 1990) that found one to one interventions with teenagers can 


improve contraception use in the long term. Of the two (++) studies of advanced provision of 


emergency contraception one found an increase in the use of EC (Harper 2005) and one an 


increase in condom use (Gold 2004). In the other studies the general trend was towards an 


increase in contraception use although one (-) study found the effect on contraception use 


was no longer significant at 12 months (Winter 1991). Therefore, there is some evidence that 


one to one interventions with under 18s can increase contraception use. However, further 


research in this area is needed. 


Quinlivan 2003 


Danielson 1990 


Harper 2005 


Gold 2004 


Winter 1991 


IF1 Education on its own or in combination 


with BCT 34 Adding objects to the 


environment (contraception) 


 


Quinlivan 2003 (Intervention Function 1 


Education) 


Danielson 1990 (Intervention Function 1 


Education) 


Harper 2005 (BCT34 Adding objects to the 


environment) 


Gold 2004 (Intervention Function 1 Education 


± BCT34 Adding objects to the environment) 


Winter 1991 (Intervention Function 1 


Education ±  BCT34 Adding objects to the 


environment) 


R6: Regularly visit vulnerable women aged under 18 who 


are pregnant or who are already mothers. 


Evidence Statement 1.17 (Support for pregnancy women/mothers) Six studies evaluated 


interventions to support pregnant women or mothers. Although only two of the studies 


Evidence review 1: 


http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11377/4


Intervention: visit, discuss and provide 


information. 



http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11377/43875/43875.pdf

http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11377/43875/43875.pdf

http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11377/43875/43875.pdf
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Relevant recommendations (1-3, 5,6) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


 


Discuss with them and their partner (where appropriate) 


how to prevent or get tested for STIs and how to prevent 


unwanted pregnancies. The discussion should cover: 


 


● all methods of reversible contraception, including 


LARC (in line with NICE clinical guideline 30), and how 


to get and use emergency contraception  


● health promotion advice, in line with NICE guidance 


on postnatal care (NICE clinical guideline 37) 


● opportunities for returning to education, training and 


employment in the future. 


 


Provide supporting information in an appropriate format.  


 


Where appropriate, refer the young woman to the relevant 


agencies, including services concerned with reintegration 


into education and work. 


 


(Evidence statement 1.17, IDE)  


focused solely on adolescents (O’Sullivan 1992 (-), Quinlivan 2003 (++)) all included at least 


40% of adolescents and focused on disadvantaged, low-income women. There is good 


evidence that multi-session support and home visiting for disadvantaged low-income pregnant 


women or mothers can prevent repeat pregnancies with two (+) (Olds 2002, Olds 2004) and 


one (-) (O’Sullivan 1992) studies showing a significant reduction in repeat pregnancies in the 


intervention group compared to control. In addition one (-) study (Olds 1997) found a 


reduction in repeat pregnancies in poor unmarried women, although not in the sample as a 


whole. 


3875/43875.pdf 


 


O’Sullivan 1992  


Quinlivan 2003  


Olds 1997  


Olds 2002  


Olds 2004  


 


 


O’Sullivan 1992 (Intervention Function 1 


Education, BCT84 Demonstration of the 


behaviour) 


Quinlivan 2003 (Intervention Function 1 


Education) 


Olds 1997 (BCT36 Instructions on how to 


perform a behaviour, Intervention Function 1 


Education, BCT3 Social support 


(unspecified)) 


Olds 2002 (BCT36 Instructions on how to 


perform a behaviour, Intervention Function 1 


Education) 


Olds 2004 (as olds 2002) 


 


 


 


 


 


 



http://guidance.nice.org.uk/CG30

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/CG37
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PH4 Interventions to reduce substance misuse among vulnerable young people (2007) 


 


For the purposes of this guidance, substance misuse is defined as intoxication by – or regular excessive consumption of and/or dependence on – psychoactive substances, leading to social, psychological, physical or legal problems. It includes problematic use 


of both legal and illegal drugs (including alcohol when used in combination with other substances). 


 


Vulnerable and disadvantaged children and young people aged under 25 who are at risk of misusing substances include: 


● those whose family members misuse substances 


● those with behavioural, mental health or social problems 


● those excluded from school and truants 


● young offenders 


● looked after children 


● those who are homeless 


● those involved in commercial sex work 


● those from some black and minority ethnic groups. 


 


Effectiveness review: http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11378/31916/31916.pdf  


Effectiveness review evidence tables: http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11378/31917/31917.doc  


 


This public health guidance document and underlying evidence review contributed to evidence statement 18 in Review 1. 


 


Relevant recommendations (2,5) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


R2: 


● Use existing screening and assessment tools to identify 


vulnerable and disadvantaged children and young 


people aged under 25 who are misusing – or who are 


at risk of misusing – substances. These tools include 


the Common Assessment Framework and those 


available from the National Treatment Agency. 


● Work with parents or carers, education welfare 


services, children’s trusts, child and adolescent 


mental health services, school drug advisers or other 


specialists to: 


o provide support (schools may provide 


direct support) 


o refer the children and young people, as 


appropriate, to other services (such as 


social care, housing or employment), 


based on a mutually agreed plan. The plan 


should take account of the child or young 


person’s needs and include review 


arrangements. 


IDE 


Not applicable - Inference derived from the evidence  Not applicable - Inference derived from the evidence  Intervention: provide support to young person 


No evidence from which to code behaviour change. 



http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11378/31916/31916.pdf

http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11378/31917/31917.doc
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Relevant recommendations (2,5) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


R5:  


● Offer one or more motivational interviews, according 


to the young person’s needs. Each session should last 


about an hour and the interviewer should encourage 


them to: 


o discuss their use of both legal and illegal 


substances 


o reflect on any physical, psychological, 


social, education and legal issues related 


to their substance misuse 


o set goals to reduce or stop misusing 


substances. 


 


Evidence statements 52.1, 52.2, 53.1, 53.2 


Evidence statement 52.1 


There is evidence from one systematic review +, two RCTs 


(1 + and 1 -) and one Controlled Non-Randomised Trial – to 


suggest that motivational interviewing and brief 


intervention can have short term effects on the use of 


cigarettes, alcohol and cannabis (Tait and Hulse, 2003; 


McCambridge and Strang 2004; Oliansky et al., 1997; 


Aubrey, 1998). Applicability Rating A.  


Tait and Hulse, 2003 (Brief interventions unspecified content – 


no code) 


McCambridge and Strang 2004 (motivational interview) 


Oliansky et al., 1997 (Brief education intervention:, Motivational 


Interview, contract of personal goals) 


Aubrey, 1998 (motivational interview, feedback, interview 


covered negative consequences of use, advice to reduce 


consumption) 


Intervention: Motivational interviewing and brief intervention 


 


Intervention Function 1 Education - advice to reduced substance 


misuse 


Intervention Function 2 Persuasion - Motivational interviews 


BCT3 Social support (unspecified) –counselling micro skills were 


used 


BCT63 Goal setting (outcome)  


BCT Cluster 14 “Natural Consequences”– interview covered 


negative consequences of substance misuse 


Evidence statement 52.2 


There is evidence from one RCT + however, to suggest that 


motivational interviewing does not have a significant 


medium term impact on the use of cigarettes, alcohol or 


cannabis, although there is a non-significant trend favouring 


intervention compared with control (McCambridge and 


Strang, 2005). Applicability Rating A.  


McCambridge and Strang 2004 (motivational interview) 


 


Intervention Function 2 Persuasion 


BCT3 Social support (unspecified) 


Evidence statement 53.1 


There is evidence from one RCT + to suggest that a single 


session of motivational interviewing can have a positive 


impact on attitudes, intentions and behavioural outcomes 


related to substance use in the short term (McCambridge 


and Strang, 2004). However, there is evidence from one 


RCT + to suggest that these positive effects do not last in 


the medium term (McCambridge and Strang, 2005). 


Applicability Rating A.  


McCambridge and Strang 2004/2005 (motivational interview) Intervention Function 2 Persuasion 


BCT3 Social support (unspecified) 


Evidence statement 53.2 


There is evidence from one RCT + to suggest that brief 


intervention enhanced with additional support can have a 


positive impact on attendance at community treatment 


agencies and psychological wellbeing compared to usual 


hospital treatment (Tait et al., 2004). Applicability Rating 


B.  


Tait et al., 2004 BCT Cluster 14 “Natural Consequences”– interview covered 


negative consequences of substance misuse (we do not know if 


these were health, emotional or social consequences) 


BCT32 Avoidance/reducing exposure to cues for the behaviour 


BCT3 Social support (unspecified) 
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PH5 Workplace interventions to promote smoking cessation (2007) 


 


The majority of recommendations in this guidance related to community level interventions and activities and so were not included. Only one individual level recommendation was identified as relevant and referred to a list of effective smoking cessation 


interventions. Both the recommendation and the list of effective interventions are included in the table below.  


 


Evidence review: http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11381/43914/43914.pdf (Evidence table p42-67) 


 


This public health guidance document and underlying evidence review contributed to evidence statements 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 in Review 1. 


 


Relevant recommendation (4) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


R4: to all those offering smoking cessation 


services including the NHS, independent or 


commercial organisation and employers. 


 


● Offer one or more interventions that have 


been proven to be effective (see below).  


● Ensure smoking cessation support and 


treatment is delivered only by staff who 


have received training that complies with 


the ‘Standard for training in smoking 


cessation treatments’ 


(www.nice.org.uk/page.aspx?o=502591).  


● Ensure smoking cessation support and 


treatment is tailored to the employee’s 


needs and preferences, taking into 


account their circumstances and offering 


locations and schedules to suit them.  


 


(Evidence statements 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 13)  


 


Individual intervention element: 


“Offer one or more interventions that have 


been proven to be effective”. Which they 


specify are: 


● Brief interventions 


● Individual behavioural counselling 


● Group Behaviour therapy 


● Pharmacotherapies  


● Self-help materials  


● Telephone counselling and quitlines  


 


(see below for evidence behind each of these 


interventions)  


Evidence statement 1 


Although there are no available studies exploring which workplace interventions 


are most effective in the context of smoke-free legislation, one 2+ study of a 


variety workplace intervention types offered in the context of a localised smoking 


ban found that more intensive interventions (e.g. group treatment and one-hour 


clinics) produce higher success rates than less intensive interventions (e.g. brief 


individual counselling and self-help manuals). 


 


It is unclear how readily these findings translate to workplaces in jurisdictions 


where comprehensive smoke-free legislation has been introduced. 


Waranch et al. 1993 2+ 


 


NB updated Cochrane review on Workplace interventions for smoking 


cessation 2008 has addressed this lack of evidence since this guidance was 


published. 


No behaviour change coding possible. 


Evidence statement 2 


A 1++ systematic review and a 1+ meta-analysis of the available international 


literature indicates that the most effective smoking cessation interventions in 


workplace settings are those interventions that have proven effectiveness more 


broadly. There is strong evidence that group therapy, individual counselling and 


pharmacological treatments all have an effect in facilitating smoking cessation. 


However, both reviews failed to identify effects due to particular intervention 


type. There is also evidence that minimal interventions including brief advice from 


a health professional are effective. Self-help manuals appear to be less effective, 


although there is limited evidence that interventions tailored to the individual 


have some effect. 


1++ systematic review (Moher et al. 2005 [Cochrane])  


 


NB: This has been updated see Cochrane review on Workplace 


interventions for smoking cessation 2008 


 


1+ meta-analysis (Fisher et al. 1990 1+) 


“Incentives do not increase cessations rates but do increase participation.” 


Interventions: 


● Brief interventions (Intervention 


Function 1 Education and often 


BCT4 Pharmacological support ) 


● Individual behavioural counselling 


(BCT3 Social support 


(unspecified)) 


● Group Behaviour therapy (BCT3 


Social support (unspecified)) 


● Pharmacotherapies (BCT4 


Pharmacological support) 


● Self-help materials (Intervention 


Function 1 Education) 


 


Evidence statement 5 


A 1+ study and a 2++ study found that men and women were equally successful in 


achieving abstinence in workplace smoking cessation programmes; however, 


important gender differences were apparent in smoking attitudes and behaviours. 


Women had less confidence in their ability to quit and required extra stimuli in 


order to quit smoking. Although these findings are based on American studies, they 


are likely to be broadly applicable to a UK setting 


Campbell et al. 2000/2002 1+; Stockton et al. 2000 2++; Gritz et al. 1998 


1+ 


Subgroup: Gender  


Evidence statement 6 


Although no studies were identified in the literature search that specifically 


Olsen et al. 1991 2++; Albertson et al. 2004 2+; Chan and Heaney 1997 2+ Subgroup: Age 



http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11381/43914/43914.pdf

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/14651858.CD003440.pub3/abstract

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/14651858.CD003440.pub3/abstract

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/14651858.CD003440.pub3/abstract

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/14651858.CD003440.pub3/abstract
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Relevant recommendation (4) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


address effective workplace interventions for younger and older smokers, evidence 


from a 2++ study indicates that older smokers are more likely to achieve successful 


abstinence in workplace interventions than younger smokers (although these 


employees were also more likely to be managers and light smokers). Furthermore, 


two 2+ studies examined the impact of age and job stress on cessation. Results 


from one study revealed that younger employees benefited more from higher 


demands than older employees with regards to smoking cessation. However, these 


findings were not supported in the other 2+ study. Therefore, although further 


research is needed in this area it may be possible that younger employees who 


smoke require more intensive support for smoking cessation than older smokers 


and that specifically tailoring interventions based on age may be beneficial. 


Although these findings are based on American studies, they are likely to be 


broadly applicable to a UK setting. 


Evidence statement 7 


A 2+ study found that although there were ethnic differences in baseline smoking 


patterns and attitudes towards cessation, ethnicity was not a significant predictor 


of successful abstinence. Another 1+ study found that a tailored intervention 


which incorporated linguistically and culturally appropriate materials, was 


effective in promoting behaviour change in a working class multi-ethnic 


population. Although these studies are from the USA, which has a different ethnic 


composition to the UK, it is likely that their findings are broadly applicable to a UK 


setting. 


Daza et al. 2006 2+; Hunt et al. 2003/Emmons et al. 2005 1+ Subgroup: Ethnicity 


Evidence statement 8 


No studies were identified in the literature search that specifically addressed 


effective workplace interventions for temporary or casual workers. As delivering 


workplace interventions to this population pose a significant challenge, research is 


urgently needed in this area. 


No evidence. No evidence. 


Evidence statement 11 


According to a 1++ systematic review, a key way that employers can encourage 


smokers to quit is by offering smoking cessation support. Such support is 


particularly important in the context of workplace smoking bans. A 2+ study 


concludes that because different types of smokers appear to choose different 


strategies for cessation, making a variety of smoking cessation strategies available 


to employees may meet the needs of more employees and increase participation 


in workplace programmes 


Moher et al. 2005 1++ 


Waranch et al. 1993 2+ 


Offer smoking cessation support 


No behaviour change coding possible. 


Evidence statement 13 


According to a 2+ study, the majority of employed smokers are not ready to quit 


smoking. Therefore, smoking cessation materials and programmes need to 


recognise that smokers are at different stages of change rather than tailoring their 


materials only to those smokers who are highly motivated to quit. The researchers 


argue that proactive interventions are required, including access to subsidised 


pharmacological cessation aids, monetary incentives for assessment of smoking 


risk, direct personalized feedback, media/social marketing campaigns, and 


changes in the social norms and physical environment at the workplace, in public 


Abrams and Biener 1994 2+ Not applicable – no behaviour change 


outcome. 
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Relevant recommendation (4) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


places, and in the home.  Although this is an American study, its findings are likely 


to be broadly applicable to a UK setting 


The guidance states that the following six smoking cessation interventions have been proven to be effective: 


Brief interventions 


Brief interventions for smoking cessation 


involve opportunistic advice, discussion, 


negotiation or encouragement and are 


delivered by a range of primary and community 


care professionals, typically within 5–10 


minutes. The package provided depends on a 


number of factors including the individual’s 


willingness to quit, how acceptable they find 


the intervention and previous methods they 


have used. It may include one or more of the 


following: 


● simple opportunistic advice   


● an assessment of the individual’s 


commitment to quit  


● pharmacotherapy and/or behavioural 


support  


● self-help material 


● referral to more intensive support such as 


the NHS Stop Smoking Services. 


No evidence statements. References: 


● NICE PH1 (see NICE PH1 extraction table above) 


● NICE PH5 evidence review 


Author: Most relevant evidence statements from PH5 evidence review 


identified as Evidence statement 2 from R4 (also covered above) 


 


Evidence statement 2 from NICE public health guidance 5. 


A 1++ systematic review and a 1+ meta-analysis of the available international 


literature indicates that the most effective smoking cessation interventions 


in workplace settings are those interventions that have proven effectiveness 


more broadly. There is strong evidence that group therapy, individual 


counselling and pharmacological treatments all have an effect in facilitating 


smoking cessation. However, both reviews failed to identify effects due to 


particular intervention type. There is also evidence that minimal 


interventions including brief advice from a health professional are effective. 


Self-help manuals appear to be less effective, although there is limited 


evidence that interventions tailored to the individual have some effect. 


See NICE PH1 extraction table above. 


 


PH5 Evidence statement 2 


1++ systematic review (Moher et al. 2005 1++ [Cochrane]) 


NB: This has been updated see Cochrane review on Workplace 


interventions for smoking cessation 2008 


 


1+ meta-analysis (Fisher et al. 1990 1+) 


“Incentives do not increase cessations rates but do increase participation” 


Intervention: Brief interventions 


Intervention Function 1 Education 


BCT Cluster 1 “Social Support” 


BCT4 Pharmacological support  


 


Individual behavioural counselling 


This is a face to face encounter between 


someone who smokes and a counsellor trained 


in assisting smoking cessation. 


No evidence statements. References: NICE PH5 evidence review 


 See Evidence statement 2 from R4 above 


PH5 Evidence statement 2 


 


BCT3 Social support (unspecified) 


Group Behaviour therapy 


Group behaviour therapy programmes involve 


scheduled meetings where people who smoke 


receive information, advice and encouragement 


and some form of behavioural intervention (for 


example, cognitive behavioural therapy) 


delivered over at least two sessions. 


No evidence statements. References: NICE PH5 evidence review 


See Evidence statement 2 from R4 above  


PH5 Evidence statement 2 


 


BCT3 Social support (unspecified) 


No evidence statement. References. NICE (2006c) Effectiveness review for smoking 


cessation programme [online]. Available from: 


www.nice.org.uk/page.aspx?o=404427   


 


Deemed relevant from reference above: “Evidence statement 5: Overall, two 


studies provide a body of 2++ evidence that group interventions group  may 


produce higher CO-validated quit rates at 4 weeks than one-on-one interventions. 


However, one-to-one interventions are also effective and many clients express a 


clear preference for one-to-one treatment. Moreover, in some contexts 


(particularly rural areas), group treatment is simply unfeasible. Therefore, one-to-


one interventions are a crucial component of the NHS stop smoking services as 


Effectiveness review for smoking cessation programme.  Evidence 


statement 5. 


 


McEwan et al. 2005 (2++) 


Judge et al. 2005 (2++) 


 


Subgroup: treatment delivery methods 


group vs. individual 


 


No behaviour change coding possible. 



http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/14651858.CD003440.pub3/abstract

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/14651858.CD003440.pub3/abstract

http://www.nice.org.uk/page.aspx?o=404427
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Relevant recommendation (4) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


smokers need to be given a choice of treatment options.  As both studies all took 


place within the English smoking cessation services, they are directly applicable to 


the target population.” 


No evidence statement. References. Stead and Lancaster 2005: Systematic review 


of group behaviour therapy programmes for smoking cessation. 


 


A total of 53 trials met inclusion criteria for one or more of the comparisons in the 


review. Thirteen trials compared a group programme with a self-help programme; 


there was an increase in cessation with the use of a group programme (N = 4375, 


relative risk (RR) 1.98, 95% confidence interval (CI) 1.60 to 2.46). There was 


statistical heterogeneity between trials in the comparison of group programmes 


with no intervention controls so we did not estimate a pooled effect. We failed to 


detect evidence that group therapy was more effective than a similar intensity of 


individual counselling. There was limited evidence that the addition of group 


therapy to other forms of treatment, such as advice from a health professional or 


nicotine replacement, produced extra benefit. There was variation in the extent 


to which those offered group therapy accepted the treatment. Programmes which 


included components for increasing cognitive and behavioural skills were not 


shown to be more effective than same length or shorter programmes without these 


components. 


Stead and Lancaster 2005 


www.mrw.interscience.wiley.com/cochrane/clsysrev/articles/CD001007/f


rame.html (updated 2008) 


BCT3 Social support (unspecified) 


Pharmacotherapies  


Stop smoking advisers and healthcare 


professionals may recommend and prescribe 


nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) or 


bupropion as an aid to help people to quit 


smoking, along with giving advice, 


encouragement and support. Before prescribing 


a treatment, they take into account the 


person’s intention and motivation to quit and 


how likely it is they will follow the course of 


treatment. They also consider which 


treatments the individual prefers, whether they 


have attempted to stop before (and how), and 


if there are medical reasons why they should 


not be prescribed NRT or bupropion. 


No evidence statement. References.  


 


NICE 2002: www.nice.org.uk/TA039    


Not applicable (Note on NICE website (09Aug12) states this guidance has been 


replaced by PH10 Smoking Cessation Services 2008) 


 


NICE PH5 evidence review 


RD: See Evidence statement 2 from R4 above  


 


 


See evidence statement 2 from PH5 R4 above BCT4 Pharmacological support 


Self-help materials  


Self-help materials comprise any manual or 


structured programme, in written or electronic 


format, that can be used by individuals in a quit 


attempt without the help of health 


professionals, counsellors or group support. 


Materials can be aimed at anyone who smokes, 


No evidence statement. References. Lancaster and Stead 2005b: 


Main results 


“We identified 68 trials. Thirty-four compared self-help materials to no 


intervention or tested materials used in addition to advice. In 12 trials in which 


self-help was compared to no intervention there was a pooled effect that just 


reached statistical significance (N = 15,711; risk ratio [RR] 1.21; 95% confidence 


interval [CI] 1.05 to 1.39). This analysis excluded two trials with strongly positive 


Lancaster and Stead 2005b: Self-help interventions for smoking cessation 


2005 (updated 2008)  


Intervention Function 1 Education 



http://www.mrw.interscience.wiley.com/cochrane/clsysrev/articles/CD001007/frame.html

http://www.mrw.interscience.wiley.com/cochrane/clsysrev/articles/CD001007/frame.html

http://www.nice.org.uk/TA039

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/14651858.CD001118.pub2/abstract?systemMessage=Wiley+Online+Library+will+be+disrupted+on+25+August+from+13%3A00-15%3A00+BST+%2808%3A00-10%3A00+EDT%29+for+essential+maintenance

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/14651858.CD001118.pub2/abstract?systemMessage=Wiley+Online+Library+will+be+disrupted+on+25+August+from+13%3A00-15%3A00+BST+%2808%3A00-10%3A00+EDT%29+for+essential+maintenance
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Relevant recommendation (4) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


particular populations (for example, certain age 


or ethnic groups) or may be interactively 


tailored to individual need 


outcomes that introduced significant heterogeneity. Five further trials in which 


the control group received alternative written materials did not show evidence for 


an effect of the smoking self-help materials. We failed to find evidence of benefit 


from adding self-help materials to face-to-face advice, or to nicotine replacement 


therapy. There were 25 trials using materials tailored for the characteristics of 


individual smokers, where meta-analysis supported a small benefit of tailored 


materials (N = 28,189; RR 1.31; 95% CI 1.20 to 1.42, I² = 19%). The evidence is 


strongest for tailored materials compared to no intervention, but also supports 


tailored materials as more helpful than standard materials. Part of this effect 


could be due to the additional contact or assessment required to obtain individual 


data. A small number of other trials failed to detect benefits from using additional 


materials or targeted materials, or to find differences between different self-help 


programmes.” 


No evidence statement. References  NICE PH5 evidence review: 


RD: See Evidence statement 2 from R4 above  


See evidence statement 2 from PH5 R4 above. 


Telephone counselling and quitlines  


Telephone counselling and quitlines provide 


proactive or reactive advice, encouragement 


and support over the telephone to anyone who 


smokes who wants to quit, or who has recently 


quit. 


 


No evidence statement.  


References Stead et al. a Cochrane systematic review on Telephone counselling 


for smoking cessation. The main results are quoted below from the study abstract. 


 


Main results  


Sixty-five trials (RCTs or quasi RCTs) met the inclusion criteria. Among smokers 


who contacted helplines, quit rates were higher for groups randomized to receive 


multiple sessions of proactive counselling (nine studies, >24,000 participants, risk 


ratio (RR) for cessation at longest follow up 1.37, 95% confidence interval (CI) 1.26 


to 1.50). There was mixed evidence about whether increasing the number of calls 


altered quit rates but most trials used more than two calls. Two studies comparing 


different counselling approaches during a single quit-line contact did not detect 


significant differences. Of three studies that provided access to a hotline two 


detected a significant benefit and one did not. 


 


Telephone counselling not initiated by calls to helplines also increased quitting (44 


studies, >24,000 participants, RR 1.29, 95% CI 1.20 to 1.38). In the subgroup of 


studies offering 1-2 calls the effect was small and not significant. 


 


A further seven studies were too diverse to contribute to meta-analyses and are 


discussed separately. 


 


Authors' conclusions 


Proactive telephone counselling helps smokers interested in quitting. There is 


some evidence of a dose response; one or two brief calls are less likely to provide 


a measurable benefit. Three or more calls increase the chances of quitting 


compared to a minimal intervention such as providing standard self-help 


materials, brief advice, or compared to pharmacotherapy alone. Telephone 


quitlines provide an important route of access to support for smokers, and call-


Stead et al. 2006: Telephone counselling for smoking cessation (updated 


2009)  


 


Stead LF, Perera R, and Lancaster T. Telephone counselling for smoking 


cessation. Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews 2006, Issue 3. Art. 


No.: CD002850. DOI: 10.1002/14651858.CD002850.pub2 


BCT3 Social support (unspecified) 



http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/14651858.CD002850.pub2/abstract?systemMessage=Wiley+Online+Library+will+be+disrupted+on+25+August+from+13%3A00-15%3A00+BST+%2808%3A00-10%3A00+EDT%29+for+essential+maintenance

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/14651858.CD002850.pub2/abstract?systemMessage=Wiley+Online+Library+will+be+disrupted+on+25+August+from+13%3A00-15%3A00+BST+%2808%3A00-10%3A00+EDT%29+for+essential+maintenance
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Relevant recommendation (4) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


back counselling enhances their usefulness. 


References: 


NICE 2006b: http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11381/43914/43914.pdf  


RD: No direct reference to telephone counselling or quitlines in this evidence 


review  


None No behaviour change coding possible. 


References: 


NICE (2006c) Effectiveness review for smoking cessation programme [online]. 


Available from: www.nice.org.uk/page.aspx?o=404427 


RD: No direct reference to telephone counselling or quitlines in this evidence 


review  


None No behaviour change coding possible.  


 


 



http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11381/43914/43914.pdf

http://www.nice.org.uk/page.aspx?o=404427
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PH6 Behaviour change (2007) 


 
This was a review of reviews with a targeted search of existing systematic reviews. Most relevant section s is the delivery subsection of principle 4 on individual-level interventions and programmes. Evidence was available across 5 health topics and they are 
summarised separately below. 
 
Evidence Review 1 – Effectiveness review http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11868/44521/44521.pdf .  
 


Quality appraisal in NICE public health guidance 6: 


Reviews were graded both for the quality of the review itself (e.g. likelihood of bias) and for the type of evidence it was reviewing (e.g. RCTs or non-RCTs). Reviews were graded for the likelihood of bias as ++ (high quality, lowest level of bias), + (good 


quality, low level of bias) or – (variable quality with greater degree of bias). Bias is scored according to the ‘systematicity’ of the review process – further detail is provided in the main body of the report. Reviews were categorised according to the study 


types which they included as follows: RCTs only (1), other study types (2), or a mixture of both (1and2). These two scores were then combined, so that, for instance, 1++ denotes a review of RCTs of high quality (with the lowest risk of bias). Added to this 


was a score for relevance to the UK – as detailed below. 


 


This public health guidance document and underlying evidence review contributed to evidence statements 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 15 and 18 in Review 1. 


 


Relevant recommendation (4) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


 


Principle 4 Select interventions that motivate and support people to: 


1. understand the short, medium and longer-term consequences of their health-related 


behaviours, for themselves and others 


2. feel positive about the benefits of health-enhancing behaviours and changing their 


behaviour 


3. plan their changes in terms of easy steps over time 


4. recognise how their social contexts and relationships may affect their behaviour, and 


identify and plan for situations that might undermine the changes they are trying to 


make 


5. plan explicit ‘if–then’ coping strategies to prevent relapse 


6. make a personal commitment to adopt health-enhancing behaviours by setting (and 


recording) goals to undertake clearly defined behaviours, in particular contexts, over 


a specified time 


7. share their behaviour change goals with others. 


No evidence statements or references 


given in PH6 full guidance for this 


section. 


Not referenced. Based on recommendation wording: 


1. BCT80 Information about social and environmental 


consequences  


2. Intervention Function 2 Persuasion 


3. BCT Cluster 11 “Goals and Planning”. Not specific 


enough for BCT29 Graded tasks although implies this.. 


4. BCT61 Problem solving  


5. BCT61 Problem solving and BCT64 Action planning 


6. BCT Cluster 3 “Feedback and Monitoring”, BCT68 


Commitment, BCT62 Goal setting (behaviour), BCT64 


Action planning 


7. No BCT 


 


PH6 Research question 


What is the evidence for the effectiveness of interventions to prevent, reduce, or promote health behaviours, at what level (individual / community / population), and for which population groups (e.g. young people, pregnant women, elderly)? 


 



http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11868/44521/44521.pdf
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PH6 Smoking:  


22 systematic reviews evaluated interventions to aid smoking cessation, prevent relapse, or prevent people taking up smoking at an individual level, 14 of these were in the general adult population, 2 focused on pregnant women, and 5 on the effectiveness 


of health professional led interventions and 1 evaluated interventions for smokeless tobacco use. 


 


Evidence summary for interventions aimed at individuals from PH6 


“Interventions that showed a positive effect include advice from health professionals, the rapid smoking form of aversion therapy, self-help materials, telephone counselling (compared to less intensive interventions), nursing interventions, group counselling 


(which is also more effective than self-help) and oral examination and feedback for reducing smokeless tobacco use. In addition, interventions to promote smoking cessation or reduction with pregnant women are generally effective across the range of 


intervention types and indicate that pregnancy may be a point in the lifecourse that is amenable to positive behaviour change. Relapse prevention interventions were also successful with pregnant women, although this was only supported by a single study. 


Less clear, poor quality or inconclusive evidence of effect was found for social support interventions (e.g. buddy systems or friends and family), relapse prevention, biomarker feedback or biomedical risk assessment, exercise, and interventions by 


community pharmacy personnel or dentists. Interventions that had evidence of no effectiveness included hypnotherapy, and stage-based approaches to changing smoking behaviour.” Individual elements extracted below only. 


 


 


Health 


area  


Population Evidence statement Studies behind statement Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


Smoking All adults (14 


systematic 


reviews) 


There is good quality evidence (1+, A), that hypnotherapy is not effective in achieving smoking cessation.  Abbot et al., 1998 Cochrane 1+ A Hypnotherapy 


No behaviour change coding possible. 


There is evidence of good quality (1+,C), that no conclusions can be made about the impact of partner support on 


smoking cessation. There is additional evidence of variable quality (1-, C), which shows some effect of buddy systems 


in a smokers clinic.  


Social Support Park et al., 2004 1+ Cochrane   


Social Support May and West, 2000 “buddy systems” 1- 


Counselling support, partner support BCT3 


Social support (unspecified) 


Self-help materials Intervention Function 1 


Education 


 


There is evidence of good quality (1+, A), that self-help materials may increase quit rates compared to no intervention, 


but the effect is likely to be small.  


 


There is no evidence that they have an additional benefit when used alongside other interventions such as advice from 


a healthcare professional, or nicotine replacement therapy. There is evidence that materials that are tailored for 


individual smokers are effective, and are more effective than untailored materials, although the absolute size of effect 


is still small. 


Self-help materials and the adjuncts to self-help 


(computer-generated feedback, telephone hotlines 


and pharmacotherapy) Lancaster and Stead, 2005 


Cochrane 1+ 


There is evidence of good quality (1+, C), that shows a positive effect of telephone counselling (compared to less 


intensive interventions) on smoking quit rates.  


Stead et al., 2003 Cochrane review 1+ C 


There is evidence of good quality (1+, C), which shows that group counselling is more effective than self-help and no 


intervention for smoking cessation 


Lancaster and Stead, 2005a Cochrane review 1+ C 


There is evidence of good quality (1+, A), that there is no evidence of effectiveness in using biomedical risk assessment 


along with counselling to promote smoking cessation. There is evidence of variable quality (1-, B) that shows a small 


effect of using biomarker feedback with counselling. 


Bize et al., 2005 Cochrane review (1+, A) 


McClure, 2002 systematic review (1-, B) 


BCT14 Biofeedback 


There is evidence of good quality (1+, B), that rapid smoking is effective in aiding smoking cessation. There is evidence 


that other aversive methods are not effective. 


Hajek and Stead, 2001 Aversive techniques 


No behaviour change coding possible. 


There is evidence of good quality (1and2+, A), that shows insufficient evidence to support the use of any specific 


intervention for helping smokers who have successfully quit for a short time to avoid relapse. 


Hajek et al., 2005 Cochrane review (1and2+, A) BCT61 Problem solving  


There is evidence of variable quality (1-, C), which shows no effect of stage-based approaches to changing smoking 


behaviour. 


Riemsma et al., 2003 systematic review (1-, C)  Stage based approaches 


No behaviour change coding possible. 


There is evidence of variable quality (1-, A), that shows an inconclusive effect of motivational intervention in smoking 


cessation. 


Dunn et al., 2001 (1-, A)  


Evaluated brief motivational interviewing 


interventions across several behaviours (including 


cigarette smoking) 


Intervention Function 2 Persuasion 


There is evidence from two reviews of good quality (both scoring 1+, B), that shows an inconclusive effect of exercise 


interventions for smoking cessation. 


Nishi et al., 1998 (1+, B) Exercise 


No behaviour change coding possible. 
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Health 


area  


Population Evidence statement Studies behind statement Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


There is evidence of good quality (1++, B), which shows an effect of behavioural interventions which included an oral 


examination and feedback for reducing smokeless tobacco use. 


Ebbert et al., 2004 Cochrane review (1++, B)  Smokeless tobacco 


(Topic not applicable) 


Pregnant 


women (2 


Systematic 


reviews) 


There is evidence of good quality (1++, A), which shows significant effects of a wide range of interventions with 


pregnant women on smoking reduction and smoking cessation. 


There is evidence of good quality (1++, C), which shows a modest effect of theoretically based, multi-component 


interventions provided during the postpartum period, on postpartum smoking relapse rates. However, this evidence 


only comes from a single study. 


Lumley et al., 2004 Cochrane systematic review (1++, 


A) 


Edwards et al., 2000 (1++, C) 


Multiple interventions 


No behaviour change coding possible. 


Health 


professional 


led 


interventions 


There is evidence of good quality (1+, A), which shows a small effect of physician advice on the odds of quitting for all 


smokers. There is also evidence of a small effect of intensive versus minimal advice on smoking cessation. 


 


There is evidence of variable quality (1and2-, B), which shows an effect of dentists’ advice to quit smoking on dental 


patients.  


 


There is evidence of variable quality (1-, A), that shows little effect of smoking prevention interventions delivered via 


medical or dental providers' offices in preventing or reducing tobacco smoking in young people (<21 years). 


 


There is evidence of good quality (1+, A), that shows a moderate effect on nursing interventions for smoking cessation 


in non-hospitalised people. 


 


There is evidence of good quality (1+, A), that shows an inconclusive effect of interventions by community pharmacy 


personnel for smoking cessation. 


Lancaster  and Stead, 2004 Cochrane systematic 


review (1+, A)  


Brothwell, 2001 (1and2-, B)  


Christakis et al., 2003 (1-, A)  


Rice and Stead, 2004 Cochrane review (1+, A)  


Sinclair et al., 2004 Cochrane review (1+, A)  


Intervention Function 1 Education - health 


professional advice 


 


Lancaster  and Stead, 2004 Cochrane 


systematic review (1++, A) (Intervention 


Function 1 Education) 


Brothwell, 2001 (1and2-, B) (Intervention 


Function 1 Education) 


Christakis et al., 2003 (1-, A) (no code) 


Rice and Stead, 2004 Cochrane review (1+, A) 


(no code) 


Sinclair et al., 2004 Cochrane review (1+, A) 


(no code) 
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PH6 Physical activity 


8 systematic reviews evaluated interventions to increase or promote the uptake of physical activity at an individual level, 6 were aimed at the general adult population and two evaluated interventions for the older population. 


 


Evidence summary for interventions aimed at individuals from PH6 


“Interventions such as professional advice and guidance (with continued support) may be moderately effective in the short term (less than three months) in increasing physical activity for the general population. However, effectiveness is not necessarily 


sustained over a longer time period (e.g. twelve months). Many of the studies were limited by the recruitment of motivated volunteers, and no studies examined the effect of interventions on participants from varying socioeconomic or ethnic groups. In 


addition even those interventions which are moderately effective in increasing exercise are not meeting a predetermined threshold of physical activity. This conclusion was also supported by the findings from the review of interventions for the older 


population, which found a small but short-lived effect of home-based, group based, and educational physical activity interventions on increasing physical activity. There is inconclusive evidence of effect for biomarker feedback or brief motivational 


interventions on physical activity. There is evidence of no effect for stage of change interventions to increase levels of physical activity.” 


 


Health 


area  


Population Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


Physical 


activity 


All adults There is evidence of good quality (1++, A), that shows moderate evidence of 


effectiveness of individualised physical activity interventions for increasing (in the short 


term) self-reported physical activity levels. However, other evidence of good quality (1 


and 2+, A) indicates that most studies have no effect at the first follow-up (three 


months or more after the end of intervention). 


Hillsdon et al., 2005 Cochrane review (1++, A)  


Holtzman et al., 2004 (1and2+, B) 


Multiple interventions described in brief in Hillsdon et al. 2005 :one 


to one counselling/advice and/or group counselling (BCT3 Social 


support (unspecified)/advice; self-directed or prescribed physical 


activity; supervised or unsupervised physical activity (BCT23 


Behavioural practice/rehearsal); home-based or facility-based 


physical activity; on-going face-to-face support; telephone support 


(BCT3 Social support (unspecified); written support material; and 


self-monitoring (BCT11 Self-monitoring of outcomes). 


There is evidence of good quality (1++, A), that shows a non-significant effect for 


reaching a predetermined threshold of physical activity (e.g., meeting current public 


health recommendations). 


Hillsdon et al., 2005 Cochrane review (1++, A) No behaviour change coding possible. 


There is evidence of variable quality (1-, B), that shows an inconclusive effect of 


biomarker feedback or brief motivational interventions on physical activity. 


McClure, 2002 (1-, B) BCT14 Biofeedback 


Intervention Function 2 Persuasion - motivational interventions 


There is evidence of good quality (1++, C), that show no effect of ‘stage of change’ 


based interventions on physical activity. 


van Sluijs et al., 2004).(1++, C)  Stage of change 


Not applicable 


There is evidence of good quality (1and2+, C), that shows a mixed and inconclusive 


effect of counselling interventions on physical activity. 


Eden et al., 2002 (1and2+, C) 


 


10RCTs in Eden et al., 2002.3RCT interventions compared with each 


other. These 3 included goal setting (BCT63 Goal setting (outcome). 


No codes for remaining 7 from evidence table. 


 Older 


people 


There is evidence of from two reviews (1++, A; 1-, C), that shows a small but short-lived 


effect of home-based, group-based, and educational physical activity interventions on 


increasing physical activity among older people. 


van-der-Bij et al., 2002 (1++, A)  


Conn et al., 2003 (1-,C) 


Intervention Function 1 Education 
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PH6 Alcohol misuse 


Six reviews evaluated interventions for adult problem drinkers. One review evaluated home visits for pregnant women who were problem drinkers, two targeted convicted drink drivers, and three further reviews covered problem drinkers in general.  


 


Evidence summary for interventions aimed at individuals from PH6 


 


“There was evidence of a small positive effect of brief behavioural counselling interventions in reducing alcohol intake (mean reduction of approximately 4 drinks per week) in problem drinkers. There was variable quality evidence showing a small, positive 


effect of behavioural counselling interventions in reducing alcohol consumption. There was insufficient evidence of effect for home visits for women who were alcohol misusers. For drink drivers, there was evidence of an effect of alcohol interlock 


programmes (car ignition locked until the driver provided an appropriate breath specimen), but the effect of other interventions was inconclusive due to the variable quality of the review.” 


 


Health 


area  


Population Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


Alcohol 


misuse 


Problem 


drinkers 


There is evidence of variable quality (1-, C), that shows a small effect of behavioural 


counselling interventions in reducing alcohol consumption among problem drinkers. 


 


There is evidence of good quality (1++, A; 1and2+, A), that shows an effect of brief behavioural 


counselling interventions in reducing alcohol intake among problem drinkers. 


Walters Glenn, 2000 (1-, C) Evaluated behavioural self-control 


interventions that they mapped to a cluster called “Regulation”. 


Whitlock et al., 2004 (1and2+, A) brief multi-contact behavioural 


counselling intervention. 


Bertholet et al., 2005 (1++, A) (looked at same brief interventions 


as Whitlock 2004) 


Behavioural counselling 


“Behavioural self-control training” included: 


• abstinence training (BCT Cluster 5 “Repetition and 


Substitutions”) 


• standard programme (no code) 


• education (Intervention Function 1 Education) 


• no contact (no code) 


• information (Intervention Function 1 Education) 


• coping skills (possibly BCT 61 Problem Solving but not 100% 


clear) 


• waiting-list controls (no code) 


• counselling (BCT3 Social support (unspecified)) 


• self-monitoring only (BCT10 Self-monitoring of behaviour) 


Pregnant 


women 


There is evidence of good quality (1++, C), that shows insufficient evidence of effect for home 


visits during pregnancy in reducing alcohol consumption. 


Doggett C, 2005  Home visits 


No behaviour change coding possible. 


Drink 


drivers 


There is evidence of good quality (1and2++, C), that shows a possible effect of alcohol ignition 


interlock programmes to reduce drink driving offences. There is no evidence on effectiveness of 


the programmes once the device has been removed. 


 


There is evidence of variable quality (1and2-, C), that shows an effect of drink-driving 


remediation interventions in reducing drink-driving repeat offences and alcohol-related 


crashes. 


Willis et al., 2004 Cochrane review (1and2++, C)  


Wells et al., 1995 (1and2-, C) (multiple interventions included 


from education, education alone, education with another 


intervention, counselling, probations, alcoholics anonymous, 


antabuse) 


Alcohol ignition interlock programmes (vehicle doesn’t start if 


breath specimen alcohol reading is too high)  


No behaviour change coding possible. 


 


Driving remediation  


No behaviour change coding possible. 
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PH6 Healthy eating (diet) 


 


Two systematic reviews evaluating behavioural or psychological interventions to promote healthy eating were identified. 


 


Evidence summary for interventions aimed at individuals from PH6 


There was evidence of a positive effect of nutritional counselling interventions delivered to a primary care population in changing eating habits. There was no conclusive evidence of effect of interventions (health education, counselling, changes in 


environment and changes in policy) to encourage pregnant women to eat healthily. 


 


Health 


area  


Population Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


Diet All adults There is evidence of good quality (1+, C), that shows a positive effect of nutritional counselling 


interventions delivered to a primary care population in changing eating  habits. 


Ammerman et al., 2002. Nutritional counselling (counselling not defined in evidence 


table) 


No behaviour change coding possible.  


 Pregnant 


women 


There is evidence of good quality (1and2+, A), that shows no conclusive evidence on the 


effectiveness of interventions to encourage pregnant women and women of childbearing age to 


eat healthily. 


Van Teijlingen et al., 1998.  No behaviour change coding possible. 


 


PH6 Sexual health 


No systematic reviews were identified evaluating individual level interventions to reduce sexual risk taking in young people. 


 


PH6 Is there any evidence to suggest that some interventions are effective / ineffective across the range of health behaviours? 


Effective Individual level interventions  


 


● Interventions aimed at pregnant women (e.g. smoking cessation, nutritional advice, or exercise) show some evidence of effectiveness. 


 


● Physician advice or counselling was effective for smoking cessation, reducing alcohol consumption and promoting healthy eating.  


 


● Counselling interventions appear to have an effect in tobacco cessation and alcohol consumption, but the evidence was inconclusive for preventing unwanted pregnancies, and there was no evidence of effect for illicit drug use. 


 


Inconclusive 


● Motivational interventions and biomarker feedback have inconclusive evidence of effectiveness for smoking cessation and physical activity. 


 


Ineffective 


● Hypnotherapy was not found to be effective for smoking cessation. 


● Stage based approaches are not effective in either smoking cessation or the promotion of physical activity. 


 


PH6 Q: What is the evidence for the effectiveness of interventions in targeting health inequalities within particular population subgroups? 


 


Our review of reviews found no evidence that was substantial enough to provide data on inequalities related to the following: 


● Inequalities in smoking and tobacco use; physical activity; alcohol misuse; healthy eating; illicit drug use; and sexual risk taking among young people. 


● Inequalities in access to interventions to promote change in attitude, knowledge or behaviour 


● Inequalities in recruitment to interventions of ‘hard to reach’ groups 


● Inequalities in outcomes of interventions 
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PH10 Smoking cessation services (2008) 


 


This guidance document does not contain recommendations relating to individual behaviour change. However, it refers to six “proven smoking cessation interventions” which are referenced. These interventions, and evidence behind their effectiveness, are 


identical to those described in PH5 so are not repeated here (see NICE public health guidance 5 above). 


 


This public health guidance document and underlying evidence review did contribute directly to evidence statements in Review 1 as it cross referenced NICE public health guidance 5 which fed into evidence statements 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 in Review 


1. 
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PH11 Maternal and child nutrition (2008) 


 


Recommendations that advised all pregnant women to take vitamin D and folic acid supplements were not included as individual behaviour change interventions. This advice was viewed as having only a clinical focus e.g. Vitamin D to prevent rickets and 


folic acid to prevent neural tube defects without a health promotion element. Interventions aimed at weight loss targeted at obese mothers that also contained elements of physical activity and or diet were included. 


 


Relevant evidence reviews:  


● PH11 Maternal and child nutrition: review 3 post partum 


● PH11 Maternal and child nutrition: review 3 post-partum evidence tables  


 


This public health guidance document and underlying evidence review contributed to evidence statement 13 in Review 1. 


 


Relevant recommendation (6) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


R6. Target pop: Pregnant women who have a pre-pregnancy 


body mass index (BMI) over 30, and those with a BMI over 30 


who have a baby or who may become pregnant. 


 


Inform women who have a BMI over 30 about the increased 


risks this poses to themselves and their babies and 


encourage them to lose weight before becoming pregnant 


or after pregnancy. Provide a structured programme that: 


● addresses the reasons why women may find it difficult 


to lose weight, particularly after pregnancy  


● is tailored to the needs of an individual or group 


● combines advice on healthy eating and physical 


exercise (advising them to take a brisk walk or other 


moderate exercise for at least 30 minutes on at least 


5 days of the week) 


● identifies and addresses individual barriers to change  


● provides ongoing support over a sufficient period of 


time to allow for sustained lifestyle changes. 


 


Evidence statements 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6; 


Goldberg 2006; CEMACH 2003; Heslehurst et al. 2007 


3.1 There is evidence from four RCTs (Leermakers et al. 


1998; Lovelady et al. 2000 and 2006; McCrory et al. 1999; 


and O’Toole et al. 2003 all 1-) that diet and exercise 


programmes are effective in enabling some postpartum 


women to lose weight gained during pregnancy. This 


finding is based on US studies of women not noted to be 


from disadvantaged groups and who appear to be highly 


motivated to lose weight. 


Leermakers et al. 1998 


Lovelady et al. 2000 and 2006 


McCrory et al. 1999 


O’Toole et al. 2003 


See characteristics of effective programmes below. 


 


 


3.2 There is evidence from 2 RCTs (Lovelady et al. 2000 


,2006; McCrory et al. 1999 both 1-) that a combination of 


diet and physical activity results in more effective and 


preferable weight loss than diet alone or physical activity 


alone. 


Lovelady et al. 2000 ,2006 


McCrory et al. 1999 


See characteristics of effective programmes below. 


 


3.3 There is evidence from an RCT (McCrory et al. 1999, 


1-) that physical activity as part of a combined diet and 


physical activity intervention to promote weight loss, is 


more effective when frequent and regular, than when 


vigorous and less frequent. 


McCrory et al. 1999 See characteristics of effective programmes below. 


 


3.4 There is evidence from 2 RCTs (Leermakers et al. 


1998; O’Toole et al. 2003 both [1-]) that integrated 


programmes of activity which support participants in 


combining diet and regular physical activity in order to 


promote weight loss in the post-partum period are more 


effective than interventions which provide information 


alone. 


3.5 There is evidence from 2 RCTs (Leermakers et al. 


1998; O’Toole et al. 2003 both 1-) that the 


characteristics of programmes which are effective in 


enabling some women to lose weight in the post-partum 


period are those which: combine diet and physical 


activity; include strategies for behaviour change; tailor 


the intervention to individual or group needs; include 


Leermakers et al. 1998 


O’Toole et al. 2003 


 


See characteristics of effective programmes below. 


Leermakers et al. 1998 


16 written lessons including homework, about nutrition, exercise and 


behaviour change strategies (Intervention Function 1 Education) [no 


further detail reported], tailored to special needs of new mothers) 


telephone contact from program staff (1-2 calls per week lasting 5-15m 


focusing on eating and exercise progress (BCT3 Social support 


(unspecified)), goal-setting (BCT63 Goal setting (outcome)) and 


problem-solving (BCT61 Problem solving) Women were asked to monitor 


their calorie and fat intake (BCT11 Self-monitoring of outcomes) and their 


exercise daily and return their records by mail 


 


O’Toole et al. 2003 



http://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/index.jsp?action=download&o=43893

http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11943/43894/43894.pdf
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Relevant recommendation (6) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


some group sessions and written materials; provide on-


going support and contact with programme staff; and are 


of a sufficient duration to make sustained lifestyle 


changes. 


STR subjects received individualised diet and physical activity 


prescriptions (not enough detail for BCT64 Action planning), kept daily 


food and activity diaries (BCT10 Self-monitoring of behaviour), and met 


for group educational sessions dealing with nutrition and physical activity 


strategies (weekly for first 12 weeks, fortnightly for the next 2 months 


and monthly up to 1 year post-partum) (BCT36 Instructions on how to 


perform a behaviour). Heart rate monitors were provided for this group to 


help establish the relationship between heart rate and energy cost 


(kcal/min)(BCT11 Self-monitoring of outcomes) 


3.6 There is evidence from one RCT (McCrory et al. 1999 


1-) that short term weight loss of 1kg /week achieved 


through a combination of diet plus physical activity in 


healthy postpartum women has no detrimental effect on 


milk quantity or quality and does not appear to affect 


infant weight gain. 


 


A second RCT (Lovelady et al. 2000, 2006,1-) combining 


diet and physical activity in healthy postpartum women 


(BMI 25-30) over a longer time period and resulting in a 


mean weight loss of 0.5kg/week did not appear to affect 


infant weight or length. However the study may not have 


been sufficiently powered to demonstrate such effects. 


McCrory et al. 1999 


Lovelady et al. 2000, 2006 


Not applicable - safety 


No evidence statement, references expert testimony. 


 


Expert paper maternal diet and breast feeding 


Goldberg G (2006) Nutrition and breastfeeding [online]. 


http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11943/43906/4


3906.pdf 


No behaviour change coding possible. 


No evidence statement 


 


 


CEMACH 2003 Confidential Enquiry into Maternal and 


Child Health (CEMACH) (2003) Why mothers die 2000–


2002. Report on confidential enquiries on maternal 


deaths in the UK. England, Wales and Northern Ireland 


No behaviour change coding possible. 


No statement, references non RCT evidence. Heslehurst et al. 2007 Heslehurst N, Ellis LJ, Simpson H 


et al. (2007) Trends in maternal obesity incidence rate, 


demographic predictors, and health inequalities in 


36,821 women over a 15 year period. British Journal of 


Obstetrics and Gynaecology 


114: 187–194. 


No behaviour change coding possible. 


 
 


 



http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11943/43906/43906.pdf

http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11943/43906/43906.pdf
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PH15 Identifying and supporting people most at risk of dying prematurely (2008) 


 


This document constitutes NICE’s formal guidance on what works in finding and supporting those most at risk of early death and improving their access to services. The recommendations have been developed for smoking cessation services and the provision 


of statins. Only one recommendation was identified as relevant to individual behaviour change in this guidance on first pass appraisal. Specifically a short subsection of recommendation 2: “Targeting adults who are disadvantaged” that included: 


 


… 


● “Encourage and support people who are disadvantaged to follow the treatment that they have agreed to. For example, encourage them to use self-management techniques (based on an individual assessment) to solve problems and set goals. It could 


also involve providing vouchers for treatments (such as nicotine replacement therapy). (For recommendations on the principles of behaviour change, see : 'Behaviour change at population, community and individual levels' [NICE public health guidance 


6].” 


… 


 


However, on reviewing the evidence behind this sub recommendation we found it is aimed at improving adherence to cardiac rehabilitation within health care services. This adherence focus does not constitute a behavioural change intervention or technique 


by our definition and so was not included. 


 


This public health guidance document and underlying evidence review did not contribute directly to evidence statements in Review 1. 


 


 


 


 
 



http://www.nice.org.uk/ph6

http://www.nice.org.uk/ph6
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PH24 Alcohol-use disorders - preventing harmful drinking (2010) 


Harmful drinking was defined by NICE as a pattern of alcohol consumption that is causing mental or physical damage. Hazardous drinking was defined as a pattern of alcohol consumption that increases someone's risk of harm. Some would limit this definition 


to the physical or mental health consequences (as in harmful use). Others would include the social consequences. The term is currently used by World Health Organisation to describe this pattern of alcohol consumption. It is not a diagnostic term. 


 


Extended brief intervention  


This is motivationally-based and can take the form of motivational-enhancement therapy or motivational interviewing. The aim is to motivate people to change their behaviour by exploring with them why they behave the way they do and identifying positive 


reasons for making change. In this guidance, all motivationally-based interventions are referred to as 'extended brief interventions'.  


 


Recommendations relating to which screening tool to use to identify harmful drinkers (adults and young people) are covered within this guidance but are not included below as they do not seek or specify methods of behaviour change, they represent only a 


means to identify the group who will be the target of subsequent behaviour change interventions or techniques, such as a brief interventions. 


 


Evidence review: Screening and Brief Interventions for Prevention and Early Identification of Alcohol Use Disorders in Adults and Young People  


 


This public health guidance document and underlying evidence review contributed to evidence statements 16, 17 and 18 in Review 1. 


 


Relevant recommendation (8,10,11) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


R8: extended brief interventions with young 


people aged 16 and 17 years who have been 


identified via screening as drinking hazardously 


or harmfully. 


 


● Ask the young person's permission to 


arrange an extended brief intervention for 


them. 


● Appropriately trained staff should offer 


the young person an extended brief 


intervention. 


● Provide information on local specialist 


addiction services to those who do not 


respond well to discussion but who want 


further help. Refer them to these services 


if this is what they want. Referral must be 


made to services that deal with young 


people. 


● Give those who are actively seeking 


treatment for an alcohol problem a 


physical and mental assessment and offer, 


or refer them for, appropriate treatment 


and care. 


Evidence statements 5.1, 5.2, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, 


5.9, 5.10, 5.11, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.7, e5.1; 


modelling statements M2, M3 


(NB none of these evidence statements 


provided evidence for the effectiveness of 


Evidence statement 6.1 The 27 included systematic reviews provided a 


considerable body of evidence supportive of the effectiveness of brief 


interventions for alcohol misuse in reducing alcohol consumption, mortality, 


morbidity, alcohol-related injuries, alcohol-related social consequences, 


healthcare resource use and laboratory indicators of alcohol misuse. 


27 Systematic Reviews: Key characteristics of included systematic 


reviews and main findings are presented in Appendix 15 of 


http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/13001/49007/49007.pdf  


 


The quality of reviews was generally of a high standard in terms of 


study design characteristics and clarity of reporting. Majority 


conducted in primary care, but limited evidence was also identified for 


other healthcare settings. Study populations were primarily adults.  


 


From evidence statement 6.5  


The evidence base for the effectiveness of alcohol brief interventions 


among young people was therefore inconclusive based on mixed results 


from 8 (+ and ++ studies) 


Intervention: brief interventions 


Mixed interventions and outcomes 


 


No behaviour change coding possible. 


 


 


 


Evidence statement 6.2: Six systematic reviews (++)1-6 demonstrated that 


interventions delivered in primary care are effective in reducing alcohol-


related negative outcomes. Three systematic reviews specifically focusing on 


the use of brief interventions in emergency care (+)7, (++)8, (++)9 found 


limited evidence for the effectiveness of brief interventions for alcohol 


misuse in emergency care settings. A further review (++)10 presented 


inconclusive evidence of the effectiveness of brief interventions in inpatient 


and outpatient settings. A systematic review of brief interventions for alcohol 


misuse in the workplace presented limited and inconclusive findings for the 


effectiveness of interventions in this setting.11 


1 Ashenden et al., 1997 (Systematic review, ++) (verbal advice plus 


written materials age 17-69 years) 


2 Ballesteros et al., 2004a (Systematic review, ++) (advice, advice+ 


strategies to reduce consumption,  with optional booster sessions, 18+) 


3 Bertholet et al., 2005 (Systematic review, ++) (face to face 


component defined as brief intervention or motivational intervention , 


most included feedback on consumption, mention of cognitive 


behavioural techniques) 


4 Kaner et al., 2007 (Systematic review, ++) (information and advice) 


5 Poikolainen, 1999 (Systematic review, ++) (very brief and extended 


interventions included, included advice, feedback, written materials, 


follow-up) 


6 Whitlock et al., 2004 (Systematic review, ++) (very brief and brief 


interventions, uses term “behavioural counselling interventions”) 


7 D'Onofrio and Degutis, 2002 (Systematic review, +) 


From six effective interventions: 


 


BCT3 Social support (unspecified) 


BCT8 Feedback on behaviour 


Intervention Function 1 Education 



http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/13001/49007/49007.pdf

http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/13001/49007/49007.pdf
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Relevant recommendation (8,10,11) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


extended brief interventions for young people. 


The evidence statements associated with 


Recommendation 9 are highly relevant to both 


R8 and R10) 


 


Evidence statements quoted as for R9 


Screening adults but seem to be very relevant 


to R8 and R10 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.10, 7.3, 


e6.1, e6.2; modelling statement M6; IDE 


8 Havard et al., 2008 (Systematic review, ++) 


9 Nilsen et al., (2008) (Systematic review, ++) 


10 Emmen et al., 2004 (Systematic review, ++) 


11 Webb et al., 2009 (Systematic review, ++) 


 


Evidence statement 6.3: Brief interventions are effective in reducing alcohol 


consumption in both men and women (++),1 (++),2 (++),3 (++)4 (++),5 (++)6 


(++)7). 


1 Ballesteros et al., 2004a (Systematic review, ++) (see above) 


2 Bertholet et al., 2005 (Systematic review, ++) (see above) 


3 Whitlock et al., 2004 (Systematic review, ++) (see above) 


4 Kahan et al., 1995 (Systematic review, +) (brief intervention 


delivered by medical professionals 30mins or less for problem drinkers) 


5 Kaner et al., 2007 (Systematic review, ++) (see above) 


6 Poikolainen,1999 (Systematic review, ++) (see above) 


7 Ballesteros et al., 2004b (Systematic review, ++) (assessment of 


alcohol consumption, safe limits, with or without strategies to reduce 


consumption, extended interventions had several sessions) 


BCT3 Social support (unspecified) 


BCT8 Feedback on behaviour 


Intervention Function 1 Education 


Evidence statement 6.4: The majority of included primary evidence was 


drawn from adult populations with an age range of 12 to 70 years. Therefore, 


brief interventions for adults have been shown to be effective amongst adult 


populations.  


Applicability: The primary studies included in the systematic reviews 


included in this assessment were largely drawn from the USA. 


However, a smaller proportion of the included studies were 


undertaken in the UK and therefore, the evidence base can be 


considered to have some applicability to a UK-based setting. 


No behaviour change coding possible. 


Evidence statement 6.10: Extensive heterogeneity was evident in the 


characteristics of evaluated brief interventions. However, limited evidence 


would suggest that even very brief interventions may be effective in reducing 


alcohol-related negative outcomes, (++)1 with inconclusive evidence for an 


additional positive impact resulting from increased dose ((++),2 (++),3 (++)4). 


Evidence from an additional review (++)5 suggests that brief interventions 


are effective, with impact of the inclusion of motivational interviewing 


principles unclear. 


 


Applicability: The above systematic reviews included primary studies 


conducted in primary care (with the exception of the work by Tait and Hulse, 


which was undertaken in educational and healthcare settings in the USA). 


The evidence can be considered to have reasonable applicability to the UK. 


1 Whitlock et al., 2004 (Systematic review, ++) (see above) 


2 Ballesteros et al., 2004a (Systematic review, ++) (see above) 


3 Bertholet et al., 2005 (Systematic review, ++) (see above) 


4 Kaner et al., 2007 (Systematic review, ++) (see above) 


5 Tait and Hulse, 2003 (Systematic review, ++) (motivational 


interviewing, written materials/telephone contact) 


BCT3 Social support (unspecified) 


Evidence Statement 7.3 [top line summary only] There is evidence that 


implementation of screening and brief intervention would be facilitated by 


use of environments where alcohol can discussed in a non-threatening way. 


Integrating screening and advice into general lifestyle discussions might 


increase the acceptability of screening and brief intervention for users.  


 


… 


[this recommendation is very large and multifaceted, see full guidance 


document for full details] 


Not applicable Not applicable – concerned with facilitators of 


implementing brief interventions from qualitative 


studies rather than core effectiveness of the brief 


intervention which is more relevant and covered in 


the previous evidence statements. 


Evidence statements e6.1, e6.2 and M6 relate to cost effectiveness of 


screening and brief interventions and so are not relevant here. 


Not applicable Not applicable 
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Relevant recommendation (8,10,11) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


R10 Brief advice for adults who have been 


identified via screening as drinking a hazardous 


or harmful amount of alcohol. 


 


● Offer a session of structured brief advice 


on alcohol. If this cannot be offered 


immediately, offer an appointment as 


soon as possible thereafter.  


● Use a recognised, evidence-based 


resource that is based on FRAMES 


principles (feedback, responsibility, 


advice, menu, empathy, self-efficacy). It 


should take 5–15 minutes and should: 


− cover the potential harm caused 


by their level of drinking and 


reasons for changing the 


behaviour, including the health 


and wellbeing benefits 


− cover the barriers to change 


− outline practical strategies to 


help reduce alcohol consumption 


(to address the 'menu' component 


of FRAMES)  


− lead to a set of goals.  


● Where there is an ongoing relationship 


with the patient or client, routinely 


monitor their progress in reducing their 


alcohol consumption to a low-risk level. 


Where required, offer an additional 


session of structured brief advice or, if 


there has been no response, offer an 


extended brief intervention. 


 


Evidence statement 6.11; modelling 


statement M6 


Evidence statement 6.11 


Extended brief interventions were demonstrated to be effective in the 


reduction of alcohol consumption (whereby evaluated interventions consisted 


of 2 to 7 sessions with a duration of initial and booster sessions of 15 to 50 


min1 or 10 to 15 min in 1 session with number of specific booster sessions of 


10 to 15 min duration2). 


1 Kaner et al., 2007 (Systematic review, ++) 


2 Ballesteros et al., 2004a (Systematic review, ++) 


No behaviour change coding possible. 


Modelling statement M6 


Relates to economic sensitivity data – cost data is not applicable to this 


review. 


Not applicable Not applicable 


R11 Extended brief interventions for adults 


Adults who have not responded to brief 


structured advice on alcohol and require an 


extended brief intervention or would benefit 


from an extended brief intervention for other 


reasons. 


● Offer an extended brief intervention to 


help people address their alcohol use. 


This could take the form of motivational 


Inference derived from the evidence  (IDE) Inference derived from the evidence  Motivational interviewing and motivational 


enhancement therapy are not defined here enough 


to ascribe BCTs. However they generally aim to 


increase ambivalence about current behaviour and 


enhance motivation to change and sustain behaviour 


change  


Intervention Function 2 Persuasion 



http://publications.nice.org.uk/alcohol-use-disorders-preventing-harmful-drinking-ph24/glossary
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Relevant recommendation (8,10,11) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


interviewing or motivational-enhancement 


therapy. Sessions should last from 20 to 


30 minutes. They should aim to help 


people to reduce the amount they drink 


to low risk levels, reduce risk-taking 


behaviour as a result of drinking alcohol 


or to consider abstinence. 


● Follow up and assess people who have 


received an extended brief intervention. 


Where necessary, offer up to four 


additional sessions or referral to a 


specialist alcohol treatment service 


IDE 
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PH26 Quitting smoking in pregnancy and following childbirth (2010) 


 


This is NICE’s formal guidance on how to stop smoking in pregnancy and following childbirth. The recommendations should benefit women who smoke and who are planning a pregnancy; are already pregnant; or have an infant aged under 12 months They 


should also benefit the unborn child of a woman who smokes, any infants and children she may have, her partner and others in her household who smoke. 


 


From the recommendation section entitled “Effective interventions”:  


 


“The recommendations mainly cover interventions to help pregnant women who smoke to quit. These are listed at the beginning of recommendations 4 and 5. Interventions for partners are covered in recommendation 7. Interventions that are effective with 


the general population are described in: ‘Brief interventions and referral for smoking cessation’ (NICE public health guidance 1), ‘Workplace interventions to promote smoking cessation’ (NICE public health guidance 5) and ‘Smoking cessation services’ (NICE 


public health guidance 10). No specific recommendations have been made for those planning a pregnancy or who have recently given birth. This is due to the lack of evidence available on stop-smoking interventions for these groups. It does not constitute a 


judgement on whether or not such interventions are effective or cost effective.” 


 


The main evidence review informing this guidance was “a systematic review of how to stop smoking in pregnancy and following childbirth” which assessed three main topics through sub-reviews: 


●     Review 1: 'Which interventions are effective and cost effective in encouraging the establishment of smokefree homes?' 


●     Review 2: 'Factors aiding delivery of effective interventions' 


●     Review 3: 'The health consequences of pregnant women cutting down as opposed to quitting'. 


 


The three expert reports are: 


●     Expert report 1: 'The effectiveness of smoking cessation interventions during pregnancy: a briefing paper' 


●     Expert report 2: 'Interventions to improve partner support and partner cessation during pregnancy' 


●     Expert report 3: 'Rapid review of interventions to prevent relapse in pregnant ex-smokers'. 


 


This public health guidance document and underlying evidence review contributed to evidence statements 7 in Review 1. 


 


Relevant recommendation (1, 2, 4, 5) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


R1: advise for midwives at first maternity booking and subsequent 


appointments (subset of bullets) 


… 


● Provide information (for example, a leaflet) about the risks 


to the unborn child of smoking when pregnant and the 


hazards of exposure to secondhand smoke for both mother 


and baby. Information should be available in a variety of 


formats. 


● Explain about the health benefits of stopping for the woman 


and her baby. Advise her to stop – not just cut down. 


● Explain that it is normal practice to refer all women who 


smoke for help to quit and that a specialist midwife or 


adviser will phone and offer her support 


… 


● Refer all women who smoke, or have stopped smoking within 


the last 2 weeks, to NHS Stop Smoking Services … 


● Use local arrangements to make the appointment and, in 


case they want to talk to someone over the phone in the 


meantime, give the NHS Pregnancy Smoking Helpline 


R2.1 – Not applicable - does not address effectiveness 


of providing information about risks or explaining 


health benefits of stopping. 


Not applicable Not applicable 


R2.2 Evidence statement 2. Five qualitative studies 


and three surveys provide evidence that the 


information and advice provided by health 


professionals can be perceived as insufficient or 


inadequate by some women and by professionals 


themselves. There is the suggestion that advice could 


be more detailed and explicit, and that professionals 


find discussion of individual smoking behaviours 


challenging.  


 


Anderson et al. 2002 (USA service users) Qualitative -  


Everett et al. 2005 (South Africa service providers) Qualitative+,  


Arborelius and Nyberg 1997 (Sweden service users) Qualitative+,  


McCurry et al. 2002 (N Ireland service users) Qualitative+,  


Nichter et al. 2007 USA service users) Qualitative+  


 


Qualitative studies not included in evidence tables so no additional coding 


possible from them. 


Intervention Function 1 Education– provide 


information 


 


BCT78 Information about health consequences 


R2.3-11 - Not applicable - does not address 


effectiveness of providing information about risks or 


explaining health benefits of stopping. 


Not applicable Not applicable  


Evidence statement ER1.6 There is evidence from four 


UK studies that NHS stop smoking services are effective 


in supporting pregnant women to stop smoking.  


Bryce et al. 2007 (UK) + mixed methods (behavioural support using 


motivational interviewing by specialist smoking cessation midwives. NRT 


was also provided) 


BCT3 Social support (unspecified) 


BCT4 Pharmacological support 


 



http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/13023/49420/49420.pdf

http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/13023/49422/49422.pdf

http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/13023/49423/49423.pdf

http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/13023/49424/49424.pdf
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Relevant recommendation (1, 2, 4, 5) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


number: 0800 1699 169. Also provide the local helpline 


number where one is available. 


● If her partner or others in the household smoke, suggest they 


contact NHS Stop Smoking Services. If no one smokes, give 


positive feedback. 


 


Evidence statements R2.1, R2.2, R2.3, R2.4, R2.5, R2.6, R2.7, 


R2.8, R2.9, R2.10, R2.11, ER1.6, ER1.10, ER1.11; IDE 


 


The NHS stop smoking service interventions for 


pregnant women described in these articles consist of a 


combination of behavioural support (delivered in a 


range of settings and formats) and NRT (for most but 


not all women).  


McGowan et al. 2008 (UK) + mixed methods (behavioural support using 


motivational interviewing and were offered NRT. Subsequent behavioural 


support was delivered by telephone) 


Macaskill et al. 2008 (UK) + mixed methods (descriptive study, no evidence 


of effectiveness)  


Lee et al. 2006 (UK) + qualitative (interviews with professionals about best 


practice) 


 


Evidence statement ER1.10  


There is good evidence that women in the UK 


underreport smoking during pregnancy and that CO 


monitoring can aid in the identification of pregnant 


smokers.  


Two studies found that around one in four pregnant 


women in the west of Scotland do not accurately 


disclose their smoking status when asked during the 


booking visit with a midwife. One of these studies 


described how routine CO monitoring in ante-natal 


clinics, if implemented consistently, can improve the 


accurate identification of pregnant smokers and 


facilitate referral to smoking cessation services. 


Shipton et al. in press (UK) ++ cross sectional  


Usmani et al. 2008 (UK) + cross sectional  


 


Not applicable – CO monitoring for the 


identification of smokers rather than part of a 


behaviour change intervention. 


ER1.11 There is very preliminary evidence from two 


observational studies that opt-out referral pathways 


can increase the number of women who engage with 


NHS stop smoking services and result in larger numbers 


of women quitting smoking, when compared with opt-


in referral pathways.  


Macaskill et al. 2008 (UK) + mixed methods  


McGowan et al. 2008 (UK) + mixed methods 


Not applicable – service level, not individual level. 


R2:  


● Those with specialist training should provide pregnant 


women who smoke with information (for example, a leaflet) 


about the risks to the unborn child of smoking when 


pregnant. They should also provide information on the 


hazards of exposure to secondhand smoke for both mother 


and baby and on the benefits of stopping smoking. 


Information should be available in a variety of formats. 


 


Evidence statements R2.1, R2.2, R2.3, R2.4, R2.5, R2.6, R2.7, 


R2.8, R2.9, R2.11, ER1.6, ER1.10; IDE 


Same evidence statements as above. All not relevant to 


the extracted recommendation paragraph except R2.2 


which supplies indirect evidence that information 


should be provided (see R2.2 above). 


See R2.2 above. Intervention Function 1 Education 


BCT78 Information about health consequences 


 


R4 Context 


Studies have shown that the following interventions are effective 


in helping women who are pregnant to quit smoking: 


● cognitive behaviour therapy  


● motivational interviewing  


● structured self-help and support from NHS Stop Smoking 


Service 


Evidence statements R2.1-11 are covered above. All 


not relevant except R2.2 which supplies indirect 


evidence that information should be provided (see R2.2 


above). 


 


ER1.6 covered above. This is relevant to the 


effectiveness of behavioural support and NRT (see 


See R2.2 above. 


See ER1.6 above 


R2.2  


Intervention Function 1 Education 


BCT78 Information about health consequences 


 


R1.6   


BCT3 Social support (unspecified) 


BCT4 Pharmacological support 
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Relevant recommendation (1, 2, 4, 5) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


In addition, in other countries the provision of incentives to quit 


has been shown to be effective with this group (research is 


required to see whether it would work in the UK). [mirrors 


conclusions of Cochrane Review, Lumley 2009 although no source 


is referenced in full guidance document] 


 


R4 is for NHS Stop Smoking Specialist advisers: 


● During the first face-to-face meeting, discuss how many 


cigarettes the woman smokes and how frequently. Ask if 


anyone else in the household smokes (this includes her 


partner if she has one). 


● Provide information about the risks of smoking to an unborn 


child and the benefits of stopping for both mother and baby. 


● Address any concerns she and her partner or family may have 


about stopping smoking and offer personalised information, 


advice and support on how to stop1.  


(1 This is an edited extract from a recommendation that appears 


in ‘Smoking cessation services’ NICE public health guidance 10. It 


does not constitute a change to the original recommendation.) 


● Provide the woman with intensive and ongoing support (brief 


interventions alone are unlikely to be sufficient) throughout 


pregnancy and beyond. This includes regularly monitoring her 


smoking status using CO tests. The latter may encourage her 


to try to quit – and can also be a useful way of providing 


positive feedback once a quit attempt has been made. 


● Biochemically validate that the woman has quit on the date 


she set and 4weeks after. Where possible, use urine or saliva 


cotinine tests, as these are more accurate than CO tests and 


can detect exposure over the past few days rather than 


hours. When carrying out these tests, check whether the 


woman is using nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) as this 


may raise her cotinine levels. Note: no measure can be 100% 


accurate. Some people may smoke so infrequently – or inhale 


so little – that their intakes cannot reliably be distinguished 


from that due to passive smoking. 


 


Evidence statements R2.1, R2.2, R2.3, R2.4, R2.5, R2.6, R2.7, 


R2.8, R2.9, R2.10, R2.11, R2.12, ER1.1, ER1.2, ER1.5, ER1.6,ER1.8, 


ER1.12; IDE 


ER1.6 above) 


Evidence statement 2.12.  


One qualitative study and two narrative reports 


describe obstacles to pregnant women smokers 


accessing services as including: the length of sessions; 


difficulty making telephone contact; and a lack of 


transport or child care.  


It is suggested that domiciliary or very local services, 


the provision of crèche facilities, appointment systems 


or telephone counselling could be suitable service 


delivery options.  


Tod 2003 (GB service users) Qualitative+  


Narrative - Katz et al. 2008 (USA service users), Solomon and Flynn 2005 


(USA service users). 


Not applicable – not directly addressing 


intervention effectiveness on an individual level; 


about service organisation. 


Evidence statement ER1.1  


There is good evidence from one recently updated 


systematic review on the effectiveness of interventions 


for promoting smoking cessation in pregnancy.  


 


The 2009 Cochrane review included 72 trials. Pooled 


results show that cessation interventions reduce 


smoking in late pregnancy [RR 0.94, 95% CI 0.93 to 


0.96] and reduce incidences of low birth weight [RR 


0.83, 95% CI 0.73 to 0.95] and pre-term births [RR 0.86, 


95% CI 0.74 to 0.98] while increasing birth weight by a 


mean of 53.91g [95% CI 10.44g to 95.38g] .  


 


The overall finding of the updated review is that 


smoking cessation interventions used in early 


pregnancy can reduce smoking in later pregnancy by 


around 6% (or 3% using studies least prone to bias). 


 


Review plain language summary: … 


“The interventions offered to promote smoking 


cessation in pregnancy are generally given individually 


and include cognitive behaviour and motivational 


interviewing; offering incentives; interventions based 


on stages of change; giving feedback to the mothers on 


foetal health status or nicotine by-products 


measurements; nicotine replacement therapy, 


bupropion or other medications.” … 


Lumley et al. 2009 (International) Review ++  


 


Lumley J, Chamberlain C, Dowswell T, Oliver S, Oakley L, Watson L. (2009) 


Interventions for promoting smoking cessation during pregnancy.[update of 


Cochrane Database Syst Rev, 4):CD001055; PMID: 15495004]. [Review] [301 


refs]. Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, (3):CD001055. 


 


http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/14651858.CD001055.pub3/pdf  


 


 


From Lumley plain language summary: 


● cognitive behaviour and motivational 


interviewing (BCT3 Social support 


(unspecified)) 


● offering incentives (BCT60 Incentive) 


● interventions based on stages of change 


(No code) 


● giving feedback to the mothers on foetal 


health status or nicotine by-products 


measurements (BCT14 Biofeedback) 


● nicotine replacement therapy, bupropion 


or other medications (BCT4 


Pharmacological support) 



http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/14651858.CD001055.pub3/pdf
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Relevant recommendation (1, 2, 4, 5) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


Evidence statement ER1.5  


There is good evidence from one recent systematic 


review on the effectiveness of self-help interventions 


for smoking cessation in pregnancy, although the 


extent of UK evidence is limited.  


Fifteen trials were included in the review and 12 in the 


primary meta-analysis which found that self-help 


interventions were effective [OR 1.83, 95% CI 1.23 


to2.73]. A further meta-analysis failed to find evidence 


that more intensive self-help interventions had greater 


impact than less intensive ones. 


Naughton et al. (2008) Review ++  


 


 


No behaviour change coding possible. 


Evidence statement ER1.8  


There is limited evidence about whether the form of 


delivery can affect the effectiveness of smoking 


cessation interventions for pregnant women.  


 


Aveyard et al. 2008 (UK) ++ RCT  


Lee et al. 2006 (UK) + qualitative 


Not applicable – form of delivery 


Evidence statement ER1.12  


There is some evidence about the barriers to accessing 


stop smoking support by pregnant women in the UK.  


Two studies explored pregnant women’s views about 


smoking cessation services. Barriers to accessing 


services included, among others, feeing unable to quit, 


lack of knowledge about services, difficulty of 


accessing services, fear of failing and concerns about 


being stigmatized. 


Ussher et al. 2006 (UK) + cross sectional  


Taylor et al. 2008 (UK) – qualitative  


 


Not applicable – barriers to access 


R5 Use of NRT and other pharmacological support 


Context 


There is mixed evidence on the effectiveness of NRT in helping 


women to stop smoking during pregnancy. The most robust trial to 


date has found no evidence that it is effective (or that it affects 


the child’s birthweight). In addition, there are insufficient data to 


form a judgement about whether or not NRT has any impact on the 


likelihood that a child will need special care or will be stillborn. 


 


Evidence statements ER1.3, ER1.4; IDE  


Evidence statement ER1.3  


There is mixed evidence from one recently updated 


systematic review and one recent trial (not included in 


the review) on the effectiveness of nicotine 


replacement therapy (NRT) for promoting smoking 


cessation in pregnancy  


In the review, meta-analysis of data from five trials 


found NRT to be effective [RR 0.95 CI 0.92 to 0.98]. 


However, a large double blind placebo controlled trial 


was published after the review searches were 


completed that found no evidence that NRT was 


effective for smoking cessation in pregnancy [RR 0.96, 


95% CI 0.85 to 1.09]. 


Lumley et al. 2009 (International) Review ++  


Oncken et al. 2008 (USA) RCT ++  


 


 


BCT 4 Pharmacological Support 
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Relevant recommendation (1, 2, 4, 5) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


Evidence statement ER1.4  


There is no evidence that NRT either increases or 


decreases low birthweight. There are insufficient data 


to form judgements about any impact of NRT on 


stillbirth or special care admissions  


 


Lumley et al. 2009 (International) Review ++  


Oncken et al. 2008 (USA) RCT ++ 


BCT 4 Pharmacological Support 
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PH27 Weight management before, during and after pregnancy (2010) 


 


This guidance contains a small section on changing behaviour that outlines behaviour principles. This section is cited in the NICE document as being an edited extract from a recommendation that appears in “Behaviour change”. NICE public health guidance 


6. 


 


PH27 guidance states that “Evidence-based behaviour change advice includes:  


 


● understanding the short, medium and longer-term consequences of women's health-related behaviour  


● helping women to feel positive about the benefits of health-enhancing behaviours and changing their behaviours  


● recognising how women's social contexts and relationships may affect their behaviour  


● helping plan women's changes in terms of easy steps over time 


● identifying and planning situations that might undermine the changes women are trying to make and plan explicit 'if–then' coping strategies to prevent relapse”  


 


Two evidence reviews of effectiveness: 


 


1. Systematic review of dietary and/or physical activity interventions for weight management in pregnancy 


2. Systematic review of weight management interventions after childbirth 


 


This public health guidance document and underlying evidence review contributed to evidence statements 7 and 9 in Review 1. 


 


Relevant recommendation (1,2,4) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


R1 aimed at women with a BMI of 30 or more who may become pregnant, including 


those who have previously been pregnant. 


 


Only the relevant subset of the full bullet risk is included below: 


... 


● Health professionals should use any opportunity, as appropriate, to provide 


women with a BMI of 30 or more with information about the health benefits of 


losing weight before becoming pregnant (for themselves and the baby they may 


conceive). This should include information on the increased health risks their 


weight poses to themselves and would pose to their unborn child.  


● GPs, dieticians and other appropriately trained health professionals should 


advise, encourage and help women with a BMI of 30 or more to reduce weight 


before becoming pregnant. They should explain that losing 5–10% of their 


weight (a realistic target) would have significant health benefits and could 


increase their chances of becoming pregnant. Further weight loss, to achieve a 


BMI within the healthy range (between 24.9 and 18.5 kg/m2) should also be 


encouraged, using evidence-based behaviour change techniques. Losing weight 


to within this range may be difficult and women will need to be motivated and 


supported.  


1.19 Evidence from 3 UK based qualitative studies (Gross and 


Bee/ Clarke and Gross 2004, [++]), (Heslehurst et al., 2007b 


[++]), (Wiles 1998 [++]) suggests that weight management 


information and advice from professionals is not received or 


assimilated by many women during pregnancy. Available 


information is often vague, confusing, contradictory, and is not 


linked to weight management. Overweight women may feel they 


are not receiving relevant, tailored information about 


appropriate diet and weight gain during pregnancy (Wiles 1998, 


[+]). 


Gross and Bee/ Clarke and Gross 2004,[++] 


Heslehurst et al., 2007b [++] 


Wiles 1998 [++] 


Indirect evidence for better advice and 


information. Intervention Function 1 Education 


 


 


1.20 There is evidence from UK based qualitative research (Levy 


1999, [+]; Heslehurst et al., 2007b [++]) that women may be 


unaware of the potential effects of obesity during pregnancy 


(Heslehurst et al., 2007b [++]) However, they may avoid 


information about their health if they find it distressing and will 


only action it when they feel the time is right for the well-being 


of themselves, their unborn baby and their partners (Levy 1999 


[+]). 


 


Levy 1999, [+] 


Heslehurst et al., 2007b [++] 


Indirect evidence to provide information about 


health consequences (BCT78 Information about 


Health Consequences and Intervention Function 1 


Education) 



http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH6

http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/13056/49949/49949.pdf

http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/13056/49952/49952.pdf
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Relevant recommendation (1,2,4) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


 


Health professionals should encourage women to check their weight and waist 


measurement periodically or, as a simple alternative, check the fit of their clothes. 


 


Health professionals should offer a weight-loss support programme involving diet and 


physical activity. The programme should follow the principles of good practice, as 


outlined at the beginning of this section.  


... 


Evidence statements 1.19, 1.20, 1.21, 1.22; IDE 


1.21 -There is evidence from UK based qualitative research 


(Heslehurst et al., 2007b, [++]) that health professionals working 


in maternity units may feel they have insufficient time to discuss 


weight issues with women during pregnancy and consider that it 


is too late to give advice on weight management once a woman 


is pregnant. Health professionals themselves report that 


women’s access to the information and advice on weight 


management is often ad hoc. 


Heslehurst et al., 2007b, [++] (Qualitative 


interviews of healthcare professionals) 


No behaviour change coding possible. 


1.22 – Not applicable to recommendation subset - Evidence 


from two UK based qualitative studies (Gross and Bee / Clarke 


and Gross 2004 [++], and Fox and Yamaguchi 1997 [+]) suggests 


that even relatively active women reduce their physical activity 


during pregnancy (although they are more likely to continue to 


be active at some level). One study (Gross and Bee /Clarke and 


Gross 2004, [++]) found that pregnant women decreased their 


activity levels based on advice from health professionals, or 


more commonly, on information they had read in books and 


magazines. Family members, friends, and even health trainers 


tended to discourage physical activity. Women balanced their 


fears of injury to themselves or harm to the baby with aims 


toward weight management. Women also reported reduced 


motivation, physical limitations due to larger size and tiredness 


during pregnancy and a lack of facilities. Another study reported 


that pregnant women may feel self-conscious when carrying out 


physical activity (Fox and Yamaguchi 1997, [+]). 


Gross and Bee / Clarke and Gross 2004 [++] 


(Qualitative interviews) 


Fox and Yamaguchi 1997 [+] (Qualitative free 


response questionnaires) 


No behaviour change coding possible. 


R2 aimed at all pregnant women but, in particular, those with a BMI of 30 or more. 


 


● At the earliest opportunity, for example, during a pregnant woman's first visit 


to a health professional, discuss her eating habits and how physically active she 


is. Find out if she has any concerns about diet and the amount of physical 


activity she does and try to address them. 


● Advise that a healthy diet and being physically active will benefit both the 


woman and her unborn child during pregnancy and will also help her to achieve 


a healthy weight after giving birth. Advise her to seek information and advice 


on diet and activity from a reputable source.  


● Offer practical and tailored information. This includes advice on how to use 


Healthy Start vouchers to increase the fruit and vegetable intake[6] of those 


eligible for the Healthy Start scheme (women under 18 years and those who are 


receiving benefit payments).  


See above: 


1.20 - effects of obesity during pregnancy 


1.21 – some consider that it is too late to give advice on weight 


management once a woman is pregnant 


See above. Inference derived from the evidence  that info 


about health benefits may be beneficial 


(Intervention Function 1 Education 


BCT78 Information about health consequences) 


1.1 There is weak evidence from one Australian based case 


series that obese women trying to become pregnant but 


experiencing infertility can achieve a statistically significant 


reduction in BMI through a programme that includes regular 


physical activity, advice about healthy eating and group support. 


Galletly et al., 1996 (non-experimental 


descriptive study (not quality graded), group 


programme had an hour of exercise, coping 


strategies, group support (support for what was 


not specified, intervention also dealt with 


psychological impact of infertility and so not 


clear whether the support was related to the 


target behaviour) 


BCT23 Behavioural practice/rehearsal 


BCT61 Problem Solving 



http://publications.nice.org.uk/weight-management-before-during-and-after-pregnancy-ph27/recommendations#ftn.footnote_6
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Relevant recommendation (1,2,4) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


● Dispel any myths about what and how much to eat during pregnancy. For 


example, advise that there is no need to 'eat for two' or to drink full-fat milk. 


Explain that energy needs do not change in the first 6 months of pregnancy and 


increase only slightly in the last 3 months (and then only by around 200 calories 


per day). 


● Advise that moderate-intensity physical activity will not harm her or her unborn 


child. At least 30 minutes per day of moderate intensity activity is 


recommended.  


● Give specific and practical advice about being physically active during 


pregnancy 


... 


● Explain to women with a BMI of 30 or more at the booking appointment how 


this poses a risk, both to their health and the health of the unborn child. 


Explain that they should not try to reduce this risk by dieting while pregnant 


and that the risk will be managed by the health professionals caring for them 


during their pregnancy.  


● Offer women with a BMI of 30 or more at the booking appointment a referral to 


a dietitian or appropriately trained health professional for assessment and 


personalised advice on healthy eating and how to be physically active. 


Encourage them to lose weight after pregnancy[6].  


 


Evidence statements 1.1, 1.18, 1.20, 1.21, 1.26; IDE 


1.18 No UK based qualitative evidence was identified on the 


views, perceptions and beliefs of health professionals, women 


actively planning a pregnancy and their partners and families 


about diet, physical activity and weight management prior to 


pregnancy. However, there is UK based qualitative evidence to 


suggest that women’s eating habits during pregnancy are related 


to pre-pregnancy dietary attitudes and behaviour. Weight and 


body shape concerns are affected by size prior to pregnancy 


(Fox and Yamaguchi 1997 [+]) Women’s dietary restraint may be 


continued or relaxed during pregnancy (Warriner 2000 [+]). 


Fox and Yamaguchi 1997 [+] 


Warriner 2000 [+]. 


Not applicable  


1.26 Qualitative evidence from two UK based studies 


(Heslehurst et al., 2007b, [++], Warriner 2000, [+] suggest there 


are communication difficulties between overweight women and 


health professionals. One study of health professionals found 


that they are often embarrassed to discuss issues of weight with 


overweight women, and that the women themselves were also 


embarrassed (Heslehurst et al., 2007b, [++]). Such experiences 


may not be fixed, but may change over the course of a 


pregnancy. One study (Heslehurst et al., 2007b, [++]) explored 


the views of health professionals, some of which found it 


difficult to raise this issue sensitively. They reported a lack of 


guidance on this issue, though were aware of the risks and 


benefit so raising the issue. They were concerned that some 


women may stop attending antenatal appointments if they felt 


victimised. 


Heslehurst et al., 2007b, [++]  


Warriner 2000, [+] 


Inference derived from the evidence  for 


providing information or advice (Intervention 


Function 1 Education) 


R4 Recommendation 4 Women with a BMI of 30 or more after childbirth. 


● Explain the increased risks that being obese poses to them and, if they become 


pregnant again, their unborn child. Encourage them to lose weight. 


● Offer a structured weight-loss programme. If more appropriate, offer a referral 


to a dietitian or an appropriately trained health professional. They will provide 


a personalised assessment, advice about diet and physical activity and advice 


on behaviour change strategies such as goal setting. Women who are not yet 


ready to lose weight should be provided with information about where they can 


get support when they are ready.  


● Use evidence-based behaviour change techniques to motivate and support 


women to lose weight. 


● Encourage breastfeeding and advise women that losing weight by eating 


healthily and taking regular exercise will not affect the quantity or quality of 


their milk[6]. (6] This is an edited extract from a recommendation that appears 


in 'Maternal and child nutrition'. NICE public health guidance 11.) 


 


Evidence statements 2.1, 2.3, 2.6, 2.12, 2.13; IDE 


 


2.1 There is limited evidence from one US based RCT (McCrory 


et al., 1999 [+]) that dietary intervention alone (aiming for 35% 


energy deficit) from 12 weeks postpartum may help women 


across the BMI spectrum start to lose more weight after 


childbirth compared to usual care. However, the short length of 


this intervention (11 days) makes it difficult to draw conclusions 


on the effectiveness of the study. Four day weighed food records 


suggested that calorie intake was not lower in the intervention 


compared to the control arm of the trial. The setting of this 


study (US) makes it somewhat relevant to the UK. 


McCrory et al., 1999 [+] (diet+ exercise vs. diet 


only, diet intervention was tailored food 


provision in preweighed amounts. Exercise – 


target heart rate - but self-directed) 


 


Leermakers et al. 1998 [+] (two group session, 


correspondence materials, telephone contact) 


Group instruction in self-monitoring, followed 


low cal diet, graded physical activity progression. 


Self-monitored calories, fat and PA, group 


session 2 discussion about progress and problem 


solving, written lessons about nutrition, exercise 


and behaviour change strategies, phone calls 


during intervention period discussing progress, 


goal setting, problem solving. Behavioural 


lessons, which focused on strategies to modify 


diet and exercise behaviours 


 


Lovelady et al., 2006 [+]; (low cal eating plan, 


McCrory et al., 1999 


No behaviour change coding possible. 


2.3 Four out of 5 US based RCTs addressing diet and physical 


activity postpartum found a significant reduction in total weight 


among women across the BMI spectrum in the intervention group 


compared to control (Leermakers et al. 1998 [+]; Lovelady et 


al., 2006 [+]; McCrory et al., 1999 [+]; O'Toole et al., 2003 [-]). 


Only one US based RCT found that total weight was not 


significantly lower in the intervention group compared to control 


(Dewey et al. 1994 [+]). Results did not appear to vary based on 


the start dates of intervention or the length of follow up. 


Leermakers et al. 1998 


BCT10 Self-monitoring of behaviour 


BCT29 Graded tasks 


BCT11 Self-monitoring of outcomes 


BCT61 Problem solving 


BCT36 Instructions on how to perform a 


behaviour 


BCT62 Goal setting (behaviour) 


BCT63 Goal setting (outcome) 



http://www.rcog.org.uk/womens-health/clinical-guidance/exercise-pregnancy

http://publications.nice.org.uk/weight-management-before-during-and-after-pregnancy-ph27/recommendations#ftn.footnote_6

http://publications.nice.org.uk/weight-management-before-during-and-after-pregnancy-ph27/recommendations#ftn.footnote_6

http://publications.nice.org.uk/weight-management-before-during-and-after-pregnancy-ph27/recommendations#footnote_6

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH11
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Relevant recommendation (1,2,4) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


instructed by grad assistants to meet food 


pyramid recommendations, behaviour strategies 


and problem solving discussed at individual 


weekly session. Six low fat low cal meals given to 


assist compliance. PA compliance monitoring, 


weighed by researcher. 


 


O'Toole et al., 2003 [-]). Structured vs. Self-


directed program. Structured = specific 


Individualised diet and exercise program, diet 


and PA diaries, cooking demonstrations, 


nutritional education and motivation. Group 


educational sessions, calorie intake and 


expenditure through PA goals set. Self-directed 


(education session, goals, recommended levels. 


 


Dewey et al. 1994 [+]).(exercise sessions with 


target heart rates to be achieved, graded task of 


increasing intensity up to goal of 45 mins at 


target heart rate, self-monitoring of diet, heart 


monitoring. 


 


BCT23 Behavioural practice/rehearsal 


BCT84 Demonstration of the behaviour 


 


Lovelady et al., 2006. 


Not specific enough for BCT coding but fit under 


BCT Cluster 11 “Goals and Planning” 


 


O’Toole et al., 2003 


BCT64 Action planning 


BCT11 Self-monitoring of outcome 


BCT62 Goal setting (behaviour) 


BCT84 Demonstration of the behaviour 


 


Dewey et al. 1994  


BCT29 Graded tasks 


BCT63 Goal setting (outcome) 


BCT10 Self-monitoring of behaviour 


BCT11 Self-monitoring of outcomes 


2.6 In line with their results for weight loss, three RCTs from the 


USA found that intervention focusing on diet and exercise 


resulted in decreased calorie intake (Leermakers et al. 1998 [+]; 


Lovelady et al., 2006 [+]; O'Toole et al., 2003 [-]) and decreased 


consumption of unhealthy foods (Lovelady et al., 2006 [+]). Of 


these studies, one also found significant increase in energy 


expenditure between exercise groups (O'Toole et al., 2003 [-]) 


whereas another (Leermakers et al. 1998 [+]) found no 


significant difference in total energy expenditure between 


groups. Lovelady et al., 2006 [+]) did not report results for 


physical activity. 


See coding above for Leermakers et al. 1998; 


Lovelady et al., 2006; O'Toole et al., 2003 coding 


above. 


2.12 The evidence suggests weight management interventions 


addressing diet and physical activity had little or no adverse 


effects on breastfeeding outcomes, including milk volume, 


infant intake and weight, time and frequency feeding (Dewey et 


al. 1994 [+]; McCrory et al., 1999 [+]). Milk protein was observed 


to decrease in one short US based trial (McCrory et al., 1999 


[+]). Overweight women had higher milk energy outputs, and 


leaner women saw a decrease in milk energy output (McCrory et 


al. 1999). 


See coding above for Dewey et al. 1994 [+]; 


McCrory et al., 1999 [+] 


2.13 The one high quality trial which examined correlations 


between monitoring and weight loss (Leermakers et al. 1998 


[+])found that there was a significant correlation between 


number of self-monitoring records returned and weight loss 


(r=0.50, P<0.005). However, homework completion or telephone 


contact with research staff was not significantly correlated with 


See coding above for Leermakers et al. 1998 
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Relevant recommendation (1,2,4) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


weight loss. Women enrolled in this trial had an above average 


BMI bordering on obese classification at start of the 


intervention. None of the included studies considered the 


effectiveness of monitoring alone. 
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PH38 Preventing type 2 diabetes - risk identification and interventions for individuals at high risk (2012) 


 


The recommendations focus on two major activities: 


 


● Identifying people at risk of developing type 2 diabetes using a staged (or stepped) approach. This involves a validated risk-assessment score and a blood test – either the fasting blood glucose or the HbA1c test to confirm high risk. 


● Providing those at high risk with a quality-assured, evidence-based, intensive lifestyle-change programme to prevent or delay the onset of type 2 diabetes.  


 


Relevant recommendations relating to the second activity have been extracted below. The recommendations aim to help adults who are at high risk of developing type 2 diabetes. When a particular at-risk group is being targeted, this is cited in the 


recommendation. 


 


Four evidence reviews informed this guidance. The four reviews are:  


● Review 1: 'Preventing the progression of pre-diabetes to type 2 diabetes in adults. Identification and risk assessment of adults with pre-diabetes' 


● Review 2: 'Prevention of type 2 diabetes: systematic review and meta-analysis of lifestyle, pharmacological and surgical interventions' 


● Review 3: 'Prevention of type 2 diabetes: reviewing mechanisms of successful interventions and translation of major trial evidence to practice' 


● Review 4: Prevention of type 2 diabetes: views, barriers and facilitators that may affect the implementation and effectiveness of interventions' 


 


Expert papers: 


● Expert Paper 1: NHS Health Check programme - Heather White 


● Expert Paper 2: implementing diabetes prevention programmes -  Jaakko Tuomilehto 


● Expert Paper 3: community-based diabetes prevention - Melanie Davies 


● Expert Paper 4: community-based diabetes prevention-PREPARE - Tom Yates 


● Expert Paper 5: translation of trial evidence into practice across Europe - Peter Schwarz 


● Expert Paper 6: preventing the progression from type 2 pre-diabetes – Simon Griffin 


● Expert Paper 7: translating established science to sustainable national programs - Ann Albright 


● Expert Paper 8: supporting lifestyle change for adults at risk - Colin Greaves 


 


Key evidence: 


Expert Paper 8: Supporting change in diet and physical activity behaviour for adults at risk of type 2 diabetes: A systematic review of reviews Colin Greaves, Kate Sheppard, Charles Abraham, Wendy Hardeman, Michael Roden, IMAGE Study Group, Peter  


Schwarz. 


 


Key definitions used in the guidance. 


 


DPP/DPS 


US based Diabetes Prevention Program (DPP) or the Finnish based Diabetes Prevention Study (DPS) protocols. 


 


Brief advice 


Typically, for diabetes prevention, brief advice might consist of a 5–15 minute consultation. The aim is to help someone make an informed choice about whether to make lifestyle changes to reduce their risk of diabetes. The discussion covers what that 


might involve and why it would be beneficial. Practitioners may provide written information in a range of formats and languages about the benefits and, if the person is interested in making changes, may discuss how these can be achieved and sustained in 


the long term.  


 


Brief interventions 


“Brief interventions for diabetes prevention can be delivered by GPs, nurses, healthcare assistants and professionals in primary healthcare and the community. They may be delivered in groups or on a one-to-one basis. They aim to improve someone's diet 


and help them to be more physically active. A patient-centred or 'shared decision-making' communication style is adopted to encourage people to make choices and have a sense of 'ownership' of their lifestyle goals and individual action plans Providers of 


brief interventions should be trained in the use of evidence-based behaviour-change techniques for supporting weight loss through lifestyle change.” 


 



http://www.nice.org.uk/_gs/link/?id=885A5DB4-19B9-E0B5-D46C8288CF971437

http://www.nice.org.uk/_gs/link/?id=885AC1E1-19B9-E0B5-D43F8EC7B0E79682

http://www.nice.org.uk/_gs/link/?id=885AFBB7-19B9-E0B5-D4E24D2B1640998F

http://www.nice.org.uk/_gs/link/?id=885B304E-19B9-E0B5-D46C6461875240A0

http://www.nice.org.uk/_gs/link/?id=885BF7BE-19B9-E0B5-D45E9E4FCC84A782

http://www.nice.org.uk/_gs/link/?id=885C4058-19B9-E0B5-D45DC550294B55E1

http://www.nice.org.uk/_gs/link/?id=885C9C58-19B9-E0B5-D43AB9FB7C51E7A9

http://www.nice.org.uk/_gs/link/?id=885CD39E-19B9-E0B5-D4D56F54AA3E828C

http://www.nice.org.uk/_gs/link/?id=885D21A6-19B9-E0B5-D42F060B903CF6B2

http://www.nice.org.uk/_gs/link/?id=885D5CF3-19B9-E0B5-D478C8ED6F6909EC

http://www.nice.org.uk/_gs/link/?id=885DBF0D-19B9-E0B5-D48996906DA16B2F

http://www.nice.org.uk/_gs/link/?id=885E042C-19B9-E0B5-D461E8BD2E609E38
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This public health guidance document and underlying evidence review contributed to evidence statement 8, 10, 11, 12 and 14 in Review 1. 


 


Relevant recommendation (5,6,8,9,11-14) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


R5 for people at low risk (that is, those who have a low or intermediate 


risk score), tell the person that they are currently at low risk, which does 


not mean they are not at risk – or that their risk will not increase in the 


future. Offer them brief advice.  


As part of brief advice: 


● Discuss their risk factors and how they could improve their lifestyle 


to reduce overall risk.  


● Offer encouragement and reassurance.  


● Offer verbal and written information about culturally appropriate 


local services and facilities that could help them change their 


lifestyle. Examples could include information or support to: improve 


their diet (including details of any local markets offering cheap fruit 


and vegetables); increase their physical activity and reduce the 


amount of time spent being sedentary (including details about 


walking or other local physical activity groups and low-cost 


recreation facilities). The information should be provided in a range 


of formats and languages 


 


For people with a moderate risk (a high risk score, but with a fasting 


plasma glucose less than 5.5 mmol/l or HbA1c of less than 42 mmol/mol 


[6.0%]): 


● Tell the person that they are currently at moderate risk, and their 


risks could increase in the future. Explain that it is possible to reduce 


the risk. Briefly discuss their particular risk factors, identify which 


ones can be modified and discuss how they can achieve this by 


changing their lifestyle.  


● Offer them a brief intervention to help them change their lifestyle: 


give information about services that use evidence-based behaviour-


change techniques that could help them change, bearing in mind 


their risk profile. Services cited could include walking programmes, 


slimming clubs or structured weight-loss programmes. (See 


recommendations 11–14.) 


● Discuss whether they would like to join a structured weight-loss 


programme. Explain that this would involve an individual assessment 


and tailored advice about diet, physical activity and behaviour 


change. Let them know which local programmes offer this support – 


and where to find them. 


 


For people confirmed as being at high risk (a high risk score and fasting 


Evidence statement 2.1 Lifestyle interventions 


A meta-analysis of hazard ratios (HR) shows that lifestyle interventions (pooled HR 


0.51, 95% CI 0.43–0.62) can reduce the progress to diabetes for people with IGT 


(impaired glucose tolerance). Each type of lifestyle intervention, whether diet (HR 


0.67, 95% CI 0.49–0.92), exercise (0.53 95% CI 0.34–0.83), or a combination of diet and 


exercise (HR 0.47 95% CI 0.37–0.59) had a beneficial effect, although a combination of 


diet and exercise appeared to have more effect than either diet or exercise alone. 


 


The HR for diet-only interventions was based on three studies, one (+) UK1, one (++) 


Chinese2 and one (-) Australian3. The hazard ratio for exercise-only intervention was 


based on one (++) Chinese study2. The hazard ratio for the diet combined with 


exercise intervention was based on nine studies, one study in each of the following 


countries, UK4 (++), Japan5 (++), China6 (-), India7 (++), Netherlands8 (++), Finland9 


(++), Sweden10 (++) and two US studies, (one [++]11 and one [+]12). 


Included in the meta-analysis, 


see Table 3 of Evidence Review 2 


for intervention details: 


1Jarrett et al. 1979  


2 Pan et al. 1997  


3Wein et al. 1999  


4 Penn et al. 2009  


5 Kosaka et al. 2005  


6 Li et al. 2008  


7 Ramachandran et al. 2006 


(Lifestyle modification +/- drug) 


8 Roumen et al. 2008. 


9 Lindstrom et al. 2006. 


10 Lindahl et al. 2009  


11 Diabetes Prevention Program 


Research Group 2009 (lifestyle vs. 


drug vs. placebo) 


12 Liao et al. 2002 


1Jarrett et al. 1979 (Intervention Function 1 


Education, BCT4 Pharmacological support) 
2 Pan et al. 1997 (Intervention Function 1 Education, 


BCT29 Graded tasks) 
3Wein et al. 1999 (BCT3 Social support (unspecified)) 
4 Penn et al. 2009 (no code) 
5 Kosaka et al. 2005 (Intervention Function 1 


Education) 
6 Li et al. 2008  (no code) 
7 Ramachandran et al. 2006 (Lifestyle modification 


+/- drug BCT4 Pharmacological support) 
8 Roumen et al. 2008.( Intervention Function 1 


Education) 
9 Lindstrom et al. 2006.( BCT63 Goal setting 


(outcome), counselling  Intervention Function 1 


Education, Intervention Function 2 Persuasion) 
10 Lindahl et al. 2009 (BCT23 Behavioural 


practice/rehearsal) 
11 Diabetes Prevention Program Research Group 2009 


(lifestyle vs. drug vs. placebo BCT4 Pharmacological 


support) 
12 Liao et al. 2002 (Training and dietary prescription 


Intervention Function 5 Training) 


2.5 South Asian populations 


For populations comprising of south Asian individuals (Asian Indian, Chinese, Japanese 


and Japanese Americans), both a diet combined with exercise intervention and oral 


diabetes drug interventions have an effect on the progression from IGT (impaired 


glucose tolerance) to diabetes. The diet and exercise lifestyle intervention seems to 


have more effect on the progression from IGT (impaired glucose tolerance) to diabetes 


(overall pooled effect of 0.58, 95% CI 0.47–0.73), than pharmacological interventions 


(overall pooled effect of 0.72, 95% CI 0.52–0.99).  


 


The hazard ratio for diet combined with exercise intervention was based on five 


studies in the following countries: US1 (+), Japan2 (++), India3 (++) and China (one 


[++]4; and one[-]5).  


 


For oral diabetes drugs, the hazard ratio was based on four studies in the following 


countries: Japan6 (++), India7 (++) and China8, 9 (both [++]). 


1 Liao et al. 2002 


2 Kosaka et al. 2005 


3 Ramachandran et al. 2006 


4 Li et al. 1997 


5 Li et al. 2008 


6 Kawamori et al. 2009  


7 Ramachandran et al. 2009  


8 Li et al. 1999  


9 Pan et al. 2003  


 


1 Liao et al. 2002. (Intervention Function 5 Training) 
2 Kosaka et al. 2005. (Intervention Function 1 


Education) 
3 Ramachandran et al. 2006. (advice +/- drug 


Intervention Function 1 Education +/- BCT4 


Pharmacological support) 
4 Li et al. 1997.(not in evidence table) 
5 Li et al. 2008. (No behaviour change coding 


possible) 
6 Kawamori et al. 2009 (BCT4 Pharmacological 


support) 
7 Ramachandran et al. 2009 (Lifestyle modification 


+/- drug BCT4 Pharmacological support) 
8 Li et al. 1999 (BCT4 Pharmacological support) 
9 Pan et al. 2003 (BCT4 Pharmacological support) 


 



http://publications.nice.org.uk/preventing-type-2-diabetes-risk-identification-and-interventions-for-individuals-at-high-risk-ph38/glossary#brief-advice

http://publications.nice.org.uk/preventing-type-2-diabetes-risk-identification-and-interventions-for-individuals-at-high-risk-ph38/glossary#brief-intervention

http://publications.nice.org.uk/preventing-type-2-diabetes-risk-identification-and-interventions-for-individuals-at-high-risk-ph38/glossary#weight-loss-programmes

http://publications.nice.org.uk/preventing-type-2-diabetes-risk-identification-and-interventions-for-individuals-at-high-risk-ph38/recommendations#recommendation-11-raising-awareness-of-the-importance-of-physical-activity
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Relevant recommendation (5,6,8,9,11-14) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


plasma glucose of 5.5–6.9 mmol/l or HbA1c of 42–47 mmol/mol [6.0–6.4%]): 


● Tell the person they are currently at high risk but that this does not 


necessarily mean they will progress to type 2 diabetes. Explain that 


the risk can be reduced. Briefly discuss their particular risk factors, 


identify which ones can be modified and discuss how they can 


achieve this by changing their lifestyle.  


● Offer them a referral to a local, evidence-based, quality-assured 


intensive lifestyle-change programme(see recommendations 8, 9 and 


10). In addition, give them details of where to obtain independent 


advice from health professionals.  


 


For people with possible type 2 diabetes(fasting plasma glucose of, 7.0 


mmol/l or above, or HbA1c of 48 mmol/mol [6.5%] or above, but no 


symptoms of type 2 diabetes): 


● Carry out a second blood test. If type 2 diabetes is confirmed, treat 


this in accordance with NICE guidance on type 2 diabetes. Ensure 


blood testing conforms to national quality specifications.  


● If type 2 diabetes is not confirmed, offer them a referral to a local, 


quality-assured, intensive lifestyle-change programme (see 


recommendations 8, 9 and 10).  


 


Evidence statements 2.1, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8, 2.9, 2.10, 4.5, 4.9, 4.10, 


4.11, 4.12, 4.13, 4.15, 4.16, 4.17; Additional evidence: expert paper 2, 


expert paper 7 


R6 Reassessing Risk 


… 


● At least once a year, review the lifestyle changes people at high risk 


have made. Use the review to help reinforce their dietary and 


physical activity goals, as well as checking their risk factors. The 


review could also provide an opportunity to help people 'restart', if 


lifestyle changes have not been maintained. 


 


Evidence statements 4.4, 4.17, 4.18; Additional evidence: cost-


effectiveness review 


Evidence statement 2.6 Reduction in BMI 


In the short term (2 to 5 years), both lifestyle intervention and pharmacological 


interventions, showed a greater reduction in BMI than control groups. Lifestyle 


interventions (range -1.3 to +0.8) had a smaller range effect on BMI than 


pharmacological interventions (range -1.6 to +1.4). 


 


The changes in BMI in the diet intervention are based on one Australian study (-)1 and 


the diet combined with lifestyle interventions are based on four studies: US2 (+), 


Finland3 (++), Netherlands4 (++) and Sweden5 (++). The changes in BMI in 


pharmacological studies are based on four studies: China6 (++), India7 (++), US8 (+) and 


Finland9 (++). 


1 Wein et al. 1999 


2 Liao et al. 2002  


3 Lindstrom et al. 2003 (DPS 


Study) 


4 Roumen et al. 2008  


5 Lindahl et al. 2009  


6 Li et al. 1999  


7 Ramachandran et al. 2009. 


(Lifestyle modification +/- drug) 


8 DeFronzo et al. 2011  


9 Eriksson et al. 2006  


 


1 Wein et al. 1999 (BCT3 Social support (unspecified)) 


2 Liao et al. 2002 (Intervention Function 5 Training) 


3 Lindstrom et al. 2003 (DPS Study – BCT63 Goal 


setting (outcome)) 


4 Roumen et al. 2008 (Intervention Function 1 


Education) 


5 Lindahl et al. 2009 (BCT23 Behavioural 


practice/rehearsal) 


6 Li et al. 1999 (BCT4 Pharmacological support) 


7 Ramachandran et al. 2009. (Lifestyle modification 


+/- drug BCT4 Pharmacological support) 


8 DeFronzo et al. 2011 (BCT4 Pharmacological 


support) 


9 Eriksson et al. 2006 (BCT4 Pharmacological support) 


Evidence statement 2.7 Weight change 


In the short term (2 to 5 years), both lifestyle intervention and pharmacological 


interventions showed a greater weight change than control groups. Lifestyle 


interventions appear to have a greater weight change (range -5.6 kg to +0.16 kg) than 


pharmacological interventions (range -2.9 kg to +3.8 kg). 


The changes in weight in lifestyle interventions were based on seven studies: Sweden1 


(++), Netherlands2 (++), Japan3 (++), US (one [++]4and one [+]5) and Finland (both 


[++]6, 7). 


The changes in weight in pharmacological interventions were based on nine studies: 


two multi-country studies (both [++])8, 9, Canada/Europe10 (++), US/Europe11 (++), two 


US studies (one [++]4 and one [+]12), Sweden13 (++), India14 (++) and China15 (++). 


Maintenance of the weight loss was mentioned briefly by three studies, with one (++) 


Finnish study6, saying weight maintenance was satisfactory and two studies – one (++) 


Japanese3 and one (++) Netherlands2 saying weight decreased after 1 year but 


increased slightly afterwards. 


1 Lindhal et al. 2009 


2 Roumen et al. 2008 


3 Kosaka et al. 2005 


4 Knowler et al. 2002.(Diabetes 


Prevention Program Research 


Group vs. lifestyle intervention) 


5 Liao et al. 2002.  


6 Lindstrom et al. 2003. (DPS 


Study) 


7 Lindstrom et al. 2006 


8 NAVIGATOR Study Groupa 2010 


9 NAVIGATOR Study Groupb 2010 


10 Chiasson et al. 2002  


11 Heymsfield et al. 2000  


12 DeFronzo et al. 2011 


13 Torgerson et al. 2004 (lifestyle 


plus drug) 


14 Ramachandran et al. 2009. 


(Lifestyle modification +/- drug) 


15 Pan et al. 2003 


1 Lindhal et al. 2009. (BCT23 Behavioural 


practice/rehearsal) 


2 Roumen et al. 2008. (Intervention Function 1 


Education) 


3 Kosaka et al. 2005. (Intervention Function 1 


Education) 


4 Knowler et al. 2002.(Diabetes Prevention Program 


Research Group BCT4 Pharmacological support vs. 


lifestyle intervention) 


5 Liao et al. 2002. (Intervention Function 5 Training) 


6 Lindstrom et al. 2003. (DPS Study – BCT63 Goal 


setting (outcome)) 


7 Lindstrom et al. 2006.( BCT63 Goal setting 


(outcome), BCT35 Body changes) 


8 NAVIGATOR Study Groupa 2010(BCT4 


Pharmacological support) 


9 NAVIGATOR Study Groupb 2010.( BCT4 


Pharmacological support) 


10 Chiasson et al. 2002 (BCT4 Pharmacological 


support) 


11 Heymsfield et al. 2000 (BCT4 Pharmacological 


support) 


12 DeFronzo et al. 2011. (BCT4 Pharmacological 


support) 


13 Torgerson et al. 2004 (lifestyle+BCT4 


Pharmacological support) 


14 Ramachandran et al. 2009. (Lifestyle modification 


+/- drug BCT4 Pharmacological support) 


15 Pan et al. 2003. (BCT4 Pharmacological support) 



http://publications.nice.org.uk/preventing-type-2-diabetes-risk-identification-and-interventions-for-individuals-at-high-risk-ph38/recommendations#recommendation-8-quality-assured-intensive-lifestyle-change-programmes-design-and-delivery

http://publications.nice.org.uk/preventing-type-2-diabetes-risk-identification-and-interventions-for-individuals-at-high-risk-ph38/recommendations#recommendation-9-quality-assured-intensive-lifestyle-change-programmes-content

http://publications.nice.org.uk/preventing-type-2-diabetes-risk-identification-and-interventions-for-individuals-at-high-risk-ph38/recommendations#recommendation-10-quality-assured-intensive-lifestyle-change-programmes-evaluation

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/cg87/

http://publications.nice.org.uk/preventing-type-2-diabetes-risk-identification-and-interventions-for-individuals-at-high-risk-ph38/recommendations#recommendation-8-quality-assured-intensive-lifestyle-change-programmes-design-and-delivery

http://publications.nice.org.uk/preventing-type-2-diabetes-risk-identification-and-interventions-for-individuals-at-high-risk-ph38/recommendations#recommendation-9-quality-assured-intensive-lifestyle-change-programmes-content

http://publications.nice.org.uk/preventing-type-2-diabetes-risk-identification-and-interventions-for-individuals-at-high-risk-ph38/recommendations#recommendation-10-quality-assured-intensive-lifestyle-change-programmes-evaluation
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Relevant recommendation (5,6,8,9,11-14) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


2.8 Evidence statement 2.8 Change in blood pressure 


In the short term (2 to 5 years), both lifestyle and pharmacological interventions 


showed a slightly greater reduction in systolic blood pressure (a range of -10.0 to 


4.4 mmHg, compared to a range of -4.3 to 5.5 mmHg) and diastolic blood pressure 


than control groups (a range of -6.2 to 2.0 mmHg, compared to a range of -4.0 to 


3.6 mmHg). In the long term, based on one study with a 20-year follow-up, the diet 


and exercise intervention had a slightly smaller increase in systolic blood pressure 


than the control group (11 mmHg and 13 mmHg respectively) as well as having a 


slightly greater reduction in diastolic blood pressure than the control group (-7 mmHg 


and -5 mmHg respectively). However, this follow-up is vastly different to the other 


studies in this review, and with a 20-year follow-up many of these participants would 


be well into their 60s and therefore a rise in blood pressure would naturally be 


expected. The changes in blood pressure in lifestyle interventions were based on 


three studies, one (++) Swedish1, one (-) Chinese2 and one (++) study from the 


Netherlands3. The changes in blood pressure in pharmacological interventions were 


based on seven studies: Finland4 (++), Sweden5 (++), India6 (++), US7 (+), two from 


China (both [++])8, 9 and two multi-country studies (both [++])10, 11. 


1 Lindahl et al. 2009. 


2 Li et al. 2008. 


3 Roumen et al. 2008. 


4 Eriksson et al. 2006. 


5 Torgerson et al. 2004 


6 Ramachandran et al. 2009. 


7 DeFronzo et al. 2011. 


8 Li et al. 1999. 


9 Pan et al. 2003. 


10 NAVIGATOR Study Groupb 


2010. 


11 NAVIGATOR Study Groupa 


2010. 


 


1 Lindhal et al. 2009. (BCT23 Behavioural 


practice/rehearsal) 


2 Li et al. 2008. (No behaviour change coding 


possible.) 


3 Roumen et al. 2008. (Intervention Function 1 


Education) 


4 Eriksson et al. 2006 (BCT4 Pharmacological support) 


5 Torgerson et al. 2004 (lifestyle+BCT4 


Pharmacological support) 


6 Ramachandran et al. 2009. (Lifestyle modification 


+/- drug BCT4 Pharmacological support) 


7 DeFronzo et al. 2011 (BCT4 Pharmacological 


support) 


8 Li et al. 1999 (BCT4 Pharmacological support) 


9 Pan et al. 2003. (BCT4 Pharmacological support) 


10 NAVIGATOR Study Groupb 2010 (BCT4 


11 NAVIGATOR Study Groupa 2010 (BCT4 


Pharmacological support) 


Evidence statement 2.9 Change in blood glucose 


In the short term (2 to 6 years), both lifestyle and pharmacological interventions 


tended to show a slightly greater reduction in fasting blood glucose and 2-hour glucose 


than control groups. In the long term, based on one study with a 20-year follow-up, 


the diet and exercise intervention had a slightly smaller increase in both fasting blood 


glucose and 2-hour glucose than the control group.  


 


For diet only and exercise only interventions, these were based on one (++) Chinese 


study1. The diet combined with exercise intervention was based on five studies: 


Netherlands2 (++), Sweden3 (++), Finland4 (++) and China (one [-]5 and one [++]6). The 


pharmacological interventions were based on six studies: US7 (+), Sweden8 (++), 


Finland9 (++), China10 (++), India11 (++) and one multi country study12 (++). 


 


1 Pan et al. 1997. 


2 Roumen et al. 2008. 


3 Lindahl et al. 2009. 


4 Lindstrom et al. 2003. 


5 Li et al. 2008. 


6 Pan et al. 1997. 


7 DeFronzo et al. 2011. 


8 Torgerson et al. 2004. 


9 Eriksson et al. 2006. 


10 Li et al. 1999. 


11 Ramachandran et al. 2009. 


12 NAVIGATOR Study Groupb 


2010. 


 


Coded above. 


Evidence statement 2.10 Change in waist circumference 


Both lifestyle and pharmacological interventions tended to show a slightly greater 


reduction in waist circumference than control groups.  


 


The diet combined with exercise intervention was based on four studies: Netherlands1 


(++), Sweden2 (++), Finland3 (++) and India4 (++). The pharmacological interventions 


were based on one (++) study from Sweden5. 


1 Roumen et al. 2008.  


2 Lindahl et al. 2009. 


3 Lindstrom et al. 2003. 


4 Ramachandran et al. 2006. 


5 Torgerson et al. 2004 


 


Coded above 


4.5 Perceived risk and seriousness of type 2 diabetes and engagement with 


prevention activities 


Evidence from two (both [+]) interview studies – one conducted in the UK and one in 


the Netherlands, suggests that service-user engagement with risk-assessment 


programmes is negatively affected by low perceived personal risk of type 2 diabetes as 


1 Eborall et al. 2007. 


2 Adriannse et al. 2001. 


 


No behaviour change coding possible. 
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Relevant recommendation (5,6,8,9,11-14) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


well as the low perceived seriousness of the condition. 


4.9 Habitual activities  


There is evidence that existing habitual practices are difficult for service users to 


change from two (++) surveys 1, 2 and one (+) focus group study3 conducted in Sweden, 


Finland and the US respectively. 


1 Brekke et al. 2004.  


2 Korkinkanga et al. 2011. 


3 Satterfield et al. 2003. 


 


No behaviour change coding possible. 


4.10 Lack of time and other commitments 


There was evidence that making lifestyle changes was hindered by other daily 


commitments and priorities from one survey study (+), one interview study (++) and 


one focus group study (+) conducted in Australia, UK and US respectively. 


1 Satterfield et al. 2003.  


2 Penn et al. 2008.  


3 Hume et al. 2010.  


 


No behaviour change coding possible. 


4.11 Health Beliefs 


There was evidence that some health beliefs can hinder healthy lifestyle change from 


four (three [++] and one [+]) interview studies, three conducted in the UK and one in 


Finland. 


1 Eborall et al. 2007. 


2 Troughton et al. 2008.  


3 Jallinoja et al. 2007. 


4 Penn et al. 2008. 


 


No behaviour change coding possible. 


4.12 Lack of information and advice  


Evidence from two interview studies [++] and one focus group study [+] identified lack 


of optimum advice and information as barriers to lifestyle change.  


 


Satterfield et al. (2003 + US)  


Troughton et al. (2008 ++ UK)   


Penn et al. (2008 ++ UK)  


 


Inference derived from the evidence for info and 


advice (Intervention Function 1 Education). 


4.13 Not applicable – environmental factors providing barriers to lifestyle change Not applicable Not applicable 


4.15 Positive impact of behaviour change 


There was evidence for the positive effects of behaviour change on wellbeing in one 


interview study and one survey study (both [++]) conducted in the UK and Finland 


respectively. 


1 Penn et al. 2008.  


2 Korkinkanga et al. 2011. 


 


No behaviour change coding possible. 


4.16 Social Support 


There was evidence that family and social support was a facilitator in carrying out 


behaviour change from one (++) interview study1, two focus group studies (one [++] 


and one [+]) and one (++) survey study4,one conducted in the UK, two in Finland and 


one in US. 


1 Penn et al. 2008.  


2 Jallinoja et al. 2007.  


3 Satterfield et al. 2003. 


4 Korkinkanga et al. 2011. 


 


BCT Cluster 1 “Social Support” 


4.17 Information and support from professionals. There was evidence that health 


information and support could facilitate healthy lifestyle changes from two (both [++]) 


interview studies1, 2 and one (++) focus group study3. Two were conducted in the UK 


and one in Finland. Interviews in the UK found that professional support was 


appreciated and was helpful in keeping to plans. Motivational interviewing, a style of 


counselling that encourages behaviour change, was particularly appreciated. They also 


found that attention to the optimal timing of information-giving allowed gradual 


absorption of change and therefore was a facilitator in allowing adjustment to 


changes1 


Jallinoja et al. (2007 ++; Finland) reported that focus group participants found check-


up visits helpful in maintaining new behaviours. The prospect of undergoing formal 


measurements was a motivator to increase efforts. Similarly, interviewees in the study 


reported that having repeat tests was reassuring in term of maintaining efforts to 


change behaviour. 


1 Penn et al. 2008.  


2 Troughton et al. 2008.  


3 Jallinoja et al. 2007. 


 


Intervention Function 1 Education 


BCT3 Social support (unspecified) 
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Relevant recommendation (5,6,8,9,11-14) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


Expert paper 2 “Implementing type 2 diabetes prevention programmes” [slide set and 


text document] 


 


 


Not applicable Not applicable – about program implementation 


Expert paper 7 “rolling out the U.S. National Diabetes Prevention program” [slide set] 


 


“National and international randomized trials, [5] including the U.S. Diabetes 


Prevention Program (DPP)[6], have established that in persons with prediabetes HALF 


of new cases of type 2 diabetes can be avoided by structured lifestyle intervention 


programs.” 


Not applicable Not applicable – about program implementation 


4.4 Not applicable “strategies to facilitate risk assessment attendance”  Not applicable Not applicable – not about intervention effectiveness 


4.18 Autonomy and control 


There was evidence from one interview study [++] and one focus group study [++] that 


a sense of individual autonomy and control was a facilitator to behaviour change. 


Jallinoja et al. (2007 ++; Finland) identified increased autonomy and control over 


behaviour in focus group participants that were able to manage their weight. These 


individuals did not associate weight management with a battle in the same way as 


those who found it difficult to lose weight. They were able to motivate themselves 


and plan their own lifestyle without the aid of a clinician or advisor. Penn et al. (2008 


++; UK) also reported from interview findings that self-efficacy was an important 


factor in changing behaviour that was eventually incorporated into daily routines. 


Self-monitoring was a way of keeping to plans and allowing a balance between optimal 


and realistic goals. 


Qualitative 


Jallinoja et al. (2007 ++; Finland)  


Penn et al. (2008 ++; UK) 


No behaviour change coding possible. 


Cost-effectiveness  Not applicable Not applicable 


R8 Quality-assured, intensive lifestyle-change programmes: design and 


delivery 


Subset of bullets extracted: 


● Provide specially designed and quality-assured intensive lifestyle-


change programmes for groups of 10–15 people at high risk of 


developing type 2 diabetes. 


… 


● Ensure programmes adopt a person-centred, empathy-building 


approach. This includes finding ways to help participants make 


gradual changes by understanding their beliefs, needs and 


preferences. It also involves building their confidence and self-


efficacy over time.  


● Ensure programme components are delivered in a logical progression. 


For example: discussion of the risks and potential benefits of 


lifestyle change; exploration of someone's motivation to change; 


action planning; self-monitoring and self-regulation. 


… 


Not applicable 4.3 Practitioner perceptions of barriers and facilitators to intervention 


implementation  


Not applicable Not applicable 


 


Not applicable 4.5 Perceived risk and seriousness of type 2 diabetes and engagement 


with prevention activities  


Not applicable Not applicable 


Not applicable 4.14 Cost Not applicable Not applicable 


Expert paper 8 (not quality appraised) 


Evidence statement 4 “The relationship between using specific behaviour change 


techniques and effectiveness” [P7] is highly relevant. 


 


Evidence statement 4 Summary: Evidence was extracted from a range of causal and 


associative analyses in nine well-conducted systematic reviews. The evidence shows 


that a range of specific techniques (as described below) may increase levels of 


behaviour change and /or weight loss in interventions to support changes in diet and 


/or physical activity… 


 


See p7 http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/12163/57040/57040.pdf  


 


Supporting change in diet and 


physical activity behaviour for 


adults at risk of type 2 diabetes: 


A systematic review of reviews 


Colin Greaves, Kate Sheppard, 


Charles Abraham, Wendy 


Hardeman, Michael Roden, IMAGE 


Study Group, Peter  Schwarz 


 


http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemed


ia/live/12163/57040/57040.pdf  


 


Highly relevant – contains highly relevant evidence 


statements on behaviour change techniques that 


produce more effective interventions for weight loss 


using diet and or physical activity for people at risk 


of type II diabetes. 


 



http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/12163/57040/57040.pdf

http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/12163/57040/57040.pdf

http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/12163/57040/57040.pdf
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Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


● Offer follow-up sessions at regular intervals (for example, every 3 


months) for at least 2 years following the initial intervention period. 


The aim is to reinforce the positive behaviour change and to provide 


support, in case of relapse. Larger group sizes may be feasible for 


these maintenance sessions. 


 


Evidence statements 2.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, 4.3, 4.5, 4.7, 4.8, 


4.9, 4.10, 4.11, 4.12, 4.13, 4.14, 4.15, 4.16, 4.17, 4.18, 4.19; 


Additional evidence: expert paper 8 


Results section of abstract of the publication associated with this expert review: 


Of 3856 identified articles, 30 met the inclusion criteria and 129 analyses related 


intervention components to effectiveness. These included causal analyses (based on 


randomisation of participants to different intervention conditions) and associative 


analyses (e.g. meta-regression). Overall, interventions produced clinically meaningful 


weight loss (3-5 kg at 12 months; 2-3 kg at 36 months) and increased physical activity 


(30-60 mins/week of moderate activity at 12-18 months). Based on causal analyses, 


intervention effectiveness was increased by engaging social support, targeting 


both diet and physical activity, and using well-defined/established behaviour 


change techniques. Increased effectiveness was also associated with increased 


contact frequency and using a specific cluster of "self-regulatory" behaviour 


change techniques (e.g. goal-setting, self-monitoring). No clear relationships were 


found between effectiveness and intervention setting, delivery mode, study 


population or delivery provider. Evidence on long-term effectiveness suggested the 


need for greater consideration of behaviour maintenance strategies. 


Same citation also here: Greaves 


et al., BMC Public Health, 2011 


http://www.biomedcentral.com/


content/pdf/1471-2458-11-


119.pdf  


9 Quality-assured, intensive lifestyle-change programmes: content  


 


Intensive lifestyle-change programmes should offer ongoing tailored 


advice, support and encouragement to help people: 


● undertake a minimum of 150 minutes of 'moderate-intensity' physical 


activity per week 


● gradually lose weight to reach and maintain a BMI within the healthy 


range 


● increase their consumption of wholegrains, vegetables and other 


foods that are high in dietary fibre 


● reduce the total amount of fat in their diet 


● eat less saturated fat. 


 


Established behaviour-change techniques should be used (see NICE 


guidance on behaviour change), including at least all of the following: 


● Information provision: to raise awareness of the benefits of and 


types of lifestyle changes needed to achieve and maintain a healthy 


weight, building on what participants already know.  


● Exploration and reinforcement of participants' reasons for wanting to 


change and their confidence about making changes. This may include 


using motivational interviewing or similar techniques suitably 


adapted for use in groups.  


● Goal setting: prompting participants to set achievable and personally 


relevant short- and long-term goals (for example, to lose 5–10% of 


their weight in 1 year is a realistic initial target, or to be more 


physically active). 


● Action planning: prompting participants to produce action plans 


detailing what specific physical activity or eating behaviour they 


intend to change – and when, where and how this will happen. They 


Evidence statements 2.1, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8, 2.9, 2.10, 4.9, 4.10, 4.11, 4.12, 4.13, 4.16, 4.17,  expert paper 2 expert paper 7 


(see above)  


See ES3.8 below for behaviour change elements 


identified from successful interventions. 


3.1 Intervention setting Not applicable Not applicable 


3.2 Characteristics of those delivering interventions Not applicable Not applicable 


3.3 Mode of intervention delivery Not applicable Not applicable 


3.4 Frequency of contacts Not applicable  Not applicable 


3.5 Dietary interventions  [very relevant] 


There was evidence from four systematic reviews of randomised controlled trials 


(Baker et al. 2011++; Burnet et al. 2006 +; Waugh et al. 2010 ++; Paulweber et al. 


2010 ++) and two non-systematic reviews of a range of study types (Davies et al. 2004 


+; Roumen et al. 2009 -) for dietary components of lifestyle interventions for the 


prevention of type 2 diabetes. 


 


Baker et al. (2011++) assessed seven RCTs in which all participants were advised 


individually to modify their diet. All the interventions advised a reduction in fat (with 


four studies carried out in the US, Finland, China and Sweden) specifying a reduction 


to <20-30% of total energy intake, and six studies advised adjustment of portion 


control. Four studies (carried out in the US, India, Italy and Sweden) recommended an 


increase in fibre intake, and all seven studies advised increased fibre intake in the 


form of fruit and vegetables. Quality of the trials was assessed but not reported in 


detail; however the quality seems to be good since only trials that met threshold 


criteria were included in the review. 


 


Evidence from three systematic reviews of RCTs (Burnet et al. 2006 +; Waugh et al. 


2010 ++; Paulweber et al. 2010 ++) and one non-systematic review (Roumen 2009 - ) 


report similar detail from between five and nine diabetes prevention trials carried out 


in the US, Finland, China, Japan, Sweden, Australia, India, Netherlands and the UK 


regarding dietary aims to sustain a weight reduction of 5-7% when combined with 


physical activity goals. They include the consumption of 55% total energy intake as 


Baker et al. 2011++ 


Burnet et al. 2006 + 


Waugh et al. 2010 ++ 


Paulweber et al. 2010 ++ 


Davies et al. 2004 + 


Roumen et al. 2009 - 


See ES3.8 below for behaviour change elements 


identified from successful interventions. 



http://publications.nice.org.uk/preventing-type-2-diabetes-risk-identification-and-interventions-for-individuals-at-high-risk-ph38/glossary#behaviour-change

http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/pdf/1471-2458-11-119.pdf

http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/pdf/1471-2458-11-119.pdf

http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/pdf/1471-2458-11-119.pdf

http://publications.nice.org.uk/preventing-type-2-diabetes-risk-identification-and-interventions-for-individuals-at-high-risk-ph38/glossary#moderate-intensity-physical-activity

http://publications.nice.org.uk/preventing-type-2-diabetes-risk-identification-and-interventions-for-individuals-at-high-risk-ph38/glossary#moderate-intensity-physical-activity

http://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/PH6
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Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


should start with achievable and sustainable short-term goals and set 


graded tasks (starting with an easy task and gradually increasing the 


difficulty as they progress towards their goal). The aim is to move 


over time towards long-term, lifestyle change.  


● Coping plans and relapse prevention: prompting participants to 


identify and find ways to overcome barriers to making permanent 


changes to their exercise and eating habits. This could include the 


use of strategies such as impulse-control techniques (to improve 


management of food cravings).  


 


Participants should be encouraged to involve a family member, friend or 


carer who can offer emotional, information, planning or other practical 


support to help them make the necessary changes. For example, they may 


be able to join the participant in physical activities, help them to plan 


changes, make or accept changes to the family's diet or free up the 


participant's time so they can take part in preventive activities. (It may 


sometimes be appropriate to encourage the participant to get support 


from the whole family. 


 


Participants should be encouraged to use self-regulation techniques. This 


includes self-monitoring (for example, by weighing themselves, or 


measuring their waist circumference or both). They should also review 


their progress towards achieving their goals, identify and find ways to 


solve problems and then revise their goals and action plans, where 


necessary. The aim is to encourage them to learn from experience. 


 


Evidence statements 2.1, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8, 2.9, 2.10, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 


3.5, 3.6, 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, 3.13, 3.14, 3.15, 3.16, 3,17, 3.18, 3.19, 


3.20, 3.22, 3.23, 3.24, 3.25, 3.28, 3.29, 4.8, 4.9, 4.10, 4.11, 4.12, 


4.13, 4.14, 4.16, 4.17, 4.18; Additional evidence: expert paper 2, 


expert paper 3, expert paper 5, expert paper 7 


carbohydrates; fat 30% - 35% of total energy with saturated fat ≤ 10%; protein 10-15 % 


of total energy intake and fibre ≥ 15g per 1000kcal. Quality ratings are not available 


within the reviews. 


 


There was also evidence from epidemiological studies included in two reviews of a 


range of study types (Burnet et al. 2006 +; Walker et al. 2010 +) that a diet of fruits, 


vegetables, legumes, fish and whole grains was associated with a lower diabetes risk. 


 


Epidemiological evidence from one non-systematic review of a range of study types 


(Davies et al. 2004+) suggests that the frequency of fruit and vegetable intake was 


inversely associated with HbA1c levels in the UK based EPIC study and that in the US, 


an increased intake of whole grains was associated with decreased diabetes risk, 


though there was no clinical significance reported. Quality ratings were not reported 


for these studies. 


 


3.6 Physical activity interventions 


Evidence was obtained from two systematic reviews of randomised controlled trials 


(Baker et al. 2011++; Paulweber et al. 2010++) and one review of randomised and non-


randomised controlled trials (Yates et al. 2007 +). 


 


Baker et al. (2011++) and Paulweber et al. (2010 ++) provided evidence from five and 


seven RCTs respectively in which participants had been advised to increase their level 


of physical activity. All trials reviewed reported a reduction in incidence of type 2 


diabetes. The advice was to increase physical activity to a level of at least 150 


minutes per week at moderate intensity in trials carried out in US, Italy, and Sweden. 


Baker et al. (2011 ++) also report that up to 30-40 minutes of moderate activity (e.g. 


brisk walking) per day was advised in one trial carried out in Japan. The US based and 


Chinese trial allowed participants to reduce the volume of activity if it was carried out 


more vigorously. Resistance training was included in some US and Finnish based 


clinics. A Swedish trial included counselling on the importance of muscular 


strengthening twice a week. Supervised physical activity was included free of charge 2 


days per week in the US and Finnish trials. The Swedish trial included a residential 


component of 2.5 hours per day for one month. Quality of the trials was assessed but 


not reported in detail; however the quality seems to be good since only trials that met 


threshold criteria were included in the review. 


 


Evidence from one systematic review of randomised and non-randomised controlled 


trials (Yates et al. 2007 +) suggests that, from four included RCTs that assessed the 


reduction of type 2 diabetes incidence (carried out in US, China, Finland and Sweden), 


risk of diabetes was reduced by 42-63% compared to the control groups. Quality 


assessment was not reported on the studies. Issues that may have impacted on the 


findings include self-reporting of physical activity and use of physical activity 


questionnaires that lack validity.  


 


Baker et al. 2011++ 


Paulweber et al. 2010++ 


Yates et al. 2007 + 


See ES3.8 below for behaviour change elements 


identified from successful interventions. 
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Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


There is a lack of good quality evidence that assesses the effect of diet and physical 


activity alone in trials that have demonstrated reduction in type 2 diabetes incidence 


and / or weight reduction. Therefore, it is difficult to make inferences about the 


impact that any particular form, volume or intensity of physical activity may have on 


outcomes. 


 


3.8 Behavioural components  


There was evidence from four systematic reviews of randomised controlled trials 


(Baker et al. 2011++; Burnet et al. 2006 +; Norris et al. 2007 ++; Yuen et al. 2010 ++), 


for the use of behavioural strategies to enhance effectiveness of interventions. 


 


Baker et al. 2011++ […] suggest that information and advice alone is insufficient to 


bring about lifestyle change compared to theoretically-based detailed lifestyle 


interventions such as those used in the major diabetes prevention trials. These 


include: staging of information provision and tailoring programmes to individual 


needs; using multiple sessions to reinforce information; delivery to small groups or 


individuals; delivering written information as well as verbal advice; encouraging self-


monitoring; and logging of physical activity, diet and weight change.  


 


For dietary behaviour change, taking small steps and providing both observational and 


vicarious leaning opportunities as well as encouraging the identification of barriers 


and problem solving were reported as strategies used in prevention programmes that 


had achieved reduction in diabetes incidence. For physical activity, a prescriptive 


approach that gradually increased the frequency and volume of activity over time as 


well as providing observational and vicarious leaning opportunities and encouraging 


self-monitoring were suggested. Three of the successful trials also included direct 


supervision of physical activity. 


 


Norris et al. 2007 ++ and Yuen et al. 2010 ++ also assessed RCTs for prevention of 


diabetes (carried out in the US, UK, India, France, Finland, the Netherlands and 


Japan) and reported on the importance of gradually increasing volume and frequency 


of physical activity levels and of the importance of encouragement through direct 


supervision. Regular reinforcement of set goals was reported as an important Burnett 


et al. (2006 +) reported from three trials carried out in the US, Finland and Sweden 


that self-monitoring through the use of regular weighing, and recorded measurement 


of dietary input and physical activity increased self-efficacy and empowerment. 


Family was a key social support in prevention efforts. Trials carried out in the US, 


Finland, China and Sweden encouraged spouses, where appropriate, to co-participate 


in counselling sessions. Trials in the Norris and Yuen reviews were quality assessed and 


rated as generally having high risk for bias. 


Baker et al. 2011++ 


Burnet et al. 2006 + 


Norris et al. 2007 ++ 


Yuen et al. 2010 ++ 


BCT10 Self-Monitoring of behaviour 


BCT11 Self-monitoring of outcomes 


BCT29 Graded tasks 


BCT89 Vicarious consequences 


BCT61 Problem solving 


BCT64 Action planning 


BCT12 Monitoring of behaviour without feedback 


BCT Cluster 1 “Social Support” 


3.9 Characteristics of intervention recipients Not applicable Not applicable 


3.10 Strategies to encourage attendance / adherence Not applicable Not applicable 


3.11 Translational studies based on the DPP 


Modifications to the DPP interventions 


Kulzer et al. 2009 


Ackermann et al. 2008 


Not applicable - service implementation 
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There was strong evidence [++; +; -] for successful modifications of the DPP protocol.  


 


One randomised controlled trial (Kulzer et al. 2009 + Germany ), two pilot cluster 


randomised controlled trials (Ackermann et al. 2008 + US; Whittemore et al. 2009 ++ 


US), two matched pair and one controlled cohort study (Almeida et al. 2010 ++, US; 


Faridi et al. 2009 - US; McTigue et al. 2009a + US), four pre-test / post-test single 


group studies (Amundsen et al. 2009 +, US; Davis-Smith 2007 + US; Kramer 2009 + US; 


McTigue et al. 2009b + US; Seidal et al. 2008 + US), and one non-randomised 


controlled feasibility trial (Vadheim et al. 2010 + US) all adapted the DPP in a range of 


settings including primary care, YMCA facilities, and churches. Two studies (McTigue 


et al. 2009b + US; Vadheim 2010 + US) used technology such as the internet and video-


conferencing to access the target audience. 


Whittemore et al. 2009 


Almeida et al. 2010 


Faridi et al. 2009 


McTigue et al. 2009a 


Amundsen et al. 2009  


Davis-Smith 2007  


Kramer 2009  


McTigue et al. 2009b  


Seidal et al. 2008 


Vadheim et al. 2010 


3.13 Translational studies based on the DPP 


Changes in blood glucose levels There was mixed evidence [++;+] from one 


randomised controlled trial, two pilot cluster randomised controlled trials and two 


pre-test / post-test single group studies for reductions in blood glucose following 


interventions translated into community settings. 


Kulzer et al. 2009 + Germany 


Davis-Smith 2007 + US 


Ackermann et al. 2008 + US 


Whittemore et al. 2009 ++ US 


Seidal et al. 2008 + US 


Not applicable - service implementation 


3.14 Translational studies based on the DPP 


Weight change 


There was strong evidence [++; +] from 11 studies based on the DPP protocol for 


achievement of weight loss and weak evidence [-] from one non-randomised study of 


See evidence review 3 for full list 


of studies. 


Review 3: Prevention of type 2 


diabetes: reviewing mechanisms 


of successful interventions and 


translation of major trial 


evidence into practice 


Not applicable - service implementation 


3.15 Translational studies based on the DPP 


Changes to BMI 


There was strong evidence [++; +] from six studies based on the DPP for reduction in 


BMI following intervention and mixed evidence [-] from one non-randomised study. 


See evidence review 3 for full list 


of studies. 


Review 3: Prevention of type 2 


diabetes: reviewing mechanisms 


of successful interventions and 


translation of major trial 


evidence into practice 


Not applicable - service implementation 


3.16 Translational studies based on the DPP 


Changes in waist circumference 


Moderate evidence [+] exists from 3 studies for reduction in waist circumference 


following intervention. 


Kulzer et al. 2009 + Germany 


Kramer et al. 2009 +US 


Seidal et al. 2008 + US 


 


Not applicable - service implementation 


3.17 Translational studies based on the DPP 


Changes in achievement in goals  


There was strong evidence available [++; +] from five studies (Amundsen et al. 2009 + 


US; Faridi et al. 2009 - US; Kulzer et al. 2009 + Germany; Vadheim et al. 2010 + US; 


Whittemore et al. 2009 ++ US) for changes in achievement in goals following 


intervention.(physical activity and dietary goals) 


Amundsen et al. 2009 


Faridi et al. 2009  


Kulzer et al. 2009 


Vadheim et al. 2010  


Whittemore et al. 2009  


Not applicable - service implementation 


3.18 Translational studies based on the DPP  


Participation / Attendance / Adherence 


Not applicable Not applicable - service implementation 


3.19 Translational studies based on the DPP Seidal et al. 2008 Not applicable - service implementation 



http://www.nice.org.uk/_gs/link/?id=885AFBB7-19B9-E0B5-D4E24D2B1640998F

http://www.nice.org.uk/_gs/link/?id=885AFBB7-19B9-E0B5-D4E24D2B1640998F

http://www.nice.org.uk/_gs/link/?id=885AFBB7-19B9-E0B5-D4E24D2B1640998F

http://www.nice.org.uk/_gs/link/?id=885AFBB7-19B9-E0B5-D4E24D2B1640998F

http://www.nice.org.uk/_gs/link/?id=885AFBB7-19B9-E0B5-D4E24D2B1640998F

http://www.nice.org.uk/_gs/link/?id=885AFBB7-19B9-E0B5-D4E24D2B1640998F

http://www.nice.org.uk/_gs/link/?id=885AFBB7-19B9-E0B5-D4E24D2B1640998F

http://www.nice.org.uk/_gs/link/?id=885AFBB7-19B9-E0B5-D4E24D2B1640998F

http://www.nice.org.uk/_gs/link/?id=885AFBB7-19B9-E0B5-D4E24D2B1640998F

http://www.nice.org.uk/_gs/link/?id=885AFBB7-19B9-E0B5-D4E24D2B1640998F
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Relevant recommendation (5,6,8,9,11-14) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


Sustainability 


There was moderate evidence [+] from one pre-test / post-test single group study 


(Seidal et al. 2008 + US) that the achievement of a 5% - 7% weight reduction by 46.4% 


of the sample following the lifestyle intervention was sustained at 6 months follow up 


(66.7% achieved 5% weight reduction and 87.5% achieved 7% reduction 


3.20 Translational studies based on the DPS 


Modifications to the DPS interventions 


There was moderate evidence [+] for successful modifications of the DPS protocol. 


Absetz et al. 2009 + Finland; 


Laatikainen et al. 2007 + 


Australia; Saaristo et al. 2007 + 


Finland 


Not applicable - service implementation 


3.22 Translational studies based on the DPS 


Changes in blood glucose levels  


There was moderate evidence [+] from two pre-test / post-test studies for positive 


changes in blood glucose levels following intervention. 


Absetz et al. 2009 + Finland; 


Laatikainen et al. 2007 + 


Australia; Saaristo et al. (2010 + 


Finland) 


Not applicable - service implementation 


3.23 Translational studies based on the DPS Weight change  


There was moderate evidence [+] from 3 pre-test / post-test studies based on the DPS 


protocol for weight loss following translational interventions. However, none of these 


studies included a comparator. Mean weight was reduced in three studies (Absetz et 


al. 2009 + Finland; Laatikainen et al. 2007 + Australia; Saaristo et al. + 2007 Finland) 


at 12 months follow up. Two studies (Laatikainen et al. 2007 + Australia; Saaristo et 


al. + 2007 Finland) achieved a mean weight loss of 2.5 kg (95% CI, 1.85 to 3.19) and 


1.2 kg (p<0.0001) respectively. In one study (Absetz et al. 2009 + Finland) mean 


weight reduction of 0.8 kg at 12 months (p=0.002) was maintained at 3 years (1.0 kg; 


p=0.003). 


Not applicable Not applicable - service implementation 


3.24 Translational studies based on the DPS Changes to BMI  


Moderate evidence [+] exists from 3 pre-test / post-test studies based on the DPS 


protocol for reduction in BMI at 12 months following intervention. Mean BMI was 


reduced from baseline to 12 months follow up in three studies (Absetz et al. 2009 + 


Finland; Laatikainen et al. 2007 + Australia; Saaristo et al. 2007 + Finland), with 


reductions ranging from 0.3 kg/m2 to 0.93 kg/m2. At three years, a further reduction 


of 0.2 kg/m2 was observed in one study (Absetz et al. 2009 + Finland). 


Not applicable Not applicable - service implementation 


3.25 Translational studies based on the DPS 


Changes in waist circumference  


Moderate evidence [+] exists from three studies for reduction in waist circumference 


following intervention. Waist circumference was reported to decrease in all three DPS 


based pre-test / post-test studies (Absetz et al. 2009 + Finland; Laatikainen et al. 


2007 + Australia; Saaristo et al. 2007 + Finland), ranging from -1.6cm to -4.2cm at 12 


months. However, the reduction at 12 months was not sustained at three years in one 


study (Absetz et al. 2009 + Finland). 


Not applicable Not applicable - service implementation 


3.28  Translational studies based on the DPS 


Sustainability  


There is moderate evidence [+] from one DPS based study relating to sustainability of 


outcomes beyond the 12 month follow-up. Only one pre-test / post-test single group 


study (Absetz et al. 2009 + Finland) had a follow up longer than 12 months. Whilst 


weight loss (0.8 kg) and BMI reduction (0.3 kg/m2) at 12 months was maintained at 3 


Not applicable Not applicable - service implementation 
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Relevant recommendation (5,6,8,9,11-14) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


years (1.0 kg and 0.5 kg/m2), waist circumference reduction at 12 months (1.6 cm) 


was not sustained (0.1 cm). 


3.29 Weight loss achievement in translational studies compared with the DPP and 


DPS. 


There was strong evidence [+; ++] for similar trends in weight loss achievements in 


randomised controlled translational studies to those achieved in the DPP and DPS at 12 


months, though effects were generally weaker. 


Not applicable Not applicable - service implementation 


4.8 Barriers to carrying out lifestyle changes  


Physical health 


Not applicable Not applicable - barriers 


4.14 Barriers to carrying out lifestyle changes  


Cost 


Not applicable Not applicable- cost 


4.18 Autonomy and control  


There was evidence from one interview study [++] and one focus group study [++] that 


a sense of individual autonomy and control was a facilitator to behaviour change. 


Jallinoja et al. (2007 ++; Finland) identified increased autonomy and control over 


behaviour in focus group participants that were able to manage their weight. These 


individuals did not associate weight management with a battle in the same way as 


those who found it difficult to lose weight. They were able to motivate themselves 


and plan their own lifestyle without the aid of a clinician or advisor. Penn et al. (2008 


++; UK) also reported from interview findings that self-efficacy was an important 


factor in changing behaviour that was eventually incorporated into daily routines. 


Self-monitoring was a way of keeping to plans and allowing a balance between optimal 


and realistic goals. 


Not applicable Not applicable – facilitators and barriers 


Expert paper 3 See EP3: community-based 


diabetes prevention - Melanie 


Davies 


Not applicable – secondary report of research 


Expert paper 5 See EP5: translation of trial 


evidence into practice across 


Europe - Peter Schwarz 


Not applicable – service implementation. 


R11 Raising awareness of the importance of physical activity 


 


● Find out what people already know about the benefits of physical 


activity and the problems associated with a sedentary lifestyle. 


Where necessary, provide this information. In addition, explain that 


being more physically active can help reduce their risk of type 2 


diabetes, even when that is the only lifestyle change they make. 


● Explain that the government recommends a minimum of 150 minutes 


of 'moderate-intensity' activity per week which can be taken in bouts 


of 10 minutes or more. Explain that people can also meet the 


minimum recommendation by doing 75 minutes of 'vigorous-intensity' 


activity spread across the week – or by combining bouts of moderate 


and vigorous-intensity activity. Explain that this should include 


activities to increase muscle strength on 2 days a week. (See the full 


recommendations in Start active, stay active for examples.) 


Evidence statements 2.1, 2.5, 3.6, 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, 3.17, 4.8, 4.9; Additional 


evidence: expert paper 2, expert paper 4, expert paper 5, expert paper 7 (see above) 


See above See above 


2.3 Network meta-analysis The network meta-analysis comparison of the effect of 


diet only and diet + exercise for short-term and medium-term interventions showed a 


greater effect in short-term studies (diet v placebo: population HR 0.63 95% CrI 0.29-


1.34; diet + exercise v placebo : population HR 0.43 95% CrI 0.31-0.59) compared to 


medium-term studies (diet v placebo : population HR 0.73 95% CrI 0.37-1.79; diet + 


exercise v placebo : population HR 0.56 95% CrI 0.30-0.93) The network meta-analysis 


comparison of diet versus placebo incorporates indirect evidence about the treatment 


effect from related studies as well as direct evidence from one short-term study (Wein 


et al. 1999 -) and two mid-term studies (Pan et al. 1997 ++, Jarrett et al. 1979 +). The 


network meta-analysis comparison of diet plus exercise versus placebo incorporates 


indirect evidence about the treatment effect from related studies as well as direct 


evidence from five short-term studies (Roumen et al. 2008 ++, Ramachandran et al. 


2006 ++, Kosaka et al. 2005 ++, Knowler et al. 2002 ++, Liao et al. 2002 +) and three 


Not applicable Not applicable – about overall effectiveness of short 


and medium studies and also effectiveness of single 


vs. multicomponent interventions, rather than 


content of such studies. 



http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/12163/57035/57035.pdf

http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/12163/57035/57035.pdf

http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/12163/57035/57035.pdf

http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/12163/57037/57037.pdf

http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/12163/57037/57037.pdf

http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/12163/57037/57037.pdf

http://publications.nice.org.uk/preventing-type-2-diabetes-risk-identification-and-interventions-for-individuals-at-high-risk-ph38/glossary#vigorous-intensity-physical-activity

http://www.dh.gov.uk/prod_consum_dh/groups/dh_digitalassets/documents/digitalasset/dh_128210.pdf
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Relevant recommendation (5,6,8,9,11-14) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


● In cases where it is unrealistic to expect someone to meet the 


recommended minimum, explain that even small increases in 


physical activity will be beneficial – and can act as a basis for future 


improvements. 


● Explain that people should also reduce the amount of time they 


spend sitting at a computer or watching TV. Encourage them to be 


more active during work breaks, for example, by going for a walk at 


lunchtime. 


● Explain that some people may need to be more physically active to 


help lose weight or maintain weight loss (see NICE guidance on 


obesity).  


 


 


Evidence statements 2.1, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, 


3.17, 4.8, 4.9; Additional evidence: expert paper 2, expert paper 4, 


expert paper 5, expert paper 7 


 


medium-term studies (Lindahl et al. 2009 ++, Penn et al. 2009 ++, Lindstrom et al. 


2006 ++). 


2.4 Probability of treatment ranking 


The network meta-analysis of the short-term trials showed that, of all 12 interventions 


being compared, diet + exercise + 0.6 mg voglibose (daily) had the greatest 


probability of being the most effective intervention (probability=0.589) followed by 


diet + exercise + 20 mg pioglitazone (daily) (probability=0.324). When considering the 


evidence in the network meta-analysis about lifestyle interventions, diet + exercise 


had the greatest probability of being the most effective intervention 


(probability=0.900). For the mid-term trials, the network meta-analysis showed that, 


of all interventions being compared, diet + 50mg phenformin had the greatest 


probability of being the most effective intervention (probability=0.345), followed by 


diet + exercise + up to 60mg nateglinide (3 times daily) (probability=0.338) and 50mg 


phenformin (probability=0.153). When considering the evidence in the network meta-


analysis about lifestyle interventions, diet + exercise had the greatest probability of 


being the most effective intervention (probability=0.812). There was insufficient 


evidence over the short and mid-term to suggest that age and BMI were treatment 


effect modifiers. 


Not applicable Not applicable -intervention effectiveness without 


reference to detailed contents of interventions. 


3.7 Intensity / duration of physical activity 


Evidence exists from one systematic review of randomised controlled trials (Waugh et 


al. 2010 ++). There is a lack of evidence that directly compares intervention 


effectiveness between different intensities and duration of physical activity, therefore 


it was not possible to determine the potential scale of the impact that different 


intensities may have. 


Waugh et al. 2010 No behaviour change coding possible. 


R12 Providing tailored advice on physical activity 


● Help people to identify which of their activities involve 'moderate' or 


'vigorous' physical activity and the extent to which they are meeting 


the national minimum recommendation on physical activity. Use a 


validated tool such as the Department of Health's general 


practitioner physical activity questionnaire or the international 


physical activity questionnaire (IPAQ).  


● Encourage people to choose physical activities they enjoy or that fit 


easily within their daily lives. For example, they may choose to do 


specific activities such as walking, cycling, swimming, dancing or 


aerobics. Or they could build physical activity into their daily life – 


for example, by walking or cycling instead of using a car for short 


journeys, and by taking the stairs instead of the lift.  


● Encourage people to set short and long-term goals for example, on 


how far they walk or cycle, or the number or length of activities 


Evidence statements 2.1, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, 3.17, 4.8, 4.10, 


4.14, 4.15, 4.16, 4.18; Additional evidence: expert paper 2, expert paper 5, expert 


paper 7 (see above) 


See above. See above 


4.19 Environmental factors Not applicable Not applicable – community level 


Expert paper 4 


 


“Lifestyle interventions have been shown to reduce the risk of type 2 diabetes by 40-


60%” (Gillies et al. BMJ 2007)  


 


The PREPARE programme (structured education with or without pedometer use, 


physical activity recommendations, barriers, action plans and diaries) 


Expert Paper 4: community-based 


diabetes prevention-PREPARE - 


Tom Yates 


 


Gillies et al. BMJ 2007 


(Systematic review and meta-


analysis including meta-


regression) 


 


PREPARE programme: Yates et al. 


2008, Patient Education and 


No behaviour change coding possible. 



http://guidance.nice.org.uk/cg43/

http://www.dh.gov.uk/en/Publicationsandstatistics/Publications/PublicationsPolicyAndGuidance/DH_063812

http://www.dh.gov.uk/en/Publicationsandstatistics/Publications/PublicationsPolicyAndGuidance/DH_063812

https://sites.google.com/site/theipaq/

https://sites.google.com/site/theipaq/

http://www.nice.org.uk/_gs/link/?id=885CD39E-19B9-E0B5-D4D56F54AA3E828C

http://www.nice.org.uk/_gs/link/?id=885CD39E-19B9-E0B5-D4D56F54AA3E828C

http://www.nice.org.uk/_gs/link/?id=885CD39E-19B9-E0B5-D4D56F54AA3E828C
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Relevant recommendation (5,6,8,9,11-14) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


undertaken every week In addition, encourage them to keep a record 


of their activity for example, by using a pedometer and to record the 


things that make it easier or harder. Help them to find other ways to 


identify and overcome any barriers to physical activity  


● Consider referring people who want structured or supervised exercise 


to an exercise referral scheme or supervised exercise sessions, as 


part of an intensive lifestyle-change programme. 


 


Evidence statements 2.1, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, 3.17, 


4.8, 4.10, 4.14, 4.15, 4.16, 4.18, 4.19; Additional evidence: expert paper 


2, expert paper 4, expert paper 5, expert paper 7 


Counselling 73, 264-271 


R13 Weight management advice (target Adults at high risk of developing 


type 2 diabetes with a BMI of 25 kg/m2 or more (23 kg/m2 or more if the 


person is of South Asian or Chinese descent). 


 


● Advise and encourage overweight and obese people to reduce their 


weight gradually by reducing their calorie intake. Explain that losing 


5–10% of their weight in 1 year is a realistic initial target that would 


help reduce their risk of type 2 diabetes and also lead to other, 


significant health benefits. 


● Use evidence-based behaviour-change techniques to help overweight 


and obese people eat less, be more physically active and make long 


term changes to their diet that result in steady weight loss (see 


recommendation 14).  


● Motivate and support overweight and obese people to continue to 


lose weight until they have achieved – and can maintain – a BMI 


within the healthy range. (For the general population, the healthy 


range is between 18.5 and 24.9 kg/m2. For people of South Asian or 


Chinese descent, the range is likely to be between18.5 and 


22.9 kg/m2.)  


● Encourage people to check their weight and waist measurement 


periodically. Provide brief advice about how to measure their waist 


correctly (for an example, visit the British Heart Foundation 


website). 


● Offer people with a BMI of 30 kg/m2 or more (27.5 kg/m2 or more if 


South Asian or Chinese) a structured weight-loss programme as part 


of, or to supplement, the intensive lifestyle-change programme. Or, 


if more appropriate, offer them a referral to a dietician or another 


appropriately trained health professional. Ensure they are given a 


personal assessment and tailored advice about diet, physical activity 


and what techniques to use to help change their behaviour.  


● GPs and other health professionals should continue to monitor, 


support and care for people with a BMI of 30 kg/m2 or more 


(27.5 kg/m2 or more if South Asian or Chinese) who join slimming 


Evidence statements 2.1, 2.6, 2.7, 2.10, 3.1, 3.2, 3.5, 3.6, 3.8, 3.10, 3.11, 3.14, 3.15, 


3.16, 3.17, 3.19, 3.20, 4.9, 4.13, 4.18; Additional evidence: expert paper 2, expert 


paper 5, expert paper 7 (see above) 


Not applicable See above. 


2.2 Pharmacological interventions 


[Evidence review for guidance conducted a meta-analysis] The meta-analysis of hazard 


ratios shows that pharmacological interventions (pooled HR 0.64 95% CI 0.53-0.76) can 


reduce the progress to diabetes for people with IGT (impaired glucose tolerance). 


Both types of intervention, oral diabetes drugs (HR 0.60 95% CI 0.44-0.82), and 


antiobesity drugs (HR 0.67 95% CI 0.55-0.81) had a beneficial effect. The hazard ratio 


for oral diabetes drugs was based on twelve studies, Three multicountry study (Dream 


Trial Investigators 2006 ++, NAVIGATOR Study Groupa 2010++, NAVIGATOR Study 


Groupb 2010 ++),one study in each of the following countries Canada/Europe 


(Chiasson et al. 2002 ++), Finland (Erkisson et al. 2006 ++), Japan (Kawamori et al. 


2009 ++), two US (Diabetes Prevention Program Research Group 2009 ++, DeFronzo et 


al. 2011 +) , two Indian (Ramachandran et al. 2006 ++; Ramachandran et al. 2009 ++)` 


and two Chinese (Li et al. 1999 ++; Pan et al. 2003 ++).  


 


For anti-obesity drugs, the hazard ratio was based two studies, one US/Europe 


(Heymsfiled et al. 2000 ++) and one Swedish (Torgerson et al. 2004 ++) 


Dream Trial Investigators 2006  


NAVIGATOR Study Groupa 2010 


NAVIGATOR Study Groupb 2010  


Chiasson et al. 2002  


Erkisson et al. 2006  


Kawamori et al. 2009  


Diabetes Prevention Program 


Research Group 2009 


DeFronzo et al. 2011  


Ramachandran et al. 2006  


Ramachandran et al. 2009  


Li et al. 1999 


Pan et al. 2003  


Heymsfiled et al. 2000   


Torgerson et al. 2004 


BCT4 Pharmacological support 



http://publications.nice.org.uk/preventing-type-2-diabetes-risk-identification-and-interventions-for-individuals-at-high-risk-ph38/recommendations#recommendation-14-dietary-advice

http://www.bhf.org.uk/bmi/bmi_measurewaist.html

http://www.bhf.org.uk/bmi/bmi_measurewaist.html
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Relevant recommendation (5,6,8,9,11-14) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


clubs or other weight-loss programmes.  


● GPs should consider offering orlistat, in conjunction with a low-fat 


diet, to help those who are unable to lose weight by lifestyle-change 


alone (see recommendation 20). 


● If the above weight management interventions have been 


unsuccessful, refer people to a specialist obesity management 


service (see NICE guidance on obesity). 


 


Evidence statements 2.1, 2.2, 2.6, 2.7, 2.10, 3.1, 3.2, 3.5, 3.6, 3.8, 3.10, 


3.11, 3.14, 3.15, 3.16, 3.17, 3.19, 3.20, 4.9, 4.13, 4.18; Additional 


evidence: expert paper 2, expert paper 5, expert paper 7 


R14 Dietary advice 


● Find out what people already know about the types and amounts of 


food and drink that can help reduce the risk of type 2 diabetes. 


Provide this information where necessary. Explain that increasing 


dietary fibre intake and reducing fat intake (particularly saturated 


fat) can help reduce the chances of developing type 2 diabetes.  


● Help people to assess their diet and identify where and how they 


could make it healthier, taking into account their individual needs, 


preferences and circumstances. (For example, take into account 


whether they need to lose weight or if they have a limited income.)  


● Encourage people to: 


o Increase their consumption of foods that are high in 


fibre, such as wholegrain bread and cereals, beans and 


lentils, vegetables and fruit.  


o Choose foods that are lower in fat and saturated fat, for 


example, by replacing products high in saturated fat 


(such as butter, ghee, some margarines or coconut oil) 


with versions made with vegetable oils that are high in 


unsaturated fat, or using low-fat spreads. 


o Choose skimmed or semi-skimmed milk and low-fat 


yoghurts, instead of cream and full-fat milk and dairy 


products. 


o Choose fish and lean meats instead of fatty meat and 


processed meat products (such as sausages and burgers).  


o Grill, bake, poach or steam food instead of frying or 


roasting (for example, choose a baked potato instead of 


Evidence statements 2.1, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.10, 3.5, 3.8, 3.11, 4.7, 4.9, 4.10, 


4.13, 4.15, 4.18; Additional evidence: expert paper 2, expert paper 5, expert paper 7; 


IDE (see above) 


See above. See above. 


4.7 Perceived barriers to intervention implementation in practice 


Evidence was available from one survey study [+]. Harris et al. (2004 [+] Canada) 


reported that a lack of awareness of available intervention tools, meant that 


behaviour change techniques were less likely to be used than generic advice or hand-


outs. Practitioners also suggested that service user motivation to make lifestyle 


changes was a barrier to implementing interventions. There was a perception among 


practitioners that service users may not engage in lifestyle change due to lack 


Harris et al. 2004 [+] (Canada) No behaviour change coding possible. 


Commissioned report 


Interventions to prevent or delay progression to type 2 diabetes in those at high risk. 


 


Twenty-four unique projects were identified: 10 concerned solely with risk 


identification, nine with prevention and five with a combination of both. Eight 


literature reviews provided contextual and supporting evidence. Most evidence 


involves very small sample sizes based on descriptive (not experimental) evaluation 


designs. The diversity of approaches adopted by the different projects combine with 


these methodological limitations to prevent firm conclusions being drawn about the 


most effective interventions, but common themes did emerge as described below and 


in box 1. 


 


Commissioned report: 'A 


pragmatic review of methods to 


identify and monitor adults at 


high risk of developing type 2 


diabetes, and interventions to 


prevent progression to type 2 


diabetes, in disadvantaged and 


vulnerable groups' 


 


See Box 1 [p3 of 73] for a 


summary of the main facilitators 


and barriers to successful 


implementation and outcomes 


common to both risk 


identification and interventions. 


No behaviour change coding possible. 



http://publications.nice.org.uk/preventing-type-2-diabetes-risk-identification-and-interventions-for-individuals-at-high-risk-ph38/recommendations#recommendation-20-orlistat

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/CG43/

http://www.nice.org.uk/_gs/link/?id=885BAEF6-19B9-E0B5-D41307133C58A381

http://www.nice.org.uk/_gs/link/?id=885BAEF6-19B9-E0B5-D41307133C58A381

http://www.nice.org.uk/_gs/link/?id=885BAEF6-19B9-E0B5-D41307133C58A381

http://www.nice.org.uk/_gs/link/?id=885BAEF6-19B9-E0B5-D41307133C58A381

http://www.nice.org.uk/_gs/link/?id=885BAEF6-19B9-E0B5-D41307133C58A381

http://www.nice.org.uk/_gs/link/?id=885BAEF6-19B9-E0B5-D41307133C58A381

http://www.nice.org.uk/_gs/link/?id=885BAEF6-19B9-E0B5-D41307133C58A381

http://www.nice.org.uk/_gs/link/?id=885BAEF6-19B9-E0B5-D41307133C58A381
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Relevant recommendation (5,6,8,9,11-14) Evidence statement Studies behind statement 


 


Behaviour change coding  


(BCT, BCT Cluster, Intervention Function) 


chips).  


o Avoid food high in fat such as mayonnaise, chips, crisps, 


pastries, poppadums (papads) and samosas. 


o Choose fruit, unsalted nuts or low-fat yoghurt as snacks 


instead of cakes, biscuits, bombay mix or crisps.  


 


Evidence statements 2.1, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.10, 3.5, 3.8, 3.11, 4.7, 


4.9, 4.10, 4.13, 4.15, 4.18; Additional evidence: commissioned report, 


expert paper 2, expert paper 5, expert paper 7; IDE 
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B. Behaviour change coding frame 


The information below is adapted from the BCT Taxonomy v1 coding manual (Michie et al., 2011; 2012).  


 


1. The 89-item BCT Taxonomy (May 2012)1  


The taxonomy below aims to provide a comprehensive list of all behaviour change techniques (BCTs) that 


could feasibly be used in an intervention. There are 89 BCTs in this current iteration, each of which has been 


categorised into one of 16 clusters. Although not explicitly defined in the original taxonomy, definitions of 


each of the cluster headings were developed by the expert advisor (Dr Benjamin Gardner; BG) to aid coding.  


 


A glossary (provided by BG) was provided to clarify terms marked with an asterisk (*) in the table below. 


 


What is a ‘Behaviour Change Technique’ (BCT)? 


Behaviour Change Techniques (BCTs): 


 


i) contain verbs (e.g., provide, advise, arrange, prompt) that refer to the action(s) taken by the person(s) 


delivering the technique.  BCTs can be delivered by the interventionist or self-delivered 


 


ii) contain the term ‘behaviour’ referring to a single action or sequence of actions  that includes the 


performance of wanted behaviour(s) and/or inhibition (non-performance) of unwanted behaviour(s) 


 


a. Clusters of BCTs 


1) Social support (BCTs 1 to 3) 


Care, assistance, help or support for performance of the behaviour is provided by others. 


 


2) Regulation (BCTs 4 to 7) 


Controlling one’s emotions, thoughts or impulses. 


 
3) Feedback and monitoring (BCTs 8 to 14) 


Recording behaviour or its outcomes, and/or providing feedback on behaviour or its outcomes. 


 
4) Associations (BCTs 15 to 22) 


Making new associations between behaviour and cues or rewards, or managing existing such associations. 


 
5) Repetition and substitution (BCTs 23 to 29) 


Practising, rehearsing or repeating a behaviour, or directly replacing a new wanted behaviour for an existing 


unwanted behaviour 


 
6) Antecedents (BCTs 30 to 35) 


                                                      
1 A more extensive 93-item version of this taxonomy (BCT Taxonomy v1) has since been developed, 


and a manuscript reporting this work has been submitted for publication (Michie et al., 2012). 
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Managing the social and environmental situations and events, emotions, or thoughts that elicit an existing 


unwanted behaviour, or have the potential to elicit a new wanted behaviour. 


 
7) Shaping knowledge (BCTs 36 to 39) 


Providing information, instructions, or explanations around the behaviour. 


 
8) Self-belief (BCTs 40 to 43) 


Fostering confidence in one’s ability to perform the behaviour. 


 
9) Scheduled consequences (BCTs 44 to 53) 


Emphasising or changing rewards or punishments arising from the behaviour. 


 
10) Reward and threat (BCTs 54 to 60) 


Rewarding or punishing new or old behaviours. 


 
11) Goals and planning (BCTs 61 to 69) 


Managing behaviour or outcome goals, and/or how behaviour or outcomes will be achieved 


 
12) Comparison of outcomes (BCTs 70 to 72) 


Considering relative pros and cons of outcomes of various behaviours 


 
13) Identity (BCTs 73 to 77) 


Managing how one sees, thinks or feels about oneself or the behaviour. 


 
14) Natural consequences (BCTs 78 to 83) 


Providing information about the naturally-occurring consequences of the behaviour. 


 
15) Comparison of behaviour (BCTs 84 to 86) 


Comparing own behaviour to an ideal performance or to others’ beliefs or behaviour 


 
16) Covert learning (BCTs 86 to 89) 


Imagining consequences of behaviour, or observing consequences of the behaviour for others. 
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b. The 89 Item BCT taxonomy (adapted, with permission, from Michie et al., 2012) 


In coding BCTs a conservative approach was taken. The coding guidance stated “never infer the presence of a BCT. The description must correspond to the definition of the BCT given in the 


taxonomy” (Michie et al, 2012). 


 


No. Label Definition Examples Notes Also code Linked 


interventi


on 


functions 


Social support 


Care, assistance, help or support provided by others for performance of the behaviour. 


 


1.  Social support 


(practical) 


Advise on, arrange, or provide social 


support in the form of practical help for 


performance of the behaviour 


Ask the partner of the patient to 


put their tablet on the breakfast 


tray so that the patient 


remembers to take it 


 


If support is emotional, code 2 


(Social support (emotional)) 
If support is general or 


unspecified, code 3 


(Social support (unspecified)) 


 IF9 


2.  Social support 


(emotional) 


Advise on, arrange, or provide emotional 


social support for performance of the 


behaviour. 


Ask the patient to take a partner 


or friend with them to their 


colonoscopy appointment 


 


If support is practical, code 1, 


Social support (practical). 


If support is general or 


unspecified, code 3, (Social 


support (unspecified)) 


 IF9 


3.  Social support 


(unspecified) 


Advise on, arrange or provide social 


support (e.g. friends, relatives, 


colleagues,’ buddies’) or non-contingent 


praise or reward for performance of the 


behaviour. It includes encouragement 


and counselling, but only when it is 


directed at the behaviour  


Advise the person to call a 


‘buddy’ when they experience an 


urge to smoke 


 


Arrange for a housemate to 


encourage continuation with the 


behaviour change programme 


 


Give information about a self-


help group that offers support 


for the behaviour 


Attending a group class does 


not necessarily imply this BCT 


– support must be explicitly 


mentioned. 


 


If support is practical, code 1, 


Social support (practical). 


If support is emotional, code 2, 


Social support (emotional) 


 IF9 
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No. Label Definition Examples Notes Also code Linked 


interventi


on 


functions 


Regulation 


Controlling one’s emotions, thoughts or impulses. 


 


4.  Pharmacological 


support 


Provide, or encourage the use of or 


adherence to, drugs to facilitate 


behaviour change 


Suggest the patient asks the 


family physician for nicotine 


replacement therapy to facilitate 


smoking cessation 


  IF9 


5.  Reduce negative 


emotions 


(includes ‘stress 


management’) 


Advise on ways of reducing negative 


emotions to facilitate performance of the 


behaviour 


Advise on the use of stress 


management skills, e.g. to 


reduce anxiety about joining 


Alcoholics Anonymous 


  IF9 


6.  Conserving mental 


resources 


Advise on ways of minimising demands 


on mental resources to facilitate 


behaviour change 


Advise smokers on how to 


minimise work-related stress 


during the first weeks of quitting 


  IF9 


7.  Paradoxical instructions Advise to engage in some form of the 


unwanted behaviour with the aim of 


reducing motivation to engage in that 


behaviour 


Advise a smoker to smoke twice 


as many cigarettes a day as they 


usually do 


 


Tell the person to stay awake as 


long as possible in order to 


reduce insomnia 


  IF3 
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No. Label Definition Examples Notes Also code Linked 


interventi


on 


functions 


Feedback and monitoring 


Recording behaviour or its outcomes, and/or providing feedback on behaviour or its outcomes. 


 


8.  Feedback on behaviour Monitor and provide feedback on 


performance of the behaviour  itself (e.g. 


form, frequency, duration, intensity) , 


NOT the outcome of the behaviour. 


 


Inform the person of how many 


steps they walked each day (as 


recorded on a pedometer) or 


how many calories they ate each 


day (based on a food 


consumption questionnaire) 


If feedback is on 


OUTCOME(S) of behaviour, 


code 9, Feedback on 


outcome(s) of behaviour. 


 


If unclear whether feedback is 


on behaviour or 


OUTCOME(S) of behaviour, 


code 9, Feedback on 


outcome(s) of behaviour. 


 


If there is no clear evidence 


that feedback was given, code 


12, Monitoring of behaviour 


by others without feedback. 


 


If Biofeedback, code only 14 


Biofeedback and not 8, 


Feedback on behaviour. 


 IF1 


IF2 


IF3 


IF4 


IF5 
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No. Label Definition Examples Notes Also code Linked 


interventi


on 


functions 


9.  Feedback on outcome(s) 


of behaviour 


Monitor and provide feedback on the 


outcome of performance of the 


behaviour. 


Inform the person of how much 


weight they have lost following 


the implementation of a new 


exercise regime 


If feedback is on BEHAVIOUR 


itself, code 8, Feedback on 


behaviour. 


 


If unclear whether feedback is 


on behaviour or 


OUTCOME(S) of behaviour, 


code 9, Feedback on 


outcome(s) of behaviour. 


 


If there is no clear evidence 


that feedback was given code 


13, Monitoring outcome(s) of 


behaviour by others without 


feedback. 


 


If Biofeedback, code only 14, 


Biofeedback and not 9, 


Feedback on outcome(s) of 


behaviour 


 IF1 


IF2 


IF3 


IF4 


IF5 
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No. Label Definition Examples Notes Also code Linked 


interventi


on 


functions 


10.  Self-monitoring of 


behaviour 


Establish a method for the person to 


monitor and record their behaviour(s) as 


part of a behaviour change strategy. 


Ask the person to record daily, 


in a diary, whether they have 


brushed their teeth for at least 


two minutes before going to bed 


 


Give patient a pedometer and a 


form for recording daily total 


number of steps 


If monitoring is only part of a 


data collection procedure 


rather than a strategy aimed at 


changing behaviour, do not 


code. 


 


If monitoring is of OUTCOME 


of behaviour, code 11, Self-


monitoring of outcome(s) of 


behaviour. 


 


If unclear whether monitoring 


is of behaviour or 


OUTCOME(S) of behaviour, 


code 11, Self-monitoring of 


outcome(s) of behaviour. 


 


If monitoring is by someone 


else (without feedback), code 


12, Monitoring of behaviour 


by others without feedback. 


 IF1 


IF3 


IF4 


IF5 


IF9 
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No. Label Definition Examples Notes Also code Linked 


interventi


on 


functions 


11.  Self-monitoring of 


outcome(s) of behaviour 


Establish a method for the person to 


monitor and record the outcome(s) of 


their behaviour as part of a behaviour 


change strategy 


Ask the person to weigh 


themselves at the end of each 


day, over a two week period, 


and record their daily weight on 


a graph to increase exercise 


behaviours 


 


If monitoring is only part of a 


data collection procedure 


rather than a strategy aimed at 


changing behaviour, do not 


code. 


 


If monitoring is of behaviour 


itself, code 10, Self-


monitoring of behaviour. 
 


If unclear whether monitoring 


is of behaviour or 


OUTCOME(S) of behaviour, 


code 11, Self-monitoring of 


outcome(s) of behaviour. 


 


If monitoring is by someone 


else (without feedback), code 


13, Monitoring outcome(s) of 


behaviour by others without 


feedback. 


 IF1 


IF3 


IF4 


IF5 


IF9 
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No. Label Definition Examples Notes Also code Linked 


interventi


on 


functions 


12.  Monitoring of behaviour 


by others without 


feedback 


Observe or record behaviour with the 


person’s knowledge as part of a 


behaviour change strategy 


Watch hand washing behaviours 


among health care staff and 


make notes on context, 


frequency and technique used  


 


 


If monitoring is part of a data 


collection procedure rather 


than a strategy aimed at 


changing behaviour, do not 


code 


 


If feedback is given, code only 


8, Feedback on behaviour, 


and not 12, Monitoring of 


behaviour by others without 


feedback. 


 


If monitoring is of 


OUTCOME(S), code 13, 


Monitoring outcome(s) of 


behaviour by others without 


feedback. 


 


If unclear whether monitoring 


is of behaviour or 


OUTCOME(S), code 13, 


Monitoring outcome(s) of 


behaviour by others without 


feedback. 


 


If SELF-monitoring behaviour, 


code 10, Self-monitoring of 


behaviour 


 IF3 


IF4 
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No. Label Definition Examples Notes Also code Linked 


interventi


on 


functions 


13.  Monitoring outcome(s) 


of behaviour by others 


without feedback 


Observe or record outcomes of behaviour 


with the person’s knowledge as part of a 


behaviour change strategy. 


Record blood pressure, blood 


glucose, weight loss, or physical 


fitness  


If monitoring is only part of a 


data collection procedure 


rather than a strategy aimed at 


changing behaviour, do not 


code. 


 


If feedback is given, code only 


9, Feedback on outcome(s) of 


behaviour 


 


If monitoring is of 


BEHAVIOUR code 12, 


Monitoring of behaviour by 


others without feedback.  


 


If unclear whether monitoring 


is of behaviour or 


OUTCOME(S), code 13, 


Monitoring outcome(s) of 


behaviour by others without 


feedback. 


 


If SELF-monitoring 


outcome(s), code 11, Self-


monitoring of outcome(s) of 


behaviour 


 IF3 


IF4 


14.  Biofeedback Provide feedback about the body (e.g. 


physiological or biochemical state) using 


an external monitoring device as part of a 


behaviour change strategy 


Inform the person of their blood 


pressure reading to improve 


adoption of health behaviours 


If Biofeedback ONLY, code 


only 14, Biofeedback and not 


8, Feedback on behaviour or 


9, Feedback on outcome(s) of 


behaviour 


 IF1 


IF2 


IF3 


IF4 
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No. Label Definition Examples Notes Also code Linked 


interventi


on 


functions 


Associations 


Making new associations between behaviour and cues or rewards, or managing existing such associations. 


 


15.  Prompts/cues Introduce or define an environmental or 


social stimulus* with the purpose of 


prompting or cueing the behaviour. The 


prompt or cue would normally occur at 


the time or place of performance. 


Put a sticker on the bathroom 


mirror to remind people to brush 


their teeth 


When a stimulus* is linked to a 


specific action in an ‘if-then’ 


plan*, code only 64, Action 


planning, and not 15, 


Prompts/cues. 


 IF1 


IF3 


IF7 


 


16.  Reduce prompts/cues 


(includes ‘fading’) 


Gradually withdraw prompts to perform 


the behaviour 


Reduce gradually the number of 


reminders used to take 


medication 


  IF7 


 


17.  Cue signalling reward 


(includes 


‘discriminative cue’) 


Identify an environmental stimulus* that 


reliably predicts that reward will follow 


the behaviour 


Advise that a fee will be paid to 


dentists for a particular dental 


treatment of 6-8 year old 


children to encourage delivery 


of that treatment (the 6-8 year 


old children are the 


environmental stimulus*) 


  IF1 


IF3 


IF7 


 


18.  Remove access to the 


reward 


(includes ‘time out’) 


In order to reduce the behaviour, advise 


or arrange for the person to be separated 


from situations in which unwanted 


behaviour can be rewarded  


Arrange for cupboard 


containing high calorie snacks 


to be locked for a specified 


period to reduce the 


consumption of sugary foods in 


between meals 


  IF4 


IF7 


 


19.  Remove aversive 


stimulus* 


(includes ‘Escape 


learning’) 


Advise or arrange for the removal of an 


aversive stimulus* to facilitate behaviour 


change  


Arrange for a gym-buddy to stop 


nagging the person to do more 


exercise in order to increase the 


desired exercise behaviour 


  IF3 


IF7 


 


20.  Satiation Advise or arrange repeated exposure to a 


stimulus* that reduces or extinguishes a 


drive for the unwanted behaviour 


Arrange for the person to eat 


large quantities of chocolate, in 


order to reduce the person’s 


appetite for sweet foods 


  IF1 


IF7 
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No. Label Definition Examples Notes Also code Linked 


interventi


on 


functions 


21.  Exposure Provide systematic confrontation with a 


feared stimulus* to reduce the response 


to a later encounter 


Agree a schedule by which the 


person will e.g. make a 


telephone call to their boss, 


spend an evening without 


snacking 


  IF7 


 


22.  Associative learning 


(includes ‘Classical 


conditioning’, 


‘Pavlovian 


conditioning’) 


Present a neutral stimulus* jointly with a 


stimulus* that already elicits the 


behaviour repeatedly until the neutral 


stimulus* elicits that behaviour 


Repeatedly present fatty foods 


with a disliked flavoured sauce 


to discourage the consumption 


of fatty foods 


 


When a BCT involves reward 


or punishment, do not code 22, 


Associative learning 


 IF7 


 


Repetition and substitution 


Practising, rehearsing or repeating a behaviour, or directly replacing a new wanted behaviour for an existing unwanted behaviour 


 


23.  Behavioural practice/ 


rehearsal 


Prompt practice or rehearsal of the 


performance of the behaviour one or 


more times in a context or at a time when 


the performance may not be necessary, in 


order to increase habit and skill 


Prompt asthma patients to 


measure their peak flow 


regularly 


 


If aiming to associate 


performance with the context, 


also code 24, Habit formation 


24? 


(see 


notes) 


IF5 


24.  Habit formation Prompt rehearsal and repetition of the 


behaviour in the same context repeatedly 


so that the context elicits the behaviour 


Prompt patients to always take 


their statin tablet before 


brushing their teeth in the 


evening 


 23 


 


IF5 


25.  Behaviour substitution Prompt substitution of the unwanted 


behaviour with a wanted or neutral 


behaviour 


Suggest that the person carries a 


piece of fruit to eat instead of 


biscuits or cake if they are 


offered them  


If substitution occurs 


regularly, also code 26, Habit 


reversal 


26? 


(see 


notes) 


IF9 


26.  Habit reversal Prompt rehearsal and repetition of an 


alternative behaviour to replace an 


unwanted habitual behaviour 


Ask the person to walk up stairs 


every time they consider taking a 


lift or escalator 


 25 IF5 


27.  Overcorrection Ask to repeat the wanted behaviour in an 


exaggerated way following an unwanted 


behaviour 


Ask to eat only fruit and 


vegetables the day after a poor 


diet 


  IF9 
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No. Label Definition Examples Notes Also code Linked 


interventi


on 


functions 


28.  Generalisation of a 


target behaviour 


Advise to perform the wanted behaviour  


already performed in a particular 


situation,  in another situation 


Advise to repeat toning exercises 


learned in the gym when at 


home 


  IF9 


29.  Graded tasks Set easy-to-perform tasks, making them 


increasingly difficult, but achievable, 


until behaviour is performed 


Ask the person to walk for 100 


yards a day for the first week, 


then half a mile a day after they 


have successfully achieved 100 


yards, then two miles a day after 


they have successfully achieved 


one mile 


  IF5 


IF9 


Antecedents* 


Managing the social and environmental situations and events, emotions, or thoughts that elicit an existing unwanted behaviour, or have the potential to 


elicit a new wanted behaviour. 


 


30.  Restructuring the 


physical environment 


Change, or advise to change the physical 


environment in order to facilitate 


performance of the wanted behaviour or 


create barriers to the unwanted behaviour 


(other than prompts/cues, rewards and 


punishments) 


Advise to keep biscuits and 


snacks in a cupboard that is 


inconvenient to get to 


This may also involve 32, 


Avoidance/reducing exposure 


to cues for the behaviour. 


 


If restructuring of the SOCIAL 


environment code 31, 


Restructuring the social 


environment 


32? 


 


(see 


notes) 


IF7 


IF9 


 


31.  Restructuring the social 


environment 


Change, or advise to change the social 


environment in order to facilitate 


performance of the wanted behaviour or 


create barriers to the unwanted behaviour 


(other than prompts/cues, rewards and 


punishments) 


Advise to minimise time spent 


with friends who drink heavily to 


reduce alcohol consumption 


This may also involve 32, 


Avoidance/reducing exposure 


to cues for the behaviour. 


 


If restructuring of the 


PHYSICAL environment code 


30, Restructuring the physical 


environment 


32? 


(see 


notes) 


IF7 


IF9 
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No. Label Definition Examples Notes Also code Linked 


interventi


on 


functions 


32.  Avoidance/reducing  


exposure to cues for the 


behaviour 


Advise on how to avoid exposure to 


specific social and contextual/physical 


cues for the behaviour, including 


changing daily or weekly routines 


Suggest to a person who wants 


to quit smoking that their social 


life focus on activities other than 


pubs and bars which have been 


associated with smoking 


This may also involve 30, 


Restructuring the physical 


environment and/or 31, 


Restructuring the social 


environment. 


 


If the BCT includes analysing 


the behavioural problem, only 


code 61, Problem solving. 


30? 


 


31? 


 


(see 


notes) 


IF9 


33.  Distraction Advise or arrange to use an alternative 


focus for attention to avoid triggers for 


unwanted behaviour 


Suggest to a person who is 


trying to avoid between-meal 


snacking to focus on a topic they 


enjoy (e.g. holiday plans) 


instead of focusing on food when 


they are feeling hungry 


  IF9 


34.  Adding objects to the 


environment 


Add objects to the environment in order 


to facilitate performance of the behaviour 


Provide free condoms to 


facilitate safe sex 


 


Provide attractive toothbrush to 


improve tooth brushing 


technique 


If this is accompanied by 


social support, also code 1, 


Social support (practical). 


 


If the environment is changed 


beyond the addition of objects, 


also code 30, Restructuring 


the physical environment 


1? 


 


30? 


 


(see 


notes) 


IF7 


IF9 


 


35.  Body changes Alter body structure, functioning or 


support directly to facilitate behaviour 


change 


Prompt strength training, 


relaxation training or provide 


assistive aids 


  IF9 
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No. Label Definition Examples Notes Also code Linked 


interventi


on 


functions 


Shaping knowledge 


Providing information, instructions, or explanations around the behaviour. 


 


36.  Instruction on how to 


perform a behaviour 


(includes ‘Skills 


training’) 


Advise or agree on how to perform the 


behaviour 


Advise the person how to put a 


condom on a model of a penis 


correctly 


 


When the person attends 


classes such as exercise or 


cookery, code 36, Instruction 


on how to perform the 


behaviour, 23, Behavioural 


practice/rehearsal and 84, 


Demonstration of the 


behaviour 


36? 


23? 


84? 


 


(see 


notes) 


IF5 


37.  Information about 


antecedents* 


Provide information about antecedents* 


that reliably predict performance of the 


behaviour 


Advise to keep a record of 


snacking and of situations or 


events occurring prior to 


snacking 


  IF1 


38.  Re-attribution Elicit perceived causes of behaviour and 


suggest alternative explanations (e.g. 


external or internal and stable or 


unstable) 


If the person attributes their 


over-eating to the frequent 


presence of delicious food, 


suggest that the ‘real’ cause may 


be the person’s inattention to 


bodily signals of hunger and 


satiety 


  IF1 


IF2 


39.  Behavioural 


experiments 


Advise on how to identify and test 


hypotheses about the behaviour, its 


causes and consequences, by collecting 


and interpreting data 


Ask a family physician to give 


evidence-based advice rather 


than prescribe antibiotics and to 


note whether the patient is 


grateful or annoyed 


  IF1 


IF5 


IF9 
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No. Label Definition Examples Notes Also code Linked 


interventi


on 


functions 


Self-belief 


Fostering confidence in one’s ability to perform the behaviour. 


 


40.  Verbal persuasion about 


capability 


Tell the person that they can successfully 


perform the wanted behaviour, arguing 


against self-doubts and asserting that 


they can and will succeed 


Tell the person that they can 


successfully increase their 


frequency of physical activity, 


arguing against self-doubts and 


asserting that they can and will 


succeed 


 


There is a distinction between 


89, Vicarious consequences, 


and 40, Verbal persuasion 


about capability: 40 is NOT 


about the consequences of 


performing the behaviour 


 IF2 


IF9 


41.  Mental rehearsal of 


successful performance 


Advise to practise imagining performing 


the behaviour successfully in relevant 


contexts 


Advise to imagine eating a salad 


in a work canteen 


  IF5 


IF9 


42.  Focus on past success Advise to think about or list previous 


successes in performing the behaviour 


(or parts of it) 


Advise to describe or list the 


occasions on which a doctor 


advised a patient with acute low 


back pain to stay active to 


manage this condition 


  IF2 


IF9 


43.  Self-talk Prompt positive self-talk (aloud or 


silently) before and during the behaviour 


Prompt the person to tell 


themselves that a walk will be 


energising 


  IF5 


IF9 


Scheduled consequences 


Emphasising or changing rewards or punishments arising from the behaviour. 


 


44.  Punishment Identify and provide aversive 


consequence contingent on the 


performance of the unwanted behaviour 


Arrange for the person to wear 


unattractive clothes following 


consumption of fatty foods 


  IF4 


45.  Behaviour cost 


(includes ‘response 


cost’) 


Withdraw something valued (not a 


contingent reward) if and only if an 


unwanted behaviour is performed 


Subtract money from a prepaid 


refundable deposit when a 


cigarette is smoked 


  IF4 
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interventi


on 
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46.  Remove reward 


(includes ‘extinction’) 


Discontinue contingent reward for 


performing the unwanted behaviour 


Arrange for the other people in 


the household to ignore the 


person every time they eat 


chocolate (rather than attending 


to them by criticising or 


persuading) 


  IF4 


47.  Reward approximation 


(includes ‘shaping’) 


Reward any approximation to the target 


behaviour, gradually rewarding only 


performance closer to the wanted 


behaviour 


Arrange for or reward the 


person for any reduction in daily 


calories, gradually requiring the 


daily calorie count to become 


closer to the planned calorie 


intake 


 54 or 55 


or 56 or 


57 


IF3 


48.  Rewarding completion 


(includes ‘backward 


chaining’) 


Build up behaviour by rewarding final 


component of the behaviour; gradually 


add the components of the behaviour that 


occur earlier in the behavioural sequence 


Reward eating a supplied low 


calorie meal; then make reward 


contingent on cooking and 


eating the meal; then make 


reward contingent on 


purchasing, cooking and eating 


the meal 


 54 or 55 


or 56 or 


57 


IF3 


49.  Situation-specific 


reward 


(includes 


‘discrimination 


training’) 


Reward the behaviour in one situation 


but not in another. 


Arrange for or reward eating 


sweet foods at mealtimes but not 


between meals 


 54 or 55 


or 56 or 


57 


IF3 


50.  Reward incompatible 


behaviour 


(includes ‘counter-


conditioning’) 


Reward for responding to a stimulus* in 


a manner that is incompatible with a 


previous response to that stimulus* 


Arrange for or reward the 


person  for ordering a soft drink 


at the bar rather than an 


alcoholic beverage 


 


 54 or 55 


or 56 or 


57 


IF3 
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interventi


on 


functions 


51.  Reward alternative 


behaviour 


(includes ‘differential 


reinforcement’) 


Arrange reward for performance of an 


alternative to the unwanted behaviour  


Note: consider also coding 61, Problem 


solving 


Reward for consumption of low 


fat foods but not consumption of 


high fat foods 


 54 or 55 


or 56 or 


57 


 


61? 


IF3 


52.  Reduce reward 


frequency 


(includes ‘thinning’) 


Arrange for rewards to be made 


contingent on increasing duration or 


frequency of the behaviour 


Arrange for or reward for each 


day without smoking, then each 


week, then each month, then 


every 2 months and so on 


 54 or 55 


or 56 or 


57 


IF3 


53.  Remove punishment 


(includes ‘negative 


reinforcement’) 


Arrange for removal of an unpleasant 


consequence contingent on performance 


of the wanted behaviour 


Arrange for someone else to do 


housecleaning only if the person 


has adhered to the medication 


regimen for a week 


  IF3 


Reward and threat 


Rewarding or punishing new or old behaviours. 


 


54.  Material reward for 


behaviour 


(includes ‘positive 


reinforcement’) 


Arrange for the delivery of money, 


vouchers or other valued objects if and 


only if there has been effort and/or 


progress made towards performing the 


behaviour 


Arrange for the person to 


receive money that would have 


been spent on cigarettes if and 


only if the smoker has not 


smoked for one month 


 


If the reward is social, code 


56, Social reward. 


 


If the reward is unspecified 


code 57, Non-specific reward, 


and not 54, Material reward 


(behaviour) 
 


If the reward is for outcome, 


code 55, Material reward 


(outcome) 


 IF3 
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interventi


on 


functions 


55.  Material reward for 


outcome 


(includes ‘positive 


reinforcement’) 


Arrange for the delivery of a reward if 


and only if there has been effort and/or 


progress made towards achieving the 


behavioural outcome 


Arrange for the person to 


receive money if and only if a 


certain amount of weight is lost 


This includes social, material, 


self- and non-specific rewards 


for outcome. 


 


If reward is for the 


BEHAVIOUR code 56, Social 


reward, or 54 Material reward 


(behaviour), or 57 Non-


specific reward or 58, Self-


reward, and not 55, Material 


reward (outcome) 


 IF3 


56.  Social reward 


(includes ‘positive 


reinforcement’) 


Arrange verbal or non-verbal reward if 


and only if there has been effort and/or 


progress made towards performing the 


behaviour  


Congratulate the person for 


each day they eat a reduced fat 


diet 


 


If reward is material, code 54, 


Material reward (behaviour), 


and not 56,  Social reward 


 


If reward is unspecified code 


57,  Non-specific reward, and 


not 56, Social reward 


 


If reward is for OUTCOME, 


code 55, Material reward 


(outcome) 


 IF3 
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interventi


on 


functions 


57.  Non-specific reward 


(includes ‘positive 


reinforcement’) 


Arrange delivery of a reward if and only 


if there has been effort and/or progress 


made towards performing the behaviour  


Identify something (e.g. an 


activity such as a visit to the 


cinema) that the person values 


and arrange for this to be 


delivered if and only if they 


attend for health screening 


If reward is material, code 54, 


Material reward (behaviour), 


and not 57, Non-specific 


reward 


 


If reward is social, code 56, 


Social reward, and not 57, 


Non-specific reward 
 


If reward is for outcome code 


55, Material reward 


(outcome) 


 IF3 


58.  Self-reward Prompt self-praise or self-reward if and 


only if there has been effort and/or 


progress made towards the behaviour 


Encourage to reward self with 


material (e.g., new clothes) or 


other valued objects if and only 


if they have adhered to a healthy 


diet 


If self-reward is material, also 


code 54, Material reward 


(behaviour) 
 


If self-reward is social, also 


code 56, Social reward 


 


If self-reward is unspecified, 


also code 57, Non-specific 


reward 
 


If reward is for outcome code 


55, Material reward 


(outcome) 


54? 


 


56? 


 


57? 


 


(see 


notes) 


IF3 


IF5 


IF9 


59.  Future punishment 


(includes ‘threat’) 


Inform that future punishment or 


removal of reward will be a consequence 


of performance of an unwanted 


behaviour (may include fear arousal) 


Inform that continuing to 


consume 30 units of alcohol per 


day is likely to result in liver 


disease and early death 


  IF4 
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on 
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60.  Incentive Inform that future rewards or removal of 


future punishment will be contingent on 


performance of behaviour 


Ask the person to make a 


financial deposit at the 


beginning of the intervention 


and promise to give this money 


back on achievement of 


specified, agreed behavioural 


targets 


 


Inform that a financial payment 


will be made each month in 


pregnancy that the woman has 


not smoked 


  IF3 


Goals and planning 


Managing behaviour or outcome goals, and/or how behaviour or outcomes will be achieved 


 


61.  Problem solving 


(includes ‘relapse 


prevention’ and ‘coping 


planning’) 


Analyse factors influencing the 


behaviour and generate or select 


strategies that include overcoming 


barriers and/or increasing facilitators  


Identify specific triggers (e.g. 


being in a pub, feeling anxious) 


that generate the urge/want/need 


to drink and develop strategies 


for avoiding environmental 


triggers or for managing 


negative emotions, such as 


anxiety, that motivate drinking 


Barrier identification without 


solutions is NOT sufficient. 


 


If the BCT does NOT include 


analysing the behavioural 


problem, consider 32, 


Avoidance/changing exposure 


to cues for the behaviour, 30, 


Restructuring the physical 


environment, 31, 


Restructuring the social 


environment, or 5, Reduce 


negative emotions 


 IF9 
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62.  Goal setting (behaviour) Set or agree a goal defined in terms of 


the behaviour to be achieved 


Invite the person to propose a 


daily walking goal (e.g. to walk 


for at least 30 minutes every 


day) and reach agreement about 


the goal 


 


Set the goal of eating 5 pieces of 


fruit per day as specified in 


public health guidelines 


Only code guidelines if set as a 


goal in an intervention context. 


 


If goal is unspecified or is a 


behavioural outcome, code 63, 


Goal setting (outcome) 
 


If the goal defines a specific 


context, frequency, duration or 


intensity for the behaviour, 


also code 64, Action planning 


64? 


 


(see 


notes) 


IF9 


63.  Goal setting (outcome) Set or agree a goal defined in terms of a 


positive outcome of wanted behaviour  


Invite the person to set a weight 


loss goal (e.g. 0.5 kilogram over 


one week) as an outcome of 


changed eating patterns 


Only code guidelines if set as a 


goal in an intervention context 


 


If goal is a behaviour, code 62, 


Goal setting (behaviour) 
 


If goal is unspecified code 63, 


Goal setting (outcome) 


 IF9 


64.  Action planning 


(includes 


‘implementation 


intentions’) 


Prompt detailed planning of performance 


of the behaviour (must include at least 


one of context, frequency, duration and 


intensity). Context may be 


environmental (physical or social) or 


internal (physical, emotional or 


cognitive)  


Following prompting, plan to 


carry condoms when going out 


socially at weekends 


 


Plan the performance of a 


particular physical activity (e.g. 


running) at a particular time 


(e.g. before work) on certain 


days of the week 


Evidence of action planning 


does not necessarily imply 


goal setting. Only code goal 


setting if sufficient evidence 


 IF9 
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interventi


on 
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65.  Review behaviour 


goal(s) 


Review behaviour goal(s) jointly with 


the person and consider modifying 


goal(s) or behaviour change strategy in 


light of achievement. This may lead to 


re-setting the same goal, a small change 


in that goal or setting a new goal instead 


of, or in addition to, the first  


Review how well a person’s 


performance corresponds to 


agreed goals e.g. whether they 


consumed less than one unit of 


alcohol per day, and consider 


modifying future behavioural 


goals accordingly e.g. by 


increasing or decreasing alcohol 


target or changing type of 


alcohol consumed 


If goal is specified in terms of 


behaviour, code 65, Review 


behaviour goal(s) 
 


If goal is unspecified, code 66, 


Review outcome goal(s) 
 


If discrepancy is created 


consider also 69, Discrepancy 


between current behaviour 


and goal 


69? 


 


(see 


notes) 


IF9 


66.  Review outcome goal(s) 


 


 


 


 


Review outcome goal(s) jointly with the 


person and modify goal(s) or behaviour 


change strategy in light of achievement. 


This may lead to re-setting the same 


goal, a small change in that goal or 


setting a new goal instead of, or in 


addition to the first 


Review how much weight has 


been lost and consider 


modifying outcome goal(s) 


accordingly e.g., by increasing 


or decreasing subsequent weight 


loss targets 


If goal is specified in terms of 


behaviour, code 65, Review 


behaviour goal(s) 
 


If goal is unspecified, code 66, 


Review outcome goal(s) 


 


If discrepancy created 


consider also 69, Discrepancy 


between current behaviour 


and goal 


69? IF9 


67.  Behavioural contract Create a written specification of the 


behaviour to be performed, agreed by the 


person, and witnessed by another 


Sign a contract with the person 


e.g. specifying that they will not 


drink alcohol for one week 


 62 IF3 


IF4 


IF9 
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68.  Commitment Ask the person to make statements 


indicating strong commitment to change 


the behaviour 


Ask the person to use an “I will” 


statement to affirm or reaffirm a 


strong commitment (i.e. using 


the words “strongly”, 


“committed” or “high priority”) 


to start, continue or restart the 


attempt to reduce alcohol use 


If defined in terms of the 


behaviour to be achieved also 


code 62, Goal setting 


(behaviour) 


62? 


 


(see 


notes) 


IF3 


IF4 


IF9 


69.  Discrepancy between 


current behaviour and 


goal 


Draw attention to discrepancies between 


a person’s current behaviour (in terms of 


the form, frequency, duration, or 


intensity of that behaviour) and the 


person’s previously set outcome goals, 


behavioural goals or action plans (goes 


beyond self-monitoring of behaviour) 


Point out that the recorded 


exercise fell short of the goal set
 


 


If discomfort is created only 


code 76, Incompatible beliefs 


and not 69, Discrepancy 


between current behaviour 


and goal 
 


If goals are modified, also 


code 65, Review behaviour 


goal(s) and/or 66, Review  


outcome goal(s) 
 


If feedback is provided, also 


code 8, Feedback on 


behaviour 


65? 


 


66? 


 


8? 


 


(see 


notes) 


IF3 


IF4 


IF9 
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on 
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Comparison of outcomes 


Considering relative pros and cons of outcomes of various behaviours 


 


70.  Persuasive source Present verbal or visual communication 


from a credible source in favour of or 


against the behaviour 


Present a speech given by a high 


status professional to emphasise 


the importance of not exposing 


patients to unnecessary 


radiation by ordering x-rays for 


back pain 


 


 


Code this BCT only if source 


generally agreed on as 


credible e.g., health 


professionals, celebrities or 


words are used to indicate 


expertise or leader in field. 


 


If information about health 


consequences, also code 78, 


Information about health 


consequences 
 


If information about emotional 


consequences, also code 79, 


Information about emotional 


consequences 


 


If information about social, 


environmental or unspecified 


consequences also code 80, 


Information about social and 


environmental consequences 


78? 


 


79? 


 


80? 


 


(see 


notes) 


IF2 
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on 
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71.  Pros and cons Advise the person to identify and 


compare reasons for wanting (discuss 


) and not wanting to (cons) change the 


behaviour  


Advise the person to list and 


compare the advantages and 


disadvantages of prescribing 


antibiotics for upper respiratory 


tract infections 


If information about health 


consequences, also code 78, 


Information about health 


consequences 
 


If information about emotional 


consequences, also code 79, 


Information about emotional 


consequences 


 


If information about social, 


environmental or unspecified 


consequences also code 80, 


Information about social and 


environmental consequences 


78? 


 


79? 


 


80? 


 


(see 


notes) 


IF9 


72.  Comparative imagining 


of future outcomes 


Prompt or advise the imagining and 


comparing of future outcomes of 


changed versus unchanged behaviour 


Prompt the person to imagine 


and compare likely or possible 


outcomes following attending 


versus not attending a screening 


appointment 


  IF9 


Identity 


Managing how one sees, thinks or feels about oneself or the behaviour. 


 


73.  Identification of self as 


role model 


Inform that one's own behaviour may be 


an example to others 


Inform the person that  healthy 


eating may be a good example 


for their children 


  IF2 


IF9 


74.  Valued self-identity 


(includes ‘Self-


affirmation’) 


Advise the person to write or complete 


rating scales about a cherished value or 


personal strength as a means of affirming 


the person’s identity as part of a 


behaviour change strategy 


Advise the person to write about 


their personal strengths before 


they receive a message 


advocating the behaviour 


change 


  IF9 
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75.  Framing/ reframing 


(includes ‘cognitive 


structuring’) 


Suggest the deliberate adoption of a 


perspective or new perspective on 


behaviour in order to change cognitions 


or emotions about performing the 


behaviour 


Suggest that the person might 


reduce sedentary behaviour 


(rather than increasing activity) 


  IF2 


IF9 


76.  Incompatible beliefs 


(includes ‘cognitive 


dissonance’) 


Draw attention to discrepancies between 


current or past behaviour and self-image, 


in order to create discomfort 


Draw attention to a critical care 


consultant’s liberal use of blood 


transfusion  and their self-


identification as a proponent of 


evidence-based medical practice 


  IF4 


IF9 


77.  Identity associated with 


changed behaviour 


Advise  the person to construct a new 


self-identity as someone who ‘used to 


engage with the unwanted behaviour’ 


Ask the person to articulate their 


new identity as an ‘ex-smoker’ 


  IF2 


IF9 


Natural consequences 


Providing information about the naturally-occurring consequences of the behaviour. 


 


78.  Information about 


health consequences 


Provide information about health 


consequences of performing the 


behaviour 


Explain that not finishing a 


course of antibiotics can 


increase susceptibility  to future 


infection 


 


Present the likelihood of 


contracting a sexually 


transmitted infection following 


unprotected sexual behaviour 


Consequences can be for any 


target, not just the recipient(s) 


of the intervention. 


 


If information about emotional 


consequences, code 79, 


Information about emotional 


consequences 
 


If information about social, 


environmental or unspecified 


consequences code 80, 


Information about social and 


environmental consequences 


 IF1 


IF2 
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79.  Information about 


emotional consequences 


Provide information about emotional 


consequences of performing the 


behaviour 


Explain that quitting smoking 


increases happiness and life 


satisfaction 


Excludes 83, Anticipated 


regret 
 


Consequences can be for any 


target, not just the recipient(s) 


of the intervention 


 


If information about health 


consequences code 78, 


Information about health 


consequences 
 


If information about social, 


environmental or unspecified 


code 80, Information about 


social and environmental 


consequences 


Do not 


code 83 


IF1 


IF2 
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80.  Information about 


social and 


environmental 


consequences 


Provide information about social and 


environmental consequences of 


performing the behaviour  


Tell family physician about 


financial remuneration for 


conducting health screening 


Consequences can be for any 


target, not just the recipient(s) 


of the intervention 


 


If information about health or 


consequences, code 78, 


Information about health 


consequences 


 


If information is about 


emotional consequences, code 


79, Information about 


emotional consequences 


 


If information is unspecified, 


code 80, Information about 


social and environmental 


consequences 


 IF1 


IF2 


81.  Salience of 


consequences 


Use methods to emphasise (make more 


memorable) the consequences of 


changing the behaviour (goes beyond 


informing about consequences) 


Produce cigarette packets 


showing pictures of health 


consequences e.g. diseased 


lungs 


  IF2 


IF9 


82.  Monitoring of emotional 


consequences 


Prompt assessment of feelings after  


attempts at performing the behaviour 


 


Agree that the person will 


record how they feel after e.g., 


taking their daily walk 


  IF9 


83.  Anticipated regret Induce expectations of future regret 


about performance of the unwanted 


behaviour 


Note: not including 79, Information 


about emotional consequences 


Ask the person to assess the 


degree of regret they will feel if 


they do not quit smoking (e.g. on 


a 5 point scale) 


  IF4 


IF9 
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Comparison of behaviour 


Comparing own behaviour to an ideal performance or to others’ beliefs or behaviour 


 


84.  Demonstration of the 


behaviour 


(includes ‘modelling’) 


Provide an example of the behaviour 


being performed for the person to aspire 


to or imitate 


Demonstrate to nurses how to 


raise the issue of excessive 


drinking with patients via a role-


play exercise 


  IF8 


85.  Social comparison Draw attention to others’ performance to 


explicitly elicit comparisons  


Show the general practitioner 


the proportion of patients who 


were prescribed antibiotics for a 


common cold by themselves and 


by their colleagues 


Being in a group setting does 


not necessarily mean that 


social comparison is actually 


taking place. 


 IF2 


86.  Information about 


others’ approval 


Provide information about what other 


people think about the behaviour. The 


information clarifies whether others will 


like, approve or disapprove of what the 


person is doing or will do 


Tell the staff at the hospital 


ward that staff at all other wards 


approve of washing their hands 


according to the guidelines 


  IF1 


IF2 


Covert learning 


Imagining consequences of behaviour, or observing consequences of the behaviour for others. 


 


87.  Imaginary punishment 


(includes ‘covert 


sensitisation’) 


Advise to imagine performing the 


unwanted behaviour in a real-life 


situation followed by imagining an 


unpleasant consequence 


Advise to imagine overeating 


and then vomiting 


 


  IF4 


IF9 


88.  Imaginary reward 


(includes ‘covert 


conditioning’) 


Advise to imagine performing the 


wanted behaviour in a real-life situation 


followed by imagining a pleasant 


consequence 


Advise the health professional to 


imagine giving dietary advice 


followed by the patient losing 


weight and no longer being 


diabetic 


  IF3 


IF9 
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89.  Vicarious consequences Prompt observation of the consequences 


(including rewards and punishments) for 


others when they perform the  behaviour  


Draw attention to the positive 


comments other staff get when 


they disinfect their hands 


regularly 


If observation of health 


consequences, also code 78, 


Information about health 


consequences 


 


If observation of emotional 


consequences, also code 79, 


Information about emotional 


consequences 


 


If observation of  social, 


environmental or unspecified 


consequences, also code 80, 


Information about social and 


environmental consequences 


78? 


 


79? 


 


80? 


 


(see 


notes) 


IF9 


 


 


* Glossary of key terms 
Antecedents: the social and environmental situations and events, emotions, or thoughts that precede, cause or elicit an existing unwanted behaviour, or have the potential to precede, cause or 


elicit a new wanted behaviour. 


‘If-then’ plan: A detailed plan which specifies what action will be taken when a specific context or stimulus* is encountered (i.e. ‘if I finish using the toilet, then I will wash my hands’). 


Stimulus*: Anything (e.g. a thing, event, situation, etc.) that evokes a response, or has the potential to do so. 
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2. Intervention function coding structure 


The table below is adapted from the ‘Behaviour Change Wheel’ (Michie, van Stralen & West, 2011). It 


aims to provide a comprehensive overview of the possible functions of behaviour change 


interventions. 


 


Code Intervention 


function 


 


Definition 


 


Example of intervention 


function 


NOT an example of  


intervention function 


IF1 Education Increasing knowledge 


or understanding  


Providing information to 


promote healthy eating 


Providing cooking lessons (this is 


training as the aim is to impart 


skill rather than increase 


knowledge) 


IF2 Persuasion Using communication 


to induce positive or 


negative feelings, or 


to stimulate action  


 


Using imagery to motivate 


increases in physical 


activity 


Providing information on benefits 


of physical activity (this is 


education as the aim is to 


increase knowledge about the 


impact of physical activity)  


 


IF3 Incentivisation Creating an 


expectation of reward 


Using prize draws to induce 


attempts to stop smoking 


Using positive images of non-


smokers to encourage smokers to 


quit (this is persuasion as there is 


no direct reward)  


IF4 Coercion Creating an 


expectation of 


punishment or cost 


 


 


Raising the financial cost to 


reduce excessive alcohol 


consumption 


Telling drinkers if they drink to 


excess they will be viewed 


negatively by their peers (this is 


persuasion not coercion as there 


is no direct punishment or cost to 


the drinker) 


IF5 Training Imparting skills for 


performing the target 


behaviour 


 


 


Advanced driver training to 


increase safe driving 


A lecture about safe driving (this 


is education as the aim is to 


impart knowledge, i.e. the what 


not the practical  application of 


this knowledge, i.e. the how to 


that defines training) 


IF6 Restriction Using rules to reduce 


the opportunity to 


engage in the target 


behaviour (or to 


increase the target 


behaviour by reducing 


the opportunity to 


engage in competing 


behaviours) 


Prohibiting sales of solvents 


to people under 18 to 


reduce use for intoxication 


Fines for the possession of 


solvents (this is coercion as there 


is a cost for the  undesirable 


behaviour)  


IF7 Environmental 


restructuring 


Changing the physical 


or social context in 


which the behaviour is 


(or could be) 


performed 


Providing on-screen 


prompts for GPs to ask 


about smoking behaviour 


Creating a rewards system for 


GPs who ask about smoking 


behaviour (this is incentivisation 


as there is a reward for the 


desirable behaviour)  
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Code Intervention 


function 


 


Definition 


 


Example of intervention 


function 


NOT an example of  


intervention function 


IF8 Modelling Providing an example 


for people to aspire to 


or imitate 


 


 


Using TV drama scenes 


involving safe-sex practices 


to increase condom use 


Using TV advert to encourage 


condom use (this is persuasion as 


the aim is to induce positive 


feelings towards condom use)  


IF9 Enablement Increasing 


means/reducing 


barriers to increase 


capability (beyond 


education and/or 


training) or 


opportunity (beyond 


environmental 


restructuring) 


 


Behavioural support for 


smoking cessation, 


medication for cognitive 


deficits, surgery to reduce 


obesity, prostheses to 


promote physical activity 


Supporting GPs to recognise the 


symptoms ovarian cancer with an 


information pamphlet (this is 


education as the primary aim is 


to inform rather than support) 
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Issue date: 14th November 2012 


Evidence review for Public Health Guidance 
 
Developed by Bazian for NICE 
This report represents the views of Bazian Ltd and was arrived at after due 
consideration of the available evidence. However Bazian Ltd makes no warranty 
regarding the opinions and interpretations of third party authors whose evidence is 
contained within this report and is not liable to any person using the aforementioned 
opinions and interpretations for any purpose. Bazian Ltd is not responsible for the 
content of external websites: You must use your judgement to determine the 
accuracy and relevance of the information they contain. 


 


Individual-Level Behaviour 
Change  


External evidence review 1: review of current 
NICE guidance and recommendations. 
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1 Executive Summary 


Aims and objectives 


This is the first of three external evidence reviews commissioned by NICE to 


update the current NICE Public Health Guidance on behaviour change. 


This review aims to describe individual-level interventions, recommended by 


existing NICE Public Health Guidance, for changing behaviour in the target 


areas of smoking cessation, reducing alcohol consumption, promoting a 


healthy diet, physical activity and sexual health. It aims to summarise what 


was known at the time these guidance documents were published and report, 


using a taxonomy of behaviour change techniques (BCTs), the BCTs that 


have been used in interventions shown to be effective. The objective was to 


provide baseline information from current guidance that in part helps to 


answer three overarching questions posed to all three evidence reviews. The 


research questions that guided this review were: 


1. a. Which interventions are effective at changing behaviour and/or 


sustaining behaviour change in individual-level interventions? 


b. Which specific behaviour change techniques and combinations of 


behaviour change techniques are effective at changing behaviour in 


the long term (over 6 months) and/or sustaining behaviour change in 


individual-level interventions? 


2. Which behaviour change techniques are effective for changing and/or 


sustaining change in specific behaviours only, such as alcohol or 


smoking, and which are more generalisable (i.e. effective across a 


range of behaviours)? 


3. How do the effects of individual interventions vary across different 


population groups? 


The evidence statements offered in this review (Review 1) should be 


considered alongside the statements in Review 2 and Review 3. 
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Methods 


For this review we began by identifying public health guidance on the NICE 


website. Guidance documents relevant to the research questions were 


selected and any recommendations relating to individual-level behaviour 


change interventions extracted. We examined the evidence reviews 


underlying each guidance document to identify the evidence statements, 


evidence tables and underlying studies for interventions that were described 


as effective for initiating or sustaining behaviour change. An extraction table 


was developed and BCTs, theoretically organised clusters of BCTs, and 


intervention functions were coded. Summary tables were used to develop new 


evidence statements relating to BCTs and functions that were described in 


effective interventions. 


Summary of findings 


Amongst 38 public health guidance documents identified, 12 contained one or 


more recommendations relevant to individual-level behaviour change and at 


least one of the five target behaviours (smoking cessation, physical activity, 


alcohol consumption, diet, sexual health). Within these, five contained 


recommendations relevant to smoking cessation, four on increasing physical 


activity levels, four on diet, three on reducing alcohol consumption and one 


related to sexual health. 


BCTs, BCT clusters and intervention functions reported in effective 


interventions are briefly listed below. These are described in more detail in 


Table 4 and in evidence statements.  


Smoking 


Evidence from current NICE guidance indicated the following individual-level 


interventions were effective at getting adult smokers to quit: 


 Brief interventions (including referral to specialised stop smoking services) 


 Individual behavioural counselling 


 Nicotine replacement therapy 


 Self-help materials 
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 Telephone counselling and quitlines 


 Rapid smoking form of aversion therapy 


The following interventions were deemed effective in pregnant women: 


 Cognitive behaviour therapy 


 Motivational interviewing 


 Self-help and support from NHS Stop Smoking services 


One or more of the following BCTs, BCT clusters or intervention functions 


could be coded as being reported in these effective interventions:  


 BCT3 Social support (unspecified) 


 BCT4 Pharmacological support  


 BCT7 Paradoxical instructions 


 BCT34 Adding objects to the environment 


 BCT36 Instructions on how to perform behaviour  


 BCT Cluster 1 “Social Support”  


 Intervention Function 2 Persuasion 


Diet 


Evidence from current NICE guidance indicated the following individual-level 


interventions were effective at changing diet in the specific populations: 


 Nutritional counselling in adults 


 Lifestyle interventions targeting diet to prevent new cases of diabetes were 


effective in those at high risk of diabetes or who had pre-diabetes 


 Large, diverse, multi-faceted lifestyle interventions including a dietary 


element were also effective in pregnant women and new mothers. 


One or more of the following BCTs, BCT clusters or intervention functions 


could be coded as being reported in these effective interventions:  


 BCT3 Social support (unspecified) 


 BCT29 Graded Tasks 
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 BCT61 Problem Solving 


 BCT89 Vicarious consequences 


 BCT Cluster 1 “Social Support” 


 BCT Cluster 3 “Feedback and Monitoring” 


 BCT Cluster 11 “Goals and Planning” 


Physical activity 


Evidence from current NICE guidance indicated the following individual-level 


interventions were effective at increasing physical activity levels in the specific 


populations: 


 Brief interventions in primary care (containing advice and/or motivational 


interviewing, follow up calls or an activity plan) were effective across all 


adults groups 


 Home based, group based and educational interventions were effective for 


older people 


 Combined lifestyle interventions containing specific physical activity 


elements were effective at increasing physical activity in those at risk of 


type 2 diabetes. 


One or more of the following BCTs, BCT clusters or intervention functions 


could be coded as being reported in these effective interventions:  


 BCT3 Social support (unspecified) 


 BCT10 Self-monitoring of behaviour  


 BCT11 Self-monitoring of outcomes 


 BCT23 Behavioural practice/rehearsal 


 BCT29 Graded Tasks 


 BCT36 Instructions on how to perform a behaviour 


 BCT61 Problem Solving 


 BCT62 Goal setting (behaviour)) 


 BCT64 Action planning 


 BCT89 Vicarious consequences 
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 BCT Cluster 1 “Social Support” 


 BCT Cluster 11 “Goals and Planning” 


 Intervention Function 1 Education 


 Intervention Function 2 Persuasion 


Diet and physical activity combined 


Evidence from current NICE guidance indicated the following individual-level 


interventions were effective in the specific populations below: 


 Adults at risk of diabetes 


 Multifaceted complex interventions 


 Information and support from professionals (including motivational 


interviewing in some cases) 


 Weight loss in women of child bearing age; expectant mothers and new 


mothers with BMI over 30 


 Opportunistic brief intervention 


 Regular exercise, advice about healthy eating and group support. 


 


One or more of the following BCTs, BCT clusters or intervention functions 


could be coded as being reported in these effective interventions:  


 BCT10 Self-monitoring of behaviour  


 BCT11 Self-monitoring of outcomes 


 BCT23 Behavioural practice/rehearsal 


 BCT29 Graded Tasks 


 BCT61 Problem solving 


 BCT62 Goal setting (behaviour) 


 BCT64 Action planning 


 BCT Cluster 1 “Social Support”,  


 BCT Cluster 3 “Feedback and Monitoring”,  


 BCT Cluster 11 “Goals and Planning”  


 BCT Cluster 14 “Natural Consequences” 
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 Intervention Function 1 Education 


 Intervention Function 2 Persuasion 


Alcohol 


Evidence from current NICE guidance indicated the following individual-level 


interventions were effective at reducing alcohol intake in the following groups: 


 Adult problem drinkers 


 Brief behaviour counselling 


 Adult hazardous drinkers 


 Brief interventions in primary care 


 Young people with substance misuse (including alcohol) 


 Brief intervention (including elements of motivational interviewing and 


goal setting) 


 


One or more of the following BCTs, BCT clusters or intervention functions 


could be coded as being reported in these effective interventions:  


 BCT3 Social support (unspecified) 


 BCT10 Self-monitoring of behaviour  


 BCT61 Problem solving 


 BCT78 Information about health consequences  


 BCT79 Information about emotional consequences 


 BCT Cluster 1 “Social Support” 


 BCT Cluster 3 “Feedback and Monitoring” 


 BCT Cluster 5 “Repetition and Substitutions”  


 BCT Cluster 11 “Goals and Planning” 


 Intervention Function 1 Education 


 Intervention Function 2 Persuasion 
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Sexual health 


Evidence from current NICE guidance indicated the following individual-level 


interventions were effective at improving sexual health in the following groups: 


 Adolescents to reduce pregnancies and or increase contraception use. 


 One to one sexual health advice 


 Adults (including MSM) and adolescents for preventing STIs including HIV 


and increasing condom use 


 One to one structured discussions 


 Patients with an STI and their partners 


 Partner therapy plus support 


 


One or more of the following BCTs, BCT clusters or intervention functions 


could be coded as being reported in these effective interventions:  


 BCT3 Social support (unspecified) 


 BCT4 Pharmacological support 


 BCT23 Behavioural practice/rehearsal 


 BCT34 Adding objects to the environment  


 BCT36 Instructions on how to perform a behaviour 


 BCT61 Problem solving 


 BCT62 Goal setting (behaviour) 


 BCT64 Action planning 


 BCT78 Information about health consequences 


 BCT cluster “Social Support  


 Intervention Function 1 Education 


Conclusions 


For individual-level interventions the following patterns were identified through 


a descriptive synthesis: 
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 Social support is codable as a BCT (BCT3 Social support (unspecified)) 


across all five health topics 


 Brief interventions for smoking cessation appear effective and often include 


social and pharmacological support. This included social and 


pharmacological support BCTs associated with a referral to specialist stop 


smoking services.  


 BCT Cluster 3 “Feedback and Monitoring” or BCT Cluster 11 “Goals and 


Planning” that require continued engagement and follow up over time are 


included in effective intensive interventions combining dietary and physical 


activity elements. These interventions help to prevent progression of 


impaired glucose tolerance to type 2 diabetes and reduce weight in adults 


or postpartum women who are obese or overweight 


 The sustainability of any behaviour change achieved with interventions 


designed to initiate behaviour change is rarely reported beyond 12 months 


and few interventions appear in these guidelines to have been designed 


specifically for maintaining behaviour change 


 Sexually transmitted infections (including HIV) and pregnancy are the 


primary clinical outcomes considered in sexual health guidance. However 


Only a small proportion of the evidence identified in current guidance has 


been reported in terms of behavioural outcomes (e.g. condom use) 


 Individual-level interventions relying on remote communication (SMS, web 


based support or gaming) have not so far been covered in public health 


guidance 


Discussion 


This review reflects the evidence behind effective individual-level behaviour 


change interventions described in current NICE public health guidance, and 


where possible, describes BCTs underlying these interventions. 


Limitations to the approach stem from the fact that BCT coding ultimately 


depends on clear and unambiguous reporting, but intervention descriptions 


are often poorly reported, making BCT coding difficult. This summary of 


findings should therefore be seen as descriptive only. It should not, for 
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example, be inferred that only the BCTs described in this report are effective 


or that the pattern described above is similar to what will be found from more 


recent research (with better descriptions of the techniques used) or when 


statistical associations with variation in effectiveness are analysed using 


meta-regression procedures in Review 2.  


There are several other important limitations inherent in this review that 


should be considered. These are outlined in full in the discussion section of 


the main document. 
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2 Introduction 


This is the first of three external evidence reviews commissioned by NICE to 


update the current public health guidance on behaviour change (PH6). This 


first evidence review is a review of existing NICE guidance on smoking, 


alcohol, diet, physical activity and sexual health for evidence of effective 


behaviour change interventions and techniques at an individual-level. 


Interventions at a community or population level are not considered in this 


review.  


This review aims to summarise the existing state of knowledge and guidance 


on behaviour change as described in current NICE public health guidance. It 


reports the recommendations, and underlying body of evidence, regarding 


interventions and techniques at the date of previous guidance as a basis for 


future reviews. 


For this review an individual-level behaviour change intervention was defined 


as one where an individual is selected for an intervention on the basis of an 


existing health status (e.g. overweight) or behaviour (e.g. high alcohol 


consumption, smoking). This includes health promotion and disease 


prevention interventions aimed at changing an individual’s behaviour. 


The three questions that guided this review (Review 1) are: 


1. a. Which interventions are effective at changing behaviour and/or 


sustaining behaviour change in individual-level interventions? 


b. Which specific behaviour change techniques and combinations of 


behaviour change techniques are effective at changing behaviour in 


the long term (over 6 months) and/or sustaining behaviour change in 


individual-level interventions? 


2. Which behaviour change techniques are effective for changing and/or 


sustaining change in specific behaviours only, such as alcohol or 
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smoking, and which are more generalisable (i.e. effective across a 


range of behaviours)? 


3. How do the effects of individual interventions vary across different 


population groups? 


These questions will be more fully addressed as part of the second external 


evidence review commissioned by NICE (Review 2). Review 2 will address 


these questions, and one other, in more detail as it will involve a new literature 


search, data extraction and quality assessment of primary research. Review 3 


is a qualitative review that addresses one further question regarding the 


competencies required to deliver effective interventions and techniques as 


well as patient views. Review 1 should be interpreted alongside the findings of 


the other two reviews. 


3 Methods 


The steps in this review were: 


 Identifying public health guidance on the NICE website 


 Selecting relevant guidance and extracting recommendations relating to 


individual-level behaviour change interventions 


 Searching for evidence in the reviews, evidence statements and evidence 


tables. Identifying the interventions that are recommended as effective for 


changing behaviours and sustaining behaviour change and those that are 


not recommended 


 Coding behaviour change techniques and looking in more depth at the 


evidence supporting recommended behaviour change interventions to 


identify information about the interventions available from the evidence 


tables 


 Summarising findings and drafting new evidence statements relating to 


BCTs 
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Identifying public health guidance 


A list of published public health guidance was obtained from the NICE website 


(NICE 2012). A total of 38 public health guidance documents were published 


at the time of searching on 25th July 2012.  


Selecting relevant guidance 


The objective of screening the public health guidance was to identify 


documents that contained recommendations relating to individual-level 


behaviour change in one of the five health topics of interest. The quick 


reference guidance documents for each of the 38 guidelines were obtained 


and individual recommendations within each report screened for relevance by 


one analyst. Borderline inclusion/exclusion cases were discussed and 


resolved with reference to a second analyst.  


Relevant recommendations or relevant sub-parts of recommendations were 


extracted into a data extraction table to create a trail from NICE’s 


recommendations to the individual studies underpinning them (Appendix A). 


NICE public health guidance containing no relevant recommendations was 


excluded at this stage if its recommendations were: aimed at the wrong age 


group (aged under 16 years); not individual-level recommendations; or not 


related to one of the five health topics in scope (smoking, alcohol, physical 


activity, diet or sexual health). Reasons for exclusion are recorded in Table 2 


Excluded NICE public health guidance.  


The definition of individual-level behaviour change interventions are described 


in the project scope of Review 1, available as a separate document. 


Common examples of non-individual recommendations that were excluded 


include those relating to policy and strategy; service design; referral 


recommendations (where a description of the service to be referred to was 


absent or was not concerned with behaviour change); those affecting the 


physical environment; school wide/whole school approaches; and workplace 


interventions (where no individual elements were described). 
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Recommending vitamin D and folic acid to all pregnant women was not 


viewed as an individual-level dietary behaviour change intervention as it 


represented an effort to encourage adherence to a specific medication. 


HIV partner testing was generally viewed as a community level intervention as 


in most cases the intervention sought to bring about the target behaviour (safe 


sex or taking an HIV test) through social processes (partner persuasion) 


rather than directly targeting the person/partner. Where both the partner and 


the patient were the direct target of the intervention (e.g. information and 


advice was given to both patient and partner) this was included. 


Searching for the evidence in the underlying reviews, evidence 
statements and evidence tables 


For each relevant recommendation or sub-recommendation the relevant 


evidence statements were identified from the full NICE public health guidance 


and recorded in the data extraction table (Appendix A). In many cases only a 


sub-section of the entire recommendation was relevant to individual-level 


behaviour change. Hence, not all the evidence statements, which were given 


for the whole recommendation, were relevant to the sub-section. In these 


cases only the relevant evidence statements were extracted into the data 


extraction table. 


Individual studies underlying the evidence statements were also recorded in 


the data extraction table giving an audit trail from recommendation to research 


study. The evidence statements are designed to summarise the findings, 


strength and quality of evidence behind each recommendation and were 


extracted for this purpose. However, further information about the specific 


components of the interventions was sought to aid behaviour change coding 


by viewing information extracted in the evidence tables associated with each 


evidence review. Links to the evidence reviews associated with each NICE 


public health guidance document that contained relevant information are 


included in the data extraction table for reference. 
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Coding behaviour change techniques 


Specific behaviour change techniques (BCTs) were sought from the 


information available in the evidence statements and evidence tables 


describing the intervention. For the purposes of coding, behaviour change 


interventions and techniques were assumed to have been delivered as 


intended and as described in the evidence tables. No independent 


assessment of whether the intervention was delivered as intended was 


undertaken.  


BCT coding was based on an 89-item BCT taxonomy (Michie et al., 2011; 


2012). This taxonomy contains explicit definitions of individual BCTs while 


also organising each technique into one of 16 theoretical clusters (e.g. BCT 


Cluster 1 “Social Support”). 


The 89-item BCT taxonomy (May 2012) was the most up-to-date version 


available at the time of coding. The taxonomy was under development at the 


time of our review, and it has since been expanded to incorporate 93 items 


(“BCT taxonomy v1”); one BCT from the 89-item version (BCT60 Incentive) 


has been broken down into five discrete BCTs (i.e. material incentive for 


behaviour, material incentive for outcome, social incentives, non-specific 


incentives, self-incentives). The 93-item taxonomy v1 was not used in this 


review (Review 1) but it has been used for a separate cost effectiveness 


review for NICE (Shahab et al., unpublished document).  


Interventions were also categorised according to which one or more of nine 


intervention functions they served (education; persuasion; incentivisation; 


coercion; training; enablement; modelling; environmental restructuring; 


restriction). Functions were derived from the ‘Behaviour Change Wheel’ 


(Michie et al., 2011). 


Evidence statements associated with relevant recommendations were first 


reviewed and where sufficient detail was provided one or more BCTs were 


coded in the data extraction table. Where this detail was lacking, information 


about the intervention components was reviewed from the evidence tables 
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and coded in the data extraction table where possible. If no specific 


information was available to code an individual BCT then the BCT cluster was 


coded. If no BCT or BCT cluster was identifiable the intervention function was 


inferred from any explicit statement of the intended function of the 


intervention, or inferred from a broader description of the intervention. See 


Appendix B for descriptions of the BCT taxonomy codes, BCT clusters and 


intervention functions used in this report. The number of items in each of the 


coding frames is given below and indicates the level of specificity in each of 


the coding structures. 


 BCT taxonomy code (89 items)  


 BCT clusters (groups individual BCTs into 16 clusters) 


 Intervention function (9 items) 


In identifying recommendations relating to individual-level behaviour change 


two broad types of recommendation emerged. The first were those that 


contained explicit mention of specific BCTs that matched those described in 


the behaviour change taxonomy coding structure. For example, “physical 


activity goals were set” would be a clear example of BCT62 Goal setting 


(behaviour). Similarly, “nicotine replacement therapy was given” is an 


example of BCT4 Pharmacological support. The second were 


recommendations that clearly aimed to support behaviour change but were 


more generic and less detailed in their description (even with reference to the 


evidence tables). Statements such as “provide information and advice” were 


common yet too generic to be assigned a specific BCT or BCT cluster as the 


content of the information and advice was typically absent from the evidence 


statements or evidence tables. These invariably attracted a more general 


code. In the case of “provide information and advice” an intervention function 


code of IF1 Education was used. Directly examining the relevant primary 


research, as is planned in Review 2, may provide further insight into the 


specific nature of this information and advice and allow specific BCTs to be 


coded. The ability to code BCTs is dependent on how well the intervention is 


described in the primary research publication. 
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Similarly, the term “motivational interviewing” was relatively common yet 


poorly defined in the guidance and evidence tables. This approach can, but 


not always, include specific BCTs such as eliciting self motivating statements 


(BCT43 Self-talk) and social support (BCT3 Social support (unspecified)). The 


term motivational interviewing was generally coded more generically as 


Intervention Function 2 Persuasion unless further information was available to 


ascribe a BCT or BCT cluster. The definition of Intervention Function 2 


Persuasion used in the BCT taxonomy was a technique that uses 


“communication to induce positive or negative feelings to stimulate action”, 


which seemed to fit most pragmatic definitions of motivational interviewing we 


came across in the guidance documents. 


Summarising and evidence statements 


Findings were grouped around the five individual health topics of interest. For 


each health topic, effective interventions and approaches highlighted in the 


recommendations and evidence statements were described alongside the 


body of evidence behind them. This classification included subgroups, such 


as adolescents, older people or pregnant women, and information on the 


short, medium and long term where available from the existing evidence 


statements.  


In cases where there was evidence from multiple guidance documents and 


evidence statements, these have been pooled into new summary evidence 


statements. Where the only available evidence on a topic came from a single 


evidence statement it was quoted, and in some cases shortened, from the 


original guidance document. 


In addition, the behavioural components or “active ingredients” of these 


interventions (where sufficient detail was present) were described with 


reference to the appropriate BCT, BCT cluster or intervention function coding, 


described above. 


These statements build on existing evidence statements and, in some cases, 


studies that have been cited directly in the guidance that fall outside of 
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evidence statements. Study type and quality assessments were carried 


through from previous NICE guidance and were not reappraised for the 


purposes of this review. Each study had been given a quality rating ([++], [+], 


[-]) to reflect the study’s internal validity concerning the risk of potential bias 


arising from its design and execution. These quality ratings, based on 


methods for the development of NICE public health guidance, are given below 


in brief for clarity (NICE 2009).  


Quality rating 


[++] All or most of the NICE checklist criteria have been fulfilled; where they 


have not been fulfilled the conclusions are very unlikely to alter.  


[+] Some of the checklist criteria have been fulfilled, where they have not 


been fulfilled, or not adequately described, the conclusions are unlikely to 


alter.  


[-] Few or no checklist criteria have been fulfilled and the conclusions are 


likely or very likely to alter.  


 


Where evidence statements or evidence specifically mentions or relates to 


specific groups e.g. older people or pregnant women, we have addressed 


contextual factors or modifiers of effect; for example, how the effects of 


individual interventions vary across different population groups. 


 


Is the evidence up to date? 


The evidence statements, quality assessment and detail in evidence tables 


referred to in this document are current up to the search date of the 


underlying NICE public health guidance. Some of the evidence comes from 


Cochrane systematic reviews which are periodically updated. A proportion of 


Cochrane reviews included and appraised as part of early NICE public health 


guidance (the earliest NICE public health guidance (PH1) was published in 


2006) may have since been updated and the conclusions may have changed 


in light of new evidence. Consequently, the evidence statements included in 


this review reflect the strength and quality of the evidence base as it was 
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when the relevant NICE public health guidance was published. The more 


recent evidence will be identified, reviewed and incorporated as part of 


Review 2. 


Review 1 and Review 2 overlap 


Review 2 will extract information from RCTs published since 2003 (inclusive) 


that meet the inclusion criteria set out in that review. Some RCTs referenced 


in Review 1 may not be included in Review 2 as previous NICE evidence 


reviews may have used differing inclusion criteria to the current evidence 


review, specifically in their definitions of individual-level behaviour change 


interventions and the behaviour change outcomes of interest. 


Referencing 


This review draws on existing information from NICE public health guidance 


evidence reviews, evidence statements and the studies informing them. This 


document cross references studies and evidence statements from existing 


evidence reviews underlying current NICE guidance. The cross references at 


the end of paragraphs indicate the NICE public health guidance (PH) and 


evidence statement (ES) from where the information was drawn. E.g. (PH26, 


ES1.6) refers to NICE public health guidance 26 and evidence statement 1.6. 


This cross referencing is to enable the information to be tracked a) to the data 


extraction table created for this review (Appendix A) containing the whole 


evidence statement and additional information and b) to the original NICE 


evidence review references and evidence tables containing full details. Full 


study details and key extracted data are present in evidence tables in these 


underlying reviews. 


4 Summary of findings 


A total of 38 NICE public health guidance documents were identified for 


review: 12 contained one or more recommendations relevant to individual-


level behaviour change (either specific or more generic) while 26 were 


excluded. See Table 1 for included guidance and recommendations and 


Table 2 for a list of excluded guidance and main reason for exclusion. 
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Of the twelve relevant NICE public health guidance documents identified; five 


contained recommendations relevant to smoking cessation; four on increasing 


physical activity levels; four on diet, three on reducing alcohol consumption 


and one related to sexual health (see Table 3).  


In some cases one public health guidance document was relevant to more 


than one health topic, for example, PH38 was relevant to both diet and 


physical activity. The current behaviour change guidance (PH6) was relevant 


to four of the five topic areas with the exception of sexual health.  


4.1 Smoking  


Overview 


Most of the evidence in this section comes from Cochrane systematic reviews 


appraised pre-2006. A proportion of these reviews will have been updated 


since, and the conclusions may have changed in light of new evidence. In 


addition, more contemporary intervention types, such as internet based or 


mobile phone delivered interventions for smoking cessation, were not 


considered at this time, but are the subject of more recent Cochrane reviews. 


Further evidence statements on such topics may be developed for Review 2 


where appropriate evidence exists.  


The following descriptions and evidence statements reflect the evidence as it 


was at the time it was appraised by NICE in the formation of previous public 


health guidance. 


Evidence behind interventions highlighted in current NICE guidance 


Current NICE public health guidance on behaviour change identified 22 


systematic reviews evaluating interventions to aid smoking cessation, prevent 


relapse, or prevent people taking up smoking at an individual-level (PH6). 


From this evidence base it concluded that interventions that showed a positive 


effect include advice from physicians (IF1 Education, BCT36 Instructions on 


how to perform a behaviour) (5 reviews: Lancaster and Stead, 2004 [+]; Fiore 


et al., 2000 [++]; West et al., 2000 [+]; Moher et al., 2005 [++], Fisher et al., 
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1990 [+]), the rapid smoking form of aversion therapy (BCT7 Paradoxical 


instructions) (1 review: Hajek and Stead, 2001 [+]), self-help materials (BCT34 


Adding objects to the environment) (1 review: Lancaster and Stead, 2005a 


[+]), telephone counselling (BCT3 Social Support unspecified) (compared to 


less intensive interventions) (1 review: Stead et al., 2003 [+]), nursing 


interventions (1 review: Rice and Stead, 2004 [+]) and group counselling 


(BCT3 Social support (unspecified)) (which is also more effective than self-


help) (1 review: Lancaster and Stead, 2005b [+]) (PH6). 


Those that showed “less clear, poor quality or inconclusive evidence of effect” 


included social support interventions (“Social Support” BCT cluster) (e.g. 


buddy systems or friends and family) (2 reviews: Park et al., 2004 [+]; May 


and West, 2000 [-]), relapse prevention (BCT61 Problem solving) (1 review: 


Hajek et al., 2005 [+]), biomarker feedback (BCT14 Biofeedback) or 


biomedical risk assessment (2 reviews: Bize et al., 2005 [+]; McClure, 2002 [-


]), exercise (1 review, Nishi et al., 1998 [+]), and interventions by community 


pharmacy personnel or dentists (2 reviews: Brothwell, 2001 [-]; Sinclair et al., 


2004 [+]) (PH6). 


Interventions that had evidence of no effectiveness included hypnotherapy (no 


behaviour change coding possible) and stage-based approaches to changing 


smoking behaviour (2 reviews: Abbot et al., 1998 [+]; Riemsma et al., 2003 [-]) 


(PH6). 


In addition to this review of reviews, four individual NICE public health 


guidance documents contained recommendations relating to individual-level 


behaviour change interventions for smoking cessation (PH1, PH5, PH10 and 


PH26).  


NICE public health guidance 5 and 10 both highlighted six individual-level 


smoking cessation interventions as being effective interventions for adults 


including: 


 Brief interventions 
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 Individual behavioural counselling 


 Group behaviour therapy 


 Pharmacotherapies  


 Self-help materials  


 Telephone counselling and quitlines 


The evidence behind each of these interventions is described below. 


4.1.1 Brief interventions 


Brief interventions were described in NICE public health guidance as involving 


opportunistic advice, discussion, negotiation or encouragement, typically 


taking between 5 and 10 minutes and may include one or more of the 


following (PH1):  


 simple opportunistic advice to stop 


 an assessment of the patient’s commitment to quit 


 an offer of pharmacotherapy and/or behavioural support 


 provision of self-help material and referral to more intensive support such 


as the NHS Stop Smoking Services.  


Evidence informing the effectiveness of brief interventions comes from NICE 


public health guidance 1 and 6 (see Appendix A). NICE public health 


guidance 1 is also cross referenced by NICE public health guidance 5 and 10 


when describing the evidence supporting brief interventions.  


Moderate quality evidence directly applicable to the UK (Lancaster and Stead, 


2004 [+]) shows a small effect of physician advice (BCT36 Instructions on how 


to perform a behaviour) on the odds of quitting for all smokers, with additional 


supporting evidence from two further reviews of a similar body of research 


(Fiore et al., 2000 [++] and West et al., 2000 [+]) (PH1, ES1 and PH6). 


There is evidence from a single systematic review directly applicable to the 


UK setting (Rice and Stead 2004 [+]) that nurse structured advice (BCT36 


Instructions on how to perform a behaviour) in primary care and community 
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settings shows a moderate effect at increasing smoking cessation in non-


hospitalised people (PH1 ES2 and PH6). The primary focus of the contact in 


these studies was smoking, and hence they represent planned brief 


interventions and not “opportunistic” brief interventions made during routine 


care (i.e. when individuals are making contact with a nurse but not specifically 


for smoking purposes). In addition, poor uptake of invitations to contact 


nurses for assistance with smoking cessation was noted in some UK studies. 


There is insufficient evidence to say whether opportunistic advice increases 


quit rates (PH1 ES2 and PH6). 


There was also evidence from a systematic review (Moher et al., 2005 [++]) 


and evidence from a meta-analysis (Fisher et al., 1990 [+]) that minimal 


interventions including brief advice from a health professional are effective in 


facilitating smoking cessation. Moher et al., 2005 found an odds ratio for 


quitting with brief advice of 1.69, 95% confidence interval 1.45 to 1.98 


compared to self-help (PH5, ES2). 


Similarly there was evidence from a single systematic review supporting the 


efficacy of NRT (BCT4 Pharmacological support) as part of a brief intervention 


(Silagy et al., 2004 [+]) (PH1 ES7). 


No direct evidence was identified to support the efficacy of referral to NHS 


stop smoking services from within NICE public health guidance 1 or 5. 


Evidence statement 1: Brief interventions 


There is a body (7 studies) of systematic review evidence (Lancaster and 


Stead, 2004 [+]; Fiore et al., 2000 [++]; West et al., 2000 [+]; Rice and Stead, 


2004 [+]; Moher et al., 2005 [++], Fisher et al., 1990 [+]; Silagy et al., 2004 [+]) 


that demonstrates the effectiveness of nurse or GP led brief interventions, 


including elements of brief advice to stop smoking and an offer of 


pharmacological (NRT) support.  


The effectiveness of opportunistic nurse interventions is uncertain as the 


evidence related to an advice session aimed specifically at smoking, rather 
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4.1.2 Individual behaviour counselling  


Effectiveness of individual behaviour counselling was cited in NICE public 


health guidance 5 which addressed Smoking Cessation in the Workplace 


based on a single evidence statement (ES2). This highlighted a systematic 


review (Moher et al., 2005 [++]) and meta-analysis (Fisher et al., 1990[+]) that 


found that “the most effective smoking cessation interventions in workplace 


settings are those interventions that have proven effectiveness more broadly”, 


i.e. in settings other than the workplace (PH5 ES2). These systematic reviews 


suggested there is strong evidence that group therapy, individual counselling 


and pharmacological treatments all have an effect in facilitating smoking 


cessation. However, both reviews failed to identify effects due to the 


technique(s) used in a particular intervention type (PH5 ES2). 


NICE public health guidance 6 highlights evidence from a single review (Dunn 


et al., 2001 [-]) that showed an inconclusive effect of motivational interviewing 


in smoking cessation (PH6). 


 


than as part of a routine care (Rice and Stead, 2004 [+]) 


Behaviour change components 


Effective brief interventions typically incorporated giving brief advice to quit 


smoking (BCT36 Instructions on how to perform a behaviour), which also 


functions to educate the participants (Intervention Function 1 Education) as 


well as offering pharmacological support (BCT4 Pharmacological support). 


Most of the studies included here were reviews, consequently the descriptions 


of the active ingredients of the interventions lacked sufficient detail to code 


further behaviour change techniques from the evidence tables. 


NICE public health guidance 1 (ES1, 2, 7) 


NICE public health guidance 6 (“Health Professional led interventions”) 
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4.1.3 Group behaviour therapy  


Systematic review evidence (Moher et al., 2005 [++]) and evidence from a 


meta-analysis (Fisher et al., 1990 [+]) showed that group therapy is effective 


for increasing smoking cessation. Moher et al., 2005 found that for group 


therapy vs. self-help the odds ratio (OR) for quitting was 1.97, 95% CI 1.57 to 


2.48 (PH5, ES2). It also found no evidence that more intensive counselling 


was more effective than brief counselling and no evidence of a difference in 


effect between individual counselling and group therapy (OR 1.33, 95% CI 


0.83 to 2.13). In addition, a further systematic review (Stead and Lancaster 


2005 [+]) provided evidence that group behavioural therapy, also referred to 


Evidence statement 2: Individual Behavioural counselling 


There is evidence from one systematic review (Moher et al., 2005 [++]) and 


one meta-analysis (Fisher et al., 1990 [+]) that individual counselling has an 


effect (specific effect sizes not reported in the evidence tables) in facilitating 


smoking cessation. Further evidence from a single study (Dunn et al., 2001  


[-]) showed an inconclusive effect of motivational interviewing in smoking 


cessation. 


Behaviour change components 


The elements of the individual counselling interventions were not deducible 


from the evidence tables associated with the guidance. However, most 


behavioural counselling elements would map to BCT3 Social support 


(unspecified). However, as it is likely that the precise definitions and 


components of “individual behaviour counselling” vary between the studies 


there may be additional applicable BCTs that were used but were not 


recorded in the evidence tables and so are not coded here. 


NICE public health guidance 5 (ES2) 


NICE public health guidance 6 
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as group counselling, was more effective than self-help programmes or no 


intervention (PH6). 


 


4.1.4 Pharmacotherapy 


One systematic review (Silagy et al., 2004 [+]) provides evidence directly 


applicable to the UK that supports the efficacy of nicotine replacement therapy 


(NRT) as part of a brief intervention for smokers wishing to make a quit 


Evidence statement 3: Group behavioural therapy 


Systematic review evidence (Moher et al., 2005 [++]) and evidence from a 


meta-analysis (Fisher et al., 1990 [+]) showed that group therapy is effective 


for increasing smoking cessation.  


Moher et al., 2005 found that for group therapy vs. self-help the odds ratio 


(OR) for quitting was 1.97, 95% CI 1.57 to 2.48). It also found no evidence 


that more intensive counselling was more effective than brief counselling and 


no evidence of a difference in effect between individual counselling and group 


therapy (OR 1.33, 95% CI 0.83 to 2.13).  


In addition, a further systematic review (Stead and Lancaster 2005 [+]) 


provided evidence that group behavioural therapy, also referred to as group 


counselling, was more effective than self-help programmes or no intervention. 


Behaviour change components 


No information on the components of the effective interventions was 


deducible from the evidence tables associated with the relevant public health 


guidance. 


NICE public health guidance 5 (ES2 and direct reference to Cochrane 


systematic review of group behaviour therapy programmes for smoking 


cessation 2005) 


NICE public health guidance 6 
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attempt (PH1, ES7). This study assessed NRT combined with minimal 


additional support from physicians or purchased over the counter. It identified 


34 randomised trials of NRT prescribed with “low intensity” support. The 


definition of low-intensity in the review was intended to identify a level of 


support that could be offered as part of the provision of routine medical care. 


If the duration of time spent with the smoker (including assessment for the 


trial) exceeded 30 minutes at the initial consultation or the number of further 


assessment and reinforcement visits exceeded two, the level of additional 


support was categorized as high.  


NICE public health guidance 5 also provides evidence from a systematic 


review (Moher et al., 2005 [++]) and meta-analysis (Fisher et al., 1990 [+]) that 


pharmacological treatments have an effect in facilitating smoking cessation 


(PH5, ES2). 


Evidence statement 4: NRT 


Two systematic reviews (Silagy et al., 2004 [+]; Moher et al., 2005 [++]) and 


one meta-analysis (Fisher et al., 1990 [+]) provide evidence that NRT can be 


effective at facilitating smoking cessation as part of a brief intervention or with 


low intensity support. The definition of low-intensity in one review (Silagy et 


al., 2004 [+]) was intended to identify a level of support that could be offered 


as part of the provision of routine medical care. If the duration of time spent 


with the smoker (including assessment for the trial) exceeded 30 minutes at 


the initial consultation or the number of further assessment and reinforcement 


visits exceeded two, the level of additional support was categorized as high. 


Behaviour change components 


BCT4 Pharmacological support with or without support (BCT3 Social support 


(unspecified)). 


NICE public health guidance 1 (ES7) 


NICE public health guidance 5 (ES2) 
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4.1.5 Self-help materials  


A systematic review (Moher et al., 2005 [++]) and meta-analysis (Fisher et al., 


1990 [+]) indicates that self-help manuals appear to be less effective than 


other smoking cessation interventions (PH5, ES2). 


Further evidence for the effectiveness of self-help materials comes from a 


direct reference in NICE public health guidance 5 to a 2005 Cochrane review 


on self-help interventions for smoking cessation, also covered in NICE public 


health guidance 6 (Lancaster and Stead, 2005a [+]). This concluded that 


standard self-help materials may increase quit rates compared to no 


intervention but the effect is likely to be small (OR 1.24, 95% CI 1.07 to 1.45). 


This provided additional evidence that self-help materials tailored for the 


characteristics of individual smokers are more effective than untailored 


materials, although the absolute size of effect is also small (OR 1.42, 95% CI 


1.26 to 1.61). It is not clear from the evidence tables whether this refers only 


to a comparison of tailored vs. untailored interventions or also tailored vs. no 


intervention. There was no evidence of benefit from adding self-help materials 


to face-to-face advice, or to nicotine replacement therapy. 


Evidence statement 5: Self-help materials 


There is evidence from two systematic reviews (Moher et al., 2005 [++]; 


Lancaster and Stead, 2005a [+]) and one meta-analysis (Fisher et al., 1990 


[+]) that self-help materials are effective at increasing quit rates compared to 


no intervention, and that materials tailored for the characteristics of individual 


smokers are more effective than untailored materials.  


Lancaster and Stead, 2005a [+] showed that standard self-help materials may 


increase quit rates compared to no intervention but the effect is likely to be 


small (OR 1.24, 95% CI 1.07 to 1.45). Furthermore, self-help materials 


tailored for the characteristics of individual smokers are more effective than 


untailored materials although the absolute size of effect is also small (OR 
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4.1.6 Telephone counselling and quitlines 


Telephone counselling can be proactive or reactive. In the proactive approach 


the counsellor initiates one or more calls to provide support in making a quit 


attempt or avoiding relapse. This can be offered as part of an intervention 


such as face-to-face counselling or as an add-on to a mailed self-help 


program. Reactive counselling, by contrast, is available on demand from the 


person calling the service e.g. calling a quitline or helpline. These services 


take calls from people who smoke or their friends and family. 


1.42, 95% CI 1.26 to 1.61).  


Self-help materials are less effective than other smoking cessation 


interventions (Moher et al., 2005 [++]), and do not add benefit when added to 


face-to-face advice or NRT (Lancaster and Stead, 2005a [+]). 


Behaviour change components 


Giving self-help materials to encourage smoking cessation represents BCT34 


Adding objects to the environment. However, as the content of the self-help 


materials were not described in any detail in the evidence tables there may be 


additional BCTs in the interventions delivered that are not coded here. 


NICE public health guidance 5 specifies that self-help materials comprise any 


manual or structured programme, in written or electronic format, that can be 


used by individuals in a quit attempt without the help of health professionals, 


counsellors or group support. Based on this general description they are likely 


to include elements of education (Intervention Function 1 Education) through 


information and advice, or persuasion (Intervention Function 2 Persuasion) 


through increasing motivation to change behaviour.  


NICE public health guidance 5 (ES2) 


NICE public health guidance 6 
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Evidence statement 6: Telephone counselling and quitlines 


A single Cochrane review provides evidence (Stead et al., 2003 [+]) that 


proactive telephone counselling has a positive effect on smoking quit rates 


compared to less intensive interventions (less intensive not defined in the 


evidence tables; OR 1.56, 95% CI 1.38 to 1.77). Adding telephone support to 


face-to-face interventions or NRT did not have a long term effect on quit rates. 


The Cochrane review concluded that proactive telephone counselling (rather 


than reactive telephone support) helps smokers interested in quitting. Also 


that telephone quitlines provide an important route of access to support for 


smokers and call-back counselling enhances their usefulness (PH5 direct 


reference to Cochrane reviewed in PH6 above). 


Behaviour change components 


No coding was possible from information in the evidence table. NICE public 


health guidance 5 describes telephone counselling and quitlines as providing 


proactive or reactive advice, encouragement and support over the telephone 


(BCT3 Social Support (Unspecified)) to anyone who smokes who wants to 


quit, or who has recently quit.  


Note on social support for smoking cessation 


It was noted in PH6 that review level evidence (Park et al., 2004 [+] and May 


and West, 2000 [-]) on social support interventions, including buddy systems 


or support from friends and family, showed “less clear, poor quality or 


inconclusive evidence of effect”. Hence, the specific type of social support 


(professional or family) and method (face-to-face or telephone support) may 


be important and related to its effectiveness at bringing about behaviour 


change. 


NICE public health guidance 5 (Direct reference to Cochrane review by Stead 


et al., 2003) 


NICE public health guidance 6 
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4.1.7 Subgroup – pregnant women 


NICE public health guidance 6 identifies systematic review evidence (Lumley 


et al., 2004 [+]) that shows significant effects of a wide range of interventions 


on smoking reduction and smoking cessation in pregnant women (PH6).  


Further evidence for the effectiveness of smoking cessation interventions in 


pregnant women comes from NICE public health guidance 26 ‘Quitting 


smoking in pregnancy and following childbirth’. This covered interventions to 


help pregnant women who smoke to quit but stated that no specific 


recommendations were made for those planning a pregnancy or who have 


recently given birth due to a lack of evidence available on stop-smoking 


interventions for these groups.  


Recommendation 4 of NICE public health guidance 26 contains a context 


section that states “studies have shown that the following interventions are 


effective in helping women who are pregnant to quit smoking”. These were: 


 cognitive behaviour therapy 


 motivational interviewing 


 structured self-help and support from NHS stop smoking services 


In addition it states that in other countries the provision of incentives to quit 


has been shown to be effective with this group (but that research is required 


to see whether it would work in the UK) (PH26). The evidence behind the 


effectiveness of these interventions is draw from a single systematic review 


(Lumley et al., 2009, [++]) on interventions for promoting smoking cessation 


during pregnancy, an update of the review cited in PH6 (PH27, ES ER1.1). 


Recommendations 1 and 2 of NICE public health guidance 26 advocate the 


provision of information (for example, a leaflet) about the risks to the unborn 


child of smoking when pregnant and the hazards of exposure to second-hand 


smoke for both mother and baby. This recommendation is based on five 


qualitative studies (Anderson et al., 2002 [-]; Everett et al., 2005 [+]; 


Arborelius and Nyberg, 1997 [+], McCurry et al., 2002 [+]; Nichter et al., 
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2007 [+]) and three surveys (Grange et al., 2006; Cooke et al., 1998; Clasper 


and White, 1995). These studies provided evidence that the information and 


advice provided by health professionals can be perceived as insufficient or 


inadequate by some women and by professionals themselves (PH26, ES 


R2.2). 


Referral to NHS stop smoking support is advocated by recommendation 1, 2 


and 4 based on evidence from four UK studies that used mixed or qualitative 


methods (Bryce et al., 2007 [+], McGowan et al., 2008 [+], Macaskill et al., 


2008 [+], Lee et al., 2006 [+]) showing that NHS stop smoking services are 


effective in supporting pregnant women to stop smoking (PH26 ER1.6). The 


NHS stop smoking service interventions for pregnant women described in 


these articles consist of a combination of behavioural support (BCT3 Social 


support (unspecified)) delivered in a range of settings and formats and NRT 


(BCT4 Pharmacological support) for most but not all women. 


There is evidence from one systematic review (Lumley et al., 2009, [++]) and 


one recent RCT (Oncken et al., 2008 [++] not included in the review) on the 


effectiveness of NRT for promoting smoking cessation in pregnancy. In the 


review, meta-analysis of data from five trials found NRT to be effective 


(RR 0.95, CI 0.92 to 0.98). However, the large double blind placebo controlled 


trial published after the review searches were completed found no evidence 


that NRT was effective for smoking cessation in pregnancy (RR 0.96, 95% CI 


0.85-1.09) (PH26, ES ER1.3). 


Evidence statement 7: Smoking cessation in pregnancy 


There is evidence from a systematic review (Lumley et al., 2009 [++]) that 


cognitive behaviour therapy (CBT), motivational interviewing and structured 


self-help and support from NHS Stop Smoking Services can be effective at 


increasing quit rates in pregnant women. 


There is additional evidence from four UK studies (Bryce et al., 2007 [+], 


McGowan et al., 2008 [+], Macaskill et al., 2008 [+], Lee et al., 2006 [+]) that 
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NHS stop smoking services (including provision of NRT) are effective. 


One systematic review (Lumley et al., 2009[++]) and one RCT (Oncken et al., 


2008 [++]) provide conflicting evidence (one positive effect Lumley et al., 


2009, one no effect Oncken et al., 2008) regarding the effectiveness of NRT 


for promoting smoking cessation in pregnancy.  


Behaviour change components 


CBT, a form of directive psychotherapy that emphasises the interrelated 


influence of thoughts and feelings on behaviour, is a more intensive form of 


counselling (with social support) provided by NHS stop smoking support 


services (BCT3 Social Support (unspecified)). These services also 


encompass practical (BCT1 Social support (practical)) and emotional support 


(BCT2 Social support (emotional)) to aid smoking cessation and so represent 


all elements of BCT Cluster 1 “Social Support”. NHS stop smoking services 


can also contain an element of pharmacological support in the form of nicotine 


replacement therapy and other medicines to help quit smoking (BCT4 


Pharmacological support) although there was mixed evidence that NRT was 


effective in other contexts.  


Motivational interviewing is an often poorly defined term but can be 


considered to aim to persuade the individual to engage in the target behaviour 


(Intervention Function 2 Persuasion). Self-help material interventions were not 


defined in enough detail to deduce their function (e.g. to persuade or 


motivate) but are an example of BCT34 Adding objects to the environment, in 


order to facilitate behaviour change. 


NICE public health guidance 27 (ER1.1 and R2.2) 


NICE public health guidance 26 (ER1.3 and 1.6) 
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4.2 Diet 


Overview 


Four NICE public health guidance documents (PH 6, PH11, PH27 and PH38) 


contained recommendations describing individual-level dietary interventions. 


One related to interventions to promote healthy eating, including adult and 


pregnant women sub-groups (PH6), one related specifically to maternal and 


child nutrition (PH11), one contained dietary interventions as part of weight 


management before, during and after pregnancy (PH27) and one as part of 


preventing type 2 diabetes for individuals at high risk (PH38).  


The guidance covered the following interventions: 


 Nutritional counselling 


 Dietary lifestyle interventions (described generically) 


 Health education and counselling (in new mothers) 


NICE public health guidance 38 contained evidence that analysed BCTs 


included in effective interventions to reduce the risk of type 2 diabetes. 


 


The majority of the evidence related to people at risk of type 2 diabetes 


because of an existing impaired glucose tolerance (PH38). There was very 


little evidence identified from current NICE guidance on individual-level 


interventions focussing on other population groups, such as those not 


achieving nationally recommended levels of fruit and vegetables in their diet. 


Dietary interventions were often combined with physical activity interventions. 


Where the effects of the diet and physical interventions were not discussed 


separately within evidence statements of existing guidance, they are included 


in Section 4.4 Diet and physical activity combined. 


Evidence statement 8: Dietary interventions (overview) 


Adults 


There is evidence from a single systematic review of 29 RCTs (Ammerman et 
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al., 2002 [+]) showing a positive effect of nutritional counselling interventions 


delivered to a primary care population in changing eating habits relating to fat 


intake, fruit and vegetable intake and dietary fibre. 


Diabetes risk 


A meta-analysis of 12 randomised controlled trials (Jarrett et al., 1979 [+]; Pan 


et al., 1997 [++]; Wein et al., 1999 [-]; Penn et al., 2009 [++]; Kosaka et al., 


2005 [++]; Li et al., 2008 [-]; Ramachandran et al., 2006 [++]; Roumen et al., 


2008 [++]; Lindstrom et al., 2006 [++]; Lindahl et al., 2009 [++]; Diabetes 


Prevention Program Research Group, 2009 [++]; Liao et al., 2002 [+]) showed 


that lifestyle interventions targeting diet can be effective alone in reducing the 


progress to diabetes for people with impaired glucose tolerance (HR 0.67, 


95% CI 0.49 to 0.92) but are more effective when combined with physical 


activity (HR 0.47, 95% CI 0.37 to 0.59). Diet only interventions hazard ratio 


estimates were based on three studies (one UK study: Jarrett et al., 1979 [+], 


one Chinese study: Pan et al., 1997 [++], and one Australian study: Wein et 


al., 1999 [-]). 


There is evidence from four systematic reviews of randomised controlled trials 


(Baker et al., 2011 [++]; Burnet et al., 2006 [+]; Waugh et al., 2010 [++]; 


Paulweber et al., 2010 [++]) and two non-systematic reviews (Davies et al., 


2004 [+]; Roumen et al., 2009 [-]) supporting dietary components of lifestyle 


interventions for the prevention of type 2 diabetes. 


Behaviour change components.  


In most cases there was insufficient information to be able to code BCTs from 


the evidence tables. However, Baker et al., 2011 [++] analysed the behaviour 


components of effective interventions included in their systematic review. For 


dietary behaviour change they described taking small steps (BCT29 Graded 


Tasks) and providing both observational and vicarious leaning opportunities 


(BCT89 Vicarious consequences) as reported in effective interventions. They 


also described how encouraging the identification of barriers and problem 


solving (BCT61 Problem Solving) were also reported as strategies used in 
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Evidence behind interventions highlighted in current NICE guidance 


4.2.1 Nutritional counselling 


A systematic review (Ammerman et al., 2002 [+]) of 29 RCTs found a positive 


effect of nutritional counselling interventions delivered to a primary care 


population in improving eating habits (reducing dietary fat intake, increasing 


fruit and vegetable and dietary fibre intake) (PH6). The interventions assessed 


in this systematic review were not described in sufficient detail in the evidence 


table to infer a behaviour change technique, cluster or function (PH6).  


4.2.2 Dietary lifestyle interventions 


A meta-analysis of 12 randomised controlled trials (Jarrett et al., 1979 [+]; Pan 


et al., 1997 [++]; Wein et al., 1999 [-]; Penn et al., 2009 [++]; Kosaka et al., 


2005 [++]; Li et al., 2008 [-]; Ramachandran et al., 2006 [++]; Roumen et al., 


2008 [++]; Lindstrom et al., 2006 [++]; Lindahl et al., 2009 [++]; Diabetes 


Prevention Program Research Group, 2009 [++]; Liao et al., 2002 [+]) carried 


out for an evidence review for NICE public health guidance 38 showed that 


lifestyle interventions targeting diet can be effective alone in reducing the 


progress to diabetes for people with impaired glucose tolerance (HR 0.67, 


95% CI 0.49 to 0.92) but are more effective when combined with physical 


activity (HR 0.47, 95% CI 0.37 to 0.59) (PH38, ES2.1). Diet only intervention 


hazard ratio estimates were based on three studies of varying quality (one UK 


study: Jarrett et al., 1979 [+], one Chinese study: Pan et al., 1997 [++], and 


one Australian study: Wein et al., 1999 [-]) The evidence tables were not 


sufficiently detailed for BCT coding but suggest that information was provided 


prevention programmes that had achieved reduction in diabetes incidence 


(PH38, ES3.8). Nutritional counselling was not described in sufficient detail to 


infer a behaviour change technique. 


NICE public health guidance 6 


NICE public health guidance 38 (ES 2.2, 3.5) 
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in each of the three diet only interventions representing Intervention Function 


1 Education. In addition, two used pharmacological agents for weight loss 


(BCT4 Pharmacological Support) (Jarrett et al., 1979 [+]; Wein et al., 1999 [-]). 


There was evidence from four systematic reviews of randomised controlled 


trials (Baker et al., 2011 [++]; Burnet et al., 2006 [+]; Waugh et al., 2010* [++]; 


Paulweber et al., 2010 [++]) and two non-systematic reviews of a range of 


study types (Davies et al., 2004 [+]; Roumen et al., 2009 [-]) for dietary 


components of lifestyle interventions for the prevention of type 2 diabetes 


(PH38, ES3.5). 


Baker et al., 2011 [++] assessed seven RCTs in which all participants were 


advised individually to modify their diet. All the interventions advised a 


reduction in fat (with four studies carried out in the US, Finland, China and 


Sweden) specifying a reduction to <20-30% of total energy intake, and six 


studies advised adjustment of portion control. Four studies (carried out in the 


US, India, Italy and Sweden) recommended an increase in fibre intake, and all 


seven studies advised increased fibre intake in the form of fruit and 


vegetables. Quality of the trials was assessed but not reported, however, the 


study quality was reported as “good” in the evidence statement since “only 


trials that met threshold criteria were included in the review” (PH38, ES3.5). 


Baker et al., 2011 [++] also analysed the behaviour components of effective 


interventions included in their systematic review. For dietary behaviour 


change, taking small steps (BCT29 Graded Tasks) and providing both 


observational and vicarious leaning opportunities (BCT89 Vicarious 


consequences) as well as encouraging the identification of barriers and 


problem solving (BCT61 Problem Solving) were reported as strategies used in 


                                                 
*
 Please note that in the original evidence review the citation Waugh et al., 2010 referred to a 


study “in progress”. This study has since been published in 2012 with identical title but under 


a different first author (Gillet et al., 2012). The 2012 publication is cited in the Review 1 


bibliography below as the “in progress” unpublished study was not available. 
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prevention programmes that had achieved reduction in diabetes incidence 


(PH38, ES3.8). 


4.2.3 Sub group – pregnant women and new mothers 


There is systematic review evidence (Van Teijlingen et al., 1998 [+] containing 


9 RCT and non-RCT studies) showing that there is no conclusive evidence on 


the effectiveness of interventions involving health education (Intervention 


Function 1 Education), counselling, changes in environment and changes in 


policy to encourage pregnant women to eat healthily (PH6). This systematic 


review did not describe effective interventions in sufficient detail in the 


evidence table to infer further behaviour change techniques, clusters or 


functions. 


There is inconclusive evidence from one U.S. RCT (McCrory et al., 1999 [+]) 


that dietary intervention alone from 12 weeks post-partum may help women 


across the BMI spectrum start to lose weight after childbirth compared to 


usual care (PH27, ES2.1). This intervention provided a tailored diet to each 


woman including the provision of food in pre-weighed amounts. Tailoring the 


intervention does not fit with a specific BCT in our coding frame nor does the 


provision of food in pre-weighed amounts. Further information about the 


intervention would be needed to code BCTs but this was absent from the 


evidence tables. 


Three RCTs from the USA found that interventions focusing on diet and 


exercise resulted in decreased calorie intake (Leermakers et al., 1998 [+]; 


Lovelady et al., 2006 [+]; O'Toole et al., 2003 [-]) and decreased consumption 


of unhealthy foods in women post-partum (Lovelady et al., 2006 [+]) (PH27 


ES2.6). These three studies contained large, diverse and multifaceted 


interventions and so it is not simple to establish which BCT or combination of 


BCTs were behind the reported effectiveness. At a cluster level Leermakers et 


al., 1998 tended to focus on BCT Cluster 3 “Feedback and Monitoring”, BCT 


Cluster 1 “Social Support”, BCT Cluster 11 “Goals and Planning” and also 


discussed behaviour change and problem solving strategies (BCT61 Problem 
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solving). Lovelady et al., 2006 also discussed behaviour change strategies 


and problem solving with participants alongside implementing aspects of BCT 


Cluster 11 “Goals and Planning” and BCT Cluster 3 “Feedback and 


Monitoring”. The main intervention components of O'Toole et al., 2003 were 


also related to BCT Cluster 11 “Goals and Planning” and BCT Cluster 3 


“Feedback and Monitoring”. 


Evidence statement 9: Diet in new mothers 


There is evidence from one systematic review of RCT and non-RCT studies 


(Van Teijlingen et al., 1998 [+]) showing there is no conclusive evidence for 


the effectiveness of health education and counselling interventions to 


encourage pregnant women to eat healthily. There is also inconclusive 


evidence from one RCT (McCrory et al., 1999 [+]) as to whether dietary 


intervention alone helps women across the BMI spectrum start to lose weight 


after childbirth. 


Combined intervention dietary outcomes 


Three RCTs from the USA found that interventions focusing on diet and 


exercise resulted in decreased calorie intake (Leermakers et al., 1998 [+]; 


Lovelady et al., 2006 [+]; O'Toole et al., 2003 [-]) and decreased consumption 


of unhealthy foods in women post-partum (Lovelady et al., 2006 [+]). 


Behaviour change components 


NICE public health guidance 11 included evidence from two RCTs 


(Leermakers et al., 1998 [-]; O’Toole et al., 2003 [-] ) showing that the 


characteristics of programmes which are effective in enabling some women to 


lose weight in the post-partum period are those which: combine diet and 


physical activity; include strategies for behaviour change; tailor the 


intervention to individual or group needs; include some group sessions and 


written materials; provide on-going support (BCT3 Social support 


(unspecified)) and contact with programme staff; and are of a sufficient 


duration to make sustained lifestyle changes (PH11,ES3.5). The behaviour 


change components identified by the authors above, for instance, tailoring of 
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4.3 Physical activity 


Overview 


Four NICE public health guidance documents contained recommendations 


describing individual-level physical activity interventions (PH2, PH6, PH27 


and PH38). Two related to interventions aiming to increase physical activity in 


inactive adults and older people (PH2 and PH6), one as part of weight 


management during and after pregnancy (PH27), and one as part of 


preventing type 2 diabetes for individuals at high risk (PH38).  


These examined the effectiveness of: 


 brief interventions in primary care 


 exercise referral schemes 


the interventions and group sessions, are not detailed enough to code 


individual BCTs.  


Information from the evidence tables suggests that one RCT (Leermakers et 


al., 1998 [-]) tended to focus on BCT Cluster 3 “Feedback and Monitoring”, 


BCT Cluster 1 “Social Support” and BCT Cluster 11 “Goals and Planning” as 


well as including discussion of behaviour change (no code) and problem 


solving strategies (BCT61 Problem solving). The intervention in the RCT by 


Lovelady et al., 2006 [+] also discussed behaviour change strategies and 


problem solving with participants alongside implementing aspects of BCT 


Cluster 11 “Goals and Planning” and BCT Cluster 3 “Feedback and 


Monitoring”. The main intervention components in the RCT by O'Toole et al., 


2003 [-] were also related to BCT Cluster 11 “Goals and planning” and BCT 


Cluster 3 “Feedback and Monitoring”. 


NICE public health guidance 6  


NICE public health guidance 27 (ES2.1, 2.6) 
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 pedometer based interventions 


 individualised interventions 


 biomarker feedback or brief motivational interventions  


A key theme of the evidence surrounding physical activity interventions was 


the sustainability of behaviour change. Where effectiveness was described it 


was usually in the short term only. Evidence for longer term effectiveness was 


either lacking or suggested no or very limited effectiveness over the medium 


and long term. 


Physical activity interventions were often combined with dietary interventions. 


Where the effects of the diet and physical interventions are not discussed 


separately they are included in Section 4.4 Diet and physical activity 


combined. 


Evidence behind interventions highlighted in current NICE guidance 


4.3.1 Brief interventions 


Evidence from eleven primary studies (6 individual RCTs: Petrella et al., 2003 


[++]; Harland et al., 1999 [+]; Swinburn et al., 1998 [+]; Halbert et al., 2000 [-]; 


Halbert et al., 2001 [-]; Hillsdon et al., 2002 [+]; 2 cluster RCTs: Elley et al., 


2003 [++]; Goldstein et al., 1999 [-]; and 3 controlled non-randomised trials: 


Naylor et al., 1999 [-]; Smith et al., 2000 [+]; Bull and Jamrozik, 1998 [-]) 


reviewed in NICE public health guidance 2 suggested that brief interventions 


in primary care can be effective in producing moderate increases in physical 


activity in middle aged and older populations in the short term (6-12 weeks), 


longer term (over 12 weeks) or very long term (over 1 year). However, for the 


effect to be sustained at one year, the evidence suggested that several follow-


up sessions over a period of 3 to 6 months are required after the initial 


consultation episode (PH2, ESBI.1). 


From the eleven studies, six reported significant increases in physical activity 


outcomes: five RCTs (Elley et al., 2003 [++]; Petrella et al., 2003 [++]; Harland 


et al., 1999 [+]; Swinburn et al., 1998 [+]; Halbert et al., 2000 [-]) and one 
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controlled non-RCT (Bull and Jamrozik, 1998 [-]). The guideline stated that 


the findings of these studies are potentially applicable to the UK, if there was 


moderate training of health professionals, moderate additional resources and 


organisation of follow up (PH2, ESBI.1). Interventions aimed at older groups 


seemed more effective than those aimed at middle age groups, but it is not 


clear whether this effect was linked to the age of the population or the design 


of the intervention (PH2, ESBI.2.c). Physical activity advice in primary care is 


the subject of NICE public health guidance currently in development (NICE 


Public Health Guidance in Development).  


Similarly, the same body of six studies provided inconclusive evidence that a 


“written prescription” outlining physical activity goals and or “step testing” 


during the consultation may be a useful addition to verbal advice to increase 


physical activity. The studies that included goal setting varied according to 


what happened at the initial consultation and whether there was follow-up to 


reinforce advice so it is difficult to separate the relative contributions of each 


(PH2, ESBI.2.a). 


Qualitative evidence was available from two interview studies (Penn et al., 


2008 [++], Jallinoja et al., 2007 [++]) and one focus group study (Troughton et 


al., 2008 [++]) that health information and support could facilitate healthy 


lifestyle changes (PH38 ES4.17). 


Evidence statement 10: Brief interventions 


There is a small body of evidence from five RCTs (Elley et al., 2003 [++]; 


Petrella et al., 2003 [++]; Harland et al., 1999 [+]; Swinburn et al., 1998 [+]; 


Halbert et al., 2000 [-]) and one controlled non-RCT (Bull and Jamrozik, 1998 


[-]) showing brief interventions in primary care can be effective in producing 


moderate increases in physical activity in middle aged and older populations 


in the short term (6-12 weeks), longer term (over 12 weeks) or very long term 


(over 1 year). For the effect to be sustained at one year, the evidence 


suggested that several follow-up sessions over a period of 3 to 6 months are 
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4.3.2 Exercise referral 


There is evidence from two RCTs (Taylor et al., 1998 [-] and Halbert et al., 


2000 [-]) that exercise referral schemes have positive effects on physical 


activity in the short term (6 to 12 weeks). Evidence from four varying quality 


RCTs (Lamb et al., 2002 [++], Taylor et al., 1998 [-]; Halbert et al., 2000 [-] 


and Harrison et al., 2005 [-]) indicates that such referral schemes are 


ineffective in increasing physical activity levels in the longer term (over 12 


required after the initial consultation episode.  


The same six studies provide inconclusive evidence for the benefit of 


including a “written prescription” outlining physical activity goals and or step 


testing during the intervention consultation. 


Qualitative evidence from two interview studies (Penn et al., 2008 [++], 


Jallinoja et al., 2007 [++]) and one focus group study (Troughton et al., 2008 


[++]) suggests health information and support could facilitate healthy lifestyle 


changes. 


Behaviour change components 


The six effective studies cited above all contained brief advice, either verbal or 


written (Intervention Function 1 Education), alone or in combination with one 


of the following: motivational interviewing (Intervention Function 2 


Persuasion), calls from an exercise specialist (BCT Cluster 1 “Social 


Support”), and in one case (Halbert et al., 2000 [-]) a physical activity plan for 


the next 3 months (BCT64 Action planning). The qualitative evidence cited 


above indicated that well received approaches included: motivational 


interviewing, check-up visits, formal measurements, and repeat tests to 


monitor and help sustain behaviour change. 


NICE public health guidance 2 (ESBI.1, ESBI.2.a, ESBI.2.c) 


NICE public health guidance 38 (ES4.17) 
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weeks) or over a very long timeframe (over 1 year). The study by Lamb et al., 


2002 [++] found that the intervention had no effect on physical activity levels 


in the longer term (PH2, ES ER.1 and ER.2). No behaviour change coding 


was possible here as the nature of the exercise scheme referred to was not 


well described in the evidence tables. 


4.3.3 Pedometer based interventions 


There is evidence from four RCTs (DuVall et al., 2004 [-]; Moreau et al., 2001 


[-]; Tudor-Locke et al., 2004 [-]; Talbot et al., 2003 [-]) that the effectiveness of 


pedometer-based interventions aimed at increasing physical activity levels in 


the adult population is equivocal† in both the short-term (6-12 weeks) and 


longer term (12 weeks to one year). No studies addressed the very long term 


(over 12 months) (PH2, ESP.1). Pedometer interventions are typically used to 


self monitor behaviour (number of steps) and to aid progress toward step 


goals (BCT10 Self-monitoring of behaviour and BCT62 Goal setting 


(behaviour) respectively). 


4.3.4 Physical activity interventions 


NICE public health guidance 6 identified eight systematic reviews evaluating 


interventions to increase or promote the uptake of physical activity at an 


individual-level (4 systematic reviews of RCTs: Hillsdon et al., 2005 [++]; 


McClure, 2002 [-]; Dunn et al., 2001 [-]; van Sluijs et al., 2004 [++] and 2 


systematic reviews of RCTs and non-RCTs: Holtzman et al, 2004 [+]; Eden et 


al, 2002 [+]). One systematic review of RCT evidence (Hillsdon et al., 2005 


[++]) showed evidence for the effectiveness of individualised physical activity 


interventions to increase self reported physical activity in the short term, but a 


                                                 
†
 NB: at the time Review 1 was prepared NICE public health guidance on Walking and 


Cycling was in progress and expected to be published in November 2012. This guidance will 


have an up-to-date literature search and will address the latest evidence on pedometers for 


increasing physical activity. It may reach different conclusions to those stated here. The latest 


Walking and Cycling guidance had not been published at the time Review 1 was prepared 


and so could not be included. 
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second systematic review of RCT and non-RCT evidence (Holtzman et al, 


2004 [+]) found most interventions had no effect three months or more after 


the end of the intervention (PH6). The Hillsdon et al., 2005 review included 


interventions consisting of: one to one counselling/advice and/or group 


counselling/advice (BCT3 Social support (unspecified)); self-directed or 


prescribed physical activity (BCT Cluster 11 “Goals and Planning”); 


supervised or unsupervised physical activity; home-based or facility-based 


physical activity (BCT23 Behavioural practice/rehearsal); on-going face-to-


face support; telephone support; written support material (BCT Cluster 1 


“Social Support”); and self-monitoring (BCT10 Self-monitoring of behaviour) 


(PH6). 


4.3.5 Biomarker feedback, brief motivational interventions and 


counselling 


There is mixed and inconclusive evidence from systematic reviews for the 


effect of biomarker feedback (BCT14 Biofeedback), brief motivational 


interventions (Intervention Function 2 Persuasion) (systematic review of 


RCTs: McClure, 2002 [1-]) and counselling interventions (systematic review of 


RCTs and non-RCTs: Eden et al., 2002 [+]) on increasing physical activity 


(PH6). 


4.3.6 Subgroup - older people 


There is systematic review of RCT level evidence (van-der-Bij et al, 2002 [++]; 


Conn et al, 2003 [-]) that shows a small effect of home-based, group-based, 


and educational physical activity interventions on increasing physical activity 


among older people (PH6). The higher quality review (van-der-Bij et al, 2002 


[++]) evaluated interventions consisting of an exercise programme (BCT 


Cluster 11 “Goals and Planning”) or aiming to promote physical activity, for 


example, through information (Intervention Function 1 Education) and 


counselling (BCT3 Social support (unspecified)). Thirty eight studies with 


16,378 participants were included. “Nine studies evaluated home-base 


physical intervention studies. Of the two studies reporting the outcome 
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change in physical activity, one was a short-term intervention and the others 


were long-term (not defined further). The short-term intervention study 


reported a decline in exercise activity 18 months after the intervention ended: 


3.6 days/week versus 2.8 days/week. The long-term intervention study 


reported a decline in physical activity in both the intervention and control 


groups, with the decline being significantly larger in the control group” (PH6). 


Evidence statements underlying NICE public health guidance 2 (PH2) 


suggested that brief interventions aimed at older groups are more effective 


than those aimed at younger age groups at increasing physical activity or 


physical fitness (PH2, ES BI.2.c). The evidence underlying this statement 


came from comparison of two RCTs focussing on older populations (Halbert 


et al., 2000 [-]; Petrella et al., 2003 [++]) three studies focussing on middle 


aged populations (one non-RCT: Bull and Jamrozik, 1998 [-]; two RCTs: 


Harland et al., 1999 [+]; Swinburn et al., 1998 [+], and one cluster RCT 


involving both middle aged and older populations (Elley et al., 2003 [++])) 


(PH2, ES BI.2.c). However, the original evidence statement in NICE public 


health guidance 2 cautioned that the studies aimed at older age groups were 


also the studies in which the interventions involved follow-up and it is 


therefore difficult to arrive at firm conclusions about whether this effect was 


linked to the age of the population or the design of the intervention (PH2, ES 


BI.2.c). 


4.3.7 Diabetes risk reduction  


A meta-analysis of 12 studies (Jarrett et al., 1979 [+]; Pan et al., 1997 [++]; 


Wein et al., 1999 [-]; Penn et al., 2009 [++]; Kosaka et al., 2005 [++]; Li et al., 


2008 [-]; Ramachandran et al., 2006 [++]; Roumen et al., 2008 [++]; Lindstrom 


et al., 2006 [++]; Lindahl et al., 2009 [++]; Diabetes Prevention Program 


Research Group, 2009 [++]; Liao et al., 2002 [+]) carried out for an evidence 


review for NICE public health guidance 38 showed that lifestyle interventions 


involving diet, physical activity or both can reduce the progress to diabetes for 


people with impaired glucose tolerance (pooled HR 0.51, 95% CI 0.43 to 0.62) 


(PH38). Each type of lifestyle intervention, whether diet (HR 0.67, 95% CI 
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0.49 to 0.92), exercise (HR 0.53, 95% CI 0.34 to 0.83), or a combination of 


diet and exercise (HR 0.47, 95% CI 0.37 to 0.59) had a beneficial effect, 


although a combination of diet and exercise appeared to have more effect 


than either diet or exercise alone (PH38, ES2.1). 


The exercise only hazard ratio is based on just one Chinese study (Pan et al., 


1997 [++]). The exercise group in this study were taught and encouraged to 


increase the amount of their leisure physical exercise by at least one unit per 


day (such as slow walking for 30 minutes, fast walking for 20 minutes etc.) 


and by two units per day if possible (BCT29 Graded Tasks, BCT62 Goal 


setting (behaviour)). 


Two systematic reviews of RCTs (Baker et al., 2011 [++]; Paulweber et al., 


2010 [++]) provided evidence from five and seven RCTs respectively that 


advised participants to increase their level of physical activity to predefined 


frequency and intensity (BCT64 Action planning, BCT62 Goal setting 


(behaviour) of a reduction in incidence of type 2 diabetes (PH38, ES3.6). 


One of the systematic reviews of RCTs (Baker et al., 2011[++]) looked at the 


use of behavioural strategies to enhance effectiveness of lifestyle 


interventions to prevent diabetes (PH38, ES3.8). For physical activity 


behaviour change it concluded that a prescriptive approach that gradually 


increased the frequency and volume of activity over time (BCT29 Graded 


Tasks) as well as providing observational and vicarious leaning opportunities 


(BCT89 Vicarious consequences) and encouraging self-monitoring (BCT11 


Self-monitoring of outcomes) were reported in trials that demonstrated 


effectiveness. Three of the successful trials also included direct supervision of 


physical activity (PH38, ES3.8). No BCT was coded for “direct supervision” as 


it was unclear how the supervision was used to change behaviour, e.g. to 


provide external monitoring or feedback, instruction or a demonstration of the 


correct behaviour for modelling purposes. 


Further evidence (Norris et al., 2007 [++]; Yuen et al., 2010 [++]) reviewed 


RCTs for prevention of diabetes (carried out in the US, UK, India, France, 
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Finland, the Netherlands and Japan). In agreement with Baker et al., 2011 


they highlighted the importance of gradually increasing volume and frequency 


of physical activity levels over time (BCT29 Graded Tasks) and of the 


importance of encouragement through direct supervision (PH38, ES3.8). No 


BCT was coded for “direct supervision” as it was unclear how the supervision 


was used to change behaviour, e.g. to provide external monitoring or 


feedback, instruction or a demonstration of the correct behaviour for modelling 


purposes. 


Evidence statement 11: Physical activity for diabetes risk reduction 


There is a body of evidence (Baker et al., 2011 [++]; Paulweber et al., 2010 


[++]; Pan et al., 1997 [++]) that shows that lifestyle interventions based on 


physical activity alone appear effective at increasing physical activity levels 


and reducing the incidence of type 2 diabetes in adults with existing impaired 


glucose tolerance. 


There is evidence that lifestyle interventions combining physical activity and 


diet are more effective at reducing diabetes risk than those of diet or physical 


activity alone based on a meta-analysis of 12 RCTs (Jarrett et al., 1979 [+]; 


Pan et al., 1997 [++]; Wein et al., 1999 [-]; Penn et al., 2009 [++]; Kosaka et 


al., 2005 [++]; Li et al., 2008 [-]; Ramachandran et al., 2006 [++]; Roumen et 


al., 2008 [++]; Lindstrom et al., 2006 [++]; Lindahl et al., 2009 [++]; Diabetes 


Prevention Program Research Group, 2009 [++]; Liao et al., 2002 [+]). 


Behaviour change components 


Behavioural components associated with physical activity behaviour change 


interventions to reduce the risk of type 2 diabetes were analysed by three 


relatively recent reviews (Baker et al., 2011 [++]; Norris et al., 2007 [++]; and 


Yuen et al., 2010 [++]).These authors suggested that the following techniques 


were associated with effective interventions for reducing the risk of type 2 


diabetes: a prescriptive approach that gradually increased the frequency and 


volume of activity over time (BCT29 Graded Tasks) as well as providing 


observational and vicarious (BCT89 Vicarious consequences) learning 
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opportunities and encouraging self-monitoring (BCT10 Self-monitoring of 


outcomes). Encouragement through direct supervision of physical activity was 


also highlighted. No BCT was coded for “direct supervision” as it was unclear 


how the supervision was used to change behaviour, e.g. to provide external 


monitoring or feedback, instruction or a demonstration of the correct 


behaviour for modelling purposes. 


NICE public health guidance 38 (ES2.1, ES3.6, ES3.8) 


Evidence statement 12: Physical Activity overview 


Interventions that have broadly conclusive, moderate or high quality evidence 


in support of effectiveness included: 


 Brief interventions for adults in primary care consisting of information and 


advice. This produced short term (6-12 weeks) effectiveness but had a 


limited effect in the medium (over 12 weeks) and long term (over 1 year). 


Based on six studies: five RCTs (Elley et al., 2003 [++]; Petrella et al., 2003 


[++]); Harland et al., 1999 [+]; Swinburn et al., 1998 [+]; Halbert et al., 2000 


[-]) and one non-RCT (Bull and Jamrozik, 1998 [-]). 


 A small but short-lived (not accurately defined from summary evidence) 


effect of home-based, group-based, and educational physical activity 


interventions on increasing physical activity among older people. Based on 


two systematic reviews (van-der-Bij et al, 2002 [++] and Conn et al, 2003 [-


]). 


 


There is mixed quality evidence suggesting: 


 Exercise referral may be effective at increasing physical activity in the in 


short term (6 to 12 weeks), but ineffective in the long term (over 12 weeks) 


or very long term (over 1 year). Based on four RCTs, (Lamb et al., 2002 


[++], Taylor et al., 1998 [-]; Halbert et al., 2000 [-]; Harrison et al., 2005 [-]). 
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There was mixed quality equivocal evidence associated with the following 


approaches: 


 Additional benefit of brief interventions containing a “written prescription” 


outlining physical activity goals and/or step testing during the consultation. 


Based on six studies: five RCTs (Elley et al., 2003 [++]; Petrella et al., 2003 


[++]; Harland et al., 1999 [+]; Swinburn et al., 1998 [+]); Halbert et al., 2000 


[-]) and one non-RCT (Bull and Jamrozik, 1998 [-]). 


 Pedometer based interventions. Based on four weak quality RCTs (DuVall 


et al., 2004 [-], Moreau et al., 2001 [-], Tudor-Locke et al., 2004 [-], Talbot 


et al., 2003 [-]). 


 Referral to community walking schemes. Based on two individual RCTs 


(Lamb et al., 2002 [++]; Hamdorf and Penhall, 1999 [-]), 1 cluster RCT 


(Fisher and Li, 2004 [++]), one delayed intervention study (Macrae et al., 


1996 [-]) 


 Using biomarker feedback, brief motivational interventions and counselling 


interventions. Based on two systematic reviews (one of RCTs: McClure, 


2002 [-]; one of RCTs and non-RCTs Eden et al., 2002 [+]) 


 


Behaviour change components 


A systematic review of RCTs (Baker et al., 2011 [++]) looked at behaviour 


change characteristics associated with effective interventions for preventing 


diabetes. For physical behaviour change Baker et al., 2011 [++] concluded a 


prescriptive approach that gradually increased the frequency and volume of 


activity over time (BCT29 Graded Tasks) as well as providing observational 


and vicarious leaning opportunities (BCT89 Vicarious consequences) and 


encouraging self-monitoring (BCT11 Self-monitoring of outcomes) were 


reported in trials that demonstrated effectiveness. Three of the successful 


trials also included direct supervision of physical activity (PH38, ES3.8). No 


BCT was coded for “direct supervision” as it was unclear how the supervision 


was used to change behaviour, e.g. to provide external monitoring or 


feedback, instruction or a demonstration of the correct behaviour for modelling 
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4.4 Diet and physical activity combined 


Evidence behind interventions highlighted in current NICE guidance 


4.4.1 Diabetes risk reduction  


A meta-analysis of hazard ratios (HR) shows that lifestyle interventions 


(pooled HR 0.51, 95% CI 0.43 to 0.62) can reduce the progress to diabetes 


for people with impaired glucose tolerance (IGT). Each type of lifestyle 


intervention, whether diet (HR 0.67, 95% CI 0.49 to 0.92), exercise (HR 0.53, 


95% CI 0.34 to 0.83), or a combination of diet and exercise (HR 0.47, 95% CI 


0.37 to 0.59) had a beneficial effect, although a combination of diet and 


exercise appeared to have more effect than either diet or exercise alone 


(PH38, ES2.1). The meta-analysis was carried out as part of an evidence 


review for NICE public health guidance 38. It does not have an associated 


quality rating. The hazard ratio for the diet combined with exercise 


interventions was based on nine studies, one study in each of the following 


countries: UK (Penn et al., 2009 [++]), Japan (Kosaka et al., 2005 [++]), China 


(Li et al., 2008 [-]), India (Ramachandran et al., 2006 [++]), Netherlands 


(Roumen et al., 2008 [++]), Finland (Lindstrom et al., 2006 [++]), Sweden 


(Lindahl et al., 2009 [++]) and two US studies, (Diabetes Prevention Program 


Research Group 2009 [++] and Liao et al., 2002 [+]). 


4.4.2 Behavioural components of combined interventions to 


prevent diabetes 


There was evidence from four systematic reviews of RCTs (Baker et al., 


2011[++]; Burnet et al., 2006 [+]; Norris et al., 2007 [++]; Yuen et al., 2010 


[++]), for the use of “behavioural strategies” to enhance effectiveness of 


lifestyle interventions (including elements of diet and/or physical activity) to 


prevent diabetes (PH38, ES3.8). 


purposes. 


NICE public health guidance 2 and 38 
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Baker et al., 2011 [++] suggest that information and advice alone (Intervention 


Function 1 Education) is insufficient to bring about lifestyle change compared 


to theoretically-based detailed lifestyle interventions such as those used in the 


major diabetes prevention trials. These include: staging of information 


provision and tailoring programmes to individual needs; using multiple 


sessions to reinforce information; delivery to small groups or individuals; 


delivering written information as well as verbal advice (Intervention Function 1 


Education); and encouraging self-monitoring and logging of physical activity 


(BCT10 Self-monitoring of behaviour), diet, and weight change (BCT11 Self-


monitoring of outcomes) (PH38, ES3.8). 


Norris et al., 2007 [++] and Yuen et al., 2010 [++] also assessed RCTs for 


prevention of diabetes (carried out in the US, UK, India, France, Finland, the 


Netherlands and Japan) and reported on the importance of gradually 


increasing volume and frequency of physical activity levels (BCT29 Graded 


Tasks) and of the importance of encouragement through direct supervision. 


No BCT was coded for “direct supervision” as it was unclear exactly how the 


supervision was used to change behaviour, e.g. to provide encouragement 


through external monitoring or feedback, instruction or a demonstration of the 


correct behaviour for modelling purposes. Regular reinforcement of set goals 


(BCT Cluster 11 “Goals and Planning”) was reported as an important strategy 


in the early stages of an intervention. Burnett et al., 2006 [+] reported from 


three trials carried out in the US, Finland and Sweden that self-monitoring 


through the use of regular weighing (BCT11 Self-monitoring of outcomes), 


and recorded measurement of dietary input and physical activity (BCT10 Self-


monitoring of behaviour) increased self-efficacy and empowerment. Family 


was a key social support in prevention efforts (BCT Cluster 1 “Social 


Support”). Trials carried out in the US, Finland, China and Sweden 


encouraged spouses, where appropriate, to co-participate in counselling 


sessions. Trials in the Norris and Yuen reviews were quality assessed and 


rated as generally having high risk for bias (PH38, ES3.8). 
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An expert paper cited in NICE public health guidance 38 (Greaves, 2012) also 


described in detail the relationship between specific intervention components 


and techniques and the effectiveness of diet and physical activity 


interventions to decrease risk of diabetes (PH38). This review based on 30 


studies ([++] or [+]) is highly relevant for the current evidence review. 


Based on causal analyses, intervention effectiveness was increased by 


engaging social support (BCT Cluster 1 “Social Support”), targeting both diet 


and physical activity, and using well-defined /established behaviour change 


techniques. Increased effectiveness was also associated with increased 


contact frequency and using a specific cluster of behaviour change 


techniques they described as “self-regulatory” that included goal-setting (BCT 


Cluster 11 “Goals and Planning”) and self-monitoring (BCT Cluster 3 


“Feedback and Monitoring”). No clear relationships were found between 


effectiveness and intervention setting, delivery mode, study population or 


delivery provider. Evidence on long-term effectiveness suggested the need for 


greater consideration of behaviour maintenance strategies (Greaves, 2012).  


The review also produced evidence statements highly relevant to the current 


evidence review. The most relevant of these to behaviour change techniques 


was Evidence Statement 4. This highlighted the following effective behaviour 


change techniques relating to diet and physical activity interventions (often 


combined), in order of evidence quality (Greaves, 2012):  


 For interventions to change diet and/or physical activity, motivational 


interviewing (Intervention Function 2 Persuasion) is more effective than 


traditional advice-giving (Intervention Function 1 Education) for initial 


weight loss at 3 to 6 months’ follow-up (two meta-analyses of RCTs Rubak 


et al., 2005 [++], Burke et al., 2003 [+]). 


 Adding social support (usually from family members) (BCT Cluster 1 


“Social Support”) to interventions provided increased weight loss at up to 


12 months (one meta-analysis of RCTs Avenell et al., 2004 [+]). 
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 Brief advice (Intervention Function 1 Education), usually alongside goal 


setting (BCT Cluster 11 “Goals and Planning”), increased walking activity at 


12 months’ follow up (descriptive summary of one RCT Ogilvie et al., 2007 


[+]). 


 Pedometer interventions, i.e. self-monitoring of physical activity (BCT10 


Self-monitoring of behaviour), usually alongside step-goals (BCT62 Goal 


setting (behaviour)) or step diaries (BCT10 Self-monitoring of behaviour) or 


both, increased walking activity (one meta-analysis: Bravata et al., 2007 


[+]; and one descriptive summary of individual RCTs Ogilvie et al., 2007 


[+]). 


 Effectiveness for initial behaviour change to increase physical activity levels 


was associated with the following techniques: prompting practice (BCT23 


Behavioural practice/rehearsal), encouraging self-monitoring of behaviour 


(BCT10 Self-monitoring of behaviour) and individual tailoring (e.g. of 


information or counselling content) (Moderate to low quality associative 


evidence from three meta-regression analyses (all [+]) and two “vote-


counting” analyses, both [-], in three reviews Dombrowski et al., 2010 [+], 


Eakin et al., 2000, Michie et al., 2009; different analyses in these studies 


were given different evidence grades). 


 Further associative evidence from two meta-regression analyses (both [+]) 


in one review (Dombrowski et al., 2010) suggested that increased 


maintenance of behaviour change was associated with the use of time 


management techniques (for physical activity) and encouraging self-talk 


(BCT43 Self-talk) for both dietary change and physical activity. 


Evidence statement 13: Diet and physical activity interventions 
combined (Overview) 


A meta-analysis of nine studies (Penn et al., 2009 [++], Kosaka et al., 2005 


[++], Li et al., 2008 [-], Ramachandran et al., 2006 [++],Roumen et al., 2008 


[++], Lindstrom et al., 2006 [++], Lindahl et al., 2009 [++], Diabetes Prevention 


Program Research Group 2009 [++] and Liao et al., 2002 [+]) showed that 


diet/physical activity interventions can reduce the progress to diabetes for 
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people with impaired glucose tolerance (pooled HR 0.51, 95% CI 0.43 to 


0.62). Combined interventions were more effective than diet or physical 


activity interventions alone. 


Behaviour change components.  


Behavioural components associated with diet and physical activity behaviour 


change interventions to reduce the risk of type 2 diabetes were analysed by 


three relatively recent reviews (Baker et al., 2011[++]; Norris et al., 2007 [++]; 


and Yuen et al., 2010 [++]). They describe the following components as being 


associated with effective interventions:  


 Delivering written information as well as verbal advice (Intervention 


Function 1 Education) 


 Encouraging self-monitoring; and logging of physical activity, diet and 


weight change (BCT10 Self-monitoring of behaviour and BCT11 Self-


monitoring of outcomes) 


 Gradually increasing volume and frequency of physical activity levels 


(BCT29 Graded Tasks) 


 Encouragement through direct supervision. No BCT was coded for “direct 


supervision” as it was unclear exactly how the supervision was used to 


change behaviour, e.g. to provide encouragement through external 


monitoring or feedback, instruction or a demonstration of the correct 


behaviour for modelling purposes 


 Regular reinforcement of set goals (BCT Cluster 11 “Goals and Planning”) 


 Social support (BCT Cluster 1 “Social Support”) 


 Self-regulatory behaviour change techniques, e.g. goal-setting (BCT 


Cluster 11 “Goals and Planning”) and self-monitoring (BCT Cluster 3 


“Feedback and Monitoring”) 


 Motivational interviewing (Intervention Function 2 Persuasion) 


 Brief advice, usually alongside goal setting (Intervention Function 1 


Education alongside BCT Cluster 11 “Goals and Planning”) time 


management techniques (for physical activity) and encouraging self-talk 
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4.4.3 Information and support from professionals 


Qualitative evidence was available from two interview studies (Penn et al., 


2008 [++] and Troughton et al., 2008 [++]) and one focus group study 


(Jallinoja et al., 2007 [++]) that health information and support may facilitate 


healthy lifestyle changes. Penn et al., 2008 [++] found from interview findings 


in a UK study that professional support (BCT Cluster 1 “Social Support”) was 


appreciated, particularly in the way it helped to develop self-regulation 


strategies and keep to existing behaviour change plans. An example of 


profession support from the interviews in this study was a dietician discussing 


with a participant reasons for relapse in weight loss (weight gain), and lessons 


learned for future weight loss efforts. Motivational interviewing, a style of 


counselling that encourages behaviour change, was particularly appreciated 


(Intervention Function 2 Persuasion). They also found that attention to the 


optimal timing of information-giving (Intervention Function 1 Education) 


allowed gradual absorption of change and therefore was a facilitator in 


allowing adjustment to changes. Jallinoja et al., 2007 [++] conducted a study 


in Finland that reported that focus group participants found check-up visits 


helpful in maintaining new behaviours. The prospect of undergoing formal 


measurements was a motivator to increase efforts (BCT Cluster 3 “Feedback 


and Monitoring”). Similarly, Troughton et al., 2008 [++] interviewed people in 


(BCT43 Self-talk) (for both dietary change and physical activity). 


 Pedometer interventions, i.e. self-monitoring of physical activity (BCT10 


Self-monitoring of behaviour), usually alongside step-goals (BCT62 Goal 


setting (behaviour)) or step diaries (BCT10 Self-monitoring of behaviour).  


Importantly, earlier evidence on pedometer use in adults (Section 4.3.3 and 


evidence statement 12) concluded that the evidence was equivocal. New 


NICE public health guidance on Walking and Cycling will cover evidence 


around the use of pedometers for increasing physical activity and is expected 


in November 2012. 


NICE public health guidance 38 (ES2.1, ES3.8) 
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the UK who reported that having repeat tests (BCT Cluster 3 “Feedback and 


Monitoring”) was reassuring in terms of maintaining efforts to change 


behaviour (PH38 ES4.17). 


The evidence for this information and support from professionals section 


comes solely from qualitative studies. This does not represent direct evidence 


(e.g. from experimental study designs) that greater information and support is 


effective at facilitating behaviour change. Only that this is regarded positively 


and described as useful by participants asked about their experiences of 


behaviour change interventions. 


4.4.4 Weight loss in potential mothers, expectant mothers or 


new mothers with a BMI over 30 


Findings from four qualitative studies (Gross and Bee 2004 [++]; Heslehurst et 


al, 2007 [++]; Wiles, 1998 [++] and Levy 1999 [+]) provide indirect evidence 


that women who may become pregnant (i.e. all women of child bearing age) 


need clearer, more relevant and tailored advice and information from health 


professionals about weight management including information about the 


potential effects of obesity during pregnancy (BCT Cluster 14 “Natural 


Consequences”) (PH27, ES1.19 and 1.20). These studies underlie the 


recommendation that health professionals should provide this information and 


advice to women with a BMI of 30 or more considering becoming pregnant 


through an opportunistic brief intervention (PH27). As this was a qualitative 


study assessing views on current practice, and not a test of a specific 


intervention as part of an RCT, no behaviour change coding was possible. 


However, this qualitative evidence provides indirect evidence that information 


may be needed and that this information should include the potential effects of 


obesity during pregnancy which, if included in an intervention, would fall under 


BCT Cluster 14 “Natural Consequences”. 


There is evidence from four RCTs (Leermakers et al., 1998 [-]; Lovelady et al., 


2000 and 2006 [-]; McCrory et al., 1999 [-]; and O’Toole et al., 2003 [-]) that: 


diet and exercise programmes are effective in enabling some women to lose 
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weight gained during pregnancy (Lovelady et al., 2000 [-] and 2006 [-]; 


McCrory et al., 1999 [-]); combining diet and physical activity interventions are 


more effective than diet or physical activity alone; and that integrated 


programmes of activity that support participants to promote weight loss are 


more effective than information alone (Leermakers et al., 1998 [-] and O’Toole 


et al., 2003 [-]) (PH11,ES3.1, 3.2, 3.4). 


Leermakers et al., 1998 [-] and O’Toole et al., 2003 [-] also provide evidence 


on the characteristics of programmes which are effective in enabling some 


women to lose weight in the post-partum period. These included those which: 


combine diet and physical activity; include informing participants of strategies 


for behaviour change (no BCT coding possible); tailor the intervention to 


individual or group needs (no BCT coding possible); include some group 


sessions and written materials (no BCT coding possible); provide on-going 


support and contact with programme staff (BCT Cluster 1 “Social Support”); 


and are of a sufficient duration to make sustained lifestyle changes (PH11, 


ES3.5). In addition to this, information from the evidence tables suggest 


Leermakers et al., 1998 used interventions consisting of written lessons and 


homework (Intervention Function 1 Education), telephone contact (covering 


behaviour change progress, goals and problem solving (BCT Cluster 11 


“Goals and Planning”)) and daily self-monitoring of diet and physical activity 


(BCT10 Self-monitoring of behaviour and BCT11 Self-monitoring of 


outcomes). O’Toole et al., 2003 also used heart rate monitors to measure 


physical activity levels (BCT11 Self-monitoring of behaviour) and implemented 


individualised diet and physical activity prescriptions (BCT64 Action planning), 


food and activity diaries (BCT10 Self-monitoring of behaviour and BCT11 


Self-monitoring of outcomes) and frequent group education sessions 


(Intervention Function 1 Education) dealing with behaviour change strategies 


(PH11, ES3.5). 


There is evidence from one Australian based case series (Galletly et al., 1996 


– not quality graded in the evidence review but described in the main text as 


“weak” evidence) that obese women trying to become pregnant but 
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experiencing infertility can achieve a statistically significant reduction in BMI 


through a programme that includes regular physical activity, advice about 


healthy eating and group support. This intervention contained a group 


programme including an hour of exercise (BCT23 Behavioural 


practice/rehearsal), coping strategies (BCT61 Problem Solving) and group 


support (no code, support for behaviour not specified, also deals with 


psychological impact of infertility) (PH27, ES1.1). 


Evidence statement 14 Weight management associated with pregnancy 


There is evidence from four RCTs (Leermakers et al., 1998 [-]; Lovelady et al., 


2000 and 2006 [-]; McCrory et al., 1999 [-]; and O’Toole et al., 2003 [-]) that: 


diet and exercise programmes are effective in enabling some women to lose 


weight gained during pregnancy (Lovelady et al., 2000 and 2006 [-]; McCrory 


et al., 1999 [-]); combining diet and physical activity interventions are more 


effective than diet or physical activity alone; and that integrated programmes 


of activity that support participants to promote weight loss are more effective 


than information alone (Leermakers et al., 1998 [-] and O’Toole et al., 2003 [-


]) 


There is further evidence from one Australian based case series (Galletly et 


al., 1996 – not quality graded in the evidence review but described in the main 


text as “weak” evidence) that obese women trying to become pregnant but 


experiencing infertility can achieve a statistically significant reduction in BMI 


through a programme that includes regular physical activity, advice about 


healthy eating and group support. 


Behavioural change components  


Leermakers et al., 1998 [-] and O’Toole et al., 2003 [-] provide evidence that 


the following characteristics are associated with effective interventions that 


enable some women to lose weight in the post-partum period: Intervention 


Function 1 Education, BCT Cluster 1 “Social Support”, BCT Cluster 11 “Goals 


and Planning, BCT10 Self-monitoring of behaviour, BCT11 Self-monitoring of 


outcomes, and BCT64 Action planning. Evidence from Galletly et al., 1996 
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Weight management after pregnancy  


There is evidence from four US based RCTs‡ (Leermakers et al., 1998 [+]; 


Lovelady et al., 2006 [+]; McCrory et al., 1999 [+]; O'Toole et al., 2003 [-]) 


addressing diet and physical activity post-partum that showed a significant 


reduction in total weight among women across the BMI spectrum in the 


intervention group compared to control (PH27, ES2.6). In contrast to the three 


RCTs above a further RCT showed no difference between intervention and 


control (Dewey et al., 1994 [+]) (PH27, ES2.3). Only one of these studies 


showed a significant increase in energy expenditure (O'Toole et al., 2003 [-]), 


while one other found no significant difference in total energy expenditure 


(Leermakers et al., 1998 [+]), and the third did not report results for physical 


activity (Lovelady et al., 2006 [+]) (PH27, ES2.3 and 2.6). 


The behaviour changing coding for Leermakers et al., 1998 [+] and O'Toole et 


al., 2003 [-] is discussed in section 4.4.4. No further BCT coding was possible. 


4.5 Alcohol 


Overview  


Three NICE public health guidance documents described interventions to 


reduce alcohol consumption in different groups: substance misuse amongst 


vulnerable young people (PH4); problem drinkers, pregnant women and drink 


drivers (PH6); and adults and young people with alcohol use disorders 


                                                 
‡
 Please note that the first three RCTs above (Leermakers et al., 1998 [+]; Lovelady et al., 


2006 [+] and McCrory et al., 1999 [+]) were all graded as [+] in NICE public health guidance 


27 but all graded as [-] in NICE public health guidance 11. However, the recommendations in 


each piece of guidance based on these studies are the same, despite the differences in 


reported quality of the studies. 


also identified BCT23 Behavioural practice/rehearsal and BCT61 Problem 


Solving. 


NICE public health guidance 11 (ES3.1, 3.2, 3.4, 3.5).  
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(PH24). These covered both those at risk and those already classed as 


problem drinkers (prevention and treatment). 


These assessed a variety of interventions including: 


 motivational interviewing 


 brief interventions (including reflection and goal setting) 


 extended brief interventions and behavioural counselling in adults (self-


control interventions) 


 home visits for pregnant women who are problem drinkers 


 interventions for drink drivers to reduce drink driving offences (ignition 


interlock and drink-driving remediation interventions) 


Evidence behind interventions highlighted in current NICE guidance 


4.5.1 Brief behaviour counselling – adult problem drinkers 


Evidence statement 15 Brief behaviour counselling – adult problem 
drinkers 


There was evidence from two systematic reviews (one systematic review of 


RCTs: Bertholet et al., 2005 [++]; one systematic review of RCTs and non-


RCTs: Whitlock et al., 2004 [+]) quoted in NICE public health guidance 6 that 


showed evidence of a small positive effect of brief behavioural counselling 


interventions in reducing alcohol intake (mean reduction of approximately 4 


drinks per week) in problem drinkers. There was evidence from a systematic 


review of RCTs (Walters Glenn, 2000 [-]) showing a small, positive effect of 


behavioural counselling interventions in reducing alcohol consumption (PH6).  


Behavioural change components  


Interventions for problem drinkers in the evidence review underlying PH6 


were described as “behavioural self-control interventions” and “multi-contact 


behavioural counselling interventions” including “behavioural self-control 


training”. This included one or more of the following elements: abstinence 


training (BCT Cluster 5 “Repetition and Substitutions”), education, information 


(both Intervention Function 1 Education) coping skills (BCT61 Problem 
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4.5.2 Brief interventions – prevention in adults 


NICE public health guidance 24 identified 27 systematic reviews (22 with 


quality rating [++] and 5 rated [+]) providing a considerable body of evidence 


supportive of the effectiveness of brief interventions for reducing alcohol 


consumption in people identified as hazardous drinkers, e.g. mortality, 


morbidity, alcohol-related injuries, alcohol-related social consequences, 


healthcare resource use and laboratory indicators of alcohol misuse 


(PH24,ES6.1). The majority of studies were conducted in primary care and 


the study population was primarily adults. Six of the systematic reviews 


demonstrated that interventions delivered in primary care are effective in 


reducing alcohol related negative outcomes (Ashenden et al., 1997 [++], 


Ballesteros et al., 2004 [++], Bertholet et al., 2005 [++], Kaner et al., 2007 


[++], Poikolainen, 1999 [++], Whitlock et al., 2004 [++]). Evidence of 


effectiveness in other settings (emergency care, inpatient and outpatient 


settings and the workplace) was limited or inconclusive (PH24, ES6.1, 6.2). 


solving), counselling (BCT3 Social support (unspecified)) and self-monitoring 


(BCT10 Self-monitoring of behaviour). 


NICE public health guidance 6 


Evidence statement 16 Prevention in adult problem drinkers 


There is evidence from 27 systematic reviews that on balance show brief 


counselling interventions are effective in reducing consumption in hazardous 


drinkers. 


Six of the systematic reviews demonstrated that interventions delivered in 


primary care are effective in reducing alcohol related negative outcomes 


(Ashenden et al., 1997 [++], Ballesteros et al., 2004 [++], Bertholet et al., 2005 


[++], Kaner et al., 2007 [++], Poikolainen, 1999 [++], Whitlock et al., 2004 


[++]). Evidence of effectiveness in other settings (emergency care, inpatient 
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4.5.3 Brief interventions-young people 


There was inconclusive evidence for the effectiveness of brief interventions in 


young people (aged up to 25 years) based on mixed results from three 


systematic reviews (D'Onofrio and Degutis, 2002 [+]; Hunter Fager et al., 


2004 [+]; Tait and Hulse, 2003 [++]) and five RCTs (Bailey et al., 2004 [+]; 


Spirito et al., 2004 [++];Monti et al., 1999 [++]; Monti et al., 2007 [++]; 


Boekeloo et al., 2004 [++]) (PH24, ES6.5). 


NICE public health guidance 4 recommended offering one or more 


motivational interviews (Intervention Function 2 Persuasion), which include 


reflection on the issues related to their substance misuse (alcohol, tobacco or 


illicit drug use) and goal setting to reduce or stop misusing substances (BCT 


Cluster 11 “Goals and Planning”). Behind this recommendation there was 


evidence from one systematic review (Tait and Hulse, 2003 [+]), two RCTs 


(McCambridge and Strang, 2004 [+] and Oliansky et al., 1997 [-]) and one 


controlled non-randomised trial (Aubrey, 1998 [-]) to suggest that motivational 


interviewing and brief intervention can have short term effects (3-4 months) on 


the use of cigarettes, alcohol and cannabis. Evidence from one of the RCTs 


(McCambridge and Strang, 2004 [+]) indicated that motivational interviewing 


can have a positive effect on the use of these substances in the short term (3 


and outpatient settings and the workplace) was limited or inconclusive. 


Behavioural change components  


Effective interventions described in the review underlying PH24 had 


components of BCT Cluster 1 “Social Support”, BCT Cluster 3 “Feedback and 


Monitoring” and specific examples of BCT78 Information about health 


consequences and BCT79 Information about emotional consequences. Some 


also described “self-control techniques” which map to BCT Cluster 3 


“Feedback and Monitoring” and BCT Cluster 1 “Social Support”. 


NICE public health guidance 24 
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months) but that this does not last in the medium term (12 months), although 


there is a non-significant trend favouring intervention compared with control.  


The goal setting element of the recommendation comes solely from the study 


by Oliansky et al., 1997 [-] that reported using a “contract of personal goals” 


alongside pamphlets (BCT34 Adding objects to the environment, no further 


BCTs possible without details of the content of the pamphlet), motivational 


interviewing (Intervention Function 2 Persuasion) and verbal reinforcement 


from a physician (BCT70 Persuasive source). 


Evidence statement 17 Prevention in young people 


There is evidence from one systematic review (Tait and Hulse, 2003 [+]) and 


two RCTs (McCambridge and Strang, 2004 [+] and Oliansky et al., 1997 [-]) 


that one or more motivational interviews including reflection on the issues 


related to substance misuse (alcohol, tobacco or illicit drug use) in conjunction 


with goal setting to reduce or stop misusing substances, are effective at 


initiating behaviour change for (3-4 months) but are not effective in the 


medium- or long-term (at 12 months). 


Behaviour change components 


Goal setting was not described in detail and so only the cluster level 


categorisation was possible, BCT Cluster 11 “Goals and Planning”. 


Motivational interviews were also not described in detail in the evidence tables 


but were coded as Intervention Function 2 Persuasion. Oliansky et al., 


1997 [-] reported using a pamphlets (BCT34 Adding objects to the 


environment), motivational interviewing (Intervention Function 2 Persuasion) 


and verbal reinforcement from a physician (BCT70 Persuasive source). 


NICE public health guidance 24 
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4.5.4 Extended brief interventions - adults 


Two systematic reviews demonstrated that extended brief interventions are 


effective in the reduction of alcohol consumption where interventions 


consisted of 2 to 7 sessions of information and advice with a duration of initial 


and booster sessions of 15 to 50 min (Kaner et al., 2007 [++]) or 10 to 15 min 


in 1 session with a number of specific booster sessions of 10 to 15 min 


duration (Ballesteros et al., 2004 [++]) (PH24, ES6.11). No behaviour change 


coding was possible from the evidence tables relating to these studies. 


However, extended brief interventions were described in the guidance 


document as having a primary objective of motivating people to change their 


behaviour, mapping to an intervention function of persuasion (Intervention 


Function 2 Persuasion). 


4.5.5 Home visits for women 


There was evidence from a single systematic review of RCTs (Doggett., 2005 


[++]) that showed there was insufficient evidence of effect for home visits for 


women who were problem drinkers (PH6). 


4.5.6 Interventions for drink drivers 


For drink drivers, there was evidence from a single systematic review of RCT 


and non-RCT studies (Willis et al., 2004 [++]) that showed a possible effect on 


reducing drink driving of alcohol interlock programmes, a system where the 


car ignition is locked until the driver provides an appropriate breath specimen 


(BCT30 Restructuring the physical environment). The effect of drink driver 


remediation on reducing drink driving and alcohol related crashes was 


inconclusive due to the variable quality of the studies included in the 


systematic review (systematic review of RCTs and non-RCTs: Wells et al., 


1995 [-]) (PH6). 


Evidence statement 18 Alcohol reduction (overview) 


The most effective interventions for reducing alcohol consumption in adults 


and vulnerable young people appear to be brief counselling interventions and 
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4.6 Sexual health 


Limited evidence is available on effective interventions relating to sexual 


health from current NICE public health guidance (PH3). The current NICE 


public health guidance on behaviour change (PH6) did not identify any review 


level evidence assessing the effectiveness of individual-level interventions on 


sexual health behaviour. 


We identified only one piece of NICE guidance (PH3) containing relevant 


individual-level recommendations which related specifically to the prevention 


of sexually transmitted infections in under 18s. This guidance provided 


extended brief interventions. For people classed as problem drinkers there is 


evidence from multiple systematic reviews supportive of the effectiveness of 


brief interventions delivered in primary care with a range of underlying 


behavioural change components (see evidence statements 16 and 17 for 


references and further details). 


Behavioural change components  


Brief and extended behavioural counselling interventions for vulnerable young 


people were heterogeneous in their content but contained one or more of the 


following components: verbal and or written advice and information (IF1 


Education), feedback on alcohol consumption (BCT8 Feedback on 


Behaviour), strategies to reduce consumption (not specific enough to code 


BCT), motivational interviewing (IF2 Persuasion) with some specifying use of 


“cognitive behavioural techniques”. 


NICE public health guidance 4 (ES52.1, 52.2, 53.1, 53.2) 


NICE public health guidance 6 (Alcohol misuse, problem drinkers section) 


NICE public health guidance 24 (ES5.1, 5.2, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, 5.9, 5.10, 5.11, 7.3, 


7.4, 7.5, 7.7) six systematic reviews 
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evidence to support the following interventions as part of its 


recommendations: 


 Have one to one structured discussions with individuals at high risk of STIs 


(if trained in sexual health) (Recommendation 1 and 2) 


 Help patients with an STI to get their partners tested and treated through 


providing patient and partner with infection-specific information, including 


advice about possible re-infection and if necessary refer to partner 


notification specialist (Recommendation 3) 


 Provide one to one sexual health advice (Recommendation 5) 


 Regularly visit vulnerable women aged under 18 who are pregnant or who 


are already mothers. Discuss with them and their partner (where 


appropriate) how to prevent or get tested for STIs and how to prevent 


unwanted pregnancies (Recommendation 6) 


The evidence behind the individual-level intervention recommendations are 


discussed below. 


Evidence behind interventions highlighted in current NICE guidance 


4.6.1 One to one structured discussions  


Sexually transmitted infections including HIV 


Evidence statement 1.1 of NICE public health guidance 3 states that “In 


summary the evidence on the effectiveness of one to one interventions for the 


prevention of STIs is mixed but on balance marginally supports the 


interventions”. It further stated that “Project RESPECT a large US RCT (Kamb 


et al., 1998 [++]) showed that both a two session and a four session one to 


one counselling intervention [BCT3 Social support (unspecified)] can reduce 


STIs in the long and very long term in heterosexuals, and from one RCT that 


STIs in men can be reduced in the long term after one 90 minute session 


(Kalichman et al., 1996 [+]). However, the effect appeared to decrease over 


time, with one study finding a reduction in effect after six months (Kamb et al., 


1998 [++])” (PH3, ES1.1). 
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Condom use 


NICE public health guidance 3 evidence statement 1.4 reported that “twenty-


five studies reported condom use, of which only eight showed a statistically 


significant increase in condom use in the intervention group compared to the 


control” (PH3, ES1.4). However, “overall there is weak evidence (that is it is 


mixed or conflicting but on balance marginally supports) that one to one 


STI/HIV prevention interventions can increase short and long-term condom 


use compared to control”. The 25 studies varied in their quality ([++] to [-]) 


(PH4, ES1.4). Furthermore, “Project RESPECT, a large US RCT found an 


increase in condom use in both the four and two session counselling 


intervention groups compared to a didactic control (Kamb et al., 1998 [++]). 


However, several studies found the effect of an intervention appears to 


decrease, or disappear over time. Greater uniformity is needed in the way in 


which condom use is measured in studies” (PH3, ES1.4). 


Subgroup – Men who have sex with men (MSM) 


EXPLORE, a large US RCT of ten sessions of one to one counselling for 


MSM, found a 15.7% reduction in HIV infection compared with twice yearly 


counselling, but this was not statistically significant (EXPLORE, 2004 [++]). 


Other counselling studies found no statistically significant effect on STIs in 


MSM but may have been underpowered for this outcome (PH3, ES1.2). Six 


studies in MSM evaluated condom use or unprotected sex and three found a 


significant beneficial effect (Dilley et al., 2002 [++]; EXPLORE, 2004 [++]; 


Gold and Rosenthal, 1995 [-]).  


Subgroup – adolescents 


Twelve studies evaluated one to one interventions aimed specifically at 


adolescents. 


Six studies assessed the effects on STIs; two of these found that the 


intervention reduced STIs (Bolu, 2004; Downs, 2004). A subgroup analysis of 


Project RESPECT (Bolu, 2004 [++]) found that the intervention was 


particularly effective in adolescents (aged 12 to 18 years) compared with the 
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whole study population. It found a significant reduction in sexually transmitted 


infections in adolescents with both the four and two session interventions 


versus a didactic control. Although this was the only study to show a 


statistically significant difference, the general trend in this group of studies 


was towards a reduction in STIs (PH3, ES1.3). 


There was insufficient evidence to determine the effect of one to one 


interventions on condom use and unprotected sex in adolescents. Nine 


studies assessed the effects on condom use or unprotected sex. Two studies 


found a significant increase in condom use (Bolu, 2004 [++]; Boekeloo, 1999 


[-]); one of these studies found a beneficial effect at three months, but not at 


nine months (Boekeloo, 1999 [-]), the other found an effect at 12 months post 


intervention (Bolu, 2004 [++]). 


Six studies looked at the effect of one to one interventions on number of 


partners/abstinence in adolescents. The aim of most of the studies was to 


promote safe sexual behaviour rather than abstinence. Only one found a 


decrease in number of partners (Downs, 2004 [+]); this was at short term 


follow up only, and was no longer significant by nine months. One study 


(Boekeloo, 1999 [-]) found an increase in vaginal sex in the intervention group 


and one study found an increase in the number of partners for both groups 


pre to post intervention (DeLamater, 2000 [-]). 


Evidence statement 19: One to one structured discussions 


STIs 


There is evidence from two RCTs (Kamb et al., 1998 [++] and Kalichman et 


al., 1996 [+]) that one to one individual counselling can reduce STIs in the 


long and very long term in heterosexuals but the effect may reduce after 6 


months. 


Condom use 


The evidence review in PH3 identified 25 studies of mixed quality [++ to -] 


reporting condom use. Overall the results showed a marginally positive effect 
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of one to one STI/HIV prevention interventions on increasing short and long 


term condom use. The effect may reduce over time. Six studies in MSM 


evaluated condom use or unprotected sex and three found a significant 


beneficial effect (Dilley et al., 2002 [++]; EXPLORE, 2004 [++]; Gold and 


Rosenthal, 1995 [-]).  


HIV in MSM 


There is evidence from a large U.S. RCT (EXPLORE, 2004 [++]) that one to 


one counselling can lead to a non-significant reduction in HIV infection in 


MSM. 


STIs in adolescents 


There is evidence from a subgroup analysis of a single RCT (Bolu, 2004 [++]) 


that one to one counselling sessions are effective in reducing STIs in 


adolescents (aged 12-18). There was insufficient evidence to determine the 


effect of one to one interventions on condom use in adolescents. There was 


little evidence that one to one interventions reduce the number of sexual 


partners of adolescents or promote abstinence. 


Behaviour change components  


Generally one to one discussions were not well described in the review 


evidence tables and so could not be coded. However, interventions in project 


RESPECT (Kamb et al., 1998 [++]) were described in good detail as 


containing behaviour goal setting (BCT62 Goal setting (behaviour)), risk 


reduction plan (BCT64 Action planning), and barriers to risk reduction (BCT61 


Problem solving). Similarly, interventions described in the study by Kalichman 


et al., 1996 contained elements of behavioural practice/rehearsal (BCT23 


Behavioural practice/rehearsal); instructions on how to perform a behaviour 


(BCT36 Instructions on how to perform a behaviour) and information about 


health consequences (BCT78 Information about health consequences).  


NICE public health guidance 3 (ES1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 3.1, 3.2, 3.8) 
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4.6.2 Partner therapy plus additional information 


Recommendation 3, PH3 advocates helping patients with an STI to get their 


partners tested and treated, and providing infection specific information to 


both patient and partner. 


Evidence statement 20 partner therapy plus additional information 


There is evidence from four large randomised controlled trials (Golden et al., 


2005 [+]; Schillinger et al., 2003 [+]; Kissinger et al., 1998 [-], Kissinger et al., 


2005 [-]) that patient-delivered partner therapy plus additional information for 


partners reduces persistent or recurrent infections in women and men 


diagnosed with gonorrhoea or C. trachomatis by approximately 5% compared 


to patient referral. 


There is also evidence from two randomised controlled trials (Andersen et al., 


1998 [-] and Ostergaard et al., 2003 [-]) that giving patients diagnosed with C. 


trachomatis sampling kits for their partner(s) can increase the number of 


partners who get tested when compared to getting the partner(s) to visit their 


doctor for testing. 


Behaviour change components  


Golden et al., 2005 [+] used “treatment packages” which were delivered to 


partners by index patients and contained antibiotics (BCT4 Pharmacological 


support); drug information (Intervention Function 1 Education); condoms 


(BCT34 Adding objects to the environment); study personal contact info (no 


coding possible); a brochure about STDs and information that care for STDs 


is free (Intervention Function 1 Education). The package as a whole also 


represented BCT34 Adding Objects to the external environment. Similar 


packages were used in the study by Kissinger et al., 1998 [-] with the addition 


of a phone number of a nurse for questions (BCT cluster “Social Support”) 


while Schillinger et al., 2003 [+] also used a treatment package (BCT34 


Adding objects to the environment) coupled with index patients (patients 


diagnosed with STI) giving advice to their partners (Intervention Function 1 
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4.6.3 One to one sexual health advice 


Education). 


NICE public health guidance 3 (ES3.1, 3.2 and 3.8) 


Evidence statement 21 One to one sexual health advice 


Evidence from one RCT (Shlay 2003 [-]) and one non-randomised controlled 


study (Winter 1991 [+]) evaluated contraception advice and support in a clinic 


based setting in younger people. The non-RCT (Winter, 1991 [+]) found a 


significant reduction in pregnancies and the RCT (Shlay, 2003 [-]) showed a 


trend towards a reduction in the intervention group compared to control but 


this was not significant. The PH3 evidence review also identified four studies 


that showed a statistically significant reduction in pregnancy (three RCTs: 


O’Sullivan, 1992 [-]); Olds, 2002 [+]; Olds, 2004 [+]; one non-RCT: Winter, 


1991 [+]) and the other studies showed a general trend towards a reduction. 


Therefore, it concluded that, “there appears to be evidence that one to one 


interventions with adolescents can reduce pregnancies”. Multi-session nurse 


home visiting appears particularly effective, especially with low-income 


disadvantaged women, however, more research, is needed in this area with a 


focus on the under 18s and studies powered to detect a change in 


pregnancies. (PH3, ES1.18). 


Evidence from seven studies reported the outcome of contraception use 


including oral contraception, emergency contraception and condom use (six 


RCTs: Boekeloo, 1999 [-]; Danielson, 1990 [+]; Gold, 2004 [++]; Harper, 2005 


[++]; Quinlivan, 2003 [++]; Shlay, 2003 [-]; one non-RCT: Winter, 1991 [+]). 


Two RCTs (Quinlivan, 2003 [++] and Danielson, 1990 [+]) found one to one 


interventions with teenagers can improve contraception use in the long term. 


Of the two studies of advanced provision of emergency contraception (EC), 


one found an increase in the use of EC (Harper, 2005 [++]) and one an 


increase in condom use (Gold, 2004 [++]). In the other studies the general 
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4.6.4 Sub group – pregnant women 


Recommendation 6 of NICE public health guidance 3 outlines that vulnerable 


women aged under 18 who are pregnant or who are already mothers should 


trend was towards an increase in contraception use although one non-RCT 


found the effect on contraception use was no longer significant at 12 months 


(Winter, 1991 [+]). Therefore, there is “some evidence that one to one 


interventions with under-18s can increase contraception use. However, further 


research in this area is needed” (PH3, ES1.19). 


Behaviour change components  


The guidance described how one to one sexual health advice should include 


how to prevent and/or get tested for STIs and how to prevent unwanted 


pregnancies; all methods of reversible contraception, including long-acting 


reversible contraception (LARC) (in line with NICE clinical guideline 30); how 


to get and use emergency contraception; and other reproductive issues and 


concerns. 


Studies providing evidence for increasing condom use (Quinlivan, 2003 [++], 


Danielson, 1990 [+], Harper, 2005 [++], Gold, 2004 [++], Winter, 1991 [+]) 


primarily described giving education and advice (Intervention Function 1 


Education) either alone or alongside providing contraception (BCT34 Adding 


objects to the environment). 


Studies reporting effectiveness for reducing unwanted pregnancies also 


described the provision of advice (Intervention Function 1 Education) and 


individual counselling (BCT3 Social support (unspecified)) about contraceptive 


methods coupled with provision of contraception (BCT34 Adding objects to 


the environment and BCT4 Pharmacological support) (Shlay, 2003 [-] and 


Winter, 1991 [+]). 


NICE public health guidance 3 (ES1.18 and 1.19) 
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be visited regularly to discuss with them and their partner (where appropriate) 


how to prevent or get tested for STIs and how to prevent unwanted 


pregnancies (PH3). 


There is good evidence from RCTs that multi-session support and home 


visiting for disadvantaged low-income pregnant women or mothers can 


prevent repeat pregnancies with studies (Olds, 2002 [+], Olds, 2004 [+], 


O’Sullivan, 1992 [-]) showing a significant reduction in repeat pregnancies in 


the intervention group compared to control. In addition one RCT (Olds, 1997 


[-]) found a reduction in repeat pregnancies in the subgroup of poor unmarried 


women, although not in the sample as a whole (PH3, ES1.17). 


Behaviour change components  


Studies by Olds, 1997 [-], Olds, 2002 [+] and Olds, 2004 [+] all describe using 


skills based activities/education that aimed to improve foetal and maternal 


health while the frequency of the support and home visiting sessions varied. It 


is unclear exactly what type of skills based activities/education were used, 


particularly, whether they related directly to sexual health or were more 


generally targeted at general health or mother and infant. Due to the lack of 


detail no behaviour change codes are possible.  


This evidence for this subgroup comes solely from PH3 ES1.17 and because 


no behaviour change coding was possible, the evidence statement has not 


been rewritten here. 


5 Discussion 


This review reflects the evidence behind effective individual-level behaviour 


change interventions described in current NICE public health guidance, and 


where possible, describes BCTs underlying these interventions. 


Table 4 provides an overview of the behaviour change coding (BCT, BCT 


cluster or intervention function) described in effective individual-level 
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interventions identified from previous NICE public health guidance on 


behaviour change. Based on this table a descriptive synthesis suggests: 


Intervention Function 1 Education is codable in seven effective interventions 


and population/settings: 


 Brief behaviour counselling for adult problem drinkers  


 Multifaceted interventions for diabetes risk reduction in adults 


 Interventions enabling obese women to lose weight post-partum 


 Brief interventions encouraging physical activity in primary care settings for 


adults  


 Home based, group based and educational interventions encouraging 


physical activity for older people 


 One to one sexual health advice for adolescents to reduce pregnancies or 


contraception use 


 Partner therapy plus support for index patients with an STI and their 


partners for reducing incidence of STI  


Intervention Function 1 Education was frequently coded for interventions that 


contained an element of providing “information and advice” about the 


behaviour. This was typically coded when no other BCTs or BCT clusters 


could be assigned. 


Intervention Function 2 Persuasion is codable in five effective interventions 


and population/settings: 


 Brief intervention (including elements of motivational interviewing and goal 


setting) for young people with substance misuse (including alcohol) 


 Multifaceted interventions for diabetes risk reduction in adults 


 Information and support from professionals (including motivational 


interviewing in some cases) for diabetes risk reduction in adults 


 Brief interventions delivered in primary care for encouraging physical 


activity amongst adults 


 Motivational interviewing for smoking cessation amongst pregnant women 
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Intervention Function 2 Persuasion was frequently coded in cases where 


“motivation interviewing” was mentioned but where further details to code 


BCTs or BCT clusters were absent. 


The following BCT clusters were commonly codable in effective interventions 


without the specificity required to code the technique: 


 BCT Cluster 1 “Social Support” (10 instances) 


 BCT Cluster 11 “Goals and Planning” (6 instances) 


 BCT Cluster 3 “Feedback and Monitoring (4 instances) 


Less common codable BCT clusters in effective interventions were: 


 BCT Cluster 5 “Repetition and Substitutions” (one instance) 


 BCT Cluster 14 “Natural Consequences” (one instance) 


The following BCTs were codable in effective interventions based on the 


information provided: 


 BCT3 Social support (unspecified) was universally codable for all topic 


areas (alcohol, diet, physical activity, sexual health and smoking) and 


across population groups (adolescents, adults, pregnant women and older 


people). This was coded in nine effective interventions. This code was 


frequently assigned to interventions that described “behavioural 


counselling”. 


 BCT4 Pharmacological support was commonly coded (six instances) for 


smoking cessation interventions (usually NRT) or for sexual health 


interventions (contraception). 


 BCT10 Self-monitoring of behaviour or BCT11 Self-monitoring of outcomes 


was codable in the effective interventions for interventions targeting healthy 


diet or physical activity or both, particularly those multifaceted interventions 


aimed at diabetes risk reduction, physical activity intervention for adults or 


reducing BMI in pregnant women. It was codable once in a brief behaviour 


counselling intervention delivered to problem drinkers, 
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 BCT61 Problem solving was another almost universally codable BCT in 


effective interventions for alcohol, diet, physical activity and sexual health 


(6 instances) but was not reported among the effective interventions for 


smoking cessation 


 Brief behaviour counselling for adult problem drinkers could also be coded 


for BCT61 Problem solving 


 BCT62 Goal setting (behaviour) and BCT64 Action planning were more 


common in intensive interventions such as:  


 Lifestyle targeting diet and multifaceted interventions to prevent diabetes 


in adults or for pregnant women/new mothers 


 Regular exercise, advice about healthy eating and group support for 


obese women trying to become pregnant 


 One to one structured discussions for adults (including MSM) and 


adolescents for preventing STIs including HIV and increasing condom 


use 


 BCT64 Action planning was codable in effective interventions for adults 


such as: 


 Those enabling women to lose weight post-partum 


 Brief interventions for encouraging physical activity delivered in primary 


care (containing advice and/or: motivational interviewing, follow up calls 


or an activity plan) 


 Lifestyle interventions containing specific physical activity elements 


 One to one structured discussions for adults (including MSM) and 


adolescents for preventing STIs including HIV and increasing condom 


use 


 BCT78 Information about health consequences, BCT79 Information about 


emotional consequences and BCT89 Vicarious consequences were rarely 


specifically described enough to be consistently codable.  


 Other BCT codes may be extractable from more recent publications of 


these interventions when these are reviewed in Review 2. 
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This summary of findings should be seen as descriptive, and any counts of 


the frequency of BCT reporting should be interpreted with caution. It is 


possible that interventions featured BCTs which were not coded here because 


they were not clearly reported. It should not therefore be inferred that only the 


identified BCTs are effective or that the pattern described above is what will 


be found when more recent research (with better descriptions of the 


techniques used) is analysed using more rigorous statistical procedures 


(meta-regression modelling) in Review 2.  


There are several other limitations inherent in this review that should be 


considered which are outlined below. 


It is not possible to conclude that the BCTs identified as being associated with 


effective interventions in this NICE guidance will always result in effective 


behaviour change. This review focuses on examining effective studies 


underpinning interventions currently recommended by NICE, but there may be 


other studies using the same BCTs that were not effective that would not have 


been captured by this review. An analytical quantitative synthesis, which 


should overcome these limitations, is one of the aims of Review 2. 


As BCTs are rarely used in isolation, there are likely to be interactions 


between BCTs influencing effectiveness. This has not been assessed in this 


review. There will most likely be contextual factors that influence how effective 


a certain BCT or group of BCTs are at effecting behaviour change - not simply 


whether the intervention contains a specific BCT or not. Similarly, the 


sequence and timing of BCTs within an intervention may also influence their 


individual or combined effectiveness. Comments on this will be made in 


Review 2. 


Behaviour change techniques were coded from evidence tables and studies 


identified in existing reviews. It was clear that the contents of behaviour 


change interventions were not generally described in sufficient detail in these 


evidence tables to be able to code specific BCTs. As there was only limited 


information available there is likely to be a discrepancy between the actual 
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BCTs used in the intervention and those that could be coded from the 


evidence tables. Because of this it is also possible that the BCTs coded may 


be biased toward those that are simply more frequently used or better 


reported in the evidence tables, rather than those that are the most effective. 


BCT coding ultimately depends on clear and unambiguous reporting, but 


Review 2 aims to minimise problems arising from this limitation by examining 


more detailed information obtained from primary research papers. Review 2 


and will also be better able to assess which BCTs are associated with 


effective interventions through meta-regression analysis. 


Important new evidence published since the original guidelines performed 


their literature searches for evidence may exist. For example, we became 


aware that there is a body of Cochrane systematic review evidence for 


smoking cessation interventions that were published after some of the early 


smoking cessation NICE public health guidance. Similarly, the current 


smoking guidance documents reference systematic reviews that have since 


been updated and may have incorporated new studies. This limitation will be 


addressed by Review 2 which includes a search of RCTs published from 2003 


to the present day, and which aims to capture the latest body of research 


across all five health topics.  


A strength of this review is that it gives an overview of the pattern of behaviour 


change techniques as reported for each health topic from current NICE public 


health guidance. For example, the area of smoking cessation appears well 


researched with high quality systematic review level evidence available for a 


variety of different interventions. Similarly, behaviour change techniques 


associated with effective physical activity and dietary interventions for the 


prevention of type 2 diabetes have been the subject of several recent primary 


research papers included in NICE public health guidance 38 (2012). By 


contrast, there is very little evidence surrounding individual-level sexual health 


interventions from current guidance. Some of these evidence gaps may be 


addressed in Review 2 through the updated literature search of RCT 
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evidence. The broad patterns identified here in Review 1 will inform the final 


guideline “context” and will be useful in interpreting the findings of Review 2. 


The conclusions of NICE public health guidance 6 in addressing the question 


of whether there is evidence that some interventions are effective across a 


range of health topics and populations are summarised in brief below (PH6). 


This guidance identified interventions that it described as having conclusive 


evidence showing they were “effective” or “ineffective” and where there was 


“inconclusive” evidence. Further evidence to address this question will be 


incorporated in Review 2. 


Effective 


 Interventions aimed at pregnant women (e.g. smoking cessation, nutritional 


advice, or exercise) show some evidence of effectiveness. 


 Physician advice or counselling was effective for smoking cessation, 


reducing alcohol consumption and promoting healthy eating.  


 Counselling interventions appear to have an effect in tobacco cessation 


and alcohol consumption, but the evidence was inconclusive for preventing 


unwanted pregnancies. 


Inconclusive 


 Motivational interventions and biomarker feedback have inconclusive 


evidence of effectiveness for smoking cessation and physical activity. 


Ineffective 


 Hypnotherapy was not found to be effective for smoking cessation. 


6 Conclusions 


This review, examining evidence presented in existing NICE guidance, has 


identified the following evidence patterns and has shown areas where there is 
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a relatively secure evidence base and additional areas of uncertainty that 


could be prioritised for consideration in Review 2. 


There is a relatively secure evidence base: 


 Suggesting the majority of effective interventions include elements of social 


support across all five health areas 


 Supporting brief interventions for smoking cessation that include social and 


pharmacological support alongside other BCTs provided through referral to 


Stop Smoking Services 


 Showing that more intensive interventions combining dietary and physical 


activity elements help to prevent progression of impaired glucose tolerance 


to type 2 diabetes. The techniques used here require multiple sessions and 


fall into the BCT Cluster 3 “Feedback and Monitoring” or BCT Cluster 11 


“Goals and Planning” 


 Brief behaviour counselling for adult problem drinkers can be effective and 


in this review was unique in describing techniques in the BCT Cluster 5 


“Repetition and Substitutions”  


 For reducing weight in adults or postpartum women who are obese or 


overweight the interventions that combined dietary and physical activity 


interventions are more effective than those that used diet or exercise alone. 


These also use techniques from BCT Cluster 3 “Feedback and Monitoring” 


and BCT Cluster 11 “Goals and Planning” that require continued 


engagement and follow up over time 


Existing uncertainties: 


 The sustainability of any behaviour change achieved with interventions 


designed to initiate behaviour change is rarely reported beyond 12 months 


and few interventions appear in these guidelines to have been designed 


specifically for maintaining behaviour change 


 Sexually transmitted infections (including HIV) and unwanted pregnancy 


are the primary clinical outcomes considered in sexual health guidance. 


However, only a small proportion of the evidence identified in current 
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guidance has been reported in terms of behavioural outcomes (e.g. 


condom use) 


These broad patterns within recent guidance suggest that the coding and 


analytical synthesis planned in Review 2 could usefully focus on: 


 The context in which effective individual-level behaviour change 


interventions are delivered 


 Those interventions that maintain positive changes once a change has 


been initiated 


 The combinations of BCTs that are effective at changing behaviour in brief 


or opportunistic interventions as compared to the combinations that are 


only possible with extended follow up and specialised training. There may 


be effective interventions that lie between these extremes 


 The complexity of interventions, that is how many BCTs are required to 


effect change 


 Are some BCTs specific for certain behaviours only, such as alcohol or 


smoking, and is the finding from this review of guidance that social support 


is common to all individual-level interventions confirmed in a systematic 


review of the recent primary research planned for Review 2 


 Individual-level interventions relying on remote communication (SMS, web 


based support or gaming) have not so far been covered in public health 


guidance 
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8 Tables 


Table 1 Included guidance and recommendations overview 


No NICE public health guidance short title Health topic Date 
issued 


Review 
date 


Relevant recommendations 


PH1 Brief interventions and referral for smoking cessation (PH1) Smoking Mar-06 Mar-13 1-6 


PH2 Four commonly used methods to increase physical activity (PH2) Physical activity Mar-06 Mar-13 1-2,5-6 


PH3 Prevention of sexually transmitted infections and under 18 conceptions (PH3) Sexual practices Feb-07 Mar-14 1-3,5-6 


PH4 Interventions to reduce substance misuse among vulnerable young people (PH4) Alcohol Mar-07 Mar-14 2,5 


PH5 Workplace interventions to promote smoking cessation (PH5) Smoking Apr-07 May-14 4 


PH6 Behaviour change (PH6) Smoking, alcohol, 
physical activity, 
diet 


Oct-07 Oct-14 Principle 4 


PH10 Smoking cessation services (PH10) Smoking Feb-08 Jul-14 Cross references “proven 
cessation interventions” PH5 


PH11 Maternal and child nutrition (PH11) Diet Mar-08  Jul-14 6 


PH15 Identifying and supporting people most at risk of dying prematurely (PH15)  Smoking Sep-08 Oct-13 2 


PH24 Alcohol-use disorders - preventing harmful drinking (PH24) Alcohol Jun-10 May-13 8,10-11 


PH26 Quitting smoking in pregnancy and following childbirth (PH26) Smoking Jun-10 TBC 1-2,4-5. Cross references list of 
"effective stop smoking 
interventions" in NICE PH1, PH5 
and PH10 


PH27 Weight management before, during and after pregnancy (PH27) Diet and physical 
activity 


Jul-10 Jul-13 1-2,4 and cross references 
“principles of individual 
behaviour change” in PH6 


PH38 Preventing type 2 diabetes - risk identification and interventions for individuals at 
high risk (PH38) 


Diet and physical 
activity 


Jul-12 TBC 5-6, 8-9, 11-14 



http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH1

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH2

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH3

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH4

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH5

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH6

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH10

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH11

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH15

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH24

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH26

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH27

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH38

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH38
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Table 2 Excluded NICE public health guidance 


Guidance short title Reason for exclusion 


School-based interventions on alcohol (PH7) Wrong age group  


Physical activity and the environment (PH8) Recommendations not individual-
level 


Community engagement (PH9) Recommendations not individual-
level 


Social and emotional wellbeing in primary education (PH12) Wrong age group 


Promoting physical activity in the workplace (PH13) Recommendations not individual-
level 


Preventing the uptake of smoking by children and young people 
(PH14) 


Recommendations not individual-
level 


Identifying and supporting people most at risk of dying 
prematurely (PH15) 


Not one of the five health topics 


Mental wellbeing and older people (PH16) Not one of the five health topics 


Promoting physical activity for children and young people 
(PH17) 


Recommendations not individual-
level 


Needle and syringe programmes (PH18) Not one of the five health topics 


Management of long-term sickness and incapacity for work 
(PH19) 


Not one of the five health topics 


Social and emotional wellbeing in secondary education (PH20) Not one of the five health topics 


Reducing differences in the uptake of immunisations (PH21) Not one of the five health topics 


Promoting mental wellbeing at work (PH22) Not one of the five health topics 


School-based interventions to prevent smoking (PH23) Recommendations not individual-
level 


Prevention of cardiovascular disease (PH25) Recommendations not individual-
level 


Looked-after children and young people (PH28) Not one of the five health topics 


Strategies to prevent unintentional injuries among under-15s 
(PH29) 


Wrong age group 


Preventing unintentional injuries among under-15s in the home 
(PH30) 


Wrong age group 


Preventing unintentional road injuries among under-15s: road 
design (PH31) 


Wrong age group 


Skin cancer prevention: information, resources and 
environmental changes (PH32) 


Not one of the five health topics 


Increasing the uptake of HIV testing among black Africans in 
England (PH33) 


Recommendations not individual-
level 


Increasing the uptake of HIV testing among men who have sex 
with men (PH34) 


Recommendations not individual-
level 


Preventing type 2 diabetes - population and community 
interventions (PH35) 


Recommendations not individual-
level 


Prevention and control of healthcare-associated infections 
(PH36) 


Not one of the five health topics 


Tuberculosis - hard-to-reach groups (PH37) Not one of the five health topics 


  



http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH7

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH8

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH9

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH12

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH13

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH14

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH14

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH15

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH15

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH16

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH17

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH17

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH18

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH19

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH19

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH20

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH21

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH22

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH23

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH25

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH28

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH29

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH29

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH30

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH30

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH31

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH31

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH32

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH32

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH33

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH33

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH34

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH34

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH35

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH35

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH36

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH36

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH37
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 Table 3 Included NICE public health guidance by health topic 


Topic Relevant guidance 


Smoking Brief interventions and referral for smoking cessation (PH1) 


Workplace interventions to promote smoking cessation (PH5) 


Behaviour change (PH6) 


Smoking cessation services (PH10) 


Quitting smoking in pregnancy and following childbirth (PH26) 


Physical activity Four commonly used methods to increase physical activity (PH2) 


Behaviour change (PH6) 


Weight management before, during and after pregnancy (PH27) 


Preventing type 2 diabetes - risk identification and interventions for individuals at 
high risk (PH38) 


Diet Behaviour change (PH6) 


Maternal and child nutrition (PH11) 


Weight management before, during and after pregnancy (PH27) 


Preventing type 2 diabetes - risk identification and interventions for individuals at 
high risk (PH38) 


Alcohol Interventions to reduce substance misuse among vulnerable young people (PH4) 


Behaviour change (PH6) 


Alcohol-use disorders - preventing harmful drinking (PH24) 


Sexual health Prevention of sexually transmitted infections and under 18 conceptions (PH3) 



http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH1

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH5

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH6

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH10

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH26

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH2

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH6

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH27

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH38

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH38

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH6

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH11

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH27

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH38

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH38

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH4

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH6

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH24

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/PH3
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Table 4 High level overview of interventions with evidence of effectiveness and their associated behaviour change coding  


These represent the interventions highlighted in NICE guidance that show effectiveness and where it was possible to code behaviour change. 


Topic Population Interventions with evidence of effectiveness Associated behaviour change coding 


Smoking Adults Brief interventions including advice to stop smoking 
(can also include pharmacotherapy and referral to 
NHS Stop Smoking services) 


BCT36 Instructions on how to perform behaviour  
Can also include: 
BCT4 Pharmacological support  
BCT Cluster 1 “Social Support”  


Adults Individual behavioural counselling BCT3 Social support (unspecified) 


Adults Group behaviour therapy  BCT3 Social support (unspecified) 


Adults NRT BCT4 Pharmacological support 


Adults Self-help materials BCT34 Adding objects to the environment 


Adults Telephone counselling and quit lines BCT4 Pharmacological support 


Adults Rapid smoking form of aversion therapy BCT7 Paradoxical instructions 


Pregnant women Cognitive behaviour therapy BCT3 Social support (unspecified) 


Pregnant women Motivational interviewing Intervention Function 2 Persuasion 


Pregnant women Self-help and support from NHS Stop Smoking services BCT Cluster 1 “Social Support” often with  
BCT4 Pharmacological support 


Diet Adults Nutritional Counselling No behaviour change coding possible (insufficient detail) 


Diabetes risk Lifestyle interventions targeting diet to prevent 
diabetes cases 


BCT29 Graded Tasks 
BCT89 Vicarious consequences 
BCT61 Problem Solving 


Pregnant 
women/new mothers 


Large, diverse, multi-faceted “lifestyle interventions” 
including a dietary element 


BCT3 Social support (unspecified) 
BCT61 Problem solving 
BCT Cluster 1 “Social Support” 
BCT Cluster 3 “Feedback and Monitoring” 
BCT Cluster 11 “Goals and Planning”  


Physical Activity Adults Brief interventions in primary care (containing advice 
and/or motivational interviewing, follow up calls or an 
activity plan) 


Intervention Function 1 Education 
Intervention Function 2 Persuasion 
BCT Cluster 1 “Social Support” 
BCT64 Action planning 
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Topic Population Interventions with evidence of effectiveness Associated behaviour change coding 


Adults Physical activity interventions BCT3 Social support (unspecified) 
BCT10 Self-monitoring of behaviour  
BCT23 Behavioural practice/rehearsal 
BCT Cluster 1 “Social Support  
BCT Cluster 11 “Goals and Planning” 


Older people Home based, group based and educational 
interventions. 


BCT3 Social support (unspecified) 
BCT Cluster 11 “Goals and Planning”  
Intervention Function 1 Education 
 


Adults preventing 
diabetes 


Lifestyle interventions containing specific physical 
activity elements. 


BCT11 Self-monitoring of outcomes 
BCT29 Graded Tasks 
BCT64 Action planning 
BCT62 Goal setting (behaviour)) 
BCT89 Vicarious consequences 
BCT61 Problem Solving 
BCT23 Behavioural practice/rehearsal 
BCT36 Instructions on how to perform a behaviour 


Diet and physical 
activity 


Diabetes risk 
reduction in adults 


Multifaceted interventions BCT10 Self-monitoring of behaviour  
BCT11 Self-monitoring of outcomes 
BCT23 Behavioural practice/rehearsal 
BCT29 Graded Tasks 
BCT61 Problem solving 
BCT62 Goal setting (behaviour) 
BCT Cluster 1 “Social Support”,  
BCT Cluster 3 “Feedback and Monitoring”,  
BCT Cluster 11 “Goals and Planning”  
Intervention Function 1 Education 
Intervention Function 2 Persuasion 


 Information and support from professionals (including 
motivational interviewing in some cases) 


BCT Cluster 1 “Social Support” 
BCT Cluster 3 “Feedback and Monitoring” 
Intervention Function 2 Persuasion 
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Topic Population Interventions with evidence of effectiveness Associated behaviour change coding 


Weight loss in 
women of child 
bearing age; 
expectant mothers 
and new mothers 
with BMI over 30 


Opportunistic brief intervention BCT Cluster 14 “Natural Consequences” 


Obese women post-
partum 


Characteristics of effective interventions in enabling 
women to lose weight post-partum 


BCT Cluster 1 “Social Support” 
BCT Cluster 11 “Goals and Planning” 
BCT10 Self-monitoring of behaviour and  
BCT11 Self-monitoring of outcomes 
BCT64 Action planning 
Intervention Function 1 Education 


Obese women trying 
to become pregnant 


Regular exercise, advice about healthy eating and 
group support. 


BCT23 Behavioural practice/rehearsal 
BCT61 Problem Solving 


Alcohol Adult problem 
drinkers 


Brief behaviour counselling One or more of the following components: 
BCT3 Social support (unspecified) 
BCT10 Self-monitoring of behaviour  
BCT61 Problem solving 
BCT Cluster 5 “Repetition and Substitutions”  
Intervention Function 1 Education 


Reducing alcohol 
consumption in 
adults identified as 
hazardous drinkers 


Brief interventions in primary care BCT Cluster 1 “Social Support” 
BCT Cluster 3 “Feedback and Monitoring” 
BCT78 Information about health consequences  
BCT79 Information about emotional consequences 


Young people with 
substance misuse 
(including alcohol) 


Brief intervention (including elements of motivational 
interviewing and goal setting)  


Intervention Function 2 Persuasion 
BCT Cluster 11 “Goals and Planning” 


Sexual Health Adolescents to 
reduce pregnancies 
and or contraception 
use. 


One to one sexual health advice Intervention Function 1 Education 
BCT34 Adding objects to the environment (contraception) 
BCT3 Social support (unspecified) 
BCT4 Pharmacological support 
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Topic Population Interventions with evidence of effectiveness Associated behaviour change coding 


Adults (including 
MSM) and 
adolescents for 
preventing STIs 
including HIV and 
increasing condom 
use 


One to one structured discussions BCT3 Social support (unspecified) 
BCT23 Behavioural practice/rehearsal 
BCT36 Instructions on how to perform a behaviour 
BCT61 Problem solving 
BCT62 Goal setting (behaviour 
BCT64 Action planning 
BCT78 Information about health consequences 


Index patients with 
an STI and their 
partners 


Partner therapy plus support BCT4 Pharmacological support  
BCT34 Adding objects to the environment 
BCT cluster “Social Support  
Intervention Function 1 Education 
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9 Appendix A 


[For data extraction tables see separate document] 


10 Appendix B 


[For BCT taxonomy, BCT cluster and Intervention Function coding structures 


and descriptions see separate document] 
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Appendix G: Study characteristics extraction tables 


Notes: 


 n= in content column reflects number randomised in each trial arm; number analysed reported in review Evidence Statements  


 Follow-up points reflect author reported follow-up; post-intervention follow-up reported in review Evidence Statements and used in sensitivity analyses. 


Sexual health 
 
STUDY POPULATION AND PARTICIPANT 


CHACTERISTICS 
CONTEXT, (SETTING PROVIDER and 
DELIVERY) 


CONTENT 
(INTERVENTION 
TYPE) FOCUS 


INTENSITY OUTCOMES and 
MEASUREMENT 


FOLLOW-UP RESULTS 
Short term 
(≤6months) 
With CI or p 
value  


RESULTS 
Longer term 
(>6months) 
With CI or p 
value 


NOTES 


Cortes-Bordoy 
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Country 
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Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
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N=278. 76% of women who participated 
in the study were included (‘evaluable’ 
and information regarding delivery of 
leaflet available) and data on these 
women was presented in the paper 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Adult women with vulvoperineal (genital) 
warts attending gynaecological 
outpatient clinics of 39 acute-care 
hospitals (a random sample of 
hospitals). HIV positive women were 
excluded.  
 
Participant characteristics (non-
excluded women) 
Mean age 30.2 years 
Gender 100% female (inclusion criteria) 
SES: Not reported 
Ethnicity Not reported  
Sexual orientation 96.2% 


heterosexual; 0.5% homosexual; 2.4% 
bisexual   


Setting:  


Gynaecology outpatient clinics. Leaflet 
provided to the intervention group was to be 
read at home. 
 
Provider:  


Gynaecologist 
 
Mode of delivery: 


Leaflet delivered and explained face-to-face 
by a gynaecologist (individual level) 


Comparison 


Included women: 
N= 114 Behaviour 
change leaflet 
 
vs. 
 
N= 97 no treatment  
 
Type:  


Brief 
 
Focus:  


Risky sexual 
behaviour 


Intensity: 


Leaflet given to the 
intervention group at 
initial visit. 5 visits 
over 12 months were 
required for the 
treatment and 
monitoring of genital 
warts 
  
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Number of partners and 
condom use over the 
previous 3 months  
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


% patients reporting 
condom use over the 
previous3 months  
 
How was it measured:   


Self-report to 
gynaecologist  
  


Duration of 
follow-up: 


12 months 
from 
randomisation 
and delivery of 
the 
intervention. 
76% of the 
initial 
population 
were included.  
 


3 months (during 
intervention) 
 
Intervention: 
83.2% 
 
Control: 
75.8% 
 
p=0.250 
 
 


12months (end 
of intervention) 
 
Intervention: 
65.4% 
 
Control: 
69.3% 
 
p=0.752 
 


Adverse 
effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 
 
 


 
 


Crosby et al, 
2009 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
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External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N= 266 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Men aged between 18 and 29 years old 
newly diagnosed with an STD and self-
identifying as African American 
attending a public STD clinic located in 
a southern US city. Men reporting to be 
HIV positive were excluded. Men had to 
report use of a male condom at least 
once in the previous 3 months for sexual 
intercourse with a woman. 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 23.2 years  
Gender 100% male (inclusion criteria) 
Ethnicity Self-identifying as African 


American was an inclusion criterion 
SES Not reported 
Sexual orientation Not reported, 


although self-report of sexual 
intercourse with a women during the 
previous 3 months an inclusion criterion 


Setting:  


Clinic 
 
Provider:  


Lay health advisor 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) 


Comparison 
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change intervention 
 
vs. 
 
N= 125 Usual Care 
 
Type:  


Extended 
 
Focus:  


Men’s quality, 
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1session  of 45 to 50 
minutes  
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Number of female sexual 
partners in the previous 
3 months; condom use 
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penetrative (penile-
vaginal or penile-anal) 
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condoms as determined 
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observation of men’s 
ability to apply condoms 
to a stationary, life-size, 
rubber penile model. 
(Primary outcome was 
STD diagnosis)  
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


Number of unprotected 


Duration of 
follow-up: 
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intervention 
(74.1%) 
6 months 
(medical 
records 
review, for 
STD 
diagnosis, all 
participants) 


3 months  
Mean (SD) 
 
Intervention 12.3 
(25.8) 
 
Control 29.4 
(79.3) 
 
p=0.045 
 
Adjusted mean 
difference 
estimate with 
multiple 
imputation  
-11.9; 95% CI -
31.3 to 7.5 
 
 


NA Adverse 
effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: 


Findings 
applicable to 
African 
American  male 
population  
 
 


 
 







STUDY POPULATION AND PARTICIPANT 
CHACTERISTICS 


CONTEXT, (SETTING PROVIDER and 
DELIVERY) 


CONTENT 
(INTERVENTION 
TYPE) FOCUS 


INTENSITY OUTCOMES and 
MEASUREMENT 


FOLLOW-UP RESULTS 
Short term 
(≤6months) 
With CI or p 
value  


RESULTS 
Longer term 
(>6months) 
With CI or p 
value 


NOTES 


Other 


30.2% had a net monthly income of 
>$1,000 
 


acts of intercourse in the 
previous 3 months 
 
How was it measured: 


Self-administered 
questionnaire; directly 
observed condom-
application skills 
assessment 
 


Dermen and 
Thomas,  
2011 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised 


N=154  
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Heavy-drinking students aged between 
18 and 30 years old at behaviour risk for 
infection with HIV and other sexually 
transmitted diseases recruited from 
colleges and universities. Heavy 
drinking was defined as consuming at 
least 5 (men) or 4 (women) drinks at 
least once in the past 2 weeks. Students 
with a score of 20 or more on the Short-
Form Alcohol Dependence Data 
Questionnaire, and those receiving 
counselling for drinking, were excluded. 
Students had to report 7 or more 
occurrences of unprotected 
heterosexual intercourse in the past 90 
days and having 2 or more sex partner 
in the past 90 days, or having a partner 
who had other partners in the past 24 
months but who had not been tested for 
HIV during the past 12 months. 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean Age 20.7 years 
Gender 40.9% male, 59.1% female 
Ethnicity 86.4% While; 5.2% Hispanic; 


3.9% African American; 3.9% Asian 
American; 0.6% American Indian 
SES Not reported 
Sexual orientation 98.7% 


Heterosexual; 1.3% Bisexual. Being 
either heterosexual or bisexual was an 
inclusion criterion  
 


Setting:  


Not reported 
 
Provider:  


Counsellor of the same gender as the 
participant 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level). Participants in 
intervention groups were provided with a 
personal feedback report, an explanatory 
booklet, a decisional balance sheet (if 
completed), a change plan worksheet (if 
completed), a booklet describing strategies 
and sources of support for reducing risk 
behaviour, and a handwritten note from the 
counsellor. 


Comparison 


Intervention 1 
N= 39 Behaviour 
change intervention 
focussing on 
reducing alcohol risk 
behaviour (ALC) 
 
vs. 
 
Intervention 2 
N= 39 Behaviour 
change intervention 
focussing on 
reducing HIV risk 
behaviour (HIV) 
 
vs. 
 
Intervention 3 
N= 36 Behaviour 
change intervention 
focussing on 
reducing alcohol and 
HIV risk behaviour 
(H&A) 
 
vs. 
 
N= 40 No 
intervention 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Alcohol risk 
behaviour; HIV risk 
behaviour; both 
alcohol and HIV risk 
behaviour  
 


Intensity:  


2 sessions over 5 
weeks (all 
interventions). The 
first sessions were 45 
minutes long 
(intervention 1 and 2) 
or 60 minutes long 
(intervention 3). The 
second sessions were 
30 minutes long 
(intervention 1 and 2) 
or 45 minutes long 
(intervention 3) 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Occurrences of 
unprotected sex, number 
of partners (HIV risk 
outcomes) 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


Number of unprotected 
intercourse acts in past 3 
month (HIV risk 
outcome) 
 
How was it measured: 


Modified TLFB interview 
with same gender 
counsellor (face-to-face). 
For participants who had 
moved out of the area, 
assessments were 
completed by telephone 
or by mail.  


Duration of 
follow-up: 


3 months 
(95% follow-
up), 6 months 
(94% follow-
up), 9 months 
(92% follow-
up), 12 
months (91% 
follow-up), 15 
months (91% 
follow-up) 
following 
randomisation 


3 months  
Mean (SD) 
 
Intervention 1: 
26.7 (25.4) 
 
Intervention 2: 
19.1 (25.4) 
 
Intervention 3: 
22.1 (19.3) 
 
Control: 
30.4 (32.7) 


15 months 
Mean (SD) 
 
Intervention 1: 
16.7 (17.8) 
 
Intervention 2: 
15.4 (18.8) 
 
Intervention 3: 
11.7 (13.0) 
 
Control: 
17.6 (20.6) 
 
ANOVA 
Participants who 
received the HIV 
only intervention 
(intervention 2) 
engaged in 
unprotected sex 
less frequently 
during follow-
upp=0.042, 
whereas 
outcomes of 
those in the 
combined and 
alcohol 
conditions did 
not differ 
p=0.801  


Adverse 
effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 
  
Other: 


Baseline levels 
of number of 
drinking days in 
past 90 days; 
number of 
drinks per 
drinking day 
and number of 
sexual partners 
was not equal 
between 
groups 
 
Results for 
alcohol 
behaviour 
outcomes are 
described in 
the extraction 
table for 
alcohol. 
 


Gilbert et al, 
2008 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 


Number randomised 


N=476 
Risky drinking was reported by 182 
participants; unprotected anal or vaginal 
intercourse was reported by 284 
participants. 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Adults HIV positive for 3 months or 
longer reporting substance use or 


Setting:  


Outpatient HIV clinics 
 
Provider: 


“Video doctor” 
 
Mode of delivery:  


“Video doctor” delivered via laptop computer 1 
hour prior to a regularly scheduled medical 
appointment; and printed educational 


Comparison 


N= 243 Positive 
choice behaviour 
change intervention 
 
vs. 
 
N= 233 Usual care 
  
Type:  


Intensity:  


2 sessions (24 
minutes in length on 
average) over 3 
months 
  
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Unprotected anal or 
vaginal sex, cessation of 
illicit drug use, and risky 
drinking 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


Any unprotected sex 3 


Duration of 
follow-up:  


3 months 
(78%) and 6 
months (83%) 
post 
randomisation  
 


3 months 
 
Intervention 
104/143 (73%) 
 
Control 117/141 
(83%) 
 
RR 0.88, 95% CI 
0.773 to 0.993 


6 months 
 
Intervention 
88/143 (62%) 
 
Control 108/141 
(77%) 
 
RR 0.80, 95% CI 
0.686 to 0.941 


Adverse 
effects: 


There were 2 
incidences of 
perceived 
breaches of 
confidentiality, 
both 
successfully 
resolved. 5 







STUDY POPULATION AND PARTICIPANT 
CHACTERISTICS 


CONTEXT, (SETTING PROVIDER and 
DELIVERY) 


CONTENT 
(INTERVENTION 
TYPE) FOCUS 


INTENSITY OUTCOMES and 
MEASUREMENT 


FOLLOW-UP RESULTS 
Short term 
(≤6months) 
With CI or p 
value  


RESULTS 
Longer term 
(>6months) 
With CI or p 
value 


NOTES 


validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


sexual risks (drug use defined as use of 
10 illicit drugs in the past month; risky 
alcohol use was defined as exceeding 
the US National Institute on Alcoholism 
and Alcohol Abuse’s recommended 
number of drinks per week or 3 or more 
binge drinking episodes within previous 
3 months; sexual risk was defined as 
anal or vaginal intercourse without a 
condom in the past 3 months)  
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 44.1 years 
Gender 79% male, 21% female 
Ethnicity 13% Hispanic/Latino; 50% 


Black or African American; 29% White; 
8% other or multiple races 
SES Not reported 
Sexual orientation 51% MSM or 


MSM/W 
HIV status HIV infection an inclusion 


criterion 


worksheet printed at end of “video doctor” 
session  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Illicit drug use, risky 
alcohol drinking, and 
anal or vaginal 
intercourse without a 
condom 


months after 
randomisation (among 
participants reporting 
behaviour at baseline)  
 
How was it measured: 


Computer-administered 
assessment (self-report) 


 
p=0.039 
(not significant 
with Bonferroni 
correction) 


 
p=0.007 
(significant with 
Bonferroni 
correction) 


study 
participants 
died during the 
data collection 
period. 
Investigations 
found that the 
deaths were 
due to HIV and 
not associated 
with 
participation in 
the trial. 
 
Inequality 
issues: 


Preplanned 
subgroup 
analyses by 
participants’ 
gender, 
race/ethnicity, 
hepatitis-C co-
infection, HIV 
viral load, 
source of HIV 
infection, or sex 
partners’ HIV 
status did not 
differ from 
aggregate 
results. 
Participants’ 
previous 
treatment for 
alcohol or drug 
abuse did not 
affect 
substance use 
outcomes. 
Findings 
applicable to 
Black/African-
American 
population. 


Golin et al, 
2012  
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 


Number randomised 


N=492 
 
Selection and recruitment criteria 


Sexually active HIV positive adults 
receiving HIV treatment at one of the 3 
HIV clinics involved in the study. 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 42.6 years 
Gender 65.2% men; 34.8% women  
Ethnicity 71.11% Black/African-


American; 20.49% White, non-Hispanic; 
8.40% other 
SES Not reported 
Sexual orientation 38.30% MSM; 


26.92% MSW; 33.33% WSM; 1.45% 


Setting:  


HIV clinic 
 
Provider:  


Counsellor (Masters degree in Social work, 
counselling, or health behaviour and health 
education)  
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face or via telephone (for participants 
who reported difficulty travelling) (individual 
level) 
 


Comparison 


N=248 SafeTalk 
safer sex 
behavioural change 
intervention 
 
vs. 
 
N=242 New Leaf 
(attention control; 
nutrition and 
physical activity 
counselling 
program) 
 
Type: 


Multi-session 


Intensity: 


Monthly for 4 months 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Transmission risk 
behaviour (unprotected 
vaginal or anal sex with 
a HIV-negative or 
unknown serostatus 
partner) in the previous 3 
months  
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


The number of 
unprotected vaginal or 
anal intercourse in the 
previous 3 months 
 


Duration of 
follow-up:  


4 months 
(84% follow-
up), 8 months 
(76% follow-
up) and 12 
months (63% 
follow-up) post 
enrolment 


4 months  
Mean (SD)  
 
Intervention:  
1.68 (6.22) 
 
Control: 3.66 
(29.60) 
 
(difference 
between groups 
not significant, p 
value not 
reported) 


12 months  
Mean (SD)  
 
Intervention:  
1.30 (7.10) 
 
Control: 2.31 
(16.12) 
 
(difference 
between groups 
not significant, p 
value not 
reported) 


Adverse 
effects: Not 


reported  
 
Inequality 
issues: 


Findings 
applicable to 
Black/African 
American 
population  
 







STUDY POPULATION AND PARTICIPANT 
CHACTERISTICS 


CONTEXT, (SETTING PROVIDER and 
DELIVERY) 


CONTENT 
(INTERVENTION 
TYPE) FOCUS 


INTENSITY OUTCOMES and 
MEASUREMENT 


FOLLOW-UP RESULTS 
Short term 
(≤6months) 
With CI or p 
value  


RESULTS 
Longer term 
(>6months) 
With CI or p 
value 


NOTES 


WSW ; 57.47% straight/heterosexual; 
32.21% gay/homosexual; 8.00% 
bisexual; 4.42% other/not sure 
HIV status HIV infection an inclusion 


criterion 
Other 57.54% income $10,000 or less; 


34.48% income between $10,001 and 
$40,000; 7.97% income more than 
$40,000 
 


 
Focus:  


Risky sexual 
behaviour 


How was it measured:    


Audio computer-assisted 
self interview (ACASI) 
 


Ingersoll et al, 
2005 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N=228 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Female students aged between 18 and 
24 years old at risk for alcohol exposed 
pregnancy recruited from one university. 
Risk for alcohol exposed pregnancy as 
defined as having sexual intercourse 
with a man in the past 90 days while 
using contraception ineffectively (no 
use, incorrect use of an effective 
method, or use of an ineffective method 
only); and drinking at risk levels 
(engaging in at least one binge [5 or 
more standard drinks per occasion] in 
the past 90 days or consuming an 
average of 8 standard drinks per week)    
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 20.5 years 
Gender 100% females (inclusion  


criteria) 
Ethnicity 70% Caucasian; 16% African 


American; 6% Asian; 2% Latina; 4% 
Other; 1% Pacific Islander 
SES Not reported 
Sexual orientation Not reported  


Setting:  


Not reported 
 
Provider:  


Counsellor 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) 


Comparison 


N= 114 Birth Control 
and Alcohol 
Awareness: 
Negotiating Choices 
Effectively 
(BALANCE) 
behaviour change 
intervention 
 
vs. 
 
N= 114 Information 
only (informational 
pamphlet about 
women’s health) 
 
Type:  


Extended 
 
Focus: 


Risk of alcohol-
exposed pregnancy 


Intensity:  


1 session of 60 to 75 
minutes  


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Alcohol exposed 
pregnancy risk 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


% of correct use of an 
effective contraceptive 
method 
 
How was it measured:  


Mailed questionnaire 
(self-report) 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


1 month (93% 
follow-up) 


1 month 
 
Intervention: 
63.7% 
 
Control: 
47.6% 
 
p<0.03 


NA Adverse 
effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 
 
Other: 


Results for 
alcohol 
behaviour 
outcomes are 
described in 
the extraction 
table for 
alcohol. 


Koblin et al, 
2010 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N=283 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Participants self-identifying as male and 
as African-American, black, Caribbean 
black or multi-ethnic black; reporting 2 
or more sexual partners and 
unprotected anal intercourse with a man 
during the previous 3 months 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 39.3 years 
Gender 100% male (inclusion criteria) 
Ethnicity Identifying as black was an 


inclusion criterion. 8.5% additionally 
identified as Latino. 
SES Not reported 
Sexual orientation 67.5% gay; 26.9% 


bisexual; 5.7% other 
HIV status 62.5% HIV positive 
Other 61.8% annual income less than 


$10,000; 25.4% income between 
$10,000 and $29,999; 12.7% income 


Setting:  


Not reported 
 
Provider:  


Teams of trained facilitators 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (group level) 


Comparison 


N=142 Behavioural 
change intervention 
 
vs. 
 
N=141 No 
intervention 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Risky sexual 
behaviour 


Intensity: 


5 sessions of 2 hours 
over 2 weeks  
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Occurrence of 
unprotected insertive or 
receptive anal 
intercourse and 
unknown or 
serodiscordant 
unprotected insertive or 
receptive anal 
intercourse with most 
recent partner and any 
partner 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


Unprotected insertive 
anal intercourse with any 
partner during previous 3 
months 
 
How was it measured:    


Computer-administered 
questionnaire (self-


Duration of 
follow-up:  


3 months post 
completion of 
the 
intervention 
(90.1% of the 
invention 
group and 
92.2% of the 
control group) 
 


3 months 
 
Intervention:  
39.4% 
 
Control: 36.2% 
 
p=0.51 


NA Adverse 
effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: 


Findings 
applicable to 
Black male 
population who 
report having 
intercourse with 
a man  
 


 
 







STUDY POPULATION AND PARTICIPANT 
CHACTERISTICS 


CONTEXT, (SETTING PROVIDER and 
DELIVERY) 


CONTENT 
(INTERVENTION 
TYPE) FOCUS 


INTENSITY OUTCOMES and 
MEASUREMENT 


FOLLOW-UP RESULTS 
Short term 
(≤6months) 
With CI or p 
value  


RESULTS 
Longer term 
(>6months) 
With CI or p 
value 


NOTES 


more than $30,000 
 


report) 


Langston et 
al, 2010 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N=250 (28 participants had no 
procedure performed) 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Adult women with no desire to become 
pregnant right away seeking a first 
trimester procedure for a spontaneous 
or induced abortion  
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age: 26.1 years  
Gender 100% female (inclusion criteria) 
Ethnicity 97.5% Hispanic 
SES Not reported 
Sexual orientation Not reported 
 


Setting:  


Private practice (clinic) setting 
 
Provider:  


Trained research coordinator 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) 


Comparison 


N= 114 Behaviour 
change intervention 
using a version of 
the WHO 2005 
Decision-Making 
Tool for Family 
Planning Clients and 
Providers 
 
vs. 
 
N= 108 Usual care 
 
Type: Brief (author 


report) 
 
Focus:  


Initiation and 
continuation of 
effective 
contraception 


Intensity:  


1 session, length of 
time not reported 
  
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Proportion of participants 
choosing a very effective 
contraceptive method 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


Use of a very effective or 
effective contraception 
method 
 
How was it measured:    


Self report via telephone 
call from a research 
coordinator  


Duration of 
follow-up: 


3 months after 
enrolment 
(84%), 6 
months for a 
subgroup 
(59%) 
 


3 months 
Adjusted odds 
ratio with the 
intervention 
 
AOR 1.59, 95% 
CI 0.77 to 3.28  
 


6 months 
Continuation at 6 
months of an 
effective or very-
effective method  
 
Intervention: 
67%  
 
Usual care: 68%  
 
(OR 0.95, 95% 
CI 0.45 to 2.02) 
 


Adverse 
effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: 


Findings 
applicable to 
females of 
Hispanic 
ethnicity. 
 
 


 
 


Mansergh et 
al, 2010 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N=1,206 (study included a 
nonrandomised control group who 
received standard care, N=480) 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Out of treatment substance-using men 
who have sex with men recruited from 
the community. Men were eligible if they 
reported being drunk or “buzzed” on 
alcohol 2 or more times, or high on 
noninjection drugs at least once, during 
or 2h before anal sex in the past 6 
months; and having at least one 
unprotected anal sex episode with a 
male partner whose HIV serostatus was 
unknown or different from their own. 
 
Participant characteristics 
Age 10% aged between 18 and 24 


years; 27% aged between 25 and 34 
years; 42% aged between 35 and 44 


Setting:  


Centres for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC), National Centre for Health Statistics 
(NCHS), Division of HIV/AIDs Prevention 
(DHAP), Prevention Research Branch; Health 
Research Association; New York Blood 
Centre and New York Academy of Medicine; 
Chicago & Howard Brown Health Centre; 
Public Health Foundation Enterprises (PHFE) 
Management Solutions, Inc. and San 
Francisco Department of Public Health AIDS 
Office   
 
Provider:  


Trained and experienced facilitators (defined 
as having experience counselling and 
facilitating groups and having experience 
working with populations targeted in this 
study) 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (group level) 


Comparison 


N= 599 Cognitive-
behavioural change 
intervention 
 
vs. 
 
N= 507 Attention 
control (videos and 
discussion of men 
who have sex with 
men community 
issues unrelated to 
substance use, 
sexual risk, and 
HIV/AIDS 
 
Type:  


Multi-session  
 
Focus:  


Sexual risk 


Intensity: 


6 weekly sessions of 
2hours 
  
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Unprotected anal sex; 
unprotected anal sex 
with a discordant 
partner; alcohol use 
soon before or during 
unprotected anal sex; 
alcohol use during or 
before unprotected anal 
sex with a discordant 
partner; drug use soon 
before or during 
unprotected anal sex; 
drug use soon before or 
during unprotected anal 
sex with a discordant 
partner during most 
recent anal sex 
encounter with a 
nonprimary partner 
 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


3 months 
(88% follow-
up), 6 months 
(88% follow-
up), 12 
months (89% 
follow-up) after 
the final group 
session 


3 months 
 
Intervention: 
43% 
 
Control: 
44% 
 
AOR 0.93, 95% 
CI 0.70 to 1.22 


12 months 
 
Intervention: 
40% 
 
Control: 
38% 
 
AOR 1.14, 95% 
CI 0.86 to 1.51 


Adverse 
effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: 


Results may be 
applicable to 
minority ethnic 
groups as the 
majority of 
participants 
were black or 
Hispanic/Latino 
 
Other: This 


study included 
a non-
randomised 
third group who 
received usual 
care. This 







STUDY POPULATION AND PARTICIPANT 
CHACTERISTICS 


CONTEXT, (SETTING PROVIDER and 
DELIVERY) 


CONTENT 
(INTERVENTION 
TYPE) FOCUS 


INTENSITY OUTCOMES and 
MEASUREMENT 


FOLLOW-UP RESULTS 
Short term 
(≤6months) 
With CI or p 
value  


RESULTS 
Longer term 
(>6months) 
With CI or p 
value 


NOTES 


years; 21% aged 45 years old or older  
Gender 100% male (inclusion criteria)  
Ethnicity 33% Black; 18% 


Hispanic/Latino; 39% White; 10% other 
SES Not reported 
Sexual orientation 84% 


Gay/homosexual; 16% Bisexual/other 
 


behaviour Prioritised main 
outcome: 


Unprotected anal sex in 
most recent event with 
most recent non-primary 
partner  
 
How was it measured:   


Audio computer-assisted 
self-interview (ACASI)  
 


group is not 
described 
further here.  
 


Petersen et al, 
2007 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N=764 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Women visiting primary care facilities 
aged between 16 and 44 years who 
were at risk of unintended pregnancy 
(nor pregnant, not planning a 
pregnancy, not using an IUD and neither 
they nor their partners were sterilized) 
 
Participant characteristics 
Age 41% aged between 16 and 25; 


59% aged between 26 and 44  
Gender 100% female (inclusion criteria) 
Ethnicity 62% white; 27% black; 10% 


other 
SES Not reported 
Sexual orientation Not reported  
 


Setting:  


3 primary care facilities 
 
Provider:  


Experienced health educators 
 
Mode of delivery:  


First session was delivered face-to-face. 
Booster session 2 months later conducted 
face-to-face or by telephone 


Comparison 


N= 380 Women’s 
Reproductive 
Assessment 
Program 
 
vs. 
 
N= 384 Attention 
control (counselling 
on preventative 
health care) 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Use of 
contraceptives  


Intensity:  


2 sessions over 2 
months 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Improvement in the level 
of women’s 
contraceptive use, or 
maintenance of a high 
level of use 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


Maintaining a high level 
of or improving 
contraceptive use 
 
How was it measured:   


Self-administered 
questionnaire 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


2 months 
(85%), 8 
months (91%) 
and 12 months 
(87%) post 
randomisation 


2 months (end of 
intervention) 
 
Intervention: 
72% 
 
Control: 
66% 
 
(difference 
between groups 
not significant, p 
value not 
reported) 


12 months (10 
months post 
intervention) 
 
Intervention: 
64% 
 
Control: 
60% 
 
(difference 
between groups 
not significant, p 
value not 
reported) 
 


Adverse 
effects: During 


the 12 months 
of follow-up, 
10% of 
participants 
became 
pregnant, 1% 
were 
diagnosed with 
chlamydia and 
8% had 
another STD 
diagnosed. 
There were no 
significant 
differences 
between the 
intervention 
and control 
groups.  
 
Inequality 
issues: Black 


women 
reported an 
improvement in 
contraceptive 
use or 
maintenance of 
a high level of 
use at 2 month 
follow-up with 
the intervention 
(72% with 
intervention vs. 
55% with 
control; 
p<0.05). This 
difference was 
maintained at 
12 months 
(60% vs. 54%, 
p value not 
reported).  







STUDY POPULATION AND PARTICIPANT 
CHACTERISTICS 


CONTEXT, (SETTING PROVIDER and 
DELIVERY) 


CONTENT 
(INTERVENTION 
TYPE) FOCUS 


INTENSITY OUTCOMES and 
MEASUREMENT 


FOLLOW-UP RESULTS 
Short term 
(≤6months) 
With CI or p 
value  


RESULTS 
Longer term 
(>6months) 
With CI or p 
value 


NOTES 


Schunmann 
and Glasier, 
2006 
 
Country 


UK 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N=613 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Women presenting to the abortion clinic 
of a hospital. Women undergoing 
termination of foetal abnormality or who, 
in the opinion of the nursing staff, were 
too distressed to be approached were 
excluded. 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 24 years 
Gender 100% female (inclusion criteria) 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Deprivation category calculated 


from the postal codes of each 
individual’s residential address: 3.8% 
category 1 (least deprived); 12.4% 
category 2; 20.2% category 3; 29.9% 
category 4; 23.5% category 5; 3.6% 
category 6; 1.3% category 7 (most 
deprived)  
Sexual orientation Not reported  
 


Setting:  


Abortion Clinic at a hospital 
 
Provider:  


Doctor with specialist training in 
contraception. Enhanced care was provided 
by referring doctors or the hospital. 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to face (individual level). The first 
session with a doctor with specialist training in 
contraception was generally delivered pre-
operatively before surgical termination of 
pregnancy or whilst in the ward undergoing 
medical termination of pregnancy. A few 
women undergoing surgical abortion were 
interviewed post-operatively if there was no 
time before the procedure. 2 weeks and 12 
weeks follow-upappointments with 
GP/referring doctor or at the hospital were 
arranged for women receiving the 
intervention.  


Comparison 


N= 316 specialised 
contraceptive advice 
and enhanced 
provision behaviour 
change intervention 
 
vs. 
 
N= 297 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus: 


Contraceptive use 


Intensity:  


1 session of 15 to 20 
minutes with a doctor 
with specialist training 
in contraception. 
Follow-up 
appointments 2 weeks 
and 12 weeks after 
the abortion at 
GP/referring doctor or 
at the hospital  
  
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 
Contraceptive uptake 
and continuation 16 
weeks after 
termination of 
pregnancy 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


Contraceptive use at 16 
weeks  
 
How was it measured:   


Questionnaire 
(according to stated 
preference at time of 
recruitment, self-
administered if mailed or 
interviewer administered 
if telephoned). 
Subsequent abortions 
assessed by review of 
hospital records 2 years 
later 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


16 weeks 
(61.5% follow-
up). Case 
notes review 
at 2 years 
(available for 
93.0% 
participants)  


16 weeks 
 
Intervention: 
88% 
 
Control: 
89% 
 
(not significantly 
different, p value 
not reported) 
 


NA Adverse 
effects: After 2 


years, 14.6% of 
the intervention 
group and 10% 
of the control 
group had 
experienced at 
least one 
further 
unintended 
pregnancy 
which ended in 
abortion. The 
difference 
between the 2 
groups was not 
statistically 
significant (chi-
squared tests 
for trend 
p=0.267; linear-
by-linear 
association 
p=0.122) 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 
 


Tross et al, 
2008 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N=515 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Adult women participating in drug 
treatment reporting one or more 
unprotected vaginal or anal sex 
occasion with a male partner in the 
previous 6 months 
 
Participant characteristics 
Age 54.2% aged 40 years or less  
Gender 100% female (inclusion criteria) 
Ethnicity 57.9% white; 24.3% 


Black/African American; 8.9% 
Hispanic/Latina; 8.9% mixed or other  
SES Not reported 
Sexual orientation Not reported, 


although self-report of sexual 
intercourse with a man during the 
previous 6 months an inclusion criterion 
 


Setting:  


12 community-based outpatient substance 
abuse treatment programs (affiliated with the 
National Institute on Drug Abuse Clinical 
Trials Network, 7 methadone maintenance 
and 5 outpatient psychosocial treatment 
programs) 
 
Provider:  


Pair of female counsellors 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (group level) 


Comparison 


N= 250 Safer sex 
skills building 
behaviour change 
intervention 
 
vs. 
 
N= 265 Usual care 
(standard HIV/STD 
education) 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:   


Risky sexual 
behaviour 


Intensity:  


5 sessions of 90 
minutes 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Unprotected vaginal or 
anal sex occasions 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome 


Number of unprotected 
vaginal or anal sex 
occasions in the 
previous 3 months   
 
How was it measured: 


Audio computer-assisted 
self-interview 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


3 months 
(66%) and 6 
months (64%) 
post-
intervention 


3 months 
 
Intervention: 
15.08 
 
Control: 
17.33 
 
(not significantly 
different, p value 
not reported) 
 


6 months: 
 
Intervention:  
13.96 
 
Control: 
24.14 
p<0.0377 
 
Effect size 
(standard 
difference 
between 
predicted means) 
of 0.42 
 


Adverse 
effects: There 


were a total of 
52 serious 
adverse events 
(26 in each 
group). None of 
the adverse 
events were 
determined to 
be study 
related. 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 
 
 


 
 







STUDY POPULATION AND PARTICIPANT 
CHACTERISTICS 


CONTEXT, (SETTING PROVIDER and 
DELIVERY) 


CONTENT 
(INTERVENTION 
TYPE) FOCUS 


INTENSITY OUTCOMES and 
MEASUREMENT 


FOLLOW-UP RESULTS 
Short term 
(≤6months) 
With CI or p 
value  


RESULTS 
Longer term 
(>6months) 
With CI or p 
value 


NOTES 


Wolitski et al, 
2005 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised  


N=811 randomised and eligible for 
follow-up(attended first session) 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Self-identifying adult HIV positive gay 
and bisexual men recruited from the 
community who reported sex in the past 
year with one or more male partners 
whose HIV status was seronegative or 
unknown to the participant 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 41 years 
Gender 100% male (inclusion criteria) 
Ethnicity 23.1% African American or 


black; 1.1% Asian or Pacific Islander; 
17.4% Hispanic or Latino; 50.6% White 
or Caucasian; 1.1% Native American; 
6.7% mixed race/ethnicity, other 
SES Not reported 
Sexual orientation 87.5% homosexual; 


11.4% bisexual; 0.4% straight, 
heterosexual; 0.7% none of the above, 
not sure 
Other 33.9% annual income less than 


$10,000; 23.9% income between 
$10,000 and $19,999; 19.7% income 
between $20,000 and $39,999; 17.4% 
income between $40,000 and $74,999; 
5.2% annual income more than $75,000  
 


Setting:  


Community (outside of a medical or social 
service setting) 
 
Provider:  


2 HIV-seropositive gay or bisexual peer 
facilitators 
 
Mode of delivery: 


Face-to-face (group level) 


Comparison 


N= 413 Seropositive 
Urban Men’s 
Intervention, a peer-
led behavioural 
intervention  
 
vs. 
 
N= 398 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus: 


Transmission risk 
behaviour and 
serostatus 
disclosure 


Intensity:  


6 sessions of 3 hours 
over 6 weeks 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Reduce unprotected 
insertive anal 
intercourse, unprotected 
receptive anal 
intercourse and 
unprotected insertive 
oral intercourse with 
HIV-seronegative or 
unknown-status 
partners; increase 
condom use during 
insertive anal intercourse 
with HIV-seronegative or 
unknown-status 
partners; increase 
disclosure of HIV status 
to sex partners 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


Unprotected anal 
intercourse with  HIV 
seronegative or 
unknown status partner 
over past 3 months 
 
How was it measured: 


Audio computer-assisted 
self-interview (ACASI) 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


3 months 
(85% follow-
up), 6 months 
(90% follow-
up) after the 
last session 
(intervention 
or control) 
 


3 months 
 
Intervention: 
31.3% 
 
Control: 
26.5% 
 
AOR 0.74, 95% 
CI 0.51 to 1.06  


6 months 
 
Intervention: 
30.5% 
 
Control: 
26.5% 
 
AOR 0.78, 95% 
CI 0.54 to 1.11 


Adverse 
effects: There 


were no 
significant 
differences in 
sexually 
transmitted 
infections 
between 
intervention 
groups at either 
baseline or 6 
month follow-
upassessments 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 
 
 


Dilley et al, 
2007 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N=305 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Adult HIV-negative men who have sex 
with men voluntarily presenting for 
anonymous HIV testing who reported at 
least one episode of unprotected anal 
intercourse in the previous 12 months 
with a nonconcordant (unknown or 
known positive HIV serostatus) and 
nonprimary (neither husband, domestic 
partner, nor boyfriend for more than 3 
months) male partner  
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 35.5 years 
Gender 100% male (inclusion criteria) 
Ethnicity 1.3% American 


Indian/Alaskan Native; 7.2% Asian; 
7.5% Black/African-American; 64.3% 
white; 11.8% Latino; 1.3% Native 
Hawaiian/Pacific Islander; 3.9% More 
than 1 race or ethnicity; 2.6% other 
SES 16.1% <$15,000 annual household 


income; 32.8% $15,000 to 44,999; 
28.2% $45,000 to 74,999; 22.0% 
$75,000 or more annual household 
income; 0.3% not reported  
Sexual orientation Not reported 


Setting:  


Publicly funded HIV counselling and testing 
venues 
 
Provider:  


Paraprofessionals (bachelor’s level trained 
and California certified HIV test counsellors 
with a minimum of 1 year of HIV test 
counselling experience) 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) 


Comparison 


N= 147 
Personalised 
cognitive counselling 
behaviour change 
intervention 
 
vs. 
 
N= 158 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Extended 
 
Focus:  


Risky sexual 
behaviour 


Intensity:  


1 session of 50 
minutes  
  
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Unprotected anal 
intercourse with any 
nonprimary partner of 
nonconcordant HIV 
serostatus 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


Number of episodes of 
unprotected anal 
intercourse with any 
nonprimary partner of 
nonconcordant HIV 
serostatus within the 
previous 3 months 
  
How was it measured:  


Audio computer-assisted 
self-interview (ACASI) 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


6 months, and 
12 months 
(87.9% follow-
up) 


NA 6 months 
 
Intervention: 1.9  
 
Control: 4.3  
 
p=0.029 
 
12 months 
 
Intervention: 1.9  
 
Control: 2.2  
 
p=0.756 


Adverse 
effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 
 
 







STUDY POPULATION AND PARTICIPANT 
CHACTERISTICS 


CONTEXT, (SETTING PROVIDER and 
DELIVERY) 


CONTENT 
(INTERVENTION 
TYPE) FOCUS 


INTENSITY OUTCOMES and 
MEASUREMENT 


FOLLOW-UP RESULTS 
Short term 
(≤6months) 
With CI or p 
value  


RESULTS 
Longer term 
(>6months) 
With CI or p 
value 


NOTES 


Harvey et al, 
2009 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N= 301 couples 
Data presented for the 212 couples who 
were intact (still together) at 3 months 
follow-up 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Women aged between 18 and 25 years 
old and their male partners (aged 18 
years or older) who reported having sex 
without a condom at least once in the 
past 3 months and met at least one of 
the following criteria: engaged in risky 
behaviour (e.g. had another partner in 
the past year, ever used intravenous 
drugs); knew or thought their partners 
were at risk (e.g. had a sexually 
transmitted disease); or thought thy or 
their partners would have sex with 
someone else in the next year while 
they were still together. Women who 
reported being HIV positive were 
excluded. Women were recruited using 
active and passive methods from clinics 
and the community 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age Not reported 
Gender 212 women, 212 men (couples) 
Ethnicity 55% women and 56% men 


Hispanic; 27% women and 26% of men 
non-Hispanic White; 11% of women and 
10% of men African American; 7% of 
women and 8% of men other 
race/ethnicity 
SES Not reported 
Sexual orientation Being part of a 


heterosexual couple an inclusion 
criterion 
 


Setting:  


Not reported 
 
Provider:  


Male and female facilitator (with experience of 
providing services to the target population) 
and a facilitator assistant 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (group level: up to 12 other 
couples) 


Comparison 


N= Not reported 
Behaviour change 
intervention 
 
vs. 
 
N= Not reported 
Usual care 
 
Type: 


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Consistency of 
condom use 


Intensity:  


3 weekly sessions of  
2.5 hours 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Consistency of condom 
use for vaginal sex with 
a main partner 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


Proportion of vaginal sex 
with a main partner in 
which a condom was 
used in the previous 90 
days 
 
How was it measured: 


Interviews (for women 
and men at 3 months, for 
women only at 6 
months) face-to face 
with interviewer of the 
same gender using 
audio computer-assisted 
interviewing (CASI). For 
the most sensitive 
sexual and risk 
behaviour questions, 
participants were given 
the option of entering 
their responses directly 
into the computer  


Duration of 
follow-up: 


3 months 
(follow-upof 
83% of women 
and 79% of 
men) and 6 
months 
(follow-upof 
78% of 
women)  


3 months 
(based on 
information from 
212 intact 
couples) 
 
Intervention: 0.38  
 
Control: 0.35 
Condition x Time 
not significant, p 
value not 
reported  
 
 


6 months  
(based on 
information from 
178 intact 
couples) 
 
Intervention: 0.34  
 
Control: 0.37 
Condition x Time 
not significant, p 
value not 
reported  
 


Adverse 
effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: 


Findings 
applicable to 
women and 
men of 
Hispanic 
ethnicity. 
 
 


 
 


Healthy Living 
Project, 2007 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N= 936 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


HIV-Positive adults considered to be at 
risk of transmitting HIV due to reporting 
at least 1 act of unprotected vaginal or 
anal intercourse in the previous 3 
months with any partner of HIV negative 
or unknown serostatus or unprotected 
intercourse with at least 1 HIV-infected 
partner other than a primary relationship 
(e.g. a 1-time partner). Participants were 
recruited from community agencies and 
medical clinics 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 39.8 years 
Gender 79% male, 21% female 
Ethnicity 32% White, 45% African 


American; 15% Hispanic; 8% Other 
SES Not reported 


Setting: 


Not reported 
 
Provider:  


Facilitators (included community-based 
service providers, social workers, counsellors, 
and doctoral-level therapists) 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) 


Comparison 


N= 467 cognitive 
behaviour change 
intervention 
 
vs. 
  
N= 469 Wait list 
control 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus: 


Transmission risk 
behaviour 


Intensity:  


15 sessions of 90 
minutes over 15 
months 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Transmission risk 
behaviour including 
unprotected sexual 
intercourse, reduction in 
number of sexual 
partners and increase in 
clean needle use  
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


Number of unprotected 
sexual risk acts with 
persons of HIV negative 
or unknown status 
during the previous 3 
months 
 
How was it measured: 


Audio computer-assisted 
self-interviewing (ACASI) 


Duration of 
follow-up:  


5 months 
(86.0% follow-
up), 10 
months 
(82.4%), 15 
months 
(80.1%), 20 
months 
(76.4%), 25 
months 
(76.9%) post 
randomisation 
 


 15 months (end 
of intervention) 
 
There was a 
23% reduction in 
unprotected sex  
acts with 
partners whose 
HIV status was 
negative or 
unknown in the 
intervention 
group relative to 
the control group 
 
p=0.080 (not 
significant) 
 
25 months (10 
months post 
intervention) 
 


Adverse 
effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: 


Predominantly 
male 
population. 
Analysis of a 
subgroup 
(currently and 
formerly 
homeless 
adults living 
with HIV) is 
presented in 
another 
publication. 
Findings may 
be applicable to 
African 







STUDY POPULATION AND PARTICIPANT 
CHACTERISTICS 


CONTEXT, (SETTING PROVIDER and 
DELIVERY) 


CONTENT 
(INTERVENTION 
TYPE) FOCUS 


INTENSITY OUTCOMES and 
MEASUREMENT 


FOLLOW-UP RESULTS 
Short term 
(≤6months) 
With CI or p 
value  


RESULTS 
Longer term 
(>6months) 
With CI or p 
value 


NOTES 


Sexual orientation 72% MSM 
 


and computer –assisted 
personal interviewing 
(CAPI) (self-report) 


There were no 
differences 
between groups 
months , p=0.57 
  
Overall, a 
significant 
difference in 
mean 
unprotected sex  
acts with 
partners whose 
HIV status was 
negative or 
unknown 
between the 
intervention and 
control arms over 
5 to 25 months 
p=0.007. The 
greatest 
reduction 
occurred at the 
20-month follow-
up, with a 36% 
reduction in the 
intervention 
group compared 
with the control 
group 


Americans and 
Hispanic 
patients 
 
Other: 


Baseline 
characteristics 
were well  
balanced 
between the 
treatment and 
control arms 
except for: 
transmission 
risk acts in the 
last 3 months 
(individuals in 
the intervention 
group reported 
significantly 
more); 
unprotected 
sex acts (the 
intervention 
group reported 
significantly 
more) and 
ethnicity (the 
intervention 
group had 
more African 
Americans and 
fewer Latinos/ 
Hispanics). 
Researchers 
used 
propensity 
score 
adjustment to 
account for 
this.  


Mausbach et 
al, 2007 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised 


N= 451 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Adult HIV negative heterosexual 
methamphetamine users reporting 
unprotected sex with at least one 
opposite sex partner during the previous 
2 months. Participants were recruited 
from the community, venues known to 
be meeting places of methamphetamine 
users, snowball sampling techniques, 
referrals and brochures placed at health 
clinics, health service agencies and 
community organisations. 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 36.5 years 
Gender 67.6% male, 32.4% female 
Ethnicity 49.4% White; 26.8% African 


American; 12.9% Hispanic/Latino; 1.8% 


Setting:  


Drop in centre that offered free coffee and day 
shelter 
 
Provider:  


Counsellors (Educated to Master’s level, with 
previous experience with HIV prevention and 
substance abuse counselling) 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to face (individual level) 


Comparison 


N= 149 Fast-Lane 
safer sex 
behavioural 
intervention 
(Intervention 1) 
 
vs. 
 
N= 152 Fast-Lane 
safer sex 
behavioural 
intervention with 
boosters 
(Intervention 2) 
 
vs. 
 
N= 150 Attention 
control (diet and 
exercise attention 


Intensity:  


Intervention 1 (Fast 
Lane): 4 weekly 90 
minute sessions 
 
Intervention 2 (Fast 
Lane plus booster): 4 
weekly 90 minute 
sessions and 4 
90minute monthly 
“booster” sessions at 
7, 8, 9 and 10 months 
post baseline 
  
  


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Increased protected sex, 
decreased unprotected 
sex, increase in 
percentage of safer sex 
behaviours  
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


Unprotected sex acts 
during previous 2 
months 
 
How was it measured:  


Audio-computer use self-
interview (ACASI) 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


6 months 
(60.5%), 12 
months 
(48.1%) and 
18 months 
(45.9%) post 
baseline 


NA 6 months  
 
Intervention 1: 
Participants in 
the Fast Lane 
condition showed 
significant 
reductions in 
unprotected sex 
(significant Time 
x Intervention 
interaction, 
p=0.005) 
 
Intervention 2: 
Participants in 
the Fast Lane 
plus booster 
condition showed 
no significant 
reduction in 


Adverse 
effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: The 


effectiveness of 
the intervention 
did not vary 
with gender. 
 
 


 
 







STUDY POPULATION AND PARTICIPANT 
CHACTERISTICS 


CONTEXT, (SETTING PROVIDER and 
DELIVERY) 


CONTENT 
(INTERVENTION 
TYPE) FOCUS 


INTENSITY OUTCOMES and 
MEASUREMENT 


FOLLOW-UP RESULTS 
Short term 
(≤6months) 
With CI or p 
value  


RESULTS 
Longer term 
(>6months) 
With CI or p 
value 


NOTES 


Asian/Pacific Islander; 2.2% Native 
American; 6.9% other 
SES Not reported 
Sexual orientation Being heterosexual 


was an inclusion criterion  
 


control) 
 
Type:  


Multi-session for 
both interventions 
 
Focus:  


Risky sexual 
behaviour (unsafe 
sex within the 
context of 
methamphetamine 
use) 


unprotected sex 
(no significant 
Time x 
Intervention 
interaction, 
p=0.808) 
 
18 months  
Intervention 1: 
Participants in 
the Fast Lane 
condition showed 
no significant 
reductions in 
unprotected sex 
(no significant 
Time x 
Intervention 
interaction, 
p=0.261) 
 
Intervention 2: 
Participants in 
the Fast Lane 
plus booster 
condition showed 
no significant 
reduction in 
unprotected sex 
(no significant 
Time x 
Intervention 
interaction, 
p=0.808) 


McKirnan et 
al, 2010 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N= 317  
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


HIV-positive men enrolled in primary 
care at one of the clinics involved in the 
study reporting men who have sex with 
men sexual activity during the previous 
year 
 
Participant characteristics 


4 patients died during the study and 
their characteristics were excluded 
Mean age 42 years 
Gender 100% male (inclusion criteria) 
Ethnicity 31% African American; 17% 


Latino; 47% White; 5% Asian/Other  
SES Not reported 
Sexual orientation 90% “gay” 
Other 30% <$10,000 income; 27% 


$10,000 to $20,000; 25% $21,000 to 
$40,000; 18% >$40,000 income  
 


Setting:  


Primary care ( a well-established gay/lesbian 
health centre, a public clinic and a private 
medical centre) 
 
Provider: 


HIV-positive men who have sex with men 
“peer advocates” 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) 


Comparison 


N= 166 Treatment 
Advocacy Program 
behaviour change 
intervention 
 
vs. 
 
N= 151 Usual 
care/Waiting list 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus: 


Transmission  risk 
behaviour 


Intensity:  


4 sessions of 60 to 90 
minutes over 8 weeks 
and 6 and 12 month 
coping follow-up 
counselling sessions 
  
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Unprotected anal 
intercourse with HIV-
negative or HIV-
unknown partners; 
unprotected anal 
intercourse and number 
of anal sex partners  
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


Unprotected anal 
intercourse over 
previous 6 months 
 
How was it measured:   


Audio computer-assisted 
self-interviewing (ACASI) 
(self-report)  


Duration of 
follow-up: 


6 months 
(80%), 12 
months (92%) 
after 
randomisation 


6 months 
Intervention 
(n=131 analysed, 
data for all 3 
assessments)   
 
Control (n=120 
analysed, data 
for all 3 
assessments) 
 
Intervention 
significantly 
better at 6 
months p=0.045 


12 months 
Intervention 
(n=131 analysed, 
data for all 3 
assessments)   
 
Control (n=120 
analysed, data 
for all 3 
assessments) 
 
Intervention not 
significantly 
better at 12 
months (no 
statistically 
significant 
interaction of 
time by group in 
the 3-wave 
repeated 
measures 
analysis 
[baseline-6 
months-12 
months],  
p=0.10) 


Adverse 
effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 
 


 
 







STUDY POPULATION AND PARTICIPANT 
CHACTERISTICS 


CONTEXT, (SETTING PROVIDER and 
DELIVERY) 


CONTENT 
(INTERVENTION 
TYPE) FOCUS 


INTENSITY OUTCOMES and 
MEASUREMENT 


FOLLOW-UP RESULTS 
Short term 
(≤6months) 
With CI or p 
value  


RESULTS 
Longer term 
(>6months) 
With CI or p 
value 


NOTES 


Patterson et 
al, 2003 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised 


N=387 
Only participants who completed all 4 
assessments were included in the 
analyses (N=212) 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Adult HIV positive individuals who 
reported in engaging in unprotected sex 
(oral, anal or vaginal) with HIV- or 
partners of unknown serostatus during 
the previous 4 months recruited from the 
community 
  
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 37.4 years 
Gender 91% male, 9% female 
Ethnicity 65% non-Hispanic White; 


15% African American; 12% Hispanic; 
and 8% of other ethnicity 
SES Not reported 
Sexual orientation 85% gay or bisexual 
 


Setting:  


Study project offices, located in an off-campus 
facility near the central business district of 
San Diego.  
 
Provider:  


Counsellors 
 
Mode of delivery:  


One-to-one (individual level)  


Comparison 


Only participants 
who completed all 4 
assessments and 
who were included 
in the analyses are 
included in the 
numbers below 
 
N= 51 Single 
session targeting 
one behaviour 
change domain 
(condom use, 
negotiation or 
disclosure 
(intervention 1) 
 
vs. 
 
N= 47 Single 
comprehensive 
session targeting all 
3 behaviour change 
domains 
(intervention 2) 
 
vs. 
 
N= 57 Three session 
comprehensive 
intervention 
targeting all 3 
behaviour change 
domains  
(intervention 3) 
 
vs. 
 
N= 57 Attention 
control (3 sessions 
focussed on diet and 
exercise) 
 
Type:  


Intervention 1 & 2: 
Extended 
Intervention 3: Multi-
session 
 
Focus: 


Sexual/transmission 
risk behaviour 


Intensity:  


Intervention  1 & 2: 
1 session of 90 
minute  
Intervention 3: 3 
sessions of 90 
minutes  


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Unprotected vaginal, 
anal or oral sex 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


Number of unprotected 
vaginal, anal or oral sex 
acts during the 12 month 
study 
 
How was it measured:  


Self-report to counsellor 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


4 months 
(79% follow-
upof those 
randomised), 
8 months 
(73% follow-
up) and 12 
months (69% 
follow-up) post 
intervention 


NA 
 


12 months 
Repeated 
measure ANOVA 
for unprotected 
sex acts 
including 
participants with 
complete follow-
updata 
 
Significant Trials 
x Group 
interaction, 
F(9,624) = 1.86 
p<0.05 
 
Follow-up simple 
effects tests 
showed that the 
nature of the 
interaction was 
that the 
comprehensive-
with-booster 
intervention 
group reported 
more 
unprotected sex 
acts than the 
other 3 groups at 
the 8-month 
follow-up 
 
When using 
imputation to 
replace missing 
values 
 
Trials x Group 
interaction 
F(9,1143) = 1.73 
p=0.07 


Adverse 
effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 
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DELIVERY) 
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(INTERVENTION 
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FOLLOW-UP RESULTS 
Short term 
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With CI or p 
value  
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Longer term 
(>6months) 
With CI or p 
value 


NOTES 


Burke et al, 
2008 
 
Country 


Australia 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 
 
External 
validity 
+ 


Number randomised 


N=241 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Overweight patients aged 40 to 70 years 
who were hypertensive 
Recruited by media advertising, detail 
described elsewhere (Burke et al, 2005) 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 56.2 
Gender 44.4% male, 55.6% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
 


Setting:  


Not reported 
 
Provider:  


Not reported 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (group level) 
 


Comparison 


N= 123 Lifestyle 
programme 
 
vs. 
 
N= 118 Usual care 
 
Type: Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Lifestyle modification 
for overweight 
hypertensive 
patients 
 


Intensity:   


4 month programme 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Lifestyle modification 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


Grammes of alcohol 
consumption in the past 
week 
 
Measured: 


Retrospective diary 


Duration of 
follow-up:  


4 months 
(84.6% follow-
up), 1 year 
(80% follow-
up), 3 years 
(58.1% follow-
up) 
 


Previously 
assessed at 4 
months and one 
year (Burke et al, 
2005) 


3 years (36 
months) 
 
Intervention: 16.1 
(95% CI 12.9 to 
19.3) 
 
Control: 13.0 
(95% CI 9.1 to 
16.8) 
 
(difference 
between groups 
not significant, p 
value not 
reported) 


Adverse 
effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 
 
Other: Results 


for sexual 
health 
behaviour 
outcomes are 
described in 
the extraction 
table for sexual 
health. 


Carey et al, 
2006 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised 


N=509 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


University students 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 19 
Gender 35% male , 65% female 
Ethnicity 89% white  
SES Not reported 


Setting:  


University 
 
Provider:  


Psychology graduate students 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face 


Comparison 


Intervention 1 
N=89 TLFB 
 


Intervention 2 
N=87 TLFB/basic 
brief motivational 
intervention  
(BMI+TLFB) 
 
Intervention 3 
N=86 TLFB 
enhanced brief 
motivational 
intervention 
(EBMI+TLFB) 
 
Intervention 4 
N=85 basic brief 
motivational 
intervention (BMI) 
 
Intervention 5 
N=81 enhanced 
brief motivational 
intervention  
 
vs. 
 
N=81 No 
intervention 
 
Type:  


Brief 
 
Focus:  


Heavy dinking 


Intensity:  


1 session, duration 
not reported 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Alcohol intake  
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Drinks per week 
 
Measured:  


Self-reported drinking 
behaviour 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


1 month (97% 
follow-up), 6 
months (77% 
follow-up), 12 
months (78% 
follow-up) 


1 month 
  
Intervention 1 
(TLFB): 16.0 
  
Intervention 
2(TLFB, basic 
brief motivational 
interviewing): 
13.3 
 
Intervention 3 
(TLFB, enhanced 
brief motivational 
intervention): 
13.1 
 
Intervention 4 
(basic brief 
motivational 
intervention): 
13.7 
 
Intervention 5 
(enhanced brief 
motivational 
intervention): 
13.8 
 
Control: 16.4 
 
No p-value 
reported 
 


6 months 
 
Intervention  
(TLFB): 
15.9 
  
Intervention 2 
(TLFB, basic 
brief motivational 
intervention): 
13.8 
 
Intervention 3 
(TLFB, enhanced 
brief motivational 
intervention): 
14.6 
 
Intervention 4 
(basic brief 
motivational 
intervention): 
14.0 
 
Intervention 5 
(enhanced brief 
motivational 
intervention): 
17.6 
 
Control: 17.4 
 
No p-value 
reported 
 
12 months: 
 
Intervention 1 
(TLFB): 16.2 
  
Intervention 2 
(TLFB, basic 


Adverse 
effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 
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CHACTERISTICS 


CONTEXT, (SETTING PROVIDER and 
DELIVERY) 


CONTENT 
(INTERVENTION 
TYPE) FOCUS 


INTENSITY OUTCOMES and 
MEASUREMENT 


FOLLOW-UP RESULTS 
Short term 
(≤6months) 
With CI or p 
value  


RESULTS 
Longer term 
(>6months) 
With CI or p 
value 


NOTES 


brief motivational 
intervention): 
14.5 
 
Intervention 3 
(TLFB, enhanced 
brief motivational 
intervention): 
116.5 
 
Intervention 4 
(basic brief 
motivational 
intervention): 
12.8 
 
Intervention 5 
(enhanced brief 
motivational 
intervention): 
15.6 
 
Control: 15.0 
 
No p-value 
reported. 


Chang et al, 
2005 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 


Number randomised 


N=304 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Pregnant women 
 
Participant characteristics 
Median age 30.7 to 32 
Gender 100% female 
Ethnicity 7.6% African American, 


78.6% White, 13.8% other 
SES Median annual income: $55,000, 


median years of education: 16 to 16.3 
years  


Setting:  


Clinic 
 
Provider:  


Nurse or doctor 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) 


Comparison 


N=152 Brief 
intervention with 
partners 
 
vs. 
 
N=152 Assessment 
only 
 
Type:  


Brief 
 
Focus:  


Alcohol consumption 
during pregnancy 


Intensity:  


1 session for 
25minutes. 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Alcohol intake  
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Drinks per day 
 
Measured:  


Self-reported days 
drinking (as % of all 
days) using TLFB 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


Median 23 
weeks (95% 
follow-up) 
 
 


Median 23 
weeks  
 


Intervention: 
1.9% 
 
Control: 2.0% 
 
 
 


NA Adverse 
effects: 


Not reported  
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 
 


 
 


Chang et al, 
2011 
 
Country 


US 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised 


N=511 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Women with diabetes, hypertension, 
infertility or osteoporosis who were T-
ACE alcohol screen positive and/or 
typically consumed more than 7 drinks 
per week or more than 2 drinks at a 
time.  
Recruited from outpatient care and 
advertisements on the subway, 
newspapers, online. 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 45  
Gender 100% female                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
Ethnicity 75.5% white, 21.8% black, 


5.4% Hispanic, 2% Asian, 0.7% Pacific 
Islander           


Setting:  


Hospital outpatient (OP) 
 
Provider:  


Physicians  
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) 


Comparison 


N=249 Brief 
intervention  
 
vs. 
 
N=262 Assessment 
only 
 
Type:  


Brief 
 
Focus:  


Risky alcohol 
consumption  


Intensity:  


1 session of 30 
minutes 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Risky alcohol 
consumption  
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Drinks per drinking day 
in the past 90 days 
 
Measured:  


TLFB 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


12 months 
(96% follow-
up) 
(Intervention 
group 
assessed at 3, 
6 and 12 
months 
Assessment 
only group 
assessed at 12 
months only) 
 
 


NA 
 
 
 


12 months  
 
Intervention: 2.0, 
mean change -
0.31 (SD 1.4) 
 
Control: 1.9, 
mean change -
0.18 (SD 1.4) 
 
Mean difference 
in change: -0.06, 
95% CI 0.3 to 
0.18, p=0.63 
 


Adverse 
effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: Brief 


intervention 
was ‘less 
helpful’ among 
Hispanic 
women. 
 


 
 







STUDY POPULATION AND PARTICIPANT 
CHACTERISTICS 


CONTEXT, (SETTING PROVIDER and 
DELIVERY) 


CONTENT 
(INTERVENTION 
TYPE) FOCUS 


INTENSITY OUTCOMES and 
MEASUREMENT 


FOLLOW-UP RESULTS 
Short term 
(≤6months) 
With CI or p 
value  


RESULTS 
Longer term 
(>6months) 
With CI or p 
value 


NOTES 


SES Employed 66.2%, Education 


(<bachelor of arts including high school) 
37.8% 


Collins and 
Carey, 2005 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised 


N=131 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


University students 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age Not reported 
Gender Not reported 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 


Setting:  


University 
 
Provider:  


Psychologist 
 
Mode of delivery: 


Face-to-face and computer 


Comparison 


N=Not reported in-
person decisional 
balance (IDB) 
 
vs. 
 
N=Not reported 
written decisional 
balance (WDB) 
 
vs. 
 
N=Not reported 
Assessment only 
 
Type:  


Brief 
 
Focus:  


Heavy drinking 


Intensity:  


1 session for 30 
minutes. 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Alcohol intake  
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Drinks during the 
previous 2 weeks 
 
Measured:  


Self-reported drinking 
behaviour during the 
previous 2 weeks using 
the Daily Drink 
Assessment 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


2 weeks (98% 
follow-up), 6 
months (64% 
follow-up), 12 
months (78% 
follow-up) 


2 weeks 
 
No data 
provided, 
intervention not a 
significant 
predictor of 
drinking 
outcomes. 
 
 


6 months 
 
No data 
provided. 
Intervention not a 
significant 
predictor of 
drinking 
outcomes. 


Adverse 
effects: 


Not reported  
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 
 


 
 


Curry et al, 
2003 
 
Country 


US 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 
 
External 
validity 
+ 


Number randomised 


N=307 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Patients identified as having at risk 
drinking patterns 
Recruited from scheduled appointments 
to see 1 of 23 participating primary care 
physicians 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 47 
Gender 65% male, 35% female 
Ethnicity 80% Caucasian  
SES 67% reported household incomes 


greater than $35,000 per year, 80% 
employed full or part time, 90% post 


high school education, 52% married or 
living as married 
 


Setting:  


Urban health clinic (Group Health 
Cooperative, a consumer governed health 
maintenance organisation) 
 
Provider:  


Primary care physicians who received training 
in delivery intervention (Face-to-face session), 
graduate level clinical psychology student 
(telephone follow-up) 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) and telephone 
 


Comparison 


N= 151 Multi-
component 
intervention 
 
vs. 
 
N= 156 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus: 


Drinking patterns 
including alcohol 
consumption 
 


Intensity:  


1 session of 1 to 5 
minutes and 3 follow-
up phone calls 
(average length 14 
minutes) over a 3 
month period (first call 
within 1 to 2 weeks 
following initial 
session; second call 
within 4 weeks of first 
call; third call within 4 
weeks of second call).  
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Drinking patterns 
including alcohol 
consumption 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Any risky drinking 
pattern (chronic 
drinking, binge drinking, 
drink driving) 
 
Measured:  


Modified Cahalan 
questions assessed 
drinking quantity and 
frequency.  
Retrospective 1-week 
drinking diary used as 
additional measure of 
alcohol consumption to 
assess number of 
standardised drinks 
consumed per week.   
Binge drinking assessed 
using single question. 
Drinking and driving 
assessed using 
standardised question.  
 


Duration of 
follow-up:  


3 months 
82.4% follow-
up), 12 months 
(72% follow-
up) 


3 months 
 
Intervention: 
42%, p=0.002 
 
Control: 58% 
 
Drinks per week: 
Intervention: 8.6,  
p=0.06 
 
Control: 10.3  
 
 


12 months  
 
Intervention: 
43%, p=0.012 
 
Control: 57% 
 
Drinks per week: 
Intervention: 
10.6, p=0.33 
 
Control: 10.6  
 


Adverse 
effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 
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NOTES 


Daeppen et 
al, 2007 
 
Country 


Switzerland 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised 


N=987 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Injured, hazardous drinking  ED patients 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 36.7 
Gender 78.2% male, 21.8% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 


Setting:  


Hospital ED 
 
Provider:  


Masters level psychologists or ED nurse 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) 


Comparison 


N=310 Brief alcohol 
intervention (BAI) 
 
vs. 
 
N=342 Screening 
and assessment 
 
vs. 
 
N=335 Screening 
only  
 
Type:  


Brief 
 
Focus:  


Risky drinking 


Intensity:  


1 session of 10 to15 
minutes 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Risky drinking 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Total number of drinks 
over 7 days 
 
Measured:  


Self-reported via 
telephone interview 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


12 months 
(78% follow-
up) 
 
 
 


NA 
 


12 months 
Mean (SD)  
 


BAI: 13.4 (12.8) 
 
Screening and 
Assessment:13.3 
(14.7) 
 
Screening only: 
10.9 (14.2) 
 
No significant 
differences 
between groups 


Adverse 
effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: No 


significant 
differences 
found across 
gender or age 
groups. 
 


 
 


Dent et al, 
2008 
 
Country 


Australia 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N=468 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


ED patients 
 
Participant characteristics 
Median age 34-36 
Gender 78% male, 22% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 


Setting:  


Hospital ED and clinic 
 
Provider:  


Doctor or nurse 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) 


Comparison 


Intervention 1: 
N=159 Brief 
intervention (BI) in 
ED 
 
vs. 
Intervention 2: 
N=148 post-
discharge 
motivational 
interview (MI) 
 
vs. 
 
N=161 Usual care 
(Control) 
 
Type:  


BI: Brief 
MI: Extended 
 
Focus:  


Alcohol consumption 


Intensity:  


Intervention 1:  1 
session for median 5 
minutes  
 
Intervention 2: 1 
session median 45 
minutes 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Alcohol consumption 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Most drinks per day 
 
Measured:  


Self-reported  


Duration of 
follow-up: 


3 months (54% 
follow-up 
 
 


1 month  
Median and IQR, 
p-value vs. 
control  
 


Intervention 1 
(BI): 10.75 (7 to 
18), NS  
 
Intervention 2  
(MI): 10.5 (6 to 
18), p<0.001 
 
Control: 8 (4.5 to 
13.5), p<0.05 
 
3 months  
 


Intervention 1 
(BI): 9 (6 to 18) 
Intervention 2 
(MI): 10.3 (6 to 
17.5), NS 
 
Control: 9 (5 to 
13.5), p<0.05 


NA Adverse 
effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


Reported 
 


 
 


Dermen and 
Thomas,  
2011 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 


Number randomised 


N=154  
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Heavy-drinking students aged between 
18 and 30 years old at behaviour risk for 
infection with HIV and other sexually 
transmitted diseases recruited from 
colleges and universities. Heavy 
drinking was defined as consuming at 
least 5 (men) or 4 (women) drinks at 
least once in the past 2 weeks. Students 
with a score of 20 or more on the Short-
Form Alcohol Dependence Data 
Questionnaire, and those receiving 
counselling for drinking, were excluded. 
Students had to report 7 or more 


Setting:  


Not reported 
 
Provider:  


Counsellor of the same gender as the 
participant 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level). Participants in 
intervention groups were provided with a 
personal feedback report, an explanatory 
booklet, a decisional balance sheet (if 
completed), a change plan worksheet (if 
completed), a booklet describing strategies 
and sources of support for reducing risk 
behaviour, and a handwritten note from the 
counsellor. 


Comparison 


Intervention 1: 
N= 39 Behaviour 
change intervention 
focussing on 
reducing alcohol risk 
behaviour 
(intervention 1) 
  
vs. 
 
Intervention 2: 
N= 39 Behaviour 
change intervention 
focussing on 
reducing HIV risk 
behaviour 


Intensity:  


2 sessions over 5 
weeks (all 
interventions). The 
first sessions were 45 
minutes long 
(intervention 1 and 2) 
or 60 minutes long 
(intervention 3). The 
second sessions were 
30 minutes long 
(intervention 1 and 2) 
or 45 minutes long 
(intervention 3) 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Drinking days, drinks 
per day (alcohol 
outcomes) 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome 


Drinks per drinking day 
(Alcohol risk outcome) 
within the previous 3 
months 
 
How was it measured: 


modified TLFB interview 
with same gender 
counsellor, face-to-face. 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


3 months (95% 
follow-up), 6 
months (94% 
follow-up), 9 
months (92% 
follow-up), 12 
months (91% 
follow-up), 15 
months (91% 
follow-up) 
following 
randomisation 


3 months 
Mean (SD) 
 
Intervention 1: 
5.2 (2.9) 
 
Intervention 2: 
6.3 (3.9) 
 
Intervention 3: 
5.3 (2.8) 
 
Control: 
5.0 (2.4) 
 
 
 


15 months  
Mean (SD) 
 
Intervention 1: 
4.0 (2.1) 
 
Intervention 2: 
6.1 (4.3) 
 
Intervention 3: 
5.2 (2.6) 
 
Control: 
5.1 (2.9) 
 
ANOVA 
Alcohol condition 


Adverse 
effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 
  
Other: 


Baseline levels 
of number of 
drinking days in 
past 90 days; 
number of 
drinks per 
drinking day 
and number of 
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 occurrences of unprotected 
heterosexual intercourse in the past 90 
days and having 2 or more sex partner 
in the past 90 days, or having a partner 
who had other partners in the past 24 
months but who had not been tested for 
HIV during the past 12 months. 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean Age 20.7 years 
Gender 40.9% male, 59.1% female 
Ethnicity 86.4% While; 5.2% Hispanic; 


3.9% African American; 3.9% Asian 
American; 0.6% American Indian 
SES Not reported 
Sexual orientation 98.7% 


Heterosexual; 1.3% Bisexual. Being 
either heterosexual or bisexual was an 
inclusion criterion  
 


(intervention 2) 
 
vs. 
 
Intervention 4: 
N= 36 Behaviour 
change intervention 
focussing on 
reducing alcohol and 
HIV risk behaviour  
(intervention 3) 
 
vs. 
 
N= 40 No 
intervention 
 
Type:  


Multi-session for all 
3 interventions 
 
Focus: 


Alcohol risk 
behaviour; HIV risk 
behaviour; both 
alcohol and HIV risk 
behaviour 


For participants who had 
moved out of the area, 
assessments were 
completed by telephone 
or by mail. Collateral 
assessments of drinking 
were obtained by 
telephone administered 
TLFB from friends, 
significant others, 
roommates, siblings and 
cousins. 


Participants who were 
missing outcome data 
from any follow-up point 
were dropped from 
outcome analyses. 
N=140 participants were 
analysed 


 


 


participants 
drank 
significantly 
fewer drinks per 
drinking day than 
did control 
condition 
participants 
(p=0.010), 
whereas 
outcomes of 
combined 
(intervention 3) 
and HIV 
participants 
(intervention 2) 
did not differ 
(p=0.662) 
 
 
 


sexual partners 
was not equal 
between 
groups 
 


 


Emmen et al, 
2005 
 
Country 


The 
Netherlands 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
++ 
 
External 
validity 
+ 


Number randomised 


N=123 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Patients who visited an outpatient clinic 
for general internal medicine and were 
identified as problem drinkers or whom 
physicians suspected of having drinking 
problems  
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 48.9  
Gender 75.6% male, 24.4% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES 56.1% employed, 47.2% higher 


education   
 


Setting:  


University hospital 
 
Provider:  


7 psychologists trained to perform the 
intervention 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) and on paper 
(feedback).  
 


Comparison 


N= 61 Brief 
psychosocial 
intervention 
 
vs. 
 
N= 62 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Change in alcohol 
consumption  
 


Intensity:   


1 session of 90 
minutes delivered 
shortly after the 
baseline assessment 
followed by a second 
session of 60 minutes 
delivered 1 to 2 weeks 
after the first session.  
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Change in alcohol 
consumption 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


 Alcohol consumption 
(Laboratory indicator of 
alcohol consumption 
Serum carbohydrate-
deficient transferring; 
CDT) 
 
Measured:  


Serum carbohydrate-
deficient transferrin 
 


Duration of 
follow-up:  


6 months 
(91.1%  follow-
up) 


NA 
 


6 months 
Units per day 
(U/day) 
 
Intervention: 3.35 
(SD 2.15) 
 
Control: 2.86 (SD 
2.45) 
 
Change in U/day: 
Intervention: 0.81 
(SD 2.0), p not 
significant (p 
value not 
reported) 
 
Control: 0.84 (SD 
2.61) 
 
% CDT 
 
Intervention: 2.52 
(1.04), p not 
significant (p 
value not 
reported) 
 
Control: 2.35 (SD 
0.77) 
 
No differences 
were found 
between the 
intervention and 


Adverse 
effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 
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control groups. 


Feldman et al, 
2011 
 
Country 


Switzerland 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
++ 
 
External 
validity 
++ 


Number randomised 


N=112 
 
Selection and recruitment 


People receiving treatment for opioid or 
cocaine dependence with excessive 
drinking or alcohol dependence  
Recruited from outpatient clinics 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 34.5 
Gender 73.2% male, 26.8% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
Other 43.7% heavy drinkers, 56.3% 


alcohol dependence  
Considered heterogeneous sample 


Setting:  


University Hospital outpatient (OP) 
 
Provider:  


Multidisciplinary team (psychiatrists, 
psychologists, nurses and social workers) 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) 


Comparison 


N=  52 Brief 
intervention 
 


vs. 
 
N=  60 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Single brief 
intervention 
 
Focus:  


Alcohol abuse and 
dependence  


Intensity:  


1 session of 16 
minutes (SD 4.7 
minutes) delivered 2 
to 3 weeks following 
screening 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Alcohol abuse and 
dependence  
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Glasses of alcohol per 
week 
 
Measured:  


First question of the 
AUDIT score 
 
 
 


Duration of 
follow-up:  


3 months 
(53.6% follow-
up, 9 months 
(59.1% follow-
up) 
 


3 months 
 
Intervention: 
13 (SD 19.5) 
 
Control: 15.4 (SD 
17.6) 
 
(significant 
decrease in 
alcohol 
consumption, p 
value not 
reported) 


9 months 
 
Intervention: 16.4 
(SD 20.7) drinks 
per week 
 
Control: 14.7 (SD 
17.5) drinks per 
week 
 
(difference 
between groups 
not significant, p 
value not 
reported) 
 


Adverse 
effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 
 
 


Field et al, 
2009 
 
Country 


US 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 
 
External 
validity 
++ 


Number randomised 


N=1493 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Injured patients (intentional or 
unintentional) presenting at a trauma 
centre considered at risk drinkers who 
identified as white, black or Hispanic.  
Recruited from a level 1 urban trauma 
centre over 2 years 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age Not reported 
Gender 82.5% male, 17.5% female 
Ethnicity 44.7% white, 36.0% Hispanic, 


19.3% black  
SES 37.3% some high school, 69.4% 


employed for wages, 5.8% no income, 
19.5% <$10,000 income level, 41.6% 
$10,000 to <$30,000 income level.  
Employment: 38.8% some high school  


Setting: 


 Level 1 urban trauma centre  
 
Provider:  


Clinicians (Masters level or degree and 
certified in brief intervention following training) 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) 
 


Comparison 


N= 737 Brief 
motivational 
intervention  
 


vs. 
 
N=  756 Usual care  
 
Further analysed as: 
N=326 White brief 
motivational 
intervention 
N=342 White usual 
care 
N= 148 Black brief 
motivational 
intervention 
N=140 Black usual 
care 
N=263 Hispanic 
brief motivational 
intervention 
N=274 Hispanic 
usual care 
 
Type:  


Unclear 
 
Focus:  


Change in drinking 
outcomes   


Intensity:  


Not reported 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Change in drinking 
outcomes 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Change in weekly 
alcohol volume 
consumed  
 
Measured:  


Graduated frequency 
 


Duration of 
follow-up:  


6 months (77% 
follow-up), 12 
months (66% 
follow-up) 
(Hispanics 
were less likely 
to complete a 
6 month follow-
up) 


6 months 
 
White brief 
motivational 
intervention: -5.0 
(26.3) 
White usual care: 
-5.1 (21.7) 
p>0.50 
 
Black brief 
motivational 
intervention: -4.5 
(18.5) 
Black usual care: 
-4.0 (21.8)  
p>0.50 
 
Hispanic 
motivational 
intervention:  
-9.4 (24.2)  
Hispanic usual 
care: -8.0 (19.4) 
p=0.09 
 
 


12 months  
 
White brief 
motivational 
intervention: -4.6 
(26.6)  
White usual care: 
-3.7 (20.3), 
p>0.50  
 
Black brief 
motivational 
intervention: -3.0 
(20.3)  
Black usual care: 
-3.5 (19.4), 
p>0.50  
 
Hispanic brief 
motivational 
intervention:  
-8.9 (SD 26.2)  
Hispanic usual 
care: -5.7 (17.9), 
p=0.01 
 


Adverse 
effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: 


Intervention 
effect was 
significant 
among 
Hispanics at 6 
and 12 months 
but not 
significant for 
whites or 
blacks at either 
time point.  
 


Fleming et al, 
2008 
 
Country 


US 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 


Number randomised 


N=235 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Postpartum women identified as high 
risk drinkers 
Recruited from regularly scheduled 
appointments for postpartum care 
 
Participant characteristics 


Setting:  


Offices of 34 obstetrical primary care practice 
clinics including a diverse sample of rural, 
urban and small communities.  
 
Provider:  


Trained outpatient obstetrical nurses (90% of 
delivery) or obstetricians 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Comparison 


N= 122 Brief 
intervention 
 
vs. 
 
N= 113 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 


Intensity:  


2 sessions of 15 
minutes (1 month 
apart) and 2 follow-
upphone calls (2 
weeks after each 
Face-to-face visit). 
Total of 4 contacts 
over 8 weeks.  
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Reduced alcohol 
consumption and related 
consequences  
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


Number of drinks in the 
past 28 days 


Duration of 
follow-up:  


6 months (87% 
follow-up) 


NA 
 


6 months 
 
Intervention: 19.8 
(SD 19.2) drinks 
in past 28 days, 
p=0.013 
 
Control: 27.1 (SD 
22.1) drinks in 
past 28 days 


Adverse 
effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 
 
 







STUDY POPULATION AND PARTICIPANT 
CHACTERISTICS 


CONTEXT, (SETTING PROVIDER and 
DELIVERY) 


CONTENT 
(INTERVENTION 
TYPE) FOCUS 


INTENSITY OUTCOMES and 
MEASUREMENT 


FOLLOW-UP RESULTS 
Short term 
(≤6months) 
With CI or p 
value  


RESULTS 
Longer term 
(>6months) 
With CI or p 
value 


NOTES 


validity 
++ 
 
External 
validity 
++ 


Median age 28 
Gender 100% women 
Ethnicity 81.7% Caucasian, 7.2% 


Native American, 6.8% African 
American, 2.5% Hispanic, 0.9% Asian, 
0.9% Other 
SES 12.8% less than high school 


educated 
53.2% tobacco use, 17.9% marijuana 
use 


Face-to-face (individual level) and telephone 
follow-up 
 


 
Focus:  


Reduced alcohol 
consumption  and 
related 
consequences 
among women 
during the 
postpartum period 
 


  
Measured:  


TLFB 
 


 


Fleming et al, 
2010 
 
Country 


US and 
Canada 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
++ 
 
External 
validity 
+ 


Number randomised 


N=986 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


College students identified as high risk 
drinkers 
Recruited from scheduled appointments 
to see their primary care clinicians 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 21 
Gender 49.1% male, 50.9% female 
Ethnicity 90.7% non-Hispanic white  
SES Not reported 


46% tobacco use 


Setting:  


5 college health clinics based at 5 universities 
(including 2 sites located in rural areas) 
 
Provider:  


Primary care providers trained in intervention 
delivery; 13 physicians (91% of delivery of 
interventions); 3 nurse practitioners; 1 
physician assistant 
 
Mode of delivery:  
Face-to-face (individual level), telephone or 


email follow-up. 
 


Comparison 


N=493 Brief 
intervention 
 
vs. 
 
N=493 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Reduced alcohol 
consumption and 
related harm  
 


Intensity:  


2 sessions of 15 
minutes (1 month 
apart) and 2 follow-
upphone calls or 
emails (2 weeks after 
the first visit and 1 
month after the 
second visit) 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Reduced alcohol 
consumption and related 
harm 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Number of drinks in the 
past 28 days 
 
Measured:  


TLFB 
 


Duration of 
follow-up:  


6 and/or 12 
months (96% 
follow-up), 6 
and 12 months 
(88% follow-
up) 


6 months 
 
Intervention: 52.9 
(SD 42.5) 
average drinks in 
the past 28 days, 
p value not 
reported 
 
Control: 57.2 (SD 
39.6) average 
drinks in the past 
28 days, p value 
not reported 


12 months  
 
Intervention: 51.7 
(SD 40.1) 
average drinks in 
the past 28 days, 
p=0.018  
% change from 
baseline to 12 
months: 27.2% 
 
Control: 54.7 (SD 
40.3) average 
drinks in the past 
28 days,  
% change from 
baseline to 12 
months: 21.0% 


Adverse 
effects: 


Significant 
reductions in 
alcohol related 
self reported 
harm in favour 
of the 
intervention are 
reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 
 


Gilbert et al, 
2008 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N=476 
Risky drinking was reported by 182 
participants; unprotected anal or vaginal 
intercourse was reported by 284 
participants. 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Adults HIV positive for 3 months or 
longer reporting substance use or 
sexual risks (drug use defined as use of 
10 illicit drugs in the past month; risky 
alcohol use was defined as exceeding 
the US National Institute on Alcoholism 
and Alcohol Abuse’s recommended 
number of drinks per week or 3 or more 
binge drinking episodes within previous 
3 months; sexual risk was defined as 
anal or vaginal intercourse without a 
condom in the past 3 months)  
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 44.1 years 
Gender 79% male21% female 
Ethnicity 13% Hispanic/Latino; 50% 


Black or African American; 29% white; 
8% other or multiple races 
SES Not reported 
Sexual orientation 51% MSM or 


MSM/W 
HIV status HIV infection an inclusion 


criterion 


Setting:  


Outpatient HIV clinics 
 
Provider:  


“Video doctor” 
 
Mode of delivery:  


“Video doctor” delivered via laptop computer 1 
hour prior to a regularly scheduled medical 
appointment; and printed educational 
worksheet printed at end of “video doctor” 
session  


Comparison 


N= 243 Positive 
choice behaviour 
change intervention 
 
vs. 
 
N= 233 Usual care 
  
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Illicit drug use, risky 
alcohol drinking, and 
anal or vaginal 
intercourse without a 
condom 


Intensity:  


2 sessions (24 
minutes in length on 
average) over 3 
months 
  
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Cessation of illicit drug 
use, risky drinking, and 
unprotected anal or 
vaginal sex 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


Any ongoing risky 
drinking 
 
How was it measured: 


Computer-administered 
assessment (self-report) 


Duration of 
follow-up:  


3 months 
(78%) and 6 
months (83%) 
post 
randomisation  
 


3 months 
 
Intervention 
48/92 (52%) 
 
Control 56/90 
(62%) 
 
Relative risk 
0.84, 95% CI 
0.651 to 1.080 
 
p=0.172 
(not significant) 


6 months 
 
Intervention 
47/92 (51%) 
 
Control 53/90 
(59%) 
 
Relative risk 
0.87, 95% CI 
0.666 to 1.130 
 
p=0.291 
(not significant) 


Adverse 
effects: 


There were 2 
incidences of 
perceived 
breaches of 
confidentiality, 
both 
successfully 
resolved. 5 
study 
participants 
died during the 
data collection 
period. 
Investigations 
found that the 
deaths were 
due to HIV and 
not associated 
with 
participation in 
the trial. 
 
Inequality 
issues: 


Preplanned 
subgroup 
analyses by 
participants’ 
gender, 
race/ethnicity, 
hepatitis-C co-







STUDY POPULATION AND PARTICIPANT 
CHACTERISTICS 


CONTEXT, (SETTING PROVIDER and 
DELIVERY) 


CONTENT 
(INTERVENTION 
TYPE) FOCUS 


INTENSITY OUTCOMES and 
MEASUREMENT 


FOLLOW-UP RESULTS 
Short term 
(≤6months) 
With CI or p 
value  


RESULTS 
Longer term 
(>6months) 
With CI or p 
value 


NOTES 


infection, HIV 
viral load, 
source of HIV 
infection, or sex 
partners’ HIV 
status did not 
differ from 
aggregate 
results. 
Participants’ 
previous 
treatment for 
alcohol or drug 
abuse did not 
affect 
substance use 
outcomes. 
Findings 
relevant to 
Black/African-
American 
populations 


Holloway et 
al, 2007 
 
Country 


UK 
 
Design 


Cluster RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N=215 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Hospital patients 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 44-46 
Gender 85% male, 15% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Carstairs >4 (relatively deprived) 


63% 


Setting: Hospital  


 
Provider: Mental health nurse (SEE) or media 


only (SHB) 
 
Mode of delivery: Face-to-face (SEE) or 


printed booklet (SHB) 


Comparison 


Intervention 1 
N=70 self-efficacy 
enhancement (SEE) 
 
vs. 
 
Intervention 2 
N=69 self-help 
booklet (SHB) 
 
vs. 
 
N=76 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Intervention 1: Brief 
Intervention 2: Not 
reported 
 
Focus:  


Alcohol consumption 


Intensity:  


Intervention 1: 1 
session, of 20 minutes 
Intervention 2: Not 
reported 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Alcohol consumption 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Change in weekly 
alcohol consumption 
 
Measured:  


Self-reported  


Duration of 
follow-up: 


6 months  
(80% follow-
up) 
 
 


NA 
 


6 months 
Mean change 
from baseline 
(SD)  
 
Intervention 1: 
-15.1 (24.76) 
 
Intervention 2:  
 -13.9 (21.54) 
 
Control: -4.7 
(10.68) 
 
Mean change 
difference vs. 
control: 
 
Intervention 1:    
-10.1  
(-16.1 to -4.1)  
p=0.001 
 
Intervention 2:  
 -10.0  
(-16.0 to -3.9) 
p=0.001 
 


Adverse 
effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 
 


 
 







STUDY POPULATION AND PARTICIPANT 
CHACTERISTICS 


CONTEXT, (SETTING PROVIDER and 
DELIVERY) 


CONTENT 
(INTERVENTION 
TYPE) FOCUS 


INTENSITY OUTCOMES and 
MEASUREMENT 


FOLLOW-UP RESULTS 
Short term 
(≤6months) 
With CI or p 
value  


RESULTS 
Longer term 
(>6months) 
With CI or p 
value 


NOTES 


Ingersoll et al, 
2005 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N=228 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Female students aged between 18 and 
24 years old at risk for alcohol exposed 
pregnancy recruited from one university. 
Risk for alcohol exposed pregnancy as 
defined as having sexual intercourse 
with a man in the past 90 days while 
using contraception ineffectively (no 
use, incorrect use of an effective 
method, or use of an ineffective method 
only); and drinking at risk levels 
(engaging in at least one binge [5 or 
more standard drinks per occasion] in 
the past 90 days or consuming an 
average of 8 standard drinks per week)    
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 20.5 years 
Gender 100% female (inclusion criteria) 
Ethnicity 70% Caucasian; 16% African 


American; 6% Asian; 2% Latina; 4% 
Other; 1% Pacific Islander 
SES Not reported 
Sexual orientation Not reported  


Setting:  


Not reported 
 
Provider:  


Counsellor 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) 


Comparison 


N= 114 Birth Control 
and Alcohol 
Awareness: 
Negotiating Choices 
Effectively 
(BALANCE) 
behaviour change 
intervention 
 
vs. 
 
N= 114 Information 
only (informational 
pamphlet about 
women’s health) 
 
Type:  


Extended 
 
Focus:  


Risk of alcohol-
exposed pregnancy 


Intensity:  


1 session of 60 to 75 
minutes  
  
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Alcohol exposed 
pregnancy risk 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


Number of standard 
drinks per week 
 
How was it measured: 


Mailed questionnaire 
(self-report) 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


1 month (93% 
follow-up) 


1 month 
Mean (SD) 
 
Intervention: 
9.5 (14.7) 
 
Control: 
11.4 (10.7) 
 
Not significant, p 
value not 
reported 


NA Adverse 
effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 
 
Other: Results 


for sexual 
health 
behaviour 
outcomes are 
described in 
the extraction 
table for sexual 
health. 
 


 
 


Juarez et al, 
2006 
 
Country 


US 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 
 
External 
validity 
+ 
 


Number randomised 


N=122 (89 analysed) 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


College students identified as having at 
least one heavy drinking episode   
 
Recruited from introductory and 
advanced psychology classes at a large 
South-western university  
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age19.43  
Gender 47.5 % male, 52.5% female 
Ethnicity 56.6% White/non-Hispanic, 


30.3% Hispanic 
SES Not reported 


80.3% freshman or sophomores 


Setting:  


University 
 
Provider:  


Motivational interview sessions provided by 7 
master’s level clinical psychology graduate 
students who were trained in MI.  
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face for motivational interviewing 
sessions (individual level). Remote delivery of 
mailed paper feedback.  
 


Comparison 


Intervention 1 
N= 15 Motivational 
interviewing  only 
(MI) 
 
Intervention 2  
N= 20 Mailed 
feedback only (MF) 
 
Intervention 3 
N= 15 Motivational 
interviewing 
including feedback 
(MI+F) 
 
Intervention 4 
N= 18 Motivational 
interviewing + 
mailed feedback 
(MI+MF) 
 
vs. 
 
Control 
N= 21 Assessment 
only 
 
Type:  


Intervention 1: 
Extended 
Intervention 2: Brief 
Intervention 3 : 
Multi-session 
Intervention 4: Multi-


Intensity:  


Intervention 1: 
1 session of 40 to 60 
minutes  
 
Intervention 2: 
Students received 
mailed feedback 1 to 
2 weeks after baseline 
assessment 
 
Intervention 3: 1 
session of 60 to 80 
minutes. Students 
received feedback 
during extended 
session.  
 
Intervention 4: 1 
session was 40 to 60 
minutes. Students 
received mailed 
feedback 1 week after 
session 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Frequency and quantity 
of alcohol consumption  
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


Drinks per day in the 
past 2 months 
 
Measured: 


Modified TLFB 
 


Duration of 
follow-up:  


2 months (73% 
follow-up) 


2 months 
 
Intervention 1 
(Motivational 
interviewing 
only): 0.59 (SD 
0.52) drinks per 
day 
 
Intervention 2 
(mailed feedback 
only): 0.80 (SD 
0.64) drinks per 
day 
 
Intervention 3 
(Motivational 
interviewing 
including 
feedback): 1.20 
(SD 1.56) drinks 
per day 
 
Intervention 4 
(Motivational 
interviewing + 
mailed 
feedback): 0.57 
(SD 0.50) drinks 
per day 
 
Control 
(assessment 
only): 0.87 (SD 
0.69) drinks per 


NA Adverse 
effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported.  
 







STUDY POPULATION AND PARTICIPANT 
CHACTERISTICS 


CONTEXT, (SETTING PROVIDER and 
DELIVERY) 


CONTENT 
(INTERVENTION 
TYPE) FOCUS 


INTENSITY OUTCOMES and 
MEASUREMENT 


FOLLOW-UP RESULTS 
Short term 
(≤6months) 
With CI or p 
value  


RESULTS 
Longer term 
(>6months) 
With CI or p 
value 


NOTES 


session 
 
Focus:  


Frequency and 
quantity of alcohol 
consumption  


day 
 
Group by time 
interaction was 
not significant for 
drinks per day 


Koelewijn-van 
Loon et al, 
2009 
 
Country 


The 
Netherlands  
 
Design 


Cluster RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 
 
External 
validity 
++ 
 


Number randomised 


N=25 practices, 615 patients (589 
analysed) 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 
Practices: Practices that employed a 


practice nurse and used electronic 
patient records. 
Recruited by letter. 
 
Patients: 


Patients eligible for cardiovascular risk 
management as per the national 
guideline for risk management - 
included diabetes, smoker >50 for men 
and >55 for women (patients with 
existing cardiovascular disease were 
excluded).  
Recruited by nurses and general 
practitioners. 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 57 (of 589 analysed) 
Gender 44.8% male, 55.2% female (of 


589 analysed) 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES 23.6% high SES, 40.1% 


intermediate SES, 36.4% (of 589 
analysed) 


Setting:   


25 primary care practices 
 
Provider:  


Practice nurses trained in intervention delivery 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) and telephone 
(follow-up).  
 


Comparison 


N= 13 practices, 
Nurse led 
cardiovascular risk 
management 
 
vs. 
 
N= 12 practices, 
Usual care 
 
Type:   


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Lifestyle change 
 


Intensity:   


2 sessions of 15 to 20 
minutes  (Face-to-
face) and 10 minute 
follow-upphone call 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Alcohol intake above 
nationally recommended 
levels 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


Drinking above the 
nationally recommended 
level 
 
Measured: 2-item 


questionnaire about 
frequency and quantity 
of alcohol use resulting 
in a score of drinking 
above the national 
recommendation (males 
<3 alcohol units per day, 
<2 alcohol units per day 
for females) 


Duration of 
follow-up:  


12 months 
(79.3% follow-
up) 
 


 


NA 
 


12 months  
 
Intervention: 24 
(SD 9.9) people 
above the 
nationally 
recommended 
level, p=0.75 
 
Control: 24 (SD 
10.8) people 
above the 
nationally 
recommended 
level 
 
OR 4.67 for 
intervention 
group (95% CI 
0.54 to 40.61) 


Adverse 
effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 
 


Kulesza et al, 
2010 
 
Country 


US 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 
 
External 
validity 
++ 


Number randomised 


N=114 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Undergraduate college students 
identified as heavy drinkers 
Recruited from the university’s 
psychology subject pool  
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 20  
Gender 28.1% male, 71.9% female 
Ethnicity 84.2% Caucasian  
SES Not reported 
 


Setting:  


University 
 
Provider:  


Clinical graduate students trained in 
motivational interviewing (MI) 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) 
 


Comparison 


Intervention 1 
N= 39 ‘Brief Alcohol 
Screening and 
Intervention for 
College Students’ 
(BASICS) brief 
intervention of 10 
minutes (10M) 
 
Intervention 2 
N= 35 ‘Brief Alcohol 
Screening and 
Intervention for 
College Students’ 
(BASICS) brief 
intervention of 50 
minutes (50M) 
 
vs. 
 
Control 
N= 40 Waitlist 
control of 6 weeks 


Intensity:  


Intervention 1: 1 
session of 10 minutes 
delivered 2 weeks 
after baseline 
assessment 
Intervention 2: 1 
session of 50 minutes 
delivered 2 weeks 
after baseline 
assessment 
 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Reduced alcohol 
consumption and 
alcohol  related 
problems  
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Drinks consumed and 
hours spent drinking 
each day of the week 
over the past month  
 
Measured:  


DDQ 
 


Duration of 
follow-up:  


1 month (100% 
follow-up) 


1 month 
 
Intervention 1: 
9.9 (SD 7.2) 
drinks per week, 
p=0.03 for 
comparison with 
control group, 
effect size 
compared to 
control d=0.02 
 
Intervention 2: 
12.1 (SD 
8.1)drinks per 
week, p value 
not reported, 
effect size 
compared to 
control d=0.18 
 
Control:  13.9 
(SD 7.6) drinks 
per week 


NA Adverse 
effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: 


Predominantly 
female study 
population 
 







STUDY POPULATION AND PARTICIPANT 
CHACTERISTICS 


CONTEXT, (SETTING PROVIDER and 
DELIVERY) 


CONTENT 
(INTERVENTION 
TYPE) FOCUS 


INTENSITY OUTCOMES and 
MEASUREMENT 


FOLLOW-UP RESULTS 
Short term 
(≤6months) 
With CI or p 
value  


RESULTS 
Longer term 
(>6months) 
With CI or p 
value 


NOTES 


(assessment only) 
 
Type:  


Intervention 1:Brief 
Intervention 2: 
Extended 
 
Focus:  


Reduced alcohol 
consumption and 
alcohol related 
problems among 
high risk college 
drinkers 


Lane et al, 
2008 
 
Country 


Australia 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 
 
External 
validity 
++ 


Number randomised 


N=184 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Sexual health clinic patients identified as 
hazardous or harmful drinkers 
Recruited from sexual health clinics 
(including one male clinic) in 2 city 
locations from 4 to 5 clinic sessions per 
week 
 
Participant characteristics 


Not reported for the randomised sample. 
Mean age 34 (from the 511 patients that 


provided demographical data) 
Gender 74% male, 26% female (from 


the 511 patients that provided 
demographical data) 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
 


Setting:  


Sexual health clinic 
 
Provider:  


2 nurse practitioners trained in intervention 
delivery 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) 
 


Comparison 


N=87 Drink-less 
brief intervention  
 
vs. 
 
N=97 No 
intervention 
 
Type:  


Brief 
 
Focus:  


Risky alcohol 
consumption 


Intensity:  


1 session of 5 to 10 
minutes 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Risky alcohol 
consumption 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


AUDIT-C score 
 
Measured:  


AUDIT-C score (the first 
3 questions of AUDIT) 
 
 


Duration of 
follow-up:  


3 months 
(72.3% follow-
up) 


3 months 
 
Intervention: 
Significant 
reduction in 
AUDIT-C score. 
 
Difference in 
AUDIT-C score 
from baseline by 
downward 
change in mean: 
0.8 (95% CI 0.18 
to 1.4), p=0.01 
 
Difference in 
AUDIT-C score 
from baseline by 
downward 
change in mean: 
0.4 (95% CI -
0.06 to 0.8), 
p=0.08 


NA Adverse 
effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 
 
 


Lau-Barraco 
et al, 2008 
 
Country 


US 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 
 
External 
validity 
+ 


Number randomised 


N=336 (217 analysed) 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


College students identified as having 
heavy episodic drinking occasions 
Recruited from undergraduate 
psychology courses  
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 19.88  
Gender 43.3% male, 56.7% female 
Ethnicity 76% Caucasian, 13.4% 


Hispanic 
SES Not reported 


40.6% freshman, 21.7% sophomores, 
28.1% juniors, 9.2% seniors 
 


Setting:  


University (Intervention 1: simulated bar; 
Intervention 2: university campus computer 
laboratory). 
 
Provider:  


Same-gender advanced undergraduate 
research assistant trained in intervention 
delivery 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (group level) 
 


Comparison 


Intervention 1 
N= Experiential 
expectancy 
challenge (gender 
specific) (EEC) 
 
Control 1 
N= Education only 
(EDU) 
 
vs. 
 
Control 2 
N= Attention control  
 
Type:  


Intervention 1: 
Extended 
Control 1: Extended 
 
Focus:  


Reduced alcohol 
consumption 
 


Intensity:  


1 session of 90 to 120 
minutes (interventions 
1 and 2) 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Reduced alcohol 
consumption 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


Average standard drinks 
per week in the past 30 
days  
 
Measured:  


TLFB 
 


Duration of 
follow-up:  


1 month (91% 
follow-up[217 
of 336]) 


1 month 
 
Intervention 1: 
8.20 (SD 7.05) 
drinks per week, 
p<0.05 
 
Control 1: 8.60 
((SD8.96) drinks 
per week, p 
value not 
reported 
 
Control 2: 9.84 
(SD 9.02) drinks 
per week, p 
value not 
reported  


NA Adverse 
effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 
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DELIVERY) 


CONTENT 
(INTERVENTION 
TYPE) FOCUS 
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FOLLOW-UP RESULTS 
Short term 
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value  
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Longer term 
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value 


NOTES 


Lewis et al, 
2007 
 
Country 


US 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 
 
External 
validity 
+ 


Number randomised 


N=245 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Freshman college students enrolled in a 
first-year orientation course from a mid-
sized university who reported drinking to 
a dangerous level.  
Recruited via telephone and email 
(approximately half of the class 
participated in screening, not all 
students were present when screening 
took place) 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 18.53  
Gender 47.8% male, 52.2% female 
Ethnicity Caucasian 99.6% 
SES Not reported 
 


Setting:  


University, controlled laboratory setting 
 
Provider:  


Electronic media only 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Computer delivered (interventions 1 and 2) 
 


Comparison 


Intervention 1 
N=82 Gender-
specific personalised 
normative feedback 
(PNF) (GSF) 
 
Intervention 2 
N=75 Gender-non-
specific PNF 
(GNSF) 
 
vs. 
 
Control  
N= 88 Assessment 
only  
 
Type:  


Unclear 
 
Focus:  


Reduced alcohol 
consumption among 
high risk freshman 
college students 
 


Intensity:  


1 session delivered at 
baseline assessment   
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Reduced alcohol 
consumption  
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


Drinks per week in the 
past month  
 
Measured: Modified 


DDQ 
 


Duration of 
follow-up:  


3 months 
(93.9% follow-
up), 5 months 
(85.3% follow-
up) 


3 months 
 
Not reported 
 
5 months 
 
Intervention 1 
(gender specific 
PNF): 7.97 (SE 
0.83) drinks per 
week, p value 
not reported 
 
Intervention 2 
(gender non-
specific PNF): 
8.41 (SE 0.82) 
drinks per week. 
Not considered 
significant, p 
value not 
reported 
 
Control 
(assessment 
only): 11.02 (SE 
0.76) drinks per 
week 


NA Adverse 
effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 
 


Lock et al, 
2006 
 
Country 


UK 
 
Design 


Cluster RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
++ 
 
External 
validity 
++ 
 


Number randomised 


N=40 practices, 127 patients 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 
Practices: General practices from 5 


health authority areas in the North-east 
of England 
Nurses were recruited via telephone by 
2 research assistants 
Mean number of patients per cluster: 3 
 
Patients: 


Patients were recruited at presentation 
to primary care who were screened and  
identified as at risk drinkers by the trial 
nurses 
 
Cluster characteristics 
Mean age: 46 (nurse) 
Gender: 100% female 


55% urban practices, 17.5% rural 
practices, 27.5% mixed (urban/rural) 
practices.  
80% group practice type, 20% solo 
practice type 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 44.1 
Gender 50% male 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES 2.7% unskilled (occupation), 5.4% 


unemployed, 2.7% primary school, 6.3% 
some secondary/high school, 46.8% 
completed secondary / high  school, 


Setting:  


General practice (primary health care) 
 
Provider:  


Nurses trained in intervention delivery 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) 
 


Comparison 


N= 21 practices,67 
patients: Brief 
intervention 
 
vs. 
 
N= 19 practices, 60 
patients: Usual care 
 
Type:  


Brief 
 
Focus:  


Reduced excessive 
alcohol consumption 
among patients in 
primary health care 
 


Intensity:  


1 session of 5 to 10 
minutes 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Reduced excessive 
alcohol consumption 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Units consumed in the 
past week  
 
Measured:  


TLFB 
 


Duration of 
follow-up:  


6 months (56% 
follow-up), 12 
months (61% 
follow-up) 


6 months 
 
Intervention: 
15.80 (SD 12.31) 
units per week 
 
Control: 24.96 
(SD 40.10) units 
per week 
 
Difference in 
units per week: 
-9.16, 95% CI -
24.26 to 5.94, 
p=0.22 


12 months  
 
Intervention: 
16.08 (SD 22.84) 
units per week 
 
Control: 19.60 
(SD 23.57) units 
per week 
 
Difference in 
units per week: -
3.52, 95% CI -
19.84 to 12.80, 
p=0.65 
 
 


Adverse 
effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 
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DELIVERY) 
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(INTERVENTION 
TYPE) FOCUS 
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MEASUREMENT 


FOLLOW-UP RESULTS 
Short term 
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NOTES 


20.7% technical or trade certificate, 
23.4% university, CAE, tertiary 
education 


Mastroleo et 
al, 2010 
 
Country 


US 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 
 
External 
validity 
+ 
 


Number randomised 


N=238 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


First-semester first year college 
students from a large rural university 
identified as heavy drinkers 
Recruited randomly from university 
student database of student information 
(volunteers) 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 18.1 
Gender 52% male, 48% female 
Ethnicity 92.4% white, 3.4% Asian, 


1.7% multiracial, 0.42% Native Hawaiian 
or other Pacific Islander, 0.4% African 
American, 1.7% other, 12% 
Hispanic/Latino 
SES Not reported 
 


Setting:  


University 
 
Provider:  


Trained undergraduate peer counsellors  
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) 


Comparison 


Intervention 1 
N=  74 ‘Brief Alcohol 
Screening and 
Intervention for 
College Students’ 
(BASICS) with EEA 
(supervision*) 
 
Intervention 2 
N=  82 ‘Brief Alcohol 
Screening and 
Intervention for 
College Students’ 
(BASICS) with CPA 
(no supervision*) 
 
vs. 
 
Control 
N=  82 Assessment 
only 
 
*Supervision was of 
the peer counsellor 
not of the student.  
 
Type:  


Extended 
 
Focus:  


Risky alcohol 
consumption 


Intensity:  


1 session of 50 
minutes (BASICS) 
delivered within 2 
weeks of completing 
the baseline 
assessment 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Risky alcohol 
consumption 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Weekly sum of total 
daily drinking over the 
past month  
 
Measured:  


Modified DDQ 
 


Duration of 
follow-up:  


3 months (84% 
follow-up)  


3 months 
 
Intervention 1: 
EEA: 11.57 
(SD 8.05) weekly 
sum of daily 
drinks 
 
Intervention 2: 
CPA: 11.42  
(SD 6.69) weekly 
sum of daily 
drinks  
 
Control: 14.54 
(SD 11.93) 
weekly sum of 
daily drinks 
 
p<0.05 
 
No differences 
found between 
intervention 
groups (EEA and 
CPA) 


NA Adverse 
effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 
 
 


Mello et al, 
2008 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 


Number randomised 


N=285 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Injured ED patients 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 29.5 
Gender 61% male , 39% female  
Ethnicity 72.4% white, 86.9% non-


Hispanic 
SES Employed 74.5% 


Setting:  


Hospital ED 
 
Provider:  


Master’s- or doctoral-level certified 
motivational  interview staff 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Telephone 


Comparison 


N=140 Brief 
motivational 
interview  with 
booster session 
 
vs. 
 
N=145 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Alcohol-related risky 
behaviours 


Intensity:  


1 session for 30 
minutes plus 1 
session for 15 minutes 
over 3 weeks 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Alcohol-related risky 
behaviours 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Impaired driving 
 
Measured:  


Self-reported on the 
Impaired Driving Scale 
(IDS) 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


3 months (95% 
follow-up) 
 
 


3 months  
Mean change on 
IDS:  
 


Intervention:  
-1.4 (-3.0 to +0.2) 
 
Control: 2.0% 
1.0 (-0.9 to +2.9) 
 
Overall effect 
size 0.31 


NA Adverse 
effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 
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Moore et al, 
2010 
 
Country 


US 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 
 
External 
validity 
++ 


Number randomised 


N=631 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Older adults over the age of 55 years 
identified as at risk drinkers (e.g. 
drinking 3 drinks 4 or more times per 
week) 
Recruited from a list of patients 
scheduled to see a participating PCP in 
the following week 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 68.4  
Gender 71% male, 29% female 
Ethnicity 87% white non-Hispanic, 9% 


Hispanic/Latino, 3% other  
SES: Education: 23% high school or 


less, 31% some college, 46% college 
degree or more.  
Employment status: 74% retired or 
homemaker, 26% working full- or part-
time  


Setting:  


3 community based primary care practices 
(independent provider organisation [63%], 
large group model health maintenance 
organisation [21%] and university-affiliated 
ambulatory care system [16%]) 
 
Provider:  


Primary care providers (PCP; initial 
intervention) and health educator (telephone 
follow-up) 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) for delivery of 
intervention at baseline visit followed by 
remote delivery (telephone) follow-up 
 


 
 


Comparison 


N=310 Multi-faceted 
intervention (oral 
and written advice) 
 
vs. 
 
N=321 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Risky alcohol 
consumption 
 
 


Intensity:  


1 session delivered at 
baseline when seeing 
the PCP followed by 
telephone contact at 
weeks 2, 4 and 8. 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Risky alcohol 
consumption 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Number of drinks in past 
week 
 
Measured: 


CARET and TLFB 
(using the time-frame 
since prior assessment) 
 


Duration of 
follow-up:  


3 months (88% 
follow-up), 12 
months (83% 
follow-up) 
 
 


3 months 
 
Intervention: 8.93 
(SD 7.3) drinks in 
past 7 days 
 
Control: 10.73 
(SD 8.0) drinks in 
past 7 days 
 
Reduced alcohol 
consumption 
from baseline 
observed, 
significance and 
p value not 
reported 


12 months  
 
Intervention: 9.39 
(SD 8.0) drinks in 
past 7 days 
 
Control: 10.70 
(SD 8.4) drinks in 
past 7 days  
 
Between group 
difference: 1.31 
drinks, reported 
as smaller than 
expected 1.8 to 
2.0 drink 
difference. 
Reported as 
statistically 
significant, p 
value not 
reported 


Adverse 
effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 


Neighbors et 
al, 2006 
 
Country 


US 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 
 
External 
validity 
+ 


Number randomised 


N=214 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


College students enrolled in introductory 
and lower division psychology courses 
at a medium sized Midwestern 
university who reported at least one 
heavy drinking episode in the past 
month 
Recruited from a voluntary mass testing 
screening session 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 19.67 
Gender 44.4 % male, 55.6% female 
Ethnicity 98.04% Caucasian, 1.96% 


other 
SES Not reported 
Other 59.8% freshman, 25.0% 


sophomores, 9.3% juniors, 5.88 seniors 
 


Setting:  


University campus laboratory  
 
Provider:  


Electronic media only 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Computer delivery  
 
 


Comparison 


N= 108 Computer 
delivered 
personalised 
normative feedback 
(PNF) 
 
vs. 
 
N= 106 Assessment 
only 
 
Type:  


Brief 
 
Focus:  


Reduced weekly 
drinking and 
negative 
consequences 
among heavy 
College drinkers  


Intensity:  


1 session delivered 
immediately after 
baseline assessment. 


Intervention was 
viewed on screen for 
1 to 2 minutes and a 
print out of the 
personalised 
feedback was given to 
each participant 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Reduced weekly 
drinking  
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Drinks per week in the 
past 3 months [sic, 
despite it being 2 month 
follow-up] 
 
Measured:  


DDQ 
 


Duration of 
follow-up:  


2 months 
(86.45% 
follow-up) 


2 months 
 
Intervention: 
10.70 (SD 9.14) 
average drinks 
per week,  
p<0.05 
 
Control: 11.56 
(SD 10.68) 
average  drinks 
per week  


NA Adverse 
effects: Not 


reported  
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported  
 
 


Neighbors et 
al, 2010 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised 


N=818 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


First year university students 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 18 
Gender 42% male, 58% female, 
Ethnicity 65.3% Caucasian, 24.2% 


Asian/Pacific Islander, 4.2% Hispanic, 
1.5% African American, 0.49% Native 
American/American Indian, 4.4% other 
SES Not reported 


Setting: 


University 
 
Provider: 


Electronic media only 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Computer 


Comparison 


Intervention 1 
N=163 gender-
specific feedback 
(GSF) at baseline 
 
vs. 
 
Intervention 2 
N=164 gender-
specific feedback 
(GSF) throughout 
 
vs. 
 
Intervention 3 
N=164 gender-non-


Intensity:  


‘Very brief’ single 
intervention or ‘very 
brief’ biannual 
intervention 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Alcohol consumption 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Change in weekly 
alcohol consumption 
 
Measured:  


DDQ 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


6 months (92% 
follow-up), 12 
months (87% 
follow-up), 18 
months (84% 
follow-up), 24 
months (81% 
follow-up) 
 
 


NA 
 


No extractable 
data (graph of 
ES and 95% CI 
for drinks per 
week, or beta-
values from 
hierarchical 
generalised 
linear model) 
 


Adverse 
effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 
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specific feedback 
(GNSF) at baseline 
 
vs. 
 
Intervention 4 
N=163 gender-non-
specific feedback 
(GNSF) throughout 
 
vs. 
 
N=164 Attention 
control 
 
Type:  


Intervention 1 & 4: 
Unclear 
Intervention 2, 3 and 
5: Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Alcohol consumption 


Neumann et 
al, 2006 
 
Country 


Germany 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 


Number randomised 


N=1,139 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Injured ED patients 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 30.5 
Gender 79% male, 21% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES 63% employed , 54.5% high school 


degree 


Setting:  


Hospital ED 
 
Provider:  


Nurse and lay person support 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Computer 


Comparison 


N=561 Computer 
feedback 
 
vs. 
 
N=575 Usual care  
 
Type:  


Unclear 
 
Focus:  


At risk drinking 


Intensity:  


1 session prior to ED 
discharge, duration of 
session not reported 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Alcohol intake  
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  
% change in alcohol 


intake (grammes per 
day) from baseline 
 
Measured:  


Alcohol Use Disorders 
Identification Test 
(AUDIT) 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


6 months (63% 
follow-up), 12 
months (58% 
follow-up) 


6 months 
 
Intervention: 
36% reduction 
from baseline 
 
Control: 
20% reduction 
from baseline 
 
p=0.006 
 


12 months 
 
Intervention: 
23% reduction 
from baseline 
 
Control: 
11% reduction 
from baseline 
 
p=0.023 
 


Adverse 
effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 
 


 
 


Ockene et al, 
2009 
 
Country 


US 
 
Design 


Cluster RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
++ 
 
External 
validity 
++ 


Number randomised 


N=530 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Men and women identified as high risk 
drinkers 
Recruited from scheduled appointments 
to see their primary care provider 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 43.8 
Gender 64.7% male, 35.3% female 
Ethnicity 94.5% white, 7.1% Hispanic 
SES 8.6% less than high school 


educated 
 


Setting:  


4 primary care internal medicine practices 
 
Provider:  


Physician and nurse practitioners trained to 
deliver the intervention 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) 
 


Comparison 


N= 274 Special 
intervention 
 
vs. 
 
N= 256 Usual care  
 
Type:  


Brief 
 
Focus:  


Reduced alcohol 
consumption among 
high risk drinkers 
 


Intensity:  


1 session of 5 to 10 
minutes 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Reduced alcohol 
consumption among 
high risk drinkers 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Drinks in past week  
 
Measured:  


TLFB 
 


Duration of 
follow-up:  


12 months 
(84.3% follow-
up), 48 months 
(62.8% follow-
up)  


NA 12 months 
 
Ratio of 
intervention to 
control using 
results of random 
effects: 
0.83 (95% CI 
0.81 to 1.12)                               
 
48 months  
 
No significant 
differences in 
drinks per week, 
binges per 
month. 
 
Ratio of 
intervention to 
control using 
results of random 


Adverse 
effects: Non-


significant 4% 
increase in 
intervention 
group 
compared to 
usual care. 
 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 
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effects: 1.07 
(95% CI 0.90 to 
1.26)                  


O’Connor and 
Whaley, 2007 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


Cluster RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised 


N=345 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Currently drinking pregnant low income 
women 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 28 
Gender 100% female 
Ethnicity 7 to10% White, 17 to23% 


Black, 69 to 71% Hispanic, 2 to 5% 
Other 
SES 67% annual income <$15,000 


 


Setting:  


Clinic 
 
Provider:  


Nutritionist 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face  


Comparison 


N=183 Brief 
intervention 


vs. 
 
N=162 Assessment 
only 
 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Alcohol consumption 
during pregnancy 


Intensity:  


Repeated sessions 
lasting 10 to15 
minutes throughout 
pregnancy 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Alcohol consumption 
during pregnancy 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Alcohol abstinence 
during the third trimester 
 
Measured:  


Self-reported via Health 
Interview for Women 
questionnaire  


Duration of 
follow-up: 


17 weeks 
(74% follow-
up) 
 
 
 


NA 
 


3
rd


 trimester  
Abstinence OR  
 


Brief intervention 
vs. Assessment 
only: OR 5.39 
(95% CI 1.59 
to18.25) 
 


 


Adverse 
effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: 


Results 
relevant to low 
income women 
 


 
 


Smeulders et 
al, 2009 
 
Country 


The 
Netherlands 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 
 
External 
validity 
+ 


Number randomised 


N=317 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Patients with diagnosed congestive 
heart failure (CHF) for 6 months who 
received information about the study 
and were eligible after being admitted at 
least once to hospital based on cardiac 
decompensation  
Recruited from 6 hospitals in The 
Netherlands 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 66.7 
Gender 72.6% male, 27.4% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES 89% not employed, 66% middle 


education level, 67.2% not living alone 
 


Setting:  


Intervention: Hospital  
Usual care: (outpatient clinic) 
 
Provider:  


Intervention was delivered by a cardiac nurse 
specialist (professional leader) and a CHF 
patient (peer leader) both trained in 
intervention delivery.  


Usual care was delivered by a Cardiologist 
and/or nurse specialist.   
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (group sessions), telephone 
(with co-participants) 
 


Comparison 


N= 186 Chronic 
disease self 
management 
programme 
(CDSMP) + usual 
care 
 
vs. 
 
N= 131 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Health behaviour 
and healthcare 
utilisation among 
patients with CHF  
 


Intensity:  6 weekly 


group sessions of 2.5 
hours each 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Health behaviour and 
healthcare utilisation 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Drinks per week 
 
Measured:  


By asking the patient 
how much they drank 
alcoholic beverages at 
baseline and each 
follow-up 


Duration of 
follow-up:  


6 months 
(86.4% follow-
up), 12 months 
(83.6% follow-
up) 
 


NA 6 months 
 
Intervention:3.3 
(SD 6.6) drinks 
per week, 
p=0.122 
 
Control: 3.9 (SD 
6.6) drinks per 
week 
 
(unadjusted 
means) 
 
12 months  
 
Intervention: 3.2 
(SD 5.8) drinks 
per week,  
p=0.639 
 
Control: 3.7 (SD 
6.2) drinks per 
week 
 
(unadjusted 
means) 


Adverse 
effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 
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Walters et al, 
2009  
 
Country 


US 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
++ 
 
External 
validity 
+ 


Number randomised 


N=279 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


College psychology students identified 
as heavy drinkers  
Recruited from medium sized private 
university using invitation emails, brief 
presentations and flyers 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 19.8 
Gender 35.8% male, 64.2% female 
Ethnicity 84.6% white 
SES Not reported 
Other 41.2% freshman, 21.1% 


sophomores, 21.9% juniors, 15.8% 
seniors 


Setting:  


University 
 
Provider:  


Face-to-face sessions delivered by 2 trained 
PhD level counsellors and 5 trained clinical 
psychology doctoral students. Electronic 
media for computer delivered feedback.  
 
Mode of delivery:  


Intervention 1 (web feedback): computer 
 
Intervention 2 (motivational interview only): 
Face-to-face (individual level) 
 
Intervention 3 (motivational interview with 
feedback): Face-to-face (individual level) and 
computer 
 


Comparison 


Intervention 1 
N= 67 Web 
feedback only 
(WEB) 
 
vs. 
 
Intervention 2 
N= 70 Motivational 
interview only (MI) 
 
vs. 
 
Intervention 3 
N= 73 Motivational 
interview with 
feedback (MI+F) 
 
vs. 
 
Control  
N= 69 Assessment 
only 
 
Type:  


Intervention 1: 
unclear 
Intervention 2 and 3: 
Extended 
 
Focus:  


Reduced risky 
drinking 


Intensity:  


Intervention 1: not 
reported 
Intervention 2: mean 
duration of 40 
minutes 


Intervention 3: mean 
duration of 50 minutes 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Reduced risky drinking 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Drinks per week in the 
past month  
 
Measured:  


DDQ 
 


Duration of 
follow-up:  


3 months (90% 
follow-up), 6 
months (86% 
follow-up) 


3 months 
 
Intervention 1 
(web feedback 
only): 13.48 (SD 
14.67) drinks per 
week, p=0.39 
 
Intervention 2  
(motivational 
interview only): 
13.17 (SD 13.33) 
drinks per week, 
p=0.13 
 
Intervention 3  
(motivational 
interview with 
feedback): 11.69 
(SD 12.7) drinks 
per week, 
p=0.046 
 
Control 
(Assessment 
only): 11.97 (SD 
11.80) drinks per 
week 
 


6 months 
 
Intervention 1 
(web feedback 
only): 12.07 (SD 
12.31) drinks per 
week, p=0.80 
 
Intervention 2  
(motivational 
interview only): 
11.59 (SD 9.55) 
drinks per week, 
p=0.88 
 
Intervention 3  
(motivational 
interview with 
feedback): 10.19 
(SD 8.71) drinks 
per week, 
p=0.009 
 
Control 
(Assessment 
only): 12.92 
(14.16) drinks 
per week 
 


Adverse 
effects: There 


were no 
adverse events 
reported in any 
of the 
intervention 
groups 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 
 


Wood et al, 
2007 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised 


N=355 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


University students 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 20.9 
Gender 47.5% male , 52.5% female  
Ethnicity 89.5% White 
SES Not reported 


Setting:  


University 
 
Provider:  


Graduate student 
 
Mode of delivery: 


Face-to-face 


Comparison 


Intervention 1 
N=84* Brief 
motivational 
interview  
 
vs. 
 
Intervention 2 
N=84* Alcohol 
expectancy 
challenge (AEC) 
 
vs. 
 
Intervention 3 
N=84* brief 
motivational 
interview and AEC 
 
vs. 
 
N=83* Assessment 
only  
 
Type:  


Intervention 1: 
Extended 


Intensity:  


Intervention 1: 45 to 
60 minutes 
 
Intervention 2:  90 
minutes 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s): 


Alcohol consumption 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


30 day alcohol 
consumption 
 
Measured:  


Self-reported  on TLFB 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


1 month 
(82.4% follow-
up), 3 months 
(75.5% follow-
up), 6 months 
(72.5% follow-
up) 
 
 


No extractable 
data (graph of 
number of 
drinking over the 
past 30 days for 
1 and 3 month 
follow-up. No p-
values or 95% 
CIs for within or 
between group 
comparisons 
 


No extractable 
data (graph of 
number of 
drinking over the 
past 30 days for 
6 month follow-
up. No p-values 
or 95% CIs for 
within or 
between group 
comparisons  


Adverse 
effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: Not 


reported 
 


 
 







STUDY POPULATION AND PARTICIPANT 
CHACTERISTICS 


CONTEXT, (SETTING PROVIDER and 
DELIVERY) 


CONTENT 
(INTERVENTION 
TYPE) FOCUS 


INTENSITY OUTCOMES and 
MEASUREMENT 


FOLLOW-UP RESULTS 
Short term 
(≤6months) 
With CI or p 
value  


RESULTS 
Longer term 
(>6months) 
With CI or p 
value 


NOTES 


Intervention 2: 
Extended 
Intervention 3: Multi-
session 
 
Focus:  


Alcohol consumption 
 
*n= Not reported; 
estimated across 
groups based on 
factorial design 


Woodall et al, 
2007 
 
Country 


US 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 
 
External 
validity 
+ 
 


Number randomised 


N=305 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Court defined first time offenders 
convicted of driving while intoxicated 
(DWI) and sentenced to the DWI 
jail/treatment program were recruited 
from a region with a predominantly 
Native American population. Recruited 
from the San Juan  County DWI (SJC-
DWI) treatment program. 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 27.1 
Gender 86.9% male, 13.1% female 
Ethnicity 76.7% Native American, 


13.8% Anglo, 7.9% Hispanic or other 
SES 11.8 years of education 


27.6% identified as having anti-social 
personality disorder (ASPD) on the 
Diagnostic Interview Schedule (DIS) 
 


Setting:  


Incarceration inpatient (during 28 days of 
incarceration) and outpatient follow-up 
 
Provider:  


Counsellors trained in motivational 
interviewing before and during the study 
period 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level). Monitoring 
phase included group sessions.  
 


Comparison 


N= 177 Motivational 
interviewing  
 
vs. 
 
N= 128 No 
intervention (28 days 
of incarceration only) 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Frequency of 
drinking and driving 
among first time 
incarcerated 
offenders 
 


Intensity:  


Intensity not 
described. 
Intervention delivered 
during 28 days of 
incarceration including 
outpatient follow-up.   
 
Participants were 
incarcerated for 28 
days and received 
post discharge 
monitoring for 3 to 12 
months (average 
length of 6 months) 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Frequency of drinking 
and driving among first 
time incarcerated 
offenders 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Change in number of 
drinks in past 90 days 
from baseline (averaged 
across follow-up) 
 
Measured:  


Form 90 (to estimate 
alcohol consumption in 
terms of standard ethyl-
alcohol consumption 
[SEC] units as a 
measure of a standard 
drink); TLFB (to assess 
drinking over previous 
90 days). 
 


Duration of 
follow-up:  


24 months 
(80% follow-
up) 


NA 12 months  
 
Intervention-
control difference 
in amount of 
change from 
intake to follow-
upwas significant 
at for all 3 follow-
upperiods, 
p<0.05 
 
24 months  
 
Intervention: 
110.3 drinks per 
90 days 
(improvement 
from intake to the 
average of the 
post treatment 
assessments for 
total SECs), 
effect size 
d=0.328, p<0.05 


 
Control: 26.9 
drinks per 90 
days 


Adverse 
effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality 
issues: 


Intervention 
was found to 
be effective in  
primarily  
Native 
American 
sample 
 







 


Smoking 
 
STUDY POPULATION AND PARTICIPANT 


CHACTERISTICS 
CONTEXT, (SETTING PROVIDER 
and DELIVERY) 


CONTENT 
(INTERVENTION 
TYPE) FOCUS 


INTENSITY OUTCOMES and 
MEASUREMENT 


FOLLOW UP RESULTS 
Short term 
(≤6months) 
With CI or p 
value  


RESULTS 
Longer term 
(>6months) 
With CI or p 
value 


NOTES 


An et al, 2006 
 
REFID  


5234 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=837 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Daily smokers that visited Veterans 
Affairs medical centres who were willing 
to set a quit date in the next 30 days 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  57.2 
Gender 89.7% Male, 10.3% Female 
Ethnicity White  94.3% 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Graduates  14.3% 
Income ($) 
<10,000  14.3% 
10,000–20,000  27.8% 
20,001-40,000  36.4% 
40,001-60,000  13.9% 
>60,001  6.6% 
 
 
 
 


Setting:  


Telephone 
 
Provider:  


Counselors 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Remote (Telephone) 


Comparison: 


N=418  Telephone 
care 
 
vs.  
 
N=420  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Smoking cessation 
through 
encouragement of 
use of 
pharmacologic 
therapy 


Intensity:  


-7 calls over a 2-month 
period 
- Additional calls given 
at the discretion of the 
counselor 
- Counselling continued 
for up to 3 quit attempts 
during 12 months after 
enrollment 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking abstinence 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Self-reported sustained 
abstinence for 6 
months 
 
Measured:   


Telephone survey 
(independent of 
telephone counselling) 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


3 months  
(99.2% follow-
up) 
12 months  
(98.1% follow-
up) 


3-months 
 
7-day point-
prevalence 
abstinence: 


Intervention = 
39.6% 
Control = 10.1% 
 
OR = 5.84  
(95% CI 4.02 to 
8.50) 
p<0.001 
 
 


12 months 
 
7-day point-
prevalence 
abstinence: 


Intervention: 
21.6% 
 
Control: 15.0% 
 
OR 1.57 
(95% CI 1.09 
to 2.24) 
p=0.01 
 
6-month 
sustained 
abstinence: 
Intervention: 
13.0% 
 
Control: 4.1% 
 
OR 3.50 
(95% CI 1.99 
to 6.15) 
p<0.01 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 


 
 


Anthonisen et 
al, 2005 
 
REFID  


5781 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=5887 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Smokers 35 to 60 years old who did not 
consider themselves ill but had evidence 
of mild to moderate airway obstruction 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  48.5 
Gender Men  63.1%, Women  36.9% 
Ethnicity White  95.7% 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Married  70.7% 
Mean length of education  13.6 years 
 


Setting:  


Clinical centres 
 
Provider:  


Physician and counselors 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face 


Comparison: 


N=1,961  Behaviour 
modification + 
Nicotine gum + 
Ipratropium  
 
 
N=1,962  Behaviour 
modification + 
Nicotine gum + 
Placebo inhaler 
 
vs.  
 
N=1964  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session  
 
Focus:  


Physician message 
and group 
counselling 
 
Smoking cessation 


Intensity:  


One strong physician 
message, 12 two-hour 
group sessions 
(behaviour modification 
& nicotine gum). 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking cessation 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


All-cause mortality 
 
Measured:    


Biannual telephone 
contacts over 10 years 
and 1 clinic visit 11 to 
12 years after the 
original study 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


10 years (75% 
follow-up) 


 
 


5 years 
Smoking 
status 
 
Sustained 
quitters: 
Interventions: 
21.7% 
 
Control:  5.4% 
 
Intermittent 
quitters 


Interventions: 
29.3% 
 
Control:  
23.3% 
 
Continuing 
smokers: 


Intervention: 
49.0% 
 
Control:  
71.3% 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 


 
 







Armitage et al, 
2008 
 
REFID  


3117 
 
Country 


UK 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=350 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Workers of a company who currently 
smoked 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  36 
Gender Male  49.4%, Female  50.6% 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


No formal qualification  14% 
End of education at ≤18 years of age  
50.8% 
 


Setting:  


Not reported 
 
Provider:  


Research group 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Paper (questionnaire, print-outs, plans) 
 
 


Comparison: 


N=115  
Experimental 
condition   
 
vs.  
 
N=120  Active 
control 
 
vs.  
 
N=115  Passive 
control  
 
Type:  


Brief 
 
Focus:  


Stages of change to 
reduce smoking 
 


Intensity:  


- Questionnaire 
- Plan to quit 
- Form an 
implementation 
intention 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking reduction 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Self-reported smoking 
cessation 
 
Measured:   


Self-report 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


2 months 
(80.9% follow-
up) 


2 months 
 
Experimental: 
12.2% 
 
Active control: 
1.67% 
 
Passive control: 
0.87% 
 
Significance not 
reported 
   
 


NA 
 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 
 


 
 


Baker et al, 
2006 
 
REFID  


4904 
 
Country 


Australia 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 


Number randomised: 


N=298 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Adults with a diagnosed non-acute 
psychotic disorder who smoke at least 
15 cigarettes per day 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  37.2 
Gender Male  52.3%, Female  47.7% 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Receiving welfare support  95.6% 
Not completed high school  64.8% 
Diagnosis of schizophrenia / 
schizoaffective disorder  56.7%  


Setting:  


Research center or a nearby 
community clinic 
 
Provider:  


Trained therapist 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) 


Comparison: 


N=147  MI + CBT + 
NRT 
 
vs.  
 
N=151  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Integrated 
psychological 
intervention 
(MI/CBT) and 
nicotine 
replacement 
therapy to increase 
smoking cessation 
in people with a 
psychotic disorder 
 


Intensity:  


Eight 1-hr sessions of 
MI & CBT, and NRT 
 
Adherence:  


- 47.6% attended all 8 
sessions 
- 28.6% attended 5 to 7 
sessions 
- 23.8% attended < 5 
sessions 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking cessation 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Biochemically verified 
continuous abstinence 
from quit date to 12 
months (CO) 
 
Measured:   


Self-report confirmed 
with CO test 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


3 months 
(84.6% follow-
up) 
6 months 
(81.9% follow-
up) 
12 months 
(82.9% follow-
up) 


NA 6 months 
 
Intervention:5.
4% 
 
Control: 2.0% 
 
OR 2.84 
99% CI 0.48 to 
16.67 
 
12 months 
 
Intervention: 
3.4% 
 
Control: 0.7% 
 
OR 5.28 
99% CI 0.31 to 
90.20 


Adverse effects: 


No evidence of 
deterioration or 
improvement in 
symptoms or 
functioning associated 
with treatments 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 


Bernstein et 
al, 2011 
 
REFID  


783 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=338 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Adult patients (≥21 years old) about to 
be discharged from emergency 
department who smoked at least 100 
cigarettes in lifetime and at least 10 
cigarettes daily 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  40.2 
Gender Male  48.2%, Female  51.8% 
Ethnicity White  9.8%, African 


American  22.5%, Hispanic  61.5%, 
Other  6.2% 
SES Not reported 


Setting:  


An emergency department (ED) of an 
academic medical center in an urban 
area  
 
Provider:  


Peer educators trained in tobacco 
treatment 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face; brochure; telephone calls 


Comparison: 


N=170  Enhanced 
care  
 
vs.  
 
N=168  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi session 
 
Focus:  


ED-based smoking 
cessation 


Intensity:  


- Pamphlet & Brochure 
given initially 
- One motivational 
interview (10 to 15 
minutes) 
- One telephone call 3 
days after ED visit 
- 6-wk course of 
nicotine patches 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking cessation 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Biochemically 
confirmed abstinence in 
past 7 days 
(cotinine/CO) 
 
Measured:       


Self-report verified by 
salivary cotinine and 
CO test 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


3 months 
(82.8% follow-
up) 
 


3 months 
 
Intervention: 
14.7% 
 
Control: 13.2% 
 
p=0.68 


NA 
 
 


Adverse effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 


 
 







Bock et al, 
2008 
 
REFID  


3183 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 


Number randomised: 


N=543 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Adult smokers who presented to the 
emergency department with chest pain 
and who were admitted to an 
observation unit for 24hr observation to 
rule out myocardial infarction 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  47.7 
Gender Male  52.9%, Female  47.1% 
Ethnicity White  69.1%, Black  12.4%, 


Hispanic  9.8%, Other  8.5% 
SES Not reported 
 
Other: 


Mean education level  11.9 years 
Married / Living with partner  48.6% 
Divorced / Separated / Widowed  30.2% 
Never married  21.2% 
 


Setting:  


Hospitals 
 
Provider:  


Trained research counselors 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) and 
telephone calls 
 
 


Comparison: 


N=271  Tailored 
intervention  
 
vs.  
 
N=272  Usual care 
 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Tailored 
intervention using 
motivational 
interviewing for 
smoking cessation 
in chest pain 
patients 


Intensity:  


- One 30-mins 
counselling session 
- 2 brief telephone 
follow-ups at 2 and 4 
weeks after initial visit 
- Nicotine patches 
given to those who 
decided to quit 
- 2 further brief 
telephone calls on quit 
day and 7 days after 
 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking abstinence 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Biochemically 
confirmed abstinence in 
past 7 days (cotinine) 
 
Measured:    


Self-report confirmed 
with saliva cotinine test 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


6 months 
(53.8% follow-
up) 


NA 6 months 
 
Intervention: 
21.7% 
 
Control:18.8% 
 
Difference: 
7.1% 
p=0.54 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 


Borrelli et al, 
2005 
 
REFID  


5390 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


cRCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=273 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Adult patients who are either unable to 
visit their physician or who require 
frequent daily care that smoke at least 3 
cigarettes per day 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  57.2 
Gender Male  46%, Female  54% 
Ethnicity Caucasian  83%, 12.2% 


African-American, 2.2% Hispanic, 1.4% 
American Indian, 0.7% Cape Verdian 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


≤ High school education : 41% 
Unemployed: 91% 
Annual income <US$10,000: 60%; 
$10,000 to $24,000: 24% 
 


Setting:  


Home 
 
Provider:  


Home health care nurses 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) with 
remote (phone) follow up 


Comparison: 


N=129  Motivational 
Enhancement (ME) 
intervention 
 
vs.  
 
N=144  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Home health care 
nurses-delivered MI 
& CO feedback for 
smoking cessation 
in high risk smokers 


Intensity:  


Three home visits + 
One 5-min follow-up 
telephone call 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking abstinence 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Exhaled CO verified 
continuous abstinence 
at 12 months 
 
Measured:   


Self-report and CO 
assessments 
 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


End of 
treatment 
(89.5% follow-
up) 
 
2 months 
(87.0% follow-
up) 
 
6 months 
(80.4% follow-
up) 
 
12 months 
(70.5% follow-
up) 
 
 


NA 
 


Continuous 
abstinence: 
 
6 months 
 
Intervention: 
6.1% 
 
Control 3.6% 
 
OR 1.7 
95% CI 0.4 to 
6.3 
 
12 months 
 
Intervention: 
11.8% 
 
Control: 5.2% 
 
OR 2.4 
95% CI 0.7 to 
7.6 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 
 


 
 


Carpenter et 
al, 2004 
 
REFID  


6043 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+  


Number randomised: 


N=616 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Adult smokers not interested in quitting 
who smoked at least 10 cigarettes per 
day 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  39.3 
Gender Male  30%, Female  70% 
Ethnicity Caucasian  88.7% 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Married  50.3% 
Employed  67% 
Graduated from high school  85.3% 
 


Setting:  


Home 
 
Provider:  


Research group 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Telephone and post 


Comparison: 


N=212  Reduction 
counselling + NRT 
+ brief advice  
 
vs.  
 
N=197  Motivational 
advice + brief 
advice 
 
vs.  
 
N=207  No 
intervention 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 


Intensity:  


- Counselling calls at 
Week 0, 3 and 6 
- NRT offered for 
reduction group at 
Week 0 and 3 by 
telephone 
- Telephone advice to 
quit given at Week 6 
- Follow-up calls at 
Week 12 and 24 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking reduction 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Self-reported 7 day 
point prevalence at 6 
months 
 
Measured:  


Self-report 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


Not reported 
 
 


NA 6 months 
 
7-day point 
prevalence 
abstinence: 
 
Reduction 
intervention: 
18% 
 
Motivation 
intervention:  
23% 
 
Control 
intervention: 
4% 
 
Reduction  vs 


Adverse effects: 


Of the total NRT users, 
14.6% reported an 
adverse event; adverse 
events were of varied 
degrees 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 
 


 
 







 Focus:  


Smoking reduction 
using NRT and 
motivational advice 


Control 
OR  4.5 
95% CI 2.1 to 
9.6 
 
Motivation  vs 
Control 
OR  6.3  
95% CI 3.0 to 
13.3 


Chouinard et 
al, 2005 
 
REFID  


5562 
 
Country 


Canada 
 
Design 


cRCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=168 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Adult smokers hospitalised for a CVD 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  55.9 
Gender Men  73.8%, Women  26.8% 
Ethnicity Not reported 
Other: 


Married  73.8% 
Employed  35.7% 
Retired  38.7% 
Unemployed  25.6% 
Income 
<$14,999  18.1% 
$15,000-59,999  65.0% 
>$60,000  16.9% 
 


Setting:  


Hospital inpatient environment 
 
Provider:  


Nurse 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level, but in 
46.4% the interviews, spouses 
accompanied the participant) and 
telephone 


Comparison: 


Intervention 1 
N=56  Inpatient 
counselling + 
telephone follow-
ups 
 
vs.  
 
Intervention 2 
N=56  Inpatient 
counselling only 
 
vs.  
 
N=56  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Smoking cessation 
and/or relapse-
prevention 
 


Intensity:  


One 1hr counselling, 
followed by 6 telephone 
follow-up calls in first 2 
months after discharge 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking cessation 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Biochemically 
confirmed sustained 
cessation for 6 months 
(CO) 
 
Measured:   


Self-report, but if 
declared non-smoking, 
this was validated using 
CO test 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


2 months 
(80.4% follow-
up) 
 
6 months 
(66.7% follow-
up) 
 
 


2 months 
 
Continuous 
abstinence: 
 
Intervention 1: 
42.6% 
 
Intervention 2: 
29.6% 
 
Usual care: 21.8% 
 
X


2
 = 5.57 


p=0.06 
 
 


6 months 
 
Continuous 
abstinence: 
 
Intervention 1:  
24.5% 
 
Intervention 2: 
24.5% 
 
Usual care: 
12.7% 
 
p=0.21 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported  
 
 
 


 
 


de Vries et al, 
2006 
 
REFID  


4972 
 
Country 


Netherlands 
 
Design 


cRCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=318 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Pregnant women (approx. 12 weeks 
gestation) who had not been pregnant 
more than twice and smoked at least 
one cigarette per day 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  28.5 
Gender 0% male, 100% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


With paid job  66.8% 
With steady partner  98.3% 
Level of education 
Low  54.4% 
Medium  31.0% 
High  14.7% 
 


Setting:  


Midwifery practice 
 
Provider:  


Midwives 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) 


Comparison: 


N=141  Midwife 
health counselling 
 
vs.  
 
N=177  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi session 
 
Focus:  


Midwife-delivered 
counselling for 
smoking cessation, 
abstinence and 
relapse prevention 
in pregnant women 


Intensity:  


Two face-to-face 
counselling sessions 
(about 10 minutes 
each) as part of 
prenatal visits: at 3-
month and 8 month into 
pregnancy 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking cessation 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Biochemically verified 
continuous abstinence 
from 6 weeks post-
intervention to 6 weeks 
post-partum (CO) 
 
 It was not CO but it 
was urine cotinine 
 Section 3.6 indicates 
that only 7 valid urine 
samples were available 
at 6 weeks post-partum 
and that biochemical 
validation results were 
unusable due to 
problems experienced 
in their transportation… 
 
Measured:  


Self-report 
 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


6 weeks post-
intervention 
(94.3% follow-
up) 
 
6 weeks post-
partum (87.1% 
follow-up) 
 
 


Continuous 
abstinence  
(reporting 7-day 
abstinence at both 
6 weeks post-
intervention and 6 
weeks post-
partum): 


 
Intervention: 12% 
 
Control: 3% 
 
OR = 6.25, 95% 
CI 1.16 to 33.61 
p=0.033 
 
 
 
 


NA 
 
 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 


 
 







Dornelas et al, 
2006 
 
REFID  


4863 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=105 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Pregnant women 18 years or older and 
30 weeks gestation or less, who were 
current smokers and had low-income 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  26.1 
Gender 0% male, 100% female 
Ethnicity Hispanic  66%, Caucasian  


17%, African American  11%, Other  6% 
SES Described as low-income 
Other: 


Unemployed  61% 
Less than high school  54% 
Unmarried  60% 
 


Setting:  


Prenatal clinic in a non-profit tertiary 
care community hospital 
 
Provider:  


Masters-prepared mental health 
counselors  
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level), followed 
by telephone calls 


Comparison: 


N=53  Counselling 
vs.  
N=52  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi session 
 
Focus:  


Smoking cessation 
through 
psychotherapy 


Intensity:  


One 90-min 
psychotherapy session, 
followed by bi-monthly 
prenatal telephone 
calls, and monthly 
telephone calls after 
delivery 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking abstinence 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Biochemically 
confirmed abstinence in 
past 7 days (CO) 
 
Measured:  


Self-report confirmed 
with a CO reading 
 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


End of 
pregnancy 
(100% follow-
up) 
 
6 months post-
partum (82% 
follow-up) 


End of pregnancy 
 
Intervention: 
28.3% 
 
Control: 9.6% 
 
p=0.015 
 
 


6-months 
 
Intervention: 
9.4% 
 
Control: 3.8% 
 
p=0.251 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 


 
 


El-Mohandes 
et al, 2011 
 
REFID  


491 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 


Number randomised: 


N=500 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Adult African-American pregnant women 
of <29wk gestation residing in 
Washington DC, who had smoked a puff 
of a cigarette or more in the 6 months 
preceding pregnancy 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  26.9 
Gender 0% male, 100% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Urban American-Africans living in 


communities with high poverty rates  
Other: 


Mean no. of previous live births  2.2 
Actively smoking at baseline  39% 
 


Setting:  


Prenatal care sites 
 
Provider:  


Not reported 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face 


Comparison: 


N=521  CBT     
 
vs.  
 
N=523  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi session 
 
Focus:  


Cognitive 
behavioural therapy 
for smoking 
cessation and 
relapse prevention 


Intensity:  


8 prenatal + 2 postnatal 
sessions of approx. 35 
minutes each 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking cessation 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Smoking postpartum 
 
Measured:  


Self-report  


Duration of 
follow-up: 


Before delivery 
(79.2% follow-
up) 
 
8-10 weeks 
after delivery 
(76.8% follow-
up) 


NA 
 
 


Smoking 8-10 
weeks 
postpartum 
 
OR 0.45 (0.25 
to 0.80) 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 
 


 
 


Free et al, 
2011 
 
REFID  


919 
 
Country 


UK 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=5792 (5800 initially randomised but 8 
excluded for multiple randomisations) 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Smokers aged 16 years or older with a 
mobile phone who were willing to make 
an attempt to quit smoking in the next 
month 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  36.9 
Gender Male  55%, Female  45% 
Ethnicity White  89%, Black  4%, Asian  


4%, Other  3.1% 
SES Not reported 
Other: 
Employment type 


Manual  31% 
Non-manual  44% 
Student/Unemployed  25% 
Age education stopped 


≤16 years  44% 
≥16 years  56% 
 


Setting:  


Mobile phone 
 
Provider:  


Research group 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Text messages 


Comparison: 


N=2911  Smoking 
cessation text 
messages 
 
vs.  
 
N=2881  Attention 
control text 
messages irrelevant 
to smoking 
cessation 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Automated smoking 
cessation delivered 
via mobile phone 
text messaging 


Intensity:  


5 text messages per 
day for first 5 weeks, 3 
per week for following 
26 weeks 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking cessation 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Biochemically 
confirmed sustained 
cessation from quit 
date to 6 months 
(cotinine/CO) 
 
Measured:  


Self-report verified by 
postal salivary-cotinine 
testing sample (CO 
testing also available) 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


6 months 
(95.4% follow-
up) 
 
542 out of 666 
(81.4%) 
participants 
selected for 
biochemical 
assessment 
had their 
sample 
analysed  


NA 6 months 
 
Intervention: 
10.7% 
 
Control: 4.9% 
 
RR  2.20 
95% CI 1.80 to 
2.68 
p<0.0001 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 
 


 
 







Giannuzzi et 
al. 2006 
 
REFID  


10871 
 
Country 


Italy 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N=3,241 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Patients with recent MI  
 
Participant characteristics 
Age range 57.9 
Gender 86.3% male 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Setting:  


Clinic 
 
Provider:  


Cardiac rehabilitation team 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face  


Comparison 
 


N= 1,620 
intervention  
 
vs.  
 
N= 1,621 Usual 
care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus: 


Education and 
behaviour 
intervention for 
secondary 
prevention of MI 
(diet, physical 
activity and 
smoking) 
 


Intensity:  


1 cardiac rehabilitation 
session each month for 
months 1 to 6, followed 
by one session every 
six months for 3 years; 
each session lasted 
approximately 30 
minutes of supervised 
exercise, 1 hour of 
lifestyle and risk factor 
counselling, and 30 
minutes of prevention 
reinforcement. 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Smoking  
 
Prioritised main 
outcome for meta-
regression:  


% smoking cessation 
among smokers 
 
Measured:  


Self-report   


Duration of 
follow up  


36 months 
(95.2% 
primary 
outcomes – 
non-
behavioural) 


NA 6 months 
 
Intervention:  
80.2% 
 
Control: 
75.1% 
 
p=0.02 
 
36 months 
 
Reported as 
non-significant 
at p=0.60; % 
cessation not 
reported 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: Not 


reported 
 
 


Glasgow et al, 
2009 
 
REFID  


2993 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=320 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Adults who smoke 10 or more cigarettes 
per day who are scheduled for an 
outpatient surgery or diagnostic 
procedure 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  55 
Gender Male  27.5%, Female  72.5% 
Ethnicity Latino  5.1%, White  majority 
SES Not reported 
 


Setting:  


Hospital / Home 
 
Provider:  


Telephone counselors 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Telephone and post (newsletters) 
 
 


Comparison: 


N=200  Intervention  
 
vs.  
 
N=191  Control 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Maintenance of 
smoking reduction 


Intensity:  


- 4 telephone 
counselling sessions 
- 4 individually tailored 
newsletters 
- 1 targeted newsletter 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking reduction 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Quit (not further 
defined) 
 
Measured:  


Self-report 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


3 months 
(75.9% follow-
up) 
 
12 months 
(72.2% follow-
up) 


3 months 
 
Intervention: 1 
person 
 
Control: 2 people 
 


12 months 
 
Intervention: 
11 people 
 
Control: 7 
people  
 
 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 


 
 


Gordon et al, 
2010a 
 
REFID  


1713 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


Cluster RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N=68 clusters; n=2,160 individuals 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Dental patients 
 
Participant characteristics 
Age range Not reported 
Gender 40% male 
Ethnicity 81% white 
SES Not reported 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Setting:  


Clinic 
 
Provider:  


Dentist 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face  


Comparison 
 


N=545 5As 
intervention  
 
N=601 3As 
intervention  
 
vs.  
 
N=405  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Brief 
 
Focus: Smoking 


cessation 


Intensity:  


1 brief session (length 
of intervention not 
described) during 
routine dental visit 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Smoking  
 
Prioritised main 
outcome for meta-
regression:  


% reporting continuous 
abstinence, month 3 to 
12 
 
Measured:  


Self-report   


Duration of 
follow up  


3 months 
(77.5% follow 
up) 
 
12 months 
(71.8% follow 
up) 


3 months 
 
5As: 6.6% 
 
3As: 5.0% 
 
Combined: 5.8% 
 
Control:4.9% 
 
p=NS (value not 
reported) 


9 month 
continuous 
abstinence 


 
5As: 3.3% 
 
3As: 3.0% 
 
Combined: 
3.2% 
 
Control: 1.5% 
 
P=NS (value 
not reported) 
 
12 point 
abstinence 
 
5As 13.2% 
 
3As 10.8% 
 
Combined: 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: Not 


reported 
 
 







 
 


12.0% 
 
Control: 7.6% 
 
p<0.01 for 
combined vs.  
control 
 


Gordon et al, 
2010b 
 
REFID  


1832 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


cRCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=2549 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Dental patients 18 years and older who 
were seen for a non-emergency visit to 
the clinic and who indicated current 
tobacco use 
 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  40.5 
Gender 42.8% Male, 57.2%  


female 
Ethnicity 45.8% Non-Hispanic African 


American, 32.2% Non-Hispanic White, 
15.8% Hispanic, 6.2% Other ethnicity 
SES Not reported 


 


Setting:  


Federally funded community health 
centre dental clinics  
 
Provider:  


Dentists, dental hygienists and dental 
assistants 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) 


Comparison: 


N=1,434  5As 
intervention  
 
vs.  
 
N=1,203  Usual 
care 
 
Type:  


Brief 
 
Focus:  


Smoking cessation 
through 5As 


Intensity:  


Not indicated, 
described as brief 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking abstinence 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Self-reported sustained 
abstinence for at least 
6 months 
 
Measured:  


Follow-up survey by 
post / a phone call if 
survey not returned by 
post 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


6 weeks (85% 
follow-up) 
 
7.5 months 
(71% follow-
up) 


NA 7.5 months 
Prolonged 
abstinence (no 
tobacco use 6-
months post-
enrollment 
plus a 6-wk 
grace period) 
 
Intervention: 
5.3%  
 
Control: 1.9% 
 
p<0.01 
 
Point 
prevalence (no 
tobacco use in 
past 7 days) 
 
Intervention: 
11.3% 
 
Control: 6.8% 
 
p<0.05 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


(i) Non-Hispanic 
participants were more 
likely to complete a 7.5 
month assessment 
than Hispanic 
participants (p<0.001). 
(ii) The intervention was 
effective for non-
Hispanic African 
Americans and non-
Hispanic Whites but not 
for Hispanics.  
 
 
 
 


 
 


Groenveld et 
al, 2011 
 
REFID  


461 
 
Country 


The 
Netherlands 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 


Number randomised 


N=816 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Male construction workers with elevated 
CVD risk (10 year Framingham Risk 
Score greater than moderate) 
 
Participant characteristics 
Age range 18 to 65 
Gender 100.0% male 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 


 
 
 
 
 


Setting:  


Occupational 
 
Provider:  


Physician or nurse 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face with telephone follow-up 


Comparison 


N= 288 intervention  
 
vs.  
 
N= 307 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Lifestyle 
modification for 
CVD risk 


Intensity:  


3 face-to-face session 
lasting 45 to 60 
minutes, followed by 4 
telephone sessions 
lasting 15 to 30 
minutes; intervention 
over 6 months 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Smoking  
 
Prioritised main 
outcome for meta-
regression:  


% smoking among 
baseline smoking 
subgroup 
 
Measured:  


Self-report   


Duration of 
follow up  


6 months 
(79.0% follow 
up) 
 
12 months 
(72.9% follow 
up) 


NA 6 months 
 
Intervention:  
68.7% 
 
Control: 
86.6% 
 
OR 0.3 
95% CI: 0.1 to 
0.7 
p<0.05 
 
12 months 
 
Intervention: 
76.3 
 
Control: 
80.5% 
 
OR 0.8 
95% CI: 0.4 to 
1.6 
p=NS 
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: Not 


reported 
 







Hall et al, 
2009 
 
REFID  


2685 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=402 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Aged 50 years or older who smoke 10 
or more cigarettes per day 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  56.7 
Gender 60% Male, 40% Female 
Ethnicity Caucasian  76.9%, Other 


ethnicity  23.1% 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Graduates  52.4% 
Non-graduates  47.6% 
Married / living with partner  42.5% 
Separated/Divorced/Widowed  39.7% 
 


Setting:  


Free-standing, smoking treatment 
research clinic 
 
Provider:  


Clinic counselors / therapists 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face  
(Initial group counselling sessions 
followed by individual sessions in the 
extended part of the interventions) 


Comparison: 


N=99  Extended 
cognitive nicotine 
replacement 
therapy (NRT) 
 
N=99  Extended 
cognitive 
behavioural therapy 
(CBT) 
 
N=104  Extended  
NRT + Extended 
CBT 
 
vs.   
 
N=200  Standard 
(brief) treatment  
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Smoking cessation 
through CBT 


Intensity:  


- All participants began 
with standard treatment 
lasting 12 weeks. 
- Extended NRT: up to 
52 weeks 
- Extended CBT: 11 
sessions between 
Wk10 and Wk52. 
- E-NRT & E-CBT 
combined: parallel 
administration, as 
above (NRT use was 
re-enforced by 
counselor) 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking abstinence 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Biochemically 
confirmed abstinence in 
past 7 days 
(CO/anatabine/anabasi
ne) 
 
Measured:       


(i) Self-report 
(ii) Expired air CO 
levels 
(iii) Anatabine / 
Anabasine levels 
(iv) Cotinine could also 
be used 
 All combined 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


12 weeks 
(96.5% follow-
up) 
 
24 weeks  
(95.8% follow-
up) 
 
52 weeks 
(92.3% follow-
up) 
 
64 weeks  
(90.3% follow-
up) 
 
104 weeks 
(85.3% follow-
up) 


12 weeks 
 
E-NRT:  63% 
E-CBT:  64% 
E-combined:  66% 
ST:  63% 
 
 
 


24 weeks 
 
E-NRT:  56% 
E-CBT:  58% 
E-combined: 
59% 
ST:  54% 
 
52 weeks 
 
E-NRT: 41% 
E-CBT: 55% 
E-
combined:48% 
ST: 33% 
 
p-value not 
reported 
 
64 weeks 
 
E-NRT: 46% 
E-CBT: 55% 
E-combined: 
51% 
ST: 34% 
 
p-value not 
reported 
 
104 weeks 
 
E-NRT: 40% 
E-CBT: 55% 
E-combined:  
45% 
ST: 36% 
 
p-value not 
reported 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 
 


 
 


Harting et al, 
2006 
 
REFID  


5200 
 
Country 


The 
Netherlands 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised 


N1,270 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Patients at high risk of a CV event 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 61.1 
Gender 68.9% male 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
 


Setting:  


Cardiology outpatient clinic 
 
Provider:  


Nurse 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face, with telephone follow-up  
 


Comparison 


N= 600 intervention 
(of whom, 160 
smokers) 
 
vs.  
 
N= 607 Usual care 
(of whom, 160 
smokers) 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus: 


Cardiovascular risk 
behaviours 
(smoking, physical 
activity) 
 


Intensity:   


Average of 2.76 
sessions (range 1 to 9) 
lasting an average of 
90 minutes (range 15 to 
330); average duration 
87 days (range 1 to 
616). 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Smoking  
 
Prioritised main 
outcome for meta-
regression:  


% of baseline smokers 
still smoking at follow-
up 
 
Measured:  


Self-report  


Duration of 
follow up  


4 months 
(92% follow 
up) 
 
18 months 
(81.3% follow 
up) 
 


4 months 
 
Intervention vs.  
control: 
OR 0.57 (0.33 to 
0.97) 
 
  


18 months 
 
Intervention 
vs.  control: 
OR Not 
reported; 
reported as 
non-significant 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: Not 


reported 
 
 







Hiberink et al, 
2011 
 
REFID  


1185 
 
Country 


The 
Netherlands 
 
Design 


Cluster RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N=68 clusters; n= 753 individuals 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Smokers with COPD  
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age range 58.0 to 60.7 
Gender 46.5 to 55.4% male 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Setting:  


Clinic 
 
Provider: 


GP 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face, one-on-one and 
telephone follow-up  


Comparison 


N=21 clusters, 243 
individuals 
Counselling plus 
NRT 
 
vs. 
 
N=25 clusters, 276 
individuals 
Counselling plus 
NRT and 
bupropion-SR 
 
vs.  
 
N=22 clusters, 148 
individuals Usual 
care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session  
 
Focus:  


Smoking cessation 


Intensity:  


1 to 2+ face-to-face 
sessions with a GP, 
and supporting print, 
video and follow-up 
telephone calls over 6 
months; intensity of 
intervention varied 
depending on individual 
intention to quit 
smoking; information of 
session/call length not 
reported 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Smoking  
 
Prioritised main 
outcome for meta-
regression:  


Point prevalence 
abstinence 
 
Measured:      


Biochemically verified   


Duration of 
follow up  


12 months 
(80.8% follow 
up) 


NA 12 months 
 
Counselling 
plus NRT: 
7.4% 
 
Counselling 
plus NRT and 
bupropion: 
7.6% 
 
Combined 
interventions: 
7.5% 
 
Control: 3.4% 
 
Counselling 
plus NRT vs.  
Counselling, 
NRT plus 
bupropion: 
OR 1.0  
(0.5 to 2.0) 
p=0.931 
 
Combined 
interventions 
vs.  Control 
OR 2.3  
(0.9 to 6.0) 
p=0.083 
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: Not 


reported 
 


Hovell et al, 
2009 
 
REFID  


2330 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=150 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Mothers who exposed their children 
younger than 4 years to 10 or more 
cigarettes per week 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mother’s mean age  30.1 years 
Gender 0% male, 100% female 
Mothers’ ethnicity Non-Hispanic White  


68.1%, Hispanic  12%, Black  10.7%, 
Other  9.2%  
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Child’s mean age  23.3 months 
Single parent family  25.5% 
Employed mothers  26.5% 
 
 


Setting: 


“WIC families who smoke: a 
behavioural counselling study”, San 
Diego State University 
 
Provider:  


Research group staff 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level)  


Comparison: 


N=76  SHSe and 
smoking cessation 
counselling 
 
vs.  
 
N=74   Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi session 
 
Focus:  


Smoking cessation 
through tailored 
counselling 


Intensity:  


14 bi-weekly 
counselling sessions 
over 6 months; 10 in-
person at home + 4 by 
telephone; 23 minutes 
per session (mean) 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking cessation for 
mothers 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


No. of cigarettes 
smoked per week 
 
Measured:  


Reported at counselling 
sessions 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


6 months 
(86.7% post-
intervention) 
 
12 months 
(80.7% follow-
up) 
 
18 months 
(86.7% follow-
up) 


NA 6 months 
 
No. of 
cigarettes per 
week: 
 
Intervention: 
58.5 
(95% CI 47.5 
to 69.6) 
 
Control: 88.8 
(95% CI 78.6 
to 99.1) 
 
Mean 
difference = 
30.3  
 
12 months 
 
No. of 
cigarettes per 
week: 
 
Intervention: 
69.8 
(95% CI 58.7 
to 80.9) 
 
Control: 90.8 
(95% CI 77.5 
to 104.1) 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


WIC is a service 
available to low income 
women and their 
children; Low-income 
families experienced 
significant life 
challenges which the 
researchers believe 
may have amounted to 
difficulties in attending 
counselling sessions 
and quitting smoking or 
reducing children’s 
SHSe. 
 
 
 
 


 
 







Mean 
difference = 
21.0 
 
18 months 
 
Intervention: 
77.9 
(95% CI 64.2 
to 91.6) 
 
Control: 92.9 
(95% CI 80.6 
to 105.2) 
 
Mean 
difference = 
15.0 
 


Hyman et al, 
2007 
 
REFID  


4495 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 


Number randomised 


N=289 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Currently smoking African Americans 
with hypertension 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 53 (range 45 to 64) 
Gender 32.7% male 
Ethnicity 100% African American 
SES Not reported 
 


Setting:  


Clinic 
 
Provider:  


Health educator 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face, with telephone follow-up 
and supplementary take-home printed 
materials 
 


Comparison 


N= 92 simultaneous  
intervention  
 
N=96 sequential 
intervention 
 
vs.  
 
N= 93 Usual care  
 
Type: Multi-session 
 
Focus: Modifiable 


lifestyle 
hypertension risk 
factors (smoking, 
diet, physical 
activity)  
 


Intensity:  


1 brief in clinic session 
followed by 7 telephone 
counselling sessions up 
to 15 minutes in length 
every 2 to 4 weeks 
thereafter, for 20 
weeks.   
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Smoking  
 
Prioritised main 
outcome for meta-
regression:  


% of followed-up 
smokers still smoking 
at follow-up 
 
Measured:  


Cotinine verified   


Duration of 
follow up  


6 months 
(88.2% follow 
up) 
 
12 months 
(80.6% follow 
up) 
 
18 months 
(79.6% follow 
up) 
 


NA 6 months 
 
Simultaneous:  
87.8% 
 
Sequential: 
83.3% 
 
Usual care: 
93.6% 
  
p for 
trend=0.20 
 
18 months 
 
Simultaneous:  
79.7% 
 
Sequential:  
83.1% 
 
Usual care: 
89.9% 
  
p for 
trend=0.21 
 


Adverse effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality issues: Trial 


included African 
American hypertensive 
participants only 
 
 


Joseph et al, 
2008 
 
REFID  


11072 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 


Number randomised: 


N=152 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Patients aged 18 to 80 with heart 
disease who smoked at least 15 
cigarettes per day that did not intend to 
stop smoking in the next 30 days 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  57.9 
Gender Male  88.8%, Female  11.2% 
Ethnicity White  88.8% 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Income <$30,000  58.6% 
Employed  38.8% 
Married  48.0% 


Setting:  


University affiliated Veterans Affairs 
Medical Center 
 
Provider:  


Experienced tobacco cessation 
counselors 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) followed 
by telephone calls 


Comparison: 


N=78  Smoking 
reduction 
 
vs.  
 
N=74  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


CVD 
Smoking reduction 


Intensity:  


i) In-person visit 
ii) In-person visits at 
Week 1, Week 2, 
Month 1 and Month 3 
iii) Telephone calls at 
Month 2, Month 4, 
Month 6, Month 12 and 
Month 18 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking reduction 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Self-reported 
abstinence at 18 month 
 
Measured:  


Self-report 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


Month 1 
(82.4-88.5% 
follow-up) 
 
Month 3 
(79.7-82.1% 
follow-up) 
 
Month 6 
(75.7%-82.1% 
follow-up) 
 
Month 12 
(69.2-70.3% 
follow-up) 
 
Month 18 
(64.1-68.5% 


Changes in 
cigarettes per day 
from baseline 


 
 


Changes in 
cigarettes per 
day from 
baseline 
 
6 months 
 
Intervention: -
11.2 
 
Control:  -7.8 
 
p=0.202 
12 months 
 
Intervention: -
9.5 
 
Control: -5.3 
 


Adverse effects: 


N 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 







follow-up) p=0.088 
 
18 months 
 
Intervention: -
9.7 
 
Control: -8.6 
p=0.694 
 


Joseph et al, 
2011 
 
REFID  


683 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=443 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Adults aged 18 to 80 with a history of 
smoking ≥5 cigarettes per day and 
interested in making a quit attempt in 
the next 14 days 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  42.2 
Gender Male  39.5%, Female  60.3% 
Ethnicity White  94.5%, Black  3.7%, 


Other  1.8% 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Annual income ($) 
<19,000  11.1% 
20,000-39,999  36.8% 
40,000-59,999  35.9% 
>60,000  13.8% 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Setting:  


Telephone 
 
Provider:  


Tobacco-cessation counselors 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Remote (Telephone) 


Comparison: 


N=222   
Longitudinal care   
 
vs.  
 
N=221  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Longitudinal 
smoking reduction, 
cessation, 
abstinence and 
relapse prevention 
based on chronic 
disease 
management 
principles of care 


Intensity:  


- NRT for 1 year 
(intervention group) 
 
Initially 
30-60 minutes 
telephone call, 5 times 
over 4 weeks for both 
groups 
 
Longitudinally, 
Protocol for intervention 
group depended on 
whether participant quit, 
reduced or continued 
smoking 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking cessation 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Self-reported 6-month 
sustained abstinence 
 
Measured:  


Self-report 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


18 months 
after initial quit 
date (91.6% 
follow-up) 


NA 
 


6 months 
sustained 
abstinence 
 
Intervention:30
.2% 
 
Control: 23.5% 
 
OR 1.74 
95% CI 1.08 to 
2.80 
p=0.02 
 
 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 


Katz et al, 
2004 
 
REFID  


6171 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


cRCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=1141 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Adult patients who smoked at least one 
cigarette per day  
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  42.7 
Gender Male  45.5%, Female  54.5% 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Mean years of education  12.5 


Setting:  


Community-based Clinics 
 
Provider:  


Nurses and Medical Assistants 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Telephone 


Comparison: 


N=642  Intervention  
 
vs.  
 
N=499  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Effectiveness of a 
guideline on 
smoking cessation 


Intensity:  


- Nicotine patches 
- One telephone 
counselling before and 
one after the quit date 
- Additional counselling 
sessions offered 
depending on the 
participant’s situation 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking cessation 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Self-reported quit rate 
at 6 months 
 
Measured:  


Self-report 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


6 months 
(93.7% follow-
up) 


 6 months 
 
Abstinence 
over prior 7 
days: 
 
Intervention: 
15%, 95% CI 
13 to 18 
 
Control  10%, 
95% CI 7 to 12  
 
p=0.009 
 
Continuous 
abstinence 
(abstinence at 
both 2 and 6 
months): 
 
Intervention: 
11., 95% CI 8 
to 13 
 
Control: 4%, 
95% CI 2 to 5 
 
p<0.001 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 


 
 







Koelewijn van 
Loon et al, 
2009 
 
REFID  


2310 
 
Country 


The 
Netherlands  
 
Design 


Cluster RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 
 
External 
validity 
++ 
 


Number randomised 


N=25 practices, 615 patients (589 
analysed) 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 
Practices: Practices that employed a 


practice nurse and used electronic 
patient records. 
Recruited by letter. 
 
Patients: 


Patients eligible for cardiovascular risk 
management as per the national 
guideline for risk management (patients 
with existing cardiovascular disease 
were excluded).  
Recruited by nurses and general 
practitioners. 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 57 (of 589 analysed) 
Gender 44.8% male (of 589 analysed) 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES 23.6% high SES, 40.1% 


intermediate SES, 36.4% (of 589 
analysed) 
 


Setting:  


General practice 
 
Provider:  


Practice nurses trained in intervention 
delivery 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) and 
telephone (follow up).  
 


Comparison 


N= 13 practices, 
Nurse led 
cardiovascular risk 
management 
 
Vs.  
 
N= 12 practices, 
Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Lifestyle change 
 


Intensity:   


2 sessions of 15 to 20 
minutes  (face-to-face) 
and 10 minute follow up 
phone call 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Smoking 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome for meta-
regression:  


% of participants 
smoking 
 
Measured:    


2-item questionnaire to 
assess smoking status 
(yes/no) 


Duration of 
follow up  


12 months 
(79.3% follow 
up) 
 


 


No other time 
points assessed 
 


12 months  
 
Intervention: 
68 (27.3) 
 
Control: 40 
(17.5) 
 
P=0.011 
favouring 
control 
compared to 
intervention 
 
Intervention 
vs.  Control:  
OR 3.14  
(0.61 to 19.22) 
indicating an 
increased risk 
of smoking 
with 
intervention 
compared to 
control  


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: Not 


reported 
 


Kotz et al, 
2009 
 
REFID  


2800 
 
Country 


Netherlands 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=296 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Current smokers aged 35 to 70 years 
who were interested in quitting, and who 
had no prior diagnosis of COPD but 
were detected with mild-to-moderate 
airflow limitation 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  53.9 
Gender 61.7% Male, 38.3% Female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
 


Setting:  


Maastricht University 
 
Provider:  


Respiratory nurse 
 
Mode of delivery: 


Face-to-face (individual level) 


Comparison: 


N=116  High-
intensity 
confrontational 
counselling 
 
vs.  
 
N=112  Medium-
intensity non-
confrontational 
counselling (Control 
1) 
 
vs.  
 
N=68  Low-intensity 
usual care (Control 
2) 
 
Type:  


Multi-session  
 
Focus:  


Smoking cessation 
through 
confrontational 
counselling 


Intensity:  


- 40 minutes individual 
counselling twice 
before target quite date 
and twice after 
- On target quite date, 5 
minutes telephone 
counselling 
- Spirometry used 
additionally for 
confrontational 
counselling 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking abstinence 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Biochemically 
confirmed sustained 
abstinence from week 5 
to 52 after quit date 
(cotinine) 
 
Measured:   


Urine cotinine-validated 
abstinence from 
smoking at all three 
follow-up visits at 5, 26 
and 52 weeks. 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


52 weeks 
(98.7% follow-
up)  
- All after the 
target quit date 


Up to 5 weeks 
 
Intervention: 
50.9% 
 
Control 1: 39.3% 
 
Control 2: 17.6% 
 
Intervention vs.  
Control 1 


OR 1.6  
95% CI 0.95 to 
2.70 
p=0.08 
 
Intervention vs.  
Control 2 
OR 4.83  
95% CI 2.35 to 
9.94 
p<0.001 
 
C1 vs.  C2 


OR 3.02  
95% CI 1.46 to 
6.26  
p=0.003 
 
 


5 to 26 weeks 
 
Intervention:30
.2% 
 
Control 
1:23.2% 
 
Control 2: 
11.8% 
 
Intervention 
vs.  Control 1 
OR 1.43  
95% CI 0.79 to 
2.58 
p=0.236 
 
Intervention 
vs.  Control 2 


OR 3.24  
95% CI 1.40 to 
7.49 
p=0.006 
 
C1 vs.  C2 
OR 2.27  
95% CI 0.96 to 
5.35 
p=0.062 
 
26 to 52 
weeks 
 
Intervention: 
11.2% 
 
Control 1: 
11.6% 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 







Control 2: 
5.9% 
 
Intervention 
vs.  Control 1 
OR 0.96  
95% CI 0.43 to 
2.18 
p=0.961 
 
Intervention 
vs.  Control 2 
OR 2.02  
95% CI 0.63 to 
6.46 
p<0.236 
 
C1 vs.  C2 


OR = 2.10 
(95% CI 0.66 
to 6.73), 
p=0.211 


Lacasse et al, 
2008 
 
REFID  


3382 
 
Country 


Canada 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=196 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


“Hospitalised smokers”   
(a) Current smokers aged ≤70 
(b) Anticipated duration of 
hospitalization ≥36hrs 
(c) Patients in contemplation, 
preparation or action state of change 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  52 
Gender 66% Male, 34% Female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 


 
 


Setting:  


University-affiliated cardio-pulmonary 
tertiary care centre 
 
Provider:  


Physicians and counselors 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face assessments and main 
interventions (individual level); 
pharmacological adjunct (if indicated) 


Comparison: 


N=99  Education & 
psychological 
support (of which  
N=18 also received 
nicotine 
replacement 
therapy) 
 
vs.  
 
N=97  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session  
 
Focus:  


Smoking cessation 
through 5As 


Intensity:  


1
st
 intervention = 20 


minutes 
2


nd
 intervention 


(possible) = 15 minutes 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking abstinence 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Biochemically 
confirmed point 
prevalence abstinence 
(cotinine) 
 
Measured:  


At 6-month follow-up = 
self-reported 
abstinence 
At 1-year follow-up = 
abstinence validated by 
urinary cotinine assay 
and self-reported 
abstinence 
 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


6 months 
(92% follow-
up) 
 
12 months 
(87% follow-
up) 


NA 
 


6 months 
 
Self-reported 
Intervention: 
32.2% 
 
Control: 30.0% 
 
Mean 
difference 
+2.2%  
95% CI -4.0 to 
+8.5% 
 
12 months 
 
Self-reported 
Intervention:  
35.3% 
 
Control: 31.4% 
 
Mean 
difference 
+3.9%  
(95% CI -2.9 
to +10.6%) 
 
Cotinine-
validated: 
Intervention 
32.6% 
 
Control 34.7% 
 
Mean 
difference  
-2.1%  
(95% CI -11.1 
to +6.9%) 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 
 


 
 







Lawrence et 
al, 2003 
 
REFID  


6524 
 
Country 


UK 
 
Design 


cRCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=918 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Pregnant women aged 16 or over who 
were current smokers at booking 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age = 26.1 
Gender 0% male, 100% female 
Ethnicity White = 88.8%, Black = 1.9% 


Indian/Pakistani = 0.5%, Mixed = 1.5%, 
Don’t know = 7.3% 
SES Not reported 
 
Other: 
Weekly income (£) 
<100 = 21.0% 
100 - 400 = 57.3% 
>400 = 11.0% 
Don’t know = 10.7% 
 
Education 
Degree = 1.5% 
A-levels = 10.2% 
O-levels = 30.6% 
None = 22.2% 
Other = 13.0% 
Don’t know = 22.4% 
 
Partner 


Has partner = 86.4% 
No partner = 8.2% 
Don’t know = 5.4% 
 


Setting:  


Antenatal clinics 
 
Provider:  


Midwives 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level); 
manuals; computer 


Comparison: 


N=289  Usual care 
(Arm A)  
 
vs.  
 
N=305  Manuals 
(Arm B) 
 
vs.  
 
N=324  Computer 
(Arm C) 
 
Type:  


Multi session 
 
Focus:  


Stages of change 
 
Smoking cessation 


Intensity:  
Manuals 


Self-help (i.e. read in 
their own time), but had 
three*, 15-mins 
sessions with midwives 
for guidance & 
discussion 
 
Computer 


Women worked alone 
using the 20-mins 
programme, three* 
times during pregnancy 
 
*The three stages of 
gestation 
T1: < 20 weeks  
T2: 23 – 25 weeks 
T3: 28 – 30 weeks 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking cessation 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Cotinine confirmed 
sustained quit from 30 
weeks gestation to 10 
days post-natal 
 
Measured:  


Self-report confirmed 
by urinary cotinine 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


10 days post-
natal (71.1% 
follow-up) 


10 days post-natal 
 
Sustained quit 
since 20weeks 
gestation 
 


Arm A = 2.4% 
 
Arm B = 3.8% 
OR = 1.57 (95% 
CI 0.46 to 5.30) 
 
Arm C = 4.1% 
OR = 1.72 (95% 
CI 0.53 to 5.59) 
 
X


2
 = 0.8 


p=0.66 
 
 
 


NA Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 


 
 


Malchodi al, 
2003 
 
REFID  


6601 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 


Number randomised: 


N=142 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Pregnant smokers of <20wk gestation 
aged 18 years or older, who intended to 
carry to term 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  25.5 
Gender 0% male, 100% female 
Ethnicity Hispanic  63%, White  23.5%, 


Black  12.5%, Other  1% 
SES Not reported 
 
Other: 


Mean gravida  3 
Unemployed  61.5% 
>12


th
 grade  10% 


Single  92.3% 


Setting:  


Large urban obstetric clinic 
 
Provider:  


Peer counselors (non-smoking female 
community outreach workers with 
same socio-environmental and cultural 
qualities as participants) 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) 


Comparison: 


N=67  Peer 
counselling   
 
vs.  
 
N=75  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Smoking cessation 
and reduction in 
pregnancy 


Intensity:  


8 contacts planned 
(median = 6); mean 
length per session = 45 
minutes 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking cessation and 
reduction 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Cotinine confirmed 
abstinence at 36 weeks 
gestation 
 
Measured:  


Self-report confirmed 
with both CO level and 
urinary cotinine 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


36 weeks 
gestation 


36 weeks 
gestation 
(mean baseline 
gestation 
unknown) 
 
Change in no. of 
cigarettes per day: 
 
Intervention :-9.1 
 
Control: -4.5 
 
p=0.03 
 
Quit rate: 


 
Intervention: 24% 
 
Control: 21% 
 
p=0.84 
 


NA Adverse effects: 


Not directly related to 
the intervention itself; 
infant birth weight 
inversely correlated 
with number of 
cigarettes smoked per 
day at end of 
pregnancy and CO 
level 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 







McBride et al, 
2004 
 
REFID 


5988 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N=583 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Currently smoking or recently quit 
women ≤20 weeks pregnant receiving 
prenatal care at Womack Army Medical 
Center, Fort Bragg, NC USA 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean Age 24 
Gender 0% male 
Ethnicity 77% white 
SES Not reported 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Setting:  


Clinic 
 
Provider:  


Health advisor 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-Face with telephone 
counselling follow-up  


Comparison 
 


N=192 Women Only 
(WO) intervention  
 
N=193 Partner 
Assisted (PA) 
intervention  
 
vs.  
 
N=198  Usual care 
 
Type: 


Multi-session 
 
Focus: Smoking 


cessation and 
relapse prevention 


Intensity:  Single brief 


session followed by 6 
monthly counselling 
calls to the women (WO 
condition) or the 
women and a separate 
call to the partner 
(physical activity 
condition); (length of 
intervention not 
described; calls 
completed by 4 months 
postpartum 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Smoking  
 
Prioritised main 
outcome for meta-
regression:  


% continuously 
abstinent (28 weeks 
pregnant to 12 months 
postpartum) 
Among entire sample; 
 
Relapse prevention 
among baseline recent 
quitters (n=315 at 
baseline) 
 
Measured:  


Biochemically 
confirmed abstinence   


Duration of 
follow up  


28 weeks 
pregnant (81% 
follow up) 
 
2 months 
postpartum 
(77% follow 
up) 
 
6 months 
postpartum 
(79% follow 
up) 
 
12 months 
postpartum 
(76% follow 
up) 


28 weeks 
pregnant 
 
WO: 59% 
 
PA: 61% 
 
Control: 60% 
 
P=NS at 0.025 
 
Relapse 
prevention 
(percentage 
abstinent at 28 
weeks pregnant) 
 
WO: 29% 
 
PA: 37% 
 
Control: 36% 
 
P=NS at 0.025 
 
2 months 
postpartum 
 
WO: 37% 
 
PA: 42% 
 
Control: 38% 
 
P=NS at 0.025 


6 months 
postpartum 
 
WO: 36% 
 
PA: 37% 
 
Control: 33% 
 
P=NS at 0.025 
 
12 months 
postpartum 
 
WO: 32% 
 
PA: 35% 
 
Control: 15% 
 
P=NS at 0.025 
 
Sustained 
abstinence 
 
WO: 20% 
 
PA: 21% 
 
Control: 15% 
 
P=NS at 0.025 
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: Not 


reported 
 
 


McClure et al, 
2005 
 
REFID  


3834 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N=275 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Female smokers with an elevated 
cervical cancer risk (evaluated by 
abnormal pap exam or colposcopy)  
 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 32.7 
Gender 0% male, 100% female 
Ethnicity 82% white, 5% black, 4% 


Asian/Pacific Islander, 2% Hispanic, 7% 
other 
SES Not reported 


 
 
 
 


Setting:  


NA 
 
Provider: 


Female smoking cessation counsellors 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Telephone  


Comparison 


N=138 
Motivationally 
enhanced phone 
counselling 
 
vs.  
 
N=137  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus: Smoking 


cessation 


Intensity: Up to 4 


counselling calls (mean 
length 16 minutes) over 
6 months; length of 
calls not reported 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Smoking  
 
Prioritised main 
outcome for meta-
regression:  


Repeated 7 day point 
prevalent abstinence 
(%) at 6 and 12 months 
 
Measured:   


CO verified at 12 
months, self-report at 
all other time points 


Duration of 
follow up  


Not reported 


NA 6 months 
 
Intervention: 
19.6% 
 
Control: 12.4% 
 
OR: 2.08 (1.04 
to 4.12) 
 
12 months 
 
Intervention: 
18.1% 
 
Control: 19.7% 
 
OR: 0.90 (0.49 
to 1.67) 
 
Repeated 
abstinence at 
6 and 12 
months 
 
Intervention: 
10.9% 
 
Control: 10.2% 
 
OR: 1.08 (0.49 
to 2.36) 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: Not 


reported 
 







Mohiuddin et 
al, 2006 
 
REFID  


4698 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=209 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Hospitalized smokers aged 30 to 75 
years with a diagnosis of acute coronary 
syndrome or decompensated heart 
failure 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age 54.0 to 55.5 years 
Gender 63% Male, 37% Female 
Ethnicity 77% White, 19% black, 4% 


other 
SES Not reported 
 


Setting:  


Coronary care unit, university-affiliated 
teaching hospital 
 
Provider:  


Tobacco cessation counsellor 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (mainly group sessions 
but individual sessions arranged if 
necessary) 


Comparison: 


N=109  Intensive 
intervention  
 
vs.  
 
N=100  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session  
 
Focus:  


Smoking cessation 
through behaviour 
modification 


Intensity:  


Weekly 60-mins 
session for a min. for 3 
months 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking abstinence 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Biochemically 
confirmed abstinence 
over 3 months (CO) 
 
Measured:  


CO level 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


Not reported 
 
*It is 
mentioned that 
9 patients 
were lost to 
follow-up, but 
it is unclear as 
to which 
follow-up visit 
the authors 
are referring 
to, or whether 
this is the total 
number of 
patients lost to 
follow-up.  


Sustained 
abstinence 


 
3 months 
 
Intervention: 69% 
 
Control:15% 
 
p<0.0001 
 
 


Sustained 
abstinence 
 
6 months 
 
Intervention: 
55% 
 
Control: 13% 
 
p<0.0001 
 
12 months 
 
Intervention: 
39% 
 
Control :11% 
p<0.0001 
 
24 months 
 
Intervention: 
33% 
 
Control 9% 
 
p<0.0001 
 


Adverse effects: 


Over 2 years 
 
Hospitalisation 
Intervention = 25/109 
(23%) 
Control = 41/100 (41%) 
 
Hospitalisation due to 
CV causes: 
Intervention = 20/25 
(80%) 
Control = 37/41 (90%) 
 
Death 
Intervention = 3/109 
(2.8%) 
Control = 12/100 (12%) 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 


Molyneux et 
al, 2003 
 
REFID  


6520 
 
Country 


UK 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=274 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Adult medical and surgical inpatients 
who were current smokers at the time of 
admission 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  49.4 
Gender Male  59.5, Female  40.5% 
Ethnicity White  95.9%, Black  3.7% 


Other  0.4% 
SES Not reported 


Setting:  


Hospital 
 
Provider:  


Research doctor/nurse trained in 
smoking cessation counselling 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) 


Comparison: 


Intervention 1 
N=91  NRT + 
counselling  
 
vs.  
 
Intervention 2 
N=91  Counselling 
only  
 
 
vs.  
 
N=92  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Brief 
 
Focus:  


Smoking abstinence 


Intensity:  


- One 20 minutes 
counselling session 
- 6wk course of NRT 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking abstinence 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Exhaled CO verified 
continuous abstinence 
at 12 months 
 
Measured:  


Self-report validated by 
CO level 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


At discharge 
(91.6% follow-
up) 
 
At 3 months 
(62.4% follow-
up) 
 
At 12 months 
(40.9% follow-
up) 


At discharge 
 
Point prevalence 
abstinence: 
Intervention 1: 
54.9% 
 
Intervention 2: 
42.9% 
 
Control:  37.0% 
p=0.04 
 
3 months 
 
Point prevalence 
abstinence: 
Intervention 1: 
16.5% 
 
Intervention 2:  
9.9% 
 
Control:  10.9% 
 
p-value ot 
reported 
 
Continuous 
abstinence: 


Intervention 1  
16.5% 
 
Intervention 2:  
7.7% 
 
Control:  10.9% 
 


12 months 
 
Point 
prevalence 
abstinence: 


Interventionv1: 
6.5% 
 
Intervention 2: 
5.5% 
 
Control: 7.6%  
 
p=0.03 
 
Continuous 
abstinence: 
Intervention 1: 
11.0% 
 
Intervention 2: 
4.4% 
 
Control: 7.6% 
 
p-value not 
reported 


Adverse effects: 


89 AEs recorded in 65 
patients; no sig. 
difference found 
between treatment 
groups; 5 cases were 
considered to be 
related to NRT 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 







p-value NR 
 


Muniz et al, 
2010 
 
REFID  


8775 
 
Country 


Spain 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N=1,757 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Patients recently discharged following 
acute coronary syndrome hospitalisation 
 
Participant characteristics 
Age range 63 
Gender 76% male 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 


 
 
 
 
 
 


Setting:  


Hospital 
 
Provider:  


Physician 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) 


Comparison 


N= 867 intervention  
 
vs.  
 
N= 890 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Lifestyle risk factors 
for CVD secondary 
prevention 


Intensity:  


2 face-to-face sessions 
lasting 30 to 40 minutes 
each, over two months 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Smoking  
 
Prioritised main 
outcome for meta-
regression:  


% smoking cessation 
among smokers 
 
Measured:  


Self-report   


Duration of 
follow up: 


6 months 
(85.9% follow 
up) 
 
 


NA 6 months 
 
Intervention:  
76.3% 
 
Control: 
71.0% 
 
OR 1.25 
95% CI: 0.81 
to 1.94 
p=0.309 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: Not 


reported 
 
 


Neuner et al, 
2009 
 
REFID  


2547 
 
Country 


Germany 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=1044 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


All patients aged ≥18years treated in the 
emergency department (ED) who 
reported a min. of 1 cigarette smoked 
per day during last 7 days 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  30 
Gender 60.7% Male, 39.3% Female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 


 


Setting:  


Emergency department of an inner city 
university hospital 
 
Provider:  


Senior researchers 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face with remote (phone) 
follow-up 


Comparison: 


N=515  ED-initiated 
tobacco control 
(ETC) intervention 
 
vs.  
 
N=529  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Smoking cessation 
through 5As, 5Rs or 
behavioural support 


Intensity:  


1 on-site counselling + 
up to 4 telephone 
booster follow-up 
sessions  
ETC median time = 30 
minutes 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking abstinence 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Self-reported 
abstinence in last 7 
days 
 
Measured:   


Via telephone booster 
follow-up sessions 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


12 months 
(65.6% follow-
up) 
 


NA 
 


12 months 
 
Intervention: 
14.2% 
 
Control:1.3% 
 
Mean 
difference 
2.9%  
AOR 1.31 
95% CI 0.91 to 
1.89 
p=0.15 
 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 


 
 


Nollen et al, 
2007 
 
REFID  


4210 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=500 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Self-identified African American over the 
age of 18 who wanted to quit smoking in 
the next 6 months or 30 days, and 
currently smoking more than 10 
cigarettes per day 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  43.0 
Gender Male  40.8%, Female  60.2% 
Ethnicity 100% African American 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


≤ High school diploma  54.8% 
Monthly income ≤ $1,200  65.2% 
Married / Living with partner  22.7% 
Employed  46.6% 
 


Setting:  


Research site 
 
Provider:  


Research group 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Videotape; face-to-face; telephone 
calls 


Comparison: 


N=250  Culturally 
targeted 
intervention (+ 
nicotine patches) 
 
vs.  
 
N=250  Usual care 
(+ nicotine patches) 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Culturally targeted 
intervention for 
smoking cessation 


Intensity:  


- 4 weeks of nicotine 
patches 
- One viewing of the 
videotape (40-mins 
long) before quit date & 
read written guide 
- Verbal instruction 
given on quit date 
- Reminder phone calls 
at Week 1 and 3 
- Further 2weeks 
supply of nicotine 
patches at Week 4 
- Final phone call at 
Month 6 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking cessation 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Biochemically 
confirmed abstinence in 
past 7 days 
 
Measured:  


Self-report confirmed 
with CO test 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


Week 4 
(66.6% follow-
up) 
 
Month 6 
(65.6% follow-
up) 
 


NA 6 months (end 
of intervention) 
 
Intervention: 
18.0% 
 
Control: 14.4% 
 
p=0.27 
 


Adverse effects: 


No significant 
difference between 
groups for adverse skin 
reactions (reported as 
adverse effect of 
transdermal patches) 
up to week, p=0.18. 
79.8 reported no skin 
reactions, 15.7% 
reported mild reactions, 
1.2% reported 
moderate reactions, 
<1% reported severe 
reactions  
 
Inequality issues:  


Findings applicable to 
African American 
women 
 
 







Ondersma et 
al, 2012 
 
REFID  


229 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=110 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Adult pregnant women of ≤27wk 
gestation and reporting smoking in the 
past week 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  27.9 
Gender 100% female 
Ethnicity Black  81.8% 
SES Almost exclusively low-income 


black women in an urban setting 
Other: 


>20wk gestation  36% 
 


Setting:  


Prenatal care clinics 
 
Provider:  


Interactive computer software 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Remote (Computer) 


Comparison: 


N=26  CD-5As 
 
N=28  CM-Lite 
 
N=30  CD-5As + 
CM-Lite 
 
vs.  
 
N=26  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Brief 
 
Focus:  


Computer delivered 
short-term reduction 
of smoking in 
pregnancy 
 
5As 
Contingency 
management (CM) 
 


Intensity:  


One session per 
programme 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking reduction 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Biochemically 
confirmed abstinence in 
past 7 days (CO) 
 
Measured:  


Self-report confirmed 
with CO test 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


10 weeks 
post-
intervention 
(85.4% follow-
up) 


10 weeks 
 
7-day point 
prevalence: 
 
Control:  8.7% 
 
CD-5As: 30.4% 
 
AOR  5.7  
95% CI 0.9 to 
34.3 
 
CM-Lite 9.1%  
AOR 0.5  
95% CI 0.1 to 6.7 
 
Combined 19.2% 
AOR  2.8  
95% CI 0.5 to 
16.9 


NA Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 
 


 
 


Pbert et al, 
2004 
 
REFID  


6128 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


cRCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=601 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Women receiving prenatal care, having 
≥2 months before due date, and being a 
current smoker or spontaneously quit 
smoking after learning of pregnancy 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  25.7 
Mean gestational age  16.1 weeks 
Gender 0% male, 100% female 
Ethnicity White  48.3%, Black  18.5%, 


Hispanic  17.5%, Other  7.0% 
SES a federal assistance programme 


for low income women 
Other: 


Not working  63.7% 
< High school  49.9% 
Not married / not living with partner  
59.2% 
Current smokers  65.2% 
Spontaneous quitters  26.3% 
 


Setting:  


WIC centres  
 
Provider:  


Existing healthcare providers 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face 


Comparison: 


N=309  Special 
intervention   
 
vs.  
 
N=300  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi session 
 
Focus:  


4As for smoking 
cessation and 
abstinence 


Intensity:  


Not reported 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking abstinence 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Self-reported continued 
abstinence at 1 month 
postpartum among 
previously abstinent 
women 
 
Measured:  


Self-report and saliva 
cotinine assay 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


At 9 month of 
pregnancy, 
before delivery 
(77.9% follow-
up) 
 
1 month after 
delivery 
(67.2% follow-
up) 
 
3 months after 
delivery 
(45.8% follow-
up) 
 
6 months after 
delivery 
(46.8% follow-
up) 


Proportions of 
quitters who were 
smoking at  
baseline: 
 
1 month 
postpartum 
Intervention: 26% 
 
Control = 11% 
 
OR = 3.01 
p = 0.04 
 
3 month 
postpartum 
Intervention:  10% 
 
Control: 5% 
 
OR = 1.91 
p = 0.65 


NA Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 


Pisinger et al, 
2010 
 
REFID  


2076 
 
Country 


Denmark 
 
Design 


cRCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 


Number randomised: 


N=1,518 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Smokers registered at general practice 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  48.0 
Gender Male  37.4%, Female  62.6% 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Unemployed  38.4% 
Employed  61.6% 
 


Setting:  


General practice 
 
Provider:  


General practitioners (GP) 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (group counselling) 
Internet  
 
 


Comparison: 


N=600  Group 
counselling (Group 
A)  
 
vs.  
 
N=476  Internet-
based programme 
(Group B) 
 
vs.  
 
N=442  Usual care 
(Group C) 
 
Type:  


Intensity:  


Internet – 13 sessions 
over 6 months, similar 
to the national model 
for smoking cessation 
group counselling. 
 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking cessation 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Biochemically 
confirmed abstinence 
at 1year (cotinine) 
 
Measured:    


Self-report confirmed 
with urine cotinine test 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


1 year (50.1% 
follow-up) 


NA 
 


12 months 
 
Group A: 3.5% 
 
Group B: 2.5% 
 
Group C: 2.7% 
 
No additional 
effect of the 
two 
interventions 
found in 
cluster 
analyses, in 
terms of self-
reported 1 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 
 


 
 







validity 


++ 
 


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Smoking cessation 
interventions in 
general practice 


year 
abstinence: 
 
Vs.  Group C: 
Group A OR 
1.05 
95% CI 0.6 to 
1.8 
 
Group B OR 
0.91  
95% CI 0.6 to 
§.4) 


Rabius et al, 
2004 
 
REFID  


6005 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 


Number randomised: 


N=3522 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Adult current daily smokers who called 
the helpline number to enquire about 
smoking cessation and those who were 
willing to attempt quitting within 2 weeks 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age younger 21.9, older 43.8  
Gender male 33%, female 67% 
Ethnicity White/Anglo  72 – 73% in both 


age groups 
SES Not reported 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Setting:  


American Cancer Society smoking 
cessation helpline 
 
Provider:  


Helpline counselors 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Telephone and mail 


Comparison: 


N=(not reported) 
Telephone 
counselling + Self-
help book  
 
vs.  
 
N=(not reported)  
Self-help book only 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Motivational 
interview 
 
Smoking abstinence 


Intensity:  


Up to 5 telephone 
counselling sessions 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking abstinence 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Self-reported 48hr 
abstinence at 3 months 
 
Measured:   


Self-report by 
telephone interview 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


 
3 months after 
quit date (52% 
follow-up in 
18-25 year 
olds, 66% 
follow-up in 
>25 year olds) 
 
6 months after 
quit date (64% 
follow-up in 
18-25 year 
olds, 85% 
follow-up in 
>25 year olds) 
 


3 months 
48hr abstinence: 
 
[18-25 year olds] 
Intervention: 
19.6% 
 
Control: 9.3% 
 
p<0.005 
 
[>25 year olds] 
Intervention: 
15.1% 
 
Control: 9.6% 
 
p<0.001 
 
 


6 months 
(of those who 
reported 
abstinence at 
3 months) 
 
[18-25 year 
olds] 
Intervention:  
9.8% 
 
Control  3.2% 
 
p<0.005 
 
[>25 year olds] 
Intervention:  
7.7% 
 
Control:  4.1% 
 
p<0.005 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 


 
 


Ratner et al, 
2004 
 
REFID  


6144 
 
Country 


Canada 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=237 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


All patients admitted for pre-surgical 
assessment who identified themselves 
as current smokers 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  49.8 
Gender Male  48.1%, Female  51.9% 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
Other: 
Annual income ($) 


<29,000  30.8% 
30,000-49,999  21.0% 
50,000-69,999  16.1% 
>70,000 32.2% 
 


Setting:  


Preadmission clinic of a large, urban 
teaching hospital 
 
Provider:  


Registered nurses 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face and telephone 


Comparison: 


N=117  Intervention   
 
vs.  
 
N=120  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Smoking cessation 
for elective-surgical 
patients 


Intensity:  


One 15-min counselling 
session pre-surgery; 
one post-operative 
progress review; 10 
telephone counselling 
sessions over 16 weeks 
after discharge   
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking cessation 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Self-reported and 
biochemically 
confirmed abstinence 
over 12 months 
 
Measured:    


Self-report verified by 
urine cotinine 
measurement 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


6 months 
(85.2% follow-
up) 
 
12 months 
(84.5% follow-
up) 
 
 


NA 
 


12 months 
 
Intervention: 
18.8% 
 
Control: 19.2% 
 
OR 0.92 
95% CI 0.47 to 
1.78 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 


 
 







Reid et al, 
2008 
 
REFID  


3480 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 


Number randomised: 


N=225 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Patients in treatment for drug/alcohol 
dependence who smoked at least 10 
cigarettes per day and were interested 
in quitting 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  41.3 
Gender Male  52%, Female  48% 
Ethnicity White  39.5%, Black  25.0%, 


Hispanic  32.5%, Other  3% 
SES Mostly methadone users 
Other: 


Employed/Student  36.5% 
Mean length of education  11.7 years 
 


Setting:  


7 community-based outpatient 
substance abuse treatment programs 
 
Provider:  


Trained counselors 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (group level) 


Comparison: 


N=153  Cessation 
programme  
 
vs.  
 
N=72  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Group counselling 
for smoking 
cessation in 
substance abusers 


Intensity:  


- Total of 9 group 
counselling sessions 
(from 1 week before 
quit date through to 6 
weeks after quit date) 
- NRT from quit date to 
end of Week 8 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking cessation 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Biochemically 
confirmed abstinence in 
past 7 days (CO) 
 
Measured:    


Self-report confirmed 
with CO test 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


Week 13 & 
Week 26 
after 
randomisation 
 
Percentages 
of follow-ups 
are not shown! 
 


13 weeks 
 
Intervention: 5.5% 
 
Control: 0% 
 
p=0.065 
 
 
 


26 weeks 
 
Intervention: 
5.7% 
 
Control: 5.2% 
 
p=0.963 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 


Rigotti et al, 
2006 
 
REFID  


5076 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=442 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Adult pregnant women at ≤26 weeks 
gestation who had smoked at least one 
cigarette in last 7 days, willing to 
consider altering their smoking during 
pregnancy 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  28.5 
Gender 0% male, 100% female 
Ethnicity Non-Hispanic White  87.3% 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Employed in past year  88.9% 
Mean years of education  13.1 
 


Setting:  


Telephone counselling 
 
Provider:  


Trained counselor 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Remote (Telephone) 


Comparison: 


N=220  Tailored 
telephone 
counselling  
 
vs.  
 
N=222  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi session 
 
Focus:  


Proactive 
pregnancy-tailored 
telephone 
counselling for 
smoking cessation 


Intensity:  


Max. 90-mins 
telephone counselling 
session (mean no. of 
sessions = 4) during 
pregnancy, followed by 
max. 15-mins (mean 
no. of sessions = 1) 
telephone counselling 
over 2 months post-
partum 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking cessation 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Biochemically verified 
sustained abstinence at 
end of pregnancy and 3 
months post-partum 
 
Measured:   


Self-report verified by 
saliva cotinine test 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


End of 
pregnancy 
(69.7% follow-
up) 
 
3 months post-
partum (66.3% 
follow-up) 
 
 


Sustained 
abstinence (7-day 
point prevalence 
at both end of 
pregnancy and 3 
months 
postpartum) 


 
Intervention 4.8% 
Control  3.3% 
OR =1.46 
95% CI 0.54 to 
3.90 
p=0.47 
 
 


NA 
 
 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 
 


 
 


Rodriguez-
Artalejo et al, 
2003 
 
REFID  


6561 
 
Country 


Spain 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=217 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Currently smoking employees of 3 
worksites aged 20 to 63 years who were 
motivated to quit and not 
contraindicated for nicotine patches 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  43.2 
Gender Male  86.2%, Female  13.8% 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Manual workers  54.6% 
Education level 
No formal education  23.9% 
Primary  17.0% 
Secondary  36.1% 
University  23.1% 
 


Setting:  


Workplace 
 
Provider:  


Occupational health physician 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) 


Comparison: 


N=115  Graded 
intervention (grade 
depending on 
nicotine 
dependence) 
 
vs.  
 
N=103  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi session 
 
Focus:  


Counselling for 
Smoking abstinence 


Intensity:  


One 5 – 8 minutes 
counselling session, 
brochure given, further 
three contacts of 2 – 3 
minutes after quit date 
 
More specifically, the 
intensity of the 
intervention was graded 
depending on the 
participant’s  
nicotine dependence 
(Fagerström test score)  
 
Grade I: counselling 
only 
Grade II: counselling + 
nicotine patches 
(14mg/day then 
7mg/day) 
Grade III: counselling + 
nicotine patches 
(21mg/day then 
14mg/day then 
7mg/day)  
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking cessation 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Biochemically 
confirmed continuous 
abstinence at 12 
months (CO) 
 
Measured:    


Self-report confirmed 
by CO test 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


2 days 
15 days 
3 months 
12 months 
 
All except for 
one participant 
who died of 
lung cancer 
gave info at all 
four follow-up 
points 


NA 12 months 
 
Intervention: 
20.2% 
 
Control: 8.7% 
 
OR 2.58 
95% CI 1.13 to 
5.90 
p=0.025 


Adverse effects: 


Participants kept a daily 
record of possible 
adverse events 
accompanying the 
therapy 
- Except for general 
tobacco withdrawal 
symptoms and some 
weight gain no serious 
adverse events were 
observed 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 
 


 
 







Ruger et al, 
2008 
 
REFID  


3586 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=302 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Pregnant women of < 28 weeks 
gestation receiving prenatal care, and 
currently smoking or recently quit (within 
3 months of baseline) 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  26 
Gender 0% male, 100% female 
Ethnicity White  67.2%, Black  17.2%, 


Hispanic  9.6%, Other  6.0% 
SES Low-income women 
Other: 


Married  20.2% 
Education level 


< High school  32.5% 
Completed high school  41.1% 
Post-secondary  26.2% 
 


Setting:  


Home 
 
Provider:  


Public health nurses 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) 


Comparison: 


N=156  Motivational 
interviewing 
 
vs.  
 
N=146  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi session 
 
Focus:  


Motivational 
interviewing for 
smoking cessation 
and relapse 
prevention in low 
income pregnant 
women 


Intensity:  


3 home visits of 1 hour 
per session + self-help 
manuals 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking cessation 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Biochemically 
confirmed abstinence in 
past 30 days (cotinine) 
 
Measured:   


Self-report verified by 
saliva cotinine test 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


1 month post-
partum (% 
follow-up) 
 
6 months post-
partum (% 
follow-up) 
 
 


 6 months 
 
% who quit 
(were smokers 
@ baseline): 
 
Intervention: 
6.4% 
 
Control: 8.0% 
 
% who 
remained as 
non-smokers 
(had quit pre-
baseline): 
 
Intervention: 
8.2% 
 
Control: 5% 
 
p=0.055 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 


 
 


Sadr Azodi et 
al, 2009 
 
REFID  


2827 
 
Country 


Sweden 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=117 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Active daily smokers aged 18 to 79 
years old, scheduled to undergo elective 
orthopaedic and general surgery 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Median age 55 to 57.5 
Gender 46.2% Male, 53.8% Female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


University level education  19.7% 
Employment  54.0% 
Married / Have partner  53.8% 


Setting:  


University affiliated hospitals 
 
Provider:  


Nurse 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) or 
telephone counselling 


Comparison: 


N=55  Perioperative 
smoking cessation 
intervention 
 
vs.  
 
N=62  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi session 
 
 
Focus:  


Smoking cessation 
through counselling 
before and after 
operation 
 


Intensity:  


Min. of 3 weekly 
sessions pre-operation 
and 4 weekly sessions 
post-operation 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking cessation 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Self-reported smoking 
cessation at 12 months 
post-surgery 
 
Measured:    


During intervention 
sessions by face-to-
face or by telephone. 
Post-operatively, 
patients answered a 
self-administered 
structured 
questionnaire. 
 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


4 weeks after 
surgery (100% 
follow-up) 
 
1 year after 
surgery (100% 
follow-up) 


4 weeks* 
 
Intervention: 36% 
 
Control: 2% 
 
p<0.001 
 
*Successful short-
term abstinence 
was recorded only 
if participants 
reported no use of 
cigarettes at least 
3 weeks before 
surgery and if the 
CO measured 2 – 
3 weeks post-
operatively was 
≤10ppm. 
 


12 months 
 
Intervention:33
% 
 
Control: 15% 
 
p=0.02 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 


 
 


Sallit et al, 
2007 
 
REFID  


2555 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N=216 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Female weight concerned smokers 
 
Participant characteristics 
Age range 21 to 59, means 33 to 36 
Gender 0.0% male 
Ethnicity Intervention: 77% white, 9% 


Hispanic, 7% African American, 7% 
other; Control: 67% white, 19% 
Hispanic, 10% African American, 3% 
Other 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Intervention 3%, Control 9% Annual 
household income $0 to 19,999 
 
 


Setting:  


Community 
 
Provider:  


PhD dietician professor 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face 


Comparison 


N= 70 intervention  
 
vs.  
 
N= 58 Assessment 
only  
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus: Weight 


control programme 
for dietary and 
smoking behaviours  


Intensity:  


1 hour once a week for 
12 weeks.   
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Smoking  
 
Prioritised main 
outcome for meta-
regression:  


Mean number of 
cigarettes smoked per 
day 
 
Measured:    


Self-report   


Duration of 
follow up  


9 months 
(59.2% follow 
up) 
 


Post intervention 
Mean (SD) 
 
Intervention 
12.66 (6.95) 
 
Control 
15.76 (6.72) 
 
3 month 
Mean (SD) 
 
Intervention: 
11.33 (7.32) 
 
Control: 
15.95 (6.98) 
 


9 months 
Mean (SD) 
 
Intervention: 
14.07 (8.41) 
Change from 
baseline: -4.9, 
p<0.001 
 
Control: 
17.09 (8.04) 
Change from 
baseline NS 
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: Not 


reported 
 
 







Schumann et 
al, 2008 
 
REFID  


3728 
 
Country 


Germany 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=611 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Adults aged 20 to 79 years living in a 
defined (rural) area who were current 
smokers at the time of a previously 
undertaken general population survey 
(i.e. may include past smokers at the 
time of this present study) 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  44.5 
Gender Male  53.4%, Female  46.6% 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
Other: 
Length of school education 


< 10 years  25.9% 
10 years  53.0% 
> 10 years  19.0% 
 


Setting:  


Home / General population 
 
Provider:  


Research group 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Remote (Post) 


Comparison: 


N=302  Computer-
tailored intervention 
 
vs.  
 
N=309  No 
intervention 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Transtheoretical 
model (TTM) based 
computer-tailored 
smoking cessation 


Intensity:  


Up to 6 questionnaires; 
up to 3 computer-
generated 
individualised feedback 
letters; self-help 
booklets 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking cessation 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Self-reported 
abstinence in past 7 
days 
 
Measured:   


Self-report 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


6 months 
(82.5% follow-
up) 
 
12 months 
(75.0% follow-
up) 
 
18 months 
(72.2% follow-
up) 
 
24 months 
(71.4% follow-
up) 
 
 


NA 
 
 


7-day point 
prevalence 
abstinence 
 
6 months 
 
Intervention: 
19.6% 
 
Control: 17.4% 
 
Difference 
2.2% 
Significance 
Not reported 
 
Effect of 
intervention 
compared with 
control with 
the full 
longitudinal 
data 
incorporated in 
the logistic 
repeated-
measures 
model (where 
non-
respondents 
counted as 
smokers): 
 
AOR 0.98 
95% CI 0.64 to 
1.44 
 
12 months 
 
Intervention: 
27.5% 
 
Control: 22.2% 
 
Difference  
5.3% 
Significance 
Not reported 
 
18 months 
 
Intervention:  
27.4% 
 
Control 23.3% 
 
Difference 
4.1% 
Significance 
Not reported 
 
24 months 
 
Intervention: 
31.8% 
 
Control: 29.5% 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 
 


 
 







 
Difference 
2.3% 
Significance ot 
reported 
 


Segan et al, 
2011 
 
REFID  


1145 
 
Country 


Australia 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 
++ 


 


Number randomised: 


N=698 (second randomisation – which 
was more focal/relevant than the first 
randomisation) 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Recent ex-smokers who quit for more 
than 7 days and completed the baseline 
assessment 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  37 
Gender Male  46%, Female  54% 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Employed  73% 


Setting:  


Quitline (Australia) 
 
Provider:  


Trained counselor 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Telephone 
 
 


Comparison: 


N=352  Extended 
callback counselling  
 
vs.  
 
N=346  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Extended callback 
counselling for 
smoking relapse 
prevention 


Intensity:  


4 to 6 calls 1 to 3 
months after quitting; 
additional calls 
provided if any crisis 
occurred; additional 
calls also scheduled for 
end of medication 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking relapse 
prevention 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Self-reported 
continuous abstinence 
since baseline 
 
Measured:   


Self-report 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


4 months 
(74.5% follow-
up) 
 
12 months 
(58.6% follow-
up) 


4 months 
 
Intervention: 
47.4% 
 
Control: 47.7% 
 
p=0.95 


12 months 
 
Intervention: 
19.0% 
 
Control:  
19.7% 
 
p=0.84 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 
 


 
 


Simmons et 
al, 2007 
 
REFID  


4541 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=215 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


University students aged 18 to 24 who 
smoke 5 or more cigarettes per week 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  20.2 
Gender Not reported 
Ethnicity Caucasian  83% 
SES Not reported 


 


Setting:  


University 
 
Provider:  


Research group 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (group discussions) 


Comparison: 


N=72  Experiential 
smoking 
intervention (exp-
smoke) 
 
vs.  
 
N=71  Experiential 
nutrition intervention 
(exp-nutrition) 
 
vs.  
 
N=72  Standard 
didactic smoking 
intervention 
(standard) 
 
Type:  


Extended 
 
Focus:  


Use of dissonance-
enhancing 
behaviour to 
increase motivation 
for smoking 
cessation 
 


Intensity:  


- One group discussion, 
videotaped and played 
back for participants 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking cessation 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Self-reported 
abstinence in past 7 
days 
 
Measured:    


Self-report 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


1 month 
(99.5% follow-
up – all except 
one person) 
 
 


1 month 
 
7-day point 
prevalence 
abstinence 
 
Exp-smoke: 9.9% 
 
Standard: 12.5% 
 
Exp-nutrition: 
1.4% 
 
Experimental 
smoking 
intervention vs.  
Standard care 
No quit significant 
rate difference 
p=0.616 


NA 
 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 
 


 
 







Sivarajan 
Froelicher et 
al, 2004 
 
REFID  


6257 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=277 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Female smokers hospitalised with a 
diagnosis of CVD or peripheral vascular 
disease 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  61  
Gender 100% female 
Ethnicity White  76% 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Separated / Divorced / Widowed  55% 
Graduates  19% 
Employed  38% 
Retired  38% 
Homemaker  9% 
Other  15% 
Annual household income ($): 
<19,000  35% 
20,000-34,999  16% 
35,000-69,000  23% 
>70,000  8% 
Don’t know / refused to say 17% 


Setting:  


Hospitals 
 
Provider:  


Nurses 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face;  multimedia aids; 
telephone calls 


Comparison: 


N= 142  Intervention 
 
vs.  
 
N=135  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


CBT 
Smoking relapse 
prevention 


Intensity:  


One 30-45 minutes 
individualised 
counselling session; 
multimedia aids given 
to participant before 
discharge; up to five 5-
10 minutes telephone 
calls over 1.5 months 
after discharge  
 
Women in the 
intervention group who 
resumed smoking in the 
first 90 days of 
enrollment were offered 
an additional 
counselling 
appointment with a 
nurse at home or over 
telephone 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking cessation 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Biochemically 
confirmed point 
prevalence abstinence 
(cotinine) 
 
Measured:   


Self-report validated by 
cotinine test at 6 and 
12 months. 
Self-report only for 
follow-ups at 24 and 30 
months 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


6 months 
(91.3% follow-
up) 
 
12 months 
(88.8% follow-
up) 
 
24 months 
(78.3% follow-
up) 
 
30 months 
(78.0% follow-
up) 


NA 6 months 
 
Intervention: 
51.5% 
 
Control: 40.8% 
 
Difference10.7
%  
95% CI -3.1 to 
24.5% 
p=0.15 
 
12 months 
 
Intervention: 
47.6% 
 
Control: 41.7% 
 
Difference 
5.9% 
95% CI -7.5 to 
19.3% 
p=0.40 
 
24 months 
 
Intervention: 
48.5% 
 
Control: 46.2% 
Difference 
2.3% 
95% CI -12.0 
to 16.6% 
p=0.77 
 
30 months 
 
Intervention: 
50.0% 
 
Control: 50.0% 
 
Difference  
0.0% 
95% CI -14.7 
to 14.7% 
p=1.00 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 







Smeulders et 
al, 2009 
 
REFID 


10068 
 
Country 


The 
Netherlands 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 
 
External 
validity 
+ 


Number randomised 


N=317 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Patients with diagnosed congestive 
heart failure (CHF) for 6 months who 
received information about the study 
and were eligible after being admitted at 
least once to hospital based on cardiac 
decompensation  
Recruited from 6 hospitals in The 
Netherlands 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 66.7 
Gender 72.6% male 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
 
Other: 


89% not employed, 66% middle 
education level, 67.2% not living alone 
 


Setting:  


Hospital  
Usual care (outpatient clinic) 
 
Provider:  


Intervention was delivered by a cardiac 
nurse specialist (professional leader) 
and a CHF patient (peer leader) both 
trained in intervention delivery.  


Usual care was delivered by a 
Cardiologist and/or nurse specialist.   
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (group sessions), 
telephone (with co-participants) 
 


Comparison 


N= 186 Chronic 
disease self-
management 
programme 
(CDSMP) + usual 
care 
 
vs.  
 
N= 131 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session  
 
Focus:  


Health behaviour 
and healthcare 
utilisation among 
patients with CHF  
 


Intensity:   


6 weekly group 
sessions of 2.5 hours 
each 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Health behaviour and 
healthcare utilisation 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome for meta-
regression:  


Mean number of 
cigarettes per week 
 
Measured:    


Self-report 


Duration of 
follow up  


6 months 
(86.4% follow 
up) 
 
12 months 
(83.6% follow 
up) 
 


Unadjusted mean 
(SD) 
Baseline 
 
Intervention: 
10.2 (29.6)  
 
Control: 
13.5  (40.7)  
 
p=0.587 
 
 


Unadjusted 
mean (SD) 
 
6 months 
 
Intervention: 
9.6 (28.8)  
 
Control: 
8.4 (25.1) 
 
p=0.902 
 
12 months  
 
Intervention:  
10.0 (29.8)  
 
Control: 
9.7 (27.9) 
 
p=0.878 
 
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: Not 


reported 
 
 


Stotts et al, 
2009 
 
REFID  


2575 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=360 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Pregnant smokers between 16 and 26 
weeks of gestation 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  25.1years 
Mean gestational age  22.4weeks 
Gender 0% male, 100% female 
Ethnicity Caucasian  57.3%, African 


American  38.7%, Hispanic  22.0% 
Other  4.03% 
SES Not reported 
Other: 
Income: 
<$15,000 per year  54.0% 
>$15,000 per year  46% 


Setting:  


University Clinical Research Center, 
Memorial Hermann Hospital, Texas 
 
Provider:  


- Nurses provided Best Practice (BP) 
- Sonographers provided BP and 
ultrasound feedback (US) 
- Masters-level counselors provided 
motivational interview (MI) 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level), remote 
(Letter, Telephone) 
 


Comparison: 


N=120  BP + US 
 
N=120  MI + US  
 
vs.  
 
N=120  Best 
Practice 
 
Type:  


BP+US: Extended  
MI: multi-session 
 
Focus:  


(i) Smoking 
cessation at end of 
pregnancy 
(ii) Ultrasound 
feedback to 
investigate adverse 
effects on foetus 
 


Intensity:  


US  Approx. 30 minutes 
 
MI  One 45 – 50 
minutes face-to-face 
session, followed by a 
personalised letter 1 
week later; One 
telephone counselling 2 
weeks after first MI 
session 
 
BP = 10 to 15 minutes 
advised 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking cessation 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Biochemically 
confirmed smoking 
cessation at end of 
pregnancy 
 
Measured:   


(I) Saliva cotinine-
validated self-reported 
smoking status 
(ii) Ultrasound feedback 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


End of 
pregnancy 
(95.6% follow-
up) 
 


End of pregnancy 
 
BP + US:  14.2% 
MI + US  18.3% 
BP only: 10.8% 
 
p=0.30 
 


NA Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 
 


 
 


Sutton et al, 
2007 
 
REFID  


4521 
 
Country 


UK 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=1,508 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Non-pregnant adult current smokers or 
recent ex-smokers (quit in last 14 days) 
who were first-time callers to Quitline 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  38.1 
Gender Male  34.1%, Female  65.9% 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 


 


Setting:  


UK Quitline 
 
Provider:  


Research group 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Post 
 


Comparison: 


N=765  Tailored 
letter 
 
vs.  
 
N=743  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Brief 
 
Focus:  


Individually tailored 
letter as an adjunct 
to telephone 
counselling and 
generic self-help 
materials for 
smoking cessation 


Intensity:  


One letter 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking cessation 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Self-reported sustained 
abstinence for at least 
3 months 
 
Measured:    


Self-report 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


6 months 
(77.5% follow-
up) 
 
 


NA 
  


6 months 
3 months 
sustained 
abstinence: 
 
Intervention: 
14.5% 
 
Control: 13.7% 
 
OR 1.07 
95% CI 0.79 to 
1.43 
p=0.663 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 


 
 







 
 


Swartz et al, 
2006 
 
REFID  


5300 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=351 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Workers aged 18 years or older, 
currently smoking daily, intending to quit 
in next 30 days, with access to internet 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Age 


18-25 years old  7% 
26-39 years old  38% 
40-55 years old  48% 
Over 55 years old  6% 
Gender 48% Male, 52% Female 
Ethnicity White  83.5%, African 


American  6.7%, Hispanic  4.3%, Other  
5.5% 
SES Not reported 


 


Setting:  


Internet 
 
Provider:  


Website 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Computer 


Comparison: 


N=171  Treatment 
 
vs.  
 
N=180  Waiting list 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Smoking cessation 
through tailored 
motivational website 
 


Intensity:  


Depended on individual 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking abstinence 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Self-reported 
abstinence in past 7 
days 
 
Measured:   


Self-report via website 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


90 days 
(56.1% follow-
up) 
 


90 days 
 
Intervention:  
24.1% 
 
Control: 8.2% 
 
p =0.002 
 
OR  3.57 
95% CI 1.54 to 
8.27 


NA Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 
 


 
 


Tappin et al, 
2005 
 
REFID  


4013 
 
Country 


UK 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=762 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Pregnant women who were regular 
smokers at antenatal booking 
 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  26.7 
Mean gestation  13.4weeks 
Gender 0% male, 100% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Deprivation category: 


1-3  (least deprived)  8.7% 
4-5  20.0% 
6-7 (most deprived)  71.3% 
 


Setting:  


At the participating mothers’ home 
 
Provider:  


Midwives 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) 


Comparison: 


N=351 Intervention 
 
vs.  
 
N=411  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Smoking reduction 
or cessation 
through motivational 
interviewing at 
home 


Intensity:  


2 to 5 additional home 
visits, approx. 30 
minutes per session 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking cessation 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Biochemically 
confirmed cessation 
(cotinine) 
 
Measured:   


Self-report + Cotinine 
measurement 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


Late 
pregnancy 
(Blood and 
saliva samples 
obtained from 
92.0% of the 
women) 


Late pregnancy 
 
“Quit” = self-report 
+ cotinine 
<13.7ng/ml serum 
or <14.2 ng/ml 
saliva 
 
“Cut down” = Self-
report of smoking 
halved + cotinine 
conc. halved 
 
Self-report & 
cotinine 
combined: 
 
“Quit” 
Intervention: 4.8% 
 
Control: 4.6% 
 
RR = 1.05 (95% 
CI 0.55 to 1.98) 
 
“Cut down” 
Intervention: 4.3% 
 
Control: 6.3% 
 


 
 
 


Adverse effects: 


Yes, Adverse events 
were recorded but none 
were attributable to the 
intervention.  
 
Inequality issues:  


The study took place in 
an area of severe 
deprivation 
 
 
 


 
 







RR = 0.68 (95% 
CI 0.36 to 1.25) 
 


Thomsen et 
al, 2010 
 
REFID  


1526 
 
Country 


Denmark 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=130 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Adult female patients due to undergo 
breast cancer surgery who smoke daily 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Median age 56.5 to 57.5 
Gender 0% male, 100% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
 


 
 
 
 


Setting:  


Hospitals 
 
Provider:  


Smoking cessation counselor 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) 
 
 


Comparison: 


N=65  Brief 
intervention  
 
vs.  
 
N=65  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Extended 
 
Focus:  


Smoking cessation 
intervention shortly 
before breast 
cancer surgery 


Intensity:  


One 45-90 minutes 
long counselling 
session (NRT also 
offered during 
perioperative period) 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking cessation 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Self-reported 12 month 
sustained abstinence 
 
Measured:    


Self-report 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


12 months 
post-operation 
(86.9% follow-
up) 


NA 12 months 
 
Intervention: 
13% 
 
Control: 9% 
 
RR 1.48 
(95% CI 0.50 
to 4.38) 
 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 


 
 


Toll et al, 
2010 
 
REFID  


2178 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=2032 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Smokers who called the New York State 
Smokers’ Quitline between Mar 2008 
and Jun 2008 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  46.7 
Gender 43.3% Male, 56.7% Female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 


 
 


Setting:  


New York State Smokers’ Quitline 
 
Provider: 


Quitline counselors 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Telephone  


Comparison: 


N=810  Gain-
framed messages 
 
vs.  
 
N=1,222  Standard 
care messages 
 
Type:  


Brief 
 
Focus:  


Smoking cessation 
through gain-frame 
messages 


Intensity:  


Mean length of call in 
intervention group = 14 
minutes 30 seconds 
 
vs.  
 
Mean length of call in 
control group = 12 
minutes 8 seconds 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking cessation 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Self-reported 
abstinence in past 7 
days 
 
Measured:    


Telephone interview 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


2 weeks 
(50.5% follow-
up) 
 
3 months 
(63.3% follow-
up) 


3 months 
 
Intervention: 
28.4% 
 
Control: 26.6% 
 
OR 1.1  
95% CI 0.9 to 1.4 
p=0.48 
 
 


NA Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 


 
 


Unrod et al, 
2007 
 
REFID  


4632 
 
Country 


USA 
 


Number randomised: 


N=518 (patients) 
N=70 (physicians) 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Adult patients of the participating 
physicians who have smoked in the past 
7 days and to have smoked more than 
100 cigarettes in their lifetime 


Setting:  


Primary care 
 
Provider:  


Participating physicians 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) 


Comparison: 


N=270 Group of 
patients whose 
physicians were 
trained in smoking 
cessation 
counselling 
 
vs.  


Intensity:  


- Initial computerised 
patient assessment of 
5-10 minutes long, 
producing 
individualised report 
- Medical visit with their 
physician 
- Second assessment 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Implementation of 
smoking cessation 
guideline and 
improvement in 
smoking behaviour 
 
Prioritised main 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


6 months 
(90% follow-
up) 
 
 


NA 6 months 
 
Intervention: 
12% 
 
Control: 8% 
 
p=0.078 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 
 







Design 


cRCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  43.2 
Gender Male  39%, Female  61% 
Ethnicity Caucasian  62%, African 


American  20%, Other  18%, Hispanic  
17% 
SES Not reported 


 


 
N=248  Group of 
patients whose 
physicians were not 


trained in smoking 
cessation 
counselling 
 
Type:  


Brief 
 
Focus:  


Computer-tailored 
intervention to 
increase physician 
adherence to the 
Smoking Cessation 
Clinical Guideline 
(5As) and smoking 
behaviours of the 
patients 
 


of patient to review 
physician performance 


 
 


outcome:  


Self-reported 
abstinence in past 7 
days (biochemically 
checked in 35%) 
 
Measured:    


Self-report and saliva 
cotinine for some 
quitters 


  
 


Vale et al, 
2003 
 
REFID 


19175 
 
Country 


Australia 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N=792 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Patients hospitalised for CABG, PCI, 
acute MI or unstable angina, coronary 
angiography with planned 
revascularisation. 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 58 
Gender 77.0% male 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
 


Setting:  


Recruited from hospital, delivered via 
telephone and mail 
 
Provider:  


Dietician or nurse 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Remote (telephone) 
 


Comparison 


N= 398 COACH 
programme  
 
vs.  
 
N= 394 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Coronary risk 
factors 
 


Intensity:   


5 telephone coaching 
sessions, median call 
length 20-30 minutes; 
duration 24 weeks 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Smoking  
 
Prioritised main 
outcome for meta-
regression:  


Number of self-reported 
baseline smokers who 
quit since hospital 
discharge 
 
Measured:    


Cotinine verified  


Duration of 
follow up  


6 months 
(85.7% follow 
up) 
 
 


NA 
 


6 months 
 
Intervention: 
53 of 106 
baseline 
smokers quit 
(50%) 
 
Control: 
41 of 97 
baseline 
smokers quit 
(42%) 
 
p=0.27 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: Not 


reported 
 
 


Vestford 
Heartcare 
Study Group, 
2003 
 
REFID  


6338 
 
Country 


Norway 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N=197 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Patients hospitalised for CABG, acute 
MI or unstable angina, or treated in an 
out-patient clinic with PCI. 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 55 
Gender 82.2% male 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
 


Setting:  


Cardiac rehabilitation clinic 
 
Provider:  


Physician, nutritionist, physiotherapist 
and nurse 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual and group) 
 


Comparison 


N= 98 intervention 
(of whom, 49 
smokers) 
 
vs.  
 
N= 99 Usual care 
(of whom, 42 
smokers) 
 
Type:  


Multi-session  
 
Focus: 


Multidisciplinary 
lifestyle cardiac 
rehabilitation, plus 
physical exercise 
 


Intensity:   


2 hour education 
sessions for six weeks; 
followed by twice 
weekly group meetings 
for 9 weeks; Followed 
by group meetings 
every third month for 
two years. 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Smoking  
 
Prioritised main 
outcome for meta-
regression: % of 


baseline smokers quit 
at follow-up 
 
Measured:   


Not reported  


Duration of 
follow up  


12 months 
(84% follow 
up) 
 


 NA 6 months 
 
Intervention: 
55% of 49 
baseline 
smokers quit 
 
Control: 
33% of 42 
baseline 
smokers quit  
 
p<0.05 
 
12 months 
 
Intervention: 
45% of 49 
baseline 
smokers quit 
 
Control: 
23% of 42 
baseline 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: Not 


reported 
 
 







smokers quit  
 
p<0.05 
 


Vidrine et al, 
2012 
 
REFID 


110 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 
 


Number randomised 


n=474 
 
Selection and recruitment 


HIV positive individuals 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 44.8 
Gender 70% male, 30% female 
Ethnicity 12% Caucasian, 77% African-


American, 9% Latino, 2% Other 
79% unemployed 
SES Not reported 


 


Setting:  


Clinic 
 
Provider:  


Not reported 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Remote (Telephone) 


Comparison 


N=236 Cell phone 
intervention 


Vs.  
 
N=238 usual care 
 
Type: 


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Smoking cessation 


Intensity: 


11 sessions over 12 
weeks, session length 
not reported 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Smoking cessation 


Prioritised main 
outcome: Validated 24 


hour abstinence 
 
Measured:   


Exhaled CO  


Duration of 
follow up 


12 weeks (% 
follow up  not 
reported) 


3 month 
abstinence  
 
OR 4.23  
2.14 to 8.36 
p<0.0001 


NA Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 


 
 


Willemsen et 
al, 2006 
 
REFID  


5256 
 
Country 


Netherlands 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=1014 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Current smokers who intended to quit 
smoking within the next 6 months 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mode age range  35-44 
Gender Male  53.8%, Female  46.2% 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Highest quarter  16.0%, 2


nd
 quarter  


39.0%, 3
rd


 quarter  20.4%, Lowest 
quarter  24.7% 
 


Setting:  


Home 
 
Provider:  


Research group 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Post 


Comparison: 


N=500  Decision aid 
 
vs.  
 
N=514  No 
intervention 
 
Type:  


Brief 
 
Focus:  


Decision aid to 
motivate smoking 
cessation 


Intensity:  


One postal delivery of a 
decision aid kit 
comprising of various 
components 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Smoking cessation 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Self-reported sustained 
abstinence from quit to 
6 months 
 
Measured:    


Self-report 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


2 weeks after 
receipt of 
decision aid 
(90.4% follow-
up) 
 
6 months after 
receipt of 
decision aid 
(88.2% follow-
up) 
 
 


NA 6 months 
Continuous 
abstinence 
 
Intervention: 
5.0% 
 
Control: 5.1% 
 
Difference 
0.1% 
p-value NS 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 


 
 







Wood et al, 
2008 
 
REFID  


3456 
 
Country 


France, Italy, 
Poland, 
Spain, 
Sweden, 
Denmark, the 
Netherlands 
and the UK 
 
Design 


Cluster RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N=24 clusters (6,858 individuals) 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Hospitalised CHD patients or GP 
patients at risk for CHD 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 61-63 (range of means) 
Gender 70%% male (CHD) 50-57% 


(CHD risk) 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
 


Setting:  


Clinic 
 
Provider:  


Nurse, dietician and physiotherapist 
(for hospital based intervention with 
CHD patients); nurse and GP (for GP 
based intervention for patients at risk 
for CHD) 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual and group, 
included partners) 
 


Comparison 
Hospital/CHD  


N=6 hospitals 
(1,589 patients) 
intervention  
  
vs.  
 
N=6 hospitals 
(1,499 patients) 
Usual care  
 
GP/CHD risk 


 
N=6 GPs (1,189 
patients) 
intervention  
  
vs.  
 
N=6 GPs (1,128 
patients) Usual care  
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Modifiable lifestyle 
CHD risk factors 
(smoking, diet, 
physical activity)  
 


Intensity:  
Hospital - Smoking, 


diet and physical 
activity assessment 
followed by 1 group 
workshop and 
supervised exercise 
class per week for 8 
weeks. Length per 
session not reported.  
 
GP - Smoking, diet and 
physical activity 
assessment followed by 
1 group workshop per 
week; open ended 
duration. Length per 
session not reported. 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Smoking  
 
Prioritised main 
outcome for meta-
regression:  


% cessation among 
623 baseline smokers 
 
Measured:    


Validated CO 
concentration   


Duration of 
follow up  


12 months 
(73.3% follow 
up)  


NA 12 months 
 
Hospital  
Intervention: 
58%   
 
Usual care: 
47% 
 
Difference 
10.4%  
(-0.3 to +21.2) 
p=0.06) 
 
GP 
Intervention: 
73%   
 
Usual care: 
72% 
 
Difference 
0.8% (-13.1 to 
+14.7) 
p=0.89 
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: Not 


reported 
 
 


SMOKING STUDIES WITH MISSING OR UNUSABLE DATA 
NOT INCLUDED IN META-REGRESSION OR NARRATIVE REVIEW 


Carmody et 
al, 2012 
 
REFID  


71 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
++ 
 
External 
validity 
+ 


Number randomised: 


N=162 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria: 


Us Veterans in Drug and Alcohol 
Treatment programmes 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  50 
Gender 97% male, 3% female 
Ethnicity 48% Caucasian, 37% African-


America 
SES 83% annual income below 


US$21,000 
Other 


Employment: 81% unemployed, 
26% homeless 
 


Setting:  


Clinic 
 
Provider:  


Not reported 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) 
 


Comparison: 


N=82 CBT 
 
vs.  
 
N=80 Usual care 
 
Type: Intensive 


intervention 
 
Focus: Smoking 


cessation 
 


Intensity: 16 sessions 


over 26 weeks, session 
length not reported 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Smoking cessation 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome for meta-
regression:  


Validated 7-day point 
prevalence 
 
Measured:    


Self-reported no 
smoking and CO level 
<10ppm 


Duration of 
follow up  


12 weeks 
(75% follow 
up) 
 
26 weeks 
(73% follow 
up) 
 
38 weeks 
(67% follow 
up) 
 
52 weeks 
(69% follow 
up) 
 


Graphical 
evidenced only; 
no p values 
reported 


Graphical 
evidenced only; 
no p values 
reported 


Adverse effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Intervention was 
found to be more 
effective in people 
with a history of mood 
disorders 
 
 







Ferguson et 
al, 2012 
 
REFID  


359 
 
Country 


UK 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
++ 
 
External 
validity 
++ 


Number randomised: 


N=2591 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria: 


Non-pregnant smokers aged 16 or 
older, residing in England who called the 
national Quitline between Feb 2009 to 
Feb 2010 and agreed to set a quit date 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Median age 38 
Gender 43.9% male, 52.3% female, 


3.8% missing 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 


Setting:  


National Quitline, England 
 
Provider:  


Quitline counselors 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Interventions: multiple telephone calls 
 
Standard care: support material 
provided via e-mail letter or text 
message; telephone contact also 
offered 


Comparison: 


Intervention 1 
N=648  Standard 
support + Proactive 
support 
 
vs. 
 
Intervention 2 
N=648  Standard 
support + Proactive 
support + Nicotine 
replacement 
therapy 
 
vs. 
 
Intervention 3 
N=647  Standard 
support + Nicotine 
replacement 
therapy 
 
Vs.  
N=648  Standard 
support (Control) 
 
Type: Intensive 
 
Focus: Smoking 


cessation through 
motivational 
interviewing 
 


Intensity:  


Intervention 1: 6 
telephone interactions 
with advisors; 
 
Intervention 2 & 3: 
Nicotine replacement 
therapy = Free nicotine 
patches offered initially, 
which could be 
redeemed by a 
telephone call. 
 


Control: several 
messages of support at 
regular intervals 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Smoking abstinence 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome for meta-
regression:  


Biochemically 
sustained abstinence 
from quit date to 6 
months (CO) 
 
Measured: 


At 1 month = self-
reported cessation 
At 6 months = self-
reported and CO-
validated cessation 


Duration of 
follow up  


1 month (65% 
follow-up) 
 
6 months 
(56% follow-
up) 


NA 6 months 
 
CO-validated: 
 
Standard care 
(SC) = 8.3% 
Proactive 
support (PS) = 
7.7% 
 
AOR = 0.97 
(95% CI 0.72 to 
1.30) 
p=0.84 
 
With NRT = 
6.6% 
Without NRT = 
9.4% 
 
AOR = 0.65 
(95% CI 0.48 to 
0.88) 
p=0.005 
 
 


Adverse effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
 
 







Diet 
 
STUDY POPULATION AND PARTICIPANT 


CHACTERISTICS 
CONTEXT, (SETTING PROVIDER 
and DELIVERY) 


CONTENT 
(INTERVENTION 
TYPE) FOCUS 


INTENSITY OUTCOMES and 
MEASUREMENT 


FOLLOW UP RESULTS 
Short term 
(≤6months) 
With CI or p 
value  


RESULTS 
Longer term 
(>6months) 
With CI or p 
value 


NOTES 


Burke et al, 
2008  
 
REFID  


3635 
 
Country 


Australia 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised 


N= 241 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Adults aged 40 to 70 years with BMI 
>25kg/m2 and treated with one1 or 2 
antihypertensive drugs for at least 3 
months 
Recruited by advertisement (volunteer) 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 56.2 
Gender 44.4% male, 55.6% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 


 


Setting:  


Clinical trials centre 
 
Provider:  


Dietician or program co-ordinator 
 
Mode of delivery: 
Face-to-face (primarily group, with 
individual outcome measurement); 
remote (telephone, paper materials) 


Comparison 


N= 123 Lifestyle 
program (Activity, 
Diet, and Blood 
Pressure Trial; 
ADAPT) 
Vs.  
 
N= 118 Usual care 
 
Type: Multi-session 


 
Focus: Decreased 


CV risk and lifestyle 
change 


Intensity: 4 month 


intervention period 
(dose and frequency 
not reported) + 6 follow 
up sessions over the 
first year  
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Diet (and physical 
activity and alcohol) 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


% participants 
consuming at least five 
servings of fruit and 
vegetables per day 
 
Measured:  


Self-reported diet 
records from household 
measures 


Duration of 
follow up 


4 months 
(84.2% follow-
up) – reported 
elsewhere 
 
12 months 
(79.7% follow-
up) – reported 
elsewhere 
 
36 months 
(58.1% follow-
up)  


Not reported 
 
 
 


36 months  
 
Intervention: 
469% 
 
Control: 37% 
 
p=0.147 
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
 


Clark et al., 
2004 
 
REFID  


6036 
 
Country 


UK 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised 


N=100 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Overweight individuals with Type 2 
Diabetes 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 59.5 
Gender 42% female, 58% male 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 


Setting:  


Clinic (diabetes centre) 
 
Provider:  


Not reported 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual) with remote 
(telephone) follow-up 


Comparison 


N=265 intervention 
Vs.  
 
N=257 Usual care 
 
Type: Multi-session 


 
Focus: Lifestyle 


intervention to 
reduce the amount 
of fat consumed 
and increase the 
amount of physical 
activity 


Intensity: 2 face-to-


face session lasting 30 
minutes, followed by 3 
follow-up phone calls 
lasting 10 minutes; 
intervention duration 12 
weeks 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Diet (and physical 
activity) 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


Fat consumption  
 
Measured:  


Self-report using the 
Block fat screener 
(lower scores better) 
 
 
 


Duration of 
follow up 


6 months 
(99% follow 
up) 
 
12 months 
(94% follow 
up) 
 
 


 


3 months  
Mean score (SD) 
 
Intervention: 
23.6 (14.13) 
Significant 
reduction from 
baseline 
(p<0.001) 
 
Control: 
26.03 (18.78) 
 
Mean difference, 
95% CI/p-values 
not reported 
 


12 months  
Mean score 
(SD) 
 
Intervention: 
20.97 (12.97) 
Significant 
reduction from 
baseline 
(p<0.001) 
 
Control: 
31.24 (23.14) 
 
Mean difference, 
95% CI/p-values 
not reported 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 


Eakin et al, 
2007  
 
REFID  


20579 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 


 
External 
validity 
+ 


Number randomised 


N= 200  
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Adults aged 30 years and older with 
greater than 1 or more chronic 
conditions (hypertension, chronic pain, 
hypercholesterolemia, depression, type 
2 diabetes, osteoarthritis, obesity, 
chronic lung disease, heart disease, 
osteoporosis, hepatitis, history of 
cancer, previous stroke, multiple 
sclerosis) 
Recruited from an urban community 
health centre in the Denver metro area. 
Letters sent by clinic providers and 
recruitment calls made by research 
assistants.  
 


Setting:  


An urban community health centre 
clinic or the patients home (setting 
based on participant preference) 
 
Provider:  


Experienced health educator trained in 
intervention delivery; printed materials  
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level), 
telephone, and printed materials.  


Comparison 


N= 101 Lifestyle 
intervention 
 
vs. 
 
N= 99 Usual care 
 
Type: Multi-session 


 
Focus: Changes in 


dietary behaviour 
and physical activity 


Intensity: 2 sessions 


face-to-face of 60 to 90 
minutes (3 months 
apart), 3 follow up 
phone calls (at 2 and 6 
weeks after the initial 
visit and 2 weeks after 
the second visit) and 3 
tailored newsletters. (6 
month intervention 
period) 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Diet (and physical 
activity) 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Low fat and high fibre 
eating patterns 
 
Measured: 


Self-report using Kristal 
Fat and Fibre 
Behaviour 
Questionnaire (FFB) 
(lower scores better) 


Duration of 
follow up 


6 weeks 
(68.5% follow-
up) 
 


6 months 
(81% follow-
up).  


6 weeks  
Mean  score (SE) 
 
Intervention: 
2.25 (0.06) 
Significant 
reduction from 
baseline (p<0.05) 
 
Control: 
2.42 (0.05) 
 
Mean difference, 
95% CI/p-values 
not reported 
 


6 months 
mean score 
(SE) 
 
Intervention: 
2.24 (0.05) 
Significant 
reduction from 
baseline 
(p<0.05) 
 
Control: 
2.43 (0.05) 
 
Mean difference, 
95% CI/p-values 
not reported 
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


None reported 
 







 
 


Participant characteristics 
Mean age 49.5 
Gender 21.5% male, 78.5% female 
Ethnicity 75% Hispanic/Latino, 15% 


Anglo, 9% other 
Language: 66.5% Spanish, 33.5% 
English  
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Yearly household income: 34% less 
than US$10,000; 47.5% US$10,000 to 
$30,000;  13% greater than US$30,000 
Education: 68% elementary/some high 
school, 15% high school graduate, 
16.5% some college/college graduate 
 


Eakin et al, 
2010 
 
REFID  


1467 
 
Country 


Australia 
 
Design 


Cluster RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 


 
External 
validity 
++ 


 
 


Number randomised 


N= 434 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Patients older than 30 years with type 2 
diabetes or hypertension  
Recruited from 10 primary care 
practices in a socioeconomically 
disadvantaged community bordering 
Brisbane 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 58.2 
Gender 38.9% male, 61.1% female 
Ethnicity 91% Caucasian 
SES Considered a socioeconomically 


disadvantaged community 
Other: 


Education: 44.9% more than high school 
graduate 
36.2% retired 
 


Setting:  


Remote (telephone delivery) 
 
Provider:  


Counsellors with Bachelor orMasters 
degree in with public health/health 
promotion or the allied health sciences 
(nutrition or exercise) trained in 
intervention delivery; mailed materials 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Telephone, printed materials 


Comparison 


N= 228 Telephone 
counselling (5 
practices) 
 
vs.  
 
N= 206 Usual care 
(5 practices) 
 
Type: Multi-session 


 
Focus: Increased 


physical activity 
levels and improve 
diet 


Intensity: 4 month 


intervention phase (10 
telephone calls of 20 
minutes; weekly for the 
first 3 weeks then 
fortnightly until 4 
months) + 8 month 
maintenance phase (8 
telephone calls of 20 
minutes delivered 
monthly). 12 month 
intervention period.  
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Diet (and physical 
activity) 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


Servings per day of 
vegetables  
 
Measured:  


Self-reported using 
Australian National 
Nutritional Survey  


Duration of 
follow up 


12 months 
(78.6% follow- 
up) 
 
18 months 
(72.6% follow- 
up)  


Not reported 
 
 
 


18 months 
mean (SE) 
 
Intervention: 
0.77 (0.21) 
Significant 
increase from 
baseline 
(p<0.001) 
 
Control: 0.18 
(0.21) 
NS change from 
baseline 
 
Mean difference: 
0.59 (-0.01 to 
+1.17), p=0.051 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Yes, trial results 
applicable to low SES 
groups. 
 
 
 


Ellingsen et 
al, 2006 
 
REFID  


5252 
 
Country 


Norway 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 


 
External 
validity 
+ 


Number randomised 


N= 1,232 (558 survivors were re-
assessed) 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Healthy men aged 40 to 49 years with 
elevated serum total cholesterol or a 
high coronary risk score. All subjects 
had normal electrocardiogram at rest, 
were free of chest pain at exercise 
testing and were free of diseases in the 
cardiovascular system, hypertension, 
diabetes mellitus, cancer, disabling or 
psychopathological conditions and 
alcoholism.  
Recruited from 16,302 screened men 
(65% of all men aged 40 to 49 years in 
Oslo, Norway).  
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 45.3 
Gender 100% male, 0% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 


Setting:  


Not reported 
 
Provider:  


Dietician and lead investigator trained 
in intervention delivery  
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual and group 
level) 


Comparison 


N= 604 Counselling 
 
vs.  
 
N= 628 No 
intervention  
 
Type: Multi-session 


 
Focus: Long-term 


maintenance of 
lifestyle change 


Intensity: 1 session 


every 6 months for 5 
years 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Long-term maintenance 
of lifestyle change 
(Diet) 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Fat intake quality score 
 
Measured:  


Self-reported using 
quantitative food 
frequency 
questionnaire (FFQ) 
(low scores indicate 
high-coronary risk diet) 


Duration of 
follow up 


20 years 
(45.3% follow-
up). 26.1% of 
the study 
population 
died.  


Not reported 20 years  
mean (SD) 
 
Intervention:  
29.2 (7.9) 
 
Control: 
26.7 (6.8) 
 
Mean difference 
in change 
scores (baseline 
to 20y): 1.7 (0.3 
to 3.1), p=0.06 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
 
 


 
 







Giannuzzi et 
al, 2008 
 
REFID  


10871 
 
Country 


Italy 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N= 3,241 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Patients younger than 75 years who had 
a recent MI (within <3 months) and had 
completed a cardiac rehabilitation 
program lasting approximately 1 month 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 57.9 
Gender 86.3% male, 13.7% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


33.1% more than 5 years education  
42.9% retired 


Setting:  


78 cardiac rehabilitation centres across 
Italy 
 
Provider:  


Cardiac rehabilitation team (specialist 
cardiac nurse, physiotherapist, 
cardiologist). A clinical psychologist 
and occupational therapist were 
recruited when needed.  
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) 


Comparison 


N= 1,620 
Multifactorial 
educational and 
behavioural 
intervention 
 
vs.  
 
N= 1,621 Usual 
care 
 
Type: Multi-session 


 
Focus: CV events 


(CV mortality, non-
fatal MI, non-fatal 
stroke, 
hospitalisation for 
angina pectoris and 
revascularisation 
procedures) 
 


Intensity: Monthly 


sessions from 0 to 6 
months and then 1 
session every 6 months 
up to 3 years 
consisting of 30 
minutes of exercise, 
1hour of counselling 
and 30 minutes of 
reinforcement 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Diet (and physical 
activity, smoking) 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


Mediterranean diet 
compliance 
 
Measured:  


Self-report using brief 
questionnaire designed 
for study; scores 
ranged from 6 to 24, 
with higher scores 
indicating better diet. 
Score of 19.0 indicates 
a Mediterranean like 
diet. 


Duration of 
follow up 


6 months 
(96.3% follow- 
up) 
 
36 months 
(90.5% follow- 
up) 


NA % patients with 
score >19.0  
 
6 months 
Mediterranean 
diet score (mean 
(SD) 
 
Intervention: 
19.1 (2.2) 
 
Control: 
18.6 (2.3) 
 
Between group 
p<0.001) 
 
% patients with 
score >19.0  
Intervention: 
64.5% 
 
Control: 
54.8% 
 
Mean 
Difference: 
p<0.001 
 
12 months 
Intervention: 
64.5% 
 
Control: 
57.2% 
 
Mean 
Difference: 
p<0.001 
 
24 months 
Intervention: 
63.8% 
 
Control: 
58.8% 
 
Mean 
Difference: p=01 
 
36 months 
Intervention: 
64.4% 
 
Control: 
56.1% 
 
Mean 
Difference: 
p<0.001 
 


Adverse effects: 


Intervention 
decreased the 
absolute risk of overall 
CV events compared 
to the control, 
although this was not 
significant 
 
Inequality issues: 


None reported 
 
 
 







Glasgow et al, 
2006 
 
REFID  


4829 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 


 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised 


N= 335 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Adults aged 25 years and older with 
diagnosed type 2 diabetes residing in 
Denver, Colorado metropolitan area 
Recruited from lists provided by 42 
physicians (20% from mixed payer 
settings, and the remainder employed 
by Kaiser Permanente) 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 61.5 
Gender 50.0% male, 50.0% female 
Ethnicity 17.9% Hispanic, 76.7% white 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Education: 35% with college degree 
Annual income (US$): 28% <$30,000; 
64% <US$50,000; 50.8% >$50,000 
 


Setting:  


Central clinic or medical office not too 
far from the patient’s home (external to 
the patient’s primary care setting).  
 
Provider:  


Health educators with varying 
educational backgrounds trained in 
motivational interviewing (no formal 
training and little or no experience in 
diabetes); electronic media 
 
Mode of delivery: 


Face-to-face, computer, mailed paper 
materials, telephone 


Comparison 


N= 174 Tailored 
self-management  
Vs.  
 
N= 161 Computer-
aided enhanced 
usual care 
 
Type: Multi-session 


 
Focus: Dietary 


behaviours 


Intensity: Not clear. 


Appears to be 1 
session incorporating 
computer assisted 
component and a face-
to-face component 
followed by mailed 
materials and 1 follow 
up phone call of 10 to 
15 minutes 5 weeks 
following the first 
session.  
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Changes in dietary 
behaviours 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Daily fat consumption 
 
Measured:  


Self-report using Block 
fat screener 


Duration of 
follow up 


2 months 
(89.9% follow-
up) 
 


 
 


2 months  
mean (SD) 
 
Intervention:  
22.4 (15.2) 
 
Control: 
28.5 (17.8) 
 
Between condition 
ANCOVA, 
treatment effect 
p=0.006 
 
 
 


NA 
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


None reported 
 
 


 
 


Groenveld et 
al, 2011 
 
REFID  


461 
 
Country 


The 
Netherlands 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised 


N= 573 (433 analysed) 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Male construction workers aged 18 to 
65 years employed at (>400) companies 
throughout The Netherlands who had 
attended a voluntary health screening at 
the occupational health service and 
were identified as at risk for CVD. 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 47.4 
Gender 100% male, 0.0% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


32.7% smokers 
31.1% blue-collar workers 
69.9% white-collar workers 
 


Setting:  


Not reported for face-to-face sessions; 
remote (telephone) 
 
Provider:  


Occupational physician or occupational 
nurse 
 
Mode of delivery: 


Face-to-face (individual level), 
telephone 


Comparison 


N= 293 Lifestyle 
intervention 
 
vs.  
 
N= 280 Usual care 
 
Type: Multi-session 


 
Focus: Changes in 


physical activity, 
diet and smoking 


Intensity: 3 face-to-


face sessions of 45 to 
60 minutes and 4 
telephone calls of 15 to 
30 minutes over 
6 months 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Diet (and physical 
activity, smoking) 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Vegetable consumption 
(spoons per week) 
 
Measured 


Self-report using the 
Short Questionnaire for 
Measuring Fruit and 
Vegetables Intake 


Duration of 
follow up 


6 months 
(84.6% follow- 
up) 
 
12 months 
(81.3%  follow- 
up) 


NA 6 months  
mean (SD) 
 
Intervention: 
18.0 (9.2) 
 
Control: 
17.3 (8.3) 
 
Mean 
Difference: 
0.7 
95% CI and p-
value not 
reported  
 
12 months  
mean (SD) 
 
Intervention: 
17.5 (8.8) 
 
Control: 
7.7 (8.8) 
 
Mean 
Difference: 
9.8 
95% CI and p-
value not 
reported 
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
 
 
 







Guelinckx et 
al, 2010 
 
REFID  


2177 


 
Country 


Belgium 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 


External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=195 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Obese (BMI > 29.0) white pregnant 
women consecutively attending the 
prenatal clinic before 15wk gestation  
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age 28.7 
Gender 100% female 
Ethnicity 100% white 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Mean BMI (pre-pregnancy)   33.7 
 


Setting:  


Prenatal clinic of a university hospital 
 
Provider:  


Active intervention was provided by a 
trained nutritionist 
 
Mode of delivery:  


- Brochure for passive intervention 
group and active intervention group 
- In addition, face-to-face group 
counselling sessions for the active 
intervention group 
 


Comparison: 


N=65  Active 
intervention  
 
vs.  
 
N=65  Passive 
intervention 
 
vs.  
 
N=65  Usual care 
 
Type:  


- Brief for passive 
intervention group 
- Multi-session for 
active intervention 
group 
 
Focus:  


Lifestyle 
intervention using 
brochure or active 
education to 
improve lifestyle 
and reduce 
gestational weight 
gain in obese 
pregnant women 
 


Intensity:  


- Brochure only for 
passive intervention 
group 
- In addition to 
brochure, three 1hr 
group educational 
sessions for active 
intervention group at 
15, 20 and 32 week of 
pregnancy 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Diet (and physical 
activity) 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Fruit intake 
 
Measured:  


Self-reported using 
dietary records, 
checked by nutritionist 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


To delivery of 
child (62.6% 
follow-up) 


2
nd


 trimester 


Mean (SD) 
 
Active: 
1.3 (0.7) 
 
Passive: 


1.2 (0.6) 
 
Control: 
0.8 (0.7) 
 


3
rd


 trimester 


Mean (SD) 
 
Active: 
1.1 (0.7) 
 
Passive: 


1.0 (0.6) 
 
Control: 
0.8 (0.8) 
 
Group x 
trimester  
p=0.106 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
 
 


 
 


Hardcastle et 
al, 2008 
 
REFID  


3773 
 
Country 


UK 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised 


N=334 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Patients with a BMI >28kg/m
2
 at risk for 


coronary heart disease 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 51 
Gender 33% female, 67% male 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 


Setting:  


Primary care 
 
Provider:  


Physical Activity Specialist and 
Registered Dietician 
 
Mode of delivery: 


Face-to-face (individual) 


Comparison 


N=203 intervention 
 
vs.  
 
N=131 Usual care 
 
Type: Multi-session 


 
Focus: Lifestyle 


counselling based 
on motivational 
interviewing for diet 
and physical activity 


Intensity: Up to 5 


sessions, 20-30 
minutes each over 6 
months 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Diet 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome  


Portions of fruit and 
vegetables per day 
 
Measured:  


Self-report using five-a-
day community 
evaluation tool 
questionnaire 
 


Duration of 
follow up 


6 months 
(65% follow 
up) 
 
 


 


NA 6 months 
 
Intervention: 
+1.05 
 
Control: 
+0.73 
 
Mean difference: 
+0.32 (-1.36 to 
+0.72) 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


None reported 
 







Keogh et al, 
2011 
 
REFID  


15882 
 
Country 


Ireland 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=121 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Adults with type 2 diabetes for more 
than a year who had persistently poor 
glycaemic control 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age 58.6  
Gender 63.6% Male, 36.4% Female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Mean years diagnosed   9.4 
 


Setting:  


Home 
 
Provider:  


Health psychologists 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (patient with family 
member); then remote (telephone) 


Comparison: 


N=60  Intervention 
 
vs.  
 
N=61  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Improvement of 
diabetes-related 
outcomes using 
health psychology 
and motivational 
interviewing, and 
involving family 
members 


Intensity:  


First 2 sessions 45 
minutes each (face-to-
face at home) 
Third session   10 – 15 
minutes follow-up 
telephone call 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Diet (and physical 
activity) 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Fat intake (days/week) 
 
Measured:  


Self-report using the 
Summary of Diabetes 
Self-care Activities 
Questionnaire 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


6 months 
(88.4% follow-
up) 


NA 6 months 
mean (SD) 
 
Intervention: 
3.51 (2.26) 
 
Control: 3.36 
(2.16) 
 
Significance not 
reported 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 


Koelewijn-van 
Loon et al, 
2009 
 
REFID  


2310 
 
Country 


The 
Netherlands 
 
Design 


Cluster RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 


 
External 
validity 


++ 


Number randomised 


N= 615 patients, 25 practices  
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Adult patients eligible for cardiovascular 
risk management. Patients with existing 
CVD were excluded.  
Practices that employed a practice 
nurse and used electronic patient 
records were included 
 
Participant characteristics (based on 


589 participants) 
Mean age 57 
Gender 44.8% male, 55.2% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES 22.8% high SES status, 38.7% 


intermediate SES status, 34.6% low 
SES status 
 


Setting:  


Not reported 
 
Provider:  


Practice nurse trained in intervention 
delivery 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face, telephone 


Comparison 


N= 322 
Cardiovascular risk 
management 
intervention (13 
practices) 
Vs.  
 
N= 293 Usual care 
(12 practices) 
 
Type: Multi-session 


 
Focus: Lifestyle 


adherence and 
cardiovascular risk 


Intensity: 2 sessions of 


15 to 20 minutes, 2 
weeks apart, and 1 
telephone call of 10 
minutes 2 weeks after 
the second face-to-face 
session                       
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Diet (and physical 
activity, smoking, 
alcohol) 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Fat consumption 
 
Measured:  


Self-report using Dutch 
Fat list 


Duration of 
follow up 


12 months 
(84.6% follow-
up; 79.3% final 
analysis) 


NA 
 
 
 


12 months 
mean (SD) 
 
Intervention: 
14.4 (5.4) 
 
Control: 
15.4 (5.4) 
 
p=0.034 
 
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
 
 


 


Lindahl et al, 
2008 
 
REFID 


2664 
 
Country 


Sweden 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=200 (directly invited & randomised) 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Individuals with impaired glucose 
tolerance and BMI of >27 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age 52.9 
Gender 34.5% Male, 65.5% Female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Mean BMI   30.7 
 
Education level: 


Low   69.3% 
Medium   21.4% 
High   8.3% 
 


Setting:  


Residential wellness centres 
 
Provider:  


Unclear 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (in groups); telephone 
(individually) 


Comparison: 


N=100  Intervention  
 
vs.  
 
N=94    Usual care 
 
N.B. 200 ppl were 
directly invited and 
randomised; 194 
ppl completed 
baseline 
measurements; 168 
ppl completed 5-
year follow-up 
(included in final 
analysis). 
 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Residential lifestyle 
programme for 
individuals with 


Intensity:  


1 month stay at a 
wellness centre, 
entailing 140hrs of 
activities: 
- Daily aerobic physical 
activity of moderate 
intensity for 2.5hrs 
- Tailored diet with 
reduced fat and high 
fibre content 
- Prohibition of alcohol 
consumption 
- Group treatment for 
smoking cessation 
- Behaviour change, 
stress management, 
relapse prevention 
sessions 
- Follow-up telephone 
call 
 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Lifestyle change (diet 
and physical activity 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


% Vegetables at least 
once per day 
 
Measured:  


Self-report 
(questionnaire) 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


Longest 
follow-up 
period = 5 
years ( 
86.6% or 
168/200 = 
84.0% of the 
pts completed 
the 5-year 
follow-up) 


NA 


 


1 year 


 
Intervention: 
88.8% 
 
Control: 76.1% 
 
p<0.05 
 
3 years 
 
Intervention: 
75.6% 
 
Control:  79.3% 
 
5 years 
 
Intervention:   
81.5% 
 
Control: 70.0% 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


It is stated in their 
discussion that the 
differences in the risk 
factor reduction 
cannot be explained 
by differences in 
educational level 
between study groups. 
 
 
 


 
 







impaired glucose 
tolerance 


Morey et al, 
2009 


 
REFID  


2710 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=641 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Overweight (BMI≥25), long-term (≥5 
years) survivors of colorectal, breast 
and prostate cancer between the age of 
65 and 91 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age 73.1 
Gender 45.6% Male, 54.4% Female 
Ethnicity White   88.8% 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


College attended   61.7% 
Mean BMI   29.2 
 
 
 


Setting:  


Home 
 
Provider:  


Research team and health counselors 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Remote (post and telephone) 


Comparison: 


N=319  Intervention 
 
vs.  
 
N=322  Waiting list 
 
Type: Multi-session 


 
Focus:  


Improvement of 
lifestyle behaviours 
in older, overweight 
long-term cancer 
survivors using 
remote methods 
based on Social 
Cognitive Theory 
and the 
Transtheoretical 
Model 


Intensity:  


For period of 12 
months: 
- Personally tailored 
workbook 
- Telephone 
counselling (weekly 
during first 3 weeks; 
every other week for 1 
month; monthly then 
onwards) of 15 - 30 
minutes 
- Automated telephone 
prompts 
- Tailored progress 
report sent every 12 
weeks 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Lifestyle change 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Change in fruits and 
vegetables (daily 
servings) 
 
Measured:  


Self-report 
(questionnaire and 
recall visits) 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


12 months 
(87.1% follow-
up) 


NA 12 months 


 
Intervention:   
+1.24 
 
Control:  +0.13 
 
Mean arm 
difference   1.11 
95% CI 0.76 to 
1.47 
p <0.0001 


Adverse effects: 


Changes in health 
status were 
monitored; 201 AEs 
were reported, most 
were non-serious. 106 
of 201 AEs were 
classified as possibly 
attributable to the 
intervention; 32 
involved 
hospitalization and 
were considered 
serious.  
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 


 
 
 


 
 


Osborn et al, 
2010 
 
REFID  


19691 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised 


N=118 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Puerto Rican patients with Type 2 
Diabetes 
 
Participant characteristics 


Characteristics provided for intervention 
and control completers only: 
Mean ages 57-58 
Gender 30-38% female, 62-70% male 
Ethnicity 100% Puerto Rican 
SES Not reported 


Setting:  


Clinic  
 
Provider:  


Medical assistant 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level)  


Comparison 


N=48 culturally 
targeted Information 
Motivation 
Behaviour (IMB) 
intervention 
 
vs.  
 
N=43 Usual care 
 
Type: Extended 


 
Focus: Lifestyle 


intervention (diet 
and physical 
activity) for Type 2 
Diabetes self-care 


Intensity: 1 session 


lasting 90 minutes 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Diet 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome  


Frequency of adhering 
to dietary 
recommendations 
(scored 0-7, higher 
scores reflect more 
days adhering to diet) 
 
Measured:  


Self-report using the 
diet subscale of the 
Summary of Diabetes 
Self-Care Activities 
questionnaire 


Duration of 
follow up 


3 months 
(81% follow 
up) 
 
 
 


 


3 months:  
Mean diet score 
(SD) at follow-up 
 
Intervention: 
4.42 (1.82) 
 
Control: 
3.65 (1.93) 
 
Mean difference: 
+0.77 
p<0.05 
(ANCOVA) 


NA 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Culturally targeted 
intervention for a 
minority ethnic group. 
 


Patrick et al, 
2011 
 
REFID  


532 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=441 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Men aged between 25 to 55 years with 
BMI ≥ 25 (overweight or obese) 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age 43.9 
Gender 100% male 
Ethnicity White 71.0%, Black 5.2%, 


Hispanic 18.1%, Other 5.7% 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Mean BMI   34.3 
BMI categories: 
Overweight   15.6% 
Obese I   41.7% 
Obese II   33.8% 
Obese III   8.8% 


Setting:  


Internet 
 
Provider:  


Computer 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Remote (internet-based) 


Comparison: 


N=224  Intervention  
 
vs.  
 
N=217  Waiting list 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Internet-based 
behaviour change 
programme based 
on social cognitive 
theory to improve 
weight-related 
behaviours and 
induce weight loss 


Intensity:  


Weekly learning 
activities 
 


 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Lifestyle change 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Servings of fruit and 
vegetables per 
1,000kcal/day 
 
Measured:  


Self-report 
(questionnaire) 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


6 months 
(66.0% follow-
up) 
12 months 
(70.1% follow-
up) 


NA 6 months 


Mean (SE) 
 
Intervention: 
2.11 (0.09) 
 
Control:1.64 
(0.09) 
 
Group x Time 
effect 
p<0.001 


 
12 months 
 
Intervention: 
2.11 (0.10) 
 
Control: 1.73 
(0.10) 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 


 
 
 


 
 







Education level: 
High school   8.4% 
Some college   28.6% 
College graduate   29.9% 
Postgraduate   33.1% 
Marital status: 
Married/With partner   70.3% 
Single/Separated/Divorced   29.7% 
 


 
Group x Time 
effect 


p<0.002 
 


Sallit et al, 
2007 
 
REFID  


2555 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 


Number randomised 


N= 216 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Female weight concerned smokers 
aged 19 years and older 
 
Participant characteristics 
Age range 21 to 59, means 33 to 36 
Gender 0.0% male, 100% female 
Ethnicity Intervention: 77% white, 9% 


Hispanic, 7% African American, 7% 
other; Control: 67% white, 19% 
Hispanic, 10% African American, 3% 
other 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Education: 0.9% some high school, 
6.9% high school, 2.8% technical, 
18.1% associates, 29.2% college 
graduate or above 
Annual household income (US$): 3.2% 
$0 to $19,999, 22.2% $20,000 to 
$49,000, 33.8% more than $50,000.  
 
 
 
 
 


Setting:  


Community 
 
Provider:  


PhD dietician professor 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face 


Comparison 


N= 125 intervention  
 
vs.  
 
N= 91 Assessment 
only  
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Weight control 
programme for 
dietary and smoking 
behaviours  


Intensity: 


1 hour once a week for 
12 weeks   
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Diet, physical activity 
and smoking 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome for meta-
regression:  


Healthy eating index 
 
Measured:  


Self-report, three day 
food records 


Duration of 
follow up  


9 months 
(59.2% follow-
up) 
 


End of 
intervention 
Mean (SD) 
 
Intervention: 
75.86 (9.62) 
 
Control: 64.77 
(11.67) 
 
No between group 
significance 
measures 
reported 
 
3 months post 
intervention 
Mean (SD) 
 
Intervention: 
75.04 (9.95) 
 
Control: 64.29 
(14.04) 
 
No between group 
significance 
measures 
reported 


9 months post 
intervention 
Mean (SD) 
 
Intervention: 
71.80 (12.32) 
 
Control: 59.47 
(15.45) 
 
No between 
group 
significance 
measures 
reported 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 


Stolley et al, 
2008 
 
REFID  


2992 


 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 
 


External 
validity 
+ 


 


Number randomised: 


N=213 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Non-pregnant African American women 
aged between 30 and 65 with BMI 
between 30 and 50 (obese) 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age 46.0 
Gender 100% female 
Ethnicity 100% African American 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Mean BMI   39.2 
Education   14.9 years 
Median income   $42,500 
Full-time employed   71.9% 
Married/co-habiting   34.3% 
 


Setting:  


University campus 
 
Provider:  


Unclear 
 
Mode of delivery: 


Face-to-face (mainly in groups but 
individual MI sessions were also 
offered, which could be in-person or by 
telephone) 


Comparison: 


N=107  Culturally 
tailored intervention 
  
vs.  
 
N=106  General 
health (Control) 
 
Type: Multi-session 


 
Focus:  


Culturally adapted 
lifestyle intervention 
for black women 
based on Social 
Cognitive Theory 
that is focused on 
changes in 
cognitions 
behaviours and 
social support 
related to weight 
loss 


Intensity:  


Twice weekly group 
weight loss sessions 
(one 90mins-long and 
the other 60mins-long) 
for 6 months. 
Additionally, individual 
monthly MI sessions 
lasting 20 to 30 minutes 
were also offered.  
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Lifestyle change 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Vegetables 
(servings/day) 
 
Measured:  


Interviewer-
administered 
questionnaire 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


6 months 
(93% follow-
up) 


NA 


 
6 months (end 
of intervention) 
 
(mean/SD) 
 


Intervention: 
3.94 (3.25) 
 
Control: 3.39 
(2.47)  
 
Difference 
between 
adjusted means   
0.50  
95% CI -0.23 to 
1.23 
p=0.18 


 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 


 
 







Thoolen et al, 
2009 
 
REFID  


2246 
 
Country 


The 
Netherlands 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised 


N=227 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Patients recently diagnosed with 
diabetes (screen detected) 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 62 
Gender 36-45% female, 55-64% male 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 


Setting:  


Not reported 
 
Provider:  


Nurse  
 
Mode of delivery: 


Face-to-face (individual and group 
level) 


Comparison 


N=119 Beyond 
Good Intentions 
intervention 
 
vs.  
 
N=102 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Diabetes self-
management (diet, 
physical activity and 
medication) 


Intensity: 


6 sessions (2 
individual, length not 
reported; and 4 group, 
2 hours each) over 12 
weeks 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Diet 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome : 


Fat consumption 
 
Measured:  


Self-report using the 
Dutch Fat Consumption 
Questionnaire 
 


Duration of 
follow up 


3 months 
(86% follow 
up) 
 
12 months 
(79% follow 
up) 
 


 


3 Months 
Mean (SD) 
 
Intervention: 25.9 
(0.6) 
 
Control: 27.1 (0.6) 
 
Mean difference 
1.2, significance 
Not reported 
 
 


12 months 
Mean (SD) 
 
Intervention:  
25.3 (0.6) 
 
Control: 26.4 
(0.6) 
 
Effect size Eta 
square 0.03 
(small) 
 
Group x Time 
interaction 
P<0.01) 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 


Toobert et al, 
2010  
 
REFID  


1780 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised 


N= 279 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Postmenopausal women with type 2 
diabetes for at least 6 months from the 
Pacific Northwest who received their 
care from primary care clinics 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 61 
Gender 0.0% male, 100% female 
Ethnicity 94% non-Hispanic white, 


2.9% Hispanic , 1.4% Native American 
Indian 
SES Not reported 
 
Other: 


Employment: 38% employed, 43% 
retired 
Average income: US$30,000 to $39,000 
Education: 42% college education  
 


Setting:  


Non-residential retreat (3 day retreat); 
setting not reported for rest of 
intervention 
 
Provider:  


Dietician (dietary components), 
exercise physiologist (physical activity 
component), professionals with at least 
Master’s level training and peer leader 
led the support groups 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face 


Comparison 


N= 163 
Mediterranean 
Lifestyle program  
 
vs.  
 
N= 116 Usual care 
 
The intervention 
group was further 
randomised to 
receive faded 
maintenance or 
personalised 
maintenance. No 
differences were 
found and results 
were combined and 
compared to the 
control 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Long-term multiple 
behaviour changes 
 


Intensity:  


3 day retreat + weekly 
sessions of 1 hour for 6 
months. Followed by 
either faded weekly 
sessions (faded 
maintenance) or 4 
sessions (personalised 
maintenance) over 18 
months. Total 
intervention period of 
24 months.  
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Physical activity and 
dietary changes 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Healthy eating 
 
Measured:  


Self-report on Kristal 
Questionnaire 
 


Duration of 
follow up 


5 years 
(69.7% follow- 
up) 


NA Adj. mean (SD) 


 
6 Month 
Intervention: 
1.79 (.38) 
 
Control: 2.04 
(0.42) 
 
12 Month 
Intervention: 
1.81 (0.35) 
 
Control: 2.05 
(0.40) 
 
24 Month 
Intervention: 
1.83 (0.40) 


 
Control: 2.06 
(0.41) 
 
36 Month 
Intervention: 
1.96 (0.42) 
 
Control:2.03 
(0.42) 
 
48 Month 
Intervention: 
2.03 (0.43) 
 
Control:2.06 
(0.46) 
 
60 Month 
Intervention: 
1.99 (0.41) 
 
Control: 2.01 
(0.42) 


 
72 Month 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 


 







Intervention: 
1.99 (0.41) 
 


Control: 2.03 
(0.42) 
 
84 Month 
Intervention: 
2.01 (0.39) 
 
Control: 2.07 
(0.40) 
 
Group x Time 
interaction 
p<0.001 
 


van Wier et al, 
2009 
 
REFID  


2781 
 
Country 


Netherlands 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=1386 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Overweight (BMI≥25) adult employees 
of 7 chosen companies who have 
access to internet and with no diagnosis 
or treatment for disorders that would 
make physical activity difficult 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age 43 
Gender 67.0% Male, 33.0% Female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Mean BMI   29.6 
Highly educated   60.4% 
Married/cohabiting   84.7% 
 


Setting:  


Workplace / Home 
 
Provider:  


Trained counselors (dieticians and 
movement scientists) 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Remote 
 
Intervention 1:   Telephone  
 
Intervention 2:   Internet (interactive 
website + e-mail) 


Comparison: 


N=462  Telephone 
intervention  
 
N=464  Internet 
intervention 
 
vs.  
 
N=460  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Lifestyle counselling 
for overweight 
employees; 
comparison 
between telephone 
and internet 
methods 
 


Intensity:  


Telephone   every 2 
weeks until all modules 
completed 
 
Internet   access to 
interactive website, and 
communication from 
counselor by e-mail as 
each module 
completed 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Lifestyle change 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


% consuming at least 2 
pieces fruit/day 
(meeting public health 
guidelines) 
 
Measured:  


Self-report 
(questionnaire) 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


6 months 
(58.2% 
completed the 
follow-up 
questionnaire) 


NA 6 months 


 
Control: 41.8% 
Phone:  43.3% 
vs.  control 


 
OR 1.1  
95% CI 0.7 to 
1.6 
p=0.80 
 
Internet  39.5% 
vs.  control 
OR 0.90 
95% CI 0.6 to 
1.4 
p=0.80 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 


 
 
 


 
 


White et al, 
2012 
 
REFID 


26 
 
Country 


Australia 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=183 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Older adults diagnosed with type 2 
diabetes (T2d) or cardiovascular 
disease (CVD) 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age 61.2 
Gender 39% Male, 61% Female 
Ethnicity White 99% 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Married   76% 
Retired   39% 
Homemaker   31% 
T2d only   49% 
T2d + CVD   45% 
CVD only   6% 
 


Setting:  


Community health centres 
 
Provider:  


Health professionals  
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (group level) 


Comparison: 


N=130  Intervention 
  
vs.  
 
N=53  Waiting list 
 
Type: Multi-session 


 
Focus:  


The Theory of 
Planned Behaviour 
(TPB)-based 
interactive group 
sessions to promote 
regular physical 
activity and healthy 
eating amongst 
older adults with 
T2D and/or CVD 


Intensity:  


Weekly 2hr group 
sessions held over for 4 
weeks 


 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Lifestyle change 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Healthy eating (eating 
foods low in saturated 
fats; eating low-fat dairy 
products and fat-
trimmed meat; using 
mono- and poly-
unsaturated oils) 7-
point scale 
 
Measured:  


Self-report  


Duration of 
follow-up: 


1 week post-
intervention 
(HE 73% & 
physical 
activity 73% 
follow-up) 


 
6 week post-
intervention 
(HE 63% & 
physical 
activity 61% 
follow-up) 


1 week 


Mean (SD) 
 
Intervention:  6.20 
(SD) 
 


Control: 5.50 
(1.50) 
 
6 weeks 
Intervention:  6.10 
(1.08) 
 
Control: 5.55 
(1.43) 
 
Time x Condition 
effects NS 


NA 


 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 


 
 


 
 


Wood et al, 
2008 
 
REFID  


3456 


Number randomised 


N=5,405 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Patients younger than 80 years with 


Setting:  


12 general hospitals in France, Italy, 
Poland, Spain, Sweden, UK. 12 
general-practice centres in Denmark, 
Italy, Poland, Spain, The Netherlands, 


Comparison 


N= 1,589 
EUROACTION 
(coronary heart 
disease hospital-


Intensity:  


Hospital patients: At 
least 8 weekly sessions 
over 16 weeks 
General practice 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Physical activity and 
diet 
 


Duration of 
follow up 


12 months 
(73.3% follow                                                                              
-up).    


Not reported 
 
 


12 months 
 
Hospital:  
Intervention: 
79% 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 







 
Country 


Denmark, 
France, Italy, 
Poland, 
Spain, 
Sweden, The 
Netherlands, 
UK 
 
Design 


Cluster RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


coronary heart disease or patients in 
general practice who were between 50 
and 80 years considered at high risk of 
developing CVD  
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 62.6 
Gender 45.2% male, 54.8% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 


 


UK.  
 
Provider:  


Nurse (coordinator), physiotherapist 
and dietician 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (group level) 


based patients) 
 
vs.  
 
N= 1,189 
EUROACTION 
(high-risk CVD 
general practice-
based patients 
Vs.  
 
N= 2,627 Usual 
care 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Family-based 
lifestyle change 
 


patients: Weekly 
sessions open ended  
 
 


Prioritised main 
outcome:  


% consuming oily fish 
at least 3 times per 
week 
 
Measured:  


Self-report 


 


                                                                                                


 
Control: 67% 
 
Difference 8.7% 
95 % CI -33.3 to 
+50.6% 
p=0.62 
 
GP intervention: 
83% 
 
Control: 66% 
 
Difference 
16.8% 
95 % CI -1.7 to 
+35.2%  
p=0.07 


 
 


 
 


Wright et al, 
2011 
 
REFID  


958 
 
Country 


Australia 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised 


N= 178 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Adults aged between 40 and 65 years 
requiring primary or secondary 
prevention of CVD (i.e. having one or 
more of the risk factors: overweight or 
obesity, hypercholesterolemia, 
hypertension, smoking, family history or 
previous cardiac event 
 
Recruited by newspaper advertisement, 
newspaper community announcements 
and media publicity on broadcast radio 
and community television 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 54.0 
Gender 47.8% male, 52.2% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Education: 51.7% 12 years or less; 
48.3% 12 years or more 
 


Setting:  


Tailored feedback: Remote 
Small group counselling: University 
seminar room  
 
Provider:  


Tailored feedback: Electronic media 
Small group counselling: Dietician 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Tailored feedback: mailed materials 
Small group counselling: Face-to-face 
(group level) 


Comparison 


N= 58 Tailored 
printed dietary 
feedback 
 
N= 58 Small group 
nutrition counselling 
 
vs.  
 
N= 62 Waitlist 
control  
 
Type: Multi-session 


 
Focus: Improved 


dietary behaviours 


Intensity: 


Tailored feedback: 3 
installments of mailed 
feedback reports over 3 
months 
Small group 
counselling: 2 sessions 
of 90 minutes over 3 
months. Groups 
consisted of 10 to 15 
people  
 
Waitlist: for 4 months 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Improved behaviours 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


Daily servings of 
vegetables 
 
Measured:  


Self-report, 7-day 
estimated dietary 
record dietary  
 


Duration of 
follow up 


3 months 
(78.1% follow- 
up) 
 


 
 


3 months 
Mean (SE) 
 
Tailored feedback 
Intervention: 2.9 
(0.2) 
 
Nutrition 
education 
intervention: 2.9 
(0.2)  
 
Control: 2.5 (0.2) 
 
Significance not 
reported 
 
 


NA 
 
 
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
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Physical activity 
 
 
STUDY POPULATION AND PARTICIPANT 


CHACTERISTICS 
CONTEXT, (SETTING PROVIDER 
and DELIVERY) 


CONTENT 
(INTERVENTION 
TYPE) FOCUS 


INTENSITY OUTCOMES and 
MEASUREMENT 


FOLLOW UP RESULTS 
Short term 
(≤6months) 
With CI or p 
value  


RESULTS 
Longer term 
(>6months) 
With CI or p 
value 


NOTES 


Armit et al, 
2009 
 
REFID  


2895  
 
Country 


Australia 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
++ 
 
External 
validity 
++ 


 


Number randomised 


N=136 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Inactive patients 50 to 70 years (not 
meeting recommended 150 minutes of 
moderate intensity physical activity in 
previous week) 
Recruited by a research assistant in the 
waiting rooms of two general practice 
sites (that involved 10 GPs) in Brisbane, 
Queensland.  
 


 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 58 years  


57% aged 50 to 59 years  
43% aged 60 to 70 years 
Gender 40% male, 60% female 
Ethnicity Not reported  
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Education: 38% below year 12; 14% 
Year 12; 48% Tertiary.  
Language spoken at home: 97% 
English, 3% other language 


Setting:  


2 general practices  
 
Provider:  


Intervention 1 and 2: General 
practitioners instructed on use of the 
brief intervention materials for delivery 
of usual care; 3 Exercise Scientists 
(ES) for delivery of counselling and 
follow up phone sessions.  
 
Usual care: General practitioner only 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Intervention 1 and 2: Face-to-face 
(individual level), paper media 
materials, telephone follow up 
 
 


Comparison 


Intervention 1 
N= 45 ES Counselling 
+ GP usual care 
 
Intervention 2 
N= 45 ES Counselling 
+ pedometer + GP 
usual care 
 
vs.  
 
Control 
N= 46 Usual care (3 
to 5 minutes of brief 
verbal physical 
activity advice and 
written information 
(‘getting started 
booklet’) 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus: Increased 


physical activity 
among mid-age and 
older adults 
 


Intensity: 


Intervention 1 and 2: 
1 session of 30 
minutes 
approximately 1 week 
after recruitment and 
3 follow up phone 
calls of 10 to 15 
minutes each over 12 
weeks.  
 
Usual care: 1 session 
of 3 to 5 minutes 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Increased physical 
activity 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


% meeting National 
Physical Activity 
Guidelines (NPAG): 


reporting 150 minutes 
of physical activity in at 
least 5 sessions per 
week 
 
Measured:  


Self-reported physical 
activity (Active Australia 
Physical Activity 
Questionnaire; 
AAPAQ). Supported by 
physiologic measures. 


Duration of 
follow up 


24 weeks post 
randomization 
(92.6% follow 
up) 
 


 
 


3 months 
 
Intervention 1: 
42%  
OR 2.07 
95% CI 0.86 to 
5.02 
 
Intervention 2: 
27%  
OR 1.03 
95% CI 0.41 to 
2.62 
 
Control: 26% 
meeting NPAG 
 
 
 


6 months  
 
Intervention 1: 
33%  
OR 1.14 
95% CI 0.47 to 
2.76 
 
Intervention 2: 
51%  
OR 2.39 
95% CI 1.01 to 
5.64 
 
Control: 30% 
meeting NPAG 
 
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
 
 


 
 


Burke et al, 
2008  
 
REFID  


3635 
 
Country 


Australia 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised 


N= 241 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Adults aged 40 to 70 years with BMI 
>25kg/m2 and treated with one1 or 2 
antihypertensive drugs for at least 3 
months 
Recruited by advertisement (volunteer) 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 56.2 
Gender 44.4% male, 55.6% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


2.5% smokers 


Setting:  


Clinical trials centre 
 
Provider: 


Dietician or program coordinator 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (primarily group, with 
individual outcome measurement); 
remote (telephone, paper materials) 


Comparison 


N= 123 Lifestyle 
program (Activity, 
Diet, and Blood 
Pressure Trial; 
ADAPT) 
 
vs.  
 
N= 118 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Decreased CV risk 
and lifestyle change 


Intensity:  


4 month intervention 
period (dose and 
frequency not 
reported) +  6 follow 
up sessions over the 
first year (12 month 
intervention) 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Physical activity and 
diet 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


physical activity of at 
least moderate activity 
hours per week 
 
Measured:  


7-day recall of leisure 
time and occupational 
activity 


Duration of 
follow up 


4 months 
(84.2% follow-
up) – reported 
elsewhere 
 
12 months 
(79.7% follow-
up) – reported 
elsewhere 
 
36 months 
(58.1% follow-
up)  


Not reported 
 
 
 


36 months  (24 
months post 
intervention) 
 
Intervention: 3.8, 
95%CI 3.3 to 
4.3) 
 
Control: 3.1 
(95% CI 2.7 to 
3.6) 
 
No between 
group 
significance 
measures 
reported  
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
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Clark et al., 
2004 
 
REFID  


6036 
 
Country 


UK 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised 


N=100 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Overweight individuals with Type 2 
Diabetes 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 59.5 
Sex 42% female, 58% male 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 


Setting:  


Clinic (diabetes centre) 
 
Provider:  


Not reported 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) with 
remote (telephone) follow-up 


Comparison 


N=265 intervention 
 
vs.  
 
N=257 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Lifestyle intervention 
to reduce the amount 
of fat consumed and 
increase the amount 
of physical activity 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Intensity:  


2 face-to-face session 
lasting 30 minutes, 
followed by 3 follow-
up phone calls lasting 
10 minutes (6 months 
intervention) 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Physical activity 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


Amount of physical 
activity over previous 7 
days  
 
Measured:  


Physical Activity Scale 
for the Elderly 
questionnaire  (PASE) 
 


Duration of 
follow up 


6 months 
(99% follow 
up) 
 
12 months 
(94% follow 
up) 
 
 


 


3 months (during 
intervention) 
 
Intervention: 3.40 
 
Control: 2.83 
 
 


12 months (6 
months post 
intervention) 
 
Intervention: 
3.24 
 
Control: 2.57 
 
p=0.87 for 
between group 
difference 
 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 


Debussche et 
al, 2011 
 
REFID  


7030 
 
Country 


Reunion 
Island 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 


 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised 


N= 398 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Men and non-pregnant women older 
than 18 years with type 2 diabetes 
(defined as either non-insulin requiring 
or insulin treated but with no insulin 
treatment within the first year of 
diagnosis) 
Recruited from the 2 endocrinology 
departments of the regional hospital of 
the island 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 53.7 from 319 followed up 
Gender 60.8% male, 39.2%, female 


male from 319 followed up 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Authors report low literacy levels 


and employment rates similar between 
groups at baseline 
 


Setting:  


Hospital  
 
Provider: 


Nurse, dietician 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) 


Comparison 


N= 206 Lifestyle 
counselling 
 
vs.  
 
N= 192 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus: Physical 


activity 
 
 


Intensity:  


4 sessions at months 
0, 3, 6 and 9 and 
postal and telephone 
reminders for 
adherence at 
sessions  
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: Change in 


leisure physical activity 
score  
 
Measured:  


Baecke Questionnaire 


Duration of 
follow up 


12 months 
(80.2% follow-
up).  


NA 
 
 
 


12 months (3 
months post 
intervention) 
 
Mean 
differences from 
baseline 
 
Intervention: 
0.12 
 
Control: -0.01 
 
p=0.38 for 
difference 
between groups 
 
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
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Di Loreto et 
al. 2003 
 
REFID  


6629 
 
Country 


Italy 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N=340 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Diabetes patients (duration of diabetes 
at least two years) 
 
Participant characteristics 
mean age 62 
Sex 47% male 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 


Setting:  


Outpatient Diabetes Clinic 
 
Provider:  


Physician 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) with 
remote (telephone) follow-up  


Comparison 


N=182 intervention 
 
vs.  
 
N=158 Usual care  
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus: 


Physical activity 


Intensity:  


30 minute usual care 
session, 30 minute 
initial counselling 
session, plus follow-
up phone calls (up to 
15 minutes)15 minute 
follow-up session 
every three months 
for 24 months 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Physical activity 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


Energy expenditure 
through voluntary 
physical activity 
(change in METS x 
h/week from baseline 
(SE) 
 
Measured:  


Self-report using the 
Modifiable Activity 
Questionnaire 


Duration of 
follow up 


24 months 
(99% follow 
up) 
 
 


NA 24 months 
 
Intervention: 
27.1 (2.0) 
 
Control: 4.1 
(0.8) 
 
p<0.001 for 
difference 
between groups 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 


Eakin et al, 
2007  
 
REFID 


20579 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 


 
External 
validity 
+ 


 
 


Number randomised 


N= 200  
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Adults aged 30 years and older with 
greater than 1 or more chronic 
conditions (hypertension, chronic pain, 
hypercholesterolemia, depression, type 
2 diabetes, osteoarthritis, obesity, 
chronic lung disease, heart disease, 
osteoporosis, hepatitis, history of 
cancer, previous stroke, multiple 
sclerosis) 
Recruited from an urban community 
health centre in the Denver metro area. 
Letters sent by clinic providers and 
recruitment calls made by research 
assistants.  
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 49.5 
Gender 21.5% male, 78.5% female 
Ethnicity 75% Hispanic/Latino, 15% 


Anglo, 9% other 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Yearly household income: 34% less 
than US$10,000; 47.5% US$10,000 to 
$30,000;  13% greater than US$30,000 
 
Education: 68% elementary/some high 
school, 15% high school graduate, 
16.5% some college/college graduate 
 
Language: 66.5% Spanish, 33.5% 
English  
 


Setting:  


An urban community health centre 
clinic or the patients home (setting 
based on participant preference) 
 
Provider: 


Experienced health educator trained in 
intervention delivery; printed materials  
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level), 
telephone, and printed materials.  


Comparison 


N= 101 Lifestyle 
intervention 
 
vs.  
 
N= 99 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus: 


Changes in dietary 
behaviour and 
physical activity 


Intensity:  


2 sessions face-to-
face of 60 to 90 
minutes (3 months 
apart), 3 follow up 
phone calls (at 2 and 
6 weeks after the 
initial visit and 2 
weeks after the 
second visit) and 3 
tailored newsletters. 
(14 week 
intervention) 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Changes in dietary 
behaviour and physical 
activity 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: Physical 


activity: total minutes of 
walking per week and 
consistent with USA 
physical activity 
recommendations. 
 
Measured:  


Behavioural Risk factor 
Surveillance Survey 
Physical Activity items 


Duration of 
follow up 


6 weeks 
(68.5% follow-
up) 
 


6 months 
(81% follow-
up).  


6 weeks (during 
intervention) 
 
Change in 
minutes of walking 
per week 
 
Intervention: 11 
 
Control: 47 
 
 


6 months (10 
weeks post 
intervention) 
 
Change in 
minutes of 
walking per 
week 
 
Intervention: 16 
 
Control: -11 
 
No significant 
difference 
between groups 
over time 
p=0.132 
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Effects applicable to 
low income, low 
literacy and 
predominantly 
Hispanic/Latino 
population 
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Eakin et al, 
2010 
 
REFID 


1467 
 
Country 


Australia 
 
Design 


Cluster RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 


 
External 
validity 
++ 


 
 


Number randomised 


N= 434 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Patients older than 30 years with type 2 
diabetes or hypertension  
Recruited from 10 primary care 
practices in a socioeconomically 
disadvantaged community bordering 
Brisbane 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 58.2 
Gender 38.9% male, 61.1% female 
Ethnicity 91% Caucasian 
SES Considered a socioeconomically 


disadvantaged community 
Other: 


Education: 44.9% more than high school 
graduate 
36.2% retired 
 


Setting: 


Remote (telephone delivery) 
 
Provider:  


Counselors with Bachelor or Masters 
degree in with public health/health 
promotion or the allied health sciences 
(nutrition or exercise) trained in 
intervention delivery; mailed materials 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Telephone, printed materials 


Comparison 


N= 228 Telephone 
counselling (5 
practices) 
 
vs.  
 
N= 206 Usual care (5 
practices) 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus: 


Increased physical 
activity levels and 
improve diet 


Intensity: 4 month 


intervention phase 
(10 telephone calls of 
20 minutes; weekly 
for the first 3 weeks 
then fortnightly until 4 
months) + 8 month 
maintenance phase 
(8 telephone calls of 
20 minutes delivered 
monthly). 12 month 
intervention period.  
 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Maintenance of 
behavioural change 
 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


minutes of moderate-to 
vigorous physical 
activity per week 
 
Measured:  


Active Australia Survey 


Duration of 
follow up 


12 months 
(78.6% follow- 
up) 
 
18 months 
(72.6% follow- 
up)  


NA 
 
 


18 months (6 
months post 
intervention) 
 
Intervention: 
62.19 (14.20) 
 
Control: 74.73 
(14.91) 
 
Mean difference 
-12.54 (95% CI -
52.95 to 27.88), 
p=0.543 
 
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
 
 
 


Elley et al, 
2003 
 
REFID 


4020 
 
Country 


New Zealand 
 
Design 


Cluster RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
++ 
 
External 
validity 
++ 


 


Number randomised 


N=878 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 
Practices: 42 rural and urban general 


practices in one region of New Zealand 
All urban and rural practices in the 
central and eastern Waikato region of 
New Zealand were invited to participate 
 
Participants: Sedentary 40 to 79 year 


old patients visiting their general 
practitioner for scheduled appointments 
during a five day period identified as not 
meeting recommended levels of 
physical activity 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 57.9 
Gender 33.7% male, 66.3% female 
Ethnicity 77.2% European origin 
SES 47.4% low income  status,  
Other: 


Education: 25.9% with post-high school 
qualification 
 


Setting:  


General practice 
 
Provider:  


General practitioner (85.4%) or 
practice nurse (14.6 %) who were 
trained and prompted to deliver the 
intervention by a prompt card that the 
patient was given by the researcher; 
Exercise specialist delivered follow up 
telephone support.  
 
Mode of delivery: 


Face-to-face (individual level); 
telephone; mailed paper materials 


Comparison 


N= 451 Lifestyle 
intervention (‘Green 
prescription’) 
counselling  
programme  
 
vs.  
 
N= 427 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus: 


Change in physical 
activity 
 


Intensity: 1 session 


of 7 minutes (GP 
delivered) or 13 
minutes (nurse 
delivered) and a 
minimum of 3 follow 
up phone calls of 10 
to 20 minutes by an 
ES over 3 months.  
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Change in physical 
activity 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Leisure exercise 
(minutes/week) 
 
Measured:  


Self-report on physical 
activity Questionnaire  


Duration of 
follow up 


12 months 
(85.4% follow 
up) 
 


NA 
 


12 months 
 
Intervention: 
54.6  
95% CI 41.4 to 
68.4 
 
Control: 16.8 
95% CI 6.0 to 
32.4 
 
p=0.04 
 
 


Adverse effects: 


Authors report no 
evidence of adverse 
effects 
 
Inequality issues: 


Authors report findings 
are widely 
generalisable due to 
including 
socioeconomically 
diverse sample from a 
large geographical 
region 
 
 
 


Eriksson et al, 
2009 
 
REFID  


2774 
 
Country 


Sweden 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
++ 


Number randomised 


N=151 (145 analysed)  
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Individuals aged 18 to 65 years with 
clinically documented diagnosis of 
hypertension, dyslipidemia, type 2 
diabetes, obesity or any combinations of 
thereof identified from computerised 
records from the town of Boden in 
Northern Sweden. Considered as at 
moderate to high risk of cardiovascular 
disease. 
Recruited by the medical supervisor of 
the health care centre.  


Setting:  


Primary health care centre 
 
Provider:  


Dieticians, physiotherapists delivered 
the interventions. A physician was 
involved in one session at the 
beginning of the study and one session 
at the end. Exercise sessions were led 
by physiotherapists and physiotherapy 
assistants.  
 
Usual care delivered by a 
physiotherapist, dietician and physician 
in group session.  


Comparison 


N= 71 Intensive 
lifestyle intervention  
 
vs.  
 
N= 74 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Reduced 
cardiovascular risk 
factor levels in 


Intensity:  


3 sessions per week 
for 3 months on a 
total of 5 occasions. 
Sessions lasted 40 to 
45 minutes for the 
first month and 
increased to 60 
minutes during 
second and third 
months. Follow up 
included: 6 sessions 
in the first year after 
the 3 month active 
intervention period; 4 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Reduced 
cardiovascular risk 
factor levels 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


% of participants 
reporting  being 
moderately or very 
physically active 
 
Measured:  


Self-reported physical 


Duration of 
follow up 


12 months 
(81.5% follow 
up) – reported 
elsewhere 
 
24 months 
(80.1% follow 
up) 
 
36 months 
post 
randomisation 
(79.5% follow 


Not reported 
 
 
 
 


36 months  
 
Intervention: 
59%  
 
Control: 43%  
 
p<0.0001 
 
 


Adverse effects: 


Authors report no 
adverse events (i.e. 
fractures, sprains, 
serious cardiovascular 
were reported.  


 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
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External 
validity 
++ 


 


 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 54.4 
Gender 42.8% male, 57.2% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 


 


 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (Group level for exercise 
and counselling)  


primary care 
 


sessions during 
second year; 2 
sessions during third 
year.  
 


activity questionnaire 
called ‘physical activity 
on prescription’ 


up) 
 


Giannuzzi et 
al, 2008 
 
REFID  


10871 
 
Country 


Italy 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N= 3,241 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Patients younger than 75 years who had 
a recent MI (within <3 months) and had 
completed a cardiac rehabilitation 
program lasting approximately 1 month 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 57.9 
Gender 86.3% male, 13.7% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


33.1% more than 5 years education  
42.9% retired 


Setting:  


78 cardiac rehabilitation centres across 
Italy 
 
Provider:  


Cardiac rehabilitation team (specialist 
cardiac nurse, physiotherapist, 
cardiologist). A clinical psychologist 
and occupational therapist were 
recruited when needed.  
 
Mode of delivery: 


Face-to-face (individual level) 


Comparison 


N= 1,620 
Multifactorial 
educational and 
behavioural 
intervention 
 
vs.  
 
N= 1,621 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


CV events (CV 
mortality, non-fatal 
MI, non-fatal stroke, 
hostpialisation for 
angina pectoris and 
revascularisation 
procedures) 
 


Intensity: Monthly 


sessions from 0 to 6 
months and then 1 
session every 6 
months up to 3 years 
consisting of 30 
minutes of exercise, 
1hour of counselling 
and 30 minutes of 
reinforcement (3 year 
intervention) 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Physical activity and 
diet 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Leisure time physical 
activity score 
 
Measured:  


3-item questionnaire 


Duration of 
follow up 


6 months 
(96.3% follow- 
up) 
 
36 months 
(90.5% follow- 
up) 


6 months (during 
intervention) 
 
Intervention: 7.5 
(2.2) 
 
Control: 7.1  (2.3) 
 
Mean difference 
6.1%, p<0.01 
 
 


36 months (at 
the end of 
intervention) 
 
Intervention: 7.5 
 
Control: 7.1 
 
Mean difference 
5%, p<0.01 
 
 


Adverse effects: 


Intervention 
decreased the 
absolute risk of overall 
CV events compared 
to the control, 
although this was not 
significant 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
 
 


 
 


Grandes et al, 
2009 
 
REFID 


2776  
 
Country 


Spain 
 
Design 


Cluster RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
++ 
 
External 
validity 
+ 


 


Number randomised 


N=4,317 patients; N=56 Spanish family 
physicians 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 
Physicians: 


Physicians from 11 primary care centres 
that had at least 4 physicians per centre 
Recruited by inviting 15 research groups 
of the Spanish Preventative Services 
and Health Promotion Primary Care 
Research Network to participate.  
 
Participants: 


Patients aged 20 to 80 years identified 
as not meeting the recommended 
aerobic physical activity levels 
(moderate intensity physical activity >30 
minutes 5 days per week or vigorous 
intensity activity for >20 minutes 3 days 
per week). 
Recruited from a list of patients 
systematically by research nurses that 
were scheduled to see their family 
physician 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 50.1 
Gender 34.3% male, 65.7% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
 
Other: 


Setting:  


11 public primary care centres 
 
Provider:  


Family physicians trained in 
intervention delivery 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) using 
web based software to guide 
implementation of intervention; written 
materials. 


Comparison 


N= 2248 
Experimental 
Program for Physical 
Activity Promotion 
(PEPAF). N=29 
physicians 
 
vs.  
 
N= 2069 Usual care. 
N=27 physicians 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Change in physical 
activity 
 


Intensity:  


1 session, length of 
time not reported 
followed by one 
session of 15 
minutes.  
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Change in physical 
activity 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Moderate and vigorous 
activity, minutes/week 
 
Measured: 


7-Day Physical Activity 
Recall (PAR) semi-
structured interview 


Duration of 
follow up 


6 months 
(81% follow 
up) 
 


NA 
 
 
 
 
 


6 months 
Adjusted change 
from baseline 
 
Intervention: 
82.58  
95% CI 59.94 to 
105.23 
 
Control:  
65.14  
95% CI 42.40 to 
87.88 
 
Multivariate-
adjusted 
attributable 
difference: 
18.15  
95% CI 5.66 to 
30.65 
 
adjusted for 
baseline 
measurement, 
age, sex, stage 
of change, 
social class, 
work situation, 
smoking, body 
mass index, and 
doctors’ sex, 
age and 


Adverse effects:  


The authors report 
that adverse events 
were considered in 
this study. 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported (reported 
that patient 
characteristics were 
representative of the 
common 
sociodemographic  
and clinical 
characteristics seen in 
primary care) 
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Employment: 4.9% unemployed, 15.5% 
retired; 24% homemaker, 2.2% student. 
Education level: 6.1% no education, 
30% elementary school, 47% middle or 
high school, 16.8% university studies; 
Social class: 6.9% manager large 
enterprise, 10.8% manager small 
enterprise, 29.7% intermediate 
employee, 52.5% manual worker. 
 


previous training 
in healthy 
lifestyles 
promotion 
 
 


Groenveld et 
al, 2011 
 
REFID  


461 
 
Country 


The 
Netherlands 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised 


N= 573 (433 analysed) 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Male construction workers aged 18 to 
65 years employed at (>400) companies 
throughout The Netherlands who had 
attended a voluntary health screening at 
the occupational health service and 
were identified as at risk for CVD. 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 47.4 
Gender 100% male, 0.0% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
 
Other: 


32.7% smokers 
31.1% blue-collar workers 
69.9% white-collar workers 
 


Setting:  


Not reported for face-to-face sessions; 
remote (telephone) 
 
Provider:  


Occupational physician or occupational 
nurse 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level), 
telephone 


Comparison 


N= 293 Lifestyle 
intervention 
 
vs.  
 
N= 280 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Changes in physical 
activity, diet and 
smoking 


Intensity:  


3 face-to-face 
sessions of 45 to 60 
minutes and 4 
telephone calls of 15 
to 30 minutes over 
6 months 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Physical activity and 
diet 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Minutes per week of 
leisure time physical 
activity 
 
Measured:  


Physical activity: Short 
Questionnaire to 
Assess Health 
enhancing physical 
activity (SQUASH) 


Duration of 
follow up 


6 months 
(84.6% follow- 
up) 
 
12 months 
(81.3%  follow- 
up) 


6 months (end of 
intervention) 
 
Intervention: 
589.7 (464.2) 
 
Control: 552.8 
(424.6) 
 
Regression 
coefficient 59.5, 
95% CI -11.3 to 
130.3) 
 


12 months (6 
months post 
intervention) 
 
Intervention: 
543.4 (462.5) 
 
Control: 529.4 
(409.2) 
 
Regression 
coefficient 30.2, 
95% CI -45.3 to 
105.8) 
 
 
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
 
 


Guelinckx et 
al, 2010 
 
REFID  


2177 


 
Country 


Belgium 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 


External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=195 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Obese (BMI > 29.0) white pregnant 
women consecutively attending the 
prenatal clinic before 15wk gestation  
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  28.7 
Gender 100% female 
Ethnicity 100% White 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Mean BMI (pre-pregnancy) = 33.7 
 


Setting:  


Prenatal clinic of a university hospital 
 
Provider:  


Active intervention was provided by a 
trained nutritionist 


 
Mode of delivery:  


- Brochure for passive intervention 
group and active intervention group 
- In addition, face-to-face group 
counselling sessions for the active 
intervention group 


 


Comparison: 


N=65  Active 
intervention  
 
N=65  Passive 
intervention 
 
vs.  
 
N=65  Usual care 
 
Type:  


- Brief for passive 
intervention group 
- Multi-session for 
active intervention 
group 
 
Focus:  


Lifestyle intervention 
using brochure or 
active education to 
improve lifestyle and 
reduce gestational 


Intensity:  


- Brochure only for 
passive intervention 
group 


- In addition to 
brochure, three 1hr 
group educational 
sessions for active 
intervention group at 
15, 20 and 32 week 
of pregnancy 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Lifestyle change 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Baecke questionnaire 
score for physical 
activity 
 
Measured:  


Self-report  


Duration of 
follow-up: 


To delivery of 
child (62.6% 
follow-up) 


1
st
 trimester 


Mean (SD) 
 
Active 7.47 (1.14) 
 


Passive  7.21 
(1.14) 


 
Control 7.42 
(1.08) 
 
 


2
nd


 trimester 
Active 7.39 
(1.29) 
 
Passive 7.11 
(1.15) 
 
Control 7.31 
(1.08) 
 
3


rd
 trimester 


Active 7.14 
(1.31) 


 
Passive 7.12 
(0.79) 
 
Control 6.80 
(1.17) 
 
p-value for 
trimester  
p=0.001 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
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weight gain in obese 
pregnant women 
 


p-value for 
group  


p=0.478 
 
p-value for (tri x 
grp) p=0.166 


Hardcastle et 
al, 2008 
 
REFID  


3773 
 
Country 


UK 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised 


N=334 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Patients with a BMI >28kg/m
2
 at risk for 


coronary heart disease 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 51 
Sex 33% female, 67% male 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 


 


Setting:  


Primary care 
 
Provider:  


Physical Activity Specialist and 
Registered Dietician 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) 


Comparison 


N=203 intervention 
 
vs.  
 
N=131 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Lifestyle counselling 
based on motivational 
interviewing for diet 
and physical activity 


Intensity:  


Up to 5 sessions, 20-
30 minutes each over 
6 months 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Physical activity 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome  


Change in total 
physical activity (MET-
min/week) 
 


 
Measured:  


Self-report 7 day 
activity using 
International Physical 
Activity Questionnaire 
 


Duration of 
follow up 


6 months 
(65% follow 
up) 
 
 


 


NA 6 months (end 
of treatment) 
 
Intervention 
+245 
 
Control -122 
 
Mean difference 
+367  
95 % CI -739 to 
+470 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 


Harting et al, 
2006 
 
REFID  


5200 
 
Country 


The 
Netherlands 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised 


N= 1,270 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Patients at high risk of a CV event 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 61.1 
Gender 68.9% male, 31.1% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
 


Setting:  


Cardiology outpatient clinic 
 
Provider:  


Nurse 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (with optional family 
member/company) 


Comparison 


N= 600 intervention 
(of whom, 160 
smokers) 
 
vs.  
 
N= 607 Usual care (of 
whom, 160 smokers) 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus: 


Cardiovascular risk 
behaviours (smoking, 
physical activity) 
 


Intensity:   


Average of 2.76 
sessions (range 1 to 
9) lasting an average 
of 90 minutes (range 
15 to 330); average 
duration 87 days 
(range 1 to 616). 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 
 


Physical activity 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome for meta-
regression: Number 


(%) of participants 
‘physically active’ 
 
Measured:  


Short validated 
questionnaire 


Duration of 
follow up  


4 months 
(92% follow-
up) 
 
18 months 
(81.3% follow- 
up) 
 


4 months (end of 
intervention) 
 
Intervention: 
56.4% 
 
control: 52.5% 
 
p value not 
reported 
 
  


18 months (14 
months post 
intervention) 
 
Intervention: 
51.2% 
 
control: 50.8% 
 
p value not 
reported 
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
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Hertogh et al, 
2010 
 
REFID 


1950 
 
Country 


The 
Netherlands 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 
 
External 
validity 
+ 


 


Number randomised 


N=189 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Healthy post-menopausal women aged 
50 to 69 years identified as being low 
active (participating in less than 2 hours 
per week in of moderate intensity sports 
and recreational activities) and not 
adherent to the international physical 
activity recommendation (moderate 
activity for 30 minutes at least five and 
preferable all days of the week). 
Bicycling for transportation was not 
considered moderate intensity exercise.  
Recruited though random selection out 
of the female inhabitants of 6 middle 
sized municipalities in the centre of  The 
Netherlands by invitational letter 
 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 58.6 
Gender 100% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Education: 5.3% primary education, 
30.7% technical or professional school, 
30.7% secondary school, 33.3% higher 
education 
 


Setting:  


6 fitness centres  
 
Provider:  


Qualified sports instructor trained in 
intervention delivery  
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (group level). One 
individual session was encouraged 
weekly.  


Comparison 


N= 96 Exercise 
program 
 
vs.  
 
N= 93 No intervention 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Compliance to the 
international physical 
activity  
recommendation 
 


Intensity:  


Two group sessions 
per week of 1 hour 
each and one 
individual session per 
week of at least 30 
minutes (encouraged) 
over 12 months. 
Groups were made 
up of 15 to 20 
women. 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Compliance to the 
international physical 
activity  
recommendation 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: Modified 


Baecke Questionnaire 
score 
 
Measured:  


Modified Baecke 
Questionnaire 


Duration of 
follow up 


12 months 
(96.8% follow 
up) 
 
24 months 
post 
randomisation 
(75% follow 
up) 
 


NA 
 
 


12 months  
Intervention: 
15.2 95% CI 2.5 
to 40.8 
 
Control: 10.3  
95% CI 1.1 to 
29.5 
 
Intervention 
Effect: 
4.9 
95% CI 2.1 to 
8.2 
 
24 months  
Intervention: 
13.1  
95% CI 1.5 to 
31.5 
 
Control: 12.3 
95% CI 1.6 to 
44.9 
 
Intervention 
Effect: 
0.7  
95% CI -1.4 to 
3.5 
 
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
 
 
 


Horden et al, 
2009 
 
REFID 


2540 
 
Country 


Australia 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 
 
External 
validity 
+ 


 


Number randomised 


N=223 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Patients aged 18 to 75 with type 2 
diabetes but without occult coronary 
artery disease  
Recruited from hospital clinics and the 
community 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 55.5 
Gender 55% male, 45% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 


 


Setting:  


University hospital based gymnasium  
 
Provider:  


Accredited exercise physiologist (AEP) 
 
Mode of delivery: 


Face-to-face (group level). One 
individual session was encouraged 
weekly. 


Comparison 


N= 111 Exercise/ 
Lifestyle intervention 
 
vs.  
 
N= 112 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Prevention of 
myocardial 
dysfunction  
 


Intensity:  


2 sessions of 2 hour 
for four weeks (an 
additional individual 
session per week was 
encouraged) followed 
by: weekly telephone 
follow up for 3 
months; fortnightly 
telephone follow up 
for 3 months; monthly 
telephone follow up 
for 5 months (12 
month program) 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Meeting physical 
activity 
recommendations for 
people with type 2 
diabetes (150 minutes) 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Change in the amount 
of vigorous physical 
activity (minutes/week) 
 
Measured:  


Self-report written 
questionnaire with 
items from the Active 
Australia Survey 


Duration of 
follow up 


12 months 
(78.9% follow 
up) 


NA 
 
 


12 months  
Mean (SD) 
 
Intervention: 
24.6 (192.9) 
 
Control: 
-6.0 (193.7) 
 
P<0.001 (group 
x time) 
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
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Hyman et al, 
2007 
 
REFID  


4495 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N=289 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Currently smoking African Americans 
with hypertension 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 53 (range 45 to 64) 
Gender 32.7% male, 67.3% female 
Ethnicity 100% African American 
SES Not reported 
 


Setting:  


Clinic 
 
Provider:  


Health educator 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face, with telephone follow-up 
and supplementary take-home printed 
materials 
 


Comparison 


N= 92 simultaneous  
intervention  
 
N=96 sequential 
intervention 
 
vs.  
 
N= 93 Usual care  
 
Type:  


Multi-session  
 
Focus:  


Modifiable lifestyle 
hypertension risk 
factors (smoking, diet, 
physical activity)  


Intensity:  


1 brief  in-clinic 
session on all three 
behaviours every 6 
months and 
telephone follow-up of 
15 minutes up to 18 
months 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Diet and physical 
activity 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome for meta-
regression:  


Pedometer steps per 
day 
 
Measured:  


Steps per day 
 


Duration of 
follow up  


6 months 
(88.2% follow 
up) 
 
12 months 
(80.6% follow 
up) 
 
18 months 
(79.6% follow 
up) 
 


NA 6 months 
(during 
intervention) 
 
Simultaneous 
intervention: 
4149.4 (3446.8) 
 
Sequential 
intervention: 
37115.0 
(4025.6) 
 
Control: 
3852.0 (3675.6) 
 
p=0.78 
 
18 months (at 
the end of 
intervention) 
 
Mean (SE) 
 
Simultaneous 
intervention: 
3751.4 (2697.0) 
 
Sequential 
intervention: 
3744.9 (5515.7) 
 
Control: 
3648.5 (4285.0) 
 
p=0.99 
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Trial included African 
American 
hypertensive 
participants only 
 
 


Keogh et al, 
2011 
 
REFID  


15882 
 
Country 


Ireland 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=121 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Adults with type 2 diabetes for more 
than a year who had persistently poor 
glycaemic control 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  58.6  
Gender 63.6% Male, 36.4% Female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Mean no. of years diagnosed = 9.4 
 


Setting:  


Home 
 
Provider:  


Health psychologists 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (patient with family 
member); then remote (telephone) 


Comparison: 


N=60  Intervention 
 
vs.  
 
N=61  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Improvement of 
diabetes-related 
outcomes using 
health psychology 
and motivational 
interviewing, and 
involving family 
members 


Intensity:  


3 weekly sessions. 2 
sessions  of 45 
minutes each (face-
to-face at home) and 
a 3


rd
 session  follow-


up telephone call of 
10 to 15 minutes (3 
week intervention) 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Exercise (summary of 
Diabetes Self-care 
Activities Questionnaire 
 
Measured:  


Summary of Diabetes 
Self-care Activities 
Questionnaire 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


6 months 
(88.4% follow-
up) 


NA 6 months 
(approximately 5 
months post 
intervention) 
 
Mean (SD) 
 
Intervention: 
5.39 
(4.02) 
 
Control: 3.11 
(3.29) 
 
Difference +2.27 
p=0.006 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
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Kirk et al, 
2009 
 
REFID 


2820 
 
Country 


UK 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 


Number randomised 


N=134 inactive individuals with type 2 
diabetes 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Individuals with type 2 diabetes 
identified as inactive and in the 
contemplation or precontemplation 
stage of behaviour change 
Recruited from media adverts diabetes 
clinics, general practitioner, university 
newsletters and diabetes 
exercise/education programmes 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 61.3 
Gender 48.5% male, 51.5% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


48% retired 


Setting:  


University (no other information about 
setting reported) 
 
Provider:  


Intervention 1 delivered by trained 
researcher 
Intervention 2 delivered by written 
materials 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Intervention 1: Face-to-face (individual 
level) 
Intervention 2: paper materials  


Comparison 


Intervention 1 
N= 47 Person 
delivered physical 
activity intervention 
 
Intervention 2 
N= 52 Written 
delivered physical 
activity intervention  
 
vs.  
 
Control 
N= 35 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Change in physical 
activity 


Intensity: 


Intervention 1: 1 
session of 30 minutes 
and follow up 
telephone calls at 1, 
3, 7 and 9 months 
followed by  1 session 
of 5 to 10 minutes at 
6 months  
 
Intervention 2: written 
materials provided to 
individuals at baseline 
who received follow 
up phone calls at 1, 3, 
7, and 9 months. 
Different written 
materials were given 
at 6 months.  
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Changes in physical 
activity 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Seven-day recall of 
minutes of moderate 
and above activity per 
week (minutes/week) 
 
Measured:  


ActiGraph GT1M 
accelerometer 
(objective measure ) 7 
day physical activity 
recall using structured 
interview (subjective)  


Duration of 
follow up 


6 months 
(91% follow 
up) 
 
12 months 
(86.6%  follow 
up) 
 


NA 
 


6 months 
(during 
intervention) 
Mean (SD) 
 
Intervention 1:  
306 (260) 
 
Intervention 2: 
262 (243) 
 
Control: 
256 (269) 
 
Not significant (p 
value not 
reported for this 
time point only) 
 
12 months (3 
months post 
intervention)  
 
Mean (SD) 
 
Intervention 1: 
256(365) 
 
Intervention 2: 
267 (245) 
 
Control: 
169 (200) 
 
Not significant (p 
value not 
reported for this 
time only).  
 
Interaction effect 
p=0.212 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 


Koelewijn-van 
Loon et al, 
2009 
 
REFID  


2310 
 
Country 


The 
Netherlands 
 
Design 


Cluster RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 


 
External 
validity 


++ 


Number randomised 


N= 615 patients, 25 practices  
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Adult patients eligible for cardiovascular 
risk management. Patients with existing 
CVD were excluded.  
Practices that employed a practice 
nurse and used electronic patient 
records were included 
 
Participant characteristics (based on 


589 participants) 
Mean age 57 
Gender 44.8% male, 55.2% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES 22.8% high SES status, 38.7% 


intermediate SES status, 34.6% low 
SES status 
 


Setting: 


Not reported 
 
Provider: 


Practice nurse trained in intervention 
delivery 
 
Mode of delivery: 


Face-to-face, telephone 


Comparison 


N= 322 
Cardiovascular risk 
management 
intervention (13 
practices) 
 
vs.  
 
N= 293 Usual care 
(12 practices) 
 
Type: 


Multi-session  
 
Focus:  


Lifestyle adherence 
and cardiovascular 
risk 


Intensity:  


2 sessions of 15 to 20 
minutes, 2 weeks 
apart, and 1 
telephone call of 10 
minutes 2 weeks after 
the second face-to-
face session (5 week 
intervention)                
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Changes in diet and 
physical activity  
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: Moderate to 


vigorous physical 
activity minutes per 
week 
 
Measured:  


Modified Dutch version 
of the Community 
Healthy Activities 
Model Program for 
Seniors questionnaire 
(CHAMPS) 


Duration of 
follow up 


12 months 
(84.6% follow-
up; 79.3% final 
analysis) 


 
 
 
 


12 months 
(approximately 
10 months post 
intervention) 
 
Mean (SD) 
 
Intervention: 460 
(362) 
 
Control: 449 
(365) 
 
p=0.74 
 
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
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Kolt  et al, 
2007 
 
REFID 


4453  
 
Country 


New Zealand 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 
 
External 
validity 
+ 


 


Number randomised 


N=186  
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Patients older than 65 years identified 
as participating in less than 30 minutes 
of activity on 5 or more days per week 
for 6 months or longer and who had no 
major health problems and activity was 
not contraindicated 
Recruited from patient databases of 3 
primary care practices from different 
socioeconomic regions of Auckland, 
New Zealand by 2 primary care 
physician (identified on database by 2 
research assistants) 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 74.2 
Gender 33.9% male, 66.1% female 
Ethnicity New Zealand European 


97.3%  
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Education level: 38.2% no qualification, 
17.7% high school qualification, 12.4% 
other post-high school qualification, 
84.4% retired 
 


Setting:  


2 primary care practices from different 
socioeconomic regions of Auckland, 
New Zealand 
 
Provider: 


Exercise counselor  
 
Mode of delivery:  


Telephone; mailed paper materials 


Comparison 


N= 93 Telephone 
counselling 
(‘Telewalk’) 
 
vs.  
 
N= 93 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Change in  physical 
activity 
 


Intensity:  


8 sessions of 
between 10.2 to 16.5 
minutes over 3 
months (weekly calls 
for the first 4 weeks 
then fortnightly for the 
remaining 8 weeks) 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Change in physical 
activity 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Total leisure activity 
(minutes per week) 
 
Measured:  


Auckland Heart Study 
Physical Activity 
Questionnaire 
(AHSPAQ) by 
telephone  


Duration of 
follow up 


3 months 
(94.1% follow 
up) 
 
6 months 
(90.9% follow 
up) 
 
12 months 
(88.7% follow 
up) 
 


NA 
 


6 months  (3 
months post 
intervention) 
 
Mean (SD) 
 
Intervention: 
199.1 (221.2) 
 
Control: 
119.2 (147.7) 
 
12 months (9 
months post 
intervention) 
 
Intervention: 
117.3 (138.8) 
 
Control: 
244.0 (365.7) 
 
Time x group 
P=0.05 
(repeated 
measures mixed 
model adjusted 
for age, sex, 
clinic and 
baseline value) 
 


Adverse effects: 


Authors report no 
evidence of more falls 
in intervention group 
compared to control 
group 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
 
 
 


Kuller et al, 
2012 
 
REFID  


248 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 


 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 


 


Number randomised: 


N=508 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Women between the age of 52 and 62 
years, with a BMI of 25 to 39.9, waist 
circumference of >80cm, 
BP<140/90mmHg with or without 
antihypertensive therapy, not on lipid-
lowering drug, LDL cholesterol between 
100 and 160mg and no history of CVD 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  57 
Gender 100% female 
Ethnicity 11.2% Black 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Mean BMI = 30.8 
 


Setting:  


Unclear 
 
Provider:  


Multidisciplinary team (nutritionists, 
exercise physiologists and 
psychologists) 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (mainly in groups) 


Comparison: 


N=(not reported) 
Lifestyle change 
group (LC) 
 
vs.  
 
N=(not reported) 
Health education 
group (HE) control 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Non-pharmacological 
intervention to induce 
weight loss and 
increase physical 
activity levels in order 
to reduce blood 
triglyceride levels and 
number of low-density 
lipoprotein particles in 
women 


Intensity:  


Intervention group = 
40 visits during Year 
1; 12 monthly visits 
during Year 2, 3 and 
4 


 
Assessment group = 
6 seminars in Year 1; 
several seminars per 
year during Year 2, 3 
and 4 
(Intervention length 
approximately 36 
months) 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Lifestyle change 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Leisure time physical 
activity (MET hours per 
week) 
 
 
Measured:  


Self-report (interviewer-
administered Modifiable 
Activity Questionnaire) 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


48 months 
(approx. 90% 
of the pts 
completed at 
least part of 
the 48-month 
visit) 
 
Specifically for 
the main 
outcome: 


 
6 months 
(84.3% of the 
pts provided 
physical 
activity data) 
18 months 
(80.1% of the 
pts provided 
physical 
activity data) 
30 months 
(80.9% of the 
pts provided 
physical 
activity data) 


NA 6 months 
(during 
intervention) 
Mean change 
(SD) 
 


Intervention -1.0 
(11.1) 
 
Control -4.1 
(14.0) 
 
p<0.05 
 
18 months 
(during 
intervention) 
Intervention 5.9 
(10.9) 
 
Control 0.56 
(13.0) 


 
p<0.05 
 
30 months 
(during 
intervention) 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
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48 months 
(85.2% the pts 
provided 
physical 
activity data) 


Intervention 4.1 
(13.3) 


 
Control 0.02 
(15.7) 
  
p<0.05 
 
48 months 
(approximately 
12 months post 
intervention) 
Intervention 1.9 
(12.5) 
 
Control -0.02 
(16.1) 
 
Not reported as 
significant, p 
value not 
reported 


 


Lawton et al, 
2008 
 
REFID 


3082 
 
Country 


New Zealand 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
++ 
 
External 
validity 
++ 


 


Number randomised 


N=1,089 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Females aged 40 to 74 years identified 
as not partaking in 30 minutes of 
physical activity on at least 5 days per 
week 
Recruited from: an existing cohort of 50 
to 74 year old women sent letters by 
their GP for a previous study of 
postmenopausal women from 10 
primary care practices in Wellington, 
New Zealand; 50 to 70 year olds (40 to 
60 year old Maori and Pacific women) 
from 13 primary care practices including 
2 Maori health clinics. Eligible women 
were sent letters by their GP.  
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 58.9 
Gender 100% female 
Ethnicity 77.7% European, 13.1% 


Maori or Pacific Islander 
SES 14.9% lower socioeconomic status 
Other: 


43.7% with tertiary education  
12.6% current smokers 
 


Setting:  


17 primary healthcare practices  
 
Provider:  


Primary care nurse delivers 
intervention; Exercise Specialist 
provides telephone support 
Physician (usual care)  
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level); 
telephone 


Comparison 


N= 544 Lifestyle 
intervention (‘Green 
prescription’) 
counselling  
programme 
 
vs.  
 
N= 545 Usual care  
 
Type: 


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Achieving the 
recommended 150 
minutes of at least 
moderate intensity 
physical activity  
 


Intensity:  


1 session of 7 to 13 
minutes followed by 
monthly telephone 
follow up (average of 
5 phone calls of 15 
minutes) over a 9 
month period with 
one additional 
session of 30 minutes 
at 6 months (9 month 
intervention) 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Physical activity 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Number (%) completing 
at least 150 minutes 
physical activity/week 
 
Measured: 


International  physical 
activity questionnaire; 
IPAQ-Long 
(subjective); energy 
expenditure measured 
by heart rate monitor 
(objective) 


Duration of 
follow up 


12 months 
(93% follow 
up) 
 
24 months 
(89% follow 
up) 
 


NA 
 
 


12 months  (3 
months post 
intervention) 
 
Number (%) 
 
Intervention: 233 
(43) 
 
Control: 165 
(30)  
 
p<0.001 
 
24 months 
(roughly 15 to 
17 months 
follow up) 
 
Intervention: 214 
(39)  
 
Control: 179 
(33) 
 
p<0.001 


Adverse effects: 


More falls (p<0.001) 
and injuries (p=0.03) 
were recorded in the 
intervention group 
compared to the 
control group) over the 
2 year period.  
 
Inequality issues: 


Authors report the 
inclusion of a 
representative sample 
of ethnic minorities  
 
 


 
 


Lindahl et al, 
2008 
 
REFID  


2664 
 
Country 


Sweden 
 
Design 


RCT 


Number randomised: 


N=200 (directly invited & randomised) 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Individuals with impaired glucose 
tolerance and BMI of >27 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  52.9 
Gender 34.5% Male, 65.5% Female 
Ethnicity Not reported 


Setting:  


Residential wellness centres 
 
Provider:  


Unclear 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (in groups); telephone 
(individually) 


Comparison: 


N=100  Intervention  
 
vs.  
 
N=94    Usual care 
 
N.B. 200 people were 
directly invited and 
randomised; 194 
people completed 


Intensity:  


1 month stay at a 
wellness centre, 
entailing 140hrs of 
activities: 
- Daily aerobic 
physical activity of 
moderate intensity for 
2.5hrs 
- Tailored diet with 
reduced fat and high 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Lifestyle change 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


% participant exercising 
at least once per week 
 
Measured:  


Self-report 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


Longest 
follow-up 
period  5 years 
(168/194 = 
86.6% or 
168/200 = 
84.0% of the 
pts completed 
the 5-year 


NA 
 
 


1 year (during 
intervention) 
Intervention 
66.3% 


 
Control 17.8% 
 
p<0.001 
 
3 years 
(approximately 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


It is stated in their 
discussion that the 
differences in the risk 
factor reduction 
cannot be explained 
by differences in 
educational level 
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Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


SES Not reported 
Other: 


Mean BMI = 30.7 
Education level: 


Low = 69.3% 
Medium = 21.4% 
High = 8.3% 
 


baseline 
measurements; 168 
people completed 5-
year follow-up 
(included in final 
analysis). 
 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Residential lifestyle 
programme for 
individuals with 
impaired glucose 
tolerance 


fibre content 


- Prohibition of 
alcohol consumption 
- Group treatment for 
smoking cessation 
- Behaviour change, 
stress management, 
relapse prevention 
sessions 
- 4 day follow-up 
session at 12 months 
and follow-up 
telephone call at 6 
and 24 months 
 
 


(questionnaire) follow-up) 12 months post 
intervention) 
Intervention 
46.6% 
 
Control 23.7% 
 
p<0.01 
 
5 years 
(approximately 
36 months post 
intervention) 
Intervention 
42.9% 


 
Control 23.4% 
 
p<0.05 


between study groups. 


 
 
 


 
 


Lorig et al, 
2006  
 
REFID 


18282  
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
++ 
 
External 
validity 
++ 


 


Number randomised 


N= 958 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Individuals aged at least 18 years with a 
physician’s diagnosis of heart disease, 
chronic lung disease or type 2 diabetes. 
In addition to one of these diagnoses, 
individuals could have other chronic 
conditions but could not have been in 
active treatment of cancer for 1 year 
Recruited by placing links to the study 
website on established websites and 
discussion groups (Yahoo!Health, 
WebMD and SeniorNet.org.) as well as 
calendar announcements and articles in 
newspapers directing subjects to study 
website. After reaching the study 
website, potential participants left their 
email address so they could be 
contacted.  
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 57.5 (range 22 to 89) of 780 


analysed 
Gender 28.6% male, 71.4% female of 


780 analysed 
Ethnicity 88.1% non-Hispanic white of 


780 analysed 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Education: 15.6 years of education 
(range 8 to 23) of 780 analysed 
 


Setting:  


Remote (participants accessed 
computers remotely) 
 
Provider:  


Interactive web based program. 
Trained peer moderators led each 
workshop but did not deliver content as 
this was scripted on the web.  
 
Mode of delivery: 


Remote (computer, mailed paper 
materials 


Comparison 


N= 457 Internet-
based Chronic 
disease self-
management 
program (CDSMP) + 
usual care  
 
vs.  
 
N= 501 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Improvement in 
health outcomes 
 


Intensity:  


6 ‘workshop’ sessions 
where participants 
are prompted 3 times 
per week to log on for 
a total of 1 to 2 hours 
per week for 6 weeks.  
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Improvement in health 
outcomes 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


Change in aerobic 
exercise (minutes per 
week) 
 
Measured:  


Not reported 
 


Duration of 
follow up 


6 months 
(81.7% follow 
up) 
 
12 months 
(81.4% follow 
up) 
 


NA 
 
 


12 months  
Mean (SD) 
 
Intervention: 
12.1 (80.9) 
 
Control: 7.99 
(63.4) 
 
P=0.340 
(Logistic) 
 
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
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Lorig et al, 
2010 
 
REFID  


8954  
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
++ 
 
External 
validity 
++ 


 


Number randomised 


N= 761 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Individuals aged 18 years or older who 
had physician diagnosed type 2 
diabetes who were not pregnant or in 
treatment for cancer.  
Recruited through the internet as well as 
through print and broadcast media. 
Special effort was made to recruit 
American Indian/Alaska natives (AI/AN) 
participants using websites and media 
associated with tribal and AI/AN 
organisations.  
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 54.3 
Gender 27% male, 73% female 
Ethnicity 76% non-Hispanic white, 


14.5% American Indians/Alaska natives 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Education: ‘well educated’: mean of 15.7 
years of education 
 


Setting:  


Remote (participants accessed 
computers remotely) 
 
Provider:  


Interactive web-based program. 2 
trained peers facilitated each program  
 
Mode of delivery:  


Remote (primarily web-based, with 
mailed paper materials, telephone 
support) 


Comparison 


N= 259 Internet 
based diabetes self-
management 
program (IDSMP) 
only 
 
N= 232 Internet 
based diabetes self-
management 
program (IDSMP) + 
email reinforcement 
 
vs.  
 
N= 270 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus: Reduced A1C 


and fewer symptoms 
and increased 
exercise 
 


Intensity:  


6 weekly online 
sessions   
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Physical activity 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Change in aerobic 
exercise 
(minutes/week) 
 
Measured:  


Physical activities scale 


Duration of 
follow up 


6 months 
(83.2% follow 
up of 761) 
 
18 months 
(81.1% follow 
up of 651 [not 
AI/AN 
eligible]).  


 6 months  
(approximately 
4.5 months post 
intervention) 
 
Mean (SD) 
 
Intervention 1: 
12.09 (145) 
 
Intervention 2 : 
1.41 (167)  
 
Control: -1.97 
(130) 
 
P=0.496 
(intervention 1 
vs.  control) 
P=0.238 (ITT) 
 
p=0.779 
(intervention 2 
vs.  control) 
P=0.306 (ITT) 
 
18 months 
(approximately 
16.5 months 
post 
intervention) 
 
Intervention 1: 
6.049 (141) 
 
Intervention 2:  
-0.676 (152) 
 
Control: -0.575 
(196) 
 
p=0.827 (control 
vs.  both 
interventions 
combined) 
 
p=0.873 (ITT) 
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
 
 
 


 
 


Luoto et al, 
2011 
 
REFID  


7772 
 
Country 


Finland 
 
Design 


cRCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 


Number randomised: 


N=442 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Euglycaemic pregnant women (8 – 
12wk gestation) with min. of 1 GDM risk 
factor 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age 29.8 
Gender 100% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Mean BMI (pre-pregnancy) = 26.4 


Setting:  


Maternity clinics 
 
Provider:  


Nurses 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level)  


Comparison: 


N=246  Intervention  
 
vs.  
 
N=196  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Prevention of GDM 
and high birth weight 
of the newborns 
through lifestyle 


Intensity:  


5 counselling 
sessions which took 
place at antenatal 
visits (the first visit 
was limited to max. of 
2hrs) 
 


 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Lifestyle change 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Total MET 
minutes/week 
 
Measured:  


Self-report 
(questionnaire) 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


Between pre-
pregnancy and 
36 to 37 
weeks 
gestation 
 


- 29 non-
respondents to 
final survey 
(6.6%) 
- 14 
miscarriages 
(3.2%) 


NA 36-37week GA 
(end of 
intervention) 


 
Intervention 963 
 
Control 1149 
 
Group difference 
in change: 
 
Adjusted co-
efficient = -56 
(95% CI -280 to 
168) 


Adverse effects: 


There was no 
statistically significant 
differences between 
incidences of adverse 
effects between the 
groups. 


 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
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External 
validity 


+ 
 


Overweight (BMI>25) = 59.6% 
Education level: 
University degree = 23.6% 
Polytechnic education = 41.4% 
Basic/Secondary education = 33.1% 
 


counselling  
 Total of 
90.3% 
included in the 
final analysis 
 


 
Adjusted p-value 
= 0.63 


Marcus et al, 
2007 
 
REFID  


4458 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 
 


Number randomised 


N= 239 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Healthy adults aged 18 to 65 years 
identified as underactive (participated in 
moderate to vigorous physical activity 
for 90 minutes or less per week) 
Recruited through newspaper 
advertisements and advertisements on 
employees pay stubs, email and Intranet 
postings on a hospital worksite 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 44.5 
Gender 18.0% male, 82.0% female 
Ethnicity 90.3% Caucasian 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


70.6% college educated or above; 
60.8% had total household income 
above US$50,000; 90.4% employed 
 


Setting:  


Not reported 
 
Provider:  


Health educator; paper materials 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Telephone-based individualised 
feedback: Telephone        
Print-based individualised feedback: 
printed materials 
 


Comparison 


N= 80 Telephone-
based individualised 
feedback 
 
N= 81 Print-based 
individualised 
feedback 
 
vs.  
 
N= 78 Attention 
control (Assessment 
only) 
 
Type:  


Multi-session  
 
Focus:  


Increased physical 
activity 


Intensity:  


14 sessions over 12 
months. The dose of 
contacts was more 
frequent at the 
beginning of the study 
(i.e. weekly for the 
first month) 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Physical activity 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: Minutes per 


week of physical 
activity (moderate, hard 
and very hard) 
 
Measured:  


7-day Physical Activity 
Recall (PAR) Interview 


Duration of 
follow up 


6 months 
(91.2% follow-
up)  
 
12 months 
(85.4% follow-
up) 


NA 
 


6 months 
(during 
intervention) 
 
Mean (SD) 
 
Intervention 1: 
123.32 (97.64)  
 
Intervention 2: 
129.49 (156.46) 
 
Control: 77.67 
(101.79) 
 
p<0.01 
favouring 
intervention 1 
compared to 
control 
 
p<0.01 
favouring 
intervention 2 
compared  to 
control 
 
non-significance 
between 
intervention 1 
and 2 
 
12 months (end 
of intervention) 
 
Intervention 
1:100.59 
(119.68) 
 
Intervention 2: 
162.37 (165.17) 
 
Control: 81.92 
(127.07) 
 
Non-significance 
between 
intervention 1 
and control 
 
p<0.001 
favouring 
intervention 2 
compared to 
control 
 
p<0.05 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
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favrouring 
intervention 2 
compared to 
intervention 1 
 


McMurdo et 
al, 2010 
 
REFID 


1498  
 
Country 


UK 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 
 
External 
validity 
+ 


 


Number randomised 


N= 204 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Community dwelling females aged 70 
years and older identified as inactive (no 
participation in moderate intensity 
physical activity of at least 30 minutes 5 
days per week or at least 20 minutes of 
continuous vigorous intensity physical 
activity 3 or more times per week). 
Recruited from 4 local general practices 
in Dundee, Scotland through the 
Scottish Primary Care Research 
Network. The principle GP provided a 
list of all eligible females excluding 
those with terminal illness, recent 
bereavement, severe heart disease 
chronic obstructive disease of dementia 
or those living in a nursing home. The 
GP invited eligible females to participate 
by letter.  
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 77.3 
Gender 100% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES 39.5% most deprived, 59.5% most 


affluent on deciles of Scottish Index of 
Multiple deprivation 


Setting:  


Primary care, City of Dundee, 
Scotland; participants home for part of 
intervention delivery  
 
Provider:  


Study coordinators trained in 
intervention delivery  
 
Mode of delivery: 


Face-to-face (individual level), 
telephone, written paper materials  


Comparison 


N= 68 Behaviour 
change intervention  
 
N= 68 Behaviour 
change intervention + 
pedometer 
 
vs.  
 
N= 68 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus: Change in 


daily activity levels  
 


Intensity:  


1 ‘brief’ session and 
telephone follow up 
weekly for the first 
month, then 
fortnightly for 2 
months then monthly 
for 3 months (6 month 
intervention) 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Change in daily activity 
levels 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


Accelerometer vector 
maximum 
 
Measured: 


Accelerometry  


Duration of 
follow up 


6 months 
(88% follow 
up) 
 


3 months 
Mean (SE) 
 
Intervention 1: 
13,305  (5,142) 
 
Intervention 2: 
5,504 (4,465) 
 
Control:  
-2290 (3,715) 
 
p=0.049 
 


6 months  (end 
of intervention) 
Mean (SD) 
 
Intervention 1: 
Not reported 
 
Intervention 2: 
Not reported 
 
Control: Not 
reported 
 
Accelerometry 
counts in both 
intervention 
groups declined 
to near baseline 
levels 


Adverse effects: 


More adverse events 
were recorded in both 
intervention groups 
than the control  
 
Intervention 1: N=16 
Intervention 2: N=9 
Control: N=6 
 
The authors report 
that ‘no excess of 
events was identified 
in the intervention 
groups that could 
plausibly be related to 
the interventions) 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
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Moore et al, 
2006 


 
REFID  


5276 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=250 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Individuals who recently had a cardiac 
event  
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age 62.4 
Gender 62% Male, 38% Female 
Ethnicity 


81.2% Caucasian, 16.8% Black, 2% 
Other  
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Income: 
<$30,000 = 25.2% 
$30,000-60,000 = 36.8% 
>$60,000 = 31.2% 
Mean length of education = 14.1 years 
Married = 72.4% 
 


Setting:  


Cardiac rehabilitation program 
(allocated room near outpatient) 


 
Provider:  


Cardiac nurse 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (in groups) 


Comparison: 


N=119  Intervention  
 
vs.  
 
N=131  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Lifestyle modification 
program designed to 
increase exercise 
maintenance in the 
year following a 
cardiac rehabilitation 
program 


Intensity:  


Three 1.5hr sessions 
once a week during 
the last 3 weeks of 
CRP and 2 sessions 
held at 1 and 2 
months after CRP (1 
year intervention ) 
 
Mean (SD) session 
length per participant  
52 minutes (29) 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Lifestyle change 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Amount of exercise  
(hours per month)  
 
Measured:  


Primarily measured 
using portable 
wristwatch heart rate 
monitors, supported by 
data from exercise 
diaries 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


2 months from 
baseline / 
completion of 
intervention 
(85.2% follow-
up) 
 
12 months 
from baseline 
(81.2% follow-
up) 


1 Month (during 
intervention) 


Mean (SD) 
 
Intervention 11.5 
(7.8) 
 
Control 10.6  
(9.2)  
 
Difference +0.9 
 


Non-significant 
between group 
effect, p value not 
reported 


12 Month (end 
of intervention) 


Mean (SD) 
 
Intervention 7.6 
(7.0) 
 
Control 7.1 
(SD 8.2) 
 
Difference +0.5 
 
Non-significant 
between group 
effect, p value 
not reported 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 


 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 


Morey et al, 
2009 
 
REFID  


2710 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=641 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Overweight (BMI≥25), long-term (≥5 
years) survivors of colorectal, breast 
and prostate cancer between the age of 
65 and 91 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  73.1 
Gender 45.6% Male, 54.4% Female 
Ethnicity 88.8% White 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


College attended = 61.7% 
Mean BMI = 29.2 
 
 


Setting:  


Home 
 
Provider:  


Research team and health counsellors 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Remote (post and telephone) 


Comparison: 


N=319  Intervention 
 
vs.  
 
N=322  Waiting list 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Improvement of 
lifestyle behaviours in 
older, overweight 
long-term cancer 
survivors using 
remote methods 
based on Social 
Cognitive Theory and 
the Transtheoretical 
Model 


Intensity:  


For period of 12 
months: 
- Personally tailored 
workbook 
- Telephone 
counselling (weekly 
during first 3 weeks; 
every other week for 
1 month; monthly 
then onwards) of 15 - 
30 minutes 
- Automated 
telephone prompts 
- Tailored progress 
report sent every 12 
weeks 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Lifestyle change 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Change in number of 
minutes of endurance 
exercise per week 
 
Measured:  


Self-report  


Duration of 
follow-up: 


12 months 
(87.1% follow-
up) 


NA 
 


12 months (end 
of intervention) 
Intervention 36.3 
Control  23.4 
 
Mean arm 
difference  12.9 
95% CI 1.89 to 
27.6 
p=0.004 arm 
effect 


Adverse effects: 


Changes in health 
status were 
monitored; 201 AEs 
were reported, most 
were non-serious. 106 
of 201 AEs were 
classified as possibly 
attributable to the 
intervention; 32 
involved 
hospitalization and 
were considered 
serious.  


 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 


 
 


Muniz et al, 
2010 
 
REFID 8775 
 
Country 


Spain 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N=1,757 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Patients recently discharged following 
acute coronary syndrome hospitalisation 
 
Participant characteristics 
Age range 63 
Gender 76.0% male, 24.0% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 


 
 
 
 
 


Setting:  


Hospital 
 
Provider:  


Physician 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level) 


Comparison 


N= 867 intervention  
 
vs.  
 
N= 890 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Lifestyle risk factors 
for CVD secondary 
prevention 


Intensity:  


2 face-to-face 
sessions lasting 30 to 
40 minutes each, 
over two months 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Increased physical 
activity 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome for meta-
regression: Exercise 5 


times per week (% 
participants) 
 
Measured:  


Self-report (% of 
participants) 
 


Duration of 
follow up  


6 months 
(85.9% follow- 
up) 
 
 


NA 
 


6 months (4 
months post 
intervention) 
 
Intervention: 
29.4% 
 
Control: 23.4% 
 
Adjusted OR 
1.29 (95% CI 
1.02 to 1.64), 
p=0.033 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
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Nies et al, 
2003 
 
REFID 


6414  
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 
 
External 
validity 
+ 


 


Number randomised 


N= 197 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Women aged 30 to 60 years considered 
physically sedentary or mostly inactive 
(engaged in physical exercise very 
infrequently or not at all as self-reported) 
from the metropolitan communities of 
states in the north and south of the 
USA.  
Recruited via flyers placed around the 
community (e.g. churches, salons and 
colleges), newspapers, radio and 
television advertisements 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 44.4 
Gender 100% female 
Ethnicity 47.9% African American, 


52.1% European American 
SES 17.8% higher income African 


American, 29.4% higher income 
European American, 29.9% lower 
income African American, 29.4% lower 
income European American. 
Other: 


52.5% overall lower income per year 
(>$50,000), 47.5% higher income per 
year (<$50,000).  
Education: 26.0% high school, 54.3% 
college, 15.0% graduate school 
 


Setting:  


Participants homes where they 
received phone calls 
 
Provider:  


Research assistant trained to follow 
the intervention script. 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Telephone                                                                                                                           


Comparison 


N= 67 Telephone 
counselling 
intervention  
 
N= 60 Attention 
control 
 
vs.  
 
N= 70 No intervention  
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Increased physical 
activity among 
sedentary women 
 
 


Intensity: 


Intervention: 16 
telephone calls of no 
less than 10 minutes 
over 24 weeks 
(weekly for the first 8 
weeks, then 
fortnightly for the 
remaining 16 weeks) 
(6 month intervention) 
 
Attention control: 16 
telephone of 
approximately 2 
minutes over 24 
weeks  
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Increased physical 
activity among 
sedentary women 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Change in minutes 
walked per day 
 
Measured:  


Self-report estimation 


Duration of 
follow up 


6 months 
(81% follow 
up) 
 


NA 
 
 
 


6 months (end 
of treatment)  
Mean (SD) 
 
Intervention: 
2.34 (79.4) 
 
Controls: -2.23 
(90.4) 
 
p<0.05 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Findings applicable to 
African American and 
European American 
women as well as high 
and low income 
women 
 
 


 
 


Nijamkin et al, 
2012 
 
REFID 


34  
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
++ 
 
External 
validity 
+ 


 


Number randomised 


N= 144 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Hispanic Americans aged 18 years and 
above with obesity who had recently (6 
months + 6 weeks recruitment) 
undergone laparoscopic Roux-en-Y 
gastric bypass surgery (RYGB) for 
reversing morbid obesity at the Palmetto 
General Hospital in Hialeah, Florida. 
Only those who attended at least 5 
nutrition counselling sessions were 
included.  
Recruited from the Laparoscopic 
Institute of South Florida by telephone 
calls and flyers in waiting rooms.  
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 44.5 
Gender 16.7% male, 83.3% female 
Ethnicity: 100% Hispanic American  
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Employment: 23.6% unemployed, 
14.6% disabled, 56.9% employed, 4.9% 
retired. 
Education: 13.7 average years. 
Occupation: 27.8% office administrator, 
18.1% professional, 22.9% housewife, 


Setting:  


Laparoscopic Institute of South Florida 
 
Provider:  


Registered dietician (option to have 
additional counselling with a dietician, 
psychologist or other health 
professional). 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (group level), email and 
telephone reminders, printed materials 
for one missed session only 


Comparison 


N= 72 
Comprehensive 
nutrition and lifestyle 
educational 
intervention 
 
vs.  
 
N= 72 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session  
 
Focus:  


Physical activity 
changes over time 
 


Intensity:  


6 group sessions of 
90 minutes delivered 
fortnightly for 6 weeks 
starting at 7 months 
following surgery. 
Groups consisted of 
up to 12 people.  
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Physical activity 
changes over time 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Minutes of physical 
activity per week  
 
Measured:  


Short Questionnaire to 
Assess Health 
Enhancing Physical 
Activity 


Duration of 
follow up 


6 months 
(92.4% follow 
up) 
 


NA 
 
 
 


6 months 
(approximately 
4.5 months post 
intervention) 
Mean (SD) 
 
Intervention: 
59.63 (48.1) 
 
Control: 
39.32 (33.7) 
 
p=0.023 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Findings applicable to 
Hispanic Americans 
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9.7% student, 7.6% educator, 13.9% 
other.   
 


Patrick et al, 
2011 
 
REFID  


532 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=441 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Men aged between 25 to 55 years with 
BMI ≥ 25 (overweight or obese) 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age 43.9 
Gender 100% male 
Ethnicity 


71.0% White, 5.2% Black, 18.1% 
Hispanic, 5.7% Other 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Mean BMI = 34.3 
BMI categories: 
Overweight = 15.6% 
Obese I = 41.7% 
Obese II = 33.8% 
Obese III = 8.8% 
 
Education level: 
High school = 8.4% 
Some college = 28.6% 
College graduate = 29.9% 
Postgraduate = 33.1% 
 
Marital status: 
Married/With partner = 70.3% 
Single/Separated/Divorced = 29.7% 
 


Setting:  


Internet 
 
Provider:  


Computer 


 
Mode of delivery:  


Remote (internet-based) 


Comparison: 


N=224  Intervention  
 
vs.  
 
N=217  Waiting list 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Internet-based 
behaviour change 
programme based on 
social cognitive 
theory to improve 
weight-related 
behaviours and 
induce weight loss 


Intensity:  


Weekly learning 
activities for 6 months 


 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Lifestyle change 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


IPAQ total walking 
 
Measured:  


Self-report 
(questionnaire) 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


6 months 
(66.0% follow-
up) 
12 months 
(70.1% follow-
up) 


NA 6 months (end 
of intervention) 
Mean (SE) 


 
Intervention 
84.75 
(5.16) 
Control = 65.31 
(5.36) 
 
group x time 
interaction effect  
p=0.014 
 
12 months 
Mean (SE) 
 
Intervention 
85.62 
(5.38) 


 
Control 69.93 
(5.39) 
 
group x time 
interaction effect 
p=0.049 


 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 


Penn et al., 
2009 
 
REFID  


9438 
 
Country 


UK 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 


Number randomised: 


N=102 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria: 


Overweight individuals with Impaired 
Glucose Tolerance 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age 57 
Sex 59% female, 41% male 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


(by type of work) manual 45-50%; non-
manual 37%; info not available 12-18% 


Setting:  


Clinic  
 
Provider:  


Dietician and physiotherapist 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual and group 
level) plus remote follow-up 
(newsletter)v 


Comparison 


N=51 intervention 
 
vs.  
 
N=51 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Lifestyle intervention 
to prevent the 
development of type 
2 diabetes 


Intensity:  


30 minutes per 
session, at 
randomisation, two 
weeks post 
randomisation, 
monthly for the first 3 
months, then every 
three months 
thereafter for up to 5 
years 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Physical activity 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome  


% sustained beneficial 
change (>0.01 METS 
units) for at least two 
years 
 
Measured:  


Self-report using a 
three day (24hr) activity 
diary 
 


Duration of 
follow up 


12 months 
(80% follow 
up) 
 
24 months 
(71% follow 
up) 
 
36 months 
(59% follow 
up) 
 
48 months 
(55% follow 
up) 
 
60 months 
(41% follow 
up) 
 


NA 
 


3.1 years (mean 
duration of 
follow up) 
 
Intervention: 
35% 
 
Control: 
37% 
 
Mean difference: 
-2% 
 
Reported as 
non-significant 
(95% CI/p-
values not 
reported) 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 


Pinto et al, 
2011 
 
REFID 


755  
 


Number randomised 


N= 130 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Patients aged over 40 years who had 
completed a phase 2 cardiac 


Setting:  


Participants homes  
 
Provider:  


Intervention coordinator  
 


Comparison 


N= 64 Maintenance 
exercise counselling  
 
Vs.  
 


Intensity:   


Weekly telephone 
calls of 15.8 minutes 
(on average) for 2 
months then biweekly 
calls for 2 months and 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Maintenance of 
exercise participation 
 
Prioritised main 


Duration of 
follow up 


6 months 
(82.3% follow 
up) 
 


 
 
 


6 months 
(during 
intervention) 
 
Intervention: 
35% 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
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Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
++ 
 
External 
validity 
++ 


 


rehabilitation program (12 week 
program including exercise training 
three times per week for about 90 
minutes per session).  
Recruited from cardiac rehabilitation 
patients scheduled to complete phase 2 
programs received an invitation to 
participate from case managers. A 
research assistant telephone screened 
for eligible participants  
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 63.6 
Gender 79.2% male, 20.8% female 
Ethnicity 93.8% Non-Hispanic white, 


3.1% non-Hispanic black, 3.1% other 
SES Not reported 
 
Other: 


Household income: 27.7% <$39,999; 
28.5% $40,000 to $70,000; 35.4% 
>$80,000. 
Education: 20.8% high school diploma 
or less, 6.9% vocational/trade school, 
26.9%some college, 21.5% Bachelor 
degree, 23.8% graduate school 
Employment status: 40.8% employed 
full time, 9.2% employed part time, 1.5% 
unemployed, 9.2% homemaker/medical 
leave, 39.2% retired 
 


Mode of delivery:  


Telephone 
N= 66 Attention 
control 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Maintenance of 
exercise participation 
among patients who 
had completed  
cardiac rehabilitation  
 


monthly calls for the 
last 2 months (6 
month intervention) 
 
 


outcome:  


% participants meeting 
physical activity 
guidelines 
 
Measured:  


7-Day Physical Activity 
recall (7-Day PAR) 


12 months 
(73.8% follow 
up) 


 
Control: 26% 
 
aOR 1.50, 95% 
CI 0.69 to 3.26, 
p=0.31 
 
12 months (end 
of intervention) 
 
Intervention: 
47% 
 
Control: 29% 
 
aOR 2.23, 95% 
CI 0.89 to 5.60, 
p=0.09 
 
 


 


 
 


Prestwich et 
al, 2009 
 
REFID  


2244 
 
Country 


UK 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised 


N= 155 (154 analysed) 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


University students aged between 18 
and 40 years who had signed up to a 
psychology experiments mailing list and 
were identified as exercising less than 3 
times per week 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 23.76 
Gender 41.9% male, 58.1% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 


 


Setting:  


Remote 
 
Provider:  


Electronic media for SMS delivery (not 
clear for delivery of implementation 
intentions) 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Intervention 1: remote Intervention 2: 
remote plus text message 
Intervention 3: text message 
 


Comparison 


Intervention 1 
N= 29  
Implementation 
intention only  
 
Intervention 2 
N= 29 Implementation 
intentions + SMS  
 
Intervention 3 
N= 31 SMS only 
 
vs. 
 
Control  
N= 31 Assessment 
only 
 
Type:  


Intervention 1: brief 
  
All others multi-
session 
 
Focus:  


Increased physical 
activity 
 


Intensity:  


Intervention 1: 
Delivered once  
Intervention 2: 
Delivered once + at 
least 1 text message 
(participants able to 
choose message 
dose [average 3.7 
messages]) 
Intervention 3: At 
least 1 text message 
(participants able to 
choose message 
dose [average 3.7 
messages]) 
Intervention 4: 
Motivational message 
delivered once 
(1 month intervention) 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Physical activity 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Exercise behaviour 
 
Measured:  


Self-report 


Duration of 
follow up 


1 month 
(87.7%follow- 
up) 


1 month (end of 
treatment) 
 
Intervention 1: 
1.03 (1.06) 
 
Intervention 2: 
1.50 (1.29) 
 
Intervention 3: 
1.12 (1.00) 
 
Control: 0.96 
(1.00) 
 
P=0.08 favouring 
intervention 2 
 
Non-significant for 
other comparisons 
 
 
 


NA 
 
 
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
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Reid et al, 
2012 
 
REFID 


88  
 
Country 


Canada  
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
++ 
 
External 
validity 
++ 


 


Number randomised 


N= 141 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Patients hospitalised with acute 
coronary artery syndromes who 
underwent successful percutaneous 
coronary revascularisation and were  
not planning to attend cardiac 
rehabilitation  
Recruited during an index 
hospitalisation at a single cardiac centre 
on Ottawa Canada (University of Ottawa 
Heart Institute) by a research 
coordinator  
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 60.5 
Gender 73.0% male, 27.0% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Education: 12 year average 
Employment: 46.1% employed, 53.9% 
not employed 
 


Setting:   


University hospital and remote (where 
participants received phone calls) 
 
Provider:  


3 physiotherapists trained in 
intervention delivery (face-to-face 
session , individual level and telephone 
follow up). Intervention and control 
groups both received printed materials 
(booklet) and a 5 to 10 minute session 
with a cardiologist whilst in hospital.  
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level, 1st 
contact), telephone (remaining 8 
contacts), printed materials.  


Comparison 


N= 69 Motivational 
counselling 
 
vs.  
 
N= 72 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Change in physical 
activity levels among 
cardiac patients 
 


Intensity:  


1 face-to-face session 
of 25 to 35 minutes at 
week 0 followed by 8 
telephone sessions of 
10 to 15 minutes at 
weeks 2, 4, 8, 14, 20, 
24, 40 and 52. (12 
month intervention). 
Both intervention and 
control received a 5 
to 10 minute 
discussion in-hospital 
with a cardiologist as 
part of usual care.  
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Change in physical 
activity levels  
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Kilometres travelled 
over 7 days 
(pedometer) 
 
Measured:  


7-Day Physical Activity 
recall (7-Day PAR), 
pedometer 


Duration of 
follow up 


6 months 
(78% follow 
up) 
 
12 months 
(68.1% follow 
up) 


NA 
 
 


6 months  
Mean (SD) 
Intervention: 
30.6 (16.7) 
 
Control: 29.8 
(19.0) 
 
P value not 
reported 
 
12 months 
Intervention: 
38.3 (25.9) 
 
Control: 
34.5 (24.5) 
 
p value not 
reported 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
 
 


 
 


Smeulders et 
al 2009 
 
REFID  


10068 
 
Country 


The 
Netherlands 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 
 
External 
validity 
+ 


Number randomised 


N=317 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Patients with diagnosed congestive 
heart failure (CHF) for 6 months who 
received information about the study 
and were eligible after being admitted at 
least once to hospital based on cardiac 
decompensation  
Recruited from 6 hospitals in The 
Netherlands 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 66.7 
Gender 72.6% male, 27.4% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


89% not employed, 66% middle 
education level, 67.2% not living alone 
 


Setting:  


Hospital  
 
Provider:  


Intervention was delivered by a cardiac 
nurse specialist (professional leader) 
and a CHF patient (peer leader) both 
trained in intervention delivery.  


Usual care was delivered by a 
Cardiologist and/or nurse specialist.   
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (group level), telephone 
(with co-participants) 
 


Comparison 


N= 186 Chronic 
disease self -
management 
programme (CDSMP) 
+ usual care 
 
vs.  
 
N= 131 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Health behaviour  


Intensity:  


6 weekly group 
sessions of 2.5 hours 
each 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Physical activity 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome for meta-
regression: Minutes 


per month of walking 
for exercise  
  
Measured:  


Modified version of the 
Physical Activities 
Scale 
 


Duration of 
follow up  


6 months 
(86.4% follow- 
up) 
 
12 months 
(83.6% follow- 
up) 
 


NA 
 
 
 
 


6 months 
(approximately 
4.5 months post 
intervention) 
 
Intervention:  
753.3 (1050.1) 
 
Control: 531.0 
(780.4) 
 
p=0.068 
 
12 months 
(approximately 
10.5 months 
post 
intervention) 
 
Intervention:  
628.2 (762.7) 
 
Control: 552.8 
(706.5) 
 
p=0.269 
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
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ter Bogt et al, 
2010 


 
REFID  


1047 
 
Country 


Netherlands 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=457 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Individuals with BMI between 25 and 40 
and with either hypertension or 
dyslipidaemia, or both 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age  56.2 
Gender 46.9% Male, 53.1% Female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Mean BMI = 29.5 
Obese (BMI≥30) = 35.5% 
 
 


Setting:  


General practice 
 
Provider:  


Nurse practitioners 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individually) 


Comparison: 


N=225  Intervention  
 
vs.  
 
N=232  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Lifestyle counselling 
given by nurses, 
guided by a 
standardised 
computerised 
computer programme 
to prevent weight gain 
in overweight 
individuals 
 


Intensity:  


4 visits (1, 2, 3 and 8 
months after 
baseline) followed by 
1 telephone feedback 
session (8 month 
intervention) 


 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Lifestyle change 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Minutes per week of 
physical activity  
 
Measured:  


Self-report 
(questionnaire) 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


1 year (74.6% 
follow-up) 


NA 12 months (4 
months post 
intervention) 
 
Intervention : -
126, 95% CI -
304 to 53 
 


Control: -68 
95% CI -225 to 
89 
 
p value for 
comparison of 
mean change 
scores 
p=0.52 
 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 


 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 


 
 


Thoolen et al., 
2009 
 
REFID  


2246 
 
Country 


The 
Netherlands 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised 


N=227 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Patients recently diagnosed with 
diabetes (screen detected) 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 62 
Gender 36-45% female, 55-64% male 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 


Setting:  


Not reported 
 
Provider:  


Nurse  
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual and group 
level) 


Comparison 


N=119 Beyond Good 
Intentions intervention 
 
vs.  
 
N=102 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Diabetes self-
management (diet, 
physical activity and 
medication) 


Intensity: 


6 sessions (2 
individual, length not 
reported; and 4 
group, 2 hours each) 
over 12 weeks 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Exercise 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


Weekly physical activity 
 
Measured:  


Self-report using 
Physical Activity Scale 
for the Elderly (PASE), 
higher score better 


Duration of 
follow up 


3 months 
(86% follow 
up) 
 
12 months 
(79% follow 
up) 
 


 


3 months (during 
intervention) 
 
Mean (SD) 
 
Intervention 162 
(75) 
 
Control 135 (69) 
 
Difference 27 
(Significance not 
reported) 


12 months (9 
months post 
intervention) 
 
Mean (SD) 
 
Intervention 152 
(76) 
 
Control 127 (66) 
 
Effect size Eta 
square 0.06 
(small) 
 
Group x Time 
interaction 
significant at 
p<0.0001) 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 


Tingstrom et 
al, 2006 
 
REFID 


5189  
 
Country 


Sweden 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 
 
External 
validity 
+ 


 


Number randomised 


N= 207 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Participants younger than 70 years with 
a recent event (1.5 to 2 months after the 
event) of coronary artery disease (CAD) 
event (myocardial infarction and/or 
treated with percutaneous coronary 
intervention and/or treated with coronary 
bypass grafting). Participants with 
planned bypass surgery were excluded.  
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 59.2 
Gender 69.6% male, 25.6% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Education level: 44.4% 6 to 9 year 
compulsory school, 40.6% 2 to 4 year 


Setting: 


Library setting 
 
Provider:  


Tutor (nurse, physiotherapist or 
dietician from the rehabilitation teams) 
acting as a facilitator and supporter 
rather than an educator.  
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (group level) 


Comparison 


N=104 Problem 
based learning (PBL) 
rehabilitation program 
+ usual care 
 
vs.  
 
N= 103 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Change in physical 
activity among 
cardiac patients 
 


Intensity:  


13 small group 
sessions of 1.5 hours 
each over 12 months 
with more frequent 
meetings during the 
first 2 months. 
Groups consisted of 6 
to 9 people. Authors 
report that the 
number of group 
sessions during the 
second 6 month 
interval was only 2 or 
3.  
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Change in physical 
activity 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Counts per minute (as 
measured by CSA/MTI 
activity monitor) 
 
Measured:  


Self-reported physical 
activity via interview 
(subjective),  
accelerometry 
(objective) 


Duration of 
follow up 


12 months 
(96.6% follow 
up) 
 


NA 
 
 
 
 
 


12 months (end 
of intervention) 
Mean (SD) 
 
Intervention: 330 
(136) 
 
Control: 330 
(134) 
 
p=0.979 
 
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
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upper secondary school, 11,6% 
university degree 
 


Toobert et al, 
2010  
 
REFID  


1780 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised 


N= 279 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Postmenopausal women with type 2 
diabetes for at least 6 months from the 
Pacific Northwest who received their 
care from primary care clinics 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 61 
Gender 0.0% male, 100% female 
Ethnicity 94% non-Hispanic white, 


2.9% Hispanic , 1.4% Native American 
Indian 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Employment: 38% employed, 43% 
retired 
Average income: US$30,000 to $39,000 
Education: 42% college education  
 


Setting:  


Non-residential retreat (3 day retreat); 
setting not reported for rest of 
intervention 
 
Provider:  


Dietician (dietary components), 
exercise physiologist (physical activity 
component), professionals with at least 
Master’s level training and peer leader 
led the support groups 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face 


Comparison 


N= 163 
Mediterranean 
Lifestyle program  
 
vs.  
 
N= 116 Usual care 
 
The intervention 
group was further 
randomised to 
receive faded 
maintenance or 
personalised 
maintenance. No 
differences were 
found and results 
were combined and 
compared to the 
control 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Long-term multiple 
behaviour changes 
 


Intensity:  


3 day retreat + weekly 
sessions of 1 hour for 
6 months. Followed 
by either faded 
weekly sessions 
(faded maintenance) 
or 4 sessions 
(personalised 
maintenance) over 18 
months. Total 
intervention period of 
24 months.  
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Physical activity and 
dietary changes 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Weighted frequency of 
all activity per week 
 
Measured:  


Self-report using 
CHAMPS activities 
questionnaire for Older 
Adults 
 


Duration of 
follow up 


5 years 
(69.7% follow- 
up) 


NA 
 


Adj. mean (SD) 


 
6 Month (during 
intervention) 
INT 26.2 (13.6) 
CON 18.2 (12.6) 
 
12 Month 
(during 
intervention) 


INT 22.3 (12.3) 
CON 16.5 (10.5) 
 
24 Month (end 
of intervention) 
INT 23.4 (15.3) 
CON 18.1 (10.8) 
 
36 Month (12 
months post 
intervention) 
INT 20.4 (14.7) 
CON 15.5 (10.6) 
 
48 Month (24 
months post 
intervention) 
INT 17.1 (12.5) 
CON 15.8 (11.7) 
 
60 Month (36 
months post 
intervention) 
INT 17.0 (10.5) 


CON 15.7 (10.7) 
 
72 Month (48 
months post 
intervention) 
INT 15.8 (10.4) 
CON 14.4 (10.5) 
 


84 Month (60 
months post 
intervention) 
INT 14.7 (11.1) 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
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CON 14.6 (11.3) 
 
Group x Time 
interaction 
p<0.001 


Toobert et al, 
2011 
 
REFID  


1025 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 


 


Number randomised: 


N=280 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Women of Latin ethnicity aged between 
30 and 75 years with diagnosis of type 2 
diabetes 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age 57.2 
Gender 100% female 
Ethnicity 100% Latina 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Mean BMI = 34.3 
Income: 
<$29,999 = 43.4% 
$30,000 - $49,999 = 24.4% 
$50,000 - $69,999 = 14.9% 
$70,000 - $89,999 = 9.2% 
>$90,000 = 8.2% 
Education level: 
0 - 11


th
 grade = 23.6% 


High school = 30.0% 
Some college = 29.4% 
University graduate = 17.1% 
 


Setting:  


Allocated intervention site  
 
Provider:  


Unclear (assumed to be programme 
facilitators) 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (group level) 


Comparison: 


N=142  ¡Viva Bien! 
 
vs.  
 
N=138  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Improvements in 
lifestyle behaviours 
through 
improvements of 
psychosocial 
variables for Latinas 


Intensity:  


- 2.5 day retreat  
- Weekly group 
meetings of 4 hours 
each for first 6 
months 


- Twice monthly 
group meetings of 4 
hours each for further 
6 months 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Lifestyle change 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Physical activity (days 
per week) 
 
Measured:  


Self-report 
(questionnaire) 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


6 months and 
12 months  
- The number 
of complete 
cases varied 
depending on 
the outcome 
measured 


- For the 
outcome of 
interest (PA), 
there were 179 
complete 
cases (63.9% 
follow-up) 


NA 
 


6 months 
(during 
intervention) 
 
Mean (SD) 
 
Intervention 5.8 
(2.2) 


 
Control 5.1 (SD 
2.4) 
 
Effect size 0.20 
 
12 months (end 
of intervention) 


 
Intervention 6.9 
(4.4) 
Control 6.4 
(4.3) 
 
Effect size 0.09 
 
Condition F-
value 2.94 


 
Condition by 
time F-value 
0.16 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 
 


 
 


Vale et al, 
2003 
 
REFID 


19175 
 
Country 


Australia 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N=792 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Patients hospitalised for CABG, PCI, 
acute MI or unstable angina, coronary 
angiography with planned 
revascularisation. 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 58 
Gender 77.0% male, 23.0% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
 


Setting: 


Recruited from hospital, delivered via 
telephone and mail 
 
Provider:  


Dietician or nurse 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Remote (telephone) 
 


Comparison 


N= 398 COACH 
programme  
 
vs.  
 
N= 394 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Coronary risk factors 
 


Intensity:  


5 telephone coaching 
session, median call 
length 20 to 30 
minutes (18 week 
intervention) 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Diet and physical 
activity 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome for meta-
regression:  


% taking up walking 
since discharge 
 
Measured:  


% of participants 


Duration of 
follow up  


6 months 
(85.7% follow 
up) 
 
 


NA 6 months 
(approximately 1 
month post 
intervention) 
 
Intervention: 
69% 
 
Control: 44% 
 
p<0.0001 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
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van Sluijs et 
al, 2005 
 
REFID 


5475  
 
Country 


The 
Netherlands 
 
Design 


Cluster RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
++ 
 
External 
validity 
++ 


 


Number randomised 


N= 396 (358 analysed) 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 
Practice: No eligibility criteria for 


practices 
Participants: Patients aged 18 to 70 


years diagnosed with hypertension, 
hypercholesterolemia, non-insulin 
dependent diabetes (type 2 diabetes) or 
any combination of these conditions and 
identified as not regularly physically 
active in the past 6 months (i.e. not in 
the maintenance stage for regular 
physical activity).  
Recruited through random selection by 
the research team (90 patients per 
practice). Participants received a 
personal invitation letter from their GP.  
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 55.5 
Gender 50.8% male, 49.2% 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Employment status: 29.7% full time, 
24.2% part time, 46.1% unemployed 
Education level: 36.5% low, 43.1% 
medium, 20.4% high 
 


Setting:  


29 general practice settings (rural and 
city practices included) 
 
Provider:  


General practitioner or nurse 
practitioner (2 face-to-face sessions); 
physical activity counselor (2 booster 
telephone sessions). All trained in 
intervention delivery.  
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level, first 2 
sessions); telephone (2 follow up 
phone calls) 


Comparison 


N= 191 Physician 
based assessment 
and counselling for 
exercise (PACE) 
 
vs.  
 
N= 205 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Change in physical 
activity  
 


Intensity:  


2 face-to-face 
sessions 4 weeks 
apart and 2 follow up 
phone calls (1 phone 
call 2 weeks after the 
initial visit and the 
second call 8 weeks 
after the second visit) 
(3 month intervention) 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Change in physical 
activity  
 
Prioritised main 
outcome: 


% participants meeting 
ACSM/CDC guidelines 
for physical activity 
 
Measured:  


Self-report 
questionnaire 


Duration of 
follow up 


6 months 
(89.4% follow 
up) 
 
12 months 
(86.3% follow 
up) 
 


NA 
 
 


12 months 
(approximately 9 
months post 
intervention) 
 
% not reported 
for intervention 
and control 
groups 
 
AOR 0.99  
95% CI 0.62 to 
1.57 , p=0.95 
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
 
 


van Wier et al, 
2009 
 
REFID  


2781 


 
Country 


Netherlands 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 


External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=1386 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Overweight (BMI≥25) adult employees 
of 7 chosen companies who have 
access to internet and with no diagnosis 
or treatment for disorders that would 
make difficult 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age 43 
Gender 67.0% Male, 33.0% Female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Mean BMI = 29.6 
Highly educated = 60.4% 
Married/cohabiting = 84.7% 


 


Setting:  


Workplace / Home 
 
Provider:  


Trained counselors (dieticians and 
movement scientists) 


 
Mode of delivery:  


Remote 
 
Intervention 1 = Telephone  
 
Intervention 2 = Internet (interactive 
website + e-mail) 


Comparison: 


N=462  Telephone 
intervention  
 
N=464  Internet 
intervention 
 
vs.  
 
N=460  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Lifestyle counselling 
for overweight 
employees; 
comparison between 
telephone and 
internet methods 
 


Intensity:  


Telephone = every 2 
weeks until all 
modules completed 


 
Internet = access to 
interactive website, 
and communication 
from counselor by e-
mail as each module 
completed 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Lifestyle change 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Meeting exercise 
guidelines (at least 30 
minutes physical 
activity 5 days a week) 
 
Measured:  


Self-report 
(questionnaire) 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


6 months 
(58.2% 
completed the 
follow-up 
questionnaire) 


NA 
 


6 months (end 
of intervention) 
Control 38.5% 
 
Phone  49.8% 


vs.  Control 
OR 1.8 
95% CI 1.3 to 
2.6 
p<0.001 
 
Internet 44.1% 
vs.  Control 
OR 1.4 
95% CI 0.97 to 
2.1 


p=0.07 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
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Vermunt et al, 
2011 
 
REFID  


343 
 
Country 


The 
Netherlands 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 


 
External 
validity 
++ 


 
 


Number randomised 


N= 925  
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Individuals older than 40 and younger 
than 70 considered at risk of diabetes 
(with a diabetes risk score of more than 
13 points). 
Recruited by 48 general practitioners 
from a cooperation of 14 primary care 
practices in Eindhoven and 5 
surrounding villages.  
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 57.9 to 59.5  
Gender 38.8% to 44.1% male  
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES  Not reported 
Other: 


48.5% to 53.8% low education, 25.4% to 
27% average education (overall 
education percentages not provided) 
 


Setting:  


Primary care practices 
 
Provider:  


Individual sessions were delivered on 
an alternate basis by the general 
practitioner and nurse trained in 
intervention delivery. Group sessions 
delivered by trained dietician. Printed 
materials (both groups). 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual and group 
level); printed materials. 


Comparison 


N= 479 Lifestyle 
intervention 
 
vs.  
 
N= 446 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session  
 
Focus:  


Type 2 diabetes risk 
reduction  


Intensity:  


1 individual 
‘admission’ session 
with the general 
practitioner (10 
minutes for usual 
care and 20 minutes 
for intervention) 
followed by 11 
individual sessions of 
20 minutes over 2.5 
years  and 5 group 
sessions of 1 hour  
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Type 2 diabetes risk 
reduction 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Total  minutes of 
activity per week  
  
Measured:  


Physical activity: Short 
Questionnaire to 
Assess Health-
Enhancing Physical 
Activity (SQUASH) 


Duration of 
follow up 


6 months  
(8.9% follow-
up) 
 
18 months 
(8.9% follow- 
up)  


NA 
 


6 months 
(during 
intervention): 
 
Mean change 
from baseline 
(SD) 
 
Intervention: 248 
(949) 
 
Control: 31 
(1014) 
 
p=0.02 for 
between group 
difference 
 
18 months (end 
of intervention): 
 
Intervention: -
0.84 (1023) 
 
Control: -290 
(994) 
 
p=0.02 for 
between group 
difference  
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
 


Vestfold 
Heartcare 
Study Group, 
2003 
 
REFID 


6338 
 
Country 


Norway 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N=197 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Patients hospitalised for CABG, acute 
MI or unstable angina, or treated in an 
out-patient clinic with PCI 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 55 
Gender 82.2% male, 17.8% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
 


Setting:  


Cardiac rehabilitation clinic 
 
Provider:  


Physician, nutritionist, physiotherapist 
and nurse 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual and group 
level) 
 


Comparison 


N= 98 intervention (of 
whom, 49 smokers) 
 
vs.  
 
N= 99 Usual care (of 
whom, 42 smokers) 
 
Type:  


Multi-session  
 
Focus: 


Multidisciplinary 
lifestyle cardiac 
rehabilitation, plus 
physical exercise 
 


Intensity:   


2 hour education 
sessions for six 
weeks; followed by 
twice weekly group 
meetings for 9 weeks; 
Followed by group 
meetings every third 
month for two years 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s) 


Diet and physical 
activity 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome for meta-
regression:  


Regular exercise for 
more than 1 hour per 
week 
 
Measured:  


% participants 


Duration of 
follow up  


12 months 
(84% follow 
up) 
 


 NA 6 months 
(during 
intervention): 
 
Intervention: 
93% 
 
Control: 72% 
 
p<0.001 
 
24 months (end 
of intervention) 
 
Intervention: 
67%% 
 
Control: 46% 
 
p<0.001 
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
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White et al, 
2012 


 
REFID  


26 
 
Country 


Australia 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=183 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Older adults diagnosed with type 2 
diabetes (T2d) or cardiovascular 
disease (CVD) 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age 61.2 
Gender 39% Male, 61% Female 
Ethnicity 99% White  
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Married = 76% 
Retired = 39% 
Homemaker = 31% 
T2d only = 49% 
T2d + CVD = 45% 
CVD only = 6% 
 


Setting:  


Community health centres 
 
Provider:  


Health professionals  
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (in groups) 


Comparison: 


N=130  Intervention  
 
vs.  
 
N=53  Waiting list 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


The Theory of 
Planned Behaviour 
(TPB)-based 
interactive group 
sessions to promote 
regular physical 
activity a healthy 
eating amongst older 
adults with T2D 
and/or CVD 


Intensity:  


Weekly 2hr group 
sessions held over for 
4 weeks 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Lifestyle change 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Extent to which 
physical activity was 
performed (7-point 
scale) 
 
Measured:  


Self-report  


Duration of 
follow-up: 


1 week post-
intervention 
(HE=73% & 
PA=73% 
follow-up) 


 
6 week post-
intervention 
(HE=63% & 
PA=61% 
follow-up) 


1 week (during 
intervention) 


Mean (SD) 
 
Intervention 4.95 
(1.63) 
 
Control  3.95 
(1.69) 
 
6 weeks (end of 
intervention) 


Intervention 4.60 
(1.84) 
 
Control 4.19 
(1.81) 
 
Time x Condition 
effect p=0.67 


NA Adverse effects: 


Not reported 


 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 
 


 
 


Wood et al, 
2008 
 
REFID  


3456 
 
Country 


Denmark, 
France, Italy, 
Poland, 
Spain, 
Sweden, The 
Netherlands, 
UK 
 
Design 


Cluster RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N=5,405 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Patients younger than 80 years with 
coronary heart disease or patients in 
general practice who were between 50 
and 80 years considered at high risk of 
developing CVD  
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 62.6 
Gender 45.2% male, 54.8% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 


 


Setting:  


12 general hospitals in France, Italy, 
Poland, Spain, Sweden, UK. 12 
general-practice centres in Denmark, 
Italy, Poland, Spain, The Netherlands, 
UK.  
 
Provider:  


Nurse (coordinator), physiotherapist 
and dietician 
 
Mode of delivery: 


Face-to-face (individual and group 
level) 


Comparison 


N= 1,589 
EUROACTION 
(coronary heart 
disease hospital-
based patients) 
 
N= 1,189 
EUROACTION (high-
risk CVD general 
practice-based 
patients 
 
vs.  
 
N= 2,627 Usual care 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Family-based lifestyle 
change 


Intensity:  


Hospital patients: At 
least 8 weekly 
sessions over 16 
weeks(4 month 
intervention) 
 
General practice 
patients: Weekly 
sessions open ended  
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Physical activity and 
diet 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


% at least 30 minutes 
at least 4 times per 
week of physical 
activity 
 
Measured:  


Self-report 


Duration of 
follow up 


12 months 
(73.3% follow                                                                              
-up).    
 
                                                                                              


NA 
 
 


12 months 
(approximately 8 
months post 
intervention) 
 
Hospital 
intervention: 
54% 
 
Control: 20% 
 
difference 
35.6% 
95 % CI 20.0 to 
51.3%  
p=0.002 
 
GP intervention: 
50% 
 
Control: 22% 
 
difference 
29.4% 
95 % CI 10.7 to 
48.0%  
p=0.01 
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
 
 


 
 


Missing data or not usable data for meta-regression 
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Broadbent et 


al, 2009 


 


REFID16808 


 


Country 


New Zealand 


 


Design 


RCT 


 


Internal 


validity 


++ 


 


External 


validity 


++ 


 


Number randomised 


N=103 
 
Selection/Recruitment criteria: 


Patients aged younger than 70 years 
admitted with acute MI  
Recruited as an inpatient 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age 54.7 
Gender 88.3% male, 11.7% female 
Ethnicity 68.0% Caucasian, 13.6% 


Maori/Pacific Islander, 16.5% Asian, 
1.9% other 
SES Employment status: 11.6% 


unemployed, 14.6% retired, 11.7% part-
time, 54.4% full-time 
Other  


Smoker: 44.7% 


Setting:  


Inpatient (hospital) 
 


Provider:  


Health psychologist, paper materials 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual level, one 
session was delivered with patient 
spouse), paper materials 


Comparison: 


N= 52 Illness 
perception 
intervention 
 
vs.   
 
N= 51 Usual care 
 
Type: Multi-session 
 
Focus: Rate of return 


to work  


Intensity: 3 individual 


sessions of 30 
minutes and 1 
session with patient 
and spouse for 30 
minutes. Length of 
intervention not 
provided.  
 


Target behavior 
outcomes(s): Physical 


activity 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome(s):  


Exercise behaviour 
 
Measured:  


Health behavior scale 


Duration of 
follow up:  


6 months 
(76.7% follow 
up) 


At hospital 
discharge: 


 
Intervention:  
 
Control: 
 
3 months 
following MI: 
 
Intervention: 4.32 
 


Control: 4.02 
 
Units used and p 
values not 
reported 


6 months 
following MI: 


 
Intervention: 
4.42 
 
Control: 4.14 
 
Units used and 
p values not 
reported  


Adverse effects: Not 


reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 


Coull et al, 
2004  
 
REFID  


20636 
 
Country 


UK 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 


 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised 


N= 319 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Inpatients and outpatients aged 60 
years or older attending secondary care 
with a diagnosis of angina or acute 
myocardial infarction (ischaemic heart 
disease). Entry into the study occurred 
after completion of any extended 
cardiac rehabilitation program.  
Recruited from admission to hospital or 
attendance at the outpatient department 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 67.6 
Gender 60.5% male, 39.5% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 


 


Setting:  


Community facilities 
 
Provider:  


Volunteer lay health mentors aged 54 
to 74 recruited from the local 
community trained in intervention 
delivery and considered ‘lay health 
mentors’. 2 mentors delivered each 
group session. Input from pharmacist, 
cardiac rehabilitation specialist nurse, 
dietician, welfare benefits advisor and 
recreation services.  
 
Mode of delivery: 


Face-to-face (group level) 


Comparison 


N= 165 Mentoring 
program  
 
vs.  
 
N= 154 Usual care  
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Changes in lifestyle 
risk factors  


Intensity:   


Monthly group 
sessions of 2 hours 
for 1 year. Groups 
consisted of an 
average of 10 people.  
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Physical activity 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Amount of exercise 
activity during the 
previous week and time 
spent on actual 
activities in the 
previous week 
 
Measured:  


Face-to-face interview 
 
 


Duration of 
follow up 


12 months 
(90.6% follow-
up).  


NA 
 
 
 


12 months (at 
end of 
intervention) 
 
Intervention: 843 
 
Control: 767 
 
Difference in 
change score: 
+147 , 95% CI -
8 to +266) 
 
SDs for means 
not reported 
 
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
 
 


King et al, 
2006 
 
REFID  


5225 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised 


N= 335 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Adults aged 25 years or older diagnosed 
with type 2 diabetes for 6 months or 
more residing in Denver, Colorado 
metropolitan area 
Recruited from lists provided by 42 
physicians (8 practiced in mixed-payer 
settings and 34 employed by Kaiser 
Permanente HMO.  
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 61.5 
Gender 49.8% male, 50.2% female 
Ethnicity 17.8% Hispanic, 76.5% white 
SES Annual income (US$): 27.6% 


<$30,000; 59% <$50,000; 41% 
>$50,000 
Other: 


Education: 35.8% technical degree, 


Setting:  


Community (external to participants 
primary care setting) 
 
Provider:  


intervention staff members trained in 
intervention delivery who had diverse 
educations (e.g. specialties in public 
health occupational therapy, genetic 
counselling and nutrition) and 
experience (e.g. four had prior health 
counselling experience but none had 
specific experience coaching patients 
with diabetes) 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face and computer-assisted 


Comparison 


N= 174 Computer-
assisted tailored self-
management  
 
Vs.  
 
N= 161 Health risk 
appraisal with 
feedback (Control) 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Dietary patterns and 
physical activity levels 


Intensity:  


1 session at baseline 
and 1 session at 2 
months incorporating: 
counselling (60 
minutes), interactive 
CD-ROM technology 
(30 to 40 minutes 
[average 35.3 
minutes]) and review 
of exercises (30 
minutes) with  
2 follow-up telephone 
calls of 15 minutes at 
1 week and 1 month 
after baseline (2 
month intervention) 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Physical activity 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Moderate levels of 
physical activity (hours 
per week that moderate 
activity performed 
weighted by the METs 
value of the activity); 
kcals per kilogram per 
hour.  
 
Measured:  


CHAMP Questionnaire 


Duration of 
follow up 


2 months 
(89.9% follow- 
up).  


2 months (end of 
intervention) 
 
Intervention: 22.9 
(26.4) 
 
Control: 14.9 
(17.8) 
 
p=0.001 
 
 


NA 
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
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20.0% completed college, 15.2% 
graduate degree 
 


Lear et al, 


2006 


 


REFID 


5039 


 


Country 


Canada 


 


Design 


RCT 


 


Internal 


validity 


+ 


External 


validity 


+ 


 


Number randomised 


N= 302 (249 analysed) 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria:  


Patients over the age of 18 years with 
IHD who had completed 4 months of 
CRP 
Recruited from 2 hospital-based  CRPs 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age 64.1 
Gender 54.6% male, 45.4% female 
Ethnicity Not reported  
SES Not reported  
 


 


Setting:  


Hospital 
 
Provider:  


Nurse, case manager, exercise leader 
(CRP delivered by dieticians, exercise 
specialists, nurses ‘etc’) 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual and group 
level), telephone delivery, paper 
materials 


Comparison 
 


N= 151 (130 
analysed) Cardiac 
rehabilitation program 
(CRP) 
 
vs.  
 
N= 151 (119 
analysed) Usual care  
 
Type: Multiple 


intervention over 
extended period of 
time 
 
Focus: Reduced 


overall cardiovascular 
risk  


Intensity: 


6 cardiac rehab 
sessions, 6 telephone 
calls and three 
counselling sessions 
over 1 year and 4 
telephone calls and 2 
counselling sessions 
over 3 years (4 year 
intervention) 
 
CRP consisted of 16 
weeks of twice 
weekly sessions  
 
25.5 hours of face-to- 
face contact 


Target behavior 
outcomes(s) 


Physical activity 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Exercise capacity 
(METs) 
 
Measured:  


Symptom limited 
treadmill exercise 
stress test reported as 
the estimated maximal 
METs 
 
 


Duration of 
follow up 


4 year (82.5% 
follow up) 
 
 


NA Mean (SD) 
 
12 months 
(during 
intervention): 
Not reported 
 
24 months 
(during 
intervention): 
Not reported 
 
36 months 
(during 
intervention): 
Not reported 
 
48 months (end 
of intervention): 
 
Intervention: 9.8 
(2.7) 
 
Control: 9.8 
(2.6) 
 
p=0.765 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported  
 


Little et al, 
2004 
 
REFID 


6223  
 
Country 


UK 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 
 
External 
validity 
+ 


 


Number randomised 


N= 151 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Patients older than 18 years with one or 
more risk factors for coronary heart 
disease, diagnosis of hypertension or 
hyperlipidaemia, BMI >25 or diabetes. 
Patients were excluded if they had 
coronary heart disease. Patients were 
sent letters and those identifying ‘less 
than 30 minutes of exercise, defined as 
“brisk walking or equivalent”’ were 
included.  
Recruited randomly from practice 
databases. 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 57.44 to 60.44 
Gender 41.4% male to 47.4% male 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
Other:  


Education: 6.53 to 7.19 years of 
education since age of 10 years 
 


Setting:  


4 general practices  
 
Provider:  


Intervention 1: paper materials 
Intervention 2: GP 
Intervention 3: Nurse 
Intervention 4: GP + paper materials 
Intervention 5: Nurse + paper materials 
Intervention 6: GP + nurse 
Intervention 7: GP + nurse + paper 
materials 
 
Mode of delivery: 


Face-to-face (individual level), paper 
materials  


Comparison 


Missing data 
 


Intervention 1 
N=( not reported) GP 
exercise prescription, 
Nurse counselling 
and booklet 
 
vs.  
 
Intervention 2 
N=( not reported) GP 
prescription and 
nurse counselling, no 
booklet 
 
vs.  
 
Intervention 3  
N=(not reported)  
Nurse counselling 
and booklet, no GP 
exercise prescription 
 
vs.  
 
Intervention 4  
N=(not reported)  
Nurse counselling 
only 
 


Intensity:  


GP exercise 
prescription was 1 
session of 5 to 10 
minutes; nurse 
counselling was 1 
session of 15 to 20 
minutes 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Increased physical 
activity 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Distance walked in 
metres in 6 minutes 
 
Measured:  


6-minute walk test 


Duration of 
follow up 


1 month 
(77% to 88% 
follow up) 
 


1 month 
 
Intervention 1: 35, 
95% CI 1.6 to 
68.0 
 
Intervention 2: 
22.7, 95% CI 5.6 
to 40.0 
 
Intervention 3: 
22.7, 95% CI -0.1 
to 45.5 
 
Intervention 4: 
6.4, 95% CI -15.2 
to 28.0 
 
Intervention 5: -
7.2, 95% CI -37.3 
to 23.0 
 
Intervention 6: 28, 
95% CI 12.0 to 
44.0 
 
Intervention 7: 
4.8, 95% CI -14.3 
to 24.0 
 
Control: 9.3, 95% 
CI -2.4 to 21.0 


NA 
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
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vs.  
 
Intervention 5 
N=(not reported)  GP 
exercise prescription 
and booklet, no nurse 
counselling 
 
vs.  
 
Intervention 6 
N=(not reported) GP 
exercise prescription 
only 
 
vs.  
 
Intervention 7 
N=(not reported) 
Booklet only 
 
vs.  
 
Control group  
N=(not reported) 
 
Type:  


Brief 
 
Focus: 


Increased physical 
activity 
 


 
p values not 
reported 
 
 
 
 


Lindstrom et 
al, 2003 
 
REFID  


6367 
 
Country 


Finland 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 
 
External 
validity 
+ 


 


Number randomised: 


N=522 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Middle-aged (40 - 64 years old) 
overweight (BMI>25) glucose-intolerant 
individuals 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age 55 
Gender 33.0% Male, 67.0% Female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Mean BMI = 31.3 
Years of schooling: 
0 - 9 = 40% 
10 - 12 = 27% 
≥13 = 33% 
Type of work: 
Agricultural / Industrial = 9.5% 
Office work / Student = 43% 
Homemaker / Retired / Unemployed = 
49% 


Setting:  


Research centres 
 
Provider:  


Physicians, Study Nurses, Nutritionists, 
Exercise Instructors, Physiotherapists 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face (individual and group 
sessions), supplemented by telephone 
calls and letters 


Comparison: 


N=265  Dietary & 
Exercise interventions  
 
vs.  
 
N=257  General 
health info group 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


One-year 
comprehensive 
dietary and exercise 
interventions followed 
by two-year 
maintenance period 
for middle-aged 
overweight glucose-
intolerant individuals 


Intensity:  


Dietary intervention: 
- Seven 30mins to 1hr 
individual consultation 
sessions in the 1


st
 


year, then every 3 
months thereafter 


- Voluntary group 
sessions, expert 
lectures, low-fat 
cooking sessions and 
visits to local 
supermarkets 
- Between-visit phone 
calls and letters 
 
Exercise intervention: 
- Counselling given 
during the nutritional 
consultation sessions 
(as described above) 
- Annual visits to 
physicians 


- Individually tailored 
progressive 
endurance exercise 
sessions 
- Voluntary group 
walking and hiking 
sessions 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Lifestyle change 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Moderate-to-vigorous 
Leisure-Time Physical 
Activity (LTPA) 
 
Measured:  


Self-report (LTPA 
questionnaire) 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


1 year (97.3% 
follow-up) 
 
3 years 
(96.6% follow-
up 


NA 12 months 


 
Median (IQR), 
Change score 
 
Intervention: 
+49 (-41 to 140) 
 
Control: +14 
IQR -47 to 90 


p=0.0073 
 
Change at 36 
months 
Median (IQR) 
 
Intervention: 
+61  


(-33 to 168) 
 
Control: +6 
(-91 to 104) 
p=0.0057 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
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- Twice yearly 
exercise competitions 
between study 
centres 
 


Mata et al, 
2009  
 
REFID  


14293 
 
Country 


Portugal 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


++ 
 


Number randomised 


N= 239 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Women aged between 23 and 50 years 
old (premenopausal) identified as 
overweight or moderately obese  
Recruited through the community by 
media advertisements 
 
Participant characteristics 
Mean age 38 
Gender 0.0% male, 100% female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Education: 67% had at least some 
college education, 23% had between 10 
and 12 years of school, 10% had 9 
years or less of school education 
 


Setting: 


Not reported 
 
Provider:  


PhD or M.S level exercise 
physiologists, nutritionists/dieticians 
and psychologists (multidisciplinary 
team); paper materials 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Face-to-face, written materials 


Comparison 


N= Exercise-specific 
motivation 
intervention  
 
vs.  
 
N= General health 
information (control) 
 
Type: 


 Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Increasing exercise 
self-motivation and 
exercise adherence 
aiming at long-term 
weight control 
 


Intensity:  


30 sessions of 120 
minutes for 1 year 
(weekly or bimonthly) 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Physical activity 
behavior 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Minutes per week of 
leisure time moderate 
and vigorous physical 
activity 
 
Measured:  


7-day  Physical Activity 
Recall interview 


Duration of 
follow up 


12 months 
(87.0% follow- 
up).  


NA 
 
 
 


12 months (end 
of intervention 
period) 
 
Intervention: 300 
 
Control: 162 
 
p<0.001 
 
SD not provided 
 
 


Adverse effects:  


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
 
 
 


Migneault et 
al, 2012 
 
REFID  


102 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


++ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=337 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Hypertensive African American adults 
aged 35 years or over who are on at 
least one anti-hypertensive medication 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age 56.6 
Gender 29.6% Male, 70.4% Female 
Ethnicity 100% Black 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Mean BMI 34.4 
Median household income $10-20K/year 
Employed  39.7% 
Married/Cohabiting  35.2% 
 
 


Setting:  


Home 
 
Provider:  


Automated telephone messages (using 
African-American voice professionals) 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Remote (telephone) 


Comparison: 


N=169  Intervention 
 
vs.  
 
N=168  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Multi-session 
 
Focus:  


Culturally adapted 
computer-based 
interactive telephone 
counselling system to 
reduce hypertension 
in African-Americans 


Intensity:  


One call per week for 
32 weeks (8 months) 
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Adherence to 
medication regimen 
and lifestyle change 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Moderate or greater 
physical activity 
(min/week) 
 
Measured:  


Accelerometer 
validated (48 pts were 
randomly selected for 
the validation test) 
interviewer-
administered 7-day 
physical activity recall 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


4 months 
(83.4% follow-
up) 


 
8 months 
(78.6% follow-
up) 
 
12 months 
(77.4% follow-
up) 


4 months (during 
intervention) 
Reported as non-
significant, figures 
and p value not 
reported 
 
Time point 
Change from 
baseline 
 
No SDs provided 
 
 


 


8 months (end 
of intervention): 
 
Intervention:  -
3.44 
 
Control: 2.77 
 


Difference 
between score 
change: -6.21, 
significance not 
reported 


 
12 months (4 
months post 
intervention):  
Reported as 
non-significant, 
figures and p 
value not 
reported 
 
No SDs 
provided 


 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
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Osborn et al., 
2010 
 
REFID  


19691 
 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised 


N=118 
 
Selection/recruitment criteria 


Puerto Rican patients with Type 2 
Diabetes 
 
Participant characteristics 


Characteristics provided for intervention 
and control completers only: 
Mean ages 57-58 
Gender 30-38% female, 62-70% male 
Ethnicity 100% Puerto Rican 
SES not reported 


Setting:  


Clinic  
 
Provider: 


 Medical assistant 
 
Mode of delivery: 


Face-to-face (individual level)  


Comparison 


N=48 culturally 
targeted Information 
Motivation Behaviour 
(IMB) intervention 
 
vs.  
 
N=43 Usual care 
 
Type:  


Extended 
 
Focus:  


Lifestyle intervention 
(diet and physical 
activity) for Type 2 
Diabetes self-care 


Intensity:  


1 session lasting 90 
minutes 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s)  


Physical Activity 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome  


Frequency of being 
physically active during 
the previous 7 days 
(scored 0-7, higher 
scores reflect more 
active days) 
 
Measured:  


Self-report using the 
diet subscale of the 
Summary of Diabetes 
Self-Care Activities 
questionnaire 
 


Duration of 
follow up 


3 months 
(81% follow 
up) 
 
 
 


 


3 months 
Mean (SD)  
 
Intervention: 
Data missing 
 
Control: 
Data missing 
 
Mean difference: 
Data missing;  
p=0.23 
(ANCOVA) 


NA 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Culturally targeted 
intervention for a 
minority ethnic group; 
although the 
applicability of the 
group to a UK setting 
may be minimal 
 


Orazio et al, 
2011 


 
REFID  


577 
 
Country 


Australia 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 


+ 
 
External 
validity 


+ 
 


Number randomised: 


N=102 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Adult renal transplant recipients (>6 
months post-transplant) with abnormal 
glucose tolerance 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age 54.8 
Gender 60.8% Male, 39.2% Female 
Ethnicity Not reported 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Mean BMI = 29 
 


Setting:  


Hospital outpatient 
 
Provider:  


Dietician involvement is mentioned but 
no other mention of what other 
providers may have been involved in 
the ‘multidisciplinary’ intervention 
 
Mode of delivery: 


Unclear 


Comparison: 


N=56  Intervention  
 
vs.  
 
N=46  Usual care 
 
Type:  


Unclear 
 
Focus:  


Using the 
Transtheoretical 
Model of Health 
Behaviour Change or 
State of Change 
Model to bring about 
lifestyle change for 
reduction of risk 
factors for obesity 
and CVD in post-
renal transplant 
patients 
 


Intensity:  


Unclear 
 


 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Lifestyle change 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Change in physical 
activity over time 
 
Measured:  


Self-report (Physical 
Activity Statewide 
Questionnaire) 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


Not reported 


No relevant data 
to be found in 
tables. Only one 
directly relevant 
section was found 
on p467: 


 
“There was no 
change in PA over 
time for the 
intervention group 
(Wilks Lambda = 
0.970, F(2,99) = 
1.529, P = 0.222, 
partial eta 
squared = 0.03), 
nor was there a 
significant 
difference 
between the 
control and 
intervention 
groups ability to 
meet PA guideline 
targets.” 
 


 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 


 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 


 
 


Parrott et al, 


2007 


 


REFID14863 


 


Country 


USA 


 


Design 


RCT 


 


Internal 


validity 


+ 


 


Number randomised 


N=170 
 
Selection/Recruitment criteria: 


University students that check email at 
least once per day identified as not 
meeting national physical activity 
guidelines 
Recruited from 6 general education 
courses 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age 20.2 
Gender 61.8% male, 38.2% female 
Ethnicity 94% Caucasian 
SES Not reported 
 


Setting:  


Participants home or where they 
access email 
 
Provider:  


Remote delivery 
 
Mode of delivery:  


Email (remote delivery) 


Comparison: 


Intervention 1 
N= 57 Positive 
messages 
 
vs.   
 
Intervention 2 
N= 57 Negative 
messages 
 
vs.  
 
N= 56 Control 
 
Type: Brief  
 


Intensity: Email 


messages sent every 
second day for 2 
weeks  
 


Target behavior 
outcomes(s):  


Physical activity 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Exercise behavior 
(frequency of 30 
minutes of moderate to 
vigorous exercise 
sessions  
 
Measured:  


Self-report on Godin 
Leisure Time Exercise 
Questionnaire 


Duration of 
follow up: 


3 weeks 
(100% follow 
up) 


Missing data 
 
2 weeks (end of 
intervention): 


 
Intervention 1: not 
reported 
 
Intervention 2: 
3.91 
 
Control: 2.97 


 
p=0.004 between 
intervention 1 and 
control, 
dependent on 


NA 
 
 


Adverse effects: Not 


reported 
 


Inequality issues: 


Not reported 
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External 


validity 


+ 


 


 Focus: Exercise 


behaviour 
baseline scores. 
Intervention 1 has 
significantly higher 
baseline score 
than control 
 


p=0.277 for the 
comparison 
between 
intervention 2 and 
control 


 
3 weeks (1 week 
post intervention): 
 
Intervention 1: Not 
reported 
 
Intervention 2: Not 
reported 
 
Control: Not 
reported 
 
p=0.002 between 
intervention 1 and 
control dependent 
on baseline 
scores. 
Intervention 1 has 
significantly higher 
baseline score 
than control  
 
p=0.791 between 
intervention 2 and 
control 
 


Stolley et al, 
2008 
 
REFID  


2992 


 
Country 


USA 
 
Design 


RCT 
 
Internal 
validity 
+ 


 
External 
validity 
+ 


 


Number randomised: 


N=213 
 
Selection / Recruitment criteria: 


Non-pregnant African American women 
aged between 30 and 65 with BMI 
between 30 and 50 (obese) 
 
Participant characteristics: 
Mean age 46.0 
Gender 100% female 
Ethnicity 100% African American 
SES Not reported 
Other: 


Mean BMI   39.2 
Education   14.9 years 
Median income   $42,500 
Full-time employed   71.9% 
Married/co-habiting   34.3% 
 


Setting:  


University campus 
 
Provider:  


Unclear 
 
Mode of delivery: 


Face-to-face (mainly in groups but 
individual MI sessions were also 
offered, which could be in-person or by 
telephone) 


Comparison: 


N=107  Culturally 
tailored intervention 
  
vs.  
 
N=106  General 
health (Control) 
 
Type: Multi-session 


 
Focus:  


Culturally adapted 
lifestyle intervention 
for black women 
based on Social 
Cognitive Theory that 
is focused on 
changes in cognitions 
behaviours and social 
support related to 
weight loss 
 


Intensity:  


Twice weekly group 
weight loss sessions 
(one 90mins-long and 
the other 60mins-
long)  for 6 months. 
Additionally, 
individual monthly MI 
sessions lasting 20 to 
30 minutes were also 
offered.  
 
 


Target behaviour 
outcome(s):  


Lifestyle change 
 
Prioritised main 
outcome:  


Moderate or vigorous 
physical activity 
including walking 
minutes per day 
 
Measured:  


International Physical 
Activity Questionnaire-
Long Format (IPAQ) 
measuring self-reported 
physical activity in 
previous 7 days 
 


Duration of 
follow-up: 


6 months 
(93% follow-
up) 


NA 


 


Missing data 


 
6 months (end 
of intervention) 
 


Geometic 
means  
 
Intervention: 
112.9  
 
Control: 85.0 
 


p=0.01 
 
No SD’s 
provided 
 


Adverse effects: 


Not reported 
 
Inequality issues:  


Not reported 
 
 
 


 
 


 


Acronyms table 
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ACASI audio computer-assisted self-interview 


ACSM American College of Sports Medicine 


AEC Alcohol Expectance Challenge 


AOR adjusted odds ratio 


APSD anti-social personality disorder 


AUDIT(score) Alcohol Use Disorder Identification Test 


BAI brief alcohol intervention  


BALANCE Birth Control and Alcohol Awareness: Negotiating Choices Effectively  


BASICS Brief Alcohol Screening and Intervention for College Students  


BI brief intervention 


BMI body mass index 


CABG coronary-artery bypass graft 


CAE College of Advanced Education 


CAPI computer-assisted personal interviewing 


CARET Co-morbidity Alcohol Risk Evaluation Tool 


CASI computer-assisted self-interviewing 


CBT cognitive behaviour therapy 


CD-5As computer-delivered 5As based brief intervention 


CDC Centres for Disease Control and Prevention  


CDSMP chronic disease self-management programme 


CHAMPS Community Healthy Activities Model Program for Seniors (questionnaire) 


CHD coronary heart disease 


CHF congestive heart failure 


CI confidence interval  


CM contingency management 


CM-Lite computer-assisted simplified and low-intensity contingency management 


CO carbon monoxide 


COACH Coaching patients on Achieving Cardiovascular Health 


CPA common practice approach 


CRP cardiac rehabilitation program 


CV cardiovascular 


CVD cardiovascular disease 


DDQ Daily Drinking Questionnaire 


DHAP Division of HIV/AIDs Prevention  


DIS Diagnostic Interview Schedule 


DWI driving while intoxicated 


ED emergency department 


ETC emergency department (ED)-initiated tobacco control 


EEA evidence based application approach 


EUROACTION European Action on Secondary and Primary prevention through Intervention to Reduce Events 


FFB Fat and Fibre Behaviour Questionnaire 


GSF gender-specific feedback 


GNSF gender-non-specific feedback  


GP general practitioner 


HE health education 
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HIV human immunodeficiency virus 


IDS impaired driving scale 


IMB information motivation behaviour 


IPAQ International Physical Activity Questionnaire 


IQR interquartile range  


LTPA (questionnaire) leisure time physical activity (questionnaire) 


ME motivational enhancement 


MET metabolic equivalent 


MI myocardial infarct 


MSM men who have sex with men 


MSW men who have sex with women 


N number 


NA not applicable 


NB notebook 


NCHS National Centre for Health Statistics 


NRT nicotine replacement therapy 


OP outpatient 


OR odds ratio 


p p value 


PACE Physical Activity Scale for the Elderly  


(7-day) PAR 7-day Physical Activity Recall (interview) 


PCI percutaneous coronary intervention 


PCP primary care provider 


PHFE Public Health Foundation Enterprises 


PNF personalised normative feedback 


RCT randomised controlled trial 


RSSD risky single occasion drinking 


RR relative risk 


SD standard deviation 


SE standard error 


SEC standard ethyl-alcohol consumption 


SES socioeconomic status 


SQUASH Short Questionnaire to Assess Health enhancing Physical Activity 


STD sexually transmitted disease 


(Alcohol) TLFB Alcohol Timeline Follow-back 


TPP Theory of Planned Behaviour 


T2DM type 2 diabetes mellitus 


UK United Kingdom 


USA United States of America 


WHO World Health Organization 


WSW women who have sex with women 
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Covariates: 


Variable  Categories  Label 


iif1            Yes_No     IIF1 


iif2            Yes_No     IIF2 


iif3            Yes_No     IIF3 


iif4            Yes_No     IIF4 


iif5            Yes_No     IIF5 


iif6            Yes_No     IIF6 


iif7            Yes_No     IIF7 


iif8            Yes_No     IIF8 


iif9            Yes_No     IIF9 


itb             Yes_No     ITB 


Cluster1_SS     Yes_No     Cluster1: Social Support 


Cluster2_Reg    Yes_No     Cluster2: Regulation 


Cluster3_FM     Yes_No     Cluster3: Feedback & Monitoring 


Cluster4_Asc    Yes_No     Cluster4: Associations 


Cluster5_RS     Yes_No     Cluster5: Repetition and Substitutions 


Cluster6_Ant    Yes_No     Cluster6: Antecedents 


Cluster7_SK     Yes_No     Cluster7: Shaping Knowledge 


Cluster8_SB     Yes_No     Cluster8: Self-belief 


Cluster9_SC     Yes_No     Cluster9: Scheduled Consequences 


Cluster10_RT    Yes_No     Cluster10: Reward & Threat 


Cluster11_GP    Yes_No     Cluster11: Goals & Planning 


Cluster12_CO    Yes_No     Cluster12: Comparison of Outcomes 


Cluster13_Id    Yes_No     Cluster13: Identity 


Cluster14_NC    Yes_No     Cluster14: Natural Consequences 


Cluster15_CB    Yes_No     Cluster15: Comparison of Behaviour 


Cluster16_CL    Yes_No     Cluster16: Covert Learning 
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Revised analyses - controlling for Cluster/intervention function in control group 


using revised method 
 


Revised method involved creating a new dummy variable for each cluster/IF where, for example: 


  


Cluster1[interv]=0 & Cluster1[control]=0, then Rev_Cluster1 was coded 0 


Cluster1[interv]=1 & Cluster1[control]=0, then Rev_Cluster1 was coded 1 


Cluster1[interv]=1 & Cluster1[control]=1, then Rev_Cluster1 was coded 0 


Cluster1[interv]=0 & Cluster1[control]=1, then Rev_Cluster1 was coded 0 


 


SEXUAL HEALTH 


Meta-analysis 
. metaan ES _SE if Target_Beh==1, dl forest label(StudyID) 


 


 


DerSimonian-Laird random-effects method selected 


------------------------------------------------------------------- 


        Study        |   Effect   [95% Conf. Interval]   % Weight 


---------------------+--------------------------------------------- 


Cortes-Bordoy 2010   |   -0.082     -0.435     0.270       5.26 


Crosby 2009          |    0.294     -0.005     0.593       6.49 


Dermen 2011_ALC      |    0.048     -0.593     0.690       2.04 


Dermen 2011_H&A      |    0.382     -0.265     1.028       2.01 


Dermen 2011_HIV      |    0.114     -0.523     0.751       2.07 


Gilbert 2008         |    0.395      0.110     0.679       6.90 


Golin 2012           |    0.081     -0.142     0.305       8.86 


Ingersoll 2005       |    0.315      0.004     0.627       6.17 


Koblin 2012          |   -0.103     -0.376     0.171       7.21 


Langston 2010        |    0.256     -0.144     0.655       4.40 


Mansergh 2010        |   -0.072     -0.227     0.083      11.63 


Petersen 2007b       |    0.098     -0.067     0.262      11.24 


Schunmann 2006       |    0.077     -0.230     0.384       6.30 


Tross 2008           |    0.420      0.217     0.623       9.64 


Wolitski 2005        |    0.137     -0.062     0.336       9.80 


---------------------+--------------------------------------------- 


Overall effect (dl)  |    0.145      0.047     0.243     100.00 


------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Heterogeneity chi-squared =  25.88 (d.f. = 14) p = 0.027 


I-squared (variation in ES attributable to heterogeneity) = 45.9% (95% CI = 0 to 69.06) 


Estimate of between-study variance Tau-squared =  0.0152 


Test of ES=0 : z=   2.90 p = 0.004 


 


 


Outliers 
. metaninf ES _SE if Target_Beh==1, label(namevar=StudyID) random 


 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 Study omitted     |   Estimate       [95%  Conf.  Interval] 


-------------------+---------------------------------------------------------- 


 Koblin 2012       |   .16326833      .06408713    .26244953 


 Cortes-Bordoy 2010|   .15752694      .05670537    .25834849 


 Mansergh 2010     |   .17335628      .08168732    .26502526 


 Dermen 2011_ALC   |   .14747903      .04624901    .24870904 


 Schunmann 2006    |   .15030524      .04572014    .25489035 


 Golin 2012        |   .15208486      .04493742    .25923228 
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 Petersen 2007b    |   .15221345      .04151234    .26291457 


 Dermen 2011_HIV   |   .14610371      .044737      .24747041 


 Wolitski 2005     |   .14708555      .03832681    .2558443 


 Langston 2010     |   .14017203      .03786758    .24247648 


 Crosby 2009       |   .13468958      .03242434    .23695484 


 Ingersoll 2005    |   .13371125      .03220603    .23521645 


 Dermen 2011_H&A   |   .14017621      .04007941    .240273 


 Gilbert 2008      |   .12541217      .02818007    .22264427 


 Tross 2008        |   .10614477      .02090535    .1913842 


-------------------+---------------------------------------------------------- 


 Combined          |   .14484664      .04690475    .24278852 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


No trials had point estimate outside the combined CI. 
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Publication bias 


 


. metabias ES _SE         if Target_Beh==1, egger 


 


Note: data input format theta se_theta assumed. 


 


Egger's test for small-study effects: 


Regress standard normal deviate of intervention 


effect estimate against its standard error 


 


Number of studies =  15                                Root MSE      =   1.374 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


     Std_Eff |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


       slope |   .0330191   .1210846     0.27   0.789    -.2285683    .2946065 


        bias |    .781698    .924796     0.85   0.413    -1.216202    2.779598 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


Test of H0: no small-study effects          P = 0.413 
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. metatrim ES _SE         if Target_Beh==1, reffect funnel 


 


Note: default data input format (theta, se_theta) assumed. 


 


Meta-analysis  


 


       |  Pooled      95% CI         Asymptotic      No. of 


Method |     Est   Lower   Upper  z_value  p_value   studies 


-------+---------------------------------------------------- 


Fixed  |   0.128   0.061   0.194    3.773    0.000     15 


Random |   0.145   0.047   0.243    2.899    0.004 


 


Test for heterogeneity: Q= 25.882 on 14 degrees of freedom (p= 0.027) 


Moment-based estimate of between studies variance =  0.015 


 


Trimming estimator: Linear 


Meta-analysis type: Random-effects model 


 


iteration |  estimate    Tn    # to trim     diff 


----------+-------------------------------------- 


    1     |    0.145     65         1         120 


    2     |    0.106     76         2          22 


    3     |    0.074     92         4          32 


    4     |    0.055     95         5           6 


    5     |    0.039     96         5           2 


    6     |    0.039     96         5           0 


 


Filled  


Meta-analysis  


 


       |  Pooled      95% CI         Asymptotic      No. of 


Method |     Est   Lower   Upper  z_value  p_value   studies 


-------+---------------------------------------------------- 


Fixed  |   0.039  -0.020   0.098    1.294    0.196     20 
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Random |   0.043  -0.069   0.156    0.757    0.449 


 


Test for heterogeneity: Q= 59.253 on 19 degrees of freedom (p= 0.000) 


Moment-based estimate of between studies variance =  0.039 


 


. 
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Univariate analyses 


Meta-regression of BCT Clusters 
. *Model Rev_SXH_U1a 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster1_SS               if Target_Beh==1 


 


  Cluster1: | 


     Social | 


  Support - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |          3       20.00       20.00 


          1 |         12       80.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         15      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster1_SS             if Target_Beh==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      15 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =   .0188 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  48.93% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  = -12.19% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster1_SS |   .1054412   .1285212     0.82   0.427    -.1722121    .3830944 


          _cons |   .0633084   .1138967     0.56   0.588    -.1827505    .3093672 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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.  


. *Model Rev_SXH_U1b 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster2_Reg              if Target_Beh==1 


 


  Cluster2: | 


 Regulation | 


          - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         13       86.67       86.67 


          1 |          2       13.33      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         15      100.00 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_SXH_U1c 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster3_FM               if Target_Beh==1 


 


  Cluster3: | 


 Feedback & | 


 Monitoring | 


          - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |          6       40.00       40.00 
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          1 |          9       60.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         15      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster3_FM             if Target_Beh==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      15 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .01932 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  49.76% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  = -15.30% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster3_FM |   .0356279   .1078827     0.33   0.746    -.1974384    .2686942 


          _cons |   .1254331   .0825175     1.52   0.152    -.0528351    .3037013 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_SXH_U1d 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster4_Asc              if Target_Beh==1 


 


  Cluster4: | 


Association | 


        s - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         15      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 
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      Total |         15      100.00 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_SXH_U1e 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster5_RS               if Target_Beh==1 


 


  Cluster5: | 


 Repetition | 


        and | 


Substitutio | 


       ns - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         10       66.67       66.67 


          1 |          5       33.33      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         15      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster5_RS             if Target_Beh==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      15 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .01947 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  49.75% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  = -16.23% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster5_RS |   .0152358   .1097235     0.14   0.892    -.2218073     .252279 
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          _cons |   .1405269   .0676756     2.08   0.058    -.0056773    .2867312 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_SXH_U1f 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster6_Ant              if Target_Beh==1 


 


  Cluster6: | 


Antecedents | 


          - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         10       66.67       66.67 


          1 |          5       33.33      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         15      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster6_Ant    if Target_Beh==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      15 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .01933 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  49.73% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  = -15.35% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster6_Ant |  -.0194584   .1197784    -0.16   0.873     -.278224    .2393072 


           _cons |    .151528   .0622091     2.44   0.030     .0171335    .2859225 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_SXH_U1g 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster7_SK               if Target_Beh==1 


 


  Cluster7: | 


    Shaping | 


Knowledge - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |          9       60.00       60.00 


          1 |          6       40.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         15      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster7_SK             if Target_Beh==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      15 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .01871 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  48.40% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  = -11.64% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster7_SK |   -.043706   .1054759    -0.41   0.685    -.2715729    .1841609 


          _cons |   .1687875   .0760099     2.22   0.045     .0045781    .3329969 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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.  


. *Model Rev_SXH_U1h 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster8_SB               if Target_Beh==1 


 


  Cluster8: | 


Self-belief | 


          - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         13       86.67       86.67 


          1 |          2       13.33      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         15      100.00 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_SXH_U1i 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster9_SC               if Target_Beh==1 


 


  Cluster9: | 


  Scheduled | 


Consequence | 


        s - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 
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          0 |         15      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         15      100.00 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_SXH_U1j 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster10_RT              if Target_Beh==1 


 


 Cluster10: | 


   Reward & | 


   Threat - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         13       86.67       86.67 


          1 |          2       13.33      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         15      100.00 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_SXH_U1k 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster11_GP              if Target_Beh==1 


 


 Cluster11: | 


    Goals & | 


 Planning - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 
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 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |          7       46.67       46.67 


          1 |          8       53.33      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         15      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster11_GP    if Target_Beh==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      15 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =   .0183 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  48.68% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -9.22% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster11_GP |    -.03733   .1143579    -0.33   0.749    -.2843851    .2097252 


           _cons |   .1721023   .0956962     1.80   0.095    -.0346367    .3788413 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_SXH_U1l 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster12_CO              if Target_Beh==1 


 


 Cluster12: | 


 Comparison | 


of Outcomes | 


          - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 
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 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |          9       60.00       60.00 


          1 |          6       40.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         15      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster12_CO    if Target_Beh==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      15 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .01731 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  46.82% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -3.32% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster12_CO |  -.1289195   .1107053    -1.16   0.265    -.3680838    .1102447 


           _cons |   .1868776   .0626164     2.98   0.011      .051603    .3221522 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_SXH_U1m 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster13_Id              if Target_Beh==1 


 


 Cluster13: | 


 Identity - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 
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------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         15      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         15      100.00 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_SXH_U1n 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster14_NC              if Target_Beh==1 


 


 Cluster14: | 


    Natural | 


Consequence | 


        s - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |          9       60.00       60.00 


          1 |          6       40.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         15      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster14_NC    if Target_Beh==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      15 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .01909 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  49.73% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  = -13.92% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster14_NC |  -.0229167   .1165206    -0.20   0.847    -.2746441    .2288107 


           _cons |    .152901   .0629725     2.43   0.030     .0168572    .2889447 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_SXH_U1o 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster15_CB              if Target_Beh==1 


 


 Cluster15: | 


 Comparison | 


         of | 


Behaviour - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |          9       60.00       60.00 


          1 |          6       40.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         15      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster15_CB    if Target_Beh==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      15 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =   .0194 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  49.74% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  = -15.81% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster15_CB |   .0118807   .1084894     0.11   0.914    -.2224965    .2462579 


           _cons |   .1415123   .0688854     2.05   0.061    -.0073056    .2903302 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_SXH_U1p 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster16_CL              if Target_Beh==1 


 


 Cluster16: | 


     Covert | 


 Learning - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         15      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         15      100.00 


 


 


Meta-regression of Intervention function 
. *Model Rev_SXH_U2a 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif1                              if Target_Beh==1 


 


   Rev_iif1 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |          7       46.67       46.67 


          1 |          8       53.33      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 
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      Total |         15      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_iif1                    if Target_Beh==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      15 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .01797 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  45.51% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -7.28% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif1 |  -.0473822   .1044469    -0.45   0.658     -.273026    .1782617 


       _cons |   .1682587   .0718181     2.34   0.036     .0131052    .3234122 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_SXH_U2b 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif2                              if Target_Beh==1 


 


   Rev_iif2 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         11       73.33       73.33 


          1 |          4       26.67      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         15      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_iif2                    if Target_Beh==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      15 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .01739 
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% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  48.86% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -3.82% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif2 |  -.0963455   .1601816    -0.60   0.558    -.4423967    .2497058 


       _cons |   .1570443   .0550563     2.85   0.014     .0381024    .2759862 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_SXH_U2c 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif3                              if Target_Beh==1 


 


   Rev_iif3 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         13       86.67       86.67 


          1 |          2       13.33      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         15      100.00 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_SXH_U2d 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif4                              if Target_Beh==1 


 


   Rev_iif4 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         14       93.33       93.33 


          1 |          1        6.67      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         15      100.00 
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.  


.  


. *Model Rev_SXH_U2e 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif5                              if Target_Beh==1 


 


   Rev_iif5 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         10       66.67       66.67 


          1 |          5       33.33      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         15      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES Rev_iif5                             if Target_Beh==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      15 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .01956 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  49.74% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  = -16.77% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif5 |   .0229273   .1088628     0.21   0.836    -.2122564     .258111 


       _cons |   .1371735   .0688713     1.99   0.068     -.011614    .2859609 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_SXH_U2f 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif6                              if Target_Beh==1 
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   Rev_iif6 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         15      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         15      100.00 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_SXH_U2g 


.  


. tabulate Rev_iif7                               if Target_Beh==1 


 


   Rev_iif7 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         12       80.00       80.00 


          1 |          3       20.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         15      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_iif7                    if Target_Beh==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      15 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .01965 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  49.62% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  = -17.27% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif7 |   .0188494   .1204664     0.16   0.878    -.2414025    .2791012 


       _cons |   .1413102   .0624413     2.26   0.041     .0064139    .2762064 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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.  


. *Model Rev_SXH_U2h 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif8                              if Target_Beh==1 


 


   Rev_iif8 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         12       80.00       80.00 


          1 |          3       20.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         15      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_iif8                    if Target_Beh==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      15 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =   .0195 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  49.70% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  = -16.38% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif8 |   .0580355   .1199458     0.48   0.637    -.2010917    .3171627 


       _cons |   .1306258   .0623958     2.09   0.056    -.0041721    .2654236 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_SXH_U2i 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif9                              if Target_Beh==1 


 


   Rev_iif9 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 
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          0 |          4       26.67       26.67 


          1 |         11       73.33      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         15      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_iif9                    if Target_Beh==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      15 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =   .0184 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  48.36% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -9.80% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif9 |   .1107458   .1142525     0.97   0.350    -.1360817    .3575734 


       _cons |   .0687156   .0954395     0.72   0.484    -.1374689    .2749002 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


.   
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Meta-regression of Theory-basedness 
. *Model Rev_SXH_U3 


.  


. tabulate itb                            if Target_Beh==1 


 


        ITB |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


         No |         12       80.00       80.00 


        Yes |          3       20.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         15      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  itb                         if Target_Beh==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      15 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .01844 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  48.80% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  = -10.06% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


         itb |  -.0796645   .1254307    -0.64   0.536    -.3506411    .1913121 


       _cons |   .1640487   .0596917     2.75   0.017     .0350926    .2930049 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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ALCOHOL 


Meta-analysis 
 


. metaan ES _SE if Target_Beh==2, dl forest label(StudyID) 


 


 


DerSimonian-Laird random-effects method selected 


------------------------------------------------------------------- 


        Study        |   Effect   [95% Conf. Interval]   % Weight 


---------------------+--------------------------------------------- 


Burke 2008           |   -0.157     -0.410     0.096       2.84 


Carey 2006_BMI       |    0.220     -0.420     0.861       0.58 


Carey 2006_BMI+TLFB  |    0.028     -0.609     0.665       0.59 


Carey 2006_EBMI      |   -0.056     -0.695     0.583       0.58 


Carey 2006_EBMI+TLFB |   -0.118     -0.755     0.519       0.59 


Carey 2006_TLFB      |   -0.105     -0.739     0.530       0.59 


Chang 2011           |   -0.055     -0.232     0.122       4.49 


Curry 2003           |    0.203     -0.062     0.468       2.66 


Daeppen 2007         |   -0.007     -0.181     0.166       4.58 


Dent 2008_BI         |   -0.298     -0.699     0.102       1.36 


Dent 2008_MI         |   -0.107     -0.516     0.301       1.32 


Dermen 2011_ALC      |    0.457     -0.108     1.022       0.73 


Dermen 2011_H&A      |   -0.037     -0.601     0.528       0.74 


Emmen 2005           |   -0.186     -0.540     0.168       1.68 


Feldman 2011         |    0.089     -0.286     0.464       1.53 


Field 2009_BP        |   -0.025     -0.256     0.206       3.23 


Field 2009_HP        |    0.143     -0.026     0.313       4.71 


Field 2009_WP        |    0.037     -0.115     0.189       5.27 


Fleming 2008         |    0.354      0.096     0.611       2.76 


Fleming 2010         |    0.075     -0.050     0.199       6.23 


Gilbert 2008         |    0.174     -0.149     0.497       1.95 


Holloway 2007_SEE    |    0.483     -0.003     0.968       0.97 


Holloway 2007_SHB    |    0.487     -0.001     0.975       0.96 


Ingersoll 2005       |    0.149     -0.130     0.428       2.46 


Juarez 2006_MF       |    0.108     -1.132     1.348       0.16 
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Juarez 2006_MI       |    0.507     -0.783     1.798       0.15 


Juarez 2006_MI+F     |   -0.227     -1.507     1.052       0.15 


Juarez 2006_MI+MF    |    0.565     -0.706     1.835       0.15 


Koelewijn-van Loon 2 |   -0.850     -2.041     0.341       0.18 


Kulesza 2010_10      |    0.545     -0.003     1.093       0.78 


Kulesza 2010_50      |    0.227     -0.324     0.778       0.77 


Lane 2008            |    0.183     -0.158     0.523       1.79 


Lau Barraco 2008_EDU |    0.138     -0.330     0.606       1.04 


Lau Barraco 2008_EEC |    0.218     -0.175     0.611       1.41 


Lewis 2007_GNSF      |    0.389     -0.009     0.787       1.38 


Lewis 2007_GSF       |    0.457      0.054     0.860       1.35 


Lock 2006            |    0.152     -0.197     0.501       1.72 


Mastroleo 2010_CPA   |    0.356     -0.022     0.733       1.51 


Mastroleo 2010_EEA   |    0.309     -0.074     0.693       1.47 


Mello 2008           |    0.224     -0.009     0.457       3.19 


Moore 2010           |    0.160      0.003     0.316       5.12 


Neighbors 2006       |    0.087     -0.202     0.376       2.33 


Neumann 2006         |    0.121     -0.051     0.294       4.62 


O'Connor 2007        |    0.929      0.256     1.601       0.53 


Ockene 2009          |   -0.037     -0.130     0.055       7.53 


Smeulders 2009       |    0.084     -0.140     0.307       3.37 


Walters 2009_MI      |    0.122     -0.385     0.630       0.90 


Walters 2009_MI+F    |    0.268     -0.233     0.769       0.92 


Walters 2009_WEB     |    0.066     -0.447     0.579       0.88 


Woodall 2007         |    0.328      0.097     0.559       3.22 


---------------------+--------------------------------------------- 


Overall effect (dl)  |    0.113      0.063     0.163     100.00 


------------------------------------------------------------------- 


Heterogeneity chi-squared =  65.09 (d.f. = 49) p = 0.062 


I-squared (variation in ES attributable to heterogeneity) = 24.7% (95% CI = 0 to 46.88) 


Estimate of between-study variance Tau-squared =  0.0065 


Test of ES=0 : z=   4.40 p = 0.000 
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Outliers 
. metaninf ES _SE if Target_Beh==2, label(namevar=StudyID) random 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 Study omitted     |   Estimate       [95%  Conf.  Interval] 


-------------------+---------------------------------------------------------- 


 Koelewijn-van Loon 2010|.11347695    .06389877    .16305514 


 Dent 2008_BI      |   .11640519      .0671692     .16564117 


 Juarez 2006_MI+F  |   .11395603      .06321065    .1647014 


 Emmen 2005        |   .11704365      .0669619     .16712539 


 Burke 2008        |   .11879653      .06911338    .1684797 


 Carey 2006_EBMI+TLFB| .11472635      .06393276    .16551994 


 Dent 2008_MI      |   .11601906      .06524877    .16678935 
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 Carey 2006_TLFB   |   .1146915       .06387058    .16551241 


 Carey 2006_EBMI   |   .11449936      .06359498    .16540374 


 Chang 2011        |   .12012845      .06916503    .17109187 


 Ockene 2009       |   .12203757      .07295205    .17112309 


 Dermen 2011_H&A   |   .11463998      .06368253    .16559741 


 Field 2009_BP     |   .11788164      .06646408    .1692992 


 Daeppen 2007      |   .11910229      .06726933    .17093524 


 Carey 2006_BMI+TLFB|  .11411638      .06312444    .16510831 


 Field 2009_WP     |   .11826748      .06568625    .17084871 


 Walters 2009_WEB  |   .11407449      .06297256    .16517642 


 Fleming 2010      |   .11728875      .06394404    .17063347 


 Smeulders 2009    |   .11501689      .06301574    .16701806 


 Neighbors 2006    |   .11445925      .06284965    .16606887 


 Feldman 2011      |   .11410295      .06277747    .16542843 


 Juarez 2006_MF    |   .11359991      .06272794    .16447189 


 Neumann 2006      |   .11377352      .06132608    .16622096 


 Walters 2009_MI   |   .1135627       .06246023    .16466516 


 Lau Barraco 2008_EDU| .11337885      .06224332    .16451436 


 Field 2009_HP     |   .1125221       .06018378    .16486041 


 Ingersoll 2005    |   .11279964      .06124343    .16435584 


 Lock 2006         |   .11297222      .06164827    .16429618 


 Moore 2010        |   .11131344      .05901978    .16360711 


 Gilbert 2008      |   .11235463      .06102935    .16367991 


 Lane 2008         |   .11226471      .06100859    .16352083 


 Curry 2003        |   .11086984      .0595474     .16219229 


 Lau Barraco 2008_EEC| .11189704      .06084076    .16295333 


 Carey 2006_BMI    |   .11287906      .06195814    .16379997 


 Mello 2008        |   .10933191      .0581396     .16052423 


 Kulesza 2010_50   |   .11257905      .06163992    .16351818 


 Walters 2009_MI+F |   .11186395      .06101255    .16271535 


 Mastroleo 2010_EEA|   .10986803      .05926628    .16046977 


 Woodall 2007      |   .10345344      .05395615    .15295072 


 Fleming 2008      |   .10383891      .05446023    .15321757 


 Mastroleo 2010_CPA|   .10860831      .05836193    .15885469 


 Lewis 2007_GNSF   |   .108272        .05821862    .15832537 


 Dermen 2011_ALC   |   .10993192      .0597667     .16009715 


 Lewis 2007_GSF    |   .10664728      .05720478    .15608978 


 Holloway 2007_SEE |   .10822113      .05849459    .15794766 


 Holloway 2007_SHB |   .10820048      .05849137    .1579096 


 Juarez 2006_MI    |   .11271039      .06205684    .16336392 


 Kulesza 2010_10   |   .10834689      .05875519    .1579386 


 Juarez 2006_MI+MF |   .11250868      .06192583    .16309153 


 O'Connor 2007     |   .10473463      .05720742    .15226184 


-------------------+---------------------------------------------------------- 


 Combined          |   .11287057      .06258289    .16315826 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


 


No trials had point estimate outside the combined CI. 
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Publication bias 


 


 


. metabias ES _SE         if Target_Beh==2, egger 
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Note: data input format theta se_theta assumed. 


 


Egger's test for small-study effects: 


Regress standard normal deviate of intervention 


effect estimate against its standard error 


 


Number of studies =  50                                Root MSE      =   1.098 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


     Std_Eff |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


       slope |   .0072195   .0395764     0.18   0.856    -.0723543    .0867932 


        bias |   .7003978   .2872368     2.44   0.019     .1228695    1.277926 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


Test of H0: no small-study effects          P = 0.019 


 


. metatrim ES _SE         if Target_Beh==2, reffect funnel 


 


Note: default data input format (theta, se_theta) assumed. 


 


Meta-analysis  


 


       |  Pooled      95% CI         Asymptotic      No. of 


Method |     Est   Lower   Upper  z_value  p_value   studies 


-------+---------------------------------------------------- 


Fixed  |   0.088   0.050   0.127    4.536    0.000     50 


Random |   0.113   0.063   0.163    4.399    0.000 


 


Test for heterogeneity: Q= 65.088 on 49 degrees of freedom (p= 0.062) 


Moment-based estimate of between studies variance =  0.007 


 


Trimming estimator: Linear 


Meta-analysis type: Random-effects model 
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iteration |  estimate    Tn    # to trim     diff 


----------+-------------------------------------- 


    1     |    0.113    736         4        1275 


    2     |    0.100    770         5          68 


    3     |    0.095    784         6          28 


    4     |    0.090    799         7          30 


    5     |    0.083    822         7          46 


    6     |    0.083    822         7           0 


 


Filled  


Meta-analysis  


 


       |  Pooled      95% CI         Asymptotic      No. of 


Method |     Est   Lower   Upper  z_value  p_value   studies 


-------+---------------------------------------------------- 


Fixed  |   0.075   0.037   0.112    3.887    0.000     57 


Random |   0.093   0.039   0.147    3.382    0.001 


 


Test for heterogeneity: Q= 83.265 on 56 degrees of freedom (p= 0.010) 


Moment-based estimate of between studies variance =  0.011 
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Univariate analysis 


Meta-regression of BCT Clusters 
 


*Model Rev_ALC_U1a 


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster1_SS               if Target_Beh==2 


 


  Cluster1: | 


     Social | 


  Support - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         10       20.00       20.00 


          1 |         40       80.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         50      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster1_SS             if Target_Beh==2, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      50 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           = .007372 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  25.62% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  = -10.89% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster1_SS |  -.0234369   .0613589    -0.38   0.704    -.1468073    .0999335 


          _cons |   .1321365   .0534681     2.47   0.017     .0246317    .2396412 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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.  


. *Model Rev_ALC_U1b 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster2_Reg              if Target_Beh==2 


 


  Cluster2: | 


 Regulation | 


          - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         49       98.00       98.00 


          1 |          1        2.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         50      100.00 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_ALC_U1c 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster3_FM               if Target_Beh==2 


 


  Cluster3: | 


 Feedback & | 


 Monitoring | 


          - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         15       30.00       30.00 
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          1 |         35       70.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         50      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster3_FM             if Target_Beh==2, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      50 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           = .004765 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  15.85% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  28.33% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster3_FM |   .1096903   .0497763     2.20   0.032     .0096082    .2097723 


          _cons |   .0436481   .0385131     1.13   0.263    -.0337878    .1210839 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_ALC_U1d 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster4_Asc              if Target_Beh==2 


 


  Cluster4: | 


Association | 


        s - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         50      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 
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      Total |         50      100.00 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_ALC_U1e 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster5_RS               if Target_Beh==2 


 


  Cluster5: | 


 Repetition | 


        and | 


Substitutio | 


       ns - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         47       94.00       94.00 


          1 |          3        6.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         50      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster5_RS             if Target_Beh==2, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      50 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           = .006545 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  24.84% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   1.54% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Rev_Cluster5_RS |   .1092588   .1272303     0.86   0.395    -.1465549    .3650726 


          _cons |    .108287   .0262472     4.13   0.000     .0555135    .1610605 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_ALC_U1f 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster6_Ant              if Target_Beh==2 


 


  Cluster6: | 


Antecedents | 


          - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         48       96.00       96.00 


          1 |          2        4.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         50      100.00 


 


.  


 


.  


. *Model Rev_ALC_U1g 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster7_SK               if Target_Beh==2 


 


  Cluster7: | 


    Shaping | 


Knowledge - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 
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 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         45       90.00       90.00 


          1 |          5       10.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         50      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster7_SK             if Target_Beh==2, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      50 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           = .007253 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  25.68% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -9.11% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster7_SK |   .0053368   .0811808     0.07   0.948    -.1578882    .1685617 


          _cons |   .1135201    .027842     4.08   0.000     .0575401    .1695001 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_ALC_U1h 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster8_SB               if Target_Beh==2 


 


  Cluster8: | 


Self-belief | 


          - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 
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        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         45       90.00       90.00 


          1 |          5       10.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         50      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster8_SB             if Target_Beh==2, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      50 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           = .004486 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  17.99% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  32.52% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster8_SB |   -.095505   .0579734    -1.65   0.106    -.2120683    .0210584 


          _cons |    .130634   .0278139     4.70   0.000     .0747105    .1865576 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_ALC_U1i 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster9_SC               if Target_Beh==2 


 


  Cluster9: | 


  Scheduled | 


Consequence | 


        s - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 
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        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         50      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         50      100.00 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_ALC_U1j 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster10_RT              if Target_Beh==2 


 


 Cluster10: | 


   Reward & | 


   Threat - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         50      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         50      100.00 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_ALC_U1k 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster11_GP              if Target_Beh==2 


 


 Cluster11: | 


    Goals & | 


 Planning - | 


Controlling | 
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        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         30       60.00       60.00 


          1 |         20       40.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         50      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster11_GP    if Target_Beh==2, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      50 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           = .006427 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  23.04% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   3.32% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster11_GP |   -.046326   .0512702    -0.90   0.371    -.1494116    .0567595 


           _cons |   .1347061    .035318     3.81   0.000     .0636946    .2057176 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_ALC_U1l 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster12_CO              if Target_Beh==2 


 


 Cluster12: | 


 Comparison | 


of Outcomes | 


          - | 


Controlling | 
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        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         37       74.00       74.00 


          1 |         13       26.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         50      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster12_CO    if Target_Beh==2, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      50 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           = .007215 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  26.08% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -8.53% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster12_CO |  -.0352775   .0610932    -0.58   0.566    -.1581136    .0875586 


           _cons |   .1225854   .0299903     4.09   0.000      .062286    .1828849 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_ALC_U1m 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster13_Id              if Target_Beh==2 


 


 Cluster13: | 


 Identity - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 
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        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         50      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         50      100.00 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_ALC_U1n 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster14_NC              if Target_Beh==2 


 


 Cluster14: | 


    Natural | 


Consequence | 


        s - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         20       40.00       40.00 


          1 |         30       60.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         50      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster14_NC    if Target_Beh==2, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      50 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           = .007398 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  26.22% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  = -11.29% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster14_NC |     .01511   .0528633     0.29   0.776    -.0911788    .1213989 


           _cons |   .1059367   .0395226     2.68   0.010     .0264711    .1854022 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_ALC_U1o 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster15_CB              if Target_Beh==2 


 


 Cluster15: | 


 Comparison | 


         of | 


Behaviour - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         28       56.00       56.00 


          1 |         22       44.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         50      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster15_CB    if Target_Beh==2, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      50 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           = .007502 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  26.07% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  = -12.85% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster15_CB |   .0186735   .0551672     0.34   0.736    -.0922475    .1295945 


           _cons |   .1080118   .0326405     3.31   0.002     .0423836    .1736399 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_ALC_U1p 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster16_CL              if Target_Beh==2 


 


 Cluster16: | 


     Covert | 


 Learning - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         50      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         50      100.00  
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Meta-regression of Intervention function 
. *Model Rev_ALC_U2a 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif1                              if Target_Beh==2 


 


   Rev_iif1 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         14       28.00       28.00 


          1 |         36       72.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         50      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_iif1                    if Target_Beh==2, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      50 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           = .008746 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  25.94% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  = -31.57% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif1 |   .0828708   .0563139     1.47   0.148    -.0303558    .1960974 


       _cons |   .0636501   .0449253     1.42   0.163    -.0266783    .1539786 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_ALC_U2b 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif2                              if Target_Beh==2 


 


   Rev_iif2 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         29       58.00       58.00 
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          1 |         21       42.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         50      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_iif2                    if Target_Beh==2, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      50 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           = .005733 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  21.98% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  13.75% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif2 |  -.0378697   .0512438    -0.74   0.463    -.1409022    .0651629 


       _cons |   .1276279   .0335434     3.80   0.000     .0601844    .1950714 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_ALC_U2c 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif3                              if Target_Beh==2 


 


   Rev_iif3 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         50      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         50      100.00 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_ALC_U2d 


.  
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. tabulate  Rev_iif4                              if Target_Beh==2 


 


   Rev_iif4 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         49       98.00       98.00 


          1 |          1        2.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         50      100.00 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_ALC_U2e 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif5                              if Target_Beh==2 


 


   Rev_iif5 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         45       90.00       90.00 


          1 |          5       10.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         50      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES Rev_iif5                             if Target_Beh==2, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      50 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           = .007239 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  25.30% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -8.90% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif5 |  -.0957336   .0871573    -1.10   0.278    -.2709751    .0795079 
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       _cons |   .1236959   .0275581     4.49   0.000     .0682867    .1791052 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_ALC_U2f 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif6                              if Target_Beh==2 


 


   Rev_iif6 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         50      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         50      100.00 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_ALC_U2g 


.  


. tabulate Rev_iif7                               if Target_Beh==2 


 


   Rev_iif7 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         50      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         50      100.00 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_ALC_U2h 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif8                              if Target_Beh==2 


 


   Rev_iif8 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 
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          0 |         50      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         50      100.00 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_ALC_U2i 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif9                              if Target_Beh==2 


 


   Rev_iif9 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |          9       18.00       18.00 


          1 |         41       82.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         50      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES Rev_iif9                             if Target_Beh==2, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      50 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           = .007448 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  26.06% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  = -12.04% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif9 |   .0011297   .0619745     0.02   0.986    -.1234783    .1257377 


       _cons |   .1135989   .0542032     2.10   0.041     .0046161    .2225818 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


.  
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. 


Meta-regression of Theory-basedness 
. *Model ALC_U3 


.  


. tabulate itb                            if Target_Beh==2 


 


        ITB |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


         No |         44       88.00       88.00 


        Yes |          6       12.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         50      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  itb                         if Target_Beh==2, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      50 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .00702 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  25.60% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -5.61% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


         itb |   .0360844   .0811006     0.44   0.658    -.1269793     .199148 


       _cons |   .1095643   .0276588     3.96   0.000     .0539525    .1651762 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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SMOKING 


Meta-analysis 
. metan ES _SE if Target_Beh==3, label(namevar=StudyID) sortby(StudyID) random effect(SMD) 


astext(50) textsize(230)  force xlabel(-1, -0.5, 0, 0.5, 1) favours (Favours Control # Favours 


Intervention) 


 


           Study     |     ES    [95% Conf. Interval]     % Weight 


---------------------+--------------------------------------------------- 


An 2006              |  0.691       0.380     1.002          1.72 


Anthonisen 2005      |  0.871       0.755     0.987          2.36 


Armitage 2008        |  1.522       0.394     2.650          0.36 


Azodi 2009           |  0.505      -0.056     1.067          1.00 


Baker 2006           |  0.917      -0.647     2.481          0.20 


Bernstein 2011       |  0.145      -0.212     0.501          1.56 


Bock 2008            |  0.099      -0.216     0.414          1.71 


Borrelli 2005        |  0.435      -0.491     1.361          0.49 


Carpenter 2004_MA+NR |  1.015       0.502     1.528          1.11 


Carpenter 2004_SR+NR |  0.829       0.306     1.353          1.09 


Chouinard 2005_IC    |  0.442      -0.316     1.199          0.67 


Chouinard 2005_IC+FU |  0.442      -0.316     1.199          0.67 


Dornelas 2006        |  0.528      -0.402     1.458          0.49 


El-Mohandes 2011     |  0.440       0.120     0.761          1.69 


Free 2011            |  0.465       0.351     0.579          2.37 


Froelicher 2004      | -0.000      -0.294     0.294          1.78 


Giannuzzi 2008       |  0.162       0.022     0.303          2.30 


Glasgow 2009         |  0.235      -0.302     0.772          1.06 


Gordon 2010a_3As     |  0.413      -0.260     1.085          0.80 


Gordon 2010a_5As     |  0.463      -0.203     1.129          0.81 


Gordon 2010b         |  0.585       0.319     0.851          1.88 


Groeneveld 2011      |  0.123      -0.259     0.505          1.48 


Hall 2009_ECBT       |  0.411      -0.007     0.829          1.37 


Hall 2009_ENRT+CBT   |  0.192      -0.224     0.607          1.38 


Harting 2006         |  0.310       0.013     0.607          1.77 


Hilberink 2011       |  0.459      -0.064     0.982          1.09 


Hovell 2009          |  0.260      -0.061     0.582          1.68 
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Hyman 2007_Seq       |  0.325      -0.333     0.983          0.82 


Hyman 2007_Sim       |  0.449      -0.201     1.099          0.83 


Joseph 2008          |  0.013      -0.549     0.575          1.00 


Joseph 2011          |  0.305       0.043     0.568          1.89 


Katz 2004            |  0.186      -0.129     0.500          1.71 


Koelewijn-van Loon 2 | -0.631      -1.582     0.320          0.47 


Kotz 2009_CC+Nort    |  0.388      -0.414     1.190          0.62 


Kotz 2009_HE+Nort    |  0.409      -0.391     1.209          0.62 


Lacasse 2008         | -0.096      -0.514     0.322          1.37 


Lawrence 2003_SHM    |  0.464      -0.493     1.421          0.47 


Lawrence 2003_SHM+IC |  0.365      -0.613     1.344          0.45 


Malchodi 2003        |  0.080      -0.354     0.515          1.32 


McBride 2004_PAI     |  0.220      -0.261     0.700          1.20 


McBride 2004_WOI     |  0.193      -0.291     0.676          1.19 


McClure 2005         |  0.037      -0.396     0.471          1.33 


Mohiuddin 2007       |  0.886       0.449     1.323          1.31 


Molyneux 2003_Cou    | -0.321      -1.193     0.550          0.54 


Molyneux 2003_Cou+NR |  0.223      -0.475     0.921          0.76 


Muniz 2010           |  0.123      -0.118     0.364          1.97 


Neuner 2009          |  0.149      -0.053     0.350          2.11 


Nollen 2007          |  0.147      -0.117     0.410          1.89 


Ondersma 2012_CD-5As |  0.960      -0.285     2.204          0.30 


Ondersma 2012_CD-5As |  0.568      -0.636     1.771          0.32 


Ondersma 2012_CM-Lit | -0.382      -1.819     1.055          0.23 


Pbert 2004           |  0.575       0.228     0.921          1.60 


Pisinger 2009_GC     |  0.145      -0.930     1.219          0.39 


Pisinger 2009_IC     | -0.042      -1.190     1.106          0.34 


Rabius 2004          |  0.310       0.197     0.423          2.37 


Ratner 2004          | -0.046      -0.413     0.321          1.53 


Reid 2008            |  0.033      -0.635     0.702          0.80 


Rigotti 2006         |  0.209      -0.336     0.754          1.04 


Rodriguez-Aralejo 20 |  0.525       0.062     0.987          1.24 


Ruger 2008_CS        | -0.136      -0.716     0.444          0.96 


Ruger 2008_RQ        |  0.683      -0.032     1.398          0.73 
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Sallit 2009          |  0.366       0.015     0.717          1.58 


Schumann 2008        | -0.023      -0.246     0.201          2.03 


Segan 2011           |  0.022      -0.185     0.229          2.09 


Simmons 2007         | -0.147      -0.725     0.430          0.97 


Smeulders 2009       | -0.010      -0.234     0.213          2.03 


Stotts 2009_MI+USF   |  0.338      -0.178     0.855          1.11 


Stotts 2009_USF      |  0.169      -0.362     0.699          1.07 


Sutton 2007          |  0.037      -0.126     0.201          2.23 


Swartz 2006          |  0.539       0.092     0.987          1.28 


Tappin 2005          |  0.027      -0.343     0.397          1.52 


Thomsen 2010         |  0.240      -0.428     0.908          0.80 


Toll 2010            |  0.067      -0.062     0.196          2.33 


Unrod 2007           |  0.315      -0.035     0.664          1.59 


VHSG                 |  0.528       0.029     1.028          1.15 


Vale 2003            |  0.172      -0.134     0.477          1.74 


Vidrine 2012         |  0.795       0.419     1.171          1.50 


Willemsen 2006       | -0.007      -0.317     0.304          1.72 


Wood 2008            |  0.239       0.053     0.426          2.16 


de Vries 2006        |  1.010       0.082     1.938          0.49 


---------------------+--------------------------------------------------- 


D+L pooled ES        |  0.284       0.211     0.356        100.00 


---------------------+--------------------------------------------------- 


Heterogeneity chi-squared = 247.38 (d.f. = 79) p = 0.000 


I-squared (variation in ES attributable to heterogeneity) = 68.1% (95% CI = 59.19 to 74.23) 


Estimate of between-study variance Tau-squared =  0.0545 


Test of ES=0 : z=   7.66 p = 0.000 
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Outliers 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 Study omitted     |   Estimate       [95%  Conf.  Interval] 


-------------------+---------------------------------------------------------- 


 Koelewijn-van Loon 2010|.28790602    .21549831    .36031371 


 Ondersma 2012_CM-Lite|.28527713      .21260208    .35795221 


 Molyneux 2003_Cou |   .28698578      .21431616    .35965544 


 Simmons 2007      |   .28790295      .21507433    .36073157 


 Ruger 2008_CS     |   .28777319      .21492933    .36061707 


 Lacasse 2008      |   .28892449      .2160214     .36182755 


 Ratner 2004       |   .28879893      .21578334    .3618145 


 Pisinger 2009_IC  |   .28489083      .21209724    .3576844 


 Schumann 2008     |   .28993225      .21700305    .36286142 


 Smeulders 2009    |   .2897073       .21669564    .36271897 


 Willemsen 2006    |   .28878102      .21565478    .36190724 


 Froelicher 2004   |   .2888369       .2156895     .36198431 


 Joseph 2008       |   .28649718      .21347816    .3595162 


 Segan 2011        |   .28925118      .21606168    .36244068 


 Tappin 2005       |   .28771377      .21452762    .36089993 


 Reid 2008         |   .28579274      .21282332    .35876215 


 Sutton 2007       |   .28927666      .21607798    .36247531 


 McClure 2005      |   .28707126      .21392442    .36021808 


 Toll 2010         |   .28889361      .21547121    .36231601 


 Malchodi 2003     |   .28650999      .21330795    .35971203 


 Bock 2008         |   .28700489      .21359903    .36041078 


 Groeneveld 2011   |   .28622529      .21289837    .3595522 


 Muniz 2010        |   .28708178      .21344067    .3607229 


 Pisinger 2009_GC  |   .28431812      .21147212    .35716408 


 Bernstein 2011    |   .28603497      .21263529    .35943463 


 Nollen 2007       |   .28650093      .21286808    .36013377 


 Neuner 2009       |   .28682762      .21293691    .36071834 


 Giannuzzi 2008    |   .28696162      .21248785    .36143538 


 Stotts 2009_USF   |   .28504762      .21189053    .35820469 


 Vale 2003         |   .28583804      .21228375    .35939232 


 Katz 2004         |   .28556955      .21202113    .35911798 


 Hall 2009_ENRT+CBT|   .28511447      .21178296    .35844594 


 McBride 2004_WOI  |   .28490692      .21167983    .35813403 


 Rigotti 2006      |   .28459525      .21143934    .35775119 


 McBride 2004_PAI  |   .28459272      .21135075    .35783467 


 Molyneux 2003_Cou+NRT|.28425473      .21123381    .35727564 


 Glasgow 2009      |   .28433505      .21116298    .35750711 


 Wood 2008         |   .28505719      .21079186    .35932252 


 Thomsen 2010      |   .28414914      .21110368    .35719457 


 Hovell 2009       |   .28428596      .21070169    .35787022 


 Joseph 2011       |   .28352454      .20971745    .3573316 


 Harting 2006      |   .2834326       .20976351    .35710168 


 Rabius 2004       |   .28403804      .20826307    .35981303 


 Unrod 2007        |   .2833651       .20985399    .35687616 


 Hyman 2007_Seq    |   .28345639      .2103997     .35651305 


 Stotts 2009_MI+USF|   .2831997       .20999767    .35640174 


 Lawrence 2003_SHM+ICI|.28341088      .21052803    .35629374 


 Sallit 2009       |   .28252995      .20904131    .3560186 


 Kotz 2009_CC+Nort |   .28313908      .21018441    .35609373 


 Kotz 2009_HE+Nort |   .28300157      .21004936    .35595375 


 Hall 2009_ECBT    |   .28204787      .20872599    .35536975 


 Gordon 2010a_3As  |   .28275281      .20972218    .35578346 


 Borrelli 2005     |   .28302893      .21013579    .35592207 


 El-Mohandes 2011  |   .28116089      .20767091    .35465086 


 Chouinard 2005_IC |   .28271127      .20974317    .35567939 


 Chouinard 2005_IC+FU| .28271127      .20974317    .35567939 


 Hyman 2007_Sim    |   .28239873      .20936237    .3554351 


 Hilberink 2011    |   .28185672      .20870957    .35500389 


 Gordon 2010a_5As  |   .28232425      .20930484    .3553437 
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 Lawrence 2003_SHM |   .28292802      .21005081    .35580525 


 Free 2011         |   .27979857      .20534651    .35425064 


 Azodi 2009        |   .2815319       .20845202    .35461175 


 Rodriguez-Aralejo 2003|.28074014     .20758221    .35389808 


 Dornelas 2006     |   .28256762      .20969617    .35543904 


 Vestfold HSG      |   .28093225      .2078148     .35404968 


 Swartz 2006       |   .28044111      .20728514    .3535971 


 Ondersma 2012_CD-5As+CM-Lite|.28286144.2100611    .35566181 


 Pbert 2004        |   .27900663      .20582011    .35219318 


 Gordon 2010b      |   .27792534      .20474662    .35110408 


 Ruger 2008_RQ     |   .28079662      .20793118    .35366204 


 An 2006           |   .27642381      .20363873    .34920889 


 Vidrine 2012      |   .27568981      .20315783    .34822178 


 Carpenter 2004_SR+NRT|.27761143      .20494902    .35027385 


 Anthonisen 2005   |   .25772455      .19937061    .31607848 


 Mohiuddin 2007    |   .27545309      .2030713     .34783489 


 Baker 2006        |   .28248304      .20978869    .35517737 


 Ondersma 2012_CD-5As| .28169063      .20901677    .35436451 


 de Vries 2006     |   .28008237      .20748083    .35268393 


 Carpenter 2004_MA+NRT|.27522409      .20303012    .34741804 


 Armitage 2008     |   .27916875      .20692916    .35140833 


-------------------+---------------------------------------------------------- 


 Combined          |   .28371844      .21116025    .35627663 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. 


No trials had point estimate outside the combined CI. 
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Publication bias 


 


Egger's test for small-study effects: 


Regress standard normal deviate of intervention 


effect estimate against its standard error 


 


Number of studies =  80                                Root MSE      =   1.779 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


     Std_Eff |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


       slope |   .3127805   .0549599     5.69   0.000     .2033637    .4221973 


        bias |  -.1220548   .3492682    -0.35   0.728    -.8173943    .5732847 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


Test of H0: no small-study effects          P = 0.728 


 


. metatrim ES _SE         if Target_Beh==3, reffect funnel 


 


Note: default data input format (theta, se_theta) assumed. 
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Meta-analysis  


 


       |  Pooled      95% CI         Asymptotic      No. of 


Method |     Est   Lower   Upper  z_value  p_value   studies 


-------+---------------------------------------------------- 


Fixed  |   0.297   0.263   0.331   16.881    0.000     80 


Random |   0.284   0.211   0.356    7.664    0.000 


 


Test for heterogeneity: Q= 247.376 on 79 degrees of freedom (p= 0.000) 


Moment-based estimate of between studies variance =  0.055 


 


Trimming estimator: Linear 


Meta-analysis type: Random-effects model 


 


iteration |  estimate    Tn    # to trim     diff 


----------+-------------------------------------- 


    1     |    0.284   1670         1        3240 


    2     |    0.279   1704         2          68 


    3     |    0.271   1760         4         112 


    4     |    0.265   1799         5          78 


    5     |    0.264   1810         5          22 


    6     |    0.264   1810         5           0 


 


Filled  


Meta-analysis  


 


       |  Pooled      95% CI         Asymptotic      No. of 


Method |     Est   Lower   Upper  z_value  p_value   studies 


-------+---------------------------------------------------- 


Fixed  |   0.290   0.256   0.325   16.569    0.000     85 


Random |   0.264   0.191   0.337    7.067    0.000 


 


Test for heterogeneity: Q= 266.013 on 84 degrees of freedom (p= 0.000) 


Moment-based estimate of between studies variance =  0.058 
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. 


Univariate analysis 


Meta-regression of BCT Clusters 
. *Model Rev_SMK_U1a 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster1_SS               if Target_Beh==3 


 


  Cluster1: | 


     Social | 


  Support - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         29       36.25       36.25 


          1 |         51       63.75      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         80      100.00 
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.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster1_SS             if Target_Beh==3, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      80 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03503 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  62.82% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  12.17% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster1_SS |   .1421851    .067179     2.12   0.037      .008442    .2759281 


          _cons |   .1915088   .0530146     3.61   0.001     .0859648    .2970528 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_SMK_U1b 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster2_Reg              if Target_Beh==3 


 


  Cluster2: | 


 Regulation | 


          - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         42       52.50       52.50 


          1 |         38       47.50      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         80      100.00 
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.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster2_Reg    if Target_Beh==3, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      80 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03744 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  62.29% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   6.12% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster2_Reg |   .1026321   .0664023     1.55   0.126    -.0295647    .2348289 


           _cons |   .2315725   .0458801     5.05   0.000     .1402323    .3229127 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_SMK_U1c 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster3_FM               if Target_Beh==3 


 


  Cluster3: | 


 Feedback & | 


 Monitoring | 


          - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         64       80.00       80.00 


          1 |         16       20.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         80      100.00 
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.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster3_FM             if Target_Beh==3, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      80 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04101 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  68.32% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -2.84% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster3_FM |   -.040883   .0877276    -0.47   0.642    -.2155353    .1337692 


          _cons |   .2888415   .0376873     7.66   0.000     .2138119    .3638711 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_SMK_U1d 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster4_Asc              if Target_Beh==3 


 


  Cluster4: | 


Association | 


        s - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         80      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         80      100.00 


 


.  


.  
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. *Model Rev_SMK_U1e 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster5_RS               if Target_Beh==3 


 


  Cluster5: | 


 Repetition | 


        and | 


Substitutio | 


       ns - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         69       86.25       86.25 


          1 |         11       13.75      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         80      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster5_RS             if Target_Beh==3, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      80 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04098 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  68.44% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -2.76% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster5_RS |   .0058622   .0866988     0.07   0.946    -.1667418    .1784662 


          _cons |   .2801747   .0378088     7.41   0.000     .2049031    .3554463 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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.  


. *Model Rev_SMK_U1f 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster6_Ant              if Target_Beh==3 


 


  Cluster6: | 


Antecedents | 


          - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         57       71.25       71.25 


          1 |         23       28.75      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         80      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster6_Ant    if Target_Beh==3, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      80 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04005 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  64.85% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.43% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster6_Ant |    .037381    .071746     0.52   0.604    -.1054542    .1802163 


           _cons |   .2686712   .0413766     6.49   0.000     .1862968    .3510457 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  
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. *Model Rev_SMK_U1g 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster7_SK               if Target_Beh==3 


 


  Cluster7: | 


    Shaping | 


Knowledge - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         68       85.00       85.00 


          1 |         12       15.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         80      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster7_SK             if Target_Beh==3, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      80 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04103 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  68.17% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -2.89% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster7_SK |   .0309018    .092718     0.33   0.740    -.1536855    .2154892 


          _cons |   .2763395   .0371495     7.44   0.000     .2023805    .3502985 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_SMK_U1h 
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.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster8_SB               if Target_Beh==3 


 


  Cluster8: | 


Self-belief | 


          - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         77       96.25       96.25 


          1 |          3        3.75      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         80      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster8_SB             if Target_Beh==3, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      80 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04108 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  68.09% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -3.02% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster8_SB |    .037205   .1295541     0.29   0.775    -.2207173    .2951274 


          _cons |   .2785332   .0353958     7.87   0.000     .2080657    .3490008 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_SMK_U1i 


.  
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. tabulate  Rev_Cluster9_SC               if Target_Beh==3 


 


  Cluster9: | 


  Scheduled | 


Consequence | 


        s - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         79       98.75       98.75 


          1 |          1        1.25      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         80      100.00 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_SMK_U1j 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster10_RT              if Target_Beh==3 


 


 Cluster10: | 


   Reward & | 


   Threat - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         77       96.25       96.25 


          1 |          3        3.75      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         80      100.00 
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.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster10_RT    if Target_Beh==3, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      80 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04099 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  68.43% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -2.78% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster10_RT |  -.0822554   .1417148    -0.58   0.563     -.364388    .1998771 


           _cons |   .2863436   .0351219     8.15   0.000     .2164212     .356266 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_SMK_U1k 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster11_GP              if Target_Beh==3 


 


 Cluster11: | 


    Goals & | 


 Planning - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         30       37.50       37.50 


          1 |         50       62.50      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         80      100.00 
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.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster11_GP    if Target_Beh==3, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      80 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03884 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  67.20% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   2.62% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster11_GP |  -.0716221   .0693257    -1.03   0.305    -.2096389    .0663946 


           _cons |    .325829   .0549335     5.93   0.000     .2164648    .4351932 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_SMK_U1l 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster12_CO              if Target_Beh==3 


 


 Cluster12: | 


 Comparison | 


of Outcomes | 


          - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         58       72.50       72.50 


          1 |         22       27.50      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         80      100.00 
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.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster12_CO    if Target_Beh==3, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      80 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04005 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  67.69% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.42% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster12_CO |  -.0531908   .0773602    -0.69   0.494    -.2072031    .1008215 


           _cons |   .2947708   .0392136     7.52   0.000     .2167026    .3728391 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_SMK_U1m 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster13_Id              if Target_Beh==3 


 


 Cluster13: | 


 Identity - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         73       91.25       91.25 


          1 |          7        8.75      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         80      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster13_Id    if Target_Beh==3, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 
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Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      80 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04065 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  67.79% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -1.93% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster13_Id |  -.0611302   .1196144    -0.51   0.611    -.2992641    .1770038 


           _cons |    .286624   .0355521     8.06   0.000     .2158452    .3574027 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_SMK_U1n 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster14_NC              if Target_Beh==3 


 


 Cluster14: | 


    Natural | 


Consequence | 


        s - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         55       68.75       68.75 


          1 |         25       31.25      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         80      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster14_NC    if Target_Beh==3, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 
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Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      80 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04062 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  68.23% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -1.86% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster14_NC |   .0163714   .0756082     0.22   0.829     -.134153    .1668958 


           _cons |   .2766384   .0399911     6.92   0.000     .1970221    .3562546 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_SMK_U1o 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster15_CB              if Target_Beh==3 


 


 Cluster15: | 


 Comparison | 


         of | 


Behaviour - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         76       95.00       95.00 


          1 |          4        5.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         80      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster15_CB    if Target_Beh==3, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 
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Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      80 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04069 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  67.74% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -2.04% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster15_CB |   .0564418   .1441355     0.39   0.696      -.23051    .3433935 


           _cons |   .2779036   .0350037     7.94   0.000     .2082165    .3475907 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_SMK_U1p 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster16_CL              if Target_Beh==3 


 


 Cluster16: | 


     Covert | 


 Learning - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         79       98.75       98.75 


          1 |          1        1.25      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         80      100.00 


 


. 


.  


Meta-regression of Intervention function 
.  
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. *Model Rev_SMK_U2a 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif1                              if Target_Beh==3 


 


   Rev_iif1 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         48       60.00       60.00 


          1 |         32       40.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         80      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_iif1                    if Target_Beh==3, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      80 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04083 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  68.39% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -2.38% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif1 |  -.0260823    .070095    -0.37   0.711    -.1656307    .1134662 


       _cons |   .2911203    .043098     6.75   0.000     .2053188    .3769218 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_SMK_U2b 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif2                              if Target_Beh==3 


 


   Rev_iif2 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         59       73.75       73.75 
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          1 |         21       26.25      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         80      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_iif2                    if Target_Beh==3, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      80 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04086 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  68.47% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -2.47% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif2 |  -.0087047   .0770197    -0.11   0.910    -.1620392    .1446298 


       _cons |   .2835746   .0396583     7.15   0.000      .204621    .3625283 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_SMK_U2c 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif3                              if Target_Beh==3 


 


   Rev_iif3 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         74       92.50       92.50 


          1 |          6        7.50      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         80      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_iif3                    if Target_Beh==3, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 
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Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      80 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =   .0405 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  68.33% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -1.55% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif3 |   -.140571   .1252342    -1.12   0.265    -.3898931    .1087511 


       _cons |   .2923916   .0353465     8.27   0.000     .2220221     .362761 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_SMK_U2d 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif4                              if Target_Beh==3 


 


   Rev_iif4 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         79       98.75       98.75 


          1 |          1        1.25      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         80      100.00 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_SMK_U2e 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif5                              if Target_Beh==3 


 


   Rev_iif5 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         61       76.25       76.25 


          1 |         19       23.75      100.00 
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------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         80      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES Rev_iif5                             if Target_Beh==3, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      80 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04055 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  67.82% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -1.68% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif5 |  -.0269759   .0763938    -0.35   0.725    -.1790642    .1251124 


       _cons |   .2884923   .0397076     7.27   0.000     .2094405    .3675442 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_SMK_U2f 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif6                              if Target_Beh==3 


 


   Rev_iif6 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         80      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         80      100.00 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_SMK_U2g 


.  


. tabulate Rev_iif7                               if Target_Beh==3 
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   Rev_iif7 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         66       82.50       82.50 


          1 |         14       17.50      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         80      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_iif7                    if Target_Beh==3, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      80 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03806 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  61.92% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   4.56% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif7 |   .0915331   .0830859     1.10   0.274    -.0738782    .2569443 


       _cons |   .2622651   .0372852     7.03   0.000     .1880359    .3364942 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_SMK_U2h 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif8                              if Target_Beh==3 


 


   Rev_iif8 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         79       98.75       98.75 


          1 |          1        1.25      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         80      100.00 
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.  


.  


. *Model Rev_SMK_U2i 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif9                              if Target_Beh==3 


 


   Rev_iif9 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         25       31.25       31.25 


          1 |         55       68.75      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         80      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES Rev_iif9                             if Target_Beh==3, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      80 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04026 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.44% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.96% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif9 |    .037996   .0722555     0.53   0.600    -.1058537    .1818456 


       _cons |   .2555157   .0593455     4.31   0.000     .1373679    .3736635 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


.  


Meta-regression of Theory-basedness 
.. 


. *Model Rev_SMK_U3 


.  


. tabulate itb                            if Target_Beh==3 
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        ITB |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


         No |         59       73.75       73.75 


        Yes |         21       26.25      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         80      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  itb                         if Target_Beh==3, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      80 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03572 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  64.96% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  10.43% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


         itb |  -.1338075   .0767846    -1.74   0.085    -.2866739    .0190588 


       _cons |   .3121625   .0375241     8.32   0.000     .2374577    .3868672 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


  


..  


DIET 


Meta-analysis 
. metan ES _SE if Target_Beh==5, label(namevar=StudyID) sortby(StudyID) random effect(SMD) 


astext(50) textsize(100)  force xlabel(-1, -0.5, 0, 0.5, 1) favo 


> urs (Favours Control # Favours Intervention) 


 


           Study     |     ES    [95% Conf. Interval]     % Weight 


---------------------+--------------------------------------------------- 


Burke 2008           |  0.206      -0.078     0.490          3.66 


Clark 2004           |  0.548       0.148     0.947          2.73 


Eakin 2007           |  0.380       0.100     0.660          3.70 


Eakin 2010           |  0.204       0.014     0.394          4.53 


Ellingsen 2005       |  0.339       0.173     0.506          4.74 


Giannuzzi 2008       |  0.222       0.153     0.291          5.44 


Glasgow 2006         |  0.368       0.139     0.597          4.17 


Groeneveld 2011      |  1.114       0.910     1.317          4.40 


Guelinckx 2010       |  0.399      -0.031     0.828          2.53 
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Hardcastle 2008      |  0.070      -0.150     0.290          4.25 


Keogh 2011           |  0.068      -0.289     0.424          3.05 


Koelewijn-van Loon 2 |  0.185      -0.065     0.436          3.96 


Lindahl 2009         |  0.351      -0.051     0.752          2.72 


Morey 2009           |  0.493       0.336     0.650          4.82 


Osborn 2010          |  0.411      -0.005     0.827          2.62 


Patrick 2011         |  0.306       0.081     0.530          4.21 


Sallit 2009          |  0.892       0.527     1.257          2.98 


Stolley 2009         |  0.189      -0.102     0.481          3.59 


Thoolen 2009         |  0.192      -0.104     0.487          3.56 


Toobert 2010         |  0.152      -0.086     0.391          4.08 


White 2012           |  0.464       0.052     0.875          2.65 


Wood 2008_Cor        |  0.443       0.285     0.600          4.82 


Wood 2008_HR         |  0.372       0.192     0.551          4.62 


Wright 2011_NES      |  0.260      -0.178     0.697          2.47 


Wright 2011_TDF      |  0.260      -0.178     0.697          2.47 


van Wier 2009_Int    | -0.058      -0.350     0.234          3.59 


van Wier 2009_Pho    |  0.053      -0.232     0.337          3.65 


---------------------+--------------------------------------------------- 


D+L pooled ES        |  0.328       0.235     0.420        100.00 


---------------------+--------------------------------------------------- 


 


  Heterogeneity chi-squared = 108.57 (d.f. = 26) p = 0.000 


  I-squared (variation in ES attributable to heterogeneity) =  76.1% 


  Estimate of between-study variance Tau-squared =  0.0394 


 


  Test of ES=0 : z=   6.97 p = 0.000 
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Outliers 
. metaninf ES _SE if Target_Beh==5, label(namevar=StudyID) random 


 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 Study omitted     |   Estimate       [95%  Conf.  Interval] 


-------------------+------------------------------------------------------- 


 van Wier 2009_Int |   .34192914      .24943407    .43442419 


 van Wier 2009_Pho |   .33800712      .2442046     .43180963 


 Keogh 2011        |   .33575717      .24198081    .42953351 


 Hardcastle 2008   |   .33903766      .24500984    .43306547 


 Toobert 2010      |   .33501554      .24005148    .42997959 


 Koelewijn-van Loon 2010|.33344278    .23834178    .42854378 


 Stolley 2009      |   .33272418      .23796664    .42748171 


 Thoolen 2009      |   .33259475      .23785943    .42733011 


 Eakin 2010        |   .33336931      .23729654    .42944208 


 Burke 2008        |   .33220142      .23730873    .42709413 


 Giannuzzi 2008    |   .33321345      .23129018    .43513674 


 Wright 2011_TDF   |   .32930961      .23529416    .42332503 


 Wright 2011_NES   |   .32930961      .23529416    .42332503 


 Patrick 2011      |   .32851332      .23262993    .42439669 


 Ellingsen 2005    |   .32696277      .22975309    .42417243 


 Lindahl 2009      |   .32692501      .23272125    .42112878 


 Glasgow 2006      |   .32580164      .23009144    .42151183 


 Wood 2008_HR      |   .32543096      .22877735    .42208457 


 Eakin 2007        |   .32555148      .23050253    .42060041 


 Guelinckx 2010    |   .32571724      .23170744    .41972706 


 Osborn 2010       |   .3253164       .23126429    .41936854 


 Wood 2008_Cor     |   .32178867      .22538954    .41818777 


 White 2012        |   .3238537       .22990365    .41780376 


 Morey 2009        |   .31922948      .2239428     .41451618 


 Clark 2004        |   .32139552      .2277109     .41508013 


 Sallit 2009       |   .31058943      .22018847    .4009904 


 Groeneveld 2011   |   .28959233      .22486502    .3543196 


-------------------+------------------------------------------------------- 


 Combined          |   .32758663      .23546573    .41970753 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


No trials had point estimate outside the combined CI. 
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Publication bias 
 


 


. metabias ES _SE         if Target_Beh==5, egger graph 


 


Note: data input format theta se_theta assumed. 


 


Egger's test for small-study effects: 


Regress standard normal deviate of intervention 


effect estimate against its standard error 


 


Number of studies =  27                                Root MSE      =   2.067 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


     Std_Eff |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


       slope |   .2623561   .0853636     3.07   0.005     .0865465    .4381658 


        bias |   .5192526   .8089531     0.64   0.527    -1.146817    2.185323 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


Test of H0: no small-study effects          P = 0.527 
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. metatrim ES _SE         if Target_Beh==5, reffect funnel 


 


Note: default data input format (theta, se_theta) assumed. 


 


Meta-analysis  


 


       |  Pooled      95% CI         Asymptotic      No. of 


Method |     Est   Lower   Upper  z_value  p_value   studies 


-------+---------------------------------------------------- 


Fixed  |   0.310   0.270   0.350   15.268    0.000     27 


Random |   0.328   0.235   0.420    6.970    0.000 


 


Test for heterogeneity: Q= 108.574 on 26 degrees of freedom (p= 0.000) 


Moment-based estimate of between studies variance =  0.039 


 


Trimming estimator: Linear 


Meta-analysis type: Random-effects model 


 


iteration |  estimate    Tn    # to trim     diff 


----------+-------------------------------------- 


    1     |    0.328    159         0         378 


    2     |    0.328    159         0           0 


 


Note: no trimming performed; data unchanged 


 


Filled  


Meta-analysis  


 


       |  Pooled      95% CI         Asymptotic      No. of 


Method |     Est   Lower   Upper  z_value  p_value   studies 


-------+---------------------------------------------------- 


Fixed  |   0.310   0.270   0.350   15.268    0.000     27 


Random |   0.328   0.235   0.420    6.970    0.000 
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Test for heterogeneity: Q= 108.574 on 26 degrees of freedom (p= 0.000) 


Moment-based estimate of between studies variance =  0.039 


 


 


 


 


Meta-regression of BCT Clusters 
. *Model Rev_Diet_U1a 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster1_SS               if Target_Beh==5 


 


  Cluster1: | 


     Social | 


  Support - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |          8       29.63       29.63 
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          1 |         19       70.37      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         27      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster1_SS             if Target_Beh==5, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      27 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04698 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  76.95% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -4.85% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster1_SS |  -.0095912    .115529    -0.08   0.934    -.2475277    .2283453 


          _cons |   .3346993    .100047     3.35   0.003     .1286487      .54075 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_Diet_U1b 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster2_Reg              if Target_Beh==5 


 


  Cluster2: | 


 Regulation | 


          - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         23       85.19       85.19 


          1 |          4       14.81      100.00 
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------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         27      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster2_Reg    if Target_Beh==5, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      27 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04633 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  76.85% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -3.39% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster2_Reg |   .1156394   .1502685     0.77   0.449    -.1938443    .4251231 


           _cons |    .313001   .0532289     5.88   0.000     .2033741    .4226279 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_Diet_U1c 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster3_FM               if Target_Beh==5 


 


  Cluster3: | 


 Feedback & | 


 Monitoring | 


          - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         13       48.15       48.15 


          1 |         14       51.85      100.00 
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------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         27      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster3_FM             if Target_Beh==5, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      27 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04693 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  76.95% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -4.73% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster3_FM |  -.0259768   .1000209    -0.26   0.797    -.2319736    .1800201 


          _cons |   .3403923   .0704445     4.83   0.000     .1953091    .4854755 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_Diet_U1d 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster4_Asc              if Target_Beh==5 


 


  Cluster4: | 


Association | 


        s - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         26       96.30       96.30 


          1 |          1        3.70      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 
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      Total |         27      100.00 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_Diet_U1e 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster5_RS               if Target_Beh==5 


 


  Cluster5: | 


 Repetition | 


        and | 


Substitutio | 


       ns - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         16       59.26       59.26 


          1 |         11       40.74      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         27      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster5_RS             if Target_Beh==5, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      27 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04697 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  75.91% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -4.82% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Rev_Cluster5_RS |  -.0262425   .1013358    -0.26   0.798    -.2349474    .1824624 


          _cons |   .3385452    .065723     5.15   0.000     .2031862    .4739042 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_Diet_U1f 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster6_Ant              if Target_Beh==5 


 


  Cluster6: | 


Antecedents | 


          - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         17       62.96       62.96 


          1 |         10       37.04      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         27      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster6_Ant    if Target_Beh==5, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      27 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04727 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  76.51% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -5.49% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster6_Ant |  -.0136529   .1020045    -0.13   0.895    -.2237351    .1964293 
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           _cons |   .3330813   .0651919     5.11   0.000     .1988162    .4673465 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_Diet_U1g 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster7_SK               if Target_Beh==5 


 


  Cluster7: | 


    Shaping | 


Knowledge - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         16       59.26       59.26 


          1 |         11       40.74      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         27      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster7_SK             if Target_Beh==5, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      27 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04386 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  74.67% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   2.11% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster7_SK |  -.1203326   .0990344    -1.22   0.236    -.3242979    .0836326 


          _cons |   .3775808   .0638696     5.91   0.000     .2460389    .5091226 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_Diet_U1h 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster8_SB               if Target_Beh==5 


 


  Cluster8: | 


Self-belief | 


          - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         26       96.30       96.30 


          1 |          1        3.70      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         27      100.00 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_Diet_U1i 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster9_SC               if Target_Beh==5 


 


  Cluster9: | 


  Scheduled | 


Consequence | 


        s - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 
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------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         27      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         27      100.00 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_Diet_U1j 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster10_RT              if Target_Beh==5 


 


 Cluster10: | 


   Reward & | 


   Threat - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         23       85.19       85.19 


          1 |          4       14.81      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         27      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster10_RT    if Target_Beh==5, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      27 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04715 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  76.65% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -5.22% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
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-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster10_RT |   .0097035   .1441806     0.07   0.947    -.2872419    .3066489 


           _cons |   .3261427   .0540319     6.04   0.000     .2148619    .4374234 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_Diet_U1k 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster11_GP              if Target_Beh==5 


 


 Cluster11: | 


    Goals & | 


 Planning - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |          1        3.70        3.70 


          1 |         26       96.30      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         27      100.00 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_Diet_U1l 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster12_CO              if Target_Beh==5 


 


 Cluster12: | 


 Comparison | 


of Outcomes | 


          - | 
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Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         22       81.48       81.48 


          1 |          5       18.52      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         27      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster12_CO    if Target_Beh==5, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      27 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03815 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  76.92% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  14.85% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster12_CO |   .2526857    .121803     2.07   0.048     .0018277    .5035436 


           _cons |   .2828945   .0512368     5.52   0.000     .1773703    .3884188 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_Diet_U1m 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster13_Id              if Target_Beh==5 


 


 Cluster13: | 


 Identity - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 
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 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         25       92.59       92.59 


          1 |          2        7.41      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         27      100.00 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_Diet_U1n 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster14_NC              if Target_Beh==5 


 


 Cluster14: | 


    Natural | 


Consequence | 


        s - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         23       85.19       85.19 


          1 |          4       14.81      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         27      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster14_NC    if Target_Beh==5, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      27 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04637 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  76.89% 
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Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -3.49% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster14_NC |  -.0816579   .1438388    -0.57   0.575    -.3778994    .2145835 


           _cons |   .3388797   .0536709     6.31   0.000     .2283424    .4494169 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_Diet_U1o 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster15_CB              if Target_Beh==5 


 


 Cluster15: | 


 Comparison | 


         of | 


Behaviour - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         23       85.19       85.19 


          1 |          4       14.81      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         27      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster15_CB    if Target_Beh==5, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      27 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04729 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  76.89% 
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Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -5.55% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster15_CB |   -.034548   .1392004    -0.25   0.806    -.3212366    .2521406 


           _cons |   .3328008   .0545021     6.11   0.000     .2205516    .4450499 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_Diet_U1p 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster16_CL              if Target_Beh==5 


 


 Cluster16: | 


     Covert | 


 Learning - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         27      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         27      100.00 


 


Meta-regression of Intervention function 
. *Model Rev_Diet_U2a 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif1                              if Target_Beh==5 


 


   Rev_iif1 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         10       37.04       37.04 


          1 |         17       62.96      100.00 
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------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         27      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_iif1                    if Target_Beh==5, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      27 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04616 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  76.07% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -3.02% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif1 |  -.0679579   .1031426    -0.66   0.516    -.2803841    .1444682 


       _cons |   .3705295   .0820616     4.52   0.000     .2015205    .5395385 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_Diet_U2b 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif2                              if Target_Beh==5 


 


   Rev_iif2 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         21       77.78       77.78 


          1 |          6       22.22      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         27      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_iif2                    if Target_Beh==5, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      27 
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REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04696 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  76.52% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -4.80% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif2 |   .0834717   .1194356     0.70   0.491    -.1625104    .3294539 


       _cons |   .3085673   .0568913     5.42   0.000     .1913974    .4257372 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_Diet_U2c 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif3                              if Target_Beh==5 


 


   Rev_iif3 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         23       85.19       85.19 


          1 |          4       14.81      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         27      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_iif3                    if Target_Beh==5, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      27 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04715 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  76.65% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -5.22% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
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    Rev_iif3 |   .0097035   .1441806     0.07   0.947    -.2872419    .3066489 


       _cons |   .3261427   .0540319     6.04   0.000     .2148619    .4374234 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_Diet_U2d 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif4                              if Target_Beh==5 


 


   Rev_iif4 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         27      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         27      100.00 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_Diet_U2e 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif5                              if Target_Beh==5 


 


   Rev_iif5 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         12       44.44       44.44 


          1 |         15       55.56      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         27      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES Rev_iif5                             if Target_Beh==5, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      27 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04106 
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% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  73.44% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   8.36% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif5 |  -.1543646    .095977    -1.61   0.120    -.3520331    .0433038 


       _cons |   .4133886   .0715652     5.78   0.000     .2659972    .5607799 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_Diet_U2f 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif6                              if Target_Beh==5 


 


   Rev_iif6 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         27      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         27      100.00 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_Diet_U2g 


.  


. tabulate Rev_iif7                               if Target_Beh==5 


 


   Rev_iif7 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         21       77.78       77.78 


          1 |          6       22.22      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         27      100.00 
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.  


. metareg ES Rev_iif7                             if Target_Beh==5, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      27 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04741 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  76.75% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -5.80% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif7 |   .0250175   .1139993     0.22   0.828    -.2097685    .2598035 


       _cons |   .3209222   .0584718     5.49   0.000     .2004972    .4413472 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_Diet_U2h 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif8                              if Target_Beh==5 


 


   Rev_iif8 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         26       96.30       96.30 


          1 |          1        3.70      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         27      100.00 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_Diet_U2i 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif9                              if Target_Beh==5 
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   Rev_iif9 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |          2        7.41        7.41 


          1 |         25       92.59      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         27      100.00 


 


.  


Meta-regression of Theory-basedness 
.  


. *Model Diet_U3 


.  


. tabulate itb                            if Target_Beh==5 


 


        ITB |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


         No |         15       55.56       55.56 


        Yes |         12       44.44      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         27      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  itb                         if Target_Beh==5, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      27 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =   .0471 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  76.92% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -5.12% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


         itb |  -.0193035   .1012018    -0.19   0.850    -.2277324    .1891254 


       _cons |   .3357728   .0662286     5.07   0.000     .1993724    .4721732 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 


Meta-analysis 
. metan ES _SE if Target_Beh==4, label(namevar=StudyID) sortby(StudyID) random effect(SMD) 


astext(50) textsize(200)  force xlabe 


> l(-1, -0.5, 0, 0.5, 1) favours (Favours Control # Favours Intervention) 


 


           Study     |     ES    [95% Conf. Interval]     % Weight 


---------------------+--------------------------------------------------- 


Armit 2008_ES        |  0.072      -0.538     0.682          0.86 


Armit 2008_ES+P      |  0.480      -0.112     1.073          0.89 


Burke 2008           |  0.262       0.009     0.516          1.73 


Clark 2004           |  0.333      -0.062     0.728          1.33 


Debussche 2012       |  0.095      -0.126     0.315          1.83 


Di Loreto 2003       |  1.100       0.872     1.329          1.80 


Eakin 2007           |  0.125      -0.152     0.403          1.66 


Eakin 2010           | -0.059      -0.248     0.131          1.91 


Elley 2003           |  0.265       0.076     0.453          1.91 


Eriksson 2009        |  0.354      -0.010     0.718          1.41 


Giannuzzi 2008       |  0.178       0.109     0.247          2.16 


Grandes 2009         |  0.032      -0.082     0.147          2.08 


Groeneveld 2011      |  0.032      -0.157     0.221          1.91 


Guelinckx 2010       |  0.274      -0.153     0.701          1.25 


Hardcastle 2008      |  0.227       0.007     0.447          1.83 


Harting 2006         |  0.007      -0.114     0.129          2.07 


Hertogh 2010         |  0.010      -0.320     0.340          1.51 


Horden 2009          |  0.158      -0.138     0.454          1.61 


Hyman 2007_Seq       |  0.031      -0.323     0.385          1.44 


Hyman 2007_Sim       |  0.019      -0.333     0.370          1.45 


Keogh 2011           |  0.621       0.256     0.986          1.41 


Kirk 2009_PA-P       |  0.264      -0.294     0.822          0.95 


Kirk 2009_PA-W       |  0.417      -0.136     0.971          0.96 


Koelewijin-van Loon  |  0.030      -0.220     0.280          1.74 


Kolt 2007            |  0.457       0.148     0.766          1.57 


Kuller 2012          |  0.133      -0.056     0.321          1.91 


Lawton 2008          |  0.156       0.019     0.292          2.04 


Lindahl 2009         |  0.503       0.137     0.868          1.41 


Lorig 2006           |  0.057      -0.084     0.198          2.03 


Lorig 2010_SM        |  0.041      -0.204     0.287          1.75 


Lorig 2010_SM+MR     | -0.001      -0.252     0.251          1.74 


Luoto 2011           | -0.190      -0.403     0.024          1.85 


Marcus 2007_PB       |  0.523       0.135     0.910          1.35 


Marcus 2007_TB       |  0.153      -0.230     0.536          1.36 


McMurdo 2010_BCI     |  0.401      -0.015     0.816          1.28 


McMurdo 2010_BCI+P   |  0.223      -0.189     0.636          1.28 


Moore 2006           |  0.072      -0.176     0.320          1.75 


Morey 2009           |  0.137      -0.018     0.292          2.00 


Muniz 2010           |  0.140       0.009     0.271          2.05 


Nies 2003            |  0.053      -0.276     0.381          1.51 


Nijamkin 2012        |  0.488       0.143     0.833          1.47 


Patrick 2011         |  0.234       0.011     0.458          1.82 


Penn 2009            | -0.047      -0.492     0.398          1.20 


Pinto 2011           |  0.442      -0.065     0.949          1.06 


Prestwich 2009_II    |  0.067      -0.652     0.786          0.69 


Prestwich 2009_II+SM |  0.441      -0.285     1.166          0.69 


Prestwich 2009_SMS   |  0.160      -0.554     0.874          0.70 


Reid 2011            |  0.151      -0.180     0.481          1.51 


Smeulders 2009       |  0.102      -0.122     0.326          1.82 
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Thoolen 2009         |  0.355       0.058     0.652          1.60 


Tingstrom 2006       |  0.000      -0.297     0.297          1.61 


Toobert 2010         |  0.009      -0.229     0.247          1.78 


Toobert 2011         |  0.115      -0.121     0.351          1.78 


Vale 2003            |  0.594       0.341     0.847          1.73 


Vermunt 2011         |  0.204       0.062     0.346          2.03 


Vestfold HSG         |  0.477       0.158     0.796          1.54 


White 2012           |  0.224      -0.196     0.644          1.26 


Wood 2008_Cor        |  0.864       0.752     0.976          2.09 


Wood 2008_HR         |  0.700       0.594     0.807          2.10 


ter Bogt 2011        | -0.061      -0.310     0.188          1.75 


van Sluijis 2005     | -0.006      -0.262     0.251          1.72 


van Wier 2009_Int    |  0.186      -0.081     0.452          1.70 


van Wier 2009_Pho    |  0.324       0.085     0.563          1.77 


---------------------+--------------------------------------------------- 


D+L pooled ES        |  0.219       0.147     0.291        100.00 


---------------------+--------------------------------------------------- 


 


  Heterogeneity chi-squared = 384.40 (d.f. = 62) p = 0.000 


  I-squared (variation in ES attributable to heterogeneity) =  83.9% 


  Estimate of between-study variance Tau-squared =  0.0621 


 


  Test of ES=0 : z=   5.92 p = 0.000 
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.    
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Outliers 
. metaninf ES _SE if Target_Beh==4, label(namevar=StudyID) random 


 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 Study omitted     |   Estimate       [95%  Conf.  Interval] 


-------------------+------------------------------------------------------- 


 Luoto 2011        |   .22652543      .15419105    .2988598 


 ter Bogt 2011     |   .22389522      .15085915    .2969313 


 Eakin 2010        |   .22432551      .15131393    .29733709 


 Penn 2009         |   .22216605      .14923616    .29509595 


 van Sluijis 2005  |   .22288114      .14969513    .29606715 


 Lorig 2010_SM+MR  |   .22282466      .14962038    .29602894 


 Tingstrom 2006    |   .2225177       .1493751     .29566029 


 Harting 2006      |   .22343478      .14992999    .29693955 


 Toobert 2010      |   .22274548      .14949501    .29599595 


 Hertogh 2010      |   .22214544      .14903191    .29525897 


 Hyman 2007_Sim    |   .22188888      .14879386    .29498392 


 Koelewijn-van Loon 2010|.2222984     .1490192     .29557762 


 Hyman 2007_Seq    |   .22169493      .14858957    .29480028 


 Groeneveld 2011   |   .22260277      .14916505    .29604048 


 Grandes 2009      |   .22296213      .14914261    .29678166 


 Lorig 2010_SM     |   .22212772      .14881541    .29544005 


 Nies 2003         |   .22150975      .14834164    .29467788 


 Lorig 2006        |   .22234692      .14854132    .29615253 


 Prestwich 2009_II |   .22000557      .14721692    .29279423 


 Moore 2006        |   .22157328      .14820839    .29493818 


 Armit 2008_ES     |   .22021508      .14735496    .2930752 


 Debussche 2012    |   .22129062      .14779328    .29478794 


 Smeulders 2009    |   .22114331      .14764634    .29464027 


 Toobert 2011      |   .22086428      .14739193    .29433665 


 Eakin 2007        |   .22054791      .14719507    .29390076 


 Kuller 2012       |   .22068152      .14695543    .29440761 


 Morey 2009        |   .22070239      .14669028    .29471451 


 Muniz 2010        |   .22071084      .14636381    .29505786 


 Reid 2011         |   .22000384      .14676224    .29324546 


 Marcus 2007_TB    |   .21986713      .14672451    .29300973 


 Lawton 2008       |   .22038275      .14608242    .2946831 


 Horden 2009       |   .21995822      .14663096    .29328546 


 Prestwich 2009_SMS|   .21935962      .14655384    .2921654 


 Giannuzzi 2008    |   .22032398      .14300717    .2976408 


 van Wier 2009_Int |   .21955217      .14612426    .2929801 


 Vermunt 2011      |   .21937704      .1450741     .29367998 


 McMurdo 2010_BCI+P|   .21889676      .14578974    .29200381 


 White 2012        |   .21889107      .14579503    .29198709 


 Hardcastle 2008   |   .21884744      .14522195    .29247293 


 Patrick 2011      |   .2187072       .14509879    .2923156 


 Burke 2008        |   .21821706      .1447407     .29169342 


 Kirk 2009_PA-P    |   .21851373      .14558646    .29144099 


 Elley 2003        |   .21812813      .14431873    .2919375 


 Guelinckx 2010    |   .21825752      .1451758     .29133922 


 van Wier 2009_Pho |   .21708232      .14359403    .29057062 


 Clark 2004        |   .21741574      .14430159    .29052988 


 Eriksson 2009     |   .2170129       .14385939    .29016641 


 Thoolen 2009      |   .21674815      .14346267    .29003361 


 McMurdo 2010_BCI  |   .21659417      .14354707    .28964126 


 Kirk 2009_PA-W    |   .21701129      .14411603    .28990653 


 Prestwich 2009_II+SMS|.2174063       .14463215    .29018044 
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 Pinto 2011        |   .21655051      .14362681    .28947422 


 Kolt 2007         |   .21514548      .14201337    .2882776 


 Vestfold HSG      |   .21489345      .1418058     .28798109 


 Armit 2008_ES+P   |   .21658927      .14375129    .28942725 


 Nijamkin 2012     |   .21492371      .14188106    .28796634 


 Lindahl 2009      |   .21487549      .1418725     .28787848 


 Marcus 2007_PB    |   .21477841      .14181978    .28773704 


 Vale 2003         |   .21227616      .13949084    .28506151 


 Keogh 2011        |   .21315396      .14034837    .28595954 


 Wood 2008_HR      |   .2073735       .13974842    .27499858 


 Wood 2008_Cor     |   .20213185      .14009295    .26417077 


 Di Loreto 2003    |   .20194164      .13345826    .27042502 


-------------------+------------------------------------------------------- 


 Combined          |   .21892636      .14650118    .29135154 


 


No trials had point estimate outside the combined CI. 
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Publication bias 


 


 


. metabias ES _SE         if Target_Beh==4, egger 


 


Note: data input format theta se_theta assumed. 


 


Egger's test for small-study effects: 


Regress standard normal deviate of intervention 


effect estimate against its standard error 


 


Number of studies =  63                                Root MSE      =   2.506 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


     Std_Eff |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


       slope |   .2573077   .0693963     3.71   0.000     .1185412    .3960742 


        bias |  -.2862308   .6449148    -0.44   0.659    -1.575818    1.003356 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


Test of H0: no small-study effects          P = 0.659 
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. metatrim ES _SE         if Target_Beh==4, reffect funnel 


 


Note: default data input format (theta, se_theta) assumed. 


 


Meta-analysis  


 


       |  Pooled      95% CI         Asymptotic      No. of 


Method |     Est   Lower   Upper  z_value  p_value   studies 


-------+---------------------------------------------------- 


Fixed  |   0.230   0.204   0.257   16.999    0.000     63 


Random |   0.219   0.147   0.291    5.925    0.000 


 


Test for heterogeneity: Q= 384.399 on 62 degrees of freedom (p= 0.000) 


Moment-based estimate of between studies variance =  0.062 


 


Trimming estimator: Linear 


Meta-analysis type: Random-effects model 


 


iteration |  estimate    Tn    # to trim     diff 


----------+-------------------------------------- 


    1     |    0.219    932         0        2016 


    2     |    0.219    932         0           0 


 


Note: no trimming performed; data unchanged 


 


Filled  


Meta-analysis  


 


       |  Pooled      95% CI         Asymptotic      No. of 


Method |     Est   Lower   Upper  z_value  p_value   studies 


-------+---------------------------------------------------- 


Fixed  |   0.230   0.204   0.257   16.999    0.000     63 


Random |   0.219   0.147   0.291    5.925    0.000 
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Test for heterogeneity: Q= 384.399 on 62 degrees of freedom (p= 0.000) 


Moment-based estimate of between studies variance =  0.062 
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Meta-regression of BCT Clusters 
. *Model Rev_PA_U1a 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster1_SS               if Target_Beh==4 


 


  Cluster1: | 


     Social | 


  Support - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         19       30.16       30.16 


          1 |         44       69.84      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         63      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster1_SS             if Target_Beh==4, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      63 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04628 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  83.97% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   1.61% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster1_SS |  -.0985576   .0750669    -1.31   0.194    -.2486631    .0515479 


          _cons |   .2903151   .0643509     4.51   0.000     .1616376    .4189927 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_PA_U1b 
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.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster2_Reg              if Target_Beh==4 


 


  Cluster2: | 


 Regulation | 


          - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         50       79.37       79.37 


          1 |         13       20.63      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         63      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster2_Reg    if Target_Beh==4, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      63 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04686 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  83.27% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   0.38% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster2_Reg |  -.0712297   .0816285    -0.87   0.386    -.2344559    .0919965 


           _cons |   .2329335   .0374624     6.22   0.000     .1580229    .3078441 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_PA_U1c 


.  
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. tabulate  Rev_Cluster3_FM               if Target_Beh==4 


 


  Cluster3: | 


 Feedback & | 


 Monitoring | 


          - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         30       47.62       47.62 


          1 |         33       52.38      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         63      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster3_FM             if Target_Beh==4, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      63 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04563 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  82.85% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   3.00% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster3_FM |   -.095104   .0659682    -1.44   0.155    -.2270156    .0368075 


          _cons |   .2669652   .0474123     5.63   0.000     .1721585     .361772 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_PA_U1d 


.  
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. tabulate  Rev_Cluster4_Asc              if Target_Beh==4 


 


  Cluster4: | 


Association | 


        s - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         58       92.06       92.06 


          1 |          5        7.94      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         63      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster4_Asc    if Target_Beh==4, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      63 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04802 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  84.09% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -2.10% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster4_Asc |   .0257395   .1316966     0.20   0.846    -.2376042    .2890831 


           _cons |   .2162164   .0348198     6.21   0.000     .1465898    .2858429 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_PA_U1e 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster5_RS               if Target_Beh==4 
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  Cluster5: | 


 Repetition | 


        and | 


Substitutio | 


       ns - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         44       69.84       69.84 


          1 |         19       30.16      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         63      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster5_RS             if Target_Beh==4, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      63 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03801 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  78.52% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  19.19% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster5_RS |   .1919188   .0674677     2.84   0.006     .0570088    .3268288 


          _cons |   .1596788   .0369474     4.32   0.000     .0857978    .2335597 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_PA_U1f 


.  
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. tabulate  Rev_Cluster6_Ant              if Target_Beh==4 


 


  Cluster6: | 


Antecedents | 


          - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         42       66.67       66.67 


          1 |         21       33.33      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         63      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster6_Ant    if Target_Beh==4, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      63 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04635 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  82.46% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   1.46% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster6_Ant |   .0783095   .0704545     1.11   0.271    -.0625731     .219192 


           _cons |   .1919767   .0405311     4.74   0.000     .1109297    .2730237 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_PA_U1g 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster7_SK               if Target_Beh==4 
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  Cluster7: | 


    Shaping | 


Knowledge - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         41       65.08       65.08 


          1 |         22       34.92      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         63      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster7_SK             if Target_Beh==4, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      63 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04776 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  83.56% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -1.53% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster7_SK |  -.0347416   .0701757    -0.50   0.622    -.1750667    .1055834 


          _cons |   .2302219   .0416288     5.53   0.000     .1469799    .3134638 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_PA_U1h 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster8_SB               if Target_Beh==4 
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  Cluster8: | 


Self-belief | 


          - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         61       96.83       96.83 


          1 |          2        3.17      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         63      100.00 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_PA_U1i 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster9_SC               if Target_Beh==4 


 


  Cluster9: | 


  Scheduled | 


Consequence | 


        s - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         63      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         63      100.00 


 


.  


.  
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. *Model Rev_PA_U1j 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster10_RT              if Target_Beh==4 


 


 Cluster10: | 


   Reward & | 


   Threat - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         59       93.65       93.65 


          1 |          4        6.35      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         63      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster10_RT    if Target_Beh==4, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      63 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04793 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  84.00% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -1.91% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster10_RT |   -.044067   .1269876    -0.35   0.730    -.2979945    .2098605 


           _cons |    .221338    .034902     6.34   0.000     .1515472    .2911288 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_PA_U1k 
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.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster11_GP              if Target_Beh==4 


 


 Cluster11: | 


    Goals & | 


 Planning - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |          6        9.52        9.52 


          1 |         57       90.48      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         63      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster11_GP    if Target_Beh==4, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      63 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04784 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  84.13% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -1.71% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster11_GP |  -.0183709   .1284006    -0.14   0.887    -.2751237    .2383819 


           _cons |   .2350207    .123583     1.90   0.062    -.0120987    .4821401 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_PA_U1l 


.  
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. tabulate  Rev_Cluster12_CO              if Target_Beh==4 


 


 Cluster12: | 


 Comparison | 


of Outcomes | 


          - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         51       80.95       80.95 


          1 |         12       19.05      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         63      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster12_CO    if Target_Beh==4, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      63 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04602 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  84.09% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   2.16% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster12_CO |   .1317791   .0822561     1.60   0.114    -.0327022    .2962604 


           _cons |   .1911569   .0370336     5.16   0.000     .1171036    .2652101 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_PA_U1m 


.  
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. tabulate  Rev_Cluster13_Id              if Target_Beh==4 


 


 Cluster13: | 


 Identity - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         62       98.41       98.41 


          1 |          1        1.59      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         63      100.00 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_PA_U1n 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster14_NC              if Target_Beh==4 


 


 Cluster14: | 


    Natural | 


Consequence | 


        s - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         51       80.95       80.95 


          1 |         12       19.05      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         63      100.00 
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.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster14_NC    if Target_Beh==4, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      63 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04806 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  83.84% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -2.17% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster14_NC |   .0201049   .0841351     0.24   0.812    -.1481336    .1883434 


           _cons |   .2140177   .0375296     5.70   0.000     .1389726    .2890628 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_PA_U1o 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster15_CB              if Target_Beh==4 


 


 Cluster15: | 


 Comparison | 


         of | 


Behaviour - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         54       85.71       85.71 


          1 |          9       14.29      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         63      100.00 
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.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster15_CB    if Target_Beh==4, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      63 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04757 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  83.73% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -1.13% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster15_CB |  -.0456556   .0932675    -0.49   0.626    -.2321554    .1408442 


           _cons |   .2249121   .0363357     6.19   0.000     .1522544    .2975697 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_PA_U1p 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster16_CL              if Target_Beh==4 


 


 Cluster16: | 


     Covert | 


 Learning - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         63      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         63      100.00 


 


.. 
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Meta-regression of Intervention function 
. *Model Rev_PA_U2a 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif1                              if Target_Beh==4 


 


   Rev_iif1 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         27       42.86       42.86 


          1 |         36       57.14      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         63      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_iif1                    if Target_Beh==4, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      63 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04787 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  83.69% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -1.76% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif1 |   .0139292   .0679949     0.20   0.838     -.122035    .1498934 


       _cons |   .2099021   .0518578     4.05   0.000     .1062061    .3135982 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_PA_U2b 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif2                              if Target_Beh==4 


 


   Rev_iif2 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         53       84.13       84.13 
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          1 |         10       15.87      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         63      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_iif2                    if Target_Beh==4, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      63 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04753 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  83.67% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -1.04% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif2 |  -.0547232   .0871524    -0.63   0.532    -.2289952    .1195488 


       _cons |   .2278083   .0369353     6.17   0.000     .1539516    .3016649 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_PA_U2c 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif3                              if Target_Beh==4 


 


   Rev_iif3 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         57       90.48       90.48 


          1 |          6        9.52      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         63      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_iif3                    if Target_Beh==4, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 
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Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      63 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04778 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  83.98% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -1.58% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif3 |  -.0528739   .1087849    -0.49   0.629    -.2704027     .164655 


       _cons |    .223614   .0354541     6.31   0.000     .1527191    .2945089 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_PA_U2d 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif4                              if Target_Beh==4 


 


   Rev_iif4 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         63      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         63      100.00 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_PA_U2e 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif5                              if Target_Beh==4 


 


   Rev_iif5 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         32       50.79       50.79 


          1 |         31       49.21      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 
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      Total |         63      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES Rev_iif5                             if Target_Beh==4, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      63 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04799 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  83.61% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -2.03% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif5 |  -.0049644   .0671511    -0.07   0.941    -.1392413    .1293125 


       _cons |    .220525   .0477617     4.62   0.000     .1250195    .3160304 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_PA_U2f 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif6                              if Target_Beh==4 


 


   Rev_iif6 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         63      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         63      100.00 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_PA_U2g 


.  


. tabulate Rev_iif7                               if Target_Beh==4 
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   Rev_iif7 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         50       79.37       79.37 


          1 |         13       20.63      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         63      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES Rev_iif7                             if Target_Beh==4, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      63 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04335 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  81.37% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   7.84% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif7 |   .1723255   .0795511     2.17   0.034     .0132533    .3313976 


       _cons |   .1815763   .0364049     4.99   0.000     .1087802    .2543723 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


. *Model Rev_PA_U2h 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif8                              if Target_Beh==4 


 


   Rev_iif8 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         60       95.24       95.24 


          1 |          3        4.76      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         63      100.00 
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.  


. metareg ES Rev_iif8                             if Target_Beh==4, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      63 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04793 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  84.09% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -1.90% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif8 |   .0857146   .1513971     0.57   0.573    -.2170227    .3884518 


       _cons |   .2135678    .034462     6.20   0.000     .1446567    .2824789 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


.  


. *Model Rev_PA_U2i 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif9                              if Target_Beh==4 


 


   Rev_iif9 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         11       17.46       17.46 


          1 |         52       82.54      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         63      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES Rev_iif9                             if Target_Beh==4, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      63 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04694 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  84.00% 
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Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   0.20% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif9 |  -.0874393    .092665    -0.94   0.349    -.2727343    .0978558 


       _cons |   .2920499   .0853119     3.42   0.001     .1214582    .4626415 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Meta-regression of Theory-basedness 
. *Model PA_U3 


.  


. tabulate itb                            if Target_Beh==4 


 


        ITB |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


         No |         34       53.97       53.97 


        Yes |         29       46.03      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         63      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  itb                         if Target_Beh==4, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      63 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04768 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  83.84% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -1.36% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


         itb |   -.020661   .0685599    -0.30   0.764    -.1577551     .116433 


       _cons |     .22612   .0430054     5.26   0.000     .1401253    .3121146 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


Revised multivariate analyses 


SEXUAL HEALTH 


Model SXH_M1: controlling for control group BCT use and theory-basedness 


Forward stepwise approach: Step 1 


Empty model 


. *Model SXH_M1 


. *Forward stepwise approach: Step 1 
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. metareg ES if Target_Beh==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      15 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .01675 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  45.91% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


       _cons |   .1454386   .0512063     2.84   0.013     .0356119    .2552652 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. 


Forward stepwise approach: Step 2 


No variables to add (because no variables explained any between-study variance). 
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ALCOHOL 


Model ALC_M1: controlling for control group BCT use and theory-basedness 


Forward stepwise approach: Step 1 


Empty model 


. metareg ES if Target_Beh==2, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      50 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           = .006648 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  24.72% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


       _cons |   .1131187   .0257518     4.39   0.000     .0613684    .1648689 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


Forward stepwise approach: Step 2 
Add Rev_Cluster8 (in univariate model, adjusted R-sq=32.52%) 


. metareg ES Rev_Cluster8_SB itb if Target_Beh==2, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      50 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           = .005059 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  19.64% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  23.90% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(2,47)  =    1.28 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.2865 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster8_SB |  -.0929236   .0606907    -1.53   0.132    -.2150175    .0291703 


            itb |   .0136772    .080297     0.17   0.865    -.1478596    .1752139 


          _cons |   .1293714   .0305673     4.23   0.000      .067878    .1908649 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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. 


Forward stepwise approach: Step 3 
Add Rev_Cluster3 (in univariate model, adjusted R-sq=28.33%) 


. metareg ES Rev_Cluster8_SB Rev_Cluster3_FM itb if Target_Beh==2, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      50 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           = .005745 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  18.40% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  13.58% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(3,46)  =    1.59 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.2042 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster8_SB |  -.0182243   .0785446    -0.23   0.818    -.1763264    .1398779 


Rev_Cluster3_FM |   .0999172   .0654394     1.53   0.134    -.0318055      .23164 


            itb |   .0207003    .080699     0.26   0.799    -.1417383     .183139 


          _cons |   .0528756    .059225     0.89   0.377    -.0663382    .1720894 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


Forward stepwise approach: Step 4 
Remove Rev_Cluster8; add IF2: Persuasion (in univariate model, adjusted R-sq=13.75%) 


. metareg ES Rev_Cluster3_FM Rev_iif2 itb if Target_Beh==2, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      50 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =       0 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  11.09% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  = 100.00% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(3,46)  =    3.96 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0136 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster3_FM |   .1208483   .0419931     2.88   0.006     .0363207     .205376 


       Rev_iif2 |  -.0880264   .0417091    -2.11   0.040    -.1719825   -.0040702 


            itb |   .0299159    .073076     0.41   0.684    -.1171785    .1770102 
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          _cons |   .0628906   .0358899     1.75   0.086    -.0093521    .1351333 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


Forward stepwise approach: Step 5 
Add Rev_Cluster11 (in univariate model, adjusted R-sq=3.32%) 


. metareg ES Rev_Cluster3_FM Rev_iif2 Rev_Cluster11_GP itb if Target_Beh==2, wsse(_SE) 


knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      50 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           = .001076 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  11.47% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  83.82% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(4,45)  =    2.66 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0449 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


 Rev_Cluster3_FM |   .1227478   .0448932     2.73   0.009     .0323283    .2131673 


        Rev_iif2 |  -.0712201   .0464716    -1.53   0.132    -.1648186    .0223785 


Rev_Cluster11_GP |  -.0415904   .0459954    -0.90   0.371    -.1342299    .0510492 


             itb |   .0209602   .0744111     0.28   0.779    -.1289115     .170832 


           _cons |   .0789699   .0415639     1.90   0.064     -.004744    .1626838 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


. 


Forward stepwise approach: Step 6 
Remove Rev_Cluster11; Add Rev_Cluster5 (in univariate model, adjusted R-sq=1.54%) 


. metareg ES Rev_Cluster3_FM Rev_iif2 Rev_Cluster5_RS itb if Target_Beh==2, wsse(_SE) 


knapphartung reml 


numerical derivatives are approximate 


nearby values are missing 


numerical derivatives are approximate 


nearby values are missing 


numerical derivatives are approximate 


nearby values are missing 


numerical derivatives are approximate 


nearby values are missing 
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numerical derivatives are approximate 


nearby values are missing 


numerical derivatives are approximate 


nearby values are missing 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      50 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =       0 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =   8.89% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  = 100.00% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(4,45)  =    3.58 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0129 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster3_FM |   .1215433   .0414862     2.93   0.005     .0379858    .2051007 


       Rev_iif2 |  -.0986707   .0418414    -2.36   0.023    -.1829435   -.0143978 


Rev_Cluster5_RS |   .1805041   .1234722     1.46   0.151    -.0681815    .4291898 


            itb |   .0348829   .0722691     0.48   0.632    -.1106745    .1804403 


          _cons |   .0620606   .0354589     1.75   0.087    -.0093573    .1334786 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 


 


Forward stepwise approach: Final Step 
Remove Rev_Cluster5 because insufficient data (see tabulations below) 


. metareg ES Rev_Cluster3_FM Rev_iif2 itb if Target_Beh==2, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      50 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =       0 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  11.09% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  = 100.00% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(3,46)  =    3.96 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0136 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster3_FM |   .1208483   .0419931     2.88   0.006     .0363207     .205376 


       Rev_iif2 |  -.0880264   .0417091    -2.11   0.040    -.1719825   -.0040702 
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            itb |   .0299159    .073076     0.41   0.684    -.1171785    .1770102 


          _cons |   .0628906   .0358899     1.75   0.086    -.0093521    .1351333 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


. 


Tabulations 
-> tabulation of Rev_Cluster3_FM by Rev_iif2 if Target_Beh==2  


 


 Cluster3: | 


Feedback & | 


Monitoring | 


         - | 


Controllin | 


     g for | 


comparator |       Rev_iif2 


       use |         0          1 |     Total 


-----------+----------------------+---------- 


         0 |        12          3 |        15  


         1 |        17         18 |        35  


-----------+----------------------+---------- 


     Total |        29         21 |        50  


 


 


-> tabulation of Rev_Cluster3_FM by Rev_Cluster5_RS if Target_Beh==2  


 


 Cluster3: | 


Feedback & | 


Monitoring | 


         - | Cluster5: Repetition 


Controllin |  and Substitutions - 


     g for |    Controlling for 


comparator |    comparator use 


       use |         0          1 |     Total 


-----------+----------------------+---------- 


         0 |        14          1 |        15  
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         1 |        33          2 |        35  


-----------+----------------------+---------- 


     Total |        47          3 |        50  


 


 


-> tabulation of Rev_Cluster3_FM by itb if Target_Beh==2  


 


 Cluster3: | 


Feedback & | 


Monitoring | 


         - | 


Controllin | 


     g for | 


comparator |          ITB 


       use |        No        Yes |     Total 


-----------+----------------------+---------- 


         0 |        14          1 |        15  


         1 |        30          5 |        35  


-----------+----------------------+---------- 


     Total |        44          6 |        50  


 


 


-> tabulation of Rev_iif2 by Rev_Cluster5_RS if Target_Beh==2  


 


           | Cluster5: Repetition 


           |  and Substitutions - 


           |    Controlling for 


           |    comparator use 


  Rev_iif2 |         0          1 |     Total 


-----------+----------------------+---------- 


         0 |        29          0 |        29  


         1 |        18          3 |        21  


-----------+----------------------+---------- 


     Total |        47          3 |        50  
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-> tabulation of Rev_iif2 by itb if Target_Beh==2  


 


           |          ITB 


  Rev_iif2 |        No        Yes |     Total 


-----------+----------------------+---------- 


         0 |        25          4 |        29  


         1 |        19          2 |        21  


-----------+----------------------+---------- 


     Total |        44          6 |        50  


 


 


-> tabulation of Rev_Cluster5_RS by itb if Target_Beh==2  


 


 Cluster5: | 


Repetition | 


       and | 


Substituti | 


     ons - | 


Controllin | 


     g for | 


comparator |          ITB 


       use |        No        Yes |     Total 


-----------+----------------------+---------- 


         0 |        41          6 |        47  


         1 |         3          0 |         3  


-----------+----------------------+---------- 


     Total |        44          6 |        50  


 


 


Model ALC_M1: controlling for control group BCT use and theory-basedness (Long-term FU only) 
. tabulate FU_Cat if Target_Beh==2 


 


FU Category |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 
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------------+----------------------------------- 


      Short |         27       54.00       54.00 


       Long |         23       46.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         50      100.00 


 


 


Forward stepwise approach: Step 1 


Empty model 


.  


. *Forward stepwise approach: Step 1 


. metareg ES if Target_Beh==2 & FU_Cat==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      23 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           = .002768 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  10.15% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


       _cons |   .0581953   .0271456     2.14   0.043     .0018987    .1144918 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. 


. 


Forward stepwise approach: Final Step 
. metareg ES Rev_Cluster3_FM Rev_iif2 itb if Target_Beh==2 & FU_Cat==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung 


reml 


numerical derivatives are approximate 


nearby values are missing 


numerical derivatives are approximate 


nearby values are missing 


numerical derivatives are approximate 


nearby values are missing 


numerical derivatives are approximate 
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nearby values are missing 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      23 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =       0 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =   0.00% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  = 100.00% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(3,19)  =    3.15 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0489 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster3_FM |   .1080251   .0454107     2.38   0.028     .0129793    .2030708 


       Rev_iif2 |   -.092808   .0456231    -2.03   0.056    -.1882984    .0026823 


            itb |   .0882682   .0905297     0.98   0.342    -.1012128    .2777491 


          _cons |   .0389308   .0393843     0.99   0.335    -.0435016    .1213632 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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SMOKING 


Model SMK_M1: controlling for control group BCT use and theory-basedness 


Forward stepwise approach: Step 1 


Empty model 


. metareg ES if Target_Beh==3, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      80 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03988 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  68.06% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


       _cons |   .2810698   .0337618     8.33   0.000     .2138685     .348271 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


Forward stepwise approach: Step 2 


Add Rev_Cluster1: Social Support (in univariate model, adjusted R-sq= 12.17%) 


. metareg ES Rev_Cluster1_SS itb if Target_Beh==3, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      80 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03368 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  62.04% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  15.55% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(2,77)  =    2.92 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0601 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster1_SS |   .1149434   .0711713     1.62   0.110    -.0267768    .2566636 


            itb |  -.0890835   .0809849    -1.10   0.275    -.2503451    .0721781 


          _cons |   .2293746   .0631368     3.63   0.001     .1036531    .3550961 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Forward stepwise approach: Step 3 


Add Rev_Cluster2: Regulation (in univariate model, adjusted R-sq=6.12%) 


. metareg ES Rev_Cluster1_SS Rev_Cluster2_Reg itb if Target_Beh==3, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      80 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =   .0331 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  59.38% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  16.99% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(3,76)  =    2.30 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0837 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


 Rev_Cluster1_SS |    .092852   .0743044     1.25   0.215     -.055138    .2408421 


Rev_Cluster2_Reg |   .0673535   .0677483     0.99   0.323    -.0675789    .2022859 


             itb |  -.0897785    .080646    -1.11   0.269     -.250399    .0708419 


           _cons |   .2110208   .0654701     3.22   0.002     .0806257    .3414159 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


Forward stepwise approach: Step 4 


Add Rev_iif7: Environmental Restructuring (in univariate model, adjusted R-sq=4.56%) 


. metareg ES Rev_Cluster1_SS Rev_Cluster2_Reg Rev_iif7 itb if Target_Beh==3, wsse(_SE) 


knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      80 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03303 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  55.96% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  17.18% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(4,75)  =    1.81 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.1350 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


 Rev_Cluster1_SS |   .0863228   .0751208     1.15   0.254    -.0633255    .2359711 


Rev_Cluster2_Reg |   .0620484   .0683348     0.91   0.367    -.0740814    .1981782 


        Rev_iif7 |   .0475585   .0824318     0.58   0.566     -.116654     .211771 
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             itb |  -.0879165     .08067    -1.09   0.279    -.2486194    .0727863 


           _cons |   .2074514   .0657187     3.16   0.002     .0765331    .3383698 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


Forward stepwise approach: Final Step 


Add Rev_Cluster11 (adj R-sq=2.62%) 


. metareg ES Rev_Cluster1_SS Rev_Cluster2_Reg Rev_iif7 Rev_Cluster11_GP itb if Target_Beh==3, 


wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      80 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .02622 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  44.98% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  34.26% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(5,74)  =    2.63 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0306 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


 Rev_Cluster1_SS |   .1183414   .0727628     1.63   0.108    -.0266417    .2633245 


Rev_Cluster2_Reg |   .0925354    .065736     1.41   0.163    -.0384463    .2235171 


        Rev_iif7 |   .0557341   .0769762     0.72   0.471    -.0976443    .2091126 


Rev_Cluster11_GP |  -.1366094   .0665985    -2.05   0.044    -.2693098    -.003909 


             itb |  -.0705121   .0772364    -0.91   0.364     -.224409    .0833848 


           _cons |   .2506582   .0660744     3.79   0.000      .119002    .3823143 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


No further variables to add or remove. 


Tabulations 
. tab2 Rev_Cluster1_SS Rev_Cluster2_Reg Rev_iif7 Rev_Cluster11_GP itb if Target_Beh==3 


 


-> tabulation of Rev_Cluster1_SS by Rev_Cluster2_Reg if Target_Beh==3  


 


 Cluster1: | 


    Social | 


 Support - | 
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Controllin | Cluster2: Regulation 


     g for |   - Controlling for 


comparator |    comparator use 


       use |         0          1 |     Total 


-----------+----------------------+---------- 


         0 |        22          7 |        29  


         1 |        20         31 |        51  


-----------+----------------------+---------- 


     Total |        42         38 |        80  


 


 


-> tabulation of Rev_Cluster1_SS by Rev_iif7 if Target_Beh==3  


 


 Cluster1: | 


    Social | 


 Support - | 


Controllin | 


     g for | 


comparator |       Rev_iif7 


       use |         0          1 |     Total 


-----------+----------------------+---------- 


         0 |        27          2 |        29  


         1 |        39         12 |        51  


-----------+----------------------+---------- 


     Total |        66         14 |        80  


 


 


-> tabulation of Rev_Cluster1_SS by Rev_Cluster11_GP if Target_Beh==3  


 


 Cluster1: | 


    Social | 


 Support - |  Cluster11: Goals & 


Controllin |      Planning - 


     g for |    Controlling for 
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comparator |    comparator use 


       use |         0          1 |     Total 


-----------+----------------------+---------- 


         0 |        14         15 |        29  


         1 |        16         35 |        51  


-----------+----------------------+---------- 


     Total |        30         50 |        80  


 


 


-> tabulation of Rev_Cluster1_SS by itb if Target_Beh==3  


 


 Cluster1: | 


    Social | 


 Support - | 


Controllin | 


     g for | 


comparator |          ITB 


       use |        No        Yes |     Total 


-----------+----------------------+---------- 


         0 |        16         13 |        29  


         1 |        43          8 |        51  


-----------+----------------------+---------- 


     Total |        59         21 |        80  


 


 


-> tabulation of Rev_Cluster2_Reg by Rev_iif7 if Target_Beh==3  


 


 Cluster2: | 


Regulation | 


         - | 


Controllin | 


     g for | 


comparator |       Rev_iif7 


       use |         0          1 |     Total 
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-----------+----------------------+---------- 


         0 |        39          3 |        42  


         1 |        27         11 |        38  


-----------+----------------------+---------- 


     Total |        66         14 |        80  


 


 


-> tabulation of Rev_Cluster2_Reg by Rev_Cluster11_GP if Target_Beh==3  


 


 Cluster2: | 


Regulation | 


         - |  Cluster11: Goals & 


Controllin |      Planning - 


     g for |    Controlling for 


comparator |    comparator use 


       use |         0          1 |     Total 


-----------+----------------------+---------- 


         0 |        20         22 |        42  


         1 |        10         28 |        38  


-----------+----------------------+---------- 


     Total |        30         50 |        80  


 


 


-> tabulation of Rev_Cluster2_Reg by itb if Target_Beh==3  


 


 Cluster2: | 


Regulation | 


         - | 


Controllin | 


     g for | 


comparator |          ITB 


       use |        No        Yes |     Total 


-----------+----------------------+---------- 


         0 |        29         13 |        42  
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         1 |        30          8 |        38  


-----------+----------------------+---------- 


     Total |        59         21 |        80  


 


 


-> tabulation of Rev_iif7 by Rev_Cluster11_GP if Target_Beh==3  


 


           |  Cluster11: Goals & 


           |      Planning - 


           |    Controlling for 


           |    comparator use 


  Rev_iif7 |         0          1 |     Total 


-----------+----------------------+---------- 


         0 |        25         41 |        66  


         1 |         5          9 |        14  


-----------+----------------------+---------- 


     Total |        30         50 |        80  


 


 


-> tabulation of Rev_iif7 by itb if Target_Beh==3  


 


           |          ITB 


  Rev_iif7 |        No        Yes |     Total 


-----------+----------------------+---------- 


         0 |        48         18 |        66  


         1 |        11          3 |        14  


-----------+----------------------+---------- 


     Total |        59         21 |        80  


 


 


-> tabulation of Rev_Cluster11_GP by itb if Target_Beh==3  


 


Cluster11: | 


   Goals & | 
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Planning - | 


Controllin | 


     g for | 


comparator |          ITB 


       use |        No        Yes |     Total 


-----------+----------------------+---------- 


         0 |        24          6 |        30  


         1 |        35         15 |        50  


-----------+----------------------+---------- 


     Total |        59         21 |        80  


 


Model SMK_M1: controlling for control group BCT/IF use and theory-basedness (Long-term FU only) 
. tabulate FU_Cat if Target_Beh==3 


 


FU Category |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Short |         50       62.50       62.50 


       Long |         30       37.50      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         80      100.00 


 


.  


Forward stepwise approach: Step 1 
. metareg ES if Target_Beh==3 & FU_Cat==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      30 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .05244 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  79.35% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


       _cons |   .2466204   .0601454     4.10   0.000     .1236092    .3696316 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Forward stepwise approach: Final Step 
. metareg ES Rev_Cluster1_SS Rev_Cluster2_Reg Rev_iif7 Rev_Cluster11_GP itb if Target_Beh==3 & 


FU_Cat==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      30 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03089 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  39.81% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  41.09% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(5,24)  =    2.28 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0789 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


 Rev_Cluster1_SS |  -.1293086   .1861902    -0.69   0.494    -.5135862    .2549691 


Rev_Cluster2_Reg |   .1043233   .1183233     0.88   0.387     -.139884    .3485306 


        Rev_iif7 |   .1331162   .1172489     1.14   0.267    -.1088737     .375106 


Rev_Cluster11_GP |  -.2309401   .1165561    -1.98   0.059    -.4715002      .00962 


             itb |  -.2157067   .1797763    -1.20   0.242    -.5867468    .1553333 


           _cons |   .4755018   .2200201     2.16   0.041     .0214025     .929601 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


DIET 


Model Diet_M1: controlling for control group cluster/IF use and theory-basedness 


Forward stepwise approach: Step 1 


Empty model 


. metareg ES if Target_Beh==5, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      27 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04481 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  76.05% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


       _cons |   .3275228   .0491847     6.66   0.000     .2264223    .4286234 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


 


Forward stepwise approach: Step 2 


Add Rev_Cluster12_CO (adj R-sq=14.85%) 


. metareg ES Rev_Cluster12_CO itb if Target_Beh==5, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      27 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04039 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  77.72% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   9.87% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(2,24)  =    2.10 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.1444 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster12_CO |   .2533955    .124269     2.04   0.053    -.0030832    .5098742 


             itb |  -.0233127   .0958802    -0.24   0.810    -.2211996    .1745742 


           _cons |   .2926901    .066094     4.43   0.000     .1562789    .4291014 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


.  


Forward stepwise approach: Step 3 


Add Rev_iif5 (adj R-sq=8.36%) 


. metareg ES Rev_Cluster12_CO Rev_iif5 itb if Target_Beh==5, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      27 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03673 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  74.50% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  18.03% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(3,23)  =    2.26 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.1083 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster12_CO |   .2373918   .1206416     1.97   0.061    -.0121744    .4869581 
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        Rev_iif5 |  -.1412483   .0928821    -1.52   0.142    -.3333896     .050893 


             itb |  -.0313591   .0930178    -0.34   0.739    -.2237812    .1610629 


           _cons |   .3774875   .0851006     4.44   0.000     .2014436    .5535314 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


Forward stepwise approach: Step 4 


Add Rev_Cluster7_SK (adj R-sq=2.11%) 


. metareg ES Rev_Cluster12_CO Rev_iif5 Rev_Cluster7_SK itb if Target_Beh==5, wsse(_SE) 


knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      27 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03891 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  75.58% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  13.17% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(4,22)  =    1.63 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.2018 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster12_CO |   .2382906   .1233219     1.93   0.066    -.0174634    .4940445 


        Rev_iif5 |  -.1551176     .14614    -1.06   0.300    -.4581935    .1479583 


 Rev_Cluster7_SK |   .0190594   .1474393     0.13   0.898     -.286711    .3248298 


             itb |  -.0344384   .0963587    -0.36   0.724    -.2342741    .1653973 


           _cons |   .3784034    .087073     4.35   0.000      .197825    .5589817 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


. 


 


Forward stepwise approach: Final Step 


Remove Rev_Cluster7_SK  


. metareg ES Rev_Cluster12_CO Rev_iif5 itb if Target_Beh==5, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      27 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03673 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  74.50% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  18.03% 
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Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(3,23)  =    2.26 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.1083 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster12_CO |   .2373918   .1206416     1.97   0.061    -.0121744    .4869581 


        Rev_iif5 |  -.1412483   .0928821    -1.52   0.142    -.3333896     .050893 


             itb |  -.0313591   .0930178    -0.34   0.739    -.2237812    .1610629 


           _cons |   .3774875   .0851006     4.44   0.000     .2014436    .5535314 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


Model Diet_M1: controlling for control group cluster/IF use and theory-basedness (Long-term FU only) 
. tabulate FU_Cat if Target_Beh==5 


 


FU Category |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Short |         18       66.67       66.67 


       Long |          9       33.33      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         27      100.00 


 


Forward stepwise approach: Step 1 


Empty model 


. metareg ES if Target_Beh==5 & FU_Cat==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =       9 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .01207 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  50.72% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


       _cons |   .3347802   .0633407     5.29   0.001     .1887163    .4808442 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


. 
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Forward stepwise approach: Final Step 
. metareg ES Rev_Cluster12_CO Rev_iif5 itb if Target_Beh==5 & FU_Cat==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung 


reml 


note: Rev_Cluster12_CO dropped because of collinearity 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =       9 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           = .000233 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  26.58% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  98.07% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(2,6)   =    2.96 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.1278 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif5 |  -.1883234   .0945765    -1.99   0.094    -.4197438     .043097 


         itb |  -.1098905   .1579619    -0.70   0.513    -.4964094    .2766285 


       _cons |   .4504277   .0650341     6.93   0.000      .291295    .6095603 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 


Model PA_M1: controlling for control group cluster/IF use and theory-basedness 


Forward stepwise approach: Step 1 


Empty model 


. metareg ES if Target_Beh==4, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      63 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .04704 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  83.87% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


       _cons |   .2179438   .0333294     6.54   0.000     .1513193    .2845684 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Forward stepwise approach: Step 2 


Add Rev_Cluster5_RS (adj R-sq=19.19%) 


. metareg ES Rev_Cluster5_RS itb if Target_Beh==4, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      63 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03874 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  78.84% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  17.64% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(2,60)  =    3.98 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0238 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster5_RS |    .190378    .068091     2.80   0.007     .0541758    .3265802 


            itb |  -.0108988   .0640832    -0.17   0.866    -.1390844    .1172867 


          _cons |   .1643914   .0455364     3.61   0.001     .0733051    .2554778 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


.  


Forward stepwise approach: Step 3 


Add Rev_iif7 (adj R-sq=7.84%) 


. metareg ES Rev_Cluster5_RS iif7 itb if Target_Beh==4, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      63 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03711 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  78.74% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  21.10% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(3,59)  =    3.86 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0138 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster5_RS |   .1822159   .0673186     2.71   0.009     .0475116    .3169201 


           iif7 |    .132116   .0734578     1.80   0.077    -.0148726    .2791047 
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            itb |  -.0214219   .0634196    -0.34   0.737    -.1483242    .1054804 


          _cons |   .1405522   .0466863     3.01   0.004     .0471332    .2339713 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


 


Forward stepwise approach: Step 4 


Add Rev_Cluster3_FM (adj R-sq=3%) 


. metareg ES Rev_Cluster5_RS iif7 Rev_Cluster3_FM itb if Target_Beh==4, wsse(_SE) knapphartung 


reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      63 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03565 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  78.71% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  24.21% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(4,58)  =    3.70 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0095 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster5_RS |   .1839052    .066431     2.77   0.008     .0509291    .3168812 


           iif7 |   .1340171   .0724218     1.85   0.069    -.0109508     .278985 


Rev_Cluster3_FM |  -.1007889   .0605277    -1.67   0.101    -.2219483    .0203705 


            itb |  -.0239604   .0626053    -0.38   0.703    -.1492785    .1013576 


          _cons |   .1920973   .0555253     3.46   0.001     .0809513    .3032433 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


. 


Forward stepwise approach: Step 5 


Add Rev_Cluster12_CO (adj R-sq=2.16%) 


. metareg ES Rev_Cluster5_RS iif7 Rev_Cluster3_FM Rev_Cluster12_CO itb if Target_Beh==4, 


wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      63 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =   .0355 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  78.01% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  24.54% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(5,57)  =    3.49 
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With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0081 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


 Rev_Cluster5_RS |   .1787967    .066415     2.69   0.009     .0458028    .3117905 


            iif7 |   .1487557   .0728902     2.04   0.046     .0027956    .2947158 


 Rev_Cluster3_FM |  -.0872288   .0610214    -1.43   0.158    -.2094219    .0349644 


Rev_Cluster12_CO |    .123353   .0766079     1.61   0.113    -.0300517    .2767578 


             itb |   -.014026   .0628239    -0.22   0.824    -.1398286    .1117766 


           _cons |    .154133   .0602356     2.56   0.013     .0335132    .2747527 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


Forward stepwise approach: Step 6 


Add Rev_Cluster1_SS (adj R-sq=1.61%) 


. metareg ES Rev_Cluster5_RS iif7 Rev_Cluster3_FM Rev_Cluster12_CO Rev_Cluster1_SS itb if 


Target_Beh==4, wsse(_SE) knapphartung  


> reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      63 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03305 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  77.29% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  29.74% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(6,56)  =    3.69 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0037 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


 Rev_Cluster5_RS |   .1839391   .0649115     2.83   0.006     .0539057    .3139725 


            iif7 |   .1587146   .0712891     2.23   0.030     .0159053    .3015239 


 Rev_Cluster3_FM |  -.0914364    .059603    -1.53   0.131    -.2108356    .0279627 


Rev_Cluster12_CO |   .1239221   .0747094     1.66   0.103    -.0257389     .273583 


 Rev_Cluster1_SS |  -.1313586   .0685005    -1.92   0.060    -.2685816    .0058645 


             itb |  -.0333263   .0621844    -0.54   0.594    -.1578966     .091244 


           _cons |   .2566069   .0794835     3.23   0.002     .0973823    .4158315 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Forward stepwise approach: Step 7 


Add Rev_Cluster6_Ant (adj R-sq=1.46%) 


. metareg ES Rev_Cluster5_RS iif7 Rev_Cluster3_FM Rev_Cluster12_CO Rev_Cluster1_SS 


Rev_Cluster6_Ant itb if Target_Beh==4, wsse(_ 


> SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      63 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03371 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  77.69% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  28.33% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(7,55)  =    3.13 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0075 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


 Rev_Cluster5_RS |   .1901065   .0683287     2.78   0.007     .0531726    .3270404 


            iif7 |   .1811426   .0988813     1.83   0.072      -.01702    .3793052 


 Rev_Cluster3_FM |  -.0893819    .060309    -1.48   0.144    -.2102439    .0314801 


Rev_Cluster12_CO |   .1240565    .075244     1.65   0.105    -.0267359    .2748488 


 Rev_Cluster1_SS |  -.1259229   .0707903    -1.78   0.081    -.2677898     .015944 


Rev_Cluster6_Ant |  -.0307789   .0941853    -0.33   0.745    -.2195303    .1579726 


             itb |  -.0288869   .0638773    -0.45   0.653    -.1568999    .0991261 


           _cons |   .2531376   .0805971     3.14   0.003     .0916175    .4146578 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


Forward stepwise approach: Step 8 


Remove Rev_Cluster6_Ant; Add Rev_Cluster2_Reg (adj R-sq=0.38%) 


. metareg ES Rev_Cluster5_RS iif7 Rev_Cluster3_FM Rev_Cluster12_CO Rev_Cluster1_SS 


Rev_Cluster2_Reg itb if Target_Beh==4, wsse(_ 


> SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      63 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03371 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  76.41% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  28.34% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(7,55)  =    3.12 
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With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0077 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


 Rev_Cluster5_RS |   .1846726   .0656847     2.81   0.007     .0530376    .3163077 


            iif7 |   .1558221   .0743023     2.10   0.041     .0069169    .3047274 


 Rev_Cluster3_FM |  -.0898556   .0607235    -1.48   0.145    -.2115482    .0318369 


Rev_Cluster12_CO |   .1208076   .0785289     1.54   0.130    -.0365679    .2781831 


 Rev_Cluster1_SS |  -.1315213   .0689368    -1.91   0.062    -.2696736    .0066311 


Rev_Cluster2_Reg |  -.0128544   .0795368    -0.16   0.872    -.1722497    .1465408 


             itb |  -.0333679   .0625921    -0.53   0.596    -.1588053    .0920695 


           _cons |   .2598202   .0826577     3.14   0.003     .0941704    .4254699 


 


Forward stepwise approach: Final Step 


Remove Rev_Cluster2_Reg (adj R-sq=0.38%) 


. metareg ES Rev_Cluster5_RS iif7 Rev_Cluster3_FM Rev_Cluster12_CO Rev_Cluster1_SS itb if 


Target_Beh==4, wsse(_SE) knapphartung  


> reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      63 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03305 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  77.29% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  29.74% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(6,56)  =    3.69 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0037 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


 Rev_Cluster5_RS |   .1839391   .0649115     2.83   0.006     .0539057    .3139725 


            iif7 |   .1587146   .0712891     2.23   0.030     .0159053    .3015239 


 Rev_Cluster3_FM |  -.0914364    .059603    -1.53   0.131    -.2108356    .0279627 


Rev_Cluster12_CO |   .1239221   .0747094     1.66   0.103    -.0257389     .273583 


 Rev_Cluster1_SS |  -.1313586   .0685005    -1.92   0.060    -.2685816    .0058645 


             itb |  -.0333263   .0621844    -0.54   0.594    -.1578966     .091244 


           _cons |   .2566069   .0794835     3.23   0.002     .0973823    .4158315 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


Model PA_M1: controlling for control group cluster/IF use and theory-basedness (Long-term FU only) 
. tabulate FU_Cat if Target_Beh==4 


 


FU Category |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Short |         44       69.84       69.84 


       Long |         19       30.16      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |         63      100.00 


 


Forward stepwise approach: Step 1 


Empty model 


. metareg ES if Target_Beh==4 & FU_Cat==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      19 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .06294 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  92.10% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


       _cons |   .2347238   .0636521     3.69   0.002     .1009957    .3684519 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. 


Forward stepwise approach: Final Step 
. metareg ES Rev_Cluster5_RS iif7 Rev_Cluster3_FM Rev_Cluster12_CO Rev_Cluster1_SS itb if 


Target_Beh==4 & FU_Cat==1, wsse(_SE) kna 


> pphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      19 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           = .008418 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  47.24% 
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Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  86.62% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(6,12)  =   11.13 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0003 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


 Rev_Cluster5_RS |   .3202426   .0735981     4.35   0.001     .1598862    .4805991 


            iif7 |    .269583   .0795438     3.39   0.005     .0962721     .442894 


 Rev_Cluster3_FM |  -.2357654   .0751998    -3.14   0.009    -.3996116   -.0719192 


Rev_Cluster12_CO |   .3436455   .1243233     2.76   0.017     .0727682    .6145228 


 Rev_Cluster1_SS |  -.1749275   .1035166    -1.69   0.117    -.4004708    .0506158 


             itb |  -.1283822   .0947853    -1.35   0.201    -.3349015    .0781371 


           _cons |   .3317866   .1200624     2.76   0.017      .070193    .5933802 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Overall analysis across behaviour areas 


META-ANALYSIS 
. metan ES _SE if Filter_Overall==1, label(namevar=StudyID) sortby(StudyID) random effect(SMD) 


astext(50) textsize(200)  force xlabel(-1, -0.5, 0, 0.5, 1) favours (Favours Control # Favours 


Intervention) 


 


           Study     |     ES    [95% Conf. Interval]     % Weight 


---------------------+--------------------------------------------------- 


An 2006              |  0.691       0.380     1.002          0.59 


Anthonisen 2005      |  0.871       0.755     0.987          0.92 


Armit 2008_ES        |  0.072      -0.538     0.682          0.27 


Armit 2008_ES+P      |  0.480      -0.112     1.073          0.28 


Armitage 2008        |  1.522       0.394     2.650          0.10 


Azodi 2009           |  0.505      -0.056     1.067          0.30 


Baker 2006           |  0.917      -0.647     2.481          0.05 


Bernstein 2011       |  0.145      -0.212     0.501          0.52 


Bock 2008            |  0.099      -0.216     0.414          0.59 


Borrelli 2005        |  0.435      -0.491     1.361          0.14 


Burke 2008           |  0.104      -0.160     0.368          0.67 


Carey 2006_BMI       |  0.220      -0.420     0.861          0.25 


Carey 2006_BMI+TLFB  |  0.028      -0.609     0.665          0.25 


Carey 2006_EBMI      | -0.056      -0.695     0.583          0.25 


Carey 2006_EBMI+TLFB | -0.118      -0.755     0.519          0.25 


Carey 2006_TLFB      | -0.105      -0.739     0.530          0.26 


Carpenter 2004_MA+NR |  1.015       0.502     1.528          0.34 


Carpenter 2004_SR+NR |  0.829       0.306     1.353          0.34 


Chang 2011           | -0.055      -0.232     0.122          0.82 


Chouinard 2005_IC    |  0.442      -0.316     1.199          0.19 


Chouinard 2005_IC+FU |  0.442      -0.316     1.199          0.19 


Clark 2004           |  0.440       0.043     0.837          0.47 


Cortes-Bordoy 2010   | -0.082      -0.435     0.270          0.53 


Crosby 2009          |  0.294      -0.005     0.593          0.61 


Curry 2003           |  0.203      -0.062     0.468          0.67 


Daeppen 2007         | -0.007      -0.181     0.166          0.83 


Debussche 2012       |  0.095      -0.126     0.315          0.75 


Dent 2008_BI         | -0.298      -0.699     0.102          0.46 


Dent 2008_MI         | -0.107      -0.516     0.301          0.45 


Dermen 2011_ALC      |  0.253      -0.349     0.855          0.28 


Dermen 2011_H&A      |  0.173      -0.434     0.779          0.27 


Dermen 2011_HIV      |  0.114      -0.523     0.751          0.25 


Di Loreto 2003       |  1.100       0.872     1.329          0.73 


Dornelas 2006        |  0.528      -0.402     1.458          0.14 


Eakin 2007           |  0.253      -0.026     0.531          0.64 


Eakin 2010           |  0.073      -0.117     0.262          0.80 


El-Mohandes 2011     |  0.440       0.120     0.761          0.58 


Elley 2003           |  0.265       0.076     0.453          0.80 


Ellingsen 2005       |  0.339       0.173     0.506          0.84 


Emmen 2005           | -0.186      -0.540     0.168          0.53 


Eriksson 2009        |  0.354      -0.010     0.718          0.51 


Feldman 2011         |  0.089      -0.286     0.464          0.50 


Field 2009_BP        | -0.025      -0.256     0.206          0.73 


Field 2009_HP        |  0.143      -0.026     0.312          0.84 


Field 2009_WP        |  0.037      -0.115     0.189          0.87 


Fleming 2008         |  0.354       0.096     0.611          0.68 


Fleming 2010         |  0.075      -0.050     0.199          0.91 


Free 2011            |  0.465       0.351     0.579          0.93 
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Froelicher 2004      | -0.000      -0.294     0.294          0.62 


Giannuzzi 2008       |  0.200       0.131     0.269          0.98 


Gilbert 2008         |  0.284      -0.020     0.589          0.60 


Glasgow 2006         |  0.368       0.139     0.597          0.73 


Glasgow 2009         |  0.235      -0.302     0.772          0.32 


Golin 2012           |  0.081      -0.142     0.305          0.74 


Gordon 2010a_3As     |  0.413      -0.260     1.085          0.23 


Gordon 2010a_5As     |  0.463      -0.203     1.129          0.24 


Gordon 2010b         |  0.585       0.319     0.851          0.67 


Grandes 2009         |  0.032      -0.082     0.147          0.92 


Groeneveld 2011      |  0.573       0.376     0.769          0.79 


Guelinckx 2010       |  0.336      -0.092     0.765          0.43 


Hall 2009_ECBT       |  0.411      -0.007     0.829          0.44 


Hall 2009_ENRT+CBT   |  0.192      -0.224     0.607          0.45 


Hardcastle 2008      |  0.148      -0.072     0.368          0.75 


Harting 2006         |  0.159      -0.068     0.386          0.73 


Hertogh 2010         |  0.010      -0.320     0.340          0.56 


Hilberink 2011       |  0.459      -0.064     0.982          0.34 


Holloway 2007_SEE    |  0.483      -0.003     0.968          0.37 


Holloway 2007_SHB    |  0.487      -0.001     0.975          0.37 


Horden 2009          |  0.158      -0.138     0.454          0.62 


Hovell 2009          |  0.260      -0.061     0.582          0.58 


Hyman 2007_Seq       |  0.178      -0.350     0.706          0.33 


Hyman 2007_Sim       |  0.234      -0.289     0.756          0.34 


Ingersoll 2005       |  0.232      -0.063     0.528          0.62 


Joseph 2008          |  0.013      -0.549     0.575          0.30 


Joseph 2011          |  0.305       0.043     0.568          0.67 


Juarez 2006_MF       |  0.108      -1.132     1.348          0.08 


Juarez 2006_MI       |  0.507      -0.783     1.798          0.08 


Juarez 2006_MI+F     | -0.227      -1.507     1.052          0.08 


Juarez 2006_MI+MF    |  0.565      -0.706     1.835          0.08 


Katz 2004            |  0.186      -0.129     0.500          0.59 


Keogh 2011           |  0.345      -0.016     0.705          0.52 


Kirk 2009_PA-P       |  0.264      -0.294     0.822          0.31 


Kirk 2009_PA-W       |  0.417      -0.136     0.971          0.31 


Koblin 2012          | -0.103      -0.376     0.171          0.65 


Koelewijn-van Loon 2 |  0.108      -0.142     0.358          0.69 


Kolt 2007            |  0.457       0.148     0.766          0.59 


Kotz 2009_CC+Nort    |  0.388      -0.414     1.190          0.18 


Kotz 2009_HE+Nort    |  0.409      -0.391     1.209          0.18 


Kulesza 2010_10      |  0.545      -0.003     1.093          0.32 


Kulesza 2010_50      |  0.227      -0.324     0.778          0.31 


Kuller 2012          |  0.133      -0.056     0.321          0.80 


Lacasse 2008         | -0.096      -0.514     0.322          0.44 


Lane 2008            |  0.183      -0.158     0.523          0.55 


Langston 2010        |  0.256      -0.144     0.655          0.47 


Lau Barraco 2008_EDU |  0.138      -0.330     0.606          0.39 


Lau Barraco 2008_EEC |  0.218      -0.175     0.611          0.47 


Lawrence 2003_SHM    |  0.464      -0.493     1.421          0.13 


Lawrence 2003_SHM+IC |  0.365      -0.613     1.344          0.13 


Lawton 2008          |  0.156       0.019     0.292          0.89 


Lewis 2007_GNSF      |  0.389      -0.009     0.787          0.47 


Lewis 2007_GSF       |  0.457       0.054     0.860          0.46 


Lindahl 2009         |  0.427       0.043     0.811          0.49 


Lock 2006            |  0.152      -0.197     0.501          0.53 


Lorig 2006           |  0.057      -0.084     0.198          0.88 


Lorig 2010_SM        |  0.041      -0.204     0.287          0.70 


Lorig 2010_SM+MR     | -0.001      -0.252     0.251          0.69 


Luoto 2011           | -0.190      -0.403     0.024          0.76 


Malchodi 2003        |  0.080      -0.354     0.515          0.42 


Mansergh 2010        | -0.072      -0.227     0.083          0.86 


Marcus 2007_PB       |  0.523       0.135     0.910          0.48 


Marcus 2007_TB       |  0.153      -0.230     0.536          0.49 
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Mastroleo 2010_CPA   |  0.356      -0.022     0.733          0.49 


Mastroleo 2010_EEA   |  0.309      -0.074     0.693          0.49 


McBride 2004_PAI     |  0.220      -0.261     0.700          0.38 


McBride 2004_WOI     |  0.193      -0.291     0.676          0.37 


McClure 2005         |  0.037      -0.396     0.471          0.43 


McMurdo 2010_BCI     |  0.401      -0.015     0.816          0.45 


McMurdo 2010_BCI+P   |  0.223      -0.189     0.636          0.45 


Mello 2008           |  0.224      -0.009     0.457          0.72 


Mohiuddin 2007       |  0.886       0.449     1.323          0.42 


Molyneux 2003_Cou    | -0.321      -1.193     0.550          0.15 


Molyneux 2003_Cou+NR |  0.223      -0.475     0.921          0.22 


Moore 2006           |  0.072      -0.176     0.320          0.70 


Moore 2010           |  0.160       0.003     0.316          0.86 


Morey 2009           |  0.315       0.159     0.471          0.86 


Muniz 2010           |  0.132      -0.062     0.325          0.79 


Neighbors 2006       |  0.087      -0.202     0.376          0.63 


Neumann 2006         |  0.121      -0.051     0.294          0.83 


Neuner 2009          |  0.149      -0.053     0.350          0.78 


Nies 2003            |  0.053      -0.276     0.381          0.56 


Nijamkin 2012        |  0.488       0.143     0.833          0.54 


Nollen 2007          |  0.147      -0.117     0.410          0.67 


O'Connor 2007        |  0.929       0.256     1.601          0.23 


Ockene 2009          | -0.037      -0.130     0.055          0.95 


Ondersma 2012_CD-5As |  0.960      -0.285     2.204          0.08 


Ondersma 2012_CD-5As |  0.568      -0.636     1.771          0.09 


Ondersma 2012_CM-Lit | -0.382      -1.819     1.055          0.06 


Osborn 2010          |  0.411      -0.005     0.827          0.45 


Patrick 2011         |  0.270       0.046     0.494          0.74 


Pbert 2004           |  0.575       0.228     0.921          0.54 


Penn 2009            | -0.047      -0.492     0.398          0.41 


Petersen 2007b       |  0.098      -0.067     0.262          0.85 


Pinto 2011           |  0.442      -0.065     0.949          0.35 


Pisinger 2009_GC     |  0.145      -0.930     1.219          0.11 


Pisinger 2009_IC     | -0.042      -1.190     1.106          0.09 


Prestwich 2009_II    |  0.067      -0.652     0.786          0.21 


Prestwich 2009_II+SM |  0.441      -0.285     1.166          0.21 


Prestwich 2009_SMS   |  0.160      -0.554     0.874          0.21 


Rabius 2004          |  0.310       0.197     0.423          0.93 


Ratner 2004          | -0.046      -0.413     0.321          0.51 


Reid 2008            |  0.033      -0.635     0.702          0.24 


Reid 2011            |  0.151      -0.180     0.481          0.56 


Rigotti 2006         |  0.209      -0.336     0.754          0.32 


Rodriguez-Aralejo 20 |  0.525       0.062     0.987          0.39 


Ruger 2008_CS        | -0.136      -0.716     0.444          0.29 


Ruger 2008_RQ        |  0.683      -0.032     1.398          0.21 


Sallit 2009          |  0.629       0.271     0.987          0.52 


Schumann 2008        | -0.023      -0.246     0.201          0.74 


Schunmann 2006       |  0.077      -0.230     0.384          0.60 


Segan 2011           |  0.022      -0.185     0.229          0.77 


Simmons 2007         | -0.147      -0.725     0.430          0.29 


Smeulders 2009       |  0.058      -0.165     0.282          0.74 


Stolley 2009         |  0.189      -0.102     0.481          0.62 


Stotts 2009_MI+USF   |  0.338      -0.178     0.855          0.34 


Stotts 2009_USF      |  0.169      -0.362     0.699          0.33 


Sutton 2007          |  0.037      -0.126     0.201          0.85 


Swartz 2006          |  0.539       0.092     0.987          0.41 


Tappin 2005          |  0.027      -0.343     0.397          0.50 


Thomsen 2010         |  0.240      -0.428     0.908          0.24 


Thoolen 2009         |  0.273      -0.023     0.569          0.62 


Tingstrom 2006       |  0.000      -0.297     0.297          0.61 


Toll 2010            |  0.067      -0.062     0.196          0.90 


Toobert 2010         |  0.081      -0.158     0.319          0.71 


Toobert 2011         |  0.115      -0.121     0.351          0.72 
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Tross 2008           |  0.420       0.217     0.623          0.78 


Unrod 2007           |  0.315      -0.035     0.664          0.53 


VHSG                 |  0.528       0.029     1.028          0.36 


Vale 2003            |  0.383       0.102     0.663          0.64 


Vermunt 2011         |  0.204       0.062     0.346          0.88 


Vestfold HSG         |  0.477       0.158     0.796          0.58 


Vidrine 2012         |  0.795       0.419     1.171          0.50 


Walters 2009_MI      |  0.122      -0.385     0.630          0.35 


Walters 2009_MI+F    |  0.268      -0.233     0.769          0.36 


Walters 2009_WEB     |  0.066      -0.447     0.579          0.34 


White 2012           |  0.344      -0.072     0.760          0.45 


Willemsen 2006       | -0.007      -0.317     0.304          0.59 


Wolitski 2005        |  0.137      -0.062     0.336          0.79 


Wood 2008_Cor        |  0.515       0.361     0.670          0.86 


Wood 2008_HR         |  0.536       0.388     0.684          0.87 


Woodall 2007         |  0.328       0.097     0.559          0.73 


Wright 2011_NES      |  0.260      -0.178     0.697          0.42 


Wright 2011_TDF      |  0.260      -0.178     0.697          0.42 


de Vries 2006        |  1.010       0.082     1.938          0.14 


ter Bogt 2011        | -0.061      -0.310     0.188          0.70 


van Sluijis 2005     | -0.006      -0.262     0.251          0.68 


van Wier 2009_Int    |  0.064      -0.216     0.343          0.64 


van Wier 2009_Pho    |  0.188      -0.075     0.451          0.67 


---------------------+--------------------------------------------------- 


D+L pooled ES        |  0.225       0.187     0.262        100.00 


---------------------+--------------------------------------------------- 


 


  Heterogeneity chi-squared = 576.75 (d.f. = 196) p = 0.000 


  I-squared (variation in ES attributable to heterogeneity) =  66.0% 


  Estimate of between-study variance Tau-squared =  0.0353 


 


  Test of ES=0 : z=  11.87 p = 0.000 
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Outliers 
. metaninf ES _SE if Filter_Overall==1, label(namevar=StudyID) random 


 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 Study omitted     |   Estimate       [95%  Conf.  Interval] 


-------------------+---------------------------------------------------------- 


 Ondersma 2012_CM-Lite|.2249596       .1878618     .26205739 


 Molyneux 2003_Cou |   .22540493      .18830979    .26250008 


 Dent 2008_BI      |   .22690547      .18987437    .26393658 


 Juarez 2006_MI+F  |   .22493634      .18782917    .26204351 


 Luoto 2011        |   .2275271       .19059807    .26445612 


 Emmen 2005        |   .22668056      .18958932    .2637718 


 Simmons 2007      |   .22566265      .18853584    .26278946 


 Ruger 2008_CS     |   .22562389      .18849446    .26275334 


 Carey 2006_EBMI+TLFB| .22545025      .18831955    .26258096 


 Dent 2008_MI      |   .22607403      .18893006    .26321799 


 Carey 2006_TLFB   |   .22542284      .18828957    .26255614 


 Koblin 2012       |   .22667377      .18954343    .26380411 


 Lacasse 2008      |   .22598915      .18884067    .26313761 


 Cortes-Bordoy 2010|   .22619215      .18903555    .26334876 


 Mansergh 2010     |   .22701406      .18996572    .2640624 


 ter Bogt 2011     |   .22654216      .18937843    .26370591 


 Carey 2006_EBMI   |   .22529681      .18815586    .26243779 


 Chang 2011        |   .22682253      .18969475    .26395032 


 Penn 2009         |   .22570273      .18853962    .26286584 


 Ratner 2004       |   .22595716      .18878379    .26313052 


 Pisinger 2009_IC  |   .22484423      .18772548    .26196298 


 Ockene 2009       |   .22683179      .18994857    .26371503 


 Field 2009_BP     |   .22639154      .18919416    .26358894 


 Schumann 2008     |   .22640547      .18920565    .2636053 


 Daeppen 2007      |   .22649799      .18928438    .2637116 


 Willemsen 2006    |   .22596203      .18876095    .26316309 


 van Sluijis 2005  |   .22616242      .18894975    .26337507 


 Lorig 2010_SM+MR  |   .22614811      .18893087    .26336536 


 Froelicher 2004   |   .22598505      .18877684    .26319328 


 Tingstrom 2006    |   .22597507      .1887673     .26318282 


 Hertogh 2010      |   .22580348      .18859905    .26300791 


 Joseph 2008       |   .22523883      .18807949    .26239815 


 Segan 2011        |   .22616693      .18891853    .26341534 


 Tappin 2005       |   .22559857      .1883987     .26279846 


 Carey 2006_BMI+TLFB|  .22509439      .1879427     .2622461 


 Grandes 2009      |   .22640552      .18910204    .26370898 


 Reid 2008         |   .22504713      .1878984     .26219586 


 Field 2009_WP     |   .22625099      .18895786    .26354411 


 McClure 2005      |   .22539644      .18820985    .26258302 


 Sutton 2007       |   .22620994      .18892373    .26349616 


 Lorig 2010_SM     |   .22589841      .18864962    .26314721 


 Nies 2003         |   .22557995      .18835907    .26280084 


 Lorig 2006        |   .2261371       .1887987     .26347551 


 Smeulders 2009    |   .2258552       .18858375    .26312664 


 van Wier 2009_Int |   .22565177      .18840672    .26289681 


 Walters 2009_WEB  |   .22514653      .18797211    .26232097 


 Toll 2010         |   .2261057       .18873087    .26348054 


 Prestwich 2009_II |   .22492951      .18778332    .26207569 


 Moore 2006        |   .22568682      .18842165    .26295197 


 Armit 2008_ES     |   .22501163      .18785243    .26217082 


 Eakin 2010        |   .22586024      .18855314    .26316735 


 Fleming 2010      |   .22606061      .18866225    .26345897 


 Schunmann 2006    |   .22549947      .18826188    .26273707 


 Malchodi 2003     |   .22521709      .18802287    .2624113 


 Toobert 2010      |   .22565925      .18838358    .26293492 


 Golin 2012        |   .22569533      .18840897    .26298168 


 Neighbors 2006    |   .22548492      .18823566    .26273417 
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 Feldman 2011      |   .22528453      .18807074    .26249835 


 Debussche 2012    |   .22561188      .18831551    .26290825 


 Petersen 2007b    |   .22574982      .1883902     .26310945 


 Bock 2008         |   .22535215      .18811209    .2625922 


 Burke 2008        |   .22543967      .18817052    .26270881 


 Koelewijn-van Loon 2010|.22544526    .18816561    .26272491 


 Juarez 2006_MF    |   .22469075      .18757005    .26181144 


 Dermen 2011_HIV   |   .22488098      .18772262    .26203933 


 Toobert 2011      |   .22542982      .18813661    .26272303 


 Neumann 2006      |   .22553939      .188173      .26290578 


 Walters 2009_MI   |   .22496228      .18778104    .26214352 


 Muniz 2010        |   .2254052       .18806271    .2627477 


 Kuller 2012       |   .22540946      .18805993    .26275903 


 Wolitski 2005     |   .22535393      .18801509    .26269275 


 Lau Barraco 2008_EDU| .22494319      .18775137    .262135 


 Field 2009_HP     |   .225375        .18798995    .26276004 


 Pisinger 2009_GC  |   .22468148      .18755502    .26180795 


 Bernstein 2011    |   .22503594      .18780637    .2622655 


 Nollen 2007       |   .22515911      .18787797    .26244026 


 Hardcastle 2008   |   .22522528      .18790637    .26254418 


 Neuner 2009       |   .22525762      .18791775    .2625975 


 Reid 2011         |   .22503605      .1877939     .26227823 


 Lock 2006         |   .22500814      .18777438    .2622419 


 Marcus 2007_TB    |   .22496399      .18774429    .2621837 


 Lawton 2008       |   .22536494      .18789442    .26283547 


 Horden 2009       |   .22503774      .18777585    .26229966 


 Harting 2006      |   .22513837      .18782383    .2624529 


 Moore 2010        |   .22527392      .1878541     .26269373 


 Prestwich 2009_SMS|   .22473744      .18758674    .26188815 


 Stotts 2009_USF   |   .22478853      .18760972    .26196733 


 Dermen 2011_H&A   |   .22474433      .18757932    .26190937 


 Hyman 2007_Seq    |   .22475961      .18758005    .26193917 


 Lane 2008         |   .2248507       .18761064    .26209077 


 Katz 2004         |   .22485572      .1876018     .26210964 


 van Wier 2009_Pho |   .22488382      .18759634    .2621713 


 Stolley 2009      |   .22485077      .18758324    .26211831 


 Hall 2009_ENRT+CBT|   .2247598       .1875497     .26196989 


 McBride 2004_WOI  |   .22472587      .18753557    .26191616 


 Giannuzzi 2008    |   .22546846      .18734381    .26359311 


 Curry 2003        |   .22478101      .18749455    .26206747 


 Vermunt 2011      |   .2249295       .18745947    .26239952 


 Rigotti 2006      |   .224655        .18747853    .26183149 


 Lau Barraco 2008_EEC| .2246446       .18742621    .26186299 


 McBride 2004_PAI  |   .22462562      .18743451    .26181671 


 Carey 2006_BMI    |   .22461189      .18745157    .26177222 


 Molyneux 2003_Cou+NRT|.22460298      .18745002    .26175594 


 McMurdo 2010_BCI+P|   .22461762      .18740647    .26182878 


 Mello 2008        |   .22465812      .1873444     .26197183 


 Kulesza 2010_50   |   .22459577      .18742059    .26177093 


 Ingersoll 2005    |   .22458136      .18731666    .26184607 


 Hyman 2007_Sim    |   .22457416      .18739322    .26175508 


 Glasgow 2009      |   .22457169      .18739386    .26174954 


 Thomsen 2010      |   .22456354      .18740717    .26171991 


 Dermen 2011_ALC   |   .22452381      .1873582     .26168942 


 Eakin 2007        |   .22444953      .18717574    .26172334 


 Langston 2010     |   .22446656      .18725213    .26168099 


 Wright 2011_NES   |   .22446121      .18725954    .26166287 


 Wright 2011_TDF   |   .22446121      .18725954    .26166287 


 Hovell 2009       |   .22441636      .18716876    .26166394 


 Kirk 2009_PA-P    |   .22448179      .18730898    .26165459 


 Elley 2003        |   .22435196      .18699311    .26171082 


 Walters 2009_MI+F |   .22444962      .18726513    .26163408 


 Patrick 2011      |   .22431114      .18699647    .2616258 
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 Thoolen 2009      |   .22432514      .18706551    .26158476 


 Gilbert 2008      |   .22425991      .18700677    .26151305 


 Crosby 2009       |   .22419387      .18693987    .26144788 


 Joseph 2011       |   .22408104      .18680826    .26135382 


 Mastroleo 2010_EEA|   .22419529      .18698116    .2614094 


 Rabius 2004       |   .22397235      .1864713     .26147342 


 Unrod 2007        |   .22412743      .18690145    .2613534 


 Morey 2009        |   .22390053      .18652265    .26127842 


 Woodall 2007      |   .2238725       .18658744    .26115757 


 Guelinckx 2010    |   .22411893      .18692295    .26131493 


 Stotts 2009_MI+USF|   .22420873      .18703339    .26138407 


 Ellingsen 2005    |   .22368024      .18634345    .26101705 


 White 2012        |   .22406821      .18687002    .26126641 


 Keogh 2011        |   .22398132      .1867661     .26119655 


 Fleming 2008      |   .22372995      .18647422    .26098567 


 Eriksson 2009     |   .22393519      .18672337    .26114699 


 Mastroleo 2010_CPA|   .22395171      .18674463    .26115879 


 Lawrence 2003_SHM+ICI|.22441708      .18728881    .26154533 


 Glasgow 2006      |   .22355393      .18629153    .26081634 


 Vale 2003         |   .22357802      .18634711    .26080891 


 Kotz 2009_CC+Nort |   .2243055       .18716846    .26144254 


 Lewis 2007_GNSF   |   .22382401      .18663101    .26101699 


 McMurdo 2010_BCI  |   .22380327      .18661736    .26098919 


 Kotz 2009_HE+Nort |   .22426522      .1871295     .26140094 


 Osborn 2010       |   .22375572      .18657264    .26093879 


 Hall 2009_ECBT    |   .22375977      .18657717    .26094237 


 Gordon 2010a_3As  |   .22415091      .18700536    .26129648 


 Kirk 2009_PA-W    |   .22398977      .18683119    .26114836 


 Tross 2008        |   .223042        .18581951    .26026449 


 Lindahl 2009      |   .22359978      .18641493    .26078463 


 Borrelli 2005     |   .22430035      .18717311    .26142761 


 Clark 2004        |   .22356808      .18639018    .26074597 


 El-Mohandes 2011  |   .22332768      .18613672    .26051864 


 Prestwich 2009_II+SMS|.22414072      .18700244    .26127899 


 Chouinard 2005_IC |   .22416866      .18703277    .26130453 


 Chouinard 2005_IC+FU| .22416866      .18703277    .26130453 


 Pinto 2011        |   .22382255      .18666217    .26098293 


 Kolt 2007         |   .22317919      .18599613    .26036227 


 Lewis 2007_GSF    |   .22350031      .18632931    .26067132 


 Hilberink 2011    |   .22379363      .18663883    .26094842 


 Gordon 2010a_5As  |   .22402023      .18687993    .26116049 


 Lawrence 2003_SHM |   .22427718      .18715301    .26140136 


 Free 2011         |   .22210082      .18512109    .25908056 


 Vestfold HSG      |   .22308959      .18591928    .26025987 


 Armit 2008_ES+P   |   .22385953      .18671583    .26100323 


 Holloway 2007_SEE |   .22361895      .18646562    .26077232 


 Holloway 2007_SHB |   .2236097       .18645781    .26076159 


 Nijamkin 2012     |   .22313003      .185967      .26029307 


 Azodi 2009        |   .22372083      .18657948    .2608622 


 Juarez 2006_MI    |   .22437453      .18726048    .26148859 


 Wood 2008_Cor     |   .22182742      .1848544     .25880045 


 Marcus 2007_PB    |   .22311731      .18597223    .2602624 


 Rodriguez-Aralejo 2003|.22338316     .18624075    .26052555 


 Dornelas 2006     |   .22416963      .18704925    .26128998 


 VHSG              |   .22348234      .18634288    .26062182 


 Wood 2008_HR      |   .22152488      .18465079    .25839895 


 Swartz 2006       |   .22326919      .18613163    .26040676 


 Kulesza 2010_10   |   .22355644      .18642378    .26068911 


 Juarez 2006_MI+MF |   .22432102      .18720932    .26143274 


 Ondersma 2012_CD-5As+CM-Lite|.22428961.18717729   .26140192 


 Groeneveld 2011   |   .22158541      .18462914    .25854167 


 Pbert 2004        |   .22262852      .18551916    .25973785 


 Gordon 2010b      |   .22204548      .18499064    .25910032 
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 Sallit 2009       |   .22237825      .18530448    .25945204 


 Ruger 2008_RQ     |   .22358616      .18648541    .26068693 


 An 2006           |   .22164012      .18466148    .25861877 


 Vidrine 2012      |   .221558        .1846142     .25850183 


 Carpenter 2004_SR+NRT|.2224526       .18543303    .25947216 


 Anthonisen 2005   |   .21452999      .18119091    .24786907 


 Mohiuddin 2007    |   .22161373      .18468714    .25854033 


 Baker 2006        |   .22420765      .18711601    .26129931 


 O'Connor 2007     |   .22285555      .18583089    .25988021 


 Ondersma 2012_CD-5As| .22396365      .18688391    .2610434 


 de Vries 2006     |   .22344908      .18640056    .2604976 


 Carpenter 2004_MA+NRT|.2216706       .18477167    .25856954 


 Di Loreto 2003    |   .21664269      .18114609    .2521393 


 Armitage 2008     |   .22321703      .18624727    .26018676 


-------------------+---------------------------------------------------------- 


 Combined          |   .2245708       .18749699    .26164462 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Publication bias 
. confunnel ES _SE        if Filter_Overall==1 


 


. metabias ES _SE         if Filter_Overall==1, egger graph 


 


Note: data input format theta se_theta assumed. 


 


Egger's test for small-study effects: 


Regress standard normal deviate of intervention 


effect estimate against its standard error 


 


Number of studies =  197                               Root MSE      =    1.71 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


     Std_Eff |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


       slope |   .1699208   .0307439     5.53   0.000     .1092876     .230554 


        bias |   .3423395   .2294186     1.49   0.137    -.1101208    .7947999 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Test of H0: no small-study effects          P = 0.137 


 


. metatrim ES _SE         if Filter_Overall==1, reffect funnel 


 


Note: default data input format (theta, se_theta) assumed. 


 


Meta-analysis  


 


       |  Pooled      95% CI         Asymptotic      No. of 


Method |     Est   Lower   Upper  z_value  p_value   studies 


-------+---------------------------------------------------- 


Fixed  |   0.209   0.190   0.228   21.869    0.000    197 


Random |   0.225   0.187   0.262   11.872    0.000 


 


Test for heterogeneity: Q= 576.749 on 196 degrees of freedom (p= 0.000) 


Moment-based estimate of between studies variance =  0.035 


 


Trimming estimator: Linear 


Meta-analysis type: Random-effects model 


 


iteration |  estimate    Tn    # to trim     diff 


----------+-------------------------------------- 


    1     |    0.225  10144         4       19503 


    2     |    0.211  10684         9        1080 


    3     |    0.195  11427        17        1486 


    4     |    0.174  12338        26        1822 


    5     |    0.161  12889        32        1102 


    6     |    0.151  13321        36         864 


    7     |    0.139  13839        42        1036 


    8     |    0.134  14027        44         376 


    9     |    0.133  14052        44          50 


   10     |    0.133  14052        44           0 


 


Warning: iterative algorithm did not converge 
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Filled  


Meta-analysis  


 


       |  Pooled      95% CI         Asymptotic      No. of 


Method |     Est   Lower   Upper  z_value  p_value   studies 


-------+---------------------------------------------------- 


Fixed  |   0.133   0.115   0.150   14.932    0.000    241 


Random |   0.141   0.098   0.184    6.473    0.000 


 


Test for heterogeneity: Q= 1111.226 on 240 degrees of freedom (p= 0.000) 


Moment-based estimate of between studies variance =  0.070 


 


. 
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Univariate meta-regression – Controlling for BCT in control group using 
revised method  


Individual BCTs 
 


Revised method involved creating a new dummy variable for each BCT where, for example: 


  


BCT1[interv]=0 & BCT1[control]=0, then Rev_BCT1 was coded 0 


BCT1 [interv]=1 & BCT1 [control]=0, then Rev_ BCT1 was coded 1 


BCT1 [interv]=1 & BCT1 [control]=1, then Rev_ BCT1was coded 0 


BCT1 [interv]=0 & BCT1 [control]=1, then Rev_ BCT1 was coded 0 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct1 if Filter_Overall==1          


 


  Rev_ibct1 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        189       95.94       95.94 


          1 |          8        4.06      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct1 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =   .0303 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  65.83% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   2.39% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


   Rev_ibct1 |   .1473549   .0774624     1.90   0.059    -.0054166    .3001265 


       _cons |    .214753   .0186168    11.54   0.000      .178037     .251469 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct2 if Filter_Overall==1          


 


  Rev_ibct2 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        194       98.48       98.48 


          1 |          3        1.52      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct2 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03106 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.08% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.04% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


   Rev_ibct2 |   .1234236   .1493766     0.83   0.410    -.1711775    .4180247 


       _cons |   .2216114   .0183409    12.08   0.000     .1854394    .2577833 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct3 if Filter_Overall==1          
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  Rev_ibct3 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         64       32.49       32.49 


          1 |        133       67.51      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct3 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03122 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.00% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.57% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


   Rev_ibct3 |    .014396    .039315     0.37   0.715    -.0631413    .0919332 


       _cons |   .2136273   .0325866     6.56   0.000     .1493599    .2778947 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct4 if Filter_Overall==1          


 


  Rev_ibct4 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        162       82.23       82.23 


          1 |         35       17.77      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct4 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .02895 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  61.00% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   6.74% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


   Rev_ibct4 |   .1221948   .0501931     2.43   0.016     .0232038    .2211858 


       _cons |   .2047739   .0193214    10.60   0.000     .1666681    .2428796 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct5 if Filter_Overall==1          


 


  Rev_ibct5 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        176       89.34       89.34 


          1 |         21       10.66      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct5 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03138 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.19% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -1.08% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
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-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


   Rev_ibct5 |   .0296276   .0562975     0.53   0.599    -.0814027    .1406578 


       _cons |   .2200212   .0194569    11.31   0.000     .1816483    .2583941 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct6 if Filter_Overall==1          


 


  Rev_ibct6 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        196       99.49       99.49 


          1 |          1        0.51      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct7 if Filter_Overall==1          


 


  Rev_ibct7 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        197      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct8 if Filter_Overall==1          


 


  Rev_ibct8 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        138       70.05       70.05 


          1 |         59       29.95      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct8 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03126 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.01% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.69% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


   Rev_ibct8 |  -.0261348   .0399773    -0.65   0.514    -.1049782    .0527085 


       _cons |   .2312452   .0217248    10.64   0.000     .1883994     .274091 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct9 if Filter_Overall==1          


 


  Rev_ibct9 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        182       92.39       92.39 


          1 |         15        7.61      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct9 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03114 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  65.80% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.30% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


   Rev_ibct9 |   .0527912    .069996     0.75   0.452    -.0852551    .1908375 


       _cons |   .2196369   .0189204    11.61   0.000      .182322    .2569519 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct10 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct10 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        165       83.76       83.76 


          1 |         32       16.24      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct10 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03106 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  65.77% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.04% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


  Rev_ibct10 |  -.0393718   .0468884    -0.84   0.402    -.1318452    .0531016 


       _cons |   .2307511   .0201609    11.45   0.000     .1909897    .2705126 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct11 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct11 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        192       97.46       97.46 


          1 |          5        2.54      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct11 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03132 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.17% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.89% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


  Rev_ibct11 |  -.0247743   .1082217    -0.23   0.819    -.2382095    .1886609 


       _cons |   .2242697    .018521    12.11   0.000     .1877425     .260797 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct12 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct12 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        195       98.98       98.98 


          1 |          2        1.02      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 
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. tabulate Rev_ibct13 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct13 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        195       98.98       98.98 


          1 |          2        1.02      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct14 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct14 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        188       95.43       95.43 


          1 |          9        4.57      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct14 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03072 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  65.94% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   1.04% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


  Rev_ibct14 |  -.2175191   .1339671    -1.62   0.106    -.4817296    .0466915 


       _cons |   .2274459   .0183159    12.42   0.000     .1913232    .2635687 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct15 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct15 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        192       97.46       97.46 


          1 |          5        2.54      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct15 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03126 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.15% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.71% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


  Rev_ibct15 |   .0686156   .1105839     0.62   0.536    -.1494784    .2867097 


       _cons |   .2216086   .0184986    11.98   0.000     .1851255    .2580916 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct16 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct16 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        197      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 
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. tabulate Rev_ibct17 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct17 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        197      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct18 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct18 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        197      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct19 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct19 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        197      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct20 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct20 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        197      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct21 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct21 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        197      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct22 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct22 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        197      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct23 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct23 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        181       91.88       91.88 


          1 |         16        8.12      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 
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      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct23 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03133 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.18% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.92% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


  Rev_ibct23 |  -.0268912   .0594289    -0.45   0.651     -.144097    .0903147 


       _cons |    .226381   .0192945    11.73   0.000     .1883284    .2644336 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct24 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct24 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        197      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct25 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct25 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        182       92.39       92.39 


          1 |         15        7.61      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct25 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03105 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  65.54% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.01% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


  Rev_ibct25 |   .0393584   .0675911     0.58   0.561     -.093945    .1726619 


       _cons |    .220372    .018962    11.62   0.000      .182975    .2577689 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct26 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct26 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        197      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct27 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct27 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        197      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 
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      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct28 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct28 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        192       97.46       97.46 


          1 |          5        2.54      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct28 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03061 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  64.91% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   1.39% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


  Rev_ibct28 |    .101132   .0982782     1.03   0.305    -.0926927    .2949567 


       _cons |   .2197843   .0184531    11.91   0.000     .1833911    .2561775 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct29 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct29 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        188       95.43       95.43 


          1 |          9        4.57      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct29 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .02922 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  64.91% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   5.87% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


  Rev_ibct29 |   .2176024   .0841559     2.59   0.010     .0516298     .383575 


       _cons |   .2126464   .0183198    11.61   0.000     .1765161    .2487767 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct30 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct30 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        195       98.98       98.98 


          1 |          2        1.02      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct31 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct31 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 
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          0 |        194       98.48       98.48 


          1 |          3        1.52      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct31 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03043 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  64.90% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   1.97% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


  Rev_ibct31 |   .1962476    .130177     1.51   0.133    -.0604881    .4529832 


       _cons |   .2194325   .0182745    12.01   0.000     .1833914    .2554736 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct32 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct32 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        195       98.98       98.98 


          1 |          2        1.02      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct33 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct33 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        196       99.49       99.49 


          1 |          1        0.51      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct34 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct34 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        158       80.20       80.20 


          1 |         39       19.80      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct34 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .02956 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  62.80% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   4.78% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


  Rev_ibct34 |   .0847644   .0448554     1.89   0.060    -.0036996    .1732284 


       _cons |   .2061065   .0200571    10.28   0.000     .1665497    .2456633 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct35 if Filter_Overall==1                 
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 Rev_ibct35 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        188       95.43       95.43 


          1 |          9        4.57      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct35 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03132 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.19% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.91% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


  Rev_ibct35 |  -.0200541   .0790166    -0.25   0.800    -.1758908    .1357827 


       _cons |   .2246791   .0187874    11.96   0.000     .1876266    .2617316 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct36 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct36 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        155       78.68       78.68 


          1 |         42       21.32      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct36 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03133 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.11% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.92% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


  Rev_ibct36 |  -.0019202   .0423986    -0.05   0.964    -.0855388    .0816985 


       _cons |   .2240184   .0210108    10.66   0.000     .1825808    .2654559 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct37 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct37 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        186       94.42       94.42 


          1 |         11        5.58      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct37 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =   .0311 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  65.92% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.18% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
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-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


  Rev_ibct37 |  -.0601394   .0703824    -0.85   0.394    -.1989478     .078669 


       _cons |   .2278223   .0189041    12.05   0.000     .1905395     .265105 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct38 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct38 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        197      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct39 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct39 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        196       99.49       99.49 


          1 |          1        0.51      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct40 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct40 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        189       95.94       95.94 


          1 |          8        4.06      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct40 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03134 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.17% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.97% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


  Rev_ibct40 |  -.0584469   .0836511    -0.70   0.486     -.223424    .1065302 


       _cons |   .2264797   .0187271    12.09   0.000      .189546    .2634134 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct41 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct41 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        196       99.49       99.49 


          1 |          1        0.51      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct42 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct42 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        194       98.48       98.48 


          1 |          3        1.52      100.00 
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------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct42 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03144 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.07% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -1.27% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


  Rev_ibct42 |  -.0323349   .1118185    -0.29   0.773    -.2528639     .188194 


       _cons |   .2244637   .0185242    12.12   0.000     .1879302    .2609972 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct43 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct43 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        195       98.98       98.98 


          1 |          2        1.02      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct44 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct44 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        197      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct45 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct45 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        197      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct46 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct46 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        197      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct47 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct47 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        197      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 
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. tabulate Rev_ibct48 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct48 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        197      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct49 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct49 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        197      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct50 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct50 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        196       99.49       99.49 


          1 |          1        0.51      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct51 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct51 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        197      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct52 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct52 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        197      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct53 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct53 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        197      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct54 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct54 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        196       99.49       99.49 


          1 |          1        0.51      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 
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. tabulate Rev_ibct55 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct55 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        197      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct56 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct56 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        191       96.95       96.95 


          1 |          6        3.05      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct56 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03136 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.10% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -1.03% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


  Rev_ibct56 |   .0156497     .08909     0.18   0.861    -.1600539    .1913534 


       _cons |   .2228684   .0186697    11.94   0.000      .186048    .2596887 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct57 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct57 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        194       98.48       98.48 


          1 |          3        1.52      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct57 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03121 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  65.88% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.53% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


  Rev_ibct57 |  -.0588741   .1339042    -0.44   0.661    -.3229605    .2052123 


       _cons |    .224626   .0184033    12.21   0.000      .188331    .2609211 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct58 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct58 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        196       99.49       99.49 


          1 |          1        0.51      100.00 
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------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct59 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct59 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        196       99.49       99.49 


          1 |          1        0.51      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct60 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct60 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        197      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct61 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct61 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        131       66.50       66.50 


          1 |         66       33.50      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct61 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03125 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.19% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.67% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


  Rev_ibct61 |   .0270076    .037452     0.72   0.472    -.0468554    .1008706 


       _cons |   .2130907   .0232797     9.15   0.000     .1671784    .2590029 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct62 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct62 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        115       58.38       58.38 


          1 |         82       41.62      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct62 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03123 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.00% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.60% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


  Rev_ibct62 |    .017845   .0366062     0.49   0.626    -.0543498    .0900398 


       _cons |   .2153804   .0247229     8.71   0.000     .1666218     .264139 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct63 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct63 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        164       83.25       83.25 


          1 |         33       16.75      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct63 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03064 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  65.58% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   1.29% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


  Rev_ibct63 |   .0547593   .0468665     1.17   0.244     -.037671    .1471897 


       _cons |   .2133252   .0200617    10.63   0.000     .1737594     .252891 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct64 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct64 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        131       66.50       66.50 


          1 |         66       33.50      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct64 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03085 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  65.66% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   0.61% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


  Rev_ibct64 |   .0388447   .0372544     1.04   0.298    -.0346286     .112318 


       _cons |    .208284   .0232528     8.96   0.000     .1624248    .2541432 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct65 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct65 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        181       91.88       91.88 


          1 |         16        8.12      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct65 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 
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Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .02987 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  64.78% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   3.77% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


  Rev_ibct65 |   .1018652   .0579116     1.76   0.080    -.0123484    .2160788 


       _cons |   .2121129    .019057    11.13   0.000     .1745286    .2496972 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct66 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct66 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        194       98.48       98.48 


          1 |          3        1.52      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct66 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03109 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.10% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.14% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


  Rev_ibct66 |   .1134203   .1616651     0.70   0.484    -.2054163    .4322568 


       _cons |   .2220234   .0183258    12.12   0.000     .1858813    .2581656 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct67 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct67 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        184       93.40       93.40 


          1 |         13        6.60      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct67 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03128 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  65.86% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.76% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


  Rev_ibct67 |  -.0220671   .0678486    -0.33   0.745    -.1558784    .1117441 


       _cons |   .2252639   .0190012    11.86   0.000     .1877897    .2627381 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct68 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct68 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        185       93.91       93.91 
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          1 |         12        6.09      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct68 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03131 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.17% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.86% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


  Rev_ibct68 |  -.0256234    .069981    -0.37   0.715    -.1636402    .1123935 


       _cons |   .2254216   .0189548    11.89   0.000     .1880388    .2628043 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct69 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct69 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        188       95.43       95.43 


          1 |          9        4.57      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct69 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03132 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.17% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.89% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


  Rev_ibct69 |  -.0071676   .0840415    -0.09   0.932    -.1729147    .1585794 


       _cons |   .2238996   .0187179    11.96   0.000     .1869841    .2608151 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct70 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct70 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        182       92.39       92.39 


          1 |         15        7.61      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct70 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =   .0307 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.00% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   1.11% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


  Rev_ibct70 |   .0861891   .0691416     1.25   0.214    -.0501723    .2225505 


       _cons |   .2169647   .0188549    11.51   0.000     .1797791    .2541503 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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. tabulate Rev_ibct71 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct71 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        163       82.74       82.74 


          1 |         34       17.26      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct71 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03117 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  65.82% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.42% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


  Rev_ibct71 |  -.0229237   .0515379    -0.44   0.657     -.124567    .0787196 


       _cons |    .226862   .0197242    11.50   0.000     .1879618    .2657622 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct72 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct72 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        196       99.49       99.49 


          1 |          1        0.51      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct73 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct73 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        197      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct74 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct74 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        197      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct75 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct75 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        191       96.95       96.95 


          1 |          6        3.05      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct75 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 
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Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03128 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.14% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.75% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


  Rev_ibct75 |   .1122471   .1038786     1.08   0.281    -.0926228    .3171169 


       _cons |   .2199576   .0185379    11.87   0.000     .1833971    .2565182 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct76 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct76 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        193       97.97       97.97 


          1 |          4        2.03      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct76 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03118 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.19% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.43% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


  Rev_ibct76 |  -.0353339   .1841527    -0.19   0.848    -.3985205    .3278528 


       _cons |   .2238543   .0183136    12.22   0.000      .187736    .2599725 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct77 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct77 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        197      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct78 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct78 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        145       73.60       73.60 


          1 |         52       26.40      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct78 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03128 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.05% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.75% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
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  Rev_ibct78 |   .0188299   .0423708     0.44   0.657     -.064734    .1023938 


       _cons |   .2189061   .0210018    10.42   0.000     .1774863    .2603259 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct79 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct79 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        193       97.97       97.97 


          1 |          4        2.03      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct79 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03089 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  64.64% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   0.50% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


  Rev_ibct79 |  -.1110113   .1101214    -1.01   0.315    -.3281932    .1061705 


       _cons |   .2265362   .0184329    12.29   0.000     .1901827    .2628898 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct80 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct80 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        158       80.20       80.20 


          1 |         39       19.80      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct80 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03022 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  64.87% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   2.66% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


  Rev_ibct80 |  -.0972887   .0464019    -2.10   0.037    -.1888028   -.0057746 


       _cons |   .2413385   .0200134    12.06   0.000      .201868    .2808089 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct81 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct81 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        197      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct82 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct82 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 
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          0 |        196       99.49       99.49 


          1 |          1        0.51      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct83 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct83 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        197      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct84 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct84 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        188       95.43       95.43 


          1 |          9        4.57      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct84 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03138 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.07% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -1.08% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


  Rev_ibct84 |   .0082231   .0763521     0.11   0.914    -.1423588    .1588051 


       _cons |   .2230593   .0188404    11.84   0.000     .1859021    .2602165 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct85 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct85 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        164       83.25       83.25 


          1 |         33       16.75      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


. metareg ES Rev_ibct85 if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03059 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  65.56% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   1.46% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


  Rev_ibct85 |  -.0804735   .0511568    -1.57   0.117    -.1813652    .0204181 


       _cons |   .2351842   .0196223    11.99   0.000      .196485    .2738835 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct86 if Filter_Overall==1                 
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 Rev_ibct86 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        196       99.49       99.49 


          1 |          1        0.51      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct87 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct87 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        197      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct88 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct88 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        197      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


 


. tabulate Rev_ibct89 if Filter_Overall==1                 


 


 Rev_ibct89 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        196       99.49       99.49 


          1 |          1        0.51      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 
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Clusters  
 


Model Overall_U2a 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster1_SS               if Filter_Overall==1 


 


  Cluster1: | 


     Social | 


  Support - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         63       31.98       31.98 


          1 |        134       68.02      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster1_SS             if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =   .0312 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  65.98% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.50% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster1_SS |   .0165841   .0395204     0.42   0.675    -.0613581    .0945264 


          _cons |   .2120165   .0329021     6.44   0.000     .1471269    .2769061 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


.  


Model Overall_U2b 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster2_Reg              if Filter_Overall==1 


 


  Cluster2: | 


 Regulation | 


          - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        146       74.11       74.11 


          1 |         51       25.89      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster2_Reg    if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =   .0298 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  63.12% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   4.01% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster2_Reg |   .0939406   .0419547     2.24   0.026     .0111974    .1766838 


           _cons |   .2003381   .0206621     9.70   0.000     .1595881    .2410881 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


.  


Model Overall_U2c 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster3_FM               if Filter_Overall==1 


 


  Cluster3: | 


 Feedback & | 


 Monitoring | 


          - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        109       55.33       55.33 


          1 |         88       44.67      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster3_FM             if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03076 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  65.65% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   0.92% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster3_FM |  -.0487642   .0364384    -1.34   0.182    -.1206281    .0230998 


          _cons |   .2456585   .0246234     9.98   0.000      .197096    .2942209 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


.  


Model Overall_U2d 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster4_Asc              if Filter_Overall==1 


 


  Cluster4: | 


Association | 


        s - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        192       97.46       97.46 


          1 |          5        2.54      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster4_Asc    if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 
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Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03126 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.15% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.71% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster4_Asc |   .0686156   .1105839     0.62   0.536    -.1494784    .2867097 


           _cons |   .2216086   .0184986    11.98   0.000     .1851255    .2580916 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


.  


Model Overall_U2e 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster5_RS               if Filter_Overall==1 


 


  Cluster5: | 


 Repetition | 


        and | 


Substitutio | 


       ns - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        157       79.70       79.70 


          1 |         40       20.30      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster5_RS             if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .02931 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  64.29% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   5.58% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster5_RS |   .0870299   .0420356     2.07   0.040     .0041272    .1699326 


          _cons |    .202287   .0204992     9.87   0.000     .1618583    .2427157 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


.  


Model Overall_U2f 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster6_Ant              if Filter_Overall==1 


 


  Cluster6: | 


Antecedents | 


          - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        150       76.14       76.14 
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          1 |         47       23.86      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster6_Ant    if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .02927 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  62.59% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   5.71% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster6_Ant |   .0884355   .0415777     2.13   0.035     .0064357    .1704353 


           _cons |   .2012799   .0205922     9.77   0.000     .1606678     .241892 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


.  


Model Overall_U2g 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster7_SK               if Filter_Overall==1 


 


  Cluster7: | 


    Shaping | 


Knowledge - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        151       76.65       76.65 


          1 |         46       23.35      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster7_SK             if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03127 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.03% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.72% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster7_SK |  -.0171657   .0410561    -0.42   0.676    -.0981366    .0638053 


          _cons |   .2281732   .0213542    10.69   0.000     .1860583    .2702882 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


.  


Model Overall_U2h 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster8_SB               if Filter_Overall==1 


 


  Cluster8: | 


Self-belief | 


          - | 


Controlling | 
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        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        185       93.91       93.91 


          1 |         12        6.09      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster8_SB             if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =   .0311 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  65.88% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.18% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster8_SB |  -.0661654   .0658293    -1.01   0.316    -.1959941    .0636633 


          _cons |   .2290085   .0190212    12.04   0.000     .1914948    .2665222 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


.  


Model Overall_U2i 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster9_SC               if Filter_Overall==1 


 


  Cluster9: | 


  Scheduled | 


Consequence | 


        s - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        196       99.49       99.49 


          1 |          1        0.51      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


.  


.  


Model Overall_U2j 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster10_RT              if Filter_Overall==1 


 


 Cluster10: | 


   Reward & | 


   Threat - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        186       94.42       94.42 


          1 |         11        5.58      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 
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.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster10_RT    if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03123 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.15% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.61% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster10_RT |  -.0509412   .0685505    -0.74   0.458    -.1861367    .0842544 


           _cons |   .2274233   .0189742    11.99   0.000     .1900024    .2648443 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


.  


Model Overall_U2k 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster11_GP              if Filter_Overall==1 


 


 Cluster11: | 


    Goals & | 


 Planning - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         70       35.53       35.53 


          1 |        127       64.47      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster11_GP    if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =   .0313 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.02% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.83% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster11_GP |  -.0025928   .0395427    -0.07   0.948    -.0805792    .0753935 


           _cons |   .2253347   .0329103     6.85   0.000     .1604288    .2902407 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


.  


Model Overall_U2l 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster12_CO              if Filter_Overall==1 


 


 Cluster12: | 


 Comparison | 


of Outcomes | 


          - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 
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------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        148       75.13       75.13 


          1 |         49       24.87      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster12_CO    if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03127 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.18% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.72% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster12_CO |   .0208244   .0438886     0.47   0.636    -.0657328    .1073816 


           _cons |   .2189073    .020677    10.59   0.000      .178128    .2596866 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


.  


Model Overall_U2m 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster13_Id              if Filter_Overall==1 


 


 Cluster13: | 


 Identity - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        188       95.43       95.43 


          1 |          9        4.57      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster13_Id    if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03122 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.15% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.58% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster13_Id |   .0731295    .092546     0.79   0.430      -.10939    .2556491 


           _cons |   .2205601   .0186112    11.85   0.000     .1838551    .2572651 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


.  


Model Overall_U2n 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster14_NC              if Filter_Overall==1 


 


 Cluster14: | 


    Natural | 


Consequence | 
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        s - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        129       65.48       65.48 


          1 |         68       34.52      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster14_NC    if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03119 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  65.61% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.48% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster14_NC |  -.0214691   .0392077    -0.55   0.585    -.0987947    .0558565 


           _cons |   .2302902   .0220347    10.45   0.000     .1868333    .2737471 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


.  


Model Overall_U2o 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster15_CB              if Filter_Overall==1 


 


 Cluster15: | 


 Comparison | 


         of | 


Behaviour - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        154       78.17       78.17 


          1 |         43       21.83      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_Cluster15_CB    if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03107 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.03% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.09% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Rev_Cluster15_CB |  -.0429201   .0441065    -0.97   0.332    -.1299071    .0440668 


           _cons |   .2328245    .020584    11.31   0.000     .1922286    .2734204 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


.  
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Model Overall_U2p 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_Cluster16_CL              if Filter_Overall==1 


 


 Cluster16: | 


     Covert | 


 Learning - | 


Controlling | 


        for | 


 comparator | 


        use |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        196       99.49       99.49 


          1 |          1        0.51      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


.  


.  


.  


Intervention function 


.  


Model Overall_U3a 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif1                              if Filter_Overall==1 


 


   Rev_iif1 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         91       46.19       46.19 


          1 |        106       53.81      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_iif1                    if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03108 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  65.58% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.11% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif1 |  -.0269619   .0364626    -0.74   0.461    -.0988735    .0449498 


       _cons |   .2376664   .0264503     8.99   0.000      .185501    .2898317 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


.  


Intervention functions 
.  


Model Overall_U3a 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif1                              if Filter_Overall==1 


 


   Rev_iif1 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         91       46.19       46.19 


          1 |        106       53.81      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 
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.  


. metareg ES  Rev_iif1                    if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03108 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  65.58% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.11% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif1 |  -.0269619   .0364626    -0.74   0.461    -.0988735    .0449498 


       _cons |   .2376664   .0264503     8.99   0.000      .185501    .2898317 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


.  


Model Overall_U3b 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif2                              if Filter_Overall==1 


 


   Rev_iif2 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        143       72.59       72.59 


          1 |         54       27.41      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_iif2                    if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03121 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  65.89% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.52% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif2 |  -.0228607   .0414264    -0.55   0.582     -.104562    .0588406 


       _cons |   .2295148   .0212261    10.81   0.000     .1876526     .271377 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


.  


Model Overall_U3c 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif3                              if Filter_Overall==1 


 


   Rev_iif3 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        181       91.88       91.88 


          1 |         16        8.12      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_iif3                    if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03113 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.12% 
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Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.27% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif3 |    -.06881    .062391    -1.10   0.271    -.1918578    .0542377 


       _cons |   .2299659   .0191372    12.02   0.000     .1922234    .2677085 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


.  


Model Overall_U3d 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif4                              if Filter_Overall==1 


 


   Rev_iif4 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        194       98.48       98.48 


          1 |          3        1.52      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  Rev_iif4                    if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03112 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.09% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.26% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif4 |  -.1397637   .1297669    -1.08   0.283    -.3956905    .1161632 


       _cons |   .2263007   .0183998    12.30   0.000     .1900124    .2625889 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


.  


Model Overall_U3e 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif5                              if Filter_Overall==1 


 


   Rev_iif5 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        141       71.57       71.57 


          1 |         56       28.43      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES Rev_iif5                             if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung 


reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03124 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.19% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.65% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif5 |   .0214131    .038715     0.55   0.581    -.0549407    .0977668 
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       _cons |   .2164103   .0223137     9.70   0.000     .1724032    .2604174 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


.  


Model Overall_U3f 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif6                              if Filter_Overall==1 


 


   Rev_iif6 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        197      100.00      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


.  


.  


Model Overall_U3g 


.  


. tabulate Rev_iif7                               if Filter_Overall==1 


 


   Rev_iif7 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        170       86.29       86.29 


          1 |         27       13.71      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES Rev_iif7                             if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung 


reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .02852 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  61.95% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   8.13% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif7 |   .1295199   .0496624     2.61   0.010     .0315755    .2274642 


       _cons |   .2032681   .0192632    10.55   0.000     .1652771    .2412591 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


.  


Model Overall_U3h 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif8                              if Filter_Overall==1 


 


   Rev_iif8 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |        189       95.94       95.94 


          1 |          8        4.06      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES Rev_iif8                             if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung 


reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03139 
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% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.12% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -1.12% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif8 |   .0304389   .0812346     0.37   0.708    -.1297724    .1906501 


       _cons |   .2219388   .0187678    11.83   0.000     .1849248    .2589527 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


.  


Model Overall_U3i 


.  


. tabulate  Rev_iif9                              if Filter_Overall==1 


 


   Rev_iif9 |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


          0 |         49       24.87       24.87 


          1 |        148       75.13      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES Rev_iif9                             if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung 


reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03128 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.04% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.76% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif9 |   .0094729   .0424268     0.22   0.824    -.0742013    .0931472 


       _cons |   .2163792   .0368709     5.87   0.000     .1436622    .2890961 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


Theory-basedness 
Model ALC_U3 


.  


. tabulate itb                            if Filter_Overall==1 


 


        ITB |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


         No |        138       70.05       70.05 


        Yes |         59       29.95      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


.  


. metareg ES  itb                         if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =   .0312 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.11% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  -0.51% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
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         itb |  -.0131241   .0406097    -0.32   0.747    -.0932147    .0669664 


       _cons |   .2271827   .0214766    10.58   0.000     .1848265    .2695389 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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MULTIVARIATE META-ANALYSIS - CONTROLLING FOR BCT IN 
CONTROL GROUP USING REVISED METHOD: INDIVIDUAL 
BCTS AND IFS 


Bubble plots for covariates entered into meta-regression 
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Model Overall_M1a 
Rev_ibct4  (adj R-sq=6.74%) 


 Rev_iif7  (adj R-sq=8.13%) 


 Rev_ibct4  (adj R-sq=6.74%) 


 Rev_ibct29 (adj R-sq=5.87%) 


 Rev_ibct34 (adj R-sq=4.97%) 


 Rev_ibct65 (adj R-sq=3.77%) 


 Rev_ibct80 (adj R-sq=2.66%) 


 Rev_ibct1  (adj R-sq=2.39%) 


 Rev_ibct31 (adj R-sq=1.97%) 


 Rev_ibct85 (adj R-sq=1.46%) 


 Rev_ibct28 (adj R-sq=1.39%) 


 Rev_ibct63 (adj R-sq=1.29%) 


 Rev_ibct70 (adj R-sq=1.11%) 


 Rev_ibct14 (adj R-sq=1.04%) 
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Forward stepwise approach: Step 1 
Model Overall_M1a 


. metareg ES if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03104 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.02% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


       _cons |   .2234688      .0182    12.28   0.000     .1875758    .2593619 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


Forward stepwise approach: Step 2 
Add Rev_iif7 (adj R-sq=8.13%) 


. metareg ES Rev_iif7 itb if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .02863 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  62.12% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   7.77% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(2,194) =    3.50 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0322 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif7 |   .1304394   .0497706     2.62   0.009     .0322785    .2286003 


         itb |  -.0184455   .0396944    -0.46   0.643    -.0967336    .0598426 


       _cons |    .208304   .0220695     9.44   0.000      .164777     .251831 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  
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Forward stepwise approach: Step 3 
Add Rev_ibct4 (adj R-sq=6.74%) 


. metareg ES Rev_iif7 Rev_ibct4 itb if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .02723 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  57.83% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  12.29% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(3,193) =    3.79 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0113 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif7 |   .1124512   .0498583     2.26   0.025     .0141141    .2107884 


   Rev_ibct4 |   .1014509   .0503877     2.01   0.045     .0020697    .2008321 


         itb |  -.0130939   .0392614    -0.33   0.739    -.0905304    .0643426 


       _cons |   .1940454   .0227971     8.51   0.000      .149082    .2390088 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


Forward stepwise approach: Step 4 
Add Rev_ibct29 (adj R-sq=5.87%) 


. metareg ES Rev_iif7 Rev_ibct4 Rev_ibct29 itb if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =   .0243 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  55.00% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  21.71% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(4,192) =    5.52 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0003 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif7 |   .1202664   .0481282     2.50   0.013     .0253386    .2151942 


   Rev_ibct4 |   .1082394   .0489606     2.21   0.028     .0116697    .2048091 
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  Rev_ibct29 |   .2524516   .0819865     3.08   0.002     .0907418    .4141615 


         itb |   -.036234   .0387881    -0.93   0.351    -.1127395    .0402715 


       _cons |   .1854227   .0221972     8.35   0.000      .141641    .2292043 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


Forward stepwise approach: Step 5 
Add Rev_ibct34 (adj R-sq=4.97%) 


. metareg ES Rev_iif7 Rev_ibct4 Rev_ibct29 Rev_ibct34 itb if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) 


knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .02448 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  55.17% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  21.14% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(5,191) =    4.44 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0008 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif7 |   .1502201   .0755374     1.99   0.048     .0012254    .2992148 


   Rev_ibct4 |   .1139754   .0503474     2.26   0.025     .0146671    .2132838 


  Rev_ibct29 |   .2506504    .082189     3.05   0.003     .0885357    .4127651 


  Rev_ibct34 |  -.0361143   .0697863    -0.52   0.605    -.1737652    .1015365 


         itb |  -.0362457   .0388624    -0.93   0.352    -.1129004    .0404089 


       _cons |    .187328   .0225165     8.32   0.000     .1429151     .231741 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


Forward stepwise approach: Step 6 
Remove Rev_ibct34; Rev_ibct65 (adj R-sq=3.77%)  


. metareg ES Rev_iif7 Rev_ibct4 Rev_ibct29 Rev_ibct65 itb if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) 


knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .02315 
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% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  52.93% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  25.43% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(5,191) =    5.16 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0002 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif7 |   .1075978   .0480791     2.24   0.026     .0127637     .202432 


   Rev_ibct4 |   .1226326   .0490254     2.50   0.013     .0259319    .2193333 


  Rev_ibct29 |   .2340187   .0818976     2.86   0.005     .0724788    .3955585 


  Rev_ibct65 |   .0939425   .0558933     1.68   0.094     -.016305      .20419 


         itb |  -.0436757    .038536    -1.13   0.258    -.1196865    .0323352 


       _cons |   .1773982   .0223375     7.94   0.000     .1333384     .221458 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


Forward stepwise approach: Step 7 
Add Rev_ibct80 (adj R-sq=2.66%) 


. metareg ES Rev_iif7 Rev_ibct4 Rev_ibct29 Rev_ibct65 Rev_ibct80 itb if Filter_Overall==1, 


wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =   .0224 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  51.44% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  27.84% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(6,190) =    5.00 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0001 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif7 |   .1076703   .0475967     2.26   0.025     .0137845    .2015561 


   Rev_ibct4 |    .115816   .0487939     2.37   0.019     .0195688    .2120633 


  Rev_ibct29 |   .2307474   .0813003     2.84   0.005     .0703801    .3911146 


  Rev_ibct65 |   .0900876    .055403     1.63   0.106    -.0191963    .1993715 


  Rev_ibct80 |  -.0803965   .0427696    -1.88   0.062    -.1647607    .0039677 
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         itb |  -.0459469   .0382315    -1.20   0.231    -.1213595    .0294657 


       _cons |   .1943445    .024002     8.10   0.000     .1469999    .2416892 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


Forward stepwise approach: Step 8 
Add Rev_ibct1  (adj R-sq=2.39%) 


. metareg ES Rev_iif7 Rev_ibct4 Rev_ibct29 Rev_ibct34 Rev_ibct65 Rev_ibct80 Rev_ibct1 itb if 


Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .02293 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  51.27% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  26.14% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(8,188) =    3.81 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0004 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif7 |   .1310576   .0763163     1.72   0.088    -.0194887    .2816039 


   Rev_ibct4 |   .1226749   .0508644     2.41   0.017     .0223367    .2230132 


  Rev_ibct29 |   .2213599   .0822288     2.69   0.008     .0591503    .3835695 


  Rev_ibct34 |  -.0378789   .0707569    -0.54   0.593    -.1774585    .1017007 


  Rev_ibct65 |   .0912384   .0570888     1.60   0.112    -.0213785    .2038553 


  Rev_ibct80 |  -.0738767   .0435571    -1.70   0.092    -.1598002    .0120468 


   Rev_ibct1 |   .0566469   .0734978     0.77   0.442    -.0883395    .2016334 


         itb |  -.0442735   .0385421    -1.15   0.252     -.120304     .031757 


       _cons |   .1927175    .024523     7.86   0.000     .1443419    .2410931 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


Forward stepwise approach: Step 9 
Remove Rev_ibct34; Add Rev_ibct31 (adj R-sq=1.97%) 


. metareg ES Rev_iif7 Rev_ibct4 Rev_ibct29 Rev_ibct65 Rev_ibct80 Rev_ibct1 Rev_ibct31 itb if 


Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 
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Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .02278 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  51.37% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  26.61% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(8,188) =    3.97 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0002 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif7 |   .0776892   .0520161     1.49   0.137     -.024921    .1802994 


   Rev_ibct4 |   .1096061   .0492572     2.23   0.027     .0124382    .2067739 


  Rev_ibct29 |   .2207248   .0820418     2.69   0.008      .058884    .3825657 


  Rev_ibct65 |   .0895381   .0560094     1.60   0.112    -.0209496    .2000258 


  Rev_ibct80 |  -.0888888   .0445071    -2.00   0.047    -.1766863   -.0010913 


   Rev_ibct1 |   .0684879   .0731114     0.94   0.350    -.0757363    .2127121 


  Rev_ibct31 |   .1595039   .1318107     1.21   0.228    -.1005141    .4195219 


         itb |  -.0394528   .0386321    -1.02   0.308    -.1156609    .0367554 


       _cons |   .1929729   .0244209     7.90   0.000     .1447987    .2411471 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


Forward stepwise approach: Step 10 
Remove Rev_ibct1; Add Rev_ibct85 (adj R-sq=1.46%) 


. metareg ES Rev_iif7 Rev_ibct4 Rev_ibct29 Rev_ibct65 Rev_ibct80 Rev_ibct31 Rev_ibct85 itb if 


Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .02257 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  51.65% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  27.29% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(8,188) =    3.91 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0003 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
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    Rev_iif7 |    .088448   .0507799     1.74   0.083    -.0117235    .1886195 


   Rev_ibct4 |   .1076109   .0494365     2.18   0.031     .0100893    .2051325 


  Rev_ibct29 |   .2252123   .0818403     2.75   0.007     .0637691    .3866556 


  Rev_ibct65 |   .0922879   .0558339     1.65   0.100    -.0178535    .2024294 


  Rev_ibct80 |  -.0888046    .045161    -1.97   0.051     -.177892    .0002829 


  Rev_ibct31 |   .1439748      .1315     1.09   0.275    -.1154303    .4033799 


  Rev_ibct85 |  -.0208551   .0492377    -0.42   0.672    -.1179845    .0762744 


         itb |  -.0405124   .0386199    -1.05   0.296    -.1166965    .0356717 


       _cons |   .1987584   .0248561     8.00   0.000     .1497257    .2477911 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


Forward stepwise approach: Step 11 
Add Rev_ibct28 (adj R-sq=1.39%) 


. metareg ES Rev_iif7 Rev_ibct4 Rev_ibct29 Rev_ibct65 Rev_ibct80 Rev_ibct31 Rev_ibct85 


Rev_ibct28 itb if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .02272 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  51.54% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  26.81% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(9,187) =    3.48 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0005 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif7 |   .0834184    .052038     1.60   0.111    -.0192387    .1860754 


   Rev_ibct4 |   .1097356   .0497703     2.20   0.029     .0115523     .207919 


  Rev_ibct29 |    .227297   .0821158     2.77   0.006     .0653046    .3892893 


  Rev_ibct65 |   .0858312   .0576625     1.49   0.138    -.0279214    .1995838 


  Rev_ibct80 |  -.0874405   .0453448    -1.93   0.055    -.1768935    .0020125 


  Rev_ibct31 |   .1486429   .1321658     1.12   0.262    -.1120846    .4093705 


  Rev_ibct85 |   -.019576   .0494015    -0.40   0.692    -.1170319      .07788 


  Rev_ibct28 |   .0436819   .0966174     0.45   0.652    -.1469183     .234282 


         itb |  -.0374203    .039256    -0.95   0.342    -.1148619    .0400213 
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       _cons |    .196922   .0252641     7.79   0.000     .1470828    .2467612 


.  


Forward stepwise approach: Step 12 
Remove Rev_ibct85; Add Rev_ibct63 (adj R-sq=1.29%) 


. metareg ES Rev_iif7 Rev_ibct4 Rev_ibct29 Rev_ibct65 Rev_ibct80 Rev_ibct31 Rev_ibct28 


Rev_ibct63 itb if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .02209 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  51.10% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  28.84% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(9,187) =    3.73 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0002 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif7 |   .0738402   .0520303     1.42   0.158    -.0288017     .176482 


   Rev_ibct4 |    .124484   .0499561     2.49   0.014     .0259341    .2230339 


  Rev_ibct29 |   .2377525   .0813388     2.92   0.004     .0772929     .398212 


  Rev_ibct65 |     .08558    .057113     1.50   0.136    -.0270886    .1982485 


  Rev_ibct80 |  -.0832862   .0444915    -1.87   0.063    -.1710559    .0044835 


  Rev_ibct31 |   .1622233    .130623     1.24   0.216    -.0954606    .4199073 


  Rev_ibct28 |   .0332605   .0962039     0.35   0.730    -.1565239    .2230448 


  Rev_ibct63 |   .0582784   .0448245     1.30   0.195    -.0301484    .1467052 


         itb |  -.0402011   .0388602    -1.03   0.302    -.1168619    .0364596 


       _cons |   .1819925   .0259714     7.01   0.000      .130758     .233227 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


Forward stepwise approach: Step 13 
Add Rev_ibct70 (adj R-sq=1.11%) 


. metareg ES Rev_iif7 Rev_ibct4 Rev_ibct29 Rev_ibct65 Rev_ibct80 Rev_ibct31 Rev_ibct28 


Rev_ibct63 Rev_ibct70 itb if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .02238 
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% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  51.16% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  27.91% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(10,186)=    3.34 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0005 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif7 |   .0734661   .0522377     1.41   0.161    -.0295884    .1765207 


   Rev_ibct4 |   .1216761   .0506496     2.40   0.017     .0217546    .2215975 


  Rev_ibct29 |   .2349421   .0819144     2.87   0.005     .0733413    .3965429 


  Rev_ibct65 |     .08241   .0579771     1.42   0.157    -.0319673    .1967873 


  Rev_ibct80 |  -.0832643   .0446465    -1.86   0.064     -.171343    .0048143 


  Rev_ibct31 |   .1597945   .1313546     1.22   0.225    -.0993418    .4189308 


  Rev_ibct28 |   .0364184    .097069     0.38   0.708    -.1550794    .2279161 


  Rev_ibct63 |   .0579341    .044985     1.29   0.199    -.0308123    .1466804 


  Rev_ibct70 |    .022166   .0656899     0.34   0.736    -.1074271    .1517591 


         itb |  -.0376992   .0396083    -0.95   0.342    -.1158385      .04044 


       _cons |   .1806938   .0264416     6.83   0.000     .1285298    .2328579 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


Forward stepwise approach: Step 14 
Remove Rev_ibct70; Add Rev_ibct14 (adj R-sq=1.04%) 


. metareg ES Rev_iif7 Rev_ibct4 Rev_ibct29 Rev_ibct65 Rev_ibct80 Rev_ibct31 Rev_ibct28 


Rev_ibct63 Rev_ibct14 itb if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .02211 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  51.23% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  28.79% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(10,186)=    3.48 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0003 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
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    Rev_iif7 |   .0732284   .0520426     1.41   0.161    -.0294412    .1758979 


   Rev_ibct4 |   .1262331   .0499877     2.53   0.012     .0276174    .2248488 


  Rev_ibct29 |   .2369467   .0813531     2.91   0.004     .0764532    .3974402 


  Rev_ibct65 |   .0826316   .0571817     1.45   0.150    -.0301765    .1954397 


  Rev_ibct80 |  -.0691099   .0462286    -1.49   0.137    -.1603096    .0220899 


  Rev_ibct31 |   .1521739    .130949     1.16   0.247    -.1061623      .41051 


  Rev_ibct28 |   .0322014   .0962252     0.33   0.738    -.1576316    .2220344 


  Rev_ibct63 |   .0662024   .0453759     1.46   0.146    -.0233152    .1557201 


  Rev_ibct14 |  -.1524114    .134678    -1.13   0.259    -.4181042    .1132813 


         itb |  -.0395409   .0388704    -1.02   0.310    -.1162244    .0371426 


       _cons |   .1807054   .0260009     6.95   0.000      .129411    .2319999 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


.  


Forward stepwise approach: Final Step 
Remove Rev_ibct28 


. metareg ES Rev_iif7 Rev_ibct4 Rev_ibct29 Rev_ibct65 Rev_ibct80 Rev_ibct31 Rev_ibct63 


Rev_ibct14 itb if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .02189 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  51.24% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  29.48% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(9,187) =    3.89 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0002 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif7 |   .0766618   .0509342     1.51   0.134    -.0238177    .1771412 


   Rev_ibct4 |   .1252424   .0497375     2.52   0.013     .0271237    .2233611 


  Rev_ibct29 |   .2358722   .0810782     2.91   0.004     .0759268    .3958177 


  Rev_ibct65 |   .0874962   .0553108     1.58   0.115    -.0216172    .1966096 


  Rev_ibct80 |  -.0700526   .0460238    -1.52   0.130    -.1608451      .02074 


  Rev_ibct31 |   .1491931   .1302664     1.15   0.254    -.1077876    .4061737 


  Rev_ibct63 |   .0678563   .0450051     1.51   0.133    -.0209267    .1566393 


  Rev_ibct14 |  -.1527893   .1345034    -1.14   0.257    -.4181284    .1125498 
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         itb |  -.0419549   .0381624    -1.10   0.273    -.1172391    .0333293 


       _cons |   .1815131   .0257756     7.04   0.000     .1306648    .2323614 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------.  


  


.  


Model Overall_M1a_s (Sensitivity analysis: Long-term data only) 
 


. tabulate FU_Cat if Filter_Overall==1 


 


FU Category |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Short |        126       63.96       63.96 


       Long |         71       36.04      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


.  


Forward stepwise approach: Step 1 
Empty model 


. metareg ES if Filter_Overall==1 & FU_Cat==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      71 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =   .0325 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  76.43% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


       _cons |   .1780105   .0292655     6.08   0.000     .1196423    .2363788 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


Forward stepwise approach: Final Step 
. metareg ES Rev_iif7 Rev_ibct4 Rev_ibct29 Rev_ibct65 Rev_ibct80 Rev_ibct31 Rev_ibct63 


Rev_ibct14 itb if Filter_ 


> Overall==1 & FU_Cat==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 
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Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      71 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .01733 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  49.99% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  46.69% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(9,61)  =    3.63 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0011 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif7 |   .1582346   .0748966     2.11   0.039     .0084695    .3079996 


   Rev_ibct4 |   .2042239   .0772326     2.64   0.010     .0497877      .35866 


  Rev_ibct29 |   .2198841   .1520152     1.45   0.153    -.0840891    .5238573 


  Rev_ibct65 |   .0641198   .1014819     0.63   0.530    -.1388058    .2670454 


  Rev_ibct80 |  -.0093258   .0589348    -0.16   0.875    -.1271733    .1085216 


  Rev_ibct31 |   .1796168   .2483319     0.72   0.472    -.3169535    .6761871 


  Rev_ibct63 |   .1672553   .0785951     2.13   0.037     .0100947    .3244158 


  Rev_ibct14 |  -.2049034   .1799359    -1.14   0.259    -.5647076    .1549007 


         itb |  -.0615147   .0759866    -0.81   0.421    -.2134594    .0904299 


       _cons |   .0888813   .0390353     2.28   0.026     .0108254    .1669373 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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MULTIVARIATE META-ANALYSIS - CONTROLLING FOR BCT IN 
CONTROL GROUP USING REVISED METHOD: CLUSTERS 
AND IFS 


Bubble plots for covariates entered into meta-regression 
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Model Overall_M1b (overall clusters and IFs) 
.  


Rev_iif7 (adj R-sq=8.13%) 


Rev_Cluster6_Ant (adj R-sq=5.71%) 


Rev_Cluster5_RS (adj R-sq=5.58%) 


Rev_Cluster2_Reg  (adj R-sq=4.01%) 


 


Forward stepwise approach: Step 1 


Empty model 


. metareg ES if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .03104 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  66.02% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
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       _cons |   .2234688      .0182    12.28   0.000     .1875758    .2593619 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


Forward stepwise approach: Step 2 
Add Rev_iif7 (adj R-sq=8.13%) 


. metareg ES Rev_iif7 itb if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .02863 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  62.12% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   7.77% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(2,194) =    3.50 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0322 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


    Rev_iif7 |   .1304394   .0497706     2.62   0.009     .0322785    .2286003 


         itb |  -.0184455   .0396944    -0.46   0.643    -.0967336    .0598426 


       _cons |    .208304   .0220695     9.44   0.000      .164777     .251831 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


Forward stepwise approach: Step 3 
Add Rev_Cluster6_Ant (adj R-sq=5.71%) 


. metareg ES Rev_iif7 Rev_Cluster6_Ant itb if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .02875 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  62.15% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =   7.40% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(3,193) =    2.41 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0684 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
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-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


        Rev_iif7 |   .1057242   .0695784     1.52   0.130    -.0315074    .2429558 


Rev_Cluster6_Ant |   .0294438   .0580024     0.51   0.612    -.0849561    .1438437 


             itb |  -.0202597    .039904    -0.51   0.612    -.0989636    .0584442 


           _cons |   .2053409    .022874     8.98   0.000     .1602258    .2504559 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


Forward stepwise approach: Step 4 
Remove Rev_Cluster6_Ant; add Rev_Cluster5_RS (adj R-sq=5.58%) 


. metareg ES Rev_iif7 Rev_Cluster5_RS itb if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .02737 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  61.66% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  11.84% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(3,193) =    3.55 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0154 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


             ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


       Rev_iif7 |   .1181992   .0495617     2.38   0.018     .0204472    .2159512 


Rev_Cluster5_RS |    .076939    .041889     1.84   0.068    -.0056799    .1595579 


            itb |  -.0267893   .0394507    -0.68   0.498    -.1045991    .0510205 


          _cons |   .1936756   .0231082     8.38   0.000     .1480986    .2392526 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


Forward stepwise approach: Final Step 
Add Rev_Cluster2_Reg  (adj R-sq=4.01%) 


. metareg ES Rev_iif7 Rev_Cluster5_RS Rev_Cluster2_Reg itb if Filter_Overall==1, wsse(_SE) 


knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =     197 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =  .02667 
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% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  58.94% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  14.08% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(4,192) =    3.55 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0080 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


        Rev_iif7 |    .107743   .0495184     2.18   0.031      .010073    .2054129 


 Rev_Cluster5_RS |   .0710411   .0417213     1.70   0.090    -.0112498     .153332 


Rev_Cluster2_Reg |   .0748697    .041253     1.81   0.071    -.0064976     .156237 


             itb |  -.0220594   .0392758    -0.56   0.575    -.0995269     .055408 


           _cons |    .176984   .0246454     7.18   0.000     .1283734    .2255946 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


Model Overall_M1b_s (Sensitivity analysis: Long-term data only) 
. tabulate FU_Cat if Filter_Overall==1 


 


FU Category |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Short |        126       63.96       63.96 


       Long |         71       36.04      100.00 


------------+----------------------------------- 


      Total |        197      100.00 


 


.  


Forward stepwise approach: Step 1 
Empty model 


. metareg ES if Filter_Overall==1 & FU_Cat==1, wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      71 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =   .0325 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  76.43% 


With Knapp-Hartung modification 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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          ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


       _cons |   .1780105   .0292655     6.08   0.000     .1196423    .2363788 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


.  


Forward stepwise approach: Final Step 
. metareg ES Rev_iif7 Rev_Cluster5_RS Rev_Cluster2_Reg itb if Filter_Overall==1 & FU_Cat==1, 


wsse(_SE) knapphartung reml 


 


Meta-regression                                       Number of obs  =      71 


REML estimate of between-study variance               tau2           =    .021 


% residual variation due to heterogeneity             I-squared_res  =  58.50% 


Proportion of between-study variance explained        Adj R-squared  =  35.39% 


Joint test for all covariates                         Model F(4,66)  =    5.02 


With Knapp-Hartung modification                       Prob > F       =  0.0014 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


              ES |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 


-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 


        Rev_iif7 |   .2236121   .0685047     3.26   0.002      .086838    .3603861 


 Rev_Cluster5_RS |   .0704008   .0637872     1.10   0.274    -.0569546    .1977561 


Rev_Cluster2_Reg |    .111536   .0560368     1.99   0.051    -.0003452    .2234171 


             itb |  -.0439837   .0680449    -0.65   0.520    -.1798398    .0918723 


           _cons |   .0939331    .036772     2.55   0.013     .0205155    .1673506 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


.  


.. 
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1 Executive Summary 


1.1 Introduction 


This evidence review supports the partial update of NICE public health 


guidance (PH6) by assessing the evidence base for individual level behaviour 


change interventions, with a particular focus on the behaviour change 


techniques used in these interventions.  


Individual behaviours can have a substantial impact on people’s health, and 


play a role in the development of non-communicable diseases, and 


communicable diseases in the case of sexual health. Interventions that can 


effectively alter these behaviours may have a substantial impact on the 


burden of disease throughout the UK.  


Advances have been made in behaviour change technology since the 


publication of NICE’s 2007 public health guidance in behaviour change. 


These advances include research in the arenas of health behaviour theory as 


well as the proposal of extensive lists, or ‘taxonomies’, that specify and define 


discrete behaviour change techniques (BCTs), which are categorised into 


sixteen theoretical clusters (Michie 2013). These taxonomies offer the 


opportunity to identify the ‘active ingredients’ of previously published 


behaviour change interventions, and combining BCT coding with meta-


regression analysis can help to identify the discrete BCTs, or theoretical 


clusters, most strongly associated with behaviour change (Michie 2009). 


For this review, descriptions of eligible behaviour change interventions were 


coded for several components, including theory use (i.e. whether and which 


behaviour change theories were used to inform the intervention), the content 


of the intervention (the presence of BCTs and BCT clusters), and the 


proposed function of the intervention (intervention functions). Meta-regression 


analyses were used to identify which of the intervention components were 


most associated with behaviour change. A narrative review of interventions 


was also conducted to describe possible variation across population groups. 
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This is the second of three external evidence reviews commissioned by NICE 


to update the current public health guidance on behaviour change (PH6). This 


is a review of the evidence of effectiveness of interventions and BCTs in 


individual-level interventions for eliciting and maintaining behaviour change in 


the fields of sexual health, alcohol, smoking, diet and physical activity. This 


report should be interpreted alongside the findings of the other two reviews, 


as well as existing NICE guidance. 


1.2 Aims and Objectives 


This review (Review 2) aims to answer the following four questions: 


1. a. Which interventions are effective at changing behaviour and/or 


sustaining behaviour change in individual-level interventions? 


b. Which specific behaviour change techniques and combinations of 


behaviour change techniques are effective at changing behaviour in 


the long term (over 6 months) and/or sustaining behaviour change in 


individual-level interventions? 


2. Which behaviour change techniques are effective for changing and/or 


sustaining change in specific behaviours only, such as alcohol or 


smoking, and which are more generalisable (i.e. effective across a 


range of behaviours)? 


3. How do the effects of individual interventions vary across different 


population groups? 


4. Which theories explain when, why and how behaviour change is 


maintained?  


1.3 Methods 


Briefly, the steps in this review were: 


 Identification of relevant studies by systematic searching of electronic 


literature databases. 
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 Selection of relevant studies relating to individual-level behaviour change 


interventions that met inclusion criteria. 


 Assessment of the quality of the included studies. 


 Extraction of data from the best quality included studies, including the 


coding of BCTs, intervention function, and theory use for each of the 


interventions (see Box 1). 


 Meta-regression to identify which BCTs are associated with effectiveness 


(see Box 2). 


 Summarisation of findings and the drafting of evidence statements relating 


to BCTs, intervention function, and theory use that address the questions of 


the review. 


 


Box 1: Data extraction 


Alongside outcome data, the following data were extracted from each of the 


interventions. 


1) Behaviour change techniques (BCTs) and clusters 


Purpose: To identify the techniques used within interventions to (attempt to) 


bring about changes in behaviour. BCTs are assumed to be the ‘active 


content’ of interventions, and are discrete from elements of delivery, setting, 


format, intensity, duration and fidelity. 


Method: A reliable taxonomy of 89 BCTs was used to code descriptions of 


intervention and control treatments. The taxonomy categorises each BCT into 


one of 16 theoretical clusters, and so by coding for BCTs BCT clusters were 


also coded for. 


2) Intervention function 


Purpose: To identify the functions served by the intervention; e.g. to educate, 


to incentivize, or to enable change. 


Method: A list of nine discrete intervention functions was used to code 


interventions. 
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3) Theory use 


Purpose: To identify whether theory was used in designing the intervention. 


Method: We coded for whether a theory was mentioned in the published 


report, and if so, which specific theory was mentioned. 


 


Box 2: Data analysis 


For each behaviour area in turn, and all behaviours combined, three main 


types of analysis were undertaken. 


1) Meta-analysis 


Purpose: To determine the effect of behaviour change interventions within 


and across the behaviour areas by synthesising all available data, regardless 


of BCTs, intervention function, or theory use. This provided an overall 


estimate of the effect of the interventions on behaviour. 


2) Univariate meta-regressions 


Purpose: To assess whether between-study variation in intervention 


effectiveness can be attributed to the presence or absence of a BCT (or BCT 


cluster, intervention function, or the use of theory) in isolation.  


3) Multivariate meta-regression 


Purpose: To assess whether between-study variation in intervention 


effectiveness can be attributed to BCTs, BCT clusters, intervention functions, 


or use of theory when controlling for other components within the meta-


regression model.  
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Of the 11,329 unique records identified, 153 were included in the quantitative 


review and meta-regression. 


PRISMA diagram 


 


 


Throughout the narrative review and Evidence Statements, BCTs have been 


annotated to reflect the consistency in the direction and the significance of 


effect of the interventions in which they were reported.  For instance, within a 


given behaviour area, BCTs coded A1 are found only in interventions with a 


positive direction of effect which were found to be statistically significant in 


one intervention.  
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Table i: BCT annotation based on direction and significance of effect 


Trials addressing more than one behaviour area of interest (for instance, an 


intervention among patients with cardiovascular disease that addresses 


smoking, diet and physical activity) are denoted with an asterisk (*) throughout 


the review and Evidence Statements. 


1.4 Results 


Meta-analyses across and within sexual health, alcohol, smoking, diet and 


physical activity trials was conducted to determine if individual level 


interventions in these areas could alter the targeted behaviours.  


The meta-analyses revealed that individual level interventions are effective 


and can effect statistically significant changes in health related behaviour. The 


pooled effect size within each of the five areas was significant, as was the 


Direction of effect across all interventions in the specified behaviour 
area 


A BCT found in interventions with a positive direction of effect only (i.e. effect 
favours intervention) 


B BCT found in interventions with a negative direction of effect only (i.e. effect 
favours control) 


C BCT found in interventions with positive and negative directions of effect 
(i.e. inconsistent direction of effect – some favouring intervention, some 
favouring control) 


Significance and consistency of effect across all interventions in the 
specified behaviour area 


1 BCT found in one intervention with a significant positive effect 


2 BCT found in more than one intervention with a significant positive effect 
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effect when all interventions were pooled together. The largest effect sizes 


were seen in diet (SMD 0.33), smoking (SMD 0.28) and physical activity 


(SMD 0.22). These effects were small, and there was substantial between-


study variance in effect in each of these behavioural areas. Interventions had 


a very small, significant pooled effect on sexual health behaviours (SMD 0.14) 


and alcohol consumption (SMD 0.11). There was moderate variance between 


studies targeting sexual health, and low variance between studies aimed at 


altering alcohol behaviours. When considered together, meta-analysis 


revealed an overall small, significant effect of individual level behaviour 


change interventions (SMD 0.23), with substantial levels of between study 


variance in effect. See Table ii for a summary of the meta-analysis results. 


Table ii: Meta-analysis results - overall and topic specific effect sizes and 
heterogeneity 


Topic Effect size 


(SMD, 95% CI) 
Heterogeneity  


(I2, 95% CI) 


Sexual health 
 


0.14, 0.05 to 0.24 
Very small 


45.9%, 0% to 69.1% 
Moderate 


Alcohol 0.11, 0.06 to 0.16 
Very small 


24.7%, 0 to 46.9% 
Low 


Smoking 0.28, 0.21 to 0.36 
Small 


68.1%, 59.2 to 74.2% 
Substantial 


Diet 0.33, 0.24 to 0.42 
Small 


76.1%, 64.4 to 82.6% 
Substantial 


Physical activity 0.22, 0.15 to 0.29 
Small 


83.9%, 80.2% to 86.6% 
Substantial 


Overall  0.23, 0.19 to 0.26 
Small 


66.0%, 60.6% to 70.7% 
Substantial 


Univariate and multivariate analyses were carried out to investigate how 


effectiveness varied according to intervention content and overall function. 


Variables (BCT clusters and intervention function) identified as accounting for 


>1% of between study variance in the univariate meta-regression were 


included in multivariate models.  


The final multivariate meta-regression assessed whether between-study 


variation in intervention effectiveness could be attributed to the presence or 


absence of a BCT (or BCT cluster, intervention function, or the use of theory) 
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when controlling for other variables. These analyses were conducted for BCT 


clusters, intervention functions and theory use in each behavioural area, and 


for BCTs, BCT clusters, intervention functions and theory use in the overall 


analysis that combined interventions across the five topics. Table iii provides 


a comparison of the results (both significant and non-significant) from the final 


multivariate models.  


Sexual health  


The univariate analysis identified no BCT clusters, intervention functions or 


use of theory that accounted for the between-study variance in effect. As 


such, no variables were available for a multivariate model.  


Alcohol 


The univariate analysis identified five variables that accounted for some of the 


variance seen among alcohol interventions. Two of the variables remained in 


the final multivariate model, and accounted for 100% of the between-study 


variance: 


 BCT cluster 3 Feedback and monitoring – techniques in this cluster involve 


recording behaviour or its outcomes, and/or providing feedback on a 


behaviour or its outcomes. Interventions that reported use of techniques in 


this cluster were associated with significantly larger effects compared to 


interventions that did not report use of this cluster (regression coefficient 


0.12, 95% CI 0.04 to 0.21; p=0.006). 


 Intervention function 2 Persuasion – this function is coded for interventions 


that use communication to induce positive or negative feelings, or to 


stimulate action. Interventions that reported use of this function were 


associated with significantly smaller effects compared to interventions that 


did not report its use (regression coefficient -0.09, 95% CI -0.17 to -0.004; 


p=0.04). 


 


Smoking  
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The univariate analysis identified five variables that accounted for some of the 


variance seen among smoking interventions. In the final multivariate model, 


one variable was found to be significantly associated with intervention 


effectiveness: 


 BCT cluster 11 Goals and planning – techniques in this cluster involve 


managing behaviour or outcome goals, and/or how behaviour or outcomes 


will be achieved. Interventions that reported use of this cluster were 


associated with significantly smaller effects than interventions that did not 


report use of this cluster (regression coefficient -0.14, 95% CI -0.27 to -


0.004; p=0.04). 


 


Diet  


The univariate analysis identified three variables that accounted for some of 


the between-study variance seen among dietary interventions. The final 


multivariate model found that no BCT clusters, intervention functions or use of 


theory was significantly associated with intervention effectiveness when 


controlling for the other variables. 


Physical activity  


The univariate analysis identified seven BCT clusters and intervention 


functions that accounted for some of the between-study variance among 


physical activity interventions. The final multivariate model identified two 


variables that were significantly associated with intervention effectiveness: 


 BCT cluster 5 Repetition and substitution – techniques in this cluster 


involve practising, rehearsing or repeating a behaviour, or directly replacing 


a new wanted behaviour for an existing unwanted behaviour. Interventions 


reporting use of techniques in this cluster were associated with significantly 


larger effects than interventions not reporting this cluster (regression 


coefficient 0.18, 95% CI 0.05 to 0.31; p=0.006). 


 Intervention function 7 Environmental restructuring – this function is coded 


for interventions that change the physical or social context in which the 
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behaviour is (or could be) performed. Interventions that reported use of this 


function were associated with significantly larger effects compared to 


interventions that did not report its use (regression coefficient 0.16, 95% CI 


0.02 to 0.30; p=0.030). 


 


Overall analysis  


Univariate analysis of BCT clusters, intervention functions and theory use 


revealed that four variables explained some of the between-study variance 


across all sexual health, alcohol, smoking, diet and physical activity 


interventions. In the final multivariate model only one of these was 


significantly associated with intervention effectiveness when controlling for the 


other variables: 


 Intervention function 7 Environmental restructuring – this function is coded 


for interventions that change the physical or social context in which the 


behaviour is (or could be) performed. Interventions across all behaviour 


areas that reported use of this function were associated with significantly 


larger effects compared to interventions that did not report its use 


(regression coefficient 0.11, 95% CI 0.01 to 0.21; p=0.031). 


 


An additional overall multivariate analysis was conducted to identify individual 


BCTs associated with intervention effectiveness across the five behaviour 


areas. The final model included seven BCTs and one intervention function. 


This analysis revealed that two BCTs were significantly associated with 


intervention effectiveness when controlling for the presence of other BCTs, 


intervention functions and theory use: 


 BCT 4 Pharmacological support – Interventions that reported  providing or 


encouraging the use of or adherence to drugs to facilitate behaviour 


change were associated with significantly larger effects on behaviour 


change compared to interventions that did not report use of this technique 


(regression coefficient 0.13, 95% CI 0.03 to 0.22; p=0.013). 
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 BCT 29 Graded tasks – interventions that reported setting easy-to-perform 


task and making them increasingly difficult, but achievable, until behaviour 


is performed were associated with significantly larger effects compared to 


interventions that did not report use of this technique (regression coefficient 


0.24, 95% CI 0.08 to 0.40; p=0.004).
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Table iii: Comparison of effects (regression coefficients and 95% CI) associated with intervention functions and BCT clusters across 
behaviour areas in primary multivariate analysis 


 Overall Sexual health Alcohol Smoking Diet Physical activity 


Intervention functions 


IF 2 Persuasion  


No multivariate 


analysis 


-0.09 (-0.17 to -0.004)    


IF 5 Training    -0.14 (-0.33 to 0.05)  


IF 7 Environmental 


restructuring 
0.11 (0.01 to 0.21)  0.06 (-0.10 to 0.21)  0.16 (0.02 to 0.30) 


BCT clusters 


BCT-C 1 Social support   


No multivariate analysis 


 0.11 (-0.03 to 0.26)  -0.13 (-0.27 to 0.09) 


BCT-C 2 Regulation 0.07 (-0.01 to 0.16)  0.09 (-0.04 to 0.22)   


BCT-C 3 Feedback and 


monitoring 
 0.12 (0.04 to 0.21)   -0.09 (-0.21 to 0.03) 


BCT-C 5  Repetition 


and substitution 
0.07 (-0.01 to 0.15)    0.18 (0.05 to 0.31) 


BCT-C 11 Goals and 


planning 
  -0.14 (-0.27 to -0.004)   


BCT-C 12 Comparison 


of outcomes 
   0.24 (-0.01 to 0.49) 0.12 (-0.03 to 0.27) 
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A sensitivity multivariate analysis that considered only those trials with more 


than six months post-intervention follow-up resulted in a general 


augmentation of the overall results, although the significance of the effect was 


not consistent between the two analyses. Table iv provides a comparison of 


long term effects (significant and non-significant) from the sensitivity analyses.  


Sexual health  


No variables were available for a long term multivariate model.  


Alcohol  


One variable was significantly associated with the long term effectiveness of 


alcohol interventions: 


 BCT cluster 3 Feedback and monitoring – interventions that reported use of 


techniques that record behaviour or its outcomes, and/or provide feedback 


on a behaviour or its outcomes were associated with significantly larger 


long term effects compared to interventions that did not report use of this 


cluster (regression coefficient 0.11, 95% CI 0.01 to 0.20; p=0.028). 


 


Smoking  


No BCT clusters, intervention functions or use of theory were significantly 


associated with long term effectiveness among smoking interventions when 


controlling for the other variables. 


Diet  


No BCT clusters, intervention functions or use of theory were significantly 


associated with long term effectiveness among dietary interventions when 


controlling for the other variables. 


Physical activity  


Four variables were associated with long term effectiveness among physical 


activity interventions: 
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 BCT cluster 3 Feedback and monitoring – interventions that reported use of 


techniques that record behaviour or its outcomes, and/or provide feedback 


on a behaviour or its outcomes were associated with significantly smaller 


long term effects compared to interventions that did not report use of this 


cluster (regression coefficient -0.24, 95% CI -0.40 to -0.07; p=0.009). 


 BCT cluster 5 Repetition and substitution – interventions that reported use 


of techniques targeting the practice, rehearsal or repetition of a behaviour, 


or directly replacing a new wanted behaviour for an existing unwanted 


behaviour were associated with significantly larger long term effects than 


interventions not reporting this cluster (regression coefficient 0.32, 95% CI 


0.15 to 0.48; p=0.001). 


 BCT cluster 12 Comparison of outcomes – interventions that reported use 


of techniques that involve considering the relative pros and cons of 


outcomes of various behaviours were associated with significantly larger 


long term effects than interventions not reporting this cluster (regression 


coefficient 0.34, 95% CI 0.07 to 0.61; p=0.017). 


 Intervention function 7 Environmental restructuring  – interventions with a 


core function aimed at changing the physical or social context in which the 


behaviour is (or could be) performed were associated with significantly 


larger effects compared to interventions that did not report serving this 


function (regression coefficient 0.27, 95% CI 0.10 to 0.44; p=0.005). 


 


Overall analysis  


In long term sensitivity analysis, one variable was significantly associated with 


intervention effectiveness when controlling for the other variables: 


 Intervention function 7 Environmental restructuring – this function is coded 


for interventions that change the physical or social context in which the 


behaviour is (or could be) performed. Interventions across all behaviour 


areas that reported use of this function were associated with significantly 


larger effects compared to interventions that did not report its use 


(regression coefficient 0.11, 95% CI 0.01 to 0.21; p=0.031) 
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A multivariate sensitivity analysis to identify which, if any, individual BCTs are 


associated with long term intervention effectiveness across the five behaviour 


areas revealed two significant associations: 


 BCT 4 Pharmacological support – interventions that provide, or encourage 


the use of or adherence to drugs to facilitate behaviour change were 


associated with significantly larger long term effects compared to 


interventions that did not report use of this technique (regression coefficient 


0.13, 95% CI 0.03 to 0.22; p=0.013) 


 BCT 63 Goal setting (outcome) – interventions that reported setting or 


agreeing to a goal defined in terms of a positive outcome of the desired 


behaviour were associated with significantly larger effects compared to 


interventions that did not report use of this technique (regression coefficient 


0.17, 95% CI 0.01 to 0.32; p=0.037) 
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Table iv: Comparison of effects (regression coefficients and 95% CI) associated with intervention functions and BCT clusters across 
behaviour areas in long term (>6 months) sensitivity analysis 


 Overall Sexual health Alcohol Smoking Diet Physical activity 


Intervention functions 


IF 2 Persuasion  


No multivariate 


sensitivity analysis 


-0.09 (-0.19 to 0.003)    


IF 5 Training    -0.19 (-0.41 to 0.04)  


IF 7 Environmental 


restructuring 
0.22 (0.09 to 0.36)  0.13 (-0.11 to 0.38)  0.27 (0.10 to 0.44) 


BCT clusters 


BCT-C 1 Social support   


No multivariate 


sensitivity analysis 


 0.13 (-0.51 to 0.25)  -0.17 (-0.40 to 0.05) 


BCT-C 2 Regulation 0.11 (-0.0003 to 0.22)  0.10 (-0.14 to 0.35)   


BCT-C 3 Feedback and 


monitoring 
 0.11 (0.01 to 0.20)   -0.24 (-0.40 to -0.07) 


BCT-C 5  Repetition 


and substitution 
0.07 (-0.06 to 0.20)    0.32 (0.15 to 0.48) 


BCT-C 11 Goals and 


planning 
  -0.23 (-0.47 to 0.01)   


BCT-C12 Comparison 


of outcomes 
   


No long term studies 


reported use 
0.34 (0.07 to 0.61) 
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Each multivariate model also included use of theory as a covariate, and each 


analysis found that theory use was not significantly associated with 


intervention effectiveness, regardless of behaviour area or follow-up period.  


Table v: Comparison of effects (regression coefficients and 95% CI) associated 
with theory use across behaviour areas in primary and sensitivity multivariate 
analyses 


 


1.5 Evidence Statements 


A selection of evidence statements are provided in this section. These 


statements concern the meta-analysis and meta-regression evidence for each 


of the five behaviour areas, as wells as the overall results across the five 


areas.  


The strongest evidence statements for interventions targeting sexual health, 


alcohol, smoking, diet and physical activity behaviours among specific 


populations are provided as well. Statements supported by limited or 


inconsistent evidence are not summarised in this section. For a complete list 


of topic specific evidence statements, and for further information on the 


behaviour change techniques reported in the interventions, see Sections 4.2.9 


(sexual health), 4.3.9 (alcohol), 4.4.9 (smoking), 4.5.9 (diet) and 4.6.9 


(physical activity. 


Sexual Health 


Topic Effectiveness Long term effectiveness 


Regression 
coefficient 


(95% CI) 


p-value Regression 
coefficient 


(95% CI) 


p-value 


Sexual health No multivariate model No multivariate model 


Alcohol 0.03 (-0.12 to 0.18) 0.684  0.09 (-0.10 to 0.28) 0.342 


Smoking -0.07 (-0.22 to 0.08) 0.364  -0.22 (-0.59 to 0.16) 0.242 


Diet -0.03 (-0.22 to 0.16) 0.739  -0.11 (-0.50 to 0.28) 0.513 


Physical activity -0.03 (-0.16 to 0.09) 0.594  -0.12 (-0.33 to 0.08) 0.201 


Overall  -0.04 (-0.12 to 0.03) 0.273  -0.04 (-0.18 to 0.09) 0.520 
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Evidence statement 1.1 – Overall effectiveness of sexual health 


behaviour change interventions, BCT clusters and intervention 


functions 


There is moderate evidence from the meta-analysis of 15 interventions 


described in 13 RCTs (Cortes-Bordoy 2010 [+], Crosby 2009 [+], 


Dermen_ALC 2011 [+], Dermen_HIV 2011 [+], Dermen_H&A 2011* [+], 


Gilbert 2008* [++], Golin 2012 [+], Ingersoll 2005* [+], Koblin 2012 [++], 


Langston 2010 [++], Mansergh 2010 [+], Petersen 2007 [++], Schunmann 


2006 [++], Tross 2008 [+], Wolitski 2005 [+]) to suggest that individual level 


behaviour change interventions can have a very small positive effect on 


sexual health behaviour (SMD 0.14, 95% CI 0.05 to 0.24), but with moderate 


heterogeneity (I2=45.9%, 95% CI 0% to 69.1%). The meta-regression of the 


results of these studies suggested that BCT clusters and intervention 


functions did not explain the variance between studies, but there may not 


have been enough power in the analyses to detect effects. 


Evidence Statement 1.5 – Sexual health behaviour change interventions 


for men who have sex with men  


Moderate evidence was identified from three trials (Wolitski 2005 [+], Koblin 


2012 [++], Mansergh 2010 [+]) that multi-session interventions delivered face 


to face in a group setting are no more effective than comparators at changing 


protected sexual behaviours or condom use among men who have sex with 


men. The non-significant effect was seen across participant characteristics 


and comparators, including in HIV positive MSM compared to usual care 


(Wolitski 2005 [+]), out of treatment substance using MSM compared to an 


attention control arm (Mansergh 2010 [+]) and black men of mixed serostatus 


compared to no intervention (Koblin 2012 [++]). 


All of the interventions reported use of BCTs 3 Social support (unspecified). 


Two of the interventions (Wolitski 2005 [+], Mansergh 2010 [+]) reported use 


of BCTs 37 Information about antecedents, and 61 Problem solving. These 


three techniques were reported in sexual health trials with inconsistent effects, 


both terms of direction and significance. 
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Alcohol 


Evidence Statement 2.1 – Overall Effectiveness of alcohol behaviour 


change interventions, BCT clusters and intervention functions 


There is strong evidence from 32 trials describing 50 interventions (Burke 


2008* [+], Carey_BMI 2006 [+], Carey_BMI+TLFB 2006 [+], Carey_EBMI 


2006 [+], Carey_EBMI+TLFB 2006 [+], Carey_TLFB 2006 [+], Chang 2011 


[++], Curry 2003 [+], Daeppen 2007 [+], Dent_BI 2008 [++], Dent_MI 2008 


[++], Dermen_ALC 2011 [+], Dermen_H&A 2011* [+], Emmen 2005 [++], 


Feldman 2011 [++], Field_BP 2009 [+], Field_HP 2009 [+], Field_WP 2009 [+], 


Fleming 2008 [++], Fleming 2010 [++], Gilbert 2008* [++]), Holloway_SEE 


2007 [+], Holloway_SHB 2007 [+], Ingersoll 2005* [+], Juarez _MI 2006 [+], 


Juarez_MF 2006 [+], Juarez_MI+F 2006 [+], Juarez_MI+MF 2006 [+], 


Koelewijn-van Loon 2010* [+],  Kulesza_10M 2010 [+], Kulesza_50M 2010 


[+], Lane 2008 [+], Lau Barraco_EDU 2008 [+], Lau Barraco_EEC 2008 [+], 


Lewis_GNSF 2007 [+], Lewis_GSF 2007 [+], Lock 2006 [++], Mastroleo_CPA 


2010 [+], Mastroleo_EEA 2010 [+], Mello 2008 [++], Moore 2010 [+], 


Neighbors 2006 [+], Neumann 2006 [++],  O’Connor 2007 [+], Ockene 2009 


[++], Smeulders 2009* [+], Walters_MI 2009 [++], Walters_MI+F 2009 [++], 


Walters_WEB 2009 [++], Woodall 2007 [+])  that individual level behaviour 


change interventions can have a small effect on alcohol consumption 


behaviour, with an effect size of 0.11 (95% CI 0.06 to 0.16).  


Meta-regression of data from these RCTs suggested that use of BCT cluster 3 


– Feedback and monitoring is associated with increased effectiveness of 


interventions (regression coefficient 0.12, 95% CI 0.04 to 0.21; p=0.006), 


while intervention function 2 – Persuasion is associated with reduced 


effectiveness of interventions (regression coefficient -0.09, 95% CI -0.17 to -


0.004; p=0.040) These two variables account for 100% of between study 


variance, and the effects are maintained in the long term.  


Evidence Statement 2.5 – Alcohol behaviour change interventions 


among hospital and Emergency Department patients 
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Strong evidence from ten interventions described in six trials (Dent_BI 2008 


[++], Field_BP 2009 [+],  Field_HP 2009 [+], Field_WP 2009 [+], Daeppen 


2007 [+], Holloway_SEE 2007 [+], Holloway_SHB 2007 [+], Neumann 2006 


[+], Dent_MI 2008 [++], Mello 2008 [++]) suggests that alcohol interventions 


delivered to Emergency Department or hospital patients are no more effective 


than usual care at altering alcohol consumption.   


This non-significant effect was across intervention type, mode of delivery, and 


patient characteristics. Interventions resulted in no significant difference in 


consumption behaviours among ED patients (Dent_BI 2008 [++]); injured ED 


patients (Daeppen 2007 [+], Neumann 2006 [+], Dent_MI 2008 [++], Mello 


2008 [++]) or hospitalised patients (Holloway_SEE 2007 [+], Holloway_SHB 


2007 [+]). The effect was also consistent (in terms of significance) across 


ethnic groups among trauma centre patients admitted for intentional or 


unintentional injuries (black patients: Field_BP 2009 [+], Hispanic patients: 


Field_HP 2009 [+], white patients: Field_WP 2009 [+]). 


The only BCT common to all these interventions is 3 Social support 


(unspecified); this technique is also reported in the comparator arm of several 


of the trials (Field_BP 2009 [+], Field_HP 2009 [+], Field_WP 2009 [+], 


Neumann 2006 [+]). No other BCTs were reported in the majority of 


interventions among this population. 


Evidence Statement 2.6 – Brief alcohol interventions among university 


students 


Moderate evidence from six trials assessing eleven interventions suggests 


that brief alcohol interventions delivered either face to face, one on one 


(Carey_BMI 2006 [+], Carey_TLFB 2006 [+], Carey_BMI+TLFB 2006 [+], 


Carey_EBMI 2006 [+], Carey_EBMI+TLFB 2006 [+], Kulesza_10M 2010 [+]) 


or remotely (Juarez_MF 2006 [+], Walters_WEB 2009 [++], Neighbors 2006 


[+], Lewis_GNSF 2007 [+], Lewis_GSF 2007 [+]) are no more effective than 


comparators at changing the drinking behaviours of university students. 


Among interventions delivered face to face and one on one, no significant 
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differences in alcohol consumption were seen (SMD range: -0.12 to 0.55; all 


non-significant versus a no intervention comparator). 


Four of the five remotely delivered interventions resulted in no significant 


difference in alcohol consumption (Juarez_MF 2006 [+], Neighbors 2006 [+], 


Lewis_GNSF 2007 [+], Walters_WEB 2009 [++]). The fifth intervention, which 


supplied feedback on drinking behaviours tailored to the gender of the 


participant, resulted in a significant difference in weekly alcohol consumption 


(Lewis_GSF 2007 [+]). 


No BCTs were reported in the significant intervention (Lewis_GSF 2007 [+]) 


that weren’t all reported in other, non-significant interventions in this 


population. Among the non-significant interventions, all reported use of BCT 


80 Information about social and environmental consequences; this BCT was 


not reported in Lewis_GSF 2007 [+]). 


Evidence Statement 2.7 – Extended alcohol interventions among 


university students 


Strong evidence was identified from ten interventions described in six studies 


that extended face to face interventions delivered one on one (Walters_MI 


2009 [++], Walters_MI+F 2009 [++], Juarez _MI 2006 [+], Juarez _MI+F 2006 


[+], Kulesza_50M 2010 [+], Ingersoll 2005* [+], Mastroleo_EEA 2010 [+], 


Mastroleo_CPA 2010 [+]) or to groups (Lau Barraco_EEC 2008 [+], Lau 


Barraco_EDU 2008 [+]) are no more effective than comparators at altering the 


drinking behaviour of university students (SMD range -0.23 to 0.51; all non-


significant). 


All of the interventions reported use of BCT 3 Social support (unspecified), 


and seven (Walters_MI+F 2009 [++], Juarez _MI 2006 [+], Juarez _MI+F 2006 


[+], Kulesza_50M 2010 [+], Ingersoll 2005* [+], Mastroleo_EEA 2010 [+], 


Mastroleo_CPA 2010 [+]) reported use of BCT 8 Feedback on behaviour. Half 


of the interventions (Walters_MI+F 2009 [++], Juarez _MI 2006 [+], Juarez 


_MI+F 2006 [+], Kulesza_50M 2010 [+], Ingersoll 2005* [+]) reported use of 


BCT 80 Information about social and environmental consequences.  
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Evidence Statement 2.8 – Multi-session alcohol interventions delivered 


face to face and one on one among university students 


Moderate evidence from three trials describing four alcohol behaviour change 


interventions (Dermen_ALC 2011 [+], Dermen_H&A 2011* [+], Juarez_MI+MF 


2006 [+], Fleming 2010 [++]) suggests that that multi-session alcohol 


interventions are no more effective than comparators at altering drinking 


behaviour among university students.  


Multi-session face to face interventions among university students with both 


risky alcohol consumption and sexual health behaviours resulted in non-


significant effects. One intervention targeted alcohol consumption only 


(Dermen_ALC 2011 [+]). The other intervention targeted both risky drinking 


and risky sexual behaviour (Dermen_H&A 2011* [+]).  


The inclusion of a remote follow-up component did not alter the effectiveness 


of face to face interventions. No significant effect was seen the trials that 


incorporated either a mailed feedback component (Juarez_MI+MF 2006 [+]) 


or a telephone/e-mail follow-up component (Fleming 2010 [++]). 


All four interventions reported use of BCTs 3 Social support unspecified, and 


80 Information about environmental consequences. Three of the four 


interventions (Dermen_ALC 2011 [+], Juarez_MI+MF 2006 [+], Fleming 2010 


[++]) reported use of BCT 85 Social comparison. 


Evidence Statement 2.9 – Multi-session alcohol interventions among 


patients with or at risk for a cardiovascular condition 


Moderate evidence from three trials (Koelewijn-van Loon 2010* [+], 


Smeulders 2009* [+], Burke 2008* [+]) suggests that multi-session, face to 


face interventions that target multiple risk behaviours no more effective than 


usual care at reducing alcohol consumption among individuals with or at risk 


for cardiovascular conditions.  


This was seen in a one on one intervention with remote follow-up among 


individuals deemed eligible for cardiovascular risk management (Koelewijn-
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van Loon 2010* [+]), as well as multi-session group interventions  among 


individuals with congestive heart failure (Smeulders 2009* [+]) and 


overweight, hypertensive patients at risk for cardiovascular conditions (Burke 


2008* [+]). 


All three interventions reported use of BCT 3 Social support (unspecified), and 


62 Goal setting (behaviour). Two of the trials (Koelewijn-van Loon 2010* [+], 


Burke 2008* [+]) reported using BCT 63 Goal setting (outcome), and two 


(Smeulders 2009* [+], Burke 2008* [+]) reported use of BCT 64 Action 


planning. 


Evidence Statement 2.11 – Alcohol interventions among individuals 


recruited in non-primary care settings 


Moderate evidence from five trials suggests that brief interventions (Chang 


2011 [++], Lane 2008 [+], Feldman 2011 [++]) and multi-session interventions 


(Emmen 2005 [++], Gilbert 2008* [++]) are no more effective than 


comparators at changing alcohol consumption among risky drinkers in non-


primary care settings.  


This was seen among a diverse group of patients, including female risky 


drinkers recruited from a hospital outpatient clinic (Chang 2011 [++]), risky 


drinkers presenting at a sexual health clinic (Lane 2008 [+]) individuals being 


treated for opioid or cocaine dependence (Feldman 2011 [++]), and HIV 


positive adults (Emmen 2005 [++]; Gilbert 2008* [++]). 


All five interventions reported use of BCT 3 Social support unspecified. Four 


of the five (Chang 2011 [++], Lane 2008 [+], Feldman 2011 [++], Emmen 2005 


[++]) reported BCT 8 Feedback on behaviour, and three reported use of BCTs 


62 Goal setting (behaviour), 78 Information about health consequences, and 


80 Information about social and environmental consequences. 


Smoking 
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Evidence statement 3.6 – Multi-session smoking behaviour change 


interventions delivered face to face at both an individual and group level 


to patients with cardiovascular conditions or obstructed airways 


There is strong evidence from four trials (Wood 2008* [++], Vestfold Heartcare 


Study Group [VHSG] 2003* [++], Anthonisen 2005 [+], Mohiuddin 2007 [+]) 


that multiple session smoking cessation interventions delivered at both an 


individual and group level are effective at increasing smoking abstinence 


among patients with cardiovascular conditions or previously undetected mild 


to moderate airway obstruction. The effect was significant on point abstinence 


(Wood 2008* [+], VHSG 2003* [++]). The effect on abstinence sustained 


overtime was especially pronounced, with large effect sizes seen in cessation 


sustained for several years (Anthonisen 2005 [+]) and for three months 


(Mohiuddin 2007 [+]).  


No BCTs were common across all four interventions. 


Evidence statement 3.7 – Smoking behaviour change interventions 


delivered remotely or with remote follow-up for individuals with 


cardiovascular conditions  


Strong evidence from 13 interventions in 11 studies suggests that multi-


session smoking interventions delivered remotely (Vale 2003* [++]) or face to 


face with remote follow-up (Harting 2006* [+], Joseph 2008 [+], Hyman_Sic 


2007* [++], Hyman_Sec 2007* [++], Bock 2008 [+], Hilberink 2011 [+], 


Kotz_CC+Nort 2009 [++], Kotz_HE+Nort 2009 [++], Chouinard_IC+FU 2005 


[++], Koelewijn-van Loon 2010* [+], Groenveld 2011* [+], Sivarajan Froelicher 


2004 [+]) are no more effective than usual care at encouraging smokers with 


cardiovascular conditions or COPD to quit. 


The remotely delivered intervention (Vale 2003* [++]) was found to be no 


more effective than usual in terms of improving abstinence among patients 


hospitalised for CVD. 
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Eleven of the face to face interventions with remote follow-up resulted in no 


significant difference in smoking behaviour between the intervention and 


usual care arms at follow up (Joseph 2008 [+], Groenveld 2011* [+], 


Hyman_Sic 2007* [++], Hyman_Sec 2007* [++], Bock 2008 [+], Hilberink 2011 


[+], Kotz_CC+Nort 2009 [++], Kotz_HE+Nort 2009 [++], Chouinard_IC+FU 


2005 [++], Koelewijn-van Loon 2010* [+], Sivarajan Froelicher 2004 [+]), SMD 


range: -0.63 to 0.46; all non-significant. 


Only one trial (Harting 2006* [+]) resulted in a significant intervention effect. 


All of the BCTs reported in Harting 2006* [+] were also reported in other trials 


in this subgroup that found non-significant intervention effects.  


The intervention resulting in significant effects on the smoking behaviour did 


not report any BCTs which didn’t also appear in at least three of the 


interventions reporting non-significant effects, and also did not report use of 


any BCTs consistently found in smoking interventions with positive effects. 


Evidence statement 3.8 – Smoking interventions for ED or hospitalised 


patients 


Strong evidence from nine interventions described in eight trials suggests that 


brief (Molyneux_Cou 2003 [+], Molyneux_Cou+NRT 2003 [+], Lacasse 2008 


[+]), extended (Thomsen 2010 [+]) and multi-session (Sadr Azodi 2009 [++], 


Bernstein 2011 [++], Neuner 2009 [+], Ratner 2004 [++], Glasgow 2009 [+]) 


interventions are no more effective than usual care at encouraging cessation 


among ED or hospitalised patients. This non-significant effect was seen 


across intervention types, modes of delivery, and patient groups. 


Emergency Department patients 


Multi-session face to face interventions with remote follow-up appointments 


were not effective at altering the smoking behaviour of patients presenting in 


the Emergency Department (Bernstein 2011 [++], Neuner 2009 [+]). 


Hospitalised Medical or Surgical patients 
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No significant effects on smoking cessation were seen across the 


interventions delivered to hospitalised patients, regardless of intervention 


types and mode of delivery, and reason for hospitalisation. Among patients 


hospitalised for non-surgical reasons, the size and direction of effect varied, 


although all effects remained non-significant compared to usual care 


(Molyneux_Cou 2003 [+], Molyneux_Cou+NRT 2003 [+], Lacasse 2008 [+])  


This variation in size and direction of effect was seen among surgical patients 


as well (Sadr Azodi 2009 [++], Ratner 2004 [++], Thomsen 2010 [+], Glasgow 


2009 [+]). 


The only technique common to all nine interventions is BCT 3 Social support 


(unspecified).  Seven interventions (Molyneux_Cou+NRT 2003 [+], Lacasse 


2008 [+]), Thomsen 2010 [+], Sadr Azodi 2009 [++], Bernstein 2011 [++], 


Neuner 2009 [+], Ratner 2004 [++]) also reported use of BCT 4 


Pharmacological support. 


Evidence statement 3.9 – Single session smoking interventions for 


pregnant smokers 


Moderate evidence from four interventions described in two trials suggests 


that brief (Ondersma_CM-Lite 2012 [++], Ondersma_CD-5As+CM-Lite 2012 


[++], Ondersma_CD-5As 2012 [++]) and extended (Stotts_USF 2009 [+]) 


smoking interventions are no more effective than usual care at aiding 


pregnant smokers to quit.  


There was an inconsistent direction of and size of effect across the three brief 


remotely delivered interventions, however, all effects were non-significant 


(Ondersma_CM-Lite 2012 [++], Ondersma_CD-5As+CM-Lite 2012 [++], 


Ondersma_CD-5As 2012 [++]). 


An extended smoking intervention delivered face to face and one on one 


(Stotts_USF 2009 [+]) was no more effective than usual care at aiding 


smokers in quitting during pregnancy. 
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These interventions reported no common BCTs, and no use of BCTs 


consistently reported in interventions with positive effects. 


Evidence statement 3.11 – Multi-session smoking interventions with 


remote components for pregnant women 


Strong evidence from seven interventions suggests that multi-session 


remotely delivered interventions (Rigotti 2006 [+]) and face to face 


interventions with remote follow-up (McBride_WOI 2004 [++], McBride_PAI 


2004 [++], Stotts_MI+USF 2009 [+], Dornelas 2006 [+], Lawrence_SHM 2003 


[+], Lawrence_SHM+ICI 2003 [+]) are no more effective than usual care at 


getting women to quit smoking during their pregnancy.  


The six face to face trials with a remote component resulted in small to 


medium, non-significant effects (McBride_WOI 2004 [++], McBride_PAI 2004, 


Stotts_MI+USF 2009 [+],Dornelas 2006 [+], Lawrence_SHM+ICI 2003 [+],  


Lawrence_SHM 2003 [+]). The multi-session remotely delivered intervention 


(Rigotti 2006 [+]) resulted in a small, non-significant effect on postpartum 


smoking. 


The majority of these trials reported use of BCT 3 Social support 


(unspecified), which was also reported in the comparator arm of two of the 


interventions. BCT 61 Problem solving was reported in three of the seven 


interventions. 


Evidence statement 3.12 – Brief interventions for smokers who intend to 


quit 


Moderate evidence from three trials (Willemsen 2006 [+], Sutton 2007 [+], Toll 


2010 [++]) suggests that brief, remotely delivered interventions are no more 


effective than the comparator in terms smoking abstinence among individuals 


who are motivated to quit. All three trials resulted in very small, non-significant 


effects; two of these trials (Sutton 2007 [+], Toll 2010 [++]) offered adjunct or 


alternative quitline counselling, and had a direction of effect in favour of the 


intervention arm (Sutton 2007 [+], Toll 2010 [++]), which suggests that the 
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addition of brief interventions to established quitline counselling offers no 


significant benefit. The remaining trial (Willemsen 2006 [+]) resulted in a very 


small, negative, non-significant effect.  


The only BCT common across all three interventions is BCT 3 Social support 


(unspecified). Two trials (Willemsen 2006 [+], Toll 2010 [++]) also reported 


use of BCTs 4 Pharmacological support and 34 Adding objects to the 


environment; these two BCTs also were sued in the comparator arm of Toll 


2010 [++]. 


 


Evidence statement 3.13 – Multi-session smoking intervention for 


smokers who intend to quit 


Strong evidence from seven trials (Rodriguez-Aralejo 2003  [++], Nollen 2007 


[++], Joseph 2011 [++], Rabius 2004 [+], Free 2011 [++], Swartz 2006 [+], An 


2006 [+]) suggests that multi-session smoking interventions can be effective 


at aiding cessation attempts among smokers who are motivated to quit or 


report intending to quit within six months. One trial (Rodriguez-Aralejo 2003 


[++]) of a workplace based intervention, delivered face to face and one on 


one, resulted in a medium effect sustained abstinence among smokers 


motivated to quit (Nollen 2007 [++]), while a multi-session intervention with 


face to face and remote components was no more effective than usual care 


among African American males who wanted to quit smoking (). 


Five interventions used a remote delivery; all resulted in significant effects. 


Medium effect sizes were seen in both an internet based intervention (Swartz 


2006 [+]) and a multiple text message programme (Free 2011 [++]). 


Telephone counselling resulted in small to medium effect sizes across three 


trials (Joseph 2011 [++], Rabius 2004 [+], An 2006 [+]). 


The majority of these interventions reported use of BCT 4 Pharmacological 


support; this technique was also reported in both the intervention and control 


arms of the single non-significant intervention (Nollen 2007 [++]). 
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Evidence statement 3.14 – Smoking behaviour change interventions 


among smokers identified in primary care 


Strong evidence from four trials describing five interventions suggests brief 


(Unrod 2007 [+]) and multi-session (Borrelli 2005 [+], Pisinger_GC 2010 [+]) 


and remotely delivered (Pisinger_IC 2010 [+], Katz 2004 [+]) interventions are 


no more effective than usual care at improving abstinence among smokers 


identified in primary care settings. 


A brief intervention (Unrod 2007 [+]) delivered face to face and one on one 


during primary care appointments is no more effective than usual care at 


improving abstinence. Multi-session interventions were no more effective than 


usual care across several delivery mechanisms, including those delivered 


face to face one on one (Borrelli 2005 [+]), within a group (Pisinger_GC 2010 


[+]) or remotely (Pisinger_IC 2010 [+]; Katz 2004 [+]).   


No BCTs occurred in all five interventions; BCTs 70 Persuasive source and 


78 Information about health consequences were reported in three 


interventions. 


Diet 


Evidence Statement 4.1 – Overall Effectiveness of diet behaviour change 


interventions, BCT clusters and intervention functions 


There is strong evidence from 27 interventions (Giannuzzi 2008* [+], 


Wood_CP 2008* [++], White_TB 2012* [+], Osborn 2010* [+], Keogh 2011* 


[+], Clark 2004* [+], Glasgow 2006 [+], Thoolen 2009* [+], Toobert 2010* [+], 


Eakin 2010* [+], Burke 2008* [+], Hardcastle 2008* [+], Groenveld 2011* [+], 


Koelewijn-van Loon 2003* [++], Ellingsen 2005* [+], Wright_NE 2011 [+], 


Wright_TDF 2011 [+], Wood_HR 2008* [++], Lindahl 2009* [+], Stolley 2009* 


[+], van Wier_I 2009* [+], van Wier_T 2009* [+], Morey 2009* [++], Patrick 


2011* [+],Eakin 2007* [+], Guelinckx_B+LI 2010* [+], Sallit 2009* [+]) to 


suggest that individual level behaviour change interventions can have a small 


effect on dietary behaviour (SMD 0.33, 95% CI 0.24 to 0.42). 
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Meta-regression of the results of these RCTs suggested that following 


variables explain 18% of between study variance: 


 BCT cluster 12 Comparison of outcomes (regression coefficient 0.24, 95% 


CI -0.01 to 0.49, p=0.061) 


 Intervention function 5 ‘Training’ (regression coefficient -0.14, 95% CI -0.33 


to 0.05; p=0.142) 


 


Use of the BCT cluster 12 ‘Comparison of outcomes’ is associated with 


increased intervention effectiveness, while intervention function 5 ‘Training’ 


may be associated with reduced effectiveness of interventions. The evidence 


about the long term effects of these variables is not conclusive. 


Evidence statement 4.4 – Multi-session, face to face dietary 


interventions for individuals with cardiovascular conditions 


Moderate evidence from three interventions (Giannuzzi 2008* [+], Wood_CP 


2008* [++], White_TB 2012* [+]) suggests that multi-session dietary 


interventions that also address physical activity have a small, significant 


impact on eating habits among individuals with cardiovascular conditions. This 


effect was seen across several face to face delivery methods (individual: 


Giannuzzi 2008* [+] SMD 0.22, 95% CI 0.15 to 0.29; group: White_TB 2012* 


[+] SMD 0.46, 95% CI 0.05 to 0.88; combined: Wood_CP 2008* [++] SMD 


0.44, 95% CI 0.29 to 0.60). All of the interventions reported use of BCTs 3 


Social support (unspecified), 62 Goal setting (behaviour), and 64 Action 


planning. Two of the interventions (White_TB 2012* [+], Wood_CP 2008* [++]) 


also reported use of BCT 61 Problem solving.  


Physical Activity 


Evidence Statement 5.1 – Overall Effectiveness of physical activity 


behaviour change interventions, BCT clusters and intervention 


functions 
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There is strong evidence from 63 interventions (Grandes 2009 [++], Armit_ES 


2009 [++], McMurdo_BCI+P 2010* [+], Armit_ES+P 2009 [++], McMurdo_BCI 


2010* [+], Lawton 2008 [++], Elley 2003 [++], Hertogh 2010 [+], Nies 2003 [+], 


Marcus_TB 2007 [+], Kolt 2007 [+], Marcus_PB 2007 [+], Muniz 2010* [+], 


Giannuzzi 2008* [+], Wood_HR 2008* [++], Wood_CR 2008* [++], VHSG 


2003* [++], Smeulders 2009* [+], Tingstrom 2006 [+], White 2012* [+], Moore 


2006 [+], Vale 2003* [++], Reid 2012 [++], ter Bogt 2011* [+], Hardcastle 


2008* [+], Hyman_SiC 2007* [++], Hyman_SeC 2007* [++], van Sluijs 2005 


[++], Koelewijn-van Loon 2003* [+], Groeneveld 2011* [+], Horden 2009* [+], 


Harting 2006* [+], Eriksson 2009* [++], Burke 2008* [+], Eakin 2010* [+], Lorig 


2006* [++], Eakin 2007* [+], Luoto 2011* [+], Toobert 2010* [+], Thoolen 


2009* [+], Kirk_PA-P 2009 [+], Debussche 2012* [+], Clark 2004* [+], Di 


Loreto 2003 [+], Toobert 2011* [+], Keogh 2011* [+], Lorig_SM+MR 2010* 


[++], Lorig_SM 2010* [++], Kirk_PA-W 2009 [+], Lindahl 2009* [+], Vermunt 


2011* [+], Penn 2009* [+], Prestwich_II 2009 [+], Prestwich_II+SMS 2009 [+], 


Prestwich_SMS 2009 [+], Guelinckx 2010* [+], Kuller 2012* [+], Nijamkin 


2012* [++], van Wier_I 2009* [+], Pinto 2011 [++], Morey 2009* [++], Patrick 


2011* [+], van Wier_T 2009* [+]) to suggest that individual level behaviour 


change interventions can have a small effect on physical activity behaviour, 


with an effect size of 0.22 (95% CI 0.15 to 0.29).  


Meta-regression of the results of these RCTs found that the following 


variables explained 29.7% of between study variance: 


 BCT cluster 5 ‘Repetition and substitution’ (regression coefficient 0.18, 95% 


CI 0.05 to 0.31; p=0.006) 


 Intervention function 7 ‘Environmental restructuring’ (regression coefficient 


0.16, 95% CI 0.02 to 0.30; p=0.030) 


 BCT cluster 3 ‘Feedback and monitoring’ (regression coefficient -0.09, 95% 


CI -0.21 to 0.03; p=0.131) 


 BCT cluster 12 ‘Comparison of Outcomes’ (regression coefficient 0.12, 


95% CI -0.03 to 0.27; p=0.103)  
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 BCT cluster 1 ‘Social support’ (regression coefficient -0.13, 95% CI -0.27 to 


0.09; p=0.060) 


 


BCT cluster 5 ‘Repetition and substitution’ and Intervention function 7 


‘Environmental restructuring’ were associated with significantly increased 


effectiveness of the intervention, while BCT cluster 12 ‘Comparison of 


Outcomes’ was associated with a non-significant increase. BCT cluster 3 


‘Feedback and monitoring’ and BCT cluster 1 ‘Social support’ were associated 


with non-significant decreases in intervention effectiveness. 


These effects remain in the long term, with the effects of BCT clusters 5, 3 


and 12 and Intervention function 7 increasing in magnitude, and all being 


statistically significant. 


Evidence statement 5.5 – Multi-session physical activity interventions 


delivered face to face and one on one or combined one on one and 


group level to patients with cardiovascular conditions 


Strong evidence from four interventions (Muniz 2010* [+], Giannuzzi 2008* 


[+], Vestfold Heartcare Study Group [VHSG] 2003* [++], Wood_CR 2008* 


[++]) suggests that physical activity interventions (with an additional dietary 


component) delivered over multiple sessions at either one on one or 


combined one on one and group level are effective at physical activity among 


cardiovascular patients compared to usual care (Muniz 2010* [+] SMD 0.14, 


95% CI 0.01to 0.27; Giannuzzi 2008* [+] SMD 0.18, 95% CI 0.11 to 0.25; 


VHSG 2003* [++] SMD 0.48, 95% CI 0.16 to 0.80; Wood_CR 2008* [++] SMD 


0.86, 95% CI 0.75 to 0.98). 


All four interventions included use of BCT 3 Social support (unspecified) C2. 


Three of the four (Muniz 2010* [+], Giannuzzi 2008* [+], Wood_CR 2008* 


[++]) reported use of BCT 34 Adding objects to the environmentC2. The two 


interventions delivered one on one to cardiac patients reported use of BCTs 


68 CommitmentA2 and 70   Persuasive sourceA2. The two combined delivery 
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interventions (VHSG 2003* [++], Wood_CR 2008* [++]) reported use of BCT 


61 Problem solvingC2. 


Evidence statement 5.6– Multi-session physical activity interventions 


delivered face to face on a group level to patients with cardiovascular 


conditions 


Strong evidence from four interventions (Smeulders 2009* [+], Tingstrom 


2006 [+], White 2012* [+], Moore 2006 [+]) suggests that multi-session group 


interventions are no more effective than comparators at improving physical 


activity among patients with cardiovascular conditions. All four interventions 


resulted in very small to small, non-significant effects (Smeulders 2009* [+] 


SMD 0.10, 95% CI -0.12 to 0.33; Tingstrom 2006 [+] SMD 0.00, 95% CI -0.30 


to 0.30; White 2012* [+] SMD 0.22, 95 % CI -0.20 to 0.64; Moore 2006 [+] 


SMD 0.07, 95% CI -0.18 to 0.32). All four interventions reported use of BCTs 


3  Social support (unspecified)C2, and 62 Goal setting (behaviour)C2. 


Evidence statement 5.11 – Remotely delivered (or with remote 


components) physical activity interventions for individuals at elevated 


cardiovascular risk 


Strong evidence from six interventions suggests that multi-session 


interventions targeting more than one behaviour and delivered either face to 


face with a remote component (Koelewijn-van Loon 2003* [+], Groeneveld 


2011* [+], Hyman_SiC 2007* [++], Hyman_SeC 2007* [++], van Sluijs 2005 


[++]) or remotely (Eakin 2010* [+]) are no more effective than usual care at 


altering the physical activity behaviour of individuals with elevated CV risk. 


Among the face to face interventions with either remote follow-up or a 


remotely delivered component, several different population groups were 


involved, including individuals deemed eligible for cardiovascular risk 


management (Koelewijn-van Loon 2003* [+] SMD 0.03, 95% CI -0.22 to 0.28), 


male construction workers (Groeneveld 2011* [+] SMD 0.03, 95% CI -0.16 to 


0.22), black men with hypertension (Hyman_SiC 2007* [++] SMD 0.02, 95% 


CI -0.33 to 0.37; Hyman_SeC 2007* [++] SMD 0.03, 95% CI -0.32 to 0.39), 
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inactive individuals with hypertension, high cholesterol, T2DM or a 


combination of the three (van Sluijs 2005 [++] SMD -0.01, 95% CI -0.26 to 


0.25). 


A remotely delivered intervention addressing both physical activity and diet 


was no more effective than usual care at improving the amount of moderate 


intensity physical activity undertaken by individuals with hypertension or 


T2DM (Eakin 2010* [+] SMD -0.06, 95% CI -0.25 to 0.13). 


The only technique reported in all five interventions was BCT 3 Social support 


(unspecified). 


Overall 


Evidence statement 6.1 – Effectiveness of behaviour change techniques, 


clusters, intervention function and theory across sexual health, alcohol, 


smoking, diet and physical activity trials 


Evidence from 197 comparisons suggests that the following BCTs and 


intervention function may be associated with increased intervention 


effectiveness when analysed across behaviours (sexual health, alcohol, 


smoking, diet, and physical activity): 


 IF 7 Environmental restructuring (regression coefficient [β]=0.08, 95% CI -


0.02 to 0.18; p=0.134) 


 BCT 4 Pharmacological support (β=0.13, 95% CI 0.03 to 0.22; p=0.013)  


 BCT 29 Graded tasks (β=0.24, 95% CI 0.08 to 0.40; p=0.004)    


 BCT 65 Review behaviour goal(s) (β=0.09, 95% CI -0.02 to 0.20; p=0.115) 


 BCT 31 Restructuring the social environment (β=0.15, 95% CI -0.11 to 


0.41; p=0.254) 


 BCT 63 Goal setting (outcome) (β=0.07, 95% CI -0.02 to 0.16; p=0.133) 


 


The associations reached statistical significance for BCTs 4 and 29. 


These comparisons also provided evidence that the following BCTs may be 


associated with reduced intervention effectiveness: 
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 BCT 80 Information about social and environmental consequences (β=-


0.07, 95% CI -0.16 to 0.02; p=0.130) 


 BCT 14 Biofeedback (β=-0.15, 95% CI -0.42 to 0.11; p=0.257) 


 


Sensitivity analysis of studies with 6 months of follow up or longer (71 


comparisons) suggested that the BCTs retain the same direction effects in the 


long term. In the longer term BCT 63 Goal setting (outcome) was associated 


with a larger positive effect than in the overall analysis and the association 


became significant (β=0.17, 95% CI 0.01 to 0.32; p=0.037). The positive effect 


associated with intervention function 7 Environmental restructuring also 


increased in size and became statistically significant (β=0.16, 95% CI 0.008 to 


0.31; p=0.039).  


Meta-regression at the level of the BCT clusters supports a positive effect for 


BCT cluster 2 Regulation and BCT cluster 5 Repetition and substitution, which 


contains the two BCTs in the BCT level meta-regression with significant 


associations with intervention effectiveness (BCT 4 Pharmacological support 


in Cluster 2, and BCT 29 Graded tasks in Cluster 5). 


1.6 Summary and Discussion 


A major focus of this review was on analysing the effectiveness of behaviour 


change techniques (BCTs) in altering sexual health, alcohol consumption, 


smoking, dietary and physical activity behaviour. The approach taken relied 


on categorising the components of interventions using BCT taxonomy. This 


approach has several limitations that should be considered when interpreting 


results: 


 The sensitivity of the BCT taxonomy is reliant upon accurate and detailed 


reporting of the interventions; poorly described interventions may lead to an 


under detection of BCTs 


 Analysis of the effectiveness of BCTs relies on which BCTs have been 


adopted in previous interventions. Of the 89 individual techniques in the 


BCT taxonomy used, 29 were not detected during this review; it is not 
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possible to evaluate the effectiveness of these techniques to guide their 


use or non-use in future interventions 


  The BCT coding approach taken is reductionist, and decontextualizes 


these intervention components. The effectiveness of these techniques as 


well as the interventions as a whole may depend on additional factors 


 


Despite these limitations, the BCT taxonomy approach offers a technological 


advance on previous methods for understanding behaviour change 


interventions, by providing a standardised nomenclature for the description of 


intervention components. 


Which behaviour change techniques are effective for changing and/or 


sustaining change in specific behaviours only, such as alcohol or 


smoking, and which are more generalisable (i.e. effective across a range 


of behaviours)? 


Individual behaviour change techniques (BCTs) were considered across all 


five topic areas combined, while BCT clusters were considered at the level of 


individual behaviour areas.  


The overall multivariate analysis (across all five topics combined) suggests 


that the following BCTs/intervention functions may be effective at supporting 


behaviour change: 


 BCT 4 Pharmacological support, which involves providing or encouraging 


the use of or adherence to drugs in order to facilitate behaviour change 


 BCT 29 Graded tasks, which involves setting easy-to-perform, achievable 


tasks, and making them increasingly difficult until desired  behaviour is 


performed 


 BCT 65 Review behaviour goal(s), which involves jointly reviewing 


behavioural goals with the individual, and consideration of modifying the 


goal or behaviour change strategy in light of achievement  (this may involve 


re-setting the same goal, making a small change in that goal, or setting a 


new goal instead of/ in addition to the previous goal) 
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 BCT 31 Restructuring the social environment, which involves changing, or 


advising the individual to change, the social environment in order to 


facilitate performance of the wanted behaviour, or creating barriers to the 


unwanted behaviour  


 BCT 63 Goal setting (outcome), which involves setting or agreeing to a 


goal defined in terms of a positive outcome of the desired behaviour 


 Intervention function 7 Environmental restructuring had a positive effect. 


This function is seen in interventions that report changing the physical or 


social context in which the behaviour is or could be performed. 


 


Examination of the multivariate analyses results across the five topics 


combined compared to the results from each individual topic area suggests 


that the following techniques and functions may have more generalisable 


effects:  


 BCT-Cluster 12 Comparison of outcomes – this BCT cluster shows an 


effect in diet and physical activity, but not an overall effect. Commonly 


reported techniques in this cluster include: 


o BCT 70 Persuasive source, which occurs when a credible figure, such 


as a health professional, provides information in favour of or against a 


given behaviour. Within this cluster, only BCT 70 showed an effect in the 


overall analyses: it had an effect in the univariate analysis but was not 


retained in the final multivariate model 


o BCT 71 Pros and cons, which involves advising the individual to identify 


and compare reasons for wanting and not wanting to change their 


behaviour 


 


 Intervention function 7 Environmental restructuring (and by extension 


possibly the linked BCTs 31 Restructuring the social environment and 34 


Adding objects to the environment) seem to have an effect in physical 


activity, smoking, as well as an overall effect 
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BCTs, clusters and functions with effects in specific behaviour areas only may 


include: 


 BCT 1 Social support (practical), which involves advising on, arranging or 


providing practical help for the performance of the behaviour. This 


technique is associated with a positive effect in smoking, but a negative 


effect in physical activity 


 BCT 4 Pharmacological support, which does have an overall effect, but this 


is likely to be largely due to its effect in smoking, where it generally 


indicates recommendation or provision of nicotine replacement therapy 


 BCT 29 Graded tasks, which is associated with an overall effect, this may 


relate to the effect of its cluster (BCT-C 5 Repetition and substitution) in 


physical activity. BCT 29 may be less relevant/applicable in certain areas 


e.g. sexual health where graded tasks are less likely to be used to 


encourage changes in sexual behaviour or practices 


 BCTs 63 Review behaviour goal(s) and 65 Goal setting (outcome) have a 


positive effect in the overall analysis, but their cluster (BCT-Cluster 11 


Goals and planning) has a negative effect in smoking and no identified 


effect in other behaviours. This may indicate that in the non-smoking areas 


these BCTs are associated with a positive effect that is not large enough to 


be detected individually 


 BCT cluster 3 Feedback and monitoring is associated with a positive effect 


in alcohol, but a negative effect in physical activity 


 Intervention function 5 Training, which involves imparting skills to aid in the 


performance of the desired behaviour, was associated with a negative 


effect in diet but not in other areas 


 Intervention function 2 Persuasion, which involves using communication to 


induce positive or negative feelings, or to stimulate action, was associated 


with a negative effect in alcohol but not in other areas 
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Which specific behaviour change techniques and combinations of 


behaviour change techniques are effective at changing behaviour in the 


long term (over 6 months) and/or sustaining behaviour change in 


individual-level interventions? 


The overall sensitive analysis of studies with long term (>6 months) post-


intervention follow-up assessed the effectiveness of BCTs  across the five 


topic areas combined. This analysis suggests that the following variables 


were significantly associated with effective interventions: 


 BCT 4 Pharmacological support 


 BCT 63 Goal setting (outcome) 


 IF 7 Environmental restructuring 


 


Sensitivity analysis of studies with long term follow-up within each individual 


behaviour area was also carried out. This reduced the number of studies 


available for analysis (71 in total), and fewer variables were found to be 


significantly associated with intervention effects. The analysis suggests that 


the following BCT clusters and intervention functions were significantly 


associated with effectiveness: 


 Alcohol 


o BCT cluster 3 Feedback and monitoring (significant positive effect) 


 Smoking 


o No variables associated with significant long term effectiveness  


 Diet 


o No variables associated with significant long term effectiveness  


 Physical activity 


o BCT-Cluster 5 Repetition and substitution (significant positive effect) 


o BCT-Cluster 12 Comparison of outcomes (significant positive effect) 


o IF 7 Environmental Restructuring (significant positive effect) 


o BCT-Cluster 3 Feedback and monitoring (significant negative effect) 
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No sensitivity analysis was carried out for sexual health as none of the factors 


were found to account for between any of the between study variance in 


primary univariate analysis. 


 


Which interventions are effective at changing behaviour and/or 


sustaining behaviour change in individual-level interventions? 


In addition to the quantitative analysis of behaviour change techniques, 


clusters and functions, interventions were narratively reviewed according to 


two variables: type (brief, extended or multi-session) and delivery method 


(face to face, remote, one on one and/or group). 


The majority of interventions were provided over multiple sessions. 


Intervention type tended to vary according to the population receiving the 


intervention – for example, brief interventions were more common among 


individuals identified on the basis of behaviour alone (e.g. smoking) rather 


than health status and behaviour (e.g. smokers with CVD).  


Intervention Type 


Overall, studies found that brief interventions (single sessions lasting less 


than thirty minutes) were no more effective than comparators at altering 


behaviour. Many of these studies targeted alcohol consumption among 


university students in the United States or heavy/at risk drinkers presenting in 


the Emergency Department or primary care. The lack of observed 


effectiveness may be due to particular difficulties altering drinking behaviour in 


these populations (other intervention types also largely resulted in no 


significant differences in alcohol consumption in these populations/settings. 


Few studies assessed extended interventions. These  were mainly provided 


to heavy/risky drinking university students with the aim of reducing alcohol 


consumption. The lack of effectiveness seen among these interventions may 


be due to difficulties in addressing alcohol consumption in this group, rather 


than due to the intervention type itself. 
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Across the five topic areas, multi-session interventions were more likely to be 


used and more likely to be effective than the other types of intervention. This 


effectiveness varied across population groups and delivery method, however. 


Interventions provided to individuals with clinical disease (CVD, T2DM) were 


most likely to be provided over multiple sessions, and most likely to address 


multiple behaviours. The effectiveness of these interventions may be due to a 


combination of intervention intensity, content, context and population 


characteristics.  


While the categorisation of intervention type used in this review provides a 


proxy measure of intensity (with brief interventions being less intense and 


multiple sessions more intense), it does not capture all aspects of it, and 


further assessment is necessary to clarify which aspects of these multi-


session interventions are effective at encouraging behaviour change. 


Delivery method 


Frequency of use and effectiveness of each delivery method varied across the 


topic areas and population groups. Face to face, one on one interventions 


were most common in the sexual health, alcohol and smoking topics, and 


among interventions delivered in clinical settings such as primary care or 


Emergency Departments. Remotely delivered interventions (alone or as a 


follow-up to face to face interventions) were used most frequently in the 


smoking and physical activity topics. However, no clear trends in 


effectiveness among different delivery methods were observed. 


How do the effects of individual interventions vary across different 


population groups? 


Trials in each behaviour area were grouped according to key participant 


characteristics. These characteristics broadly mirrored the individual level 


criteria used to assess eligibility for inclusion in the review, that is, existing 


behavioural or health-status factors that indicate the need for or 


appropriateness of a behaviour change intervention. Some of these 


population groups were specific to the individual areas of interest (e.g. 
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individuals with HIV or other STI in the sexual health section), while others 


applied to several behavioural areas (e.g. individuals with or at risk for CVD in 


the alcohol, smoking, diet and physical activity sections).  


There was considerable heterogeneity in both participant and intervention 


characteristics within each population group. Such heterogeneity may account 


for variation in intervention effectiveness, but was not assessed in this review. 


A summary and discussion of the effectiveness of behaviour change 


interventions within the main population groups is provided for each behaviour 


area. 


Sexual Health 


There was a limited number of sexual health studies included in the review. 


Further dividing these studies results in most populations being represented 


by only 3 to four trials; this limits the conclusions that can be drawn regarding 


the effectiveness of sexual health interventions among any given population. 


Overall, interventions had no significant effect on the sexual health behaviours 


of: 


 Men who have sex with men  


 


Interventions had inconsistent effects on the sexual health behaviours of: 


 Women at risk of unintended pregnancy 


 Individuals at risk of acquiring HIV or other STIs 


 Individuals with HIV or other STIs 


 


Alcohol 


A large proportion of alcohol behaviour change trials recruited participants 


with clinical illness (e.g. cardiovascular disease) or from clinical settings (e.g. 


surgical wards or primary care practices). These interventions were generally 


compared to usual care, which may provide unreported or under reported 


strategies to reduce alcohol consumption among these populations. It is 
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unclear in the majority of these trials whether the observed lack of 


effectiveness is due to overall difficulties in altering the behaviour of these 


populations, factors relating to the interventions themselves, or fairly robust 


yet poorly described usual care strategies targeting alcohol consumption. 


Overall, interventions had no significant effect on the alcohol consumption 


behaviours of: 


 Individuals with or at risk for cardiovascular conditions 


 Emergency Department or hospitalised patients 


 Primary care patients 


 University students 


 


Interventions may be effective at changing the alcohol consumption behaviour 


of: 


 Pregnant and postpartum women. However this evidence was limited to 


two interventions; this may be an area of interest for future research 


 


Smoking 


The effectiveness of smoking interventions varies considerably across 


different population groups. As with interventions in other behaviour areas, 


considerable variation was seen in participant characteristics within each 


subpopulation. Additionally, usual care generally served as the comparator in 


trials recruiting smokers with clinical illness (e.g. CVD or COPD) and in those 


recruiting from clinical settings (e.g. Emergency Departments, primary or 


antenatal care settings). Similar to alcohol interventions using usual care as 


the comparator, in these cases it is especially unclear whether any observed 


lack of effect is due the populations, the interventions, or fairly robust yet 


poorly described usual care smoking cessation strategies. 


Overall, interventions may be effective at changing the smoking behaviours 


of: 
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 Smokers who are motivated or interested in quitting 


 


Interventions had inconsistent effects on the smoking behaviours of: 


 Individuals with or at risk for cardiovascular or respiratory conditions 


 Pregnant and postpartum women 


 


Overall, interventions had no significant effect on the smoking behaviours of: 


 Emergency Department or hospitalised patients (e.g. surgical patients) 


 Primary care patients 


 Individuals with or at risk for cardiovascular conditions 


 


Diet 


The subpopulations in this topic area were represented by only a handful of 


studies, which limits the conclusions that can be drawn within or across the 


groups. 


Overall, interventions that address both diet and physical activity may be 


effective at changing the dietary behaviours of: 


 Individuals with cardiovascular conditions  


 


Interventions had inconsistent effects on the smoking behaviours of: 


 Individuals with Type 2 Diabetes 


 Individuals at risk for cardiovascular conditions 


 Overweight or obese individuals 


 


Physical activity 


As with the sexual health and diet areas, subpopulations in the physical 


activity review were represented by only a handful of studies, which limits the 


conclusions that can be drawn within or across the groups. 
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Interventions had inconsistent effects on the smoking behaviours of: 


 Individuals with or at risk for cardiovascular conditions 


 Individuals with or at risk for Type 2 Diabetes 


 Inactive or underactive individuals 


 


Interventions that address both physical activity and diet may be effective at 


changing the activity behaviours of: 


 Overweight or obese individuals 


 


Social Inequalities 


The majority of included studies did not target low SES or BME groups, nor 


specify the socioeconomic or ethnic characteristics of their participants. This 


limits the number of studies available for synthesis in this section, and thus 


the conclusions that can be drawn regarding the effectiveness of behaviour 


change interventions in these populations.  


Overall, there were a limited number of studies that reported participant 


characteristics in a manner suitable for assessing the effect of these 


behaviour change interventions among economically disadvantaged 


individuals, or individuals in minority ethnic groups. While these studies 


suggest that behaviour change interventions can be effective among these 


populations, given the limitations of this synthesis, it is unclear whether the 


variation in effectiveness seen is related to target behaviours, intervention 


content and design, participant SES, ethnicity, or other characteristics. 


Which theories explain when, why and how behaviour change is 


maintained? 


Theory was included as a variable in all meta-regression analyses (both the 


overall analysis as well as those carried out in individual behaviour areas). 


Theories were used in a minority of interventions, and the absence of positive 


effects of theory use in the meta-regression analyses suggests there was no 
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clear advantage to using theory to inform interventions. This conclusion is 


qualified, however, by a key limitation of our coding of theory use. 


Preliminary attempts were made to apply a robust 19-item theory coding 


frame. Due to insufficient descriptions of theory in the included trials, however, 


many of these items could not be coded. Therefore, a single-item assessment 


of theory use was adopted. While theory can be used in multiple ways to 


inform the basis of an intervention, the coding approach taken in the current 


review is not able to distinguish between instances in which theory is 


mentioned in the intervention description but not used to inform content, and 


those instances in which theory is integrated into all parts of the intervention 


(development, implementation, evaluation).  
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2 Introduction 


The National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) is undertaking 


a partial update of public health guidance 6 (PH6, Behaviour change at 


population, community and individual levels) in order to provide guidance on 


behaviour change at the individual level, and interventions based on choice 


architecture at individual, community and population level.  


This evidence review supports the partial update of PH6 by assessing the 


evidence base of individual level behaviour change interventions, with a 


particular focus on the behaviour change techniques used in these 


interventions, including health promotion and disease prevention interventions 


aimed at changing an individual’s behaviour. This differs from the wider remit 


of the original PH6, which also included population and community behaviour 


change interventions. For the current guidance, an intervention is considered 


to operate at the individual level if a person is selected of the basis of an 


existing health status or behaviour. For example, vouchers for healthier food 


options offered to anyone with a specific biomarker (for example, a specific 


body mass index) or health status (for example, obesity), would be an 


individual-level intervention. Offering vouchers to everyone in the country or a 


specific city would not be an individual level intervention. 


Individual behaviours can have a substantial impact on people’s health, and 


play a role in the development of non-communicable diseases (NCDs), and 


communicable diseases in the case of sexual health. The NCD conditions, 


which include cardiovascular disease, type 2 diabetes, cancers and 


respiratory diseases, are now the leading cause of death both in the UK and 


worldwide (ONS 2102, WHO 2010). The World Health Organisation (WHO) 


reports that smoking, harmful alcohol use, lack of physical activity and an 


unhealthy diet are considered to be the four main behavioural risk factors for 


NCDs (WHO 2010). Interventions that can effectively alter these individual 


behaviours may  have a substantial impact on the burden of disease 


throughout the UK.  
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Theoretical and methodological perspectives 


Developing and implementing effective behaviour change interventions 


depends on understanding the determinants of change. Health behaviour 


theories, drawn from psychology and other disciplines, offer summaries of 


hypothesised causal processes that precede behaviour, and so offer a 


framework for developing and evaluating behaviour change interventions. 


These theories can be categorised into two main types. Predictive theories 


seek to describe the psychological constructs that determine engagement in 


health-related behaviours; these can be further categorised into motivational 


theories, which focus on the thoughts and beliefs that determine an 


individual’s intention to engage in a behaviour (e.g. the Theory of Planned 


Behaviour [Ajzen 1991], Protection Motivation Theory [Rogers 1983]); and 


volitional or self-regulation theories, which explore the determinants of 


translating intention into action (e.g. Control Theory [Carver & Scheier, 1982]). 


Stage-based theories propose that the behaviour change process comprises 


qualitatively different stages  (such as initiation and maintenance), each of 


which is characterised by different psychological constructs (e.g. the 


Transtheoretical Model, also known as the ‘Stages of Change’ Model; 


Prochaska & DiClemente 1983). Health behaviour theories propose that 


psychological constructs are the closest determinant of behaviour, and that 


changing these constructs should lead to changes in behaviour. Identifying 


the theoretical basis of behaviour change interventions as part of evidence 


synthesis can help to identify the social, cultural and psychological variables 


associated with behaviour change. 


Substantial advances have been made in behaviour change technology since 


the publication of NICE’s 2007 public health guidance in behaviour change. 


Health behaviour theories focus on predictors of behaviour change, but rarely 


specify which techniques bring about changes in behaviour. Extensive lists, or 


‘taxonomies’, that specify and define discrete behaviour change techniques 


(BCTs) have been proposed (Abraham & Michie 2008; Michie et al 2013). 


These offer the opportunity to identify the ‘active ingredients’ of previously 


published behaviour change interventions (Michie 2009). A state-of-the-art 
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generic taxonomy is available which identifies and categorises 89 BCTs into 


sixteen theoretical clusters (Michie 2013). Combining BCT coding with meta-


regression analysis within evidence synthesis can help to identify the discrete 


BCTs, or theoretical clusters, most closely associated with behaviour change 


(Michie 2009). Additionally, a systematic framework (the ‘Behaviour Change 


Wheel’; Michie 2011b) has been developed for the categorisation of behaviour 


change interventions according to their intended function (e.g. education, 


persuasion, training, etc.). This framework can be used to identify the types of 


interventions that are most effective in engineering change in particular 


behaviour domains. 


Our review uses a combination of these tools to categorise and evaluate 


components of interventions. We coded descriptions of eligible behaviour 


change interventions for theory use (i.e. whether and which behaviour change 


theories were used to inform the intervention), the presence of BCTs,  BCT 


clusters, and intervention function. Meta-regression analyses were used to 


identify which of the intervention components were most associated with 


behaviour change.  


Equality and equity issues 


Health behaviours and outcomes vary across socioeconomic and ethnic 


groups (Michie 2008)(Wilkinson 2011). In the UK, socioeconomic status 


(SES) has been reported to be associated with smoking, dietary, and physical 


activity behaviours: individuals in routine and manual occupational groups are 


more likely to smoke, less likely to eat five portions of fruit and vegetable each 


day, and less likely to take regular exercise than individuals in managerial and 


professional groups (Michie 2008).  Chronic disease mortality rates are also 


higher among those in lower SES groups (Michie 2008).  While there is a less 


clear pattern across ethnicities, inequalities have been reported in black and 


minority ethnic (BME) groups in terms of both health behaviours and 


outcomes, with heath and mortality inequities among BME groups being 


“particularly pronounced alongside higher prevalence of some health-risk 


behaviours” (Wilkinson 2011). Whether the effectiveness of a behaviour 
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change intervention varies across different population groups of interest, as 


changes in behaviour in these groups could have an impact on reducing 


health inequalities. 


This is the second of three external evidence reviews commissioned by NICE 


to update the current public health guidance on behaviour change (PH6). This 


is a review of the evidence of effectiveness of interventions and behaviour 


change techniques in individual-level interventions for smoking, alcohol, diet, 


physical activity and sexual health. Interventions at a community or population 


level are not considered in this review.  


The four questions that this review (Review 2) aims to contribute to are: 


1. a. Which interventions are effective at changing behaviour and/or 


sustaining behaviour change in individual-level interventions? 


b. Which specific behaviour change techniques and combinations of 


behaviour change techniques are effective at changing behaviour in 


the long term (over 6 months) and/or sustaining behaviour change in 


individual-level interventions? 


2. Which behaviour change techniques are effective for changing and/or 


sustaining change in specific behaviours only, such as alcohol or 


smoking, and which are more generalisable (i.e. effective across a 


range of behaviours)? 


3. How do the effects of individual interventions vary across different 


population groups? 


4. Which theories explain when, why and how behaviour change is 


maintained?  


The accompanying reviews are Reviews 1 and 3. Review 1 summarises the 


existing state of knowledge and guidance on behaviour change as described 


in current NICE public health guidance. Review 3 is a qualitative review that 


addresses one further question regarding the competencies required to 
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deliver effective interventions and techniques as well as patient views. Review 


2 should be interpreted alongside the findings of the other two reviews, as 


well as existing NICE guidance. 


3 Methods 


Briefly, the steps in this review were: 


 Identifying relevant studies by systematic searches of electronic literature 


databases 


 Selecting relevant studies relating to individual-level behaviour change 


interventions that meet inclusion criteria 


 Assessing the quality of the included studies 


 Extracting data from the best quality included studies, including coding 


behaviour change techniques (BCTs), intervention function, and the use of 


theory in the interventions 


 Carrying out meta-regression to identify which BCTs are associated with 


effectiveness 


 Summarising findings and drafting evidence statements relating to BCTs, 


intervention function, and theory use that address the questions for the 


review 


 


Further details are described in the Sections 3.1 to 3.3. 


3.1 Scope of the review 


The scope of the review is reported in Appendix A. 


The wide remit of the current evidence review (addressing any of a potentially 


wide range of individual behaviour change interventions across five different 


areas) suggested that without including a study design constraint, a very large 


volume of studies could potentially be relevant. Therefore initial searches for 


this review were limited to detect only systematic reviews and RCTs. If any 


areas were found to have limited numbers of systematic reviews and RCTs, 


searches would have been expanded to include other study designs. 
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However, this was not required as a large volume of very good/good quality 


studies was retrieved in the systematic review and RCT search. 


3.2 Systematic searches  


The evidence review for previous NICE Behaviour Change guidance (PH6) 


covered systematic reviews published up to February 2006. To cover the lag 


between RCTs being published and included in systematic reviews, for the 


current review systematic searches were for papers published in English from 


2003 onwards. The following databases were searched:  


 Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews (Cochrane Library) 


 Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects  (Centre for Reviews and 


Dissemination) 


 MEDLINE In Process (OvidSP) 


 EMBASE (OvidSP) 


 PsycINFO (OvidSP) 


 ERIC Free (Education Resources Information Center) 


 CinAHL (EBSCOhost) 


 Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (Cochrane Library) 


 Applied Social Science Index and Abstracts (Proquest, supplied by NICE) 


 HMIC (OvidSP) 


 Social Policy & Practice (Ovid, supplied by NICE) 


 


Searches and filters used were adapted to suit the content and indexing of 


each database, searches strategies can be found in Appendix B. 


The main search strategy was developed, working closely with the team at 


CPHE at NICE, in MEDLINE through testing to identify the optimal search 


(best balance between sensitivity and specificity) that was fit for purpose. 


Modified SIGN filters for retrieving RCTs and systematic reviews were used. 


The main search strategy has facets for the five behaviours linked by OR, 


which together are paired via AND with a behaviour change intervention facet. 


After this section of the search we included two lines to identify those articles 
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that study behaviour change across a range of behaviours, and hence may 


not be picked up by the original combination that concentrated on articles 


focused on particular behaviours. The development of the search was tested 


against a group of 21 independently retrieved RCTs and SRs. Two were 


initially missed, but with the addition of “brief intervention” into the search both 


the articles were retrieved. 


Search results were uploaded and managed in Reference Manager 12. 


3.3 Selecting studies for inclusion 


3.3.1 First pass appraisal 


Evidence identified in the search was filtered at the title/abstract level by an 


Information Specialist to remove any clearly non-relevant material. Studies 


were excluded on the basis of the following: 


 Clearly non-relevant question 


 Clearly non-relevant study design (e.g. letters, animal studies, uncontrolled 


studies, non-systematic reviews) 


 Non-relevant intervention area (i.e. not alcohol, smoking, diet, physical 


activity, sexual health) 


 Clearly a non-individual level intervention 


 Not a behaviour change intervention (e.g. abstract does not describe 


inclusion of a behavioural outcome; studies assessing the effect of a drug 


only) 


 Wrong population group (i.e. in children aged <16 years) 


 


Any uncertainties regarding inclusion/exclusion were resolved by discussion 


with a second information specialist. This stage of screening acted as a 


“coarse filter” and erred on the side of inclusion, to avoid exclusion of studies 


that might be relevant. The filtered references were tagged in a Reference 


Manager database and passed on to a Research Analyst for second pass 


appraisal. 
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3.3.2 Second pass appraisal  


Detailed inclusion/exclusion criteria were developed based on the scope to 


assist with second pass and full text appraisals. These are summarised in 


Appendix C.  


Due to the large number of studies retrieved, additional exclusion criteria were 


agreed with NICE, including the exclusion of studies undertaken in developing 


world countries, feasibility/exploratory studies, studies with fewer than 100 


participants, dissertations and conference abstracts.  


A 10% sample of titles and abstracts was double screened for eligibility, 


resulting in 86% agreement (kappa 0.68). Disagreements were resolved by 


discussion, with recourse to a third analyst if needed. Information on reasons 


for exclusion was recorded in Reference Manager, and possible reasons for 


exclusion are reported in Appendix C. If it was unclear whether a study met 


inclusion/exclusion criteria the full text was obtained. 


3.3.3 Full text appraisal  


The full text papers were appraised by a Research Analyst, using the detailed 


criteria described in Appendix C. Information on reason for exclusion were 


recorded. A 10% sample of full texts was double screened at this stage as 


agreed with the NICE team. There was a 96.3% overall agreement (kappa 


0.93). Disagreements regarding inclusion/exclusion were resolved by 


discussion, with recourse to a third analyst if needed. 


3.3.4 Quality appraisal 


Quality appraisal was carried out using NICE quantitative study quality 


checklists. The ratings are as follows: 


[++] All or most of the NICE checklist criteria have been fulfilled; where they 


have not been fulfilled the conclusions are very unlikely to alter.  


[+] Some of the checklist criteria have been fulfilled, where they have not 


been fulfilled, or not adequately described, the conclusions are unlikely to 


alter.  
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[-] Few or no checklist criteria have been fulfilled and the conclusions are 


likely or very likely to alter.  


 


Studies with a [-] internal validity score were double appraised, and if there 


was agreement that the internal validity score was [-] they were excluded. A 


10% sample of the remaining studies underwent double screening, with 82% 


agreement (kappa 0.65). Disagreements were resolved by discussion, with 


recourse to a third analyst if needed.  


3.3.5 Grouping of interventions 


The following definitions have been adopted for grouping the individual level 


interventions, their types and modes of delivery in the population subgroups of 


interest.  


 


 Brief interventions: Single session interventions, usually opportunistic, and 


lasting less than 30 minutes. 


 Extended interventions: Single session interventions, lasting more than 30 


minutes 


 Multi-session intervention: Interventions that are not “brief” but delivered 


over several sessions, these may include sessions delivered on referral 


from another provider (i.e. following a brief intervention).  


 Face to face, one to one interventions: Interventions delivered in settings 


and situations that allow eye contact, and delivered by one to one 


professional contacts, counselling or other contact between a single person 


and a single professional.  


 Face to face, group interventions: Interventions delivered in settings and 


situations that allow eye contact, and delivered to a group of individuals 


e.g. group counselling, group education. 


 Remotely delivered interventions: Includes interventions delivered by 


telephone proactively or reactively (quitlines); SMS or text message; 


web/internet; and video without face to face contact. 
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3.3.6 Coding behaviour change techniques, intervention 


function, and theory use 


BCT coding was based on an 89-item BCT taxonomy (Michie et al. 


2011a)(Michie et al. 2012). This taxonomy contains explicit definitions of 


individual BCTs, which are defined as “replicable components of an 


intervention designed to alter or redirect causal processes that regulate 


behaviour; that is, a technique is proposed to be an ‘active ingredient” (Michie 


et al. 2011a). Each technique is classified into one of 16 theoretical clusters 


(e.g. BCT Cluster 1 “Social Support”).  


The 89-item BCT taxonomy 'BCT taxonomy v1.0’ (May 2012) has 


subsequently been expanded into a 93-item taxonomy “BCT taxonomy v1.1” 


(August 2012) in which one BCT from the 89-item version (BCT 60 


“Incentive”) has been broken down into five discrete BCTs (i.e. material 


incentive for behaviour, material incentive for outcome, social incentives, non-


specific incentives, self-incentives). The 93-item taxonomy v1 was not used in 


this review (Review 2) as it was not available at the time this review was 


initiated, but it has been used for a separate cost effectiveness review of 


behaviour change interventions for NICE (Shahab et al. unpublished 


document [link will be added to final version on NICE website]).  


In the text individual BCTs are referred to by their number and brief title for 


brevity. When interpreting the content of each BCT, it is important to read the 


full details of what each BCT comprises (see Appendix D). 


Interventions were also categorised according to which one or more of nine 


functions they served (education; persuasion; incentivisation; coercion; 


training; restriction; environmental restructuring; modelling; enablement), as 


taken from the ‘Behaviour Change Wheel’ (Michie et al. 2011b). 


The extent to which interventions are based on theory was coded using a 


single item coding frame. Initially it was planned to use more items in a 


modified version of Michie and Prestwich’s 19-item coding frame, which 


assesses the use of theory in justifying or developing an intervention, or 
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selecting intervention techniques or recipients (Michie and Prestwich 2010). 


This coding frame was intended to be used in this review, but early 


applications to published interventions showed that interventions were 


insufficiently described for many of the items to be coded. Therefore a single-


item assessment of theory use was used to reflect the degree to which any 


theory applied to an intervention’s development or use can affect outcomes. 


The term ‘theory use’ throughout this review refers to this single-item coding. 


See Appendix D for descriptions of the BCT taxonomy, BCT clusters, 


intervention functions and theory use coding frames used in this report. The 


number of items in each of the coding frames is given below and indicates the 


level of specificity in each of the coding structures. 


 BCT taxonomy (89 items)  


 BCT clusters (16 clusters; a cluster was coded as present when at least 


one of the individual BCTs in the cluster was present) 


 Intervention function (9 items) 


 Theory use (1 item) 


 


Where insufficient evidence on the interventions was available in the 


published reports to allow BCT coding, additional information was sought on 


the intervention using links or references in the published study. Time 


constraints meant that it was not feasible to contact authors for additional 


information regarding the methods used in the interventions.  


Based on expert advice, where a single intervention targeted more than one 


of the five behavioural areas of interest, all BCT codes used to target these 


areas were ascribed to the intervention, rather than separately coding the 


BCTs targeting each individual behavioural area of interest. This was because 


when delivered together, BCTs targeting different behavioural areas may 


influence other behaviours as well as those directly targeted. 


BCTs, intervention functions, and theory use were coded for both intervention 


and comparator arms.  
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3.3.7 Results extraction and summary 


Results data were extracted from the included studies. As studies often used 


multiple outcomes within an individual behaviour area, an outcome hierarchy 


was used to select one outcome for each behaviour area assessed in each 


study for inclusion. This outcome hierarchy was based on a judgement of the 


relative importance and reliability of outcomes (e.g. sustained biochemically 


confirmed quitting being judged to be the most important smoking outcome). 


The outcome hierarchy is described in more detail in Appendix E. For the 


overall meta-regression, one effect size per intervention was entered into 


each model. Where a single intervention targeted multiple behaviour areas, 


the calculated effect sizes for each of these areas was averaged to avoid a 


unit of analysis error. 


Where a study compared multiple interventions to a single control, the control 


group sample size was divided by the number of interventions when 


calculating the effect size and associated standard error (thus avoiding a unit 


of analysis error).  


Studies were only included in the review if they provided data which could be 


converted into standardised mean differences (SMDs) for comparison across 


studies and use in the meta-analysis and meta-regression. The SMDs were 


standardised so that a positive SMD represented a benefit with the 


intervention (favoured intervention), and a negative SMD represented a 


benefit with the comparator (favoured comparator). 


The following guidelines were used when interpreting effect sizes: 


 very small effect size: SMD <0.2 


 small effect size: SMD ≥0.2 but <0.5 


 a medium effect size: SMD ≥0.5 but <0.8 


 large effect size: SMD ≥0.8 


 


The same guidelines apply regardless of the direction of effect, for example, 


an effect side of 0.3 is considered small, as is an effect size of -0.3. 
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A graphical approach was taken to summarising the frequency of use of 


individual BCTs and effectiveness in the individual areas. The graphs also 


indicate the direction of effect of the trials including the BCTs (favouring 


intervention or control), and the significance of the effect. These graphs were 


used to give a general picture of effectiveness of interventions containing the 


individual BCTs. However, caution should be taken in inferring the 


effectiveness of individual BCTs on the basis of these graphs, as they do not 


indicate effect sizes or size of the individual trials.  


In order to consider the BCTs used in different populations in the wider 


context of all trials in each specific behaviour area, a coding system was 


developed to annotate each BCT. The alphanumeric codes are outlined in 


Table 1. 


Table 1: BCT annotation based on direction and significance of effect 


Direction of effect across all interventions in the specified behaviour area 
A BCT found in interventions with a positive direction of effect only (i.e. effect favours 


intervention) 


B BCT found in interventions with a negative direction of effect only (i.e. effect favours 
control) 


C BCT found in interventions with positive and negative directions of effect (i.e. 
inconsistent direction of effect – some favouring intervention, some favouring control) 


Significance of effect across all interventions in the specified behaviour area 


1 BCT found in one intervention with a significant positive effect 


2 BCT found in more than one intervention with a significant positive effect  


 


For example, a BCT annotated with ‘A1’ is reported only in interventions with 


a positive direction of effect, at least one of which was found to be statistically 


significant, while a code of ‘C2’ indicates the BCT was found in trials with 


inconsistent directions of effect, but with at least two of those effects being 


significant (and in a positive direction). The absence of a number indicates 


that the BCT was not associated with a significant intervention effect in any of 


the trials in the behaviour area being discussed. These codes appear in the 


study description tables and the evidence statements. The codes do not take 


into account use of the BCTs in control groups of the trials. 
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Within each behaviour area, interventions were grouped by population 


targeted (e.g. based on the presence of or risk for clinical disease, or other 


relevant characteristics), and tables summarising the intervention type, 


delivery method, effect size and significance, and use of BCTs were created 


for each population. These tables and the BCT graphs were used to develop 


evidence statements regarding intervention effectiveness in the individual 


behaviour areas and population groups. 


3.3.8 Meta-analysis and meta-regression 


Meta-analysis and meta-regression models were run using STATA, to explore 


the extent to which coded items (BCTs, BCT clusters, intervention functions, 


theory use) could explain between-study heterogeneity in intervention 


effectiveness, either in isolation (univariate analysis) or when controlling for 


other items and covariates (multivariate analysis).  


Meta-analysis 


Random effects meta-analysis was used to pool the results of the relevant 


comparisons in the included trials in the individual behaviour areas (smoking, 


sexual health, alcohol, diet, and physical activity). Pooled results were 


calculated as standardised mean differences (SMDs). 


Heterogeneity was assessed using the Cochrane Q and I2 statistics. 


Thresholds for the interpretation of I2 are described in the Cochrane 


Handbook of Systematic Reviews (Deeks et al. 2011), which gives the 


following rough guide to interpretation: 


 0% to 40%: heterogeneity may not be important; 


 30% to 60%: may represent moderate heterogeneity; 


 50% to 90%: may represent substantial heterogeneity; 


 75% to 100%: considerable heterogeneity. 


 


A sensitivity analysis was carried out to look at whether the results of 


individual studies were having a major impact on the results of the meta-


regression (called outliers). Outliers were assessed using the metainf 
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command in STATA. This approach assesses the influence of each individual 


comparison on the overall meta-analysis summary estimate. To do this each 


individual comparison is deleted from the meta-analysis in turn, and the 


results of these analyses compared with the overall meta-analysis. If omitting 


a comparison results in an effect estimate outside of the confidence interval of 


the overall meta-analysis, this indicates that the study may be an outlier that is 


having excessive influence on the overall meta-analysis. 


Publication bias refers to the phenomenon where smaller studies with less 


positive results may not to get published. If this happens, when the results of 


published studies are pooled, the result may suggest greater effectiveness 


than would be seen if all existing studies were pooled. Publication bias is 


assessed by various methods that attempt to detect whether these smaller, 


less positive trials are systematically missing from the published evidence. For 


this review publication bias was assessed using funnel plots, Egger’s test for 


small study effects, and a filled funnel plot analysis. The filled funnel plot 


analysis identifies potentially missing studies from gaps in the funnel plot and 


estimates (imputes) their results based on the existing studies. These imputed 


results are included in a meta-analysis with the existing studies to assess 


whether this changes the effect size, direction, or significance of the meta-


analysis. The exclusion of small studies (n<100) from this review may 


contribute to any observed publication bias. As studies were excluded based 


on size only, and not results, this should not bias the findings towards more 


positive findings. 


Meta-regression 


Meta-regression assesses whether an outcome variable (in this case the 


effect sizes from the studies) is predicted by one or more explanatory 


variables (in this case the BCTs, BCT clusters, intervention functions or theory 


use of the intervention). 


In the results of a meta-regression, the regression coefficient (β) describes 


how the outcome variable (effect size) changes with a unit change in the 


explanatory variable. So, a regression coefficient of 0.14 associated with a 
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BCT cluster would mean that the effect size of interventions containing this 


cluster were on average 0.14 higher than the effect size of interventions not 


containing this cluster. The confidence intervals for the regression coefficient 


and P values indicate whether the relationship is statistically significant (i.e. 


p<0.05 and a CI that does not include zero are significant outcomes).  


The adjusted R-squared statistic indicates how much of the variance in effect 


size between the studies is due to the variable being tested. Therefore the 


explanatory variables that explain the largest amount of between study 


variance in the univariate analyses are taken forward into the multivariate 


analyses. 


Based on expert meta-regression advice, the 89 individual BCTs were not 


assessed in the meta-regressions for the individual behaviour areas (smoking, 


sexual health, alcohol, diet, and physical activity), as the analyses were 


unlikely to have enough power to detect effects of individual BCTs. The 


overall meta-regression across all behaviour areas assessed the effects of the 


individual BCTs, as this analysis was more highly powered.  


The meta-regression started with individual univariate meta-regressions for 


each of the individual behaviour areas (sexual health, alcohol, smoking, diet, 


and physical activity), looking at whether the following individual variables 


explained between study variance:  


 BCTs at the cluster level (16 clusters). The model was run for a cluster if at 


least 3 studies used or did not use a particular cluster (i.e. so that there 


was a spread of studies using and not using the cluster).  


 intervention function (9 functions). The model was run for a function if at 


least 3 studies used or didn’t use a particular function. 


 theory use (1 variable). There was no minimum number of studies set for 


running this model. 
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The overall meta-regression across all behaviour areas together, included 


individual univariate meta-regressions looking at whether the following 


individual variables explained between study variance:  


 individual BCTs (89 BCTs). The model was run for a BCT if at least 3 


studies used or didn’t use that particular BCT. 


 BCTs at the cluster level (16 clusters). The model was run for a cluster if at 


least 3 studies used or didn’t use that particular cluster.  


 intervention function (9 functions). The model was run for a function if at 


least 3 studies used or didn’t use a particular function. 


 theory use (1 variable). There was no minimum number of studies set for 


running this model. 


 


The meta-regressions adjusted for the presence of each BCT (for the overall 


meta-regression), BCT cluster, or intervention function in the control 


(comparator) group. Initially these adjustments were carried out by including a 


separate second variable indicating the presence of the BCT/BCT 


cluster/intervention function. However, following comments from the PDG the 


approach to controlling for use of BCT clusters and intervention functions in 


the control group in the meta-regression was updated. The presence of BCTs, 


BCT clusters and intervention functions in intervention and comparator groups 


was coded as a single variable. Essentially a BCT cluster/intervention function 


was only coded as present (coded as 1) if it was used in the intervention but 


not in the comparator arm; if it was present in both the intervention and the 


comparator arm it was ‘cancelled out’ (coded as 0). Only in a small number of 


instances was a BCT cluster/intervention function present in the comparator 


arm but not in the intervention arm, which could potentially be coded as “-1”. 


Incorporating “-1” values into the meta-regression and interpreting results 


would be complex, therefore in these cases the BCT cluster/intervention 


function was coded as not present (coded as 0), rather than excluding the 


study, which would reduce the power of the analyses. 


Forward stepwise multivariate meta-regression was run for each target 


behaviour area and for the overall analysis, beginning with an empty model, 
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then adding the variable with the highest adjusted R-squared identified via the 


univariate analyses adjusted for control group BCTs/BCT clusters/intervention 


functions. This was followed by adding the variable with the next highest 


adjusted R-squared and so on until adding the next variable explained no 


more of the variance. 


At each step, the regression coefficient for each variable was checked, and 


variables that were not related to the effect size removed, then the next 


variable added. The use of BCTs in the control group and theory use were 


controlled for at each step. Theory use was controlled for by including it as a 


variable in the multivariate meta-regression (regardless of its adjusted R2 in 


the univariate analysis). The fit of the model indicates how well the included 


variables explain the between study variance. 


Sensitivity analysis was carried out to assess whether effects were 


maintained in the long term, by repeating the multivariate meta-regression 


including only studies with long term follow-up (>6 months).  


4 Summary of findings 


The overall flow of studies in the review is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: PRISMA diagram 
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4.1.1 Studies addressing more than one behavioural area 


Several of the interventions in the RCTs addressed more than one of the topic 


areas covered in this review (sexual health, alcohol, smoking, diet or physical 


activity). These interventions are denoted with an asterisk (*) after the study 


reference in the evidence statements, other text and tables. 


4.1.2 Trials assessing more than one behaviour change 


intervention 


For trials that assessed more than one intervention, each arm is designated 


by a unique acronym after the AUTHOR DATE combination (i.e. the two arms 


reported in Chouinard 2005 [++] are designated as Chouinard_IC 2005 [++] 


and Chouinard_IC+FU 2005 [++] throughout the report). See Appendix F for a 


glossary of these intervention abbreviations, and Appendix G for a more 


detailed description of the individual interventions within the trials. 


4.2 Sexual health 


4.2.1 Included studies 


Nineteen RCTs assessing individual level interventions targeting sexual health 


behaviour outcomes met the population, intervention, and comparator 


inclusion criteria after full text appraisal. Study characteristics and results for 


these studies are summarised in the evidence tables in Appendix G.    


Of these 19 studies, 13 provided outcome data which could be converted into 


standardised mean differences (SMDs) for comparison across studies and 


use in the meta-analysis and meta-regression. The narrative review and 


analyses below include these 13 studies.  


4.2.2 Quality Assessment 


Among the 13 studies which provided useable outcome data, five studies had 


internal validity rated as very good [++], and eight studies as good [+].The 
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results of the quality appraisals for the individual studies are found in 


Evidence tables in Appendix G. 


4.2.3 BCTs 


The individual BCTs that occurred across 15 interventions described in the 13 


sexual health trials are summarised in Figure 2, along with the effectiveness 


of the interventions including each BCT.  


The following BCTs were reported only in trials with positive intervention 


effects, more than one of which was significant (annotated A2 throughout the 


sexual health sections). The significance of this effect varied across the trials 


(see Figure 2 for details of frequency of use in significant interventions): 


 9  Feedback on outcome(s) of behaviour  


 


The following BCT was reported only in trials with positive intervention effects, 


one of which was significant (annotated A1 throughout the sexual health 


sections). The significance of this effect varied across the trials (see Figure 2 


for details of frequency of use in significant interventions): 


 62  Goal setting – behaviour  


 80  Information about social and environmental consequences  


 


The following BCTs were reported only in trials with positive intervention 


effects, none of which was significant (annotated A throughout the sexual 


health sections). The significance of this effect varied across the trials (see 


Figure 2 for details of frequency of use in interventions): 


 1  Social support – practical  


 2  Social support – emotional 


 4  Pharmacological support  


 5  Reduce negative emotions  


 25  Behaviour substitution 


 30  Restructuring the physical environment 


 34  Adding objects to the environment  


 40  Verbal persuasion about capability  


 65  Review behavioural goals 
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 69  Discrepancy between current behaviour and goal 


 85  Social comparison  


 89  Vicarious consequences 


 


The following BCTs were reported in trials with positive both and negative 


directions of effect , more than one of which was a positive, significant effect 


(annotated C2 throughout the sexual health sections). The significance of this 


effect varied across the trials (see Figure 2 for details of frequency of use in 


significant interventions): 


 3  Social support – unspecified  


 


The following BCT was reported in trials with positive both and negative 


directions of effect , one of which was a positive, significant effect (annotated 


C1 throughout the sexual health sections). The significance of this effect 


varied across the trials (see Figure 2 for details of frequency of use in 


significant interventions): 


 8  Feedback on behaviour 


 23  Behavioural practice/ rehearsal 


 36  Instruction on how to perform a behaviour  


 37  Information about antecedents  


 61  Problem solving 


 71  Pros and cons 


 84  Demonstration of the behaviour 


 


The following BCT was reported in trials with positive both and negative 


directions of effect , none of which was a positive, significant effect (annotated 


C throughout the sexual health sections). The significance of this effect varied 


across the trials (see Figure 2 for details of frequency of use in interventions): 


 78  Information about health consequences 


 


The following BCTs were reported in only in trials with a negative effect 


(annotated B throughout the sexual health sections). In all cases the BCTs 


were each only used in a single trial; the effect sizes in all of these trials were 


very small (SMD range: -0.10 to -0.07) and non-significant: 
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 11  Self-monitoring of outcome(s) of behaviour 


 57  Non-specific reward 


 58  Self-reward 


 63  Goal setting - outcome 


 68  Commitment 


 70  Persuasive source  
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Figure 2: Distribution of behaviour change techniques in sexual health trials; direction and significance of effect 
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4.2.4 Variation of effects across population groups 


Tables 2 to 5  summarise the intervention type, mode of delivery, and effect 


size and significance for individual level behaviour change interventions for 


men who have sex with men, women at risk of unintended pregnancy, and 


individuals at risk for or living with HIV or STIs 


Men who have sex with men 


Three trials (Wolitski 2005 [+], Koblin 2012 [++] and Mansergh 2010 [+]) 


examined the effectiveness of individual level behaviour change interventions 


at improving protected sex/condom use in men who have sex with men 


(MSM). See Table 2 for a summary of the interventions’ effect sizes and 95% 


confidence intervals, as well as a list of the individual BCTs reported for each 


trial.  


Overall, these multi-session interventions delivered face to face in groups had 


no significant impact on changing unprotected sexual behaviours among men 


who have sex with men, regardless of HIV status and the comparator used.  


Multi-session face to face group interventions 


Wolitski 2005 [+] assessed the effect of a multi-session, face to face group 


intervention on reducing unprotected sex among HIV positive gay and 


bisexual men. The trial resulted in reported a very small non-significant effect 


on protected sex behaviour compared to usual care (SMD 0.14, 95% CI -0.06 


to 0.34). 


Koblin 2012 [++] enrolled black men, the majority of whom identified as gay or 


bisexual (although 5.7% of the participants identified as ‘other’ in regards to 


sexual orientation). The multi-session face to face group intervention resulted 


in a very small, negative non-significant effect on unprotected sexual 


behaviour compared to no intervention (SMD -0.10, 95% CI -0.38 to 0.17). 
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Mansergh 2010 [+] recruited out of treatment, substance-using men who have 


sex with men, the majority of whom (51%) were black or Hispanic/Latino. The 


multi-session, face to face group intervention employed cognitive behavioural 


techniques and skills building, and resulted in a very small, negative, non-


significant effect on unprotected sex compared to an attention control arm 


(SMD -0.07, 95% CI -0.23 to 0.08). 


All three interventions reported use of BCT 3 Social support (unspecified), this 


was also reported in the usual care arm of Wolitski 2005 [+]. No other BCTs 


were common across all trial arms. 
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Table 2: Sexual health interventions for men who have sex with men 


Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Wolitski 2005 
[+] 


Multi-session Face to face, group Protected 
sex/Condom use 


0.14 -0.06 0.34 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
34   Adding objects to the environment


A
 


37   Information about antecedents
C1


 
61   Problem solving


C1
 


78   Information about health consequences
C
 


89   Vicarious consequences
A
 


 
3     Social support (unspecified)


C2
 


70   Persuasive source
B
 


78   Information about health consequences
C
 


89   Vicarious consequences
A
 


Koblin 2012 
[++] 


Multi-session Face to face, group Protected 
sex/Condom use 


-0.10 -0.38 0.17 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
11   Self-monitoring of outcome(s) of behaviour


B
 


58   Self-reward
B
 


63   Goal setting (outcome)
B
 


68   Commitment
B
 


71   Pros and cons
C1


 


 
None reported 


Mansergh 2010 
[+] 


Multi-session Face to face, group Protected 
sex/Condom use 


-0.07 -0.23 0.08 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C1
 


23   Behavioural practice/ rehearsal
C1


 
36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour


C1
 


37   Information about antecedents
C1


 
57   Non-specific reward


B
 


61   Problem solving
C1


 
84   Demonstration of the behaviour


C1
 


 
None reported 


A positive SMD represents a benefit with the intervention (i.e. favours the intervention), and a negative SMD represents a benefit with the comparator (favours comparator). A 
SMD of <0.2 represents a very small effect size, of ≥0.2 to <0.5 represents a small effect size, of ≥0.5 to <0.8 a medium effect size, and of ≥0.8 a large effect size. 
* Intervention targeted multiple behaviour topcs 
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Women at risk of unintended pregnancy 


Four trials (Langston 2010 [++], Ingersoll 2005* [+], Schunmann 2006 [++], 


Petersen 2007 [++]) studied the effectiveness of interventions at changing the 


use of contraceptives among women at risk of unintended pregnancy.  


Overall, limited evidence suggests that an extended intervention (single 


session, lasting more than 30 minutes) may be effective at improving 


contraception use among women at risk for alcohol exposed pregnancy. The 


evidence surrounding the effectiveness of brief and multi-session face to face 


interventions delivered one on one is also limited, but suggests that these 


interventions are no more effective than comparators at improving 


contraception use among women considered to be at risk for unintended 


pregnancy. Based on this limited evidence, it is unclear whether the variation 


in intervention effectiveness among this population is due to differences in 


behaviour change techniques used (BCTs 62 Setting behaviour goal, and 71 


Pros and cons were reported in Langston 2010 [++] but no other trial in this 


subpopulation) intervention type (extended vs. brief or multi-session), study 


focus (reduce risk of alcohol exposed pregnancy vs. unintended pregnancy 


alone), or other factors. 


Brief, face to face one on one interventions 


Langston 2010 [++] included mainly Hispanic women (97.5% of participants 


were Hispanic) with no desire to become pregnant right away who were 


seeking a first trimester procedure for a spontaneous or induced abortion. The 


trial compared a brief, face to face behaviour change intervention delivered 


face to face and one on one. This trial had a very small, non-significant effect 


on contraception use (SMD 0.26, 95% CI -0.14 to 0.66).  


Extended, face to face one on one intervention 


One intervention (Ingersoll 2005* [+]) recruited female university students 


reporting recent ineffective contraception use while binge drinking or having 


more than eight drinks per week; this study aimed to reduce the risk of alcohol 
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exposed pregnancy. The trial used an extended single session intervention 


delivered face to face and one on one, and resulted in a small, significant 


intervention effect on correct contraception use (SMD 0.32, 95% CI 0.004 to 


0.63). 


Multi-session, face to face one on one interventions 


Schunmann 2006 [++] assessed the effect of a multi-session intervention 


delivered face to face and one on one on contraception use among women 


presenting to the abortion clinic of a hospital. Compared to usual care, the 


intervention group exhibited a very small, non-significant difference is 


contraception use (SMD 0.08, 95% CI -0.23 to 0.38). 


Petersen 2007 [++] assessed the effect of a multi-session motivational 


interviewing intervention delivered face to face and one on one among women 


considered to be at risk of unintended pregnancy (based on not being 


pregnant, not planning a pregnancy, not using an IUD and neither they nor 


their partners being sterilized). The trial resulted in a very small, non-


significant effect on maintaining a high level of contraceptive use or improving 


use in the compared to an attention control arm (SMD 0.10, 95% CI -0.07 to 


0.26). 


Both interventions (Schunmann 2006 [++], Petersen 2007 [++]) reported use 


of BCT 34 adding objects to the environment; this BCT was also reported in 


the usual care arm of Schunmann 2006 [++]. 
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Table 3: Sexual health interventions for women at risk of unintended pregnancy 


Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Langston 2010 
[++] 


Brief Face to face, one 
on one 


Contraceptive 
use 


0.26 -0.14 0.66 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
4     Pharmacological support


A
 


34   Adding objects to the environment
A
 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C1


 


 
34   Adding objects to the environment


A
 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C1


 


Ingersoll 2005* 
[+] 


Extended Face to face, one 
on one 


Contraceptive 
use 


0.32 0.004 0.63 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C1
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
A1


 
71   Pros and cons


C1
 


80  Information about social and environmental consequences
A1


 


 
None reported 


Schunmann 
2006 [++] 


Multi-session Face to face, one 
on one 


Contraceptive 
use 


0.08 -0.23 0.38 4    Pharmacological support
A
 


30   Restructuring the physical environment
A
 


34   Adding objects to the environment
A
 


 
4    Pharmacological support


A
 


30   Restructuring the physical environment
A
 


34   Adding objects to the environment
A
 


Petersen 2007  
[++] 


Multi-session Face to face, one 
on one 


Contraceptive 
use 


0.10 -0.07 0.26 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour 
34   Adding objects to the environment


A
 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C1 


37   Information about antecedents
C1


 
69   Discrepancy between current behaviour and goal


A
 


80  Information about social and environmental consequences
A1


 


 
None reported 


A positive SMD represents a benefit with the intervention (i.e. favours the intervention), and a negative SMD represents a benefit with the comparator (favours comparator). A 
SMD of <0.2 represents a very small effect size, of ≥0.2 to <0.5 represents a small effect size, of ≥0.5 to <0.8 a medium effect size, and of ≥0.8 a large effect size. 
* Intervention targeted multiple behaviour topcs 
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Individuals at risk for acquiring sexually transmitted infections, 


including HIV 


Four interventions described in two trials (Dermen_HIV 2011 [+], 


Dermen_ALC 2011 [+], Dermen_H+A 2011 [+], Tross 2008 [+]) studied the 


effectiveness of interventions at changing the sexual health behaviour of 


individuals at risk for contracting sexually transmitted infections (STIs) due to 


a reported history of engaging in unprotected sex.  


Overall, limited evidence suggests that a multi-session face to face 


intervention delivered one on one is no more effective than no intervention at 


improving condom use among university students exhibiting both risky 


drinking and sexual behaviour. A multi-session group intervention among 


females in drug treatment was effective at improving condom use compared 


to usual care.  


Multi-session face to face one on one interventions 


One trial included three interventions (Dermen_ALC 2011 [+], Dermen_HIV 


2011 [+], Dermen_H&A 2011* [+]) and recruited university students reporting 


heavy drinking in the last week (more than four or five drinks in one occasion, 


for women and men respectively) as well as risky sexual behaviour (including 


having unprotected sex seven or more times in the previous 90 days, or 


having two or more sexual partners in the previous 90 days). All three were 


multi-session interventions delivered face to face, one on one, and assessed 


condom use compared to a no intervention control arm. The authors 


hypothesised that all three interventions could have an effect on sexual health 


behaviour (all trial outcomes reported in this section relate to sexual health 


behaviours; see Section 4.3.4 for alcohol outcomes for interventions 


Dermen_ALC 2011 [+] and Dermen_H&A 2011* [+]).  


Dermen_ALC 2011 [+] assessed the effect of an intervention targeting risky 


drinking on condom use among university students who reported both heavy 


drinking and risky sexual behaviour. This intervention resulted in a very small, 
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non-significant effect on condom use in the compared to no intervention (SMD 


0.05, 95% CI -0.59 to 0.69). 


Dermen_HIV 2011 [+] focused on reducing HIV risk behaviours, and resulted 


in a very small, non-significant effect on condom use (SMD 0.11, 95% CI -


0.52 to 0.75). 


Finally, Dermen_H&A 2011* [+] addressed both alcohol and HIV risk 


behaviours, and resulted in a small, non-significant effect on condom use in 


the (SMD 0.38, 95% CI -0.27 to 1.03). 


Multi-session face to face group intervention 


Tross 2008 [+] recruited adult women participating in drug treatment who had 


reported one or more occasions of unprotected vaginal or anal sex with a 


male partner in the previous six months. The intervention was delivered over 


multiple sessions in a face to face group counselling environment. The 


intervention had a small, significant effect on reducing the occurrence of 


unprotected sex in the compared to usual care (SMD 0.42, 95% CI 0.22 to 


0.62). 
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Table 4: Sexual Health interventions for individuals at risk of acquiring HIV or other STIs 


Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Dermen_ALC 
2011 [+] 
 


Multi-session Face to face, one 
on one 


Protected 
sex/Condom 
use 


0.05 -0.59 0.69 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C1
 


9     Feedback on outcome(s) of behaviour
A2


 
25   Behaviour substitution


A
 


34   Adding objects to the environment
A
 


40   Verbal persuasion about capability
A
 


71   Pros and cons
C1


 
80   Information about social and environmental consequences


A1
 


85   Social comparison
A
 


 
None reported 


Dermen_HIV 
2011 [+] 
 


Multi-session Face to face, one 
on one 


Protected 
sex/Condom 
use 


0.11 -0.52 0.75 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C1
 


34   Adding objects to the environment
A
 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C1


 
40   Verbal persuasion about capability


A
 


71   Pros and cons
C1


 
78   Information about health consequences


C
 


85   Social comparison
A
 


 
None reported 


Dermen_H&A 
2011* [+] 
 


Multi-session Face to face, one 
on one 


Protected 
sex/Condom 
use 


0.38 -0.27 1.03 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C1
 


9     Feedback on outcome(s) of behaviour
A2


 
34   Adding objects to the environment


A
 


80  Information about social and environmental consequences
A1


 


 
None reported 


Tross 2008 [+] Multi-session Face to face, group Protected 
sex/Condom 
use 


0.42 0.22 0.62 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
9     Feedback on outcome(s) of behaviour


A2
 


23   Behavioural practice/ rehearsal
C1


 
36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour


C1
 


37   Information about antecedents
C1


 
61   Problem solving


C1
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84   Demonstration of the behaviour
C1


 


 
None reported 


A positive SMD represents a benefit with the intervention (i.e. favours the intervention), and a negative SMD represents a benefit with the comparator (favours comparator). A 
SMD of <0.2 represents a very small effect size, of ≥0.2 to <0.5 represents a small effect size, of ≥0.5 to <0.8 a medium effect size, and of ≥0.8 a large effect size. 
* Intervention targeted multiple behaviour topcs 
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Individuals with an STI 


Five trials (Cortes-Bordoy 2010 [+], Golin 2012 [+], Crosby 2009 [+], Wolitski 


2005 [+], Gilbert 2008* [++]) examined the effectiveness of behaviour change 


interventions at altering the sexual health behaviour (specifically, unprotected 


sexual behaviour) among individuals with STIs.  


Overall, there was inconsistency across the trials in terms of direction, size 


and statistical significance of the effect of individual level behaviour change 


interventions to decrease the occurrences of unprotected sex amongst 


individuals with HIV or other STIs. Evidence for each of the intervention type-


delivery mode combinations was limited to a single trial, however, when taken 


together the interventions delivered face to face were no more effective than 


comparators at changing sexual health behaviour among individuals with HIV 


or other STIs. The remotely delivered intervention (Gilbert 2008* [++]) 


reported a small, significant effect among HIV positive individuals who also 


exhibit illicit drug use, risky drinking patterns, and/or risky sexual behaviour; 


all other interventions resulted in non-significant effects. 


Brief face to face one on one interventions 


One trial (Cortes-Bordoy 2010 [+]) enrolled women with vulvoperineal (genital) 


warts who were attending a gynaecology outpatient clinic. The intervention 


consisted of an educational leaflet delivered during a face to face one on one  


consultation, and resulted in a very small, negative, non-significant effect on 


protected sex behaviour compared to no intervention (SMD -0.08, 95% CI -


0.43 to 0.27). 


Extended face to face one on one intervention 


Crosby 2009 [+] recruited African American men newly diagnosed with a STI 


other than HIV. The extended intervention was delivered face to face and one 


on one, and resulted in a small, non-significant effect on reducing unprotected 


sexual behaviour (SMD 0.29, 95% CI -0.005 to 0.59).  


Multi-session face to face one on one intervention 
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Golin 2012 [+] recruited HIV positive men and women, and provided multi-


session one on one interventions, delivered primarily face to face, although 


telephone counselling was offered to participants who were unable to travel 


for the sessions. At follow-up, the intervention resulted in very small, non-


significant reduction in the number of unprotected sex acts over the previous 


three months compared to the attention control arm (SMD 0.08, 95% CI -0.14 


to 0.30). 


Multi-session face to face group intervention 


Wolitski 2005 [+] assessed the effect of a multi-session, face to face group 


intervention on reducing unprotected sex among HIV positive gay and 


bisexual men. The trial resulted in a very small, non-significant effect on 


protected sexual behaviour compared to usual care (SMD 0.14, 95% CI -0.06 


to 0.34). 


Multi-session remotely delivered intervention 


Gilbert 2008* [++] assessed the effectiveness of a multiple session remotely 


delivered intervention targeting risky sexual behaviour, illicit drug use and 


risky drinking among HIV positive individuals, the majority of whom (63%) 


were black or Hispanic/Latino. The trial resulted in a small, significant effect 


on protected sexual behaviour compared to usual care (SMD 0.39, 95% CI 


0.11 to 0.68). 
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Table 5: Sexual health interventions for individuals with HIV or other STIs 


Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Cortes-Bordoy 
2010 [+] 


Brief Face to face, one 
on one 


Protected 
sex/Condom 
use 


-0.08 -0.43 0.27 70   Persuasive source
B
 


78   Information about health consequences
C
 


 
None reported 


Crosby 2009 [+] Extended Face to face, one 
on one 


Protected 
sex/Condom 
use 


0.29 -0.005 0.59 1     Social support (practical)
A
 


2     Social support (emotional)
A
 


5     Reduce negative emotions
A
 


23   Behavioural practice/ rehearsal
C1


 
34   Adding objects to the environment


A
 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C1


 
37   Information about antecedents


C1
 


61   Problem solving
C1


 
78   Information about health consequences


C
 


84   Demonstration of the behaviour
C1


 


 
34   Adding objects to the environment


A
 


37   Information about antecedents
C1


 
78   Information about health consequences


C
 


Golin 2012 [+] Multi-session Face to face, one 
on one 


Protected 
sex/Condom 
use 


0.08 -0.14 0.30 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
23   Behavioural practice/ rehearsal


C1
 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C1


 
61   Problem solving


C1
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
A1


 
65   Review behaviour goal(s)


A
 


71   Pros and cons
C1


 
84   Demonstration of the behaviour


C1
 


 
None reported 


Wolitski 2005 
[+] 


Multi-session Face to face, group Protected 
sex/Condom 
use 


0.14 -0.06 0.34 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
34   Adding objects to the environment


A
 


37   Information about antecedents
C1


 
61   Problem solving


C1
 


78   Information about health consequences
C
 


89   Vicarious consequences
A
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3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
70   Persuasive source


B
 


78   Information about health consequences
C
 


89   Vicarious consequences
A
 


Gilbert 2008* 
[++] 


Multi-session Remote delivery Protected 
sex/Condom 
use 


0.40 0.11 0.68 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
9     Feedback on outcome(s) of behaviour


A2
 


 
None reported 


A positive SMD represents a benefit with the intervention (i.e. favours the intervention), and a negative SMD represents a benefit with the comparator (favours comparator). A 
SMD of <0.2 represents a very small effect size, of ≥0.2 to <0.5 represents a small effect size, of ≥0.5 to <0.8 a medium effect size, and of ≥0.8 a large effect size. 
* Intervention targeted multiple behaviour topcs 
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A overview of sexual health interventions according to the reviewed 


parameters of type, mode of delivery and population is provided in Table 6.  


Table 6: Summary of sexual health interventions according to type, mode of 
delivery, population and significant of effect. 


Category Number of 


interventions 


Number 


significant 


% of 15 total 


SXH 


interventions 


 


 


 


(category 


interventions 


/topic total) 


% of 3 total 


significant 


SXH 


interventions 


 


 


(category 


significant/ 


topic 


significant) 


% of 


category 


resulting in 


significant 


effect 


 


(category 


significant/ 


category 


total) 


Intervention Type 


Brief 2 0 13.33% 0.00% 0.00% 


Extended  2 1 13.33% 33.33% 50.00% 


Multi-session 11 2 73.33% 66.67% 18.18% 


Mode of Delivery 


Face to face, one on one 10 1 66.67% 33.33% 10.00% 


Face to face, group 4 1 26.67% 33.33% 25.00% 


Face to face combined 0 0 0.00% 0.00% NA 


Face to face with remote  0 0 0.00% 0.00% NA 


Remote 1 1 6.67% 33.33% 100.00% 


Population 


MSM 3 0 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 


Pregnant 4 1 26.67% 33.33% 25.00% 


STI 4 1 26.67% 33.33% 25.00% 


STI risk 4 1 26.67% 33.33% 25.00% 


 


4.2.5 BCT clusters 


A further synthesis at the BCT cluster level was conducted across the sexual 


health trials. Each of the individual BCTs can be classified into one of the 


following BCT clusters: 


 1: Social support 
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 2: Regulation  


 3: Feedback and monitoring  


 5: Repetition and substitution  


 6: Antecedents  


 7: Shaping knowledge  


 8: Self-belief  


 10: Reward and threat  


 11: Goals and planning  


 12: Comparison of outcomes  


 14: Natural consequences  


 15: Comparison of behaviour  


 16: Covert learning 


 


BCT clusters used in the sexual health interventions are summarised in Table 


7. 


The most commonly used BCT clusters in the sexual health interventions 


were BCT cluster (BCT-C) 1 “Social support” (86.7%) followed by BCT-C 3 


“Feedback and monitoring” (60.0%). BCT-C 4 “Associations”, BCT-C 9 


“Scheduled consequences”, and BCT-C 13 “Identity” were not used in any of 


the interventions. 


The association between BCT clusters and intervention effectiveness was 


assessed in the meta-regression, and results are described in Section 4.2.8. 
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Table 7: Summary of BCT clusters used in behaviour change interventions across the five behavioural areas 


Behaviour area 


BCT clusters 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
S


o
c
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l 


s
u


p
p


o
rt


 


R
e
g
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ti
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n
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R
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s
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n
 


A
n
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S
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R
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n
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N
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s
o


n
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b
e


h
a


v
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u
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C
o


v
e
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 l


e
a
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g
 


Sexual health 86.7% 20.0% 60.0% - 33.3% 53.3% 53.3% 13.3% - 13.3% 53.3% 40.0% - 53.3% 40.0% 6.7% 


Alcohol 88.0% 2.0% 76.0% - 6.0% 6.0% 16.0% 10.0% - - 40.0% 26.0% - 66.0% 44.0% - 


Smoking 86.3% 57.5% 20.0% - 13.8% 51.3% 17.5% 3.8% 1.3% 5.0% 65.0% 31.3% 8.8% 40.0% 5.0% 1.3% 


Diet 77.8% 14.8% 59.3% 3.7% 40.7% 40.7% 40.7% 3.7% - 14.8% 96.3% 18.5% 7.4% 14.8% 14.8% - 


Physical activity 85.7% 22.2% 61.9% 7.9% 31.7% 34.5 36.5% 3.2% - 6.3% 96.8% 19.0% 1.6% 25.4% 14.3% - 


 ‘-‘ Indicates that a BCT cluster has not been used. Only interventions which provided outcome data for meta-analysis and meta-regression were included in this tally. 
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4.2.6 Intervention functions 


The most commonly used intervention functions (IFs) were IF9 “Enablement” 


(86.7%) and IF1 “Education” (73.3%). IF6 “Restriction” was not used in any of 


the interventions.  


Interventions functions used in the sexual health interventions are 


summarised in Table 8. 


The association between intervention function and intervention effectiveness 


was assessed in the meta-regression, and results are described in Section 


4.2.8. 


4.2.7 Theory use 


Three RCTs explicitly linked their intervention to a theory or model. Two used 


Social Cognitive Theory (Golin 2012 [+], Koblin 2012 [++]), and one used an 


Information, Motivation and Behavioural Skills Model (Crosby 2009 [+]). 


The presence of a theory was controlled for in the meta-regression, and 


results are described in Section 4.2.8. 
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Table 8: Summary of intervention functions used in behaviour change interventions  across the five behavioural areas 


Behaviour area 


Intervention Functions 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
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Sexual health 73.3% 33.3% 13.3% 6.7% 40.0% - 26.7% 20.0% 86.7% 


Alcohol 90.0% 42.0% 2.0% 2.0% 16.0% - 2% - 90.0% 


Smoking 63.8% 35.0% 7.5% 2.5% 26.3% - 22.5% 1.3% 96.3% 


Diet 70.4% 22.2% 18.5% - 55.6% - 25.9% 3.7% 100% 


Physical activity 79.4% 17.5% 11.1% - 50.8% - 22.2% 4.8% 98.4% 


‘-‘ Indicates that an intervention function has not been used. 
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4.2.8 Effects of behaviour change interventions, BCT clusters 


and intervention functions using meta-regression 


Results from 15 comparisons (13 studies) were included in the meta-


regression models. As shown in Figure 3, overall the studies found a very 


small significant effect of the individual level behaviour change interventions 


(SMD 0.14, 95% CI 0.05 to 0.24; random effects analysis). The analysis had 


moderate levels of heterogeneity (I2=45.9%, 95% CI 0% to 69.1%, p=0.027). 


No studies were found to be outliers.  


There  was no statistical evidence of publication bias using Egger’s test for 


small study effects (p=0.413), but this may have been due to the relatively 


small number of studies included (lack of power). Using a filled funnel plot 


approach, addition of hypothetical results from missing studies led to a 


reduction in the pooled effect size, and the effect became non-significant  


(SMD 0.04, 95% CI -0.07 to 0.16; p=0.449). This suggests that some 


publication bias is likely. This could relate in part to the exclusion of studies 


with small sample sizes from the review. 


In unadjusted and adjusted univariate analysis none of the BCT clusters, 


intervention functions or  accounted for any of the between study variance. 


Full meta-regression results are provided in Appendix H. 


Due to the limited data available for sexual health, limited conclusions can be 


drawn regarding the effects of BCT clusters or intervention functions in this 


behaviour area. 
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Figure 3: Overall effect of individual-level behaviour change interventions on 
sexual health behaviour 


 
CI confidence interval; SMD standardised mean difference.  
An SMD of 0 indicates no difference between intervention and control comparator. A positive 
SMD indicates that the intervention was more effective than control, and a negative SMD 
indicates that the intervention was less effective than control. If the 95% confidence interval 
spans 0, this indicates that the difference between the groups was not statistically significant.
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4.2.9 Evidence statements 


Direction of effect across all interventions in the specified behaviour 
area 
A BCT found in interventions with a positive direction of effect only (i.e. effect 


favours intervention) 


B BCT found in interventions with a negative direction of effect only (i.e. effect 
favours control) 


C BCT found in interventions with positive and negative directions of effect 
(i.e. inconsistent direction of effect – some favouring intervention, some 
favouring control) 


Significance and consistency of effect across all interventions in the 
specified behaviour area 


1 BCT found in one intervention with a significant positive effect 


2 BCT found in more than one intervention with a significant positive effect  


 


Applicability and transferability of evidence to the UK 


This applicability statement applies to all of the sexual health evidence 


statements for Review 2 (see below). A single study was carried out in the UK 


(Schunmann 2006 [++]). Of the remaining 12 studies, one was conducted in 


Spain (Cortes-Bordoy 2010 [+]) and 11 in the USA. Therefore caution is 


required when interpreting findings regarding the interventions carried out in 


populations that may have different access to services, as well as the 


interventions having different delivery methods and are provided in different 


settings from those found in the UK. 


In terms of transferability to clinical or public health practice, it should be 


remembered that the behaviour change interventions in the randomised 


controlled trials in this review varied in the number of sessions provided 


(ranging from one to six) and the types of interventions (brief, extended and 


multi-session). Twelve of the studies primarily delivered the intervention in a 


face to face manner, although remote delivery was reported in one trial 


(Gilbert 2008* [++]). Also patients were sometimes selectively recruited based 


on characteristics in addition to sexual health behaviours; this includes the 
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use of alcohol (Dermen 2011 [+], Gilbert 2008* [++] and Ingersoll 2005* [+]) or 


other substances (Tross 2008 [+], Gilbert 2008* [++] and  Mansergh 2010 [+]). 


Evidence statement 1.1 – Overall effectiveness of sexual health 


behaviour change interventions, BCT clusters and intervention 


functions 


There is moderate evidence from the meta-analysis of 15 interventions 


described in 13 RCTs (Cortes-Bordoy 2010 [+], Crosby 2009 [+], 


Dermen_ALC 2011 [+], Dermen_HIV 2011 [+], Dermen_H&A 2011* [+], 


Gilbert 2008* [++], Golin 2012 [+], Ingersoll 2005* [+], Koblin 2012 [++], 


Langston 2010 [++], Mansergh 2010 [+], Petersen 2007 [++], Schunmann 


2006 [++], Tross 2008 [+], Wolitski 2005 [+]) to suggest that individual level 


behaviour change interventions can have a very small positive effect on 


sexual health behaviour (SMD 0.14, 95% CI 0.05 to 0.24), but with moderate 


heterogeneity (I2=45.9%, 95% CI 0% to 69.1%). The meta-regression of the 


results of these studies suggested that BCT clusters and intervention 


functions did not explain the variance between studies, but there may not 


have been enough power in the analyses to detect effects. 


Evidence Statement 1.2 – BCTs reported in interventions with a positive 


effect across sexual health trials 


Moderate evidence from a body of 15 interventions described in 13 RCTs  


(see Evidence Statement 1.1 for references) suggests that BCT 9 Feedback 


on outcome of behaviourA2 is consistently associated with a significant 


intervention effect  in sexual health trials (reported in more than one 


intervention with a positive and significant direction of effect). 


Two BCTs were reported in one trial with a significant intervention effect: 62 


Goal setting – behaviourA1 and 80 Information about social and environmental 


consequencesA1. 
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Twelve BCTs were reported only in trials that resulted in a positive direction of 


effect, however, the effect was non-significant: 1 Social support (practical)A, 2 


Social support (emotional)A, 4 Pharmacological supportA, 5 Reduce negative 


emotionsA, 25 Behaviour substitutionA, 30 Restructuring the physical 


environmentA, 34 Adding objects to the environmentA, 40 Verbal persuasion 


about capabilityA, 65 Review behavioural goalsA, 69 Discrepancy between 


current behaviour and goalA, 85 Social comparisonA, and 89 Vicarious 


consequencesA.  


Evidence Statement 1.3 – BCTs reported in interventions with 


inconsistent effects across sexual health trials 


Moderate evidence from a body of 15 interventions (see Evidence Statement 


1.1 for references) suggests that the following BCTs are associated with 


inconsistent effects, both in terms of direction and significance: 3 Social 


support – unspecifiedC2, 8 Feedback on behaviourC1, 23 Behaviour 


practice/rehearsalC1, 36 Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC1, 37 


Information about antecedentsC1, 61 Problem solvingC1, 71 Pros and consC1, 


78 Information about health consequencesC, and 84 Demonstration of the 


behaviourC1. None of the trials reporting these BCTs found significant effects 


favouring the comparator arms. 


Evidence Statement 1.4 – BCTs reported in trials with an effect favouring 


the comparator arm across sexual health trials 


There is moderate evidence from 13 RCTs (see Evidence Statement 1.1 for 


references) that BCTs 11 Self-monitoring of outcome of behaviour B, 57 Non-


specific rewardB, 58 Self rewardB, 63 Goal setting – outcomeB, 68 


CommitmentB, and 70 Persuasive sourceB may be linked with ineffective 


interventions. These BCTs were only reported in a single trial each (Koblin 


2012  [++], Cortes-Bordoy 2010 [+], or Mansergh 2010 [+]). 


Evidence Statement 1.5 – Sexual health behaviour change interventions 


for men who have sex with men  
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Moderate evidence was identified from three trials (Wolitski 2005 [+], Koblin 


2012 [++], Mansergh 2010 [+]) that multi-session interventions delivered face 


to face in a group setting are no more effective than comparators at changing 


protected sexual behaviours or condom use among men who have sex with 


men. The non-significant effect was seen across participant characteristics 


and comparators, including in HIV positive MSM compared to usual care 


(Wolitski 2005 [+] SMD 0.14, 95% CI -0.06 to 0.34), out of treatment 


substance using MSM compared to an attention control arm (Mansergh 2010 


[+] SMD -0.07, 95% CI -0.23 to 0.08) and black men of mixed serostatus 


compared to no intervention (Koblin 2012 [++] SMD -0.10, 95% CI -0.38 to 


0.17). 


All of the interventions reported use of BCTs 3 Social support (unspecified). 


Two of the interventions (Wolitski 2005 [+], Mansergh 2010 [+]) reported use 


of BCTs 37 Information about antecedents, and 61 Problem solving. These 


three techniques were reported in sexual health trials with inconsistent effects, 


both terms of direction and significance. 


Wolitski 2005 (RCT [+], USA, n=727, 24 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 (also reported in comparator) 


34   Adding objects to the environmentA 


37   Information about antecedentsC1 


61   Problem solvingC1 


78   Information about health consequencesC (also reported in comparator) 


89   Vicarious consequencesA (also reported in comparator) 


 


Koblin 2012 (RCT [++], USA, n=258, 12 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


11   Self-monitoring of outcome(s) of behaviourB 


58   Self-rewardB 


63   Goal setting (outcome)B 


68   CommitmentB 


71   Pros and consC1 


 


Mansergh 2010 (RCT [+], USA, n=1,206, 52 weeks) 
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BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC1 


23   Behavioural practice/ rehearsalC1 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC1 


37   Information about antecedentsC1 


57   Non-specific rewardB 


61   Problem solvingC1 


84   Demonstration of the behaviourC1 


 


Evidence Statement 1.6 – Sexual health behaviour change interventions 


in women at risk for unintended pregnancy 


Inconsistent evidence was identified from four trails (Langston 2010 [++], 


Schunmann 2006 [++], Petersen 2007 [++], Ingersoll 2005* [+]) suggesting 


that brief and multi-session face to face interventions are no more effective 


than comparators at changing contraception use among women at risk for 


unintended pregnancy; an extended intervention significantly improved sexual 


health behaviour outcomes.  


The brief intervention (Langston 2010 [++]) was no more effective than usual 


care at changing contraception use among Hispanic women with no desire to 


become pregnant right away who were seeking a first trimester procedure for 


a spontaneous or induced abortion (SMD 0.26, 95% CI -0.14 to 0.66).  


The multi-session interventions were no more effective than usual care at 


altering contraception use (Schunmann 2006 [++] SMD 0.08, 95% CI -0.23 to 


0.38) or initiation and maintenance of a very effective contraception method 


(Petersen 2007 [++] SMD 0.10, 95% CI -0.07 to 0.26). 


An extended intervention (Ingersoll 2005* [+]) delivered face to face and one 


on one addressing both alcohol and sexual health behaviours has a small, 


significant effect on contraception use among female university students at 


risk for alcohol exposed pregnancy (SMD 0.32, 95% CI 0.004 to 0.63). 
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The three interventions with non-significant effects (Langston 2010 [++], 


Schunmann 2006 [++], Petersen 2007 [++]) reported use of BCT 34 Adding 


objects to the environment. This technique was not reported in the 


intervention that resulted in significant changes, but was reported in the 


comparator arm of Langston 2010 [++].  


Langston 2010 (RCT [++], USA, n=186, 12 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


4     Pharmacological supportA 


34   Adding objects to the environmentA (also reported in comparator) 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC1 (also reported in comparator) 


 


Ingersoll 2005** (RCT [+], USA, n=199, 4 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC1 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)A1 


71   Pros and consC1 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesA1 


 


Schunmann 2006 (cRCT [++], UK, n=231, 16 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


4    Pharmacological supportA (also reported in comparator) 


30   Restructuring the physical environmentA (also reported in comparator) 


34   Adding objects to the environmentA1 (also reported in comparator) 


 


Petersen 2007 (RCT [++], USA, n=737, 40 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviour 


34   Adding objects to the environmentA 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC1 


37   Information about antecedentsC1 


69   Discrepancy between current behaviour and goalA 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesA1 


 


Evidence Statement 1.7 – Sexual health behaviour change interventions 


for individuals at risk of acquiring an STI 
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Inconsistent evidence from two trials describing four interventions 


(Dermen_HIV 2011 [+], Dermen_ALC 2011 [+], Dermen_H+A 2011* [+], Tross 


2008 [+]) suggests that multi-session interventions delivered face to face and 


one on one are no more effective than no intervention at changing the sexual 


health behaviours of individuals considered to be at risk for acquiring an STI, 


while multi-session interventions delivered face to face at a group level may 


be effective at altering such behaviours.  


One trial that included three multi-session interventions delivered face to face 


and one on one (Dermen_HIV 2011 [+], Dermen_ALC 2011 [+], Dermen_H+A 


2011* [+]) suggests a sexual health or alcohol intervention for university 


students with a history of heavy drinking and risky sexual behaviour are no 


more effective than no intervention on changing condom use in this 


population. This non-significant effect was seen across behavioural target 


areas, including interventions that addressed alcohol consumption only 


(Dermen_ALC 2011 [+], SMD 0.05, 95% CI -0.59 to 0.69), HIV risk behaviours 


only (Dermen_HIV 2011 [+] SMD 0.11, 95% CI -0.52 to 0.75), and both 


alcohol and HIV risk behaviours (Dermen_H+A 2011 [+] SMD 0.38, 95% CI -


0.27 to 1.03). 


One trial (Tross 2008 [+]) suggests that a multi-session face to face group 


intervention may be effective at reducing the occurrence of unprotected sex 


over the among women participating in a drug treatment programme (SMD 


0.42, 95% CI 0.22 to 0.62). 


The two trials in this population were in quite different participant groups 


(university students vs. women in drug treatment programmes), but both 


assessed protected sexual behaviours among individuals with at risk for an 


STI based on their sexual health behaviour.. The trial with significant 


intervention effects (Tross 2008 [+]) reported use of BCTs 23 Behavioural 


practice/rehearsal, 37 Information about antecedents, 61 Problem solving, 


and 84 Demonstration of the behaviour; none of these BCTs were reported in 
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the non-significant interventions, but did occur in sexual health trials with 


inconsistent results, both in terms of direction and significance of effect. 


Dermen_ALC 2011 (RCT [+], USA, n=71, 59 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC1 


9     Feedback on outcome(s) of behaviourA2 


25   Behaviour substitutionA 


34   Adding objects to the environmentA 


40   Verbal persuasion about capabilityA 


71   Pros and consC1 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesA1 


85   Social comparisonA 


 


Dermen_HIV 2011 (RCT [+], USA, n=71, 59 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC1 


34   Adding objects to the environmentA 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC1 


40   Verbal persuasion about capabilityA 


71   Pros and consC1 


78   Information about health consequencesC 


85   Social comparisonA 


 


Dermen_H&A 2011* (RCT [+], USA, n=69, 59 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC1 


9     Feedback on outcome(s) of behaviourA2 


34   Adding objects to the environmentA 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesA1 


 


Tross 2008 (RCT [+], USA, n=384, 24 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


9     Feedback on outcome(s) of behaviourA2 


23   Behavioural practice/ rehearsalC1 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC1 


37   Information about antecedentsC1 
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61   Problem solvingC1 


84   Demonstration of the behaviourC1 


 


Evidence Statement 1.8 – Sexual health behaviour change interventions 


for individuals with HIV or other STIs 


Inconsistent evidence was identified from five trials (Cortes-Bordoy 2010 [+], 


Crosby 2009 [+], Golin 2012 [+], Wolitski 2005 [+], Gilbert 2008* [++]) 


suggesting that interventions delivered face to face are no more effective than 


comparators at altering sexual health behaviours among individuals with HIV 


or other STIs. Remotely delivered interventions may be effective at changing 


sexual behaviour in this population.   


The non-significant effect in interventions delivered face to face was seen 


across intervention types, genders, ethnicities, and comparators including: 


brief intervention compared to no intervention among women with genital wars 


(Cortes-Bordoy 2010 [+] SMD -0.08, 95% CI -0.43 to 0.27); an extended 


intervention compared to usual care among African American men newly 


diagnosed with an STI other than HIV (Crosby 2009 [+] SMD 0.29, 95% CI -


0.005 to 0.59); a multi-session intervention compared to an attention control 


among HIV positive men (Golin 2012 [+] SMD 0.08, 95% CI -0.14 to 0.30), or 


compared to usual care among HIV positive MSM (Wolitski 2005 [+] SMD 


0.14, 95% CI -0.06 to 0.34). 


Evidence from one trial (Gilbert 2008* [++]) suggests that a multi-session 


remotely delivered intervention may be effective at reducing unprotected 


sexual behaviour in the among HIV positive men and women reporting 


substance use or risky sexual behaviour (SMD 0.39, 95% CI 0.11 to 0.68). 


No BCTs were reported in all four interventions with non-significant effects 


(Cortes-Bordoy 2010 [+], Crosby 2009 [+], Golin 2012 [+], Wolitski 2005 [+]). 


The intervention that resulted in significant changes to sexual health 


behaviour reported use of BCT 9 Feedback on outcome(s) of behaviour; this 


BCT was not reported in any other intervention in this population, and was 
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consistently used in sexual health interventions resulting in positive, 


significant effects. 


Cortes-Bordoy 2010 (cRCT [+], Spain, n=172, 12 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


70   Persuasive sourceB 


78   Information about health consequencesC 


 


Crosby 2009 (RCT [+], USA, n=197, 12 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


1     Social support (practical)A 


2     Social support (emotional)A 


5     Reduce negative emotionsA 


23   Behavioural practice/ rehearsalC1 


34   Adding objects to the environmentA (also reported in comparator) 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC1 


37   Information about antecedentsC1  (also reported in comparator) 


61   Problem solvingC1 


78   Information about health consequencesC (also reported in comparator) 


84   Demonstration of the behaviourC1 


 


Golin 2012 (RCT [+], USA, n=307, 32 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


23   Behavioural practice/ rehearsalC1 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC1 


61   Problem solvingC1 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)A1 


65   Review behaviour goal(s)A 


71   Pros and consC1 


84   Demonstration of the behaviourC1 


 


Wolitski 2005 (RCT [+], USA, n=727, 24 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 (also reported in comparator) 


34   Adding objects to the environmentA 


37   Information about antecedentsC1 


61   Problem solvingC1 


78   Information about health consequencesC (also reported in comparator) 


89   Vicarious consequencesA (also reported in comparator) 
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Gilbert 2008* (RCT [++], USA, n=284, 24 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


9     Feedback on outcome(s) of behaviourA2  


 


4.3 Alcohol 


4.3.1 Included studies  


Thirty two studies met the inclusion criteria after full text appraisal and 


provided outcome data which could be converted into standardised mean 


differences (SMDs) for comparison across studies and use in the meta-


analysis and meta-regression. Study characteristics and results are 


summarised in the evidence tables in Appendix G. 


Of the 32 included studies, five were cluster randomised controlled trials and 


the remainder were individually randomised controlled trials. The 


characteristics and applicability of these studies are discussed below. 


4.3.2 Quality assessment 


Using the NICE quality assessment checklist criteria, among the included 


studies, 12 studies were rated as very good [++], 20 studies as good [+]. The 


results of the quality appraisals for the individual studies are found in 


Evidence tables in Appendix G. 


4.3.3 BCTs 


The individual BCTs that occurred across 50 interventions described in the 32 


alcohol trials are summarised in Figure 4, along with the effectiveness of the 


interventions including each BCT.  


The following BCT was reported only in trials with positive intervention effects, 


more than one of which was significant (annotated A2 throughout the alcohol 


sections). See Figure 4 for details of frequency of use in significant 


interventions: 
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 9 Feedback on outcome(s) of behaviour  


 


The following BCTs were reported only in trials with positive intervention 


effects, one of which was significant (annotated A1 throughout the alcohol 


sections). See Figure 4 for details of frequency of use in significant 


interventions: 


 5 Reduce negative emotions 


 11 Self-monitoring of outcome(s) of behaviour 


 13 Monitoring outcome(s) of behaviour by others without feedback 


 68 Commitment 


 


The following BCTs were reported only in trials with positive intervention 


effects, none of which was significant (annotated A throughout the alcohol 


sections). See Figure 4 for details of frequency of use in interventions: 


 25 Behaviour substitution  


 39 Behavioural experiment 


 67 Behavioural contract  


 


The following BCTs were reported in trials with an inconsistent directions of 


effect, more than one of which was a positive, significant effect (annotated 


C2). See Figure 4 for details of frequency of use in significant interventions: 


 3 Social support - unspecified 


 8 Feedback on behaviour 


 63 Goal setting – outcome 


 78 Information about health consequences 


 


The following BCTs were reported in trials with an inconsistent directions of 


effect, one of which was a positive, significant effect (annotated C1). See 


Figure 4 for details of frequency of use in significant interventions: 


 10 Self-monitoring of behaviour 


 37 Information on antecedents 


 64 Action planning 
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 79 Information about emotional consequences 


 85 Social comparison 


 


The following BCTs were reported in trials with an inconsistent directions of 


effect, n one of which were positive, significant effects (annotated C). See 


Figure 4 for details of frequency of use in interventions: 


 2 Social support – emotional 


 14 Biofeedback 


 34 Adding objects to the environment 


 36 Instruction on how to perform behaviour 


 40 Verbal persuasion about capability 


 62 Goal setting - behaviour 


 71 Pros and cons 


 80 Information about social and environmental consequences 


 


The following BCTs were reported in only in trials with a negative effect 


intervention effect (annotated B throughout the alcohol sections). All effects in 


these trials were non-significant: 


 1 Social support – practical  


 42  Focus on past success  


 61  Problem solving 
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Figure 4: Distribution of BCTs in alcohol trials; with direction and significance of effect 
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4.3.4 Variation of effects across population groups 


Tables 9 to 15 summarise the intervention type, mode of delivery, and 


intervention effect size and significance of behaviour change interventions 


targeting individuals in hospital or admitted to the emergency department, 


university students, and other heavy or risky drinkers. Trials of interventions 


targeting multiple behaviour areas in patients with cardiovascular conditions 


were also analysed separately, with only results for the alcohol consumption 


behaviour are presented in this section, results for other behaviours are 


presented in the relevant sections.  


Emergency Department or other hospital patients 


Ten interventions, described in six trials (Dent_BI 2008 [++], Daeppen 2007 


[+], Field_BP 2009 [+], Field_HP 2009 [+], Field_WP 2009 [+], Holloway_SEE 


2007 [+], Holloway_SHB 2007 [+], Neumann 2006 [++], Dent_MI 2008 [++], 


Mello 2008 [++]) examined the effectiveness of individual level behaviour 


change interventions at reducing alcohol consumption among hospital and 


Emergency Department patients. One trial (Holloway 2007 [+]) included 


general hospital patients. The remaining five trials recruited individuals 


presenting to the Emergency Department or a trauma centre.  


Overall, behaviour change interventions among drinkers who are hospitalised 


or who present to the Emergency Department are no more effective than 


usual care at reducing alcohol consumption. This pattern was found for brief, 


extended and multi-session interventions, delivered face to face one on one 


as well as those delivered remotely. 


Brief face to face one on one interventions 


Six comparisons from four studies (Dent_BI 2008 [++], Daeppen 2007 [+], 


Field_BP 2009 [+], Field_HP 2009 [+], Field_WP 2009 [+], Holloway_SEE 


2007 [+]) assessed the effectiveness of brief interventions delivered face to 


face one on one. These interventions were no more effective than 
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comparators at altering drinking behaviour among hospitalised patients or 


those presenting in the ED. 


Dent_BI 2008 [++]  assessed the effect of brief intervention delivered face to 


face and one on one among patients presenting in the Emergency 


Department. Compared to usual care, the intervention resulted in very small 


to small, negative, non-significant effect on daily alcohol consumption (SMD -


0.30, 95% CI -0.70 to 0.10). 


Daeppen 2007 [+] assessed the effectiveness of a brief alcohol intervention 


delivered face to face and one on one to injured, hazardous drinking ED 


patients. Compared to patients who were screened for hazardous drinking 


only (but received no intervention) the trial resulted in very small to small, 


negative, non-significant effect on weekly alcohol consumption (SMD -0.01, 


95% CI -0.18 to 0.17). 


Field_BP 2009 [+] assessed the effectiveness of a brief motivational 


intervention among black patients considered to be at risk drinkers who 


presented at a trauma centre for either intentional or unintentional injuries. 


The trial resulted in a very small, negative, non-significant effect in the change 


in weekly alcohol consumption compared to usual care (SMD -0.03, 95% CI -


0.26 to 0.21). 


Field_WP 2009 [+] assessed the effectiveness of a brief motivational 


intervention among white patients considered to be at risk drinkers who 


presented at a trauma centre for either intentional or unintentional injuries, 


and resulted in a very small, non-significant effect in the in change weekly 


alcohol consumption (SMD 0.04, 95% CI -0.11 to 0.19). 


Field_HP 2009  [+] assessed the effectiveness of a brief motivational 


intervention among Hispanic patients considered to be at risk drinkers who 


presented at a trauma centre for either intentional or unintentional injuries. 


The intervention resulted in a very small, non-significant effect in the change 


in weekly alcohol consumption (SMD 0.14, 95% CI -0.03 to 0.31). 
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Holloway_SEE 2007 [+] provided a brief intervention aimed at improving self-


efficacy among hospitalised patients. The majority of these patients (63%) 


had a Carstairs deprivation score greater than 4, indicating that they were 


relatively deprived. The trial resulted in a small, non-significant effect on the 


change in weekly alcohol consumption (SMD 0.48, 95% CI -0.003 to 0.97).  


Brief remotely delivered interventions 


Two studies (Holloway_SHB 2007 [+], Neumann 2006 [++]) included a brief 


alcohol behaviour change intervention delivered remotely, and assessed the 


change in consumption between baseline and follow-up. Both trials resulted in 


intervention groups reducing their alcohol consumption more than the control 


groups, however, neither of the effects were significant. Both interventions 


reported use of BCTs 3 Social support (unspecified) and 78 Information about 


health consequences. 


Holloway_SHB 2007 [+] provided a self-help booklet to hospitalised patients in 


need of an alcohol behaviour change intervention. The majority of these 


patients (63%) had a Carstairs deprivation score greater than 4, indicating 


that they were relatively deprived. The trial resulted in a small, non-significant 


effect on the change in weekly consumption compared to usual care (SMD 


0.49, 95% CI -0.001 to 0.98). 


Neumann 2006 [++] assessed the effect of a brief intervention delivered prior 


to discharge to injured ED patients. The trial resulted in a small, non-


significant change in daily alcohol consumption compared to usual care (SMD 


0.12, 95% CI -0.05 to 0.29).  


Extended intervention delivered face to face and one on one 


Finally, Dent_MI 2008 [++] assessed the effect of an extended motivational 


interviewing intervention provided post discharge to ED patients. The 


intervention resulted in a very small, negative, non-significant change in daily 
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alcohol consumption compared to usual care (SMD -0.11, 95% CI -0.52 to 


0.30). 


Multi-session remotely delivered intervention 


One study (Mello 2008 [++]) assessed a multi-session intervention delivered 


remotely to injured ED patients and reported a small, non-significant effect on 


impaired driving compared to usual care (SMD 0.22, 95% CI -0.01 to 0.46). 
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Table 9: Alcohol interventions for Emergency Department patients or other hospital patients 


Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Dent_BI 2008 
[++] 


Brief Face to face, one 
on one 


Daily 
consumption  


-0.30 -0.70 0.10 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2 


8     Feedback on behaviour
C2


 


Daeppen 2007 
[+] 


Brief Face to face, one 
on one 


Weekly 
consumption 


-0.01 -0.18 0.17 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


71   Pros and cons
C
 


85   Social comparison
C1


 
None reported 


Field_BP 2009 
[+] 


Brief Face to face, one 
on one 


Change in 
weekly 
consumption 


-0.03 -0.26 0.21 2     Social support (emotional)
C
 


3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour


C
 


40   Verbal persuasion about capability
C
  


71   Pros and cons
C
 


80   Information about social and environmental consequences
C


2     Social support (emotional)
C
 


3     Social support (unspecified)
C2 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C 


78   Information about health consequences
C2


 


Field_WP 2009 
[+] 


Brief Face to face, one 
on one 


Change in 
weekly 
consumption 


0.04 -0.11 0.19 2     Social support (emotional)
C
 


3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour


C
 


40   Verbal persuasion about capability
C
 


71   Pros and cons
C
 


80   Information about social and environmental consequences
C 


2     Social support (emotional)
C
 


3     Social support (unspecified)
C2 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C 


78   Information about health consequences
C2


 


Field_HP 2009 
[+] 


Brief Face to face, one 
on one 


Change in 
weekly 


0.14 -0.03 0.31 2     Social support (emotional)
C
 


3     Social support (unspecified)
C2
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Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


consumption 36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C
 


40   Verbal persuasion about capability
C
 


71   Pros and cons
C
 


80   Information about social and environmental consequences
C


2     Social support (emotional)
C
 


3     Social support (unspecified)
C2 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C 


78   Information about health consequences
C2


 


Holloway_SEE 
2007 [+] 


Brief Face to face, one 
on one 


Change in 
weekly 
consumption 


0.48 -0.003 0.97 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
9     Feedback on outcome(s) of behaviour


A2 


 
None reported 


Holloway_SHB 
2007 [+] 


Brief Remote Change in 
weekly 
consumption  


0.49 -0.001 0.98 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
78   Information about health consequences


C2


 
None reported 


Neumann 2006 
[++] 


Brief Remote Change in 
daily 
consumption  


0.12 -0.05 0.29 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C
 


78   Information about health consequences
C2 


 
3     Social support (unspecified)


C2
 


Dent_MI 2008 
[++] 


Extended Face to face, one 
on one 


Daily 
consumption 


-0.11 -0.52 0.30 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2


8     Feedback on behaviour
C2


 


Mello 2008 [++] Multi-session Remote Impaired 
driving 


0.23 -0.01 0.46 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
None reported 


A positive SMD represents a benefit with the intervention (i.e. favours the intervention), and a negative SMD represents a benefit with the comparator (favours comparator). A 
SMD of <0.2 represents a very small effect size, of ≥0.2 to <0.5 represents a small effect size, of ≥0.5 to <0.8 a medium effect size, and of ≥0.8 a large effect size. 
* Intervention targeted multiple behaviour topcs 
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University students 


Twenty-five interventions described in eleven trials (Carey_BMI 2006 [+], 


Carey_TLFB 2006 [+], Carey_BMI+TLFB 2006 [+], Carey_EBMI 2006 [+], 


Carey_EBMI+TLFB 2006 [+], Kulesza_10M 2010 [+], Juarez_MF 2006 [+], 


Walters_WEB 2009 [++], Neighbors 2006 [+], Lewis_GNSF 2007 [+], 


Lewis_GSF 2007 [+], Walters_MI 2009 [++], Juarez _MI 2006 [+], 


Juarez_MI+F 2006 [+], Kulesza_50M 2010 [+], Ingersoll 2005* [+], 


Mastroleo_EEA 2010 [+], Mastroleo_CPA 2010 [+], Walters_MI+F 2009 [++], 


Lau Barraco_EEC 2008 [+], Lau Barraco_EDU 2008 [+], Dermen_ALC 2011 


[+], Dermen_H&A 2011* [+], Juarez_MI+MF 2006 [+], Fleming 2010 [++]) 


examined the effectiveness of individual level behaviour change interventions 


at reducing alcohol consumption among university students.  


Overall, these interventions were no more effective than comparators at 


change alcohol consumption behaviour. This pattern was seen across 


intervention types (brief, extended, multi-session) and modes of delivery (face 


to face one on one, face to face group, face to face with remote follow-up and 


remote only). A single intervention (Lewis_GSF 2007 [+]), which provided 


feedback tailored to the gender of the participant, resulted in a significant 


effect. 


Figure 5 presents the frequency of use for each reported behaviour change 


technique across alcohol interventions among university students. The x-axis 


is identical to that of Figure 4 to allow for comparison of reported BCTs in this 


population vs. alcohol interventions more generally; if a BCT was reported in 


any alcohol trial but not in the trials relevant to this population there is a gap 


for that BCT in Figure 5. 


Brief face to face one on one interventions 


Six interventions described in two trials (Carey_BMI 2006 [+], Carey_TLFB 


2006 [+], Carey_BMI+TLFB 2006 [+], Carey_EBMI 2006 [+], 


Carey_EBMI+TLFB 2006 [+], Kulesza_10M 2010 [+]) assessed the effect of 
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brief interventions delivered face to face and one on one to university students 


on alcohol consumption. Overall, these interventions resulted in no significant 


difference in drinking behaviours in this population. 


One trial included five interventions, described as brief and delivered face to 


face and one on one, targeting alcohol consumption among heavy drinking 


university students. Carey_BMI 2006 [+] assessed the impact of a brief 


motivational intervention and resulted in a small, non-significant effect weekly 


alcohol consumption (SMD 0.22, 95% CI -0.42 to 0.86). Carey_TLFB 2006 [+] 


included a time line followback interview on alcohol consumption and resulted 


in a very small, negative, non-significant effect on weekly alcohol consumption 


(SMD -0.10, 95% CI -0.74 to 0.53). Carey_BMI+TLFB 2006 [+] combined the 


two above approaches into single brief motivational intervention using timeline 


followback alcohol assessment, and resulted in a very small, non-significant 


effect on weekly intake (SMD 0.03, 95% CI -0.61 to 0.67). Carey_EBMI 2006 


[+] used the same brief motivational intervention approach as Carey_BMI 


2006 [+], which was enhanced by the addition of a decisional balance 


component. This intervention resulted in a very small, negative, non-


significant effect on alcohol intake (SMD -0.06, 95% CI -0.69 to 0.58). Finally, 


Carey_EBMI+TLFB 2006 [+] combined the enhance motivational intervention 


and time line followback interview and resulted in a very small, negative, non-


significant effect on weekly consumption (SMD -0.12, 95% CI -0.76 to 0.52). 


Kulesza_10M 2010 [+] assessed the effect of a ten minute version of the Brief 


Alcohol Screening and Intervention for College Students (BASICS) on daily 


alcohol consumption among university students identified as heavy drinkers. 


The trial resulted in a medium, non-significant effect compared to a waitlist 


control arm (SMD 0.55, 95% CI -0.003 to 1.09). 


All of the interventions, save Carey_TLFB 2006 [+], reported use of BCTs 3 


Social support (unspecified), 8 Feedback on behaviour, 71 Pros and cons, 78 


Information about health consequences, 80 Information about social and 


environmental consequences, and 85 Social comparison. 
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Brief remotely delivered interventions 


Five interventions described in four trials (Juarez_MF 2006 [+], Walters_WEB 


2009 [++], Neighbors 2006 [+], Lewis_GNSF 2007 [+], Lewis_GSF 2007 [+]) 


used a brief, remotely delivered intervention among university students. 


One intervention (Juarez_MF 2006 [+]) intervention included university 


students identified as having at least one heavy drinking episode. The student 


received mailed feedback regarding their baseline assessment of drinking 


behaviour. This intervention resulted in a very small, non-significant difference 


in daily alcohol consumption compared to an assessment only control (SMD 


0.11, 95% CI -1.13 to 1.35). 


Participants in the Walters_WEB 2009 [++] were psychology students 


identified as heavy drinkers. The participants received internet based 


feedback on drinking behaviours, and exhibited a very small, non-significant 


difference in weekly alcohol consumption compared to an assessment only 


control group (SMD 0.07, 95% CI -0.45 to 0.58). 


Neighbors 2006 [+] recruited university students enrolled in an introductory 


and lower level psychology course who reported at least one heavy drinking 


episode in the previous month. The intervention involved personalised 


feedback delivered via computer, and resulted in a very small, non-significant 


difference in  weekly alcohol consumption compared to an assessment only 


control (SMD 0.09, 95% CI -0.20 to 0.38). 


One study assessed two brief alcohol behaviour change interventions 


(Lewis_GNSF 2007 [+], Lewis_GSF 2007 [+]) delivered via computer to first 


year university students who reported drinking at dangerous levels. The first 


interventions, Lewis_GNSF 2007 [+], provided personalised feedback that had 


no gender specific content, and resulted in a small, non-significant effect on  


weekly alcohol consumption compared to an assessment only control (SMD 


0.39, 95% CI -0.01 to 0.79). The second intervention, Lewis_GSF 2007 [+], 


provided personalised feedback on alcohol consumption behaviours that was 
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tailored to the gender of the participant. This intervention resulted in a small, 


significant effect on  weekly consumption behaviours (SMD 0.46, 95% CI 0.05 


to 0.86). 


All five interventions reported use of BCTs 8 Feedback on behaviour and 85 


Social comparison. No BCTs were reported in the intervention with significant 


results that were not also reported in the interventions with non-significant 


results. Similarly, no BCTs were reported in all four interventions with non-


significant results that didn’t also appear in the single intervention with 


significant effects on alcohol consumption. 


Extended face to face one on one interventions 


Eight interventions described in five trials (Walters_MI 2009 [++], 


Walters_MI+F 2009 [++], Juarez _MI 2006 [+], Juarez _MI+F 2006 [+], 


Kulesza_50M 2010 [+], Ingersoll 2005* [+], Mastroleo_EEA 2010 [+], 


Mastroleo_CPA 2010 [+]) assessed the effect of extended interventions 


delivered face to face and one on one among heavy drinking university 


students. Overall, these interventions resulted in no significant difference in 


drinking behaviours compared to the trials’ control arms. 


Two arms of one trial (Walters_MI 2009 [++], Walters_MI+F 2009 [++]) 


recruited university level psychology students identified as heavy drinkers. In 


Walters_MI 2009 [++], the participants received a face to face one on one 


motivational interview intervention, and exhibited a very small, non-significant 


difference in weekly alcohol consumption compared to an assessment only 


control group (SMD 0.12, 95% -0.39 to 0.63). Walters_MI+F 2009 [++] 


provided a face to face one on one motivational interview with a computer 


feedback component, and resulted in a small, non-significant effect on weekly 


consumption (SMD 0.27, 95% CI -0.23 to 0.77). 


Two extended interventions were described in one trial among university  


students identified as having at least one heavy drinking episode. Juarez _MI 


2006 [+] included a motivational interviewing intervention and resulted in a 
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medium, non-significant difference in  daily alcohol consumption compared to 


the control arm (SMD 0.51; 95% CI -0.78 to 1.80). Juarez_MI+F 2006 [+] 


provided a motivational interviewing plus feedback intervention resulted in a 


small, negative, non-significant difference in  daily alcohol consumption 


compared the control arm (SMD -0.23, 95% CI -1.51 to 1.05). 


Kulesza_50M 2010 [+] assessed the effect of a fifty minute version of BASICS 


on  daily alcohol consumption among university students identified as heavy 


drinkers. The trial resulted in a small, non-significant effect on  weekly alcohol 


consumption compared to a waitlist control arm (SMD 0.23, 95% CI -0.32 to 


0.78) 


Ingersoll 2005* [+] recruited female university students reporting recent 


ineffective contraception use while binge drinking or having more than eight 


drinks per week; this study aimed to reduce the risk of alcohol exposed 


pregnancy. The trial used an extended single session intervention targeting 


birth control  use and alcohol awareness, and resulted in a very small, non-


significant effect on  weekly alcohol consumption (SMD 0.15, 95% CI -0.13 to 


0.43 


Mastroleo_EEA 2010 [+] and Mastroleo_CPA 2010 [+] assessed the effect of 


the same BASICS programme on the  alcohol consumption of first semester, 


first year university students identified as heavy drinkers. The Mastroleo_EEA 


2010 [+] used a supervised  evidence based application approach, and 


resulted in a small, non-significant difference in  weekly alcohol consumption 


(SMD 0.31, 95% CI -0.07 to 0.69). Mastroleo_CPA 2010 [+] used an 


unsupervised common practice approach , and also resulted in a small, non-


significant effect on  weekly consumption (SMD 0.36, 95% CI -0.02 to 0.73). 


All eight of the interventions reported use of BCTs 3 Social support 


(unspecified); seven of the interventions (Walters_MI+F 2009 [++], Juarez _MI 


2006 [+], Juarez _MI+F 2006 [+], Kulesza_50M 2010 [+], Ingersoll 2005* [+], 


Mastroleo_EEA 2010 [+], Mastroleo_CPA 2010 [+]) also reported use of BCT 


8 Feedback on behaviour. 
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Extended face to face group interventions 


Two interventions in one trial (Lau Barraco_EEC 2008 [+], Lau Barraco_EDU 


2008 [+]) assessed the effect of extended interventions delivered face to face 


on a group level to university psychology students identified as having a 


heavy episodic drinking. The first intervention Lau Barraco_EEC 2008 [+] 


assessed the effect of a gender specific experiential expectancy challenge, 


and resulted in a small, non-significant difference in  weekly consumption 


(SMD 0.22, 95% CI -0.17 to 0.61). Lau Barraco_EDU 2008 [+] assessed the 


effect of an alcohol education only intervention, and resulted in a very small, 


non-significant effect (SMD 0.14, 95% CI -0.33 to 0.61). Both interventions 


reported use of BCT 3 Social support (unspecified). 


Multi-session face to face one on one interventions 


Two interventions described in one trials (Dermen_ALC 2011 [+], 


Dermen_H&A 2011* [+]) utilised a multi-session approach delivered face to 


face and one on one.  


Two arms of one trial (Dermen_ALC 2011 [+], Dermen_H&A 2011* [+]) 


assessed alcohol behavioural outcomes among university students reporting 


heavy drinking in the last week (more than four or five drinks in one occasion, 


for women and men respectively) as well as risky sexual behaviour (including 


having unprotected sex seven or more times in the previous 90 days, or 


having two or more sexual partners in the previous 90 days). Dermen_ALC 


2011 [+] focused on reducing alcohol risk behaviour and resulted in a small, 


non-significant effect on daily alcohol consumption (SMD 0.46, 95% CI -0.11 


to 1.02). Dermen_H&A 2011* [+] focused on both alcohol and HIV risk 


behaviours, and resulted in a very small, negative, non-significant effect on 


daily consumption (SMD -0.04, 95% CI -0.60 to 0.53). Both interventions 


reported use of BCTs 3 Social support (unspecified), 8 Feedback on 


behaviour, 34 Adding objects to the environment, and 80 Information about 


social and environmental consequences. 
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Multi-session face to face one on one interventions with remote follow-up 


Two trials assessed the effect of multi-session interventions delivered face to 


face with remote follow-up (Juarez_MI+MF 2006 [+], Fleming 2010 [++]) on 


the drinking behaviour of university students. 


Juarez_MI+MF 2006 [+] assessed the effect of a multi-session intervention 


delivered face to face and remotely among university students identified as 


having at least one heavy drinking episode. The intervention included a 


motivational interview and mailed feedback report, and resulted in a medium, 


non-significant effect on  daily alcohol consumption (SMD 0.56, 95% CI -0.71 


to 1.84). 


Fleming 2010 [++] provided a multiple brief alcohol interventions with 


telephone or e-mail follow-up to university students identified as high risk 


drinkers in university health clinics. The trial resulted in a very small, non-


significance difference in the number of days on which alcohol was consumed 


at follow-up, compared to a usual care group (SMD 0.07, 95% CI -0.05 to 


0.20). 


Both interventions reported use of BCTs 3 Social support (unspecified), 78 


Information about health consequences, 80 Information about social and 


environmental consequences and 85 Social comparison. 
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Table 10: Alcohol interventions for university students 


Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs


 
Control BCTs 


Carey_BMI 
2006 [+] 


Brief Face to face one on 
one 


Weekly 
consumption  


0.22 -0.42 0.86 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


14   Biofeedback
C
 


63   Goal setting (outcome)
C2


 
78   Information about health consequences


C2
 


80   Information about social and environmental consequences
C
 


85   Social comparison
C1 


 
None reported 


Carey_TLFB 
2006 [+] 


Brief Face to face one on 
one 


Weekly 
consumption  


-0.10 -0.74 0.53 None reported


 
None reported 


Carey_ 
BMI+TLFB 
2006 [+] 


Brief Face to face one on 
one 


Weekly 
consumption  


0.03 -0.61 0.67 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


14   Biofeedback
C
 


63   Goal setting (outcome)
C2


 
78   Information about health consequences


C2
 


80   Information about social and environmental consequences
C
 


85   Social comparison
C1


 
None reported 


Carey_EBMI 
2006 [+] 


Brief Face to face one on 
one 


Weekly 
consumption  


-0.06 -0.69 0.58 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


14   Biofeedback
C
 


63   Goal setting (outcome)
C2 


71   Pros and cons
C
 


78   Information about health consequences
C2


 
80   Information about social and environmental consequences


C
 


85   Social comparison
C1


 
None reported 


Carey_EBMI+ Brief Face to face one on Weekly -0.12 -0.76 0.52 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2
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Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs


 
Control BCTs 


TLFB 2006 [+] one consumption  8     Feedback on behaviour
C2


 
14   Biofeedback


C
 


63   Goal setting (outcome)
C2 


71   Pros and cons
C
 


78   Information about health consequences
C2


 
80   Information about social and environmental consequences


C
 


85   Social comparison
C1


 
None reported 


Kulesza_ 10M 
2010 [+] 


Brief Face to face one on 
one 


Weekly 
consumption  


0.55 -0.003 1.09 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


71   Pros and cons
C
 


78   Information about health consequences
C2


 
80   Information about social and environmental consequences


C
 


85   Social comparison
C1


 
None reported 


Juarez_MF 
2006 [+] 


Brief Remote Daily 
consumption 


0.11 -1.13 1.35 8     Feedback on behaviour
C2


 
14   Biofeedback


C
 


78   Information about health consequences
C2


 
80   Information about social and environmental consequences


C
 


85   Social comparison
C1


 
None reported 


Walters_WEB 
2009 [++] 


Brief Remote Weekly 
consumption  


0.07 -0.45 0.58 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


80   Information about social and environmental consequences
C
 


85   Social comparison
C1


 
None reported 


Neighbors 2006 
[+] 


Brief Remote Weekly 
consumption  


0.09 -0.21 0.38 8     Feedback on behaviour
C2


 
85   Social comparison


C1


 
None reported 


Lewis_GNSF Brief Remote Monthly 0.39 -0.01 0.79 8     Feedback on behaviour
C2 
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Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs


 
Control BCTs 


2007 [+] consumption 85   Social comparison
C1


 
None reported 


Lewis_GSF 
2007 [+] 


Brief Remote Monthly 
consumption 


0.46 0.05 0.86 8     Feedback on behaviour
C2


 
85   Social comparison


C1


 
None reported 


Walters_MI 
2009 [++] 


Extended Face to face one on 
one 


Weekly 
consumption  


0.12 -0.39 0.63 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
64   Action planning


C1


 
None reported 


Walters_MI+F 
2009 [++] 


Extended Face to face one on 
one  


Weekly 
consumption  


0.27 -0.23 0.77 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


64   Action planning
C1


 
80   Information about social and environmental consequences


C
 


85   Social comparison
C1


 
None reported 


Juarez _MI 
2006 [+] 


Extended Face to face one on 
one 


Daily 
consumption  


0.51 -0.78 1.80 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


71   Pros and cons
C
 


80   Information about social and environmental consequences
C


 
None reported 


Juarez_MI+F 
2006 [+] 


Extended Face to face, one 
on one 


Daily 
consumption  


-0.23 -1.51 1.05 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


14   Biofeedback
C
 


71   Pros and cons
C
 


78   Information about health consequences
C2


 
80   Information about social and environmental consequences


C
 


85   Social comparison
C1


 
None reported 


Kulesza_50M 
2010 [+] 


Extended Face to face one on 
one 


Weekly 
consumption  


0.23 -0.32 0.78 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
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Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs


 
Control BCTs 


71   Pros and cons
C
 


78   Information about health consequences
C2


 
80   Information about social and environmental consequences


C
 


85   Social comparison
C1


 
None reported 


Ingersoll 2005* 
[+] 


Extended Face to face one on 
one 


Weekly 
consumption  


0.15 -0.13 0.43 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C
 


71   Pros and cons
C
 


80   Information about social and environmental consequences
C


 
None reported 


Mastroleo_EEA 
2010 [+] 


Extended Face to face one on 
one 


Weekly 
consumption  


0.31 -0.07 0.69 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2


 
None reported 


Mastroleo_CPA 
2010 [+] 


Extended Face to face one on 
one 


Weekly 
consumption  


0.36 -0.02 0.73 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2


 
None reported 


Lau 
Barraco_EEC 
2008 [+] 


Extended Face to face group Weekly 
consumption  


0.22 -0.17 0.61 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
39   Behavioural experiments


A
 


78   Information about health consequences
C2 


85   Social comparison
C1


 
None reported 


Lau 
Barraco_EDU 
2008 [+] 


Extended Face to face group Weekly 
consumption  


0.14 -0.33 0.61 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
None reported 


Dermen_ALC 
2011 [+] 


Multi-session Face to face one on 
one 


Daily 
consumption  


0.459 -0.11 1.02 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


9     Feedback on outcome(s) of behaviour
A2


 
25   Behaviour substitution


A
 


34   Adding objects to the environment
C
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Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs


 
Control BCTs 


40   Verbal persuasion about capability
C
 


71   Pros and cons
C
 


80   Information about social and environmental consequences
C
 


85   Social comparison
C1


 
None reported 


Dermen_H&A 
2011* [+] 


Multi-session Face to face one on 
one 


Daily 
consumption  


-0.04 -0.60 0.53 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


34   Adding objects to the environment
C
 


80   Information about social and environmental consequences
C


 
None reported 


Juarez_MI+MF 
2006 [+] 


Multi-session Face to face one on 
one with  remote 
follow up 


Daily 
consumption  


0.56 -0.71 1.84 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


14   Biofeedback
C
 


71   Pros and cons
C
 


78   Information about health consequences
C2 


80   Information about social and environmental consequences
C
 


85   Social comparison
C1


 
None reported 


Fleming 2010 
[++] 


Multi-session Face to face one on 
one with  remote 
follow up 


Monthly 
consumption 


0.07 -0.05 0.20 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
10   Self-monitoring of behaviour


C1
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C
 


64   Action planning
C1


 
67   Behavioural contract


A
 


78   Information about health consequences
C2


 
80   Information about social and environmental consequences


C
 


85   Social comparison
C1


 
None reported 


A positive SMD represents a benefit with the intervention (i.e. favours the intervention), and a negative SMD represents a benefit with the comparator (favours comparator). A 
SMD of <0.2 represents a very small effect size, of ≥0.2 to <0.5 represents a small effect size, of ≥0.5 to <0.8 a medium effect size, and of ≥0.8 a large effect size. 
* Intervention targeted multiple behaviour topcs 
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Figure 5: Distribution of BCTs in alcohol trials among university students; with direction and significance of effect 
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Cardiovascular conditions 


Three trials (Koelewijn-van Loon 2010* [+], Smeulders 2009* [+], Burke 2008* 


[+]) assessed the effectiveness multi-target lifestyle interventions at changing 


alcohol consumption among individuals with or at risk for cardiovascular 


conditions.  


Overall, interventions in this population were no more effective than usual 


care at changing alcohol intake.  


Multi-session face to face one on one interventions with remote follow-up 


Koelewijn-van Loon 2010* [+] assessed the effectiveness of a multi-session 


face to face one on one intervention with telephone follow-up among patients 


deemed eligible for cardiovascular risk management. The intervention 


targeted multiple behaviours (alcohol, diet, physical activity and smoking) and 


resulted in a large, negative, non-significant difference in the proportion of 


participants drinking above nationally recommended limits at follow-up (SMD -


0.85, 95% CI -2.04 to 0.34). 


Multi-session face to face group interventions 


Two trials (Smeulders 2009* [+], Burke 2008* [+]) assessed the effectiveness 


of multi-session, face to face group interventions at reducing weekly alcohol 


consumption.  


Smeulders 2009* [+] assessed the effectiveness of a multi-session chronic 


disease self-management programme delivered face to face and over the 


telephone to groups of congestive heart failure patients. The intervention 


addressed alcohol, diet and physical activity behaviours, and resulted in a 


very small, non-significant  effect on  weekly alcohol consumption compared 


to usual care (SMD 0.08, 95% CI -0.14 to 0.31). 


Burke 2008* [+] compared a lifestyle modification programme, which 


addressed alcohol, diet and physical activity, for overweight, hypertensive 
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patients to usual care. The trial resulted a very small, negative, non-significant 


difference in weekly alcohol consumption (SMD -0.16, 95% CI -0.41 to 0.10).  


Both trials reported use of BCTs 3 Social support (unspecified), 62 Goal 


setting (behaviour), and 64 Action planning.
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Table 11: Alcohol interventions for patients with cardiovascular conditions 


Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Koelewijn-van 
Loon 2010* [+] 


Multi-session Face to face, one 
on one; Remote 
follow up 


Drinking above 
recommended 
limit 


-0.85 -2.04 0.34 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
34   Adding objects to the environment


C
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C
 


63   Goal setting (outcome)
C2


 
78   Information about health consequences


C2 


 
80   Information about social and environmental consequences


C
 


Smeulders 
2009* [+] 


Multi-session Face to face, group Weekly 
consumption  


0.08 -0.14 0.31 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C
 


64   Action planning
C1 


 
None reported 


Burke* 2008 [+] Multi-session Face to face, group Weekly 
consumption  


-0.16 -0.41 0.10 1     Social support (practical)
B
 


3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviour
C1


 
14   Biofeedback


C
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C
 


63   Goal setting (outcome)
C2


 
64   Action planning


C1 


 
14   Biofeedback


C 


34   Adding objects to the environment
C
 


A positive SMD represents a benefit with the intervention (i.e. favours the intervention), and a negative SMD represents a benefit with the comparator (favours comparator). An 
SMD of <0.2 represents a very small effect size, of ≥0.2 to <0.5 represents a small effect size, of ≥0.5 to <0.8 a medium effect size, and of ≥0.8 a large effect size. 
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Drinkers recruited in primary care 


Four studies (Ockene 2009 [++], Lock 2006 [++], Curry 2003 [+], Moore 2010 


[+]) recruited participants identified in primary care as at risk or hazardous 


drinkers.  


Overall, brief face to face one on one interventions in this population were no 


more effective at altering alcohol consumption than usual care. Multi-session 


face to face one on one interventions with remote follow-up exhibited 


inconsistent effectiveness, with significant effects seen amongst patients over 


the age of 55 in one trial, and no significant effects seen among a population 


of primary care risky drinkers with no lower age limit. 


All four interventions reported use of BCT 3 Social support (unspecified). The 


three interventions resulting in non-significant effects all reported use of BCT 


80 Information about social and environmental consequences; this was not 


reported in the trial that resulted in a significant intervention effect. Finally, 


BCTs 9 Feedback on outcome(s) of behaviour, 11 Self-monitoring of 


outcome(s) of behaviour, and 37 Information about antecedents were 


reported only in the intervention with a significant effect on drinking behaviour. 


Brief face to face one on one interventions 


Ockene 2009 [++] recruited men and women identified as high risk drinkers in 


primary care settings. The trial resulted in a very small, negative, non-


significant effect on weekly consumption compared to usual care (SMD -0.04, 


95% CI -0.13 to 0.06). 


Lock 2006 [++] recruited high risk drinkers identified in primary care, and 


resulted in a very small, non-significant effect on weekly alcohol consumption 


compared to (SMD 0.15, 95% CI -0.20 to 0.50). 


Both interventions reported use of BCTs 3 Social support (unspecified), 78 


Information about health consequences, and 80 Information about social and 


environmental consequences. 
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Multi-session face to face one on one interventions with remote follow-up 


Two trials (Curry 2003 [+], Moore 2010 [+])  assessed the effectiveness of 


multiple face to face one on one interventions with remote follow-up. The 


evidence surrounding the effectiveness of these interventions was 


inconsistent in terms of effectiveness.  


Curry 2003 [+] assessed the effectiveness of a face to face one on one 


intervention with follow-up telephone calls on risky drinking (defined as 


chronic drinking, binge drinking or drink driving) among primary care patients 


identified as having at risk drinking patterns. The trial resulted in a small, non-


significant effect on drinking patterns compared to usual care (SMD 0.20, 95% 


CI -0.06 to 0.47 


Moore 2010 [+] assessed the effect of a face to face one on one intervention 


with remote follow-up on the weekly alcohol consumption of at risk drinkers 


over the age of 55 years in primary care. The trial resulted in a very small, 


significant effect on consumption compared to usual care (SMD 0.16, 95% CI 


0.003 to 0.32). 
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Table 12: Alcohol interventions for patients recruited in primary care 


Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Ockene 2009 
[++] 


Brief Face to face, one 
on one 


Weekly 
consumption  


-0.04 -0.13 0.06 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
42   Focus on past success


B
 


61   Problem solving
B
 


78   Information about health consequences
C2


 
79   Information about emotional consequences


C1 


80   Information about social and environmental consequences
C


 
None reported 


Lock 2006 [++] Brief Face to face, one 
on one 


Weekly 
consumption  


0.15 -0.20 0.50 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


25   Behaviour substitution
A
 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C
 


64   Action planning
C1


 
78   Information about health consequences


C2
 


80   Information about social and environmental consequences
C
 


85  Social comparison
C1


 
None reported 


Curry 2003 [+] Multi-session Face to face, one 
on one; remote 
follow up 


Risky drinking 
(chronic 
drinking, binge 
drinking, drink 
driving) 


0.20 -0.06 0.47 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


80   Information about social and environmental consequences
C
 


85  Social comparison
C1


 
None reported 


Moore 2010 [+] Multi-session Face to face, one 
on one; remote 
follow up 


Weekly 
consumption  


0.16 0.003 0.32 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
9     Feedback on outcome(s) of behaviour


A2
 


11   Self-monitoring of outcome(s) of behaviour
A1


 
37   Information about antecedents


C1
 


78   Information about health consequences
C2


 
None reported 


A positive SMD represents a benefit with the intervention (i.e. favours the intervention), and a negative SMD represents a benefit with the comparator (favours comparator).  
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Drinkers recruited from non-primary care settings 


Five trials recruited participants from other healthcare settings (Chang 2011 


[++], Lane 2008 [+], Feldman 2011 [++], Emmen 2005 [++], Gilbert 2008* 


[++]).  


Overall, these interventions were no more effective than comparators at 


altering alcohol consumption. This lack of effect held across intervention types 


(brief and multi-session) as well as mode of delivery (face to face and 


remotely delivered). There was substantial variability in participants’ 


characteristics across these trials, making it difficult to conclude whether the 


lack of effect was due to the intervention, patient or other factors. 


Brief face to face one on one interventions 


Chang 2011 [++] recruited female risky drinkers (defined as consuming more 


than seven drinks per week, or more than two drinks per occasion) from a 


hospital outpatient clinic. The brief face to face one on one intervention 


resulted in a  very small, negative, non-significant difference in daily 


consumption compared to an assessment only control group (SMD -0.06, 


95% CI -0.23 to 0.12 


Lane 2008 [+] recruited patients presenting at a sexual health clinic who were 


identified as hazardous or harmful drinkers. The brief ‘drink  less’ intervention 


resulted in a very small, non-significant effect on  alcohol consumption 


(quantity and frequency) compared to a no intervention control group (SMD 


0.18, 95% CI -0.16 to 0.52). 


Feldman 2011 [++] enrolled individuals receiving opioid or cocaine 


dependence treatment in a hospital outpatient clinic, who were also excessive 


drinkers. The brief intervention had a very small, non-significant effect on 


weekly alcohol consumption in this population, compared to usual care (SMD 


0.09, 95% CI -0.29 to 0.46). 
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All three interventions reported use of BCTs 3 Social support (unspecified) 


and 8 Feedback on behaviour. 


Multi-session face to face one on one interventions 


Emmen 2005 [++] included problem drinkers recruited from a general internal 


medicine outpatient clinic. The multi-session, face to face one on one 


psychosocial intervention resulted in a very small, negative non-significant 


effect on daily alcohol consumption compared to usual care (SMD -0.19, 95% 


CI -0.54 to 0.17). 


Multi-session remotely delivered interventions 


Gilbert 2008* [++] recruited HIV positive adults exceeding the United States 


recommendations for number of drinks per week, or who reported three or 


more binge drinking episodes during the previous three months. This multi-


session remotely delivered intervention had a very small, non-significant 


intervention effect on risky drinking compared to usual care (SMD 0.17, 95% 


CI -0.15 to 0.50). 
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Table 13: Alcohol interventions for drinkers recruited in non-primary care settings 


Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Chang 2011 
[++] 


Brief Face to face, one 
on one 


Daily 
consumption  


-0.06 -0.23 0.12 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


61   Problem solving
B
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C
 


78   Information about health consequences
C2


 
85   Social comparison


C1 


 
None reported 


Lane 2008 [+] Brief Face to face, one 
on one 


Quantity and 
frequency of 
consumption 
(AUDIT-C) 


0.18 -0.16 0.52 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


25   Behaviour substitution
A
 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C
 


64   Action planning
C1


 
78   Information about health consequences


C2
 


80   Information about social and environmental consequences
C
 


85   Social comparison
C1 


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


Feldman 2011 
[++] 


Brief Face to face, one 
on one 


Weekly 
consumption  


0.09 -0.29 0.46 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C
 


68   Commitment
A1


 
80   Information about social and environmental consequences


C 


 
4     Pharmacological support 
34   Adding objects to the environment


C
 


Emmen 2005 
[++] 


Multi-session Face to face, one 
on one 


Daily 
consumption  


-0.19 -0.54 0.17 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


14   Biofeedback
C
 


37   Information about antecedents
C1


 
78   Information about health consequences


C2
 


80   Information about social and environmental consequences
C 
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Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


 
None reported 


Gilbert 2008*  
[++] 


Multi-session Remote Risky drinking 0.17 -0.15 0.50 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
9     Feedback on outcome(s) of behaviour


A2 


 
None reported 


A positive SMD represents a benefit with the intervention (i.e. favours the intervention), and a negative SMD represents a benefit with the comparator (favours comparator). A 
SMD of <0.2 represents a very small effect size, of ≥0.2 to <0.5 represents a small effect size, of ≥0.5 to <0.8 a medium effect size, and of ≥0.8 a large effect size. 
* Intervention targeted multiple behaviour topcs 
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Pregnant or postpartum drinkers 


Two trials (Fleming 2008 [++], O’Connor 2007 [+]) enrolled pregnant or 


postpartum with high risk drinking behaviours. Both trials resulted in a 


significant intervention effect.  


Overall, multi-session behaviour change interventions among pregnant and 


postpartum women were effective at altering alcohol consumption behaviour. 


Multi-session face to face interventions 


Fleming 2008 [++] recruited postpartum women identified as high risk drinkers 


in primary care to a multi-session face to face intervention with remote follow-


up. The trial resulted in a small, significant effect on monthly alcohol 


consumption compared to usual care (SMD 0.35, 95% CI 0.10 to 0.61).  


O’Connor 2007 [+] recruited low-income pregnant drinkers in a primary care 


setting to a multi-session face to face intervention. The trial resulted in a large, 


significant effect on the proportion of women reporting alcohol abstinence 


during the third trimester, compared to an assessment only control arm (SMD 


0.93, 95% CI 0.26 to 1.60).  


The two interventions reported no common behaviour change techniques, 


however Fleming 2008 [+] reported use of BCT 68 Commitment, which was 


consistently reported in alcohol interventions with positive effects (Fleming 


2008 [+] was the only intervention reporting a significant effect in this group). 


O’Connor 2007 [++] reported use of BCT 9 Feedback on outcome(s) of 


behaviour, which was consistently reported in alcohol intervention with 


positive, significant effects. All other BCTs reported in this population were 


also reported in alcohol interventions with inconsistent results in terms of both 


direction and significance.
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Table 14: Alcohol interventions for pregnant women 


Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Fleming 2008 
[+] 


Multi-session Face to face, one 
on one 


Monthly 
consumption 


0.35 0.10 0.61 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviour
C1


 
68   Commitment


A1
 


78   Information about health consequences
C2


 


 
None reported 


O'Connor 2007 
[++] 


Multi-session Face to face, one 
on one 


Abstinence 
during third 
trimester 


0.93 0.26 1.60 9     Feedback on outcome(s) of behaviour
A2


 
63   Goal setting (outcome)


C2
 


 
None reported 


A positive SMD represents a benefit with the intervention (i.e. favours the intervention), and a negative SMD represents a benefit with the comparator (favours comparator). A 
SMD of <0.2 represents a very small effect size, of ≥0.2 to <0.5 represents a small effect size, of ≥0.5 to <0.8 a medium effect size, and of ≥0.8 a large effect size. 
* Intervention targeted multiple behaviour topcs 
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Other drinkers 


Woodall 2007 [+] included  first time offenders convicted of driving while 


intoxicated in a trial comparing a multi-session, face to face one on one 


intervention delivered during 28 days of incarceration. The trial included 


mainly Native American participants (76%), and resulted in a small, significant 


effect on alcohol consumption (SMD 0.33, 95% CI 0.10 to 0.56).
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Table 15: Alcohol interventions for other drinkers 


 Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Woodall 2007 
[+] 


Multi-session Face to face, one 
on one 


Change in 
consumption 
over 3 months 


0.33 0.10 0.56 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
5     Reduce negative emotions


A1
  


13   Monitoring outcome of behaviour by others without feedback
A1


 
63   Goal setting (outcome)


C2
 


64   Action planning
C1


 
79   Information about emotional consequences


C1 


 
None reported 


A positive SMD represents a benefit with the intervention (i.e. favours the intervention), and a negative SMD represents a benefit with the comparator (favours comparator). A 
SMD of <0.2 represents a very small effect size, of ≥0.2 to <0.5 represents a small effect size, of ≥0.5 to <0.8 a medium effect size, and of ≥0.8 a large effect size. 
* Intervention targeted multiple behaviour topcs 
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A overview of alcohol interventions by type, mode of delivery and population 


is provided in Table 16. 


Table 16: Summary of alcohol interventions according to type, mode of 
delivery, population and significant of effect 


Category Number of 


interventions 


Number 


significant 


% of 50 total 


ALC 


interventions 


 


 


 


(category 


interventions 


/topic total) 


% of 5 total 


significant 


ALC 


interventions 


 


 


(category 


significant/ 


topic 


significant) 


% of 


category 


resulting in 


significant 


effect 


 


(category 


significant/ 


category 


total) 


Intervention Type 


Brief 24 1 48.00% 20.00% 4.17% 


Extended  11 0 22.00% 0.00% 0.00% 


Multi-session 15 4 30.00% 80.00% 26.67% 


Mode of Delivery 


Face to face, one on one 32 3 64.00% 60.00% 9.38% 


Face to face, group 4 0 8.00% 0.00% 0.00% 


Face to face combined 0 0 0.00% 0.00% #DIV/0! 


Face to face with remote  5 1 10.00% 20.00% 20.00% 


Remote 9 1 18.00% 20.00% 11.11% 


Population 


CV disease or risk 3 0 6.00% 0.00% 0.00% 


Pregnant/postpartum  2 2 4.00% 40.00% 100.00% 


ED or Hospital 10 0 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 


Primary care 4 1 8.00% 20.00% 25.00% 


Non-primary care 5 0 10.00% 0.00% 0.00% 


University 25 1 50.00% 20.00% 4.00% 


 


4.3.5 BCT clusters 


The most commonly used BCT clusters were BCT-C 1 “Social Support” 


(88%), BCT-C 3 “Feedback and monitoring” (76%), and BCT-C 14 “Natural 
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consequences” (66%). BCT-C 4 “Associations”, BCT-C 9 “Scheduled 


consequences”, BCT-C 10 “Reward and threat”, BCT-C 13 “Identity”, and 


BCT-C 16 “Covert learning” were not used in any of the interventions. 


BCT clusters used in the interventions are summarised in Table 7. 


4.3.6 Intervention functions 


The most commonly used intervention functions were IF9 “Enablement” (90%) 


and IF1 “Education” (90%). IF6 “Restriction”, and IF8 “Modelling” were not 


used in any of the interventions. 


Interventions functions used in the interventions are summarised in Table 8. 


4.3.7 Theory use 


Six of the interventions included in the meta-regression were based on 


theories or models. These were the Social Learning Theory (O’Connor 2007 


[+]), the Stages of Change (Transtheoretical) Model (Emmen 2005 [++]), 


Transtheoretical Model and Social Cognitive Theory (Curry 2003 [+]), the 


FRAMES model (Feedback, Responsibility, Advice, Menu of Options, 


Empathy, Self-Efficacy) (Holloway_SEE 2007 [+]), Self-efficacy Theory 


(Smeulders 2009 [+]), and Social Norms Marketing (Neighbors 2006 [+]). 
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4.3.8 Effects of BCT clusters and intervention functions using 


meta-regression 


Results from 50 comparisons (32 studies) could be included in the meta-


regression. As shown in Figure 6, overall the studies found a small significant 


effect of the individual level behaviour change interventions (SMD 0.11, 95% 


CI 0.06 to 0.16; random effects analysis). The analysis had low levels of 


heterogeneity (I2=24.7%, 95% CI 0% to 46.9%, p=0.062). There were no 


outliers in this analysis.  


Egger’s test for small study effects suggested that there was publication bias 


(p=0.019). This could relate in part to the exclusion of studies with small 


sample sizes from the review. A filled funnel plot analysis suggested that 


adding the hypothetical missing studies could have a small effect on the effect 


size, reducing it slightly but with the effect remaining significant (SMD 0.09, 


95% CI 0.04 to 0.15; random effects analysis).  


In adjusted univariate analysis, the following variables were found to explain 


some of the between study variance (see Table 17) (adjusted for presence of 


the BCT-C/IF in the control group if present): 


 BCT-C 8 Self-belief: 32.5% of between study variance 


 BCT-C 3 Feedback and monitoring:  28.3% of between study variance 


 IF2 Persuasion: 13.8% of between study variance 


 BCT-C 11 Goals and planning: 3.3% of between study variance 


 BCT-C 5 Repetition and substitution: 1.5% of between study variance 


These variables were entered in this order into the multivariate model, which 


was also controlled for these BCT-Cs and IFs in the comparator group and 


theory use in the intervention. BCT-C 5 was dropped from the model because 


of insufficient data, and BCT-Clusters 8 and 11 were dropped as they did not 


improve model fit. 


The final multivariate model explained 100% of between study variance, and  


residual variation due to heterogeneity was reduced from 24.7% in the 
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univariate analysis to 11.1% in the multivariate analysis, suggesting a good fit. 


Table 17 summarises the results of the multivariate meta-regression. 


The presence of BCT-C 3 “Feedback and monitoring” was significantly 


associated with increased effectiveness of the intervention i.e. its presence 


had a positive effect (regression coefficient 0.12, 95% CI 0.04 to 0.21; 


p=0.006). The presence of Intervention function 2 “Persuasion” was 


significantly associated with reduced effectiveness of the intervention i.e. its 


presence had a negative effect (regression coefficient -0.09, 95% CI -0.17 to -


0.004; p=0.04).  


Results for these factors in the univariate and multivariate analysis are shown 


in Table 17. 


Sensitivity analysis was carried out including only the studies with long-term 


(>6 months) post-treatment (23 comparisons; see Table 17). In this analysis, 


before the variables were added to the model, there was only very limited 


between study variance (residual I2 =10.2%). This may make it difficult to 


establish the relationship between the variables and intervention 


effectiveness, as there is only limited between study variance to be explained 


by the variables being added. 


The sensitivity analysis provided similar results to the primary multivariate 


analysis. The size of the effects of the two variables remained similar, with the 


association between Intervention function 2 “Persuasion” becoming just non-


significant. This suggests that the effects of BCT-C 3 and IF 2 are maintained 


in the long term. 
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Figure 6: Overall effects of individual-level behaviour change interventions on 
alcohol consumption behaviour 
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Table 17: Meta-regression results for the effect of BCT clusters and 
intervention functions in individual-level interventions for alcohol 


Covariate β 95% CI P value Adjusted R2 


Adjusted univariate analysis 


BCT-C 8 Self-
belief 


-0.10 -0.21 to 0.02 0.106 32.5% 


BCT-C 3 
Feedback and 
monitoring 


0.11 0.01 to 0.21 0.032 28.3% 


IF2 Persuasion -0.04 -0.14 to 0.07 0.463 13.8% 


BCT-C 11 Goals 
and planning 


-0.05 -0.15 to 0.06 0.371 3.3% 


BCT-C 5 
Repetition and 
substitution 


0.11 -0.15 to 0.37 0.395 1.5% 


Primary multivariate analysis 


BCT-C 5 
Repetition and 
substitution 


Removed due to insufficient data 


BCT-C 8 Self-
belief 


Removed as did not improve model fit 
 


BCT-C 11 Goals 
and planning 


BCT-C 3 
Feedback and 
monitoring 


0.12  0.04 to 0.21 0.006 100% 


IF 2 Persuasion -0.09 -0.17 to -0.004 0.040 


Multivariate analysis – long term follow up only (sensitivity analysis) 


BCT-C 3 
Feedback and 
monitoring 


0.11 0.01 to 0.20 0.028 100% 


IF 2 Persuasion -0.09 -0.19 to 0.003 0.056 


β = Regression coefficient; BCT-C = behaviour change technique cluster; 


CI = Confidence interval; IF = intervention function  


Adjusted R2 indicates the proportion of between study variance explained by a 


variable(s). A positive regression coefficient indicates that the presence of the cluster 


or intervention function is associated with increased effectiveness of the intervention; 


a negative regression coefficient indicates that the presence of the cluster or 


intervention function is associated with decreased effectiveness of the intervention. 


BCT clusters and intervention functions in the comparator group and theory use were 


controlled for in the analysis. 
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4.3.9 Evidence statements 


Direction of effect across all interventions in the specified behaviour 
area 
A BCT found in interventions with a positive direction of effect only (i.e. effect 


favours intervention) 


B BCT found in interventions with a negative direction of effect only (i.e. effect 
favours control) 


C BCT found in interventions with positive and negative directions of effect 
(i.e. inconsistent direction of effect – some favouring intervention, some 
favouring control) 


Significance and consistency of effect across all interventions in the 
specified behaviour area 


1 BCT found in one intervention with a significant positive effect 


2 BCT found in more than one intervention with a significant positive effect  


 


Applicability statement 


This applicability statement applies to all of the alcohol evidence statements in 


this review. Two trials were carried out in the UK (Lock 2006 [++, Holloway 


2007 [+]). Of the remaining 30 studies, six were conducted in other European 


countries, three in Australia and 20 in the USA. Caution is required when 


interpreting findings regarding the interventions carried out in populations that 


may have different access to services or varying definitions of at risk, 


hazardous or illegal alcohol consumption.  


In terms of transferability to clinical or public health practice, it should be 


noted that the behaviour change interventions in the randomised controlled 


trials in this review varied in the number of sessions provided (ranging from 


one to six) and the types of interventions (brief, extended and multi-session). 


Twenty-seven of the studies primarily delivered the intervention in a face to 


face manner, and remote delivery was reported in six trials. Also participants 


were sometimes selectively recruited based on other characteristics in 


addition to alcohol consumption behaviours; this includes the substance use 


or dependence (Feldman 2011 [++]), risky sexual behaviour (Dermen 2011 


[+], Ingersoll 2005* [+]), or conviction and incarceration for driving while 
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intoxicated (Woodall 2007 [+]). Caution is required when interpreting the 


findings of these studies.  


The 32 alcohol behaviour change interventions have been grouped according 


to population studied in both the narrative review and the evidence statements 


in order to facilitate assessment of evidence applicability and generalisability. 


Specific attention is directed toward the 11 studies (describing 25 separate 


interventions) enrolling university students, all conducted in the USA, which 


may have reduced applicability to the UK due to the study setting, type of 


participants, and different legal restrictions on drinking age in the USA. 


Evidence Statement 2.1 – Overall Effectiveness of alcohol behaviour 


change interventions, BCT clusters and intervention functions 


There is strong evidence from 32 trials describing 50 interventions (Burke 


2008* [+], Carey_BMI 2006 [+], Carey_BMI+TLFB 2006 [+], Carey_EBMI 


2006 [+], Carey_EBMI+TLFB 2006 [+], Carey_TLFB 2006 [+], Chang 2011 


[++], Curry 2003 [+], Daeppen 2007 [+], Dent_BI 2008 [++], Dent_MI 2008 


[++], Dermen_ALC 2011 [+], Dermen_H&A 2011* [+], Emmen 2005 [++], 


Feldman 2011 [++], Field_BP 2009 [+], Field_HP 2009 [+], Field_WP 2009 [+], 


Fleming 2008 [++], Fleming 2010 [++], Gilbert 2008* [++]), Holloway_SEE 


2007 [+], Holloway_SHB 2007 [+], Ingersoll 2005* [+], Juarez _MI 2006 [+], 


Juarez_MF 2006 [+], Juarez_MI+F 2006 [+], Juarez_MI+MF 2006 [+], 


Koelewijn-van Loon 2010* [+],  Kulesza_10M 2010 [+], Kulesza_50M 2010 


[+], Lane 2008 [+], Lau Barraco_EDU 2008 [+], Lau Barraco_EEC 2008 [+], 


Lewis_GNSF 2007 [+], Lewis_GSF 2007 [+], Lock 2006 [++], Mastroleo_CPA 


2010 [+], Mastroleo_EEA 2010 [+], Mello 2008 [++], Moore 2010 [+], 


Neighbors 2006 [+], Neumann 2006 [++],  O’Connor 2007 [+], Ockene 2009 


[++], Smeulders 2009* [+], Walters_MI 2009 [++], Walters_MI+F 2009 [++], 


Walters_WEB 2009 [++], Woodall 2007 [+])  that individual level behaviour 


change interventions can have a small effect on alcohol consumption 


behaviour, with an effect size of 0.11 (95% CI 0.06 to 0.16).  
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Meta-regression of data from these RCTs suggested that use of BCT cluster 3 


– Feedback and monitoring is associated with increased effectiveness of 


interventions (regression coefficient 0.12, 95% CI 0.04 to 0.21; p=0.006), 


while intervention function 2 – Persuasion is associated with reduced 


effectiveness of interventions (regression coefficient -0.09, 95% CI -0.17 to -


0.004; p=0.040) These two variables account for 100% of between study 


variance, and the effects are maintained in the long term.  


Evidence Statement 2.2 – BCTs reported in interventions with a positive 


effect across alcohol trials 


Moderate evidence from a body of 50 interventions (see Evidence Statement 


2.1 for references)  suggests that BCT 9 Feedback on outcome(s) of 


behaviour A2 is consistently associated with a significant intervention effect  in 


alcohol trials (reported in more than one intervention with a positive and 


significant direction of effect). 


The following four BCTs were reported in one trial with a significant 


intervention effect: 5 Reduce negative emotionsA1, 11 Self-monitoring of 


outcome(s) of behaviourA1, 13 Monitoring outcome(s) of behaviour by others 


without feedbackA1, and 68 CommitmentA1. 


Three BCTs were reported only in trials that resulted in a positive direction of 


effect, however, the effect was non-significant: 25 Behaviour substitutionA, 39 


Behavioural experimentA, and 67 Behavioural contractA. 


Evidence Statement 2.3 – Individual BCTs reported in interventions with 


inconsistent effects across alcohol trials  


There is inconsistent evidence from a body of 50 interventions (see Evidence 


Statement 2.1 for references) that the following 17 BCTs are found in trials 


with both positive and negative directions of effect, although the size and 


significance of this effect varied: 2 Social support emotionalC, 3 Social support 


unspecifiedC2, 8 Feedback on behaviour C2, 10 Self-monitoring of behaviourC1, 
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14 BiofeedbackC, 34 Adding objects to the environmentC, 36 Instruction on 


how to perform a behaviourC, 37 Information about antecedentsC1, 40 Verbal 


persuasion about capabilityC, 62 Behaviour goal settingC, 63 Outcome goal 


settingC2, 64 Action planningC1, 71 Pros and consC, 78 Information about 


health consequencesC2, 79 Information about emotional consequencesC1, 80 


Information about social or environmental consequencesC, and 85 Social 


comparisonC1. None of the trials reporting these BCTs found significant effects 


favouring the comparator arms. 


Evidence Statement 2.4 – Individual BCTs reported in trials with an 


effect favouring the comparator arms across alcohol trials 


A body of 50 interventions (see Evidence Statement 2.1 for references) 


indicates that BCTs 1 Social support practicalB, 42 Focus on past successB, 


and 61 Problem solvingB may be linked with ineffective interventions, and only 


appear in trials in which behaviour is changed to a greater degree in 


comparator than intervention arms. While the direction of effect favoured the 


comparator across the trials using these three BCTs, all effects were non-


significant. 


Evidence Statement 2.5 – Alcohol behaviour change interventions 


among hospital and Emergency Department patients 


Strong evidence from ten interventions described in six trials (Dent_BI 2008 


[++], Field_BP 2009 [+],  Field_HP 2009 [+], Field_WP 2009 [+], Daeppen 


2007 [+], Holloway_SEE 2007 [+], Holloway_SHB 2007 [+], Neumann 2006 


[+], Dent_MI 2008 [++], Mello 2008 [++]) suggests that alcohol interventions 


delivered to Emergency Department or hospital patients are no more effective 


than usual care at altering alcohol consumption.   


This non-significant effect was across intervention type, mode of delivery, and 


patient characteristics. Interventions resulted in no significant difference in 


consumption behaviours among ED patients (Dent_BI 2008 [++] SMD -0.30, 
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95% CI -0.70 to 0.10); injured ED patients (Daeppen 2007 [+] SMD -0.01, 


95% CI -0.18 to 0.17; Neumann 2006 [+] SMD 0.12, 95% CI -0.05 to 0.29; 


Dent_MI 2008 [++] SMD -0.11, 95% CI -0.52 to 0.30; Mello 2008 [++] SMD 


0.22, 95% CI -0.01 to 0.46)  or hospitalised patients (Holloway_SEE 2007 [+] 


SMD 0.48, 95% CI -0.003 to 0.97; Holloway_SHB 2007 [+] SMD 0.49, 95% CI 


-0.001 to 0.98). The effect was also consistent (in terms of significance) 


across ethnic groups among trauma centre patients admitted for intentional or 


unintentional injuries (black patients: Field_BP 2009 [+] SMD -0.03, 95% CI -


0.26 to 0.21, Hispanic patients: Field_HP 2009 [+] SMD 0.14, 95% CI -0.03 to 


0.31, white patients: Field_WP 2009 [+] SMD 0.04, 95% CI -0.11 to 0.19). 


The only BCT common to all these interventions is 3 Social support 


(unspecified); this technique is also reported in the comparator arm of several 


of the trials (Field_BP 2009 [+],  Field_HP 2009 [+], Field_WP 2009 [+], 


Neumann 2006 [+]). No other BCTs were reported in the majority of 


interventions among this population. 


Brief interventions 


Dent_BI 2008 (RCT  [++], Australia, n=177, 12 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 (also reported in comparator) 


 


Daeppen 2007 (RCT [+], Switzerland, n=513, 52 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


71   Pros and consC 


85   Social comparisonC1 


 


Field_BP 2009 (RCT [+], USA, n=288, 52 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


2     Social support (emotional)C (also reported in comparator) 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 (also reported in comparator) 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC (also reported in comparator) 


40   Verbal persuasion about capabilityC   
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71   Pros and consC 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC 


Field_HP 2009 (RCT [+], USA, n=537, 52 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


2     Social support (emotional)C (also reported in comparator) 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 (also reported in comparator) 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC (also reported in comparator) 


40   Verbal persuasion about capabilityC  


71   Pros and consC 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC 


Field_WP 2009 (RCT [+], USA, n=668 52 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


2     Social support (emotional)C (also reported in comparator) 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 (also reported in comparator) 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC (also reported in comparator) 


40   Verbal persuasion about capabilityC  


71   Pros and consC 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC 


Holloway_SEE 2007 (cRCT [+], UK, n=104, 24 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


9     Feedback on outcome(s) of behaviourA2 


 


Holloway_SHB 2007 (cRCT [+], UK, n=102, 24 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


 


Neumann 2006 (RCT [++], Germany, n=660, 52 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 (also reported in comparator) 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C 


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


 


Extended intervention 


Dent_MI 2008 (RCT [++], Australia, n=170, 11 weeks) 


BCTs present: 
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3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 (also reported in comparator) 


 


Multi-session intervention 


Mello 2008 (RCT [++], USA, n=285, 10 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


 


Evidence Statement 2.6 – Brief alcohol interventions among university 


students 


Moderate evidence from six trials assessing eleven interventions suggests 


that brief alcohol interventions delivered either face to face, one on one 


(Carey_BMI 2006 [+], Carey_TLFB 2006 [+], Carey_BMI+TLFB 2006 [+], 


Carey_EBMI 2006 [+], Carey_EBMI+TLFB 2006 [+], Kulesza_10M 2010 [+]) 


or remotely (Juarez_MF 2006 [+], Walters_WEB 2009 [++], Neighbors 2006 


[+], Lewis_GNSF 2007 [+], Lewis_GSF 2007 [+]) are no more effective than 


comparators at changing the drinking behaviours of university students. 


Among interventions delivered face to face and one on one, no significant 


differences in alcohol consumption were seen (SMD range: -0.12 to 0.55; all 


non-significant versus a no intervention comparator). 


Four of the five remotely delivered interventions resulted in no significant 


difference in alcohol consumption (Juarez_MF 2006 [+] SMD 0.11, 95% CI -


1.13 to 1.35; Neighbors 2006 [+] SMD 0.09, 95% CI -0.20 to 0.38; 


Lewis_GNSF 2007 [+] SMD 0.39, 95% CI -0.01 to 0.79; Walters_WEB 2009 


[++] SMD 0.07, 95% CI -0.45 to 0.58). The fifth intervention, which supplied 


feedback on drinking behaviours tailored to the gender of the participant, 


resulted in a significant difference in  weekly alcohol consumption 


(Lewis_GSF 2007 [+] SMD 0.46, 95% CI 0.05 to 0.86). 


No BCTs were reported in the significant intervention (Lewis_GSF 2007 [+]) 


that weren’t all reported in other, non-significant interventions in this 


population. Among the non-significant interventions, all reported use of BCT 
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80 Information about social and environmental consequences; this BCT was 


not reported in Lewis_GSF 2007 [+]). 


Face to face one on one: 


Carey_BMI 2006 (RCT [+], USA, n=123, 52 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


14   BiofeedbackC 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC 


85   Social comparisonC1 


 


Carey_TLFB 2006 (RCT [+], USA, n=131, 52 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


None reported 


 


Carey_BMI+TLFB 2006 (RCT [+], USA, n=127, 52 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


14   BiofeedbackC 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC 


85   Social comparisonC1 


 


Carey_EBMI 2006 (RCT [+], USA, n=124, 52 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


14   BiofeedbackC 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


71   Pros and consC 


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC 


85   Social comparisonC1 


 


Carey_EBMI+TLFB 2006 (RCT [+], USA, n=127, 52 weeks)  
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BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


14   BiofeedbackC 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


71   Pros and consC 


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC 


85   Social comparisonC1 


 


Kulesza_10M 2010 (RCT [+], USA, n=79, 4 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


71   Pros and consC 


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC 


85   Social comparisonC1 


 


Remotely delivered: 


Juarez_MF 2006 (RCT [+], USA, n=30, 8 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


14   BiofeedbackC 


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC 


85   Social comparisonC1 


 


Walters_WEB 2009 (RCT [++], USA, n=115, 24 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC 


85   Social comparisonC1 


 


Neighbors 2006 (RCT [+], USA, n=185, 8 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


85   Social comparisonC1 
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Lewis_GNSF 2007 (RCT [+], USA, n=145, 20 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2  


85   Social comparisonC1 


 


Lewis_GSF 2007 (RCT [+], USA, n=142 , 20 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2  


85   Social comparisonC1 


 


Evidence Statement 2.7 – Extended alcohol interventions among 


university students 


Strong evidence was identified from ten interventions described in six studies 


that extended face to face interventions delivered one on one (Walters_MI 


2009 [++], Walters_MI+F 2009 [++], Juarez _MI 2006 [+], Juarez _MI+F 2006 


[+], Kulesza_50M 2010 [+], Ingersoll 2005* [+], Mastroleo_EEA 2010 [+], 


Mastroleo_CPA 2010 [+]) or to groups (Lau Barraco_EEC 2008 [+], Lau 


Barraco_EDU 2008 [+]) are no more effective than comparators at altering the 


drinking behaviour of university students (SMD range -0.23 to 0.51; all non-


significant). 


All of the interventions reported use of BCT 3 Social support (unspecified), 


and seven (Walters_MI+F 2009 [++], Juarez _MI 2006 [+], Juarez _MI+F 2006 


[+], Kulesza_50M 2010 [+], Ingersoll 2005* [+], Mastroleo_EEA 2010 [+], 


Mastroleo_CPA 2010 [+]) reported use of BCT 8 Feedback on behaviour. Half 


of the interventions (Walters_MI+F 2009 [++], Juarez _MI 2006 [+], Juarez 


_MI+F 2006 [+], Kulesza_50M 2010 [+], Ingersoll 2005* [+]) reported use of 


BCT 80 Information about social and environmental consequences.  


Walters_MI 2009 (RCT [++], USA, n=120, 24 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


64   Action planningC1 
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Walters_MI+F 2009  (RCT [++], USA, n=128, 24 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


64   Action planningC1 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC 


85   Social comparisonC1 


 


Juarez_MI 2006 (RCT [+], USA, n=26, 8 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


71   Pros and consC 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC 


 


Juarez_MI+F 2006 (RCT [+], USA, n=26, 8 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


14   BiofeedbackC 


71   Pros and consC 


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC 


85   Social comparisonC1 


 


Kulesza_50M 2010 (RCT [+], USA, n=75, 4 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


71   Pros and consC 


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC 


85   Social comparisonC1 


 


Ingersoll 2005* (RCT [+], USA, n=199, 4 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C 
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71   Pros and consC 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC 


 


Mastroleo_CPA 2010 (RCT [+], USA, n=164, 10 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


 


Mastroleo_EEA 2010 (RCT [+], USA, n=156, 10 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


 


Lau Barraco_EDU 2008 (RCT [+], USA, n=103, 4 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


 


Lau Barraco_EEC 2008 (RCT [+], USA, n=178, 4 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


39   Behavioural experimentsA 


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


85   Social comparisonC1 


 


Evidence Statement 2.8 – Multi-session alcohol interventions delivered 


face to face and one on one among university students 


Moderate evidence from three trials describing four alcohol behaviour change 


interventions (Dermen_ALC 2011 [+], Dermen_H&A 2011* [+], Juarez_MI+MF 


2006 [+], Fleming 2010 [++]) suggests that that multi-session alcohol 


interventions are no more effective than comparators at altering drinking 


behaviour among university students.  


Multi-session face to face interventions among university students with both 


risky alcohol consumption and sexual health behaviours resulted in non-


significant effects. One intervention targeted alcohol consumption only 


(Dermen_ALC 2011 [+] SMD 0.46, 95% CI -0.11 to 1.02). The other 
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intervention targeted both risky drinking and risky sexual behaviour 


(Dermen_H&A 2011* [+] SMD -0.04, 95% CI -0.60 to 0.53).  


The inclusion of a remote follow-up component did not alter the effectiveness 


of face to face interventions. No significant effect was seen the trials that 


incorporated either a mailed feedback component (Juarez_MI+MF 2006 [+] 


SMD 0.56, 95% CI -0.71 to 1.84) or a telephone/e-mail follow-up component 


(Fleming 2010 [++] SMD 0.07, 95% CI -0.05 to 0.20). 


All four interventions reported use of BCTs 3 Social support unspecified, and 


80 Information about environmental consequences. Three of the four 


interventions (Dermen_ALC 2011 [+], Juarez_MI+MF 2006 [+], Fleming 2010 


[++]) reported use of BCT 85 Social comparison. 


Dermen_ALC 2011 (RCT [+], USA, n=71, 59 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


9     Feedback on outcome(s) of behaviourA2 


25   Behaviour substitutionA 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC 


40   Verbal persuasion about capabilityC 


71   Pros and consC 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC 


85   Social comparisonC1 


 


Dermen_H&A 2011* (RCT [+], USA, n=69, 59 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC 


 


Juarez_MI+MF 2006 (RCT [+], USA, n=28, 8 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


14   BiofeedbackC 
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71   Pros and consC 


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC  


85   Social comparisonC1 


 


Fleming 2010 (RCT [++], USA and Canada, n=986, 40 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC1 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C 


64   Action planningC1 


67   Behavioural contractA 


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC 


85   Social comparisonC1 


 


Evidence Statement 2.9 – Multi-session alcohol interventions among 


patients with or at risk for a cardiovascular condition 


Moderate evidence from three trials (Koelewijn-van Loon 2010* [+], 


Smeulders 2009* [+], Burke 2008* [+]) suggests that multi-session, face to 


face interventions that target multiple risk behaviours no more effective than 


usual care at reducing alcohol consumption among individuals with or at risk 


for cardiovascular conditions.  


This was seen in a one on one intervention with remote follow-up among 


individuals deemed eligible for cardiovascular risk management (Koelewijn-


van Loon 2010* [+] SMD -0.85, 95% CI -2.04 to 0.34), as well as multi-session 


group interventions  among individuals with congestive heart failure 


(Smeulders 2009* [+] SMD 0.08, 95% CI -0.14 to 0.31) and overweight, 


hypertensive patients at risk for cardiovascular conditions (Burke 2008* [+] 


SMD -0.16, 95% CI -0.41 to 0.10). 


All three interventions reported use of BCT 3 Social support (unspecified), and 


62 Goal setting (behaviour). Two of the trials (Koelewijn-van Loon 2010* [+], 


Burke 2008* [+]) reported using BCT 63 Goal setting (outcome), and two 
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(Smeulders 2009* [+], Burke 2008* [+]) reported use of BCT 64 Action 


planning. 


Koelewijn-van Loon 2010* (cRCT [+] The Netherlands, n=58, 40 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


 


Smeulders 2009* (RCT [+] The Netherlands, n=317, 44 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C 


64   Action planningC1 


 


Burke 2008* (RCT [+] Australia, n=241, 156 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


1     Social support (practical)B 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC1 


14   BiofeedbackC (also reported in comparator arm) 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


64   Action planningC1 


 


Evidence Statement 2.10 – Alcohol interventions among at risk or heavy 


drinkers identified in primary care 


Inconsistent evidence was identified from four trials (Ockene 2009 [++], Lock 


2006 [++], Curry 2003 [+], Moore 2010 [+]) regarding the effectiveness of 


alcohol interventions among drinkers identified in primary care.  


Two trials (Ockene 2009 [++], Lock 2006 [++]) of brief interventions delivered 


face to face and one on one were found to be no more effective than usual 


care at changing alcohol consumption among heavy- or at risk- drinkers in 
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primary care (Ockene 2009 [++] SMD -0.04, 95% CI -0.13 to 0.06; Lock 2006 


[++] SMD 0.15, 95% CI -0.20 to 0.50).  


One multi-session intervention (Curry 2003 [+]) was no more effective than 


usual care at alter chronic drinking, binge drinking or drink driving behaviours 


(SMD 0.20, 95% CI -0.06 to 0.47). The other multi-session trial (Moore 2010 


[+]) resulted in very small, significant change in weekly alcohol consumption 


among at risk drinkers over the age of 55 years (SMD 0.16, 95% CI 0.003 to 


0.32). 


The three interventions with non-significant effects (Ockene 2009 [++], Lock 


2006 [++], Curry 2003 [+]) all reported use of BCT 80 80   Information about 


social and environmental consequences; this BCT was not reported in the 


significant effects intervention. The trial with a significant intervention effect 


(Moore 2010 [+]) reported use of several techniques that were not found in the 


other three interventions in this population, including BCT 9 Feedback on 


outcome(s) of behaviour, 11 Self-monitoring of outcome(s) of behaviour, and 


37 Information about antecedents. Across the alcohol interventions, BCTs 9 


and 11 were only reported in trials with positive intervention effects, although 


the size and significance of these effects varied. 


Ockene 2009 (cRCT [++] USA, n=530, 208 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


42   Focus on past successB 


61   Problem solvingB 


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


79   Information about emotional consequencesC1 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC 


 


Lock 2006 (cRCT [++] UK, n=127, 52 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


25   Behaviour substitutionA 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC 
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62   Goal setting (behaviour)C 


64   Action planningC1 


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC 


85  Social comparisonC1 


 


Curry 2003 (RCT [+] USA, n=307, 42 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC 


85  Social comparisonC1 


 


Moore 2010 (RCT [+] USA, n=631, 44 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


9     Feedback on outcome(s) of behaviourA2 


11   Self-monitoring of outcome(s) of behaviourA1 


37   Information about antecedentsC1 


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


 


Evidence Statement 2.11 – Alcohol interventions among individuals 


recruited in non-primary care settings 


Moderate evidence from five trials suggests that brief interventions (Chang 


2011 [++], Lane 2008 [+], Feldman 2011 [++]) and multi-session interventions 


(Emmen 2005 [++], Gilbert 2008* [++]) are no more effective than 


comparators at changing alcohol consumption among risky drinkers in non-


primary care settings.  


This was seen among a diverse group of patients, including female risky 


drinkers recruited from a hospital outpatient clinic (Chang 2011 [++] SMD -


0.06, 95% CI -0.23 to 0.12), risky drinkers presenting at a sexual health clinic 


(Lane 2008 [+] SMD 0.18, 95% CI -0.16 to 0.52) individuals being treated for 


opioid or cocaine dependence (Feldman 2011 [++] SMD 0.09, 95% CI -0.29 to 
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0.46), and HIV positive adults (Emmen 2005 [++] SMD -0.19, 95% CI -0.54 to 


0.17; Gilbert 2008* [++] SMD 0.17, 95% CI -0.15 to 0.50). 


All five interventions reported use of BCT 3 Social support unspecified. Four 


of the five (Chang 2011 [++], Lane 2008 [+], Feldman 2011 [++], Emmen 2005 


[++]) reported BCT 8 Feedback on behaviour, and three reported use of BCTs 


62 Goal setting (behaviour), 78 Information about health consequences, and 


80 Information about social and environmental consequences. 


Chang 2011 (RCT [++] USA, n=491, 52 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


61   Problem solvingB 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C 


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


85   Social comparisonC1 


 


Lane 2008 (RCT [+] Australia, n=133, 12 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 (also reported in comparator arm) 


25   Behaviour substitutionA 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C 


64   Action planningC1 


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC 


85   Social comparisonC1 


 


Feldman 2011 (RCT [++] Switzerland, n=110, 33 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C 


68   CommitmentA1 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC 


 


Emmen 2005 (RCT [++] The Netherlands, n=123, 24 weeks) 
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BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


14   BiofeedbackC 


37   Information about antecedentsC1 


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC 


 


Gilbert 2008 (RCT [++] Canada, n=182, 24 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


9     Feedback on outcome(s) of behaviourA2 


 


Evidence Statement 2.12 – Multi-session face to face one on one alcohol 


behaviour change interventions among pregnant or postpartum women 


Limited evidence from two studies (Fleming 2008 [++], O’Connor 2007 [+]) 


suggests that multi-session interventions delivered face to face and one on 


one may be effective at reducing alcohol consumption over the among 


postpartum high risk drinkers (Fleming 2008 [++] SMD 0.35, 95% CI 0.10 to 


0.61) and at encouraging alcohol abstinence during the third trimester among 


low income pregnant women (O’Connor 2007 [+] SMD 0.93, 95% CI 0.26 to 


1.60).  


These trials did not report use of any common behaviour change techniques. 


Fleming 2008 (RCT [++] USA, n=235, 16 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC1 


68   CommitmentA1 


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


 


O'Connor 2007 (cRCT [+] USA, n=125, 17 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


9     Feedback on outcome(s) of behaviourA2 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 
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Evidence Statement 2.13 – Multi-session face to face one on one alcohol 


interventions among incarcerated individuals 


Limited evidence from a single trial (Woodall 2007 [+]) suggests that multi-


session alcohol interventions delivered face to face one on one during 


incarceration may have a small, significant effect on lowering alcohol 


consumption amongst first time offenders convicted of driving while 


intoxicated (SMD 0.33, 95% CI 0.10 to 0.56).  


Woodall 2007 (RCT [+] USA, n=305, 104 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


5     Reduce negative emotionsA1  


13   Monitoring outcome of behaviour by others without feedbackA1 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


64   Action planningC1 


79   Information about emotional consequencesC1 
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4.4 Smoking  


4.4.1 Included studies 


Sixty-eight RCTs and cluster RCTs assessing individual level interventions 


targeting smoking behaviour met the population, intervention, comparator and 


outcome inclusion criteria after full text appraisal Study characteristics and 


results for these studies are summarised in the evidence tables in Appendix 


G.   


Of these 68 studies, 66 provided outcome data for 80 interventions which 


could be converted into standardised mean differences (SMDs) for 


comparison across studies and use in the meta-analysis and meta-regression; 


56 specifically addressed smoking alone, and 11 studies addressed smoking 


cessation or reduction as part of a wider lifestyle change programme (mainly 


in individuals with or at risk for cardiovascular conditions). The narrative 


review and analyses below include these 66 studies. 


4.4.2 Quality Assessment 


Among the 66 included studies, 23 studies had internal validity rated as very 


good [++], and 43 studies as good [+].The results of the quality appraisals for 


the individual studies are found in Evidence tables in Appendix G. 


4.4.3 BCTs 


The individual BCTs that occurred across 80 interventions described in the 67 


smoking trials are summarised in Figure 7, along with the effectiveness of the 


interventions including each BCT. 


The following BCTs were reported only in trials with positive intervention 


effects, more than one of which was significant (annotated A2 throughout the 


smoking sections). The significance of this effect varied across the trials (see 


Figure 7 for details of frequency and significance): 
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 1 Social support – practical 


 65 Review behaviour goal(s)  


 75 Framing/reframing  


 


The following BCTs were reported only in trials with positive intervention 


effects, one of which was significant (annotated A1 throughout the smoking 


sections). The significance of this effect varied across the trials (see Figure 7 


for details of frequency and significance): 


 11 Self-monitoring of outcome(s) of behaviour 


 25 Behaviour substitution  


 28 Generalisation of target behaviour 


 29 Graded tasks 


 30 Restructuring the physical environment 


 31 Restructuring the social environment 


 33 Distraction 


 40 Verbal persuasion about capability  


 41 Mental rehearsal of successful performance 


 42 Focus on past success  


 82 Monitoring of emotional consequences 


 84 Demonstration of the behaviour 


 86 Information about others’ approval 


 


The following BCTs were reported only in trials with positive intervention 


effects, none of which were significant (annotated A throughout the smoking 


sections). The significance of this effect varied across the trials (see Figure 7 


for details of frequency of use): 


 2 Social support – emotional 


 14 Biofeedback 


 32 Avoidance/reducing exposure to cues for the behaviour 


 66 Review outcome goals  


 69 Discrepancy between current behaviour and goal  


 71 Pros and cons  


 72 Comparative imaginings of future outcomes 


 79 Information about emotional consequences  


 89 Vicarious consequences  
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The following BCTs were reported in trials with inconsistent directions of 


effect; however, more than one of interventions had a positive, significant 


effect (annotated C2 throughout the smoking sections). See Figure 7 for 


details of frequency and significance: 


 3 Social support - unspecified 


 4 Pharmacological support  


 5 Reduce negative emotions  


 23 Behaviour practice/rehearsal  


 34 Adding objects to the environment 


 36 Instruction on how to perform a behaviour  


 61 Problem solving 


 62 Goal setting  - behaviour 


 63 Goal setting - outcome 


 64 Action planning 


 68 Commitment  


 70 Persuasive source 


 78 Information about health consequences 


 


The following BCTs were reported in trials with inconsistent directions of 


effect; however, one of interventions had a positive, significant effect 


(annotated C1 throughout the smoking sections). See Figure 7 for details of 


frequency and significance: 


 9 Feedback on outcome(s) of behaviour 


 10 Self-monitoring of behaviour 


 35 Body changes  


 56 Social reward 


 80 Information about social and environmental consequences 


 


The following BCTs were reported in trials with inconsistent directions of 


effect; none of the interventions had a significant effect (annotated C 


throughout the smoking sections). See Figure 7 for details of frequency of 


use: 
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 8 Feedback on behaviour  


 37 Information about antecedents 


 59 Future punishment  


 76 Incompatible beliefs 


 85 Social comparison 


 


The following BCT was reported in a single trial with a negative, non-


significant effect intervention effect (annotated B throughout the smoking 


sections): 


 6 Conserving mental resources 


 50 Reward incompatible behaviour
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Figure 7: Distribution of BCTs in smoking trials; with direction and significance of effect 
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4.4.4 Variation of effects across population groups 


Tables 18 to 24 summarise the intervention type, mode of delivery, and effect 


size and significance, for behaviour change interventions for individuals with 


or at risk for cardiovascular conditions and individuals with COPD; hospital 


patients, pregnant women and other smokers. These tables in combination 


with Figure 7 were used to assess the effects of the interventions in different 


population subgroups and develop evidence statements relating to these 


effects. 


Individuals with or at risk for cardiovascular conditions or COPD 


Twenty-one interventions described in 18 trials (Chouinard 2005 [++], Muniz 


2010* [+], Giannuzzi 2008* [+], Harting 2006* [+], Joseph 2008 [+], Hyman 


2007* [++], Bock 2008 [+], Hilberink 2011 [+], Kotz 2009 [++], Koelewijn-van 


Loon 2010* [+], Groenveld 2011* [+], Sivarajan Froelicher 2004 [+], Wood 


2008* [++], Vestfold Heartcare Study Group [VHSG] 2003 [++]*, Anthonisen 


2005 [+], Mohiuddin 2007 [+], Smeulders 2009* [+], Vale 2003* [++]) 


assessed the effect of behaviour change interventions on smoking behaviour 


among individuals with COPD or people with or at risk for cardiovascular 


conditions. Three of these trials (Chouinard 2005 [++], Hyman 2007* [++], 


Kotz 2009 [++]) included two interventions.  


Overall, there is strong evidence that smoking interventions delivered over 


multiple sessions to both groups and individuals (within one intervention) are 


effective at improving abstinence among individuals with cardiovascular 


conditions or previously undiagnosed mild or moderate airway obstruction. 


Additionally, strong evidence suggests that multi-session interventions 


delivered face to face with remote follow-up components are no more 


effective than usual care at encouraging cessation among smokers with or at 


risk for CVD or COPD.  
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The evidence for other types of interventions and modes of delivery (extended 


face to face interventions, multi-session face to face and one on one 


interventions, multi-session group interventions, and multi-session remotely 


delivered interventions) is limited and/or inconsistent. 


Figure 8 presents the frequency of use for each reported behaviour change 


technique across smoking interventions among individuals with or at risk for 


CV conditions or COPD. The x-axis is identical to that of Figure 7 to allow for 


comparison of reported BCTs in this population vs. smoking interventions 


more generally; if a BCT was reported in any smoking trial but not in the trials 


relevant to this population there is a gap for that BCT in Figure 8. 


Extended, face to face one on one interventions 


One trial (Chouinard_IC 2005 [++]) provided an extended inpatient 


counselling intervention delivered face to face on an individual level to 


smokers hospitalised with CVD. The intervention resulted in a small, non-


significant effect on smoking abstinence sustained for 4 months among 


hospitalised CVD patients (SMD 0.44, 95% CI -0.32 to 1.20).  


Multi-session, face to face one on one interventions 


Two trials (Muniz 2010* [+], Giannuzzi 2008* [+]) assessed the effect of multi-


session interventions delivered face to face on smoking abstinence among 


patients recently hospitalised for acute coronary syndrome (ACS) or 


myocardial infarction (MI), respectively. Muniz 2010* [+] resulted in a very 


small, non-significant increase in abstinence (SMD 0.12, 95% CI -0.12 to 


0.36), while the intervention reported in Giannuzzi 2008* [+] resulted in a very 


small, significant increase in abstinence compared to the control arm after the 


end of the intervention (SMD 0.16, 95% CI 0.02 to 0.30).  


Multi-session group interventions 
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One trial (Smeulders 2009* [+]) assessed a multi-session group smoking 


cessation intervention among congestive heart failure patients. The trial 


resulted in a very small, non-significant negative effect, with intervention 


participants reporting smoking more cigarettes per day at follow-up than 


control group participants (SMD -0.01, 95% CI -0.23 to 0.21).  


Multi-session interventions delivered at the individual and group level (both 


delivery methods present in each intervention) 


Four trials (Wood 2008* [++], Vestfold Heartcare Study Group [VHSG] 2003* 


[++], Anthonisen 2005 [+], Mohiuddin 2007 [+]) assessed the impact of multi-


session interventions delivered at both an individual and group level face to 


face delivered on smoking abstinence. Two of the trials (Wood 2008* [++], 


VHSG 2003* [++]) assessed point abstinence; Wood 2008* [++] included 


patients hospitalised with coronary heart disease and patients identified as at 


risk in GP surgeries, while VHSG 2003* [++] assessed point abstinence at the 


end of the two year intervention among patients hospitalised for a coronary 


artery bypass graft (CABG), acute myocardial infarction or unstable angina, or 


patients undergoing percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) on an 


outpatient basis. Both trials found that the behavioural intervention had a 


significant effect abstinence, with Wood 2008 [++] resulting in small effect 


(SMD 0.24, 95% 0.05 to 0.43) and VHSG 2003* [++] resulting in a medium 


significant effect (SMD 0.53, 95% CI 0.03 to 1.03). Both trials reported use of 


BCTs 3 Social support (unspecified) and 61 Problem solving, while neither 


reported use of BCTs in the usual care arm. 


The remaining two trials (Anthonisen 2005 [+], Mohiuddin 2007 [+]) assessed 


the impact of multi-session interventions delivered to individuals and groups 


on sustained smoking abstinence over a period of follow-up points. 


Anthonisen 2005 [+] included smokers with mild to moderate airway 


obstruction, while Mohiuddin 2007 [+] looked at sustained smoking abstinence 


for 3 months among hospitalised smokers with a diagnosis of acute coronary 


syndrome (ACS) or decompensated heart failure. Both trials resulted in large 
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significant intervention effect (Anthonisen 2005 [+] SMD 0.87, 95% CI 0.76 to 


0.99; Mohiuddin 2007 [+] SMD 0.89, 95% CI 0.45 to 1.32). Both trials reported 


use of BCTs 3 Social support (unspecified), 4 Pharmacological support, and 


34 Adding objects to the environment; BCTs 3 Social support (unspecified) 


and 34 Adding objects to the environment were also reported in the usual 


care arm of Mohiuddin 2007 [+]. 


Multi session, face to face interventions with remote follow-up 


Twelve interventions (Harting 2006* [+], Sivarajan Froelicher 2004 [+], Joseph 


2008 [+], Hyman_Sic 2007* [++], Hyman_Sec 2007* [++], Bock 2008 [+], 


Koelewijn-van Loon 2010* [+], Hilberink 2011 [+], Kotz_CC+Nort 2009 [++], 


Kotz_HE+Nort 2009 [++], Chouinard_IC+FU 2005 [++], Groenveld 2011* [+]) 


assessed the effect of face to face, one on one interventions with remote 


follow-up on smoking and abstinence/cessation among individuals with or at 


risk for cardiovascular conditions or COPD.  


One trial (Harting 2006* [+]) resulted in a small, significant intervention effect 


among patients at high risk for a cardiovascular event (SMD 0.31, 95% CI 


0.01 to 0.61). This trial reported the use of BCTs 3 Social support 


(unspecified), 4 Pharmacological support, 62 Goal setting (behaviour) and 64 


Action planning. All four of these BCTs were reported in other trials in this 


subgroup, which resulted in no significant effect.  


Nine interventions (Joseph 2008 [+], Hyman_Sic 2007* [++], Hyman_Sec 


2007* [++], Bock 2008 [+], Hilberink 2011 [+], Kotz_CC+Nort 2009 [++], 


Kotz_HE+Nort 2009 [++], Chouinard_IC+FU 2005 [++], Groenveld 2011* [+]) 


resulted in positive, non-significant intervention effects. These effect sizes 


ranged from very small among and male construction workers with elevated 


CVD risk (Groenveld 2011* [+] SMD 0.12, 95% CI -0.26 to 0.51) to small 


among smokers with COPD (Hilberink 2011 [+] SMD 0.46, 95% CI -0.06 to 


0.98). Other patients enrolled in these trials included patients with heart 


disease (Joseph 2008 [+]), African American smokers with hypertension 
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(Hyman_Sic 2007* [++], Hyman_Sec 2007* [++]), smokers presenting to the 


emergency department for chest pain who were admitted to the hospital for 


observation (Bock 2008 [+]), smokers with mild to moderate airflow limitation 


(Kotz_CC+Nort 2009 [++], Kotz_HE+Nort 2009 [++]), and smokers 


hospitalised with CVD (Chouinard_IC+FU 2005 [++]).  


Two trials (Sivarajan Froelicher 2004 [+], Koelewijn-van Loon 2010* [+]) found 


a non-significant effect , with patients in the intervention group more likely to 


smoke/less likely to have quit compared to patients receiving usual care. 


These effects ranged in size from very small among female smokers 


hospitalised with CVD or peripheral vascular disease (Sivarajan Froelicher 


2004 [+] SMD -0.0002, 95% CI -0.29 to 0.29) to medium among patients 


eligible for cardiovascular risk management (Koelewijn-van Loon 2010* [+] 


SMD -0.63, 95% CI -1.58 to 0.32). All of the behaviour change techniques 


reported in these trials were also reported in at least one other multi-session, 


face to face intervention with remote follow-up.  


Multi-session remote interventions 


One trial (Vale 2003* [++]) assessed the effectiveness of multiple telephone 


counselling sessions on smoking behaviours among patients hospitalised for 


CABG, PCI, acute MI or unstable angina, or coronary angiography with 


planned revascularisation. The trial resulted in a very small, non-significant 


effect on abstinence six weeks after the end of the intervention (SMD 0.17, 


95% CI -0.13 to 0.48).
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Table 18: Smoking interventions for individuals with or at risk for cardiovascular conditions or with COPD 


Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Chouinard_IC 
2005 [++] 


Extended Face to face one on 
one 


Sustained 
abstinence for 
4 months 


0.44 -0.32 1.20 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
4     Pharmacological support


C2
 


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


  
61   Problem solving


C2
  


71   Pros and cons
A
 


 
None reported 


Muniz 2010* [+] Multi-session Face to face one on 
one  


Abstinence  0.12 -0.12 0.36 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
34   Adding objects to the environment


C2
  


65   Review behaviour goal
A2


  
68   Commitment


C2
  


70   Persuasive source
C2


  
80   Information about social and environmental consequences


C1
 


 
None reported 


Giannuzzi 
2008* [+] 


Multi-session Face to face one on 
one 


Abstinence  0.16 0.02 0.30 1     Social support (practical)
 A2


 
3     Social support (unspecified)


C2
  


23   Behavioural practice/ rehearsal
C2


  
34   Adding objects to the environment


C2
 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
  


63   Goal setting (outcome)
 C2


  
64   Action planning


C2
  


68   Commitment
C2


  
70   Persuasive source


C2
 


 
None reported 


Smeulders 
2009* [+] 


Multi-session Face to face group 
(remote follow-up 
with coparticipants) 


Cigarettes per 
day  


-0.01 -0.23 0.21 3     Social support (unspecified)
 C2


  
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
  


64   Action planning
C2


 


 
None reported 
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Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Wood 2008* 
[++] 


Multi-session Face to face, 
individual and group 


Abstinence  0.24 0.05 0.43 3     Social support (unspecified)
 C2


  
28   Generalisation of a target behaviour


A1
  


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


  
61   Problem solving


C2
  


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


  
63   Goal setting (outcome)


 C2
  


64   Action planning
C2


  
65   Review behaviour goal


A2
 


 
None reported 


VHSG 2003* 
[++] 


Multi-session Face to face, 
individual and group 


Abstinence at 
end of 
intervention 


0.53 0.03 1.03 1     Social support (practical)
A2


  
3     Social support (unspecified)


C2
  


5     Reduce negative emotions
C2


   
10   Self-monitoring of behaviour


C1
  


23   Behavioural practice/ rehearsal
C2


  
35   Body changes


C1
  


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2


  
61   Problem solving


C2
  


84   Demonstration of the behaviour
A1


 


 
None reported 


Anthonisen 
2005 [+] 


Multi-session Face to face, 
individual and group 


Sustained 
abstinence for 
4 years 


0.87 0.76 0.99 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
4     Pharmacological support


C2
   


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


  
78   Information about health consequences


C2
   


 
78 Information about health consequences


C2
 


Mohiuddin 2007 
[+] 


Multi-session Face to face group 
or individual 
(secondary) 


Sustained 
abstinence for 
3 months 


0.89 0.45 1.32 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
4     Pharmacological support


C2
   


5     Reduce negative emotions
C2


   
34   Adding objects to the environment


C2
 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2
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Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


3     Social support (unspecified)
 C2


  
34   Adding objects to the environment


C2
 


Harting 2006* 
[+] 


Multi-session Face to face with 
remote follow up 


Smoking  0.31 0.01 0.61 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
4     Pharmacological support


C2
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


  
64   Action planning


C2
 


 
None reported 


Joseph 2008 [+] Multi-session Face to face with 
remote follow up 


Abstinence  0.01 -0.55 0.58 3     Social support (unspecified)
 C2


  
4     Pharmacological support


C2
   


25   Behaviour substitution
A1


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
  


64   Action planning
C2


   


 
3     Social support (unspecified)


 C2
 


Hyman_Sic 
2007* [++] 


Multi-session Face to face with 
remote follow up 


Smoking 0.45 -0.20 1.10 3     Social support (unspecified)
 C2


  
4     Pharmacological support


C2
   


8     Feedback on behaviour
C
  


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


  
36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour


C2
  


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
 C2


 
69   Discrepancy between current behaviour and goal


A
  


 
None reported 


Hyman_Sec 
2007* [++] 


Multi-session Face to face with 
remote follow up 


Smoking 0.32 -0.33 0.98 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
4     Pharmacological support


C2
   


8     Feedback on behaviour
C
  


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


  
36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour


C2
  


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


  
69  Discrepancy between current behaviour and goal


A
 


 
None reported 
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Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Bock 2008 [+] Multi-session Face to face with 
remote (phone) 
follow up 


Abstinence  0.10 -0.22 0.41 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
4     Pharmacological support


C2
 


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


 
36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour


C2
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


  
64   Action planning


C2
  


71   Pros and cons
A


 
3     Social support (unspecified)


C2
  


4     Pharmacological support
C2


 
34   Adding objects to the environment


C2
 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
 


Hilberink 2011 
[+] 


Multi-session Face to face with 
remote follow up 


Abstinence 0.46 -0.06 0.98 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
4     Pharmacological support


C2
 


 
None reported 


Kotz_CC+Nort 
2009 [++] 


Multi-session Face to face with 
remote follow up 


Sustained 
abstinence for 
11 months 


0.39 -0.41 1.19 3     Social support (unspecified)
 C2


  
4     Pharmacological support


C2
  


10   Self-monitoring of behaviour
C1


 
14   Biofeedback


A
  


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


  
71   Pros and cons


A
  


76   Incompatible beliefs
C
  


78   Information about health consequences
C2


 


 
None reported 


Kotz_HE+Nort 
2009 [++] 


Multi-session Face to face with 
remote follow up 


Sustained 
abstinence for 
11 months 


0.41 -0.39 1.21 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
4     Pharmacological support


C2
   


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


  
71   Pros and cons


A
 


 
None reported 
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Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Chouinard_IC+
FU 2005 [++] 


Multi-session Face to face with 
remote follow up  


Sustained 
abstinence for 
4 months 


0.44 -0.32 1.2 3     Social support (unspecified)
 C2


  
4     Pharmacological support


C2
   


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


 
61   Problem solving


C2
  


71   Pros and cons
A
 


 
None reported 


Koelewijn-van 
Loon 2010* [+] 


Multi-session Face to face with 
remote follow up 


Smoking  -0.63 -1.58 0.32 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
10   Self-monitoring of behaviour


C1
 


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


  
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


 C2
  


63   Goal setting (outcome)
C2


  
78   Information about health consequences


C2
  


 
34   Adding objects to the environment


C2
 


Groenveld 
2011* [+] 


Multi-session Face to face with 
remote follow up 


Abstinence  0.12 -0.26 0.51 3     Social support (unspecified)
 C2


  
63   Goal setting (outcome)


 C2
  


64   Action planning
C2


  
71   Pros and cons


A
 


 
None reported 


Sivarajan 
Froelicher 2004 
[+] 


Multi-session Face to face with 
remote follow up 


Abstinence  -0.0002 -0.29 0.29 3     Social support (unspecified)
 C2


  
4     Pharmacological support


C2
   


5     Reduce negative emotions
C2


   
6     Conserving mental resources


B
  


8     Feedback on behaviour
C
  


10   Self-monitoring of behaviour
C1


  
23   Behavioural practice/ rehearsal


C2
  


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


 
35   Body changes


C1
 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2


 
37   Information about antecedents


C
 


56   Social reward
C1
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Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


59   Future punishment
C
  


61   Problem solving
C2


  
68   Commitment


C2
  


70   Persuasive source
C2


  
78   Information about health consequences


C2
  


80   Information about social and environmental consequences
C1


 


 
3     Social support (unspecified)


 C2
  


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


  
70   Persuasive source


C2
 


Vale 2003* [++] Multi-session Remote (phone) Abstinence  0.17 -0.13 0.48 36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2


  
61   Problem solving


C2
 


63   Goal setting (outcome)
C2


  
66   Review outcome goal


A
  


72   Comparative imagining of future outcomes
A
  


78   Information about health consequences
C2


 


 
None reported 


A positive SMD represents a benefit with the intervention (i.e. favours the intervention), and a negative SMD represents a benefit with the comparator (favours comparator). A 
SMD of <0.2 represents a very small effect size, of ≥0.2 to <0.5 represents a small effect size, of ≥0.5 to <0.8 a medium effect size, and of ≥0.8 a large effect size. 
* Intervention targeted multiple behaviour topcs 
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Figure 8: Distribution of BCTs in smoking trials among individuals with or at risk for COPD or CV conditions; with direction and 
significance of effect
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Emergency Department or hospitalised patients 


Nine interventions (Molyneux_Cou 2003 [+], Molyneux_Cou+NRT 2003 [+], 


Lacasse 2008 [+], Thomsen 2010 [+], Sadr Azodi 2009 [++], Bernstein 2011 


[++], Neuner 2009 [+], Ratner 2004 [++], Glasgow 2009 [+]) described in eight 


trials assessed smoking cessation trials for smokers presenting to the 


Emergency Department or hospitalised for non cardiovascular conditions. 


Overall, the evidence suggests that opportunistic smoking interventions for 


Emergency Department or hospital patients are no more effective than usual 


care at improving abstinence, regardless of type or mode of delivery. 


Brief, face to face interventions 


Three interventions (Molyneux_Cou 2003 [+], Molyneux_Cou+NRT 2003 [+], 


Lacasse 2008 [+]) provided brief, face to face counselling or education to 


hospitalised smokers, and assessed the impact compared to usual care. 


The brief, face to face interventions were no more effective than usual care at 


altering smoking behaviour. Two interventions (Molyneux_Cou 2003 [+], 


Lacasse 2008 [+]) resulted in a negative, non-significant effect on sustained 


abstinence (Molyneux_Cou 2003 [+], SMD -0.32, 95% CI -1.19 to 0.55) and 


point abstinence (Lacasse 2008 [+] SMD -0.10, 95% CI -0.51 to 0.32). The 


counselling and NRT intervention described in Molyneux_Cou+NRT 2003 [+] 


resulted in a small, non-significant effect (SMD 0.22, 95% CI -0.47 to 0.92). All 


three trials reported use of BCT 3 Social Support (unspecified), and both 


Molyneux_Cou+NRT 2003 [+] and Lacasse 2008 [+] reported use of BCT 4 


Pharmacological support. 


Extended, face to face interventions for surgical patients 


One trial (Thomsen 2010 [+]) assessed the effect of an extended intervention, 


delivered face to face and one on one, on smoking abstinence compared to 


usual care among patients undergoing surgical cancer treatment. The 
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intervention resulted in a small non-significant effect on abstinence (SMD 


0.24, 95% CI -0.43 to 0.91).  


Multi-session, face to face interventions with remote follow-up for ED or 


surgery patients 


Four trials (Sadr Azodi 2009 [++], Bernstein 2011 [++], Neuner 2009 [+], 


Ratner 2004 [++]) assessed the effect of face to face interventions initially 


delivered in hospital or the Emergency Department, with telephone follow-up. 


Overall, these interventions were no more effective than usual care at 


changing smoking behaviour. All four interventions reported use of BCTs 3 


Social support (unspecified) and 4 Pharmacological support. 


Sadr Azodi 2009 [++] provided multiple perioperative counselling sessions for 


surgical patients, either in person or over the phone. The intervention resulted 


in a medium, non-significant effect (SMD 0.51, 95% CI -0.06 to 1.07). 


Two trials (Bernstein 2011 [++], Neuner 2009 [+]) assessed the effect of face 


to face counselling with telephone follow-up on abstinence among smokers 


presenting in the Emergency Department. The two interventions resulted in 


very small, non-significant effects (Bernstein 2011 [++] SMD 0.14, 95% CI -


0.21 to 0.50; Neuner 2009 [+] SMD 0.15, 95% CI -0.05 to 0.35) compared to 


usual care.  


Ratner 2004 [++] provided multi-session smoking cessation counselling and 


NRT for surgical patients, delivered face to face and over the telephone. The 


intervention resulted in a very small, negative and non-significant effect (SMD 


-0.05, 95% CI -0.41 to 0.321). 


Multi-session remotely delivered interventions for surgical patients 


One study (Glasgow 2009 [+]) examined a multi-session intervention 


delivered over the phone and in print among surgical patients. Compared to 
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usual care, the intervention resulted in a small, non-significant effect on 


abstinence at six months follow-up (SMD 0.23, 95% CI -0.30 to 0.77). 
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Table 19: Smoking interventions for Emergency Department or hospitalised patients 


Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Molyneux_Cou 
2003 [+] 


Brief Face to face one on 
one 


Sustained 
abstinence for 
1 year 


-0.32 -1.19 0.55 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  


 
None reported 


Molyneux_Cou+
NRT 2003 [+] 


Brief Face to face one on 
one 


Sustained 
abstinence for 
1 year 


0.22 -0.47 0.92 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
4     Pharmacological support


 C2


 
None reported 


Lacasse 2008 
[+] 


Brief (follow-
up session 
possible but 
not 
necessary) 


Face to face one on 
one 


Abstinence  -0.10 -0.51 0.32 3      Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
4      Pharmacological support


C2
 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviour
 C1


  
50   Reward incompatible behaviour


 B
  


61   Problem solving
C2


  
70   Persuasive source


C2


 
None reported 


Thomsen 2010 
[+] 


Extended Face to face one on 
one 


Abstinence  0.24 -0.43 0.91 3      Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
4      Pharmacological support


C2
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


  
64   Action planning


C2


 
78 Information about health consequences


C2
 


Sadr Azodi 
2009 [++] 


Multi-session Face to face or 
remote (phone) 


Abstinence  0.51 -0.06 1.07 3      Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
4      Pharmacological support


C2
  


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


  
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
  


64   Action planning
C2


 
None reported 


Bernstein 2011 
[++] 


Multi-session Face to face with 
remote (phone) 
follow up 


Abstinence  0.14 -0.21 0.50 3      Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
4      Pharmacological support


C2
 


9     Feedback on outcome of behaviour
C1


  
34   Adding objects to the environment


C2
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Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


78   Information about health consequences
C2


 


 
3      Social support (unspecified)


C2
  


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


  
78   Information about health consequences


C2
 


Neuner 2009 [+] Multi-session Face to face with 
remote (phone) 
follow up 


Abstinence  0.15 -0.05 0.35 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
4     Pharmacological support


C2
  


40   Verbal persuasion about capability
A1


  
42   Focus on past success


A1
  


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


  
64   Action planning


C2


 
None reported 


Ratner 2004 
[++] 


Multi-session Face to face with 
remote (phone) 
follow up 


Abstinence  -0.05 -0.41 0.32 3      Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
4      Pharmacological support


C2
  


5     Reduce negative emotions
C2


   
34   Adding objects to the environment


C2
 


61   Problem solving
C2


  
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
  


64   Action planning
C2


  
78   Information about health consequences


C2


 
None reported 


Glasgow 2009 
[+] 


Multi-session Remote (phone and 
print) 


Abstinence  0.23 -0.30 0.77 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
32   Avoidance/reducing  exposure to cues for the behaviour


A
  


61   Problem solving
C2


  
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
  


64   Action planning
C2


  
66   Review outcome goal


A


 
None reported 


A positive SMD represents a benefit with the intervention (i.e. favours the intervention), and a negative SMD represents a benefit with the comparator (favours comparator). A 
SMD of <0.2 represents a very small effect size, of ≥0.2 to <0.5 represents a small effect size, of ≥0.5 to <0.8 a medium effect size, and of ≥0.8 a large effect size. 
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Pregnant or postpartum women 


Nineteen interventions (Ondersma_CM-Lite 2012 [++], Ondersma_CD-


5As+CM-Lite 2012 [++], Ondersma_CD-5As 2012 [++], Stotts_USF 2009 [+], 


Ruger_CS 2008 [++], Malchodi 2003 [+], Tappin 2005 [++], Hovell 2009 [+], 


Ruger_RQ 2008 [++], de Vries 2006 [+], Pbert 2004 [+], El-Mohandes 2011 


[+], McBride_WOI 2004 [++], McBride_PAI 2004 [++], Stotts_MI+USF 2009 


[+], Dornelas 2006 [+], Lawrence_SHM+ICI 2003 [+], Lawrence_SHM 2003 


[+], Rigotti 2006 [+]) assessed the effect of smoking interventions among 


pregnant or postpartum women, or mothers with young children.  


Overall, the evidence suggests that multi-session interventions delivered face 


to face and remotely no more effective than usual care at aiding pregnant 


women to quit smoking. 


Limited evidence suggests that brief remotely delivered interventions, 


extended face to face interventions, and multi-session remotely delivered 


interventions are no more effective than usual care at changing smoking 


behaviour in this population. 


There was inconsistent evidence regarding the effectiveness of multi-session 


interventions delivered face to face and one on one among pregnant smokers; 


while the majority of the trials (five of eight) resulted in non-significant 


differences in smoking behaviour between the intervention and comparators 


groups, three studies did result in a significant effect. The majority of studies 


(six of eight) in this intervention group specifically enrolled low-income 


pregnant smokers. The evidence in this subpopulation remained inconsistent 


in terms of significance of the effect. 


There were inconsistent effects seen across the ten interventions, described 


in seven trials, that specifically recruited either low income women or women 


from areas of severe deprivation/poverty (Ondersma_CM-Lite 2012 [++], 


Ondersma_CD-5As+CM-Lite 2012 [++], Ondersma_CD-5As 2012 [++], 
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Ruger_CS 2008 [++], Ruger_RQ 2008 [++], Pbert 2004 [+], Tappin 2005 [++], 


Hovell 2009 [+], El-Mohandes 2011 [+], Dornelas 2006 [+]).   


Figure 9 presents the frequency of use for each reported behaviour change 


technique across smoking interventions among pregnant and postpartum. The 


x-axis is identical to that of Figure 7 to allow for comparison of reported BCTs 


in this population vs. smoking interventions more generally; if a BCT was 


reported in any smoking trial but not in the trials relevant to this population 


there is a gap for that BCT in Figure 9. 


Brief interventions delivered remotely 


Three interventions (Ondersma_CM-Lite 2012 [++], Ondersma_CD-5As+CM-


Lite 2012 [++], Ondersma_CD-5As 2012 [++]) described in one trial assessed 


the effect of brief, interactive computer interventions compared to usual care 


on abstinence during pregnancy; participants in this trial were almost 


exclusively low-income Black women, and were recruited from an urban 


setting (Detroit, USA). Ondersma_CM-Lite 2012 [++] utilised a contingency 


management approach, Ondersma_CD-5As 2012 [++] employed the 


established 5As approach (Ask about smoking status, Advise to quit, Assess 


willingness to quit, Assist with cessation skills, Arrange for follow-up), and 


Ondersma_CD-5As+CM-Lite 2012 [++] combined the two interventions. All of 


the trials resulted in a non-significant effect, which was negative in one 


intervention (Ondersma_CM-Lite 2012 [++] SMD -0.38, 95% CI -1.82 to 1.06) 


and favoured the intervention in the remaining two (Ondersma_CD-5As+CM-


Lite 2012 [++] SMD 0.57, 95% CI -0.64 to 1.77; Ondersma_CD-5As 2012 [++] 


SMD 0.96, 95% CI -0.28 to 2.20). The contingency management intervention 


reported use of BCTs 3 Social support (unspecified), 9 Feedback on outcome 


of behaviour, 62 Goal setting (behaviour), and 80 Information about social and 


environmental consequences. The 5A’s intervention reported use of BCT 70 


Persuasive source, while the combined intervention reported the BCTs 


present in the two other arms. No BCTs were reported in the usual care 


group. 
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Extended interventions delivered face to face and one on one 


One intervention (Stotts_USF 2009 [+]) utilised an extended face to face 


intervention delivered on an individual level that aimed to improve abstinence 


among pregnant smokers. Some of the smokers in this trial were recruited 


from WIC centres (i.e., were low-income women), it is unclear, however, what 


proportion of the enrolled participants were deemed to be low-income. The 


intervention, which included an feedback following an ultrasound, resulted in a 


small, non-significant effect on abstinence at the end of pregnancy compared 


to usual care (SMD 0.17, 95% CI -0.36 to 0.70). 


Multi-session interventions delivered face to face and one on one 


Eight interventions (Ruger_CS 2008 [++], Ruger_RQ 2008 [++], Pbert 2004 


[+], Tappin 2005 [++], Hovell 2009 [+], Malchodi 2003 [+], de Vries 2006 [+], 


El-Mohandes 2011 [+]) described in seven trials assessed the effect of multi-


session smoking interventions delivered face to face to an individual.  


Six of these interventions (Ruger_CS 2008 [++], Ruger_RQ 2008 [++], Pbert 


2004 [+], Tappin 2005 [++], Hovell 2009 [+], El-Mohandes 2011 [+]) 


specifically enrolled low-income women, or women living in areas of severe 


deprivation/high poverty. There were inconsistent results in this subgroup, 


both in terms of direction and significance of effect.  


A very small, negative, non-significant effect on abstinence six months 


postpartum was seen among the current low-income pregnant smokers in 


Ruger_CS 2008 [++] (SMD -0.14 95% CI -0.72 to 0.44). The other arm of the 


Ruger study (Ruger_RQ 2008 [++]) enrolled low-income women who recently 


quit smoking due to their pregnancy, and resulted in a medium, non-


significant effect on relapse prevention at 6 months postpartum (SMD 0.68, 


95% CI -0.03 to 1.40).  


Two interventions (Pbert 2004, Hovell 2009 [+]) were delivered to women 


eligible for care under a US federal assistance programme for low-income 
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pregnant women (WIC). Pbert 2004 [+] provided a 4As (Ask, Advise, Assist, 


Arrange) counselling intervention that resulted in a medium effect of sustained 


abstinence at three months postpartum, compared to usual care (SMD 0.57, 


95% CI 0.23 to 0.92). Hovell 2009 [+] provided tailored counselling to reduce 


smoking among low-income pregnant women and mothers with small children 


(under the age of 4 years) receiving care through a US federal assistance 


programme; the intervention resulted in a small, non-significant effect on the 


number of cigarettes smoked each week at one year follow-up (SMD 0.26, 


95% CI -0.06 to 0.58).  


Tappin 2005 [++] provided home based motivational interviewing and had a 


very small, non-significant effect on  abstinence at approximately four months 


follow-up among women from an area of severe deprivation (SMD 0.03, 95% 


CI -0.34 to 0.40). The El-Mohandes 2011 [+] intervention resulted in a medium 


effect on postpartum smoking among black pregnant smokers living in an 


urban setting with high poverty rates (SMD 0.44, 95% CI 0.12 to 0.76). 


The remaining trials (Malchodi 2003 [+], de Vries 2006 [+]) included pregnant 


smokers, with no additional selection based on socioeconomic status. The 


midwife intervention described in de Vries 2006 [+] resulted in a large effect 


on continuous abstinence one and a half months postpartum, compared to 


usual care (SMD 1.01, 95% CI 0.08 to 1.94).  


The peer counselling intervention used in Malchodi 2003 [+] resulted in a very 


small, non-significant effect on abstinence at the end of pregnancy (SMD 


0.08, 95% CI -0.35 to 0.51). The intervention and usual arms of this trial were 


coded identically (see Table 20), with both sets of codes reflecting usual care. 


The additional intervention provided in addition to usual care in the peer 


counselling arm was not described in a manner amenable to BCT coding, as 


the description focused on the training provided to the peer counsellors and 


not the content of the additional counselling sessions. Where content was 


described, it reflected reinforcement of usual care content, and was not 


subject to additional BCT coding. See Section 6.1 for further discussion. 
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Multi-session interventions delivered face to face with remote components 


Six interventions (McBride_WOI 2004 [++], McBride_PAI 2004 [++], 


Stotts_MI+USF 2009 [+], Dornelas 2006 [+], Lawrence_SHM+ICI 2003 [+], 


Lawrence_SHM 2003 [+]) examined the effect of multi-session interventions 


delivered face to face with remote follow-up on smoking behaviours among 


pregnant women. All interventions resulted in small to medium, non-significant 


effects. The two interventions described in McBride 2004 [++] involved either 


the pregnant women only McBride_WOI 2004 [++], or included their partner 


as well (McBride_PAI 2004 [++]). The women only intervention (McBride_WOI 


2004 [++]) resulted in a small, non-significant effect on sustained abstinence 


for eight months (SMD 0.19, 95% CI -0.29 to 0.68). McBride_PAI 2004 [++] 


resulted in a small, non-significant effect as well (SMD 0.22, 95% CI -0.26 to 


0.70). Both of these interventions reported use of BCTs 3 Social support 


(unspecified), and 61 Problem solving. 


The motivational interviewing and ultrasound feedback intervention described 


in Stotts 2009_MI+USF [+] resulted in a small, non-significant effect on 


abstinence at the end of pregnancy (SMD 0.34, 95% CI -0.18 to 0.85). This 


intervention provided the same ultrasound feedback described used in 


Stotts_USF 2009 [+] (See extended face to face intervention section), and 


added a multi-session motivational interviewing component.  


Dornelas 2006 [+] provided a counselling intervention to low-income, primarily 


Hispanic pregnant women that resulted in a medium, non-significant effect on 


abstinence at six months follow-up (SMD 0.53, 95% CI -0.40 to 1.46).  


Lawrence_SHM+ICI 2003 [+] provided self-help manuals and an interactive 


computer intervention to pregnant smokers. The intervention resulted in a 


small, non-significant effect on sustained abstinence at two weeks 


postpartum, compared to usual care (SMD 0.37, 95% CI -0.61 to 1.34). 


Similarly, Lawrence_SHM 2003 [+] provided a smoking intervention during 


antenatal care, which resulted in a small, non-significant effect on sustained 
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abstinence at two weeks postpartum (SMD 0.46, 95% CI -0.49 to 1.4). No 


specific BCTs were codeable from the description of the interventions as the 


content of the manuals and computer programme were not described in 


sufficient detail for BCT detection; the descriptions focused on the training 


required for intervention delivery and the theoretical basis of the interventions. 


However, BCT 70 Persuasive source was reported in the comparator arm. 


Overall, evidence suggests that multi-session interventions delivered face to 


face with remote follow-up are no more effective than usual care at 


encouraging smoking abstinence among pregnant women. 


Multi-session interventions delivered remotely 


One trial (Rigotti 2006 [+]) assessed the effect of multi-session, remotely 


delivered interventions on the smoking behaviours of pregnant women. The 


trial delivered multiple counselling sessions over the phone to pregnant 


smokers, and resulted in a small, non-significant effect on sustained 


abstinence at three months postpartum (SMD 0.21, 95% CI -0.34 to 0.75).
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Table 20: Smoking interventions for pregnant or postpartum women 


Author year Type Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Ondersma 
2012_CM-Lite 
[++] 


Brief Remote (computer) Abstinence  -0.38 -1.82 1.06 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
9     Feedback on outcome of behaviour


C1
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


  
80   Information about social and environmental consequences


C1


 
None reported 


Ondersma 
2012_CD-
5As+CM-Lite 
[++] 


Brief Remote (computer) Abstinence  0.57 -0.64 1.77 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
9     Feedback on outcome of behaviour


C1
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


 
70   Persuasive source


C2
  


80   Information about social and environmental consequences
C1


 
None reported 


Ondersma 
2012_CD-5As 
[++] 


Brief Remote (computer) Abstinence  0.96 -0.28 2.20 70   Persuasive source
C2


 
None reported 


Stotts 
2009_USF [+] 


Extended Face to face one 
on one 


Abstinence at 
end of pregnancy 


0.17 -0.36 0.70 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
78   Information about health consequences


C2
 


 
3     Social support (unspecified)


C2
  


Ruger 2008_CS 
[++] 


Multi-
session 


Face to face one 
on one 


Abstinence at 6 
months 
postpartum 


-0.14 -0.72 0.44 34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


 C2
 


78   Information about health consequences
C2


 


 
34   Adding objects to the environment


C2
 


78   Information about health consequences
C2


 


Malchodi 2003 
[+] 


Multi-
session 


Face to face one 
on one 


Abstinence at 
end of pregnancy 


0.08 -0.35 0.51 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
34   Adding objects to the environment


C2
 


59   Future punishment
C
 


70   Persuasive source
C2


  
80   Information about social and environmental consequences


C1
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Author year Type Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
34   Adding objects to the environment


C2
 


59   Future punishment
C
 


70   Persuasive source
C2


  
80   Information about social and environmental consequences


C1
 


Tappin 2005 
[++] 


Multi-
session 


Face to face one 
on one 


Abstinence  0.03 -0.34 0.40 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  


 
None reported 


Hovell 2009 [+] Multi-
session 


Face to face one 
on one 


Cigarettes per 
week 


0.26 -0.06 0.58 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
4     Pharmacological support


C2
 


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


 
56   Social reward


C1
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


 
64   Action planning


C2
 


 
3     Social support (unspecified)


C2
  


Ruger 
2008_RQ [++] 


Multi-
session 


Face to face one 
on one 


Relapse 
prevented at 6 
months 
postpartum 


0.68 -0.03 1.40 34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
 


78   Information about health consequences
C2


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


 
78   Information about health consequences


C2
 


de Vries 2006 
[+] 


Multi-
session 


Face to face one 
on one 


Continuous 
abstinence at 1.5 
months 
postpartum 


1.01 0.08 1.94 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
61   Problem solving


C2
 


78   Information about health consequences
C2


 
None reported 


Pbert 2004 [+] Multi-
session 


Face to face one 
on one 


Sustained 
abstinence at 3 
months 
postpartum 


0.57 0.23 0.92 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
68   Commitment


C2


 
None reported 


El-Mohandes 
2011 [+] 


Multi-
session 


Face to face one 
on one 


Smoking 
postpartum 


0.44 0.12 0.76 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  


 
None reported 
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Author year Type Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


McBride 
2004_WOI [++] 


Multi-
session 


Face to face with 
remote (phone) 
follow up 


Sustained 
abstinence for 8 
months 


0.19 -0.29 0.68 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
61   Problem solving


C2


 
None reported 


McBride 
2004_PAI [++] 


Multi-
session 


Face to face with 
remote follow up 


Sustained 
abstinence for 8 
months 


0.22 -0.26 0.70 2     Social support (emotional)
A
 


3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
4     Pharmacological support


C2
  


25   Behaviour substitution
A1


 
34   Adding objects to the environment


C2
 


61   Problem solving
C2


 
None reported 


Stotts 
2009_MI+USF 
[+] 


Multi-
session 


Face to face with 
remote follow up 


Abstinence at 
end of pregnancy 


0.34 -0.18 0.85 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
8     Feedback on behaviour


C
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


  
66   Review outcome goal


A
 


78   Information about health consequences
C2


 


 
3     Social support (unspecified)


C2
  


Dornelas 2006 
[+] 


Multi-
session 


Face to face with 
remote follow up 


Abstinence  0.53 -0.40 1.46 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
5     Reduce negative emotions


C2
  


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


  
64   Action planning


C2


 
None reported 


Lawrence 
2003_SHM+ICI 
[+] 


Multi-
session 


Remote and face to 
face 


Sustained 
abstinence at 2 
weeks 
postpartum 


0.37 -0.61 1.34 None reported 


 
70   Persuasive source


C2
 


Lawrence 
2003_SHM [+] 


Multi-
session 


Remote and face to 
face 


Sustained 
abstinence at 2 
weeks 
postpartum 


0.46 -0.49 1.42 None reported 


 
70   Persuasive source


C2
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Author year Type Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Rigotti 2006 [+] Multi-
session 


Remote (phone) Sustained 
abstinence at 3 
months 
postpartum 


0.21 -0.34 0.75 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
34   Adding objects to the environment


C2
  


61   Problem solving
C2


 


 
3     Social support (unspecified)


C2
  


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


 


A positive SMD represents a benefit with the intervention (i.e. favours the intervention), and a negative SMD represents a benefit with the comparator (favours comparator). A 
SMD of <0.2 represents a very small effect size, of ≥0.2 to <0.5 represents a small effect size, of ≥0.5 to <0.8 a medium effect size, and of ≥0.8 a large effect size. 
* Intervention targeted multiple behaviour topcs 
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Figure 9: Distribution of BCTs in smoking trials among pregnant or postpartum women; with direction and significance of effect 
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Smokers intending to quit 


Ten interventions (Willemsen 2006 [+], Sutton 2007 [+], Toll 2010 [++], 


Rodriguez-Aralejo 2003 [++], Nollen 2007 [++], Joseph 2011[++], Rabius 2004 


[+], Free 2011 [++], Swartz 2006 [+], An 2006 [+]) assessed the effectiveness 


of behaviour change interventions among smokers who intended or were 


motivated to quit. 


Overall, evidence suggests that multi-session interventions delivered remotely 


can be effective at helping motivated smokers to quit. Other types of 


interventions and modes of delivery were found to be no more effective than 


usual care (brief remotely delivered interventions), or had limited or 


inconsistent evidence (multi-session interventions delivered one on one). 


Brief, remotely delivered interventions 


Three trials (Willemsen 2006 [+], Sutton 2007 [+], Toll 2010 [++]) examined 


the effect of brief interventions delivered remotely either through post 


(Willemsen 2006 [+], Sutton 2007 [+]) or over the phone (Toll 2010 [++]) on 


the smoking behaviour of individuals interested in quitting. All three trials 


resulted in very small, non-significant effects, one of which (Willemsen 2006 


[+]) favoured the control arm of the trial. 


Willemsen 2006 [+] mailed a decision aid to smokers who intended to quit 


within the next six months, and compared sustained abstinence for six months 


between the intervention and a no intervention control group. The trial 


resulted in a very small, non-significant negative effect (SMD -0.01, 95% CI -


0.32 to 0.30). 


Sutton 2007 [+] assessed the effect of a brief telephone counselling and 


mailed letter intervention for smokers or recent quitters (within the past two 


weeks) who were first time callers to a quitline. This intervention resulted in a 


very small, non-significant effect on sustained abstinence compared to usual 


quitline care (SMD 0.04, 95% CI -0.13 to 0.20).  
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Toll 2010 [++] assessed the effect of a brief intervention delivered over the 


phone to quitline callers. The intervention resulted in a very small, non-


significant effect on abstinence compared to usual quitline care (SMD 0.07, 


95% CI -0.06 to 0.20).  


Overall, brief interventions that are remotely delivered do not appear to effect 


significant change in smoking abstinence among individuals who intend to 


quit. Moreover, the interventions offered as adjuncts or alternatives to 


standard quitline care appeared to be no more effective than usual care at 


changing smoking behaviour among quitline callers. 


Multi-session interventions delivered face to face and one on one 


Two trials (Rodriguez-Aralejo 2003 [++], Nollen 2007 [++]) assessed the effect 


of face to face, multi-session interventions on smoking cessation among 


individuals who intended to quit.  


Rodriquez-Aralejo 2003 [++] assessed the effect of a worksite intervention, 


delivered over multiple sessions in a face to face and one on one manner, 


and resulted in a medium, significant effect on sustained abstinence for nine 


months compared to usual care (SMD 0.52, 95% CI 0.06 to 0.99).  


Nollen 2007 [++] assessed the effect of a multi-session intervention delivered 


face to face and one on one, with remote components (videotape viewing and 


follow-up phone calls) on abstinence among African American male smokers 


who were motivated to quit. The intervention resulted in a very small, non-


significant effect (SMD 0.15, 95% CI -0.12 to 0.41). 


The intervention that resulted in a significant effect (Rodriquez-Aralejo 2003 


[++]) reported use of 3 Social support (unspecified) and 63 Goal setting 


(outcome), neither of which were reported in the intervention with non-


significant effects (Nollen 2007 [++]). 


Multi-session, remotely delivered interventions 
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Five trials (Joseph 2011 [++], Rabius 2004 [+], Free 2011 [++], Swartz 2006 


[+], An 2006 [+]) assessed the effectiveness of a multi-session, remotely 


delivered approach on abstinence among smokers who intended to quit. 


Joseph 2011 [++] examined the impact of a multi-session intervention 


delivered over the phone on sustained abstinence for 6 months among adults 


interested in making a quit attempt over the next two weeks. The intervention 


resulted in a small, significant effect (SMD 0.31, 95% CI 0.04 to 0.57).  


Rabius 2004 [+] assessed the effect of multi-session telephone counselling for 


quitline callers interested in making a quit attempt in the next two weeks. The 


intervention resulted in a small, significant effect on abstinence at 3 months 


post intervention (SMD 0.31, 95% CI 0.20 to 0.42).  


Free 2011 [++] assessed the effect of a multiple text messages intervention 


on abstinence among smokers interested in quitting. The trial resulted in a 


small, significant effect on abstinence at the end of the intervention compared 


to an attention control group (SMD 0.47, 95% CI 0.35 to 0.58).  


Swartz 2006 [+] assessed the effectiveness of a multi-session internet based 


intervention compared to a waitlist control. The intervention had a medium, 


significant effect on abstinence (SMD 0.54, 95% CI 0.09 to 0.99).  


An 2006 [+] assessed the effect of multi-session telephone counselling 


intervention on sustained abstinence for 6 months among veterans. The 


intervention resulted in a medium, significant effect compared to usual care 


(SMD 0.69, 95% CI 0.38 to 1.00). 


The only BCT that was reported across all five interventions was 3 Social 


support (unspecified). This was also reported in the comparator arm of one of 


the five trials (Joseph 2011 [++]). BCT 4 Pharmacological support was 


reported in four of the five trials, but again was reported in the comparator 


arms of Joseph 2011 [++] and An 2006 [+].
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Table 21: Smoking interventions for smokers intending to quit 


Author year Type Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Willemsen 2006 
[+] 


Brief Remote (post) Sustained 
abstinence for 6 
months 


-0.01 -0.32 0.30 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
4     Pharmacological support


C2
  


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


  
61   Problem solving


C2
  


70   Persuasive source
C2


  
85   Social comparison


C


 
None reported 


Sutton 2007 [+] Brief Remote (post) Sustained 
abstinence for 3 
months 


0.04 -0.13 0.20 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  


 
3     Social support (unspecified)


C2
  


Toll 2010 [++] Brief Remote (phone) Abstinence  0.07 -0.06 0.20 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2 


4     Pharmacological support
C2


  
34   Adding objects to the environment


C2
  


75   Framing/ reframing
A2


  
78   Information about health consequences


C2
  


79   Information about emotional consequences
A
  


80   Information about social and environmental consequences
C1


 


3     Social support (unspecified)
C2 


4     Pharmacological support
C2


  
34   Adding objects to the environment


C2
  


78   Information about health consequences
C2


  
81   Salience of consequences 


Rodriguez-
Aralejo 2003 
[++] 


Multi-session Face to face Sustained 
abstinence for 9 
months 


0.52 0.06 0.99 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2 


4     Pharmacological support
C2


  
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
  


63   Goal setting (outcome)
C2


 


 
None reported 


Nollen 2007 
[++] 


Multi-session Face to face and 
remote (phone, 


Abstinence  0.15 -0.12 0.41 4     Pharmacological support
C2


  
34   Adding objects to the environment


C2
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Author year Type Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


videotape) 36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2


  
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
  


65   Review behaviour goal
A2


  
78   Information about health consequences


C2
 


4     Pharmacological support
C2


 
34   Adding objects to the environment


C2
 


70   Persuasive source
C2


 


Joseph 2011 
[++] 


Multi-session Remote (phone) Sustained 
abstinence for 6 
months 


0.31 0.04 0.57 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2 


4     Pharmacological support
C2


  
36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour


C2
  


61   Problem solving
C2


  
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
  


64   Action planning
C2


  
65   Review behaviour goal


A2
 


3     Social support (unspecified)
C2 


4     Pharmacological support
C2


 
36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour


C2
 


61   Problem solving
C2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
 


64   Action planning
C2


 


Rabius 2004 [+] Multi-session Remote (phone) Abstinence  0.31 0.20 0.42 1     Social support (practical)
A2


 
3     Social support (unspecified)


C2 


4     Pharmacological support
C2


  
5     Reduce negative emotions


C2
   


23   Behavioural practice/ rehearsal
C2


  
41   Mental rehearsal of successful performance


A1
  


56   Social reward
C1


  
61   Problem solving


C2
  


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


  
64   Action planning


C2
  


75   Framing/ reframing
A2
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Author year Type Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


None reported 


Free 2011 [++] Multi-session Remote (text 
message) 


Abstinence 0.47 0.35 0.58 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2 


4     Pharmacological support
C2


  
9     Feedback on outcome of behaviour


C1
  


25   Behaviour substitution
A1


  
30   Restructuring the physical environment


A1
  


31   Restructuring the social environment
A1


  
33   Distraction


A1
  


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


  
40   Verbal persuasion about capability


A1
  


42   Focus on past success
A1


  
61   Problem solving


C2
  


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


  
64   Action planning


C2
  


78   Information about health consequences
C2


  
80   Information about social and environmental consequences  
82   Monitoring of emotional consequences


A1
  


86   Information about others’ approval
 A1


 
None reported 


Swartz 2006 [+] Multi-session Remote (computer) Abstinence  0.54 0.09 0.99 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2


 
78   Information about health consequences


C2


 
None reported 


An 2006 [+] Multi-session Remote (phone) Sustained 
abstinence for 6 
months 


0.69 0.38 1.00 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2 


4     Pharmacological support
C2


 


4     Pharmacological support
C2


 
34   Adding objects to the environment


C2
 


A positive SMD represents a benefit with the intervention (i.e. favours the intervention), and a negative SMD represents a benefit with the comparator (favours comparator). A 
SMD of <0.2 represents a very small effect size, of ≥0.2 to <0.5 represents a small effect size, of ≥0.5 to <0.8 a medium effect size, and of ≥0.8 a large effect size. 
* Intervention targeted multiple behaviour topcs 
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Primary healthcare patients  


Five interventions (Unrod 2007 [+], Borrelli 2005 [+], Pisinger_GC 2010 [+], 


Pisinger_GC 2010 [+], Katz 2004 [+]) recruited smokers identified in primary 


care settings.  


Overall, these interventions were no more effective than usual care at altering 


smoking behaviour among these patients.  


Brief face to face interventions for primary healthcare patients 


One trial (Unrod 2007 [+]) assessed the effectiveness of a brief intervention 


delivered face to face during a primary care appointment. This intervention 


resulted in a small, non-significant increase in abstinence at 6 months 


compared to the usual care group (SMD 0.31, 95% CI -0.03 to 0.66).  


Multi-session delivered face to face in an individual or group setting for 


primary healthcare patients 


Two interventions (Borrelli 2005 [+], Pisinger_GC 2010 [+]) examined multi-


session interventions delivered face to face. Borrelli 2005 [+] assessed the 


effectiveness of an intervention delivered on an individual level to smokers 


who were unable to visit a primary care physician or who required frequent 


daily home based care. This intervention had a small, non-significant effect on 


sustained abstinence (SMD 0.43, 95% CI -0.49 to 1.36). 


A multi-session, group counselling intervention for smokers registered with a 


general practice was described in Pisinger_GC 2010 [+]. This intervention had 


a very small, non-significant effect (SMD 0.14, 95% CI -0.93 to 1.22) on 


abstinence at 6 months.  


Both trials reported use of BCTs 3 Social support (unspecified) and 78 


Information about health consequences. 


Multi-session interventions delivered remotely for primary healthcare patients 
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Two trials (Pisinger_IC 2010 [+], Katz 2004 [+]) assessed the effect of multi-


session, remotely delivered interventions on smoking cessation among 


primary care patients. Pisinger_IC 2010 [+] utilised an internet based multi-


session intervention for smokers identified through their GP practice. The trial 


resulted in a very small, non-significant negative effect on abstinence at 6 


months (SMD -0.04, 95% CI -1.19 to 1.11).  


The remaining trial (Katz 2004 [+]) assessed the effect of a multiple session 


intervention delivered over the phone to smokers identified through 


community clinics. This intervention resulted in a very small, non-significant 


effect on abstinence (SMD 0.19, 95% CI -0.13 to 0.50). 


Both interventions reported use of BCT 3 Social support (unspecified), 


although this BCT was also reported in the comparator arm of Katz 2004 [+].
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Table 22: Smoking interventions for primary healthcare patients 


Author year Type Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Unrod 2007 [+] Brief Face to face one on 
one 


Abstinence at 6 
months 


0.31 -0.03 0.66 25   Behaviour substitution
A1


  
31   Restructuring the social environment


A1
  


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


  
70   Persuasive source


C2
  


71   Pros and cons
A
  


78   Information about health consequences
C2


  
80   Information about social and environmental consequences


C1


 
None reported 


Borrelli 2005 [+] Multi-session Face to face one on 
one 


Sustained 
abstinence at 1 
year 


0.43 -0.49 1.36 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


  
71   Pros and cons


A
 


75   Framing/ reframing
A2


  
76   Incompatible beliefs


C
  


78   Information about health consequences
C2


  
79   Information about emotional consequences


A
  


85   Social comparison
C
  


89   Vicarious consequences
A
 


3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 


Pisinger_GC 
2010 [+] 


Multi-session Face to face group Abstinence at 6 
months 


0.14 -0.93 1.22 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2 


4     Pharmacological support
C2


  
70   Persuasive source


C2
  


78   Information about health consequences
C2


 
None reported 


Pisinger_IC 
2010 [+] 


Multi-session Remote (computer) Abstinence at 6 
months 


-0.04 -1.19 1.11 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2 


 
None reported 


Katz 2004 [+] Multi-session Remote (phone) Abstinence at 4 
months 


0.19 -0.13 0.50 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2 


4     Pharmacological support
C2


  
8     Feedback on behaviour


C
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10   Self-monitoring of behaviour
 C1


  
34   Adding objects to the environment


C2
  


61   Problem solving
C2


  
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
  


64   Action planning
C2


  
68   Commitment


C2
  


70   Persuasive source
C2


 


3     Social support (unspecified)
C2 


A positive SMD represents a benefit with the intervention (i.e. favours the intervention), and a negative SMD represents a benefit with the comparator (favours comparator). A 
SMD of <0.2 represents a very small effect size, of ≥0.2 to <0.5 represents a small effect size, of ≥0.5 to <0.8 a medium effect size, and of ≥0.8 a large effect size. 
* Intervention targeted multiple behaviour topcs 
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Dentistry patients 


Three interventions from two trials (Gordon_5As 2010a [+], Gordon_3As 


2010a [+], Gordon 2010b [++]) assessed the effect of smoking interventions 


during a routine dental visit on smoking cessation. All three interventions were 


brief and delivered face to face and one on one. Overall, there was limited 


and inconsistent evidence regarding the effectiveness of these interventions 


at changing smoking behaviour among dental patients.  


Brief face to face interventions for dentistry patients 


Two interventions (Gordon_5As 2010a [+], Gordon_3As 2010a [+]) resulted in 


small, non-significant effects. Gordon_5As 2010a [+] used a brief 5As (Ask, 


Advise, Assess, Assist, Arrange) smoking cessation counselling approach 


(SMD 0.463, 95% CI -0.203 to 1.129), while Gordon_3As 2010a [+] utilised a 


modified version which included three of the five components (Ask, Advise, 


Arrange) and had no significant effect in terms of abstinence sustained for 9 


months (SMD 0.413, 95% CI -0.260). The third intervention (Gordon 2010b 


[++]) used the same 5A’s approach reported in Gordon_5As 2010a [+], but 


resulted in a medium, significant effect on abstinence sustained for 6 months 


(SMD 0.585, 95% CI 0.319 to 0.851). Gordon 2010b [++] included nearly 


twice as many participants as the similar intervention described in 


Gordon_5As 2010a [+] and assessed sustained abstinence over a shorter 


period (six months compared to nine months), which may account for the 


difference in intervention significance.  All three interventions reported use of 


BCTs 3 Social support (unspecified), 34 adding objects to the environment, 70 


Persuasive source and 78 Information about health consequences; both 


Gordon_5As 2010a [+] and Gordon 2010b [++] reported use of BCT 4 


Pharmacological support. No BCTs were reported in the usual care arms.
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Table 23: Smoking interventions for dentistry patients 


Author year Type Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Gordon 
2010a_3As [+] 


Brief Face to face Sustained 
abstinence for 9 
months 


0.41 -0.26 1.09 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
34   Adding objects to the environment


C2
  


70   Persuasive source
C2


  
78   Information about health consequences


C2


 
None reported 


Gordon 
2010a_5As [+] 


Brief Face to face Sustained 
abstinence for 9 
months 


0.46 -0.20 1.13 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
4     Pharmacological support


C2
  


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


  
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
  


64   Action planning
C2


  
70   Persuasive source


C2
  


78   Information about health consequences
C2


 
None reported 


Gordon 2010b 
[++] 


Brief Face to face Sustained 
abstinence for 6 
months 


0.58 0.32 0.85 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
4     Pharmacological support


C2
  


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


  
70   Persuasive source


C2
  


78   Information about health consequences
C2


 
None reported 


A positive SMD represents a benefit with the intervention (i.e. favours the intervention), and a negative SMD represents a benefit with the comparator (favours comparator). A 
SMD of <0.2 represents a very small effect size, of ≥0.2 to <0.5 represents a small effect size, of ≥0.5 to <0.8 a medium effect size, and of ≥0.8 a large effect size. 
* Intervention targeted multiple behaviour topcs 
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Other smokers 


This category refers to individuals who were identified based only on smoking 


habits, with no other overarching eligibility criteria, or in cases where the 


additional eligibility criteria were not present in other trials, precluding 


narrative synthesis in that subgroup.  


Brief, remotely delivered interventions among other smokers 


One study (Armitage 2008 [++]) assessed the effect of a brief paper based 


smoking intervention provided to employed smokers. The intervention 


resulted in large effect on abstinence at 2 months compared to an 


assessment only control (SMD 1.52, 95% CI 0.39 to 2.65). 


Extended group interventions with university students 


One study (Simmons 2007 [+]) assessed the effect of an extended 


intervention on abstinence at 1 month among University student smokers. The 


intervention resulted in a very small, negative, non-significant effect (SMD -


0.14, 95% CI -0.72 to 0.43).  


Multi-session face to face, one on one interventions for weight concerned 


females 


One trial (Sallit 2009* [+]) assessed the effect of multiple face to face sessions 


on smoking behaviour. The trial used a multi-target approach to address 


smoking among weight concerned females (smoking, diet and physical 


activity). The intervention resulted in a small, significant effect (SMD 0.37, 


95% CI 0.02 to 0.72) on the number of cigarettes smoked after 9 months, 


compared to no intervention. 


Multi-session face to face, one on one intervention for patients with non-acute 


psychotic disorders 
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One trial (Baker 2006 [+]) assessed the effect of multiple face to face sessions 


on sustained abstinence among smokers with non-acute psychotic disorders. 


The intervention resulted in a large but non-significant improvement in 


sustained abstinence compared to usual care (SMD 0.92, 95% CI -0.65 to 


2.48). No BCTs were reported in the control arm. 


Multi-session group interventions in older smokers 


Two interventions (Hall_ECBT 2009 [+], Hall_ENRT+CBT 2009 [+]) described 


in one trial assessed the impact of multi-session group interventions on 


smoking behaviour. 


Hall_ECBT 2009 [+] and Hall_ENRT+CBT 2009 [+] provided multiple group 


counselling sessions to older smokers. The extended cognitive behavioural 


therapy (CBT) (Hall_ECBT 2009 [+]) intervention resulted in a small, non-


significant effect on abstinence one year after the conclusion of the 


intervention (SMD 0.41, 95% CI -0.01 to 0.83), while the extended NRT plus 


CBT intervention (Hall_ENRT+CBT 2009 [+]) resulted in a very small, non-


significant effect (SMD 0.19, 95% CI -0.22 to 0.61).  


Both interventions included BCTs and included BCTs 3, Social support 


(unspecified) , 4 Pharmacological support , 8 Feedback on behaviour, 10 Self-


monitoring of behaviour, 34 Adding objects to the environment, 37 Information 


about antecedents, 61 Problem solving, 62 Goal setting (behaviour) , 64 


Action planning, 68 Commitment, 71 Pros and cons, and 80 Information about 


social and environmental consequences.  


Multi-session group interventions alcohol or drug dependent smokers 


One study (Reid 2008 [++]) assessed the effect of a multi-session group 


based smoking intervention among smokers in treatment for alcohol or drug 


dependence compared to no intervention. The study resulted in a very small 


non-significant effect on abstinence four months after the end of the 


intervention (SMD 0.03, 95% CI -0.64 to 0.71). 
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Multi-session remotely delivered interventions among other smokers 


Six interventions (Segan 2011[++], McClure 2005 [++], Schumann 2008 [+], 


Vidrine 2012 [+], Carpenter SR+NRT 2004 [+], Carpenter MA+NRT 2004 [+]) 


assessed the effect of multi-session remotely delivered interventions on 


smoking behaviour among other smokers.  


Segan 2011 [++] assessed the effect of multiple telephone counselling 


sessions on relapse prevention among recent ex-smokers. The intervention 


resulted in a very small, non-significant effect on relapse prevention 


(sustained abstinence) for nine months (SMD 0.02, 95% CI -0.19 to 0.23). 


McClure 2005 [++] examined a multi-session motivational counselling 


intervention delivered over the phone to female smokers with a high risk of 


cervical cancer. The intervention resulted in a very small, non-significant 


effect on abstinence at 6 months compared to usual care (SMD 0.04, 95% CI 


-0.40 to 0.47). 


Schumann 2008 [+] provide a mailed multi-session intervention to rural 


smokers. The trial resulted in a very small, negative, non-significant effect on 


abstinence after a year and a half (SMD -0.02, 95% CI -0.25 to 0.20).  


Vidrine 2011 [+] provided multiple telephone counselling session delivered 


using a prepaid cell phone to HIV-positive smokers. The trial resulted in a 


large, significant effect on abstinence at the end of the intervention compared 


to usual care (SMD 0.80, 95% CI 0.42 to 1.17). 


Two interventions (Carpenter SR+NRT 2004 [+], Carpenter MA+NRT 2004 


[+]) assessed the effect of multi-session programmes delivered over the 


phone for smokers currently not motivated to quit, but who expressed interest 


in a non-cessation study; while the participants expressed willingness to 


participate in a smoking reduction study, the primary outcome measured in 


the trial was smoking cessation. Carpenter SR+NRT 2004 [+] assessed the 


impact of smoking reduction (SR) counselling and nicotine replacement 
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therapy (NRT) along with brief advice, while Carpenter MA+NRT 2004 [+] 


assessed the impact of motivational advice (MA) and NRT plus brief advice 


on abstinence at the end of the intervention. Carpenter SR+NRT 2004 [+] 


resulted in a large, significant intervention effect (SMD 0.83, 95% CI 0.31 to 


1.35). Carpenter MA+NRT 2004 [+] also resulted in a large, significant effect 


(SMD 1.01, 95% CI 0.50 to 1.53). Both interventions reported use of BCTs 3 


Social support (unspecified), 4 Pharmacological support, 61 Problem solving, 


62 Goal setting (behaviour), and 64 Action planning. 
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Table 24: Smoking interventions for other smokers 


Author year Type Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Armitage 2008 
[++] 


Brief Remote (paper) Abstinence at 2 
months 


1.52 0.39 2.65 62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


  
64   Action planning


C2


 
None reported 


Simmons 2007 
[+] 


Extended Face to face group Abstinence at 1 
month 


-0.14 -0.72 0.43 34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


 
76   Incompatible beliefs


C
  


78   Information about health consequences
C2


 
80   Information about social and environmental consequences


C1
 


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


 


Sallit 2009* [+] Multi-session Face to face one on 
one 


Cigarettes per day 
at 9 months 


0.37 0.02 0.72 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2 


5     Reduce negative emotions
C2


   
11   Self-monitoring of outcome of behaviour


A1
 


63   Goal setting (outcome)
C2


 
75   Framing/ reframing


A2


 
None reported 


Baker 2006 [+] Multi-session Face to face one on 
one 


Sustained 
abstinence at 1 
year 


0.92 -0.65 2.48 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2 


4     Pharmacological support
C2


  
5     Reduce negative emotions


C2
   


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2


 
61   Problem solving


C2
 


63   Goal setting (outcome)
C2


 
64   Action planning


C2
 


75   Framing/ reframing
A2


 
78   Information about health consequences


C2


 
None reported 


Hall 
2009_ECBT [+] 


Multi-session Face to face 
combined one on 
one and group 


Abstinence at 1 
year 


0.41 -0.01 0.83 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2 


4     Pharmacological support
C2


  
8     Feedback on behaviour


C
  


10   Self-monitoring of behaviour
C1
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Author year Type Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


 
37   Information about antecedents


C
  


61   Problem solving
C2


  
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
  


64   Action planning
C2


 
68   Commitment


C2
  


71   Pros and cons
A
  


80   Information about social and environmental consequences
C1


 


3     Social support (unspecified)
C2 


4     Pharmacological support
C2


 
34   Adding objects to the environment


C2
 


Hall 
2009_ENRT+C
BT [+] 


Multi-session Face to face 
combined one on 
one and group 


Abstinence at 1 
year 


0.19 -0.22 0.61 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2 


4     Pharmacological support
C2


  
8     Feedback on behaviour


C
  


10   Self-monitoring of behaviour
C1 


25   Behaviour substitution
A2


  
34   Adding objects to the environment


C2
 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2


 
37   Information about antecedents


C
  


61   Problem solving
C2


  
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
  


64   Action planning
C2


 
68   Commitment


C2
  


71   Pros and cons
A
  


80   Information about social and environmental consequences
C1


 


3     Social support (unspecified)
C2 


4     Pharmacological support
C2


 
34   Adding objects to the environment


C2
 


Reid 2008 [+] Multi-session Face to face group Abstinence at 4 
months 


0.03 -0.64 0.71 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2 


4     Pharmacological support
C2


  
34   Adding objects to the environment


C2
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Author year Type Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


None reported 


Segan 2011 
[++] 


Multi-session Remote (phone) Sustained 
abstinence for 9 
months 


0.02 -0.19 0.23 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2 


5     Reduce negative emotions
C2


 
61   Problem solving


C2


 
None reported 


McClure 2005 
[++] 


Multi-session Remote (phone) Abstinence at 6 
months 


0.04 -0.40 0.47 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2 


4     Pharmacological support
C2


  
34   Adding objects to the environment


C2
 


61   Problem solving
C2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
 


69   Discrepancy between current behaviour and goal
A
 


78   Information about health consequences
C2


 


3     Social support (unspecified)
C2 


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


 
78   Information about health consequences


C2
 


Schumann 
2008 [+] 


Multi-session Remote (post) Abstinence at 18 
months 


-0.02 -0.25 0.20 34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


 
None reported 


Vidrine 2012 [+] Multi-session Remote (phone) Abstinence over 
24 hours 


0.80 0.42 1.17 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2 


4     Pharmacological support
C2


  
34   Adding objects to the environment


C2
 


70   Persuasive source
C2


 
78   Information about health consequences


C2
 


4     Pharmacological support
C2


 
34   Adding objects to the environment


C2 
 


70   Persuasive source
C2


 


Carpenter 
2004_SR+NRT 
[+] 


Multi-session Remote (phone) Abstinence  0.83 0.31 1.35 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2 


4     Pharmacological support
C2


  
29   Graded tasks


A1
  


61   Problem solving
C2


  
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
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Author year Type Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


64   Action planning
C2


 
None reported 


Carpenter 
2004_MA+NRT 
[+] 


Multi-session Remote (phone) Abstinence  1.01 0.50 1.53 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2 


4     Pharmacological support
C2


  
61   Problem solving


C2
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


 
64   Action planning


C2


 
None reported 


A positive SMD represents a benefit with the intervention (i.e. favours the intervention), and a negative SMD represents a benefit with the comparator (favours comparator). A 
SMD of <0.2 represents a very small effect size, of ≥0.2 to <0.5 represents a small effect size, of ≥0.5 to <0.8 a medium effect size, and of ≥0.8 a large effect size. 
* Intervention targeted multiple behaviour topcs 
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A overview of smoking interventions according to the reviewed parameters of 


type, mode of delivery and population is provided in Table 25.  


Table 25: Summary of smoking interventions according to type, mode of 
delivery, population and significant of effect 


Category Number of 


interventions 


Number 


significant 


% of 80 total 


SMK 


interventions 


 


 


 


(category 


interventions 


/topic total) 


% of 21 total 


significant 


SMK 


interventions 


 


 


(category 


significant/ 


topic 


significant) 


% of 


category 


resulting in 


significant 


effect 


 


(category 


significant/ 


category 


total) 


Intervention Type 


Brief 14 2 17.50% 9.52% 14.29% 


Extended  4 0 5.00% 0.00% 0.00% 


Multi-session 62 19 77.50% 90.48% 30.65% 


Mode of Delivery 


Face to face, one on one 23 6 28.75% 28.57% 26.09% 


Face to face, group 4 1 5.00% 4.76% 25.00% 


Face to face combined 5 3 6.25% 14.29% 60.00% 


Face to face with remote  25 2 31.25% 9.52% 8.00% 


Remote 23 9 28.75% 42.86% 39.13% 


Population 


CV conditions or COPD 17 5 21.25% 23.81% 29.41% 


CV risk 4 1 5.00% 4.76% 25.00% 


Pregnant or postpartum 19 3 23.75% 14.29% 15.79% 


Motivated to quit 10 6 12.50% 28.57% 60.00% 


ED or Hospital 9 0 11.25% 0.00% 0.00% 


Primary care 5 0 6.25% 0.00% 0.00% 


 


4.4.5 BCT clusters 


BCT clusters used in the smoking interventions are summarised in Table 7. 
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The most commonly used BCT clusters in the smoking health interventions 


were BCT cluster (BCT-C) 1 ‘Social support’ (86.3%) followed by BCT-C 11 


‘Goals and Planning’ (65.0%). BCT-C 4 ‘Associations’ was not used in any of 


the interventions. 


The association between BCT clusters and intervention effectiveness was 


assessed in the meta-regression, and results are described in Section 4.4.8.  


4.4.6 Intervention functions 


Interventions functions used in the smoking interventions are summarised in 


Table 8. 


The most commonly used intervention functions (IFs) were IF9 ‘Enablement’ 


(96.3%) and IF1 ‘Education’ (63.8%). IF6 ‘Restriction’ was not used in any of 


the interventions.  


The association between intervention function and intervention effectiveness 


was assessed in the meta-regression, and results are described in Section 


4.4.8. 


4.4.7 Theory use 


Twenty-one comparisons included an intervention explicitly linked to a theory 


or model. These were: 


 Transtheoretical Model (Hyman 2007* [++] Sec and Sic interventions; 


Chouinard 2005 [++] IC and IC+FU interventions; Schunmann 2008 [+]; 


Stotts 2009 [+] MI+USF intervention; Lawrence 2003 [+] SHM and 


SHM+ICI interventions) 


 Transtheoretical Model and Motivational Interviewing Theory (Bernstein 


2011 [++]) 


 Transtheoretical Model and the Theory of Planned Behaviour (Armitage 


2008 [++]) 
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 Transtheoretical Model, Social Learning Theory and the Health Belief 


Model (Rigotti 2006 [+]) 


 Cognitive Behavioural Model (Sivarajan Froelicher 2004 [+]; Hall 2009 


ENRT+CBT and ECBT [+]) 


 Self-Efficacy Theory (Smeulders 2009 [+], Lacasse 2008 [+]) 


 Social Ecological Theory (Glasgow 2009 [+]) 


 Cognitive Dissonance Theory (Simmons 2007 [+]) 


 Social Cognitive Theory (Sutton 2007 [+]) 


 Behavioural Ecological Model and Learning Theory (Hovell 2009 [+]) 


 I-Change model (de Vries 2006 [+]) 


 


The most commonly used theory or model was the Transtheoretical Model 


(also known as the Stages of Change model), which was used in eleven 


interventions. In three of these interventions the Transtheoretical Model was 


combined with another theory or model. 


The presence of a theory was controlled for in the meta-regression, and 


results are described in Section 4.4.8. 


4.4.8 Effects of behaviour change interventions, BCT clusters 


and intervention functions using meta-regression 


Results from 80 comparisons (66 studies) were included in the meta-


regression models. As shown in Figure 10, overall the studies found a small 


significant effect of the individual level behaviour change interventions (SMD 


0.28, 95% CI 0.21 to 0.36). The analysis had substantial levels of 


heterogeneity (I2=68.1%, 95% CI 59.2% to 74.2%, p<0.001). No studies were 


found to be outliers.  


There was no evidence of publication bias using Egger’s test for small study 


effects (p=0.728). Using a filled funnel plot approach, addition of hypothetical 


results from potential missing studies led to very little change in the pooled 


effect size, and the effect remained statistically significant  (SMD 0.26, 95% CI 
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0.19 to 0.34; p<0.001). This suggests that publication bias is not having an 


effect on the meta-analysis.  


Full meta-regression results are provided in Appendix H. In adjusted 


univariate analyses controlled for the presence of each BCT/intervention 


function in the control group, the following factors contributed to the between 


study variance (see Table 26): 


 BCT cluster 1 – Social support (12.2%) 


 Theory use (10.4%) 


 BCT cluster 2 – Regulation (6.1%) 


 Intervention function 7 – Environmental restructuring (4.6%) 


 BCT cluster 11 – Goals and planning (2.6%) 


 


The final multivariate model included all of these variables and adjusted for 


use of each BCT/intervention function in the control group as well as theory 


use accounted for 34.3% of between study variability in results (see Table 


26).  


The only factor which showed a statistically significant association with 


effectiveness was BCT cluster 11 Goals and planning. The use of techniques 


in this BCT cluster was associated with reduced effectiveness of the 


intervention (regression coefficient -0.14, 95% CI -0.27 to -0.004; p=0.044). 


Among the other factors, which did not show a significant association with 


effectiveness,  BCT clusters 1 Social support and 2 Regulation and 


intervention function 7 Environmental restructuring showed a positive direction 


of effect (see Table 26).  


A sensitivity analysis including only studies with long term follow up (30 


comparisons) showed similar results, with the multivariate model explaining 


41.1% of the between study variance. The effect associated with BCT cluster 


11 Goals and planning became just non-significant in this analysis, and the 


direction of effect of BCT cluster 1 became negative rather than positive (See 
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Table 26). This change in direction of effect of BCT cluster 1 suggests that its 


effects are not maintained in the long term. 


These results suggest that some, but not most, variance between studies may 


be explained by BCT clusters, intervention function, and theory use. 
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Figure 10: Overall effect of individual-level behaviour change interventions on 
smoking 


 
CI confidence interval; SMD standardised mean difference.  
Sadr Azodi 2009 shortened to Azodi 2009, Sivarajan Froelicher 2004 shortened to Froelicher 2004
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Table 26: Meta-regression of BCT clusters and intervention functions in 
smoking 


Covariate β 95% CI P value Adjusted R2 


Adjusted univariate analysis 


BCT-C 1 – Social 
support 


0.14 0.01 to 0.28 0.037 12.2% 


BCT-C 2 – Regulation 
 


0.10 -0.03 to 0.23 0.126 6.1% 


IF 7 – Environmental 
restructuring 
 


0.09 -0.07 to 0.26 0.274 4.6% 


BCT-C 11 – Goals and 
planning 
 


-0.07 -0.21 to 0.07 0.305 2.6% 


Theory use -0.13 -0.29 to 0.02 0.085 10.4% 


Primary multivariate analysis 


BCT-C 1 – Social 
support 


0.11  -0.03 to 0.26 0.108 34.3% 


BCT-C 2 – Regulation 
 


0.09  -0.04 to 0.22 0.163 


IF7 – Environmental 
restructuring 
 


0.06  -0.10 to 0.21 0.471 


BCT-C 11 – Goals and 
planning 
 


-0.14  -0.27 to -0.004 0.044 


Theory use -0.07  -0.22 to 0.08 0.364 


Multivariate analysis – long term follow up only (sensitivity analysis) 


BCT-C 1 – Social 
support 


-0.13  -0.51 to 0.25 0.494 41.1% 


BCT-C 2 – Regulation 
 


0.10  -0.14 to 0.35 0.387 


IF7 – Environmental 
restructuring 
 


0.13  -0.11 to 0.38 0.267 


BCT-C 11 – Goals and 
planning 
 


-0.23  -0.47 to 0.01 0.059 


Theory use -0.22 -0.59 to 0.16 0.242 
β = regression coefficient; BCT-C = BCT Cluster; CI = confidence interval; IF = 


intervention function 


 


Adjusted R
2
 = the proportion of between study variance explained by a variable(s). A 


positive regression coefficient indicates that the presence of the cluster or intervention 


function is associated with increased effectiveness of the intervention; a negative 


regression coefficient indicates that the presence of the cluster or intervention function is 


associated with decreased effectiveness of the intervention. BCT-clusters and 


intervention function in the comparator group were controlled for in the univariate 


analyses, the multivariate analyses also controlled for theory use. 
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4.4.9 Evidence statements 


Direction of effect across all interventions in the specified behaviour 
area 
A BCT found in interventions with a positive direction of effect only (i.e. effect 


favours intervention) 


B BCT found in interventions with a negative direction of effect only (i.e. effect 
favours control) 


C BCT found in interventions with positive and negative directions of effect 
(i.e. inconsistent direction of effect – some favouring intervention, some 
favouring control) 


Significance and consistency of effect across all interventions in the 
specified behaviour area 


1 BCT found in one intervention with a significant positive effect 


2 BCT found in more than one intervention with a significant positive effect  


 


Applicability and transferability of evidence to the UK 


This applicability statement applies to all of the smoking evidence statements 


for Review 2. These 80 interventions have partial to direct applicability to the 


UK. Seven trials, describing nine interventions (Molyneux_Cou 2003 [+], 


Molyneux_Cou+NRT 2003 [+], Tappin 2005 [++], Lawrence_SHM+ICI 2003 


[+], Lawrence_SHM 2003 [+], Rigotti 2006 [+], Sutton 2007 [+], Free 2011 [+], 


Armitage 2008 [++]) were carried out in the UK. Of the remaining 71 


interventions, 19 were conducted in in other European countries, five in 


Canada, three in Australia, and 43 in the USA. Therefore caution is required 


when interpreting findings regarding the interventions carried out in 


populations that may have different access to services, as well as the 


interventions having different delivery methods and provided in different 


settings from those found in the UK. The individual evidence statements 


provide further information on the country in which each study was conducted. 


In terms of transferability to clinical or public health practice, it should be 


remembered that the behaviour change interventions in the randomised 


controlled trials in this review varied in the number of sessions provided 


(ranging from one to over 30) and the types of interventions (brief, extended 


and multi-session). Twenty-three studies included individuals selectively 
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recruited based on characteristics in addition to smoking behaviours. This 


may reduce their direct applicability to general UK public health practice. 


These characteristics include gender (male: Groenveld 2011 [+]; female: 


Froelicher 2004 [+],Thomsen 2010 [+],Sallit 2007 [+], McClure 2005 [++], 


Ondersma 2012 [++],Rigotti 2006 [+], Stotts 2009 [+], Ruger 2008 [++], 


Malchodi 2003 [+], Tappin 2005 [++], Hovell 2009 [+], de Vries 2006 [+], El-


Mohandes 2001 [+], Pbert 2004 [++], McBride 2004 [++], Dornelas 2006 [+], 


Lawrence 2003 [+]); ethnicity (black: Hyman_Sic 2007* [++], Hyman_Sec 


2007* [++], Nollen 2007 [++], El-Mohandes 2001 [+]); concurrent drug or 


alcohol treatment (Reid 2008 [++]); health status (HIV positive: Vidrine 2012 


[+]); and setting (university students: Simmons 2007 [+]). 


Evidence Statement 3.1 – Overall Effectiveness of smoking behaviour 


change interventions, BCT clusters and intervention functions 


Strong evidence from a body of 66 studies, describing 80  interventions 


(Chouinard_IC 2005 [++], Muniz 2010* [+], Giannuzzi 2008* [+], Harting 2006* 


[+], Joseph 2008 [+], Hyman_Sic 2007* [++], Hyman_Sec 2007* [++], Bock 


2008 [+], Hilberink 2011 [+], Kotz_CC+Nort 2009 [++], Kotz_HE+Nort 2009 


[++], Chouinard_IC+FU 2005 [++], Koelewijn-van Loon 2010* [+], Groenveld 


2011* [+], Sivarajan Froelicher 2004 [+], Wood 2008* [++], Vestfold Heartcare 


Study Group [VHSG] 2003* [++], Anthonisen 2005 [+], Mohiuddin 2007 [+], 


Smeulders 2009* [+], Vale 2003* [++], Molyneux_Cou 2003 [+], 


Molyneux_Cou+NRT 2003 [+], Lacasse 2008 [+], Thomsen 2010 [+], Sadr 


Azodi 2009 [++], Bernstein 2011 [++], Neuner 2009 [+], Ratner 2004 [++], 


Glasgow 2009 [+], Ondersma_CM-Lite 2012 [++], Ondersma_CD-5As+CM-


Lite 2012 [++], Ondersma_CD-5As 2012 [++], Stotts_USF 2009 [+], 


Ruger_CS 2008 [++], Malchodi 2003 [+], Tappin 2005 [++], Hovell 2009 [+], 


Ruger_RQ 2008 [++], Lawrence_SHM+ICI 2003 [+], Lawrence_SHM 2003 [+], 


de Vries 2006 [+], Pbert 2004 [+], El-Mohandes 2011 [+], McBride_WOI 2004 


[++], McBride_PAI 2004 [++], Stotts_MI+USF 2009 [+], Dornelas 2006 [+], 


Rigotti 2006 [+], Willemsen 2006 [+], Sutton 2007 [+], Toll 2010 [++], 
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Rodriguez-Aralejo 2003 [++], Nollen 2007 [++], Joseph 2011[++], Rabius 2004 


[+], Free 2011 [++], Swartz 2006 [+], An 2006 [+], Gordon_5As 2010a [+], 


Gordon_3As 2010a [+], Gordon 2010b [++], Unrod 2007 [+], Borrelli 2005 [+], 


Pisinger_GC 2010 [+], Pisinger_IC 2010 [+], Katz 2004 [+], Sallit 2009* [+], 


Baker 2006 [+], Simmons 2007 [+], Hall_ECBT 2009 [+], Hall_ENRT+CBT 


2009 [+], Reid 2008 [++], Armitage 2008 [++], Segan 2011[++], McClure 2005 


[++], Vidrine 2012 [+], Schumann 2008 [+], Carpenter SR+NRT 2004 [+], 


Carpenter MA+NRT 2004 [+]) suggests that individual level behaviour change 


interventions can have a small, significant effect on smoking behaviour. These 


RCTs found that behaviour change interventions have an effect size of 0.28 


(95% CI 0.21 to 0.36). 


Meta-regression of the results of these RCTs suggested that the following 


variables explain 34.3% of between study variance: 


 BCT-C 1 – Social support (regression coefficient 0.11, 95% CI -0.03 to 


0.26; p=0.108) 


 BCT-C 2 – Regulation (regression coefficient 0.09, 95% CI -0.04 to 0.22, 


p=0.163) 


 IF7 – Environmental restructuring (regression coefficient 0.06, 95% CI -


0.10 to 0.21, p=0.471) 


 BCT-C 11 – Goals and planning (regression coefficient -0.14, 95% CI -0.27 


to -0.004, p=0.044) 


 


BCT Cluster ‘Goals and planning’ is be associated with reduced effectiveness 


of interventions (regression coefficient -0.14, 95% CI -0.28 to -0.004; 


p=0.044), while BCT-Clusters 1 and 2 and Intervention function 7 showed 


non-significant associations with increased intervention effectiveness. 


The effects of BCT clusters 2 and 11 and intervention function 7 appear to be 


maintained in the long term. The direction of effect of BCT cluster 1 is not 


stable in the long term, becoming negative.  
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Evidence statement 3.2 – BCTs reported in interventions with a positive 


effect across smoking trials 


Strong evidence from a body of 66 studies, describing 80 interventions (See 


Evidence Statement 3.1 for references) suggests that the following three 


BCTs are consistently associated with a significant intervention effect in 


smoking trials (reported in more than one smoking intervention with a positive 


and significant direction of effect): 1 Social support – practicalA2, 65 Review 


behaviour goalA2, and 75 Framing/reframingA2. 


The following BCTs were reported in one trial with a significant intervention 


effect: 11 Self-monitoring of outcome of behaviourA1, 25 Behaviour 


substitutionA1, 28 Generalisation of target behaviourA1, 29 Graded tasksA1, 30 


Restructuring the physical environmentA1, 31 Restructuring the social 


environmentA1, 33 DistractionA1, 40 Verbal persuasion about capabilityA1, 41 


Mental rehearsal of successful performance A1, 42 Focus on past successA1, 


82 Monitoring of emotional consequencesA1, 84 Demonstration of the 


behaviourA1, 86 Information about others’ approvalA1. Nine BCTs were 


reported only in trials that resulted in a positive direction of effect, however, 


the effect was non-significant: 2 Social support – emotionalA, 14 


BiofeedbackA, 32 Avoidance/reducing exposure to cues for the behaviourA, 66 


Review outcome goalsA, 69 Discrepancy between current behaviour and 


goalA, 71 Pros and ConsA, 72 Comparative imaginings of future outcomesA, 


79 Information about emotional consequencesA, 89 Vicarious consequencesA. 


Evidence statement 3.3 – BCTs reported in interventions with 


inconsistent effects across smoking trials  


Strong evidence from a body of 67 studies, describing 80  interventions (See 


ES3.1 for references) suggests that the following BCTs are associated with 


inconsistent effects, both in terms of direction and significance of effect: 3 


Social support – unspecifiedC2, 4 Pharmacological supportC2, 5 Reduce 


negative emotionsC2, 8 Feedback on behaviourC, 9 Feedback on outcome(s) 
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of behaviourC1, 10 Self-monitoring of behaviourC1, 23 Behaviour 


practice/rehersalC2, 34 Adding objects to the environmentC2, 35 Body 


changesC1, 36 Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2, 37 Information 


about antecedentsC, 56 Social rewardC1, 59 Future punishmentC, 61 Problem 


solvingC2, 62 Goal setting  - behaviourC2, 63 Goal setting - outcomeC2, 64 


Action planningC2, 68 CommitmentC2, 70 Persuasive sourceC2, 76 


Incompatible beliefsC, 78 Information about health consequencesC2, 80 


Information about social and environmental consequencesC1, 85 Social 


comparisonC. 


Evidence statement 3.4 – BCTs reported in trials with an effect favouring 


the comparator arms across smoking trials 


Strong evidence from a body of 67 studies, describing 80 interventions (See 


ES3.1 for references) suggests that BCTs 6 Conserving mental resourcesB 


and 50 Reward incompatible behaviourB are associated only with an 


intervention with non-significant effects favouring the comparator. 


Evidence statement 3.5 – Face to face (one on one or group) smoking 


behaviour change interventions for individuals with cardiovascular 


conditions  


Inconsistent evidence was identified from four trials regarding the 


effectiveness of face to face interventions delivered one on one over a single 


extended session (Chouinard 2005_IC 2005 [++]), one on one over multiple 


sessions (Muniz 2010* [+], Giannuzzi 2008* [+]), and to a group over multiple 


session (Smeulders 2009* [+]). 


Three trials resulted in a non-significant difference in smoking abstinence 


compared to usual care: an extended intervention among hospitalised CVD 


patients (Chouinard 2005_IC 2005 [++] SMD 0.44, 95% CI -0.32 to 1.20), a 


one on one multi-session intervention for patients recently hospitalised for 


acute coronary syndrome (Muniz 2010* [+] SMD 0.12, 95% CI -0.12 to 0.36), 
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and a multi-session group intervention among congestive heart failure 


patients (Smeulders 2009* [+] SMD -0.01, 95% CI -0.23 to 0.21). Another 


multi-session intervention among patients hospitalised for MI resulted in a 


significant effect (Giannuzzi 2008* [+] SMD 0.16, 95% CI 0.02 to 0.30). 


The single face to face intervention among this population that resulted in 


significant effects (Giannuzzi 2008* [+]) reported use of several BCTs that did 


not appear in the other three, non-significant trials, including: 1 Social support 


(practical), 23 Behavioural practice/rehearsal, 36 Instruction on how to 


perform a behaviour, and 63 Goal setting (outcome). One of these (BCT 1) 


were reported only in smoking trials with a consistently positive and significant 


effect. 


Chouinard_IC 2005  (cRCT [++], Canada, n=108, 24 weeks)  
BCTs present: 
3     Social support (unspecified)C2  
4     Pharmacological supportC2 
34   Adding objects to the environmentC2  
61   Problem solvingC2  
71   Pros and consA 


 
Muniz 2010* (RCT [+], Spain, n=200, 16 weeks)  
BCTs present: 
3     Social support (unspecified)C2  
34   Adding objects to the environmentC2  
65   Review behaviour goalA2 


68   CommitmentC2  
70   Persuasive sourceC2 
80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC1 


 
Smeulders 2009*  (RCT [+], The Netherlands, n=317, 44 weeks); BCTs 
present: 
3     Social support (unspecified) C2  
62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2  
64   Action planningC2 


 
Giannuzzi 2008* (RCT [+], Italy, n=692, 0 weeks) 
BCTs present: 
1     Social support (practical)A2 
3     Social support (unspecified)C2  
23   Behavioural practice/ rehearsalC2  
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34   Adding objects to the environmentC2  
36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2  
63   Goal setting (outcome)C2  
64   Action planningC2  
65   Review behaviour goalA2 


68   CommitmentC2 


70   Persuasive sourceC2  
 
Evidence statement 3.6 – Multi-session smoking behaviour change 


interventions delivered face to face at both an individual and group level 


to patients with cardiovascular conditions or obstructed airways 


There is strong evidence from four trials (Wood 2008* [++], Vestfold Heartcare 


Study Group [VHSG] 2003* [++], Anthonisen 2005 [+], Mohiuddin 2007 [+]) 


that multiple session smoking cessation interventions delivered at both an 


individual and group level are effective at increasing smoking abstinence 


among patients with cardiovascular conditions or previously undetected mild 


to moderate airway obstruction. The effect was significant on point abstinence 


(Wood 2008* [+] SMD 0.24, 95% 0.05 to 0.43; VHSG 2003* [++] SMD 0.53, 


95% CI 0.03 to 1.03). The effect on abstinence sustained overtime was 


especially pronounced, with large effect sizes seen in cessation sustained for 


several years in Anthonisen 2005 [+] (SMD 0.87, 95% CI 0.76 to 0.99) and for 


three months in Mohiuddin 2007 [+] (SMD 0.89, 95% CI 0.45 to 1.32).  


No BCTs were common across all four interventions. 


Wood 2008* (cluster RCT [++], France, n=562, 36 weeks) 
BCTs present: 
3     Social support (unspecified) C2  
28   Generalisation of a target behaviourA1  
34   Adding objects to the environmentC2  
61   Problem solvingC2  
62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2  
63   Goal setting (outcome) C2  
64   Action planningC2  
65   Review behaviour goalA2 


  


VHSG 2003* (RCT [++], Norway, n=91, 0 weeks) 
BCTs present: 
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1     Social support (practical)A2  
3     Social support (unspecified)C2  
5     Reduce negative emotionsC2   
10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC1  
23   Behavioural practice/ rehearsalC2  
35   Body changesC1  
36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2  
61   Problem solvingC2  
84   Demonstration of the behaviourA1 
 
Anthonisen 2005 (RCT [+], USA, n=5,887, 250 weeks) 
BCTs present: 
3     Social support (unspecified)C2  
4     Pharmacological supportC2   
34   Adding objects to the environmentC2  
78   Information about health consequencesC2 (also reported in control arm) 
 
Mohiuddin 2007 (RCT [+], USA, n=209, 21 weeks) 
BCTs present: 
3     Social support (unspecified)C2 (also reported in control arm) 
4     Pharmacological supportC2   
5     Reduce negative emotionsC2   
34   Adding objects to the environmentC2 (also reported in control arm) 
36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


 


Evidence statement 3.7 – Smoking behaviour change interventions 


delivered remotely or with remote follow-up for individuals with 


cardiovascular conditions  


Strong evidence from 13 interventions in 11 studies suggests that multi-


session smoking interventions delivered remotely (Vale 2003* [++]) or face to 


face with remote follow-up (Harting 2006* [+], Joseph 2008 [+], Hyman_Sic 


2007* [++], Hyman_Sec 2007* [++], Bock 2008 [+], Hilberink 2011 [+], 


Kotz_CC+Nort 2009 [++], Kotz_HE+Nort 2009 [++], Chouinard_IC+FU 2005 


[++], Koelewijn-van Loon 2010* [+], Groenveld 2011* [+], Sivarajan Froelicher 


2004 [+]) are no more effective than usual care at encouraging smokers with 


cardiovascular conditions or COPD to quit. 
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The remotely delivered intervention (Vale 2003* [++]) was found to be no 


more effective than usual in terms of improving abstinence among patients 


hospitalised for CVD (SMD 0.17, 95% CI -0.13 to 0.48). 


Eleven of the face to face interventions with remote follow-up resulted in no 


significant difference in smoking behaviour between the intervention and 


usual care arms at follow up (Joseph 2008 [+], Groenveld 2011* [+], 


Hyman_Sic 2007* [++], Hyman_Sec 2007* [++], Bock 2008 [+], Hilberink 2011 


[+], Kotz_CC+Nort 2009 [++], Kotz_HE+Nort 2009 [++], Chouinard_IC+FU 


2005 [++], Koelewijn-van Loon 2010* [+], Sivarajan Froelicher 2004 [+]), SMD 


range: -0.63 to 0.46; all non-significant. 


Only one trial (Harting 2006* [+]) resulted in a significant intervention effect 


(SMD 0.31, 95% CI 0.01 to 0.61). All of the BCTs reported in Harting 2006* [+] 


were also reported in other trials in this subgroup that found non-significant 


intervention effects.  


The intervention resulting in significant effects on the smoking behaviour did 


not report any BCTs which didn’t also appear in at least three of the 


interventions reporting non-significant effects, and also did not report use of 


any BCTs consistently found in smoking interventions with positive effects. 


Harting 2006* (RCT [+], Netherlands, n=320, 0 weeks)  


BCTs reported: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2  


4     Pharmacological supportC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2  


64   Action planningC2 


 
Vale 2003* (RCT [+], Australia, n=203, 6 weeks); BCTs present: 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2  


61   Problem solvingC2 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2  


66   Review outcome goalA  


72   Comparative imagining of future outcomesA  


78   Information about health consequencesC2 
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Joseph 2008 (RCT [+], USA, n=101, 0 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 (reported in control arm as well) 


4     Pharmacological supportC2   


25   Behaviour substitutionA1 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2  


64   Action planningC2  


 


Hyman_Sic 2007* (RCT [++], USA, n=185, 0 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified) C2  


4     Pharmacological supportC2   


8     Feedback on behaviourC  


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2  


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2  


62   Goal setting (behaviour) C2 


69   Discrepancy between current behaviour and goalA 


 


Hyman_Sec 2007* (RCT [++], USA, n=189, 0 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2  


4     Pharmacological supportC2   


8     Feedback on behaviourC  


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2  


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2  


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2  


69  Discrepancy between current behaviour and goalA 


 


Bock 2008 (RCT [+], USA, n=292, 16 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 (also reported in control arm) 


4     Pharmacological supportC2 (also reported in control arm) 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2 (also reported in control arm) 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 (also reported in control arm) 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 (also reported in control arm) 


64   Action planningC2  


71   Pros and consA 


 


Hilberink 2011 (cluster RCT [+], Netherlands, n=667, 0 weeks) 


BCTs present: 
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3     Social support (unspecified)C2  


4     Pharmacological supportC2 


 


Kotz_CC+Nort 2009(RCT [++], Netherlands, n=184, 47 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified) C2  


4     Pharmacological supportC2  


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC1 


14   BiofeedbackA  


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2  


71   Pros and consA 


76   Incompatible beliefsC  


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


 


Kotz_HE+Nort 2009 (RCT [++], Netherlands, n=180, 47 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2  


4     Pharmacological supportC2   


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2  


71   Pros and consA 


 


Chouinard_IC+FU 2005 (RCT [++], Canada, n=108, 16 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified) C2  


4     Pharmacological supportC2   


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2 


61   Problem solvingC2  


71   Pros and consA 


 


Koelewijn-van Loon 2010* (cluster RCT [+], Netherlands, n=153, 40 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2  


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC1 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2 (also reported in control arm) 


62   Goal setting (behaviour) C2  


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2  


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


 


Groenveld 2011* (RCT [+], Netherlands, n=162, 24 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified) C2  
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63   Goal setting (outcome) C2  


64   Action planningC2  


71   Pros and consA 
 


Sivarajan Froelicher 2004 (RCT [+], USA, n=216, 108 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified) C2 (reported in control arm as well) 


4     Pharmacological supportC2   


5     Reduce negative emotionsC2   


6     Conserving mental resourcesA  


8     Feedback on behaviourC  


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC1  


23   Behavioural practice/ rehearsalC2  


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2 (reported in control arm as well) 


35   Body changesC1 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


37   Information about antecedentsC 


56   Social rewardC1 


59   Future punishmentC  


61   Problem solvingC2  


68   CommitmentC2  


70   Persuasive sourceC2 (reported in control arm as well) 


78   Information about health consequencesC2  


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC1 


 


Evidence statement 3.8 – Smoking interventions for ED or hospitalised 


patients 


Strong evidence from nine interventions described in eight trials suggests that 


brief  (Molyneux_Cou 2003 [+], Molyneux_Cou+NRT 2003 [+], Lacasse 2008 


[+]), extended (Thomsen 2010 [+]) and multi-session (Sadr Azodi 2009 [++], 


Bernstein 2011 [++], Neuner 2009 [+], Ratner 2004 [++], Glasgow 2009 [+]) 


interventions are no more effective than usual care at encouraging cessation 


among ED or hospitalised patients. This non-significant effect was seen 


across intervention types, modes of delivery, and patient groups. 


Emergency Department patients 
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Multi-session face to face interventions with remote follow-up appointments 


were not effective at altering the smoking behaviour of patients presenting in 


the Emergency Department (Bernstein 2011 [++] SMD 0.14, 95% CI -0.21 to 


0.50; Neuner 2009 [+] SMD 0.15, 95% CI -0.05 to 0.35). 


Hospitalised Medical or Surgical patients 


No significant effects on smoking cessation were seen across the 


interventions delivered to hospitalised patients, regardless of intervention 


types and mode of delivery, and reason for hospitalisation. Among patients 


hospitalised for non-surgical reasons, the size and direction of effect varied, 


although all effects remained non-significant compared to usual care 


(Molyneux_Cou 2003 [+], SMD -0.32, 95% CI -1.19 to 0.55; 


Molyneux_Cou+NRT 2003 [+] SMD 0.22, 95% CI -0.47 to 0.92; Lacasse 2008 


[+] SMD -0.10, 95% CI -0.51 to 0.32)  


This variation in size and direction of effect was seen among surgical patients 


as well (Sadr Azodi 2009 [++], SMD 0.51, 95% CI -0.06 to 1.07; Ratner 2004 


[++] SMD -0.05, 95% CI -0.41 to 0.32; Thomsen 2010 [+] SMD 0.24, 95% CI -


0.43 to 0.91; Glasgow 2009 [+] SMD 0.23, 95% CI -0.30 to 0.77). 


The only technique common to all nine interventions is BCT 3 Social support 


(unspecified).  Seven interventions (Molyneux_Cou+NRT 2003 [+], Lacasse 


2008 [+]), Thomsen 2010 [+], Sadr Azodi 2009 [++], Bernstein 2011 [++], 


Neuner 2009 [+], Ratner 2004 [++]) also reported use of BCT 4 


Pharmacological support. 


Molyneux_Cou 2003 (RCT [+], UK, n=183, 52 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2  


 


Molyneux_Cou+NRT 2003 (RCT [+], UK, n=183, 52 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2  


4     Pharmacological supportC2 
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Lacasse 2008 (RCT [+], Canada, n=196, 46 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2  


4     Pharmacological supportC2 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviour C1  


50   Reward incompatible behaviour B  


61   Problem solvingC2  


70   Persuasive sourceC2 


 


Extended intervention: 


Thomsen 2010 (RCT [+], Denmark, n=113, 52 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2  


4     Pharmacological supportC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2  


64   Action planningC2 


 


Multi-session interventions: 


Sadr Azodi 2009 (RCT [++], Sweden, n=117, 48 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2  


4     Pharmacological supportC2  


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2  


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2  


64   Action planningC2 


 


Bernstein 2011 (RCT [++], USA, n=337, 12 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 (also reported in control arm) 


4     Pharmacological supportC2 (also reported in control arm) 


9     Feedback on outcome of behaviourC1  


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2 (also reported in control arm) 


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


 


Neuner 2009 (RCT [+], Germany, n=1,044, 44 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2  


4     Pharmacological supportC2  


40   Verbal persuasion about capabilityA1  


42   Focus on past successA1  
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62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2  


64   Action planningC2 


 


Ratner 2004 (RCT [++], Canada, n=237, 42 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2  


4     Pharmacological supportC2  


5     Reduce negative emotionsC2   


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2 


61   Problem solvingC2  


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2  


64   Action planningC2  


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


 


Glasgow 2009 (RCT [+], USA, n=320, 24 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2  


32   Avoidance/reducing  exposure to cues for the behaviourA  


61   Problem solvingC2  


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2  


64   Action planningC2  


66   Review outcome goalA 


 


Evidence statement 3.9 – Single session smoking interventions for 


pregnant smokers 


Moderate evidence from four interventions described in two trials suggests 


that brief (Ondersma_CM-Lite 2012 [++], Ondersma_CD-5As+CM-Lite 2012 


[++], Ondersma_CD-5As 2012 [++]) and extended (Stotts_USF 2009 [+]) 


smoking interventions are no more effective than usual care at aiding 


pregnant smokers to quit.  


There was an inconsistent direction of and size of effect across the three brief 


remotely delivered interventions, however, all effects were non-significant 


(Ondersma_CM-Lite 2012 [++] SMD -0.38, 95% CI -1.82 to 1.06; 


Ondersma_CD-5As+CM-Lite 2012 [++] SMD 0.57, 95% CI -0.64 to 1.77; 


Ondersma_CD-5As 2012 [++] SMD 0.96, 95% CI -0.28 to 2.20). 
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An extended smoking intervention delivered face to face and one on one 


(Stotts_USF 2009 [+]) was no more effective than usual care at aiding 


smokers in quitting during pregnancy (SMD 0.17, 95% CI -0.36 to 0.70). 


These interventions reported no common BCTs, and no use of BCTs 


consistently reported in interventions with positive effects. 


Ondersma_CM-Lite 2012 (RCT [++], USA, n=49, 10 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2  


9     Feedback on outcome of behaviourC1 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2  


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC1 


 


Ondersma_CD-5As+CM-Lite 2012  (RCT [++], USA, n=45, 10 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2  


9     Feedback on outcome of behaviourC1 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


70   Persuasive sourceC2  


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC1 


 


Ondersma_CD-5As 2012 (RCT [++], USA, n=46, 10 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


70   Persuasive sourceC2  
 


Stotts_USF  2009 (RCT [+], USA, n=240, 18 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 (also reported in control arm) 


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


 
Evidence statement 3.10 – Multi-session smoking interventions 


delivered face to face for pregnant or postpartum women or those with 


young children 


Inconsistent evidence was identified from eight interventions (Ruger_CS 2008 


[++], Ruger_RQ 2008 [++],Malchodi 2003 [+], Tappin 2005 [++], Hovell 2009 


[+], Pbert 2004 [+], de Vries 2006 [+], El-Mohandes 2011 [+]) concerning the 
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effectiveness of multi-session interventions delivered face to face and one on 


one among pregnant women or mothers with young children. One intervention 


resulted in a direction of effect that favoured the control arm (Ruger_CS 2008 


[++] SMD -0.14 95% CI -0.72 to 0.44). Four interventions (Ruger_RQ 2008 


[++], Malchodi 2003 [+], Tappin 2005 [++], Hovell 2009 [+]) resulted in very 


small to medium, but non-significant effects (Ruger_RQ 2008 [++] SMD 0.68, 


95% CI -0.03 to 1.40; Malchodi 2003 [+] SMD 0.08, 95% CI -0.35 to 0.51; 


Tappin 2005 [++] SMD 0.03, 95% CI -0.34 to 0.40; Hovell 2009 [+] SMD 0.26, 


95% CI -0.06 to 0.58).  


Finally, three trials (Pbert 2004 [+], de Vries 2006 [+], El-Mohandes 2011 [+]) 


resulted in small to large significant effects on postpartum smoking behaviour 


(Pbert 2004 [+] SMD 0.57, 95% CI 0.23 to 0.92; de Vries 2006 [+] SMD 1.01, 


95% CI 0.08 to 1.94; El-Mohandes 2011 [+] SMD 0.44, 95% CI 0.12 to 0.76). 


These three trials all reported use of BCT 3 Social support unspecified in the 


intervention; this BCT was also reported in studies with non-significant effects 


(Tappin 2005 [+], Malchodi 2003 [+] and Hovell 2009 [+]), as well as in the 


usual care arms of Malchodi 2003 [+] and Hovell 2009 [+]. 


Ruger_CS 2008 (RCT [++], USA, n=210, 24 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2 (also reported in control arm) 


62   Goal setting (behaviour) C2 


78   Information about health consequencesC2 (also reported in control arm) 


 


Ruger_RQ 2008 (RCT [++], USA, n=49, 24 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2 (also reported in control arm)  


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


78   Information about health consequencesC2 (also reported in control arm) 


 


Malchodi 2003 (RCT [+], USA, n=142, 0 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 (also reported in control arm) 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2 (also reported in control arm) 


59   Future punishmentC (also reported in control arm) 
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70   Persuasive sourceC2 (also reported in control arm) 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC1 (also 


reported in control arm) 


 


Tappin 2005 (RCT [++], UK, n=762, 18 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


 


Hovell 2009 (RCT [+], USA, n=150, 52 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 (also reported in control arm) 


4     Pharmacological supportC2 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2 


56   Social rewardC1 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


 


Pbert 2004 (cRCT [+], Netherlands, n=291, 0 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2  


68   CommitmentC2 


 


de Vries 2006 (cRCT [+], USA, n=277, 10 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2  


61   Problem solvingC2 


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


 


El-Mohandes 2011 (RCT [+], USA, n=384, 0 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2  


 
Evidence statement 3.11 – Multi-session smoking interventions with 


remote components for pregnant women 


Strong evidence from seven interventions suggests that multi-session 


remotely delivered interventions (Rigotti 2006 [+]) and face to face 


interventions with remote follow-up (McBride_WOI 2004 [++], McBride_PAI 


2004 [++], Stotts_MI+USF 2009 [+], Dornelas 2006 [+],Lawrence_SHM 2003 
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[+], Lawrence_SHM+ICI 2003 [+]) are no more effective than usual care at 


getting women to quit smoking during their pregnancy.  


The six face to face trials with a remote component resulted in small to 


medium, non-significant effects (McBride_WOI 2004 [++] SMD 0.19, 95% CI -


0.29 to 0.68; McBride_PAI 2004 [++] SMD 0.22, 95% CI -0.26 to 0.70; 


Stotts_MI+USF 2009 [+] SMD 0.34, 95% CI -0.18 to 0.85; Dornelas 2006 [+] 


SMD 0.53, 95% CI -0.40 to 1.46; Lawrence_SHM+ICI 2003 [+] SMD 0.37, 


95% CI -0.61 to 1.34; Lawrence_SHM 2003 [+] SMD 0.46, 95% CI -0.49 to 


1.42). The multi-session remotely delivered intervention (Rigotti 2006 [+]) 


resulted in a small, non-significant effect on postpartum smoking (SMD 0.21, 


95% CI -0.34 to 0.75). 


The majority of these trials reported use of BCT 3 Social support 


(unspecified), which was also reported in the comparator arm of two of the 


interventions. BCT 61 Problem solving was reported in three of the seven 


interventions. 


McBride_WOI 2004 (RCT [++], USA, n=390, 32 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2  


61   Problem solvingC2 


 


McBride_PAI 2004 (RCT [++], USA, n=391, 32 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


2     Social support (emotional)A 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2  


4     Pharmacological supportC2  


25   Behaviour substitutionA1 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2 


61   Problem solvingC2 


 


Stotts_MI+USF 2009 (RCT [+], USA, n=240, 18 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 (also reported in control arm) 


8     Feedback on behaviourC 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2  
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66   Review outcome goalA 


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


 


Dornelas 2006 Rigotti 2006 (RCT [+], USA, n=105, 24 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2  


5     Reduce negative emotionsC2  


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2  


64   Action planningC2 


 


Lawrence_SHM+ICI 2003 (cRCT [+], UK, n=613, 52 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


None reported 


 


Lawrence_SHM 2003 (cRCT [+], UK, n=594, 52 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


None reported 


 


Rigotti 2006 (RCT [+], UK, n=421, 4 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 (also reported in control arm) 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2 (also reported in control arm) 


61   Problem solvingC2 


 
Evidence statement 3.12 – Brief interventions for smokers who intend to 


quit 


Moderate evidence from three trials (Willemsen 2006 [+], Sutton 2007 [+], Toll 


2010 [++]) suggests that brief, remotely delivered interventions are no more 


effective than the comparator in terms smoking abstinence among individuals 


who are motivated to quit. All three trials resulted in very small, non-significant 


effects; two of these trials (Sutton 2007 [+], Toll 2010 [++]) offered adjunct or 


alternative quitline counselling, and had a direction of effect in favour of the 


intervention arm (Sutton 2007 [+] SMD 0.04, 95% CI -0.13 to 0.20, Toll 2010 


[++] SMD 0.07, 95% CI -0.06 to 0.20), which suggests that the addition of 


brief interventions to established quitline counselling offers no significant 
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benefit. The remaining trial (Willemsen 2006 [+]) resulted in a very small, 


negative, non-significant effect (SMD -0.01, 95% CI -0.32 to 0.30).  


The only BCT common across all three interventions is BCT 3 Social support 


(unspecified). Two trials (Willemsen 2006 [+], Toll 2010 [++]) also reported 


use of BCTs 4 Pharmacological support and 34 Adding objects to the 


environment; these two BCTs also were sued in the comparator arm of Toll 


2010 [++]. 


Willemsen 2006 (RCT [+], Netherlands, n=1,273, 23 weeks) 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2  


4     Pharmacological supportC2  


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2  


61   Problem solvingC2  


70   Persuasive sourceC2  


85   Social comparisonC 


 


Sutton 2007 (RCT [+], UK, n=1,508, 24 weeks) 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 (also reported in control arm) 


 


Toll 2010 (RCT [++], USA, n=439, 10 weeks) 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 (also reported in control arm) 


4     Pharmacological supportC2 (also reported in control arm) 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2  (also reported in control arm) 


75   Framing/ reframingA2  


78   Information about health consequencesC2 (also reported in control arm) 


79   Information about emotional consequencesA  


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC1 


 


Evidence statement 3.13 – Multi-session smoking intervention for 


smokers who intend to quit 


Strong evidence from seven trials (Rodriguez-Aralejo 2003  [++], Nollen 2007 


[++], Joseph 2011 [++], Rabius 2004 [+], Free 2011 [++], Swartz 2006 [+], An 


2006 [+]) suggests that multi-session smoking interventions can be effective 


at aiding cessation attempts among smokers who are motivated to quit or 


report intending to quit within six months. One trial (Rodriguez-Aralejo 2003 
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[++]) of a workplace based intervention, delivered face to face and one on 


one, resulted in a medium effect sustained abstinence among smokers 


motivated to quit (Nollen 2007 [++] SMD 0.52, 95% CI 0.06 to 0.99), while a 


multi-session intervention with face to face and remote components was no 


more effective than usual care among African American males who wanted to 


quit smoking (SMD 0.15, 95% CI -0.12 to 0.41). 


Five interventions used a remote delivery; all resulted in significant effects. 


Medium effect sizes were seen in both an internet based intervention (Swartz 


2006 [+] SMD 0.54, 95% CI 0.09 to 0.99) and a multiple text message 


programme (Free 2011 [++] SMD 0.47, 95% CI 0.35 to 0.58). Telephone 


counselling resulted in small to medium effect sizes across three trials 


(Joseph 2011 SMD 0.31, 95% CI 0.04 to 0.57, Rabius 2004 [+] SMD 0.31, 


95% CI 0.20 to 0.42; An 2006 [+] SMD 0.69, 95% CI 0.38 to 1.00). 


The majority of these interventions reported use of BCT 4 Pharmacological 


support; this technique was also reported in both the intervention and control 


arms of the single non-significant intervention (Nollen 2007 [++]). 


Rodriquez-Aralejo 2003 (RCT [++], Spain, n=217, 36 weeks)  


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


4     Pharmacological supportC2  


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2  


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


 


Nollen 2007 (RCT [++], USA, n=500, 16 weeks)  


4     Pharmacological supportC2 (also reported in the control arm) 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2  (also reported in the control arm) 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2  


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2  


65   Review behaviour goalA2  


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


 


Joseph 2011 (RCT [++], USA, n=443, 24 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 (also reported in control arm) 
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4     Pharmacological supportC2 (also reported in control arm)  


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 (also reported in control arm) 


61   Problem solvingC2 (also reported in control arm)  


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 (also reported in control arm)  


64   Action planningC2 (also reported in control arm)  


65   Review behaviour goalA2 


 


Rabius 2009 (RCT [+], USA, n=3,522, 10 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


1     Social support (practical)A2 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


4     Pharmacological supportC2  


5     Reduce negative emotionsC2   


23   Behavioural practice/ rehearsalC2  


41   Mental rehearsal of successful performanceA1  


56   Social rewardC1  


61   Problem solvingC2  


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2  


64   Action planningC2  


75   Framing/ reframingA2 


 


Swartz 2006 (RCT [+], USA, n=351, 12 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


 


Free 2011  (RCT [+], UK, n=5,792, 0 weeks) 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


4     Pharmacological supportC2  


9     Feedback on outcome of behaviourC1  


25   Behaviour substitutionA1  


30   Restructuring the physical environmentA1  


31   Restructuring the social environmentA1  


33   DistractionA1  


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2  


40   Verbal persuasion about capabilityA1  


42   Focus on past successA1  


61   Problem solvingC2  


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2  


64   Action planningC2  
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78   Information about health consequencesC2  


80   Information about social and environmental consequences  


82   Monitoring of emotional consequencesA1  


86   Information about others’ approval A1 


 


An 2006 (RCT [+], USA, n=830, 24 weeks) 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


4     Pharmacological supportC2 (also reported in control arm) 


 


Evidence statement 3.14 – Smoking behaviour change interventions 


among smokers identified in primary care 


Strong evidence from four trials describing five interventions suggests brief 


(Unrod 2007 [+]) and multi-session (Borrelli 2005 [+], Pisinger_GC 2010 [+]) 


and remotely delivered (Pisinger_IC 2010 [+], Katz 2004 [+]) interventions are 


no more effective than usual care at improving abstinence among smokers 


identified in primary care settings. 


A brief intervention (Unrod 2007 [+]) delivered face to face and one on one 


during primary care appointments is no more effective than usual care at 


improving abstinence (SMD 0.31, 95% CI -0.03 to 0.66). Multi-session 


interventions were no more effective than usual care across several delivery 


mechanisms, including those delivered face to face one on one (Borrelli 2005 


[+] SMD 0.43, 95% CI -0.49 to 1.36), within a group (Pisinger_GC 2010 [+] 


SMD 0.14, 95% CI -0.93 to 1.22), or remotely (Pisinger_IC 2010 [+] SMD -


0.04, 95% CI -1.19 to 1.11; Katz 2004 [+] SMD 0.19, 95% CI -0.13 to 0.50).   


No BCTs occurred in all five interventions; BCTs 70 Persuasive source and 


78 Information about health consequences were reported in three 


interventions. 


Unrod 2007 (cRCT [+], USA, n=465, 24 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


25   Behaviour substitutionA1  


31   Restructuring the social environmentA1  


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2  
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70   Persuasive sourceC2  


71   Pros and consA 


78   Information about health consequencesC2  


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC1 


 


Borrelli 2005 (cRCT [+], USA, n=273, 32 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 (also reported in the control arm) 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2  


71   Pros and consA 


75   Framing/ reframingA2  


76   Incompatible beliefsC  


78   Information about health consequencesC2  


79   Information about emotional consequencesA  


85   Social comparisonC  


89   Vicarious consequencesA 


 


Pisinger_GC 2010 (cRCT [+], Denmark, n=1,042, 24 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


4     Pharmacological supportC2  


70   Persuasive sourceC2  


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


 


Pisinger_IC 2010 (cRCT [+], USA, n=918, 24 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 (also reported in control arm) 


 


Katz 2004 (cRCT [+], USA, n=1,069, 16 weeks)  


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


4     Pharmacological supportC2  


8     Feedback on behaviourC  


10   Self-monitoring of behaviour C1  


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2  


61   Problem solvingC2  


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2  


64   Action planningC2  


68   CommitmentC2  


70   Persuasive sourceC2 
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Evidence statement 3.15 – Smoking behaviour change interventions 


delivered during routine dental visits 


Limited, inconsistent evidence from three interventions (Gordon_5As 2010a 


[+], Gordon_3As 2010a [+], Gordon 2010b [++]) described in two trials was 


identified regarding the effectiveness of brief smoking interventions delivered 


during dental visits. Similar effect sizes were seen across the three 


interventions (SMD range 0.41 to 0.58), however, the effect was only 


significant in one (Gordon_5As 2010a [+] SMD 0.46, 95% CI -0.20 to 1.13; 


Gordon_3As 2010a [+] SMD 0.41, 95% CI -0.26 to 1.09; Gordon 2010b [++] 


SMD 0.58, 95% CI 0.32 to 0.85). The same BCTs were reported in the trials 


with significant vs. non-significant results; the effective trial (Gordon 2010b 


[++]) had a larger sample size, which may account for the significance of 


effect.  


This limited evidence suggests that brief interventions following a 5As 


counselling approach (Ask about smoking status, Advise to quit, Assess 


willingness to quit, Assist with cessation skills, Arrange for follow-up) may be 


effective at encouraging smokers to quit. 


Gordon_5As 2010a (cRCT [+], USA, n=1,367, 52 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2  


4     Pharmacological support C2  


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2  


70   Persuasive sourceC2 


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


 


Gordon_3As 2010a (cRCT [+], USA, n=1,343, 52 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2  


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2  


70   Persuasive sourceC2 


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


 


Gordon 2010b (cRCT [+], USA, n=2,549, 30 weeks)  
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BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2  


4     Pharmacological support C2  


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2  


70   Persuasive sourceC2 


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


Evidence statement 3.16 – Face to face smoking interventions among 


other smokers 


Limited evidence was identified regarding the effectiveness of smoking 


interventions among highly variable populations of smokers.  


Single session interventions 


A brief paper-based intervention (Armitage 2008 [++]) was effective at 


improving abstinence among employed smokers, compared to an assessment 


only control (SMD 1.52, 95% CI 0.39 to 2.65). This intervention reported no 


BCTs that were consistently found in smoking interventions with positive 


effects. 


An extended face to face group intervention (Simmons 2007 [+]) is no more 


effective than usual care at improving abstinence among university students 


(SMD -0.14, 95% CI -0.72 to 0.43).  


Armitage 2008  (RCT [++], UK, n=230, 8 weeks) 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2  


64   Action planningC2 


 


Simmons 2007 (RCT [+], USA, n=143, 4 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2 (also reported in control arm) 


76   Incompatible beliefsC  


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC1 


 


Multi-session face to face one on one interventions 
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A multi-session face to face intervention (Sallit 2009* [+]) that targets 


smoking, diet and physical activity is effective at reducing the number of 


cigarettes smoked among females concerned with their weight (SMD 0.37, 


95% CI 0.02 to 0.72). This trial reported use of BCTs 11 Self-monitoring of 


outcome of behaviour, and 75 framing/reframing, both of which were reported 


in smoking trials with a consistently positive effect. 


A multi-session intervention (Baker 2006 [+]) delivered face to face and one 


on one for smokers with a non-acute psychotic disorder is no more effective 


than usual care on sustained abstinence (SMD 0.92, 95% CI -0.65 to 2.48). 


Sallit 2009* (RCT [+], USA, n=128, 36 weeks)  


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


5     Reduce negative emotionsC2   


11   Self-monitoring of outcome of behaviourA1 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


75   Framing/ reframingA2 


 
Baker 2006 (RCT [+], Australia, n=298, 42 weeks)  


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


4     Pharmacological supportC2  


5     Reduce negative emotionsC2   


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


61   Problem solvingC2 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


75   Framing/ reframingA2 


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


 


Multi-session face to face group interventions 


Evidence from three interventions (Hall_ECBT 2009 [+], Hall_ENRT+CBT 


2009 [+], Reid 2008 [+]) described in two trials suggests that multi-session 


group interventions are no more effective than usual care at improving 


abstinence among older smokers (Hall_ECBT 2009 [+] SMD 0.41, 95% CI -


0.01 to 0.83; Hall_ENRT+CBT 2009 [+] SMD 0.19, 95% CI -0.22 to 0.61), or 
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abstinence among treatment seeking alcohol or drug dependent smokers 


(Reid 2008 [+] SMD 0.03, 95% CI -0.64 to 0.71).  


Hall_ECBT 2009 (RCT [+], USA, n=169, 52 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 (also reported in control arm) 


4     Pharmacological supportC2  (also reported in control arm) 


8     Feedback on behaviourC  


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC1 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2  (also reported in control arm) 


37   Information about antecedentsC  


61   Problem solvingC2  


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2  


64   Action planningC2 


68   CommitmentC2  


71   Pros and consA  


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC1 


 


Hall_ENRT+CBT 2009 (RCT [+], USA, n=172, 52 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2  (also reported in control arm) 


4     Pharmacological supportC2  (also reported in control arm) 


8     Feedback on behaviourC  


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC1 


25   Behaviour substitutionA2  


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2  (also reported in control arm) 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


37   Information about antecedentsC  


61   Problem solvingC2  


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2  


64   Action planningC2 


68   CommitmentC2  


71   Pros and consA 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC1 


 


Reid 2008 (RCT [++], USA, n=225, 17 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2  


4     Pharmacological supportC2   


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2   
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Evidence statement 3.17 – Remotely delivered smoking interventions 


among other smokers 


Six interventions (Segan 2011[++], McClure 2005 [++], Vidrine 2012 [+], 


Schumann 2008 [+], Carpenter SR+NRT 2004 [+],Carpenter MA+NRT 2004 


[+]) assessed the effectiveness of multi-session, remotely delivered 


interventions. No significant difference was seen in terms of relapse 


prevention among recent ex-smokers (Segan 2011 [++] SMD 0.02, 95% CI -


0.19 to 0.23), long term abstinence among women with an elevated cervical 


cancer risk (McClure 2005 [++] SMD 0.04, 95% CI -0.40 to 0.47), or among 


rural smokers (Schumann 2008 [+] SMD -0.02, 95% CI -0.25 to 0.20).  


Multiple telephone counselling sessions had large, significant effects on 


abstinence among HIV-positive smokers (Vidrine 2012 [+] SMD 0.80, 95% CI 


0.42 to 1.17) and smokers not motivated to quit (Carpenter SR+NRT 2004 [+] 


SMD 0.83, 95% CI 0.31 to 1.35; Carpenter MA+NRT 2004 [+] SMD 1.01, 95% 


CI 0.50 to 1.53). These three interventions all reported use of BCTs 3 Social 


support (unspecified) and 4 Pharmacological support, although both were 


reported in the comparator arm of Vidrine 2012 [+] as well. 


Segan 2011  (RCT [++], Australia, n=698, 36 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


5     Reduce negative emotionsC2 


61   Problem solvingC2 


 


McClure 2005  (RCT [++], USA, n=275, 24 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 (also reported in control arm) 


4     Pharmacological supportC2 (also reported in control arm) 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2 (also reported in control arm) 


61   Problem solvingC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


69   Discrepancy between current behaviour and goalA 


78   Information about health consequencesC2 
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Schumann 2008  (RCT [+], Germany, n=847, 72 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2 


 


Vidrine 2012  (RCT [+], USA, n=474, 0 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 (also reported in control arm) 


4     Pharmacological supportC2 (also reported in control arm) 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2 


70   Persuasive sourceC2 (also reported in control arm) 


78   Information about health consequencesC2 


 


Carpenter_SR+NRT 2004 (RCT [+], USA, n=419, 0 weeks) 


BCTs present:  


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


4     Pharmacological supportC2  


29   Graded tasksA1  


61   Problem solvingC2  


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2  


64   Action planningC2 


 


Carpenter_MA+NRT 2004 (RCT [+], USA, n=404, 0 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


4     Pharmacological supportC2  


61   Problem solvingC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


 


4.5 Diet 


4.5.1 Included studies 


Twenty-four RCTs and cluster RCTs, which included 27 interventions, 


assessing individual level interventions targeting dietary behaviour met the 


population, intervention, comparator and outcome inclusion criteria after full 
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text appraisal. Study characteristics and results for these studies are 


summarised in the evidence tables in Appendix G.   


All of these 24 trials provided outcome data which could be converted into 


standardised mean differences (SMDs) for comparison across studies and 


used in the meta-analysis and meta-regression; 2 trials addressed dietary 


behaviour alone, and 22 studies examined diet as part of a wider lifestyle 


change programme. The narrative review and analyses below include these 


24 studies. 


4.5.2 Quality assessment 


Among the 24 trials which provided useable outcome data, three studies had 


internal validity rated as very good [++], and 21 studies as good [+]. 


4.5.3 BCTs 


The individual BCTs that occurred across 27 interventions described in the 24 


diet trials are summarised in Figure 11, along with the effectiveness of the 


interventions including each BCT.  


The following BCTs were reported only in trials with positive intervention 


effects, more than one of which was significant (annotated A2). The 


significance of this effect varied across the trials (see Figure 11 for details of 


frequency and significance): 


 1 Social support – practical  


 8 Feedback on behaviour 


 25 Behaviour substitution  


 28 Generalisation of target behaviour  


 34 Adding objects to the environment  


 35 Body changes  


 61 Problem solving  


 62 Goal setting  - behaviour  


 65 Review behaviour goal(s)  
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 67 Behavioural contract 


 69 Discrepancy between current behaviour and goal  


 71 Pros and cons  


 85 Social comparison 


 


The following BCTs were reported only in trials with positive intervention 


effects, one of which was significant (annotated A1). The significance of this 


effect varied across the trials (see Figure 11 for details of frequency and 


significance): 


 5 Reduce negative emotions 


 11 Self-monitoring of outcome(s) of behaviour 


 15 Prompts/cues 


 23 Behavioural practice/rehearsal  


 29 Graded tasks  


 32 Avoidance/reducing exposure to cues for the behaviour 


 43 Self talk 


 56 Social reward  


 68 Commitment  


 70 Persuasive source 


 75 Framing/reframing 


 78 Information about health consequences 


 


The following BCTs were reported only in trials with positive intervention 


effects, none of which was significant (annotated A). The significance of this 


effect varied across the trials (see Figure 11 for details of frequency and 


significance): 


 9 Feedback on outcome(s) of behaviour 


 14 Biofeedback 


 30 Restructuring the physical environment 
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 31 Restructuring the social environment 


 37 Information about antecedents 


 54 Material reward 


 57 Non-specific reward 


 76 Incompatible beliefs 


 80 Information about social and environmental consequences 


 84 Demonstration of the behaviour 


 


The following BCTs were reported in trials with positive both and negative 


directions of effect; more than one of the interventions with a positive effect 


was found to be significant (annotated C2). The significance of this effect 


varied across the trials (see Figure 11 for details of frequency and 


significance): 


 3 Social support - unspecified 


 10 Self-monitoring of behaviour 


 36 Instruction on how to perform a behaviour 


 63 Goal setting - outcome 


 64 Action planning 


 


No dietary behaviour change trials resulted in negative effects. 
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Figure 11: Distribution of behaviour change techniques in diet trials; direction and significance of effect  
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4.5.4 Variation of effects across population groups 


Tables 27 to 32 summarise the intervention type, mode of delivery, and effect 


size and significance, for dietary behaviour change interventions among 


overweight/obese individuals, or people with varying levels of clinical illness or 


risk for such illness. The subgroups covered by Tables 27 to 32 include: 


individuals with cardiovascular conditions, individuals with Type 2 Diabetes 


Mellitus (T2DM), those at risk for cardiovascular conditions, individuals at risk 


for T2DM, overweight or obese, and others in need of dietary intervention. 


These tables in combination with Figure 11 were used to assess the effects of 


the interventions in different population subgroups and develop evidence 


statements relating to these effects. 


Individuals with cardiovascular conditions  


Three interventions (Giannuzzi 2008* [+], Wood_CP 2008* [++], White_TB 


2012* [+]) assessed the effect of dietary behaviour change interventions 


among people with cardiovascular conditions.  


Overall, these trials used multi-session interventions and resulted in small, 


significant effects across the utilised modes of delivery (face to face 


interventions delivered on an individual or group basis). All three interventions 


reported use of BCTs 3 Social support (unspecified), 62 Goal setting 


(behaviour), and 64 Action planning. Two of the interventions (Wood_CP 


2008* [++], White_TB 2012* [+]) also reported use of BCT 61 Problem 


solving. 


Multi-session face to face interventions  


One trial (Giannuzzi 2008* [+]) assessed the impact of a multi-session dietary 


intervention delivered face to face and one on one to recent MI patients who 


had completed a cardiac rehabilitation programme. The intervention resulted 


in a small, significant effect on adherence to a Mediterranean diet compared 


to usual care (SMD 0.22, 95% CI 0.15 to 0.29).  
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Two interventions (Wood_CP 2008* [++], White_TB 2012* [+]) assessed the 


impact of a multi-session dietary intervention (which also addressed physical 


activity) delivered face to face to groups of patients hospitalised with coronary 


heart disease (CHD). Wood_CP 2008* [++] resulted in a small, significant 


effect on the percentage of patients consuming oily fish at least three times 


per week, compared to usual care (SMD 0.44, 95% CI 0.29 to 0.60). 


White_TB 2012* [+] resulted in a small, significant effect on healthy, low-fat 


eating compared to a wait list control group (SMD 0.46, 95% CI 0.05 to 0.88).  


All three interventions reported use of BCTs 3 Social support (unspecified), 62 


Goal setting (behaviour), and 64 Action planning. Two of the interventions 


(Wood_CP 2008* [++], White_TB 2012* [+]) also reported use of BCT 61 


Problem solving; no BCTs were reported in the usual care arms.
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Table 27: Dietary interventions for individuals with cardiovascular conditions 


Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Giannuzzi 
2008* [+] 


Multi-session Face to face 
individual 


Mediterranean 
diet 
compliance 


0.22 0.15 0.29 1     Social support (practical)
A2


 
3     Social support (unspecified)


C2
 


23   Behavioural practice/rehearsal
A1


 
34   Adding objects to the environment


A2
 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


A2
 


63   Goal setting (outcome)
C2


 
64   Action planning


C2
 


68   Commitment
A1


 
70   Persuasive source


A1
 


 
None reported 


Wood_CP 
2008* [++] 


Multi-session Face to face 
individual and group 


Oily fish at 
least 3 times 
per week 


0.44 0.29 0.60 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
28   Generalisation of a target behaviour


A2
 


34   Adding objects to the environment
A2


 
61   Problem solving


A2
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
A2


 
63   Goal setting (outcome)


C2
 


64   Action planning
C2


 
65   Review behaviour goal


A2
 


 
None reported 


White_TB 2012* 
[+] 


Multi-session Face to face group Healthy eating 
(low fat) 


0.46 0.05 0.88 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
29   Graded tasks


A1
 


61   Problem solving
A2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


A2
 


64   Action planning
C2


 
71   Pros and cons


A2
 


 
None reported 


A positive SMD represents a benefit with the intervention (i.e. favours the intervention), and a negative SMD represents a benefit with the comparator (favours comparator). A 
SMD of <0.2 represents a very small effect size, of ≥0.2 to <0.5 represents a small effect size, of ≥0.5 to <0.8 a medium effect size, and of ≥0.8 a large effect size.  
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Individuals with Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus 


Seven trials (Osborn 2010* [+], Keogh 2011* [+], Clark 2004* [+], Glasgow 


2006 [+], Thoolen 2009* [+], Toobert 2010* [+], Eakin 2010* [+]) assessed the 


impact of dietary interventions among individuals with Type 2 Diabetes. 


Overall, these studies found very small to medium intervention effects on 


dietary behaviour, however, the significance of these effects was inconsistent 


across the trials. 


Extended face to face interventions with remote components 


One trial (Osborn 2010* [+]) assessed the effect of an extended face to face 


dietary and physical activity intervention with printed feedback on diet 


adherence among Puerto Rican patients with Type 2 Diabetes. The trial 


resulted in a small, non-significant effect on diet compliance (SMD 0.41, 95% 


CI -0.005 to 0.83). 


Multi-session group interventions (with or without individual components) 


Two interventions (Thoolen 2009* [+], Toobert 2010* [+]) assessed the impact 


of diet and physical activity behaviour change interventions delivered over 


multiple sessions primarily to groups.  


Thoolen 2009* [+] included individuals with recently screening detected T2DM 


in a diabetes self-management intervention with diet and physical activity 


components. The trial resulted in a small, non-significant effect on fatty food 


consumption (SMD 0.15, 95% CI -0.09 to 0.39). 


Toobert 2010* [+] enrolled postmenopausal women who had T2DM in a multi-


session group based diet and physical activity intervention. The trial included 


a three day retreat and weekly group meetings thereafter, and resulted in a 


small, non-significant effect on healthy eating (SMD 0.152, 95% CI -0.086 to 


0.391).  
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Both interventions reported use of BCTs 64 Action planning in the intervention 


arms, and reported no BCTs in the usual care arm. 


Multi-session individual face to face interventions with remote follow-up 


Three interventions (Keogh 2011* [+], Clark 2004* [+], Glasgow 2006 [+]) 


assessed the effect of a multi-session dietary intervention delivered in person 


with remote follow-up on fatty food consumption among patients with Type 2 


Diabetes.  


Keogh 2011* [+] employed a multi-session diet and physical activity 


intervention involving both the patient and a family member. The intervention 


resulted in a very small, non-significant effect on fat consumption compared to 


usual care (SMD 0.07, 95% CI -0.29 to 0.42).  


Clark 2004* [+] enrolled overweight and obese individuals with T2DM for a 


multi-session intervention delivered face to face with telephone follow-up. The 


trial resulted in a medium, significant effect on fatty food intake at six months 


follow-up (SMD 0.55, 95% CI 0.15 to 0.95).  


Glasgow 2006 [+] assessed the effect of a tailored self-management 


intervention (delivered over multiple sessions face to face and via computer 


with follow-up phone calls) among T2DM patients. The trial resulted in a 


small, significant effect on fat consumption at 4 weeks’ follow-up (SMD 0.37, 


95% CI 0.14 to 0.60). 


The two effective trials (Clark 2004* [+], Glasgow 2006 [+]) reported use of 


BCTs 8 Feedback on behaviour, and 65 Review behaviour goal; none of 


these BCTs were reported in the ineffective trial in this subgroup, and were 


consistently reported in trials with positive, significant effects across all the 


dietary trials included in the review.  


Multi-session remotely delivered interventions 
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One trial (Eakin 2010* [+]) assessed the effect of multiple diet and physical 


activity telephone counselling calls on vegetable consumption at six months’ 


follow-up among patients with T2DM or hypertension in a socioeconomically 


disadvantaged community. The intervention resulted in a small, significant 


effect (SMD 0.20, 95% CI 0.01 to 0.39).
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Table 28: Dietary interventions for individuals with Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus 


Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Osborn 2010* 
[+] 


Extended Face to face with 
remote (print) 
feedback 


Diet 
adherence 
 


0.41 -0.005 0.83 9     Feedback on outcome of behaviour
A
 


23   Behavioural practice/rehearsal
A1


 
25   Behaviour substitution


A2
 


34   Adding objects to the environment
A2


 
36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour


C2
 


37   Information about antecedents
A
 


56   Social reward
A1


 
61   Problem solving


A2
 


63   Goal setting (outcome)
C2


 
64   Action planning


C2
 


78   Information about health consequences
A1


 
80    Information about social and environmental consequences


A
 


 
None reported 


Thoolen 2009* 
[+] 


Multi-session Face to face with 
individual and group 


Fatty food 
intake 


0.19 -0.10 0.49 11   Self-monitoring of outcome of behaviour
A1


 
23   Behavioural practice/rehearsal


A1
 


61   Problem solving
A2


 
63   Goal setting (outcome)


C2
 


64   Action planning
C2


 
65   Review behaviour goal


A2
 


 
None reported 


Toobert 2010* 
[+]  


Multi-session Face to face with 
individual and group 


Healthy eating 
habits  


0.15 -0.09 0.39 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
5     Reduce negative emotions


A1
 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviour
C2


 
25   Behaviour substitution


A2
 


29   Graded tasks
A1


 
35   Body changes


A2
 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2


 
54   Material reward for behaviour


A
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
A2


 
64   Action planning


C2
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Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


 
None reported 


Keogh 2011* [+] Multi-session Face to face (with 
family member) with 
remote (phone) 
follow-up 


Fatty food 
intake 


0.07 -0.29 0.42 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
61   Problem solving


A2
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
A2


 
64   Action planning


C2
 


67   Behavioural contract
A2


 
68   Commitment


A1
 


78   Information about health consequences
A1


 


 None reported 


Clark 2004* [+] Multi-session Face to face with 
remote (phone) 
follow up  


Fatty food 
intake 


0.55 0.15 0.95 8     Feedback on behaviour
A2


 
43   Self-talk


A1
 


61   Problem solving
A2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


A2
 


63   Goal setting (outcome)
C2


 
65   Review behaviour goal


A2
 


69   Discrepancy between current behaviour and goal
A2


 
71   Pros and cons


A2
 


 
None reported 


Glasgow 2006 
[+] 


Multi-session Face to face with 
remote follow up 


Fatty food 
intake 


0.37 0.14 0.60 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


A2
 


25   Behaviour substitution
A2


 
32   Avoidance/reducing exposure to cues for the behaviour


A1
 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2


 
61   Problem solving


A2
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
A2


 
64   Action planning


C2
 


65   Review behaviour goal
A2


 
67   Behavioural contract


A2
 


78   Information about health consequences
A1
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Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


None reported 


Eakin 2010* [+] Multi-session Remote (phone) Servings of 
vegetables 


0.20 0.01 0.39 1     Social support (practical)
A2


 
3     Social support (unspecified)


C2
 


8     Feedback on behaviour
A2


 
10   Self-monitoring of behaviour


C2
 


34   Adding objects to the environment
A2


 
35   Body changes


A2
 


61   Problem solving
A2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


A2
 


64   Action planning
C2


 
65   Review behaviour goal


A2
 


69   Discrepancy between current behaviour and goal
A2


 
85   Social comparison


A2
 


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


A2
 


A positive SMD represents a benefit with the intervention (i.e. favours the intervention), and a negative SMD represents a benefit with the comparator (favours comparator). A 
SMD of <0.2 represents a very small effect size, of ≥0.2 to <0.5 represents a small effect size, of ≥0.5 to <0.8 a medium effect size, and of ≥0.8 a large effect size. 
* Intervention targeted multiple behaviour topcs 
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Individuals at risk for cardiovascular conditions 


Eight interventions (Burke 2008* [+], Hardcastle 2008* [+], Groeneveld 2011* 


[+], Koelewijn-van Loon 2003* [++], Ellingsen 2005* [+], Wright_NE 2011[+], 


Wright_TDF 2011 [+], Wood_HR 2008* [++]) assessed dietary behaviour 


change interventions in individuals at risk for cardiovascular conditions.  


Overall, these interventions resulted in a wide range of effects, both in terms 


of size (very small to large) and significance. Limited evidence suggests that 


multi-session face to face interventions delivered on a combined one on one 


and group level may be effective at encouraging dietary changes among 


individuals at risk for cardiovascular conditions. Similarly, there is limited 


evidence that multi-session interventions delivered face to face and one on 


one, face to face in a group or remotely delivered interventions are no more 


effective than usual care in this population. The evidence surrounding multi-


session interventions delivered face to face with a remote component is 


limited and inconsistent. 


Multi-session face to face one on one intervention 


One trial (Hardcastle 2008* [+]) provided lifestyle counselling (which involved 


both diet and physical activity) face to face and one on one over multiple 


sessions to overweight and obese patients at risk for coronary artery disease. 


The trial found a very small, non-significant difference in fat consumption 


compared to usual care (SMD 0.07, 95% CI -0.15 to 0.29). 


Multi-session face to face one on one interventions with remote component 


Two trials (Groeneveld 2011* [+], Koelewijn-van Loon 2003* [+]) assessed the 


impact of face to face interventions with a remote component on dietary 


behaviour change among individuals at risk for various cardiovascular 


conditions. 
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Groeneveld 2011* [+] assessed the effect of a multi-component lifestyle 


intervention (including diet, physical activity and smoking) delivered face to 


face one on one as well as over the phone to male construction workers 


screened as at risk for CVD. At six months’ follow-up, the intervention had a 


large, significant effect on the amount of vegetables eaten per week 


compared to usual care (SMD 1.11, 95% CI 0.91 to 1.32).  


Koelewijn-van Loon 2003* [+] assessed the impact of a multi-session face to 


face individual and telephone lifestyle intervention (addressing diet, physical 


activity and smoking) on the dietary behaviours of patients deemed eligible for 


cardiovascular risk management. The intervention resulted in a very small, 


non-significant effect on fat consumption at 10 months follow-up compared to 


usual care (SMD 0.19, 95% CI -0.07 to 0.44).  


All of the BCTs reported in the intervention with a significant effect 


(Groeneveld 2011* [+]) were also reported in the intervention with a non-


significant effect (Koelewijn-van Loon 2003* [+]), except BCT 71 Pros and 


cons. 


Multi-session face to face interventions, one on one and group  


Two interventions (Ellingsen 2005* [+], Wood_HR 2008* [++]) provided face to 


face interventions delivered on an individual and group level to patients with 


elevated CV risk. Both of these trials resulted in small, significant effects on 


dietary behaviour. 


Ellingsen 2005* [+] enrolled men in their 40’s with elevated total cholesterol or 


a high coronary risk score for a face to face intervention that had both group 


and one-on-one delivery components. The trial resulted in a small, significant 


difference in fat consumption over approximately 20 years compared to no 


intervention (SMD 0.34, 95% CI 0.17 to 0.51). 


Wood_HR 2008* [++] assessed the effect of a multi-session dietary 


intervention (which also addressed physical activity) delivered face to face to 
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primary care patients with elevated CV risk; patients’ partners joined the 


patients for the intervention. The trial resulted in a small, significant effect on 


the proportion of patients consuming oily fish at least three times a week 


(SMD 0.37, 95% CI 0.19 to 0.55). 


Both interventions reported use of BCTs 3 Social support (unspecified), 62 


Goal setting (behaviour), and 64 Action planning; no BCTs were reported in 


the usual care arms. 


Multi-session group interventions 


Two trials (Wright_NE 2011 [+], Burke 2008* [+]) provided face to face 


interventions delivered primarily in a group setting to individuals with elevated 


CV risk.  


Wright_NE 2011 [+] enrolled patients at risk for CVD into either group 


counselling with remote (posted) feedback or usual care. The intervention 


resulted in a small, non-significant effect on vegetable consumption SMD 


0.26, 95% CI -0.18 to 0.70).  


Burke 2008* [+] provided a multi-session CV risk and lifestyle intervention 


(that addressed diet, physical activity and alcohol) delivered face to face 


primarily on a group basis to overweight and obese  individuals being treated 


with antihypertensive medication. The trial resulted in a small, non-significant 


effect on the proportion of people consuming at least five servings of fruit and 


vegetables each day, compared usual care (SMD 0.21, 95% CI -0.08 to 0.49).  


Both interventions reported use of BCTs 62 Goal setting (behaviour). 


Multi-session remotely delivered interventions 


One trial (Wright_TDF 2011 [+]) assessed the effectiveness of a multi-session 


remotely delivered tailored feedback intervention on dietary behaviours 


among people with elevated CV risk. The intervention mailed feedback 


materials to participants, and resulted in a small, non-significant difference in 
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vegetable consumption two weeks after the end of the intervention (SMD 


0.26, 95% CI -0.18 to 0.70).
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Table 29: Dietary interventions for individuals at risk for cardiovascular conditions 


Author year Type Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Hardcastle 
2008* [+] 


Multi-session Face to face one on 
one 


Fruit and 
vegetable 
intake 


0.07 -0.15 0.29 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 


 
None reported 


Groeneveld 
2011* [+] 


Multi-session Face to face one on 
one with remote 
(phone) 


Vegetable 
intake 


1.11 0.91 1.32 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
63   Goal setting (outcome)


C2
 


64   Action planning
C2


 
71   Pros and cons


A2
 


 
None reported 


Koelewijn-van 
Loon 2003* [+] 


Multi-session Face to face one on 
one with remote 
component 


Fatty food 
intake  


0.19 -0.07 0.44 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
10   Self-monitoring of behaviour


C2
 


34   Adding objects to the environment
A2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


A2
 


63   Goal setting (outcome)
C2


 
78   Information about health consequences


A1
 


 
34   Adding objects to the environment


A2
 


Ellingsen 2005* 
[+] 


Multi-session Face to face 
combined one on 
one and group 


Fatty food 
intake  


0.34 0.17 0.51 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour


C2
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
A2


 
64   Action planning


C2
 


None reported 


Wood_HR 
2008* [++] 


Multi-session Face to face 
combined one on 
one and group 


Oily fish at 
least 3 times 
per week 


0.37 0.19 0.55 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
28   Generalisation of a target behaviour


A2
 


34   Adding objects to the environment
A2


 
61   Problem solving


A2
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
A2


 
63   Goal setting (outcome)


C2
 


64   Action planning
C2


 
65   Review behaviour goal


A2
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Author year Type Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


None reported 


Wright_NE 
2011 [+] 


Multi-session Face to face group Vegetable 
intake 


0.26 -0.18 0.70 36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


A2
 


 
None reported 


Burke 2008* [+] Multi-session Face to face group 5 a day 0.21 -0.08 0.49 1     Social support (practical)
A2


 
3     Social support (unspecified)


C2
 


8     Feedback on behaviour
A2


 
10   Self-monitoring of behaviour


C2
 


14   Biofeedback
A
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
A2


 
63   Goal setting (outcome)


C2
 


64   Action planning
C2


 


 
14   Biofeedback


A
 


Wright_TDF 
2011 [+] 


Multi-session Remote (post) Vegetable 
intake 


0.26 -0.18 0.70 8     Feedback on behaviour
A2


 
10   Self-monitoring of behaviour


C2
 


57   Non-specific reward
A1


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


A2
 


69   Discrepancy between current behaviour and goal
A2


 
71   Pros and cons


A2
 


76   Incompatible beliefs
A1


 
85   Social comparison


A2
 


 
None reported 


A positive SMD represents a benefit with the intervention (i.e. favours the intervention), and a negative SMD represents a benefit with the comparator (favours comparator). A 
SMD of <0.2 represents a very small effect size, of ≥0.2 to <0.5 represents a small effect size, of ≥0.5 to <0.8 a medium effect size, and of ≥0.8 a large effect size. 
* Intervention targeted multiple behaviour topcs 
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Individuals at risk for Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus 


Multi-session face to face (group and individual) interventions with remote 


follow-up 


One trial (Lindahl 2009* [+]) assessed the effect of residential lifestyle 


intervention (delivered over multiple face to face sessions, with telephone 


follow-up) on dietary behaviour among overweight and obese individuals with 


impaired glucose tolerance. The trial resulted in a small, non-significant effect 


on vegetable consumption (SMD 0.35, 95% CI -0.05 to 0.75).
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Table 30: Dietary interventions for individuals at risk for Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus 


Author year Type Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Lindahl 2009* 
[+] 
 


Multi-session Face to face 
individual 


Vegetable intake 0.35 -0.05 0.75 3    Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
5     Reduce negative emotions


A1
 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviour
C2


 
30   Restructuring the physical environment


A
 


31   Restructuring the social environment
A
 


61   Problem solving
A2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


A2
 


 
3    Social support (unspecified)


C2
 


A positive SMD represents a benefit with the intervention (i.e. favours the intervention), and a negative SMD represents a benefit with the comparator (favours comparator). A 
SMD of <0.2 represents a very small effect size, of ≥0.2 to <0.5 represents a small effect size, of ≥0.5 to <0.8 a medium effect size, and of ≥0.8 a large effect size. 
* Intervention targeted multiple behaviour topcs 
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Overweight or obese individuals 


Five interventions (Stolley 2009* [+], van Wier_I 2009* [+], van Wier_T 2009* 


[+], Morey 2009* [++], Patrick 2011* [+]) assessed the effect of dietary 


interventions among overweight or obese individuals. 


Overall, all five interventions were delivered over multiple sessions. The 


evidence in this population was either limited (in the cases of multi-session 


group interventions) or inconsistent (multi-session remotely delivered 


interventions). 


Multi-session face to face group interventions 


One trial (Stolley 2009* [+]) assessed the effectiveness of a multi-session 


lifestyle intervention delivered primarily at the group level and targeting diet 


and physical activity among obese African American women. The trial 


resulted in a very small, non-significant difference in vegetable consumption 


compared to an information only control (SMD 0.19, 95% CI -0.12 to 0.48). 


Multi-session remotely delivered interventions 


Four interventions (van Wier_I 2009* [+], van Wier_T 2009* [+], Morey 2009* 


[++], Patrick 2011* [+]) assessed the effect of multi-session remotely delivered 


dietary interventions on fruit and vegetable consumption among overweight 


and obese individuals. 


van Wier_I 2009* [+] compared usual care to a multi-session internet based 


counselling intervention (targeting diet and physical activity) among 


overweight and obese employees. The intervention resulted in a very small, 


negative, non-significant difference in the proportion of participants consuming 


at least two portions of fruit per day at the end of the intervention (SMD -0.06, 


95% CI -0.35 to 0.23).  


van Wier_T 2009* [+] compared usual care to a multi-session telephone 


counselling intervention (targeting diet and physical activity) among 
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overweight and obese employees. The trial resulted in a very small, non-


significant difference in the proportion of participants consuming at least two 


portions of fruit per day at the end of the intervention (SMD 0.05, 95% CI -


0.23 to 0.34).  


Morey 2009* [++] compared a multi-session counselling intervention delivered 


over the phone and via post among overweight or obese long term colorectal, 


breast and prostate cancer survivors (over the age of 65 years). The 


intervention resulted in a small, significant difference in daily servings of fruit 


and vegetables at the end of the trial (SMD 0.49, 95% CI 0.34 to 0.65).  


Patrick 2011* [+] compared a web based multi-session intervention to a wait 


list control, among overweight or obese men aged 25 to 55 years. The 


intervention resulted in a small, significant difference in fruit and vegetable 


intake (SMD 0.31, 95% CI 0.08 to 0.53)  


No BCTs appeared in both of the interventions with significant effects (Morey 


2009* [++], Patrick 2011* [+]) that didn’t also appear in at least one of the non-


significant interventions (van Wier_I 2009* [+], van Wier_T 2009* [+]).
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Table 31: Dietary interventions for overweight or obese individuals 


Author year Type Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Stolley 2009* 
[+] 


Multi-session Face to face 
primarily group 
 


Vegetable intake 0.19 -0.12 0.48 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
23   Behavioural practice/rehearsal


A1
 


25   Behaviour substitution
A2


 
35   Body changes


A2
 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2


 
61   Problem solving


A2
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
A2


 
64   Action planning


C2
 


84   Demonstration of the behaviour
A
 


 
None reported 


van Wier_I 
2009* [+] 


Multi-session Remote (internet 
based) 


Fruit intake -0.06 -0.35 0.23 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
10   Self-monitoring of behaviour


C2
 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2


 
63   Goal setting (outcome)


C2
 


64   Action planning
C2


 


 
None reported 


van Wier_T 
2009* [+] 


Multi-session Remote (Phone) Fruit intake 0.05 -0.23 0.34 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
10   Self-monitoring of behaviour


C2
 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2


 
63   Goal setting (outcome)


C2
 


64   Action planning
C2


 


 
None reported 
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Morey 2009* 
[++] 


Multi-session Remote (phone and 
post) 


Fruit and 
vegetable intake 


0.49 0.34 0.65 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


A2
 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviour
C2


 
15   Prompts/cues


A1
 


34   Adding objects to the environment
A2


 
35   Body changes


A2
 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2


 
56   Social reward


A1
 


61   Problem solving
A2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


A2
 


63   Goal setting (outcome)
C2


 
64   Action planning


C2
 


85   Social comparison
A2


 


 
None reported 


Patrick 2011* 
[+] 


Multi-session Remote (internet 
based) 


Fruit and 
vegetable intake 


0.31 0.08 0.53 8     Feedback on behaviour
A2


 
25   Behaviour substitution


A2
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
A2


 
64   Action planning


C2
 


65   Review behaviour goal
A2


 
69   Discrepancy between current behaviour and goal


A2
 


 
None reported


 


A positive SMD represents a benefit with the intervention (i.e. favours the intervention), and a negative SMD represents a benefit with the comparator (favours comparator). A 
SMD of <0.2 represents a very small effect size, of ≥0.2 to <0.5 represents a small effect size, of ≥0.5 to <0.8 a medium effect size, and of ≥0.8 a large effect size. 
* Intervention targeted multiple behaviour topcs 
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Others in need of dietary interventions 


Three trials (Eakin 2007* [+], Guelinckx_B+LI 2010* [+], Sallit 2009* [+]) 


assessed the impact of dietary behaviour change intervention among other 


individuals in need of dietary interventions. This included individuals with 


chronic conditions (Eakin 2007* [+]), women at risk for gestational diabetes 


(Guelinckx_B+LI 2010* [+]) and female weight concerned smokers (Sallit 


2009* [+]). 


Multi-session face to face interventions with remote components for people 


with chronic conditions 


One trial (Eakin 2007* [+]) assessed the effect of a multi-session, face to face 


behavioural intervention on fat and fibre intake among individuals with one or 


more of the following chronic conditions: hypertension, chronic pain, 


hypercholesterolemia, depression, type 2 diabetes, osteoarthritis, obesity, 


chronic lung disease, heart disease, osteoporosis, hepatitis, history of cancer, 


previous stroke, multiple sclerosis. The intervention took place over multiple 


sessions and employed both face to face (individual level) and remote 


components (telephone and print materials). The trial resulted in a small, 


significant difference in fat and fibre consumption at 3 months follow up 


compared to usual care (SMD 0.38, 95% CI 0.10 to 0.66),  


Multi-session face to face interventions for pregnant women at risk for 


Gestational Diabetes  


One trial (Guelinckx_B+LI 2010* [+]) examined the effectiveness of multi-


session interventions on the dietary habits of pregnant women at risk for 


gestational diabetes. The study enrolled obese white pregnant women into a 


trial that aimed to reduce gestational weight gain and lower the risk of 


associated conditions including gestational diabetes. The multi-session group 


counselling intervention resulted in a small, non-significant difference in fruit 


consumption compared to usual care (SMD 0.40, 95% CI -0.03 to 0.83). 
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Multi-session face to face interventions for weight concerned female smokers 


Sallit 2009* [+] recruited weight concerned female smokers, and provided a 


multi-session face to face intervention addressing diet, physical activity and 


smoking. Compared to usual care, the trial resulted in a large, significant 


difference in healthy eating nine months after the conclusion of the 


intervention (SMD 0.89, 95% CI 0.53 to 1.26).
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Table 32: Dietary interventions for other individuals in need of intervention 


Author year Type Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Eakin 2007* [+] Multi-session Face to face one on 
one with remote 
(phone and post) 
component 


Fatty food and 
fibre intake  


0.38 0.10 0.66 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


A2
 


61   Problem solving
A2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


A2
 


64   Action planning
C2


 
67   Behavioural contract


A2
 


 
3     Social support (unspecified)


C2
 


Guelinckx_B+LI 
2010* [+] 


Multi-session Face to face group 
with remote (print) 
component 


Fruit intake 0.40 -0.03 0.83 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
5     Reduce negative emotions


A1
 


25   Behaviour substitution
A2


 
36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour


C2
 


61   Problem solving
A2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


A2
 


 
None reported 


Sallit 2009* [+] 
 


Multi-session Face to face one on 
one 


Healthy eating  0.89 0.53 1.26 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
5     Reduce negative emotions


A1
 


11   Self-monitoring of outcome of behaviour
A1


 
63   Goal setting (outcome)


C2
 


75   Framing/reframing
A1


 


 
None reported 


A positive SMD represents a benefit with the intervention (i.e. favours the intervention), and a negative SMD represents a benefit with the comparator (favours comparator). A 
SMD of <0.2 represents a very small effect size, of ≥0.2 to <0.5 represents a small effect size, of ≥0.5 to <0.8 a medium effect size, and of ≥0.8 a large effect size. 
* Intervention targeted multiple behaviour topcs 
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A overview of dietary interventions according to the reviewed parameters of 


type, mode of delivery and population is provided in Table 33.  


Table 33: Summary of dietary interventions according to type, mode of 
delivery, population and significant of effect 


Category Number of 


interventions 


Number 


significant 


% of 27 total 


DIE 


interventions 


 


 


(category 


interventions 


/topic total) 


% of 13 total 


significant 


DIE 


interventions 


 


(category 


significant/ 


topic 


significant) 


% of 


resulting in 


significant 


effect  


 


(category 


significant/ 


category 


total) 


Intervention Type 


Brief 0 0 0.00% 0.00% NA 


Extended  1 0 3.70% 0.00% 0.00% 


Multi-session 26 13 96.30% 100.00% 50.00% 


Mode of Delivery 


Face to face, one on one 4 2 14.81% 15.38% 50.00% 


Face to face, group 4 1 14.81% 7.69% 25.00% 


Face to face combined 5 3 18.52% 23.08% 60.00% 


Face to face with remote  8 4 29.63% 30.77% 50.00% 


Remote 6 3 22.22% 23.08% 50.00% 


Population 


CV conditions 3 3 11.11% 23.08% 100.00% 


CV risk 8 3 29.63% 23.08% 37.50% 


T2DM 7 3 25.93% 23.08% 42.86% 


T2DM risk 1 0 3.70% 0.00% 0.00% 


Overweight or obese 5 2 18.52% 15.38% 40.00% 


 


4.5.5 BCT clusters 


BCT clusters used in the diet interventions are summarised in Table 7. 
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The most commonly used BCT clusters in the diet interventions were BCT 


cluster (BCT-C) 11 ‘Goals and planning (96.3%) followed by BCT-C 1 ‘Social 


support (77.8%). BCT-C 9 ‘Scheduled consequences’, and BCT-C 16  ‘Covert 


learning were not used in any of the interventions. 


The association between BCT clusters and intervention effectiveness was 


assessed in the meta-regression, and results are described in Section 4.5.8. 


4.5.6 Intervention functions 


Interventions functions used in the diet interventions are summarised in Table 


8. 


The most commonly used intervention functions (IFs) were IF9 ‘Enablement’ 


(100%) and IF1 ‘Education’ (70.4%). IF6 ‘Restriction’ and IF4 ‘Coercion’ were 


not used in any of the interventions.  


The association between intervention function and intervention effectiveness 


was assessed in the meta-regression, and results are described in Section 


4.5.8. 


4.5.7 Theory use 


Twelve comparisons included an intervention explicitly linked to a theory or 


model. These were: 


 Social Cognitive Theory (Patrick 2011* [+], Morey 2009* [++], Stolley 2009* 


[+], Glasgow 2006 [+]) 


 Social Cognitive Theory and Social Ecological Theory (Eakin 2010* [+]) 


 Social Cognitive Theory, Social Ecological Theory and Goal Systems 


Theory (Toobert 2010* [+]) 


 Transtheoretical Model (Wright 2011_TDF [+], Clark 2004* [+]) 


 Theory of Planned Behaviour (White 2012* [+]) 


 Social Ecological Theory (Eakin 2007* [+]) 


 Self-Regulatory Model (Keogh 2011* [+]) 
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 Information Motivation Behavioural Skills Model (Osborn 2010* [+]) 


The most commonly used theory or model was Social Cognitive Theory, 


which was used in six interventions. In two of these interventions it was 


combined with other theories (Social Ecological Theory and Goal Systems 


Theory). 


The presence of a theory use was controlled for in the meta-regression, and 


results are described in Section 4.5.8. 


4.5.8 Effects of behaviour change interventions, BCT clusters 


and intervention functions using meta-regression 


Results from 27 comparisons (24 studies) were included in the meta-


regression models. As shown in Figure 12, overall the studies found a small 


significant effect of the individual level behaviour change interventions (SMD 


0.33, 95% CI 0.24 to 0.42; random effects analysis). The analysis had 


substantial levels of heterogeneity (I2=76.1%, 95% CI 64.4% to 82.6%; 


p<0.001). No studies were found to be outliers.  


There was no evidence of publication bias using Egger’s test for small study 


effects (p=0.527) or from the filled funnel plot approach, which did not change 


the effect size or confidence interval. 


Full meta-regression results are provided in Appendix H. In adjusted 


univariate analyses controlled for the presence of each BCT/intervention 


function in the control group, the following factors contributed to the between 


study variance (see Table 34): 


 BCT cluster 12 – Comparison of outcomes (14.9%) 


 Intervention function 5 – Training (8.4%) 


 BCT cluster 7 – Shaping knowledge (2.1%) 


 


The final multivariate model did not include BCT cluster 7 ‘Shaping 


knowledge’ as it did not increase the amount of between study variance 
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explained (the adjusted R2 value) when it was added to the model. The 


multivariate model including the other two variables and controlling for 


BCT/intervention function in the control group and theory use explained 


18.0% of the between study variance (see Table 34).  


In this primary multivariate model neither of the individual variables showed a 


significant association with effectiveness. BCT cluster 12 Comparison of 


outcomes showed a positive direction of effect which approached significance 


(regression coefficient 0.24, 95% CI -0.01 to 0.49, p=0.061). Intervention 


function 5 ‘Training’ showed a negative direction of effect (regression 


coefficient -0.14, 95% CI -0.33 to 0.05, p=0.142). 


A sensitivity multivariate analysis including only studies with long term follow 


up (9 comparisons) could not include the BCT cluster 12 ‘Comparison of 


outcomes’ variable as it was not used in the studies with long term follow-up. 


The multivariate model including the intervention function 5 ‘Training’ and 


controlling for this in the control group, as well as theory use, explained 98.1% 


of between study variance. Intervention function 5 ‘Training’ showed a non-


significant trend towards being associated with reduced effectiveness (see 


Table 34). However, as the model included only a few comparisons and could 


not assess all of the variables it should be treated with caution. 
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Figure 12: Overall effect of individual-level behaviour change interventions on 
diet behaviour 


CI confidence interval; SMD standardised mean difference.  
An SMD of 0 indicates no difference between intervention and control comparator. A positive SMD 
indicates that the intervention was more effective than control, and a negative SMD indicates that the 
intervention was less effective than control. If the 95% confidence interval spans 0, this indicates that 
the difference between the groups was not statistically significant.
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Table 34: Meta-regression results for the effect of BCT clusters and 
intervention functions in individual-level interventions for diet 


Covariate β 95% CI P value Adjusted R2 


Adjusted univariate analysis 


BCT-C 12 – Comparison 
of outcomes 


0.25 0.002 to 0.50 0.048 14.9% 


IF 5 - Training -0.15 -0.35 to 0.04 0.12 8.4% 


BCT-C 7 – Shaping 
knowledge 


-0.12 -0.32 to 0.09 0.24 2.1% 


Theory use -0.02 -0.22 to 0.19 0.85 0% 


Primary multivariate analysis 


BCT-C 7 – Shaping 
knowledge 


Dropped because adjusted R2 did not improve if when 
added to the model 


BCT-C 12 – Comparison 
of outcomes 


0.24 -0.01 to 0.49 0.06 18.0% 


IF 5 - Training -0.14 -0.33 to 0.05 0.14 


Theory use -0.03 -0.22 to 0.16 0.74 


Sensitivity analysis: multivariate analysis - long term follow up only 


BCT-C 12 – Comparison 
of outcomes 


No long term studies used BCT cluster 12 


IF 5 - Training -0.19 -0.42 to 0.04 0.09 98.1% 


Theory use -0.11 -0.50 to 0.28 0.51 


β = Regression coefficient; CI = Confidence interval; IF = intervention function 


Adjusted R2 = the proportion of between study variance explained by a variable(s). A 


positive regression coefficient indicates that the presence of the cluster or 


intervention function is associated with increased effectiveness of the intervention; a 


negative regression coefficient indicates that the presence of the cluster or 


intervention function is associated with decreased effectiveness of the intervention. 


Intervention function in the comparator group and theory use were controlled for in 


the analysis. 
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4.5.9 Evidence statements 


Direction of effect across all interventions in the specified behaviour 
area 
A BCT found in interventions with a positive direction of effect only (i.e. effect 


favours intervention) 


B BCT found in interventions with a negative direction of effect only (i.e. effect 
favours control) 


C BCT found in interventions with positive and negative directions of effect 
(i.e. inconsistent direction of effect – some favouring intervention, some 
favouring control) 


Significance and consistency of effect across all interventions in the 
specified behaviour area 


1 BCT found in one intervention with a significant positive effect 


2 BCT found in more than one intervention with a significant positive effect  


 


Applicability and transferability of evidence to the UK 


This applicability statement applies to all of the diet activity evidence 


statements for Review 2. These 27 interventions have partial to direct 


applicability to the UK. Two trials (Hardcastle 2008 [+], Clark 2004 [+]) were 


carried out in the UK. Of the remaining 25 interventions, 12 were conducted in 


in other European countries, five in Australia, and eight in the USA. Therefore 


caution is required when interpreting findings regarding the interventions 


carried out in populations that may have different access to services, as well 


as the interventions having different delivery methods and are provided in 


different settings from those found in the UK. The individual evidence 


statements provide further information on the country each study was 


conducted in. 


In terms of transferability to clinical or public health practice, it should be 


remembered that the behaviour change interventions in the randomised 


controlled trials in this review varied in the number of sessions provided 


(ranging from one to over 30). Nine studies included individuals selectively 


recruited based on characteristics in addition to dietary behaviours or those 


population characteristics that form the basis of the Evidence Statements. 


This may reduce their direct applicability to general UK public health practice. 
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These characteristics include: gender (male: Groenveld 2011 [+], Patrick 2011 


[+], Ellingsen 2006 [+]; female: Guelinckx 2010 [+], Toobert 2010 [+], Stolley 


2009 [+]); age (White 2012 [+]); ethnicity (black: Stolley 2009 [+]; 


Hispanic/Latino: Osborn 2010 [+], Eakin 2007 [+], Toobert 2010 [+]); health 


status other than cardiovascular or T2DM (other chronic conditions: Eakin 


2007 [+]). 


Evidence Statement 4.1 – Overall Effectiveness of diet behaviour change 


interventions, BCT clusters and intervention functions 


There is strong evidence from 27 interventions (Giannuzzi 2008* [+], 


Wood_CP 2008* [++], White_TB 2012* [+], Osborn 2010* [+], Keogh 2011* 


[+], Clark 2004* [+], Glasgow 2006 [+], Thoolen 2009* [+], Toobert 2010* [+], 


Eakin 2010* [+], Burke 2008* [+], Hardcastle 2008* [+], Groeneveld 2011* [+], 


Koelewijn-van Loon 2003* [++], Ellingsen 2005* [+], Wright_NE 2011 [+], 


Wright_TDF 2011 [+], Wood_HR 2008* [++], Lindahl 2009* [+],Stolley 2009* 


[+], van Wier_I 2009* [+], van Wier_T 2009* [+], Morey 2009* [++], Patrick 


2011* [+],Eakin 2007* [+], Guelinckx_B+LI 2010* [+], Sallit 2009* [+]) to 


suggest that individual level behaviour change interventions can have a small 


effect on dietary behaviour (SMD 0.33, 95% CI 0.24 to 0.42). 


Meta-regression of the results of these RCTs suggested that following 


variables explain 18% of between study variance: 


 BCT cluster 12 Comparison of outcomes (regression coefficient 0.24, 95% 


CI -0.01 to 0.49, p=0.061) 


 Intervention function 5 ‘Training’ (regression coefficient -0.14, 95% CI -0.33 


to 0.05; p=0.142) 


 


Use of the BCT cluster 12 ‘Comparison of outcomes’ is associated with 


increased intervention effectiveness, while intervention function 5 ‘Training’ 


may be associated with reduced effectiveness of interventions. The evidence 


about the long term effects of these variables is not conclusive. 
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Evidence Statement 4.2 –BCTs reported in interventions with a positive 


effect across diet trials 


Strong evidence from a body of 27 interventions (see Evidence Statement 4.1 


for references) suggests that the following BCTs are consistently associated 


with a significant intervention effect  in dietary trials (reported in more than 


one diet change intervention with a positive and significant direction of effect): 


1 Social support – practicalA2, 8 Feedback on behaviourA2, 25 Behaviour 


substitutionA2, 28 Generalisation of target behaviourA2, 34 Adding objects to 


the environmentA2, 35 Body changesA2, 61 Problem solvingA2, 62 Goal setting  


- behaviourA2, 65 Review behaviour goal(s)A2, 67 Behavioural contractA2, 69 


Discrepancy between current behaviour and goalA2, 71 Pros and consA2 and 


85 Social comparisonA2. 


The following BCTs were reported in one trial with a significant intervention 


effect: 5 Reduce negative emotionsA1, 11Self-monitoring of outcome(s) of 


behaviourA1, 15 Prompts/cuesA1, 23 Behavioural practice/rehersalA1, 29 


Graded tasksA1, 32 Avoidance/reducing exposure to cues for the behaviourA1 , 


43 Self talkA1,  56 Social rewardA1, 68 CommitmentA1, 70 Persuasive sourceA1, 


75 Framing/reframingA1 and 78 Information about health consequencesA1,  


Ten BCTs were reported only in trials that resulted in a positive direction of 


effect, however, the effect was non-significant: 9 Feedback on outcome(s) of 


behaviourA, 14 BiofeedbackA, 30 Restructuring the physical environmentA, 31 


Restructuring the social environmentA, 37 Information about antecedentsA, 54 


Material rewardA, 57 Non-specific rewardA, 76 Incompatible beliefsA, 80 


Information about social and environmental consequencesA and 84 


Demonstration of the behaviourA. 


Evidence Statement 4.3 – Individual BCTs reported in interventions with 


inconsistent effects across diet trials  
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There is inconsistent evidence from 27 interventions (See Evidence 


Statement 4.1 for references) suggests that the following BCTs may be 


associated with interventions that have either a positive and negative direction 


of effect, although the size and significance of this effect varied: 3 Social 


support – unspecifiedC2, 10 Self-monitoring of behaviourC2, 36 Instruction on 


how to perform a behaviourC2, 63 Goal setting – outcomeC2  and 64 Action 


planningC2. 


Evidence statement 4.4 – Multi-session, face to face dietary 


interventions for individuals with cardiovascular conditions 


Moderate evidence from three interventions (Giannuzzi 2008* [+], Wood_CP 


2008* [++], White_TB 2012* [+]) suggests that multi-session dietary 


interventions that also address physical activity have a small, significant 


impact on eating habits among individuals with cardiovascular conditions. This 


effect was seen across several face to face delivery methods (individual: 


Giannuzzi 2008* [+] SMD 0.22, 95% CI 0.15 to 0.29; group: White_TB 2012* 


[+] SMD 0.46, 95% CI 0.05 to 0.88; combined: Wood_CP 2008* [++] SMD 


0.44, 95% CI 0.29 to 0.60). All of the interventions reported use of BCTs 3 


Social support (unspecified), 62 Goal setting (behaviour), and 64 Action 


planning. Two of the interventions (White_TB 2012* [+], Wood_CP 2008* [++]) 


also reported use of BCT 61 Problem solving.  


Giannuzzi 2008* (RCT [+], Italy, n=3,241, 0 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


1     Social support (practical)A2 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


23   Behavioural practice/rehearsalA1 


34   Adding objects to the environmentA2 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)A2 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


68   CommitmentA1 


70   Persuasive sourceA1 
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Wood_CP 2008* (cRCT [++], Europe, n=1,938, 36 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


28   Generalisation of a target behaviourA2 


34   Adding objects to the environmentA2 


61   Problem solvingA2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)A2 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


65   Review behaviour goalA2 


 


White_TB 2012* (RCT [+], Australia, n=116, 6 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


29   Graded tasksA1 


61   Problem solvingA2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)A2 


64   Action planningC2 


71   Pros and consA2 


 


Evidence statement 4.5 –Multi-session dietary interventions delivered 


face to face in groups and one on one among Type 2 Diabetes patients 


Inconsistent evidence was identified from seven trials regarding the 


effectiveness of extended (Osborn 2010* [+]) and multi-session (Thoolen 


2009* [+], Toobert 2010* [+], Keogh 2011* [+], Clark 2004* [+], Glasgow 2006 


[+], Eakin 2010* [+]) dietary interventions among individuals with Type 2 


Diabetes.  


An extended face to face intervention with print feedback (Osborn 2010* [+]) 


was no more effective than usual care at improving compliance with diet 


recommendations among patients with Type 2 Diabetes (SMD 0.41, 95% CI -


0.005 to 0.83). 


Two trials (Thoolen 2009* [+], Toobert 2010* [+]) utilised multi-session 


interventions delivered primarily to a group, and were no more effective than 
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usual care at changing dietary habits (Thoolen 2009* [+] SMD 0.19, 95% CI -


0.10 to 0.49; Toobert 2010* [+] SMD 0.15, 95% CI -0.09 to 0.39). 


Three trials (Keogh 2011* [+], Clark 2004* [+], Glasgow 2006 [+]) employed 


multi-session dietary interventions delivered face to face and remotely among 


diabetes patients. One trial (Keogh 2011* [+]) resulted in a very small, non-


significant effect (SMD 0.07, 95% CI -0.29 to 0.42), while the remaining two 


trials had small to medium significant effects (Clark 2004* [+] SMD 0.55, 95% 


CI 0.15 to 0.95; Glasgow 2006 [+] SMD 0.37, 95% CI 0.14 to 0.60).  


Results from one trial (Eakin 2010* [+]) suggests that an intervention of  


multiple counselling phone calls can have a small, significant effect on 


vegetable consumption among socioeconomically disadvantaged diabetes 


patients (SMD 0.20, 95% CI 0.01 to 0.39).  


The three interventions resulting in significant effects (Clark 2004* [+], 


Glasgow 2006 [+], Eakin 2010* [+])  all reported use of BCT 8 Feedback on 


behaviour; this BCT was not reported in any of the non-significant 


interventions. 


Osborn 2010* (RCT [+], USA, n=91, 12 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


9     Feedback on outcome of behaviourA 


23   Behavioural practice/rehearsalA1 


25   Behaviour substitutionA2 


34   Adding objects to the environmentA2 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


37   Information about antecedentsA 


56   Social rewardA1 


61   Problem solvingA2 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


78   Information about health consequencesA1 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesA 


 


Thoolen 2009* (RCT [+], Netherlands, n=180, 40 weeks) 


BCTs present: 
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11   Self-monitoring of outcome of behaviourA1 


23   Behavioural practice/rehearsalA1 


61   Problem solvingA2 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


65   Review behaviour goalA2 


 


Toobert 2010* (RCT [+], USA, n=279, 260 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


5     Reduce negative emotionsA1 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 


25   Behaviour substitutionA2 


29   Graded tasksA1 


35   Body changesA2 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


54   Material reward for behaviourA 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)A2 


64   Action planningC2 


 


Keogh 2011* (RCT [+], Ireland, n=121, 21 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


61   Problem solvingA2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)A2 


64   Action planningC2 


67   Behavioural contractA2 


68   CommitmentA1 


78   Information about health consequencesA1 


 


Clark 2004* (RCT [+], UK, n=100, 24 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


8     Feedback on behaviourA2 


43   Self-talkA1 


61   Problem solvingA2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)A2 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


65   Review behaviour goalA2 


69   Discrepancy between current behaviour and goalA2 


71   Pros and consA2 
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Glasgow 2006 (RCT [+], USA, n=299, 4 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourA2 


25   Behaviour substitutionA2 


32   Avoidance/reducing exposure to cues for the behaviourA1 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


61   Problem solvingA2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)A2 


64   Action planningC2 


65   Review behaviour goalA2 


67   Behavioural contractA2 


78   Information about health consequencesA1 


 


Eakin 2010* (cRCT  [+], Australia, n=429, 24 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


1     Social support (practical)A2 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourA2 (also reported in control arm) 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 


34   Adding objects to the environmentA2 


35   Body changesA2 


61   Problem solvingA2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)A2 


64   Action planningC2 


65   Review behaviour goalA2 


69   Discrepancy between current behaviour and goalA2 


85   Social comparisonA2 


 


Evidence statement 4.6 – Multi-session dietary interventions for 


individuals at risk for cardiovascular conditions 


Inconsistent evidence was identified from eight interventions regarding the 


effectiveness of multi-session dietary interventions delivered face to face 


(Hardcastle 2008* [+], Ellingsen 2005* [+], Wood_HR 2008* [++], Wright_NE 


2011 [+], Burke 2008* [+]), remotely (Wright_TDF 2011 [+]), or a combination 


of the two (Groeneveld 2011* [+], Koelewijn-van Loon 2003* [+]). 
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Three of these interventions resulted in significant changes to the dietary 


behaviour of individuals at elevated cardiovascular risk (Ellingsen 2005* [+], 


Wood_HR 2008* [++], Groeneveld 2011* [+]). No BCTs were reported in all 


three significant interventions that didn’t also appear in some of the 


interventions with non-significant effects. 


No significant differences in were found in five trials, various modes of 


delivery and outcomes, including fatty food consumption among overweight 


and obese individuals at risk for CHD or CVD (Hardcastle 2008* [+] SMD 


0.07, 95% CI -0.15 to 0.29;  Koelewijn-van Loon 2003* [+] SMD 0.19, 95% CI 


-0.07 to 0.44), fruit and vegetable consumption among individuals with 


elevated cardiovascular risk (Wright_NE 2011 [+] SMD 0.26, 95% CI -0.18 to 


0.70; Burke 2008* [+] SMD 0.21, 95% CI -0.08 to 0.49; Wright_TDF 2011 [+] 


SMD 0.26, 95% CI -0.18 to 0.70). 


Two trials resulted in small effects on fatty food consumption (Ellingsen 2005* 


[+] SMD 0.34, 95% CI 0.17 to 0.51), oily fish consumption (Wood_HR 2008* 


[++] SMD 0.37, 95% CI 0.19 to 0.55) among individuals with elevated 


cardiovascular risk. A third trial specifically recruited male construction 


workers at risk for CVD, and resulted in a large, significant effect on fruit and 


vegetable consumption (SMD 1.11, 95% CI 0.91 to 1.32).  


Hardcastle 2008* (RCT [+], UK, n=334, 0 weeks) 


BCTs reported: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


 


Ellingsen 2005* (RCT [+], Norway, n=563, 1,040 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)A2 


64   Action planningC2 


 


Wood_HR 2008* (cRCT [++], Europe, n=2,023, 36 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 
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28   Generalisation of a target behaviourA2 


34   Adding objects to the environmentA2 


61   Problem solvingA2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)A2 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


65   Review behaviour goalA2 


 


Wright_NE 2011 (RCT [+], Australia, n=120, 4 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)A2 


 


Burke 2008* (RCT [+], Australia, n=241, 156 weeks) 


BCTs reported: 


1     Social support (practical)A2 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourA2 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 


14   BiofeedbackA (also reported in control arm) 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)A2 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


 


Wright_TDF 2011 (RCT [+], Australia, n=120, 2 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


8     Feedback on behaviourA2 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 


57   Non-specific rewardA1 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)A2 


69   Discrepancy between current behaviour and goalA2 


71   Pros and consA2 


76   Incompatible beliefsA1 


85   Social comparisonA2 


 


Groeneveld 2011* (RCT [+], Netherlands, n=429, 24 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


71   Pros and consA2 
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Koelewijn-van Loon 2003*  (cRCT [+], Netherlands, n=576, 40 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 


34   Adding objects to the environmentA2 (also reported in control arm) 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)A2 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


78   Information about health consequencesA1 


 


Evidence statement 4.7 – Multi-session dietary interventions delivered 


face to face and remotely for people at risk for Type 2 Diabetes 


Limited evidence from one trial (Lindahl 2009* [+]) suggests that a multi-


session residential programme with face to face and remote components is no 


more effective than usual care at improving vegetable consumption among 


overweight and obese  individuals with impaired glucose tolerance (SMD 


0.35, 95% CI -0.05 to 0.75).  


Lindahl 2009* (RCT [+], Sweden, n=168, 144 weeks) 


BCTs reported: 


3    Social support (unspecified)C2 (also reported in control arm) 


5     Reduce negative emotionsA1 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 


30   Restructuring the physical environmentA 


31   Restructuring the social environmentA 


61   Problem solvingA2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)A2 


 
Evidence statement 4.8 – Multi-session dietary interventions for 


overweight or obese individuals 


Inconsistent evidence was identified regarding the effectiveness multi-session 


interventions delivered face to face (Stolley 2009* [+]) or remotely (van Wier_I 


2009* [+], van Wier_T 2009* [+], Morey 2009* [++], Patrick 2011* [+]) at 


altering fruit and vegetable consumption among overweight or obese 


individuals.  
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Delivery methods, comparators and participant characteristics varied across 


the trials with non-significant results. Non-significant effects on dietary 


behaviours were detected in three trials: a face to face group intervention 


(Stolley 2009* [+]) was no more effective that general health information at 


improving vegetable intake among obese African American women (SMD 


0.19, 95% CI -0.12 to 0.48). One trial assessed two remotely delivered 


interventions; both the internet based (van Wier_I 2009* [+]) and telephone 


based interventions were no more effective than usual care at changing fruit 


consumption among overweight and obese employed individuals (van Wier_I 


2009* [+] SMD -0.06, 95% CI -0.35 to 0.23; van Wier_T 2009* [+] SMD 0.05, 


95% CI -0.23 to 0.34). 


Two remotely delivered interventions (Morey 2009* [++], Patrick 2011* [+]) 


resulted in small, significant effects among older (age >65 years) overweight 


and obese long term cancer survivors (Morey 2009* [++] SMD 0.49, 95% CI 


0.34 to 0.65) and overweight or obese men aged 25 to 55 years (Patrick 


2011* [+] SMD 0.31, 95% CI 0.08 to 0.53). Both trials assessed fruit and 


vegetable intake (combined) compared to a waitlist control, and reported use 


of BCT 8 Feedback on behaviour; this BCT was not used in any of the trials 


with non-significant effects. 


Stolley 2009* (RCT [+], USA, n=182, 0 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


23   Behavioural practice/rehearsalA1 


25   Behaviour substitutionA2 


35   Body changesA2 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


61   Problem solvingA2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)A2 


64   Action planningC2 


84   Demonstration of the behaviourA 


 


van Wier_I 2009* (RCT [+], Netherlands, n=524, 0 weeks) 


BCTs present: 
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3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


 


van Wier_T 2009* (RCT [+], Netherlands, n=524, 0 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


 


Morey 2009* (RCT [++], USA, n=641, 0 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourA2 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 


15   Prompts/cuesA1 


34   Adding objects to the environmentA2 


35   Body changesA2 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


56   Social rewardA1 


61   Problem solvingA2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)A2 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


85   Social comparisonA2 


 


Patrick 2011* (RCT [+], USA, n=309, 0 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


8     Feedback on behaviourA2 


25   Behaviour substitutionA2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)A2 


64   Action planningC2 


65   Review behaviour goalA2 


69   Discrepancy between current behaviour and goalA2 
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Evidence statement 4.9 – Multi-session dietary interventions other 


individuals or patients 


Limited evidence was identified regarding the effectiveness of dietary 


interventions among highly variable populations.  


Multi-session face to face one on one interventions 


A single study (Eakin 2007* [+]) suggests that a multi-session dietary 


intervention delivered face to face and one on one and remotely may be 


effective at altering fatty food and fibre consumption among individuals with 


one or more chronic conditions (SMD 0.38, 95% CI 0.10 to 0.66).  


One trial (Sallit 2009* [+]) suggests that a multi-session dietary intervention 


delivered face to face and one on one may be at improving healthy eating 


effective among weight concerned female smokers (SMD 0.89, 95% CI 0.53 


to 1.26). 


Multi-session face to face group intervention 


One study (Guelinckx_B+LI 2010* [+]) suggests that a multi-session dietary 


intervention is no more effective than usual care at improving fruit intake 


among obese white women at risk for Gestational Diabetes (SMD 0.40, 95% 


CI -0.03 to 0.83).  


Eakin 2007* (RCT [+], USA, n=200, 12 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 (also reported in control arm) 


8     Feedback on behaviourA2 


61   Problem solvingA2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)A2 


64   Action planningC2 


67   Behavioural contractA2 


 


Sallit 2009* (RCT [+], USA, n=128, 36 weeks) 


BCTs present 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 
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5     Reduce negative emotionsA1 


11   Self-monitoring of outcome of behaviourA1 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


75   Framing/reframingA1 


 


Guelinckx_B+LI 2010* (RCT [+], Belgium, n=85, 8 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


5     Reduce negative emotionsA1 


25   Behaviour substitutionA2 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


61   Problem solvingA2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)A2 


 


4.6 Physical activity 


4.6.1 Included studies 


Sixty RCTs and cluster RCTs, which included 75 interventions, assessing 


individual level interventions targeting physical activity met the population, 


intervention, comparator and outcome inclusion criteria after full text 


appraisal. Study characteristics and results for these studies are summarised 


in the evidence tables in Appendix G.   


Of these 75 interventions, 63 interventions (53 RCTs) provided outcome data 


which could be converted into standardised mean differences (SMDs) for 


comparison across studies and use in the meta-analysis and meta-regression. 


Of the interventions included in the meta-regression, 21 addressed physical 


activity on its own, and 42 examined physical activity as part of a wider 


lifestyle change programme, often paired with diet. These multi-topic 


interventions are designated with an * throughout the report. The narrative 


review and analyses include these 63 interventions. 
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4.6.2 Quality assessment 


Among the 53 trials which provided useable outcome data, 16 studies had 


internal validity rated as very good [++], and 37 studies as good [+].The 


results of the quality appraisals for the individual studies are found in 


Evidence tables in Appendix G. 


4.6.3 BCTs 


The individual BCTs that occurred across 63 interventions described in the 53 


physical activity trials are summarised in Figure 13, along with the 


effectiveness of the interventions including each BCT.  


The following BCTs were reported only in trials with positive intervention 


effects, more than one of which was significant (annotated A2). The 


significance of this effect varied across the trials (see Figure 13 for details of 


frequency and significance): 


 15 Prompts/cues  


 28 Generalisation of target behaviour  


 29 Graded tasks  


 68 Commitment  


 70 Persuasive source  


 71 Pros and cons  


 78 Information about health consequences 


 84 Demonstration of the behaviour  


 


The following BCTs were reported only in trials with positive intervention 


effects, one of which was significant (annotated A1). The significance of this 


effect varied across the trials (see Figure 13 for details of frequency and 


significance): 


 2  Social support - emotional 


 11 Self-monitoring of outcome(s) of behaviour  


 12 Monitoring of behaviour by others without feedback  


 14 Biofeedback  


 24 Habit formation 
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 30 Restructuring the physical environment 


 31 Restructuring the social environment 


 37 Information about antecedents 


 56 Social reward 


 57 Non-specific reward 


 66 Review outcome goal 


 72 Comparative imagining of future outcomes 


 75 Framing/reframing 


 


The following BCTs were reported only in trials with positive intervention 


effects, none of which were significant (annotated A) (see Figure 13 for details 


of frequency and significance): 


 4  Pharmacological support  


 25 Behaviour substitution  


 43 Self talk  


 54 Material reward 


 


The following BCTs were reported in trials with positive both and negative 


directions of effect; at least two of the trials with a positive effect were 


significant (annotated C2 throughout the physical activity sections). The 


significance of this effect varied across the trials (see Figure 13 for details of 


frequency of use in significant interventions): 


 1   Social support – practical 


 3   Social support – unspecified 


 5   Reduce negative emotions  


 8   Feedback on behaviour 


 10 Self-monitoring of behaviour 


 23 Behavioural practice/rehearsal 


 34 Adding objects to the environment 


 35 Body changes 


 36 Instruction on how to perform a behaviour 


 61 Problem solving 


 62 Goal setting  - behaviour 


 63 Goal setting - outcome 


 64 Action planning 
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 65 Review behaviour goal(s) 


 67 Behavioural contract 


 69 Discrepancy between current behaviour and goal 


 80 Information about social and environmental consequences 


 


The following BCTs were reported in trials with positive both and negative 


directions of effect; one of the trials with a positive effect were significant 


(annotated C1 throughout the physical activity sections). The significance of 


this effect varied across the trials (see Figure 13 for details of frequency and 


significance):  


 9   Feedback on outcome(s) of behaviour 


 85 Social comparison 


 


One BCT was reported in a single trial with a negative, non-significant effect 


(annotated B throughout the physical activity sections): 


 13 Monitoring outcome of behaviour by others without feedback 
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Figure 13: Distribution of behaviour change techniques in physical activity trials; direction and significance of effect   
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4.6.4 Variation of effects across population groups 


Tables 35 to 41 summarise the intervention type, mode of delivery, and effect 


size and significance, for physical activity behaviour change interventions 


among people with varying levels of clinical illness or risk for such illness. The 


subgroups covered by Tables 35 to 41 include: individuals with cardiovascular 


conditions, individuals with Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus (T2DM), those at risk for 


cardiovascular conditions, individuals at risk for T2DM, inactive individuals, 


and those who are overweight or obese. These tables in combination with 


Figure 13 were used to assess the effects of the interventions in different 


population subgroups and develop evidence statements relating to these 


effects. 


Individuals with cardiovascular conditions  


Ten interventions (Muniz 2010* [+], Giannuzzi 2008* [+], Wood_CR 2008* 


[++], VHSG 2003* [++], Smeulders 2009* [+], Tingstrom 2006 [+], White 2012* 


[+], Moore 2006 [+], Vale 2003* [++], Reid 2012 [++]) assessed the effect of 


physical activity behaviour change interventions among people with 


cardiovascular conditions.  


All ten interventions were delivered over multiple sessions. Those delivered 


face to face on an individual or combined individual and group level were 


effective at changing physical activity compared to usual care. Face to face 


interventions delivered solely at the group level were no more effective than 


usual care at improving physical activity. Limited evidence was identified 


concerning the effectiveness of remotely delivered interventions. 


Multi-session face to face, individual and combination individual and group 


Four interventions (Muniz 2010* [+], Giannuzzi 2008* [+], Vestfold Heartcare 


Study Group [VHSG] 2003* [++], Wood_CR 2008* [++]) assessed the effect of 


multi-session interventions delivered face to face on either an individual or 
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combined individual and group level on physical activity among cardiovascular 


patients.  


Muniz 2010* [+] randomised recently discharged acute coronary syndrome 


patients to either a multi-session lifestyle intervention (with both physical 


activity and diet components) or usual care. The intervention had a very small, 


significant effect on the proportion of patients exercising at least five times per 


week four months after the end of the intervention (SMD 0.14, 95% CI 0.01to 


0.27). 


Giannuzzi 2008* [+] included patients who had recently had a heart attack and 


completed a cardiac rehabilitation programme. The intervention, which also 


included a dietary component, resulted in a very small, significant effect on 


leisure time physical activity at the end of the treatment period compared to 


usual care (SMD 0.18, 95% CI 0.11 to 0.25).  


VHSG 2003* [++] assessed the effect of a physical activity and dietary 


intervention among cardiac patients hospitalised for acute MI, unstable 


angina, a coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) or percutaneous coronary 


intervention (PCI). Approximately two years after the end of the intervention 


there was a small, significant effect on the proportion of patients regularly 


exercising for more than 1 hour per week approximately compared to usual 


care (SMD 0.48, 95% CI 0.16 to 0.80).  


Wood_CR 2008* [++] provided a family based physical activity and dietary 


intervention for patients hospitalised for coronary heart disease. At nine 


months post-intervention there was a large, significant effect on the proportion 


of patients achieving at least 30 minutes of physical activity at least four times 


per week compared to usual care (SMD 0.86, 95% CI 0.75 to 0.98).  


BCTs 3 Social support (unspecified) was the only technique reported in all 


four interventions. 


Multi-session face to face group interventions 
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Four interventions (Smeulders 2009* [+], Tingstrom 2006 [+], White 2012* [+], 


Moore 2006 [+]) assessed the effect of multi-session interventions delivered 


face to face on a group level on physical activity among cardiovascular 


patients.  


Smeulders 2009* [+] assessed the effect of a lifestyle intervention (with 


physical activity, dietary and smoking components) on the number of minutes 


per month that patients with congestive heart failure walked for exercise 


compared to usual care. Eleven months after the end of the intervention, there 


was a very small, non-significant effect (SMD 0.10, 95% CI -0.12 to 0.33).  


Tingstrom 2006 [+] assessed the effect of a physical activity intervention on 


the physical activity levels of MI, PCI and CABG patients. At the end of the 


intervention there was no difference in physical activity between the 


intervention and usual care arms (SMD 0.00, 95% CI -0.30 to 0.30).  


White 2012* [+] included older patients with cardiovascular disease or T2DM. 


At six weeks post intervention, there was a small, non-significant intervention 


effect on physical activity compared to a waitlist control arm (SMD 0.22, 95 % 


CI -0.20 to 0.64).  


Moore 2006 [+] assessed the effect of a physical activity intervention on the 


number of hours per month spent exercising among cardiac rehabilitation 


patients. At the end of the intervention, there was a very small, non-significant 


effect compared to usual care (SMD 0.07, 95% CI -0.18 to 0.32).  


All four interventions reported use of BCTs 3 Social support (unspecified) and 


62 Goal setting (behaviour), both of which were also reported in the usual 


care arms of Tingstrom 2006 [+] and Moore 2006 [+] 


Multi-session remotely delivered interventions 


Three interventions (Vale 2003* [++], Reid 2012 [++], Pinto 2011 [++]) 


assessed the effect of multi-session remotely delivered interventions on the 
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physical activity of individuals with cardiovascular conditions. The phone 


based intervention described in Vale 2003* [++] included physical activity, 


dietary and smoking components for individuals hospitalised for acute MI, 


unstable angina, CABG or PCI. The trial resulted in a medium, significant 


effect on the percentage of patients who had taken up walking at four weeks 


post intervention, compared to usual care (SMD 0.59, 95% CI 0.34 to 0.85).  


At the end of the phone based intervention assessed in Reid 2012 [++] there 


was a very small, non-significant effect on the number of kilometres walked 


per week by patients who had been hospitalised for acute coronary syndrome, 


compared to usual care (SMD 0.15, 95% CI -0.18 to 0.48).  


Pinto 2011 [++] included patients over the age of 40 years who had completed 


a cardiac rehabilitation programme that had included an exercise training 


component. Participants in the intervention arm received multiple telephone 


calls to encourage the maintenance of physical activity. At the end of the 


intervention there was a small, non-significant difference in the proportion of 


participants meeting physical activity guidelines versus the comparator group 


(SMD 0.44, 95% CI -0.06 to 0.95).  


The two trials (Reid 2012 [++], Pinto 2011 [++]) with non-significant effects 


reported use of BCTs 3 Social support (unspecified), 8 Feedback on 


behaviour, and 10 Self-monitoring of behaviour, none of which were 


reportedly used in the intervention with a significant effect (Vale 2003* [++]).
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Table 35: Physical activity interventions for individuals with cardiovascular conditions 


Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Muniz 2010* [+] Multi-session Face to face, 
individual 


Exercise 5 
times per 
week 


0.14 0.01 0.27 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
34   Adding objects to the environment


C2
 


65   Review behaviour goal
C2


 
68   Commitment


A2
 


70   Persuasive source
A2


 
80   Information about social and environmental consequences


C2


 
None reported 


Giannuzzi 
2008* [+] 


Multi-session Face to face, 
individual 


Leisure time 
physical 
activity  


0.18 0.11 0.25 1     Social support (practical)
C2


 
3     Social support (unspecified)


C2
 


23   Behavioural practice/ rehearsa
C2


 
34   Adding objects to the environment


C2
 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
 


63   Goal setting (outcome)
C2


 
64   Action planning


C2
 


68   Commitment
A2


 
70   Persuasive source


A2
 


 
None reported 


Vestfold 
Heartcare Study 
Group 2003* 
[++] 


Multi-session Face to face 
individual and group 


Regular 
exercise for 
more than 1h 
per week 


0.48 0.16 0.80 1     Social support (practical)
C2


  
3     Social support (unspecified)


C2
 


5     Reduce negative emotions
C2


 
10   Self-monitoring of behaviour


C2
 


23   Behavioural practice/ rehearsal
C2


 
35   Body changes


C2
  


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2 


61   Problem solving
C2


 
84   Demonstration of the behaviour


A2
 


 
None reported 
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Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Wood_CR 
2008* [++] 


Multi-session Face to face 
individual and group 


At least 30 
minutes of 
physical 
activity, at 
least 4 times 
per week 


0.86 0.75 0.98 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
28   Generalisation of a target behaviour


A2
 


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


 
61   Problem solving


C2
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


 
63   Goal setting (outcome)


C2
 


64   Action planning
C2


 
65   Review behaviour goal


C2
 


 
None reported 


Smeulders 
2009* [+] 


Multi-session Face to face, group Walking for 
exercise 


0.10 
 


-0.12 0.33 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
 


64   Action planning
C2


 
None reported 


Tingstrom 2006 
[+] 


Multi-session Face to face, group Physical 
activity  


0.00 -0.30 0.30 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
61   Problem solving


C2
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


 
85   Social comparison


C1
 


 
3 Social support (unspecified)


C2
 


White 2012* [+] Multi-session Face to face, group Physical 
activity 


0.22 -0.20 0.64 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
29   Graded tasks


A2
 


61   Problem solving
C2


  
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
 


64   Action planning
C2


 
71   Pros and cons


A2
 


 
None reported 


Moore 2006 [+] Multi-session Face to face, group Amount of 
exercise 


0.07 -0.18 0.32 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
5     Reduce negative emotions


C2
 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviour
C2


 
14   Biofeedback


A1
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Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


61   Problem solving
C2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
 


63   Goal setting (outcome)
C2


 
64   Action planning


C2
 


67   Behavioural contract
C2


 
85   Social comparison


C1
 


 
3     Social support (unspecified)


C2
 


5     Reduce negative emotions
C2


 
10   Self-monitoring of behaviour


C2
 


14   Biofeedback
A1


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
 


64   Action planning
C2


 
67   Behavioural contract


C2
 


Vale 2003* [++] Multi-session Remote (phone) Taking  up 
walking for 
exercise 


0.59 0.34 0.85 36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2 


61   Problem solving
C2


 
63   Goal setting (outcome)


C2
 


72   Comparative imagining of future outcomes
A1


 
78   Information about health consequences


A2
 


 
None reported 


Reid 2012 [++] Multi-session Remote (phone) 
and face to face 


Kilometres 
travelled per 
week 


0.15 -0.18 0.48 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviour
C2


 
28   Generalisation of a target behaviour


A2
 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2 


61   Problem solving
C2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
 


64   Action planning
C2


 
68   Commitment


A2
 


 
None reported 


Pinto 2011 [++] Multi-session Remote (internet At least 150 0.44 -0.06 0.95 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2
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Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


based) minutes of 
physical 
activity per 
week 


8     Feedback on behaviour
C2


 
10   Self-monitoring of behaviour


C2
 


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


 
67   Behavioural contract


C2
 


 
None reported


 


A positive SMD represents a benefit with the intervention (i.e. favours the intervention), and a negative SMD represents a benefit with the comparator (favours comparator). A 
SMD of <0.2 represents a very small effect size, of ≥0.2 to <0.5 represents a small effect size, of ≥0.5 to <0.8 a medium effect size, and of ≥0.8 a large effect size. 
* Intervention targeted multiple behaviour topcs 
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Individuals with Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus 


Twelve interventions (Kirk 2009_PA-P [+], Debussche 2012* [+], Clark 2004* 


[+], Keogh 2011* [+], Di Loreto 2003 [+],Toobert 2010* [+], Thoolen 2009* [+], 


Toobert 2011* [+], Horden 2009* [+], Kirk_PA-W 2009 [+], Lorig_SM 2010* 


[++], Lorig_SM+MR 2010* [++]) assessed the impact of physical activity 


interventions among individuals with Type 2 Diabetes.  


Moderate evidence suggests that multi-session, remotely delivered 


interventions may be effective at improving physical activity among T2DM 


patients compared to usual care. There was limited evidence that multi-


session face to face group interventions are no more effective than usual care 


at changing physical activity in this population.  


Evidence concerning the effectiveness of multi-session face to face 


interventions with remote components, multi-session face to face 


interventions with combined individual and group components was 


inconsistent in this population subgroup. 


Multi-session face to face interventions with remote components 


Five interventions (Kirk_PA-P 2009 [+], Debussche 2012* [+], Clark 2004* [+], 


Keogh 2011* [+], Di Loreto 2003 [+]) assessed the effectiveness of multiple 


individual, face to face and remotely delivered session on physical activity 


behaviour among T2DM patients. While all five interventions resulted in a 


positive direction of effect, this was only significant in two trials (Keogh 2011* 


[+], Di Loreto 2003 [+]).  


No BCTs were consistently reported in the effective interventions that weren’t 


also reported in at least one of the non-effective interventions. Similarly, no 


BCTs were consistently reported in the non-effective interventions that weren’t 


also reported in at least one of the effective interventions.  
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Kirk_PA-P 2009 [+] assessed a multi-session physical activity intervention 


delivered face to face with telephone follow-up to T2DM patients. The trial 


resulted in a small, non-significant difference in the average number of 


minutes per week of at least moderate physical activity, compare to usual 


care (SMD 0.26, 95% CI -0.29 to 0.82).  


Debussche 2012* [+] assessed a multi-session physical activity intervention 


delivered face to face with telephone follow-up to T2DM patients. The 


intervention resulted in a very-small, non-significant effect on leisure time 


physical activity compared to usual care (SMD 0.09, 95% CI -0.13 to 0.31).  


Clark 2004* [+] enrolled overweight and obese  individuals with T2DM for a 


multi-session intervention delivered face to face with telephone follow-up. The 


trial resulted in a small, non-significant effect on weekly physical activity six 


months follow-up (SMD 0.33, 95% CI -0.06 to 0.73). 


Keogh 2011* [+] employed a multi-session diet and physical activity 


intervention involving both the patient and a family member. The intervention 


resulted in a medium, significant effect on exercise behaviour to usual care 


(SMD 0.62, 95% CI 0.26 to 0.99).  


Di Loreto 2003 [+] assessed a multi-session physical activity intervention 


delivered face to face with telephone follow-up among T2DM patients. The 


trial resulted in a large, significant effect on the amount of energy expended 


each week through voluntary physical activity (SMD 1.10, 95% CI 0.87 to 


1.33).  


Multi-session face to face interventions with combined individual and group 


components 


Two interventions (Toobert 2010* [+], Thoolen 2009* [+]) included T2DM 


patients in physical activity and dietary interventions. These trials resulted in 


inconsistent effects in terms of significance, although the direction of effect 


favoured the intervention in both cases. 
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Toobert * 2010 [+] enrolled postmenopausal women with T2DM in a multi-


session diet and physical activity intervention delivered both one on one and 


at a group level. The trial included a three day retreat and regular group 


meetings thereafter, and resulted in a very small, non-significant effect on 


physical activity (SMD 0.01, 95% CI -0.23 to 0.25).  


Thoolen 2009* [+] included individuals with recently screen detected T2DM in 


a diabetes self-management intervention with diet and physical activity 


components. The trial resulted in a small, significant effect on weekly physical 


activity at follow-up (SMD 0.35, 95% CI 0.06 to 0.65). 


Multi-session face to face group interventions 


Two trials (Toobert 2011* [+], Horden 2009* [+]) assessed the effect of face to 


face group interventions delivered over multiple sessions among patients with 


T2DM. Both interventions resulted in non-significant effects compared to 


usual care. 


Toobert 2011* [+] examined a multi-session group based intervention on 


physical activity behaviour among Latina T2DM patients. The trial enrolled 


Latina women, and involved a 3 day residential retreat, followed by regular 


group meetings. At the end of the intervention, there was a very small, non-


significant difference in days of the week the women were physically active 


compared to women receiving usual care (SMD 0.11, 95% CI -0.12 to 0.35).  


Horden 2009* [+] described an exercise training programme that aimed to 


prevent myocardial infarction among T2DM patients considered to be at risk 


for such an event. The trial resulted in a very small, non-significant difference 


in average weekly vigorous physical activity compared to usual care (SMD 


0.16, 95% CI -0.14 to 0.45). 


Both interventions included BCTs 23 Behavioural practice/rehearsal, 36 


Instruction on how to perform a behaviour, 61 Problem solving, and 62 Goal 


setting (behaviour), and 64 Action planning. 
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Multi-session remotely delivered interventions 


Three interventions (Kirk_PA-W 2009 [+], Lorig_SM 2010* [++], 


Lorig_SM+MR 2010* [++]) described in two trials included a multi-session 


physical activity intervention that was remotely delivered to T2DM patients.  


In Kirk_PA-W 2009 [+], inactive T2DM patients received written materials 


concerning physical activity behaviour change, as well as follow-up telephone 


calls. At three months’ follow-up, the intervention resulted in a medium, non-


significant effect on the average number of minutes per week of at least 


moderate physical activity, compare to usual care (SMD 0.42, 95% CI -0.13 to 


0.97).  


Two interventions (Lorig_SM 2010* [++], Lorig_SM+MR 2010* [++]) were 


included in one trial that assessed the effect of multi-session, internet based 


diabetes self-care interventions on physical activity. Both interventions 


resulted in non-significant differences in weekly aerobic exercise compared to 


usual care. This effect favoured the intervention in one arm (Lorig_SM 2010* 


[++]SMD 0.04, 95% CI -0.20 to 0.29), and the comparator in another arm 


(Lorig_SM+MR 2010* [++]SMD -0.001, 95% CI -0.25 to 0.25).  


All three trials reported use of BCT 64 Action planning; this BCT was also 


reported in the usual care arm of Kirk_PA-W 2009 [+].
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Table 36: Physical activity interventions for individuals with Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus 


Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Kirk_PA-P 2009 
[+] 


Multi-session  Face to face with 
remote (phone) 
follow up 


Minutes of 
moderate and 
above activity 
per week 


0.26 -0.29 0.82 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
34   Adding objects to the environment


C2
  


61   Problem solving
C2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
 


63   Goal setting (outcome)
C2


 
64   Action planning


C2
 


78   Information about health consequences
A2


 


 
3     Social support (unspecified)


C2 


29   Graded tasks
A2


 
36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour


C2
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


 
64   Action planning


C2
 


78   Information about health consequences
A2


 
79   Information about emotional consequences 


Debussche 
2012* [+] 


Multi-session  Face to face with 
remote (phone and 
post) follow up 


Change in 
leisure time 
physical 
activity  


0.09 
 


-0.13 0.31 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
61   Problem solving


C2
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


 


 
3     Social support (unspecified)


C2 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviour
C2


  
80   Information about social and environmental consequences


C2
 


Clark 2004* [+] Multi-session  Face to face with 
remote (phone) 


Weekly 
physical 
activity 


0.33 -0.06 0.73 8     Feedback on behaviour
C2


 
43   Self-talk


A
 


61   Problem solving
C2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour


C2
 


63   Goal setting (outcome)
C2


 
65   Review behaviour goal


C2
 


69   Discrepancy between current behaviour and goal
C2


 
71   Pros and cons


A2
 


 
None reported 
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Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Keogh 2011* [+] Multi-session  Face to face (with 
family member) with 
remote (phone) 
follow-up 


Exercise  0.62 0.26 0.99 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2 


61   Problem solving
C2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
 


64   Action planning
C2


 
67   Behavioural contract


C2
 


68   Commitment
A2


 
78   Information about health consequences


A2
 


 None reported 


Di Loreto 2003 
[+] 


Multi-session  Face to face with 
remote (phone) 


Energy 
expenditure 
through 
voluntary 
physical 
activity 


1.10 0.87 1.33 1     Social support (practical)
C2


 
3     Social support (unspecified)


C2 


8     Feedback on behaviour
C2


 
10   Self-monitoring of behaviour


C2
 


29   Graded tasks
A2


 
61   Problem solving


C2
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


 
64   Action planning


C2
 


65   Review behaviour goal
C2


 
70   Persuasive source


A2
 


78   Information about health consequences
A2


 
80   Information about social and environmental consequences


C2
 


 
None reported 


Toobert 2010* 
[+] 


Multi-session  Face to face 
individual and group 


Frequency of 
activity 


0.01 -0.23 0.25 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
5     Reduce negative emotions


C2
  


10   Self-monitoring of behaviour
C2


 
25   Behaviour substitution


A
 


29   Graded tasks
A2


 
35   Body changes


C2
  


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2


 
54   Material reward for behaviour


A
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


 
64   Action planning


C2
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Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


None reported 


Thoolen 2009* 
[+] 


Multi-session  Face to face 
individual and group 


Weekly 
physical 
activity 


0.35 0.06 0.65 11  Self-monitoring of outcome of behaviour
A1


 
23   Behavioural practice/ rehearsal


C2
  


61   Problem solving
C2


 
63   Goal setting (outcome)


C2
 


64   Action planning
C2


 
65   Review behaviour goal


C2
 


 
None reported 


Toobert 2011* 
[+] 


Multi-session  face to face, group Physical 
activity days 
per week 


0.11 -0.12 0.35 5     Reduce negative emotions
C2


  
23   Behavioural practice/ rehearsal


C2
  


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2


 
61   Problem solving


C2
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


 


 
None reported 


Horden 2009* 
[+] 


Multi-session Face to face, group 
primarily, individual 
optional 


Weekly 
vigorous 
physical 
activity 


0.16 -0.14 0.45 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
12   Monitoring of behaviour by others without feedback


A1
 


23   Behavioural practice/ rehearsal
C2


 
28   Generalisation of a target behaviour


A2
 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2


 
61   Problem solving


C2
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


 
64   Action planning


C2
 


 
3     Social support (unspecified)


C2
 


Kirk_PA-W 
2009 [+] 


Multi-session  Remote (written and 
phone) 


Minutes of 
moderate and 
above activity 
per week 


0.42 -0.13 0.97 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
34   Adding objects to the environment


C2
 


61   Problem solving
C2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
 


63   Goal setting (outcome)
C2 


64   Action planning
C2


 
78   Information about health consequences


A2
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Author year Intervention 
Type 


Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


 
3     Social support (unspecified)


C2 


29   Graded tasks
A2


 
36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour


C2
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


 
64   Action planning


C2
 


78   Information about health consequences
A2


 
79  Information about emotional consequences 


Lorig_SM+MR 
2010* [++] 


Multi-session  Remote (internet 
based) 


Weekly 
aerobic 
exercise 
 


-0.001 -0.25 0.25 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
5     Reduce negative emotions


C2
 


8     Feedback on behaviour
C2


 
61   Problem solving


C2
 


64   Action planning
C2


  


 
None reported 


Lorig_SM 2010* 
[++] 


Multi-session  Remote (internet 
based) 


Weekly 
aerobic 
exercise 
 


0.041 -0.20 0.29 5     Reduce negative emotions
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


61   Problem solving
C2


 
64   Action planning


C2
  


 
None reported 


A positive SMD represents a benefit with the intervention (i.e. favours the intervention), and a negative SMD represents a benefit with the comparator (favours comparator). A 
SMD of <0.2 represents a very small effect size, of ≥0.2 to <0.5 represents a small effect size, of ≥0.5 to <0.8 a medium effect size, and of ≥0.8 a large effect size. 
* Intervention targeted multiple behaviour topcs 
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Individuals at risk for cardiovascular conditions 


Twelve interventions (Hardcastle 2008* [+], ter Bogt 2011* [+], Harting 2006* 


[+], Koelewijn-van Loon 2003* [+], Groeneveld 2011* [+], Hyman_Sic 2007* 


[++], Hyman_Sec 2007* [++], van Sluijs 2005 [++], Wood_HR 2008* [++], 


Burke 2008* [+], Eriksson 2009* [++], Eakin 2010* [+]) assessed the effect of 


physical activity interventions among individuals considered to be at elevated 


cardiovascular risk. 


Overall, these interventions resulted in a wide range of effects, in terms of 


direction, size and significance. Limited evidence suggests that multi-session 


interventions addressing multiple behaviour targets that are delivered on a 


combined group and individual level are effective at improving physical activity 


compared to usual care. Face to face interventions delivered remotely or 


primarily at the group level appear to be no more effective than usual care at 


changing physical activity behaviour. Evidence from other intervention 


type/delivery combinations was inconsistent. 


Multi-session face to face interventions 


Three interventions (Hardcastle 2008* [+], ter Bogt 2011* [+], Harting 2006* 


[+]) assessed the effectiveness of a face to face physical activity interventions 


among individuals with elevated cardiovascular risk. Inconsistent results were 


seen across the trials, in terms of both direction and significance of effect. 


One trial (Hardcastle 2008* [+]) provided lifestyle counselling (which involved 


both diet and physical activity) face to face and one on one over multiple 


sessions to overweight and obese patients at risk for coronary artery disease. 


The trial found a small, significant difference in weekly physical activity 


compared to usual care (SMD 0.23, 95% CI 0.01 to 0.45). 


Ter Bogt 2011* [+] enrolled overweight or obese individuals with hypertension 


and/or dyslipidaemia to a multi-session, face to face intervention or usual 


care. Four months after the end of the intervention, there was a very small, 
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negative, non-significant difference in weekly physical activity, with the 


comparator arm reporting a higher average of minutes of weekly activity (SMD 


-0.06, 95% CI -0.31 to 0.19).  


Harting 2006* [+] assessed the effect of a multi-session physical activity and 


smoking intervention among individuals considered to be at high risk of a 


cardiovascular event. The trial resulted in a very small, non-significant 


difference in the proportion of participants reporting to be physically active 


approximately one year after the end of the intervention, compared to usual 


care (SMD 0.01, 95% CI -0.11 to 0.13).  


No BCTs were reported in the intervention with a significant effect (Hardcastle 


2008* [+]) that weren’t also reported in the two interventions with non-


significant effects (Ter Bogt 2011* [+], Harting 2006* [+]). 


Multi-session face to face interventions with remote component 


Five interventions (Koelewijn-van Loon 2003* [+], Groeneveld 2011* [+], 


Hyman_Sic 2007* [++], Hyman_Sec 2007* [++], van Sluijs 2005 [++]) 


assessed the impact of multi-session face to face interventions with a remote 


component on physical activity behaviour change among individuals at risk for 


various cardiovascular conditions. 


Koelewijn-van Loon 2003* [+] assessed the impact of a multi-session face to 


face individual and telephone lifestyle intervention (addressing diet, physical 


activity and smoking) on the physical activity of patients deemed eligible for 


cardiovascular risk management. The intervention resulted in a very small, 


non-significant difference in weekly moderate to vigorous physical activity at 


10 months follow-up compared to usual care (SMD 0.03, 95% CI -0.22 to 


0.28).  


Groeneveld 2011* [+] assessed the effect of a multi-component lifestyle 


intervention (including diet, physical activity and smoking) delivered face to 


face and over the phone on an individual level to male construction workers 
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screened as at risk for CVD. At six months’ follow-up, the intervention had a 


very small, non-significant effect on weekly leisure time activity compared to 


usual care (SMD 0.03, 95% CI -0.16 to 0.22).  


One trial described two interventions (Hyman_SiC 2007* [++], Hyman_SeC 


2007* [++]). These interventions included physical activity, diet and smoking 


components, and were provided to black men with hypertension. The 


interventions were identical save for the order in which the components were 


delivered (Hyman_SiC 2007* [++] addressed all three behaviour change 


topics simultaneously, while Hyman_SeC 2007* [++] addressed the topics 


sequentially). Both resulted in very small non-significant differences in the 


average number of daily steps (Hyman_SiC 2007* [++]SMD 0.02, 95% CI -


0.33 to 0.37; Hyman_SeC 2007* [++]SMD 0.03, 95% CI -0.32 to 0.39). 


The van Sluijs 2005 [++] trial included inactive individuals deemed to be at 


elevated cardiovascular risk due to the presence of hypertension, high 


cholesterol, T2DM or a combination of these factors. The intervention resulted 


in a very small, non-significant effect favouring the usual care arm (SMD -


0.01, 95% CI -0.26 to 0.25). 


All five interventions reported use of BCTs 3 Social support (unspecified); this 


BCT was also reported in the usual care arm of van Sluijs 2005 [++].  


Multi-session face to face interventions, one on one and group  


Two interventions (Wood_HR 2008* [++], Burke 2008* [+]) assessed the 


effect of combined individual and group interventions delivered face to face 


over multiple sessions on the physical activity of individuals at risk for 


cardiovascular conditions.  


Wood_HR 2008* [++] assessed the effect of a multi-session physical activity 


intervention (which also addressed diet) delivered face to face to primary care 


patients with elevated CV risk; patients’ partners could join the patients for the 


intervention. The trial resulted in a large, significant effect on the proportion of 
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patients participating in at least 30 minutes of physical activity at least four 


times a week nine months after the intervention conclusion (SMD 0.70, 95% 


CI 0.59 to 0.81) and reported use of BCTs 3 Social support (unspecified), 28 


Generalisation of a target behaviour, 34 Adding objects to the environment, 


61 Problem solving, 62 Goal setting (behaviour), 63 Goal setting (outcome), 


64 Action planning, and 65 Review behaviour goal. No BCTs were reported in 


the usual care arm. 


Burke 2008* [+] provided a multi-session CV risk and lifestyle intervention 


(that addressed diet, physical activity and alcohol) delivered face to face 


primarily on a group basis to overweight and obese  individuals being treated 


with antihypertensive medication. The trial resulted in a small, significant 


effect on weekly physical activity of at least moderate intensity compared 


usual care three years follow-up (SMD 0.26, 95% CI 0.01 to 0.52).  


Both interventions reported use of BCTs 3 Social support (unspecified), 62 


Goal setting (behaviour), and 63 Goal setting (outcome). 


Multi-session group interventions 


One trial (Eriksson 2009* [++]) included patients considered to be at moderate 


to high risk of cardiovascular disease based on clinical diagnosis of 


hypertension, dyslipidaemia, T2DM, obesity or combinations of those risk 


factors. At the end of the multi-session group intervention, there was a small, 


non-significant difference in the proportion of patients reporting being 


moderately or very physically active, compared to usual care (SMD 0.34, 95% 


CI -0.01 to 0.72).  


Multi-session remotely delivered interventions 


One trial (Eakin 2010* [+]) assessed the effect of multi-session physical 


activity and diet intervention delivered over the phone on the physical activity 


of individuals deemed to be at risk for CVD based on a diagnosis of T2DM or 


hypertension. The trial resulted in a very small, negative (favouring usual 
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care), non-significant effect on average weekly physical activity of at least 


moderate intensity (SMD -0.06, 95% CI -0.25 to 0.13).
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Table 37: Physical activity interventions for individuals at risk for cardiovascular conditions 


Author year Type Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Hardcastle 
2008* [+] 


Multi-session Face to face one on 
one 


Physical 
activity MET-
min per week 


0.23 0.01 0.45 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 


 
None reported 


ter Bogt 2011* 
[+] 


Multi-session Face to face one on 
one 


Weekly 
minutes of 
physical 
activity 


-0.06 -0.31 0.19 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
9     Feedback on outcome of behaviour


C1
 


63   Goal setting (outcome)
C2


 


 
None reported 


Harting 2006* 
[+] 


Multi-session Face to face (with 
single family 
member/company) 


Physically 
active 


0.01 -0.11 0.13 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
4     Pharmacological support


A
  


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


  
64   Action planning


C2
 


 
None reported 


Koelewijn-van 
Loon [+] 


Multi-session Face to face with 
remote follow up 


Weekly 
moderate-to 
vigorous 
physical 
activity 


0.03 -0.22 0.28 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
10   Self-monitoring of behaviour


C2
 


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
 


63   Goal setting (outcome)
C2


 
78   Information about health consequences


A2
 


 
34 Adding objects to the environment


C2
 


Groeneveld 
2011* [+] 


Multi-session Face to face with 
remote (phone) 


Leisure time 
physical 
activity 


0.03 -0.16 0.22 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
63   Goal setting (outcome)


C2
 


64   Action planning
C2


 
71   Pros and cons


A2
 


 
None reported 


Hyman_SiC 
2007* [++] 


Multi-session Face to face with 
remote follow up 


Steps per day 0.02 -0.33 0.37 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
4     Pharmacological support


A
  


8     Feedback on behaviour
C2


 
34   Adding objects to the environment


C2
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Author year Type Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
 


69   Discrepancy between current behaviour and goal
C2


 
None reported 


Hyman_SeC 
2007* [++] 


Multi-session Face to face with 
remote follow up 


Steps per day 0.03 -0.32 0.39 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
4     Pharmacological support


A
 


8     Feedback on behaviour
C2


 
34   Adding objects to the environment


C2
 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
 


69   Discrepancy between current behaviour and goal
C2


 


 
None reported 


van Sluijs 2005 
[++] 


Multi-session Face to face with 
remote (phone) 


Meeting 
American 
College Sports 
Medicine/CDC 
physical 
activity 
guidelines 


-0.01 -0.26 0.25 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviour
C2


 
61   Problem solving


C2
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


 
64   Action planning


C2
 


65   Review behaviour goal
C2


 
67   Behavioural contract


C2
 


80   Information about social and environmental consequences
C2


 


 
3     Social support (unspecified)


C2
 


Wood_HR 
2008* [++] 


Multi-session Face to face 
individual and group 


At least 30 
minutes of 
physical 
activity, at 
least 4 times 
per week 


0.70 0.59 0.81 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
28   Generalisation of a target behaviour


A2
 


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


 
61   Problem solving


C2
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


 
63   Goal setting (outcome)


C2
 


64   Action planning
C2


 
65   Review behaviour goal


C2
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Author year Type Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


 
None reported 


Burke 2008* [+] Multi-session Face to face, group  Weekly 
moderate-to 
vigorous 
physical 
activity 


0.26 0.01 0.52 1     Social support (practical)
C2


 
3     Social support (unspecified) 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviour
C2


 
14   Biofeedback


A1
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


 
63   Goal setting (outcome)


C2
 


64   Action planning
C2


 


 
14   Biofeedback


A1
 


Eriksson 2009* 
[++] 


Multi-session Face to face, group At least 
moderate 
physical 
activity 


0.34 -0.01 0.72 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2 


5     Reduce negative emotions
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


29   Graded tasks
A2


 
35   Body changes


C2
 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2


 
61   Problem solving


C2
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


 
63   Goal setting (outcome)


C2
 


64   Action planning
C2


 
78   Information about health consequences


A2
 


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
  


64   Action planning
C2


 


Eakin 2010* [+] 


 


Multi-session Remote (phone) Weekly 
moderate-to 
vigorous 
physical 
activity 


-0.06 -0.25 0.13 1     Social support (practical)
C2


 
3     Social support (unspecified)


C2
 


8     Feedback on behaviour
C2


 
10   Self-monitoring of behaviour


C2
 


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


 
35   Body changes


C2
 


61   Problem solving
C2
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Author year Type Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


 
64   Action planning


C2
 


65   Review behaviour goal
C2


 
69   Discrepancy between current behaviour and goal


C1
 


85   Social comparison
C2


 


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


A positive SMD represents a benefit with the intervention (i.e. favours the intervention), and a negative SMD represents a benefit with the comparator (favours comparator). A 
SMD of <0.2 represents a very small effect size, of ≥0.2 to <0.5 represents a small effect size, of ≥0.5 to <0.8 a medium effect size, and of ≥0.8 a large effect size. 
* Intervention targeted multiple behaviour topcs 
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Individuals at risk for Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus 


Three interventions (Lindahl 2009* [+], Vermunt 2011* [+], Penn 2009* [+]) 


assessed the effect of physical activity interventions for individuals at risk for 


T2DM.   


Overall, limited evidence suggests multi-session face to face interventions 


delivered face to face and one on one have a significant effect. Inconsistent 


evidence was identified for multi-session interventions delivered on a face to 


face combined individual and group level. 


Multi-session face to face individual interventions 


One trial (Lindahl 2009* [+]) assessed the effect of a residential lifestyle 


intervention (delivered over multiple face to face sessions, with telephone 


follow-up) on physical activity among overweight and obese individuals with 


impaired glucose tolerance. The trial resulted in a medium, significant effect 


on the proportion of participants exercising at least once per week 3 years 


after the end of the intervention (SMD 0.50, 95% CI 0.14 to 0.87). 


Multi-session face to face individual and group interventions  


Two trials (Vermunt 2011* [+], Penn 2009* [+]) assessed the effect of multi-


session physical activity interventions delivered face to face on both an 


individual and group level. 


Vermunt 2011* [+] included individuals over the age of 40 years who were 


considered to be at risk for T2DM. At the end of the diabetes prevention 


intervention (that included physical activity and dietary components) there was 


a small, significant difference in the average amount of weekly physical 


activity, compared to usual care (SMD 0.20, 95% CI 0.06 to 0.35).  


Penn 2009* [+] assessed the effect of a physical activity and diet intervention 


on sustained beneficial change among individuals at risk for T2DM. The trial 


resulted in a very small, negative, non-significant effect on sustained change 
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in physical activity from the beginning to end of the intervention  (SMD -0.05, 


95% CI -0.49 to 0.40).
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Table 38: Physical activity interventions for individuals at risk for Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus 


Author year Type Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Lindahl 2009* 
[+] 
 


Multi-session Face to face one on 
one 


Exercise at least 
once per week 


0.50 0.13 0.87 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
5     Reduce negative emotions


C2
 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviour
C2


 
30   Restructuring the physical environment


A
 


31   Restructuring the social environment
A
 


61   Problem solving
A2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


A2
 


 
3    Social support (unspecified)


C2
 


Vermunt 2011* 
[+] 


Multi-session Face to face 
combined one on 
one and group 


Minutes of weekly 
activity 


0.20 0.06 0.35 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
  


63   Goal setting (outcome)
C2


 
64   Action planning


C2
 


78   Information about health consequences
A2


 
80   Information about social and environmental consequences


C2
 


 
78   Information about health consequences


A2
 


80   Information about social and environmental consequences
C2


 


Penn 2009* [+] Multi-session Face to face 
combined one on 
one and group 


Sustained 
beneficial change 
(>0.01 units) in 
physical activity 
score for two 
years or more 


-0.05 -0.49 0.40 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviour
C2


 
13   Monitoring outcome of behaviour by others without feedback


B
 


23   Behavioural practice/ rehearsal
C2


 
34   Adding objects to the environment


C2
 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
 


63   Goal setting (outcome)
C2


 
64   Action planning


C2
 


65   Review behaviour goal
C2


 


 
None reported 
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Overweight or obese individuals 


Six interventions (Kuller 2012* [+], Nijamkin 2012* [++], van Wier_I 2009* [+], 


van Wier_T 2009* [+], Morey 2009* [++], Patrick 2011* [+]) assessed the 


effect of behaviour change interventions on the physical activity levels of 


overweight or obese individuals. 


Overall, there is limited evidence concerning the effectiveness of the different 


types of  physical activity behaviour change interventions; single trials were 


identified for multi-session face to face group interventions as well as multi-


session face to face group interventions that included a remote follow-up 


component. The evidence surrounding the effectiveness of multi-session 


remotely delivered interventions in this population is inconsistent. 


Multi-session face to face group interventions 


One trial (Kuller 2012* [+]) enrolled overweight and obese women between 


the ages of 52 and 62 years to receive a multidisciplinary lifestyle intervention 


(addressing physical activity and diet) delivered over multiple group sessions. 


One year after the end of the intervention, there was a very small, non-


significant difference in weekly leisure time physical activity between the 


intervention and comparator arms (SMD 0.13, 95% CI -0.06 to 0.32).  


Multi-session face to face group interventions with remote follow-up 


One trial (Nijamkin 2012* [++]) assessed the effect of a multi-session group 


based nutrition and lifestyle intervention, which included phone and email 


components, on the weekly physical activity on obese Hispanic Americans 


who had recently undergone gastric bypass surgery. The trial resulted in a 


medium, significant effect on the average minutes per week spent physically 


active compared to the information only control arm (SMD 0.49, 95% CI 0.14 


to 0.83).  


Multi-session remotely delivered interventions 
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Four interventions (van Wier_I 2009* [+], van Wier_T 2009* [+], Morey 2009* 


[++], Patrick 2011* [+]) provided multi-session, remotely delivered physical 


activity interventions to overweight or obese individuals. Overall, the effect 


size ranged from very small to small across the four trials (SMD range 0.137 


to 0.324). This effect was significant in two interventions (van Wier_T 2009* 


[+], Patrick 2011* [+]) and non-significant in the remaining two (van Wier_I 


2009* [+], Morey 2009* [++]).  


One trial describing two interventions (van Wier_I 2009* [+], van Wier_T 


2009* [+]) compared usual care to a multi-session counselling intervention 


(targeting diet and physical activity) delivered either via the internet (van 


Wier_I 2009* [+] or over the telephone (van Wier_T 2009* [+]) among 


overweight and obese employees. The internet arm (van Wier_I 2009* [+]) 


resulted in a very small, non-significant difference in the proportion of 


participants meeting physical activity guidelines (at least 30 minutes per day, 


five days per week) at the end of the intervention (SMD 0.19, 95% CI -0.08 to 


0.45). The telephone counselling arm (van Wier_T 2009* [+]) resulted in a 


small, significant difference in the proportion of participants meeting physical 


activity guidelines (SMD 0.32, 95% CI 0.09 to 0.56). 


Morey 2009* [++] compared a multi-session counselling intervention delivered 


over the phone and via post among overweight or obese long term colorectal, 


breast and prostate cancer survivors (over the age of 65 years). The 


intervention resulted in a very small, non-significant difference in weekly 


endurance exercising at the end of the trial (SMD 0.14, 95% CI -0.02 to 0.29).  


Patrick 2011* [+] compared an internet based multi-session intervention to a 


wait list control, among overweight or obese men aged 25 to 55 years. The 


intervention resulted in a small, significant difference in average daily walking 


(SMD 0.23, 95% CI 0.01 to 0.46). 


No BCTs were consistently reported in the effective interventions that weren’t 


also reported in at least one of the non-effective interventions. Similarly, no 
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BCTs were consistently reported in the non-effective interventions that weren’t 


also reported in at least one of the effective interventions
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Table 39: Physical activity interventions for overweight or obese individuals 


Author year Type Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Kuller 2012* [+] Multi-session Face to face, group Weekly leisure 
time physical 
activity  


0.13 -0.06 0.32 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour


C2
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


 
63   Goal setting (outcome)


C2
 


 
None reported 


Nijamkin 2012* 
[++] 


Multi-session Face to face, group 
and remote (phone, 
email) 


Weekly physical 
activity  


0.49 0.14 0.83 2     Social support (emotional)
A1


  
3     Social support (unspecified)


C2
 


5     Reduce negative emotions
C2


 
10   Self-monitoring of behaviour


C2
 


24   Habit formation
A1


 
36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour


C2
 


37   Information about antecedents
A1


 
61   Problem solving


C2
 


63   Goal setting (outcome)
C2


 
3     Social support (unspecified)


C2
 


24   Habit formation
A1


 
36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour 


van Wier_I 
2009* [+] 


Multi-session Remote (internet 
based) 


At least 30 
minutes of 
physical activity, 
at least 5 days a 
week 


0.19 -0.08 0.45 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
10   Self-monitoring of behaviour


C2
 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2


 
63   Goal setting (outcome)


C2
 


64   Action planning
C2


 
None reported 


van Wier_T 
2009* [+] 


Multi-session Remote (Phone) At least 30 
minutes of 
physical activity, 
at least 5 days a 
week 


0.32 0.09 0.56 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
10   Self-monitoring of behaviour


C2
 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2


 
63   Goal setting (outcome)


C2
 


64   Action planning
C2
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Author year Type Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


None reported 


Morey 2009* 
[++] 


Multi-session remote (phone and 
post) 


Weekly 
endurance 
exercise 


0.14 -0.02 0.29 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviour
C2


 
15   Prompts/cues


A2
 


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


 
35   Body changes


C2
 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2


 
56   Social reward


A1
 


61   Problem solving
C2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
 


63   Goal setting (outcome)
C2


 
64   Action planning


C2
 


85   Social comparison
C1


 


 
None reported 


Patrick 2011* 
[+] 


Multi-session Remote (internet 
based) 


Weekly walking 0.23 0.01 0.46 8     Feedback on behaviour
C2


 
10   Self-monitoring of behaviour


C2
 


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


 
35   Body changes


C2
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


 
64   Action planning


C2
 


65   Review behaviour goal
C2


 
69   Discrepancy between current behaviour and goal


C2
 


 
None reported 


A positive SMD represents a benefit with the intervention (i.e. favours the intervention), and a negative SMD represents a benefit with the comparator (favours comparator). An 
SMD of <0.2 represents a very small effect size, of ≥0.2 to <0.5 represents a small effect size, of ≥0.5 to <0.8 a medium effect size, and of ≥0.8 a large effect size. 
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Inactive or underactive individuals 


Fifteen interventions (Grandes 2009 [++], Armit_ES 2009 [++], 


McMurdo_BCI+P  2010* [+], Armit_ES+P 2009 [++], McMurdo_BCI 2010* [+], 


Lawton 2008 [++], Elley 2003 [++], Hertogh 2010 [+], Nies 2003 [+], 


Marcus_TB 2007 [+], Kolt 2007 [+], Marcus_PB 2007 [+], Prestwich_II 2009 


[+], Prestwich_SMS 2009 [+], Prestwich_II+SMS 2009 [+]) assessed the 


effectiveness of physical activity behaviour change interventions among 


inactive or underactive individuals. 


All identified interventions resulted in a positive direction of effect. Much of the 


evidence is inconsistent in terms of significance of that effect, however. 


Limited evidence suggests that face to face interventions delivered one on 


one, and group interventions with a remote follow-up component are no more 


effective than usual care at encouraging physical activity behaviour change in 


this population. The evidence regarding face to face, one on one interventions 


with a remote follow-up is inconsistent, as is the evidence concerning 


remotely delivered interventions. 


Figure 14 presents the frequency of use for each reported behaviour change 


technique across physical activity interventions among under- or in-active 


individuals. The x-axis is identical to that of Figure 13 to allow for comparison 


of reported BCTs in this population vs. physical activity interventions more 


generally; if a BCT was reported in any physical activity trial but not in the 


trials relevant to this population there is a gap for that BCT in Figure 14. 


Multi-session face to face interventions,  one on one or group 


Two trials (Grandes 2009 [++], Hertogh 2010 [+]) examined the effectiveness 


of multi-session face to face interventions on physical activity among 


individuals not meeting guidelines of at least 30 minutes of moderate physical 


activity per day, 5 days week per week.  
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Grandes 2009 [++] enrolled underactive primary care patients into a multi-


session face to face intervention delivered one on one. Six months after the 


end of the intervention, there was a very small, non-significant difference in 


average weekly minutes of moderate or vigorous physical activity versus 


usual care (SMD 0.03, 95% CI -0.08 to 0.15).  


Hertogh 2010 [+] recruited healthy, underactive post-menopausal women 


(aged 50 to 69 years) to physical activity intervention. The trial resulted in a 


very small, non-significant difference in physical activity at one year follow-up 


compared to no intervention (SMD 0.01, 95% CI -0.32 to 0.340).  


Both interventions reported use of BCTs 3 Social support (unspecified), 10 


Self-monitoring of behaviour, 36 Instruction on how to perform a behaviour, 62 


Goal setting (behaviour), and 64 Action planning; no BCTs were reported in 


the comparator arms. 


Multi-session face to face interventions with remote follow-up 


Six interventions (Armit_ES 2009 [++], Armit_ES+P 2009 [++], McMurdo_BCI 


2010* [+], McMurdo_BCI+P  2010* [+], Lawton 2008 [++], Elley 2003 [++]) 


included multi-session face to face interventions with a remote follow-up 


component.  


Overall, there was evidence of non-significant effects on changes in physical 


activity, and limited evidence of significant effects on long term (>6 months) 


changes in activity.  


One trial included two interventions (Armit_ES 2009 [++], Armit_ES+P 2009 


[++]) among primary care patients (aged 50 to 70 years) who did not meet the 


recommended 150 minutes of moderate physical activity the previous week. 


The first intervention (Armit_ES 2009 [++]) involved counselling and telephone 


follow-up, and the second intervention (Armit_ES+P 2009 [++]) involved 


counselling, provision of a pedometer, and follow-up phone calls. Three 


months after the end of the interventions, both arms resulted in non-significant 
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differences in the proportion of patients meeting physical activity guidelines 


compared to usual care (Armit_ES 2009 [++]SMD 0.07, 95% CI -0.54 to 0.68; 


Armit_ES+P 2009 [++]SMD 0.48, 95% CI -0.11 to 1.07).  


Two interventions (McMurdo_BCI 2010* [+], McMurdo_BCI+P  2010* [+]) 


were reported by McMurdo 2010. This trial recruited community dwelling 


females over the age of 70 years who were inactive or underactive (not 


meeting guidelines of moderate intensity physical activity of at least 30 


minutes 5 days per week or at least 20 minutes of continuous vigorous 


intensity physical activity 3 or more times per week). McMurdo_BCI 2010* [+] 


involved a face to face physical activity and nutrition intervention with follow-


up telephone calls, and resulted in a small, non-significant difference in 


activity at the end of the trial compared to usual care (SMD 0.40, 95% CI -


0.01 to 0.82). In addition, the second arm (McMurdo_BCI+P  2010* [+]) 


included the provision of a pedometer, and resulted in a medium, non-


significant difference in physical activity (SMD 0.22, 95% CI -0.19 to 0.64).  


Lawton 2008 [++] enrolled females between the age of 40 and 74 years who 


did not meet physical activity guidelines (30 minutes of physical activity on at 


least 5 days per week). One year and four months after the end of the 


intervention there was a very small, significant difference in the proportion of 


women meeting physical activity guidelines compared to usual care (SMD 


0.16, 95% CI 0.02 to 0.29).  


Elley 2003 [++] enrolled primary care patients aged 40 to 79 years and 


provided a brief face to face intervention with multiple follow-up telephone 


calls in order to improve physical activity in this group. The intervention 


resulted in a small, significant effect on average weekly leisure time physical 


activity (SMD 0.26, 95% CI 0.08 to 0.45). 


No BCTs were consistently reported in the effective intervention that weren’t 


also reported in at least one of the non-effective interventions. Similarly, no 
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BCTs were consistently reported in the non-effective interventions that weren’t 


also reported in at least one of the effective interventions.  


Remotely delivered interventions  


Seven interventions (Prestwich_II 2009 [+], Prestwich_SMS 2009 [+], 


Prestwich_II+SMS 2009 [+], Nies 2003 [+], Marcus_TB 2007 [+], Marcus_PB 


2007 [+],Kolt 2007 [+]) described in five trials assessed the effect of remotely 


delivered interventions targeting physical activity. 


One trial describing three brief interventions (Prestwich_II 2009 [+], 


Prestwich_II+SMS 2009 [+], Prestwich_SMS 2009 [+]) assessed the effect of 


remotely delivered behaviour change programmes on the amount of exercise 


undertaken by university students who exercised less than three times per 


week. Participants in one arm of the trial (Prestwich_II 2009 [+]) were asked to 


form implementation intentions regarding exercise and resulted in a very 


small, non-significant effect (SMD 0.07, 95% CI -0.65 to 0.79). Another arm 


(Prestwich_SMS 2009 [+]) received text messages regarding exercise and 


resulted in a small, non-significant effect (SMD 0.16, 95% CI -0.55 to 0.87). 


Finally, the third (Prestwich_II+SMS 2009 [+]) received both interventions 


combined, and resulted in a medium, non-significant effect (SMD 0.44, 95% 


CI -0.29 to 1.17). 


Two interventions (Nies 2003 [+], Marcus_TB 2007 [+]) resulted in very small, 


non-significant effects on physical activity compared to an attention control 


arm (assessment of physical activity only). Nies 2003 [+] provided multiple 


telephone counselling sessions to women aged 30 to 60 years who were 


either sedentary or frequently inactive (SMD 0.05, 95% CI -0.28 to 0.38). A 


telephone based feedback intervention (Marcus_TB 2007 [+]) among 


underactive but otherwise healthy adults was no more effective than the 


comparator in terms of weekly physical activity (SMD 0.15, 95% -0.23 to 


0.54).  
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A print based feedback intervention (Marcus_PB 2007 [+]) resulted in a 


medium, significant effect on weekly physical activity among underactive 


adults (SMD 0.52, 95% CI 0.13 to 0.91) 


Kolt 2007 [+] enrolled patients over the age of 65 years who had not met 


physical activity guidelines (30 minutes of activity on 5 or more days per 


week) for six months or more.  The telephone counselling intervention 


resulted in a small, significant difference in weekly leisure activity nine months 


after the end of the intervention, compared to usual care (SMD 0.46, 95% CI 


0.15 to 0.77).  


One BCT (71 Pros and cons) was reported in both interventions with 


significant effects (Marcus_PB 2007 [+], Kolt 2007 [+]) and was not used in 


any of the non-significant interventions (Prestwich_II 2009 [+], 


Prestwich_SMS 2009 [+], Prestwich_II+SMS 2009 [+], Nies 2003 [+], 


Marcus_TB 2007 [+]). There were no BCTs common across all non-significant 


interventions.
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Table 40: Physical activity interventions for inactive or underactive individuals 


Author year Type Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Grandes 2009 
[++] 


Multi-session Face to face  Weekly moderate 
and vigorous 
activity 


0.03 -0.08 0.15 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
10   Self-monitoring of behaviour


C2
 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2


 
61   Problem solving


C2
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


 
64   Action planning


C2
 


67   Behavioural contract
C2


 
71   Pros and cons


A2
 


78   Information about health consequences
A2


 
None reported 


Hertogh 2010 
[+] 


Multi-session Face to face, group 
primary, individual 
optional 


Physical activity 0.01 -0.32 0.34 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
10   Self-monitoring of behaviour


C2
 


23   Behavioural practice/ rehearsal
C2


 
28   Generalisation of a target behaviour


A2
 


35   Body changes
C2


 
36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour


C2
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


 
64   Action planning


C2
 


 
None reported 


Armit_ES 2009 
[++] 


Multi-session Face to face with 
remote (phone) 
follow up 


At least 30 
minutes of 
physical activity 
per day, 5 days 
per week 


0.07 -0.54 0.68 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
11   Self-monitoring of outcome of behaviour


A1
 


63   Goal setting (outcome)
C2


 
71   Pros and cons


A2
 


 
None reported 


Armit_ES+P 
2009 [++] 


Multi-session Face to face with 
remote (phone) 
follow up 


At least 30 
minutes of 
physical activity 
per day, 5 days 
per week 


0.48 -0.11 1.07 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
10   Self-monitoring of behaviour


C2
 


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
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Author year Type Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


None reported 


McMurdo_BCI 
2010* [+] 


Multi-session Face to face with 
remote (phone) 
follow up 


Accelerometry 0.40 -0.01 0.82 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviour
C2


 
29   Graded tasks


A2
 


36  Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2


 
61   Problem solving


C2
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


 
64   Action planning


C2
 


65   Review behaviour goal
C2


 
67   Behavioural contract


C2
 


78   Information about health consequences
A2


 


 
None reported 


McMurdo_BCI+
P  2010* [+] 


Multi-session Face to face with 
remote (phone) 
follow up 


Accelerometry 0.22 -0.19 0.64 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviour
C2


 
29   Graded tasks


A2
 


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


 
36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour


C2
 


61   Problem solving
C2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
 


64   Action planning
C2


 
65   Review behaviour goal


C2
 


67   Behavioural contract
C2


 
78   Information about health consequences


A2
 


 
None reported 


Lawton 2008 
[++] 


Multi-session Face to face with 
remote (phone) 
follow up 


At least 150 
minutes physical 
activity per week 


0.16 0.02 0.29 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
9     Feedback on outcome of behaviour


C1
 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviour
C2


 
12   Monitoring of behaviour by others without feedback


A1
 


15   Prompts/cues
A2
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Author year Type Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


34   Adding objects to the environment
C2


 
56   Social reward


A1
 


61   Problem solving
C2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
 


64   Action planning
C2


 
67   Behavioural contract


C2
 


78   Information about health consequences
A2


 


 
None reported 


Elley 2003 [++] Multi-session Face to face with 
remote (print) follow 
up 


Weekly leisure 
exercise  


0.26 0.08 0.45 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


 
67   Behavioural contract


C2
 


70   Persuasive source
A2


  


 
None reported 


Prestwich_II 
2009 [+] 


Brief Remote (computer 
and text message) 


Exercise 0.07 -0.65 0.79 62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


  
64   Action planning


C2
 


67  Behavioural contract
C2


 


 
None reported 


Prestwich_SMS 
2009 [+] 


Brief Remote (text 
message) 


Exercise 0.16 -0.55 0.87 15   Prompts/cues
A2


 


 
None reported 


Prestwich_II+S
MS 2009 [+] 


Brief Remote (computer) Exercise 0.44 -0.29 1.17 15   Prompts/cues
A2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
 


64   Action planning
C2


 
67   Behavioural contract


C2
 


 
None reported 


Nies 2003 [+] Multi-session Remote (phone) Daily walking 0.05 -0.28 0.38 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
10   Self-monitoring of behaviour


C2
 


29   Graded tasks
A2
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Author year Type Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


61   Problem solving
C2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
 


64   Action planning
C2


 
78   Information about health consequences


A2
 


 
None reported 


Marcus_TB 
2007 [+] 


Multi-session Remote (phone) Weekly physical 
activity (at least 
moderate) 


0.15 -0.23 0.54 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviour
C2


 
36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour


C2
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


 
64   Action planning


C2
 


85   Social comparison
C1


 


 
10   Self-monitoring of behaviour


C2
 


Marcus_PB 
2007 [+] 


Multi-session Remote (print) Weekly physical 
activity (at least 
moderate) 


0.52 0.13 0.91 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviour
C2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
 


64   Action planning
C2


 
71   Pros and cons


A2
 


85   Social comparison
C1


 


 
10   Self-monitoring of behaviour


C2
 


Kolt 2007 [+] Multi-session Remote (phone) Weekly leisure 
activity 


0.46 0.15 0.77 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviour
C2


 
15   Prompts/cues


A2
 


29   Graded tasks
A2


 
36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour


C2
 


57   Non-specific reward
A1


 
61   Problem solving


C2
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2
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Author year Type Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


64   Action planning
C2


 
69   Discrepancy between current behaviour and goal


C2
 


71   Pros and cons
A2


 
75   Framing/ reframing


A1
  


80   Information about social and environmental consequences
C2


 
84   Demonstration of the behaviour


A2
 


 
None reported 


A positive SMD represents a benefit with the intervention (i.e. favours the intervention), and a negative SMD represents a benefit with the comparator (favours comparator). An 
SMD of <0.2 represents a very small effect size, of ≥0.2 to <0.5 represents a small effect size, of ≥0.5 to <0.8 a medium effect size, and of ≥0.8 a large effect size. 
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Figure 14: Distribution of behaviour change techniques in physical activity trials among under- or in-active individuals; direction and 
significance of effect
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Others in need of physical activity interventions 
 
Four interventions (Lorig 2006* [++], Eakin 2007* [+], Luoto 2011* [+], 


Guelinckx 2010* [+]) assessed the impact of physical activity behaviour 


change interventions among other individuals who were judged to have a 


health status that could benefit from improved activity. This included 


individuals with chronic conditions (Lorig 2006* [++], Eakin 2007* [+]) and 


women at risk for gestational diabetes (Luoto 2011* [+], Guelinckx_BLI 2010* 


[+]). 


Limited evidence was identified suggesting the multi-session physical activity 


interventions are no more effective than usual care an encouraging  increased 


physical activity in people with chronic conditions or pregnant women at risk 


for gestational diabetes 


Multi-session interventions for people with chronic conditions 


Two trials (Lorig 2006* [++], Eakin 2007* [+])assessed the effect of a multi-


session physical activity interventions among individuals with chronic 


conditions (other than only cardiovascular disease or T2DM). 


Lorig 2006* [++] enrolled individuals with a physician’s diagnosis of heart 


disease, chronic lung disease or T2DM. In addition to one of these diagnoses, 


individuals could have other chronic conditions. Participants received multiple, 


remotely delivered physical activity and nutrition workshops, which resulted in 


a very small, non-significant effect on weekly aerobic exercise compared to 


usual care (SMD 0.06, 95% CI -0.08 to 0.20).  


Eakin 2007* [+] assessed the effect of a physical activity and dietary among 


individuals with one or more of the following chronic conditions: hypertension, 


chronic pain, hypercholesterolemia, depression, type 2 diabetes, 


osteoarthritis, obesity, chronic lung disease, heart disease, osteoporosis, 


hepatitis, history of cancer, previous stroke, or multiple sclerosis. The 


intervention took place over multiple sessions and employed both face to face 
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(individual level) and remote components (telephone and print materials). The 


trial resulted in a very small, non-significant difference in the number of 


minutes spent walking each week at 3 months follow up compared to usual 


care (SMD 0.13, 95% CI -0.15 to 0.40). 


Both interventions reported use of BCTs 3 Social support (unspecified), 8 


Feedback on behaviour, 61 Problem solving, and 64 Action planning; BCT 3 


Social support (unspecified) was also reported in the usual care arm of Eakin 


2007* [+]. 


Multi-session interventions for pregnant women at risk for gestational diabetes  


Two trials (Luoto 2011* [+], Guelinckx_B+LI 2010* [+]) examined the 


effectiveness of multi-session interventions on the physical activity habits of 


pregnant women at risk for gestational diabetes. 


Luoto 2011* [+] enrolled euglycaemic women who were in their first trimester 


of pregnancy and had at least one risk factor for gestational diabetes. The 


intervention involved multiple one on one counselling sessions delivered face 


to face, and resulted in a very small, negative, non-significant effect on weekly 


physical activity (SMD -0.19, 95% CI -0.40 to 0.02).  


Guelinckx_B+LI 2010* [+]) examined the effectiveness of a multi-session 


group intervention with remote components on the physical activity habits of 


pregnant women at risk for gestational diabetes. The study enrolled obese, 


white, pregnant women into a trial that aimed to reduce gestational weight 


gain and lower the risk of associated conditions including gestational 


diabetes. The multi-session group counselling intervention resulted in a small, 


non-significant difference in physical activity compared to usual care (SMD 


0.27, 95% CI -0.15 to 0.70). 


Both interventions reported use of BCTs 3 Social support (unspecified), and 


62 Goal setting (behaviour). No BCTs were reported in the control arms
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Table 41: Physical activity interventions for other individuals in need of intervention 


Author year Type Primary delivery 
mode 


Outcome SMD  95% CI 
lower 


95% CI 
upper 


Intervention BCTs 


 
Control BCTs 


Lorig 2006* [++] Multi-session Remote (computer, 
post) 
 


Weekly aerobic 
exercise 
 


0.06 -0.08 0.20 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


  
5     Reduce negative emotions


C2
  


8     Feedback on behaviour
C2 


43   Self-talk
A
  


61   Problem solving
C2


   
64   Action planning


C2
   


84   Demonstration of the behaviour
A2


 


 
None reported 


Eakin 2007* [+] Multi-session Face to face 
individual with 
remote (phone and 
post) 


Weekly walking 
 


0.13 -0.15 0.40 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
8     Feedback on behaviour


C2
 


61   Problem solving
C2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2
 


64   Action planning
C2


 
67   Behavioural contract


C2
 


 
3     Social support (unspecified)


C2
 


Luoto 2011* [+] Multi-session Face to face Weekly physical 
activity (MET 
min/week) 


-0.19 -0.40 0.02 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
62   Goal setting (behaviour)


C2 


64   Action planning
C2


 


 
None reported 


Guelinckx 
2010* [+] 


Multi-session Face to face, group 
plus remote (print) 


Physical activity 0.27 -0.15 0.70 3     Social support (unspecified)
C2


 
5     Reduce negative emotions


C2
 


25   Behaviour substitution
A
 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour
C2


 
61   Problem solving


C2
 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)
C2


 
None reported 


A positive SMD represents a benefit with the intervention (i.e. favours the intervention), and a negative SMD represents a benefit with the comparator (favours comparator). A 
SMD of <0.2 represents a very small effect size, of ≥0.2 to <0.5 represents a small effect size, of ≥0.5 to <0.8 a medium effect size, and of ≥0.8 a large effect size. 
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A overview of physical activity interventions according to the reviewed 


parameters of type, mode of delivery and population is provided in Table 42.  


Table 42: Summary of physical activity interventions according to type, mode 
of delivery, population and significant of effect 


Category Number of 


interventions 


Number 


significant 


% of 63 total 


PAC 


interventions 


 


 


 


(category 


interventions 


/topic total) 


% of 20 total 


significant 


PAC 


interventions 


 


 


(category 


significant/ 


topic 


significant) 


% of 


category 


resulting in 


significant 


effect 


 


(category 


significant/ 


category 


total) 


Intervention Type 


Brief 3 0 4.76% 0.00% 0.00% 


Extended  0 0 0.00% 0.00% NA 


Multi-session 60 20 95.24% 100.00% 33.33% 


Mode of Delivery 


Face to face, one on one 8 4 12.70% 20.00% 50.00% 


Face to face, group 10 1 15.87% 5.00% 10.00% 


Face to face combined 7 5 11.11% 25.00% 71.43% 


Face to face with remote  20 5 31.75% 25.00% 25.00% 


Remote 18 5 28.57% 25.00% 27.78% 


Population 


CV conditions 11 5 17.46% 25.00% 45.45% 


CV risk 12 3 19.05% 15.00% 25.00% 


T2DM 12 3 19.05% 15.00% 25.00% 


T2DM risk 3 2 4.76% 10.00% 66.67% 


Overweight or obese 6 3 9.52% 15.00% 50.00% 


Under- or inactive 15 4 23.81% 20.00% 26.67% 
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4.6.5 BCT clusters 


BCT clusters used in the physical activity interventions are summarised in 


Table 7. 


The most commonly used BCT clusters in the physical activity interventions 


were BCT cluster (BCT-C) 11 ‘Goals and planning’ (86.7%) followed by BCT-


C 1 ‘Social support (85.7%). BCT-C 9 ‘Scheduled consequences’, and BCT-C 


16 ‘Covert learning’ were not used in any of the interventions. 


The association between BCT clusters and intervention effectiveness was 


assessed in the meta-regression, and results are described in Section 4.6.8. 


4.6.6 Intervention functions 


Interventions functions used in the physical activity interventions are 


summarised in Table 8. 


The most commonly used intervention functions (IFs) were IF9 ‘Enablement’ 


(98.4%) and IF1 ‘Education’ (79.4%). IF3 ‘Coercion’ and IF6 ‘Restriction’ were 


not used in any of the interventions.  


The association between intervention function and intervention effectiveness 


was assessed in the meta-regression, and results are described in Section 


4.6.8. 


4.6.7 Theory use 


Twenty nine comparisons included an intervention explicitly linked to a theory 


or model. These were: 


 Transtheoretical Model (Clark 2004* [+]; Kirk 2009 [+] PA-P and PA-W 


interventions; Kolt 2007 [+]; Vermunt 2011* [+]; Armit 2008 [++] ES and 


ES+P interventions; Eriksson 2009* [++]; Hyman 2007* [++] SeC and SiC 


interventions) 
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 Transtheoretical Model and Social Cognitive Theory (Marcus 2007 [+] PB 


and TB interventions; Pinto 2011 [++]; van Sluijs 2005 [++]) 


 Self-Regulation Theory/Model (McMurdo 2010* [+] BCI and BCI+P 


interventions, Keogh 2011* [+]) 


 Protection Motivation Theory (Prestwich 2009 [+] II, II+SMS, and SMS 


interventions) 


 Social Cognitive Theory (Patrick 2011* [+], Morey 2009* [++]) 


 Social Cognitive Theory and Social Ecological Theory (Eakin 2010* [+]) 


 Social Cognitive Theory, Goal Systems Theory, Social Ecological Theory 


(Toobert 2010* [+]) 


 Social Ecological theory (Eakin 2007* [+]) 


 Self-Efficacy Theory (Smeulders 2009* [+]) 


 Social Problem-Solving Model, Expectancy-Value Theory and Relapse 


Prevention Theory (Moore 2006 [+]) 


 Implicit Logic Model (Toobert 2011* [+]) 


 Theory of Planned Behaviour (White 2012* [+]) 


The most commonly used theory or model was the Transtheoretical Model 


(also known as the Stages of Change Model), which was used in 14 


interventions. In 4 of these interventions it was combined with Social 


Cognitive Theory, which was also used in another 4 interventions. 


The presence of a theory use was controlled for in the meta-regression, and 


results are described in Section 4.6.8. 
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Table 43: Proportion of between study variance accounted for by individual BCT clusters/intervention functions/theory use in 
physical activity behaviour in adjusted univariate analysis 
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 ‘-‘ Indicates that a BCT cluster has not been analysed, because of an insufficient spread of use/non-use in the included comparisons. 


Adjusted R
2
 indicates the proportion of between study variance explained by a variable(s). Analysis controlled for BCT cluster and intervention function use in the control group. 
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4.6.8 Effects of behaviour change interventions, BCT clusters 


and intervention functions using meta-regression 


Results from 63 comparisons (53 studies) were included in the meta-


regression models. As shown in Figure 15, overall the studies found a small 


significant effect of the individual level behaviour change interventions (SMD 


0.22, 95% CI 0.15 to 0.29). The analysis had substantial levels of 


heterogeneity (I2=83.9%, 95% CI 80.2% to 86.6%; p<0.001). No studies were 


found to be outliers.  


There  was no statistical evidence of publication bias using Egger’s test for 


small-study effects (p=0.659), or a filled funnel plot approach.  


In adjusted univariate analysis the following variables accounted for some of 


the between study variance (See Table 43): 


 BCT cluster 5 ‘Repetition and substitution’ (19.2%) 


 Intervention function 7 ‘Environmental restructuring’ (7.8%) 


 BCT cluster 3 ‘ Feedback and monitoring’ (3%) 


 BCT cluster 12 ‘Comparison of Outcomes’ (2.2%) 


 BCT cluster 1 ‘Social support’ (1.6%) 


 BCT cluster 6 ‘Antecedents’ (1.5%) 


 BCT cluster 2 ‘Regulation’ (0.4%) 


 


In the primary adjusted multivariate analysis BCT clusters 2 and 6 were 


dropped from the model as the amount of between study variance explained 


(indicated by the adjusted R2 value) did not increase when they were added. 


The final model explained 29.7% of the between study variance.  Two of the 


individual variables in the model showed significant association with a positive 


effect of the intervention - BCT cluster 5 ‘Repetition and substitution’ 


(regression coefficient 0.18, 95% CI 0.05 to 0.31; p=0.006) and Intervention 


function 7 ‘Environmental restructuring’ (regression coefficient 0.16, 95% CI 
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0.02 to 0.30; p=0.030). The association between BCT cluster 1 ‘Social 


support’ and a negative effect of the intervention showed a trend towards 


significance (regression coefficient -0.13, 95% CI -0.27 to 0.09; p=0.060). 


BCT cluster 12 showed a positive direction of effect (regression coefficient 


0.12, 95% CI -0.03 to 0.27; p=0.103), and BCT cluster 3 showed a negative 


direction of effect (regression coefficient -0.09, 95% CI -0.21 to 0.03; 


p=0.131). 


In a sensitivity analysis including only studies with long term follow up (19 


comparisons), the multivariate model explained 86.6% of between study 


variance (see Table 44). BCT cluster 5 ‘Repetition and substitution’ and 


Intervention function 7 ‘Environmental restructuring’ remained significantly 


associated with a positive effect of the intervention and the magnitude of the 


effect increased,. The magnitude of the association between BCT cluster 12 


‘Comparison of outcomes’ and a positive effect of the intervention and 


between BCT cluster 3 ‘Feedback and monitoring’ and a negative effect of the 


intervention both increased and became significant in the sensitivity analysis. 


The magnitude, direction and significance of the association with BCT-C 1 


‘Social support’ remained similar in the sensitivity analysis to the primary 


analysis. Overall, this suggests that the effects of these variables are 


maintained in the longer term, and increases in most cases. 


Full meta-regression results are provided in Appendix H.  
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Figure 15: Overall effect of individual-level behaviour change interventions on 
physical activity behaviour 
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Table 44: Meta-regression results for the effect of BCT clusters and 
intervention functions in individual-level interventions for physical activity 


Covariate β 95% CI P value Adjusted R
2
 


Adjusted univariate analysis 


BCT cluster 1 ‘Social support’ -0.10 -0.25 to 0.05 0.19 1.6% 


BCT cluster 2 ‘Regulation’ -0.07 -0.23 to 0.09 0.39 0.4% 


BCT cluster 3 ‘Feedback and 
monitoring’ 


-0.10 -0.23 to 0.04 0.16 3.0% 


BCT cluster 5 ‘Repetition and 
substitution’ 


0.19 0.06 to 0.33 0.01 19.2% 


BCT cluster 6 ‘Antecedents’ 0.08 -0.06 to 0.22 0.27 1.5% 


BCT cluster 12 ‘Comparison 
of Outcomes’ 


0.13 -0.03 to 0.30 0.11 2.2% 


Intervention function 7 
‘Environmental restructuring’ 


0.17 0.01 to 0.33 0.01 7.8% 


Theory use -0.02 -0.16 to 0.12 0.76 0% 


Primary adjusted multivariate analysis 


BCT cluster 2 ‘Regulation’ Variables dropped from the model as adjusted R
2
 did not improve 


BCT cluster 6 ‘Antecedents’ 


BCT cluster 5 ‘Repetition and 
substitution’ 


0.18 0.05 to 0.31 0.006 29.7% 


Intervention function 7 
‘Environmental restructuring’ 


0.16 0.02 to 0.30 0.030 


BCT cluster 3 ‘Feedback and 
monitoring’ 


-0.09 -0.21 to 0.03 0.131 


BCT cluster 12 ‘Comparison 
of Outcomes’ 


0.12 -0.03 to 0.27 0.103 


BCT cluster 1 ‘Social support’ -0.13 -0.27 to 0.01 0.060 


Theory use -0.03 -0.16 to 0.09 0.594 


Sensitivity analysis: adjusted multivariate analysis - long term follow up only 


BCT cluster 5 ‘Repetition and 
substitution’ 


0.32 0.15 to 0.48 0.001 86.6% 


Intervention function 7 
‘Environmental restructuring’ 


0.27 0.10 to 0.44 0.005 


BCT cluster 3 ‘Feedback and 
monitoring’ 


-0.24 -0.40 to -0.07 0.009 


BCT cluster 12 ‘Comparison 
of Outcomes’ 


0.34 0.07 to 0.61 0.017 


BCT cluster 1 ‘Social support’ -0.17 -0.40 to 0.05 0.117 


Theory use -0.12 -0.33 to 0.08 0.201 


β = Regression coefficient; CI = Confidence interval; IF = intervention function 


Adjusted R
2
 = the proportion of between study variance explained by a variable(s). A positive regression 


coefficient indicates that the presence of the cluster or intervention function is associated with increased 


effectiveness of the intervention; a negative regression coefficient indicates that the presence of the 


cluster or intervention function is associated with decreased effectiveness of the intervention. 


Intervention function in the comparator group and theory use were controlled for in the analysis. 
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4.6.9 Evidence statements 


Direction of effect across all interventions in the specified behaviour 
area 
A BCT found in interventions with a positive direction of effect only (i.e. effect 


favours intervention) 


B BCT found in interventions with a negative direction of effect only (i.e. effect 
favours control) 


C BCT found in interventions with positive and negative directions of effect 
(i.e. inconsistent direction of effect – some favouring intervention, some 
favouring control) 


Significance and consistency of effect across all interventions in the 
specified behaviour area 


1 BCT found in one intervention with a significant positive effect 


2 BCT found in more than one intervention with a significant positive effect  


 


Applicability and transferability of evidence to the UK 


This applicability statement applies to all of the physical activity evidence 


statements for Review 2. These 63 interventions have partial to direct 


applicability to the UK. Six trials, describing ten interventions (Kirk_PA-P 2009 


[+], Clark 2004 [+], Kirk_PA-W 2009 [+], Hardcastle 2008 [+], Penn 2009 [+], 


McMurdo_BCI 2010 [+], McMurdo_BCI+P 2010 [+], Prestwich_II 2009 [+], 


Prestwich_SMS 2009 [+], Prestwich_II+SMS 2009 [+]) were carried out in the 


UK. Of the remaining 57 interventions, 25 were conducted in in other 


European countries, one in Canada, 12 in Australia, and 15 in the USA. 


Therefore caution is required when interpreting findings regarding the 


interventions carried out in populations that may have different access to 


services, as well as the interventions having different delivery methods and 


are provided in different settings from those found in the UK. The individual 


evidence statements provide further information on the country each study 


was conducted in. 


In terms of transferability to clinical or public health practice, it should be 


remembered that the behaviour change interventions in the randomised 


controlled trials in this review varied in the number of sessions provided 


(ranging from one to over 30) and the types of interventions (brief, extended 
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and multi-session). Twenty-five studies included individuals selectively 


recruited based on characteristics in addition physical activity behaviours. 


This may reduce their direct applicability to general UK public health practice. 


These characteristics include: gender (male: Groenveld 2011 [+], Patrick 2011 


[+]; female: Guelinckx 2010 [+], Hertogh 2010 [+], Kuller 2012 [+], Lawton 


20008 [++], Luoto 2011 [+], McMurdo 2010 [+], Nies 2003 [+], Toobert 2010 


[+], Toobert 2011 [+]); age (Armit 2009 [++], Burke 2008 [+], Elley 2003 [++], 


Kolt 2007 [+], Lawton 20008 [++], McMurdo 2010 [+], Pinto 2011 [++], 


Vermunt 2011 [+], White 2012 [+]); ethnicity (black: Hyman_Sic 2007* [++], 


Hyman_Sec 2007* [++]; Hispanic/Latino: Nijamkin 2012 [++], Toobert 2011 


[+]); Health status other than cardiovascular or T2DM (cancer survivors: 


Morey 2009 [++]); and setting (university students: Prestwich 2009 [+]). 


Evidence Statement 5.1 – Overall Effectiveness of physical activity 


behaviour change interventions, BCT clusters and intervention 


functions 


There is strong evidence from 63 interventions (Grandes 2009 [++], Armit_ES 


2009 [++], McMurdo_BCI+P 2010* [+], Armit_ES+P 2009 [++], McMurdo_BCI 


2010* [+], Lawton 2008 [++], Elley 2003 [++], Hertogh 2010 [+], Nies 2003 [+], 


Marcus_TB 2007 [+], Kolt 2007 [+], Marcus_PB 2007 [+], Muniz 2010* [+], 


Giannuzzi 2008* [+], Wood_HR 2008* [++], Wood_CR 2008* [++], VHSG 


2003* [++], Smeulders 2009* [+], Tingstrom 2006 [+], White 2012* [+], Moore 


2006 [+], Vale 2003* [++], Reid 2012 [++], ter Bogt 2011* [+], Hardcastle 


2008* [+], Hyman_SiC 2007* [++], Hyman_SeC 2007* [++], van Sluijs 2005 


[++], Koelewijn-van Loon 2003* [+], Groeneveld 2011* [+], Horden 2009* [+], 


Harting 2006* [+], Eriksson 2009* [++], Burke 2008* [+], Eakin 2010* [+], Lorig 


2006* [++], Eakin 2007* [+], Luoto 2011* [+], Toobert 2010* [+], Thoolen 


2009* [+], Kirk_PA-P 2009 [+], Debussche 2012* [+], Clark 2004* [+], Di 


Loreto 2003 [+], Toobert 2011* [+], Keogh 2011* [+], Lorig_SM+MR 2010* 


[++], Lorig_SM 2010* [++], Kirk_PA-W 2009 [+], Lindahl 2009* [+], Vermunt 


2011* [+], Penn 2009* [+], Prestwich_II 2009 [+], Prestwich_II+SMS 2009 [+], 
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Prestwich_SMS 2009 [+], Guelinckx 2010* [+], Kuller 2012* [+], Nijamkin 


2012* [++], van Wier_I 2009* [+], Pinto 2011 [++], Morey 2009* [++], Patrick 


2011* [+], van Wier_T 2009* [+]) to suggest that individual level behaviour 


change interventions can have a small effect on physical activity behaviour, 


with an effect size of 0.22 (95% CI 0.15 to 0.29).  


Meta-regression of the results of these RCTs found that the following 


variables explained 29.7% of between study variance: 


 BCT cluster 5 ‘Repetition and substitution’ (regression coefficient 0.18, 95% 


CI 0.05 to 0.31; p=0.006) 


 Intervention function 7 ‘Environmental restructuring’ (regression coefficient 


0.16, 95% CI 0.02 to 0.30; p=0.030) 


 BCT cluster 3 ‘Feedback and monitoring’ (regression coefficient -0.09, 95% 


CI -0.21 to 0.03; p=0.131) 


 BCT cluster 12 ‘Comparison of Outcomes’ (regression coefficient 0.12, 


95% CI -0.03 to 0.27; p=0.103)  


 BCT cluster 1 ‘Social support’ (regression coefficient -0.13, 95% CI -0.27 to 


0.09; p=0.060) 


 


BCT cluster 5 ‘Repetition and substitution’ and Intervention function 7 


‘Environmental restructuring’ were associated with significantly increased 


effectiveness of the intervention, while BCT cluster 12 ‘Comparison of 


Outcomes’ was associated with a non-significant increase. BCT cluster 3 


‘Feedback and monitoring’ and BCT cluster 1 ‘Social support’ were associated 


with non-significant decreases in intervention effectiveness. 


These effects remain in the long term, with the effects of BCT clusters 5, 3 


and 12 and Intervention function 7 increasing in magnitude, and all being 


statistically significant. 


Evidence Statement 5.2 –BCTs reported in interventions with a positive 


effect across physical activity trials 
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Strong evidence from a body of 63 interventions (see Evidence Statement 5.1 


for details) suggests that the following BCTs are consistently associated with 


a significant intervention effect  in physical activity trials (reported only in trials 


with a positive direction of effect, and in more than one intervention in which 


this effect was significant versus the comparator arm): 15 Prompts/cuesA2, 28 


Generalisation of target behaviourA2, 29 Graded tasksA2, 68 CommitmentA2, 


70 Persuasive sourceA2, 71 Pros and consA2, 78 Information about health 


consequencesA2, 84 Demonstration of the behaviourA2. 


The following BCTs were consistently associated with an intervention effect, 


one of which was significant: 2 Social support - emotionalA1, 11 Self-


monitoring of outcome(s) of behaviourA1, 12 Monitoring of behaviour by others 


without feedbackA1, 14 BiofeedbackA1, 24 Habit formationA1, 30 Restructuring 


the physical environmentA1, 31 Restructuring the social environmentA1, 37 


Information about antecedentsA1, 56 Social rewardA1, 57 Non-specific 


rewardA1, 66 Review outcome goalA1, 72 Comparative imagining of future 


outcomesA1, 75 Framing/reframingA1. 


Four BCTs were reported only in trials that resulted in a positive, non-


significant: 4 Pharmacological supportA , 25 Behaviour substitutionA, 43 Self 


talkA, 54 Material rewardA. 


Evidence Statement 5.3 – BCTs reported in interventions with 


inconsistent effects across physical activity trials  


Strong evidence from a body of 63 interventions (see Evidence Statement 5.1 


for details) suggests that the following BCTs are associated with inconsistent 


effects  in physical activity trials (reported in trials with a both a positive and 


negative direction of effect, although the significance of this effect varies): 1 


Social support – practicalC2, 3 Social support – unspecified C2, 5 Reduce 


negative emotionsC2, 8 Feedback on behaviourC2, 9 Feedback on outcome(s) 


of behaviourC1, 10 Self-monitoring of behaviourC2, 23 Behavioural 


practice/rehersalC2, 34 Adding objects to the environmentC2, 35 Body 
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changesC2, 36 Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2, 61 Problem 


solvingC2, 62 Goal setting  - behaviourC2, 63 Goal setting - outcomeC2, 64 


Action planningC2, 65 Review behaviour goal(s)C2, 67 Behavioural contractC2, 


69 Discrepancy between current behaviour and goalC2, 80 Information about 


social and environmental consequencesC2, 85 Social comparisonC1. 


Evidence Statement 5.4 – BCTs reported in interventions with negative 


effects across physical activity trials  


Strong evidence from a body of 63 interventions (see Evidence Statement 5.1 


for details) suggests that one BCT, 13 Monitoring outcome of behaviour by 


others without feedback, is associated solely with negative but non-significant 


effects. 


Evidence statement 5.5 – Multi-session physical activity interventions 


delivered face to face and one on one or combined one on one and 


group level to patients with cardiovascular conditions 


Strong evidence from four interventions (Muniz 2010* [+], Giannuzzi 2008* 


[+], Vestfold Heartcare Study Group [VHSG] 2003* [++], Wood_CR 2008* 


[++]) suggests that physical activity interventions (with an additional dietary 


component) delivered over multiple sessions at either one on one or 


combined one on one and group level are effective at physical activity among 


cardiovascular patients compared to usual care (Muniz 2010* [+] SMD 0.14, 


95% CI 0.01to 0.27; Giannuzzi 2008* [+] SMD 0.18, 95% CI 0.11 to 0.25; 


VHSG 2003* [++] SMD 0.48, 95% CI 0.16 to 0.80; Wood_CR 2008* [++] SMD 


0.86, 95% CI 0.75 to 0.98). 


All four interventions included use of BCT 3 Social support (unspecified) C2. 


Three of the four (Muniz 2010* [+], Giannuzzi 2008* [+], Wood_CR 2008* 


[++]) reported use of BCT 34 Adding objects to the environmentC2. The two 


interventions delivered one on one to cardiac patients reported use of BCTs 


68 CommitmentA2 and 70   Persuasive sourceA2. The two combined delivery 
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interventions (VHSG 2003* [++], Wood_CR 2008* [++]) reported use of BCT 


61 Problem solvingC2. 


Muniz 2010* (RCT [+], Spain, n=1,510, 16 weeks). 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2 


65   Review behaviour goalC2 


68   CommitmentA2 


70   Persuasive sourceA2 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC2 


 


Giannuzzi 2008* (RCT [+], Italy, n=3,241, 0 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


1     Social support (practical)C2 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


23   Behavioural practice/ rehearsaC2 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


68   CommitmentA2 


70   Persuasive sourceA2 


 


VSHG 2003*  (RCT, [++], Norway, n=197, 89 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


1     Social support (practical)C2  


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


5     Reduce negative emotionsC2 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 


23   Behavioural practice/ rehearsalC2 


35   Body changesC2  


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


61   Problem solvingC2 


84   Demonstration of the behaviourA2 


 


Wood_CR 2008* (cRCT [++], Europe, n=1,934, 36 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 
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28   Generalisation of a target behaviourA2 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2 


61   Problem solvingC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


65   Review behaviour goalC2 


 


Evidence statement 5.6– Multi-session physical activity interventions 


delivered face to face on a group level to patients with cardiovascular 


conditions 


Strong evidence from four interventions (Smeulders 2009* [+], Tingstrom 


2006 [+], White 2012* [+], Moore 2006 [+]) suggests that multi-session group 


interventions are no more effective than comparators at improving physical 


activity among patients with cardiovascular conditions. All four interventions 


resulted in very small to small, non-significant effects (Smeulders 2009* [+] 


SMD 0.10, 95% CI -0.12 to 0.33; Tingstrom 2006 [+] SMD 0.00, 95% CI -0.30 


to 0.30; White 2012* [+] SMD 0.22, 95 % CI -0.20 to 0.64; Moore 2006 [+] 


SMD 0.07, 95% CI -0.18 to 0.32). All four interventions reported use of BCTs 


3  Social support (unspecified)C2, and 62 Goal setting (behaviour)C2. 


Smeulders 2009* (RCT [+], Netherlands, n=317, 44 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


 


Tingstrom 2006 (RCT [+], Sweden, n=175, 0 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 (also reported in comparator arm) 


61   Problem solvingC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


85   Social comparisonC1 


 


White 2012* (RCT [+], Australia, n=111, 6 weeks) 


BCTs present: 
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3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


29   Graded tasksA2 


61   Problem solvingC2  


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


71   Pros and consA2 


 


Moore 2006 (RCT [+], USA, n=250, 0 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 (also reported in comparator arm) 


5     Reduce negative emotionsC2 (also reported in comparator arm) 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2(also reported in comparator arm) 


14   BiofeedbackA1 (also reported in comparator arm) 


61   Problem solvingC2  


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 (also reported in comparator arm) 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 (also reported in comparator arm) 


64   Action planningC2 (also reported in comparator arm) 


67   Behavioural contractC2 (also reported in comparator arm) 


85   Social comparisonC1  


 


Evidence statement 5.7– Multi-session remotely delivered physical 


activity interventions for patients with cardiovascular conditions 


Inconsistent evidence from three interventions (Vale 2003* [++], Reid 2012 


[++], Pinto 2011 [++]) was identified concerning the effectiveness of multi-


session physical activity interventions delivered over the phone to patients 


hospitalised with cardiac conditions. Vale 2003* [++] addressed diet and 


smoking in addition to physical activity, and resulted in a significant 


intervention effect (SMD 0.59, 95% CI 0.34 to 0.85). Reid 2012 [++] 


addressed physical activity only, and was no more effective than usual care at 


changing the walking behaviour (SMD 0.15, 95% CI -0.18 to 0.48). Pinto 2011 


[++] resulted in no significant difference in terms of meeting physical activity 


guidelines between an internet based exercise maintenance counselling 


programme and the comparator (SMD 0.44, 95% CI -0.06 to 0.95).  
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The two trials (Reid 2012 [++], Pinto 2011 [++]) with non-significant effects 


each addressed physical activity only (as opposed to a combined diet and 


physical activity approach), and reported use of BCTs 3 Social support 


(unspecified), 8 Feedback on behaviour, and 10 Self-monitoring of behaviour. 


Vale 2003* (RCT [++], Australia, n=320, 4 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


61   Problem solvingC2 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


72   Comparative imagining of future outcomesA1 


78   Information about health consequencesA2 


 


Reid 2012 (RCT [+], Canada, n=141, 0 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 


28   Generalisation of a target behaviourA2 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


61   Problem solvingC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


68   CommitmentA2 


 


Pinto 2011 (RCT [++], USA, n=130, 0 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2 


67   Behavioural contractC2 


 


Evidence statement 5.8 – Multi-session face to face physical activity 


interventions for patients with T2DM 


Inconsistent evidence was identified from four trials (Toobert 2010* [+], 


Thoolen 2009* [+], Toobert 2011* [+], Horden 2009* [+]) regarding the 
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effectiveness of multi-session physical activity interventions delivered face to 


face for T2DM patients. All four trials addressed diet as well as physical 


activity. Two trials were conducted over multiple one on one as well as group 


sessions. A trial among postmenopausal women with T2DM showed no 


significant difference in physical activity (Toobert 2010* [+] SMD 0.01, 95% CI 


-0.23 to 0.25) while a trial among patients whose diabetes had recently been 


detected through screening resulted in a significant difference in activity 


(Thoolen 2009* [+] SMD 0.35, 95% CI 0.06 to 0.65). 


Evidence from two trials (Toobert 2011* [+], Horden 2009* [+]) suggest that a 


multi-session group interventions are no more effective than usual care at 


improving physical activity among female Latina T2DM patients (Toobert 


2011* [+] SMD 0.11, 95% CI -0.12 to 0.35) or T2DM patients considered to be 


at risk for myocardial infarction (Horden 2009* [+] SMD 0.16, 95% CI -0.14 to 


0.45).  


The intervention reporting significant effects (Thoolen 2009* [+]) reported use 


of several BCTs which did not appear in any of the three trials with 


insignificant effects: 11 Self-monitoring of outcome of behaviour, 63 Goal 


setting (outcome), and 65 Review behaviour goal. 


 


Toobert 2010* (RCT [+], USA, n=279, 260 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


5     Reduce negative emotionsC2  


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 


25   Behaviour substitutionA 


29   Graded tasksA2 


35   Body changesC2  


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


54   Material reward for behaviourA 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


 


Thoolen 2009* (RCT [+], Netherlands, n=180, 40 weeks) 
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BCTs present: 


11  Self-monitoring of outcome of behaviourA1 


23   Behavioural practice/ rehearsalC2  


61   Problem solvingC2 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


65   Review behaviour goalC2 


 


Toobert 2011* (RCT [+], USA, n=277, 0 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


5     Reduce negative emotions  


23   Behavioural practice/ rehearsal  


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviour 


61   Problem solving  


62   Goal setting (behaviour) 


 


Horden 2009* (RCT [+], Australia , n=176, 0 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 (also reported in control arm) 


12   Monitoring of behaviour by others without feedbackA1 


23   Behavioural practice/ rehearsalC2 


28   Generalisation of a target behaviourA2 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


61   Problem solvingC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


 


Evidence statement 5.9– Multi-session physical activity interventions 


delivered remotely or with remote components among T2DM patients 


Inconsistent evidence was identified from eight interventions regarding the 


effectiveness of multi-session face to face interventions with remotely 


delivered components (Kirk_PA-P 2009 [+], Debussche 2012* [+], Clark 2004* 


[+], Keogh 2011* [+], Di Loreto 2003 [+]) and multi-session remotely delivered 


interventions (Kirk_PA-W 2009 [+], Lorig_SM 2010* [++], Lorig_SM+MR 


2010* [++]) among T2DM patients.  
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Three of these interventions (Kirk_PA-P 2009 [+], Debussche 2012* [+], Clark 


2004* [+]) resulted in very small to small, non-significant effects (Kirk_PA-P 


2009 [+] SMD 0.26, 95% CI -0.29 to 0.82; Debussche 2012* [+] SMD 0.09, 


95% CI -0.13 to 0.31; Clark 2004* [+] SMD 0.33, 95% CI -0.06 to 0.73). 


Medium to large, significant intervention effects were seen among a diet and 


physical activity intervention delivered to T2DM patients and a family member 


(Keogh 2011* [+] SMD 0.62, 95% CI 0.26 to 0.99), and among T2DM patients 


alone (Di Loreto 2003 [+] SMD 1.10, 95% CI 0.87 to 1.33).  


Evidence from three interventions (Kirk_PA-W 2009 [+], Lorig_SM 2010* [++], 


Lorig_SM+MR 2010* [++]) described in two trials suggests that multi-session, 


remotely delivered physical activity interventions are no more effective than 


usual care at improving weekly physical activity among T2DM patients 


(Kirk_PA-W 2009 [+] SMD 0.42, 95% CI -0.13 to 0.97; Lorig_SM 2010* [++] 


SMD 0.04, 95% CI -0.20 to 0.29; Lorig_SM+MR 2010* [++] SMD -0.001, 95% 


CI -0.25 to 0.25). 


No BCTs were reported in the two significant interventions that we’re also 


reported in an intervention with non-significant effects. Similarly, no BCTs 


were reported across non-significant interventions that didn’t also appear in at 


least one of the significant trials. 


Kirk_PA-P 2009 (RCT [+], UK, n=81, 12 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 (also reported in control arm) 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2  


61   Problem solvingC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 (also reported in control arm) 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


64   Action planningC2 (also reported in control arm) 


78   Information about health consequencesA2 (also reported in control arm) 


 


Debussche 2012* (RCT [+], Reunion Island, n=318, 12 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 (also reported in control arm) 


61   Problem solvingC2 
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62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


 


Clark 2004* (RCT [+], UK, n=100, 26 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


43   Self-talkA 


61   Problem solvingC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviourC2 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


65   Review behaviour goalC2 


69   Discrepancy between current behaviour and goalC2 


71   Pros and consA2 


 


Keogh 2011* (RCT [+], Ireland, n=121, 21 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


61   Problem solvingC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


67   Behavioural contractC2 


68   CommitmentA2 


78   Information about health consequencesA2 


 


Di Loreto 2003 (RCT [+], Italy, n=340, 0 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


1     Social support (practical)C2 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 


29   Graded tasksA2 


61   Problem solvingC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


65   Review behaviour goalC2 


70   Persuasive sourceA2 


78   Information about health consequencesA2 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC2 


 


Kirk_PA-W 2009 (RCT [+], UK, n=86, 12 weeks) 


BCTs present: 
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3     Social support (unspecified)C2 (also reported in control arm) 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2 


61   Problem solvingC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 (also reported in control arm) 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


64   Action planningC2 (also reported in control arm) 


78   Information about health consequencesA2 (also reported in control arm) 


 


Lorig_SM+MR 2010* (RCT [++], USA, n=360, 70 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2  


5     Reduce negative emotionsC2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


61   Problem solvingC2 


64   Action planningC2  


 


Lorig_SM 2010* (RCT [++], USA, n=388, 70 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


5     Reduce negative emotionsC2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


61   Problem solvingC2 


64   Action planningC2 


 


Evidence statement 5.10 – Face to face physical activity interventions 


for individuals at elevated cardiovascular risk  


Inconsistent evidence from six interventions was identified regarding the 


effectiveness of multi-session face to face interventions delivered one on one 


(Hardcastle 2008* [+], ter Bogt 2011* [+], Harting 2006* [+]), in groups 


(Eriksson 2009* [++]), or a combination of the two (Wood_HR 2008* [++], 


Burke 2008* [+]). All six trials addressed multiple behaviours, and the 


significance of effect varied across trials. 


Among the three interventions with non-significant effects, two were  delivered 


one on one, and enrolled overweight or obese patients with hypertension 


and/or dyslipidaemia (ter Bogt 2011* [+] SMD -0.06, 95% CI -0.31 to 0.19) 


and smokers considered to be at high risk for a cardiovascular event (Harting 
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2006* [+] SMD 0.01, 95% CI -0.11 to 0.13). One trial included a group 


intervention  among individuals at risk for developing cardiovascular 


conditions ((Eriksson 2009* [++] SMD 0.34, 95% CI -0.01 to 0.72). 


Three interventions resulted in significant differences in activity. One was 


delivered one on one among overweight and obese individuals at risk for CAD 


(Hardcastle 2008* [+] SMD 0.23, 95% CI 0.01 to 0.45). Two trials (Wood_HR 


2008* [++], Burke 2008* [+]) provided multi-session interventions addressing 


multiple behaviour targets that are delivered on a combined group and 


individual level compared to usual care. The effect was strongest in the trial 


with shorter follow-up (Wood_HR 2008* [++]), with large effects among high 


risk primary care patients at nine months post intervention (SMD 0.70, 95% CI 


0.59 to 0.81). A small but still significant was seen at 3 years post intervention 


follow-up in one trial (Burke 2008* [+] SMD 0.26, 95% CI 0.01 to 0.52).  


No BCTs were reported in all of the trials with significant effects (Hardcastle 


2008* [+]), Wood_HR 2008* [++], Burke 2008* [+]) that didn’t also appear in 


trials with non-significant effects (ter Bogt 2011* [+], Harting 2006* [+], 


Eriksson 2009* [++]). 


Hardcastle 2008* (RCT [+], UK, n=334, 0 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


 


ter Bogt 2011* (RCT [+], Netherlands, n=249, 16 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2  


9     Feedback on outcome of behaviourC1 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


 


Harting 2006* (RCT [+], Netherlands, n=1,270, 56 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


4     Pharmacological supportA  


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2  


64   Action planningC2 
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Eriksson 2009* (RCT [++], Sweden, n=145, 0 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


5     Reduce negative emotionsC2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


29   Graded tasksA2 


35   Body changesC2 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


61   Problem solvingC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 (also reported in control arm) 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2  


64   Action planningC2 (also reported in control arm) 


78   Information about health consequencesA2 


 


Wood_HR 2008* (cRCT [++], Europe, n=2,021, 36 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


28   Generalisation of a target behaviourA2 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2 


61   Problem solvingC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


65   Review behaviour goalC2 


 


Burke 2008* (RCT [+], Australia, n=241, 156 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


1     Social support (practical)C2 


3     Social support (unspecified) 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 


14   BiofeedbackA1 (also reported in control arm) 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


 


Evidence statement 5.11 – Remotely delivered (or with remote 


components) physical activity interventions for individuals at elevated 


cardiovascular risk 
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Strong evidence from six interventions suggests that multi-session 


interventions targeting more than one behaviour and delivered either face to 


face with a remote component (Koelewijn-van Loon 2003* [+], Groeneveld 


2011* [+], Hyman_SiC 2007* [++], Hyman_SeC 2007* [++], van Sluijs 2005 


[++]) or remotely (Eakin 2010* [+]) are no more effective than usual care at 


altering the physical activity behaviour of individuals with elevated CV risk. 


Among the face to face interventions with either remote follow-up or a 


remotely delivered component, several different population groups were 


involved, including individuals deemed eligible for cardiovascular risk 


management (Koelewijn-van Loon 2003* [+] SMD 0.03, 95% CI -0.22 to 0.28), 


male construction workers (Groeneveld 2011* [+] SMD 0.03, 95% CI -0.16 to 


0.22), black men with hypertension (Hyman_SiC 2007* [++] SMD 0.02, 95% 


CI -0.33 to 0.37; Hyman_SeC 2007* [++] SMD 0.03, 95% CI -0.32 to 0.39), 


inactive individuals with hypertension, high cholesterol, T2DM or a 


combination of the three (van Sluijs 2005 [++] SMD -0.01, 95% CI -0.26 to 


0.25). 


A remotely delivered intervention addressing both physical activity and diet 


was no more effective than usual care at improving the amount of moderate 


intensity physical activity undertaken by individuals with hypertension or 


T2DM (Eakin 2010* [+] SMD -0.06, 95% CI -0.25 to 0.13). 


The only technique reported in all five interventions was BCT 3 Social support 


(unspecified). 


Koelewijn-van Loon 2003* (cRCT [+], Netherlands, n=247, 40 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2 (also reported in control arm) 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


78   Information about health consequencesA2 
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Groeneveld 2011* (RCT [+], Netherlands, n=429, 24 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


71   Pros and consA2 


 


Hyman_SiC 2007* (RCT [++], USA, n=189, 0 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


4     Pharmacological supportA  


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


69   Discrepancy between current behaviour and goalC2 


 


Hyman_SeC 2007* (RCT [++], USA, n=185, 0 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


4     Pharmacological supportA 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


69   Discrepancy between current behaviour and goalC2 


 


van Sluijs 2005 (cRCT [++], Netherlands, n=396, 44 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 (also reported in control arm) 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 


61   Problem solvingC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


65   Review behaviour goalC2 


67   Behavioural contractC2 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC2 


 


Eakin 2010* (cRCT [+], Australia, n=429 , 24 weeks)  


BCTs present: 
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1     Social support (practical)C2 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 (also reported in control arm) 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2 


35   Body changesC2 


61   Problem solvingC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


65   Review behaviour goalC2 


69   Discrepancy between current behaviour and goalC1 


85   Social comparisonC2 


 


Evidence statement 5.12 – Physical activity interventions for individuals 


at risk for T2DM 


Inconsistent evidence was identified from three trials regarding the 


effectiveness of multi-session face to face interventions among individuals at 


risk for T2DM that were delivered one on one (Lindahl 2009* [+]) or combining 


one on one and group approaches (Vermunt 2011* [+], Penn 2009* [+]).  


A one on one intervention (Lindahl 2009* [+]) delivered as part of a residential 


lifestyle programme has an effect on physical activity levels among 


overweight or obese individuals with impaired glucose tolerance (SMD 0.50, 


95% CI 0.14 to 0.87). 


Of the multi-session physical activity interventions delivered face to face at 


one on one and group level among people at risk for T2DM, one trial 


(Vermunt 2011* [+]) resulted in a small, significant effect on weekly physical 


activity at the end of the intervention (SMD 0.20, 95% CI 0.06 to 0.35). The 


other trial resulted in a very small, non-significant effect on sustained change 


favouring the usual care arm (Penn 2009* [+] SMD -0.05, 95% CI -0.49 to 


0.40). 


The two interventions with significant effects reported no common BCTs that 


didn’t also appear in the non-significant trail. The intervention with a non-
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significant effect (Penn 2009* [+]) reported use of several BCTs that were not 


found in either Lindahl 2009* [+] or Vermunt 2011* [+]: 8 Feedback on 


behaviour, 13 Monitoring outcome of behaviour by others without feedback, 


23 Behavioural practice/ rehearsal, 34 Adding objects to the environment, 36 


Instruction on how to perform a behaviour, and 65 Review behaviour goal. 


Lindahl 2009* (RCT [+], Sweden, n=168, 156 weeks) 


BCTs present:  


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 (also reported in control arm) 


5     Reduce negative emotions C2 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 


30   Restructuring the physical environmentA 


31   Restructuring the social environmentA 


61   Problem solvingA2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)A2 


 


Vermunt 2011* (RCT [+], Netherlands, n=764, 0 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2  


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2  


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


78   Information about health consequencesA2 (also reported in control arm) 


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC2 (also  


reported in control arm) 


 


Penn 2009 * (RCT [+], UK, n=51, 0 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 


13   Monitoring outcome of behaviour by others without feedbackB 


23   Behavioural practice/ rehearsalC2 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


65   Review behaviour goalC2 
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Evidence statement 5.13 – Multi-session physical activity interventions 


for overweight or obese individuals 


Inconsistent evidence was identified regarding the effectiveness of multi-


session physical activity interventions among overweight or obese individuals, 


delivered either face to face on a group level (Kuller 2012* [+]), face to face 


with remote components (Nijamkin 2012* [++]), or remotely (van Wier_I 2009* 


[+], van Wier_T 2009* [+], Morey 2009* [++], Patrick 2011* [+]).  


Evidence from one intervention (Kuller 2012* [+]) suggests that a multi-


session group intervention is no more effective than a general health 


education comparator at improving physical activity among overweight or 


obese women (SMD 0.13, 95% CI -0.06 to 0.32). Two remotely delivered 


interventions resulted in very small, non-significant effects on activity (van 


Wier_I 2009* [+] SMD 0.19, 95% CI -0.08 to 0.45; Morey 2009* [++] SMD 


0.14, 95% CI -0.02 to 0.29). 


One group intervention with remote follow-up saw improvements in in physical 


activity among obese Hispanic Americans who have recently had gastric 


bypass surgery (Nijamkin 2012* [++] SMD 0.49, 95% CI 0.14 to 0.83). Two 


remotely delivered interventions addressing multiple health behaviours (van 


Wier_T 2009* [+], Patrick 2011* [+]) resulted in small, significant effects on 


activity (van Wier_T 2009* [+] SMD 0.32, 95% CI 0.09 to 0.56; Patrick 2011* 


[+] SMD 0.23, 95% CI 0.01 to 0.46). 


Kuller 2012* (RCT [+], USA, n=433, 52 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


 


Nijamkin 2012* (RCT [++], USA, n=133, 18 weeks)  


BCTs present: 
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2     Social support (emotional)A1  


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 (also reported in control arm) 


5     Reduce negative emotionsC2 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 


24   Habit formationA1 (also reported in control arm) 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 (also reported in control arm) 


37   Information about antecedentsA1 


61   Problem solvingC2 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


 


van Wier_I 2009* (RCT [+], Netherlands, n=523, 0 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


 


van Wier_T 2009* (RCT [+], Netherlands, n=523, 0 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


 


Morey 2009* (RCT [++], USA, n=641, 0 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 


15   Prompts/cuesA2 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2 


35   Body changesC2 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


56   Social rewardA1 


61   Problem solvingC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


85   Social comparisonC1 
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Patrick 2011* (RCT [+], USA, n=309, 0 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2 


35   Body changesC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


65   Review behaviour goalC2 


69   Discrepancy between current behaviour and goalC2 


 


Evidence statement 5.14 – Face to face physical activity interventions 


among inactive or underactive individuals 


Inconsistent evidence from six trials was identified regarding the effectiveness 


of multi-session face to face interventions (Grandes 2009 [++], Hertogh 2010 


[+]), and face to face interventions with a remotely delivered component 


(Armit_ES 2009 [++], Armit_ES+P 2009 [++], McMurdo_BCI 2010* [+], 


McMurdo_BCI+P  2010* [+], Lawton 2008 [++], Elley 2003 [++]) 


Evidence from two trials suggests that face to face interventions (Grandes 


2009 [++], Hertogh 2010 [+]) are no more effective than comparators at 


changing physical activity among individuals not meeting PA guidelines of at 


least 30 minutes of moderate physical activity per day, 5 days week per week. 


One trial (Grandes 2009 [++]) was delivered one on one (SMD 0.03, 95% CI -


0.08 to 0.15). The face to face group intervention (Hertogh 2010 [+]) included 


underactive but otherwise healthy post-menopausal women (SMD 0.01, 95% 


CI -0.32 to 0.34). Four of the interventions with a remotely delivered 


component (Armit_ES 2009 [++], Armit_ES+P 2009 [++], McMurdo_BCI 


2010* [+], McMurdo_BCI+P  2010* [+]) resulted in very small to medium, non-


significant differences in physical activity over the short term, compared to 


usual care (Armit_ES 2009 [++] SMD 0.07, 95% CI -0.54 to 0.68; Armit_ES+P 


2009 [++] SMD 0.48, 95% CI -0.11 to 1.07;  McMurdo_BCI 2010* [+] SMD 
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0.40, 95% CI -0.01 to 0.82; McMurdo_BCI+P  2010* [+] SMD 0.22, 95% CI -


0.19 to 0.64). 


Two interventions delivered primarily face to face, but with a remote 


component  resulted in significant differences to physical activity 


approximately one year after the end of the interventions (Lawton 2008 [++] 


SMD 0.16, 95% CI 0.02 to 0.29; Elley 2003 [++] SMD 0.26, 95% CI 0.08 to 


0.45). 


No BCTs were reported in the trials with significant effects (Lawton 2008 [++], 


Elley 2003 [++]) that weren’t also reported in at least one of the trials with non-


significant effects.  


Grandes 2009 (cRCT [++], Spain, n=1,178, 24 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2  


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


61   Problem solvingC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


67   Behavioural contractC2 


71   Pros and consA2 


78   Information about health consequencesA2 


 


Hertogh 2010 (RCT [+], Netherlands, n=142, 52 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 


23   Behavioural practice/ rehearsalC2 


28   Generalisation of a target behaviourA2 


35   Body changesC2 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


 


Armit_ES 2009 (RCT [++], Australia, n=91, 12 weeks)  


BCTs present: 
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3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


11   Self-monitoring of outcome of behaviourA1 


63   Goal setting (outcome)C2 


71   Pros and consA2 


 


Armit_ES+P 2009 (RCT [++], Australia, n=91, 12 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2  


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


 


McMurdo_BCI 2010* (RCT [+], UK, n=136, 0 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 


29   Graded tasksA2 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2 


36  Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


61   Problem solvingC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


65   Review behaviour goalC2 


67   Behavioural contractC2 


78   Information about health consequencesA2 


 


McMurdo_BCI+P 2010* (RCT [+], UK, n=136, 0 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 


29   Graded tasksA2 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


61   Problem solvingC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


65   Review behaviour goalC2 


67   Behavioural contractC2 


78   Information about health consequencesA2 
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Lawton 2008 (RCT [++], New Zealand, n=1,089, 68 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


9     Feedback on outcome of behaviourC1 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 


12   Monitoring of behaviour by others without feedbackA1 


15   Prompts/cuesA2 


34   Adding objects to the environmentC2 


56   Social rewardA1 


61   Problem solvingC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


67   Behavioural contractC2 


78   Information about health consequencesA2 


 


Elley 2003 (cRCT [++], New Zealand, n=439, 52 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


67   Behavioural contractC2 


70   Persuasive sourceA2 


 


Evidence statement 5.15 – Remotely delivered physical activity 


interventions for inactive or underactive individuals 


Inconsistent evidence from seven interventions (Prestwich_II 2009 [+], 


Prestwich_SMS 2009 [+], Prestwich_II+SMS 2009 [+], Nies 2003 [+], 


Marcus_TB 2007 [+], Marcus_PB 2007 [+],Kolt 2007 [+]) was identified 


regarding the effectiveness of remotely delivered interventions targeting 


physical activity among inactive or underactive individuals.  


Five interventions (Prestwich_II 2009 [+], Prestwich_SMS 2009 [+], 


Prestwich_II+SMS 2009 [+], Nies 2003 [+], Marcus_TB 2007 [+]) resulted in 


non-significant effects ranging in size from very small (Prestwich_II 2009 [+] 


SMD 0.07, 95% CI -0.65 to 0.79; Nies 2003 [+] SMD 0.05, 95% CI -0.28 to 


0.38; Marcus_TB 2007 [+] SMD 0.15, 95% -0.23 to 0.54) to small 
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(Prestwich_SMS 2009 [+] SMD 0.16, 95% CI -0.55 to 0.87) to medium 


(Prestwich_II+SMS 2009 [+] SMD 0.44, 95% CI -0.29 to 1.17). 


Two interventions (Marcus_PB 2007 [+], Kolt 2007 [+]) resulted in significant 


effects of similar sizes (Marcus_PB 2007 [+] SMD 0.52, 95% CI 0.13 to 0.91; 


Kolt 2007 [+] SMD 0.46, 95% CI 0.15 to 0.77). 


The two interventions with significant effects (Marcus_PB 2007 [+], Kolt 2007 


[+]) reported use of BCT 71 Pros and cons; this BCT was not reported in any 


of the non-significant interventions. 


Prestwich_II 2009 (RCT [+], UK, n=60, 4 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2  


64   Action planningC2 


67  Behavioural contractC2 


 


Prestwich_II+SMS 2009 (RCT [+], UK, n=60, 0 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


15   Prompts/cuesA2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


67   Behavioural contractC2 


 


Prestwich_SMS 2009 (RCT [+], UK, n=62, 0 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


15   Prompts/cuesA2 


 


Nies 2003 (RCT [+], USA, n=159, 0 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 


29   Graded tasksA2 


61   Problem solvingC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


78   Information about health consequencesA2 


 


Marcus_TB 2007 (RCT [+], USA, n=158, 0 weeks)  
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BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 (also reported in control arm) 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


85   Social comparisonC1 


 


Marcus_PB 2007 (RCT [+], USA, n=159, 0 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 (also reported in control arm) 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


71   Pros and consA2 


85   Social comparisonC1 


 


Kolt 2007 (RCT [+], New Zealand, n=165, 36 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2  


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


10   Self-monitoring of behaviourC2 


15   Prompts/cuesA2 


29   Graded tasksA2 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


57   Non-specific rewardA1 


61   Problem solvingC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


69   Discrepancy between current behaviour and goalC2 


71   Pros and consA2 


75   Framing/ reframingA1  


80   Information about social and environmental consequencesC2 


84   Demonstration of the behaviourA2 


 


Evidence statement 5.16 – Multi-session physical activity interventions 


for individuals with chronic conditions  
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Limited evidence from two interventions (Lorig 2006* [++], Eakin 2007* [+]) 


suggests that multi-session physical activity interventions are no more 


effective than usual care at changing activity among individuals with chronic 


conditions. Both trials resulted in a very small, positive, non-significant effects 


(Lorig 2006* [++] SMD 0.06, 95% CI -0.08 to 0.20); Eakin 2007* [+] SMD 0.13, 


95% CI -0.15 to 0.40). Both trials included BCTs 3 Social support 


(unspecified), 8 Feedback on behaviour, 61 Problem solving, and 64 Action 


planning. 


Lorig 2006*  (RCT [++], USA, n=780, 46 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2  


5     Reduce negative emotionsC2  


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


43   Self-talkA  


61   Problem solvingC2   


64   Action planningC2   


84   Demonstration of the behaviourA2 


 


Eakin 2007* (RCT [+], USA, n=200, 12 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 (also reported in control arm) 


8     Feedback on behaviourC2 


61   Problem solvingC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


67   Behavioural contractC2 


 


Evidence statement 5.17 – Multi-session physical activity interventions 


for pregnant women at risk for gestational diabetes 


Limited evidence from two trials (Luoto 2011* [+], Guelinckx_B+LI 2010* [+]) 


suggests that multi-session behaviour change interventions are no more 


effective than usual care at improving physical activity among pregnant 


women at risk for gestational diabetes. One trial (Luoto 2011* [+] resulted in a 


very small, negative, non-significant effect (SMD -0.19, 95% CI -0.40 to 0.02) 
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while the other (Guelinckx_B+LI 2010* [+]) resulted in a small, positive, non-


significant effect (SMD 0.27, 95% CI -0.15 to 0.70). Both trials reported use of 


BCTs 3 Social support (unspecified), and 62 Goal setting (behaviour). 


Luoto 2011* (cRCT [+], Finland, n=341, 0 weeks) 


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


64   Action planningC2 


 


Guelinckx 2010* (RCT [+], Belgium, n=85, 8 weeks)  


BCTs present: 


3     Social support (unspecified)C2 


5     Reduce negative emotionsC2 


25   Behaviour substitutionA 


36   Instruction on how to perform a behaviourC2 


61   Problem solvingC2 


62   Goal setting (behaviour)C2 


 


4.7 Overall analysis across all behaviour areas 


When pooling the results from the trials addressing sexual health, alcohol, 


smoking, diet and physical activity together, overall the interventions were 


found to be significantly more effective at changing behaviour than the 


comparators. There was a substantial amount of variation (heterogeneity) 


between the results of different studies that had been pooled. An analysis was 


carried out to see which if any of the BCT techniques, intervention functions of 


the interventions might be responsible for some of this variation, and if so, 


whether they seemed to be present in interventions that were more or less 


effective at changing behaviour. 


Some of these factors had stronger statistical evidence of effect. Interventions 


reporting use of Pharmacological support (BCT 4) had a very small but 


significant increase in effectiveness compared to those interventions that did 


not report providing, or encouraging the use of/adherence to drugs to facilitate 
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behaviour change . Similarly, interventions reporting use of Graded tasks 


(BCT 29) see a small but significant increase in effectiveness over 


interventions that did not report use of this BCT. Graded tasks involve initially 


setting easy to perform tasks that gradually increase in difficulty until the 


desired behaviour is performed in full. For example, if the eventual goal is for 


a person to do 30 minutes of moderate-to-vigorous exercise 5 days a week, a 


graded task might involve asking the person to do 10 minutes 3 days a week 


to start with, and gradually build up to the goal. 


The other factors did not have as strong statistical evidence that they had an 


effect, as the analysis suggested that there was still a possibility that their 


presence could either increase or decrease the effects of an intervention. This 


uncertainty could be due to there not being enough data on some factors.  


Among these factors, Restructuring the social environment (BCT 31) could 


potentially have a similar sized positive effect to Pharmacological support 


(BCT 4) or Graded tasks (BCT 29), but the evidence for this is not as robust. 


Providing feedback on biological effects, or Biofeedback (BCT 14), could 


potentially have a negative effect, but the evidence for this is not as robust. 


The other factors potentially have smaller effects. 


Behaviour changes would ideally be maintained in the long term, and a 


second analysis looked only at studies that reported long term results (more 


than six months after the end of the intervention), to see which factors might 


have an effect in the long term. The analysis suggested that interventions that 


reported using Pharmacological support (BCT 4) had a small but significant 


increase in effectiveness compared to the interventions not reporting use of 


this technique. Interventions that reported setting or agreeing to a goal 


surrounding the outcome of performing a behaviour (BCT 63 Goal setting - 


outcome) had a very small, significant increase in effect compared with those 


interventions that did not use this technique; as with all effects covered in this 


review, the difference in effect related to the performance behaviour, despite 


the goal being outcome focused. Finally, the analysis suggested that 
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interventions that serve to change the physical or social context in which the 


behaviour is performed (Intervention Function 7 – Environmental 


restructuring) are more effective at changing long term behaviour than those 


interventions which do not report this doing so.  


Details of these analyses and the results are provided in Sections 4.7.1 and 


4.7.2. 


4.7.1 Overall effect of individual level behaviour change 


interventions 


Data from 197 comparisons was included in the overall meta-analysis. 


Overall, individual level behaviour change interventions had a small positive 


effect on behaviour (SMD 0.23, 95% CI 0.19 to 0.26). There was a substantial 


level of heterogeneity in the analysis (I2 = 66.0%, 95% CI 60.6% to 70.7%). 


None of the studies were identified as outliers. 


Egger’s test for small study effects did not identify significant publication bias 


(p=0.137). However, using a filled funnel plot approach, addition of 


hypothetical results from potential missing studies led to a reduction in the 


pooled effect size, but the effect remained statistically significant  (SMD 0.14, 


95% CI 0.10 to 0.18; p<0.001).  This suggests that publication bias could be 


present, increasing the size but not significance of the pooled effect in the 


overall analysis. This bias could relate in part to the exclusion of studies with 


small sample sizes from the review. 


4.7.2 Effects of individual BCTs, BCT clusters and intervention 


functions using meta-regression 


Univariate analysis  


Table 45 summarises the variables identified as contributing to between study 


variance in the overall adjusted univariate meta-regression.  
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Twelve BCTs in eight clusters explained between 1.04% and 6.74% of the 


between study variation. Nine BCTs were associated with increased 


effectiveness of interventions (positive direction of effect: BCTs 1 Social 


support (practical), 4 Pharmacological support, 28 Generalisation of target 


behaviour, 29 Graded tasks, 31 Restructuring the social environment, 34 


Adding objects to the environment, 63 Goal setting (outcome), 65 Review 


behaviour goal(s), and 70 Persuasive source), while three were associated 


with reduced effectiveness of interventions (negative direction of effect; BCTs 


14 Biofeedback, 80 Information about social and environmental 


consequences, and 85 Social comparison). One intervention function (IF 7 


Environmental restructuring) accounted for 8.13% of between study variance. 


Based on the individual BCT analysis, BCT clusters which contained more 


than one BCT that contributed to between study variance and were 


associated with a positive effect were: 


 Cluster 5 (Repetition and Substitution): includes BCT 29 Graded tasks, and 


BCT 28 Generalisation of target behaviour 


 Cluster 6 (Antecedents): includes BCT 34 Adding objects to the 


environment, and BCT 31 Restructuring the social environment 


 Cluster 11 (Goals and planning): includes BCT 65 Review behaviour 


goal(s), and BCT 63 Goal setting (outcome) 


 


In adjusted univariate analysis of the BCT clusters themselves, two of these 


BCT clusters contributed to between study variance (BCT clusters 5 


Repetition and substitution and 6). BCT cluster 2 Regulation also contributed 


to between study variance; this cluster contains BCT 4 Pharmacological 


support, the BCT which explained the greatest proportion of between study 


variance. 


All three of these clusters were associated with significantly increased 


intervention effectiveness and contained at least one BCT which contributed 
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to between study variance. Between them they included the three BCTs with 


the greatest contribution to between study variance (BCTs 4 Pharmacological 


support, 29 Graded tasks, and 34 Adding objects to the environment). 


Among the intervention functions, only intervention function 7 (Environmental 


restructuring) explained some of the between study variance (8.13%), and it 


was associated with significantly increased intervention effectiveness. This 


intervention function is linked to a number of BCTs, including two individual 


BCTs which contribute to between study variance: BCT 31 Restructuring the 


social environment, and BCT 34 Adding objects to the environment. 


Theory use did not explain any between study variance in the adjusted 


univariate analysis. 


Multivariate analysis of BCTs and intervention functions 


Two separate multivariate analyses were carried out for (i) the individual 


BCTs and intervention functions, and (ii) the BCT clusters and intervention 


functions. The latter analysis was the equivalent of that carried out in the 


individual behaviour areas. The analyses were controlled for BCT/BCT cluster 


and intervention function use in the control group and theory use of the 


intervention. For each analysis a sensitivity analysis including only studies 


with long term follow up (over 6 months) was carried out. 


The variables listed in Table 45 were tested for inclusion in the multivariate 


models. Table 46 summarises the results of the multivariate analyses. 


In the primary multivariate analysis of BCTs (197 comparisons) and 


intervention function, the final model included seven BCTs (BCTs 4 


Pharmacological support, 14 Biofeedback, 29 Graded tasks, 31 Restructuring 


the social environment, 63 Goal setting (outcome), 65 Review behaviour 


goal(s), and 80 Information about social and environmental consequences) 


and IF 7 Environmental restructuring, and accounted for 29.5% of between 


study variance. BCTs 1 Social support (practical), 28 Generalisation of target 
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behaviour, 34 Adding objects to the environment, 70 Persuasive source, and 


85 Social comparison were dropped from the final model. IF 7 Environmental 


restructuring is linked to BCTs 31 and 34, and there was correlation between 


IF7 and BCT 34. IF7 was the first variable added to the multivariate model as 


it explained the largest proportion of variance, and subsequent addition of 


BCT 34 did not increase the amount of variance explained by the model and 


was therefore removed. However, the correlation between IF7 and BCT 34 


means that the link between IF 7 and intervention effectiveness may relate at 


least in part to the presence of this BCT. 


Five of the BCTs were associated with increased intervention effect (BCTs 4 


Pharmacological support, 29 Graded tasks, 31 Restructuring the social 


environment, 63 Goal setting (outcome), and 65 Review behaviour goal), and 


two were associated with reduced intervention effect (BCTs 14 Biofeedback 


and 80 Information about social and environmental consequences). The 


associations were statistically significant for BCTs 4 and 29.   


In sensitivity analysis of studies with long term follow up (71 comparisons), 


results were broadly similar. The final model explained a greater proportion of 


between study variance (46.7%).  


The positive effects associated with IF 7 Environmental restructuring and BCT 


63 Goal setting (outcome) increased and became statistically significant in the 


sensitivity analysis. The positive effect associated with BCT 29 Graded tasks 


remained similar in terms of magnitude, but became statistically non-


significant. The negative effect associated with BCT 80 Information about 


social and environmental consequences became smaller in magnitude and 


remained statistically non-significant. 


In primary multivariate analysis of BCT clusters and intervention functions the 


final model explained 14.1% of between study variance. It included one 


intervention function (IF 7 Environmental restructuring) and two BCT clusters 


(2 Regulation, and 5 Repetition and Substitution), all of which were associated 
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with a positive direction of effect. Only intervention function 7 was associated 


with a statistically significant effect, but the BCT clusters also tended towards 


statistical significance. 


In sensitivity analysis of studies with long term follow up, the model explained 


more of the between study variance (35.4%), otherwise the results were 


broadly similar. The positive effect associated with IF 7 Environmental 


restructuring increased and remained statistically significant, and the effect 


associated with BCT-C 2 Regulation increased and continued to show a trend 


towards significance. The effect of BCT-C 5 Repetition and substitution 


remained of the same magnitude but did not show a trend towards statistical 


significance. 
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Table 45: BCTs, BCT clusters and intervention functions accounting for some of the between study variance (adjusted R2≥1%) in 
overall adjusted univariate analysis (in order of magnitude) 


BCT Number BCT name Cluster containing this BCT Direction of effect Adjusted R
2
 


BCT 4† Pharmacological support Cluster 2 – Regulation‡ Positive* 6.74% 


BCT 29† Graded tasks Cluster 5 – Repetition and Substitution‡ Positive* 5.87% 


BCT 34 Adding objects to the environment Cluster 6 – Antecedents‡ Positive 4.97% 


BCT 65† Review behaviour goal(s) Cluster 11 – Goals and planning Positive 3.77% 


BCT 80† 
Information about social and environmental 
consequences 


Cluster 14 – Natural consequences Negative* 2.66% 


BCT 1 Social support (practical) Cluster 1 – Social support Positive 2.39% 


BCT 31† Restructuring the social environment Cluster 6 – Antecedents Positive 1.97% 


BCT 85 Social comparison Cluster 15 - Comparison of behaviour Negative 1.46% 


BCT 28 Generalisation of a target behaviour Cluster 5 – Repetition and Substitution Positive 1.39% 


BCT 63† Goal setting (outcome) Cluster 11 – Goals and planning Positive 1.29% 


BCT 70 Persuasive source Cluster 12 – Comparison of outcomes Positive 1.11% 
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BCT 14† Biofeedback Cluster 3 – Feedback and monitoring Negative 1.04% 


BCT cluster 
number 


BCT cluster name 
BCTs in this cluster which explain some 


between study variance 
Direction of effect Adjusted R


2
 


BCT-C 6 Antecedents 
BCT 34 - Adding objects to the environment 
BCT 31 - Restructuring the social environment 


Positive* 5.71% 


BCT-C 5 Repetition and Substitution† 
BCT 29 - Graded tasks 
BCT 28 - Generalisation of target behaviour 


Positive* 5.58% 


BCT-C 2 Regulation† BCT 4 – Pharmacological support Positive* 4.01% 


IF Number IF name 
BCTs linked to this IF which explain some 


between study variance 
Direction of effect Adjusted R


2
 


IF 7† Environmental restructuring 
BCT 31 Restructuring the social environment 
BCT 34 Adding objects to the environment 


Positive* 8.13% 


*Statistically significant; † variable included in the final multivariate model; ‡ BCT clusters which explained some between study variation in the cluster 


analysis (adjusted R
2
 ≥1%); NA not applicable 
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Table 46: Effects of variables included in multivariate analyses 


Behaviour 


(Adjusted R2) 


Variables included Primary analysis Sensitivity analysis (long term 
follow up) 


Regression Coefficient (β) 
(95% CI) 


P value Regression Coefficient (β) 
(95% CI) 


P value 


Model 1a – individual BCTs and intervention functions 


All behaviours  
 
Primary analysis –  
adjusted R


2
 29.5% 


 
Sensitivity analysis -  
adjusted R


2
 46.7% 


IF 7 Environmental restructuring 0.08 (-0.02 to 0.18) 0.134  0.16 (0.008 to 0.31) 0.039 


BCT 4 Pharmacological support 0.13 (0.03 to 0.22) 0.013  0.20 (0.05 to 0.36) 0.010 


BCT 29 Graded tasks 0.24 (0.08 to 0.40) 0.004  0.22 (-0.08 to 0.52) 0.153 


BCT 65 Review behaviour goal(s) 0.09 (-0.02 to 0.20) 0.115  0.06 (-0.14 to 0.27) 0.530 


BCT 80 Information about social and 
environmental consequences 


-0.07 (-0.16 to 0.02) 0.130  -0.009 (-0.13 to 0.11) 0.875 


BCT 31 Restructuring the social 
environment 


0.15 (-0.11 to 0.41) 0.254  0.18 (-0.32 to 0.68) 0.472 


BCT 63 Goal setting (outcome) 0.07 (-0.02 to 0.16) 0.133  0.17 (0.01 to 0.32) 0.037 


BCT 14 Biofeedback -0.15 (-0.42 to 0.11) 0.257  -0.20 (-0.56 to 0.15) 0.259 


Theory use -0.04 (-0.12 to 0.03) 0.273  -0.06 (-0.21 to 0.09) 0.421 


Model 1b – BCT clusters and intervention functions  


All behaviours  
 
Primary analysis –  
adjusted R


2
 14.1% 


IF 7 Environmental restructuring  0.11 (0.01 to 0.21) 0.031  0.22 (0.09 to 0.36) 0.002 


BCT-C 5 Repetition and substitution   0.07 (-0.01 to 0.15) 0.090  0.07 (-0.06 to 0.20) 0.274 
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Sensitivity analysis -  
adjusted R


2
 35.4% 


BCT-C 2 Regulation  0.07 (-0.01 to 0.16) 0.071  0.11 (-0.0003 to 0.22) 0.051 


Theory- use  -0.02 (-0.10 to 0.06) 0.575  -0.04 (-0.18 to 0.09) 0.520 


Sexual Health None NA NA  NA NA 


Alcohol 
 
Primary analysis –  
adjusted R


2
 100% 


 
Sensitivity analysis -  
adjusted R


2
 100% 


 


BCT-C 3 Feedback and monitoring 0.12 (0.04 to 0.21) 0.006  0.11 (0.01 to 0.20) 0.028 


IF 2 Persuasion -0.09 (-0.17 to -0.004) 0.040  -0.09 (-0.19 to 0.003) 0.056 


Theory use 0.03 (-0.12 to 0.18) 0.684  0.09 (-0.10 to 0.28) 0.342 


Smoking 
 
Primary analysis –  
adjusted R


2 
34.3% 


 
Sensitivity analysis -  
adjusted R


2
 41.1% 


 


BCT-C 1 Social support 0.11 (-0.03 to 0.26) 0.108  -0.13 (-0.51 to 0.25) 0.494 


BCT-C 2 Regulation 0.09 (-0.04 to 0.22) 0.163  0.10 (-0.14 to 0.35) 0.387 


IF 7 Environmental restructuring 0.06 (-0.10 to 0.21) 0.471  0.13 (-0.11 to 0.38) 0.267 


BCT-C 11 Goals and planning -0.14 (-0.27 to -0.004) 0.044  -0.23 (-0.47 to 0.01) 0.059 


Theory use -0.07 (-0.22 to 0.08) 0.364  -0.22 (-0.59 to 0.16) 0.242 


Diet 
 
Primary analysis –  
adjusted R


2
 18.0% 


 
Sensitivity analysis -  
adjusted R


2
 98.1% 


 


BCT-C 12 Comparison of outcomes 0.24 (-0.01 to 0.49)  0.061   No long term studies used BCT-C 12 


IF 5 Training -0.14 (-0.33 to 0.05) 0.142  -0.19 (-0.41 to 0.04) 0.094 


Theory use -0.03 (-0.22 to 0.16) 0.739  -0.11 (-0.50 to 0.28) 0.513 
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Physical Activity 
 
Primary analysis –  
adjusted R


2
 29.7% 


 
Sensitivity analysis -  
adjusted R


2
 86.6% 


 


BCT-C 5 Repetition and substitution 0.18 (0.05 to 0.31) 0.006  0.32 (0.15 to 0.48) 0.001 


IF 7 Environmental restructuring 0.16 (0.02 to 0.30) 0.030  0.27 (0.10 to 0.44) 0.005 


BCT-C 3 Feedback and monitoring -0.09 (-0.21 to 0.03) 0.131  -0.24 (-0.40 to -0.07) 0.009 


BCT-C12 Comparison of outcomes 0.12 (-0.03 to 0.27) 0.103  0.34 (0.07 to 0.61) 0.017 


BCT-C 1 Social support -0.13 (-0.27 to 0.09) 0.060  -0.17 (-0.40 to 0.05) 0.117 


Theory use -0.03 (-0.16 to 0.09) 0.594  -0.12 (-0.33 to 0.08) 0.201 
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4.7.3 Comparison between individual behaviour areas and 


overall analysis 


Table 47 gives an overview of the findings of the primary multivariate 


analyses for each behaviour area individually, and in the overall analysis over 


all five behaviour areas. Table 48 provides a similar comparison for the long 


term sensitivity analysis. 


For intervention functions, intervention function 7 Environmental restructuring  


is associated with an overall significant positive effect, and also shows a 


positive effect in physical activity (significant) and smoking (not significant). 


Intervention functions 2 Persuasion and 5 Training are associated with a 


negative effect in alcohol and diet respectively (not significant). These effects 


do not appear in any of the other behaviour areas. 


Among the BCT clusters which showed an effect in the overall analysis, BCT-


Cluster 2 Regulation had a positive non-significant effect overall and in 


smoking specifically. This effect may relate largely to BCT 4 Pharmacological 


support – an individual BCT in this cluster which was associated with a 


statistically significant positive effect in the overall primary multivariate 


analysis of individual BCTs. In the context of smoking, this BCT usually 


indicates the recommendation or provision of nicotine replacement therapy. 


BCT-Cluster 5 Repetition and substitution is associated with a non-significant 


positive effect in the overall analysis and in the alcohol analysis. It was also 


associated with a significant positive effect of physical activity interventions. 


This effect may relate to BCT 29 Graded tasks, which showed statistical 


significance in the overall primary multivariate analyses of individual BCTs. 


This cluster was not associated with effects in other behaviours, this may 


relate to graded tasks not being commonly used in some behaviour areas 


such as smoking or sexual health, where interventions tended to focus on 


either cessation of risky behaviours. 
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Other BCT clusters were associated with effects in individual behaviour areas 


but not in the overall analysis. BCT-Cluster 1 Social support was associated 


with a positive direction of effect in smoking but a negative direction of effect 


in physical activity. Both associations were non-significant. One BCT in this 


cluster, BCT 1 Social support (practical), contributed to between study 


variance in the overall univariate analysis and was associated with a positive 


effect, but was not retained in the final multivariate model. 


BCT-Cluster 3 Feedback and monitoring was associated with a significant 


positive direction of effect in smoking, but a non-significant negative effect in 


physical activity. One BCT in this cluster, BCT 14 Biofeedback, contributed to 


between study variance and was associated with a negative effect in the 


overall multivariate analysis. 


BCT-Cluster 6 Antecedents did not contribute to any of the primary 


multivariate models in any behaviour area, but included two BCTs which 


contributed to between study variance and showed a positive direction of 


effect in the overall univariate analysis (BCT 31 Restructuring the social 


environment and BCT 34 Adding objects to the environment). These BCTs 


are linked to intervention function 7 Environmental restructuring, and they may 


contribute to the effect of this variable. 


BCT-Cluster 11 Goals and planning was associated with a significant negative 


effect in smoking, but two BCTs in this cluster showed a positive direction of 


effect in the overall multivariate analysis (BCT 63 – Goal setting (outcome) 


and 65 – Review behaviour goals).  


BCT-Cluster 12 Comparison of outcomes was associated with a non-


significant positive effect in diet and physical activity. One BCT in this cluster 


– BCT 70 Persuasive source - contributed to between study variance and 


showed a positive direction of effect in the overall univariate analysis, but was 


not retained in the final multivariate model. 
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BCT-Cluster 14 Natural consequences did not contribute to any of the primary 


multivariate models in any behaviour area, but included one BCT which 


showed a non-significant negative effect in the overall multivariate analysis 


(BCT 80 Information about social and environmental consequences). 


The lack of effect of BCT clusters in some areas may relate to the limited 


amount of data in an area e.g. sexual health, or the limited use of these BCTs 


within the area (BCT 29 Graded tasks is not commonly used in smoking). 
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Table 47: Comparison of effects (regression coefficients and 95% CI)  associated with intervention functions and BCT-Clusters 
across behaviour areas in primary multivariate analysis 


 Overall Sexual health Alcohol Smoking Diet Physical activity 


Intervention functions 


IF 2 Persuasion   -0.09 (-0.17 to -0.004)    


IF 7 Environmental 


restructuring 


0.11 (0.01 to 0.21) 


((Linked with BCT 34 


and 31 among others)) 


  0.06 (-0.10 to 0.21)  0.16 (0.02 to 0.30) 


IF 5 Training     -0.14 (-0.33 to 0.05)  


BCT clusters 


BCT-C 1 Social support     0.11 (-0.03 to 0.26)  -0.13 (-0.27 to 0.09) 


BCT-C 2 Regulation 


0.07 (-0.01 to 0.16) 


((BCT4)) 


  0.09 (-0.04 to 0.22)   
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 Overall Sexual health Alcohol Smoking Diet Physical activity 


BCT-C 3 Feedback and 


monitoring 
((BCT 14))  0.12 (0.04 to 0.21)   -0.09 (-0.21 to 0.03) 


BCT-C 5  Repetition 


and substitution 


0.07 (-0.01 to 0.15) 


((BCT 29)) 


    0.18 (0.05 to 0.31) 


BCT-C 6 Antecedents ((BCT 31))      


BCT-C 11 Goals and 


planning 
((BCT 63, BCT 65))   -0.14 (-0.27 to -0.004)   


BCT-C12 Comparison 


of outcomes 
    0.24 (-0.01 to 0.49) 0.12 (-0.03 to 0.27) 


BCT-C 14 Natural 


consequences 
((BCT 80))      


Light grey shading indicates that the variable was not included in the final primary multivariate model for the given behaviour area; bold indicates statistically significant effects in the 


primary multivariate analysis; italics indicate a negative direction of effect; double brackets in the “Overall” column indicate those individual BCTs in the clusters that were included in 


the overall multivariate analysis of individual BCTs. 
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Table 48: Comparison of effects (regression coefficients and 95% CI) associated with intervention functions and BCT clusters across 
behaviour areas in long term (>6 months) sensitivity analysis 


 Overall Sexual health Alcohol Smoking Diet Physical activity 


Intervention functions 


IF 2 Persuasion  


No multivariate 


sensitivity analysis 


-0.09 (-0.19 to 0.003)    


IF 5 Training    -0.19 (-0.41 to 0.04)  


IF 7 Environmental 


restructuring 
0.22 (0.09 to 0.36)  0.13 (-0.11 to 0.38)  0.27 (0.10 to 0.44) 


BCT clusters 


BCT-C 1 Social support   


No multivariate 


sensitivity analysis 


 0.13 (-0.51 to 0.25)  -0.17 (-0.40 to 0.05) 


BCT-C 2 Regulation 0.11 (-0.0003 to 0.22)  0.10 (-0.14 to 0.35)   


BCT-C 3 Feedback and 


monitoring 
 0.11 (0.01 to 0.20)   -0.24 (-0.40 to -0.07) 


BCT-C 5  Repetition 


and substitution 
0.07 (-0.06 to 0.20)    0.32 (0.15 to 0.48) 


BCT-C 11 Goals and 


planning 
  -0.23 (-0.47 to 0.01)   


BCT-C12 Comparison 


of outcomes 
   


No long term studies 


reported use 
0.34 (0.07 to 0.61) 


Light grey shading indicates that the variable was not included in the final primary multivariate model for the given behaviour area; bold indicates statistically significant effects in the 
primary multivariate analysis; italics indicate a negative direction of effect; double brackets in the “Overall” column indicate those individual BCTs in the clusters that were included in 
the overall multivariate analysis of individual BCTs. 
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4.7.4 Evidence statements 


Evidence statement 6.1 – Effectiveness of behaviour change techniques, 


clusters, intervention function and theory across sexual health, alcohol, 


smoking, diet and physical activity trials 


Evidence from 197 comparisons suggests that the following BCTs and 


intervention function may be associated with increased intervention 


effectiveness when analysed across behaviours (sexual health, alcohol, 


smoking, diet, and physical activity): 


 IF 7 Environmental restructuring (regression coefficient [β]=0.08, 95% CI -


0.02 to 0.18; p=0.134) 


 BCT 4 Pharmacological support (β=0.13, 95% CI 0.03 to 0.22; p=0.013)  


 BCT 29 Graded tasks (β=0.24, 95% CI 0.08 to 0.40; p=0.004)    


 BCT 65 Review behaviour goal(s) (β=0.09, 95% CI -0.02 to 0.20; p=0.115) 


 BCT 31 Restructuring the social environment (β=0.15, 95% CI -0.11 to 


0.41; p=0.254) 


 BCT 63 Goal setting (outcome) (β=0.07, 95% CI -0.02 to 0.16; p=0.133) 


 


The associations reached statistical significance for BCTs 4 and 29. 


These comparisons also provided evidence that the following BCTs may be 


associated with reduced intervention effectiveness: 


 BCT 80 Information about social and environmental consequences (β=-


0.07, 95% CI -0.16 to 0.02; p=0.130) 


 BCT 14 Biofeedback (β=-0.15, 95% CI -0.42 to 0.11; p=0.257) 


 


Sensitivity analysis of studies with 6 months of follow up or longer (71 


comparisons) suggested that the BCTs retain the same direction effects in the 


long term. In the longer term BCT 63 Goal setting (outcome) was associated 


with a larger positive effect than in the overall analysis and the association 
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became significant (β=0.17, 95% CI 0.01 to 0.32; p=0.037). The positive effect 


associated with intervention function 7 Environmental restructuring also 


increased in size and became statistically significant (β=0.16, 95% CI 0.008 to 


0.31; p=0.039).  


Meta-regression at the level of the BCT clusters supports a positive effect for 


BCT cluster 2 Regulation and BCT cluster 5 Repetition and substitution, which 


contains the two BCTs in the BCT level meta-regression with significant 


associations with intervention effectiveness (BCT 4 Pharmacological support 


in Cluster 2, and BCT 29 Graded tasks in Cluster 5).  


Meta-regression suggests that the use of theory has no significant association 


with intervention effectiveness (SMD -0.04, 95% CI -0.12 to 0.03, p=0.273). 


This non-significant association was seen among the 71 comparisons in the 


sensitivity analysis (SMD -0.06, 95% CI -0.21 to 0.09, p=0.421).  
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6 Discussion 


This review aimed to inform four main questions (see Section 2). The 


evidence pertinent to each of these questions is described in Sections 6.1 to 


6.5, along with limitations of the approach, and how these limitations influence 


conclusions that may be drawn. 


6.1 Specific and general effects of BCTs 


Which behaviour change techniques are effective for changing and/or 


sustaining change in specific behaviours only, such as alcohol or smoking, 


and which are more generalisable (i.e. effective across a range of 


behaviours)? 


Individual behaviour change techniques (BCTs) were considered across all 


five topic areas combined, while BCT clusters were considered at the level of 


individual behaviours; Section 4.7.3 offers a comparison of the results.  


The BCTs which had a positive effect in the overall multivariate analysis were: 


 BCT 4 Pharmacological support, which involves providing or encouraging 


the use of or adherence to drugs in order to facilitate behaviour change 


 BCT 29 Graded tasks, which involves setting easy-to-perform tasks 


achievable tasks, and making them increasingly difficult until desired  


behaviour is performed 


 BCT 65 Review behaviour goal(s), which involves jointly reviewing 


behavioural goals, and consideration of modifying the goal or behaviour 


change strategy in light of achievement  (including re-setting the same 


goal, a small change in that goal, or setting a new goal instead of, or in 


addition to, the previous goal) 


 BCT 31 Restructuring the social environment, which involves changing, or 


advising the individual to change, the social environment in order to 


facilitate performance of the wanted behaviour, or creating barriers to the 


unwanted behaviour  
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 BCT 63 Goal setting (outcome), which involves setting or agreeing to a 


goal defined in terms of a positive outcome of the desired behaviour 


 


In addition, intervention function 7 Environmental restructuring had a positive 


effect. This function is seen in interventions that report changing the physical 


or social context in which the behaviour is or could be performed. This IF is 


linked with BCT 34 Adding objects to the environment (among other BCTs) 


and also showed a correlation with this BCT, which showed association in the 


univariate analysis, but was not retained in the final model. 


These overall results may be based on effectiveness of the BCT across all 


behaviour areas, or within individual behaviour areas. Comparison of the 


overall BCT results with the BCT cluster results suggests that the more 


generalisable BCTs may be: 


 BCT-Cluster 12 Comparison of outcomes – this BCT cluster shows an 


effect in diet and physical activity, but not an overall effect. Commonly 


reported techniques in this cluster include: 


o BCT 70 Persuasive source, which occurs when a credible figure, such 


as a health professional, provides information in favour of or against a 


given behaviour.  


o BCT 71 Pros and cons, which involves advising the individual to identify 


and compare reasons for wanting and not wanting to change their 


behaviour. 


The only BCT in this cluster which showed an effect in the overall analysis 


was BCT 70 Persuasive source, which had an effect in the univariate 


analysis but was not retained in the final multivariate model.  


 Intervention function 7 Environmental restructuring (and by extension 


possibly the linked BCTs 31 Restructuring the social environment and 34 


Adding objects to the environment) seem to have an effect in physical 


activity, smoking, and an overall effect 
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Less generalisable BCTs and clusters may include: 


 BCT 4 Pharmacological support, which does have an overall effect, but this 


is largely due to its effect in smoking, where it generally indicates 


recommendation or provision of nicotine replacement therapy 


 BCT 29 Graded tasks, which is associated with an overall effect, this may 


relate to the effect of its cluster (BCT-C 5 Repetition and substitution) in 


physical activity. This cluster also showed an association with effectiveness 


in univariate analyses for alcohol, but did not have sufficient spread of data 


for inclusion in the multivariate analyses. BCT 29 may be less 


relevant/applicable in certain areas e.g. sexual health where graded tasks 


are less likely to be used to encourage changes in sexual behaviour 


 BCTs 63 Review behaviour goal(s) and 65 Goal setting (outcome) have a 


positive effect in the overall analysis, but their cluster (BCT-Cluster 11 


Goals and planning) has a negative effect in smoking and no identified 


effect in other behaviours. This may indicate that in the non-smoking areas 


these BCTs are associated with a positive effect that is not large enough to 


be detected. While this cluster is associated with significant negative 


effects (that is, interventions reporting BCTs from this cluster are 


associated with a significantly smaller effect on smoking behaviour than 


interventions not reporting use of techniques in this cluster), cluster level 


meta-regression cannot identify which techniques account for this 


association. Cluster 11 includes nine discrete techniques, eight of which 


were reported in smoking interventions; the meta-regression results 


indicate that these techniques may warrant further investigation when being 


used in smoking trials: BCT 61 Problem solving, BCT 62 Goal setting 


(behaviour), BCT 63 Goal setting (outcome), BCT 64 Action planning, BCT 


65 Review behaviour goals, BCT 66 Review outcome goals, BCT 68 


Commitment, BCT 69 Discrepancy between current behaviour and goal. In 


the case of significant negative associations, interpreting the results 
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conservatively may be warranted, and these associations may help identify 


intervention content that deserves closer consideration. 


 BCT cluster 1 Social support, which involves care, assistance, help or 


support provided by others for performance of the behaviour. This cluster is 


associated with a positive effect in smoking, but a negative effect in 


physical activity 


 BCT cluster 3 Feedback and monitoring is associated with a positive effect 


in alcohol, but a negative effect in physical activity 


 Intervention function 5 Training, which involves imparting skills to aid in the 


performance of the desired behaviour, was associated with a negative 


effect in diet but not other areas 


 Intervention function 2 Persuasion, which involves using communication to 


induce positive or negative feelings, or to stimulate action, was associated 


with a negative effect in alcohol but not other areas 


 


In terms of other effects: 


 BCT 80  Information about social and environmental consequences has a 


negative effect in the overall analysis, but its cluster (BCT-C 14 Natural 


consequences) did not have a detectable effect in the individual behaviour 


areas. This technique can include the provision of information about 


unspecified consequences, in addition to that surrounding any potential 


social or environmental consequences of the behaviour. 


 


Limitations 


The comparison of the overall analysis and individual areas would ideally be 


based on BCT level meta-regression in all areas. However, BCT level 


analyses in the individual areas were unlikely to have sufficient power to 


detect effects, and based on expert advice these were not carried out. Such 


an approach is intended to reduce the risk of a real effect going undetected. 


However, analysis at the cluster level has limitations, especially in the case of 
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significant negative associations where additional detail at the BCT level 


would aid in the interpretation of such results.  


Meta-regression provides a means to investigate heterogeneous findings 


across multiple studies, and to assess the association between study 


characteristics and effect sizes. It is, however, prone to false-positives, and 


this risk increases as more covariates are added to the analysis. Additionally, 


meta-regression is observational in nature, as such the results cannot be 


interpreted as identifying causal relationships, and are prone to confounding 


(Thompson and Higgins 2002).Thus, there is a risk that a significant 


association between a given covariate (BCTs, BCT clusters or intervention 


function) and effect is either spurious or a reflection of a true association with 


other correlated characteristics, such as intervention type, population, 


intensity, or other unknown factors. 


It is important that when interpreting the BCT/BCT cluster/Intervention 


function findings, that reference is made to the full descriptions of the types of 


activities which fall into these categories (see Appendix D), rather than just 


the brief titles which are used in this report.  


Our approach to categorising the components of interventions has several key 


limitations. First, the sensitivity of the BCT taxonomy is reliant upon accurate 


and detailed reporting of interventions within published descriptions. Yet, 


many intervention descriptions are poorly specified. This means that some 


BCTs may be undetected. For instance, the smoking intervention described in 


Sutton 2007 [+] involved the provision of a computer generated tailored letter 


following usual Quitline care (see Section 4.4.4). The description of this letter 


was based on the variables used by the computer programme to generate the 


letters, and not the letters’ specific contents. While this descriptive approach is 


likely due to the variable content of possible letters (the programme was 


capable of generating over 3,000 unique letters) it is unfortunately not 


amenable to BCT coding, thus the techniques present in any given letter 


remain undetected.  
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Conversely, some BCTs tend to be more likely to be described in the study 


methods than others, or are so broad in their scope that they are more likely 


to be coded, making it likely that these BCTs will be over-represented in the 


analysis. For example, interventions featuring any counselling component are 


coded as including BCT 3 Social support (unspecified), making it a very 


common code in both intervention and comparator arms. This leads to low 


variability in terms of this particular technique as well as BCT Cluster 1 (social 


support) across trials, and limits the potential to discriminate between the 


trials. As with all BCTs, the presence of BCT 3 does not distinguish between 


varying ‘doses’ of counselling. Depending on how the counselling is 


described, further BCTs may also be coded. These problems make it difficult 


to reliably identify and compare components across interventions. We also 


observed a generally poor standard of reporting of the content of control arms. 


This may have led to an under detection of BCTs in the control arms, leading 


in turn to inaccuracies in comparisons of the presence of BCTs across arms. 


Calls for routine publication of detailed study protocols for intervention studies, 


and more widespread use of the behaviour change taxonomy system may 


lead to more robust syntheses of future studies at the BCT level. 


Secondly, analyses based on BCT and intervention function coding can 


generate recommendations only on the basis of the BCTs and functions that 


have been adopted in previous interventions. Yet, many of the 89 items within 


the BCT taxonomy were not reported to be present in any interventions, and 


so it is not possible to evaluate the effectiveness of these techniques, or to 


encourage or discourage their use in future interventions on the basis of 


empirical evidence. It remains possible that some techniques which are not 


commonly used (or reported) will be effective in changing behaviour. 


Thirdly, the BCT coding approach used in this review is reductionist. The 


coding of BCTs involves extracting and decontextualizing intervention 


elements. Intervention effectiveness may also depend on the provider, format, 


setting, recipient, and duration of the intervention, and fidelity to the 
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intervention (Davidson 2003). Additionally, coding of intervention elements in 


our reviewed followed a ‘vote count’ procedure, in which a BCT is coded as 


present or absent. While this reflects the usual procedure for BCT coding, it 


risks overlooking important differences in the intensity with which BCTs are 


administered, which may perhaps determine effectiveness. For instance, the 


peer counselling intervention described in Malchodi 2003 [+] is provided in 


addition to usual care, and the two arms are coded identically (see Section 


4.4.4). The peer counselling sessions were intended to provide support and 


reinforce the stop smoking messages delivered as part of the foundation 


usual care intervention; this reinforcement is linked more closely to the 


intensity or dose of the techniques, and not to additional content itself.  


Notwithstanding these limitations, the BCT taxonomy approach nonetheless 


offers a technological advance on previous methods for understanding 


behaviour change interventions, by providing a standardised nomenclature for 


the description of intervention components. 


6.2 Long term effectiveness of BCTs 


Which specific behaviour change techniques and combinations of behaviour 


change techniques are effective at changing behaviour in the long term (over 


6 months) and/or sustaining behaviour change in individual-level 


interventions? 


All topics 


In the overall meta-regression, the following BCTs/Intervention functions were 


significant (positive effect) in the sensitivity analysis of studies with long term 


(>6 month) follow up: 


 BCT 4 Pharmacological support 


 BCT 63 Goal setting (outcome) 
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 IF 7 Environmental restructuring (linked with BCTs 31 Restructuring the 


social environment and 34 Adding objects to the environment among 


others) 


 


Although the following variables did not reach significance (which may be as a 


result of not enough power), they did maintain a similar or increased 


magnitude of positive effect: 


 BCT 29 Graded tasks (which was significant in overall analysis) 


 BCT 31 Restructuring the social environment (linked with IF 7 


Environmental restructuring) 


 BCT-Cluster 5 Repetition and substitution (contains BCT 29 Graded tasks) 


 BCT-Cluster 2 Regulation (contains BCT 4 Pharmacological support) 


 


Alcohol 


Within alcohol, sensitivity analysis of studies with long term follow up found 


that: 


 BCT-Cluster 3 Feedback and monitoring remained significantly associated 


with a positive effect. The most frequently reported BCTs in this cluster 


across alcohol trials included: 


o BCT 8 Feedback on behaviour, which involves monitoring and providing 


feedback on the performance of the behaviour itself (e.g. the form, 


frequency, duration, intensity) as opposed to the outcome of the 


behaviour (e.g. injuries, liver disease etc.). In alcohol trials, this may 


involve monitoring and informing the individual about the number of 


drinks consumed over a certain time period 


o BCT 14 Biofeedback, which involves providing feedback about the body 


(e.g. physiological or biochemical state) using an external monitoring 


device as part of a behaviour change strategy. In alcohol interventions 
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this may involve providing information on blood alcohol content in order 


to encourage reducing alcohol consumption 


 IF 2 Persuasion retained the magnitude of its negative effect, but this 


became non-significant 


 


Smoking 


Within smoking, sensitivity analysis of studies with long term follow up found 


that none of the variables showed a significant association with effectiveness 


but the following showed similar or increased magnitudes of effect: 


 BCT-Cluster 2 Regulation (non-significant positive effect) 


 IF 7 Environmental Restructuring (non-significant positive effect) 


 BCT-Cluster 11 Goals and planning (non-significant negative effect) 


 Theory use (non-significant negative effect) 


 


Diet 


Within diet, sensitivity analysis of studies with long term follow up found that: 


 IF 5 Training increased the magnitude of its non-significant negative effect 


 The effect of BCT-Cluster 12 Comparison of outcomes could not be 


determined as no long term studies used it 


 


Physical activity 


Within physical activity, sensitivity analysis of studies with long term follow up 


found that the magnitude of effects of all of the included variables increased, 


including: 


 BCT-Cluster 5 Repetition and substitution (significant positive effect). The 


most commonly reported techniques in this cluster include: 
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o BCT 23 Behavioural practice/rehearsal, which involves prompting the 


practice or rehearsal of the behaviour one or more times in a context or 


at a time when the performance may not be necessary, in order to 


increase habit and skill. In physical activity trials this could take the form 


of having an individual attend an exercise class 


o BCT 29 Graded tasks. In physical activity trials graded tasks may involve 


having an inactive individual initially set a small, easy to achieve goal 


e.g. of taking a ten minute walk each morning for a week, then 


increasing to e.g. twenty or thirty minutes in subsequent weeks 


 IF 7 Environmental Restructuring (significant positive effect). While specific 


BCTs do not need to be present for an intervention to involve 


environmental restructuring, certain techniques are linked to this function, 


including: 


o BCT 34 Adding objects to the environment, which was reported 


commonly in physical activity interventions. In this behaviour change 


area, the technique may take the form of providing an individual with a 


pedometer which they can use to track the number of steps they take 


each day 


 BCT-Cluster 12 Comparison of outcomes (significant positive effect). The 


most commonly reported technique in this cluster was: 


o BCT 71 Pros and cons. In physical activity trials this may include asking 


an inactive, overweight  individual to assess the possible benefits of 


becoming more physically active as well as possible harms of remaining 


inactive 


o BCTs 70 Persuasive source and 72 Comparative imagining of future 


outcomes were reported less frequently in physical activity interventions 


 BCT-Cluster 3 Feedback and monitoring (significant negative effect). While 


this cluster is associated with decreased effects, it includes seven discrete 


BCTs, five of which were used in the interventions with long term follow-up. 


The analysis cannot identify which techniques account for this association, 


and interpreting this result conservatively may be warranted. This 
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association may help identify intervention content that deserves closer 


consideration, however, more robust evidence at the BCT level should be 


acquired before removing feedback and monitoring techniques from 


physical activity interventions. The most commonly reported techniques in 


this cluster among interventions with long term follow-up include: 


o BCT 8 Feedback on behaviour. In physical activity trials, this may involve 


informing the individual about the number of steps taken during a day, or 


the number of minutes spent physically active in a week 


o BCT10 Self monitoring of behaviour, which involves establishing a 


method by which the person monitors and records their behaviour as 


part of an overall behaviour change strategy. In physical activity trials 


this may involve keeping a diary in which to records all activity 


throughout the week 


o BCTs 9 Feedback on outcome(s) of the behaviour, 11 Self monitoring of 


outcomes, 12 Monitoring of behaviour by others without feedback were 


also reported, although were less common 


 BCT-Cluster 1 Social support (non-significant negative effect) 


 


6.3 Effective behaviour change interventions 


Which interventions are effective at changing behaviour and/or sustaining 


behaviour change in individual-level interventions? 


Interventions were described according to their type (brief, extended, multi-


session) and delivery methods (face to face, remote, one on one and/or 


group).  


The majority of interventions were provided over multiple sessions. 


Intervention type tended to vary according to the population receiving the 


intervention – for example, brief interventions were more common among 


individuals identified on the basis of behaviour alone (e.g. smoking) rather 


than health status and behaviour (e.g. smokers with CVD).  
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Trends in effectiveness by intervention type and mode of delivery are 


described below. These findings should be considered in the context of 


existing NICE public health guidance within the individual behaviour areas, 


which may provide more in depth analysis of the interventions in these 


individual areas. 


Table 49 summarises the frequency with which BCTs were reported in each 


category of intervention type and mode of delivery. While intervention type 


represents mutually exclusive categories (an intervention can not be both brief 


and multi-session), the three overarching mode of delivery categories (face to 


face one on one, face to face group, and remote) can overlap when different 


delivery methods are combined within a single intervention. A BCT reported in 


an intervention with both face to face one on one and remote components is 


therefore tallied for both categories in Table 49. 


The final multivariate model found that interventions reporting the use of BCTs 


4 Pharmacological support or 29 graded tasks significantly more effective at 


changing behaviour than interventions that did not report use of these 


techniques.  


BCT 4 was most often reported in multi-session interventions and in those  


delivered either face to face and one on one, or with remote components. This 


remote delivery was generally in combination with a face to face component, 


although a third of the reported occurrences of this technique were in 


interventions with solely a remote delivery mechanism. The high frequency of 


use in multi-session interventions may be due in part to the need for 


monitoring when pharmacological treatments are provided or prescribed, 


although the presence of the BCT in remotely delivered interventions 


underscores that encouraging the use of available pharmacological 


treatments (such as NRT) is sufficient for this technique to be considered 


present in an intervention.  
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BCT 29 was only reported in multi-session interventions, which likely reflects 


the setting of increasingly difficult tasks that build on each other; although this 


technique could conceivably be used in single session interventions (with all 


levels of the task outlined in one session). No division was evident according 


to mode of delivery for this technique.  


BCTs 14 Biofeedback, 31 Changing the social environment, 63 Setting 


outcome goals, 65 Reviewing behavioural goals, and 80 Information about 


social and environmental consequences were included in the overall 


multivariate analysis, but interventions reporting use of these techniques were 


to be no more or less effective at changing behaviour than interventions that 


did not report their use. 


BCT 14 was reportedly used in both brief and multi-session interventions, and 


was most often reported those delivered face to face and one on one. BCT 31 


was infrequently reported, but used most often in multi-session interventions 


delivered face to face and one on one. BCT 63 was most frequently used in 


multi-session interventions, and does not appear to be restricted by delivery 


methods. BCT 65 was reported only in multi-session interventions, and mainly 


used those delivered face to face and one on one; this aligns with the need for 


follow-up and re-evaluation of behaviour goals in light of progress. Finally, 


BCT 80 was reported in both brief and multi-session interventions, generally 


among those delivered face to face and one on one, but also in remotely 


delivered interventions. The use of this technique across interventions types 


and delivery methods likely reflects its educational function, and the ease with 


which this technique can be incorporated into a diverse range of interventions.
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Table 49: Frequency of BCT reports across types of interventions and modes of delivery 


BCTs and clusters Intervention type Mode of delivery 


Brief  
(43 total) 


Extended  
(18 total) 


Multi-session  
(174 total) 


FTF one on one  
(147 total) 


FTF Group 
(48 total) 


Remote     
(115 total) 


Social Support - Care, assistance, help or support provided by others for performance of the behaviour 


1 Social support – practical 0 1 12 7 5 4 


2 Social support – emotional 3 1 2 5 1 2 


3 Social support – unspecified 31 15 154 131 43 93 


Regulation - Controlling one’s emotions, thoughts or impulses 


4 Pharmacological support†* 7 2 38 33 6 29 


5 Reduce negative emotions 0 1 25 14 11 11 


6 Conserving mental resources 0 0 1 1 0 1 


Feedback and Monitoring - Recording behaviour or its outcomes, and/or providing feedback on behaviour or its outcomes 


8 Feedback on behaviour 17 9 49 50 7 40 


9 Feedback on outcome 3 1 12 10 1 9 


10 Self-monitoring of behaviour 1 0 47 26 13 31 


11 Self-monitoring of outcome 0 0 7 6 3 2 


12 Monitoring of behaviour by others without feedback 0 0 2 1 1 1 


13 Monitoring of outcome by others without feedback 0 0 2 2 1 0 


14 Biofeedback† 5 1 7 8 4 3 


Associations - Making new associations between behaviour and cues or rewards, or managing existing associations 


15 Prompts/cues 2 0 4 1 0 6 
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BCTs and clusters Intervention type Mode of delivery 


Brief  
(43 total) 


Extended  
(18 total) 


Multi-session  
(174 total) 


FTF one on one  
(147 total) 


FTF Group 
(48 total) 


Remote     
(115 total) 


Repetition and Substitution - Practising, rehearsing or repeating a behaviour, or directly replacing a new wanted behaviour for an existing unwanted behaviour 


23 Behavioural rehearsal/practice 0 2 17 12 11 3 


24 Habit formation 0 0 1 0 1 1 


25 Behaviour substitution 3 1 13 12 6 8 


28 Generalisation of a target behaviour 0 0 8 6 7 1 


29 Graded tasks†* 0 0 11 5 5 6 


Antecedents - Managing social and environmental situations and events, emotions, or thoughts that elicit existing unwanted behaviour, or have the potential to elicit new wanted behaviour 


30 Restructuring the physical environment 0 0 4 3 0 1 


31 Restructuring the social environment† 1 0 3 3 0 1 


32 Avoidance/reducing  exposure to cues for the behaviour 0 0 2 1 0 2 


33 Distraction 0 0 1 0 0 1 


34 Adding objects to the environment 7 4 63 55 13 38 


35 Body changes 0 0 13 5 7 6 


Shaping Knowledge - Providing information, instructions, or explanations around the behaviour 


36 Instruction on how to perform a behaviour 6 2 51 34 20 27 


37 Information about antecedents 0 2 10 8 6 4 


39 Behavioural experiments 0 1 0 0 1 0 


Self-Belief - Fostering confidence in one’s ability to perform the behaviour 


40 Verbal persuasion about capability 3 0 5 7 0 2 


41 Mental rehearsal 0 0 1 0 0 1 
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BCTs and clusters Intervention type Mode of delivery 


Brief  
(43 total) 


Extended  
(18 total) 


Multi-session  
(174 total) 


FTF one on one  
(147 total) 


FTF Group 
(48 total) 


Remote     
(115 total) 


42 Focus on pas success 1 0 2 2 0 2 


43 Self-talk 0 0 3 2 0 3 


Scheduled Consequences - Emphasising or changing rewards or punishments arising from the behaviour 


50 Reward incompatible behaviour 1 0 0 1 0 0 


Reward & Threat - Rewarding or punishing new or old behaviours 


54 Material reward for behaviour 0 0 2 2 2 0 


56 Social reward  0 1 6 4 0 6 


57 Non-specific reward 0 0 3 0 1 2 


58 Self-reward 0 0 1 0 1 0 


59 Future punishment 0 0 2 2 0 1 


Goals & Planning - Managing behaviour or outcome goals, and/or how behaviour or outcomes will be achieved 


61 Problem solving 4 3 73 42 26 47 


62 Setting goal – behaviour 11 3 100 68 32 64 


63 Setting goal – outcome† 4 1 47 35 17 22 


64 Action planning 6 4 84 52 28 53 


65 Review behaviour goal† 0 0 24 19 8 13 


66 Review outcome goal 0 0 4 1 0 4 


67 Behavioural contract 2 0 14 11 2 14 


68 Commitment 1 0 15 13 4 5 


69 Discrepancy between current behaviour and goal 0 0 14 7 0 13 
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BCTs and clusters Intervention type Mode of delivery 


Brief  
(43 total) 


Extended  
(18 total) 


Multi-session  
(174 total) 


FTF one on one  
(147 total) 


FTF Group 
(48 total) 


Remote     
(115 total) 


Comparison of Outcomes - Considering relative pros and cons of outcomes of various behaviours 


70 Persuasive source 9 0 12 15 1 8 


71 Pros and cons 8 6 25 33 5 14 


72 Comparative imagining of future outcomes 0 0 2 0 0 2 


Identity - Managing how one sees, thinks or feels about oneself or the behaviour 


75 Framing/reframing 1 0 6 4 0 3 


76 Incompatible beliefs 0 1 3 2 1 2 


Natural Consequences - Providing information about the naturally-occurring consequences of the behaviour 


78 Information about health consequences 18 7 43 50 8 34 


79 Information about emotional consequences 2 0 2 3 0 1 


80 Information about social and environmental consequences† 18 8 20 38 4 14 


82 Monitoring of emotional consequences 0 0 1 0 0 1 


Comparison of Behaviour - Comparing own behaviour to an ideal performance or to others’ beliefs or behaviour 


84 Demonstration of the behaviour 0 1 8 4 5 2 


85 Social comparison 15 4 16 19 3 16 


86 Information about others approval 0 0 1 0 0 1 


Covert Learning - Imagining consequences of behaviour, or observing consequences of the behaviour for others 


89 Vicarious consequences 0 0 2 1 1 0 
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Intervention Type 


Overall, studies found that brief interventions (single sessions lasting less 


than thirty minutes) were no more effective than comparators at altering 


behaviour. Many of these studies targeted alcohol consumption among 


university students in the United States or heavy/at risk drinkers presenting in 


the Emergency Department or primary care. The lack of observed 


effectiveness may be due to particular difficulties altering drinking behaviour in 


these populations (other intervention types also largely resulted in no 


significant differences in alcohol consumption in these populations/settings, 


see Section 5.4.1). 


Brief interventions may be incompatible with certain BCTs, and this may 


influence effectiveness. For instance, smoking interventions which provide or 


prescribe smokers nicotine replacement therapy (coded as BCTs 4 and 34) 


generally require follow-up sessions to monitor effects and make dosage 


adjustments if needed. Among alcohol interventions, BCT cluster 3 (feedback 


and monitoring) was associated with intervention effectiveness, many trials 


that include participants monitoring their alcohol consumption and providing 


feedback on such behaviour do so over multiple sessions.  


Few studies assessed extended interventions. These  were mainly provided 


to heavy/risky drinking university students with the aim of reducing alcohol 


consumption. The lack of effectiveness seen among these interventions may 


be due to difficulties in addressing alcohol consumption in this group, rather 


than due to the intervention type itself. 


Across the five topic areas, multi-session interventions were more likely to be 


used and more likely to be effective than the other types of intervention. This 


effectiveness varied across population groups and delivery method, however. 


Interventions provided to individuals with clinical disease (CVD, T2DM) were 


most likely to be provided over multiple sessions, and most likely to address 


multiple behaviours. The effectiveness of these interventions may be due to a 
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combination of intervention intensity, content, context and population 


characteristics.  


While the categorisation of intervention type used in this review provides a 


proxy measure of intensity (with brief interventions being les intense and 


multiple sessions more intense), it does not capture all aspects of it. 


Frequency and duration of the intervention varied considerably among the 


identified trials, and within intervention types. Further assessment examining 


the effectiveness of multi-session interventions across varying levels of 


intensity and other intervention characteristics could further clarify what 


aspects of these multi-session interventions are effective for altering 


behaviour within a given population.  


Delivery method 


Frequency of use and effectiveness of each delivery method varied across the 


topic areas and population groups. Face to face, one on one interventions 


were most common in the sexual health, alcohol and smoking topics, and 


among interventions delivered in clinical settings such as primary care or 


Emergency Departments. Remotely delivered interventions (alone or as a 


follow-up to face to face interventions) were used most frequently in the 


smoking and physical activity topics.  


No clear trends in effectiveness among different delivery methods were seen. 


6.4 Variation across different population groups 


How do the effects of individual interventions vary across different population 


groups? 


Trials in each behaviour area were grouped according to key participant 


characteristics in trials in that area. Some of these population groups were 


specific to the individual areas of interest (e.g. individuals with HIV or other 


STI in the sexual health section), while others applied to several behavioural 
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areas (e.g. individuals with or at risk for CVD in the alcohol, smoking, diet and 


physical activity sections).  


The population groups outlined in Section 4.2.4, 4.3.4, 4.4.4, 4.5.4 and 4.6.4 


were selected based on the trials included within each behavioural area. 


These groups were not defined a priori, but largely aligned with the individual 


level selection criteria utilised during the search and sifting processes (see 


Appendix C). That is, populations with a health status (e.g. cardiovascular 


disease, type 2 diabetes) or health behaviours (e.g. engaging in unprotected 


sex, drinking above recommended alcohol limits) which suggested that they 


could benefit from a behaviour change intervention. Others were grouped 


according to recruitment setting (i.e. Emergency Department, hospital or 


primary care patients exhibiting risky behaviours).  


It should be noted that these broad groupings do not describe all of the 


participants’ characteristics, but reflect the most pertinent and common factors 


when considering both the individual intervention aim and the behaviour 


change topic area. This sometimes led to differential population categorisation 


of studies across topics. For instance, Dermen 2011* [+] enrolled university 


students exhibiting both risky sexual and drinking behaviours: in the sexual 


health summary (Section 4.2.4) the most pertinent population group which this 


study fell in to was individuals at risk for STIs, while in the alcohol summary 


(Section 4.3.4) this study was grouped with other studies among university 


students, as this was the most defining characteristic of this population in this 


topic area. 


The effectiveness of behaviour change interventions across population groups 


within each topic area is discussed in Section 5.4.1, and intervention 


effectiveness in socioeconomically disadvantaged and minority ethnic groups 


is discussed in Section 5.4.2.  As these groups were not considered in the 


meta-regression, assessment and discussion is limited to a narrative 


synthesis.  
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6.4.1 Effectiveness across population groups within behaviour 


change topics 


Sexual Health 


The number of studies within sexual health area limits the ability to detect 


strong patterns across populations. Overall, interventions among men who 


have sex with men were found to have no significant effect on changing 


sexual health behaviour (Evidence Statement 1.5). Some individual 


interventions were found to be effective among women at risk of unintended 


pregnancy (Evidence Statement 1.6), individuals at risk of acquiring HIV or 


other STI (Evidence Statements 1.7) and individuals with HIV or other STIs 


(Evidence Statements 1.8). There was variation within each of these 


populations in terms of the type and delivery of the interventions, and 


considerable heterogeneity in participant characteristics across the studies 


(see Section 4.2.4). Among women at risk of unintended pregnancy, two trials 


enrolled women whose risk was determined based on their presenting at an 


abortion clinic, one defined risk as not using an IUD or being sterilised/having 


a sterilised partner. The effective intervention in women at risk of unintended 


pregnancy enrolled university students reporting ineffective contraception use 


while binge drinking, and aimed to reduce the risk of alcohol exposed 


pregnancy. Similar variation in terms of participant characteristics and 


recruiting were seen within the individuals with or at risk for HIV/other STI 


groups.  


Alcohol 


The major population groups identified within this topic included 


heavy/risky/harmful drinkers presenting to the ED or treated in hospital, 


drinkers recruited in primary care, individuals with or at risk for cardiovascular 


conditions, and university students. This review excluded individuals  with 


alcohol dependency, thus conclusions drawn about intervention effectiveness 


(or lack thereof) should be confined to individuals considered to be heavy, 
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risky or harmful drinkers, and not extended to those with more severe 


addiction or dependency. Very few interventions in this topic area were 


effective, thus, the general pattern across populations is a lack of significant 


effect on drinking behaviour. 


Overall, trials among hospitalised drinkers or those presenting in the ED were 


found to be no more effective than usual care, regardless of intervention type 


and mode of delivery (Evidence Statements 2.5). There was considerable 


variation in participant characteristics in this group, with some studies 


targeting injured ED patients, while others were conducted among relatively 


deprived hospital patients. A similar lack of effectiveness was seen among 


drinkers identified in primary care settings (Evidence Statement 2.10).The 


evidence suggests that the opportunistic interventions used in these trials 


were not effective at altering drinking behaviour in these populations groups. 


Alcohol interventions among individuals with or at risk for cardiovascular 


conditions were found to be no more effective than usual care at reducing 


consumption (Evidence Statement 2.9). There was some variation in this 


population in terms of health status, with some interventions engaging 


individuals in cardiovascular risk management programmes, others among 


congestive heart failure patients. All of the trials in this group used usual care 


as a comparator. Given the difficulties encountered regarding the coding of 


comparators, it is possible that fairly robust alcohol  interventions were being 


provided in usual care, and that the lack of effect arises due to this unreported 


content. 


A large proportion of alcohol behaviour change trials were conducted among 


university students; all of these trials were carried out in the United States. 


Overall, these interventions had no significant impact on the drinking 


behaviour of students. This pattern held across intervention types and delivery 


methods (Evidence Statements 2.6 to 2.8).  
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Interventions among pregnant or postpartum women appear to be effective at 


changing alcohol consumption (Evidence Statement 2.12). This population 


was represented in two trials only, and may be an area of interest for future 


research. 


Smoking 


The effectiveness of smoking interventions varies considerably across 


different population groups. Overall, opportunistic interventions appear to be 


no more effective than usual care at changing smoking behaviour among 


patients presenting in to the Emergency Department, or those hospitalised for 


non-cardiovascular conditions (Evidence Statement 3.8), or identified in 


primary care settings (Evidence Statement 3.14). Interventions that 


specifically target smokers who are motivated to or interested in quitting tend 


to be effective, although there is variability by intervention type and mode of 


delivery in this group (Evidence Statements 3.12 to 3.13). The relative role 


played by individual motivation vs. intervention design in the observed 


effectiveness within this population is unclear. Interventions targeting smoking 


behaviour among those with or at risk for cardiovascular or respiratory 


conditions (Evidence Statements 3.5 to 3.7), and among pregnant and 


postpartum women (Evidence Statements 3.9 to 3.11) had  some success.  


There was considerable heterogeneity within these populations (e.g. the 


ED/hospital patients group was made up of individuals identified as smokers 


during Emergency Department visits that were not necessarily related to a 


smoking-related condition, as well as surgical patients who were at increased 


risk of perioperative complications due to their smoking behaviour).  


Additional differences occurred in terms of selected comparator across these 


groups. Interventions among CVD/COPD, hospital/ED patients and pregnant 


women subgroups were assessed with usual care as the comparator. These 


usual care arms were generally sparsely described, with the majority not 


reporting any codeable BCTs. Strong anti-smoking messages may be 
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included in usual care, but not described in the trials; this may account for the 


lack of a statistically significant difference between the arms. At the currently 


reported levels of detail, discerning differences in content between the 


interventions being tested and usual care is difficult in the majority of the 


smoking trials. 


Diet 


The subpopulations in this topic area were represented by only a handful of 


studies, which limits the conclusions that can be drawn within or across the 


groups. The major population groups identified in the dietary trials were those 


with clinical conditions and those at risk for such conditions based on either 


clinical or behavioural markers. Among cardiovascular patients, interventions 


that also addressed other behavioural areas were effective at changing 


dietary behaviours (Evidence Statement 4.4). This effect was seen over a 


variety of dietary outcomes relevant to cardiovascular patients, including oily 


fish consumption, and consuming a Mediterranean or low fat diet.  


Among the other major clinical group, Type 2 Diabetes patients, the 


effectiveness of diet interventions was inconsistent (Evidence Statement 4.5), 


with no clear patterns of effectiveness emerging even when taking into 


consideration the intervention type and delivery method. 


Among populations with clinical cardiovascular risk factors, dietary 


intervention had inconsistent effects (Evidence Statement 4.6). Most of these 


trials assessed interventions addressing multiple behaviours, generally diet 


and physical activity together. There was considerable heterogeneity in 


participant characteristics in this subgroup, with type and severity of risk, 


employment status, ethnicity, age, and medication use varying, among other 


factors.  


Trials which assessed non-behavioural outcomes were excluded across all 


five behaviour change topic in this review. For dietary interventions, this 
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exclusion criterion considerably reduced the pool of included studies, as trials 


examining non-behavioural outcomes (e.g. calorie counts, grams of fat, % of 


total energy intake) were not eligible. In total, four trials that addressed diet 


only and met inclusion criteria were identified, while an additional 20 that 


addressed diet in combination with another behaviour change topic (primarily 


physical activity) met inclusion criteria .  


In the area of diet, the strict definition of what constitutes a behaviour 


excludes outcomes such as calorie or fat intake, which without further 


information cannot be pinpointed to specific behaviours. For example, calorie 


reduction could result from a range of different behaviours, such as eating 


less fatty food or reducing alcohol consumption or reducing snacking between 


meals. This criterion resulted in exclusion of a number of diet studies. 


Despite these exclusions, there was still considerable heterogeneity of dietary 


behaviour outcomes, as different trials assessed the effect of behaviour 


change interventions on various aspects of individual dietary habits (e.g. fruit, 


vegetable, or fatty food intake). Effectiveness may vary across different 


outcomes, and this variability was not assessed. Given the topic area, 


removing this outcome heterogeneity is not feasible without focusing on a 


single dietary behaviour. Such an approach would, however, further reduce 


the quantity of available evidence available, and the overall utility of a dietary 


behaviour change review. 


Physical activity 


Aside from the three studies that recruited pregnant women at risk for 


gestational diabetes, the proportion of interventions targeting physical activity 


that were found to be effective at changing behaviour was generally 


consistent across population groups. As with diet, however, each 


subpopulation was represented in a limited number of studies, making it 


difficult to draw conclusions on the link between effectiveness and population 


targeted. Among individuals with cardiovascular conditions, some trials were 
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effective at improving activity, but this varied with type of intervention and 


mode of delivery (Evidence Statements 5.5 to 5.7) 


Similarly inconsistent effects were seen among individuals with Type 2 


Diabetes (Evidence Statements 5.8 to 5.9), those with cardiovascular risk 


factors (Evidence Statements 5.10 to 5.11), and individuals with increased 


risk for T2DM (Evidence Statement 5.12). 


Studies which addressed diet as well as physical activity suggest that 


intervention among overweight or obese individuals can be effective 


(Evidence Statement 5.13), although which interventions are best suited for 


effecting change in this population could not be determined, given the limited 


number of trials in this group.  


The only population in this behaviour area selected solely on the basis on 


behaviour was inactive/underactive individuals. There was variation in both 


the effectiveness of interventions in this population, as well as underlying 


patient characteristics. Identifying effective intervention by type or mode of 


delivery in this group is hampered by the limited number of studies in each 


subset of interventions (Evidence Statements 5.14 to 5.15). 


6.4.2 Social Inequalities 


This section summarises the effectiveness of behaviour change interventions 


for those studies that reported recruiting participants based on socioeconomic 


status, were reported to be carried out in areas of high socioeconomic 


deprivation, or where the majority of the participants were considered by the 


paper to be of low-income status. For ethnicity, studies are discussed which 


recruited on the basis ethnicity, or predominately included ethnic-minority 


participants.  


The majority of included studies did not target low SES or BME groups, nor 


specify the socioeconomic or ethnic characteristics of their participants. This 


limits the number of studies available for synthesis in this section, and thus 
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the conclusions that can be drawn regarding the effectiveness of behaviour 


change interventions in these populations.  


Different studies used different categorisations of sociodemographic 


characteristics across countries, and this also complicates synthesis of these 


studies.  For example, assessment based on educational attainment and 


income in the USA is difficult to directly translate to the UK categorisation of 


social class or SES. Similarly, ethnic categories of black or African American 


may not map directly onto UK relevant ethnicities. Other ethnicities (Hispanic 


or Latino) may have limited applicability to UK public health practice. 


Socioeconomic Status 


Fourteen interventions (described in ten trials) recruited on the basis of low 


socioeconomic status, were conducted in areas of deprivation. The 


effectiveness of these interventions varied across behaviour change areas. 


Ten smoking interventions were performed in studies which recruited low 


income pregnant women, and focused on either smoking cessation or relapse 


prevention in this population. Overall, the evidence of effectiveness was 


inconsistent across these trials, with two studies (Pbert 2004 [+], El-Mohandes 


2011 [+]) reporting significant effects on smoking behaviour. One trial 


(O’Connor 2007 [+]) recruited low-income pregnant drinkers, and resulted in a 


significant effect on drinking during the third trimester. Two alcohol 


interventions (Holloway_SEE 2007 [+], Holloway_SHB 2007 [+]) among 


hospitalised patients, the majority of whom were classified as being ‘relatively 


deprived’, resulted in no significant changes in alcohol consumption. One trial 


(Eakin 2010* [+]) addressed both dietary and physical activity behaviour 


change, and reported recruiting T2DM or hypertensive patients from a  


socioeconomically disadvantaged community. There was inconsistent effect 


across outcomes in this trial, with significant changes seen in dietary 


behaviour, but not in physical activity. 
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This evidence suggests that interventions among individuals in low-


socioeconomic or low-income groups can be effective at altering health 


behaviour. The results of the intervention described in Eakin 2010* [+] 


suggest that the same intervention can result in different effects depending on 


the behaviour area assessed.  


Given the limitations of this synthesis, it is unclear whether the variation in 


effectiveness seen across these studies is related to target behaviours, 


intervention content and design, participant SES, or other participant 


characteristics.  


Ethnicity 


Several trials recruited on the basis of either ethnicity, or predominately 


included ethnic-minority participants. These trials included black and/or 


Hispanic/Latino participants. The applicability of these studies to UK public 


health practice may vary, depending on the ethnicity represented.  


Twelve interventions in nine trials included black or African American 


participants. Eleven of the 12 interventions resulted in non significant 


difference in health related behaviour versus the comparator (sexual health: 


Koblin 2012 [++], Crosby 2009 [+], Golin 2012 [+]; alcohol: Field_BP 2009 [+]; 


smoking: Nollen 2007 [++], Ondersma_CM-Lite 2012 [++], Ondersma_CD-


5As+CM-Lite 2012 [++], Ondersma_CD-5As 2012 [++], Hyman_Sec 2007* 


[++], Hyman_Sic 2007* [++]; diet: Stolley 2008 [+]; physical activity:  


Hyman_Sec 2007* [++], Hyman_Sic 2007* [++]). One smoking intervention 


was significantly more effective than the comparator at encouraging smokers 


to quit (El-Mohandes 2001 [+]).  


Eight interventions recruited or included Hispanic or Latino participants. As 


with trials among black participants, the majority of these resulted in no 


significant behaviour change (sexual health: Langston 2010 [++], alcohol: 


Field_HP 2009 [+]; smoking: Dornelas 2006 [+], Malchodi 2003 [+]; diet: 
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Osborn 2010 [+]; physical activity: Eakin 2007 [+],Toobert 2011 [+]). One 


intervention resulted in a significant difference in average weekly physical 


activity among obese Hispanic Americans who had undergone gastric bypass 


surgery (Nijamkin 2012 [++]). 


Eight interventions included mainly black and Hispanic participants (these two 


groups made up at least 50% of the participants). Four of these interventions 


resulted in no significant changes to behaviour (sexual health: Mansergh 2010 


[+]; smoking: Bernstein 2011 [++], Gordon_3As 2010a [+], Reid 2008 [++]), 


three were effective at altering behaviour (alcohol: O’Connor 2007 [+]; 


smoking: Gordon_5As 2010a [+], Vidrine 2012 [+]), and one resulted in 


inconsistent effects, depending on the behaviour targeted (the intervention in 


Gilbert 2008* [++] had a no significant effect on alcohol consumption, but was 


effective at changing sexual health behaviour among HIV positive adults). 


Additionally, one trial (Petersen 2007 [++]) did not recruit based on ethnicity, 


or have a majority of participants who were considered part of ethnic minority 


groups, but it did include subgroup analysis by ethnicity. In this analysis, black 


women (27% of the included participants) reported an improvement in 


contraceptive use or maintenance of a high level of use at 2 month follow-up 


with the intervention (72% with intervention vs. 55% with control; p<0.05). This 


difference was maintained at 12 months (60% vs. 54%, p value not reported).  


These studies suggest that some interventions can be effective at altering 


health behaviour among ethnic minority groups. Similar to the Eakin 2010* [+] 


study discussed in the socioeconomic section, the intervention described in 


Gilbert 2008* [++] had a differential effect depending on the behavioural area 


targeted.  


Overall, there were a limited number of studies that reported participant 


characteristics in a manner suitable for assessing the effect of these 


behaviour change interventions among economically disadvantaged 


individuals, or individuals in minority ethnic groups. While these studies 
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suggest that behaviour change interventions can be effective among these 


populations, given the limitations of this synthesis, it is unclear whether the 


variation in effectiveness seen is related to target behaviours, intervention 


content and design, participant SES, ethnicity, or other characteristics. 


6.5 Theory use 


Which theories explain when, why and how behaviour change is maintained?  


We adopted two approaches to investigate which theoretical explanations 


best apply to change in each of the behaviour domains. Firstly, we assessed 


whether and which named theories had been used to inform behaviour 


change interventions, based on whether the theory had been mentioned 


anywhere in the published description of an intervention. Coding for theories 


in this way can reveal intervention developers’ assumptions around the causal 


processes that lead to behaviour change. For example, the Transtheoretical 


Model was most popular in smoking and physical activity interventions, and so 


suggests that smoking and physical activity are commonly conceived of as 


outcomes of a series of sequential stages, beginning with (not) considering 


changing behaviour (pre-contemplation), progressing through contemplation 


and initiation of action, and culminating in long-term change (maintenance). 


For diet interventions, social cognitive theory was most popular, and reflects 


the predominance of a belief among researchers that dietary change is the 


product of motivation and self-confidence in being able to bring about change. 


No single theory dominated sexual health or alcohol interventions. Theories 


were used in a minority of interventions, and the absence of positive effects of 


theory use in our meta-regression analyses suggested there was no clear 


advantage to using theory to inform interventions. This conclusion is however 


qualified by a key limitation of our coding of theory use.. 


Theory can be used in multiple ways to inform the basis of an intervention. 


For example, theory can: identify constructs that predict behaviour and so 


offer targets for change as a mechanism to behaviour change (e.g. self-
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efficacy); select recipients for the intervention based on their scores on 


theoretical variables (e.g. those low in self-efficacy); select and tailor 


intervention techniques to recipients (e.g. encouraging repeated performance, 


to promote self-confidence gains among those low in self-efficacy); and 


suggest psychological variables for measurement as a means of detecting 


psychological change (e.g. measuring self-efficacy; Michie & Prestwich, 


2010). A 19-item coding frame is available to assess the ‘theory-basedness’ 


of interventions according to these criteria (Michie & Prestwich, 2010). This 


coding frame was intended to be used in this review, but early applications to 


published interventions showed that interventions were insufficiently 


described for many of the items to be coded. Therefore a single-item 


assessment of theory use  was used instead. 


This  assessment of theory use would not be able to distinguish between 


instances in which, for example, a theory was mentioned in the introduction to 


an intervention description but not used to inform intervention content, versus 


the integration of theory into all parts of the intervention development, 


implementation and evaluation processes. Coding is reliant upon the quality of 


intervention reporting, and poor reporting makes it difficult to identify whether 


and which theories are associated with effectiveness. 


Secondly, the general theoretical approaches taken by the intervention were 


inferred from the BCTs present in each intervention, in the form of the BCT 


clusters. Although no clusters were found to predict effects for sexual health, 


and findings were inconclusive for alcohol consumption, some theoretical 


clusters were observed to account for unique variance in the effectiveness of 


diet, physical activity and smoking interventions. Diet interventions based on 


‘comparisons of outcomes’ tended to be more effective, suggesting that 


conscious deliberation over the pros and cons of available options may be 


important in energising dietary change. Physical activity interventions had 


increased effectiveness where they used ‘repetition and substitution’, 


techniques which are central to learning theory accounts of behaviour. 
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Surprisingly, interventions based on ‘goals and planning’, which are self-


regulatory approaches to behaviour change, were associated with reduced 


effectiveness of smoking interventions. This suggests that smoking cessation 


interventions may perhaps be hindered by focusing on self-regulation, and 


that other techniques or approaches may be more effective. 


The use of theory to inform the content of interventions varied across the five 


behaviour change areas. Theory was reported least frequently in alcohol trials 


(12% of all interventions) and most frequently in physical activity trials (55% of 


all interventions). Theory use in the intervention was included as a covariate 


in each of the topic specific meta-regressions, to control for any potential 


effect. This approach differed from that taken with BCT clusters and 


intervention functions, which were only included in the meta-regression if the 


univariate analysis indicated that they accounted for a proportion of between 


study variance. The only topic in which this occurred was smoking, where 


theory use accounted for approximately 10% of the between study variance. 


However, theory use was not statistically significant predictor of effectiveness 


in the multivariate analysis, and the regression coefficient was very small and 


indicated a negative direction of effect for theory use. 


The meta-regression suggests that the overall effect in each behaviour 


change area is not predicted by the use of theory to develop the intervention. 


This lack of association was also seen in the subset of studies with long term 


follow-up, across all five topic areas (see Table 50). 
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Table 50: : Meta-analysis results – theory use - overall and topic specific effect 
sizes and heterogeneity 


Topic Primary meta-regression Long term sensitivity 
analysis (>6 months) 


Effect size 


(SMD, 95% CI) 


p-value Effect size 


(SMD, 95% CI) 


p-value 


Sexual health No meta-regression No meta-regression 


Alcohol 0.03 (-0.12 to 0.18) 0.684 0.09 (-0.10 to 0.28) 0.342 


Smoking -0.07 (-0.22 to 0.08) 0.364 -0.22 (-0.59 to 0.16) 0.242 


Diet -0.03 (-0.22 to 0.16) 0.739 -0.11 (-0.50 to 0.28) 0.513 


Physical activity -0.03 (-0.16 to 0.09) 0.594 -0.12 (-0.33 to 0.08) 0.201 


Overall  -0.04 (-0.12 to 0.03) 0.273 -0.06 (-0.21 to 0.09) 0.421 


 


6.6 General limitations  


The current review is part of an update of PH6 guidance published in 2007. 


The evidence review underlying this guidance included only systematic 


reviews, and the search was carried out in February 2006. To cover the lag 


period between studies being published and being included in systematic 


reviews, the search for the current evidence review went back to 2003 rather 


than 2006. The evidence should be interpreted in light of the fact that it only 


includes studies from 2003.  


Due to the large amount of research on behaviour change in the five 


behaviour areas being assessed, a number of pragmatic approaches were 


taken to make the review feasible. The evidence review for the original PH6 


guidance included only systematic reviews for this reason. However, as BCT 


coding requires in depth information about what was done in an intervention, it 


would be difficult to identify BCT level information from systematic reviews, 


which usually do not provide full descriptions of study interventions. 


The pragmatic approaches used were: 
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 To exclude studies with fewer than 100 participants, as well as pilot and 


feasibility studies. This reduces the amount of data available for the meta-


analysis and meta-regression, and therefore power. This removal of 


smaller studies could explain why there was some indication of publication 


bias in some of the analyses (sexual health, alcohol, and the overall 


analysis), which was predicted to inflate the effect size. 


 To exclude studies performed in the developing world. These studies could 


have provided additional information, however, their interventions and 


results would be likely to have lower applicability to the UK setting than 


studies performed in the developed world. 


 To select an individual outcome from each study for extraction rather than 


generating an average effect size across all relevant outcomes. The 


individual outcome selected may not be representative of the effects across 


all outcomes in the study. The outcome hierarchy was determined in 


advance, based on judgements about the importance of the individual 


outcomes, without reference to study results, which should reduce the 


likelihood of biased selection of outcomes. 


 Not to contact study authors for additional information about the 


interventions. Additional published sources of information (webpages or 


journal articles) about the interventions were sought when these were 


referenced in the original papers. 


 To double code only a subset (10%) of the interventions. This sample 


suggested that the level of agreement was high, but full double coding and 


generation of consensus across studies may be a more robust approach.  


 To include only BCTs, BCT clusters, intervention functions, and theory use 


in the meta-regression. These variables were a main focus of the questions 


being covered in this behaviour change guidance. The BCTs and BCT 


clusters in particular are difficult to assess in other ways, as many different 


combinations of BCTs are used in the interventions. Other variables 


relating to e.g. delivery setting, treatment fidelity could have been included 
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in the model, but this would have complicated the analyses and their 


interpretation. 


 


Other limitations include that the analyses in this review use standardised 


mean differences calculated from study data for the outcome selected from 


the study as being the highest ranking on the outcome hierarchy. This 


approach was used to maximise data entered into the meta-analysis and 


meta-regression, rather than focusing on a single outcome for each behaviour 


area (e.g. sustained smoking abstinence at 3 months). Because varying 


outcome measures were included, this introduces heterogeneity into the 


analyses. Populations, interventions and comparators also varied and this 


also introduces heterogeneity into the analyses. 


Across all behaviour areas we focused on behavioural outcomes rather than 


clinical outcomes, as this guidance is specifically relating to methods effective 


for behaviour change. Although a long term improvement in clinical outcomes 


is what is desired, fewer studies will have looked at these outcomes than at 


the underlying behaviours, and focusing on these outcomes only would 


reduce the amount of data available for meta-regression.  
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7 Appendix A: Scope of review 


Interventions that will be 
covered 


Individual-level interventions aimed at behaviour 
change in five areas: 


 Alcohol 


 Smoking 


 Diet  


 Physical activity 


 Sexual health 


An individual-level intervention is defined as one 
where someone is selected for the intervention 
on the basis of an existing health status or 
behaviour (e.g. high alcohol consumption; 
smoking; overweight or obesity; risky sexual 
behaviour) 


This includes health promotion and disease 
prevention interventions aimed at changing an 
individual’s health-related behaviour in the five 
areas specified. These interventions must 
include enough detail for the specific behaviour-
change techniques used to be identified. 


Interventions may be delivered by humans or 
automatic systems. 


Interventions that will not 
be covered 


Community- and population-level interventions 


Interventions that bring about change via social 
processes or changes to the environment 


Screening programmes 


Interventions targeting behaviours not related to 
the five areas of interest (alcohol, smoking, diet, 
physical activity, sexual health) 


Clinical or pharmacological methods of 
achieving behaviour change with no public 
health or health promotion element 


Psychiatric interventions delivered as part of the 
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therapeutic process for people with a mental 
health problem. 


Interventions with only a clinical or 
pharmacological focus (e.g. diet for diabetes 
care or coeliac disease.) i.e. that aim to treat a 
condition rather than change behaviour 


Interventions aimed at the treatment of 
substance use disorders (except smoking and 
alcohol) 


Populations (groups) that 
will be covered 


Adults aged 16 and over with an existing health 
status or behaviour that implies the need for 
behaviour change relating to one of the five 
areas described above. 


Populations (groups) that 
will not be covered 


Children and young people aged <16 years 


Families 


Comparators that will be 
covered 


No intervention 


Waiting list 


Usual/standard care 


Outcomes that will be 
covered  


 


Behaviour changes in: 


 Alcohol use 


 Smoking behaviour 


 Diet 


 Physical activity 


 Sexual practices 


 Duration of behaviour changes 


Behavioural outcome associated with the 
behaviour intervention focuses on (i.e. change 
in smoking, alcohol, diet, physical activity, 
sexual practice) reported as described within 
the study. 
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Outcomes that will not be 
covered  


Clinical outcomes (e.g. liver disease, lung 
cancer) 


Other non-behavioural outcomes (e.g. 
knowledge) 


Study types that will be 
covered 


Systematic reviews and RCTs 


Study types that will not 
be covered 


Uncontrolled studies 


Economic analyses 


Non English language studies 
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8 Appendix B: Search strategies 


MEDLINE 


1     food habits/ 


2     food preferences/ 


3     nutrition therapy/ 


4     diet*.ti. 


5     ((health* or unhealthy or poor* or chang* or behav* or advic* or 
recommend*) adj3 (eat* or diet* or food* or nutrition)).ab,ti. 


6     ((fruit* or vegetable*) adj2 (intake* or consum* or eat* or ate)).ab,ti. 


7     or/1-6 


8     smoking/ 


9     smoking cessation/ 


10     "tobacco use cessation"/ 


11     "tobacco use disorder"/ 


12     (smok* or tobacco or cigar* or nicotine).ti. 


13     or/8-12 


14     exp alcohol-related disorders/pc 


15     alcohol drinking/ 


16     (alcohol* adj3 (consum* or misuse or abuse or intoxication or harmful or 
excess* or binge or hazardous or heavy or temperance or abstinence)).ti. 


17     or/14-16 


18     exp exercise/ 


19     exercise movement techniques/ 


20     exp sports/ 


21     exp exercise therapy/ 
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22     ((physical* or keep* or cardio* or aerobic or fitness) adj3 (fit* or activit* or 
train*)).ti. 


23     (sedentary or exercis*).ti. 


24     or/18-23 


25     safe sex/ 


26     (contracep* or condom*).ti. 


27     exp sexually transmitted diseases/pc 


28     ((sex* or intercourse) adj3 (risk* or protected or unprotected or safe* or 
unsafe or behavi*)).ti. 


29     (std* or sti or "sexually transmitted disease*" or "sexually transmitted 
infection*").ti. 


30     pregnancy in adolescence/ 


31     (pregnan* adj5 (teen* or adolescen* or pupil* or underage or youth or 
young or student or college* or school* or universit* or unwanted or 
unintended or unplanned)).ti. 


32     or/25-31 


33     7 or 13 or 17 or 24 or 32 


34     interview, psychological/ 


35     directive counseling/ 


36     counseling/ 


37     motivation/ 


38     health behavior/ 


39     health knowledge, attitudes, practice/ 


40     ((behavio?r* or lifestyle or "life style" or brief) and (change* or changing 
or modification* or modify or modifying or therapy or therapies or program* or 
intervention*)).ti. 


41     ((behavio?r* or lifestyle or "life style" or brief) adj2 (change* or changing 
or modification* or modify or modifying or therapy or therapies or program* or 
intervention* or counsel*)).ab. 
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42     (counsel* or motiva*).ti. 


43     or/34-42 


44     33 and 43 


45     ((change* or changing or modification* or modify or modifying) adj2 
(behavio?r* or lifestyle or "life style") adj2 (intervention* or therapy or 
therapies or program*)).ti,ab. 


46     ("physical activity" or "healthy eating" or fruit* or vegetable* or exercis* 
or fitness or condom* or contracept* or alcohol or (smok* adj5 (stop* or 
cessation)) or (sex and (risk* or unsafe or safe))).ti,ab. 


47     44 or (45 and 46) 


48     exp review/ 


49     (scisearch or psychinfo or psycinfo or medlars or embase or psychlit or 
psyclit or cinahl or pubmed or medline).ti,ab,sh. 


50     ((hand adj2 search*) or (manual* adj2 search*)).ti,ab,sh. 


51     ((electronic or bibliographic or computeri?ed or online) adj4 
database*).ti,ab. 


52     (pooling or pooled or mantel haenszel).ti,ab,sh. 


53     (peto or dersimonian or der simonian or fixed effect).ti,ab,sh. 


54     or/49-53  


55     48 and 54 


56     meta analysis/ 


57     (meta-analys* or meta analys* or metaanalys*).ti,sh. 


58     ((systematic* or quantitativ* or methodologic*) adj5 (review* or overview* 
or synthesis*)).ti,sh. 


59     or/56-58 


60     55 or 59 


61     (randomized controlled trial or controlled clinical trial).pt. 


62     ((control* or clinical*) adj2 (trial* or study or studies)).ti. 
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63     random*.ab. 


64     or/61-63 


65     (animal* not human*).sh. 


66     64 not 65 


67     47 and 60 


68     47 and 66 


69     limit 67 to (english language and yr="2003 -current") 


70     limit 68 to (english language and yr="2003 -current") 


71     69 or 70 


72     (comment or editorial or letter or news).pt. 


73     71 not 72 


 


EMBASE 


1     food preference/ 


2     diet therapy/ 


3     diet*.ti. 


4     ((health* or unhealthy or poor* or chang* or behav* or advic* or 
recommend*) adj3 (eat* or diet* or food* or nutrition)).ab,ti. 


5     ((fruit* or vegetable*) adj2 (intake* or consum* or eat* or ate)).ab,ti. 


6     or/1-5 


7     smoking/ 


8     smoking cessation/ 


9     (smok* or tobacco or cigar* or nicotine).ti. 


10     or/7-9 


11     exp drinking behavior/ 
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12     (alcohol* adj3 (consum* or misuse or abuse or intoxication or harmful or 
excess* or binge or hazardous or heavy or temperance or abstinence)).ti. 


13     or/11-12 


14     exp exercise/ 


15     exp kinesiotherapy/ 


16     exp sport/ 


17     ((physical* or keep* or cardio* or aerobic or fitness) adj3 (fit* or activit* or 
train*)).ti. 


18     (sedentary or exercis*).ti. 


19     or/14-18 


20     safe sex/ 


21     (contracep* or condom*).ti. 


22     exp sexually transmitted diseases/pc 


23     ((sex* or intercourse) adj3 (risk* or protected or unprotected or safe* or 
unsafe or behavi*)).ti. 


24     (std* or sti or "sexually transmitted disease*" or "sexually transmitted 
infection*").ti. 


25     pregnancy in adolescence/ 


26     (pregnan* adj5 (teen* or adolescen* or pupil* or underage or youth or 
young or student or college* or school* or universit* or unwanted or 
unintended or unplanned)).ti. 


27     or/20-26 


28     6 or 10 or 13 or 19 or 27 


29     counseling/ 


30     motivation/ 


31     health behavior/ 


32     attitude to health/ 
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33     ((behavio?r* or lifestyle or "life style" or brief) and (change* or changing 
or modification* or modify or modifying or therapy or therapies or program* or 
intervention*)).ti.  


34     ((behavio?r* or lifestyle or "life style" or brief) adj2 (change* or changing 
or modification* or modify or modifying or therapy or therapies or program* or 
intervention* or counsel*)).ab. 


35     (counsel* or motiva*).ti. 


36     or/29-35 


37     28 and 36 


38     ((change* or changing or modification* or modify or modifying) adj2 
(behavio?r* or lifestyle or "life style") adj2 (intervention* or therapy or 
therapies or program*)).ti,ab. 


39     ("physical activity" or "healthy eating" or fruit* or vegetable* or exercis* 
or fitness or condom* or contracept* or alcohol or (smok* adj5 (stop* or 
cessation)) or (sex and (risk* or unsafe or safe))).ti,ab. 


40     37 or (38 and 39) 


41     exp review/ 


42     (scisearch or psychinfo or psycinfo or medlars or embase or psychlit or 
psyclit or cinahl or pubmed or medline).ti,ab,sh. 


43     ((hand adj2 search*) or (manual* adj2 search*)).ti,ab,sh. 


44     ((electronic or bibliographic or computeri?ed or online) adj4 
database*).ti,ab. 


45     (pooling or pooled or mantel haenszel).ti,ab,sh. 


46     (peto or dersimonian or der simonian or fixed effect).ti,ab,sh. 


47     or/42-46 


48     41 and 47 


49     meta analysis/ 


50     (meta-analys* or meta analys* or metaanalys*).ti,sh. 


51     ((systematic* or quantitativ* or methodologic*) adj5 (review* or overview* 
or synthesis*)).ti,sh. 
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52     or/49-51 


53     48 or 52 


54     randomized controlled trial/ 


55     ((control* or clinical*) adj2 (trial* or study or studies)).ti. 


56     random*.ab. 


57     or/54-56 


58     (animal* not human*).sh. 


59     57 not 58 


60     40 and 53 


61     40 and 59 


62     limit 60 to (english language and yr="2003 -current") 


63     limit 61 to (english language and yr="2003 -current") 


64     62 or 63 


65     (comment or editorial or letter or news).pt. 


66     64 not 65 


 


CINAHL 


S58       S56 or S57 


S57       S46 and S55 


S56       S46 and S51 


S55       S52 or S53 or S54 


S54       AB random* 


S53       TI ((control* or clinical*) N2 (trial* or study or studies)) 


S52       (MH "Randomized Controlled Trials") 


S51       S47 or S48 or S49 or S50 
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S50       TI (meta-analys* or meta analys* or metaanalys*) 


S49       TI ((systematic* or quantitativ* or methodologic*) N5 (review* or 
overview* or synthesis*)) 


S48       (MH "Meta Analysis") 


S47       (MH "Systematic Review") 


S46       S41 or ((S42 or S43) and (S44 or S45)) 


S45       AB ("physical activity" or "healthy eating" or fruit* or vegetable* or 
exercis* or fitness or condom* or contracept* or alcohol or (smok* N5 (stop* or 
cessation)) or (sex and (risk* or unsafe or safe))) 


S44       TI ("physical activity" or "healthy eating" or fruit* or vegetable* or 
exercis* or fitness or condom* or contracept* or alcohol or (smok* N5 (stop* or 
cessation)) or (sex and (risk* or unsafe or safe))) 


S43       AB ((change* or changing or modification* or modify or modifying) N2 
(behavio?r* or lifestyle or "life style") N2 (intervention* or therapy or therapies 
or program*)) 


S42       TI ((change* or changing or modification* or modify or modifying) N2 
(behavio?r* or lifestyle or "life style") N2 (intervention* or therapy or therapies 
or program*)) 


S41       S32 and S40 


S40       S33 or S34 or S35 or S36 or S37 or S38 or S39 


S39       TI (counsel* or motiva*) 


S38       ((behavio?r* or lifestyle or "life style" or brief) N2 (change* or 
changing or modification* or modify or modifying or therapy or therapies or 
program* or intervention* or counsel*)) 


S37       TI ((behavio?r* or lifestyle or "life style" or brief) and (change* or 
changing or modification* or modify or modifying or therapy or therapies or 
program* or intervention*)) 


S36       (MH "Attitude to Health") 


S35       (MH "Health Behavior") 


S34       (MH "Motivation") 


S33       (MH "Counseling") 
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S32       S9 or S13 or S17 or S23 or S31 


S31       S24 or S25 or S26 or S27 or S28 or S29 or S30 


S30       TI (pregnan* N5 (teen* or adolescen* or pupil* or underage or youth 
or young or student or college* or school* or universit* or unwanted or 
unintended or unplanned)) 


S29       (MH "Pregnancy in Adolescence") 


S28       TI (STD* or STI or "sexually transmitted disease*" or "sexually 
transmitted infection*") 


S27       TI ((sex* or intercourse) N3 (risk* or protected or unprotected or safe* 
or unsafe or behavi*)) 


S26       (MH "Sexually Transmitted Diseases+/PC") 


S25       TI (contracep* or condom*) 


S24       (MH "Safe Sex") 


S23       S18 or S19 or S20 or S21 or S22 


S22       TI (sedentary or exercis*) 


S21       TI ((physical* or keep* or cardio* or aerobic or fitness) N3 (fit* or 
activit* or train*)) 


S20       (MH "Sports+") 


S19       (MH "Therapeutic Exercise+") 


S18       (MH "Exercise+") 


S17       S14 or S15 or S16 


S16       TI (Alcohol* N3 (consum* or misuse or abuse or intoxication or 
harmful or excess* or binge or hazardous or heavy or temperance or 
abstinence)) 


S15       (MH "Alcohol Drinking") 


S14       (MH "Alcohol-Related Disorders+/PC") 


S13       S10 or S11 or S12 


S12       TI (smok* or tobacco or cigar* or nicotine) 
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S11       (MH "Smoking Cessation") 


S10       (MH "Smoking") 


S9         S1 or S2 or S3 or S4 or S5 or S6 or S7 or S8 


S8         AB ((fruit* or vegetable*) N2 (intake* or consum* or eat* or ate)) 


S7         TI ((fruit* or vegetable*) N2 (intake* or consum* or eat* or ate)) 


S6         AB ((health* or unhealthy or poor* or chang* or behav* or advic* or 
recommend*) N3 (eat* or diet* or food* or nutrition)) 


S5         TI ((health* or unhealthy or poor* or chang* or behav* or advic* or 
recommend*) N3 (eat* or diet* or food* or nutrition)) 


S4         TI diet* 


S3         (MH "Diet Therapy") 


S2         (MH "Food Preferences") 


S1         (MH "Food Habits") 


 


PsycINFO 


1     food preferences/ 


2     eating behavior/ 


3     *diets/ 


4     ((health* or unhealthy or poor* or chang* or behav* or advic* or 
recommend*) adj3 (eat* or diet* or food* or nutrition)).ab,ti. 


5     ((fruit* or vegetable*) adj2 (intake* or consum* or eat* or ate)).ab,ti. 


6     or/1-5 


7     *obesity/ 


8     exp *prevention/ 


9     7 and 8 


10     6 or 9 


11     tobacco smoking/ 
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12     smoking cessation/ 


13     (smok* or tobacco or cigar* or nicotine).ti. 


14     or/11-13 


15     drinking behavior/ 


16     *alcohol drinking patterns/ 


17     (alcohol* adj3 (consum* or misuse or abuse or intoxication or harmful or 
excess* or binge or hazardous or heavy or temperance or abstinence)).ti. 


18     or/15-17 


19     exp *physical activity/ 


20     exp sports/ 


21     ((physical* or keep* or cardio* or aerobic or fitness) adj3 (fit* or activit* or 
train*)).ti. 


22     (sedentary or exercis*).ti. 


23     or/19-22 


24     safe sex/ 


25     *sexual risk taking/ 


26     (contracep* or condom*).ti. 


27     sexually transmitted diseases/ 


28     ((sex* or intercourse) adj3 (risk* or protected or unprotected or safe* or 
unsafe or behavi*)).ti. 


29     (std* or sti or "sexually transmitted disease*" or "sexually transmitted 
infection*").ti. 


30     (pregnan* adj5 (teen* or adolescen* or pupil* or underage or youth or 
young or student or college* or school* or universit* or unwanted or 
unintended or unplanned)).ti. 


31     or/24-30 


32     10 or 14 or 18 or 23 or 31 


33     behavior change/ 
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34     change strategies/ 


35     lifestyle changes/ 


36     *health behavior/ 


37     counseling/ 


38     motivation/ 


39     ((behavio?r* or lifestyle or "life style" or brief) and (change* or changing 
or modification* or modify or modifying or therapy or therapies or program* or 
intervention*)).ti. 


40     ((behavio?r* or lifestyle or "life style" or brief) adj2 (change* or changing 
or modification* or modify or modifying or therapy or therapies or program* or 
intervention* or counsel*)).ab. 


41     (counsel* or motiva*).ti. 


42     or/33-41 


43     32 and 42 


44     ((change* or changing or modification* or modify or modifying) adj2 
(behavio?r* or lifestyle or "life style") adj2 (intervention* or therapy or 
therapies or program*)).ti,ab. 


45     ("physical activity" or "healthy eating" or fruit* or vegetable* or exercis* 
or fitness or condom* or contracept* or alcohol or (smok* adj5 (stop* or 
cessation)) or (sex and (risk* or unsafe or safe))).ti,ab. 


46     43 and (44 or 45) 


47     meta analysis/ 


48     (((meta-analys$ or meta) and analys$) or metaanalys$).ti. 


49     ((systematic$ or quantitativ$ or methodologic$) adj5 (review$ or 
overview$ or synthesis$)).ti. 


50     47 or 48 or 49 


51     ((control* or clinical*) adj2 (trial* or study or studies)).ti. 


52     random*.ab. 


53     51 or 52 
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54     46 and 50 


55     46 and 53 


56     54 or 55 


57     limit 56 to (english language and yr="2003 -current") 


 


 


Cochrane CENTRAL, + Cochrane Database Syst Rev + DARE (via 
Cochrane library) 


#1  (change* or changing or modification* or modify or modifying or therapy 
or therapies or program* or intervention*) and (behaviour* or behavior* or 
lifestyle or "life style" or brief):ti 


#2  (counsel* or motiva*):ti 


#3  MeSH descriptor counseling 


#4  MeSH descriptor motivation 


#5  MeSH descriptor health behavior 


#6  MeSH descriptor health knowledge, attitudes, practice 


#7  (#1 or #2 or #3 or #4 or #5 or #6) 


#8  ("healthy eating" or fruit* or vegetable* or diet* or nutrition or smok* or 
tobacco or nicotine or alcohol* or drinking or "physical activity" or exercis* or 
fitness or sedentary or condom* or contracept* or sex*):ti,ab,kw 


#9  (#7 and #8), from 2003 to 2012 


 


HMIC (Health Management Information Consortium) 


1     exp behavioural control/ 


2     health behaviour/ 


3     lifestyle/ 
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4     ((behavio?r* or lifestyle or "life style" or brief) and (change* or changing or 
modification* or modify or modifying or therapy or therapies or program* or 
intervention*)).ti. 


5     ((behavio?r* or lifestyle or "life style" or brief) adj2 (change* or changing 
or modification* or modify or modifying or therapy or therapies or program* or 
intervention* or counsel*)).ab. 


6     (counsel* or motiva*).ti. 


7     or/1-6 


8     systematic reviews/ 


9     meta analysis/ 


10     (((meta-analys* or meta) and analys*) or metaanalys*).ti. 


11     ((systematic* or quantitativ* or methodologic*) adj5 (review* or overview* 
or synthesis*)).ti. 


12     or/8-11 


13     ((control* or clinical*) adj2 (trial* or study or studies)).ti. 


14     random*.ab. 


15     13 or 14 


16     7 and 12 


17     7 and 15 


18     16 or 17 


19     limit 18 to (yr="2003 -current" and english) 


 


ERIC 


Title: (change* or changing or modification* or modify or modifying or therapy 
or therapies or program* or intervention*) AND (behaviour* or behavior* or 
lifestyle or "life style" or brief) 


AND 
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Keywords: ("healthy eating" or fruit* or vegetable* or diet* or nutrition or smok* 
or tobacco or nicotine or alcohol* or drinking or "physical activity" or exercis* 
or fitness or sedentary or condom* or contracept* or sex*) 


AND 


Publication Type: ("Journal Articles") 


AND 


Publication Date: (2003-2012)  


 


Social Policy & Practice 


1     (change* or changing or modification* or modify or modifying or therapy 
or therapies or program* or intervention*) and (behaviour* or behavior* or 
lifestyle or "life style" or brief).ti,de. 


2     (counsel* or motiva*).ti,de. 


3     ("healthy eating" or fruit* or vegetable* or diet* or nutrition or smok* or 
tobacco or nicotine or alcohol* or drinking or "physical activity" or exercis* or 
fitness or sedentary or condom* or contracept* or sex*).ti,ab,de.  


4     (1 or 2) and 3 


5     ((systematic* or quantitativ* or methodologic*) adj5 (review* or overview* 
or synthesis*)).ti,ab,de. 


6     (((meta-analys* or meta) and analys*) or metaanalys*).ti,ab,de. 


7     ((control* or clinical*) adj2 (trial* or study or studies)).ti,de. 


8     random*.ti,ab,de. 


9     or/5-8 


10     9 and 4 


11     limit 10 to yr="2003 -Current" 


 


Applied Social Sciences Index and Abstracts (ASSIA) 
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S1 TI(((change* or changing or modification* or modify or modifying or 
therapy or therapies or program* or intervention*) and (behaviour* or 
behavior* or lifestyle or "life style" or brief)) or (counsel* or motiva*))  


S2 SU(Eating behaviour OR Health behaviour OR Health compromising 
behaviour OR Planned behaviour OR Sexual behaviour) 


S3 ALL(("healthy eating" or fruit* or vegetable* or diet* or nutrition or 
smok* or tobacco or nicotine or alcohol* or drinking or "physical activity" or 
exercis* or fitness or sedentary or condom* or contracept* or sex*)) 


S4 ALL((systematic* and review*) or meta-analysis or (meta and analy*) or 
random*) 


S5 (S1 or S2) and S3 and S4 
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9 Appendix C: Inclusion/exclusion criteria 


Detailed inclusion/exclusion criteria are described in Tables A and B below. 


Recorded reasons for exclusion are summarised in Table C. 


Table A: Additional comments on inclusion/exclusion criteria based on 


scope  


Scope  Additional comments on 
inclusion/exclusion 


 


Interventions that 
will be covered 


Individual-level interventions aimed 
at behaviour change in five areas: 


 Alcohol 


 Smoking 


 Diet  


 Physical activity 


 Sexual health 


 


An individual-level intervention is 
defined as one where someone is 
selected for the intervention on the 
basis of an existing health status or 
behaviour (e.g. high alcohol 
consumption; smoking; overweight 
or obesity; risky sexual behaviour) 


This includes health promotion and 
disease prevention interventions 
aimed at changing an individual’s 
health-related behaviour in the five 
areas specified. These 
interventions must include enough 
detail for the specific behaviour-
change techniques used to be 
identified. 


Interventions may be delivered by 
humans or automatic systems. 


If a trial selects individuals based on 
their health status only, this health 
status must imply the presence of a risk 
behaviour in one of the five areas, e.g. 
overweight suggests either lack of 
physical activity or unhealthy diet; 
unwanted pregnancy or STIs suggests 
risky sexual behaviour. 


Conversely, for example: 


 Pregnancy 


 Old/young age 


do not necessarily imply 
risky/unhealthy physical 
activity/diet/sexual 
health/alcohol/smoking behaviours. 
Also, for example: 


 Low income 


is not a health status or behaviour. 
Trials in these populations should 
select participants based on presence 
of a risk behaviour or related health 
status to be classed as an individual 
level intervention. 


Studies in unselected populations will 
be excluded (i.e. those in adults with no 
specified risk behaviours or related 
health status). 


Only having a family member with a 
related disease (e.g. cardiovascular 
disease) was not considered as having 
an “existing health status or behaviour”  
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Interventions that 
will not be covered 


Community- and population-level 
interventions 


Interventions that bring about 
change via social processes or 
changes to the environment 


Screening programmes 


Interventions targeting behaviours 
not related to the five areas of 
interest (alcohol, smoking, diet, 
physical activity, sexual health) 


Clinical or pharmacological 
methods of achieving behaviour 
change with no public health or 
health promotion element 


Psychiatric interventions delivered 
as part of the therapeutic process 
for people with a mental health 
problem. 


Interventions with only a clinical or 
pharmacological focus (e.g. diet for 
diabetes care or coeliac disease; 
rehabilitative physical activity etc.) 
i.e. that aim to treat a condition 
rather than change behaviour 


Interventions aimed at the 
treatment of substance use 
disorders (except smoking and 
alcohol) 


Exclude interventions which are 
combinations of community/population 
and individual level interventions 


Exclude trials assessing the 
effectiveness of drug treatments which 
do not assess the effectiveness of any 
behaviour change component to the 
intervention (e.g. which give the same 
non-drug behaviour change 
interventions to both arms of the trial) 


Exclude psychiatric interventions aimed 
at diet-related mental health disorders 
such as binge eating disorder and 
anorexia nervosa, even if they assess 
diet related behavioural outcomes 


Exclude studies where behaviour 
change is not the aim of the 
intervention, (e.g. studies may include 
a diet/exercise intervention and assess 
compliance with this intervention, but 
focus on clinical outcomes e.g. pain, 
HbA1c, rather than sustained 
behaviour change) 


 


Populations (groups) 
that will be covered 


Adults aged 16 and over with an 
existing health status or behaviour 
that implies the need for behaviour 
change relating to one of the five 
areas described above. 


Include studies which specifically target 
those aged 16 and over in 
schools/colleges 


Populations (groups) 
that will not be 
covered 


Children and young people aged 
<16 years 


Families 


Exclude studies in school settings 
which do not state that they focus 
specifically on individuals aged 16-18 


Comparators that 
will be covered 


No intervention 


Waiting list 


Usual/standard care 


 


The comparator should be explicitly 
stated as “no intervention”, “waiting 
list”, or “usual/standard care” for 
inclusion 


Standard versions of therapies were 
not considered as standard care unless 
explicitly stated 


Include the following minimal control 
groups: 
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 Assessment only 


 Advice only (not related to 
behaviour area(s) being 
targeted) 


 Information only (not related to 
behaviour area(s) being 
targeted) 


 Attention control (not related 
to behaviour area(s) being 
targeted) 


Information only may include provision 
e.g. of access to the internet without 
specifically pointing to resources 
related to the targeted behaviour. 
Comparators providing information on 
“general health” issues were also 
included 


Outcomes that will 
be covered  


 


Behaviour changes in: 


 Alcohol use 


 Smoking behaviour 


 Diet 


 Physical activity 


 Sexual practices 


 Duration of behaviour 
changes 


Behavioural outcome associated 
with the behaviour intervention 
focuses on (i.e. change in smoking, 
alcohol, diet, physical activity, 
sexual practice) reported as 
described within the study 


See Table B below 


Changing these behaviours should be 
the aim of the intervention and they 
should be measured as an outcome 


Outcomes that will 
not be covered  


Clinical outcomes (e.g. liver 
disease, lung cancer) 


Other non-behavioural outcomes 
(e.g. knowledge) 


See Table B below 


Study types that will 
be covered 


Systematic reviews and RCTs  


Study types that will 
not be covered 


Uncontrolled studies 


Economic analyses 


Excluded conference abstracts, quasi-
randomised, quasi-experimental, 
feasibility, pilot and exploratory studies, 
dissertations 
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Non English language studies 
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Table B: Examples of populations and behavioural outcomes which would be included, and clinical outcomes which 


would be excluded 


Areas 
covered 


Examples of populations that would meet inclusion 
criteria* 


Examples of behavioural outcomes  that would 
be included 


 


Examples of clinical outcomes 


(Exclude papers that ONLY include 
clinical outcomes and no 
behavioural outcomes ) 


Alcohol 


 


Those who drink above a pre-specified levels 


Those who have been arrested for drink driving/have 
attended A&E for an alcohol related injury 


Alcohol consumption behaviour, e.g. 


• Amount of alcohol consumed (self-
report or by objective measure e.g. 
blood alcohol/breathalyser) 


• Drinking within recommended levels 


• Drinking on fewer days of the week 


• Getting drunk 


Cirrhosis 


Liver cancer 


Death from alcohol related causes 


Smoking 


 


Smokers Smoking behaviour, e.g. 


• Abstinence (may be measured by 
salivary cotinine) 


• Number of cigarettes smoked 


Lung cancer 


Death from smoking related causes 


Lung function 


Diet  


 


Those not meeting healthy eating recommendations  


Overweight/obese people 


Diet behaviours, e.g. 


• Amount of fruit and veg a day 


Measures of macronutrient intake (e.g. 
proteins/fats/ carbohydrates) 
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Areas 
covered 


Examples of populations that would meet inclusion 
criteria* 


Examples of behavioural outcomes  that would 
be included 


 


Examples of clinical outcomes 


(Exclude papers that ONLY include 
clinical outcomes and no 
behavioural outcomes ) 


Those with cardiovascular risk factors (e.g. 
diabetes/pre-diabetes, high blood pressure/pre-
hypertension, high cholesterol)  


consumed 


• Red meat consumption 


• Addition of salt to food in cooking/at 
table 


• Consumption of processed foods 


• Consumption of fried foods 


Calorie intake 


Vitamin/mineral intake  


Weight 


Cardiovascular outcomes 


Physical 
activity 


 


Those not meeting physical activity recommendations 


Overweight/obese people 


Those with cardiovascular risk factors (e.g. 
diabetes/pre-diabetes, high blood pressure/pre-
hypertension, high cholesterol) 


Physical activity behaviours, e.g. 


• Meeting recommended levels of 
activity 


• Frequency of physical activity 


• Amount of physical activity 


• METs 


Fitness (e.g. strength, stamina, 
exercise tolerance) 


Weight 


Cardiovascular outcomes 


Sexual health 


 


Those with a previous STI 


Those with previous unintended pregnancy 


Those who have had unprotected sex 


Sexual health behaviours, e.g. 


• Use of contraception e.g. condoms 


• Number of sexual partners 


Pregnancy 


STIs 
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Areas 
covered 


Examples of populations that would meet inclusion 
criteria* 


Examples of behavioural outcomes  that would 
be included 


 


Examples of clinical outcomes 


(Exclude papers that ONLY include 
clinical outcomes and no 
behavioural outcomes ) 


 • Abstinence 
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Table C: Recorded reasons for study exclusion 


Reason for exclusion Explanation Additional comments 


Wrong study design Not a systematic review or RCT This includes studies that do not provide enough information 
about their methods to classify them as RCTs or SRs 


Includes quasi-experimental or quasi-randomised controlled 
trials and conference abstracts 


Wrong study design - feasibility study RCTs described as feasibility, pilot or 
exploratory studies 


 


Wrong study size For studies with less than 100 participants Does not include feasibility, pilot or exploratory studies (these 
fall into the category above) 


 


Not developed world setting  Not conducted in the UK, USA, Canada, Europe, 
Australia or New Zealand 


 


Wrong level of intervention 


 


Not an individual level behaviour change 
intervention 


This includes studies which are community or population level, 
including those that do not select participants based on their 
behaviour or health status 


Wrong type of intervention Not a behaviour change intervention This includes: 


studies not targeting behaviour change, e.g. those targeting a 
clinical/health outcome  


studies assessing the effects of drugs, or therapies such as 
acupuncture, acupressure, yoga  
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Reason for exclusion Explanation Additional comments 


studies aimed at treating a psychiatric condition (e.g. anorexia 
nervosa, bulimia) 


Wrong population 


 


Not in adults aged 16 and over This does not include non-individual level intervention studies 


Wrong population - alcohol dependence Participants recruited based on alcohol 
dependence or alcoholism diagnosis  


Does not need to be described in the abstract as DSM 
diagnosis, just described as participants with alcohol 
dependence or alcoholism 


Wrong comparator Studies comparing two different behaviour 
change interventions and no “No 
intervention/Waiting list/usual/standard care” or 
information only or attention control are included 
if content is clearly stated to be unrelated to 
target behaviour 


 


 


Includes 


• studies with a behavioural intervention 
comparator (including different doses of 
interventions, and standard intervention format 
compared to enhanced intervention) 


• information/advice only where the 
information/advice is directly related to target 
behaviour(s )– if more than one behaviour area is 
targeted (e.g. alcohol and sexual health or diet 
ad physical activity), then if information/advice 
targets either of these areas the study was 
excluded 


Wrong outcome Studies not reporting on the behavioural 
outcome targeted by the intervention 


This includes: 


studies which describe a behavioural outcome which is not the 
target of the intervention 
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Reason for exclusion Explanation Additional comments 


studies reporting non-behavioural outcomes only 


studies not reporting any outcomes (e.g. RCT rationale and 
methods descriptions only) 


Wrong question 


 


Study does not assess the efficacy of a 
behaviour change intervention in the areas of 
diet, physical activity, smoking, alcohol, or 
sexual health 


Includes studies that do not match any of the other reasons for 
exclusion, but are non-relevant. E.g.: 


studies not addressing the five target behaviour areas 


analyses using data from an RCT, but that are not comparing 
the groups as randomised (e.g. only looking at predictors of 
response in one group or in both groups combined) 
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10 Appendix D: Coding frames 


Behaviour change techniques (BCTs) 


BCT coding was based on an 89-item BCT taxonomy 'BCT taxonomy v1.0 


(May 2012)' (Michie et al. 2011a)(Michie et al. 2012). This taxonomy contains 


explicit definitions of individual BCTs, which are defined as “replicable 


components of an intervention designed to alter or redirect causal processes 


that regulate behaviour; that is, a technique is proposed to be an ‘active 


ingredient”.(Michie et al. 2011a) Each technique is classified into one of 16 


theoretical clusters (e.g. BCT Cluster 1 “Social Support”). The clusters are 


listed below, followed by the individual BCTs. 


Code Cluster Name  Definition 


 


Number 
of BCTs 
in this 
cluster 


BCT-C 
1 


Social support 


 


Care, assistance, help or 
support provided by others for 
performance of the behaviour. 


3 


BCT-C 
2 


Regulation 


 


Controlling one’s emotions, 
thoughts or impulses. 


4 


BCT-C 
3 


Feedback and 
monitoring 


 


Recording behaviour or its 
outcomes, and/or providing 
feedback on behaviour or its 
outcomes. 


7 


BCT-C 
4 


Associations 


 


Making new associations 
between behaviour and cues or 
rewards, or managing existing 
associations. 


8 
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Code Cluster Name  Definition 


 


Number 
of BCTs 
in this 
cluster 


BCT-C 
5 


Repetition and 
substitution 


Practising, rehearsing or 
repeating a behaviour, or 
directly replacing a new wanted 
behaviour for an existing 
unwanted behaviour 


7 


BCT-C 
6 


Antecedents 


 


Managing the social and 
environmental situations and 
events, emotions, or thoughts 
that elicit an existing unwanted 
behaviour, or have the potential 
to elicit a new wanted 
behaviour. 


6 


BCT-C 
7 


Shaping knowledge Providing information, 
instructions, or explanations 
around the behaviour. 


4 


BCT-C 
8 


Self-belief Fostering confidence in one’s 
ability to perform the behaviour. 


4 


BCT-C 
9 


Scheduled 
consequences 


 


Emphasising or changing 
rewards or punishments arising 
from the behaviour. 


10 


BCT-C 
10 


Reward and threat 


 


Rewarding or punishing new or 
old behaviours. 


7 


BCT-C 
11 


Goals and planning 


 


Managing behaviour or outcome 
goals, and/or how behaviour or 
outcomes will be achieved 


9 


BCT-C 
12 


Comparison of 
outcomes 


 


Considering relative pros and 
cons of outcomes of various 
behaviours 


3 


BCT-C 
13 


Identity  Managing how one sees, thinks 
or feels about oneself or the 
behaviour. 


5 
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Code Cluster Name  Definition 


 


Number 
of BCTs 
in this 
cluster 


BCT-C 
14 


Natural 
consequences 


 


Providing information about the 
naturally-occurring 
consequences of the behaviour 


6 


BCT-C 
15 


Comparison of 
behaviour 


 


Comparing own behaviour to an 
ideal performance or to others’ 
beliefs or behaviour 


3 


BCT-C 
16 


Covert learning 


 


Imagining consequences of 
behaviour, or observing 
consequences of the behaviour 
for others. 


3 
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The 89 Item BCT taxonomy 


In coding BCTs a conservative approach was taken. The coding guidance stated “never infer the presence of a BCT. The 


description must correspond to the definition of the BCT given in the taxonomy” (Michie et al. 2012).  


 


No. Label Definition Examples Notes Also 
code 


Linked 
intervention 
functions 


Social support 
Care, assistance, help or support provided by others for performance of the behaviour. 


 


1 Social support 
(practical) 


Advise on, arrange, or provide social 
support in the form of practical help 
for performance of the behaviour 


Ask the partner of the patient 
to put their tablet on the 
breakfast tray so that the 
patient remembers to take it 
 


If support is emotional, 
code 2 (Social support 
(emotional)) 
If support is general or 
unspecified, code 3 
(Social support 
(unspecified)) 


 IF9 


2 Social support 
(emotional) 


Advise on, arrange, or provide 
emotional social support for 
performance of the behaviour. 


Ask the patient to take a 
partner or friend with them to 
their colonoscopy 
appointment 


 


If support is practical, 
code 1, Social support 
(practical). 
If support is general or 
unspecified, code 3, 
(Social support 
(unspecified)) 


 IF9 


3 Social support 
(unspecified) 


Advise on, arrange or provide social 
support (e.g. friends, relatives, 
colleagues,’ buddies’) or non-
contingent praise or reward for 
performance of the behaviour. It 


Advise the person to call a 
‘buddy’ when they experience 
an urge to smoke 
 
Arrange for a housemate to 


Attending a group class 
does not necessarily 
imply this BCT – support 
must be explicitly 
mentioned. 


 IF9 
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No. Label Definition Examples Notes Also 
code 


Linked 
intervention 
functions 


includes encouragement and 
counselling, but only when it is 
directed at the behaviour  


encourage continuation with 
the behaviour change 
programme 
 
Give information about a self-
help group that offers support 
for the behaviour 


 
If support is practical, 
code 1, Social support 
(practical). 
If support is emotional, 
code 2, Social support 
(emotional) 


Regulation 
Controlling one’s emotions, thoughts or impulses. 


 


4 Pharmacological 
support 


Provide, or encourage the use of or 
adherence to, drugs to facilitate 
behaviour change 


Suggest the patient asks the 
family physician for nicotine 
replacement therapy to 
facilitate smoking cessation 


  IF9 


5 Reduce negative 
emotions 
(includes ‘stress 
management’) 


Advise on ways of reducing negative 
emotions to facilitate performance of 
the behaviour 


Advise on the use of stress 
management skills, e.g. to 
reduce anxiety about joining 
Alcoholics Anonymous 


  IF9 


6 Conserving mental 
resources 


Advise on ways of minimising 
demands on mental resources to 
facilitate behaviour change 


Advise smokers on how to 
minimise work-related stress 
during the first weeks of 
quitting 


  IF9 


7 Paradoxical 
instructions 


Advise to engage in some form of the 
unwanted behaviour with the aim of 
reducing motivation to engage in that 
behaviour 


Advise a smoker to smoke 
twice as many cigarettes a 
day as they usually do 
 
Tell the person to stay awake 
as long as possible in order 
to reduce insomnia 


  IF3 


Feedback and monitoring  
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No. Label Definition Examples Notes Also 
code 


Linked 
intervention 
functions 


Recording behaviour or its outcomes, and/or providing feedback on behaviour or its outcomes. 


8 Feedback on 
behaviour 


Monitor and provide feedback on 
performance of the behaviour  itself 
(e.g. form, frequency, duration, 
intensity) , NOT the outcome of the 
behaviour. 
 


Inform the person of how 
many steps they walked each 
day (as recorded on a 
pedometer) or how many 
calories they ate each day 
(based on a food 
consumption questionnaire) 


If feedback is on 
OUTCOME(S) of 
behaviour, code 9, 
Feedback on 
outcome(s) of 
behaviour. 
 
If unclear whether 
feedback is on behaviour 
or OUTCOME(S) of 
behaviour, code 9, 
Feedback on 
outcome(s) of 
behaviour. 
 
If there is no clear 
evidence that feedback 
was given, code 12, 
Monitoring of behaviour 
by others without 
feedback. 
 
If Biofeedback, code only 
14 Biofeedback and not 
8, Feedback on 
behaviour. 


 IF1 
IF2 
IF3 
IF4 
IF5 


9 Feedback on 
outcome(s) of 
behaviour 


Monitor and provide feedback on the 
outcome of performance of the 
behaviour. 


Inform the person of how 
much weight they have lost 
following the implementation 


If feedback is on 
BEHAVIOUR itself, code 
8, Feedback on 


 IF1 
IF2 
IF3 
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No. Label Definition Examples Notes Also 
code 


Linked 
intervention 
functions 


of a new exercise regime behaviour. 
 
If unclear whether 
feedback is on behaviour 
or OUTCOME(S) of 
behaviour, code 9, 
Feedback on 
outcome(s) of 
behaviour. 
 
If there is no clear 
evidence that feedback 
was given code 13, 
Monitoring outcome(s) 
of behaviour by others 
without feedback. 
 
If Biofeedback, code only 
14, Biofeedback and not 
9, Feedback on 
outcome(s) of 
behaviour 


IF4 
IF5 


10 Self-monitoring of 
behaviour 


Establish a method for the person to 
monitor and record their behaviour(s) 
as part of a behaviour change 
strategy. 


Ask the person to record 
daily, in a diary, whether they 
have brushed their teeth for 
at least two minutes before 
going to bed 
 
Give patient a pedometer and 
a form for recording daily total 


If monitoring is only part 
of a data collection 
procedure rather than a 
strategy aimed at 
changing behaviour, do 
not code. 
 
If monitoring is of 


 IF1 
IF3 
IF4 
IF5 
IF9 
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No. Label Definition Examples Notes Also 
code 


Linked 
intervention 
functions 


number of steps OUTCOME of behaviour, 
code 11, Self-monitoring 
of outcome(s) of 
behaviour. 
 
If unclear whether 
monitoring is of behaviour 
or OUTCOME(S) of 
behaviour, code 11, Self-
monitoring of 
outcome(s) of 
behaviour. 
 
If monitoring is by 
someone else (without 
feedback), code 12, 
Monitoring of behaviour 
by others without 
feedback. 


11 Self-monitoring of 
outcome(s) of 
behaviour 


Establish a method for the person to 
monitor and record the outcome(s) 
of their behaviour as part of a 
behaviour change strategy 


Ask the person to weigh 
themselves at the end of 
each day, over a two week 
period, and record their daily 
weight on a graph to increase 
exercise behaviours 
 


If monitoring is only part 
of a data collection 
procedure rather than a 
strategy aimed at 
changing behaviour, do 
not code. 
 
If monitoring is of 
behaviour itself, code 10, 
Self-monitoring of 
behaviour. 


 IF1 
IF3 
IF4 
IF5 
IF9 
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No. Label Definition Examples Notes Also 
code 


Linked 
intervention 
functions 


 
If unclear whether 
monitoring is of behaviour 
or OUTCOME(S) of 
behaviour, code 11, Self-
monitoring of 
outcome(s) of 
behaviour. 
 
If monitoring is by 
someone else (without 
feedback), code 13, 
Monitoring outcome(s) 
of behaviour by others 
without feedback. 


12 Monitoring of 
behaviour by others 
without feedback 


Observe or record behaviour with the 
person’s knowledge as part of a 
behaviour change strategy 


Watch hand washing 
behaviours among health 
care staff and make notes on 
context, frequency and 
technique used  
 
 


If monitoring is part of a 
data collection procedure 
rather than a strategy 
aimed at changing 
behaviour, do not code 
 
If feedback is given, code 
only 8, Feedback on 
behaviour, and not 12, 
Monitoring of behaviour 
by others without 
feedback. 
 
If monitoring is of 
OUTCOME(S), code 13, 


 IF3 
IF4 
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No. Label Definition Examples Notes Also 
code 


Linked 
intervention 
functions 


Monitoring outcome(s) 
of behaviour by others 
without feedback. 
 
If unclear whether 
monitoring is of behaviour 
or OUTCOME(S), code 
13, Monitoring 
outcome(s) of 
behaviour by others 
without feedback. 
 
If SELF-monitoring 
behaviour, code 10, Self-
monitoring of behaviour 


13 Monitoring 
outcome(s) of 
behaviour by others 
without feedback 


Observe or record outcomes of 
behaviour with the person’s 
knowledge as part of a behaviour 
change strategy. 


Record blood pressure, blood 
glucose, weight loss, or 
physical fitness  


If monitoring is only part 
of a data collection 
procedure rather than a 
strategy aimed at 
changing behaviour, do 
not code. 
 
If feedback is given, code 
only 9, Feedback on 
outcome(s) of 
behaviour 
 
If monitoring is of 
BEHAVIOUR code 12, 
Monitoring of behaviour 


 IF3 
IF4 
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No. Label Definition Examples Notes Also 
code 


Linked 
intervention 
functions 


by others without 
feedback.  
 
If unclear whether 
monitoring is of behaviour 
or OUTCOME(S), code 
13, Monitoring 
outcome(s) of 
behaviour by others 
without feedback. 
 
If SELF-monitoring 
outcome(s), code 11, 
Self-monitoring of 
outcome(s) of 
behaviour 


14 Biofeedback Provide feedback about the body 
(e.g. physiological or biochemical 
state) using an external monitoring 
device as part of a behaviour change 
strategy 


Inform the person of their 
blood pressure reading to 
improve adoption of health 
behaviours 


If Biofeedback ONLY, 
code only 14, 
Biofeedback and not 8, 
Feedback on behaviour 
or 9, Feedback on 
outcome(s) of 
behaviour 


 IF1 
IF2 
IF3 
IF4 


Associations 
Making new associations between behaviour and cues or rewards, or managing existing such associations. 


 


15 Prompts/cues Introduce or define an environmental 
or social stimulus* with the purpose 
of prompting or cueing the behaviour. 
The prompt or cue would normally 
occur at the time or place of 


Put a sticker on the bathroom 
mirror to remind people to 
brush their teeth 


When a stimulus* is 
linked to a specific action 
in an ‘if-then’ plan*, code 
only 64, Action 
planning, and not 15, 


 IF1 
IF3 
IF7 
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No. Label Definition Examples Notes Also 
code 


Linked 
intervention 
functions 


performance. Prompts/cues. 


16 Reduce 
prompts/cues 
(includes ‘fading’) 


Gradually withdraw prompts to 
perform the behaviour 


Reduce gradually the number 
of reminders used to take 
medication 


  IF7 
 


17 Cue signalling 
reward 
(includes 
‘discriminative cue’) 


Identify an environmental stimulus* 
that reliably predicts that reward will 
follow the behaviour 


Advise that a fee will be paid 
to dentists for a particular 
dental treatment of 6-8 year 
old children to encourage 
delivery of that treatment (the 
6-8 year old children are the 
environmental stimulus*) 


  IF1 
IF3 
IF7 
 


18 Remove access to 
the reward 
(includes ‘time out’) 


In order to reduce the behaviour, 
advise or arrange for the person to 
be separated from situations in which 
unwanted behaviour can be 
rewarded  


Arrange for cupboard 
containing high calorie 
snacks to be locked for a 
specified period to reduce the 
consumption of sugary foods 
in between meals 


  IF4 
IF7 
 


19 Remove aversive 
stimulus* 
(includes ‘Escape 
learning’) 


Advise or arrange for the removal of 
an aversive stimulus* to facilitate 
behaviour change  


Arrange for a gym-buddy to 
stop nagging the person to do 
more exercise in order to 
increase the desired exercise 
behaviour 


  IF3 
IF7 
 


20 Satiation Advise or arrange repeated exposure 
to a stimulus* that reduces or 
extinguishes a drive for the unwanted 
behaviour 


Arrange for the person to eat 
large quantities of chocolate, 
in order to reduce the 
person’s appetite for sweet 
foods 


  IF1 
IF7 
 


21 Exposure Provide systematic confrontation with 
a feared stimulus* to reduce the 
response to a later encounter 


Agree a schedule by which 
the person will e.g. make a 
telephone call to their boss, 


  IF7 
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spend an evening without 
snacking 


22 Associative learning 
(includes ‘Classical 
conditioning’, 
‘Pavlovian 
conditioning’) 


Present a neutral stimulus* jointly 
with a stimulus* that already elicits 
the behaviour repeatedly until the 
neutral stimulus* elicits that 
behaviour 


Repeatedly present fatty 
foods with a disliked 
flavoured sauce to 
discourage the consumption 
of fatty foods 
 


When a BCT involves 
reward or punishment, do 
not code 22, Associative 
learning 


 IF7 
 


Repetition and substitution 
Practising, rehearsing or repeating a behaviour, or directly replacing a new wanted behaviour for an existing unwanted behaviour 


 


23 Behavioural practice/ 
rehearsal 


Prompt practice or rehearsal of the 
performance of the behaviour one or 
more times in a context or at a time 
when the performance may not be 
necessary, in order to increase habit 
and skill 


Prompt asthma patients to 
measure their peak flow 
regularly 
 


If aiming to associate 
performance with the 
context, also code 24, 
Habit formation 


24? 
(see 
notes) 


IF5 


24 Habit formation Prompt rehearsal and repetition of 
the behaviour in the same context 
repeatedly so that the context elicits 
the behaviour 


Prompt patients to always 
take their statin tablet before 
brushing their teeth in the 
evening 


 23 
 


IF5 


25 Behaviour 
substitution 


Prompt substitution of the unwanted 
behaviour with a wanted or neutral 
behaviour 


Suggest that the person 
carries a piece of fruit to eat 
instead of biscuits or cake if 
they are offered them  


If substitution occurs 
regularly, also code 26, 
Habit reversal 


26? 
(see 
notes) 


IF9 


26 Habit reversal Prompt rehearsal and repetition of an 
alternative behaviour to replace an 
unwanted habitual behaviour 


Ask the person to walk up 
stairs every time they 
consider taking a lift or 
escalator 
 


 25 IF5 


27 Overcorrection Ask to repeat the wanted behaviour Ask to eat only fruit and   IF9 
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in an exaggerated way following an 
unwanted behaviour 


vegetables the day after a 
poor diet 


28 Generalisation of a 
target behaviour 


Advise to perform the wanted 
behaviour  already performed in a 
particular situation,  in another 
situation 


Advise to repeat toning 
exercises learned in the gym 
when at home 


  IF9 


29 Graded tasks Set easy-to-perform tasks, making 
them increasingly difficult, but 
achievable, until behaviour is 
performed 


Ask the person to walk for 
100 yards a day for the first 
week, then half a mile a day 
after they have successfully 
achieved 100 yards, then two 
miles a day after they have 
successfully achieved one 
mile 


  IF5 
IF9 


Antecedents* 
Managing the social and environmental situations and events, emotions, or thoughts that elicit an existing unwanted behaviour, 
or have the potential to elicit a new wanted behaviour. 


 


30 Restructuring the 
physical 
environment 


Change, or advise to change the 
physical environment in order to 
facilitate performance of the wanted 
behaviour or create barriers to the 
unwanted behaviour (other than 
prompts/cues, rewards and 
punishments) 


Advise to keep biscuits and 
snacks in a cupboard that is 
inconvenient to get to 


This may also involve 32, 
Avoidance/reducing 
exposure to cues for 
the behaviour. 
 
If restructuring of the 
SOCIAL environment 
code 31, Restructuring 
the social environment 


32? 
 
(see 
notes) 


IF7 
IF9 
 


31 Restructuring the 
social environment 


Change, or advise to change the 
social environment in order to 
facilitate performance of the wanted 
behaviour or create barriers to the 


Advise to minimise time spent 
with friends who drink heavily 
to reduce alcohol 
consumption 


This may also involve 32, 
Avoidance/reducing 
exposure to cues for 
the behaviour. 


32? 
(see 
notes) 


IF7 
IF9 
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unwanted behaviour (other than 
prompts/cues, rewards and 
punishments) 


 
If restructuring of the 
PHYSICAL environment 
code 30, Restructuring 
the physical 
environment 


32 Avoidance/reducing  
exposure to cues for 
the behaviour 


Advise on how to avoid exposure to 
specific social and 
contextual/physical cues for the 
behaviour, including changing daily 
or weekly routines 


Suggest to a person who 
wants to quit smoking that 
their social life focus on 
activities other than pubs and 
bars which have been 
associated with smoking 


This may also involve 30, 
Restructuring the 
physical environment 
and/or 31, Restructuring 
the social environment. 
 
If the BCT includes 
analysing the behavioural 
problem, only code 61, 
Problem solving. 


30? 
 
31? 
 
(see 
notes) 


IF9 


33 Distraction Advise or arrange to use an 
alternative focus for attention to avoid 
triggers for unwanted behaviour 


Suggest to a person who is 
trying to avoid between-meal 
snacking to focus on a topic 
they enjoy (e.g. holiday 
plans) instead of focusing on 
food when they are feeling 
hungry 


  IF9 


34 Adding objects to the 
environment 


Add objects to the environment in 
order to facilitate performance of the 
behaviour 


Provide free condoms to 
facilitate safe sex 
 
Provide attractive toothbrush 
to improve tooth brushing 
technique 


If this is accompanied by 
social support, also code 
1, Social support 
(practical). 
 
If the environment is 
changed beyond the 


1? 
 
30? 
 
(see 
notes) 


IF7 
IF9 
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addition of objects, also 
code 30, Restructuring 
the physical 
environment 


35 Body changes Alter body structure, functioning or 
support directly to facilitate 
behaviour change 


Prompt strength training, 
relaxation training or provide 
assistive aids 


  IF9 


Shaping knowledge 
Providing information, instructions, or explanations around the behaviour. 


 


36 Instruction on how to 
perform a behaviour 
(includes ‘Skills 
training’) 


Advise or agree on how to perform 
the behaviour 


Advise the person how to put 
a condom on a model of a 
penis correctly 


 


When the person attends 
classes such as exercise 
or cookery, code 36, 
Instruction on how to 
perform the behaviour, 
23, Behavioural 
practice/rehearsal and 
84, Demonstration of 
the behaviour 


36? 
23? 
84? 
 
(see 
notes) 


IF5 


37 Information about 
antecedents* 


Provide information about 
antecedents* that reliably predict 
performance of the behaviour 


Advise to keep a record of 
snacking and of situations or 
events occurring prior to 
snacking 


  IF1 


38 Re-attribution Elicit perceived causes of behaviour 
and suggest alternative explanations 
(e.g. external or internal and stable or 
unstable) 


If the person attributes their 
over-eating to the frequent 
presence of delicious food, 
suggest that the ‘real’ cause 
may be the person’s 
inattention to bodily signals of 
hunger and satiety 


  IF1 
IF2 


39 Behavioural Advise on how to identify and test Ask a family physician to give   IF1 
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experiments hypotheses about the behaviour, its 
causes and consequences, by 
collecting and interpreting data 


evidence-based advice rather 
than prescribe antibiotics and 
to note whether the patient is 
grateful or annoyed 


IF5 
IF9 


Self-belief 
Fostering confidence in one’s ability to perform the behaviour. 


 


40 Verbal persuasion 
about capability 


Tell the person that they can 
successfully perform the wanted 
behaviour, arguing against self-
doubts and asserting that they can 
and will succeed 


Tell the person that they can 
successfully increase their 
frequency of physical activity, 
arguing against self-doubts 
and asserting that they can 
and will succeed 


 


There is a distinction 
between 89, Vicarious 
consequences, and 40, 
Verbal persuasion 
about capability: 40 is 
NOT about the 
consequences of 
performing the behaviour 


 IF2 
IF9 


41 Mental rehearsal of 
successful 
performance 


Advise to practise imagining 
performing the behaviour 
successfully in relevant contexts 


Advise to imagine eating a 
salad in a work canteen 


  IF5 
IF9 


42 Focus on past 
success 


Advise to think about or list previous 
successes in performing the 
behaviour (or parts of it) 


Advise to describe or list the 
occasions on which a doctor 
advised a patient with acute 
low back pain to stay active 
to manage this condition 


  IF2 
IF9 


43 Self-talk Prompt positive self-talk (aloud or 
silently) before and during the 
behaviour 


Prompt the person to tell 
themselves that a walk will be 
energising 
 
 
 


  IF5 
IF9 


Scheduled consequences  
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Emphasising or changing rewards or punishments arising from the behaviour. 


44 Punishment Identify and provide aversive 
consequence contingent on the 
performance of the unwanted 
behaviour 


Arrange for the person to 
wear unattractive clothes 
following consumption of fatty 
foods 


  IF4 


45 Behaviour cost 
(includes ‘response 
cost’) 


Withdraw something valued (not a 
contingent reward) if and only if an 
unwanted behaviour is performed 


Subtract money from a 
prepaid refundable deposit 
when a cigarette is smoked 


  IF4 


46 Remove reward 
(includes ‘extinction’) 


Discontinue contingent reward for 
performing the unwanted behaviour 


Arrange for the other people 
in the household to ignore the 
person every time they eat 
chocolate (rather than 
attending to them by 
criticising or persuading) 


  IF4 


47 Reward 
approximation 
(includes ‘shaping’) 


Reward any approximation to the 
target behaviour, gradually rewarding 
only performance closer to the 
wanted behaviour 


Arrange for or reward the 
person for any reduction in 
daily calories, gradually 
requiring the daily calorie 
count to become closer to the 
planned calorie intake 


 54 or 
55 or 
56 or 
57 


IF3 


48 Rewarding 
completion 
(includes ‘backward 
chaining’) 


Build up behaviour by rewarding final 
component of the behaviour; 
gradually add the components of the 
behaviour that occur earlier in the 
behavioural sequence 


Reward eating a supplied low 
calorie meal; then make 
reward contingent on cooking 
and eating the meal; then 
make reward contingent on 
purchasing, cooking and 
eating the meal 


 54 or 
55 or 
56 or 
57 


IF3 


49 Situation-specific 
reward 
(includes 


Reward the behaviour in one 
situation but not in another. 


Arrange for or reward eating 
sweet foods at mealtimes but 
not between meals 


 54 or 
55 or 
56 or 


IF3 
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‘discrimination 
training’) 


57 


50 Reward incompatible 
behaviour 
(includes ‘counter-
conditioning’) 


Reward for responding to a stimulus* 
in a manner that is incompatible with 
a previous response to that stimulus* 


Arrange for or reward the 
person  for ordering a soft 
drink at the bar rather than an 
alcoholic beverage 
 


 54 or 
55 or 
56 or 
57 


IF3 


51 Reward alternative 
behaviour 
(includes ‘differential 
reinforcement’) 


Arrange reward for performance of 
an alternative to the unwanted 
behaviour  
Note: consider also coding 61, 
Problem solving 


Reward for consumption of 
low fat foods but not 
consumption of high fat foods 


 54 or 
55 or 
56 or 
57 
 
61? 


IF3 


52 Reduce reward 
frequency 
(includes ‘thinning’) 


Arrange for rewards to be made 
contingent on increasing duration or 
frequency of the behaviour 


Arrange for or reward for 
each day without smoking, 
then each week, then each 
month, then every 2 months 
and so on 


 54 or 
55 or 
56 or 
57 


IF3 


53 Remove punishment 
(includes ‘negative 
reinforcement’) 


Arrange for removal of an unpleasant 
consequence contingent on 
performance of the wanted behaviour 


Arrange for someone else to 
do housecleaning only if the 
person has adhered to the 
medication regimen for a 
week 


  IF3 


Reward and threat 
Rewarding or punishing new or old behaviours. 


 


54 Material reward for 
behaviour 
(includes ‘positive 
reinforcement’) 


Arrange for the delivery of money, 
vouchers or other valued objects if 
and only if there has been effort 
and/or progress made towards 
performing the behaviour 


Arrange for the person to 
receive money that would 
have been spent on 
cigarettes if and only if the 
smoker has not smoked for 


If the reward is social, 
code 56, Social reward. 
 
If the reward is 
unspecified code 57, 


 IF3 
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one month 
 


Non-specific reward, 
and not 54, Material 
reward (behaviour) 
 
If the reward is for 
outcome, code 55, 
Material reward 
(outcome) 


55 Material reward for 
outcome 
(includes ‘positive 
reinforcement’) 


Arrange for the delivery of a reward if 
and only if there has been effort 
and/or progress made towards 
achieving the behavioural outcome 


Arrange for the person to 
receive money if and only if a 
certain amount of weight is 
lost 


This includes social, 
material, self- and non-
specific rewards for 
outcome. 
 
If reward is for the 
BEHAVIOUR code 56, 
Social reward, or 54 
Material reward 
(behaviour), or 57 Non-
specific reward or 58, 
Self-reward, and not 55, 
Material reward 
(outcome) 


 IF3 


56 Social reward 
(includes ‘positive 
reinforcement’) 


Arrange verbal or non-verbal reward 
if and only if there has been effort 
and/or progress made towards 
performing the behaviour  


Congratulate the person for 
each day they eat a reduced 
fat diet 
 


If reward is material, code 
54, Material reward 
(behaviour), and not 56,  
Social reward 
 
If reward is unspecified 
code 57,  Non-specific 
reward, and not 56, 


 IF3 
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Social reward 
 
If reward is for 
OUTCOME, code 55, 
Material reward 
(outcome) 


57 Non-specific reward 
(includes ‘positive 
reinforcement’) 


Arrange delivery of a reward if and 
only if there has been effort and/or 
progress made towards performing 
the behaviour  


Identify something (e.g. an 
activity such as a visit to the 
cinema) that the person 
values and arrange for this to 
be delivered if and only if they 
attend for health screening 


If reward is material, code 
54, Material reward 
(behaviour), and not 57, 
Non-specific reward 
 
If reward is social, code 
56, Social reward, and 
not 57, Non-specific 
reward 
 
If reward is for outcome 
code 55, Material reward 
(outcome) 


 IF3 


58 Self-reward Prompt self-praise or self-reward if 
and only if there has been effort 
and/or progress made towards the 
behaviour 


Encourage to reward self with 
material (e.g., new clothes) or 
other valued objects if and 
only if they have adhered to a 
healthy diet 


If self-reward is material, 
also code 54, Material 
reward (behaviour) 
 
If self-reward is social, 
also code 56, Social 
reward 
 
If self-reward is 
unspecified, also code 
57, Non-specific reward 


54? 
 
56? 
 
57? 
 
(see 
notes) 


IF3 
IF5 
IF9 
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If reward is for outcome 
code 55, Material reward 
(outcome) 


59 Future punishment 
(includes ‘threat’) 


Inform that future punishment or 
removal of reward will be a 
consequence of performance of an 
unwanted behaviour (may include 
fear arousal) 


Inform that continuing to 
consume 30 units of alcohol 
per day is likely to result in 
liver disease and early death 


  IF4 


60 Incentive Inform that future rewards or removal 
of future punishment will be 
contingent on performance of 
behaviour 


Ask the person to make a 
financial deposit at the 
beginning of the intervention 
and promise to give this 
money back on achievement 
of specified, agreed 
behavioural targets 
 
Inform that a financial 
payment will be made each 
month in pregnancy that the 
woman has not smoked 


  IF3 


Goals and planning 
Managing behaviour or outcome goals, and/or how behaviour or outcomes will be achieved 


 


61 Problem solving 
(includes ‘relapse 
prevention’ and 
‘coping planning’) 


Analyse factors influencing the 
behaviour and generate or select 
strategies that include overcoming 
barriers and/or increasing facilitators  


Identify specific triggers (e.g. 
being in a pub, feeling 
anxious) that generate the 
urge/want/need to drink and 
develop strategies for 
avoiding environmental 
triggers or for managing 


Barrier identification 
without solutions is NOT 
sufficient. 
 
If the BCT does NOT 
include analysing the 
behavioural problem, 


 IF9 
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negative emotions, such as 
anxiety, that motivate drinking 


consider 32, 
Avoidance/changing 
exposure to cues for 
the behaviour, 30, 
Restructuring the 
physical environment, 
31, Restructuring the 
social environment, or 
5, Reduce negative 
emotions 


62 Goal setting 
(behaviour) 


Set or agree a goal defined in terms 
of the behaviour to be achieved 


Invite the person to propose a 
daily walking goal (e.g. to 
walk for at least 30 minutes 
every day) and reach 
agreement about the goal 
 
Set the goal of eating 5 
pieces of fruit per day as 
specified in public health 
guidelines 


Only code guidelines if 
set as a goal in an 
intervention context. 
 
If goal is unspecified or is 
a behavioural outcome, 
code 63, Goal setting 
(outcome) 
 
If the goal defines a 
specific context, 
frequency, duration or 
intensity for the 
behaviour, also code 64, 
Action planning 


64? 
 
(see 
notes) 


IF9 


63 Goal setting 
(outcome) 


Set or agree a goal defined in terms 
of a positive outcome of wanted 
behaviour  


Invite the person to set a 
weight loss goal (e.g. 0.5 
kilogram over one week) as 
an outcome of changed 
eating patterns 


Only code guidelines if 
set as a goal in an 
intervention context 
 
If goal is a behaviour, 


 IF9 
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code 62, Goal setting 
(behaviour) 
 
If goal is unspecified code 
63, Goal setting 
(outcome) 


64 Action planning 
(includes 
‘implementation 
intentions’) 


Prompt detailed planning of 
performance of the behaviour (must 
include at least one of context, 
frequency, duration and intensity). 
Context may be environmental 
(physical or social) or internal 
(physical, emotional or cognitive)  


Following prompting, plan to 
carry condoms when going 
out socially at weekends 
 
Plan the performance of a 
particular physical activity 
(e.g. running) at a particular 
time (e.g. before work) on 
certain days of the week 


Evidence of action 
planning does not 
necessarily imply goal 
setting. Only code goal 
setting if sufficient 
evidence 


 IF9 


65 Review behaviour 
goal(s) 


Review behaviour goal(s) jointly with 
the person and consider modifying 
goal(s) or behaviour change strategy 
in light of achievement. This may 
lead to re-setting the same goal, a 
small change in that goal or setting a 
new goal instead of, or in addition to, 
the first  


Review how well a person’s 
performance corresponds to 
agreed goals e.g. whether 
they consumed less than one 
unit of alcohol per day, and 
consider modifying future 
behavioural goals accordingly 
e.g. by increasing or 
decreasing alcohol target or 
changing type of alcohol 
consumed 


If goal is specified in 
terms of behaviour, code 
65, Review behaviour 
goal(s) 
 
If goal is unspecified, 
code 66, Review 
outcome goal(s) 
 
If discrepancy is created 
consider also 69, 
Discrepancy between 
current behaviour and 
goal 


69? 
 
(see 
notes) 


IF9 


66 Review outcome Review outcome goal(s) jointly with Review how much weight has If goal is specified in 69? IF9 
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goal(s) 
 
 
 
 


the person and modify goal(s) or 
behaviour change strategy in light of 
achievement. This may lead to re-
setting the same goal, a small 
change in that goal or setting a new 
goal instead of, or in addition to the 
first 


been lost and consider 
modifying outcome goal(s) 
accordingly e.g., by 
increasing or decreasing 
subsequent weight loss 
targets 


terms of behaviour, code 
65, Review behaviour 
goal(s) 
 
If goal is unspecified, 
code 66, Review 
outcome goal(s) 
 
If discrepancy created 
consider also 69, 
Discrepancy between 
current behaviour and 
goal 


67 Behavioural contract Create a written specification of the 
behaviour to be performed, agreed 
by the person, and witnessed by 
another 


Sign a contract with the 
person e.g. specifying that 
they will not drink alcohol for 
one week 


 62 IF3 
IF4 
IF9 


68 Commitment Ask the person to make statements 
indicating strong commitment to 
change the behaviour 


Ask the person to use an “I 
will” statement to affirm or 
reaffirm a strong commitment 
(i.e. using the words 
“strongly”, “committed” or 
“high priority”) to start, 
continue or restart the 
attempt to reduce alcohol use 


If defined in terms of the 
behaviour to be achieved 
also code 62, Goal 
setting (behaviour) 


62? 
 
(see 
notes) 


IF3 
IF4 
IF9 


69 Discrepancy between 
current behaviour 
and goal 


Draw attention to discrepancies 
between a person’s current 
behaviour (in terms of the form, 
frequency, duration, or intensity of 
that behaviour) and the person’s 


Point out that the recorded 
exercise fell short of the goal 
set


 


 


If discomfort is created 
only code 76, 
Incompatible beliefs 
and not 69, Discrepancy 
between current 


65? 
 
66? 
 
8? 


IF3 
IF4 
IF9 
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previously set outcome goals, 
behavioural goals or action plans 
(goes beyond self-monitoring of 
behaviour) 


behaviour and goal 
 
If goals are modified, also 
code 65, Review 
behaviour goal(s) and/or 
66, Review  outcome 
goal(s) 
 
If feedback is provided, 
also code 8, Feedback 
on behaviour 


 
(see 
notes) 


Comparison of outcomes 
Considering relative pros and cons of outcomes of various behaviours 


 


70 Persuasive source Present verbal or visual 
communication from a credible 
source in favour of or against the 
behaviour 


Present a speech given by a 
high status professional to 
emphasise the importance of 
not exposing patients to 
unnecessary radiation by 
ordering x-rays for back pain 
 
 


Code this BCT only if 
source generally agreed 
on as credible e.g., health 
professionals, celebrities 
or words are used to 
indicate expertise or 
leader in field. 
 
If information about 
health consequences, 
also code 78, 
Information about 
health consequences 
 
If information about 
emotional consequences, 
also code 79, 


78? 
 
79? 
 
80? 
 
(see 
notes) 


IF2 
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Information about 
emotional 
consequences 
 
If information about 
social, environmental or 
unspecified 
consequences also code 
80, Information about 
social and 
environmental 
consequences 


71 Pros and cons Advise the person to identify and 
compare reasons for wanting 
(discuss 
) and not wanting to (cons) change 
the behaviour  


Advise the person to list and 
compare the advantages and 
disadvantages of prescribing 
antibiotics for upper 
respiratory tract infections 


If information about 
health consequences, 
also code 78, 
Information about 
health consequences 
 
If information about 
emotional consequences, 
also code 79, 
Information about 
emotional 
consequences 
 
If information about 
social, environmental or 
unspecified 
consequences also code 
80, Information about 


78? 
 
79? 
 
80? 
 
(see 
notes) 


IF9 
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social and 
environmental 
consequences 


72 Comparative 
imagining of future 
outcomes 


Prompt or advise the imagining and 
comparing of future outcomes of 
changed versus unchanged 
behaviour 


Prompt the person to imagine 
and compare likely or 
possible outcomes following 
attending versus not 
attending a screening 
appointment 


  IF9 


Identity 
Managing how one sees, thinks or feels about oneself or the behaviour. 


 


73 Identification of self 
as role model 


Inform that one's own behaviour may 
be an example to others 


Inform the person that  
healthy eating may be a good 
example for their children 


  IF2 
IF9 


74 Valued self-identity 
(includes ‘Self-
affirmation’) 


Advise the person to write or 
complete rating scales about a 
cherished value or personal strength 
as a means of affirming the person’s 
identity as part of a behaviour 
change strategy 


Advise the person to write 
about their personal strengths 
before they receive a 
message advocating the 
behaviour change 


  IF9 


75 Framing/ reframing 
(includes ‘cognitive 
structuring’) 


Suggest the deliberate adoption of a 
perspective or new perspective on 
behaviour in order to change 
cognitions or emotions about 
performing the behaviour 


Suggest that the person 
might reduce sedentary 
behaviour (rather than 
increasing activity) 


  IF2 
IF9 


76 Incompatible beliefs 
(includes ‘cognitive 
dissonance’) 


Draw attention to discrepancies 
between current or past behaviour 
and self-image, in order to create 
discomfort 


Draw attention to a critical 
care consultant’s liberal use 
of blood transfusion  and their 
self-identification as a 
proponent of evidence-based 


  IF4 
IF9 
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No. Label Definition Examples Notes Also 
code 


Linked 
intervention 
functions 


medical practice 


77 Identity associated 
with changed 
behaviour 


Advise  the person to construct a 
new self-identity as someone who 
‘used to engage with the unwanted 
behaviour’ 


Ask the person to articulate 
their new identity as an ‘ex-
smoker’ 


  IF2 
IF9 


Natural consequences 
Providing information about the naturally-occurring consequences of the behaviour. 


 


78 Information about 
health consequences 


Provide information about health 
consequences of performing the 
behaviour 


Explain that not finishing a 
course of antibiotics can 
increase susceptibility  to 
future infection 
 
Present the likelihood of 
contracting a sexually 
transmitted infection following 
unprotected sexual behaviour 


Consequences can be for 
any target, not just the 
recipient(s) of the 
intervention. 
 
If information about 
emotional consequences, 
code 79, Information 
about emotional 
consequences 
 
If information about 
social, environmental or 
unspecified 
consequences code 80, 
Information about 
social and 
environmental 
consequences 


 IF1 
IF2 


79 Information about 
emotional 
consequences 


Provide information about emotional 
consequences of performing the 
behaviour 


Explain that quitting smoking 
increases happiness and life 
satisfaction 


Excludes 83, Anticipated 
regret 
 
Consequences can be for 


Do not 
code 
83 


IF1 
IF2 
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No. Label Definition Examples Notes Also 
code 


Linked 
intervention 
functions 


any target, not just the 
recipient(s) of the 
intervention 
 
If information about 
health consequences 
code 78, Information 
about health 
consequences 
 
If information about 
social, environmental or 
unspecified code 80, 
Information about 
social and 
environmental 
consequences 


80 Information about 
social and 
environmental 
consequences 


Provide information about social and 
environmental consequences of 
performing the behaviour  


Tell family physician about 
financial remuneration for 
conducting health screening 


Consequences can be for 
any target, not just the 
recipient(s) of the 
intervention 
 
If information about 
health or consequences, 
code 78, Information 
about health 
consequences 
 
If information is about 
emotional consequences, 


 IF1 
IF2 
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No. Label Definition Examples Notes Also 
code 


Linked 
intervention 
functions 


code 79, Information 
about emotional 
consequences 
 
If information is 
unspecified, code 80, 
Information about 
social and 
environmental 
consequences 


81 Salience of 
consequences 


Use methods to emphasise (make 
more memorable) the consequences 
of changing the behaviour (goes 
beyond informing about 
consequences) 


Produce cigarette packets 
showing pictures of health 
consequences e.g. diseased 
lungs 


  IF2 
IF9 


82 Monitoring of 
emotional 
consequences 


Prompt assessment of feelings after  
attempts at performing the behaviour 
 


Agree that the person will 
record how they feel after 
e.g., taking their daily walk 


  IF9 


83 Anticipated regret Induce expectations of future regret 
about performance of the unwanted 
behaviour 
Note: not including 79, Information 
about emotional consequences 


Ask the person to assess the 
degree of regret they will feel 
if they do not quit smoking 
(e.g. on a 5 point scale) 


  IF4 
IF9 


Comparison of behaviour 
Comparing own behaviour to an ideal performance or to others’ beliefs or behaviour 


 


84 Demonstration of the 
behaviour 
(includes ‘modelling’) 


Provide an example of the behaviour 
being performed for the person to 
aspire to or imitate 


Demonstrate to nurses how 
to raise the issue of 
excessive drinking with 
patients via a role-play 
exercise 


  IF8 
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No. Label Definition Examples Notes Also 
code 


Linked 
intervention 
functions 


85 Social comparison Draw attention to others’ 
performance to explicitly elicit 
comparisons  


Show the general practitioner 
the proportion of patients who 
were prescribed antibiotics 
for a common cold by 
themselves and by their 
colleagues 


Being in a group setting 
does not necessarily 
mean that social 
comparison is actually 
taking place. 


 IF2 


86 Information about 
others’ approval 


Provide information about what other 
people think about the behaviour. 
The information clarifies whether 
others will like, approve or 
disapprove of what the person is 
doing or will do 


Tell the staff at the hospital 
ward that staff at all other 
wards approve of washing 
their hands according to the 
guidelines 


  IF1 
IF2 


Covert learning 
Imagining consequences of behaviour, or observing consequences of the behaviour for others. 


 


87 Imaginary 
punishment 
(includes ‘covert 
sensitisation’) 


Advise to imagine performing the 
unwanted behaviour in a real-life 
situation followed by imagining an 
unpleasant consequence 


Advise to imagine overeating 
and then vomiting 
 


  IF4 
IF9 


88 Imaginary reward 
(includes ‘covert 
conditioning’) 


Advise to imagine performing the 
wanted behaviour in a real-life 
situation followed by imagining a 
pleasant consequence 


Advise the health 
professional to imagine giving 
dietary advice followed by the 
patient losing weight and no 
longer being diabetic 


  IF3 
IF9 


89 Vicarious 
consequences 


Prompt observation of the 
consequences (including rewards 
and punishments) for others when 
they perform the  behaviour  


Draw attention to the positive 
comments other staff get 
when they disinfect their 
hands regularly 


If observation of health 
consequences, also code 
78, Information about 
health consequences 
 
If observation of 
emotional consequences, 


78? 
 
79? 
 
80? 
 
(see 


IF9 
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No. Label Definition Examples Notes Also 
code 


Linked 
intervention 
functions 


also code 79, 
Information about 
emotional 
consequences 
 
If observation of  social, 
environmental or 
unspecified 
consequences, also code 
80, Information about 
social and 
environmental 
consequences 


notes) 


 


 
* Glossary of key terms 
Antecedents: the social and environmental situations and events, emotions, or thoughts that precede, cause or elicit an existing unwanted behaviour, or 
have the potential to precede, cause or elicit a new wanted behaviour. 
‘If-then’ plan: A detailed plan which specifies what action will be taken when a specific context or stimulus* is encountered (i.e. ‘if I fin ish using the toilet, then 
I will wash my hands’). 
Stimulus: Anything (e.g. a thing, event, situation, etc.) that evokes a response, or has the potential to do so. 
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Intervention functions 


The table below is adapted from the ‘Behaviour Change Wheel’ (Michie et al. 


2011b). It aims to provide a comprehensive overview of the possible functions 


of behaviour change interventions. 


 


Code Intervention 
function 


 


Definition 


 


Example of 
intervention 
function 


NOT an example of  
intervention function 


IF1 Education Increasing 
knowledge or 
understanding  


Providing 
information to 
promote healthy 
eating 


Providing cooking 
lessons (this is training 
as the aim is to impart 
skill rather than 
increase knowledge) 


IF2 Persuasion Using 
communication to 
induce positive or 
negative feelings, 
or to stimulate 
action  


 


Using imagery to 
motivate increases 
in physical activity 


Providing information 
on benefits of physical 
activity (this is 
education as the aim is 
to increase knowledge 
about the impact of 
physical activity)  


 


IF3 Incentivisation Creating an 
expectation of 
reward 


Using prize draws 
to induce attempts 
to stop smoking 


Using positive images 
of non-smokers to 
encourage smokers to 
quit (this is persuasion 
as there is no direct 
reward)  


IF4 Coercion Creating an 
expectation of 
punishment or 
cost 


 


 


Raising the 
financial cost to 
reduce excessive 
alcohol 
consumption 


Telling drinkers if they 
drink to excess they 
will be viewed 
negatively by their 
peers (this is 
persuasion not 
coercion as there is no 
direct punishment or 
cost to the drinker) 
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Code Intervention 
function 


 


Definition 


 


Example of 
intervention 
function 


NOT an example of  
intervention function 


IF5 Training Imparting skills 
for performing the 
target behaviour 


 


 


Advanced driver 
training to increase 
safe driving 


A lecture about safe 
driving (this is 
education as the aim is 
to impart knowledge, 
i.e. the what not the 
practical  application of 
this knowledge, i.e. the 
how to that defines 
training) 


IF6 Restriction Using rules to 
reduce the 
opportunity to 
engage in the 
target behaviour 
(or to increase 
the target 
behaviour by 
reducing the 
opportunity to 
engage in 
competing 
behaviours) 


Prohibiting sales of 
solvents to people 
under 18 to reduce 
use for intoxication 


Fines for the 
possession of solvents 
(this is coercion as 
there is a cost for the  
undesirable behaviour)  


IF7 Environmental 
restructuring 


Changing the 
physical or social 
context in which 
the behaviour is 
(or could be) 
performed 


Providing on-
screen prompts for 
GPs to ask about 
smoking behaviour 


Creating a rewards 
system for GPs who 
ask about smoking 
behaviour (this is 
incentivisation as there 
is a reward for the 
desirable behaviour)  


IF8 Modelling Providing an 
example for 
people to aspire 
to or imitate 


 


 


Using TV drama 
scenes involving 
safe-sex practices 
to increase 
condom use 


Using TV advert to 
encourage condom 
use (this is persuasion 
as the aim is to induce 
positive feelings 
towards condom use)  
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Code Intervention 
function 


 


Definition 


 


Example of 
intervention 
function 


NOT an example of  
intervention function 


IF9 Enablement Increasing 
means/reducing 
barriers to 
increase 
capability 
(beyond 
education and/or 
training) or 
opportunity 
(beyond 
environmental 
restructuring) 


 


Behavioural 
support for 
smoking cessation, 
medication for 
cognitive deficits, 
surgery to reduce 
obesity, 
prostheses to 
promote physical 
activity 


Supporting GPs to 
recognise the 
symptoms ovarian 
cancer with an 
information pamphlet 
(this is education as 
the primary aim is to 
inform rather than 
support) 


 


 


Theory use 


For coding theory use a single item was used. This asked “Do the authors 


explicitly link the intervention to one or more formal theories/models?” If the 


answer was yes, the theories/models mentioned were recorded.  


An ’explicit link’ between an intervention and a theory was said to have been 


made where one or more of the following holds: (a) a construct (or 


constructs), which the authors have stated is part of a named formal theory, is 


targeted by the intervention; (b) the authors state that any component of the 


intervention is based on a named formal theory; (c) recipients of the 


intervention have been selected on the basis of a construct (or constructs) 


which the authors have stated is part of a named formal theory; (d) techniques 


have been chosen, tailored, or delivered, on the basis of one or more named 


formal theory, or a construct (or constructs) which the authors have stated is 


part of a named formal theory. 
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A ‘formal theory’ was defined as a theory or model which generates specific 


predictions regarding the determinants of behaviour and/or behaviour change. 


This excludes ‘theories’ which are in fact summaries of a more general 


theoretical or disciplinary approach or perspective. For example, we treat ‘The 


Theory of Planned Behaviour’ and ‘Protection Motivation Theory’ as formal 


theories, but we do not view ‘behaviour change theory’ and ‘health psychology 


theory’ as formal theories. 
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11 Appendix E: Outcome hierarchy 


The general approach to results extractions was to: 


 Extract results for the behaviour targeted by the intervention 


 Extract results at the longest term follow up available  


 Extract results for intention to treat analysis in preference to non-intention 


to treat analysis 


 Extract results for the most adjusted analysis available 


 Extract objective measures in preference to subjective measures of the 


same outcome 


 Extract continuous outcomes in preference to dichotomous outcomes (with 


the exception of smoking, where quit rates are likely to be the most 


important outcome) 


 Where a study had none of the listed outcomes, the other outcomes in the 


study were prioritised by internal discussion and added to the outcome 


hierarchy before proceeding 


 


The outcome hierarchy 


Outcomes are listed in order of preference for extraction for the meta-


regression analysis. For each study the highest ranking outcome in the 


hierarchy was extracted. If results were not extractable for a prioritised 


outcome, then the next highest priority outcome was extracted.  


Sexual health 


 Frequency of unprotected sexual intercourse (i.e. number of sexual 


intercourse episodes where condom was not used) (Prioritised results for 


all sexual partners over most recent or serodiscordant partners, prioritised 


serodiscordant partners over most recent partner. Prioritised insertive 
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intercourse over oral sex. Prioritised total anal sex over insertive or 


receptive anal sex individually, prioritised insertive over receptive anal sex 


for HIV positive populations and receptive anal sex for HIV negative 


populations) 


 Frequency of condom use (i.e. number of sexual intercourse episodes 


where condom was used)  


 Frequency of other routine contraceptive use 


 Number of sexual partners 


 Frequency of emergency contraceptive use  


 Proportion of individuals who abstain from sex 


 


Alcohol 


 Objective measures of alcohol consumption (e.g. blood alcohol content) per 


day (or other time period) 


 Subjective measures of alcohol consumed per day (or other time period) 


 Proportion of people above/below recommended/set threshold  levels of 


alcohol consumption 


 Proportion of people with risky drinking patterns of alcohol consumption 


(e.g. binge drinking) 


 Number of drink related accidents/incidents (e.g. drink driving, A&E 


attendance) 


 Proportion of people with drink related accidents/incidents (e.g. drink 


driving, A&E attendance) 


 


Smoking 


 Objectively determined quit rates (cotinine/carbon monoxide [CO]) 


 Self reported quit rates 


 Objectively determined relapse rates rates (cotinine/CO)  
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 Self reported relapse rates 


 Number of cigarettes smoked per day (or other time unit) 


 


Diet 


 Portions of fatty food consumed per day (or other time unit)  


 Proportion of people consuming above/below recommended/set threshold  


levels of fatty foods 


 Portions of fruit and veg consumed per day (or other time unit) 


 Portions of veg 


 Portions of fruit (Pieces and portions, not grams)  


 Proportion of people consuming above/below recommended/set threshold  


levels of fruit and veg 


 Portions of fast food consumed per day (or other time unit) 


 Proportion of people consuming above/below recommended/set threshold  


levels of fast food 


 Portions of salty food consumed per day (or other time unit) 


 Proportion of people consuming above/below recommended/set threshold  


levels of salty food 


 Portions of red meat consumed per day (or other time unit) 


 Proportion of people consuming above/below recommended/set threshold  


levels of red meat 


 Portions of fibre-rich food consumed per day (or other time unit) 


 Proportion of people consuming above/below recommended/set threshold  


levels of fibre-rich food 


 Portions of fish consumed per day (or other time unit) 


 Proportion of people consuming above/below recommended/set threshold  


levels of fish 
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 Proportion of people meeting or adhering to overall dietary 


recommendations for specific medical conditions (Diabetes self care diet, 


Mediterranean diet, etc. 


 Composite measures of diet (Diabetes Self-Care Activities measure, Kristal 


Food Habits Questionnaire)  


 


Physical activity 


 Pedometer reading (objective measure) 


 Number of minutes of total physical activity per day (or other time unit) 


 Number of minutes of moderate to vigorous activity per day (or other time 


unit) 


 Number of minutes of vigorous activity per day (or other time unit) 


 Number of minutes of moderate activity per day (or other time unit) 


 Number of minutes of aerobic physical activity per day (or other time unit) 


 Number of minutes of light activity per day (or other time unit) 


 Number of minutes leisure time activity per day (or other time unit) 


 Proportion of people above/below recommended/set threshold  levels of 


physical activity (if this is broken down into different types of activity use in 


the following order: total activity then moderate to vigorous activity then 


vigorous activity then moderate activity then light activity) 


 Score on the modified Baecke Questionnaire score (sums household, 


sport, and leisure time activity) 


 Proportion of people reporting being moderate or very physically active 


 Exercise at least once a week 


 Exercise for more than 1h per week 


 Total metabolic equivalents (METs) per designated time period per day (or 


other time unit) 


 Total METs per designated time period of moderate to vigorous activity per 


day (or other time unit) 
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 Total METs per designated time period of vigorous activity per day (or other 


time unit) 


 Total METs per designated time period of moderate activity per day (or 


other time unit) 


 Total METs per designated time period of light activity per day (or other 


time unit) 
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12 Appendix F: Intervention abbreviations 


Trial arm Target 
behaviour 


Content 


Armit_ES 2009  Physical 
activity 


Individual counselling delivered by 
exercise scientist and general practitioner 
usual care 


Armit_ES+P 2009  Physical 
activity 


Individual counselling delivered by 
exercise scientist, plus pedometer and 
general practitioner usual care 


Carey_BMI 2006 Alcohol Individual basic brief motivational session 


Carey_TLFB 2006 Alcohol Time-line followback 


Carey_EBMI 2006 Alcohol Individual enhanced brief motivational 
session 


Carey_BMI+TLFB 2006 Alcohol Individual basic brief motivational session 
and time-line followback 


Carey_EBMI+TLFB 2006 Alcohol Individual enhanced brief motivational 
session and time-line followback 


Carpenter_SR+NRT 
2006 


Smoking Telephone-based smoking reduction 
counselling plus nicotine replacement 
therapy plus brief advice 


Carpenter 
2004_MA+NRT 


Smoking Motivational advice plus nicotine 
replacement therapy brief advice  


Chouinard_IC 2005 Smoking Individual inpatient counselling only 


Chouinard_IC+FU 2005 Smoking Individual inpatient counselling with 
telephone follow-up 


Dent_BI 2008 Alcohol Individual brief intervention in emergency 
department 


Dent_MI 2008 Alcohol Individual motivational interview post-
discharge 


Dermen_ALC 2011 Alcohol and 
sexual 
health 


Individual counselling for reducing alcohol 
risk behaviour 


Dermen_HIV 2011 Alcohol and 
sexual 
health 


Individual counselling for reducing HIV risk 
behaviour 


Dermen_H&A 2011 Alcohol and 
sexual 
health 


Individual counselling for reducing alcohol 
and HIV risk behaviours 


Field_WP 2009 Alcohol White participants 


Field_HP 2009 Alcohol Hispanic participants 


Gordon_3As 2010a Smoking Individual 3As intervention (ask advise, 
arrange) 


Gordon_5As 2010a Smoking Individual 5As intervention (ask, assess, 
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advise, agree, arrange) 


Guelinckx_B+LI 2010 Diet and 
physical 
activity  


Group counselling (lifestyle intervention) 
sessions plus brochure 


Hall_ECBT 2009 Smoking Individual and group extended cognitive 
behaviour therapy 


Hall_ENRT+CBT 2009 Smoking Individual and group extended cognitive 
behaviour therapy and nicotine 
replacement therapy 


Holloway_SEE 2007 Alcohol Individual self-efficacy enhancement 
session 


Holloway_SHB 2007 Alcohol Self-help booklet 


Hyman_Sic 2007  Physical 
activity and 
smoking 


Individual simultaneous intervention with 
follow-up.  


Hyman_Sec 2007  Physical 
activity and 
smoking 


Individual sequential intervention with 
follow up.  


Juarez_MI 2006 Alcohol Individual motivational interviewing only 


Juarez_MF 2006 Alcohol Mailed feedback only 


Juarez_MI+F 2006 Alcohol Individual motivational interviewing 
including feedback  


Juarez_MI+MF 2006 Alcohol Individual motivational interviewing with 
mailed feedback  


Kirk_PA-P 2009  Physical 
activity 


Individual person-delivered physical 
activity intervention with follow up 


Kirk_PA-W 2009  Physical 
activity 


Written-delivered physical activity 
intervention with follow-up 


Kotz_CC+Nort 2009  Smoking Confrontational counselling with 
nortriptyline pharmacological treatment 


Kotz_HE+Nort 2009  Smoking Non-confrontational counselling with 
nortriptyline pharmacological treatment 


Kulesza_10M 2010 Alcohol Individual ‘Brief Alcohol Screening and 
Intervention for College Students’ 
(BASICS) session for 10 minutes  


Kulesza_50M 2010 Alcohol Individual ‘Brief Alcohol Screening and 
Intervention for College Students’ 
(BASICS) session for 50 minutes 


Lau-Barraco_EEC 2008 Alcohol Group experiential expectancy challenge 
(gender specific) 


Lau-Barraco_EDU 2008 Alcohol Education only 


Lawrence_SHM 2003 Smoking Self-help manual 


Lawrence_SHM+ICI 
2003 


Smoking Self-help manual plus computer 
intervention with feedback  
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Lewis_GSF 2007 Alcohol Computer delivered gender-specific 
personalised normative feedback session 


Lewis_GNSF 2007 Alcohol Computer delivered gender-non-specific 
personalised normative feedback session 


Lorig_SM 2010  Physical 
activity 


Internet-based diabetes self-management 
program 


Lorig_SM+MR 2010  Physical 
activity 


Internet-based diabetes self-management 
program with mailed reinforcement  


Mastroleo_EEA 2010 Alcohol ‘Brief Alcohol Screening and Intervention 
for College Students’ (BASICS) with 
evidence based application approach 
(EEA) 


Mastroleo_CPA 2010 Alcohol ‘Brief Alcohol Screening and Intervention 
for College Students’ (BASICS)  with 
common practices approach (CPA) 


Marcus_TB 2007  Physical 
activity 


Telephone-based individualised feedback  


Marcus_PB 2007  Physical 
activity 


Print-based individualised feedback 


McBride_WOI 2004 Smoking Women only individual counselling with 
telephone follow-up 


McBride_PAI 2004 Smoking Partner assisted counselling with 
telephone follow-up 


McMurdo_BCI 2010  Physical 
activity 


Individual behaviour change intervention 
with follow-up 


McMurdo_BCI+P 2010  Physical 
activity 


Individual behaviour change intervention 
with follow-up and pedometer 


Molyneux_Cou 2003  Smoking Individual counselling session 


Molyneux_Cou+NRT 
2003 


Smoking Individual counselling session plus 
nicotine replacement therapy 


Ondersma_CM-Lite 2012 Smoking Computer-assisted simplified and low-
intensity contingency management 


Ondersma_CD-5As+CM-
Lite 2012 


Smoking Computer delivered 5As-based brief 
intervention (ask, assess, advise, agree, 
arrange) plus computer-assisted simplified 
and low-intensity contingency 
management 


Ondersma_CD-5As 2012 Smoking Computer delivered 5As-based brief 
intervention (ask, assess, advise, agree, 
arrange) 


Pisinger_GC 2010  Smoking Group counselling 


Pisinger_IC 2010 Smoking Internet-based programme 


Prestwich_II 2009 Physical 
activity 


Implementation intentions only (II) 


Prestwich_II+SMS 2009  Physical Implementation intentions plus SMS text 
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activity message(s) 


Prestwich_SMS 2009 Physical 
activity 


SMS text message(s) only 


Ruger_CS 2008 Smoking Continuing smokers 


Ruger_RQ 2008 Smoking Recent quitters 


Stotts_USF 2009 Smoking Individual best practice counselling plus 
ultrasonic feedback  


Stotts_MI+USF 2009 Smoking Individual motivational interview plus 
ultrasonic feedback  


van Wier_T 2009  Diet Individual telephone counselling 


van Wier_I 2009  Diet Internet-based counselling (interactive 
website and email) 


Walters_WEB 2009 Alcohol Web feedback only 


Walters_MI 2009 Alcohol Individual motivational interview only 


Walters_MI+F 2009 Alcohol Individual motivational interview with 
feedback  


White_TB 2012 Diet Telephone based 


Wood_CP 2008 Diet and 
physical 
activity 


Cardiac patients 


Wood_HR 2008 Diet and 
physical 
activity 


High risk primary care patients 


Wright_TDF 2011 Diet Tailored printed dietary feedback delivered 
electronically 


Wright_NE 2011 Diet Small group counselling  


 


13 Appendix G: Evidence tables 


 


See separate document  
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14 Appendix G: Meta-regression results 


Provided as a separate document 


15 Appendix I: References of studies excluded at 


full text appraisal 


Population 


Barnet B, Liu J, DeVoe M et al. Motivational intervention to reduce rapid 


subsequent births to adolescent mothers: a community-based randomized 


trial. Annals of Family Medicine. 2009;7(5):436-45. 


Bender SS, Geirsson RT, Bender SS et al. Effectiveness of preabortion 


counseling on postabortion contraceptive use. Contraception. 2004;69(6):481-


7. 


Bolu OO, Lindsey C, Kamb ML et al. Is HIV/sexually transmitted disease 


prevention counseling effective among vulnerable populations?: a subset 


analysis of data collected for a randomized, controlled trial evaluating 


counseling efficacy (Project RESPECT). Sex Transm Dis. 2004;31(8):469-74. 


Buffels J, Degryse J, Decramer M et al. Spirometry and smoking cessation 


advice in general practice: a randomised clinical trial. Respiratory Medicine. 


2006;100(11):2012-7. 


Dolcini MM, Harper GW, Boyer CB et al. Project ORE: A friendship-based 


intervention to prevent HIV/STI in urban African American adolescent females. 


Health Education & Behavior. 2010;37(1):115-32. 


Ford ALB. Treatment of childhood obesity by retraining eating behaviour: 


Randomised controlled trial. BMJ (Online). 2010;340(7740):250. 
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Gaston A, Prapavessis H, Gaston A et al. Maternal-fetal disease information 


as a source of exercise motivation during pregnancy. Health Psychology. 


2009;28(6):726-33. 


Gottlieb SL, Douglas JM, Jr., Foster M et al. Incidence of herpes simplex virus 


type 2 infection in 5 sexually transmitted disease (STD) clinics and the effect 


of HIV/STD risk-reduction counseling. Journal of Infectious Diseases. 
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Appendix A: Included studies 


1. Qualitative studies 


Ainsworth et al. (2006) [+] conducted a web-based survey of chiropractors in 


Canada self-reported views on maximising compliance to prescribed home 


exercise and quantifying the most frequently used strategies. 104 Ontario 


chiropractors (65% male, 33% over 35 years and a mean of 13 years in 


practice) completed the questionnaire from a staged recruitment process 


sending 3,356 personalised email invitations. The most frequently used 


compliance strategies, used over 60% of the time, were keeping instructions 


simple, motivating patients by explaining exercises in a positive and 


enthusiastic way, giving patients encouragement, prescribing exercises that 


require low-cost equipment, helping patients by providing material that helped 


demonstrate the exercises and educating patients by discussing the 


importance of and benefits to exercise. This study provides a description of 


what was done but little evidence of what made a difference or what the views 


of the providers actually was. The study only provides weak evidence for a 


motivational approach.   


Broyles  at al. (2012) [++] ran a focus-group study in a Veterans Affairs 


medical centre (US) looking at the anticipated barriers and facilitators to 


implementing nurse-delivered screening, brief intervention (BI) and referral to 


treatment (RT) for reducing alcohol intake, described 6 barriers and 3 


facilitators reported by 33 medical-surgical nurses (97% female).  Barriers 


were: lack of alcohol-related knowledge and skills; limited interdisciplinary 


collaboration and communication around alcohol-related care; inadequate 


alcohol assessment protocols and poor integration with the electronic medical 


record; concerns about negative patient reaction and limited patient 


motivation to address alcohol use; questionable compatibility of screening, BI 


and RT with the acute care paradigm and nursing role; and logistical issues 


(e.g., lack of time/privacy). The facilitators of nurse-delivered screening, BI, 


and RT focused on provider- and system-level factors related to: improved 
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provider knowledge, skills, communication, and collaboration; expanded 


processes of care and nursing roles; and enhanced electronic medical record 


features. Inadequate alcohol assessment protocols and poor integration with 


the electronic medical record and questions about the compatibility of 


screening, BI and RT with the acute care paradigm and nursing role were 


raised along with other barriers already described. Efficient record-keeping 


systems were seen as an important facilitator to improve the uptake of 


assessment and screening for alcohol disorders and the authors suggest a 


hybrid model of implementation featuring active roles for interdisciplinary 


generalists and specialists. 


Casey et al. (2009) [++] ran three focus group discussions in Canada aiming 


to assess the barriers and facilitators to participation in a supervised exercise 


programme. Sixteen participants with type 2 diabetes (seven women, nine 


men with ages ranging from 39 to 65 years) were recruited to the study. The 


participants had previously taken part in a trial comparing dietary counselling 


alone to dietary counselling plus with exercise and had been diagnosed with 


diabetes for between 1 month and 13 years. The study found that participants 


appreciated the monitoring, encouragement and accountability provided by 


programme staff. This, they said, provided motivation. Participants also 


requested better transition from the programme with support and supervision 


to self-directed activities. They said that co-morbid conditions were barriers to 


a regular exercise routine and that having even greater scheduling flexibility 


and having exercise facilities closer to them were of benefit. 


Coghill et al. (2009) [++] conducted a semi-structured interview to investigate 


the perceived motivators, demotivators for adherence to regular physical 


activity. In the UK study of 38 men  with hypercholesterolemia (mean age 54.8 


years) who had been randomised to the active arm of a 12 week home-based 


walking intervention were asked six questions over 15 minutes.  ‘Health or 


fitness’ were the main motivational themes for adherence to walking.  For 


those who were less physically active, lack of time was cited as a de-


motivator with external support identified as a motivator for increased activity 


in those who were more active.  The authors conclude that the ability to 
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emphasise the health benefit of physical activity and provide continued 


support may be important in future programmes. 


Dillman et al. (2010) [++] conducted a cross-sectional survey of 119 diabetes 


educators (mean age 44 years, 97% female, 90% white) recruited from 3 


provinces in Canada.  The majority of educators saw fewer than 10 patients 


per day (57%), with another 30% seeing 10 to 15 patients per day in sessions 


that were typically between 20 and 40 minutes in length. Personal efficacy in 


counselling and referral and other aspects of competence such as: attitudes, 


perceived difficulty, barriers and training practices related to physical activity 


and exercise were recorded. Diabetes educators lacked confidence in their 


own ability; they also lacked confidence in the ability of their patients to 


perform physical activity and exercise. They had positive attitudes to physical 


activity and exercise themselves but perceived their typical patient’s attitude 


to be much less positive. Incorporating in-depth physical activity and exercise 


counselling in their practice was perceived as “somewhat difficult” and lack of 


time for counselling, lack of interest by the patient, a lack of resources, 


educator lack of ability/knowledge, patient co morbidities or limitations and a 


lack of access to facilities were all cited as barriers. In terms of training 40% of 


diabetes educators reported having received no formal training in physical 


activity and exercise counselling, and an additional 40% had received only 1 


form of training (e.g., workshops, as a part of degree, conference 


presentations or certifications). The remaining 20% of participants reported 


having received more than 2 forms of training specific to physical activity and 


exercise counselling. Skills for the educators were in promoting self-


confidence in patients ability to succeed, in time management and in making 


appropriate exercise related referrals were listed and requested in any future 


training programmes for diabetes educators. 


Escolar-Reina (2010) [+] investigated problems encountered complying with 


exercise programmes and included lack of clinical knowledge about the 


disease or goals of exercise.  Effects of prescribed exercises were both 


positive and negative with ‘proper’ supervision suggested as a potential 


method to reduce patients’ insecurity and fear of exercising at home.  Bonding 
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to prescribed exercises was enhanced when their care giver provider 


presented knowledge about the disease, promoted feedback and motivation 


during exercise instruction, gave reminders to exercise or monitored results 


and adherence.   


Jansink et al. (2010) [++] conducted 12 in depth interviews with practice 


nurses in a Dutch general practice and asked about the specific barriers they 


experienced in counselling patients with type 2 diabetes. A premise of this 


study was that promoting lifestyle behaviour change requires a shift from 


simple advice giving to a counselling-based approach. The topics discussed 


included lifestyle changes in diet, physical activity and smoking cessation and 


nurses were invited to reflect on barriers at the patient and practice levels, but 


mainly on their own roles as counsellors. All interviews were audio-recorded 


and transcribed and analysed against a predetermined framework.  Nurses 


felt most barriers were located at the level of the patient, i.e. that patients had 


limited knowledge of a healthy lifestyle and limited insight into their own 


behaviour. Nurses also claimed patients lacked the motivation to modify their 


lifestyle or the discipline to maintain an improved lifestyle.  When asked about 


their own barriers, nurses reported lack of counselling skills and insufficient 


time as barriers to effective lifestyle counselling. Training in motivational 


interviewing was proposed to help overcome the tendency to 'jump ahead of 


the patient' and other skills, notably ‘structuring the consultation’ to prioritise 


behaviour change were suggested.  


Mahoney et al. (2012) [++] aimed to explore the attitudes, actions and beliefs 


of Australian mental health occupational therapists in providing diet-related 


interventions. In semi-structured interviews lasting 30 to 40 minutes six 


occupational therapists (5 women and 1 man) were confident in provided 


general education for healthy eating, however, they were not comfortable 


providing specific dietary advice. Training needs in providing specific healthy 


eating education and the ability to refer to dietitians in mental health settings 


were highlighted. 
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Murphy et al. (2011) [++] designed a qualitative study using grounded theory 


methods of 40 patients with type 1 diabetes in Ireland. Interviews of 30 to 60 


minutes were conducted over 24 months using purposive sampling of 


participants who had completed a multicentre, cluster randomised trial named 


the dose adjustment for normal eating (DAFNE) trial. Participants were 60% 


female, aged 20-70 years and had been diagnosed with type 1 diabetes for 


between 2 and 31 or more years. This study showed positive outcomes 


(decreased HbA1c, reduced hospital admissions and improved quality of life) 


for the structured education programme. The researchers were interested in 


patient perspectives on self- management and the determinants of the 


capacity to successfully self-manage their disease. The sense of ‘being in 


control’ was found to be central to other factors reported by the patients as 


important in influencing their ability to self-manage.  These other factors were 


gaining knowledge, support, motivation, a relationship shift towards 


collaboration and empowerment. The researchers suggest that these factors 


are all interdependent and that the role of professionals in clinical practice is 


to understand and develop their skills in promoting these factors in their 


consultations so that they can give more focused and empowering care to 


people with diabetes.    


O’Sullivan et al. (2010) [+] conducted three semi structured interviews with 


15 patients as a qualitative component of a successful physical activity 


counselling trial based on self-determination theory. The trial was conducted 


in Canada and showed improvements in promoting measures of autonomy 


and self-efficacy. The interviews were transcribed verbatim and were 


summarised in nine themes, patients were extremely satisfied with the 


intervention and particularly valued the intensive counselling and a tailored 


approach. Support for autonomy enhanced the motivation of participants and 


encouragement (verbal persuasion) offered by the counsellor to increase 


activity levels was universally valued by all 15 patients.  A good relationship 


with the counsellor was found to improve satisfaction with the intervention.  


Longer-term support from a physical activity counsellor was requested by 


patients. 
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Patwardhan et al. (2009) [++] in the US explored key facilitators and barriers 


to the adoption of a brief tobacco-cessation protocol reported by ten 


pharmacists at interview.  Five out of the 10 pharmacists (age range 36 to 50 


years) interviewed worked in a large community pharmacy chain setting, three 


were employed at independent stores, one pharmacist worked at a 


supermarket pharmacy, and one at a mass-merchandiser pharmacy. Results 


showed that fear of negative patient reaction was the most prominent barrier 


to initiating tobacco cessation discussions with patients. The authors 


suggested improved training for pharmacists in initiating cessation 


discussions and providing environmental cues in pharmacies and changes to 


work flows to promote brief interventions or make them easier to deliver.   


Robinson et al. (2010) evaluated the experiences of both the receivers and 


deliverers of a peer mentoring healthy lifestyle programme in deprived areas 


of Liverpool, UK. The programme trained 13 local men (mentors) to deliver 


advice, encourage men to be health aware and to access leisure services. 


Contact was made with 245 men (age over 35 years). In the evaluation, 


interviews were conducted with 6 mentors, and 14 men receiving the 


intervention and 5 community and health professionals (evaluators) who also 


attended the training. The evaluators identified settings and social networks 


as key influences on participation in this healthy lifestyle programme that 


consisted of dietary and physical activity advice. The men said that the 


mentors’ skill in non-directive communication and ability to let them take 


control of decisions themselves was appreciated. The mentors said that they 


would appreciate training in supporting peers to sustain behaviour change. 


Thomsen et al. (2009) [++] conducted one-time face to face, semi-structured 


interviews to assess the experience of 15 women in Denmark who were newly 


diagnosed with breast cancer and offered a pre-operative smoking cessation 


intervention. The interview was arranged 3 to 8 weeks after surgery and 


lasted 35 to 100 minutes.  The women with a median age of 50 years (range 


40 to 72 years) had a median 30 pack year smoking history, over 35 years 


(bebut age 15 years) and all received a 45-90 minute smoking cessation 


intervention 3-7 days prior  to surgery for breast cancer.  Peri-operative NRT 
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was also offered. The themes emerging included reflection on smoking and 


health, escaping the social stigma of being a smoker, heightened awareness 


of being addicted to smoking and enacting a duty of responsibility to 


themselves and those around them. Participants experienced a sense of 


personal achievement and improved well-being as well as endorsement from 


family and friends.  6 of 11 women had relapsed by the interview and said 


they did so as an ingrown response to emotional distress.  The authors report 


diagnosis of cancer as a ‘teachable moment’ for behaviour change, defined as 


naturally occurring transitions or health events thought to motivate individuals 


to spontaneously adopt risk-reducing health behaviours. The women in the 


study were adamant that they would not have considered cessation had they 


not been offered the intervention, suggesting that although diagnosis may be 


a teachable moment it does not necessarily spontaneously prompt smoking 


cessation. 


 


“when you have been diagnosed with a life threatening disease, I mean then 


you might as well [stop smoking], if you can’t find a better reason to stop 


smoking, then really you probably never will” 


Walters et al. (2012) [+] conducted semi-structured interviews in Australia to 


investigate the health behaviour changes adopted by 44 participants with 


moderate or severe COPD enrolled in a smoking cessation trial of telephone 


health-mentoring by nurses.  The health-mentors used a ‘patient centred’ 


approach on the phone calls to deliver individual self-management support. A 


median of 13 mentor contacts over 12 months (range 5 to 20 contacts) were 


provided. In the 45 minute interviews participants (mean age 65 years, 55% 


male, 43% current smokers, 75% moderate COPD) reported that being 


‘listened to’ by caring health professionals was very valuable. The telephone 


mode of delivery for this support was rated as highly acceptable and was 


described as enabling good rapport.  The intervention increased awareness of 


COPD effects in participants and helped them develop and personalise 


behaviour change strategies even by those not actively making change 


according to the results. The intervention was theory based and training for 
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mentors was provided in a two-day training programme that included: 


motivational interviewing skills; goal setting; action planning and problem 


solving; self-management support theory and practice; and a COPD-specific 


clinical management module. Particular skills appreciated by participants were 


the encouragement and fostering of problem solving offered by mentors to 


overcome difficulties and maintain change. Some simple strategies gave 


participants the knowledge they needed to make changes. 


 “She said ‘Well, why don’t you leave them at home?’ I said ‘Well I never 


thought of that!’” (male, age 71, smoker, moderate COPD).  


Sometimes participants believed that they had been able to make changes to 


their smoking because of the strategies their mentor had provided to cut down 


or give up. 


2. Intervention studies 


French et al. (2012) [+] designed a physical activity intervention in the UK 


and applied it to 35 randomised volunteers recruited from an inner-city 


London workplace. The impact of the intervention (steps measured by 


pedometer) was compared when motivational components and volitional 


components were delivered on a single occasion or on separate occasions 


(motivation first or volitional component first) in a three-arm trial. The 


motivational techniques used were: enhancing self-efficacy and encouraging 


the planning of exercise and a pedometer and the volitional techniques were: 


goal setting, action planning and coping planning. The intervention was based 


on an extended theory of planned behaviour. Self-efficacy, attitude, action 


planning and coping planning were assessed using validated scores and 


scales.  Results showed that the combination of motivational and volitional 


components in the physical activity intervention were significantly associated 


with increased walking and self-efficacy.  The two arms where motivational 


and volitional components were offered separately were not associated with 


significant improvement. This is one of the few studies to show a larger effect 


size when motivational and volitional components of an intervention are 
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delivered together. It implies that skill or ability in delivering these six 


techniques are important competencies when delivered together.   


Gaume et al. (2008) [+] recorded by audiotape a sample of 166 consecutive 


alcohol brief interventions (a single 15 minute session) carried out in an 


emergency department in the US as part of a randomised trial of patients 


screened positive for hazardous alcohol consumption (n=1,366).  From these 


97 sessions were independently coded by two masters-level psychologists 


who were. blinded to assessment and follow-up data; both were trained in MI 


and in using Motivational Interviewing Skill Code (MISC version 2.0, a score 


measuring motivational interviewing skill). Regression models were used to 


assess the associations between MISC and the drinking outcomes (baseline 


to 12 months difference in weekly drinking quantity and difference in heavy 


drinking episodes per month).  


In the bivariate models, counsellors demonstrating better motivational 


interviewing skills were associated with better outcomes overall across all 


levels of patient ‘ability to change’, whereas counsellors with poorer MI skills 


were effective mostly only at high levels of patient ‘ability to change’. In the 


fully adjusted multivariate models only patient communication characteristics 


(ability to change) predicted outcomes and counsellor skills were not 


associated with better outcomes. 


Martino et al. (2008) [++] assessed the motivational skills of 35 therapists 


from five outpatient community programs in the US who delivered motivational 


enhancement therapy to 461 clients over 3 sessions  to resolve ambivalence 


about drug (including alcohol) use. Competence was assessed using the 


Independent Tape Rater Scale adapted from the Yale Adherence 


Competence Scale and change in client motivation was assessed on the first 


and last 5 minutes of the sessions. Some significant associations between 


therapist fidelity and client process and outcome variables were shown. When 


divided into fundamental and advanced MI competence, inter class correlation 


coefficients in the models were positively related to in-session change in client 


motivation for the total sample (r ranged from .13 to .22, p < .01). The most 
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consistent findings were that therapists who used fundamental and advanced 


MI skills more often and with higher levels of competence were significantly 


more likely to have clients who verbally expressed in session increases in 


their motivation. The study provides weak evidence as it did not identify 


whether behaviour change followed. Items characterising fundamental skills in 


this study were ‘reflections; open-ended questions, and MI style’. Items 


characterising advanced strategies were ‘drawing out pros, cons, and 


ambivalence; heightening discrepancies and using strategies for evoking 


motivation for change’ 


McCarthy et al. (2010) [++] assessed counselling skill using data from an 


RCT of adult smokers in the US. The trial randomised 403 adults to 8x10 


minute sessions or no additional clinical contact and also randomised them to 


bupropion or placebo in a 2x2 design. The counselling focussed on bolstering 


social support, motivation, problem solving and coping skills.  In the main trial 


counselling did not significantly increases abstinence rates at any time points 


(longest 56 days) and the investigators carried out further analyses. Meta-


regression results showed that there were some predictors of abstinence. For 


example counselling that successfully prompted the avoidance of access to 


cigarettes, improved quitting self-efficacy, reduced perceived difficulty in 


quitting and protected against guilt and demoralisation following relapse was 


significantly more effective than counselling that did not.  The authors 


conducted a mediation analysis, an analysis that assessed the significance of 


two associations on the conceptual path to success; first between counselling 


and a mediator and second between the mediator and abstinence. Only two 


mediator variables met the criteria as providing a significant explanation for 


the associations. These were cessation ‘self-efficacy’ and declines in 


‘perceived difficulty quitting’. This implies that skills or competence in fostering 


these two attributes may be important targets of training.  


McEwen et al. (2005) [++] measured the frequency and quality of GP advice 


to stop smoking in a qualitative study using data from a cluster-randomised 


trial of 107 GP’s in 30 practices in the West of England.  The intervention was 


a GP desktop resource, a card ‘envelope’ on which GPs are offered guidance 
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on helping patients stop smoking, plus a tear off advice and information sheet 


for handing to smoking patients. In this survey, a postal questionnaire was 


sent to all 107 GPs four weeks after the distribution of the resource. 


Responses rate was 70% (37 GPs from each arm of the study). The resource 


was an independent predictor of the number of patients advised to stop 


smoking (β0.345, p<0.001). Concern about the doctor-patient relationship was 


the only attitude variable that independently predicted (negatively) advice 


giving (β−0.465, p<0.001). Overcoming these concerns was suggested by the 


authors as a target for future training. 


Moyers et al. (2005) [++] designed a study to assess the skills of therapists in 


motivational interviewing after a 2 day training workshop, with the aim of 


understanding better how motivational interviewing works. All 103 therapists 


(75% of the original sample) were English speaking US licensed health 


professionals in counselling, psychology, medicine, nursing or social work and 


were treating 5 or more clients per week with substance abuse disorders 


(including alcohol)  in individual counselling sessions. They submitted sample 


audiotapes of actual client counselling sessions at 4, 8 and 12 months after 


their training.  The first 20 minutes of the tape recordings were coded (using a 


validated score the Motivational Interviewing Skills Code) for 6 global clinical 


characteristics of the therapist: empathy, acceptance, egalitarianism, warmth, 


genuineness and overall MI ‘spirit’. Four global client measures were also 


coded: affect, co-operation, engagement and seeking of information. The 


correlation between the clinician’s interpersonal skills and the global client 


measures of involvement was assessed. Surprising findings, for the authors, 


were that in the main model, techniques inconsistent with motivational 


interviewing such as confronting, directing, offering advice without permission 


and warning patients were associated with improved client involvement. The 


link was strengthened when clinical interpersonal skills were added to the 


model and led the authors to conclude that behaviours inconsistent with MI 


enhanced the impact of therapist interpersonal skills upon client involvement 


and that clinician adherence to the spirit of the MI method, rather than the 
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specific techniques for implementing it, is an important competency to 


emphasise in training. 


3. Systematic reviews 


Fourteen systematic reviews were identified and retrieved for full text analysis 


if they reported the mediating effect of a competence, knowledge, skill or 


training in terms of its effect on the impact of behaviour change interventions 


(Battersby 2010, Breckon 2008, Carr 2011, Dombrowski 2010, Greaves 2011, 


Hutchison 2009, Huttenen-Lenz 2010, Lai 2010, Michie 2009, Michie 2011, 


Murray 2012, Rice 2008, van Achterberg 2010, Williams 2011). 


Battersby et al. (2010) [+] conducted a qualitative review of reviews and 


meta-analyses. The authors developed thematic content and derived a set of 


principles. Principles were selected to inform implementation of self-


management in primary care for alcohol and smoking related lifestyle changes 


if they were supported by one or more reviews. 83 reviews and meta-analyses 


were included from 123 identified by the project team. 12 principles were 


identified. The authors report that none of the twelve behaviour change 


principles identified demonstrated clear effects in convincing majorities of the 


studies in which they were evaluated.  The principles derived approximate 


behaviour change techniques or competencies. Evidence was organised 


within the framework of the Chronic Care Model: 


1. Brief targeted assessment 


2. Evidence-based information to guide shared decision-making 


3. Use of a nonjudgmental approach 


4. Collaborative priority and goal setting 


5. Collaborative problem solving 


6. Self-management support by diverse providers 


7. Self-management interventions delivered by diverse formats 


8. Patient self-efficacy 


9. Active follow-up 


10. Guideline-based case management for selected patients 


11. Linkages to evidence-based community programs, and 


12. Multifaceted interventions 
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The authors provide a framework for implementing these principles in three 


phases of the primary care visit: enhanced pre-visit assessment, a focused 


clinical encounter, and expanded post-visit options. The framework proposed 


has also helped in organising the competencies as concepts for this review. 


Breckon et al. (2008) [+] conducted a qualitative systematic review of 


physical activity interventions aiming to examine elements of the theory on 


which the intervention is based and the level of treatment fidelity applied. 


Twenty-six papers, mostly describing RCTs but some with quasi-experimental 


designs, were identified and included from an initial search that elicited 924 


de-duplicated hits. One study was published before 2000 and 15 of the 26 


studies (58%) were published after 2003. Behavioural and physiological 


outcome measures were recorded in most studies however process 


evaluation was generally poorly reported. Amongst these 26 studies, 15 


(58%) identified that providers received training, but only 7 of these included 


any information concerning the frequency, duration, and content of training. 


Following the review (and author feedback), 5 studies administered and 


reported the training and competence of the interventionist. Assessment of 


competence involved checklists, reviewing audiotapes or providing 


certification of competence and most interventions were underpinned by the 


trans-theoretical model. The authors identify a fidelity framework but were not 


able to list competencies for physical activity interventions. They call for more 


thorough reporting of the design, training for delivery and receipt of physical 


activity counselling. 


Carr et al. (2011) [++] conducted an evidence synthesis for the UK HTA 


programme of qualitative and quantitative research. The focus was on lifestyle 


advisors and the content, provider role, format, setting, intensity, duration and 


fidelity of the intervention techniques they used. The effectiveness, 


cost-effectiveness, equity and acceptability of the lifestyle advisors role in 


improving health and wellbeing were reviewed. The 26 trials (25,484 


participants) included a range of study designs (RCT, non-RCTs, cohort 


studies, case–study control, interrupted time series, ethnographic studies) and 


looked at interventions across chronic care, mental health, breastfeeding, 
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smoking, diet and physical activity and sexual health behaviour change topics. 


Overall, the authors found that the evidence was variable and only gave 


limited support to lifestyle advisors having a positive impact on health 


knowledge, behaviours and outcomes despite high levels of participant 


acceptability. Three abilities were suggested as benefits for this role: the 


ability to act as translational agents, explaining and communicating the health 


gains for example, the ability to remove barriers to prescribed behaviour, for 


example overcoming access issues like travel difficulties and helping to create 


facilitative social environments, for example encouraging support from family.  


Dombrowski et al. (2010) [++] undertook a systematic review of randomised 


controlled trials of complex behaviour interventions for obese adults with 


obesity related co-morbidities or risk factors for co-morbidities. The authors 


were interested in identifying the active ingredients and so focussed on the 


behaviour change techniques described in the studies using a 26-item 


taxonomy to code programme components (Abraham 2008). From 7,658 


potential references identified through database searching and searching of 


three obesity journals, 44 studies were identified for the review. Studies were 


published between 1985 and 2008 and 27 were conducted in the US. The 


average age of participants across all included studies was 55 years and 


mean BMI was 33. The meta-regression suggested that increasing numbers 


of identified BCTs are not necessarily associated with better outcomes. The 


provision of instructions (β−2.69, p=0.02), self-monitoring (β−3.37, p<0.001), 


relapse prevention (β−2.63, p=0.02) and prompting practice (β−3.63, 


p<0.001) could be linked to more successful interventions. Studies including 


more behaviour change techniques aimed at dietary change that were 


congruent with Control Theory were associated with greater weight loss. 


Greaves et al. (2011) [++] conducted a review of reviews that themselves 


could have included RCTs, observational studies, case-controlled or other 


quasi-experimental designs. The interventions in these reviews or meta-


analyses targeted diet and/or physical activity in adults at risk of developing 


type 2 diabetes. MEDLINE, EMBASE, CINAHL, PsycInfo, and the Cochrane 


Library were searched from 1998 to 2008. Reviews were selected where the 
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primary outcome measure was weight, weight loss (kg or BMI) proportions of 


people achieving a target weight loss, changes in physical activity or dietary 


behaviour. Behaviours could be measured objectively (e.g. with 


accelerometers) or by self-report (e.g. dietary intake questionnaires). Of 3,856 


identified articles, 30 met the inclusion criteria and 129 analyses related 


intervention components to effectiveness. A 26-item version of behaviour 


change taxonomy was used (Abraham 2008).  Results indicate that overall, 


interventions produced clinically meaningful weight loss (3-5 kg at 12 months; 


2-3 kg at 36 months) and increased physical activity (30-60 mins/week of 


moderate activity at 12-18 months).  No statistical analyses or meta-analyses 


were conducted by the authors but the existing analyses reported in the 


articles reviewed were extracted and reported in a systematic format. Based 


on these causal analyses, intervention effectiveness was increased by 


engaging social support, targeting both diet and physical activity, and using 


well defined or established behaviour change techniques. Increased 


effectiveness was also associated with increased contact frequency and using 


a specific cluster of “self-regulatory” behaviour change techniques (e.g. goal-


setting, self-monitoring).  No clear relationships were found between 


effectiveness and intervention setting, delivery mode, study population or 


delivery provider.  


Hutchison et al. (2009) [+] conducted a systematic review of physical activity 


behaviour change interventions based on the trans-theoretical model (TTM) 


with the aim of seeing how well the interventions accurately represent the 


model. The review included 34 articles reporting 24 different physical activity 


behaviour change interventions (21 RCTs and 3 non randomised trials) . Only 


seven of the 24 interventions used all four dimensions of the model (stages of 


change, processes of change, decisional balance and self-efficacy). The 


dominant techniques used were the distribution of TTM based written 


information on physical activity and physical activity counselling based on the 


TTM model.  As the majority of studies failed to accurately represent all 


dimensions of the model, it is not possible to determine the causal effect of 


this theory base.  
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Huttunen-Lenz et al. (2010) [++] conducted a systematic review of 14 RCTs 


(3,558 participants) of non-pharmacological interventions for smoking 


cessation in adults with coronary heart disease.  Databases were searched 


from 1970 onwards. The review included international trials with 6 to 66 month 


follow-up. Despite superficial differences, interventions appeared to deploy 


similar behaviour change techniques targeted mainly at motivation and goals, 


beliefs about capacity, knowledge and skills.  These competencies were 


proposed as future targets for training.    


Lai et al. (2010) [++] explored pharmacological and behaviour interventions 


based primarily upon motivational interviewing (MI) for smoking cessation in a 


systematic review.  Fourteen randomised trials (over 100,000 smokers) 


published between 1997 and 2008 were. MI was generally compared with 


brief advice or usual care and was effective when delivered by primary care 


physicians (RR 3.49; 95% CI 1.53 to 7.94) and by counsellors (RR1.27; 95% 


CI 1.12 to 1.43), and when it was conducted in longer sessions (more than 20 


minutes per session) (RR 1.31; 95% CI 1.16 to 1.49).  Multiple session 


treatments may be slightly more effective than single sessions however there 


was variation across the trials in treatment fidelity.  Critical details in how MI 


was modified for study populations, training of therapists and content of 


counselling were lacking from trial reports and this confirms the view that 


designing and training people to deliver interventions in the future would 


benefit from more precise recording of the detailed content of interventions 


aimed at motivating people to change.  


Michie et al. (2009) [++] conducted a systematic review and meta-regression 


of effective behaviour change techniques in healthy eating and physical 


activity interventions. The searched looked for peer reviewed articles (RCTs 


or controlled trials or interrupted time series designs) published between 1990 


and 2008 that claimed to use behaviour change and/or cognitive techniques. 


The review included 122 evaluations (44,747 participants). Of these 


evaluations, fifty-one targeted physical activity only, thirty-five targeted healthy 


eating only and eighteen targeted both.  The authors used a 26item BCT 


taxonomy to code the techniques described in these papers (Abraham 2008). 
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The interventions that combined self-monitoring with at least one other 


technique derived from control theory were significantly more effective than 


the other interventions. Pooling the data using a random-effects model 


produced an overall effect size of 0.31 (95% CI 0.26 to 0.36), indicating that 


participants receiving behaviour change interventions reported significantly 


better outcomes than those in control conditions. There were moderate levels 


of heterogeneity (I2=69%, p<0.001). Meta-regression was used to explore the 


reasons for heterogeneity across studies by examining ten intervention 


characteristics and 26 BCTs. Most variables explained little variation. The 


greatest amount of among-study heterogeneity (13%) was explained by self-


monitoring.  Additional effective techniques included prompting intention 


formation, prompting specific goal setting, providing feedback on performance 


and prompting review of behavioural goals. Three further techniques were 


associated with lower physical activity, these were setting graded tasks, use 


of follow-up prompts and relapse prevention. Interventions that combined self-


monitoring with at least one other technique derived from control theory were 


significantly more effective than the other interventions (effect size 0.42 vs. 


0.26). 


Michie et al. (2011) [+] undertook a study to identify the competencies 


needed to deliver behavioural support for smoking cessation. Ten guidance 


documents identified by an expert panel could be used to generate a list of 


competencies for individual behaviour support and a further three documents 


for generating the competencies for group behavioural support. Overall, 94 


competencies were identified (71 individual and 23 additional group 


competencies) and 59 were cited in at least two guidance documents (51 


individual and 8 group). Fourteen of the individual competencies were 


supported by RCT evidence. These were ability to: (1) provide information on 


the consequences of smoking and smoking cessation, (2) provide information 


on withdrawal symptoms, (3) facilitate barrier identification and problem 


solving, (4) facilitate relapse prevention and coping, (5) facilitate action 


planning/develop treatment plan, (6) facilitate goal setting, (7) measure CO, 


(8) advise on stop smoking medication, (9) assess current and past smoking 
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behaviour, (10) assess current readiness and ability to quit, (11) assess past 


history of quit attempts, (12) offer appropriate written materials, (13) prompt 


commitment from the client there and (14) give options for additional and later 


support.  Three of the group competencies were supported by RCT evidence. 


These were (1) encourage group discussions, (2) encourage group tasks that 


promote interaction and/or bonding and (3) encourage mutual support. 


For individual competencies, nine were associated with higher success rates 


in the English Stop Smoking Services.  These were (1) strengthen ex-smoker 


identity, (2) elicit client views, (3) measure CO, (4) give options for additional 


and later support, (5) provide rewards contingent on stopping smoking, (6) 


advise on changing routine, (7) facilitate relapse prevention and coping, (8) 


ask about experience of stop smoking medication being used and (9) advise 


on stop smoking medication.  Four of these were also supported by RCT 


evidence: (1) measure CO, (2) facilitate relapse prevention and coping, (3) 


give options for additional and later support and (4) advise on stop smoking 


medication.   


The authors then classified competencies in terms of skill, knowledge and 


grouped them into one of seven functions (BM, BS, A, RD, RI , RC or P). 


These functional classification of competencies were coded thus: 


 B: behaviour change techniques that specifically focus on the target 


behaviour  


 M: Addressing motivation (e.g. ability to provide information on 


consequences of smoking and smoking cessation)  


 S: Maximising self-regulatory capacity and skills (e.g. ability to facilitate 


barrier identification and problem solving) 


 A: Adjuvant activities (e.g. ability to advise on stop-smoking medication, 


ability to advise on/facilitate use of social support ) 


 R: General aspects of the interaction  


 D: Delivery of the intervention (e.g. ability to tailor interactions 


appropriately) 
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 I: Information gathering (e.g. ability to assess current readiness and 


ability to quit)  


 C: General communication (e.g. ability to elicit and answer questions) 


 P: Professionalism (e.g. knowledge of health and well-being and its 


different aspects) 


 


In summary, competencies from RCT and clinical service evidence identified 


for the delivery of individual behavioural support were skills specifically related 


to the delivery of fourteen behaviour change techniques. For delivery of 


group-based behaviour support the skills related to group discussion, 


cohesion and mutual support were identified from RCTs and clinical service 


evidence. 


Murray et al. (2012) [++] undertook a content synthesis by systematic review 


of the qualitative literature reporting patient-level influences on lifestyle 


change for reducing vascular risk. Thirty-three studies were included. The aim 


was to identify the main barriers and facilitators to lifestyle behaviour change 


in individuals at high risk of cardiovascular events. Using a clustering 


technique and organising factors into categories, the authors linked a total of 


348 factors extracted from these 33 international studies to themes. The 


factors were further organised into 20 categories and from these categories 


five key themes were identified: emotions, beliefs, information and 


communication, friends and family support, and cost/transport. Categories 


and key themes could contain a mix of barriers and facilitators and the 


authors discuss the fact that overcoming some barriers (eg. transport, cost 


and education) could be met by a straightforward response, whereas tackling 


negative beliefs and emotions require skilled staff and organisational 


commitment. Over half the themes in the categories of ‘friends and family 


support’ and ‘social support’ were perceived as facilitators suggesting that 


involving significant others when attempting lifestyle change is important. In 


considering the likely responses of patients it is suggested that clinicians 


develop skills to address beliefs about the need to change, knowledge about 
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lifestyle and options, support from family and friends, emotional state (anxiety 


or depression) and practical problems with finance and travel.  


Rice et al. (2008) [++] in a systematic review of nursing interventions 


identified 42 randomised trials (more than 15,000 participants) and explored 


whether support and intervention from nurses helps people stop smoking.  


Thirty-one studies comparing a nursing intervention to a control or to usual 


care found the intervention to significantly increase the likelihood of quitting 


(RR 1.28, 95% CI 1.18 to 1.38). Five studies of nurse counselling on smoking 


cessation during a screening health check, or as part of multifactorial 


secondary prevention in general practice (not included in the main meta-


analysis) found nursing intervention to have less effect under these conditions 


and the authors suggest this means that the evidence of an effect is weaker 


when interventions are brief and are provided by nurses whose main role is 


not health promotion or smoking cessation. This review provided evidence 


that higher intensity interventions did not have a larger treatment effect 


although there was weak evidence that additional telephone support 


increased smoking cessation. A significant benefit for additional face to face 


sessions was reported in one trial.  


Van Achterberg et al. (2010) [++] conducted an overview of systematic 


reviews reporting evidence for behaviour change technique effectiveness for 


the promotion of healthy behaviours. The review included 23 systematic 


reviews: 14 on smoking cessation, 6 on physical exercise, and 2 on healthy 


diets and 1 on both exercise and diets. Techniques targeting knowledge (210 


studies) and facilitation of behaviour (172 studies) were evaluated most 


frequently and self-monitoring, risk communication and use of social support 


were most often identified as effective.  Relapse prevention techniques and 


re-evaluation of outcomes were ineffective. Only a few combinations of 


techniques were very frequently found, with the highest success rates for 


combinations of knowledge, awareness and facilitation techniques, 


suggesting that these competencies are important. As one of the largest 


overviews of systematic reviews the conclusions reached suffer from being 


general rather than specific to behaviour targets or intervention types.   
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Williams et al (2011) [+] conducted a systematic review of techniques for 


changing physical activity and behaviour by searching for randomised, non-


randomised, quasi-experimental or pre- and post-intervention studies 


published up to 2007. Amongst 2,958 potentially relevant papers the authors 


identified 36 interventions in 27 unique studies. A meta-analysis was 


undertaken and moderator analysis to explore the heterogeneity in results. Six 


behaviour change techniques were significantly associated with higher 


physical activity behaviour effect sizes. These were provision of information 


on consequences of behaviour in general, action planning, reinforcement of 


effort or progress towards behaviour goal, provision of instructions, facilitation 


of social comparison and time management.  For enhanced self-efficacy the 


techniques associated with significantly higher self-efficacy were action 


planning, reinforcement of effort or progress and provision of instructions.  


Techniques associated with lower self-efficacy and lower physical activity 


effect were relapse prevention, plan social support/social change, set graded 


tasks, prompt practice and use of follow-up prompts. This review supports the 


view that some techniques targeting physical activity improve self-efficacy and 


could be usefully included in training programmes, while other commonly 


used techniques are not. 
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Appendix B: Quality grading  


Quality assessment of included studies 


Table 1  Quality assessment of qualitative research 


Study Internal Validity Score 


Broyles 2012 ++ 


Casey 2010 ++ 


Coghill 2009 ++ 


Dillman 2010 ++ 


Escolar-Reina 2010 + 


Jansink 2010 ++ 


Mahony 2012 + 


Murphy 2011 ++ 


O’Sullivan 2010 + 


Patwardhan 2009 ++ 


Robinson 2010 ++ 


Thomsen 2009 ++ 


Walters 2012 ++ 


 


Table 2 Quality assessment of intervention studies 


Study Internal Validity Score 


Ainsworth 2006 
+ 


French 2012 
+ 


Gaume 2008 
+ 


Martino 2008 
++ 
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Study Internal Validity Score 


McCarthy 2010 
++ 


McEwen 2005 
++ 


Moyers 2005 
+ 


Petrella 2003 
+ 


 


Systematic Reviews 


Study Internal Validity Score 


Batersby 2010 
+ 


Breckon 2008 
++ 


Carr 2011 
++ 


Dombrowski 2010 
++ 


Greaves 2011 
+ 


Hutchison 2009 
++ 


Huttunen-Lenz 2010 
++ 


Lai 2010 
++ 


Michie 2009 
++ 


Michie 2011 
+ 


Murray 2012 
++ 


Rice 2008 
++ 


Van Achterberg 2010 
+ 


Williams French 2009 
+ 
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Appendix C: Excluded manuals and studies 


Table 3 Excluded manuals 


Manual Reason 


Tobacco Cessation Intervention 
Techniques for the Dental Office Team 
How to Help Our Nicotine Dependent 
Patients Become Tobacco Free  


No specific competencies  


A step-by-step implementation guide for 
trauma centers Screening and Brief 
Interventions (SBI) for unhealthy alcohol 
use  


This is about the process rather than 
specific competencies  


Top tips for commissioners and providers 
of behaviour change training 
programmes ChaMPs Public Health 
Network  


This is a best practice checklist rather 
than specific competencies  


Training in tobacco cessation counselling 
for medical, nursing, dentistry and 
pharmacy students: Environmental scan 
and recommendations  


No specific competencies  
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Appendix D: Record of searches strategies  


Medline 


1     FOOD HABITS/ (18281) 


2     FOOD PREFERENCES/ (8722) 


3     Nutrition therapy/ (745) 


4     diet*.ti. (120856) 


5     ((health* or unhealthy or poor* or chang* or behav* or advic* or recommend*) adj3 (eat* 
or diet* or food* or nutrition)).ab,ti. (58496) 


6     ((fruit* or vegetable*) adj2 (intake* or consum* or eat* or ate)).ab,ti. (7882) 


7     or/1-6 (186241) 


8     SMOKING/ (110120) 


9     SMOKING CESSATION/ (17777) 


10     "Tobacco Use Cessation"/ (609) 


11     "Tobacco Use Disorder"/ (7142) 


12     (smok* or tobacco or cigar* or nicotine).ti. (92985) 


13     or/8-12 (150877) 


14     exp ALCOHOL-RELATED DISORDERS/pc (5924) 


15     ALCOHOL DRINKING/ (46965) 


16     ((Alcohol or Drunk* or Drink*) and (consum* or misuse or abuse or intoxication or 
harmful or excess* or binge or hazardous or heavy or temperance or abstinence)).ti. (13204) 


17     or/14-16 (56463) 


18     exp EXERCISE/ (97463) 


19     EXERCISE MOVEMENT TECHNIQUES/ (294) 


20     exp SPORTS/ (100035) 


21     exp exercise therapy/ (26137) 


22     ((physical* or keep* or cardio* or aerobic or fitness) adj3 (fit* or activit* or train*)).ti. 
(29775) 


23     (sedentary or exercis*).ti. (77450) 


24     or/18-23 (225628) 
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25     Safe Sex/ (1889) 


26     (contracep* or condom*).ti. (29054) 


27     exp Sexually Transmitted Diseases/pc (43853) 


28     ((sex* or intercourse) adj3 (risk* or protected or unprotected or safe* or unsafe or 
behavi*)).ti. (9647) 


29     (STD* or STI or "sexually transmitted disease*" or "sexually transmitted infection*").ti. 
(8130) 


30     pregnancy in adolescence/ (6307) 


31     or/25-30 (89043) 


32     7 or 13 or 17 or 24 or 31 (674861) 


33     BEHAVIOR THERAPY/ (22501) 


34     Cognitive Therapy/ (13395) 


35     psychotherapy.sh. (39292) 


36     INTERVIEW, PSYCHOLOGICAL/ (11579) 


37     DIRECTIVE COUNSELING/ (928) 


38     COUNSELING/ (26016) 


39     MOTIVATION/ (45504) 


40     Health Behavior/ (28761) 


41     ((behavio?r* or lifestyle* or "life style*" or brief) and (change* or changing or modification 
or modify or modifying or therapy or therapies or program* or intervention*)).ti. (21756) 


42     ((behavio?r* or lifestyle* or "life style*" or brief) adj2 (change* or changing or 
modification or modify or modifying or therapy or therapies or program* or intervention* or 
counsel*)).ab. (53078) 


43     (counsel* or motiva*).ti. (24099) 


44     or/33-43 (229379) 


45     32 and 44 (41187) 


46     ((behavio?r* or lifestyle* or "life style*") adj3 (change* or changing or modification or 
modify or modifying or therapy or therapies or program* or intervention*)).ti,ab. (68232) 


47     (smok* or tobacco or nicotine or alcohol or diet* or exercis* or physical or fitness or sex* 
or condom* or contracept*).ti,ab. (1567691) 


48     45 or (46 and 47) (53140) 


49     (qualitative or focus group$ or case stud$ or field stud$ or interview$ or ethnograph$ or 
grounded theory or action research or participant observation or narrative$ or experience$ or 
thematic or themes).ti,ab. (914547) 
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50     Qualitative Research/ (13931) 


51     Focus groups/ (13939) 


52     *Attitude of Health Personnel/ (41748) 


53     ((Practitioner* or therapist* or profession* or doctor* or nurse* or psychologist* or 
psychiatrist* or care provider* or healthcare provider* or counsel?or* or GP or physician* or 
service provider* or health* worker* or care worker* or clinician* or dentist* or pharmacist*) 
adj3 (attitude* or opinion* or belief* or perceive* or perception* or aware* or personal view* or 
motivate* or incentive* or reason*)).ti,ab. (40568) 


54     49 or 50 or 51 or 52 or 53 (971097) 


55     exp *Health Personnel/ed [Education] (23306) 


56     exp *Counseling/ed [Education] (664) 


57     exp *inservice training/mt [Methods] (2308) 


58     *Patient Education as Topic/mt [Methods] (8013) 


59     exp *Professional Competence/ (35723) 


60     exp *education, professional/ (160928) 


61     exp *Education, Continuing/ (28773) 


62     *Vocational Education/ (1003) 


63     ((Practitioner* or therapist* or profession* or doctor* or nurse* or psychologist* or 
psychiatrist* or care provider* or healthcare provider* or counsel?or* or GP or physician* or 
service provider* or health* worker* or care worker* or clinician* or dentist* or pharmacist*) 
adj3 (teach* or train* or manual* or competen* or skill* or educat*)).ti,ab. (67951) 


64     ((lay or peer or allied or link) adj3 (worker* or advocate* or helper* or professional* or 
personnel or trainer*) adj3 (teach* or train* or manual* or competen* or skill* or 
educat*)).ti,ab. (368) 


65     63 or 64 (68123) 


66     55 or 56 or 57 or 58 or 59 or 60 or 61 or 62 or 65 (253574) 


67     48 and 54 and 66 (698) 


68     limit 67 to (english language and yr="2003 -Current") (440) 


 


EMBASE 


1     food preference/ (6229) 


2     diet therapy/ (26869) 


3     diet*.ti. (72990) 
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4     ((health* or unhealthy or poor* or chang* or behav* or advic* or recommend*) adj3 (eat* 
or diet* or food* or nutrition)).ab,ti. (56425) 


5     ((fruit* or vegetable*) adj2 (intake* or consum* or eat* or ate)).ab,ti. (8658) 


6     or/1-5 (146004) 


7     SMOKING/ (100349) 


8     SMOKING CESSATION/ (28623) 


9     (smok* or tobacco or cigar* or nicotine).ti. (67896) 


10     or/7-9 (148708) 


11     exp Drinking behavior/ (22789) 


12     (Alcohol* adj3 (consum* or misuse or abuse or intoxication or harmful or excess* or 
binge or hazardous or heavy or temperance or abstinence)).ti. (8205) 


13     or/11-12 (28420) 


14     exp EXERCISE/ (120315) 


15     exp kinesiotherapy/ (29377) 


16     exp SPORT/ (56508) 


17     ((physical* or keep* or cardio* or aerobic or fitness) adj3 (fit* or activit* or train*)).ti. 
(26033) 


18     (sedentary or exercis*).ti. (53277) 


19     or/14-18 (206009) 


20     Safe Sex/ (2670) 


21     (contracep* or condom*).ti. (15744) 


22     exp Sexually Transmitted Diseases/pc (6994) 


23     ((sex* or intercourse) adj3 (risk* or protected or unprotected or safe* or unsafe or 
behavi*)).ti. (7141) 


24     (STD* or STI or "sexually transmitted disease*" or "sexually transmitted infection*").ti. 
(6957) 


25     pregnancy in adolescence/ (4389) 


26     (pregnan* adj5 (teen* or adolescen* or pupil* or underage or youth or young or student 
or college* or school* or universit* or unwanted or unintended or unplanned)).ti. (2472) 


27     or/20-26 (38739) 


28     6 or 10 or 13 or 19 or 27 (536690) 


29     COUNSELING/ (22162) 
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30     MOTIVATION/ (41756) 


31     Health Behavior/ (32558) 


32     attitude to health/ (56551) 


33     ((behavio?r* or lifestyle or "life style" or brief) and (change* or changing or modification* 
or modify or modifying or therapy or therapies or program* or intervention*)).ti. (18300) 


34     ((behavio?r* or lifestyle or "life style" or brief) adj2 (change* or changing or modification* 
or modify or modifying or therapy or therapies or program* or intervention* or counsel*)).ab. 
(58089) 


35     (counsel* or motiva*).ti. (16710) 


36     or/29-35 (206926) 


37     28 and 36 (44229) 


38     ((behavio?r* or lifestyle* or "life style*") adj3 (change* or changing or modification or 
modify or modifying or therapy or therapies or program* or intervention*)).ti,ab. (67942) 


39     (smok* or tobacco or nicotine or alcohol or diet* or exercis* or physical or fitness or sex* 
or condom* or contracept*).ti,ab. (1288111) 


40     37 or (38 and 39) (56400) 


41     (qualitative or focus group$ or case stud$ or field stud$ or interview$ or ethnograph$ or 
grounded theory or action research or participant observation or narrative$ or experience$ or 
thematic or themes).ti,ab. (820029) 


42     qualitative research/ (16848) 


43     exp *health personnel attitude/ (41559) 


44     ((Practitioner* or therapist* or profession* or doctor* or nurse* or psychologist* or 
psychiatrist* or care provider* or healthcare provider* or counsel?or* or GP or physician* or 
service provider* or health* worker* or care worker* or clinician* or dentist* or pharmacist*) 
adj3 (attitude* or opinion* or belief* or perceive* or perception* or aware* or personal view* or 
motivate* or incentive* or reason*)).ti,ab. (38323) 


45     41 or 42 or 43 or 44 (875898) 


46     exp *inservice training/ (3100) 


47     exp *education, professional/ (1365) 


48     exp *continuing education/ (6055) 


49     exp *vocational education/ (1365) 


50     ((Practitioner* or therapist* or profession* or doctor* or nurse* or psychologist* or 
psychiatrist* or care provider* or healthcare provider* or counsel?or* or GP or physician* or 
service provider* or health* worker* or care worker* or clinician* or dentist* or pharmacist*) 
adj3 (teach* or train* or manual* or competen* or skill* or educat*)).ti,ab. (59338) 
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51     ((lay or peer or allied or link) adj3 (worker* or advocate* or helper* or professional* or 
personnel or trainer*) adj3 (teach* or train* or manual* or competen* or skill* or 
educat*)).ti,ab. (306) 


52     50 or 51 (59477) 


53     46 or 47 or 48 or 49 or 52 (68645) 


54     40 and 45 and 53 (512) 


55     limit 54 to (english language and yr="2003 -Current") (386) 


56     limit 55 to exclude medline journals (27) 


57     food preference/ (6229) 


58     diet therapy/ (26869) 


59     diet*.ti. (72990) 


60     ((health* or unhealthy or poor* or chang* or behav* or advic* or recommend*) adj3 (eat* 
or diet* or food* or nutrition)).ab,ti. (56425) 


61     ((fruit* or vegetable*) adj2 (intake* or consum* or eat* or ate)).ab,ti. (8658) 


62     or/57-61 (146004) 


63     SMOKING/ (100349) 


64     SMOKING CESSATION/ (28623) 


65     (smok* or tobacco or cigar* or nicotine).ti. (67896) 


66     or/63-65 (148708) 


67     exp Drinking behavior/ (22789) 


68     (Alcohol* adj3 (consum* or misuse or abuse or intoxication or harmful or excess* or 
binge or hazardous or heavy or temperance or abstinence)).ti. (8205) 


69     or/67-68 (28420) 


70     exp EXERCISE/ (120315) 


71     exp kinesiotherapy/ (29377) 


72     exp SPORT/ (56508) 


73     ((physical* or keep* or cardio* or aerobic or fitness) adj3 (fit* or activit* or train*)).ti. 
(26033) 


74     (sedentary or exercis*).ti. (53277) 


75     or/70-74 (206009) 


76     Safe Sex/ (2670) 


77     (contracep* or condom*).ti. (15744) 
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78     exp Sexually Transmitted Diseases/pc (6994) 


79     ((sex* or intercourse) adj3 (risk* or protected or unprotected or safe* or unsafe or 
behavi*)).ti. (7141) 


80     (STD* or STI or "sexually transmitted disease*" or "sexually transmitted infection*").ti. 
(6957) 


81     pregnancy in adolescence/ (4389) 


82     (pregnan* adj5 (teen* or adolescen* or pupil* or underage or youth or young or student 
or college* or school* or universit* or unwanted or unintended or unplanned)).ti. (2472) 


83     or/76-82 (38739) 


84     62 or 66 or 69 or 75 or 83 (536690) 


85     COUNSELING/ (22162) 


86     MOTIVATION/ (41756) 


87     Health Behavior/ (32558) 


88     attitude to health/ (56551) 


89     ((behavio?r* or lifestyle or "life style" or brief) and (change* or changing or modification* 
or modify or modifying or therapy or therapies or program* or intervention*)).ti. (18300) 


90     ((behavio?r* or lifestyle or "life style" or brief) adj2 (change* or changing or modification* 
or modify or modifying or therapy or therapies or program* or intervention* or counsel*)).ab. 
(58089) 


91     (counsel* or motiva*).ti. (16710) 


92     or/85-91 (206926) 


93     84 and 92 (44229) 


94     ((behavio?r* or lifestyle* or "life style*") adj3 (change* or changing or modification or 
modify or modifying or therapy or therapies or program* or intervention*)).ti,ab. (67942) 


95     (smok* or tobacco or nicotine or alcohol or diet* or exercis* or physical or fitness or sex* 
or condom* or contracept*).ti,ab. (1288111) 


96     93 or (94 and 95) (56400) 


97     (qualitative or focus group$ or case stud$ or field stud$ or interview$ or ethnograph$ or 
grounded theory or action research or participant observation or narrative$ or experience$ or 
thematic or themes).ti,ab. (820029) 


98     qualitative research/ (16848) 


99     exp *health personnel attitude/ (41559) 


100     ((Practitioner* or therapist* or profession* or doctor* or nurse* or psychologist* or 
psychiatrist* or care provider* or healthcare provider* or counsel?or* or GP or physician* or 
service provider* or health* worker* or care worker* or clinician* or dentist* or pharmacist*) 
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adj3 (attitude* or opinion* or belief* or perceive* or perception* or aware* or personal view* or 
motivate* or incentive* or reason*)).ti,ab. (38323) 


101     97 or 98 or 99 or 100 (875898) 


102     exp *professional competence/ (5573) 


103     exp *inservice training/ (3100) 


104     exp *education, professional/ (1365) 


105     exp *continuing education/ (6055) 


106     exp *vocational education/ (1365) 


107     ((Practitioner* or therapist* or profession* or doctor* or nurse* or psychologist* or 
psychiatrist* or care provider* or healthcare provider* or counsel?or* or GP or physician* or 
service provider* or health* worker* or care worker* or clinician* or dentist* or pharmacist*) 
adj3 (teach* or train* or manual* or competen* or skill* or educat*)).ti,ab. (59338) 


108     ((lay or peer or allied or link) adj3 (worker* or advocate* or helper* or professional* or 
personnel or trainer*) adj3 (teach* or train* or manual* or competen* or skill* or 
educat*)).ti,ab. (306) 


109     107 or 108 (59477) 


110     102 or 103 or 104 or 105 or 106 or 109 (73192) 


111     96 and 101 and 110 (517) 


112     limit 111 to (english language and yr="2003 -Current") (388) 


 


PsycINFO 


1     food preferences/ (1292) 


2     Eating Behavior/ (4915) 


3     *Diets/ (3243) 


4     ((health* or unhealthy or poor* or chang* or behav* or advic* or recommend*) adj3 (eat* 
or diet* or food* or nutrition)).ab,ti. (10590) 


5     ((fruit* or vegetable*) adj2 (intake* or consum* or eat* or ate)).ab,ti. (1266) 


6     or/1-5 (16167) 


7     *Obesity/ (7452) 


8     exp *Prevention/ (16307) 


9     7 and 8 (362) 


10     6 or 9 (16400) 
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11     tobacco smoking/ (12300) 


12     smoking cessation/ (5471) 


13     (smok* or tobacco or cigar* or nicotine).ti. (14221) 


14     or/11-13 (16059) 


15     drinking behavior/ (632) 


16     *ALCOHOL DRINKING PATTERNS/ (6303) 


17     (Alcohol* adj3 (consum* or misuse or abuse or intoxication or harmful or excess* or 
binge or hazardous or heavy or temperance or abstinence)).ti. (2892) 


18     or/15-17 (8411) 


19     exp *PHYSICAL ACTIVITY/ (11446) 


20     exp sports/ (9100) 


21     ((physical* or keep* or cardio* or aerobic or fitness) adj3 (fit* or activit* or train*)).ti. 
(5825) 


22     (sedentary or exercis*).ti. (5160) 


23     or/19-22 (22089) 


24     Safe Sex/ (832) 


25     *SEXUAL RISK TAKING/ (2970) 


26     (contracep* or condom*).ti. (1755) 


27     sexually transmitted diseases/ (2162) 


28     ((sex* or intercourse) adj3 (risk* or protected or unprotected or safe* or unsafe or 
behavi*)).ti. (4013) 


29     (STD* or STI or "sexually transmitted disease*" or "sexually transmitted infection*").ti. 
(1054) 


30     (pregnan* adj5 (teen* or adolescen* or pupil* or underage or youth or young or student 
or college* or school* or universit* or unwanted or unintended or unplanned)).ti. (655) 


31     or/24-30 (9266) 


32     10 or 14 or 18 or 23 or 31 (69438) 


33     BEHAVIOR CHANGE/ (4207) 


34     CHANGE STRATEGIES/ (31) 


35     LIFESTYLE CHANGES/ (523) 


36     *HEALTH BEHAVIOR/ (6380) 


37     counseling/ (7321) 
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38     Motivation/ (15433) 


39     ((behavio?r* or lifestyle or "life style" or brief) and (change* or changing or modification* 
or modify or modifying or therapy or therapies or program* or intervention*)).ti. (11836) 


40     ((behavio?r* or lifestyle or "life style" or brief) adj2 (change* or changing or modification* 
or modify or modifying or therapy or therapies or program* or intervention* or counsel*)).ab. 
(30791) 


41     (counsel* or motiva*).ti. (19837) 


42     or/33-41 (71197) 


43     32 and 42 (9234) 


44     ((behavio?r* or lifestyle* or "life style*") adj3 (change* or changing or modification or 
modify or modifying or therapy or therapies or program* or intervention*)).ti,ab. (34970) 


45     (smok* or tobacco or nicotine or alcohol or diet* or exercis* or physical or fitness or sex* 
or condom* or contracept*).ti,ab. (226870) 


46     43 and (44 or 45) (8349) 


47     (qualitative or focus group$ or case stud$ or field stud$ or interview$ or ethnograph$ or 
grounded theory or action research or participant observation or narrative$ or experience$ or 
thematic or themes).ti,ab. (346865) 


48     Qualitative Research/ (3022) 


49     group discussion/ (878) 


50     exp health personnel attitudes/ (8319) 


51     ((Practitioner* or therapist* or profession* or doctor* or nurse* or psychologist* or 
psychiatrist* or care provider* or healthcare provider* or counsel?or* or GP or physician* or 
service provider* or health* worker* or care worker* or clinician* or dentist* or pharmacist*) 
adj3 (attitude* or opinion* or belief* or perceive* or perception* or aware* or personal view* or 
motivate* or incentive* or reason*)).ti,ab. (11824) 


52     47 or 48 or 49 or 50 or 51 (356587) 


53     professional competence/ (3209) 


54     exp inservice training/ (398) 


55     professional development/ (7058) 


56     exp Continuing Education/ (1037) 


57     vocational education/ (550) 


58     exp Client Education/ (1120) 


59     ((Practitioner* or therapist* or profession* or doctor* or nurse* or psychologist* or 
psychiatrist* or care provider* or healthcare provider* or counsel?or* or GP or physician* or 
service provider* or health* worker* or care worker* or clinician* or dentist* or pharmacist*) 
adj3 (teach* or train* or manual* or competen* or skill* or educat*)).ti,ab. (30751) 
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60     ((lay or peer or allied or link) adj3 (worker* or advocate* or helper* or professional* or 
personnel or trainer*) adj3 (teach* or train* or manual* or competen* or skill* or 
educat*)).ti,ab. (170) 


61     59 or 60 (30826) 


62     53 or 54 or 55 or 56 or 57 or 58 or 61 (39421) 


63     46 and 52 and 62 (81) 


64     limit 63 to (english language and yr="2003 -Current") (69) 


 


Cochrane CENTRAL, + Cochrane Database Syst Rev + DARE (via 


Cochrane library) 


#1         (change* or changing or modification* or modify or modifying or therapy or therapies 
or program* or intervention*) AND (behaviour* or behavior* or lifestyle or "life style" or brief):ti 
10998                    


#2         (counsel* or motiva*):ti     2782                     


#3         MeSH descriptor Counseling, this term only             2404                     


#4         MeSH descriptor Motivation, this term only             2537                     


#5         MeSH descriptor Health Behavior, this term only      1837                     


#6         MeSH descriptor Health Knowledge, Attitudes, Practice, this term only            2915                     


#7         (#1 OR #2 OR #3 OR #4 OR #5 OR #6)           19470                    


#8         ("healthy eating" or fruit* or vegetable* or diet* or nutrition or smok* or tobacco or 
nicotine or alcohol* or drinking or "physical activity" or exercis* or fitness or sedentary or 
condom* or contracept* or sex*):ti,ab,kw             111172                  


#9         (#7 AND #8)        7384                     


#10        (qualitative or focus group$ or case stud$ or field stud$ or interview$ or ethnograph$ 
or grounded theory or action research or participant observation or narrative$ or experience$ 
or thematic or themes):ti,ab    5063                     


#11        MeSH descriptor Qualitative Research, this term only            230                       


#12        MeSH descriptor Focus Groups, this term only         232                       


#13        MeSH descriptor Attitude of Health Personnel, this term only             1198                     


#14        (Practitioner* or therapist* or profession* or doctor* or nurse* or psychologist* or 
psychiatrist* or care provider* or healthcare provider* or counselor* or counsellor or GP or 
physician* or service provider* or health* worker* or care worker* or clinician* or dentist* or 
pharmacist*):ti,ab         37553                    


#15        (attitude* or opinion* or belief* or perceive* or perception* or aware* or personal 
view* or motivate* or incentive* or reason*):ti,ab      32723                    
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#16        (#14 AND #15)     6477                     


#17        (#10 OR #11 OR #12 OR #13 OR #16)             12024                    


#18        (#17 AND #9), from 2003 to 2012     374                       


 


HMIC (Health Management Information Consortium) 


1     exp behavioural control/ (773) 


2     health behaviour/ (867) 


3     lifestyle/ (333) 


4     ((behavio?r* or lifestyle or "life style" or brief) and (change* or changing or modification* 
or modify or modifying or therapy or therapies or program* or intervention*)).ti. (730) 


5     ((behavio?r* or lifestyle or "life style" or brief) adj2 (change* or changing or modification* 
or modify or modifying or therapy or therapies or program* or intervention* or counsel*)).ab. 
(2227) 


6     (counsel* or motiva*).ti. (1083) 


7     or/1-6 (4819) 


8     (qualitative or focus group$ or case stud$ or field stud$ or interview$ or ethnograph$ or 
grounded theory or action research or participant observation or narrative$ or experience$ or 
thematic or themes).ti,ab. (42906) 


9     qualitative research/ (899) 


10     focus groups/ (363) 


11     ((Practitioner* or therapist* or profession* or doctor* or nurse* or psychologist* or 
psychiatrist* or care provider* or healthcare provider* or counsel?or* or GP or physician* or 
service provider* or health* worker* or care worker* or clinician* or dentist* or pharmacist*) 
adj3 (attitude* or opinion* or belief* or perceive* or perception* or aware* or personal view* or 
motivate* or incentive* or reason*)).ti,ab. (4171) 


12     8 or 9 or 10 or 11 (45458) 


13     professional competence/ (496) 


14     exp professional education/ (8997) 


15     exp professional development/ (2108) 


16     patient education/ (474) 


17     ((Practitioner* or therapist* or profession* or doctor* or nurse* or psychologist* or 
psychiatrist* or care provider* or healthcare provider* or counsel?or* or GP or physician* or 
service provider* or health* worker* or care worker* or clinician* or dentist* or pharmacist*) 
adj3 (teach* or train* or manual* or competen* or skill* or educat*)).ti,ab. (8169) 
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18     ((lay or peer or allied or link) adj3 (worker* or advocate* or helper* or professional* or 
personnel or trainer*) adj3 (teach* or train* or manual* or competen* or skill* or 
educat*)).ti,ab. (36) 


19     17 or 18 (8181) 


20     13 or 14 or 15 or 16 or 19 (16514) 


21     7 and 12 and 20 (132) 


22     limit 21 to yr="2003 -Current" (53) 


 


ERIC 


As per review 2 


Social Policy & Practice 


1     (change* or changing or modification* or modify or modifying or therapy or therapies or 
program* or intervention*).mp. and (behaviour* or behavior* or lifestyle or "life style" or 
brief).ti,de. [mp=abstract, title, publication type, heading word, accession number] (7615) 


2     (counsel* or motiva*).ti,de. (5013) 


3     ("healthy eating" or fruit* or vegetable* or diet* or nutrition or smok* or tobacco or nicotine 
or alcohol* or drinking or "physical activity" or exercis* or fitness or sedentary or condom* or 
contracept* or sex*).ti,ab,de. (37387) 


4     (1 or 2) and 3 (2101) 


5     (qualitative or focus group$ or case stud$ or field stud$ or interview$ or ethnograph$ or 
grounded theory or action research or participant observation or narrative$ or experience$ or 
thematic or themes).ti,ab,de. (76406) 


6     ((Practitioner* or therapist* or profession* or doctor* or nurse* or psychologist* or 
psychiatrist* or care provider* or healthcare provider* or counsel?or* or GP or physician* or 
service provider* or health* worker* or care worker* or clinician* or dentist* or pharmacist*) 
adj3 (attitude* or opinion* or belief* or perceive* or perception* or aware* or personal view* or 
motivate* or incentive* or reason*)).ti,ab,de. (2603) 


7     ((Practitioner* or therapist* or profession* or doctor* or nurse* or psychologist* or 
psychiatrist* or care provider* or healthcare provider* or counsel?or* or GP or physician* or 
service provider* or health* worker* or care worker* or clinician* or dentist* or pharmacist*) 
adj3 (teach* or train* or manual* or competen* or skill* or educat*)).ti,ab,de. (7931) 


8     ((lay or peer or allied or link) adj3 (worker* or advocate* or helper* or professional* or 
personnel or trainer*) adj3 (teach* or train* or manual* or competen* or skill* or 
educat*)).ti,ab,de. (25) 


9     4 and (5 or 6) and (7 or 8) (41) 


Applied Social Sciences Index and Abstracts (ASSIA) 


S9         S4 and (S5 or S6) and (S7 or S8) 
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S8         ALL((lay or peer or allied or link) and (worker* or advocate* or helper* or 
professional* or personnel or trainer*) and (teach* or train* or manual* or competen* or skill* 
or educat*)) 


S7         ALL((Practitioner* or therapist* or profession* or doctor* or nurse* or psychologist* or 
psychiatrist* or care provider* or healthcare provider* or counsel?or* or GP or physician* or 
service provider* or health* worker* or care worker* or clinician* or dentist* or pharmacist*) 
and (teach* or train* or manual* or competen* or skill* or educat*)) 


S6         ALL((Practitioner* or therapist* or profession* or doctor* or nurse* or psychologist* or 
psychiatrist* or care provider* or healthcare provider* or counsel?or* or GP or physician* or 
service provider* or health* worker* or care worker* or clinician* or dentist* or pharmacist*) 
and (attitude* or opinion* or belief* or perceive* or perception* or aware* or personal view* or 
motivate* or incentive* or reason*)) 


S5         ALL(qualitative or focus group* or case stud* or field stud* or interview* or 
ethnograph* or grounded theory or action research or participant observation or narrative* or 
experience* or thematic or themes) 


S4         (S1 or S2) and S3 


S3         ALL(("healthy eating" or fruit* or vegetable* or diet* or nutrition or smok* or tobacco 
or nicotine or alcohol* or drinking or "physical activity" or exercis* or fitness or sedentary or 
condom* or contracept* or sex*)) 


S2         SU(Eating behaviour OR Health behaviour OR Health compromising behaviour OR 
Planned behaviour OR Sexual behaviour) 


S1         TI(((change* or changing or modification* or modify or modifying or therapy or 
therapies or program* or intervention*) and (behaviour* or behavior* or lifestyle or "life style" 
or brief)) or (counsel* or motiva*)) 
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Appendix E: Evidence tables 


Table 4: Qualitative Studies 


Study Population and 
Participant 
Characteristics 


Context, 
Provider 


Methods and 
Reliability 


Important 
Outcomes 


Researcher Role Analytical Rigour Results 


Casey 2010 


 


Country: Canada 


 


Design: Focus 


group 


 


Quality: (++) 


 


Aim: to assess 


barriers and 
facilitators to 
participation in a 
supervised 
exercise 
programme 


 


Participants: 16 


participants (7 women/ 9 
men) 


mean age 52.5 yrs 
(range 39-65 yrs) 


 


Duration of diabetes 
approx. 3.5 yrs (0.17-13 
yrs)  


 


Population: All had 


engaged in a supervised 
exercise programme 
through the authors’ 
previous trial (8 
participants – dietary 
counselling plus 
supervised exercise and 
8 to dietary counselling) 


Context: a 


Previous trial 
compared effect 
of dietary 
counselling alone 
with dietary 
counselling plus 
exercise on 
weight or 
cardiovascular 
risk factors 


Methods: 3 focus 


group discussions 
addressing factors 
facilitating 
attendance, 
current 
engagement in 
exercise, reasons 
for continuing or 
discontinuing 
regular exercise 
and ways to 
integrate exercise 
into daily life 


 


Reliability: 


Study aims: clear 


Data collection: 
appropriate 


Methods: reliable 


Barriers and 
facilitators of 
participation in 
supervised 
exercise 
programmes 
Adherence to 
exercise following 
programme 
completion 
Participants  
reported the 
following 
facilitators: 


Motivation 
monitoring, and 
encouragement 
and accountability 
provided by 
programme staff. 
And barriers: 


Better transition 
exit from 
programme. 
Co-morbid 
conditions. Lack 
of scheduling 
flexibility. 
Geographical 
remoteness.  
 


One of the 
authors facilitated 
group sessions 


 


Two authors 
coded and cross-
verified transcripts 


 


50% participation 
rate 


 


Focus groups 
recorded and 
transcribed 
verbatim.  Manual 
coding and cross-
verification by 
coders not involved 
in original trial. 


 


Analyses data 
driven and 
emergent themes 


 


Theoretical 
approach: not 
reported 


Individual motivation 
was the most critical 
factor in exercising both 
during and following the 
programme. 
Participants 
appreciated the 
monitoring, 
encouragement and 
accountability provided 
by programme staff.  
They voiced a need for 
better transition to post-
programme realities of 
less support and 
supervision.  
Co-morbid conditions 
were apt to derail them 
from a regular exercise 
routine.  
Participants viewed the 
optimal programme as 
having even greater 
scheduling flexibility 
and being closer to 
them geographically. 
Post-programme, 
walking emerged as the 
most frequent form of 
physical activity 
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Study Population and 
Participant 
Characteristics 


Context, 
Provider 


Methods and 
Reliability 


Important 
Outcomes 


Researcher Role Analytical Rigour Results 


Coghill 2009 


 


Country: UK 


(Bristol) 


 


Design: Interview 


study 


 


Quality: (++) 


 


Aim: to 


investigate 
motivators, 
demotivators and 
adherence to 
regular physical 
activity. 


 


38 sedentary  
hypercholesterolemic 
men participating in a 12 
week RCT of home-
based walking 


 


Mean age 54.8 (SD 5.0 
yrs) 


 


All participants were non-
smokers 


 


Context: All 


participants had 
been randomised 
to the active arm 
of an intervention 
RCT testing home 
based walking 
with professional 
support for an 
effect on 
cholesterol 


Trial consisted of 
300 kcal 
expended 
exercise at least 5 
days a week for 
12 weeks. 


 


Methods: 


One 10-15 minute 
Semi structured 
interview 6 
months after the 
trial. 


Consisting of 6 
questions about 
their experience 


Interviews 
summarised by 
interviewer and 
summary verified 
with each 
respondent prior 
to recording it on 
the response form 


 


Reliability:  


Study aims: clear 


Data collection: 
appropriate 


Methods: reliable 


 


Motivators and 
demotivators and 
adherence to 
regular physical 
activity during and 
at six months after 
participation in 
trial 


 


 


 


Not clear Content analysis 
conducted by 2 
independent 
researchers 


 


Theoretical 
approach: 
reductivist and 
interpretative 


   


Health or fitness were 
main motivational 
themes for adherence 


Six months post RCT, 
27 participants 
maintained some 
walking 


18 were more 
physically activity than 
before the RCT 


In those still physically 
active, health benefits 
were motivators for 
adherence 


In those less physically 
active, lack of time was 
a de-motivator with 
external support 
identified as a motivator 
for becoming more 
active  


Amongst those doing 
less exercise: 


 50% said that 
“Professional 
support” 


 40% “family 
support”  


 10% “an 
accelerometer”  


would motivate them to 
start exercising again 
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Study Population and 
Participant 
Characteristics 


Context, 
Provider 


Methods and 
Reliability 


Important 
Outcomes 


Researcher Role Analytical Rigour Results 


Dillman 2010 


 


Country: Canada 


 


Design: Cross-


sectional, 
observational 
study 


 


Quality: (++) 


 


Aim: to examine 


diabetes 
educators’ 
perceptions of 
their own and their 
patients abilities 
and attitudes to 
lifestyle change 


Participants: 


119 diabetes educators 
(from 3 provinces in 
Canada) 


Mean age 44 yrs, 97% 
female, 90% caucasian 


Diabetes 
educators’ 
perceptions of (a) 
their abilities, 
attitudes and 
difficulties/challen
ges related to 
physical activity 
and exercise 
counselling; and 
(b) their patients’ 
abilities and 
attitudes related to 
performing 
physical activity 
and exercise in 
managing their 
diabetes 


Methods: 


Cross-sectional, 
observational 
design  


Validated and 
non-validated 
questionnaires 


 


Reliability: 


Study aims: clear.  


Data collection: 
appropriate 


Methods: reliable 


survey measures 
of counselling, 
referral and other 
efficacies; 
attitudes; 
perceived 
difficulty; barriers; 
and training 
practices related 
to physical activity 
and exercise 


Not reported Descriptive and 
frequency analyses  


Robust recruitment 


 


Theoretical 
approach: Not 
reported 


 


Diabetes educators had 
positive attitudes about 
physical activity and 
exercise. 


They perceived their 
typical patient’s 
attitudes to be much 
less positive.  


Barriers to physical 
activity and exercise 
counselling:  


 lack of time to 
counsel 


 lack of interest by 
patient 


 lack of resources 


 lack of 
ability/knowledge 


 patient 
comorbidities/ 
limitations  


 lack of access to 
facilities. 


They indicated that 
they experienced a lack 
of confidence in their 
own ability to counsel 
patients about, 
prescribe and make 
referrals for physical 
activity and exercise 
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Study Population and 
Participant 
Characteristics 


Context, 
Provider 


Methods and 
Reliability 


Important 
Outcomes 


Researcher Role Analytical Rigour Results 


Jansink 2010 


 


Country: 


Netherlands 


 


Design: Semi-


structured 
interviews 


 


Quality:  (++) 


 


Aim: to 


understand 
specific barriers of 
lifestyle 
counselling by 
nurses in general 
practice 


Participants: 


12 practice nurses in 
Dutch general practice 
involved in diabetes care 


First 12 practices of the 
70 in the ‘Nurse-led 
motivational interviewing 
to change the lifestyle of 
patients with type 2 
diabetes’  MILD trial were 
invited 


Mean age of the nurses 
was 44 years (range 27 – 
51 years), and all were 
women.  
with mean of 3.0 
years (range 0.5 - 4.5 
years) of experience with 
diabetes consultation. 


Specific barriers 
to counselling 
patients with type 
2 diabetes about 
diet, physical 
activity and 
smoking cessation 


Nurse level: 
awareness, 
knowledge, 
attitudes, 
motivation to 
change, and 
behavioural 
routines 


Patient level: 
knowledge, 
attitudes, skills, 
and compliance  


Practice level: 
organisation of 
care processes, 
staff, capacities, 
resources and 
structures 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Methods: 


Semi-structured 
in-depth 
telephone 
interviews 


 


Reliability: 


Study aims: clear 


Data collection: 
appropriate 


Methods: reliable 


Patient barriers 


Practice level 
barriers 


Own role as 
counsellor 


 


Researchers 
independently 
reviewed 
transcripts and 
classified 
comments 
according to 
predetermined 
framework 


Saturation 
reportedly achieved 


 


Theoretical 
approach: 
framework 
approach 


 


 


Nurses felt most 
barriers on the level of 
the patient: patients 
had limited knowledge 
of a healthy lifestyle 
and limited insight into 
their own behaviour, 
they lacked the 
motivation to modify 
their lifestyles or the 
discipline to maintain 
an improved lifestyle.  


Nurses reported lack of 
counselling skills and 
insufficient time as 
barriers in effective 
lifestyle counselling 
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Study Population and 
Participant 
Characteristics 


Context, 
Provider 


Methods and 
Reliability 


Important 
Outcomes 


Researcher Role Analytical Rigour Results 


Mahony 2012 


 


Country: 


Australia 


 


Design: Semi-


structured 
interviews 


 


Quality:  (++) 


 


Aim: to explore 


the attitudes, 
actions and beliefs 
of mental health 
occupational 
therapists about 
providing diet-
related 
interventions 


 


Participants: 


6 (from a potential 45) 
occupational therapists 
working in mental health  


5 female and 1 male  


5 had worked in mental 
health for up to 6 years, 
one had 32 years of 
experience 


4 community psychiatric 
rehab; one in acute 
inpatient unit; one in 
acute inpatient unit and 
community mental health 
unit 


Occupational 
therapists 
provided 
interventions for 
clients who have 
issues performing 
occupations 
related to 
managing their 
diet 


 


Methods: 


Purposive 
sampling 


Interviews 
audiotaped and 
transcribed 
verbatim 


Participants 
provided with 
transcripts to 
make corrections 
or add/remove 
data 


 


Reliability: 


Study aims: clear 


 


Data collection: 
appropriate 


 


Methods: reliable 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Clarification of 
present practices 
used by 
occupational 
therapists working 
in mental health 


First author 
conducted 
interviews (30-40 
mins duration) 


Purposive sampling 


Member checking 


Audit trail and 
student supervision 


Log of all analytical 
and methodological 
decisions 


 


Theoretical 
approach: 
constructivist 
grounded theory 


 


Mental health 
occupational therapists 
felt confident providing 
clients with 
interventions to 
promote diet-related 
skill development and 
providing general 
healthy eating 
education to support 
this development 


Participants were not 
comfortable providing 
clients with specific 
dietary advice. 


Participants identified a 
need for further training 
and support to enhance 
their effectiveness in 
providing healthy eating 
education and 
highlighted the need for 
more dietitians in 
mental health settings 
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Study Population and 
Participant 
Characteristics 


Context, 
Provider 


Methods and 
Reliability 


Important 
Outcomes 


Researcher Role Analytical Rigour Results 


Murphy 2011 


 


Country:  Ireland 


 


Design: 


Interviews 


 


Quality: (++) 


 


Aim: to 


understand the 
experience of 
participants and 
identify factors 
that influence self-
management.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Participants: 


40 participants who had 
completed DAFNE 
programme 


62.5% female, aged 20-
70 yrs 


All participants had type 
1 diabetes (duration 2-
31+ years) 


DAFNE (dose 
adjustment for 
normal eating) is a 
5 day structured 
education 
programme for 
adults with type 1 
diabetes. 


Delivered at 5 
diabetes centre 
sites across 
Ireland 


Interviews 
conducted by 2 
researchers over 
24 months 


 


Methods: 


Qualitative 
interviews lasting 
45-60 minutes 


 


Reliability: 


 


Study aims:  clear 


 


Data collection: 
appropriate 


 


Methods: reliable 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Factors 
influencing 
diabetes self-
management  


Two researchers 
conducted 
interviews 


Two researchers 
analysed the 
transcripts 


Selection of 
transcripts were 
read by full 
research team 
and categories 
and concepts 
agreed 


Four criteria used to 
ensure rigour: 
credibility; 
resonance; 
confirrmability and 
usefulness 


Participants were 
sent copy of their 
transcript and asked 
to confirm contents 
were accurate 


Comments invited 
from experts in the 
field 


 


Theoretical 
approach:  
grounded theory 


Five factors that 
influenced participants' 
self-management of 
their diabetes following 
dose adjustment for 
normal eating were 
identified.  


These were knowledge, 
support, motivation, 
relationship shift and 
empowerment, and 
these were all related 
to the core category, 
'Being in Control'. 
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Reliability 
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Outcomes 
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O’Sullivan 2010 


 


Country: Canada 


 


Design: interview 


study 


 


Quality: (+) 


 


Aim: 


To explore the 
experience, 
thoughts and 
feelings of 
patients receiving 
a brief and 
intensive 
counselling 
intervention to try 
and explain why 
‘autonomous 
motivation’ and 
‘self efficacy’ were 
increased 


Participants: 


15 participants 
purposively recruited 
from the Physical Activity 
Counselling (PAC) trial 
intervention arm 


11 caucasian women and 
4 caucasian men 


Aged 32-65 years (mean 
49.4 years) 


 


All participants had high 
school equivalency 
education (mean years of 
education 14.2 years) 


Context: 


Qualitative 
component of 
wider randomised 
controlled trial 


15 out of 61 
participants in the 
experimental 
(intensive 
counselling)group 
of the PAC trial 
were invited to 
participate 


 


The trial consisted 
of brief physical 
activity 
counselling (2-4 
minutes) 
compared with 
brief counselling 
plus 3 months of 
intensive 
counselling from a 
physical activity 
counsellor (total 6 
sessions) 


Methods: 


Three Interviews 
conducted by 2 
experienced 
qualitative 
researchers 


Midway through 
the intervention, 
one week and 3 
months after the 
intervention. the 
individual semi-
structured 
interviews were 
conducted 


Interviews ranged 
from 15-60 
minutes duration 


Interviews held in 
study centre in 
participants’ 
language of 
choice (French or 
English) 


 


Reliability: 


Data collection: 
appropriate 


Methods: reliable 


Participant 
experiences of 3 
month combined 
provider physical 
activity 
counselling 
intervention. 


Summarised in 
nine themes: 


Patients: were 
extremely 
satisfied 


Valued the 
intensive 
component 


Valued the 
tailored approach 


Motivation was 
enhanced by 
supporting 
autonomy 


Appreciated 
encouragement 
(verbal 
persuasion) 


Appreciated 
information  


Requested long 
term support  


 4 researchers 
coded transcribed 
interviews 


NVivo7 software 
used 


Grounded theory 
analytical approach 


 


Theoretical 
approach: not 
reported 


All 15 participants 
completed all 3 
interviews 


Main themes: patients 
were extremely 
satisfied with the PAC 
intervention; patients 
particularly valued the 
intensive counselling 
intervention provided 
by the PA counsellor; 
patients valued and 
appreciated the tailored 
approach; autonomy 
support enhanced 
motivation; 
encouragement and 
activity levels 
influenced feelings of 
competence; 
information and 
strategies provided 
were invaluable; 
relatedness towards 
the PA counsellor was 
an important factor 
influencing satisfaction 
with the intervention; 
longer-term support is 
needed; everyone 
should have access to 
a PA counsellor 
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Reliability 
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Patwardhan 2009 


 


Country:  USA 


 


Design: Interview 


study 


 


Quality: (++) 


 


Aim: to identify 


key facilitators and 
barriers for 
pharmacists' 
adoption of a brief 
tobacco-cessation 
protocol 


 


Population: 


Ten community 
pharmacists were 
interviewed in ten US 
towns  


 


Five out of the 10 
pharmacists interviewed 
worked at a large 
community chain setting, 
three were employed at 
independent stores, one 
pharmacist worked at a 
supermarket pharmacy, 
and one at a mass-
merchandiser pharmacy.  


Age range 36 to 50 years  


Six men / four women 
male. 


 


Context: 


Pharmacists' 
providing a 
tobacco-cessation 
brief intervention, 
Ask-Advise-Refer 
(AAR). 


 


Preliminary 
qualitative study. 


Methods: 


Purposive and 
Semi-structured, 
face-to-face 


Interviews with 
open-ended 
questions 


Thematic analysis 


 


Saturation 
sampling 
techniques 
applied to identify 
participants and 
determine sample 
size respectively. 
Interviews were 
audio-recorded 
and transcribed. 


 


Reliability: 


Study aims: clear 


 


Data collection: 
appropriate 


 


Methods: reliable  


 


Identify key 
barriers and 
facilitators 
impacting on 
implementation of 
AAR. 


Fear of negative 
patient reaction 
was the most 
prominent barrier 
to initiating 
tobacco cessation 
discussions 


 


 


Two reviewers 
independently 
coded all 
transcripts to 
identify 


prominent themes 


Experts reviewed 
interview scripts 
(audio transcribed) 


2 pilot interviews 


 


Cognitive interviews 
held with pilot 
participants to 
ensure validity of 
interview questions 


Interviewer 
performance 
assessment after 
first 2 interviews 


Data sampling 
stopped when 
saturation met. 


 


Theoretical 
approach:  5A 
model (Ask-Advise-
Assess-Assist-
Arrange follow-up) 


 


All facilitators and 
barriers identified were 
grouped into nine 
distinct themes. 


Pharmacists' fear of 
negative patient 
reaction was the most 
prominent barrier to 
initiating tobacco 
cessation discussions 
with patients.  


 Suggested changes 
included  


(1) train pharmacists to 
initiate cessation 
discussions;  


(2) initially target 
discussions with 
patients who have a 
disease or medication 
adversely affected by 
tobacco use;  


(3) encourage patient 
enquiry about 
pharmacy cessation 
services through visual 
cues;  


(4) help pharmacists 
set up a workflow 
system compatible with 
the AAR protocol. 
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Robinson 2010 


 


Country: UK 


(Sefton, Liverpool) 


 


Design: interview 


study 


 


Quality:  (+) 


 


Aim: to evaluate 


an intervention 
aimed at 
enhancing the 
health of men in 
deprived areas by 
providing a peer 
mentoring Healthy 
lifestyle 
programme. 


 


Participants: 


6 men enrolled in the 
lifestyle and peer 
mentoring programme (at 
5 months) 


14 telephone interviews 
at project end 


5 interviews with 
community staff and 
health professionals 


 


Population: the 


population targeted were 
men aged 35 or more in 
low paid manual 
occupations, unemployed 
or on incapacity benefit, 
or carers in the most 
deprived areas of Sefton. 


 


13 local men were 
trained to provide advice 
to 245 men in 
workplaces, community 
venues, job centres a 
library, health living 
centres and children 
centres. 


 


“Working our way 
to health” 
encouraged men 
to be health aware 
and to access 
health and leisure 
services in order 
to improve diet, 
physical activity or 
stop smoking. 


 


The peer 
mentoring 
programme 
included a training 
programme 
delivered to 
community 
agency volunteers 
and public sector 
health staff 


Methods: 


In-depth semi-
structured face-to-
face and 
telephone 
interviews with 
men taking part in 
the mentoring 
programme 5 
months into the 
programme and at 
project end.  
Community 
agency volunteers 
and health staff 
also received 
training to improve 
communication 
with men and 
were interviewed 


 


Reliability: 


Thematic analysis 
(no detail 
provided) and 
characteristics of 
the peer group 
and the men 
receiving the 
intervention are 
not clear. 


 


 


 


Men’s  health 
knowledge, 
behaviour 
modification and 
access to health 
improvement 
services. 


Behaviours 
included diet, 
physical activity 
and smoking 
cessation 


 


Not clear Not clear 


 


Theoretical 
approach: not 
reported 


Key themes included 
issues relating to 
influences on 
participation (including 
settings and social 
networks), experiences 
of participation 
(including, for men, 
issues around control 
and physical activity) 
and for staff, the 
opportunity for 
reflection. 


Outcomes for men 
included: changed bio-
medical body condition; 
increased functional 
capacity; and improved 
emotional and 
experiential well-being.  


Staff appreciated the 
framework for 
knowledge and up-to 
date statistics on 
inequalities, the way 
people grow and 
scenario based tasks 
as training.  


Future training on 
techniques to sustain 
change was suggested 
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Thomsen 2009 


 


Country: 


Denmark 


 


Design:  Interview 


study 


 


Quality: (++) 


 


Aim: to describe 


how women 
smokers with 
newly diagnosed 
breast cancer 
experienced brief 
preoperative 
smoking cessation 
intervention in 
relation to breast 
cancer surgery. 


Participants: 


11 Danish women aged 
40-72 yrs (median 50 yrs) 


 


All had newly diagnosed 
breast cancer and had 
had breast cancer 
surgery in past 3 months  


 


All had received smoking 
cessation counselling 
prior to breast cancer 
surgery 


Smoking 
cessation 
intervention took 
place 3-7 days 
prior to surgery 


It consisted of one 
counselling 
session lasting 
45-90 minutes 


Smoking 
cessation was 
recommended 
from 2 days prior 
to up to 10 days 
after surgery 


 


Smoking 
cessation 
validated by 
measurements of 
carbon-monoxide 
in expiratory air on 
day of surgery 
and 10 days post-
operatively 


Follow-up 
telephone calls at 
1,3, 6 and 12 
months were 
conducted to 
assess smoking 
status  


 


Methods: 


Nurse trained in 
smoking cessation 
counselling 
delivered 
intervention to 10 
of 11 participants 


The face to face 
interview  was 
arranged 3-8 
weeks after 
surgery and lasted 
35 to 100 minutes 


 


Reliability: 


Study aims: clear 


 


Data collection: 
appropriate 


 


Methods: reliable 


Smoking 
cessation 


Nurse conducted 
interviews and 
transcribed the 
tapes 


Three member of 
research team 
analysed the 
transcribed 
interviews 


Interviews were 
audiotaped and 
transcribed 
verbatim 


All patient 
interviews were 
included, quitters 
and non-quitters 


 


Theoretical 
approach: Ricour’s 
theory of 
interpretation 


 


Emerging themes: 
reflecting upon smoking 
and health; escaping 
the social stigma of 
being a smoker; 
heightened awareness 
of being addicted to 
smoking; enacting a 
duty of responsibility 


The context of breast 
cancer diagnosis 
influenced how the 
women perceived the 
pre-operative smoking 
intervention as well as 
their attempts to stop 
smoking 


Diagnosis described as 
‘teachable moments’ 


Participants expressed 
a need for prolonged 
smoking cessation 
support 


Participants 
experienced a sense of 
personal achievement, 
improved well-being 
and endorsement from 
family and friends. 


Participants who 
relapsed did so as an 
ingrown response to 
emotional distress 
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Walters 2012 


 


Country: 


Australia 


 


Design: Semi-


structured 
interviews 


 


Quality: (+) 


 


Aim: To 


investigate health 
behaviour 
changes adopted 
by participants 
with moderate or 
severe COPD 


 


44 participants from 
‘SNAPPS’ (Smoking, 
Nutrition, Alcohol, 
Physical activity, 
Psychosocial wellbeing 
and Symptom 
management) mentoring 
trial  


55% male, 43% current 
smokers, 75% moderate 
COPD 


 


Community 
nurses trained as 
health-mentors 
using a patient 
centred approach 
with COPD 
patients 


Regular phone 
calls over 12 
months 


Median 13 mentor 
contacts over 12 
months (range 5-
20) 


Methods: 


Semi-structured 
interviews 
(approx. 45 mins) 
in a purposive 
sample sought 
feedback on 
mentoring and 
behaviour 
changes adopted 


 


 


Reliability: 


 


Study aims: clear 


 


Data collection: 
appropriate 


 


Methods: reliable 


Smoking, 
nutrition, alcohol, 
physical activity, 
psychosocial 
wellbeing and 
symptom 
management 


Two researchers 
independently 
coded transcripts 


Emergent themes 
discussed with all 
authors 


90 original 
participants, 65 
invited to interview 


Recruitment ceased 
after it appeared 
saturation reached 


Sample selection 
sought to reflect a 
range of locations 
and number of 
health-mentor 
contacts, study 
participants’ 
distribution by 
gender, smoking 
status, employment 
and educational 
level 


 


Theoretical 
approach: 
behavioural 
psychological 
theory 


 


Telephone delivery was 
highly acceptable and 
enabled good rapport.  


Participants rated 
‘being listened to by a 
caring professional’ as 
very valuable. 


Three participant 
groups were identified 
14 (32%) actively 
making changes; 18 
(41%) open to and 
making some changes 
and 12 (27%) more 
resistant to change. 


Mentoring increased 
awareness of COPD 
effects, helping develop 
and personalise 
behaviour change 
strategies, even by 
those not actively 
making changes. 


Physical activity was 
targeted by 43 (98%) 
participants and 
smoking by 14 (74%) 
current smokers with 
21% reporting quitting.  


Motivation to maintain 
changes was increased 
by mentor support. 
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Table 5 Intervention studies (RCTs and observational studies) 


Study Study Design Outcomes and Analysis Results 


Ainsworth 2006 


 


Country: Canada 


 


Focus:  maximising 


patient compliance to 
prescribed home 
exercise 


 


Funding: Ontario 


Chiropractic Association 


 


Overall quality: (+) 


Study design: cross-sectional self-report web-based 


survey  


 


Participants: 104 Ontario chiropractors (65% male) 


 


Interventions: prescribed home exercise 


 


Method of allocation: N/A 


  


Compliance strategies used most frequently 


 


 


Reliable measures: robust questionnaire 
development, no validated questionnaires 
used 


 


Measurement complete: Some 


 


Outcome measures relevant: Some 


 


 


Compliance strategies most frequently used: 


Keeping instructions simple (82%, 95% CI = 
75–90%); 


Motivating patients by explaining exercises in 
a positive and enthusiastic manner (81%, 95% 
CI = 74–89%); 


Giving patients encouragement, support and 
praise (80%,95% CI = 72–88%);  


Prescribing exercises that require low-cost 
equipment (70%, 95% CI = 61–78%); and 


Supplying patients with material that helps 
demonstrate the exercises (62%, 95% CI = 
53–71%) and  


Educating patients by discussing the 
importance of and benefits to exercise (62%, 
95% CI = 53–71% ) 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


French 2012 


 


Country: UK 


 


Study design: randomised controlled trial 


 


Participants: 35 volunteers (aged 18-65 yrs) from 


staff of large inner-city London borough council and 
London University.   


Number of steps; intention; self-efficacy; 
attitude; action planning; and coping planning 


 


Steps counted using pedometer, sealed to 
prevent participant reactivity of measurement.  


The "combined" intervention, contained 
motivational and volitional components in 
session at T1 and a filler task at T2. The 
"motivation first" intervention, presented the 
motivational components at T1 and the 
volitional components at T2.  The "volition 
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Study Study Design Outcomes and Analysis Results 


Focus: physical activity 


 


Funding: Not reported 


 


Overall quality: (+) 


 


Interventions: walking intervention with 3 


experimental conditions: (a) combined intervention 
containing motivational and volitional components; (b) 
motivation first intervention; (c) volition first 
intervention. 


 


Method of allocation: random allocation to one of 3 


conditions 


Demographics and questionnaire measures; 
process measures based on theory of planned 
behaviour. 


 


Reliable measures: Yes 


Measurement complete: Some 


Outcome measures relevant: Yes 


 


 


 


 


first" intervention, presented the volitional 
components at T1 followed by motivational 
components at T2. 


 


At T2, there was a significant main effect of 
time, such that there was an increase in 
walking, but this did not differ between groups.  


 


At T3, the "combined" intervention group 
showed a large (d = 1.06) and significant 
(p = 0.036) increase in walking behaviour, in 
contrast to both other interventions 
(time × groups interaction, p = 0.003).  


 


The "combined" intervention also produced a 
significant increase in self-efficacy, relative to 
the two other interventions. 
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Study Study Design Outcomes and Analysis Results 


Gaume 2008 


 


 


Country: USA 


 


Focus: Counsellor skills 


influence on alcohol use 


 


Funding: Swiss National 


Science Foundation 


 


 


Overall quality: (+) 


Participants:  Patients screened positive for 


hazardous alcohol consumption (n=1,366).  1,055 
successfully followed up at 12 months (367 in the 
brief alcohol intervention (BAI) group and 688 in 
control groups). 


 


Interventions: Brief motivational interviewing – one 


15 minute session 


 


Method of allocation:  Randomised controlled trial 


conducted in the Emergency Department  


 


 


Between June 2003 and June 2004 all 
consecutive BAI sessions tape-recorded (n-
166) of which 97 were eligible for coding and 
analysis.  


 


Tape recordings of the 97 brief alcohol 
intervention sessions with hazardous drinkers 
were analysed using the Motivational 
Interviewing Skill Code (MISC).   


 


Outcome measures: baseline to 12 months 
difference in weekly drinking quantity and 
difference in heavy drinking episodes per 
month. 


 


Socio-demographic characteristics, baseline 
and follow-up alcohol consumption data 
(assessed by AUDIT >12 score) collected. 


 


Bivariate analyses and multiple linear 
regression modelling. 


 


Patient level of readiness to change was not 
measured before the intervention.  Potential 
self selecting bias.  Not clear why 69 tape 
recorded interview ineligible for analysis. 


 


Reliable measures:  Yes 


Measurement complete: Yes 


Outcome measures relevant: Yes 


 


 


 


Baseline alcohol measures and socio-
demographics of patients did not differ across 
counsellors however MISC scores and 
outcome at 12 months did.  


 


Bivariate models showed that counsellors with 
better motivational interviewing (MI) skills 
achieved better outcomes overall and 
maintained efficacy across all levels of an 
important predictor (patient ability to change), 
whereas counsellors with poorer MI skills were 
effective mostly at high levels of ability to 
change. However, in the fully adjusted 
multivariate models only patient 
communication characteristics (ability to 
change) predicted outcomes and counsellor 
skills were not associated with better 
outcomes 
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Study Study Design Outcomes and Analysis Results 


Martino 2008 


 


Country: USA 


 


Focus: therapist 


adherence and 
competence in 
motivational 
enhancement therapy 


 


Funding: Not reported 


 


Overall quality: (++) 


Participants: 35 therapists from five outpatient 


community programs who delivered therapy to 
461clients within a National Institute on Drug Abuse 
Clinical Trial Network multi-site effectiveness protocol.  


Therapists were predominantly female (60%) and 
Caucasian (77%). On average, they were 38.9 years 
old and employed at their agencies 
for a mean of 3.2 years  


 


Interventions: a three-session adaptation of 


motivational enhancement therapy (MET) or an 
equivalent number of drug counselling-as-usual 
sessions 


 


Method of allocation: random assignment to 


treatment condition 


  


15 independent raters evaluated session 
audiotapes 


Therapist adherence and competence were 
evaluated using the Independent Tape Rater 
Scale adapted from the Yale Adherence 
Competence Scale 


Change in client motivation was measured 
using independent 7-point global ratings of the 
first and last 5 minutes of the sessions. 


Appropriate statistical analyses  


 


Reliable measures: Yes 


Measurement complete: Yes 


Outcome measures relevant: Yes 


 


 


Independent rating of sessions demonstrated 
that the adherence and competence items 
were reliable (mean interclass correlation 
coefficients for adherence = .89 and 
competence = .81) and converged to form two 
a priori defined skill factors conceptually 
related to motivational interviewing.  


 


 


 


Moreover, the factors discriminated between 
MET therapists and those who delivered drug 
counselling-as-usual sessions in predicted 
ways, and were significantly related to in-
session change in client motivation and some 
client treatment outcomes (per cent negative 
drug urine screens). 


 


 


 


The combination of expert-led workshops 
followed by program-based clinical 
supervision may be an effective method for 
disseminating motivational interviewing in 
community treatment programs 
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McCarthy 2010 


 


Country: USA 


 


Focus: smoking 


cessation 


 


Funding: 


Transdisciplinary 
Tobacco Use Research 
Center grant from the 
National Cancer Institute 
and from the National 
Institute of Drug Abuse 


 


Overall quality: (++) 


Study design: randomised controlled trial  


 


Participants: 403 adult smokers; smoking at least 10 


cigarettes a day; mean age 40.38 (SD: 11.73) no 
counselling group and 37.56 (SD: 12.16) counselling 
group; 43% married; 50% female 


 


Interventions: individual counselling in 8 x 10 minute 


sessions 


 


265 (65.8%) attended all visits 


Attrition rates did not differ by treatment condition at 
the quit date (no counselling: 11.8%; counselling: 
14.1%; χ2(df=1, N=463)=.55, p=.46) or at the 


conclusion of treatment (no counselling: 28.2%; 
counselling: 29.4%; χ2(df=1, N=403)=.06, p=.80). 
Counselling conditions did not differ in terms of 
treatment visits attended (no counselling: M=7.19, 
Median=8, 


SD=1.59; counselling: M=7.33, Median=8, SD=1.45; 
t(401)=−.96, p=.34) or in ED adherence; participants 
completed random prompts on 75.5% of days 
prompted (t(401)=.65, p=.52) and 79.5% (t(401)=.50, 
p=.62) of evening reports prompted, on average.  


 


Method of allocation: random 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  


Counselling focused on bolstering social 
support, motivation, problem-solving and 
coping skills 


 


Pre and post quit ecological momentary 
assessments of smoking behaviour, smoking 
triggers, active prevention and coping 
strategies, motivation to quit, difficulty quitting 
and reactions to initial lapses 


 


CES-D, FTND, CO2 breath testing, electronic 
diaries 


 


Reliable measures: Yes 


Measurement complete: Some 


Outcome measures relevant: Yes 


 


 


At the end of treatment, 56 days 29.4% of 
those who received counselling and 25.7% of 
those who did not receive counselling had 
confirmed 7-day point-prevalence abstinence.  


 


Counselling condition was not a significant 
predictor of abstinence in a logistic regression 
analysis B=.181, SE=.223, Wald=.657, 
OR=1.199,95% CI=.774–1.857 


 


Counselling prompted avoidance of access to 
cigarettes, improved quitting self-efficacy, 
reduced perceived difficulty of quitting over 
time, and protected against guilt and 
demoralization following lapses. 


 


Results supported the importance of limiting 
cigarette access, receiving social support, 
strong motivation and confidence, and easing 
withdrawal distress during cessation efforts. 


 


Quitting self-efficacy and perceived difficulty 
quitting may partially mediate counselling 
effects on abstinence. 
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Study Study Design Outcomes and Analysis Results 


McEwen 2005 


 


 


Country: UK 


 


Focus: GP anti-smoking 


advice 


 


Funding: Self-funded 


 


Overall quality: (++) 


Study design: randomised controlled trial 


 


Participants: GP’s in 30 practices in West of England 


 


Interventions: GP desktop resource (GDR) 


 


Method of allocation: 


107 GPs randomly assigned (by practice) either to 
receive the GDR or to act as controls 


70% response rate 


Frequency and quality of GP advice to stop 
smoking. 


 


 


Reliable measures: Yes 


Measurement complete: Yes 


Outcome measures relevant: Yes 


 


 


78% respondents were male (higher than 
national GP average of 64%) 


The GDR was an independent predictor of the 
number of patients advised to stop smoking (β
= .345, p < .001).  


Concern about the doctor–patient relationship 
was the only attitude variable that 
independently predicted advice giving, in this 
case negatively (β = −.465, p < .001).  


Possession of the GDR did not alter GPs’ 
views on whether intervening with smokers 
harmed the doctor–patient relationship, but 
did weaken the relationship between this 
attitude item and the number of patients 
advised to stop smoking (β = .595, p < .001 
for the interaction). 
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Study Study Design Outcomes and Analysis Results 


Moyers 2005 


 


Country: USA 


 


Focus: how motivational 


interviewing works 


 


Funding: National 


Institute on Drug Abuse 


 


Overall quality: (++) 


Study design: Secondary analysis of observed 


relationship between therapist skills and behaviours 
and client involvement in audiotaped work samples 
from the Evaluating Methods for Motivational 
Enhancement Education (EMMEE) RCT. 


 


Participants:  103 (75% of original sample) English 


speaking US citizens or permanent residents; all 
licensed health professionals in counselling, 
psychology, medicine, nursing or social work and 
treating 5 or more clients with substance abuse 
disorders per week in individual counselling sessions. 


 


Intervention:  2 day training workshop on 


motivational interviewing 


Method of allocation: all participants agreed to submit 
sample audiotapes of actual client counselling 
sessions at 4, 8 and 12 months after completion of 
training.  Tapes from the 4 month window were 
analysed because it had the lowest attrition of all 
post-training data collection 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


MISC behavioural coding system evaluating 
20 min segment of audio or videotape session 
of MI.  The first 20 minutes of each session 
were coded. 


6 global clinical characteristics were 
measured: empathy, acceptance, 
egalitarianism, warmth, genuineness and 
overall MI spirit 


4 global client measures:  affect; co-operation; 
engagement and seeking of information 


 


Reliable measures:  Yes 


Measurement complete:  Yes 


Outcome measures relevant:  Yes 


 


 


Therapist interpersonal skills were positively 
associated with client involvement as defined 
by cooperation, disclosure and expression of 
affect. 


Behaviours inconsistent with MI enhanced the 
impact of therapist interpersonal skills upon 
client involvement 


Clinician adherence to the spirit of MI method 
rather than specific techniques for 
implementing it are emphasised 
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Petrella 2003 


 


Country: Canada 


 


Focus: exercise on 


prescription 


 


Funding:  Medical 


Research Council of 
Canada / Pharmaceutical 
Manufacturers 
Association of Canada 


 


Overall quality:+ 


Study design: randomised controlled trial 


participants: 284 healthy community-dwelling patients 
(72 per clinic) aged >65 years of which 241 
completed the trial 


interventions: Step Test Exercise Prescription (STEP) 
exercise guidelines, a paper describing benefits of 
exercise, guidelines for delivery and training in 
interpretation of the step test data to determine 
patient aerobic capacity (VO2max) including 
prescription of an exercise training heart rate. 


 


Method of allocation: 


 Physician randomised to intervention or control group 


Aerobic fitness 


Predicted VO2max from the STEP test 


Exercise self-efficacy 


Clinical anthropometric parameters 


 


Reliable measures: yes 


Measurement complete: 


Outcome measures relevant: yes 


 


Overall quality:+ 


241 subjects (131 intervention, 110 control) 
completed the trial.  


(VO2max) was significantly increased in the 
STEP intervention group (11%; 21.3 to 
24ml/kg/min) compared to the control group 
(4%; 22 to 23ml/kg/min) over 6 months (p 
<0.001), and 14% (21.3 to 24.9ml/kg/min) and 
3% (22.1 to 22.8ml/kg/min), respectively, at 12 
months (p <0.001).  


A similar significant increase in ESE (32%; 4.6 
vs 6.8) was observed for the STEP group 
compared to the control group (22%; 4.2 vs 
5.4) at 12 months (p < 0.001).  


Systolic blood pressure decreased 7.3% and 
body mass index decreased 7.4% in the 
STEP group, with no significant change in the 
control group (p <0.05).  


Exercise counselling time was significantly (p 
<0.02) longer in the STEP (11.7+/-3.0 min) 
compared to the control group (7.1+/-7.0 min), 
but more (p <0.05) subjects completed > or 
=80% of available exercise opportunities in 
the STEP group. 
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Table 6 Systematic Reviews 


Study Methods Results Notes 


Battersby et al 2010 


 


 


Country:  Australia 


 


Focus: provision of a set of 


principles underpinned by 
evidence from randomized 
controlled trials to inform 
implementation of 


SMS texting in primary care 


 


Funding: Health Research and 


Educational Trust of the American 
Hospital Association, and The 
Robert Wood Johnson 
Foundation, 


 


OVERALL QUALITY: (+) 


 


INCLUSION CRITERIA 


study design: structured reviews and meta-analyses 


participants: people with chronic conditions 


interventions: Practices and processes that could 
improve self-management support in primary care 


 


METHODOLOGY 


Search strategy: English language medical literature 
published between January 1980 and October 2008 was 
searched using the MEDLINE database of the National 
Library of Medicine and the Nursing and Allied Health 
database (from 1982). The Medical subject headings 
(MeSH) searched were Asthma, Diabetes, Coronary 
Arterio -sclerosis, Heart Failure, Congestive, Depression, 
Pulmonary Disease, Chronic Obstructive, HIV/AIDS, 
Smoking Cessation, Alcohol-related Disorders, and 
Exercise, Self Care, and Primary Care. A text word 
search was used of both databases using the term self-
management.   


 


study selection: Publication types were limited to meta-
analyses and systematic reviews. All the systematic 
reviews of the Cochrane Effective Practice and 
Organization of Care (EPOC) group were hand searched 
for those having relevance to SMS by affecting practice 
patterns. 


 


The project team identified 123 reviews and meta-
analyses of which 83 were included. Evidence-based 
principles were chosen if they were supported by one or 
more reviews. 


 


quality assessment: None reported 


number of included trials: Not reported 


number of participants: Not reported 


  


INTERVENTIONS:  


(1) brief targeted assessment,  


(2) evidence-based information to guide shared 
decision-making, 


(3) use of a non-judgmental approach,  


(4) collaborative priority and goal setting,  


(5) collaborative problem solving,  


(6) self-management support by diverse 
providers,  


(7) self-management interventions delivered by 
diverse formats, 


(8) patient self-efficacy,  


(9) active follow-up, 


(10) guideline-based case management for  
selected patients, 


(11) linkages to evidence-based community 
programs,  


(12) multifaceted interventions. 


 


OUTCOMES:  


none of the behaviour change techniques 
demonstrated clear effects in convincing 
majorities of the studies in which they were 
evaluated. 


Self-monitoring of behaviour, risk  
communication, and use of social support were 
most often identified as effective.  


The frequently used knowledge and facilitation 


inclusion criteria described: Yes 


details of literature search given:  Yes 


study selection described: Yes 


data extraction described: Yes 


study quality assessment described: 
No 


study flow shown: No 


study characteristics of individual 
studies described: No 


quality of individual studies given: No  


results of individual studies shown: No  


statistical analysis appropriate: N/A 


 


OVERALL QUALITY: + 


 


LIMITATIONS: 


Reviewer: Limited detail on process or 
analysis of included data 


 


Author: None reported 
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data extraction: Not reported 


meta-analysis: No 


data analysis: Not reported 


subgroups / sensitivity analyses: No 


techniques were clearly less often effective.  


Relapse prevention techniques and re-evaluation 
of outcomes were hardly ever successful. 


Only a few combinations of techniques were very 
frequently found, with highest success rates for 
combinations of knowledge, awareness and 
facilitation techniques 


 


Breckon 2008 


 


Country: Not reported 


 


Focus: Physical activity 


counselling 


 


Funding: Not reported 


 


OVERALL QUALITY: (+) 


 


INCLUSION CRITERIA 


study design: Interventions reporting an element of 
physical activity counselling 


participants: Adults ≥ 16 years  


 


METHODOLOGY 


search strategy: electronic searches of computerized 
databases including SPORTdiscus, Psychinfo, 
Sciencedirect, Cinahl, 


Web of Science, PubMed and Scopus and citations in 
papers identified by the electronic search. 


study selection: interventions that included an element of 
PA counselling and that required personal interaction, 
patient centeredness, and sound communication 


  


data extraction: design, treatments, consultation 
(theoretical 


framework), consultant (interventionist), intensity (and 
follow-up), duration, training and competence assessed, 
outcome measures, and outcome results 


data analysis: main oputcomes, theoretical frameworks 
and treatment fidelity regimens for each study 


subgroups / sensitivity analyses: Yes 


number of included trials: 26 papers 


number of participants: Not reported 


One study was published before 2000 and 15 of 
the 26 studies (58%) were published after 2003. 


  


TRIALS: 


design: Intervention trials 


duration: 9 weeks – 24 months 


quality: + 


origin: Not reported 


funding: Not reported 


 


INTERVENTIONS: physiological, behavioural and 
some cognitive components.   


 


OUTCOMES:  


Outcome measures were categorized into either 
physiological (eg, heart rate [HR], blood pressure 
[BP], body mass index [BMI]), behavioural 
(adherence), or cognitive (perceptions) outcomes. 
Most studies included outcome measures from 
more than one category.  


Most common outcome measures were 
behavioural (eg, PA questionnaires) and 
physiological (eg, HR, BMI).  Only a very small 


inclusion criteria described: Yes 


details of literature search given:  Yes 


study selection described: Yes 


data extraction described: Yes 


study quality assessment described: 
Yes 


study flow shown: No 


study characteristics of individual 
studies described: Yes 


quality of individual studies given: Yes 


results of individual studies shown: Yes  


statistical analysis appropriate:  


 


OVERALL QUALITY: + 


 


LIMITATIONS: 


Reviewer: exclusion of any non face-to-
face intervention i.e. telehealth; no 
reporting of participant numbers 


 


Author: qualitative versus quantitative 
nature of review; limited inclusion 
criteria 
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proportion of the reviewed studies included 
cognitive outcome measures (ie, stages of 
change questionnaire, processes of change 
questionnaire, decisional balance measures, or 
self-efficacy measures).  


Six studies reported no significant change across 
their sample from PA counselling.  


Thirteen studies reported a behavioural change 
(increased PA) in at least 1 intervention group, 
although only 3 studies reported a cognitive shift  


All remaining studies reported a physiological or 
epidemiological change (such as reduced BMI 
and increased VO2max) in participants between 
at least 1 intervention group and a control.  


Only 5 studies reported having applied any form 
of treatment fidelity.  Three reported significant 
results with the remaining 2 reporting no 
differences as a result of the intervention(s). 


Findings reflected the equivocal nature of the 
results across the range of reviewed studies. 


Process evaluation poorly reported in most 
studies 
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Carr 2011 


 


 


Country: UK and developed 


countries 


 


Focus: component intervention 


techniques of lifestyle advisors 
(LAs) in the UK and similar 
contexts 


 


Funding: HTA 


 


OVERALL QUALITY: (++) 


 


INCLUSION CRITERIA 


study design: quantitative, qualitative or economic 
evaluation of HRLA 


participants: Adults 


interventions: chronic care, mental health, breastfeeding, 
smoking, diet and physical activity, screening and human 
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection prevention 


 


METHODOLOGY 


search strategy: Applied Social Sciences Index and 


Abstracts (ASSIA), EMBASE, NHS Economic Evaluation 
Database (NHS EED), MEDLINE, PsycINFO, etc.], 
relevant journals and reference lists to Sept 2008 


study selection: any evaluation of HRLA interventions 


 


quality assessment: Yes 


data extraction: bibliographic details, study 
characteristics, participant characteristics, intervention 
and setting, outcome and data results, time period, study 
design, methods of 


analysis, factors considered in the analysis, other 
contextual factors, role, costs and any other outcomes of 
interest. 


meta-analysis: No 


data analysis: narrative synthesis, realist synthesis and 
cost-effectiveness 


subgroups / sensitivity analyses: Yes 


number of included trials: 26 


number of participants: 25,484 


  


TRIALS: 


design: RCT; Non-RCTs; Cohort studies; Case–
study control; Interrupted time series; 
Ethnographic 


Phenomenological; In-depth qualitative 
evaluations, Combined designs 


duration:  


quality: + 


funding: not reported 


 


INTERVENTIONS:  


interventions with the explicit aim of health 
improvement, including community-based 
secondary prevention for chronic disease that 
involved paid or voluntary work with an individual 
or group of peers acting in an advisory role, 
offering support in person, over the telephone or 
online advice delivered by post, online or 
electronically training, support or counselling 
delivered to patients, communities or members of 
the public sessions on relaxation, diet, exercise, 
fatigue, breaking the ‘symptom cycle’, managing 
pain and medication, decision-making, 
communication, problem-solving and role-playing 


 


OUTCOMES:  


LA interventions in chronic care and smoking 
cessation are cost-effective; and for HIV 
interventions but not in a UK setting. 


Cost-effectiveness of LA interventions for 
breastfeeding and mental health are  inconclusive 


inclusion criteria described: Yes 


details of literature search given:  Yes 


study selection described: Yes 


data extraction described: Yes 


study quality assessment described: 
Yes 


study flow shown: Yes 


study characteristics of individual 
studies described: Yes 


quality of individual studies given: Yes 


results of individual studies shown: Yes  


statistical analysis appropriate: Yes  


 


OVERALL QUALITY: ++ 


 


LIMITATIONS: 


Reviewer:  Agree with authors below 


 


Author: Lack of reporting of mechanism 
leading to positive change.  Uncertainty 
pervading analysis; lack of studies in 
male populations, older people and 
homeless populations.  No evidence on 
holistic interventions 
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due to lack of included studies 


LA interventions for diet and physical activity are 
not cost-effective  


The wide variety of LA models, delivery settings 
and target populations prevented the reviewers 
from establishing firm causal relationships 
between intervention mode and study outcomes. 


Evidence is variable and can only give limited 
support to LAs having a positive impact on health 
knowledge, behaviours and outcomes. Levels of 
acceptability appear to be high.  


LAs acted as translational agents, sometimes 
removing barriers to prescribed behaviour or 
helping to create facilitative social environments. 
Reporting of processes of accessing or 
capitalising on indigenous knowledge (IK) is 
limited. 


Ambiguity continues with respect to the role and 
impact of lay and peer characteristics of the 
interventions 
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Dombrowski 2010 


 


Country: UK 


 


Focus: obesity related co-


morbidities 


 


Funding: Not reported 


 


OVERALL QUALITY: (++) 


 


INCLUSION CRITERIA 


study design: randomised controlled trials  


participants: Obese adults 


interventions: Behavioural interventions  


Main outcomes were behaviour and weight change 


Secondary descriptive outcomes include modes of 
intervention delivery and BCTs; reporting of behaviour 
change data for diet and PA including self-report and 
objective measures as measured at both baseline and 
follow-up 


 


METHODOLOGY 


search strategy: MEDLINE, EMBASE and PsycINFO, 3 
relevant journals ‘International journal of obesity; the 
international journal of behavioural medicine’ and 
‘obesity research’.  Reference lists of relevant review 
articles and of all included studies were searched. 


study selection:  Behavioural interventions targeting 
dietary and/or physical activity change in obese adults 
(mean BMI≥30, mean age≥40 years) with risk factors 
and follow-up data≥12 weeks. 


 


26 item BCT coding used 


 


quality assessment: Yes 


data extraction: behaviour and weight change; 
secondary descriptive outcomes including modes of 
intervention delivery and BCTs.. 


meta-analysis: Yes 


data analysis: quantitative meta-anlyses using RevMan 


subgroups / sensitivity analyses: Yes 


 


number of included trials: 44 


number of participants:  


  


TRIALS: 


design: randomised controlled trials 


duration: ≥12 weeks follow-up data after the point 
of randomisation 


 


quality: + 


funding: not reported 


 


INTERVENTIONS:  


Behavioural interventions aimed at changing diet 
and/or PA compared to usual care, waiting list 
control or less intensive intervention group. 


 


OUTCOMES: 


Meta-regression suggested that increasing 
numbers of identified BCTs is not necessarily 
associated with better outcomes.  


The BCTs provision of instructions (β =− 2.69, 
p=0.02), self-monitoring (β = − 3.37, p<0.001), 
relapse prevention (β = − 2.63, p=0.02) and 
prompting practice (β = − 3.63, p<0.001) could be 
linked to more successful interventions. 


Studies including more BCTs aimed at dietary 
change that are congruent with Control Theory 
were associated with greater weight loss (β = − 
1.13, p=0.04). 


 


inclusion criteria described: Yes 


details of literature search given:  Yes 


study selection described: Yes 


data extraction described: Yes 


study quality assessment described: 
Yes 


study flow shown: Yes 


study characteristics of individual 
studies described: Yes 


quality of individual studies given: Yes  


results of individual studies shown: Yes  


statistical analysis appropriate: Yes 


 


OVERALL QUALITY: ++ 


 


LIMITATIONS: 


Reviewer: Agree with authors.  Few 
studies used fidelity checks and there 
was a lack of information on control 
groups in trials. 


 


Author: Limited available evidence in 
included studies 
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Greaves 2011 


 


Country: UK 


 


Focus: intervention components 


associated with increased 
effectiveness in dietary and 
physical activity interventions 


 


Funding: Not reported 


 


OVERALL QUALITY: (++) 


 


INCLUSION CRITERIA 


study design: Systematic reviews and meta-analyses 
including RCTs, observational studies, case-controlled or 
other quasi-experimental studies 


participants: Adults (18 years and over) at risk of 
developing type 2 diabetes, selected because they were 
obese, overweight, sedentary, had hypertension, 
impaired fasting glucose, impaired glucose tolerance, 
hyperlipidaemia, metabolic syndrome, polycystic ovarian 
syndrome, gestational diabetes, a family history of type 2 
diabetes or cardiovascular disease, or had been 


identified as having a high cardiovascular disease risk 
score (e.g. using a validated risk score such as Q-RISK 
or Framingham) 


interventions: Interventions promoting physical activity 
and/or dietary change at the individual-level (i.e. 
interventions delivered to individuals either singly or in 
group sessions, but not whole community or whole-
population level interventions such as media campaigns 
or changes in the local environment) 


 


METHODOLOGY 


search strategy: MEDLINE, EMBASE, CINAHL, 
PsycInfo, and the Cochrane Library were searched for 
systematic reviews of interventions targeting diet and/or 
physical activity in adults at risk of developing type 2 
diabetes from 1998 to 2008 


study selection: reviews were selected where the primary 
outcome measure was weight, weight loss (kg or Body 
Mass Index (BMI), proportions of people achieving a 
target weight 


loss), changes in physical activity (e.g. frequency, met-
hrs per week) or dietary behaviour. Behaviours could be 
measured objectively (e.g. with accelerometers) or by 
self-report (e.g. dietary intake questionnaires). 
Cardiorespiratory fitness was considered as a proxy for 


number of included trials: 30 


number of participants:  


  


TRIALS: 


design: Ten reviews examined physical activity 
interventions, three examined dietary 
interventions and seventeen examined both. Data 
included a range of populations and settings with 
a variety of descriptive, meta-analytic and meta-
regression  analyses 


duration:  


quality: + 


origin: Not reported 


funding: Not reported 


 


INTERVENTIONS:  


Techniques in Michie and Abraham behaviour 
change taxonomy were investigated 


 


OUTCOMES:  


Overall, interventions produced clinically 
meaningful weight loss (3-5 kg at 12 months; 2-3 
kg at 36 months) and increased physical activity 
(30-60 mins/week of moderate activity at 12-18 
months).  


Based on causal analyses, intervention 
effectiveness was increased by engaging social 
support, targeting both diet and physical activity, 
and using well-defined/established behaviour 
change techniques.  


Increased effectiveness was also associated with 
increased contact frequency and using a specific 
cluster of “self-regulatory” behaviour change 


inclusion criteria described: Yes 


details of literature search given:  Yes 


study selection described: Yes 


data extraction described: Yes 


study quality assessment described: 
Yes 


study flow shown: Yes 


study characteristics of individual 
studies described: Yes 


quality of individual studies given: Yes  


results of individual studies shown: Yes  


statistical analysis appropriate: Yes 


 


OVERALL QUALITY: ++ 


 


LIMITATIONS: 


Reviewer:  Agree with authors 


 


Author:  Inadequate description of 
behavioural interventions; lack of 
intervention fidelity; measurement bias 
e.g. self-select, self-report, study 
quality; unable to determine whether 
the lack of an association between the 
use of a stated theory and 
effectiveness may reflect a lack of good 
theories or  rather reflects poor 
implementation of theories 
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change in physical activity. 


 


quality assessment: QA was rated for sub-sample of 
potentially relevant articles (35 out of 107) 


data extraction: data on the effectiveness of interventions 


for: Theoretical basis; Behaviour change techniques 
used; Mode of delivery; Intervention provider; Intensity; 
Characteristics 


of the target population and Setting  


data analysis: Each analysis was graded using the 
adapted SIGN criteria  


Meta-analysis: No 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


techniques (e.g. goal-setting, self-monitoring).  


No clear relationships were found between 
effectiveness and intervention setting, delivery 
mode, study population or delivery provider. 
Evidence on long-term effectiveness suggested 
the need for greater consideration of behaviour 
maintenance strategies 
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Hutchison 2009 


 


Country: UK 


 


Focus: physical activity behaviour 


change 


 


Funding:  Not reported 


 


OVERALL QUALITY: (+) 


 


INCLUSION CRITERIA 


study design: randomised controlled trials; non-
randomised controlled trials 


participants: Unclear 


interventions: TTM based physical activity interventions 


 


METHODOLOGY 


search strategy: PsycINFO, Science Direct, Web of 
Science, Scopus, SPORT Discus. Hand searched 
journals: Journal of Sport and Exercise Psychology; 
Journal of Sport Behaviour; Health Education Journal; 
Medicine and Science in Sport and Exercise; Health 
Education Research and Research Quarterly in Sport 
and Exercise 


Quality assessment: None reported 


study selection: Transtheoretical model; stages of 
change; process of change; physicaly activity; exercise 
and behaviour change 


data extraction: In evaluations of PA interventions 
reporting multiple outcome measures, the most general 
or comprehensive measure was selected (e.g., exercise 
level, energy expenditure). For studies of healthy eating, 
measures of good and/or poor diet were extracted 


meta-analysis: Yes 


data analysis: Comprehensive meta-analysis software 
and Stata verison 9.2 


subgroups / sensitivity analyses: Yes 


Number of included trials: 34 reporting 24 
different TTM based physical activity behaviour 
change interventions  


number of participants: unclear 


  


TRIALS: 


design: 21 RCTs; 3 non-randomised controlled 
trials duration: 0-12 months (8 of 24 had follow up 
longer than 6 months) 


 


INTERVENTIONS:  


Dominant techniques were distribution of TTM 
based written information on PA (66%) and PA 
counselling based on the TTM (71%).  Additional 
techniques included computer-generated PA 
feedback (8.3%) and telephone advice (12.5%). 


Brief intensity interventions (29%) 


Medium intensity interventions (38%) 


Intensive interventions (29%) 


 


OUTCOMES:  


Of short term studies, 75% reported a significant 
effect for TTM based interventions over control 
conditions in terms of stage progression, activity 
levels or both 


Long term results – only 2 studies reported a 
significant effect for TTM-based interventions 
over control conditions. 


There are numerous inconsistencies regarding 
the development and implementation/application 
of TTM based interventions. 


 


 


inclusion criteria described: Yes 


details of literature search given: Yes 


study selection described: Yes 


data extraction described: Yes 


study quality assessment described: 
No 


study flow shown: Yes 


study characteristics of individual 
studies described: Yes 


quality of individual studies given: No 


results of individual studies shown: No 


statistical analysis appropriate: N/A 


 


OVERALL QUALITY: + 


 


LIMITATIONS: 


Reviewer: No reporting of quality or 
results of individual studies; no quality 
assessment 


 


Author: Incomplete information, only 9 
study authors replied to email invitation 
to clarify how TTM was used to develop 
their interventions. 
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Huttunen-Lenz 2010 


 


Country:  UK 


 


Focus:  smoking cessation 


 


Funding:  Not stated 


 


OVERALL QUALITY: ++ 


 


INCLUSION CRITERIA 


study design: randomised controlled studies of non-
pharmacological interventions for smoking cessation 


participants: Adults 


interventions: psycho-educational interventions 


 


METHODOLOGY 


search strategy: Cochrane Controlled Trials Register, 
PsychINFO, MEDLINE, CINAHL and Dissertations and 
Abstracts International databases from 1970s onwards 


study selection: psycho-educational cardiac rehabilitation 
interventions; non-pharmacological interventions for 
smoking cessation among patients with CHD. 


 


quality assessment: Yes 


data extraction: Data extraction sheets for study design, 
intervention and patient characteristics, point prevalent, 
continuous smoking cessation, and mortality. 


meta-analysis: No 


data analysis: application of Michie et al behaviour 
change technique framework, behavioural determinants 
were estimated 


subgroups / sensitivity analyses: No 


number of included trials: 14 


number of participants: 1,792 intervention 
participants; 1,766 control participants (range 87 
– 789 per study) 


  


TRIALS: 


design: RCT 


duration: 6-66 month follow-up 


quality: variable 


origin: worldwide 


funding: not reported 


 


INTERVENTIONS:  


Any non-pharmacological intervention 


 


OUTCOMES:  


Psycho-educational interventions statistically 
significantly increased point prevalent (RR 1.44, 
95% CI, 1.20–1.73) and continuous (RR 1.51, 
95% CI, 1.18–1.93) smoking cessation, and 
statistically non-significantly decreased total 
mortality (RR 0.73, 95% CI, 0.46–1.15).  


Included studies used a mixture of theories in 
intervention planning.  


Despite superficial differences, interventions 
appear to deploy similar behaviour change 
techniques, targeted mainly at motivation and 
goals, beliefs about capacity, knowledge, and 
skills. 


 


 


 


inclusion criteria described: Yes 


details of literature search given:  Yes 


study selection described: Yes 


data extraction described: Yes 


study quality assessment described: 
No 


study flow shown: No 


study characteristics of individual 
studies described: Yes 


quality of individual studies given: Yes  


results of individual studies shown: Yes  


statistical analysis appropriate: Yes 


 


OVERALL QUALITY: ++ 


 


LIMITATIONS: 


Reviewer: Data from low quality studies 
means that conclusions must be 
treated with caution; no search date 
given; rigour of validity assessment 
unclear. 


 


Author: Limited statistical analyses; 
challenge of collecting reliable long 
term follow up data; lack of process 
evaluation in studies 
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Lai 2010 


 


 


Country: UK, China 


 


Focus:  


Motivational interviewing for 
smoking cessation 


 


Funding: Not reported 


 


OVERALL QUALITY: ++ 


 


INCLUSION CRITERIA 


study design: RCTs, cluster randomised controlled trials 


participants: tobacco users of either gender recruited in 


any setting 


interventions: Pharmacological and behaviour 
interventions based primarily upon the motivational 
interviewing 


 


 


METHODOLOGY 


search strategy: Cochrane Tobacco Addiction Group 
Specialized Register for studies with terms (motivational 
OR motivation OR 


motivating OR motivate OR behavi* OR motivat*) and 
(interview* OR session* OR counsel* OR practi*) in the 
title or abstract, or 


study selection: Randomized controlled trials in which 
motivational interviewing or its variants were offered to 
smokers to assist smoking cessation 


 


quality assessment: Yes 


data extraction: main outcome measure was abstinence 
from smoking after at least six months follow up 


meta-analysis: Yes 


data analysis: The most rigorous definition of abstinence 


was used in each trial, and biochemically validated rates 
where available. Subjects lost to follow up were treated 
as continuing smokers 


subgroups / sensitivity analyses: Yes 


number of included trials: 14 


number of participants: >10,000 


  


TRIALS: 


design: all MI intervention trials 


duration: 3-12 months (15-45 min sessions) 


quality: + 


origin: worldwide 


funding: Not reported 


 


INTERVENTIONS:  


most commonly used approach to motivational 
interviewing (MI) has been one in which the 
smoker is given feedback intended to develop 
discrepancy between smoking and personal goals 
in a non-threatening manner 


MI was delivered in face-to-face sessions in 11 
studies. In 3 counselling was telephone-based. 
None of the included studies used MI in groups. 
Ten studies delivered the MI intervention in a 
single session; 3 studies each provided three 
sessions, and four sessions (by phone). The 
duration for each session ranged from 10 to 40 
minutes. 


 


OUTCOMES:  


14 studies published between 1997 and 2008, 
involving over 10,000 smokers.  


Trials were conducted in one to four sessions, 
with the duration of each session ranging from 15 
to 45 minutes.  


All but two of the trials used supportive telephone 
contacts, and supplemented the counselling with 


inclusion criteria described:  


details of literature search given:  Yes 


study selection described: Yes 


data extraction described: Yes 


study quality assessment described: 
Yes 


study flow shown: No 


study characteristics of individual 
studies described: Yes 


quality of individual studies given: Yes 


results of individual studies shown: Yes  


statistical analysis appropriate: Yes 


 


OVERALL QUALITY: ++ 


 


LIMITATIONS: 


Reviewer: Agree with authors 


 


Author: Publication bias and/or 
selective reporting in favour of positive 
results may compromise strength of 
evidence and conclusions 
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self-help materials. MI was generally compared 
with brief advice or usual care in the trials. 


Interventions were delivered by primary care 
physicians, hospital clinicians, nurses or 
counsellors. Our meta-analysis of MI versus brief 
advice or usual care yielded a modest but 
significant increase in quitting (RR 1.27; 95% CI 
1.14 to 1.42).  


Subgroup analyses suggested that MI was 
effective when delivered by primary care 
physicians (RR 3.49; 95% CI 1.53 to 7.94) and by 
counsellors (RR1.27; 95% CI 1.12 to 1.43), and 
when it was conducted in longer sessions (more 
than 20 minutes per session) (RR 1.31; 95% CI 
1.16 to 1.49).  


Multiple session treatments may be slightly more 
effective than single sessions, but both regimens 
produced positive outcomes.  


Evidence is unclear at present on the optimal 
number of follow-up calls. 


There was variation across the trials in treatment 
fidelity. All trials used some variant of motivational 
interviewing.  


Critical details in how it was modified for the 
particular study population, the training of 
therapists and the content of the counselling were 
sometimeslacking from trial reports. 
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Michie 2009 


 


 


Country: UK 


 


Focus: techniques in health 


eating and physical activity 
interventions 


 


 


Funding: not reported 


 


OVERALL QUALITY: ++ 


 


INCLUSION CRITERIA 


study design: Interventions, evaluated in experimental or 
quasi-experimental studies, using behavioural and/or 
cognitive techniques to increase physical activity  


and healthy eating  


participants: adults 


interventions: any 


 


METHODOLOGY 


search strategy: MEDLINE, EMBASE, PsycINFO, the 
Cochrane library (Cochrane Central Controlled Trials 
Register and the Health Technology Assessment 
database), AMED (Allied and Complementary Medicine 
Database), and HMIC (Health Management Information 
Consortium) databases between 1990 and 2008 


study selection: interventions that recruited adults’ (18 
years or over) to increase their levels of physical activity 
or healthy eating, used experimental or quasi-
experimental designs, and had outcome measures that 
were objective, standardized, or validated self-report 
measures. 


data extraction: In evaluations of PA interventions 
reporting multiple outcome measures, the most general 
or comprehensive measure was selected (e.g., exercise 
level, energy expenditure). For studies of healthy eating, 
measures of good and/or poor diet were extracted 


meta-analysis: Yes 


data analysis: Comprehensive meta-analysis software 
and Stata verison 9.2 


subgroups / sensitivity analyses: Yes 


number of included trials: 122 evaluations 


number of participants: 44,747 


  


TRIALS: 


design: experimental or quasi-experimental 


duration: 1 session to 2.5 years 


 


quality: + 


 


INTERVENTIONS:  


26 behaviour change techniques of which self-
monitoring of behaviour,  prompting intention 
formation, prompting specific goal setting, 
providing feedback on performance, prompting 
review of behavioural goals were most effective 


 


OUTCOMES:  


Fifty-one evaluations targeted physical activity 
only, 35 targeted healthy eating only and 18 
targeted both. 


The 122 interventions produced an overall pooled 
effect size of 0.31 (95% confidence interval _ 0.26 
to 0.36, I2 _ 69%). The technique, “self-
monitoring,” explained the greatest amount of 
among-study heterogeneity (13%). 


Interventions that combined self-monitoring with 
at least one other technique derived from control 
theory were significantly more effective than the 
other interventions (0.42 vs. 0.26). 


 


 


 


inclusion criteria described: Yes 


details of literature search given: Yes 


study selection described: Yes 


data extraction described: Yes 


study quality assessment described: 
Yes 


study flow shown: No 


study characteristics of individual 
studies described: Yes 


quality of individual studies given: Yes 


results of individual studies shown: Yes 


statistical analysis appropriate: Yes 


 


OVERALL QUALITY: ++ 


 


LIMITATIONS: 


Reviewer: Agree with authors 


 


Author: Limited number of intervention 
studies of sufficient rigour; potential 
publication bias resulting in over-
estimation of magnitude of effects; 
potential unaccounted for variance in 
effect size heterogeneity  
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Michie 2011 


 


Country: UK 


 


Focus:  evidence based 


competences required to deliver 
behavioural support for smoking 
cessation 


 


Funding:  Cancer Research UK 


and the UK Department of Health 


 


OVERALL QUALITY: ++ 


 


INCLUSION CRITERIA 


study design: development and application of a system 
for identifying competencies required for the delivery of 
individual and group-based behavioural support for 
smoking cessation 


participants: N/A 


interventions: behaviour change competences 


 


METHODOLOGY 


search strategy: Sets of recommended competences for 
behavioural support were identified from a range of 
guidance documents 


study selection: Sets of recommended competences for 
behavioural support were identified from a range of 
guidance documents 


quality assessment:  Yes 


data extraction: recommended competences were 
compared with ones based on behaviour change 
techniques identified within behavioural support 
programmes found to be effective in randomised 
controlled trials (RCTs) and, for individual behavioural 
support, ones associated with higher success rates in 
the English Stop Smoking Services. 


data analysis: list and classification of competences; 
determination of which competences have agreement of 
effectiveness; derive subsets of behaviour change 
techniques 


subgroups / sensitivity analyses: Yes 


 


 


 


 


 


 


INTERVENTIONS: smoking cessation  


 


 


OUTCOMES:  


Ninety-four competences were identified (71 
individual and 23 additional group competences) 


59 were cited in at least two guidance documents 
(51 and 8, respectively).  


Fourteen of the individual competences and three 
of the group competences were supported by 
RCT evidence  


For individual competences, nine were supported 
by evidence from the services. 


Competences were classified in terms of skill, 
knowledge and function 


inclusion criteria described: Yes 


details of literature search given:  Yes 


study selection described: Yes 


data extraction described: Yes 


study quality assessment described: 
N/A 


study flow shown: Yes 


study characteristics of individual 
studies described: Yes 


quality of individual studies given: N/A  


results of individual studies shown: N/A  


statistical analysis appropriate: N/A 


 


OVERALL QUALITY: ++ 


 


LIMITATIONS: 


 


Author: Incomplete descriptions of 
behaviour change techniques.  
Behaviour change techniques specified 
may not be reliably delivered; lack of 
information on fidelity of delivery is 
required. 
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Murray 2012 


 


Country: UK 


 


Focus: To identify the main 


barriers and facilitators to lifestyle 
behaviour change amongst 
individuals at high risk of 
cardiovascular events  


 


 


Funding: NIHR 


 


 


Quality: (++) 


  


INCLUSION CRITRIA  


Systematic review of Qualitative studies involving 
patients at high risk of cardiovascular events were 
identified through electronic searching and screening 
against predefined selection criteria. 


 


METHODOLOGY 


A content synthesis of the qualitative literature reporting 
patient-level influences on lifestyle change. 


Factors (reported influences) were extracted and, using 
a clustering technique, organised into categories that 
were then linked to key themes through relationship 
mapping. 


 


 


 


OUTCOMES 


A total of 348 factors were extracted from 33 
studies. Factors were organised into 20 
categories and from these categories five key 
themes were identified: emotions, beliefs, 
information and communication, friends and 
family support, and cost/transport. 


 


Skills to address the following barriers or 
facilitators were identified as important; beliefs 
about the need to change, knowledge about 
lifestyle and options, support from family and 
friends, emotional state (anxiety or depression) 
and practical problems with finance and travel. 


It is possible to organise the large number of self-
reported individual influences on lifestyle 
behaviours into a small number of themes: 
emotions, beliefs, information and 
communication, friends and family support and 
cost/transport. Further research is needed to 
clarify which of these patient-level barriers and 
facilitators are the best predictors of uptake and 
participation in programmes aimed at helping 
people to change lifestyle. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


inclusion criteria described: Yes 


details of literature search given:   Yes 


study selection described: Yes 


data extraction described: Yes 


study quality assessment described: 
Yes 


study flow shown: No 


study characteristics of individual 
studies described: Yes 


quality of individual studies given: Yes  


results of individual studies shown:  
Yes 


statistical analysis appropriate: Yes 


 


OVERALL QUALITY: ++ 
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Rice 2008 


 


Country: UK 


 


Focus: whether support and 


intervention from nurses helps 
people stop smoking 


 


Funding: American Heart 


Association, USA. 


NHS Research & Development 
Programme, UK 


 


OVERALL QUALITY: ++ 


. 


INCLUSION CRITERIA 


study design: studies had to have at least two treatment 
groups and allocation to treatment groups must have 
been stated to be ’random’ 


participants: adult smokers aged 18 years or older 


interventions: Nursing intervention was defined as the 
provision of advice, counselling, and/or strategies to help 
patients quit smoking 


 


METHODOLOGY 


search strategy: Cochrane Tobacco Addiction Group 
specialized register searched 


study selection: Randomized trials of smoking cessation  


interventions delivered by nurses or health visitors with 
follow up of at least six months. 


 


data extraction: the most rigorous definition of 
abstinence for each trial, and biochemically validated 
rates if available 


meta-analysis: Yes 


data analysis: (i) author(s) and year; (ii) country of origin, 
study setting, and design; (iii) number and characteristics 
of participants and definition of ’smoker’; (iv) description 
of the intervention and designation of its intensity (high or 
low); and (v) outcomes and biochemical validation. 


subgroups / sensitivity analyses: Yes 


number of included trials: 42 


number of participants: >15,000 


  


TRIALS: 


design: Randomized trials 


duration: At least 6 month follow up 


quality: + 


origin: Any 


funding:  Not reported 


 


INTERVENTIONS:  


Thirty-one studies comparing a nursing 
intervention to a control or to usual care 


Nine studies compared different nurse delivered 


Interventions including five studies of nurse 
counselling on smoking cessation  


 


OUTCOMES:  


The main outcome measure was abstinence from 
smoking after at least six months of follow up. 


Advice and support from nursing staff could 
increase people’s success in quitting smoking, 
especially in a hospital setting. 


No evidence that that the trials classified as using 
higher intensity interventions had larger treatment 
effects 


Weak evidence that additional telephone support 
increased cessation (3 trials) 


Significant benefit for additional face to face 
sessions (1 trial) 


 


inclusion criteria described: Yes 


details of literature search given:   Yes 


study selection described: Yes 


data extraction described: Yes 


study quality assessment described: 
Yes 


study flow shown: No 


study characteristics of individual 
studies described: Yes 


quality of individual studies given: Yes  


results of individual studies shown:  
Yes 


statistical analysis appropriate: Yes 


 


OVERALL QUALITY: ++ 


 


LIMITATIONS: 


Reviewer: Agree with authors 


 


Author: Lack of controlled studies; 
further studies with careful 
consideration of sample size, 
participant selection, erfusals, drop-
outs, long-term follow up and 
biochemical verification are required; 
lack of replication studies 
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Van Achterberg 2010 


 


 


Country: Netherlands 


 


focus: promoting healthy 


behaviours in patients 


 


 


funding: Not reported 


 


OVERALL QUALITY: ++ 


 


INCLUSION CRITERIA 


study design: 23 systematic reviews: 14 on smoking 
cessation, 6 on physical exercise, and 2 on healthy diets 
and 1 on both exercise and diets 


 


 


METHODOLOGY 


search strategy: Pubmed, CINAHL, PsycInfo and the 
Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews. Search 
strategies for each topic (smoking, diet, exercise) and 
each database included both relevant index terms and 
free text word 


study selection: reporting systematic review; published 
1990 onwards; focus on adult patient populations; 
selection of RCTs within reviews, focus on smoking, 
exercise or diet; addressing healthcare workers attempts 
to promote healthy behaviour; disclosure of interventions 
and reporting on studies with behavioural outcome 
assessments 


 


quality assessment: Oxman QA tool 1994 


data extraction: general content of the reviews was 
extracted using a pre-structured form on characteristics 
of the review such as target groups, setting, numbers 
and types of studies included, 


and health-care providers involved in interventions.  
Abraham and Michie taxonomy used to classify 
techniques 


meta-analysis: No 


data analysis: descriptive analysis to report the 
frequency of use of behaviour change techniques. 


subgroups / sensitivity analyses: No 


number of included trials: 23 


number of participants: not reported 


  


TRIALS: 


design: systematic reviews 


duration: 1 week-60 months follow-up 


quality: variable 


origin: worldwide 


funding: not reported 


 


INTERVENTIONS:  


Knowledge, awareness, social influence, attitude, 
self-efficacy, intention, action control, 
maintenance, facilitation of behaviour, common 
combinations thereof 


 


OUTCOMES:  


The content of interventions for the promotion of 
healthy behaviours is often insufficiently reported. 


None of the behaviour change techniques 
demonstrated clear effects in convincing 
majorities of the studies in which they were 
evaluated. 


Self-monitoring of behaviour, risk communication, 
and use of social support were most often 
identified as effective.   


The frequently used knowledge and facilitation 
techniques were clearly less often effective.  


Relapse prevention techniques and re-evaluation 
of outcomes were hardly ever successful.  


Only a few combinations of techniques were very 
frequently found, with highest success rates for 
combinations of knowledge, awareness and 


inclusion criteria described: Yes 


details of literature search given:  Yes 


study selection described: Yes 


data extraction described: Yes 


study quality assessment described: No 


study flow shown: No 


study characteristics of individual 
studies described: Yes 


quality of individual studies given: Yes  


results of individual studies shown: Yes  


statistical analysis appropriate: Yes 


 


OVERALL QUALITY: ++ 


 


LIMITATIONS: 


Reviewer:  Unclear study quality 
assessment  


 


Author: Potential bias due to ‘indirect 
sources’; time lapsed since original 
studies and reviews; lack of check for 
appropriateness of techniques in 
studies; insufficient detail in 
publications to determine appropriate 
delivery of tecniques 
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facilitation techniques. 


While success rates were low with all techniques, 
the overall results were dominated by large 
numbers of studies on smoking cessation.  


As poor success rates were especially found in 
smoking cessation studies, these drew heavily on 
overall findings. 


 


Williams French 2011 


 


 


Country: UK 


 


Focus: Techniques for changing 


physical activity self-efficacy and 
behaviour 


 


 


Funding: Not reported 


 


OVERALL QUALITY: + 


 


INCLUSION CRITERIA 


study design: Published randomized experimental, non-
randomized experimental, quasi-experimental or pre- 
and post intervention studies. 


participants: Adults aged 18-60 years 


interventions: Lifestyle and recreational physical activity 
interventions that aimed to increase physical activity self-
efficacy. 


 


METHODOLOGY 


search strategy: Web of Science (1966–2007), PsycInfo 
(1966–2007), SPORTDiscus (1966–2007) and the 
Cochrane Library were searched using a comprehensive 
search strategy including 


self-efficacy, physical activity and trial search terms. 


 


study selection: randomised experimental, non-
randomised experimental, quasi-experimental or pre/post 
intervention studies for lifestyle and recreational physical 
activity interventions that aimed to increase physical 
activity self-efficacy 


 


quality assessment: Not reported 


data extraction: Effect size data were extracted for 
physical activity self-efficacy and physical activity 


number of included trials: 36 interventions from 
27 unique studies 


number of participants: mean 199 (22-874)  


  


TRIALS: 


design: ten randomized experiments, four pre- 
and 


post-intervention studies, one non-randomized 


experiment and one quasi-experimental study. 


duration: Not reported 


quality: - 


origin: Not reported 


funding: Not reported 


 


INTERVENTIONS:  


24 intervention studies focused on lifestyle 
physical activity, e.g. walking and gardening, 3 
studies targeted recreational physical activity, e.g. 
aerobics class, gym sessions.  


There were 19 individual interventions, 8 
interventions were delivered in group setting. 
Modes of delivery included training sessions, 
discussion groups, telephone and mass media.  


Workplace, primary care, media and university 


inclusion criteria described: Yes 


details of literature search given:  No 


 


study selection described: Yes 


data extraction described: Yes 


study quality assessment described: No 


study flow shown: No 


study characteristics of individual 
studies described: Yes 


quality of individual studies given: No 


results of individual studies shown: Yes  


statistical analysis appropriate: Yes 


 


OVERALL QUALITY: + 


 


LIMITATIONS: 


Reviewer: No study quality 
assessment;  no detail of literature 
search given 


 


Author: Lack of description in 
intervention studies with inadequate 
reporting of specific behaviour change 
techniques; lack of statistical control for 
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behaviour. 


meta-analysis:  Yes 


data analysis: Cohen’s d; Q co-efficient; one way 
Spearman’s Rho; paired Z scores 


subgroups / sensitivity analyses: No 


settings were most often utilized.  


Most commonly, a researcher or health 
professional was assigned the role of intervention 
deliverer. 


A theoretical rationale was explicitly mentioned in 
24 of the included studies, although 3 studies 
mentioned no theoretical rationale in their study 
description. 


 


OUTCOMES:  


6 techniques were significantly associated with 
higher physical activity behaviour effect sizes:  
‘provide information on consequences of the 
behaviour in general’ (included d = 0.27; not 
included d = 0.08, P = P < 0.001), ‘action 
planning’ (included d = 0.38; not included d 
=0.16, P = 0.009), ‘reinforcing effort or progress 
towards behaviour’ (included d = 0.33; not 
included d = 0.16, P = 0.011), ‘provide 
instruction’(included d = 0.26; not included d = 
0.12, P = 0.004), ‘facilitate social comparison’ 
(included d = 0.46; not included d = 0.18, P = 
0.022) and ‘time management’ (included d = 0.33; 
not included d = 0.17, P = 0.039). 


3 intervention techniques were significantly 
associated with lower physical activity effect 
sizes; ‘set graded tasks’ (included d = _0.01,not 
included d = 0.21, P = 0.001), ‘use of follow-up 
prompts’ (included d = 0.02, not included d = 
0.21, P = 0.021) and ‘relapse prevention’ 
(included d = 0.01, not included d = 0.26, P < 
0.001). 


The remaining 11 techniques included in the 
moderator analysis were not associated with 
significant differences in physical activity effect 
size estimates between studies that included 


potential confounders; lack of 
generalisability 
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those techniques and studies that did not. 


Three intervention techniques were significantly 
associated with higher self-efficacy effect sizes; 
‘action planning’ (included d = 0.49; not included 
d = 0.11, P < 0.001), ‘reinforcing effort or 
progress towards behaviour’ (included d = 0.31; 
not included d = 0.11, P = 0.003) and ‘provide 
instruction’ (included d = 0.21; not included d = 
0.11, P = 0.017). 


Five intervention techniques were significantly 
associated with lower self-efficacy effect sizes, 
‘set graded tasks’ (included d = _0.52; not 
included d = 0.20, P = 0.01), ‘prompt self-
monitoring of behaviour’ (included d = 0.06, not 
included d = 0.19, P = 0.004), ‘prompt practice’ 
(included d = 0.13, not included d = 0.22, P = 
0.026), ‘plan social support/social change’ 
(included d = 0.06; not included d = 0.20, P = 
0.010) and ‘relapse prevention’ (included d = 
0.05; not included d = 0.22, P < 0.001). 
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Glossary 


Behaviour Change Intervention: Any form of intervention intended to help 


people change their behaviour. This may include regulation, financial 


incentives and information provision but also applies to social marketing, brief 


interventions and one to one support based on psychological concepts to 


optimise motivation and support behaviour change. 


Brief Intervention: Usually refers to short (5-25 minutes) motivational 


interviews to support positive health choices including provision of literature 


and referral to specialist support services. This may be supported by 


screening to assess behavioural problems and social marketing to direct 


clients to services and to persuade and encourage professionals to deliver 


brief interventions. 


Communities: Social or family groups linked by networks, geographical 


location or another common factor. 


Competency: A quality or characteristic of a person that is related to effective 


performance. Competencies can be described as a combination of 


knowledge, skills, values, motives and personal traits. Competencies help 


individuals and their organisations look at how they do their jobs. 


Competency framework: A collection of competencies thought to be central to 


effective performance. Development of competencies should help individuals 


to continually improve their performance and to work more effectively.  


Counselling: A counsellor works with a client in a private and confidential 


setting to explore a difficulty the client is having or distress they may be 


experiencing. Counselling aims to see things from the client's point of view to 


clarify issues, perhaps from a different perspective. Counselling is a way of 


enabling choice or change or of reducing confusion. It doesn't involve giving 


advice or telling a client to take a particular course of action 
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Communication skills: These include skills in conveying information by words, 


letters, e-mail, body language, or messages. Skills in the interchange of 


thoughts, information, or opinions.   


Core competencies: The minimum set of competencies that constitute a 


common baseline for all health roles. 


Empathy: Means compassion, understanding, stepping into other’s shoes. It is 


often mistakenly used in place of sympathy. 


Motivational interviewing: Has been defined in several ways and the approach 


has evolved since originally described in 1983. For this report motivational 


Interviewing is not defined as a theory or technique but as an approach 


grounded in a patient centred stance that focuses on building rapport in the 


initial stages of the counselling relationship. Central concepts are resolving 


ambivalence and becoming attuned to “readiness for change” defined in 


stages. 


National Occupational Standards:  Developed for the health sector by Skills 


for Health and approved by the UK Commission for Employment and Skills, 


these describe the skills, knowledge and understanding needed to undertake 


a particular task or job to a nationally recognised level of competence. They 


focus on what the person needs to be able to do, as well as what they must 


know and understand to work effectively. 


NHS Knowledge and Skills Framework (KSF): The development of this 


framework was linked to the implementation of the “agenda for change” was 


first developed by the Department of Health (DH 2004). It is designed to help 


individual professionals identify the knowledge and skills needed for their 


posts and to guide the professional development of individuals. It is designed 


to link to emerging competency frameworks and for use by the whole UK 


healthcare sector (including those outside the NHS).  


Programmes: Multi-agency, multi-packages and/or a series of related policies, 


services and interventions or other actions focused on broad strategic issues. 
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They can involve a suite of activities that may be topic, setting or population 


based – and may involve changes to organisational infrastructures. 


Self-efficacy: A person's estimate or personal judgment of his or her own 


ability to succeed in reaching a specific goal. 


Stages of Change: a construct representing the temporal dimension of phases 


or steps through which individuals are believed to change (or not change) 


their behaviour, see transtheoretical model.  


Transtheoretical Model of Change (TTM): A comprehensive framework that 


utilises various dimensions to understand behaviour change. 
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1 Executive Summary  


Aims and Objectives 


This review of qualitative studies aims to answer the research question “what 


are the characteristics and competencies required to deliver behaviour 


change interventions in those delivering behaviour change interventions?”  


Methods 


The review takes the approach of a thematic synthesis applying some 


techniques known as framework analysis.  A search was conducted across 11 


databases for qualitative literature published in English from 2003 onwards. A 


separate search of grey literature sources was undertaken for behaviour 


change manuals and frameworks. A broad range of study types (for example 


semi-structured interviews, focus groups, intervention studies and systematic 


reviews) were considered for the review and assessed using quality 


checklists. The published manuals describing how to deliver behaviour 


change interventions were retrieved and summarised. Descriptive categories 


of skill and training were developed from these manuals and the findings from 


the qualitative and selected quantitative literature were reported against these 


categories until conceptual saturation (no new concepts were being 


identified). Competency frameworks were used to develop analytical themes 


from these barriers and facilitator categories.  Evidence statements reporting 


the qualitative literature were derived from this analysis. 


This directed approach was adopted to infer meaning from a variety of 


primary data sources while retaining the essential concepts common to 


competency frameworks, namely a focus on skills and knowledge. The coding 


categories are derived directly from the text data and remain true to the 


underlying qualitative research. The techniques of framework analysis were 


employed to allow the contextual elements of what works and how 


competencies are currently classified to shape the report. As such the 


analytical themes begin with a theory, framework or relevant research findings 


and these are used as guidance for coding. 
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Findings  


Thirty-five articles reporting qualitative and quantitative studies met inclusion 


criteria and are included.  There were thirteen items of primary qualitative 


research looking at the experience of patients/clients and practitioners relating 


to the knowledge and skills required in delivering behaviour change 


interventions. Data was mainly collected by interview, focus group or 


video/audio tape recording of consultations. Eight intervention studies 


described some relevant skill or training characteristic of the provider of 


behaviour change intervention. Fourteen systematic reviews of studies 


reporting aspects of training or competencies required at a BCT level (Michie 


2013) were included as these help to prioritise the important knowledge and 


skills for training based on evidence of what works. In some cases the 


systematic reviews also report how the skills in delivering specific 


combinations of BCTs together could enhance the effectiveness of 


interventions. 


Discussion 


The following characteristics were found to be valued by patients and when 


present were recognised as important by providers: 


 Being supportive 


 Being motivating 


 Being empathetic 


The following knowledge was recognised as a facilitator by providers 


(providers may mention the lack of these competencies as barriers to 


changing behaviour): 


 Knowledge about conditions  


 Knowledge about behaviour change and theories 


 Knowledge about communication of information 
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The following skills were recognised as facilitators by providers (providers 


may mention the lack of these competencies as barriers to changing 


behaviour): 


 Skills in assessing individuals 


 Skills in referral and signposting support 


 Skills in developing motivation and enabling action 


 Skills in providing feedback 


 Skills in delivering brief and very brief interventions 


 Skills in action planning, goal setting and problem solving 


 Skills in encouraging self-management 


 Advanced skills for group counselling 


 Advanced skills in maintaining change by making use of prompts and 


relapse prevention 


Strengths 


This thematic synthesis used a wide search for qualitative literature, it is part 


of a coherent set of reviews that use a shared BCT taxonomy (review 1 and 


review 2).  Conceptual saturation in terms of the perception of barriers due to 


lack of skills, lack of time, lack of knowledge and fear of a negative patient 


reaction was reached early suggesting that there is reasonably strong 


agreement on the main themes across studies.  


Detail of training required for specific interventions is offered in manuals and 


these provide a rich source of tools for assessing patients and information. 


Existing frameworks list agreed competencies and these map well to most of  


those identified in this thematic synthesis.  Skills for delivering group or 


remote interventions such as telephone counselling were exceptions that 


were not well covered by existing frameworks.   


The underlying qualitative research was of good or moderate quality. 
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Limitations 


The review does not include interventions that take a community or societal 


approach to behaviour change or those that predominantly use 


‘environmental’ triggers to effect behaviour change. This may limit the 


applicability of this review to interventions that take a more multifactorial 


approach, use unselected populations or include environmental redesign. 


Sexual health interventions, for example those that promote the use of 


condoms for preventing HIV or other infections were poorly represented in the 


search results. No evidence statements have been made relevant to this area. 


As few studies were identified that assess competency directly or measure 


fidelity of delivery alongside quantitative results, it was not possible to directly 


infer how effective competence-based training might be in improving the 


uptake or success of behaviour change interventions. Those studies that did 


do this were assessing motivational interviewing for brief interventions 


targeting addictive behaviours (alcohol or smoking). 


The terminology used in qualitative studies was not used consistently. 


Concepts such as motivation, self-efficacy and support appear to hold a 


different meaning for different researchers from different countries, making the 


applicability of some findings less direct. A common, agreed set of definitions 


for these concepts and for the behaviour change techniques described in 


research would help in any future specifications of competencies. 


Patient experience has been captured in some qualitative research reported, 


but the search for this has not been exhaustive, it was included where it adds 


depth to the provider views of skills and training required. 


Two additional competencies are poorly specified in qualitative research 


though adequately described in manuals and frameworks: skills in providing 


menus or choice in behaviour change techniques and skills in selecting 


behaviour change techniques for target behaviours. 
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Themes that were less well represented in the qualitative literature include the 


flexibility and adaptability needed to tailor BCTs and interventions to client 


needs, use of prompts and cues as specific BCTs and the competencies 


needed to deliver BCTs in a group setting such as those needed to maintain 


social cohesion within groups. 


The review specifically looked for evidence relevant to groups that may need 


interventions tailored to suit their personal characteristics, for example, those 


with learning disability, physical disability or socioeconomic disadvantage. No 


qualitative studies describing views of how this should be done were 


identified. 


Fear of damaging the patient relationship was an emotion expressed by some 


professionals as a barrier to initiating discussions on smoking cessation, for 


example. The skill to overcome this or to work with such resistance was not 


easily ascribed to a single competence or concept.  


Conclusions 


The need for training or skill in delivering specific behaviour techniques are 


expressed in the qualitative literature. Providing feedback, delivering action 


planning, goal setting, and problem solving are well represented and if 


effective for specific target areas, could be important focus for training. 


The professional characteristics of those delivering interventions are those of 


professionalism (including being knowledgeable and being able to 


communicate information), being supportive, empathetic and motivating.  


A focus on the specific skills required in developing motivation, promoting 


external support (social support cluster) from family, friends and others along 


with developing skills in fostering self-management and transitions out of 


programmes are also seen as valuable by providers. 
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2 Introduction 


2.1 Scope 


This is the third external evidence review commissioned by NICE to update 


public health guidance on behaviour change (PH6). It is a qualitative review of 


studies describing the knowledge and skills needs of those delivering effective 


behaviour change interventions or techniques at an individual level. The focus 


is on smoking, alcohol, diet, physical activity and sexual health behavioural 


targets. The knowledge or skills identified by professionals as important for 


delivering interventions to groups are included, however, interventions 


provided at a community or population level are not considered in this review.  


An “individual-level behaviour change intervention” is defined as one where 


an individual is selected for an intervention on the basis of an existing health 


status (e.g. overweight) or behaviour (e.g. high alcohol consumption, 


smoking). The definition includes both health promotion and disease 


prevention interventions aimed at changing an individual’s behaviour. 


Studies describing skills or training (competencies) or provider characteristics 


for delivering behaviour change interventions were included if they addressed 


one of the five behaviour topics within scope for this review. The findings are 


reported, where possible, in terms used by competency frameworks. 


The overarching question that this review aims to answer is: 


 What are the characteristics and competencies required to deliver 


behaviour change interventions in those delivering behaviour change 


interventions?  


This is the third of three reviews:  


Review 1 summarises the existing state of knowledge and guidance on 


behaviour change as described in current NICE public health guidance.  


Review 2 is a systematic review that addresses questions regarding the 


effectiveness of the interventions, intervention functions and behaviour 
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change techniques included as components within these interventions. 


Review 2 takes a quantitative approach to assessing overall effectiveness and 


reports the associations of these design components with success along with 


the generalisability and applicability of these findings.  


Review 3 takes a qualitative approach to the experience of professionals 


delivering these interventions and should be interpreted alongside the findings 


of the other two reviews. The review sets provider characteristics and 


competencies in the context of behavioural change interventions and the 


taxonomy for techniques (BCTs) described in review 1 and 2 (Michie 2013). 


Where reported in the primary studies identified, the review also reports the 


patients views of interventions and techniques, but no evidence statements 


have been derived from patient views alone. 


Other barriers and facilitators to effective implementation of behaviour change 


interventions exist, for example environmental, workforce issues or societal 


attitudes, however this review only considers the barriers and facilitators 


relating to competencies and provider characteristics.   


2.2 Competency and competency frameworks 


Identifying and agreeing the core competencies for effective health promotion 


practice, education and training has been emphasised by others as being an 


essential component of developing and strengthening workforce capacity for 


delivering behaviour change interventions (Taub 2009).  


The NHS Knowledge and skills framework 


An understanding of the range of competencies required for delivering 


improvements in health and healthcare, including public health has led to a 


movement to develop cross-discipline frameworks listing generic and 


specialist knowledge or skills at several levels or points along a career path. 


For example, Skills for Health, a sector skills council with responsibility for 


setting standards to help deliver a skilled and flexible UK workforce, has 


collaborated with public health professional organisations across the UK to 


develop the Public Health Skills and Career Framework (PHSCF). This is 
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designed as a tool for individuals at any stage of their career to identify a 


pathway for developing their skills either in their current post or with future 


career in mind. National Occupational Standards (NOS) for the health sector 


are also developed by Skills for Health. The NHS Knowledge and Skills 


Framework (KSF) describes the knowledge and skills that NHS staff (except 


for doctors and dentists) need to apply in their work (DH 2004). 


Three competency frameworks directed at specific behaviours were identified 


and included: 


 NHS Health Scotland (2010) ‘Delivery of alcohol brief interventions: A 


competency Framework’  


 Dixon for NHS Scotland (2010) ‘Health Behaviour Change Competency 


Framework: Competencies to deliver interventions to change lifestyle 


behaviours that affect health’ 


 Yorkshire and the Humber NHS (2010) ‘Prevention and lifestyle behaviour 


change: A competence framework’ 


One framework describing competencies for motivational interviewing alone 


was identified: 


 The Health Foundation (2011) ‘Research scan: training professionals in 


motivational interviewing’ 
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3 Methods 


3.1 Approach 


This qualitative review is a ‘thematic synthesis’ based on methods described 


and used by the EPPI-Centre, Social Science Research Unit in London 


(Thomas 2009). This is one of several approaches to the synthesis of 


qualitative research. In the context of the behaviour change interventions and 


targets, the method has been selected for its ability to provide evidence for 


understanding the experiences and point of view of those delivering 


interventions and needing to learn techniques.  


Methods are summarised in figure 1. A two part approach to developing 


themes has been used. First, descriptive categories of barriers and facilitators 


have been derived from the coding of qualitative research against the training 


and skills described in selected intervention manuals. Second, the existing 


behaviour change competency frameworks and other quantitative research 


designs have been used to inform the development of the analytical themes. 


This two part approach has been applied so that the conclusions of a 


narrative synthesis of data from qualitative studies is relevant to the 


competencies professionals see as necessary for delivering effective 


interventions.  


This is a ‘directed’ qualitative research technique that maintains the objective 


of this review. It contextualises the inferences made in the context of existing 


competency frameworks, intervention trials and systematic reviews. The aim 


of this directed approach is to provide evidence statements, at an appropriate 


level of abstraction, which synthesise a large amount of qualitative research 


across five behaviour change target areas for all populations and settings for 


which interventions are appropriate.  


Behavioural change interventions are often complex. Complex interventions 


have been defined by the Medical Research Council as interventions with 


several interacting components (Craig 2008). They present a number of 


problems for evaluators that relate to the difficulty of standardising the design 
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and delivery of the interventions, their sensitivity to features of the local 


context, and the length and complexity of the causal chains linking 


intervention with outcome. For behaviour change interventions these 


components include: 


 Intervention setting (eg. community, clinic, school) 


 Intervention mode (eg. face to face to individuals/groups or remotely 


delivered by text messaging or telephone) 


 Intervention intensity (eg. measured by frequency, duration number of 


sessions and often categorised as low, medium or high) 


 Intervention provider (eg. GP, doctor, nurse, other health professional, non-


health professional) 


 Intervention complexity (eg. simple or difficult to learn)  


 Intervention function (eg. education, persuasion, enablement) 


 Intervention content (eg. techniques used) 


3.2 Search  


The evidence review for previous NICE behaviour change guidance (PH6) 


covered systematic reviews published up to February 2006. For the current 


reviews including this qualitative review, systematic searches for papers 


published in English from 2003 onwards were undertaken in September 2012. 


The following databases were searched:  


 Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews (Cochrane Library) 


 Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects  (Centre for Reviews and 


Dissemination) 


 MEDLINE (inc. in process) (OvidSP) 


 EMBASE (OvidSP) 


 PsycINFO (OvidSP) 


 ERIC Free (Education Resources Information Center)) 


 CinAHL (EBSCOhost) 


 Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (Cochrane Library) 


 Applied Social Science Index and Abstracts (Proquest, supplied by NICE) 
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 HMIC (OvidSP) 


 Social Policy & Practice (Ovid, supplied by NICE) 


See appendix D for search strategies used. 


The following grey literature sources were searched for behaviour change 


manuals and frameworks (UK published documents were prioritised) in 


September 2012:  


 General internet search engines (e.g. Google, Bing)  


 NHS Evidence (http://www.evidence.nhs.uk/)  


 Social Care Online (http://www.scie-socialcareonline.org.uk/default.asp)  


 Google Scholar (http://scholar.google.co.uk/)  


 Faculty of Public Health (www.fph.org.uk/)  


 British Psychological Society (www.bps.org.uk/)  


 Chartered Institute of Environmental Health (www.cieh.org/)  


 Nursing and Midwifery Council (www.nmc-uk.org/) 


A focused search for manuals and frameworks was also conducted in Google.  


Once manuals, competency frameworks and similar key documents were 


found, further documents were identified through “pearl searching”, that is 


examining reference lists, citation data, and using “related articles” and similar 


functionality where available. A judgement was made on when to stop grey 


literature searching based on 1) the lack of relevancy of new search results, 


and 2) how often new searches retrieve already identified documents 


(sometimes referred to as “Capture-mark-recapture”); i.e. when a saturation 


point is reached. 


Search results were uploaded and managed in Reference Manager 12. 


3.3 Selection of studies 


Qualitative studies and intervention studies or systematic reviews describing 


competencies for behaviour change were sifted within Reference Manager by 


two information specialists against the inclusion and exclusion criteria set for 



http://www.evidence.nhs.uk/

http://www.scie-socialcareonline.org.uk/default.asp

http://www.fph.org.uk/

http://www.bps.org.uk/

http://www.cieh.org/

http://www.nmc-uk.org/
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this review. Abstracts were sent to a research analyst who in discussion with 


the information specialists provided early feedback on the interpretation of 


selection criteria. Any disagreements were resolved by consensus and a final 


list of abstracts for full text retrieval was requested by the research analyst 


(who is also a registered health psychologist).  


Inclusions and exclusions criteria 


Qualitative studies that addressed the following were included: 


 Skills and training needs as perceived by professionals delivering individual 


level behaviour change interventions or using behavioural change 


techniques. 


 Data collected by structured interview, focus group, audio or video taped 


consultations 


 Published in English after 2003 


Intervention studies (randomised or non-randomised controlled trials) and 


systematic reviews were included if they: 


 Described some aspect of training, skill or competency as a moderator of 


intervention effectiveness or were specifically designed to test the 


association of behaviour change techniques with intervention effectiveness. 


 Were published in English after 2003 


Studies were excluded if they: 


 Were unrelated to the target behaviours  (sexual health, alcohol, smoking, 


diet or physical activity) 


 Focussed on barriers and facilitators of behaviour change interventions 


other than skills and training 


 Described the facilitator training and skills in general terms 


The search results are shown in table 1. 
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Table 1: Search results 


Databases and sites 
searched  


Dates 
searched 


Number of hits 


MEDLINE 2003-date 440 


EMBASE 2003-date 388 


CINAHL (excluding MEDLINE 
records) 


2003-date 302 


PsycINFO 2003-date 69 


Cochrane CENTRAL 2003-date 360 


Cochrane Database Syst Rev 2003-date 10 


DARE (via Cochrane) 2003-date 4 


ERIC 2003-date Used review 2 results 


HMIC 2003-date 53 


Social Policy & Practice 2003-date 41 


Applied Social Sciences Index 
and Abstracts (ASSIA) 


2003-date 382 


Total number after de-duplication 1629 


Total number after inclusion of relevant 
review from Review 2 


1668 


Total number after first appraisal 434 


 


The studies that collected data by focus group, structured interview, and 


reviews of qualitative studies were quality assessed using the checklists 


described in NICE public health guidance methods guide (appendix H). 


Intervention studies were also quality assessed using the quality check lists 


provided in the NICE public health guidance methods guide (appendix F). 


Included manuals were not quality assessed as these were used as 


frameworks and no validated quality checklist exists for them. 


3.4 Descriptive categories 


Descriptive categories were developed from the manuals and applied to the 


qualitative research in three steps.  


1. The manuals identified in the search were used to produce a short list 


of broad skills and competencies applicable to the behavioural target 


areas 


2. Components were developed from these lists by grouping the 


competencies into conceptual categories 
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3. Conceptual categories were applied to the qualitative research findings 


to derive the final descriptive categories 


These descriptive categories, therefore, were proposed based on an inclusive 


interpretation of the list of skills from manuals and relate closely to the 


qualitative research findings.  The overall process is summarised in figure 1.  


3.5 Analytical themes 


The analytical themes relate the concepts organised into descriptive 


categories to the three competency frameworks described in section 2.2.  The 


analytical themes therefore take the next step in interpretation and synthesis. 


The process uses deductive inference moving the concepts included in the 


descriptive categories and accepted competency frameworks toward 


analytical themes. From a long list of competencies, skills and knowledge 


needs addressed in these frameworks, a shorter, comprehensive but mutually 


exclusive summary list of analytical meta-themes was developed related to 


the underlying categories. 


A parsimonious approach to defining categories was then chosen. In this the 


number of categories was reduced, by combining terms into logical groups, to 


leave the minimum number of descriptive categories that could make sense of 


the thematic concepts coded.  In hierarchical or tree structures, parsimony 


refers to the supposition that a simpler structure is preferable to the 


supposition of a more complicated structure or chain of events. 


In the directed approach the frameworks and quantitative research designs 


have been used as background context to the development of the analytical 


themes, ensuring they are related to interventions that are both thought to be 


effective and also interpretable using current understanding of competence. 


3.6 Extracting and presenting evidence 


A health research analyst/health psychologist extracted details into evidence 


tables, quality appraised the relevant studies at full text, organised and coded 


the studies grouping them into the descriptive categories based on the 


interventions manuals. Data was captured until no new categories were being 
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identified. Provisional themes were discussed in meetings between 


information specialist, health psychologist, health research analyst and clinical 


lead for this project. 


Characteristics of these studies are presented in narrative text, in summary 


tables and in evidence tables. A separate section includes studies grouped by 


analytical themes and forms the basis for the derived synthetic evidence 


statements. 


3.7 Quality appraisal 


Quality appraisal of quantitative and qualitative studies was carried out using 


NICE quality checklists (appendix F and H of the public health guidance 


methods guide). The ratings are as follows: 


 [++] All or most of the NICE checklist criteria have been fulfilled, where they 


have not been fulfilled the conclusions are very unlikely to alter.  


 [+] Some of the NICE checklist criteria have been fulfilled, where they have 


not been fulfilled or not adequately described, the conclusions are unlikely 


to alter.  


 [-] Few or no NICE checklist criteria have been fulfilled and the conclusions 


are likely or very likely to alter. 


 


Applicability 


Characteristics of each study were recorded at data extraction so that an 


assessment of applicability for each evidence statement and the underlying 


studies could be made.  


Those considered included: 


  the population characteristics (eg. age, gender, ethnicity and 


socioeconomic status) 


 the setting (in particular the country, it’s healthcare delivery system and 


whether the intervention was delivered in a community setting) 
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 the provider of the intervention (eg. if the study used professionals that are 


not part of NHS delivery system) 


 feasibility (eg. in terms of health services/costs/reach) 


 acceptability (eg. number of visits/adherence required) 


 accessibility (eg. transport/outreach required) and  


 other characteristics specific to the topic area/review question(s). 


Following this assessment each evidence statement was categorised as: 


 Directly applicable 


 Partially applicable 


 Not applicable 


3.8 Deriving evidence statements 


The evidence statements follow the principles and examples as laid out in the 


‘Methods for development of NICE public health guidance (third edition, 


2012)’.  


The qualitative evidence statements are derived from the analytical themes 


and present the evidence base as provisional answers offered for the 


questions posed in this review. 


The discussion provides information on additional material that was identified 


in the process that is relevant but not directly related to the focused questions. 


For example the views of patients, the influence of settings and potential 


modification to interventions and technique skills or training required for 


specific population groups such as for people with a learning or physical 


disability, socioeconomic moderators, and so forth. The discussion section 


also describes strengths and limitations of the underlying studies. 
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Figure 1: Methods overview 
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4 Results 


4.1 Overview 


The following research designs and document types were included.  


 10 training manuals 


 4 frameworks 


 13 qualitative research papers (primary) 


 8 intervention studies reporting relevant perspectives on training or skills  


 14 systematic reviews or overviews 


 4 thematic syntheses or content analyses of qualitative research 


 8 report aspects of training or competence 


 2 perform meta-regression of BCT (using a 26-item taxonomy, Abraham 


2008) and comment on skills associated with BCT delivery 


 


Ten training manuals and four frameworks were identified and included. The 


manuals describe how to deliver interventions or intervention types and 


include aspects of skills and knowledge alongside other process issues such 


as sequencing of BCTs. Most were related to alcohol screening and brief 


interventions, taking a general approach to teaching core skills. Some 


specifically aimed at teaching the principles of a model, rather than 


techniques themselves, such as those teaching motivational interviewing 


based on the trans-theoretical model. Some manuals referred to the functions 


or purposes of a technique or group of techniques and describe how 


consideration of theory and function can be used when designing 


interventions.  


Thirty-five articles are included in this review.  Of these, thirteen reported 


observational qualitative research looking at the knowledge and skills 


discussed or requested by practitioners based on data collected by interview, 


focus group, survey or other qualitative methodology. Eight reported 


qualitative results of qualitative methods used alongside intervention studies 


or were quantitative studies that in passing described some aspect of the 
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training requested to obtain the knowledge and skills necessary to deliver the 


specific intervention. Fourteen reviews and overviews are included; four of 


which are qualitative syntheses (thematic synthesis or content analysis), eight 


are systematic reviews reporting aspects of training and competence. Two of 


these perform meta-regression of BCTs (using a 26-item taxonomy, Abraham 


2008) amongst pooled studies designed to investigate the effectiveness of 


interventions in population sub-groups or for specific behaviour targets. 


4.2 Manuals and qualitative studies 


4.2.1 Manuals 


The manuals identified fell into two main types: 


Training manuals.  


 Ten manuals described in detail how an intervention should be delivered. 


They impart knowledge about an intervention, its theory base and in some 


cases the evidence supporting the components of the intervention. The 


knowledge is supplemented by tools and suggestions of how the 


competencies can be learnt. 


Competency frameworks 


 Three competency frameworks were identified that mapped behaviour 


change techniques to the NHS Knowledge and Skills Framework. The most 


compete of these was the Yorkshire and the Humber NHS (2010) 


framework.  


 One framework described competencies for motivational interviewing 


alone, The Health Foundation (2011).  


Training manuals 


1. Alcohol 


 Health Service Executive Ireland (2012) ‘A guiding framework for education 


and training in screening and brief intervention for problem alcohol use for 


nurses and midwives in acute, primary and community settings’ 
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 Australian Government Department of Health and Ageing. (2008) ‘Alcohol 


and Other Drugs: A Handbook for Health Professionals. Part 3 Non-


medical interventions’ 


 Department of Veterans' Affairs (2009) ‘Alcohol screening and brief 


intervention (AS+BI) manual: A skills based intervention and training 


resource for veteran service providers’ 


 American Public Health Association (2008) ‘Alcohol screening and brief 


intervention: a guide for public health practitioners’ 


 American College of Surgeons (2007) ‘Alcohol screening and brief 


intervention (SBI) for trauma patients: COT Quick Guide’ 


 Martino (2006) ‘Motivational Interviewing Assessment: Supervisory Tools 


for Enhancing Proficiency’   


 Gual (2005) ‘Alcohol and primary health care: Training programme on 


identification and brief interventions’ 


2. Smoking 


 Ghodse for International Centre for Drug Policy (2008) ‘Reduction in 


Tobacco Addiction Training Manual: A guide for health professionals 


providing smoking cessation interventions for patients in hospital and out-


patient settings’ 


3. Diet and obesity 


 Cavill for National Obesity Observatory (2011) ‘Brief interventions for 


weight management’  


4. Lifestyle change 


 Michie for DH (2008) ‘Improving health: changing behaviour NHS Health 


Trainer Handbook’  


The category structure that was derived from these manuals is summarised in 


table 2.
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Table 2: Behaviour Change Manuals and frameworks – Competency components 
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Health Service Executive Ireland (2012) A guiding 
framework for education and training in screening and brief 
intervention for problem alcohol use for nurses and 
midwives in acute, primary and community settings 


 X X X X              


Australian Government Department of Health and 
Ageing. (2008) Alcohol and Other Drugs: A Handbook for 
Health Professionals. Part 3 Non-medical interventions 


 X       X X X   X  X X X 


Department of Veterans' Affairs (2009) Alcohol 
screening and brief intervention (AS+BI) manual: A skills 
based intervention and training resource for veteran 
service providers 


   X   X X X X X X       


American Public Health Association (2008) Alcohol 
screening and brief intervention: a guide for public health 
practitioners 


 X X X  X   X  X  X X X    


American College of Surgeons (2007) Alcohol screening 
and brief intervention (SBI) for trauma patients: COT Quick 
Guide  


   X  X        X     


Martino (2006) ‘Motivational Interviewing Assessment: 
Supervisory Tools for Enhancing Proficiency’   


 X X    X  X X    X X    


Gual (2005) Alcohol and primary health care: Training 
programme on identification and brief interventions 


  X X  X X  X X X X  X    X 
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NHS Health Scotland  (2010) Delivery of alcohol brief 
interventions: A competency Framework  


X  X  X      X   X  X   


Ghodse for International Centre for Drug Policy (2008)  
Reduction in Tobacco Addiction Training Manual: A guide 
for health professionals providing smoking cessation 
interventions for patients in hospital and out-patient 
settings  


X  X X X         X  X   


Cavill for National Obesity Observatory (2011) Brief 
interventions for weight management  


     X    X X X  X     


Michie for DH (2008) Improving health: changing 
behaviour NHS Health Trainer Handbook 


          X  X X X    


Dixon for NHS Scotland (2010) Health Behaviour Change 
Competency Framework: Competencies to deliver 
interventions to change lifestyle behaviours that affect 
health 


X X X        X X  X  X X X 


Yorkshire and the Humber NHS (2010) Prevention and 
lifestyle behaviour change: A competence framework;  


X X X X X  X  X X X X  X X X x X 


The Health Foundation (2011) Research scan: training 
professionals in motivational interviewing  


X     X    X    X     


Total: 5 6 8 7 4 5 4 1 6 7 9 5 2 12 4 5 3 4 
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4.2.2 Competency frameworks 


Three source documents (Dixon 2010, NHS Scotland 2010 and Yorkshire and 


Humber 2010) were identified in the search. These describe how 


competencies in a framework can be mapped to the Knowledge and Skills 


Framework (KSF) (DH 2004).  These three competency frameworks all 


describe and group competencies within domains or sub-domains at several 


skill levels. They vary in the terms they use, in the BCT taxonomies used and 


how the grouping is done. 


The ‘Health Behaviour Change Competency Framework: Competences to 


deliver interventions to change lifestyle behaviours that affect health’ (Dixon 


2010) describes a tiered approach to interventions for health behaviour 


change and lists competencies required by workers delivering health 


behaviour change across different health behaviours and to different clients 


and client groups. This report is comprehensive and orders the competencies 


into a hierarchical framework: The Health Behaviour Change Competency 


Framework (HBCC) has three domains and three levels. The three domains 


are: 


1. Foundation Competences 


2. Behaviour Change Competences 


3. Behaviour Change Techniques 


 


Three levels are characterised by the intensity of the health behaviour change 


intervention being delivered: 


1. Low intensity: Interventions delivered per protocol (i.e. following an 


agreed ‘script’) with restricted flexibility for change by the practitioner. 


Interventions will primarily be brief and will include opportunistic 


delivery. Clients may present with few or mild (but not moderate or 


severe) physical co-morbidities (i.e. few of those additional illnesses 


which often occur together). 
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2. Medium intensity: Interventions for which there is a manual but which 


offer the practitioner some flexibility in delivery. Interventions might be 


of longer duration, either in the form of a longer single session or 


multiple sessions. Interventions could be delivered opportunistically or 


via self-referral or referral from other services. Clients may present with 


mild to moderate (but not severe) physical co-morbidities. 


3. High intensity: Flexible interventions delivered to match the assessed 


needs of the client. Typically interventions will be of longer duration and 


on referral from other services. Clients may present with moderate or 


complex physical co-morbidities and may present with moderate 


mental health co-morbidities. 


The ‘Delivery of Alcohol Brief Interventions: A Competency Framework’ (NHS 


Scotland 2010) is specific to alcohol brief interventions (ABIs). It was 


developed to meet a specific need arising from the use of targets and national 


standards governing the delivery of these interventions in the NHS in 


Scotland. An expert education and training advisory group identified and 


agreed minimum competency standards for delivery of ABIs in order to guide 


training. It describes three skill levels across four domains, the levels are: 


1. Awareness and referral for ABIs eg. frontline, non-specialist staff 


2. Screening and referral for ABIs e.g. A&E Staff 


3. Delivering ABIs e.g. health professionals in primary care, A&E and 
antenatal care 


 


The four domains are: 


1. Knowledge, awareness and context - a basic awareness of current 


policy context and the evidence base supporting the effectiveness of 


ABIs, and the impact of alcohol consumption on individuals and society 


as a whole. 
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2. Assessment and screening – initiating discussions about alcohol 


consumption using appropriate screening tools and identifying 


individuals who may respond to an ABI. 


3. Core health behaviour change competencies – core knowledge and 


skills required to deliver a brief intervention effectively, including 


establishing rapport, adopting an empathic approach, emphasising 


personal responsibility and listening for readiness to change. 


4. Signposting and referring appropriately - recognising and responding 


appropriately to individuals who show or report possible signs of 


alcohol dependence and judging when and where to refer those who 


need additional support or help. 


The ‘Prevention and Lifestyle Behaviour Change: A Competence Framework’ 


(Yorkshire and Humber 2010) was developed to support NHS Yorkshire and 


the Humber’s key public health strategy ‘Making Every Contact Count’. It aims 


to support all staff in all organisations and to enable a common approach for 


use by everyone in the workforce. It has five target audiences; service or 


education commissioners, service or education providers and individuals. The 


generic competences for prevention and lifestyle behaviour change are 


described at three levels for most workers (level one, two and three) and at 


one level (level 4) for workers using specialist/advanced and behaviour 


specific approaches to behaviour change. Workers at this fourth level are 


expected to act as a resource for the support, training and education of 


others. 


Mapping the NHS Knowledge and Skills Framework to the BCT 


taxonomy 


Within the KSF, competencies are presented at four hierarchical skill levels 


across five dimensions comprising six core and 24 role specific sub- 


dimensions. The 3 dimensions relevant to behaviour change are described by 


Dixon 2010: 
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KSF Core Dimension is composed of 6 sub-dimensions; five are relevant to 


behaviour change: 


 Communication 


 Personal and people development 


 Service improvement 


 Quality 


 Equality and diversity 


The KSF Health and Wellbeing Dimension is the largest KSF dimension 


being composed of 10 sub-dimensions, four of which are relevant to 


behaviour change: 


 Protection of health and wellbeing 


 Enablement to address health & wellbeing needs 


 Assessment and treatment planning 


 Interventions and treatments 


The KSF Information and Knowledge Dimension contains three sub-


dimensions and two are relevant to behaviour change: 


 Information collection and analysis 


 Knowledge and information resources 


The competency frameworks were compared (table 3). Behavioural change 


techniques and links to the KSF were provided in one competency framework 


(Dixon 2010).  This competency framework was selected as the preferred 


framework as it is the most comprehensive, includes reference to BCTs and 


has a bibliography.  The selection was made for pragmatic reasons so that the 


findings of this review can be structured in a way that is useful for those 


implementing competency based training systems or measuring performance 


against standards. It would be possible to structure the findings of the review 


against other frameworks. 
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Table 3: Comparison of frameworks 


Title (Ref) HBCC (Dixon 
2010) 


Alcohol Brief 
Interventions (NHS 
Scotland 2010) 


Prevention and 
lifestyle behaviour 
change (Yorkshire 
and Humber 2010) 


Cover Comprehensive Alcohol Lifestyle 
behaviours 


Design Hierarchical Matrix Matrix 


Domains 3 (foundation, 
behaviour change 
competences, 
behaviour change 
techniques) 


4 domains 5 target audiences 


Levels 3 (low, medium 
and high intensity) 


3 (awareness and 
referral, screening 
and referral, 
delivering ABI 


4 levels (three 
generic levels and 
one for workers 
using 
specialist/advanced 
and behaviour 
specific 
techniques) 


Links to KSF yes no no 


 


4.2.3 Qualitative studies 


Summary of extracted codes and the descriptive categorisation for qualitative 


studies are provided in table 4. Study details are provided alphabetically in 


appendix A and are intended to give an overview of the included studies. 


Appendix A also includes details of the relevant intervention studies and 


systematic reviews identified. 


Section 4.4 provides details of how the study findings have been categorised 


according to 7 meta-themes relating to the characteristics and competencies 


of those delivering behaviour change interventions.  


These meta-themes are: communication, supporting and assessing 


individuals, referral and signposting, motivating and enabling, competencies in 


standard BCTs, adapting BCTs and advanced BCTs. 
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Table 4: Descriptive categorisation of the qualitative research 


Author 
year 


Quality Country Design Focus n Patient perceived 
Facilitators 


Patient 
perceived 
Barriers 


Provider perceived 
abilities, facilitators 
or barriers 


Broyles 
2012 


++ US Focus group Alcohol 33 medical-
surgical nurses 


  Lack of knowledge and 
skills, inadequate 
alcohol assessment 
protocols and poor 
integration with 
the EMR; fear of 
negative patient 
reaction  
Lack of time/privacy 


Casey 
2010 


++ Canada Focus group x3 Physical 
activity 


16 participants Motivation, flexibility, 
travel times Monitoring 
and encouragement 
from provider 
appreciated 


Comorbid 
conditions 


 


Coghill 
2009 


++ UK Semi-structured 
interviews with 
purposive sampling 


Physical 
activity 


38 men Motivation to be 
healthier, intensive 
counselling, tailored 
approach, competence 


Lack of time or 
external support 


  


Dillman 
2010 


++ Canada Cross sectional 
survey 


Lifestyle 
(diet, 
physical 
activity 
and 
smoking) 


119 diabetes 
educators 


  


  


Lack of time to counsel 
Lack of interest by 
patient 
Lack of resources 
Diabetes Educator lack 
of ability or knowledge 
Patient comorbidities or 
limitations 
Lack of access to 
facilities 


Escolar-
Reina 
2010 


++ Spain Focus groups x7 
focus on care 
provider style 


Physical 
activity 


34 patients with 
neck and low 
back pain 


Feedback, motivation, 
reminders and 
monitoring of results 
were appreciated and 
improved adherence 


Lack of time 
Lack of 
knowledge 
fear of exercise 


Lack of skills in 
counselling and time  


Jansink 
2010 


++ Netherla
nds 


Semi-structured 
interviews  of 


Healthy 
lifestyle 


12 nurses 
  


Lack of patient  
knowledge 


Lack of skills in 
counselling and time  
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Author 
year 


Quality Country Design Focus n Patient perceived 
Facilitators 


Patient 
perceived 
Barriers 


Provider perceived 
abilities, facilitators 
or barriers 


practice nurses motivation 


Mahony 
2012 


+ Australia Semi-structured 
interviews using 
grounded theory 
approach, 
purposive sampling 


Diet 6 mental health 
occupation 
therapist in 
mental health 
field 


  


  


Lack of confidence in 
counselling. Can advise 
in general but not give 
specific advice, prefer 
to refer to dietitian 


Murphy 
2011 


++ Ireland Qualitative 
interviews using 
grounded theory 
approach, 
purposive sampling 
 


Diet 40 participants Providers who provided 
knowledge support, 
motivation, relationship 
shift and empowerment 
were appreciated 


Lack of 
confidence in 
patient ability 


lack of confidence in 
counselling 


O’Sullivan 
2010 


+ Canada Interviews x3  Physical 
activity 


15 participants Tailored approaches 
and strategies to 
overcome barriers, 
encouragement and 
support appreciated 


Longer term 
support needed 


  


Patwardh
an 2009 


++ US Semi-structured 
interviews, face to 
face 


Smoking 10 pharmacists   


  


Fear of a negative 
patient reaction 
dominant  


Robinson 
2010 


++ UK Interview study 
(face to face 
followed by 
telephone interview 
x2) 


Healthy 
lifestyles 


20 men and 5 
health 
professionals 


 


  


Social networks, 
convenient locations 
and control valued 


Thomsen 
2009 


++ Denmark Semi-structured 
interview, one off 


Smoking  11 women with 
breast cancer 


Quitting  helped by 
sense of personal 
achievement and 
endorsement from 
family and friends 


Quitting in 
context of other 
morbidity was 
difficult 


  


Walters 
2012 


++ Australia Semi-structured 
interviews  


smoking, 
and 
general 
lifestyle 


65 COPD 
patients 
provided with 
health mentor 
telephone line 
support 


Telephone counselling 
acceptable and feasible 


  


Good rapport with 
counsellors and 
motivation 
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4.3 Descriptive categories 


4.3.1 Overview 


Descriptive categories were developed from the manuals and applied to the 


qualitative research in three steps:  


1. The manuals identified in the search were used to produce a short list 


of broad skills and competencies applicable to the behavioural target 


areas 


2. 18 Components were developed from these by grouping the 


competencies into conceptual categories  


3. 12 Conceptual categories were then applied to the qualitative research 


findings to derive the final descriptive categories 


Skill and knowledge factors described in the qualitative research were 


organised into these 12 descriptive categories:  


 Brief targeted assessment 


 Provision of evidence-based information to guide shared decision making 


 Use of a non-judgemental approach 


 Collaborative priority and goal setting 


 Collaborative problem solving 


 Self-management support 


 Self-management interventions 


 Patient self-efficacy 


 Active follow-up 


 Guideline-based case management 


 Linkages to evidence-base community programs 


 Multifaceted interventions 


 


To ensure the categories were true to the underlying research, the 


development of descriptive categories began with a coding of the qualitative 
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research against concepts derived from the review of manuals. See table 4 for 


a summary and full evidence tables in appendix E.  


4.3.2 Descriptive categories  


Components: The eighteen components of behaviour change interventions 


common to the manuals are listed below. The review and coding of qualitative 


research identified provider perceived abilities, facilitators and barriers.  


Components of behaviour change interventions mentioned in manuals:  


 Knowledge/theory, awareness and context   


 Supporting the client/adapt to client needs/collaboration 


 Screening and assessment  


 Offering advice and assistance  


 Making a referral  


 Feedback and follow-up  


 Responsibility  


 Menu  


 Empathy and reflective listening  


 Building self-efficacy/confidence  


 Goal setting  


 Strategies for self-management  


 Confidentiality  


 Enabler of behaviour change   


 Action planning  


 Communication/informed choice  


 Problem solving  


 Relapse Prevention/long term maintenance 


Descriptive Categories: The analysis of the full papers identified several key 


concepts which could be used to group the components further. Data 


saturation, the point at which reviewing further papers was not identifying 


further concepts was reached with the qualitative studies identified. The 


relationship between components and categories is seen in table 5. 
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Table 5: Relationship between 18 components from manuals and the descriptive 
barriers and facilitator categories derived from primary research 


Descriptive categories 
(barriers) 


Descriptive 
categories 
(facilitators) 


The 18 Components and 
concepts described in 
manuals 


Lack of knowledge Knowledgeable 
providers appreciated 
(patient factor) 


Professional knowledge, 
awareness, familiarity with 
theory, and context 


Lack of external support, 
access (patient factor) 


Flexibility in timing 
and location 
appreciated (patient 
factor) 


Supporting the client/adapting 
to client needs/collaboration 


Lack of time   Screening and assessment 


Fear of negative reaction, 
lack of time  


 Offering advice and 
assistance 


Lack of access to facilities 
or referral routes 


 Making a referral  


Lack of BCT skills Feedback and 
monitoring valued 
(patient factor) 


Feedback and follow up 


 Ability to empower 
(patient factor) 


Responsibility 


Lack of BCT skills  Menu 


Fear of negative reaction  


Lack of core skill 


Good rapport 
appreciated (patient 
factor) 


Empathy and reflective 
listening 


Lack of core skill Encouragement 
appreciated by 
patients 


Building self-
efficacy/confidence 


 


Lack of core skill 


Monitoring 
appreciated by 
patients 


Goal setting 


Lack of BCT skill  Strategies for self-
management 


 


Lack of core skill  Confidentiality 


Lack of BCT skill Ability to develop 
motivation 


Enabler of behaviour change 


Lack of BCT skill  Action planning 


Lack of core skill  Communication of informed 
choice 


Lack of BCT skill  Problem solving 


Lack of followup  Relapse prevention/long term 
maintenance 
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Following the coding of primary research the following list of descriptive 


categories were developed: 


 Lack of provider knowledge 


 Lack of patient knowledge 


 Lack of external support  


 Lack of time for intervening 


 Fear of negative reaction 


 Lack of access to facilities or referral routes 


 Lack of a core skill 


 Lack of a BCT skill 


 Lack of an advanced BCT skill 


 Lack of follow-up 


 


These provisional descriptive categories were taken forward to the 


development of analytical themes. 


4.3.3 Developing analytical themes from descriptive categories  


The analytical themes were developed using synthesis of descriptive 


categories and applying the contextual knowledge of the competency 


frameworks and findings from systematic reviews.  


The skill and training factors (behaviour competencies) and themes were 


matched and then grouped into seven analytical meta-themes based on the 


context set by reviews and the selected behaviour change competency 


framework. 


Twelve behaviour change competencies (BC) are described in the HBCC 


framework (Dixon 2010) see table 6.  
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Table 6: Behaviour change competencies 


Behaviour 
competency code 


Description of competency 


BC1 Knowledge of health behaviour and health behaviour 
problems 


BC2 Ability to undertake a generic assessment 


BC3 Knowledge of a model of behaviour change and the ability 
to understand and employ the model in practice 


BC4 Ability to agree goals for the intervention 


BC5 Capacity to implement behaviour change models in a 
flexible but coherent manner 


BC6 Capacity to select and skilfully apply the most appropriate 
behaviour change intervention method 


BC7 Capacity to implement behaviour change in a manner 
consonant with its underlying philosophy 


BC8 Ability to structure consultations 


BC9 Ability to use measures and self-monitoring to guide 
behaviour change interventions and to monitor outcome 


BC10 Ability to carry out health behaviour problem solving 


BC11 Capacity to manage obstacles to carrying out behaviour 
change 


BC12 Ability to end the intervention in a planned manner and to 
plan for long-term maintenance of gains after intervention 
ends 


 


This process and the mapping of meta-themes, themes, competencies, 


categories and manual components is summarised in table 7. 
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Table 7: Analytical themes, Behaviour competency codes, descriptive categories and manual components 


Meta-themes Analytical themes Behaviour Competencies, from HBCC 
framework (Dixon 2010). 


Descriptive 
categories 


Manual components 


1. Communication  Themes of professional 
knowledge and awareness, 
familiarity with theory, 
communication of health 
information or patient 
knowledge 


BC1 Knowledge of health behaviour and 
health behaviour problems 


BC3 Knowledge of a model of behaviour 
change and the ability to understand and 
employ the model in practice 


 Lack of provider 
knowledge 


 Lack of patient 
knowledge 


 


Professional knowledge, 
awareness, familiarity with 
theory, communication of 
health information, and 
patient knowledge 


2. Supporting and 
assessing 
individuals  


Themes of support, screening, 
assessment, advice, 
assistance, engagement, 
responsibility and 
confidentiality 


BC2 Ability to undertake a generic 
assessment 


BC7 Capacity to implement behaviour 
change in a manner consonant with its 
underlying philosophy 


BC8 Ability to structure consultations 


 Fear of negative 
reaction 


 Lack of core skill 


Support, screening, 
assessment, advice, 
assistance, engagement, 
responsibility and 
confidentiality 


3. Referral and 
signposting  


Themes of referral, follow up, 
maintaining change and exit 
from programmes 


BC4 Ability to agree goals for the intervention 


BC10 Ability to carry out health behaviour 
problem solving 


BC12 Ability to end the intervention in a 
planned manner and to plan for long-term 
maintenance of gains after intervention ends 


 Lack of external 
support 


 Lack of time for 
intervening 


 Lack of access to 
facilities or 
referral routes 


 


Referral, follow up, 
maintaining change and exit 
from programmes 


4. Motivating and 
enabling  


Themes of reflective listening, 
empathy, building self-efficacy 
and providing feedback 


BC7 Capacity to implement behaviour 
change in a manner consonant with its 
underlying philosophy 


BC8 Ability to structure consultations 


 Lack of core skill Reflective listening, 
empathy, building self-
efficacy and providing 
feedback 
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5. Standard 
behaviour 
change 
techniques 


Themes of action planning, 
goal setting, strategies for self-
management, problem solving, 
relapse prevention, 
maintaining change 


BC4 Ability to agree goals for the intervention 


BC9 Ability to use measures and self-
monitoring to guide behaviour change 
interventions and to monitor outcome 


BC10 Ability to carry out health behaviour 
problem solving 


BC11 Capacity to manage obstacles to 
carrying out behaviour change  


BC12 Ability to end the intervention in a 
planned manner and to plan for long-term 
maintenance of gains after intervention ends 


 Lack of BCT skill Action planning, goal 
setting, strategies for self-
management, problem 
solving, relapse prevention, 
maintaining change  


6. Adapting 
behaviour 
change 
techniques  


Themes of tailoring techniques 
to personal and behaviour 
specific goals, choice and 
providing menus 


BC5 Capacity to implement behaviour 
change models in a flexible but coherent 
manner 


BC6 Capacity to select and skilfully apply the 
most appropriate behaviour change 
intervention method 


BC7 Capacity to implement behaviour 
change in a manner consonant with its 
underlying philosophy 


 Lack of BCT skill Tailoring techniques to 
personal and behaviour 
specific goals, choice and 
providing menus 


 


7. Advanced 
behaviour 
change 
techniques 


Themes of group counselling 
skills, making use of prompts, 
cues and incentives, training 


BC3 Knowledge of a model of behaviour 
change and the ability to understand and 
employ the model in practice 


BC11 Capacity to manage obstacles to 
carrying out behaviour change 


Ability to act as a resource for the support, 
training and education of others* 


 Lack of 
advanced BCT 
skill 


Including group counselling 
skills and making use of 
prompts, cues and 
incentives 


Training and educating 
others 


 * Note this competency was not considered in scope for the HBCC framework and so has not been allocated a unique BC number. 
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4.4 Analytical themes 


4.4.1 Communication 


Lack of professional knowledge, awareness and familiarity with theory 


In a cross-sectional survey of 119 diabetes educators recruited from three 


provinces in Canada, Dillman et al. (2010) found educators said their own lack 


of knowledge was a barrier to personal efficacy in counselling. 


A Dutch review of 23 systematic reviews (Van Achterberg 2010) including 210 


studies for improving healthy lifestyle (physical activity, healthy eating and 


smoking cessation). Professional knowledge and familiarity with theory was 


needed for risk communication and this was found in 52% of effective 


interventions. 


Professionalism (e.g. knowledge of health and well-being and its different 


aspects) is listed as a classification of competencies in a review and thematic 


synthesis of the competences needed to deliver behavioural support for 


smoking cessation by Michie et al. (2011). 


For interventions targeting alcohol, a domain specific competency framework 


(NHS Health Scotland 2010) says that a familiarity with local and national 


policy context relevant to alcohol and brief interventions along with specific 


knowledge of effects of alcohol consumption and of drinking guidelines and 


how to calculate units of alcohol is needed by those offering brief 


interventions.  


Knowledge of the relationship between behaviour and health status is a 


behaviour change competency in two generic competency frameworks (Dixon 


2010, Yorkshire and the Humber NHS 2010).   


Lack of patient knowledge and provider need to communicate  


In interviews with Dutch practice nurses conducted by Jansink et al. (2010) it 


was revealed that nurses felt patients had limited knowledge of a healthy 


lifestyle and limited insight into their own behaviour. 
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In interviews with patients with type 1 diabetes (Murphy 2011) gaining 


knowledge was found to be an important influence on the ability to 


self-manage and the patient’s sense of being in control of their disease. 


Participants in community nurse COPD health-mentors study (Walters 2012) 


found telephone delivery acceptable and that it increased their awareness of 


the effects of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. 


The heightened personal awareness of health issues and the harms from 


smoking in patients newly diagnosed with breast cancer being offered 


preoperative smoking cessation was perceived as a ‘teachable’ moment 


(Thomsen 2009). Imparting knowledge at these encounters (timing of 


communication) and taking the opportunities such encounters present were 


suggested as future targets for intervention design. 


A Dutch review of 23 systematic reviews (Van Achterberg 2010) supports the 


effectiveness of the techniques targeting patient knowledge (from 210 studies) 


for improving healthy lifestyle (physical activity, healthy eating and smoking 


cessation). Risk communication particularly was found in 52% of effective 


interventions.  


In contrast a systematic review that included the fidelity of interventions 


delivered by lifestyle advisors (Carr 2011) found that the evidence only gave 


limited support to lifestyle advisors having a positive impact on patient’s health 


knowledge, behaviours and outcomes despite high levels of acceptability. The 


lack of impact of these interventions may be a function of the type or length of 


training received by lifestyle advisors and so it may not be generalisable to the 


interventions provided by other health professionals with other training. 


In a study that aimed to identifying the competences for behavioural support 


in smoking cessation in a consensus process led by an expert panel, Michie 


et al. (2011) list general communication (e.g. the ability to elicit and answer 


questions) as an important general aspect of an intervention.   
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4.4.2 Supporting and assessing individuals  


Lack of support for individuals 


The detail of what is defined as support is often missing from studies. Where it 


is more fully described two main types of support are described as facilitators 


in the qualitative research. First, the ability to provide general support by a 


therapist (eg. a supportive attitude and offering advice and assistance) this is 


seen as a core characteristic of an effective interaction. Second, external 


support such as the practical support provided by family and friends (providing 


social support practical, emotional or unspecified). As providing these types of 


practical assistance are specified as behaviour change techniques, the offer 


of support and a supportive attitude are discussed here and the BCT defined 


support is discussed as a core competence (section 4.4.6).   


In a study by Coghill (2009), semi-structured interviews were used to explore 


perceptions of men at risk of CVD with high cholesterol levels, of a home-


based walking intervention. Support for autonomy, which enhanced 


motivation, was mentioned as an important contribution to feelings of 


confidence.  Longer-term support was also appreciated by participants for 


maintenance of benefit, but it was said that this may reflect a desire by 


participants for a longer programme or improved transition from the 


programme to self-directed activities.  


This request for better transition or exit from a programme with support and 


supervision to self-directed activities was also a theme in focus groups run by 


Casey et al. (2009).   


A qualitative component of a DAFNE (dose adjustment for normal eating) 


diabetes study (Murphy et al 2011) reported five factors influenced 


participants’ self-management of their diabetes helping them ‘be in control’.  


Support is one of these but is not specified further.  


In an analysis of non-significant counselling effects in an RCT of smoking 


cessation, McCarthy (2010) assessed the bolstering effect of social support 


amongst other motivation, problem-solving and coping skills.  Receiving social 
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support, was a predictor of abstinence but importantly counselling itself did 


not significantly boost perceived social support.  


Systematic reviews have explored whether support provided by telephone 


from professionals induces or maintains behaviour change. For example, in a 


Cochrane review of nursing interventions for smoking cessation, Rice (2008) 


identified forty-two studies that met the inclusion criteria. Thirty-one studies 


compared a nursing intervention to a control or to usual care and found the 


intervention to significantly increase the likelihood of quitting (RR 1.28, 95% 


CI 1.18 to 1.38). Results showed evidence that higher intensity interventions 


did not have a larger treatment effect although there was weak evidence that 


additional telephone support increased smoking cessation.   


Training manuals and two competency frameworks mention providing social 


support as a skill. Cavill (2011), describing brief interventions for lifestyle 


change in reducing obesity, concludes that access to good social support 


(information support, emotional support and encouragement), or practical 


support (such as advice about accessible walking routes) improves an 


individual’s confidence (citing Michie 2009). In Dixon (2010) social support 


(emotional) as a BCT is defined as ‘to provide or identify potential sources of 


empathy and give generalised positive feedback’ is listed as a motivational 


skill for delivering low intensity interventions. 


There is a lack of consistent and clear use of the term “social support” in 


research reports and a lack of congruence with the definition of BCTs that are 


included in the cluster “social support”.  


Assessing individuals and use of screening tools  


In a focus-group study of the anticipated barriers and facilitators to 


implementing nurse-delivered alcohol screening, brief intervention (BI) and 


referral to treatment (RT) from the US, Broyles at al. (2012) described 6 


barriers and 3 facilitators reported by 33 medical-surgical nurses (97% 


female). Inadequate alcohol assessment protocols and poor integration with 


the electronic medical record and questions about the compatibility of 
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screening, BI and RT with the acute care paradigm and nursing role were 


raised along with other barriers already described. The enhanced electronic 


medical record was seen as a facilitator to improve the uptake of assessment 


and screening for alcohol disorders. 


Manuals also include descriptions of how assessments should be done. 


Manuals for alcohol screening and brief interventions describe the use of 


screening tools to assess problem drinkers’ prior to the alcohol brief 


interventions.  


Two manuals were included on alcohol brief interventions that describe 


screening tools for alcohol intake: Martino (2006) ‘Motivational Interviewing 


Assessment: Supervisory Tools for Enhancing Proficiency’ and Gual (2005) 


‘Alcohol and primary health care: Training programme on identification and 


brief interventions’.  


For non-alcohol interventions, Cavill (2011) says health professionals can use 


the General Practice Physical Activity Questionnaire (GPPAQ) to assess an 


individual’s level of activity. 


For smoking interventions, Ghodse (2008) in a Tobacco Addiction Training 


Manual suggests that assessment should include; smoking status, motivation 


to quit, readiness to change and nicotine dependence. All three competency 


frameworks include features of assessment (including screening tools for risk 


of alcohol harm, for example). 


4.4.3 Referral and signposting  


Lack of skills in referral 


Dillman et al. (2010) in a cross-sectional survey of 119 diabetes educators in 


Canada, who mostly saw fewer than 10 patients per day, included questions 


about referral amongst other competencies. Skills in making appropriate 


exercise related referrals were listed and requested in any future training 


programmes by these diabetes educators. 
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4.4.4 Motivating and enabling 


Ability to develop motivation or motivating style 


The ability to develop motivation in people was specified as a facilitator in 


some qualitative studies. But the word motivation is used in a different sense 


in some of this qualitative research. For example Coghill et al. (2009) say that 


health or fitness were the main motivational themes for adherence to a 


walking intervention promoting regular physical activity, without specifying a 


competence or skill in motivating people. The ability to develop motivation in 


this review is treated as a separate skill that leads to a client/patient state 


‘motivation to change behaviour’. Motivating in this sense is seen as a pre-


requisite for positive change, but a motivational style is a characteristic of the 


provider and the interaction. Where motivating is mentioned in interviews and 


focus groups it is described here. Where ‘motivating” is a specific technique or 


set of techniques thought necessary for the development of motivation it is 


discussed as a BCT competency.  


Casey et al. (2009) ran three focus group discussions in Canada aiming to 


assess the barriers and facilitators to participation in a supervised exercise 


programme. The study found that participants appreciated the monitoring, 


encouragement and accountability provided by programme staff. This, they 


said, provided motivation. 


Jansink et al. (2010) conducted 12 in-depth interviews with practice nurses in 


a Dutch general practice and asked about the specific barriers they 


experienced in counselling patients with type 2 diabetes. Training in 


motivational interviewing was proposed by the researchers to help overcome 


the tendency of these nurses to 'jump ahead of the patient' and to overcome a 


perceived lack of motivation in their patients.  


Self-efficacy 


Development of motivation and enablement to act were strong themes 


identified by patients with type 1 diabetes for imparting a sense of being in 


control. The study by Murphy et al. (2011) used grounded theory methods to 
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interview 40 patients with type 1 diabetes in Ireland. Their perspectives on 


self-management and the determinants of the capacity to successfully self-


manage their disease were collected by interview and development of 


motivation and empowerment to act, alongside gaining knowledge, a 


relationship shift towards collaboration and support were identified as 


important determinants of self-management (self-efficacy). 


Empathy 


Empathy, defined as the extent to which the therapist conveyed an 


understanding of the client’s perspective, was one focus of a study to assess 


motivational skills for substance misuse. Therapist sessions were recorded 


after a 2 day training workshop (Moyers 2005). The  US health professionals 


licensed in counselling, psychology, medicine, nursing or social work were 


already treating 5 or more clients per week with substance abuse disorders 


(including alcohol) in individual counselling sessions. Four, 8 and 12 months 


after their training, the first 20 minutes of tape recorded therapy sessions were 


coded (using a validated score the Motivational Interviewing Skills Code). Six 


global clinical skills: empathy, acceptance, egalitarianism, warmth, 


genuineness and overall motivational interviewing ‘spirit’. Analysis of the 


correlations showed that empathy, as part of these interpersonal skills, was 


positively associated with client involvement and that it directly facilitates the 


collaboration between therapist and client during motivational interviewing 


sessions. 


Providing feedback 


The conclusions in one systematic review (Michie 2009) support the notion 


that providing feedback on performance and prompting review of behavioural 


goals in healthy eating and physical activity interventions, techniques derived 


from Control Theory, were significantly more effective at inducing behaviour 


change than those not derived from this theory. 


Four manuals describing provision of brief interventions all include specific 


advice on feedback and follow up. Three for reducing alcohol intake; the 
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American Public Health Association (2008) write for a public health 


practitioner audience, the American College of Surgeons (2007) produced a 


quick guide to alcohol screening and brief intervention (SBI) for trauma 


patients and Gual (2005) describes a training programme for primary health 


care. All suggest that a brief intervention should give feedback on screening 


results, blood alcohol levels and make suggestions respectfully in the form of 


information, without judgment or accusations. 


A briefing paper (Cavill 2011) aims to provide a guide to brief interventions for 


weight management in adults. It recognises the importance of self-regulation 


saying that brief interventions should include self-monitoring to enable 


patients to recognise progress towards a goal and that these should be 


combined with other strategies such as providing feedback on progress 


towards goals. 


4.4.5 Core competencies in delivering standard behaviour 


change techniques 


Providing Social Support (delivered by others) 


In a study by Coghill (2009), semi-structured interviews were used to explore 


perceptions of men at risk of CVD with high cholesterol levels of a home-


based walking intervention. External support was identified as a motivator for 


increased activity. Support for autonomy, which enhanced motivation, was 


mentioned as important contribution to feelings of competence.  Longer-term 


support was also appreciated by participants for maintenance of benefit, but 


may reflect a desire by participants for a longer programme or improved 


transition from the programme to self-directed activities.  


This request for better transition or exit from a programme with support and 


supervision to self-directed activities was also a theme in focus groups run by 


Casey et al. (2009).   


A qualitative component of a DAFNE (dose adjustment for normal eating) 


diabetes study (Murphy et al 2011) reported five factors influenced 


participants’ self-management of their diabetes helping them ‘be in control’.  
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Support is one of these but is not specified further.  In a content synthesis of 


the qualitative literature, Murray (2012) specified support from friends and 


family as one of five key themes in the literature on facilitators to lifestyle 


behaviour change in individuals at high risk of cardiovascular events.  


In an analysis of non-significant counselling effects in an RCT of smoking 


cessation, McCarthy (2010) assessed the bolstering effect of social support 


amongst other motivation, problem-solving and coping skills.  Receiving social 


support was a predictor of abstinence but importantly counselling itself did not 


significantly boost perceived social support.  


Robinson (2010) identified settings and social networks as key influencers on 


participation in a healthy lifestyle programme. 


Systematic reviews have explored whether support (and telephone support) 


from professionals induces or maintains behaviour change. For example, in a 


Cochrane review of nursing interventions for smoking cessation, Rice (2008) 


identified forty-two studies that met the inclusion criteria. Thirty-one studies 


compared a nursing intervention to a control or to usual care and found the 


intervention to significantly increase the likelihood of quitting (RR 1.28, 95% 


CI 1.18 to 1.38). Results showed evidence that higher intensity interventions 


did not have a larger treatment effect although there was weak evidence that 


additional telephone support increased smoking cessation.   


Williams (2011) identified six behaviour change techniques that were 


successful for physical activity interventions. One of these was facilitation of 


social comparison and time management, but ‘plan social support/social 


change’ was a technique associated with lower self-efficacy and lower 


physical activity effect and reinforces the notion that the precise nature of the 


support offered is important. Based on causal analyses, another systematic 


review of physical activity and dietary interventions in people at risk of 


diabetes, Greaves (2011), found intervention effectiveness was increased by 


engaging social support.  
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Two other systematic reviews report almost identical conclusions regarding 


social support. Van Achterberg (2010) reported that the content of 


interventions for the promotion of healthy behaviours is often insufficiently 


reported, however self-monitoring, risk communication and use of social 


support is most often identified as effective. Battersby (2010), in Australia, 


provides a set of principles underpinned by evidence from randomised 


controlled trials to inform implementation of self-management support in 


primary care. The authors report that none of the twelve behaviour change 


techniques identified demonstrated clear effects in convincing majorities of the 


studies in which they were evaluated.  Use of social support (alongside self-


monitoring of behaviour and risk communication) was often identified as 


effective. 


Training manuals and two competency frameworks mention providing social 


support as a skill. Cavill (2011), describing brief interventions for lifestyle 


change in reducing obesity, concludes that access to good social support 


(information support, emotional support and encouragement), or practical 


support (such as advice about accessible walking routes) improves an 


individual’s confidence. In Dixon (2010) social support (emotional) as a BCT 


defined as ‘to provide or identify potential sources of empathy and give 


generalised positive feedback’ is listed as a motivational skill for delivering low 


intensity interventions. 


Provider and patient views of what skills provide motivation (and 


motivational interviewing) 


In a Canadian study by O’Sullivan et al. (2010) three semi-structured 


interviews were undertaken as a qualitative component of a successful 


physical activity counselling trial based on self-determination theory. Support 


for autonomy enhanced the motivation of participants and encouragement 


(verbal persuasion) offered by the counsellor to increase activity levels was 


universally valued by all 15 patients. 


Motivational interviewing skills were coded using a validated score in two 


studies. The first study conducted by Gaume et al. (2008).  In a sample of 166 
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consecutive alcohol brief interventions (15 minute session) in an emergency 


department in the US counsellors demonstrating better motivational 


interviewing skills achieved better outcomes overall across all levels of patient 


‘ability to change’, whereas counsellors with poorer motivational interviewing 


skills were effective mostly only at high levels of ‘ability to change’.      


In the second study Moyers et al. (2005) that coded these skills, contradictory 


findings were reported as techniques inconsistent with motivational 


interviewing such as confronting, directing, offering advice without permission 


and warning patients were associated with improved client involvement. The 


authors concluded that clinician adherence to the spirit of the motivational 


interviewing method, rather than the specific techniques for implementing it, is 


an important competency to emphasise in training. 


Lai et al. (2010) explored pharmacological and behaviour interventions based 


primarily upon motivational interviewing (MI) for smoking cessation in a 


systematic review. Critical details in how motivational interviewing was 


modified for study populations, training of therapists and content of 


counselling were lacking from trial reports however. 


Empathy and reflective listening 


Moyers et al. (2005) assessed the skills of 103 therapists in motivational 


interviewing after a 2 day training workshop, with the aim of understanding 


better how motivational interviewing works. The first 20 minutes of the tape 


recordings were coded (using a validated score the Motivational Interviewing 


Skills Code). Empathy was one of 6 global clinical characteristics of the 


therapist coded along with acceptance, egalitarianism, warmth, genuineness 


and overall motivational interviewing ‘spirit’. The authors suggest that clinician 


adherence to the spirit of the motivational interviewing method, empathy and 


reflective listening enhanced the impact of therapist interpersonal skills upon 


client involvement rather than the specific techniques for implementing 


motivational interviewing. 


Structuring the consultation 
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Lack of time for consultations or counselling was reported as a barrier by 


professionals in two studies. 


Dilman et al. (2010) from Canada in a cross-sectional survey of 119 diabetes 


educators found that incorporating in-depth physical activity and exercise 


counselling in their practice was perceived as “somewhat difficult” from a lack 


of time for counselling. Lack of interest by the patient, a lack of resources, 


educator lack of ability/knowledge, patient co-morbidities or limitations and a 


lack of access to facilities were all cited as barriers. Skills and training 


requested by educators were in promoting self-confidence in patients ability to 


succeed, in time management and in making appropriate exercise related 


referrals. 


Escolar-Reina et al (2010) in Spain investigated problems encountered 


complying with exercise programmes and included lack of clinical knowledge 


about the disease or goals of exercise.  Effects of prescribed exercises were 


both positive and negative with ‘proper’ supervision suggested as a potential 


method to reduce patients’ insecurity and fear of exercising at home. 


Participants described their positive and negative experiences regarding time 


taken to exercise, the complexity and effects of prescribed exercises during 


exercise instruction, and specified being given reminders to exercise or 


monitoring of results and adherence as facilitators.   


Action planning, goal setting and problem solving 


Walters et al. (2012) conducted semi-structured interviews in Australia 


alongside a trial of telephone health-mentoring for 44 participants with 


moderate or severe COPD. A two-day training programme included: 


motivational interviewing skills; goal setting; action planning and problem 


solving; self-management support theory and practice. The intervention 


helped participants “develop and personalise behaviour change strategies” 


however it is not clear which training component was appreciated most. 


This issue of which component is responsible for an effect (and in which 


order) was addressed in a randomised trial of a physical activity intervention 
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in the UK. French et al. (2012) assessed the impact of the intervention (steps 


measured by pedometer) when motivational components and volitional 


components were delivered either on a single occasion or on separate 


occasions in a three arm trial. This was an attempt to see if motivational and 


volitional components (such as goal setting, action planning and coping 


planning) were better delivered together of one before the other. The study 


showed a larger effect size when motivational and volitional components were 


delivered together and suggest the competency to deliver these techniques 


needs to be widely available. 


In a further systematic review and moderator analysis of randomised and non-


randomised studies, Williams et al. (2011) found that action planning amongst 


other techniques (reinforcement of effort or progress and provision of 


instructions) significantly enhanced self-efficacy scores and physical activity 


behaviour effect sizes. 


Goal setting and prompting review of behavioural goals, but not action 


planning itself was an effective technique in a systematic review including 


meta-regression by Michie et al. (2009) described previously. 


Battersby et al. (2010) in a qualitative review of reviews and meta-analyses. 


Lists the following principles derived from a thematic content analysis: 


1. Collaborative priority and goal setting 


2. Collaborative problem solving 


3. Self-management support by diverse providers 


4. Self-management interventions delivered by diverse formats 


 


Problem solving was also listed in the consensus building study by Michie et 


al. (2011) that identified the competences needed to deliver behavioural 


support for smoking cessation ‘S: Maximising self-regulatory capacity and 


skills (e.g. ability to facilitate barrier identification and problem solving)’. 


Ability to promote self-management 
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Perspectives on self-management were explored in a study by Murphy et al. 


(2011) of 40 patients with type 1 diabetes in Ireland. Their capacity to 


successfully self-manage their disease was assessed by interview. Motivation 


and empowerment, alongside gaining knowledge, a relationship shift towards 


collaboration and support were identified as important determinants of self-


management. 


Walters et al. (2012), described above, also taught self-management support 


theory and practice in a telephone health-mentoring intervention to nurses. 


4.4.6 Specific competencies for adapting behaviour change 


techniques 


No qualitative research was identified that made comment on the experience 


of patients or practitioners in providing menus, delivering flexible models or 


tailoring interventions to patient choice or need in terms of behaviour target. 


‘Providing menus’ could be coded for in the Department of Veterans' Affairs 


(2009) Alcohol screening and brief intervention (AS+BI) manual. ‘Providing 


informed choice’ related to flexibility is a competence in two frameworks. 


Dixon (2010) in the ‘Health Behaviour Change Competency Framework’ and 


Yorkshire and the Humber NHS (2010) in ‘Prevention and lifestyle behaviour 


change: A competence framework’.   


4.4.7 Advanced competencies for delivering behaviour change 


techniques as part of programmes  


Lack of Skills for group counselling 


Michie et al. (2011) undertook a study to identifying the competences needed 


to deliver behavioural support for smoking cessation. An expert panel 


generated a list of competencies for individual behaviour support from ten 


documents and used a further three documents (The English Health 


Development Agency Training Standard for Smoking Cessation, the Northern 


Ireland Training Standard and a published manual of smoking cessation) for 


generating the competencies for group behavioural support. Six competences 
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for group-based behavioural support were identified from the intervention 


descriptions in the eight RCTs showing clear evidence of efficacy, of which 


five were mentioned in at least two. Three competences were cited in two or 


more source documents and at least two RCTs.  


These were:  


 Encourage group discussions 


 Encourage group tasks that promote interaction and/or bonding and 


 Encourage mutual support. 


 


The experience of patients or providers in providing prompts and cues was 


not commonly described in the qualitative research identified and what there 


is provides weak evidence. Michie et al. (2009) conducted a systematic 


review and meta-regression of effective behaviour change techniques in 


healthy eating and physical activity interventions. Amongst the behavioural 


techniques assessed were some more complex BCTs that were associated 


with lower physical activity, implying that the way in which they were delivered 


was ineffective. These were setting graded tasks, use of follow-up prompts 


and relapse prevention. 


Making use of prompts 


Dombrowski et al. (2010) in a systematic review of randomised controlled 


trials of complex behaviour interventions for obese adults with obesity related 


co-morbidities or risk factors for co-morbidities used a 26-item taxonomy 


(Abraham 2008) to code programme components.  The meta-regression of 44 


studies suggested that increasing numbers of identified BCTs are not 


necessarily associated with better outcomes.  But the provision of instructions 


(β−2.69, p=0.02), self-monitoring (β−3.37, p<0.001), relapse prevention 


(β−2.63, p=0.02) and prompting practice (β−3.63, p<0.001) could be linked to 


more successful interventions. This suggests that the competence to use 


prompts and to focus on relapse prevention, perhaps by managing obstacles, 
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could be important to this behaviour change target, which requires a 


prolonged change in habits. 
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5 Evidence statements 


What are the characteristics and competencies required to deliver behaviour 


change interventions in those delivering behaviour change interventions? 


These evidence statements are organised in a way that answers the three 


aspects to this question: characteristics, knowledge and skills. Provider 


characteristics are phrased as personal traits of those delivering behaviour 


change interventions, for example, “being supportive”. The knowledge and 


skills required to develop these traits are competencies and the qualitative 


evidence mainly reports providers’ perspectives on these, such as providing 


‘practical support’. Competencies differ from characteristics in that they are 


teachable relating to ‘how’ the skills or knowledge are transferred.  


5.1 Provider characteristics 


5.1.1 Being supportive 


Defined as the supportive interaction of a professional with a patient. For 


example, in assessment, providing advice or assistance for behaviour 


change. 


Evidence from three qualitative studies (Coghill 2009 [++], Casey 2009 [++], 


McCarthy 2010 [++]) and one systematic review (Rice 2008 [++]) suggests 


that ‘being supportive’ is a characteristic required in delivering behaviour 


change interventions. The following attributes are commonly mentioned 


positively: 


 Support for autonomy, by enhancing motivation, was mentioned as an 


important contributor to feelings of competence (Coghill 2009) 


 Longer term support after the end of the programme was appreciated by 


participants. This may reflect a misunderstanding of the need to promote a 


transition to self-directed activities (Casey 2009) 
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 Support and supervision to self-directed activities was a theme in focus 


groups running alongside a trial of dietary and physical activity counselling 


(Casey 2009) 


 Smoking cessation counselling itself did not significantly boost perceived 


social support (McCarthy 2010) 


 Weak evidence that additional telephone support increased smoking 


cessation in a Cochrane review of 31 nursing interventions for smoking 


cessation (Rice 2008)   


The lack of consistent effect in a systematic review may reflect the lack of 


consistent definition or coding of the BCTs that include social support. 


However, most interventions promote a supportive approach and this provider 


characteristic is appreciated by patients and recognised as important by 


providers. 


Applicability 


This research is directly applicable to the UK. 


5.1.2 Being motivating 


Evidence from two qualitative studies (O’Sullivan 2010 [+] and Moyers 2005 


[++]) support the concept of being motivating as a provider characteristic. 


 Support for autonomy enhanced the motivation in a physical activity 


intervention and encouragement (verbal persuasion) offered by the 


counsellor was universally valued (O’Sullivan 2010) 


 Clinician adherence to a motivating spirit rather than the specific 


techniques of motivational interviewing was felt to be an important 


competency to emphasise in training (Moyers 2005) 


Applicability 


This research is directly applicable to the UK. 
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5.1.3 Being empathetic  


Evidence from one qualitative study (Moyers 2005 [++]) supports the concept 


of being empathetic as a provider characteristic. 


 Empathy was one of 6 global clinical characteristics of the therapist coded 


along with acceptance, egalitarianism, warmth, genuineness and overall 


motivational interviewing ‘spirit’ (Moyers 2005)  


 


Applicability 


This research is directly applicable to the UK. 


5.2 Competencies (Knowledge and communication) 


5.2.1 Professional knowledge 


Professional knowledge defined as knowledge and awareness of risks and 


outcomes of conditions, behaviour change interventions, or familiarity with 


theory and local policy and context. 


Evidence from one qualitative study (Dillman 2010 [++]), one systematic 


review (Van Achterberg 2010 [+]) and one review (Michie 2011 [+]) suggest 


that professional knowledge is a competence recognised as a facilitator of 


behaviour change. 


The following were reported in different settings: 


 Diabetes educators in Canada said their own lack of knowledge was a 


barrier to personal efficacy in counselling (Dillman 2010) 


 Professional knowledge and familiarity with theory in an overview of 


systematic reviews for improving healthy lifestyle (physical activity, healthy 


eating and smoking cessation) in Holland was associated with 


effectiveness (Van Achterberg 2010) 


 Professionalism (e.g. knowledge of health and well-being and its different 


aspects) is listed as a competence needed to deliver behavioural support 


for smoking cessation (Michie 2011) 
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Applicability 


This research is directly applicable to the UK. It comes from developed 


countries with similar health systems to the UK. However, minor differences in 


the professional roles and training offered across countries exist.  


5.2.2 Ability to communicate health information  


Evidence from four qualitative studies (Jansink 2010 [++], Murphy 2011 [++], 


Thomsen 2009 [++] and Walters 2012 [++]), one review (Michie 2011 [+]) and 


two systematic reviews (Carr 2011[++] and Van Achterberg 2010 [+]) 


suggests that the ability to communicate information is a skill recognised as a 


facilitator for effective behaviour change interventions. Several aspects of 


communication are considered important in the qualitative literature: 


 Communicating information about a healthy lifestyle and providing insight 


into behaviours (Jansink 2010) 


 Personal knowledge was found to influence the ability of patients with type 


1 diabetes to self-manage, and brought a sense of being in control of their 


disease (Murphy 2011) 


 The ability of community nurses and COPD health-mentors to deliver 


information by telephone was considered acceptable by patients, was 


teachable and led to increased knowledge about the effects of chronic 


obstructive pulmonary disease (Walters 2012) 


 Imparting knowledge at encounters referred to as teachable moments, 


when reception to information is heightened by disease or other health 


intervention, may provide a target for intervention design (Thomsen 2009) 


 Communication of risk in a Dutch overview of systematic reviews for 


improving healthy lifestyle was found in 52% of effective interventions (Van 


Achterberg 2010)   


 The ability to elicit and answer questions was considered an important 


general aspect of an intervention by a consensus group but is not listed as 


a specific technique (Michie 2011) 


There are some cautions in the qualitative literature: 
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 Information provided by lifestyle advisors had little impact on health 


knowledge, behaviours and outcomes despite high levels of acceptability. 


Though this may be specific to the length or type of training received by 


lifestyle advisors and may not apply to the training received by other health 


professionals (Carr 2011) 


Applicability 


This research from Dutch general practice, Ireland and the UK is directly 


applicable to this scope. It comes from developed countries with similar health 


systems to the UK. However, minor differences in the roles and training of 


some professionals involved in behaviour change across countries exist. The 


role of lifestyle advisors or diabetes nurse educators, and the time available 


for consultations in the UK, for example, may vary between countries.  


5.3 Competencies (Skills) 


5.3.1 Skills in assessing individuals  


Defined as use of screening tools and one to one assessment. 


Evidence from one qualitative study (Broyles 2012 [++]) suggests that the 


assessment of individuals and use of screening tools is a competence 


recognised as a facilitator of behaviour change. The following barrier to a 


nurse-delivered alcohol screening, brief intervention and referral to treatment 


programme was identified: 


 Inadequate alcohol assessment protocols and poor integration with the 


electronic medical record (Broyles 2012) 


The facilitators identified to improve the uptake of assessment and screening 


for alcohol disorders included:  


 The enhanced electronic medical record (Broyles 2012) 


Applicability 
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The primary research here was conducted in the US and is moderately 


applicable to this scope as there may be differences in the screening tools 


and how they are used to assess baseline behaviours in other countries. 


5.3.2 Skills in referral and signposting support 


Defined as referral for treatment or signposting support by others. 


Evidence from three qualitative studies (Dillman 2010 [++], Murray 2012 [++] 


and Robinson 2010 [++]) and two systematic reviews (Greaves 2011 [++] and 


van Achterberg 2010 [++] suggests that referral for treatment requires skill: 


 Diabetes educators identified a lack of skills in making appropriate exercise 


related referrals and requested training in this (Dillman 2010) 


 Suggesting or signposting support by others was a key facilitator to lifestyle 


behaviour change in individuals at high risk of cardiovascular events 


(Murray 2012 and Robinson 2010) and in encouraging physical activity and 


dietary interventions in people at risk of diabetes (Greaves 2011 and 


Achterberg 2010) 


Evidence from one systematic review (Williams  2011 [+]) suggests that the 


precise nature of the support offered is important because the BCT ‘plan 


social support/social change’ was a technique associated with lower self-


efficacy and lower physical activity effect. 


Applicability 


This study is partly applicable to the UK context. As the training of diabetes 


educators in one Canadian study (Dillman 2010) may differ from the UK or 


Dutch training provided in the other studies, for example. 


5.3.3 Skills in developing motivation and enabling action 


Defined as taught skills in reflective listening, empathy, self-efficacy and 


providing feedback. The capacity to implement behaviour change in a manner 


consistent with its underlying philosophy and the ability to structure 


consultations are encompassed by this evidence statement. 
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Evidence comes from three qualitative studies (Casey 2009 [++], Jansink 


2010 [++], Murphy 2011 [++]) that suggest skill in developing participant 


motivation is a required competence. The aspects perceived as important for 


this skill are: 


 Monitoring for an exercise programme (Casey 2009)  


 Training for practice nurses in how to overcome a perceived lack of 


motivation in their patients (Jansink 2010) 


 A shift towards collaboration and support as determinants of self-


management (self-efficacy) (Murphy 2011) 


There is evidence from one intervention study (French (2012 [+]) that 


‘enabling action’ as a separate skill (encompassing goal setting, action 


planning and coping planning) often follows developing motivation but is 


associated with more effect if administered alongside each other (French 


2012). 


Applicability 


These studies, conducted in the UK and Ireland, are directly applicable to the 


UK context.  


5.3.4 Skills in providing feedback 


Evidence comes from one systematic review (Michie 2009 [++]) that supports 


providing feedback on performance and prompting review of behavioural 


goals in healthy eating and physical activity interventions. These techniques, 


derived from Control Theory, were significantly more effective at inducing 


behaviour change than those not derived from this theory. 


Applicability 


This UK research is directly applicable to UK settings, providers and 


interventions. 
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5.3.5 Skills in delivering brief and very brief interventions 


Evidence comes from one focus group study (Broyles 2012 [++]) for brief 


alcohol interventions delivered by nurses suggesting that there are barriers 


and facilitators to competence in delivering brief interventions. 


The barriers identified were: 


 Lack of alcohol-related knowledge and skills 


 Limited interdisciplinary collaboration and communication around alcohol-


related care 


 Inadequate alcohol assessment protocols and poor integration with the 


electronic medical record 


 Concerns about negative patient reaction and limited patient motivation to 


address alcohol use 


 Questionable compatibility of screening, brief intervention and referral to 


treatment with the acute care paradigm and nursing role 


 Logistical issues (e.g., lack of time/privacy) 


The facilitators of nurse-delivered screening, brief intervention and referral to 


treatment focused on provider- and system-level factors related to: 


 Improved provider knowledge, skills, communication, and collaboration 


 Expanded processes of care and nursing roles 


 Enhanced electronic medical record features 


5.3.6 Skills in action planning, goal setting and problem 


solving 


Evidence comes from one qualitative study (Walters 2012 [+], two systematic 


reviews (Williams 2011 [+], Michie 2009 [++]) and two reviews (Battersby 


2010 [+] and Michie 2011 [+]) that suggest action planning, goal setting and 


problem solving are skills appreciated by providers. Though the exact training 


component was often not specified, training in the following was thought to be 


required:  
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 Goal setting; action planning and problem solving; self-management 


support theory and practice. These helped participants “develop and 


personalise behaviour change strategies” (Walters 2012) 


 Action planning enhanced self-efficacy scores for patients (Williams 2011) 


 Goal setting and prompting review of behavioural goals, but not action 


planning itself was associated with effectiveness (Michie 2009) 


 Collaborative priority and goal setting along with collaborative problem 


solving is listed in a qualitative review of reviews and meta-analyses 


derived from a thematic content analysis (Battersby 2010) 


 Problem solving was also listed in the consensus building study that 


identified the competences needed to deliver behavioural support for 


smoking cessation ‘Maximising self-regulatory capacity and skills (e.g. 


ability to facilitate barrier identification and problem solving’ (Michie 2011) 


5.3.7 Skills in encouraging self-management 


Evidence from two qualitative studies (Murphy 2011 [++], Walters 2012 [++]) 


suggest encouraging self-management as a competency. 


 Interviewing 40 people with type 1 diabetes in Ireland the capacity to 


successfully self-manage their condition required a collaborative supportive 


relationship between providers and people with diabetes. These were 


identified as important determinants of self-management (Murphy 2011) 


 Self-management support was successfully taught as a skill in a telephone 


health-mentoring intervention to nurses (Walters 2012) 


Applicability 


This Australian and Irish research is directly applicable to UK settings, 


providers and interventions. 


5.3.8 Advanced skills for group counseling 


Defined as group counseling skills, making use of prompts, cues and 


incentives, training.  
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Evidence from one review (Michie 2009 [++]) suggests three competencies 


are needed to deliver behavioural support for smoking cessation. These were 


cited in two or more source documents and at least two RCTs:  


 Encourage group discussions 


 Encourage group tasks that promote interaction and/or bonding  


 Encourage mutual support 


 


Applicability 


This UK research is directly applicable to UK settings, providers and 


interventions. 


5.3.9 Advanced skills in maintaining change by making use of 


prompts and relapse prevention 


Evidence from two systematic reviews of randomised controlled trials, one of 


complex behaviour interventions for obese adults with obesity related co-


morbidities (Dombrowski 2010 [++]) and one of behaviour change techniques 


in healthy eating and physical activity interventions (Michie 2009 [++]), 


suggests that increasing the numbers of identified BCTs is not necessarily 


associated with better outcomes.  Skills in relapse prevention and prompting 


practice or follow up prompts could be linked to more successful interventions. 


The competence to use prompts and to focus on relapse prevention by 


managing obstacles, could be important to obesity as a behaviour change 


target because it is one that requires a prolonged change in habits. 


The experience of patients or providers in providing prompts and cues was 


not commonly described in the qualitative research identified. 


Applicability 


This UK research is directly applicable to UK settings, providers and 


interventions. 
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6 Discussion 


This review of qualitative studies aims to answer the research question “what 


are the characteristics and competencies required to deliver behaviour 


change interventions in those delivering behaviour change interventions?”  


Health and healthcare care increasingly relies on an individual’s ability to 


change behaviour and for professionals to help them to do so across a broad 


spectrum of health areas.   


The effects vary according to behaviour target. In this review the targets of 


individual level interventions are sexual health, smoking, alcohol, diet and 


physical activity behaviours. 


The following characteristics were found to be valued by patients and when 


present were recognised as important by providers: 


 Being supportive 


 Being motivating 


 Being empathetic 


The following knowledge was recognised as a facilitator by providers 


(providers may mention the lack of these competencies as barriers to 


changing behaviour): 


 Knowledge about health conditions  


 Knowledge about behaviour change and theories 


 Ability to communicate information 


The following skills were recognised as facilitators by providers (providers 


may mention the lack of these competencies as barriers to changing 


behaviour): 


 Skills in assessing individuals 


 Skills in referral and signposting support 


 Skills in developing motivation and enabling action 
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 Skills in providing feedback 


 Skills in delivering brief and very brief interventions 


 Skills in action planning, goal setting and problem solving 


 Skills in encouraging self-management 


 Advanced skills for group counselling 


 Advanced skills in maintaining change by making use of prompts and 


relapse prevention 


Strengths 


This thematic synthesis used a wide search for qualitative literature, it is part 


of a coherent set of reviews that use a shared BCT taxonomy.  Conceptual 


saturation in terms of the perception of barriers due to lack of skills, lack of 


time, lack of knowledge and fear of a negative patient reaction was reached 


early suggesting that there is reasonably strong agreement on the main 


themes across studies. Detail of training required for specific interventions is 


offered in manuals and these provide a rich source of tools for assessing 


patients or of information for those needing this. Competency frameworks 


already list agreed competencies and these map well to those identified in this 


thematic synthesis.  


The underlying qualitative research was of good or moderate quality. 


Limitations 


The review does not include interventions that take a community or societal 


approach to behaviour change or those that predominantly use 


‘environmental’ triggers to effect behaviour change. This may limit the 


applicability of this review to interventions that take a more multifactorial 


approach, use unselected populations or include environmental redesign. 


Sexual health interventions, for example those that promote the use of 


condoms for preventing HIV or other infections, were poorly represented in 


this search results. No evidence statements have been made relevant to this 


area. 
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As few studies were identified that assess competency directly or measure 


fidelity of delivery alongside quantitative results, it was not possible to directly 


infer how effective competence-based training might be in improving the 


uptake or success of behaviour change interventions. Those studies that did 


do this were assessing motivational interviewing for brief interventions 


targeting addictive behaviours (alcohol or smoking). 


The terminology in qualitative studies was not used consistently. Concepts 


such as motivation, self-efficacy and support appear to hold a different 


meaning for different researchers from different countries making the 


applicability of some findings less direct. A common, agreed set of definitions 


for these concepts and for the behaviour change techniques described in 


research would help in any future specifications of competence 


Gaps 


There are some gaps in the identified qualitative research in terms of skills 


identified in manuals or competency frameworks for which no qualitative 


evidence was identified. For example; group facilitating as a skill or barrier to 


behaviour change. 


Patient experience has been captured in some qualitative research reported, 


but the search for this has not been exhaustive. Evidence on patient views 


was included where it adds depth to the provider views of required skills and 


training. 


Particularly important were the views of patients/clients on some aspects of 


provider characteristics such as consulting style (being supportive, empathetic 


or motivating was mentioned), however as provider skills were the main focus 


of this review no attempt was made to pursue this theme further. 


Four other themes identified in manuals (assistance, engagement, 


responsibility and confidentiality) were rarely reported as themes in the 


qualitative research identified.  
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Two additional competencies are poorly specified in qualitative research, 


though adequately described in manuals and frameworks: skills in providing 


menus or choice in behaviour change techniques and skills in adapting 


behaviour change techniques for target behaviours. 


Themes that were less well represented in the qualitative literature include the 


flexibility and adaptability needed to tailor BCTs and interventions to client 


needs, use of prompts and cues as specific BCTs and the competencies 


needed to deliver BCTs in a group setting such as those needed to maintain 


social cohesion within groups. 


Special groups 


Disability, socioeconomic status and other groups such as those with learning 


disability may need tailoring of interventions to suit personal characteristics. 


No qualitative studies describing views of how this should be done were 


identified. 


Motivational interviewing is well represented but the qualitative literature does 


not often report in detail of skills or knowledge required or perceived as 


needed for this. There are mixed results in how well motivational interviewing 


is delivered.  


Some studies report difficulties in transitions to self-care, however people with 


diabetes strongly represent the view that ‘being in control’ and gaining 


confidence and knowledge are all important in developing the ability to self-


manage.  


Fear of damaging the patient relationship was an emotion expressed by some 


professionals. This was acknowledged as a barrier to initiating discussions on 


smoking cessation, for example. The skill to overcome this or to work with 


such resistance was not easily ascribed to a single competence or concept.  


This report has found valuable material within manuals, particularly those 


focussed on alcohol screening and brief interventions or very brief 
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interventions for smoking cessation. These provide further insight into how to 


deliver these important interventions. 


Conclusions 


The need for training or skill in delivering specific behaviour techniques are 


expressed in the qualitative literature. Providing feedback, delivering action 


planning, goal setting, and problem solving are well represented and if 


effective for specific target areas, could be an important focus for training. 


The professional characteristics of those delivering interventions are those of 


professionalism (including being knowledgeable and being able to 


communicate information), being supportive, empathetic and motivating. A 


focus on the specific skills required to develop motivation and to promote 


external support from family, friends and others were seen as important. 


Developing skills in fostering self-management and transitions from 


programmes were also seen as valuable. 
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